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2 INTERVENTION. [§ 897.

I. I'OI.ITICM. l\Th:RVi:\TIO\.

1. (Jenerai. Pbinciples.

vj 8J)7.

" Intorvontion." says Hall, "takes placv when a state interferes in

the relations of two other stat«»s without the consent of both or either

of them, or when it interferes in the domestic affairs of another state

irresl)e(•ti^«'ly of the will of the latter for the purpose of either main-

taining or alterinij the actual condition of things within it. Prima

f(ir!r intervention is a hostile act, because it constitutes an attack upon

the independence of the state subjected to it. Nevertheless its i)Osi-

tion in law is somewhat equivocal. Regarded from the point of view

of the state intruded upon it must always remain an act which, if

not consented to, is an act of war. But from the point of view of

the intervening power it is not a means (f obtaining redress for a

wrong done, i)ut a measure of |)revention or of police, undertaken

sometimes for the express ])urpose of avoiding war. . . . Hence

although intervention often ends in war, and is sometimes really war

from the counnencement. it may be conveniently considered abstract-

edly from the pacific or belligerent character which it astiuines in

different cases."

H.ill. Int. Law. .")tli e<l. 284.

S«'e lUuntsclili. trans, by Lnnly. od. 1.S81. §§ i>Sr-i\'.). 4:51-141. 474-i80;

Roiifils-Faucliille. Manuel, ed. i;>01, S§ 2'.>.V:{"_>:{ ; Creasy. IMi-st IMat-

forni. 27S-2!m;; Ilcffter. licrirson's cd. iss:?. §S 108-111; Phillimore,

:'.<1 (h1.. I. .").•{-< ;:{8 : Wheaton. Dana's oil.. SS 12.">-'l3.T

Much that is found on the subject of intervention in the books on

international law is specially applicable to the situation in Europe,

and can l)e applied only indirectly or by analogy to the situation in

America or in other parts of the non-European world.

Thus, coupled with intervention on the ground of self-prest»rvation.

which is of course universally aj^plicable, we find intervention to

preserve rights of succession, which has never been exemplified in

.Vmerica.

Wo also find in the books the following additional causes assigned

as grounds of intervention: 1. Intervention in restraint of wrong-

doing (1) against illegal acts, (2) against immoral act.s. 2. Inter-

vention under a treaty of guarantee. 8. Intervention by invitation

of a party to a civil war. 4. Intervention under the authority of

the Ixxly of states.

Hall. Int. Law. .".th (m1. 28.".-21X;.

See \)i' .M.irteiis. rr.'iis. 8 7.".; ("alvo. Lc Droit Int. §§ 141-142; Fiore. I.

421-455; .Mamianl, UKj-loi. 112.
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As to intervention to iireserve the ijalance of jtower in Eurojie, .see Philli-

more, 2d ed., I.. Preface, vii-ix.

As an example of intervention to put an end to abhorrent conditions, the

case of Bulgaria in 1876 may be taken.

As an example of intervention on the invitation of the parties to a civil

war, we may take the case of Belgium, in IWO, which is fully nar-

rated in Wheaton's History of the Law of Nations, pt. 4. sec. 26.

As an exami)le of intervention under the collective authority of a body

of states. Kolin-,Tae<iuemyns cites the ca.se of Turkey, as regulated

by the concert of the (Jreat Powers. (Rev. de Droit Int. XVIII.

603.) After the war of 1897 the powers intcveued in behalf of

Gree<*e. and regidate<l the affairs of Crete.

"As the government of the United States of America is not in any

sense founded on the Christian religion; as it has in itself no char-

acter of enmity against the laws, religion, or tranquillity of Mussel-

men ; and as the said States never have entered into any war or act

of hostility against any Mehomitan nation, it is declared by the

])arties, that no pretext arising from religious opinions shall ever

produce an interruption of the harmony existing between the two

countries."

Art. X., treaty between the I'nited States and Tripoli, signed by Hassan
Bashaw and .loel Barlow, Jan. 3, 1797. See, al.so, Moore, American

Diplomacy. i;W-135.

See. also. Art. XIV.. treaty with Tripoli, 180.1.

"As the government of the I'nited States of America has. in itself, no

character of enmity against the laws, religion, or tranquillitj' of any

nation, and as the said States have never entered into any voluntary

war or act of hostility except in defense of their just rights on the

high .seas, it is declared, by the contracting parties, that no pretext

arising from religions opinions shall ever produce an interruption of

the harmony existing between the two nations ; and the consuls and

agents of both nations shall have libert.v to celebrate the I'ites of

their respective religions in their own houses." (Art. XV., treaty

with Algiers. .luiie .SO, 1815. and treaty of Dec. 22, 1816.)

" Phillimore (I. ccccii-iv) is the only writer who seems to sanction inter-

vention on the ground of religion." (Hall, Int. Law, 5th ed., 291.)

The laws of Turkey " whereby the penalty of death is denounced

against the Mussidman who embraces Christianity," however out-

rageous, do not justify an appeal from this Government for their

repeal.

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Si)ence, Dec. 28. 1855, MS. Inst. Tur-

key, I. 392.

"The main difficulty connected with intervention is the following:

Tt may he admitted that there are possibilities of 'tyrannical usage,

barbarous practices, or ]x>rsistent and hopeless aiuirchy. out of which

the friendly aid of a generous, impartial, and truly disinterested by-
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standor may 1h> tlic only way to a dclivoranco. But two cautions

have to Ik' inti-iposeil : First, it has to be provided that the aid is ac-

conh'd at a time and under circumstances which do not in any way
prejudjre tlie issue of a stru<r^le yet undetermined, and which oujrht,

in the interests of the state concerned, to he decicUnl by the real and

internal, and not i>y the factitious and external, elements of victory.

The imj)ortance of this consideration was sifjnally illustrated in the

late insurrection of the Southern States of the American Union, and

in the controversy that lon^ hun^ round the (piestions whether Eng-

land had chosen the proper moment for according to the Southern

Confederacy the rights of a belligerent state, and what was the

meaning and j)olitical significance of recognition for belligerent pur-

pos<»s. ... A second caution in respect of intervention is, that,

admitting the i)ropriety and duty of intervention in certain extreme

crises, it is always open to a state, influential, designing, and unscru-

pulous, to foster in another state, subject to moral control, the very

condition of things which will, sooner or later, bring aliout a fit

()|)|)(>rt unity for its own overt interference. Whether Kiissia was

guilty of this conduct in the case of the late Servian war and the

Ilerzegovinian insurrection, is of less inii)()rtance here than the fact

that she was constantly reproached with it. It is a danger which is

almost inherent in the nature of the doctrine of a right of interven-

tion in certain emergencies.*'

Amos. Ueniedics for War (X. Y. 18S0). (!().

See nil article l)y Mr. Senior, 77 Ediiiburtrti Review (184.'i). IVM, '.^^>H.

See. iilso. liritish Cirt-ulnr. .Tan. U). ISlil. S V,r. & For. State Papers

( IS-Jo-'iil ». ll«ki.

As to tile circnlar issued l).v Russia, when France and (Jreat Britain sus-

pendc<l diplomatic relations with Naples because of tlie inhumanity

with which the latter was ruled. se<^ .\rartin. Life of the Trince Con-

.sort. III. .">lo.

On Sei)t. 'Jc,. 1S1.">. the Emperors of Austria 'and Russia and the King of

Prussia conchuh^l at Paris a treaty which was known as the Holy

Alliance. In course of time this league, the object of which was pro-

f«'ss(Hlly l)en(>volent. came more and more to assume the form of a

league for the protection of the principle of " legitimacy " against the

eiK-roacliiiieiit of liberal ideas. The league was joined by the King of

France. Congresses of the a!li<'s wen- held at .Vi.\-l;i-('hapelle.

Troi>p;m. and Layl>acli : and i>o|)ular niovenients were su|)pressed in

Piedmont and Naples. In 1S'_»:{ France, acting for her a.ssociates,

interv«MUHl in Spain, for the purjKtse of restoring the alisolute mon-

arch Ferdinand VII. .V proposal to intervene to restore to Spain lier

colonies in America le<l to the promulgation of the .Monroe doctrine.

The " symj)atliy " expressed in the Tnited States with the Greek
insurrection against Turkey never took (he shape of intervention.

Of the inter\entioM of (treat Hritain. I''ranee, and* Kiissia in that

struggle. Mr. Alxly. in his edition of Kent, thus speaks: "The inter-

vention . . . was based on three grounds. First, in order to
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comply with the request of one of the parties; secondly, on the ground

of humanity, in order to stay the effusion of blood; and, thirdly, in

order to put a stop to piracy and anarchy. If the recognition of the

Greek insurgents and the intervention in their favour are to be looked

upon as jn'ecedents, it is fitting that all the facts connected with them

should be investigated, all the documents examined, and a careful dis-

tinction made Ix'tween the policy and the legality of what was done.

And then, in spite of the vigorous defense of the British minister of

the day, it is difficult to withhold our assent from the judgment passed

by an able writer of our own time [Sir W. Harcourt, in ' Historicus ']

upon the event, when he says that ' The emancipation of Greece was a

high act of policy above and beyond the domain of law. As an act

of policy it may have been and was justifiable; but it was not the

less a hostile act, which if she had dared Turkey might projjerly

have resented by war.' "

Abdy's Kent (1878), 50.

It is not permissible for one sovereign to address another sovereign on

political (jnestions pending in the latter's domains unless invited so

to do.

The treaty between France, Great Britain, and Russia, signed at

London July 0, 1827, for the pacification of Greece, sets forth the

specific grounds on which the three powers intervened. In the pre-

amble the contracting parties declare that, " penetrated with the

necessity of putting an end to the sanguinary struggle which, while

it abandons the Greek provinces and the islands of the archipelago

to all the disorders of anarchy, daily causes fresh impediments to

the commerce of the states of Europe, and gives opportunity for acts

of piracy which not only expose the subjects of the high contracting

parties to grievous losses, but also render necessary measures which

are burthensome for their observation and suppression;'' and that

two of tlie high contracting parties (France and Great Britain) hav-

ing besides " received from the Greeks an earnest invitation to inter-

pose their Mediation with the Ottoman Porte,'" and being, together

Avith the Emi)er()r of Russia, " animated with the desire of putting

a stop to the efl'usion of blood, and of preventing the evils of every

kind which the continuance of such a state of affairs may produce,"

they had all resolved to combine and regulate their efforts by a formal

treaty with a view to reestablish peace between the contending parties

by means of an arrangement demanded " no less by sentiments of

humanity, than by interests for the tranquillity of Europe."

Ilertslet's Map of Europe by Treaty. I. 7t>0-770.

" Her Majesty's government deejily lament the outbreak of hos-

tilities in North America, and tiiey would gladly lend their aid to the

restoration of peace.
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" You are instructed, therefore, in case you should be asked to

enij)loy vour (rood offices either singly or in conjunction with the rep-

resentatives of other powers, to give your assistance in promoting the

work of reconciliation.

" But as it is more probable, especially after a recent letter of Mr.

Seward, that foreign advice is not likely to be accepted, you will

refrain from offering it unasked. Such being the case, and suppos-

ing the contest not to lie at once ended by signal success on one side

oi- by the return of friendly feeling between the two contending jiar-

ties. her Majesty's government have to consider what will be the

j)osition of (ireat Britain as a neutral between the two b<»lligerents.

," So far as the position of (ifreat Britain in this respect toward the

European jiowers is concerned, that position has been greatly modi-

fied by the Declaration of Paris of April 16, 185()."

Earl Russell, British for. sec., to Lord Lj'ons, British min. at Washington,

May 18, 1801, 55 Brit. & For. State Paiiers, 550; Dip. Cor. 1861, 131.

" The steadfast determination of the [British] government neither

to say nor do anything which could reasonably be construed into an

interference [in the civil war in the United States] was tested in

Xoveml)er. 1802, when it was proposed b}^ the Emperor of the French

that the courts of France, Russia, and Great Britain. should tender

their good offices to both belligerents, in the hope of preparing the

way for an accommodation. M. Drouyn de Lhuys, in addressing him-

self to the British government, dwelt on the ' innumerable calamities

and immense bloodshed ' which attended the war, and on the evils

which it inflicted upon Euroj^e. The two contending parties, he said,

had up to that time fought with balanced success, and there appeared

to l)e no probability that the strife would soon terminate. He pro-

posed, therefore, that the three courts should join in recommending

an armistice for six. months, during which means might be discovered

for effecting a lasting pacification. The British government de-

clined to take part in such a recommendation, being satisfied that

there was no reasonable jirospect of its IxMug entertained by that of

the United States."

r.criianl. The Neutrality of (Jreat Brit.iin duriuj; the .Vnieriean Civil War,
4r,7-4r>t.

The proposal was also rejected hy Kiissia. unless it should he found to he

a(<epta!»le to lK)th |»arties. (Dip. Cor. 18<W, II. 765, 768.)

"'As soon as the news of the second battle of Bull Run reached

England, Pahnerston sent a note to Russell in which he spoke pre-

cisely but unsymi)athetically of the result as 'a very complete

;mashing ' of the Federals. Tie also suggested that, in case Balti-

iii<»i-e or Wa.shington should fall into the hands of the Confederates,
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it would be time for Great Britain and France to address the con-

tending parties and recommend an arrangement upon the basis of

separation. Russell expressed the opinion that what was known
already would warrant ' offering mediation to the United States, with

a view to the recognition of the indei^endence of the Confederates,'

. . . October 80, 18G2, he [Louis Napoleon] instructed the French

ambassadors to Great Britain and to Russia to invite those powers

to join France in requesting the belligerents to agree to an armistice

of six months, so as to consider some plan for bringing the war to

an end. . . . (Jreat Britain promptly and unqualifiedly declined

the proposition. . . . The complete change of mind on the part

of Palmerston and Russell was probably due to three facts, which
they had not anticipated : The ' smashing ' of the Federals at Bull

Run did not demoralize the Washington Government or lead to

other results that were expected ; the Confederates had lost in Mary-
land the prestige they had won in Virginia; and the preliminary

proclamation of emancipation showed that the war was to become
positively antislavery. . . . Russia's reply to Napoleon was also

discouraging. She was unwilling to adopt the proposed course be-

cause she believed that it would not lead to peaceful results; yet if

France and Great Britain should agree to act together on this ques-

tion, Russia's reprsentative at Washington would be instructed to

lend to his colleagues, ' if not his official aid, at least moral support.' "

Bancroft, Life of Seward. II. .304, 307, 308, citing 2 Walpole's Russell.

349 ; Dip. Cor. 18(12, 405 ; Dip. Cor. 1863, I. 3.

" Your private letter of October 7th has been receivetl. There was no

mystery in the Department's reply to Prince GortschakoCf. His ad-

mirable letter was throughout responsive to our own past communi-

cations through Mr. Clay to Russia. We are not prepared to accept

counsels of mediation with the rel)els. although they were gener-

ously offered. We could not, without rudeness, distinctly decline

them. We were grateful for the generosity of the Czar, so strik-

ingly in contrast with that of some other iKjtentates, and at the same

time thought it proper to avoid any seeming excitement resulting from

it. The occasion was a proi)er one for showing that, as we are not

provoked by Eui'opean hostility, we are not unnaturally flattered by

European friendship." (Mr. F. W. Seward, Acting Sec. of State, to

Mr. Harvey, No. 1(> (private), Nov. 5, 1861, MS. Inst. Portugal.

XIV. 219.)

" There are speculations in the European press of propositions by some of

the southern European powers to the states of northern Europe,

for their concurrence in representations to be made to us. with a

view to produce a defle.xion from the policy of maintaining the

union, which has been hitherto so constantly pursued. While we at-

tach no credit to these rumors, the President nevertheless expects

that you will be watchful of any such designs. There is only one

road to peace in this country, and that is the one which tin* gov-

ernment has adopted under the inspiration of the will of the ua-
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tlon." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cameron, min. to Rus-

sia. No. ti. June 2:5, 18«;2, MS. Inst. Russia, XIV. 2G4.)

"The ex|ilanations of the views of the Russian government made to you

by Print-e Gortchacow, and his assurances of its fidelity and constancy

tt>\vards the Tnited States are deeply interesting and eminently

gratifying. . . . Naturally the first thought which, in a time of

apiiarcnt danger to our country, occurs to a foreign friend is the

desirableness of an adjustment or arrangement of the strife. This

suggestion is enforcetl by a contemplation of the calamities and

sufferings which are wrought upon the battlefield. The generous

mind, glowing with friendly zeal, refu.ses to admit the fact, however

obvious, that composition of such troubles is impossible. This has

been the case, especially with the excellent Russian minister pleni-

IK>tentiary here. He has for some time pressed upon us the same
sentiments \vhi<'h were expressed to you by Prince Gortchacow.

Mr. Adams has informed us that liaron Brunnow. at London, has

equally urgetl them, though with great delicacy, u\k)\\ him. The
Russian government Jieed not dcmbt for a moment that the Presi-

dent will hail the first moment when any proposition of peace can be

made which will arrest the strife without a sacrifice of the nation's

Con.stitution and life. That period can not now be far off." (Mr.

Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor, charge at St. Petersburg, No. 5,

Nov. 22. 18*52, MS. Inst. Russia, XIV. 207.)

Dec. 14, 18(52, Mr. Seward enclosed to Mr. Taylor, for the latter's infor-

mation, a copy of his No. 2()3, of Dec. l.S, 18(>2, relative to the pro-

positi of the French Emperor to (ireat Britain to unite in recom-

mending an armstice. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor,

charge at St. Petersburg, No. 8, Dec. 14, 1802, MS. Inst. Russia,

XIV. .301.)

With reference to " the report of an intended new design " on the part of

the French Emperor " to projmse mediation in our civil war," Mr.

Seward wrote : "Any such proceeding would meet with a prompt
and de<'ided answer from the I'nited States. The principle of for-

eign mediation in our affairs can not be, in any form or under any
circumstan<'es. admitted. You will make this explanation, or re-

frain from making it, in the exercise of your own discretion."

(Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, min. to France, No. 621,

.July .SO, 18«U, Dip. Cor. 18(54. III. 134-1.35.)

A copy of the foregoing instruction was sent to Mr. Adams, at Ix)ndon.

(Mr. Seward. S<m'. of State, to Mr. Adams, min. to England. No. 1058,

Aug. 1, 18(>4. MS. In.st. (Jr. Br. XIX. 411.)

" I leave the French proj)osal to take its phice ainon^ the inciients

already past of the lamentable civil war of which we a^ain think we
are beginning to see an approaching end."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, min. to England. No. 414, Nov.
.M). 18(52. Dip. Cor. 18(5.3. I. 2.

See circular of Mr. Seward to the diplomatic officers of the United
States. No. 20. .\ug. 18. 1S(52. giving the views of the President as to

any iK)ssible attempt at intervention or mediation by Euroi)ean

Ijowers in the American civil war. (Dip. Cor. 18(>2, 17(>.)
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In a circular to the diplomatic officers of the United States, March
9, 1863, Mr. Seward transmitted a copy of concurrent resolutions of

Congress concerning intervention in the civil war. These resolu-

tions recited that it apj^eared from the diplomatic correspondence

submitted to Congress that a proposition, friendly in form, looking

to pacification through foreign mediation, had been made to the

United States by the Emperor of the French and promptly declined

by the President, and that, as the idea of mediation or intervention in

some shape might be regarded by foreign governments as practicable,

and as such governments might thus be led to proceedings tending to

embarrass the friendly relations existing between them and the

United States, it seemed fit, in order to remove all chance of mis-

understanding on the subject and to secure for the United States the

full enjoyment of that freedom from foreign interference which was

one of the highest rights of independent states, for Congress to de-

clare its convictions on the subject. The resolutions concluded by

announcing it as the " unalterable purpose " of the United States

that the war would be " vigorously prosecuted, according to the

humane principles of Christian states, until the rebellion shall be

overcome."

Dip. Cor. 18G3, II. 812-814.

As to rumors of intervention on the part of France, see Dip. Cor. 1862,

173 et seq.

The French minister of foreign affairs declared that no thought of inter-

vention was entertained. (Dip. Cor. 1862, 404.)

" Your despatch of August 20tli has been submitted to the President. I

give you herewith extracts from Mr. Dayton's latest conmuinica-

tion treating of French proposals for British intervention in our

affairs, and of the condition of Mexico. We are quite sure that the

Fi'ench government can not practice insincerity in its official com-

munications with us. You will perceive, therefore, that what your

informant in Scotland told you in regard to the Emperor is erro-

neous. You have confirmed the expectations which we had enter-

tained concerning the opinion of Great Britain in regard to the pro-

ceedings of the Emperor in relation to Russia, and in relation to

Mexico. What seems difficult to understand here, however, is that

Great Britain gives no indications of concurrence in these opinion.^,

and that the press of the country seems to become more intolerant

of the United States the more clearly the failure of the intervention

is revealed." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, min. to

England. No. 700, Sept. 5, ISaS, MS. Inst. Great Britain, XIX. 5.)

" The correspondence which took place between this government

and that of Her Majesty at an early stage of the insurrection shows

that the United States deemed the formation of a mutual engagement

by Great Britain with France, that those two powers would act in con-

cert with regard to the said insurrection to be an unfriendly j)roceed-

ing, and that the United States, therefore, declined to receive "ffom
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either of those powers any communication which avowed the existence

of such an arran<>:enient. I have, therefore, now to regret that Earl

Russell has thou<i:ht it necessary to inform this government that Her
Majesty's government have found it expedient to consult with the

government of France upon the question whether Her Majesty's gov-

ernment will now recognize the restoration of peace in the United

States.

/• It is a further source of regret that Her Majesty's government

avow that they will continue still to require that any United States

cruisers which shall hereafter be lying within a British port, harbor,

or waters, shall Ih' detained twenty-four hours, so as to afford an

<)pj)()rtunity for any insurgent vessel, she actually being within the

said port, harbor, or waters, to gain the advantage of the same time

for Iku* departure from the same port, harbor, or waters."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Sir F. Bruce, Brit, mln., June 19, 18(55, Dip.

Cor. \8m, I. 407, 408.

" The fact that the national attachment of this country to France is

so j)ure and so elevated, constitutes just the reason why it could be

more easily supplanted by national insult or injustice than our attach-

ment to any other foreign state could be. It is a chivalrous sentiment,

and it must be preserved by chivalrous conduct and bearing on both

sides. I deduce from the two positions which I have presented a con-

clusion which has the most solemn interest/ for both parties, namely,

that any attempt at dictation—much more any aggression committed

by the govenment of France against the United States—would more

certainly and effectively rouse the American people to an attitude of

determined resistance than a similar affront or injury committed by

any other power. There is reason to believe that interested sympa-

thizers with the insurrection in this country have reported to the

French government that it would find a party here disposed to accept

its mediation or intervention. I understand that they reckon upon a

sui)posed sympathy between our Democratic citizens and the French

government. It may as well be understood as soon as possible that

we have no Democrats who do not cherish the independence of our

country as the first element of Democratic faith, while, on the other

hand, it is partiality for France that makes us willingly shut our

eyes to the fact that that great nation is only advancing towards,

instead of having reached, the democratic condition which attracts us

in some other countries."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, niin. to France. No. L'78, Dec.

1>1». \HV,2. Dip. Cor. 1H<K{. I. <>;«>. (^4<M'>41.

Sc<' .Mr. Scwiird. S«h-. of State, to .Mr. .Vdanis, niin. to England, No. 771,

Nov. .•{(). 1M4«, Dip. Cor. ISCw?. II. 1.T21.
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1

By the treaty of peace between China and Japan, conchided at

Shimonoseki, April 17, 1895, the Liaotung peninsula, including

Port Arthur, was ceded to Japan. Russia, however, secured the sup-

port of France and Germany in a " friendly representation " to

Jaj)an to the effect that she would not be permitted to retain any

increase of territory on the mainland- Japan, on the advice of Great

Britain, reluctantly yielded to what appeared to be inevitable, and

abandoned her conquest. Subsequently, Russia took possession of

Port Arthur under a " lease," and virtually assumed control of the

Liaotung peninsula. 'This incident and its consequences eventually

brought about the war of 1904 between Japan and Russia.

Hall, Int. Law. 5th ed.. 295-29f>.

See, as to the " lease " of Tort Arthur, supra, §§ 807, 813.

2. Policy of Nonintervention.

(1) declarations of policy.

§ 898.

"
' You are afraid,' says Mr. Oswald to-day, ' of being made the

tools of the powers of Europe.' ' Indeed I am,' says

I. ' AVhat powers? ' said he. 'AH of them,' said I.

' It is obvious that all the powers of Europe will be continually

manceuvering with us to work us into their real or imaginary bal-

ances of power. They will all wish to make of us a make-weight

candle, when they are weighing out their pounds. Indeed, it is not

surprising; for we shall very often, if not always, be able to turn the

scale. But I think it ought to be our rule not to meddle; and that

of all the powers of Europe, not to desire us, or, perhaps, even to

permit us, to interfere, if thej^ can help it.'""

Mr. John Adams's Diary, Nov. 18, 1782, .3 .John Adams's Works, 310.

" Peace is made l»et\veen Russia and the Porte, and the definitive treaty

l)et\veen England and Holland is expected to be soon signed. May
the world continue at peace! But if it should not, I hoi>e we shall

have wisdom enough to keep ourselves out of any broil, as I am
quite in sentiment with the liaron de Nolken, the Swedish ambassa-

dor at St. James's, who did me the honor to visit me, although I had

not visited him. ' Sir,' said he, ' I take it for granted, that you will

have sense enough to see us in Europe cut each other's throats with

a i)hilosophical tranquillity.'" (Mr. J. Adams to the I'resident of

Congress. February 10, 1784. 8 John Adam's Works, 177, 178.)

" Our form of government, inestimable as it is, exposes us more than

any other, to the insidious intrigues and pestilent influence of foreign

nations. Nothing but our inflexible neutrality can preserve us. The

public negotiations and secret intrigues of the English and the French

have been employed for centuries in every court and country of Eu-
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rope. Look back to the history of Spain, Holland, Germany, Russia,

Sweden, Denmark, Prussia, Italy, and Turkey, for the last hundred

years. IIow many revolutions have been caused! How many em-

perors and kin«!:s have fallen victims to the alternate triumphs of

parties, excited i)v Enfj;lishmen or Frenchmen! And can we expect

to escape the vi<;ilant attention of politicians so experienced, so keen-

sifrhted, and so rich? If we convince them that our attachment to

neutrality is unchangeable, they will let us alone; but as long as a

hope remains, in either power, of seducing us to engage in war on his

side and against his enemy, we shall be torn and convulsed by their

manuMivres.''

" Patriot Letters." 1809, 9 John Adams's Works. 277.

"The principle of foreign affairs, which I then advocated, has been the

invariable guide of my conduct in all situations, as ambassador in

France. Holland, and England, and as Vice-President and President of

the Fniteil. States, from tliat hour to this. . . . This principle

was. that we should make no treaties of alliance with any European
power; that we should consent to none but treaties of connner<*e;

that we should separate ourselves, as far as jwssible and as long as

IM)ssible. from all European ]M)litics and wars. In discussing the

variety of motions which were made as substitutes for Mr. Chase's,

I was remarkably cool, and, for me, unusually eloquent. On no occa-

sion, before or after, did I ever make a greater impression on Con-

gress." (Mr. J. Adams to Dr. Rush, Sept. 30, 1805, 1 John Adams's

Works, L>(X).)

" If I could lay an embargo, or pass a new importation law against cor-

ruption and foreign influence, I would not make it a tenjjMjrary but

a perpetual law. and I would not repeal it. though it should raise a

clamor as loud as my gag-law, or your grog-law. or Mr. .Jefferson's

embargo." (Mr. Adams to Mr. Rush, Sept. 27, 1808, 9 John Adams's
Works, Ci()4.)

" Europe has a set of primary interests which to us have none or a

very remote relation. Hence, she must be engaged in
ing on.

fiv(pient controversies, the causes of which are essen-

tially foreign to our ccmcerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise

in us to implicate ourselves by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissi-

tudes of her politics, or the ordinary combinations and collisions of

iier friendships or enmities. Our detached and distant situation in-

vites and enables us to pursue a different course."

President Washington's Farewell Address. Sept. 179«>. Writings of Wash-
ington, by Ford. XIII. 277, 31(5.

As to the French alliance, see, supra, § 821.

" I have ever deemed it fundamental for the United States never

to take an active part in the quarrels of Europe.

Their political interests are entirely distinct from
ours. Their mutual jealousies, their balance of power, their com-

l)licated alliances, their forms and principles of government, are all
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foreign to us. They are nations of eternal war. All their energies

are expended in the destruction of the labor, property and lives of

their people. On our part, never had a people so favorable a chance

of trying the opposite system, of peace and fraternity with mankind,

and the direction of all our means and faculties to the purposes of

improvement instead of destruction.''

Mr. Jefferson to the President, .June 11. 1828. 7 Jefferson's Works, 287.

See Jefferson's letter of Oct. 24, 1823, to President Monroe, infra, § 933.

See Mr. Jefferson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, niin. to France, March 12,

1793, supra. § 43 : Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Carmichael

and Short, June 30, 1793, 4 Jeffei*sou's Worlis, 9.

"A participation in it [a congress proposed by Mr. Canning for

the settlement of the difficulties between Spain and

her colonies] would not be likely to make converts

to our principles; whilst our admission under the wing of England
would take from our consequence what it would add to hers. Such

an invitation, nevertheless, will be a mark of respect not without a

value, and this will be more enhanced by a polite refusal than by

an acceptance, not to mention that the acceptance would be a step

leading us into a wilderness of politics and a den of conspirators."

Mr. Madison to Mr. Monroe, Dec. 20, 1823, Madison's Works, III. .353,354.

" Separated as we are from Europe by the Great Atlantic Ocean,

we can have no concern in the wars of the European

governments nor in the causes which produce them.

The balance of power between them, into whichever scale it may turn

in its various vibrations, can not affect us. It is the interest of the

United States to preserve the most friendly relations with every

power and on conditions fair, equal, and applicable to all. But in

regard to our neighbors our situation is different. It is impossible

for the European governments to interfere in their concerns, espe-

cially in those alluded to, which are vital, without affecting us;

indeed, the motive which might induce such interference in the

present state of the war between the parties, if a war it may be

called, would appear to be equally applicable to us. It is gratifying

to know that some of the powers with whom we enjoy a very friendly

intercourse, and to whom these views have been communicated, have

appeared to acquiesce in them."

President Moiu-oe's annual message, Dec. 7, 1824, Richardson's Messages,

II. 260.

" Compare our situation and the circumstances of that time [that

of Washington's farewell address] with those of the
ams.

present day, and what, from the very words of

Washington then, would be his counsels to his countrymen now?
Europe has still her set of primary interests, with which we have
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little or a ivmoto relation. Our distant and dotachod situation with

reference to Kurope renuiins the same. 15ut we were then the only

independent nt.tion of this hemisphere, and we were surrounded by

European colonies, with the fjreater j)art of which we had no more

intercourse' than with the inhabitants of another planet. Those colonies

have now been transformed into eight independent nations. fWe
may therefore say that

|
Amcr'tcd has a set of primary interests which

have none or a remote relation to p]uroj)e; that the interference of

Kurope. therefore, in those concerns should Ix' spontaneously with-

held by her upon the same principles that we have never interfered

with hers, and that if she should interfere, as she may, by measures

which nuiy have a jjreat and danjjerous recoil upon ourselves, we
miofht be called in defense of our own altars and firesides to take an

attitude which Avould cause our neutrality to Ik? res])ected, and choose

peace or war. as our interest, guided by justice, should counsel."

rrcsidcnt .1. Q. Adams, siu'cial message. March l.">. 1S2(>. Uicliardsoirs

Mt'ssa^es, II. IVM.

Mr. Macon, from the Committee of Foreign Relations of tlie Senate. .Ian-

nary H». liS'JC, referring to tlie message of tlie President nominating

Richard ('. .\nders<in and .lolui Sergeant to l)e envoys (wtraordinary

and minislt'rs i)h'ni|>otentiary to tlie assomhly of the .\merican

nations at ranama. said :
" Ry the principles of this i)olicy. incul-

oateil hy our wisest statesmen in former days and approved hy the

experience of all suhsecpient time, the true interest of the ITnited

States was suppose<l to he promoted hy avoiding all entangling con-

nwtions with any other nation whatsoever." (International Ameri-

can Conference. IV. .'53, .5.''>.)

The government of the I'nited States scrupulously refrains from taking

part in the internal dissensions in foreign states, whether in the

Old World or the New. (Mr. Clay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Revenga,

.Tan. 30, 182S. MS. Notes to For. Legs. III. 421.)

"The T*resident desires that you should not identify yourself with

the feelings or objects of either of the contending

])arties. It is the ancient and well-settled policy of

this government not to interfere with the internal concerns of any

foreign country. However deeply the President might regret

changes in the governments of the neighboring American States,

which he might deem inconsistent with those free and liberal prin-

ciples which lie at the foundation of our own, he would not, on that

account, advise* or countenance a departure from this policy."'

Mr. Van Ruren. Sec. of State, to Mr. Moore, min. to Colomhia, .lune 0,

1K20. MS. Inst. Am. States, XIV, 12.

"An invariahle and strict neutrality iM'tween helligerents and an entire

ahstinence from all interferenc*' in the concerns of other nations, are

cardinal traits of the foreign intlicy of this CJovernment. The ohliga-

tory chara<ter of this policy is regarded i>y its constituents with a de-

gree of reverence and .submission but little, if anything, short of that
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^vhich is entertained for the Constitution itself. To enable it to pre-

serve the one. we have penal laws which subject to the severest pun-

ishment all attempts, within the scope of their authority, to aid or abet

either party in a war prosecuted between foreign nations with which

the United States are at peace ; and it is made a standing instruction

to our ministers abroad to observe the other with scrupulous fidelity."

(Mr. Van Buren. Sec. of State, to Mr. Butler, niin. to Mexico, Oct. 16,

1820. MS. Inst. Am. States. XIV. ICj.)

" One of the settled princii)les of this government is that of noninter-

ference in the domestic concerns of nations ; and as it would not

tolerate it in others, so must every act of its own functionaries, which

might be construed into a departure from this principle, incur the

decided disapprobation of the President." (Mr. Van Buren, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Ilamm. charge d'affaires to Chile, Oct. 15, 1830, MS.
Inst. Am. States. XIV. 83.)

See, also. I'resident Van Buren, annual message, Dec. 3, 1838, Richard-

son's ^lessages. III. 483; and discussion in 2 Benton's Thirty Years'

View. 276.

" If, indeed, an attempt should be made to disturb them [the Span-

ish AVest Indies] by putting arms in the hands of one portion of their

j)opulation to destroy another, and which, in its influence, woukl en-

(hmger the peace of a portion of the United States, the case might be

different. Against such an attempt the United States (being in-

formed that it was in contemplation) have already protested, and

warmly remonstrated in their communications, last summer, with the

government of Mexico. But the information lately communicated

to us, in this regard, was accompanied by a solemn assurance that no

such measures will, in an}' event, be resorted to; and that the contest,

if forced upon them, will be carried on, on their part, with strict ref-

erence to the established rules of civilized warfare."

Mr. Van Buren. Sec. of State, to Mr. Van Ness, min. to Spain, Oct. 13,

1830, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers. XIII. 184.

In the adoption (in 1834-3.5) by the new South American states of

their commercial policy, " the United States, , . .

°"^ consistent throughout in the disinterestedness of their

conduct towards them [the South American states] desire no prefer-

ence. But they know too well what is due to themselves to be satis-

fied if a preference be granted to others."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Butler, min. to Mexico, Nov. 11, 1834,

MS. Inst. Mex. XV. 42.

" The great communities of the world are regarded as wholly inde-

pendent, each entitled to maintain its own system of

® ^*®^" law and government, while all in their nuitual inter-

course are understood to submit to the established rules and princi-

ples governing such intercourse; And the perfecting of this system

of communication among nations, requires the strictest application of
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the doctrine of nonintervention of any with the domestic concerns of

otliers."

Mr. Webster. Set-, of State, to Mr. Everett. Jau. 29, 1842, MS. Inst. Great

Britain. XV. :if>.

For nH\ssa>j:o of rr«*si(lt'nt Tyler of .Ian. !». 1S4;{, in reference to quintui)le

alliaiK'o for tlu» .^suppression of the slave trade, see (J MS. Kep. B«x>k.

" In prochiiniing and adhering to the doctrine of nentrality and
nonintervention, the United States have not followed the lead of other

civilized nations; the}- have taken the lead themselves and have been

followed by others. . . .

'• • Friendly relations with all, but entanjjling alliances with none,'

has lon<; U'eii a maxim with us. Our true mission is not to propagate

our ojiinions or impose upon other countries our form of government

by artifice or force, but to teach by example and show by our success,

moderation, and justice, the blessings of self-government and the ad-

vantages of free institutions. Let every people choose for itself, and

make and alter its |)olitical institutions to suit its own condition and

convenience. But while we avow and maintain this neutral policy

ourselves, we are anxious to see the same forbearance on the part of

other nations, whose forms of government are different from our own.

The deep interest which we feel in the spread of liberal principles

and the establishment of free governments, and the sympathy with

which we witness every struggle asfainst oppression, forbid that we
should be indifferent to a case in which the strong arm of a foreign

power is invoked to stifle public sentiment and repress the spirit of

freedom in any country."

President Fillmore, annual message, Dec. 2. 1851 (Mr. Webster, See. of

State), Richardson's Messages. V. 110.

See Mr. Webster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Rives, min. to France, .Tan. 12. 18.52.

supra, § 4."'., I. p. 120: also, Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hiil.se-

mann, Austrian charg^^ d'affaires, Dec. 21, 1850, supra, § 72, I. 22J?

et seq.

" Your dispatch Xo. 174 of the '25th of November was received yes-

terday. It announces the result of the appeal to the
'*"

" people of France, on the subject of the restoration of

the Empire, as far as the returns of the votes had come in. That

event has already no doubt been consummated and the Empire for-

mally proclaimed. This change will of course in no degree affect

the friendly relations between the United States and France. A deep

interest was felt by the government and people of this country in

those events of February, 1848, which for a while promised to as.simi-

late the institutions of France with our own. But it is the funda-

mental law of the Am<'rican Kejmblic. that the will of the people

constitutionally expressed is the ultimate principle of government,
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and it seems quite evident that the people of France have, with a near

approach to unanimity, desired the restoration of the Empire."

Mr. Everett, Sec. of Stnte, to Mr. Hives, Dec. IT, 1852, MS. Inst. France,

XV. 1G5.

See Mr. Everett, Sec. of State, to Count Sartiges, French min., Dec. 1,

1852, MS. Notes to France, VI. 196 ; infra, § 951.

No matter how strongly the sympathies of the United States may
be with the liberal constitutional party in Mexico,
" our government can not properly intervene in its

behalf without violating a cardinal feature of our foreign policy."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. McLane, niin. to Mexico, March 7, 1859,

MS. Inst. Mex. XVII. 209. See supra, § 51.

" Your despatches to No. 20, inclusive, have been received,

" Having taken into consideration the subject referred to in your

No. 19, together with the request of the minister of foreign affairs

of Venezuela, that this government would communicate to that of

France thro' our minister in that country, the explanations of the

Venezuelan government in regard to the recent peremptory dismissal

of the French representative in that republic for an alleged inter-

ference in the domestic affairs of the countrj'^, I have to inform you

that the Department does not feel warranted in complying with that

wish. The difficulty between the Venezuelan government and the

French charge d'affaires is one in which this government is in no way
involved. And while our interest in the peace and prosperity of

Venezuela is as earnest and sincere as it ever has been, the interposi-

tion which it is proposed we should exercise would be a departure

from our general policy in regard to the intervention in the concerns

of other nations. I trust, therefore, that, after your explanations

in conformity with the foregoing view of the case, the secretary of

foreign relations will perceive the reasonableness of our noninterven-

tion and will be convinced that the direct expression of the motives

of his government in the course pursued towards Monsieur Levrand

would probably be more acceptable to the government of His Majesty

the Emperor of the French.

"And yet I can not close this despatch without desiring you to sig-

nify to the secretary of relations how highly this government appre-

ciates the confidence which that of Venezuela has manifested in its

justice and impartiality as indicated in its choice of the United

States as the channel thro' which it preferred to offer explanations

to the government of France."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Turpin, niin. to Venezuela, No. 21, Nov. 5,

1859, MS. Inst. Venezuela, I. 211.

H. Doc. 551—vol C 2
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" ^'oiir al)k' and voiv inteivstiiig despatch of June 10th, No. 30, has

Ih'oii siihmitted to the President.
^^^^ " I think that in the main you have rightly appre-

hended the sentiments of the government and people of this country

in regaril to the Spanish-American states, as well as the instructions

of their history, their present political condition, their resources, their

wants, the benefits they otfer and the claims they have upon other

nations.

" Rut it would l)e disingenuous on the part of the United States

and injurious to the Spanish-American republics to encourage an

expectation on their part that at the present conjuncture treaties

guaranteeing their sovereignty can be contracted with this (Jovern-

ment. Even if the traditional j)olicy of this country derived from

the teachings and practice of Washington could be proved to be

erroneous its hold upon the mind of the American people would

nevertheless prove to be too strong to be broken at this moment when
the distractions of civil war are encouraging foreign intrigues and

even inviting foreign aggression.

" The country, however, has tried and proved that policy and has

hitherto fouitd its ways to Ik? ways of wisdom and all its paths to Ijc

the paths of })eace.

*• It may well be said that Washington did not enjoin it upon us as a

})erpetual jx)licy. On the contrary, he inculcated it as the policy

to be pursued until the union of the States, which is only another

form of expressing the idea of the integrity of the nation, should

1k' established, its resources should Ix' developed and its strength,

adequate to the chances of national life, should be matured and per-

fected. Whatever pleasant dreams upon that subject we have here-

tofoie indulged are now broken by a conclusive shock, and we ai-e

trying through a civil war of unexampled severity the great question

whether the Union of the States is indeed impregnable, and whether

we are to remain, as we hitherto have l)een, one strong and enduring

nation. It is not at such a time that the policy of the fathers which

forbids entangling alliances is likely to l)e reviewed or discussed.

'* Nor indeed ought it to be. Assuming the condition of the Span-

ish-American states to bi' one urgently demanding our national pro-

tection, the ((uestion whether we shall accord it is at least a practical

one. We can not enter into covenants to render jihysical aid which

we are not al)le and do not intend to keep. The })eo|)le of the United

States have a sensibility concerning engagements as just ::s it is

fxH-uliar. They never have contracted an obligation which they did

not mean to fulfill and did not with all diligence fulfill in its letter

and spirit. A\'hile we are engaged in a fearful and exhausting civil

war at honx'. it could Iw only surj^liis treasure and surplus force that

we could send abroad to protect and defend other states. Thus far
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wc had no such surphis force. True we shall have it when our

domestic troubles shall have been ended. But we may well postpone

the question how it shall be employed until the superfluous force itself

shall be found in our hands. You appeal to us to heal the Spanish-

American states. We are ourselves at this moment even more dis-

ordered than they, and the national conscience and national heart

cry out to us ' Physician, heal thj^self.' This is indeed just what we
are doing.

"Again, our own difficulties and dangers are present, actual, engag-

ing, absorbing. Those of the Spanish-American states are at most

but probable and future.

" Moreover, the most effective aid which we can at any time render

them is to be afforded hereafter as heretofore by the moral influences

resulting fr6m the stability and strength of our republican institu-

tions. So far as the improvement of society and the increase of

national strength are concerned, each of the Spanish-American repub-

lics must of course work out the case for itself. It is only foreign

intervention, to occur while they are working it out, that they have

to fear. No foreign nation disturbed them, all foreign nations grew

forl)earing towards them, while we remained undivided and im-

pregnable.

" Their exposure and their apprehensions result from our own
embarrassments. When we shall have surmounted them, the Span-

ish-American states will regain their accustomed safety.

" In giving 3'ou this view of the President's policy, I am not for

a moment to be thought Avanting in just apprehension of the impor-

tance of the commercial, moral and political advantages of fraternal

and affectionate relations with the states in whose behalf your appeal

is made. Americanism is one interest and ought to be one sentiment

throughout this continent. Republicanism is one interest and has

one destiny for the weal or woe of mankind throughout not only this

continent, but throughout the world. But the policy which diffuses

these two sentiments and advances these two interests is a policy of

time, prudence, and peace, not of war and conquest."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hlotte, luin. to Costa Rica, No. 20,

July 7, 38(12, MS. Inst. Am. States, XVI. 225.

" Your despatch of Aug. 27th, No. 44, together with the papers

enclosed and marked IV., have been submitted to the President.

" These papers contain a letter written by the minister for foreign

affairs of Costa Rica to a representative of the revolutionary gov-

ernment in New (iranada, concerning a j)roposed congress of the

American States to Ix^ held at Panama with a view of effecting ar-

rangements for their mutual stability and safety. In this correspond-

ence, his excellency the minister for foreign aff'airs of Costa Rica,
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Mr. Iglesias, discusses the question whether the United States ought to

Ix^ invited to attend such congress and IxH'onie a party to the proposed

arrangement. You inform me that the publication of this letter has

produced some uneasiness in Costa Rica, on the ground that the

remarks of Mr. Iglesias on that subject might be disagreeable to the

United States.

'' My despatch of July 7th, 1862, No. 20, has already informed you

that the United States could not at present depart from their tradi-

tional policy so far as to enter into such a congress. You have

already comnmnicated to Mr. Iglesias in a general way the effect of

that desj)atch. The President perceives no reason why you should

not read to him the despatch itself if, for any reason, you deem it

exj)edient to do so. At the same time you are authorized to assure

Mr. Iglesias that so far from experiencing any sensibility concerning

the views he has expressed in relation to the character of this Gov-

ernment, its j)ast policy in regard to Spanish-American States, its

present views, and its possible change of thoj«e views hereafter, the

President sees nothing in the letter of Mr. Iglesias but the exercise of

a rightful freedom of debate upon a legitimate (juestion in a manner

perfectly rps])ectful to the government and people of the United

States. The United States are conscious that jealousy of foreign

states is an essential element in the political constitution of every

nation which intends and hoj^^s to preserve and maintain its own
real sovereignty and independence. They would therefore rather

encourage than c()mj)lain of the expression of such jealousies in the

republics of Spanish America, even although the watchfulness thus

manifested bear upon the United States themselves."

Mr. Soward. S<h'. of State, to Mr. Uiotte, luiu. to Costa Rica, No. 2'>, Sept.

17. 1802. MS. Inst. Am. States. XVI. 24.^.

'• This government acts directly and sincerely in its intercourse

with foreign nations, and no less directly and sincerely with New
(iranada than with all others. It regards the government of each

state as its head until that government is effectually displaced by the

substitution of another. It ab.stains from any interference with its

domestic affairs in foreign countries, and it holds no unnecessary

communication, secret or otherwise, with revolutionary parties or

factions therein. It neither seeks to prevent social or political

reforms in such countries nor lends its aid to reforms of them right-

fully of which it has neither the authority nor the means to judge."

Mr. Sewanl. Sec-, of State, to Mr. Burton. Oct. 2.'), 1802, MS. Inst. Co-

lombia. XVI. 47.

" The first duty of a foreign minister is to maintain and practice in behalf

of bis government ko«m1 faith and friendship towards the govern-

ment to which lie is a<credited. 11 is not easy to conceive any case

in which a minister could rightfully Intervene and give aid or coun-
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tenance to an insurrectionary movement in derogation of the sover-

eign to which he is accredited. Doubtlessly there are revolutions

which deserve .the sympathies and favor of all civilized states, but

even in such cases the representatives of foreign governments should

act by their direction and make their protests direct and explicit,

taking the resi)onsibilities of the termination of diplomatic inter-

course. No such circumstances are known to us as existing in regard

to the revolution in New Granada." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Burton. July 18, 18G1, MS. Inst. Colombia, XVI. 7.)

" This g:overnment has not now, it seldom has had, any special

transaction, either commercial or political, to engage the attention of

a minister at Rome. Indeed, until a very lat« period the United

States were without any representation at that ancient and interest-

ing capital. The first colonists in this country were chiefly Protes-

tants, who not merely recognized no ecclesiastical authority of the

Pope, but were very jealous lest he might exert some ecclesiastical

influence here wiiich would be followed by an assumption of politi-

cal power unfavorable to freedom and self-government on this con-

tinent. It was not seen that the political power of the Catholic

Church was purely a foreign affair, constituting an important part

of the political system of the European continent. . . . It is be-

lieved that ever since the tide of emigration set in upon this conti-

nent the head of the Roman Church and states has freely recognized

and favored the development of this principle of political freedom on

the part of the Catholics in this country, while he has never lost an

opportunity to express his satisfaction with the growth, prosj)erity

and progress of the American people. It was under these circum-

stances that this government, in 1848, wisely determined that while

it maintained representatives in the capitals of every other civilized

state, and even at the capitals of many semicivilized states which

reject the whole Christian religion, it was neither wise nor necessary

to exclude Rome from the circle of our diplomatic intercourse. Thus
far the new relation then established has proved pleasant and be-

nificent.

" Just now Rome is the seat of profound ecclesiastical and political

anxieties, which, more or less, afi^ect all the nations of Europe. The
Holy Father claims immunity for the temporal j)ower he exercises,

as a right incident to an ecclesiastical authority which is generally

respected by the P^uropean states.

" On the other hand, some of those states, with large masses in

other states, assert that this temporal power is without any religious

sanction, is unnecessary and pernicious. I have stated the question

merely for the purpose of enabling myself to give you the President's

views of what w'ill be your duty with regard to it. That duty is to

forbear altogether from taking any part in the controversy. The
reasons for this forbearance are three : First, that so far as spiritual
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or occlosiastical matters enter into the question they are beyond j^our

j)rovince, for you are a political representative only. Second, so far

as it is a question affecting the Roman States, it is a domestic one, and

we are a forei<]:n nation. Third, so far as it is a political question

merely, it is at the same time j)urely an European one, and you are

an American minister, hound to avoid all entangling connection with

the j)()liti('s of that continent.

•• This line of conduct will nevertheless allow you to express, and

you are therefore instructed to express, to His Holiness the assur-

ances of the hest wishes of the government and of the people of the

United States for his health and happiness, and for the safety and

prosperity and happiness of the Roman people."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hlatchfonl. Sept. 2.^), 1802. Dip. Cor.

i.s(;2. s.")i.

With reference to an invitation from France to cooperate with the

governments of Paris, London, and ^'iellna in the e.xercise of a moral

influence with the Emperor of Russia with reference to affairs in

Poland, Mr. Seward said

:

" This governm,ent is profoundly and agreeably impressed with the

considerati(m which the P^mperor has numifested towards the United

States by inviting their concurrence in a proceeding having for its ob-

ject the double interests of public order and humanity. Nor is it less

favorably impressed Avith the sentiments and the prudential consid-

erations which the P^mjHM'or has in so becoming a manner expressed

to the court of St. Petersburg. . . .

" Notwithstanding, however, the favor with which we thus regard

the suggestion of the Emperor of the French, this government finds

an insurmountable difticulty in the way of any active cooperation

with the governments of France. Austria, and Great Britain, to

which it is thus invited.

•' Founding our institutions upon the basis of the rights of man, the

builders of our Republic came all at once to be regarded as political

reformers, and it soon became manifest that revolutionists in every

country hailed them in that character, and looked to the United States

for effective sym])athy, if not for active support and patronage. Our
invaluable Constitution had hardly l)een established when it became

necessary for the government of the United States to consider to what

extent we could, with j)ropriety, safety, and beneficence, intervene,

either by alliance or concerted action with friendly powers or other-

wise, in the i)olitical affairs of foreign states. An urgent appeal for

such aid and symi)athy was made in behalf of P'rance, and the appeal

was sanctioned and enforced by the treaty then existing of mutual

alliance and defense, a treaty without which it may even now be con-

fessed, to the honor of France, our own sovereignty and independence
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could not have been so early secured. So deeply did this appeal touch

the heart of the American people that only the deference they cher-

ished to the counsels of the Father of our Country, who then was at

the fullness of his unapproachable moral greatness, reconciled them
to the stern decision that, in view of the location of this republic,

the characters, habits, and sentiments of its constituent parts, and

especially its complex yet unique and very popular Constitution, the

American people must be content to recommend the cause of human
progress by the wisdom with which they should exercise the powers

of self-government, forbearing at all times, and in every way, from

foreign alliances, intervention, and interference.

" It is true that Washington thought a time might come when, our

institution being firmly consolidated and working with complete suc-

cess, we might safely and perhaps beneficially take part in the con-

sultations held by foreign states for the common advantage of the

nations. Since that period occasions have frequently happened which

presented seductions to a departure from what, superficially viewed,

seemed a course of isolation and indifference. It is scarcely neces-

sary to recur to them. One was an invitation to a congress of newly

emancipated Spanish-American states; another, an urgent appeal to

aid Hungary in a revolution aiming at the restoration of her an-

cient and illustrious independence; another, the project of a joint

guarantee of Cuba to Spain in concurrence with France and Great

Britain ; and more recently, an invitation to a cooperative demon-

stration with Spain, France, and Great Britain in Mexico; and, later

still, suggestions by some of the Spanish-American states for a

common council of the republican states situated upon the American

continent. These suggestions were successively disallowed by the

government, and its decision was approved in each case by the de-

liberate judgment of the American people. Our policy of noninter-

vention, straight, absolute, and peculiar as it may seem to other

nations, has thus become a traditional one, which could not be

abandoned without the most urgent occasion, amounting to a mani-

fest necessity. Certainly it couhl not be wisely departed from at

this moment, when the existence of a local, although as we trust only

a transient disturl)ance, deprives the government of the counsel of a

portion of the American people, to whom so wide a departure from

the settled i^olicy of the country must in any case be deeply inter-

esting.

" The President will not allow himself to think for a single moment
that the Emperor of the French will see anything but respect and

friendship for himself and the people of France, with good wishes

for the preservation of peace and order, and the progress of humanity

in Europe, in the adherence of the United States on this occasion to
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the policy which they have thus far pursued with safety, and not

without advantafje, as they think, to the interests of mankind."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, uiin. to France, No. 342, May
11. ]^V>:\, Dip. Cor. ISAi^i, I. mi.

Set\ further. Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Motley, niin to Austria,

N..S. .-{4 and 'M, ,Tune 20. July 14, ISfW, Dip. Cor. 18<«, II. 92(5.

" Within the hist tliree years it has seen an attempt at revohition in

tlie ancient kin^jdom of Poland, a successful revolution in what was

New (iranada. but now is (\)lombia, a war l)etween France and

Mexico, a civil war in Venezuela, a war between three allied Spanish-

American republics and Salvador, and a war between Colombia and

Ecuador. It no\v sees a probability of a war between Denmark and

(lermany. In regard to such of these conflicts as have actually oc-

curred, the United States have pursued the same policy, attended by

the same measure of reserve, that they have thus far follo\ved, in

re^jard to the civil war in Santo Domingo. It is by this policy that

(he United States equally avoid throwing themselves across the way
of hunuin progress, or lending encouragement to factious revolutions.

Pursuing this course, the United States leave to the government and

people of every foreign state the exclusive settlement of their own
affairs and the exclusive enjoyment of their own institutions. WTiat-

ever may l3e thought by other nations of this policy, it seems to the

undersigned to be in strict conformity with those prudential prin-

ci|)les of international law—that nations are equal in their independ-

ence and sovereignty, and that each individual state is bound to do

unto all other states just what it reasonably expects those states to

do unto itself."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tassara. Feb. ^, 18(H. MS. Notes to

Spain. VII. 4.^51.

As to keeping aloof from foreign interests, see 9 .John Adams's WorivS.

KIS. 1(»9. lis. 129, l.'«i. 202. 277, .^)79.

As to nonintervention generally, see .'i .Tohn Adams's Works, 31(5; 7 id.

l.')l : S id. 9. 178; (and see also discussions in 10.S N. Am. Rev. 47G,

October. ISCO).

As to special mission in reference to claims of {\)sta Rica on Nicaragua,

see Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jones, July m, 18.-)7, MS. Inst.

Si>ecial Missions. III. fXi.

" It is not deemed unreasonable on the part of the government of

Ilayti that it should ask leading maritime states to guarantee their

sovereignty over Samana. The government of Hayti very properly

consults the United States government with reference to such a

guarantee. The President is gratified, also, that the Haytian gov-

ernuHMit has submitted its views in a |)roper spirit to Great Britain.

Nevertheless, the question unavoidably calls up that ancient and

settled policy of the United States which disinclines them to the
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constituting of political alliances with foreign states, and especially

disinclines them to engagements with foreign states in regard to

subjects which do not fall within the range of necessary and imme-

diate domestic legislation. This policy would oblige the United

States to refrain from making such a guarantee as Hayti desires,

but disclaiming for themselves all purpose or desire to disturb the

])eace and security of TIayti, the United States would be gratified if

Great Britain and other maritime states should see fit to regard the

wish of the government of Hayti in the same spirit of justice and

magnanimity."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Sir F. Bruce, British min.. Aug. 15, 1865,

Dip. Cor, 18G5, II. 191.

This note of Mr. Sewai'd's was written in reply to a note from Sir F.

Bruce, stating that the charge d'affaires of Hayti had requested the

British government to concur in guaranteeing the neutrality of the

peninsula of Samana.

" In the opinion of the President, the most beneficent policy which

this government can practice with reference to foreign states is to

abstain from all authoritative or dictatorial proceedings in regard to

their own peculiar affairs, while it employs at all times whatever just

influence it enjo3's to promote peace, and to recommend to them, by

its own fidelity to justice and freedom, the institutions of free popular

government. In this respect you have proceeded in harmony with

the policy of the United States."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kilpatrick, min. to Chile, No. 6, May 5,

lSr><!, Dip. Cor. 1800, II. 411.

This- instruction referred to the action of Mi\ Kilpatrick in endeavoring

to avert the hombai'dment of Valparaiso. In the course of the in-

struction, Mr. Seward said :
" The conclusion at which you arrived

upon an examination of the circumstances, that it was not your duty

to advise or Instruct Commodore Rodgers to resist the bombardment
by force, is accepted and approved." (Id. 412.)

The Instruction above quoted is recorded in MS. Inst. Chile. XV. 327.

The American conunissioner and consul-general at Port au Prince

having reported that there existed between Hayti and Santo Do-

mingo jealousies which derived support from some imaginary polit-

ical designs on the part of the United States, Mr. Seward said :

" The United States sincerely desire and hope that Hayti and

St. Domingo may become cordial friends, and may dwell together in

])eaceful neigliborhood, each maintaining its own sovereignty, integ-

rity and independence. The forbearing and friendly policy of this

government towards all the free states of the American continent and

islands has been so often expo.sed and illustrated during the last

five years, that it is deemed unnecessary now to make a distinct utter-

ance on that subject, when no event has occurred which could bring
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uncertainty or suspicion over it. If any such uncertainty or sus-

picion exist, either in Ilayti or in St. Domingo, it is exchisively a

creation of parties there, who have no grounds for claiming any

interest or sympathy liere.*'

.Mr. Sownrd. So<-. of Stnto. to Mr. IVck. No. U, May 11. 1S«><5. MS. Inst.

Iliiyti. I. 71.

Mr. Sowiird addcHl :
" IN'rliaps I could not nioro clearly elucidate the

|K>Ii(y of tlic I'nitcd States in rcjtard to otlior .Vuicrican Kovcnunents

tlian i.'* already «loiie in the correspondence which has recently taken

place iM'tAveiMi the I'nited States and .some of the European i)0\vors

with rcKiinl to Mexico. I jiive you, therefore, for your information,

a coi>y of that corresi)ondence. The President does not think that

It would he exiKHlient under the present circumstances to direct a

formal conference hetween yourself and the representative of the

Tnited States in St. Dominjco. The office of mediation is always a

delicate one. It is never to he resortetl to where alienation has not

hecome Hanrant, and it can not, even then, he safely or wisely

resorted to without first ohtaininfj the consent of the alienated

parties."

" The intelli<rent and sympathetic interest which you manifest in

tlie fortunes and destinies of the people of (ireece,

<rives satisfaction to the Department. Although the

United States look with favor ui)on the increase of material |)ower of

all governments that re})resent liberal and progressive ideas, and that

are clothed with constitutional forms, even though those forms may
not l)e the ones which we have a(loj)ted in our own case, and which,

in communities trained to self-government, are the best preservatives

of lil)erty; yet. can we never give to that favor any form other than

a moral one. Your course in making that clear to the court and

nation to which you ai*e accredited is a|)i)r()ve(l by the I)ej)artment."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tuckerman, miii. to (Ireece, No. 2(i, Sept.

.•',(». ISCi!*. MS. Inst. (JrtH'ce, I. 2(». ackiiowledf,'in>; the n'ceipt of Mr.

Tuckerman's No. 7S of the UTth .tuly.

See. also. .Mr. Kish to Mr. Tuckerman, No. 4*J, .lune 21. 1S70, .MS. Inst.

(;ree<-e. 1. 2!t, acknowledging Mr. Tuckerman's No. VM of the IDth of

Miiy.

It is against the |)olicv of the I'nited States to interfere in contests

between the titular government of Ilayti and insurgents.

.Mr. Kish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Has.sett, min. to Ilayti, No. IC. Oct. .''.1,

ISC!), MS. Inst. Ilayti, I. 158. Same to same, No. l.'W. March L'C.

I.ST:?, MS. Inst. Ilayti, I. 2S7,

"The settled foreign policy of the United States is in the familiar

knowledge of all Europe and .Vmerica. That policy forbids, on oift*

part, all intercourse in the mutual affairs of other governments, and

excludes interference by them in ours. It is the policy established by
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the venerated founder of the American Republic, under circumstances

of great difficulty pending the European wars growing oUt of the

French Revolution. It has been steadfastly adhered to by every suc-

cessive President of the United States, and is firmly rooted in the

conviction and judgment and approval of the American people. It

is the well-considered fixed idea, consecrated by experience,' which

lies at the foundation of all our intercourse with other powers. It

has proved of signal benefit to the United States, and in the long run

not less so to every friendly power. It commends itself unqualifiedly

to the judgment of the President for the time being. Against this

fundamental policy of the United States Mr. Catacazy has deliber-

ately offended and is now daily deliberately offending. He has made
himself busy, in season and out of season, in efforts to obstruct, em-

barrass, and defeat the recent negotiations between the United States

and Great Britain for the adjustment of their mutual differences;

and he continues in the same way now to interfere with the due exe-

cution of the treaty of Washington of 8th May last.

"As the government of the United States would not tolerate such

conduct on the part of the minister of our close ally, the French Re-

public, in a similar emergency in the early days of our history, so it

will not tolerate that conduct on the part of Mr. Catacazy, intimate

as are the ties of amity between us and his government.
'' The President directs me to say that he can not look on with in-

difference to see this extraordinary attempt to introduce at Washing-
ton the diplomatic practices of Constantinople."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ciirtin, min. to Russia, No. 110, Nov. 16,

1871, S. Ex. Doe. ,5, 42 Cong. 2 sess. 17.

" Treaties of foreign offensive and defensive alliance, are contrary

to the declared policy of this government. In the
g ^ysen.

ggj.jy y(ij^i.j^ of ()^,j. independence certain compacts of

this nature were projected. A notable instance is found in the treaty

with France, concluded in 1778, during the Revolutionary war, by
the 11th article of which the United States guaranteed the French
poase.ssions in this hemisphere. The fulfillment of this stipulation

proved to be the occasion of. much embarrassment, and eventually of

serious misunderstanding between the two countries, which defeated

its object and rendered further ' entangling alliances,' as Mr. Jeffer-

son characterized them, objectionable to the people of the United

States."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baljer, min. to Venezuela, No. 326.

July 25. 1S84, MS. Inst. Venezuela. III. 390.

By treaty of Nov. 18, 11)03, the United States guarantees the independ-

ence of the Republic of Panama. See supra, § 368, vol. 3, p. 261.

See also the treaty with New Granada of 1846, supra, § 337.
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•• It is not our policy to intervene in the affairs of foreign nations

to decide territorial (]nestions between them."

Mr. I'l-t'liiifjliuysen, Se<'. of State, to Mr. Knsson, min. to Germany, No. 37,

Ort. 17. 1SS4, S. Kx. I ><)<•. VMl 4!> Cong. 1 sess. l.'{, in relation to the

Congo (inestioii and tlie Herlin «-onference of 1884-5.

.S»>«'. also. Tn'sidcnt Cleveland, annnal nu'ssagc. IH\: 8. 1S8.'>. supra, § 42;

Mr. H.iyanl. Sec of State, to .Mr. Tro«'. inin. to Heigiuni, .\o. "». Sept.

11. lS8."i. S. K.\. Doe. 100, 4!) Cong. 1 sess. .{.-{O ; For. Kel. IHS.-.. (H).

January !>, 1SS4, tlie House of Representatives of the United States,

having heard of the (K'ath of the (lerman state.snian. Dr. P.dward

LasUer. while on a visit to the United States, adopted a re.solution

declaring: "
I lis loss is not alone to Ih' mourned by the |)eople of his

native land, where his Hrni and constant exposition of and devotion

to free and liberal ideas have materially advanced the social, politi-

cal, and economic conditions of those people, but by the lovers of lib-

erty throughout the world." It was further resolved that a copy of

the resolutions should be forwarded to the family of the deceased,

and another copy to the American minister at Herlin for communica-

tion to the i)resi(ling officer of the Reichstag, of which Dr. Lasker was

a memU'r. The resolutions were sent to Mr. Frelinghuysen, Secre-

tary of State, by whom they were transmitted to Mr. Sargent, then

American minister in Berlin. Mr. Sargent handed one co|)y to a

brother of Dr. Lasker, and the other he sent to the (Jerman foreign

office, with the request that it Ix^ communicated to the Reichstag.

This step Prince Bismarck declined to take, on the ground that the

opinion which was expressed in the resolutions, as to the advantageous

results of Dr. Lasker's political course, was not in accordance with

the facts as he viewed them. " I woidd not venture," said Prince

Bismarck. " to oppos(» my judgment to that of an illustrious assembly

like the House of Repres<»ntatives of the United States, if I had not

gained during an active participation in (lerman internal politics

of more than thirty years an experience which encourages me to

attach also to my opinion a c«'rtain competency within thexe limits.''^

Prince Bismarck instructed the (Jerman minister at Washington to

commimicate these views to Mr. Frelinghuysen and also to leave with

him, if he desired it. the engrossed copy of the resolutions. When
the (Jerman minister carried out these instructions, Mr. Freling-

huysen stated that the President could not Ih' supposed to have any

wish as to what the (Jerman gox'ernment might do in regard to the

copy of th<' resolutions after it had decided not to transmit them to

the body for which they were intended. The (Jerman minister

observed that this reply relieved his government from the obligation

to return the resolutions, and there the matter appears to have ended.

Message of Tresident Artinir to tlie IIou.se of Representatives, March 10,

1884, II. i:.\. Doc. 113, 48 Cong. 1 ses.s.
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"At Cartagena, as at any other point in Colombia, not on the

direct line of isthmian transit, the only question
^^^^ '

presented for our consideration is the general one

of the protection of the lives and property of citizens of the United

States established there. Our right in this respect is of course

neither more nor less than that of any other government whose

citizens or subjects may be found at such points under similar cir-

cumstances. Interests of other nationalities than our own are under-

stood to exist at Cartagena. Consequently no measure could be

taken by forces of the United States for the protection of their

citizens there, which we would not admit the perfect right of another

government—that of England, France, or Germany, for instance

—

to employ for the like protection of its subjects.

" Generally speaking, persons who quit the shelter of their own
flag to take up a voluntary residence in a foreign land do so at their

own risk and subject to the vicissitudes of foreign invasion or

domestic insurrection in the country where they cast their lot in

common with the natives thereof. Their own government could not

invade the country of their sojourn there to protect them from the

consequences of war from without or from within, without commit-

ting a distinctly hostile act. Their rights are simply those of

neutrals in a belligerent territory.

" But w^here the place of their sojourn is a port open to the world's

commerce, to which foreign vessels have a right to resort, the pres-

ence of war vessels of their nation is proper to protect the national

shipping in port and the lives and propi^rty of neutral citizens on

shore, from any injurious treatment contrary to the received inter-

national rules of Avarfare. Such war vessels may properly afford

asylum to our own noncombatant citizens and moral protection to

their interests within the limits of legitimate warfare, and ex-

treme cases may be conceived where the supreme law of self-preser-

vation may require more effective measures if the bounds of legiti-

mate warfare be overi)assed. In no event, however, should such

measures amount to an intervention in the domestic disturbances of

that country by aiding one belligerent against the other."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of Stato. to Mr. Whitney, Sec. of Navy, April 15, 1885,

1.55 MS. Doni. Let. 101.

"At this late day, when, after more than a century of national

existence, the policy of this nation has been manifested against

aggrandizement by conquest and in favor of sustaining by example

and counsel the independence of its neighbors, there would seem to

be no occasion for denial of any designs on the part of the United

States against the political independence and territorial integrity

of the sovereiern commonwealths which lie between our southern
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frontier and the Istlimus of Panama or elsewhere in the Western

Hemisphere, The sinjjleness and friendliness of our purposes to-

ward them has In'on signally evidenced during the late occurrcMices

on the Isthmus and in Central America ; and every new proof of the

growth among them of the forces of civilization, under the forms of

consitiutional and popular government, is welcomed by this Gov-
ernment.

" I should, however, l)e sorry if your remark that the people of

the United States. ' considering the character and training of the

Mexican people, do not think them a desirable accession to our

population.' were to leave on the President's mind any impression

that Ave disparage Spanish-American civilization by contrast with

our own. Their efforts in the path of progress have been no less

earnest, and, in view of the geographical and physical obstacles to

be overcome, their success has been scarcely less marked than ours.

No question of race contrast, especially with regard to the mixed
races which preponderate in certain localities, can enter as a factor

in our treatment of j^eoples to whom we are allied by so many ties

of conmion advantages and political sympathy."

Mr. Bayard. Se<-. of Stato. to Mr. Koborts. iiiin. to Chile, No. 3 (confld.),

Aug. 21, 1885, MS. Iiist Chile, XVII. 178.

November 9, 1891, Mr. Blaine, as Secretary of State, in.structed the

American minister at Rio de Janeiro to express the

hope that Brazil would, in her domestic affairs, pur-

sue a })olicy of wise moderation. This instruction had reference to

the action of the President of Brazil in dissolving Congress and

declaring martial law. The Brazilian government, November 15,

1891, instructed its minister at Washington to reply that moderation

was " born in the character of the Brazilian people, in the sentiment

and in the policy of its President, and has been practiced by his

govermnent. The President acknowledges with great satisfaction

that in this instance, as in so many others, the two Republics find

themselves in perfect accord. And you may add that the friendly

advice would be chtvished with the feelings worthy such a friend."

For. 1U'\. IS'.H. 42, r)l-;j2.

"The rule of this government is to observe the most absolute

impartiality in respect to questions arising between
*^'

its neighbors; to refrain from forming a judgment
upon the merits of the mutual recriminations which may attend

such disputes; to abstain from advising either party to the difference;

and to exert mediatorial offices only when acceptable to both parties.

" It is moreover an established rule of action with us to refrain

from all appearance of union with other neutral powers looking
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to intervention or mediation in the affairs of disputing states.

It is regretted that you did not recall this salutary rule, and find

some discreet way of avoiding even the semblance of concerted

action with your British colleague in the sense of advising Guate-

mala as to its treatment of the questions existing with Mexico.

It would be doubly unfortunate if your utterances had left on

the mind of the (luatemalan executive an impression that the

government of the United States inclined to the Guatemalan view

of Mexico's intentions and might even thwart by force a hostile

act of Mexico growing out of the present strained situation.

"This government, as the impartial friend of both Guatemala
and Mexico, can not but deplore the tension which has arisen between

them, and were the way open for our friendly action in a manner
equally acceptable to both of them, we would gladly do what we
properly might, in the same spirit of impartiality, to induce a

friendly composition of their differences. This government con-

ceives that it can only be useful toward such a result by maintaining,

for itself and through its agencies, an attitude of unbiased reserve

as to the merits of the points at issue. AVere it to authorize such

declarations as you appear to have made to President Cabrera, the

maintenance of that neutral position would be impossible.
'' I am therefore constrained to disapprove and disavow your

action."

Mr. Day, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunter, niiii. to Guatemala, No. 78, Sept.

16, 1898, MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XXI. 3M, citing Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Mizner, min. to Guatemala, No. :J8, Sept. 19, 1889.

" This government has maintained an attitude of neutrality in

the unfortunate contest between Great Britain and
in ey.

^j^^ Boer States of Africa. We have remained faith-

ful to the precept of avoiding entangling alliances as to affairs not

of our direct concern."

President McKinley, anniial message, Dec. 5. 1899, For. Rel. 1899, xxii.

" In asserting the Monroe doctrine, in taking such steps as we have

taken in regard to Cuba, Venezuela, and Panama,

and in endeavoring to circumscribe the theater of war
in the Far East, and to secure the open door in China, we have acted

in our own interest as well as in the interest of humanity at large.

There are, however, cases in which, while our own interests are not

greatly involved, strong appeal is made to our sympathies. Ordi-

narily it is very much wiser and more useful for us to concern our-

selves with striving for our own moral and material betterment here

at home than to concern ourselves with trying to better the condition

of things in other nations. We have plenty of sins of our own to
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war against, and under ordinary circumstances we can do more for

the genoral uplifting of humanity by striving with heart and soul to

put a stoj) to civic corruption, to brutal lawlessness and violent race

prejudices here at home than by passing resolutions about wrong-

doing elsewhere. Nevertheless there are occasional crimes committed

on so vast a scale and of such peculiar horror as to make us doubt

whether it is not our manifest duty to endeavor at least to show our

disapproval of the deed and our sympathy with those who have suf-

feretl by it. The cases must be extreme in which such a course is

justifiable. There must be no effort made to remove the mot« from

our brother's eye if we refuse to remove the beam from our own.

But in extreme cases action may be justifiable and proper. What
form the action shall take must depend upon the circumstances of

the case; that is, upon the degree of the atrocity and upon our power

to remedy it. The cases in which we could interfere by force of arms

as we interfered to put a stop to intolerable conditions in Cuba are

necessarily very few. Yet it is not to be expected that a people like

ours, which in spite of certain very obvious shortcomings, neverthe-

less as a whole shows by its consistent practice its Ijelief in the

principles of civil and religious liberty and of orderly freedom,

a people among whom even the worst crime, like the crime of lynch-

ing, is never more than sporadic, so that individuals and not classes

are molested in their fundamental rights—it is inevitable that such

a nation should desire eagerly to give expression to its horror on an

occasion like that of the massacre of the Jews in Kishenef, or when
it witnesses such systematic and long-extended cruelty and oppres-

sion as the cruelty and oppression of which the Armenians have been

the victiuis, and which have won for them the indignant pity of the

civilized world."

President Roosevelt, amiual message, Det-. fi, 1904, For. Rel, 1904, xlll. .

(2) THE KRKXCH REVOLUTION.

§ 899.

Genet, when he came to the United States in 1793, brought instruc-

tions to negotiate "a national agreement, in which two great peoples

.shall suspend their connnercial and political interests, and establish

a mutual understanding, to defend the emjiire of liberty, wherever it

can be embraced : to guarantee the sovereignty of the people, and

punish thos(» powers who still keep up an exclusive colonial and com-

mercial system, by declai'ing that their vessels shall not be received in

the i)orts of the contracting parties.'' In a note of May 23, 1793.

Genet proposed that the two i)eoples should by " a true family com-

pact," establish a " commercial and political system," on a " liberal

and fraternal basis." Washington had already, by his proclamation
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of April 2-1, 1798, adopted the policy of nonintervention and neu-

trality.

Am. State Pai)ers, For. Rel. I. 708-700, 147, 140. See supra, § 821.

(3) SPAIN AND HER COLONIES.

§900.

In the contest between Spain and her colonies, in which the latter

achieved their independence, the United States adhered to the policy

of neutrality and nonintervention. See supra, §§ 28-36; infra,

§ 930-936, 1320.

(4) GREEK INDEPENDENCE.

§ 901.

" The war of the Greeks for independence early attracted attention

in this country. Mr. Dwight, of Massachusetts, on the 24th of De-

cember, 1822, presented to the House a memorial in their favor. The
sentiment of the House was against meddling with the subject, and the

memorial was ordered to lie on the table.

•' Early in the next session (December 8. 1823), Mr. Webster sub-

mitted to the House a resolution that provision ought to l)e made by

law for defraying the expense incident to the appointment of an agent

or commissioner to Greece, whenever the President shall deem it ex-

pedient to make such appointment. On the 19th of the same month
the House requested the President to lay before it any information

he might have received, and w^hich he might deem it improper to com-

municate, respecting the condition and future prospects of the Greeks.
*' On the 29th a memorial was presented from citizens of Xew York,

requesting the recognition of the independence of Greece. On the

31st the President transmitted the desired information to Congress.

On the 2d of January, 1824, Mr. Poinsett laid before the House a

resolution of the general assembly of South Carolina that that State

would hail with pleasure the recognition by the American govern-

ment of the independence of (Jreece. On the oth AVebster j^resented

a memorial from citizens of Boston. The debate ui)on Webster's

resolution l)egan upon the 19th of January and contiinied until the

26th. It took a wide range, developed great diversity of sentiment,

and produced no result.

'' The sympathy for the Greeks contintied to manifest itself. On
the 2d of January, 1827, P^dward Livingston moved to instruct the

Connnittee on AVays and Means to report a bill api)ropriating $.")0.0!)()

for provisions for their relief. The bill was negatived on the 27th.

Private relief was given, and in his annual message to Congress in the

H. Doc. 551—vol (J 3
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following DecemlxT the President transmitted to Congress corre-

spondence respecting it with Capo d'Istrias and with the president

and secretary of the (ireek national assembly.

" The first and only treaty with (ireece was concluded in I^ondon in

IH'M iM'tween the ministers of the respective powers at that court. Tt

was sent to Congress with the President's message of December 4,

1838."

Davis. Notes. Treaty Vol. (177('»-1887), i:Ul ; sui>ra. § 41.

For (•<)rrt'siM)iul«'n(e in relation to the (Jreeks, in 1S2:{-1,S24. sec K\. Papers

14. 1,S Vouii. 1 sess. ; Am. State Tapers, For Hel. V. '-'."•1, '2r>2.

(."») mN(iARIAN KKVOIATION.

As to the efforts made to induce the I'nited States to (h'jjart from

the policy of nonintervention in the Hinigarian revolution of 1848,

see su])ra. sj 7*J; infra, vj 005.

(6) CHILE-PERfVIAN WAR.

§ 903.

With reference to an inquiry as to the attitude of the United States

in case a proposal should be received from (lermauy and (Jreat Britain

to act with them in a mediation between Chile and Peru in the war in

South America, in the interest of the protection of counuerce. Mr.

Evarts said: '' While as keenly alive as the governments of (lermany

or (ireat liritain can be to the dangers arising to counuerce from the

existeuce of so (lei)l()rable a war between kindred peoples, as well as

to the greater ])rospective danger that the Argentine l\epul)lic and

other South American States may yet be involved in the (juarrel, and

while it has been from the couuueucemeut of the struggle and is now
ready to assist in the restoration of i)eace between the bi'lligerents,

wluMiever its good offices may i)e usefully proffered, yet this govern-

ment does not look with favor upon any premature effoi't. nor anv

effort in combination with other neutral j)owers. which would carry

the impression of dictation or ccK>rcion in dis|)aragement of belligj

ci-ent rights. In(|uirv having been made of this government, through

Tier Hritannic Majesty's minister at this ca|)ital, in the same sense

as that addressed to you through Mr. Bucher. an identical answer was

returned to Sir Edward Thornton. You will, of course, carefully

note and repoi't any tendencies you may observe toward further action

by (iei-maiiy in the direction of South .Vmerican intervention, either

with or without the cooperation of other |)owei"s."

Mr. Kvarts. Sec. of Stat«'. to .Mr. Wiiite. uiiii. to (iernian.v. No. 22, .Tniy 10,

1870, .MS. Inst. Germany, XVI. 48<;.
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In 1879 Mr. S. Newton Pettis, American minister to Bolivia, paid

a visit to Lima and to Santia«:o in the interest of peace between the

parties to the war then existing in South America. His mission was

avowedly undertaken without the knowledge or direction of his gov-

ernment, and seems to have been limited to the endeavor to make each

of the three governments concerned privately acquainted with the

others' views with regard to a settlement of diiferences, especially by

arbitration if a direct settlement should be unattainable. " ITnau-

thorized and even rash," said tlie Department of State, " as Mr. Pettis'

experiment might appear, the United States could not but rejoice at

the result should the knowledge thus gained by the belligerents of

each other's views conduce to an eventual settlement.'' The United

States was '* not, however, disposed to dictate a peace, or to take any

steps looking to arbitration or intervention in disparagement of bel-

ligerent rights, or even to urge the conditions under Avhich it may be

reached. Its good offices have not been officially tendered, but if

sought, (m a practical basis of arbitration submitted by the several

parties to the struggle, the President Avould not hesitate to use them
in the interest of peace. . . . The Department dismisses, as un-

based rumor of a hostile press, the statement in some of the Chilean

journals that you have indicated a purpose on the part of this govern-

ment to end the war by intervention or by arbitration on terms pro-

posed by itself."'

Mr. Hunter, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'ettis. miii. to Holivia. No. 2<), Oct.

1, 1870. MS. Inst. Bolivia, I. 2(>2.

See, also. Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. I'etti.s, No. 25, Sept. 19, 1879,

id. 2()1.

" The deplorable condition of Peru, the disorganization of its gov-

ernment, and the absence of ])recise and trustworthy information as

to the state of all'airs now existing in that unhappy country, render it

impossible to give you instructions as full and definite as I would
desire.

" Judging from the most recent dispatches from our ministers, you
will probably tind on tiie i)art of the Chilean authorities in possession

of Peru a willingness to facilitate the establishment of the provisional

government which has l)een attempted by Senor Calderon. If so,

you will do all you projierly can to encourage the Peruvians to accept

any reasonable conditions and limitations with which this concession

may be accompanied. It is vitally important to Peru that she be

allowed to resume the functions of a native and orderly government,

both for the purposes of internal administration and the negotiation

of peace. To obtain this end it would be far better to accept condi-

tions which may be hard and unwelcome than by demanding loo

much to force the continuance of the inilitarv control of Chile. It is
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hopi'd that you will Ik> able, in your necessary association vrith the

Chilean authorities, to impress upon them that the more liberal and

considerate their policy, the surer it will be to obtain a lasting and

satisfactory settlement. The Peruvians can not but lx». aware of the

symjiathy and interest of the people and government of the United

States, and will. I feel confident, be prepared to give to your repre-

sentations the consideration to which the friendly anxiety of thig

govermnent entitles them,
" The United States can not refuse to recognize the rights which

the (^hilean government has ac(juired by the successes of the war, and

it may lx» that a cession of territory will l)e the necessary price to be

paid for peace. It woiild seem to be injudicious for Peru to declare

that under no circumstances could the loss of territory Ix^ accepted as

the result of negotiation. The great objects of the provisional au-

thorities of Peru would seem to be to secure the establishment of a

constitutional government, and next to succeed in the opening of

negotiations for peace without the declaration of preliminary condi-

tions as an iilthiuitum on either side. It will be difficult, perhaps, to

obtain this from Chile; but as the Chilean government has distinctly

repudiated the idea that this was a war of ccmquest, the government

of Peru may fairly claim the opportunity to make propositions of

indemnity and guarantee before submitting to a cession of territory.

As far as the influence of the United States will go in Chile, it will

Iw exerted to induce the Chilean government to consent that the

question of the cession of territory should be the subject of negotiation

and not the condition precedent upon which alone negotiations shall

conunence. If you aid the government of Peru in securing such

a result, you will have rendered the service which seems most pressing.

Whether it is in the power of the Peruvian government to make any

arrangeujents at home or abroad, singly or with the assistance of-

friendly powers, which will furnish the necessary indemnity or supply

the i-e(juired guarantee, you will be better able to advise me after you

have reached your post.

"As you are aware, more than one proposition has been submitted to

the consideration of this government looking to a friendly interven-

tion by which l*eru might i)e <Miabled to meet the conditions which

would probably be imposed. Circumstances do not seem at present

opportune for such action: but if. upon full knowledge of the condi-

tion of T*eiMi. you can inform this govermnent that Peru can devise

and carry into practical effect a plan by which all the reasonable con-

ditions of Chile can be met without sacrificing the integrity of Peru-

vian territory, the government of the United States would be willing

to offer its good offices toward the execution of such a project.

"As a strictly confidential communication, I inclose you a copy of

instructions sent this day to the United States minister at Santiago.
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You will thus be advised of the position which this government

assumes toward all the parties to this deplorable conflict. It is

the desire of the United States to act in a spirit of the sincerest

friendship to the three republics, and to use its influences solely in

the interest of an honorable and lasting peace."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilurlbut. niin. to Peru, No. 2, June 1.^,

1881, For. Rel. 1881, 914; War in South America. r)00.

For the connnunication to the American minister at Santiago, see Mr.

Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kilpatrick, min. to Chile, No. 2, June 15,

1881, For. Rel. 1881. 131 ; War in South America, 157.

In an instruction of November 22, 1881, Mr. Blaine, referring to

Mr. Hurlbut's reports of his proceedings, expressed regret that a con-

struction had l^een put upon the latter's language and conduct indi-

cating a policy of active intervention on the part of the United States

beyond the scope of his instructions. Mr. Hurlbut had stated, in a

memorandum to Admiral Lynch, that the United States would " re-

gard with disfavor " the annexation by Chile of Peruvian territory

by right of conquest. " You were." said Mr. Blaine, '' distinctly in-

formed that this government could not refuse to recognize that such

amiexation might become a necessary condition in a final treaty of

peace ;' and the main purpose of Mr. Hurlbut's effort was expected

to be " not so much a protest against any possible annexation, as an

attemi)t by friendly but unofficial communications with the Chilean

authorities (with whom you were daily associated), to induce them to

support the policy of giving to Peru, without the imposition of harsh

and absolute conditions precedent, the opportunity to show that the

rights and interests of Chile could be satisfied without such annexa-

tion." Mr. Blaine also criticised some of the language used by Mr.

Ilurlbut in a letter to Seiior Garcia, the secretary of General Pierola

—

langiuigo which might seem to imply that the ITnited States had

recognized the government of Calderon instead of that of General

Pierola, because of the former's resolution not to cede Peruvian terri-

tory. '' No such motive," said Mr. Blaine, " has ever been declared by

this government. The government of Calderon was recognized

because we believed it to the interest of both Chile and Peru that

some respectable authority should be established which could restore

internal order, and initiate responsible negotiations for peace. We
desired that the Peruvian government should have a fair opportunity

to obtain the best terms it could, and hoped that it would be able to

satisfy the just demands of Chile without the painful sacrifice of the

national territory. But we did not nuike, and never intended to

make, any special result of the peace negotiations the basis of our

recognition of the Calderon government." Mr. Blaine also ex-

pressed his dissatisfaction with Mr. Hurlbut's action in sending a

telegram to the American minister at Buenos Ayres suggesting that a
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niiiiistor Ih> s(Mit by the ArfreiUinc jjovcnnuont to Pom. Mr. Blaine

('s|)('ciiilly (l('j)n*cat(Ml this action because there tlien existed a serious

(litl'erence between Ciiile and the Arjjentine IJejiublic, so that sucli a

recoiMMieiKhition wouhl naturally be considered by Chile as an effort

to effect a political combination against lier. Mr. Blaine also disap-

proved the course of Mr. Ilurlbut in negotiating with regard to a

convention by which Peru was to cede to the United States a naval

station in the Bay of Chinibote. Mr. I^laine thought such an ai'range-

nient desirable, but considered the time inoi)portune. But, having

thus stated his impressions as to Mr. llurlbut's action. Mr. Blaine

said: " It becomes my duty to add that this (lovermnent is unable to

understand the abolition of the C'alderon government and the arrest

of President Calderon himself by the Chilean authorities, or I sup-

})ose I ought to say by the (Miilean goverinnent, as the secretary for

foreign affairs of that government has in a formal connnunication to

Mr. Kilpatrick declared that the Calderon government * was at an

end.' As we recognized that government in supposed conformity

with the wishes of Chile, and as no reason for its destruction has been

given us, you will still consider yourself accredited to it, if any legiti-

nnite representative exists in the i)lace of President (^alderon. If

none such exists, you will remain in Lima until you receive further

instructions, confining your connnunications with the (^hilean au-

thorities to such limits as your jM'rsonal convenience and the mainte-

nance of the rights and j)rivileges of your legation may recpiire,"

In conclusion, Mr. Blaine stated that ciicumstances had imposed upon

the l*resident the necessity of sending out a special mission.

Mr. I?l;iiiie. J^ec. of State, to .Mr. Hurll»ut. luiii. to Peru, No. 19, Nov. 22,

IKSl. Kor. Uol. ISSl, IMS; War in Soutli .Vinerica, .">(>.-).

StH'. also, .Mr. Hlaiiie, Sec. of Stat«'. to .Mr. Kilpatrick. iiiiii. to Chile. No.

1(). Nov. ;{(». ISSI. For. Hel. ISSl. 141 ; War in South America, 171. -

Novpml)er ^0. IRSl, Mr. Blaine enclosed to Mr. William Henry
Trescot a commission as special envoy with the rank of minister pleni-

j)()tentiary to the Republics of Chile, Peru, and Bolivia. This com-

mission was not to sujH'rsede the ordinary duties of the ministers

pleni|)otentiai'v and resident then accredited to those governuients,

but, as tho^e uiinistei-s were iufoi'uied. all connnunications and nego-

tiations counected with the settleuient of |)ending difHculties U'tween

Chile, Pei-u, aud Bolivia were to be transferred to Mr. Trescot's

charge. Mr. Trescot was also infoi-med that the President had di-

rected the Third .Vssistant Secretary of State, Mr. Walker Blaine,

to accompany him and to act under his directions.

Mr. Hlaiue. S(h-. of State, to .Mr. Trescot. No. 1, Nov. .W. ISSl, For. Rel.

ISSl. 142: War in South .Vnierica, 172.

See, also, .Mr. IMaine, Se«-. of State, to .Mr. Walker P.laine. Nov. .SO, 18.S1,

For. Kel. ISSl. ^4'^: War in South .\nierica, 17:i.
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Mr. Blaine's full instructions to Mr. Trescot bear date December

1, 1881. In these instructions Mr. Blaine referred to the defeat of

General Pierola in January, 1881. his retreat across the mountains,

and the surrender of Lima to the Chilean forces. Some of the lead-

ing citizens of Lima and Callao, said to have been encouraged l)v the

Chilean authorities, sought to set up a new government under Sefior

Calderon. On May 0, 1881, the American minister at Lima was in-

structed by the Department of State that if the Calderon government

was " supjjorted by the character and intelligence of Peru," and was^

endeavoring to restore constitutional government with a view both

to order within and negotiations with Chile for peace, he might

recognize it as the existing provisional government and aid it by his

advice and good offices. Acting on these instructions. Mr. Christiancy,

on June 20, 1881, formally recognized the Calderon government.

Subsequently a minister from the Calderon government was received

at Washington. The adherents of Pierola gradually gave their ad-

hesion to it, and the Peruvian Congress, which assembled within the

neutral zone set apart for that purpose by the Chilean authorities,

authorized President Calderon to negotiate a peace, on condition

that no territory should be ceded. The Chilean military authorities

thereupon issued an order forbidding the Calderon government to

exercise its functions within the territory occupied by the Chilean

army. Mr. Blaine said that, unable to understand this " sudden "

and '* unaccountable " change of policy on the part of Chile, the

United States had instructed its minister at Lima to continue to recog-

nize the Calderon government till more complete information would

enal)le the Department of State to send further instructions. Imme-

diately afterwards the Chileans arrested President Calderon and

extinguished his government. " The President," continued Mr.

Blaine, '* does not now insist upon the inference which this action

would warrant. He hopes that there is some explanation which will

relieve him from the painful impression that it was taken in resent-

ful rei)ly lo the continued recognition of the Calderon government

by the United States. If, unfortunately, he should be mistaken, and

such a motive be avowed, your duty will be a brief one. You will

say to the Chilean government that the President considers such a

proceeding as an intentional and unwarranted offense, and that you

will conununicate such an avowal to the government of the United

States, with the assurance that it will be regarded by the government

as an act of such unfriendly import as to require the immediate sus-

pension of all diplomatic intercourse. You will inform me imme-

diately of the happening of such a contingency and instructions will

be sent you."

Mr. Blaine added that he did not anticipate such an occurrence,

and that the course of the Chilean government would i)r()bably be
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explained on other grounds. The objects which the President had at

heart were, said Mr. Bhiine, first, to prevent the misery, confusion,

and bloodshed which the existing relations lx»tween Chile and Peru

seemed only too certain to renew ; and, secondly, to take care that in

any friendly attempt to reach this desirable end the government t)f

the United States was treated with the respectful consideration to

which its disinterested purpose, its legitimate influence, and its estab-

lished position entitled it. Should the (^hilean government, while

disclaiming any intention of offense, maintain its right to settle its

difficulties with Peru without the friendly intervention of other

j)ow('rs, and refuse to allow the formation of any government in Peru

which did not pledge its consent to the cession of territory, it would

be Mr. Trescot's duty, " in language as strong as is consistent with

the respect due an independent power, to express the disappointment

and dissatisfaction felt by the United States at such a deplorable

policy." The United States would not interpose to deprive Chile of

the fair advantages of military success, nor put any obstacle in the

way of the attainment of her future security; but, said Mr. Plaine,

" AVe can not regard with unconcern the destruction of Peruvian

nationality. If our good offices are rejected, and this policy of the

absorption of an independent state be persisted in, this government

will consider itself discharged from any further obligation to be

influenced in its action by the position which Chile has assumed, and

will hold itself free to appeal to the other republics of this continent

to join it in an effort to avert consequences which can not 1k» confined

to Chile and Peru. l)ut which threaten with extremest danger the

political institutions, the peaceful progress, and the liberal civiliza-

tion of all America."

Mr. I'.liiiiio. Sec. of State, to Mr. Trescot. No. 2. Dec. 1. 1SS1. For. Rel.

issi. 14:5; War in Soutb Aniericn. 174.

.\s t() tlic i)roiK>se<l conference of .Vnierican republics, see Mr. Hlaine to

Mr. Trescot. No. .'{, Dec. 2, ISSl, For. Uel. 1881, 150.

" The President wishes in no manner to dictate or make any author-

itative utterance to either Peru or Chile as to the merits of the con-

troversy existing Ix'tween those republics, as to what indemnity

should be asked or given, as to a change of boundaries, or as to the

personnel of the (iovernment of Peru. The President recognizes

Peru and Chile to be independent republics, to which he has no right

or inclination to dictate.

'* Were the United States to as?;ume an attitude of dictation towards

the South .Vmerican rejjublics, even for the purpos(> of preventing

war. the greatest of evils, or to preserve the autonomy of nations, it

must 1h' prej^ared by army and navy to enforce its mandate, and to

this end tax our people for the exclusive l^enefit of foreign nations.
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" The President's policy with the South American republics and
other foreign nations is that expressed in the immortal address of

Washington. Avith which you are entirely familiar. What the Presi-

dent does seek to do, is to extend the kindly offices of the United
States impartially to both Peru and Chile, whose hostile attitude to

each other he seriously laments; and he considers himself fortunate

ill having one so competent as yourself to bring the powers of reason

and persuasion to bear in seeking the termination of the unhappy
controversy; and you will consider as revoked that portion of your

original instruction which directs you on the contingency therein

stated as follows:

" 'You will say to the Cliilean government that the President con-

siders such a proceeding as an intentional and unwarranted offense,

and that you will communicate such an avowal to the government of

the United States with the assurance that it will be regarded by the

government as an act of such unfriendly import as to require the

immediate susjjension of all diplomatic intercourse. You will inform

me inunediately of the happening of such a contingency, and in-

structions will be sent to you.'

'• Believing that a prolific cause of contention between nations is an

irritability which is too readily otfended, the President prefers that

he shall himself determine after report has been made to him whether

there is or is not cause for offense.*

" It is also the President's wish that you do not visit (although in-

dicated in your original instruction you should do so), as the envoy

of this government, the Atlantic republics after leaving Chile.

'• The United States is at peace with all the nations of the earth,

and the President wishes hereafter to determine whether it will con-

duce to that general peace, which he would cherish and promote, for

this government to enter into negotiations and consultation for the

promotion of peace with selected friendly nationalities without ex-

tending a like confidence to other peoples with whom the United

States is on e(|ually friendly terms.
•• If such partial confidence would create jealousy and ill-will,

peace, the object sought by such consultation, would not be promoted.''

Mr. FreliiiKluiysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Trescot, No. G, Jan. 9, 1882. For.

Kel. 188-J. ~u; War in South America. 18(5.

" On tlie other hand, he I'eniains convinced that the United States has

no riglit which is conferred either l)y treaty stii)ulation.s or hy pub-

lic hiw to iniix)se ui>on the belligerents, unasked, its views of a just

settlement, and it has no interests at stake commensurate with the

evils that might follow an interference, which would authorize it to

interpose between these jtarties. further than warranted by treaties,

by public law. or by the voluntary acts of both parties." (Mr. Fre-

linghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Trescot, No. 7, Feb. 24, 1882, For.

Rel. 1882, 73, 75.)
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Tho roprosontativos of the United States in South America were

directed l>v Mr. Frelin^luiysen harmoniously to join in a courteous

and fi'iendly eti'ort to aid the helli<;erent powt'rs in reaching an a4»;ree-

men for peace, which, wliilc securing to Chik» the legitimate results

of success, should at the same time not be unduly severe upon Peru

and Holivia. Tiu' >Vmerican minister at Santiago was instructed to

suggest to the Chilean government, as the basis for a treaty of peace,

the cession to Chile of the Peruvian territory of Tarapacii and the

submission to ai"bitration of the question whether any additional

territory should be ceded, and if so, how much and on what terms.

When this instruction reached Santiago, a substantial agreement had
been eti'ected by Chile with (ieneral Iglesias, as the repi-esentative

of Peru. Hy this agreement Chile was to receive the province of

Tarapaca and was to occupy for ten years the ])rovinces of Tacna

and Arica, at the end of which time a plebiscite was to be taken to

determine which of the two powers should permanently hold those

provinces, the successful |)ower to pay to the other the sum of

$1().()()().()()(). These terms, said Mr. Frelinghuysen, were more severe

upon Peru than those whicii Chile and previously been willing

to grant. It was after Senoi- Calderon had declined the terms of

settlement otfered by Chile, through the mediation of the American
minister at Santiago, that Cliile turned to (ieneral Tglesias and

obtained from him the settlement above described. Under the exist-

ing conditions one of the most delicate an<l important questions to

l)e decided was as to who should be recognized as the executive repre-

sentativ(> of the sovereignty of l*eru. " It is not for this govern-

ment." said Mr. Frelinghuysen. " to dictate to sovereign belligerent

j)owers tlu> terms of peace to 1m' accejited by them, nor is it the right

or duty of the United States in the premises to do more than to aid

by their unprejudiced counsels, their fi'iendly mediation, and their-

uioral suj)poi"t the obtainment of peace—the much-desired end. If

such an end can 1m' i^-ached in a manner satisfactory to all ])arties

more speedily through negotiations with Peruvian authority other

than that heretofore recognized by this govermnent as the dc fucto

I'uler of Peru, this government will not. through any sj)irit of pride

or i)i(|ue. stand in tlu' way of the h()i)ed-for result."

Mr. I'rcliiiKlmyscii. S(><-. of Stilt*', to Mr. Plielps, luin. to Pern, No. Ct,

.Tilly liC. IHs:!. For. \W\. lS.s:!. 7(«>.

'* T transmit herewith for your information a copy of a dispatch

from Mr. Logan, conmiunicating the text of the protocol signed l^e-

tween (ieneral Iglesias and the Chilean general, Xorva, leading to a

definitive treaty of peace.

"An examimition of the terms of the protocol shows that the

foreign debt of Peru is giuiranteed only to a limited extent by a por-
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tion only of the guano product, the overpkis, as well as all future

discoveries of guano, to go to Chile.

•' This government does not undertake to speak for an}'^ other than

the lawful interests of American citizens which may be involved in

this settlement, but as to them it must be frankly declared and un-

mistakably understood that the United States could not look with

favor ui)on any eventual settlement which may disregard such in-

terests.

" It may be difficult for you, in concert with your colleagues, to

advocate any determinate solution of the embarrassing questions

relating to the other foreign debt of Peru, since this government can

not undertake to advocate the interests of any class of bondholders

or other legitimate creditors of Peru without exercising a like watch-

ful consideration for the interests of all. It seems, however, to be

essential to a just and lasting peace either that Peru should be left

in a condition to meet obligations toward other governments which

were recognized prior to the war or which may be legitimately estab-

lished, or that if Chile appropriates the natural resources of Peru as

compensation for the expenses of the war she should recognize the

obligations which rest upon those resources, iind take tlie property

with a fair deteruiination to meet all just incumbrances which rest

upon it.

"' The President would see with regret any insistence by Chile upon

a policy which would impose upon Peru heavier burdens than she

has been disposed to impose during the past negotiations.

'' Better terms, if offered, would be appreciated by him as a friendly

recognition of the earnestness which this government has shown in

endeavoring to l)ring about an honorable and equitable end to the

painful strife."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pliel])s. inin. to Peru. No. 8,

Aug. 2."). l.SS:',. For. Kol. 188a. 711.

"The opinion of the Tnited States heretofore has I)een. that as the t\)reij;n

oblifiations of I'erii. incurred in t,'()od faith before the war, rested

upon and were secured hy the products of her ^'uano dejiosits. Chile

was under a moral oblijiation not to appropriate th.it security with-

out recosnizing the lien existing thereon. This opinion was fi'ankly

made known to Chile, and our belief was expressed that no arrange-

ment would be made between the two countries by which the ability

of Peru to meet her honest engagements towards foreigners would

be impaired by the direct act of Chile. This government went so far

as to announce that it could not be a party, as mediator, or directly

lend its sanction to any arrangement which should impair the power

of Peru to pay those debts."

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min. to Peru. No. 27,

Dec. 2!». 188:{, MS. Inst. Peru. XVII. Sa.

See. also. Mr. Frelinghuyseu to Mr. Phelps, tel., Feb. 28, 1884, MS. In.st.

Peru, XVII. 41.
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'* Your several clispatehes, so far as received to date, reporting the

military aiul political situation in Peru, have been considered with

the attention demanded hv the importance of the occurrences you nar-

rate. As su|)j)lemented ijy your later tele<i:rams, they show the con-

clusion of a treaty of peace hetween (ieneral I<(lesias and the Chilian

plenipotentiary, on what are understood here to be bases substantially

in accord with tlie terms of the protocol previously si<rned between

(ieneral I<rlesias and the rej)resentative of Chile; the evacuation of

Lima by the Chilean forces; the installation there of a form of

provisional administration under the Presidency of (Jeneral I«rlesias;

and the revolt of the residents or pirrison of Arequipa against the

authority of Vice-President Montero, who thereupon escaped by

flight. Besides this, it appears that the first public act of (Jeneral

Iglel^ias on assuming control of the j)rovisi()nal government thus es-

tablished, was to issue a convocation for an assembly of delegates, to

Ix' chosen by the |)c<)j)le of Peru, to whom is to be referred the ques-

tion of accei)ting and ratifying the treaty which has Ixhmi signed, and
who are further to decide the Presidency of the Peruvian goverimient.

" Of the tei-ms of the treaty itself T can not at |)resent speak. You
are already accpuiinted with the views of this government upon the

main point involved. It renuiins to be s<hmi whether the ])eople of

Peru, in the exj)ression of their national sovereignty, are disposed to

accept the terms j^roposed to them. With this the government of

the United States has no desire to interfere. It respects the inde-

pendence of Peru as a conunonwealth entitled to settle its own affairs

in its own way. It recognizes too keenly the calamities of protracted

strife, or the alternative calamity of prolonged military occupation

by an enemy's forces, to seek, by anythijig it may say or do, to influ-

ence an adverse decision of the j)oj)ular re])resentatives of Peru. And
a due respect for their sovereign independence forbids the United

States from s<'eming to exert any |)ositive or indirect pressure upon

these representatives to influence their course.

" The state of facts reported by you nuikes it neces.sary to give you

instructions i'esi)ecting your relations with the provisional govern-

ment. With the jM'oj^le of l*eru this country aims, as it has always

aimed, to nuiintain relations of friendship and sympathy. With the

particular achiiinistration which may for the time assume to ccmtrol

the affairs of Peru we have little diivct concern, except so far as our

attitude towards it shall express our friendliness to the nation; hence

we have no partiality for the Calderon-Montero government or desire

that you should manifest any. Shoidd the assembly which is about

to convene be elected under circumstances entitling it to represent the

people of P«'ru and declare for (ieneral Iglesias, this government

would no doubt recognize him. This, however, it is unnecessary to

sav, as such an amiomicement in advance of the action of the assembly
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might in effect exert an infliienw upon its deliberations, Avhich we
seek to avoid. . . ."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Soc. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min. to Peru, No. 18.

Nov. 15, 1883, For. Kel. 1883, 727.

" Your energy in seeking to reach some conchision is appreciated,

but for this government to direct you to tell Peru that it should sur-

render Tarapaca, Tacna, and Arica, on receiving $10,000,000, would
be assuming to decide a question between two nations when we have

not been requested to arbitrate, and it would be telling Chile it might
properly make claim for the territory. Peru's condition may be so

deplorable that it is wise for her to accept these terms, but Peru and
not the United States as to this must decide."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan, min. to Cliile, tel., Jan. 5,

1883, MS. Inst. Chile. XVII. 48.

(7) SYMPATHY WITH LIBERAL POLITICAL STRUGGLES.

§ 1)04.

'* Born, sir, in a land of liberty; having early learned its value; hav-

ing engaged in a perilous conflict to defend it ; having, in a word, de-

voted the best years of my life to secure its permanent establishment

in my own country, my anxious recollections, my sym])athetick feel-

ings, and my best wishes are irresistibly excited, whensoever, in any

country, I see an oppressed nation unfurl the banners of freedom.

But above all, the events of the French Revolution have produced

the deepest solicitude, as well as the highest admiration. To call

your nation brave, were to pronounce but common praise. Wonderful

people I Ages to come will read with astonishment the history of

your brilliant exploits! I rejoice, that the j^eriod of your toils and of

your innnense sacrifices, is approaching. T rejoice that the interesting

revolutionary movements of so many years have issued in the forma-

tion of a constitution designed to give pernumency to the great object

for which you have contended. I rejoice that liberty, which you have

so long embraced with enthusiasm—liberty, of which you have been

the invincible defenders, now finds an asylum in the bosom of a regu-

larly organized government—a government, which, being formed to

secure the hapj:)iness of the French people, corresponds with the

ardent wishes of my heart, while it gnitifies the pride of every citizen

of the United States, by its resemblance to their own. On these glori-

ous events, accept, sir, my sincere congratulations.

" In delivering to you these sentiments. I express not my own feel-

ings only, but those of my fellow-citizens, in relation to the com-

mencement, the progress, and the issue of the French Revolution : and

they will cordially join with me in purest wishes to the Supreme
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Bciii^, that the citizens of our sister Repiihliek, our inapnaiiiinous

allies, may soon enjoy in peac-e, that liberty which they have pur-

chased at so great a price, and all the happiness which liberty can
bestow.

" I receive, sir, with lively sensibilit^v, the symbol of the triumphs
and of the enfranchisement of your nation, the colours of France,

which you have now presented to the TTnited States. The transaction

will be announced to Congress; and the colours will be deposited

with those archives of the United States, which are at once the evi-

dences and the memorials of their freedom and in(lei)endence. May
these be perpetual I and may the friendship of the two Kepublicks be

commensurate with their existence."

Answer of President Washington to tlio address of the Fren<-h minister,

Mr. Adet. on his presenting the colors of Frjuiee to tlie United States.

January 1. ITiX!. (2 Waifs State Papers, 08.)

(8) HOSPITALITY TO POLITICAL BKKUGEES.

§ j)or).

See supra, § 72.

" You are well aware that the deepest interest is felt, among the

people of the United States, in the fate of Kossuth and his compa-

triots of Hungary, who have hitherto escaped the vengeance of Aus-

tria and Russia i)v seeking an asylum within the boun(hiries of the

Ottonum Empire. The accounts respecting them have been so con-

flicting—sometimes representing them as having escaped, and at

others as being captive—that we have not known what to credit, and

have, therefoie. declined to interfere in their behalf; nor do we now
desire to interfere by entangling ourselves in any serious con-

troversy with Russia or Austria. But we can not suppose that a

compliance with the dictates of humanity, now that the contest with

Hungary is over, would involve our friendly relations with any

other power. Should you W of the opinion that our good offices

would avail anything to secure their safety and their escape from the

hands of those who still pursue them, it is desired by your (lovern-

ment that you should intercede with the Sultan in their behalf.

The President would be gratified if they could find a retreat under

the American flag, and their safe conveyance to this country, by any

one of our national ships which may be ai)out to return home, would

be hailed with lively satisfaction by the American peoi>le.*''

Mr. Chiyton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, .Tan. 12. 18.">0. MS. Inst. Tur-

key. I. .'5.';8. Extracts from this instruction were i)ul)!ished in S. Ex.

Doe. 4.'?. '.U Cong. 1 sess. 1.'?.

" By a dispatch of my predecessor, you were instructed to offer to

the Sublime Porte to receive Mr. Kossuth and his companions on
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board of one of the national ships of the United States, to convey

them to this country.

" It would be extremely gratifying to the government and people

of the United States if this proposition could have been, at that time,

accepted ; but it is understood that its not having been complied with,

by the Sublime Porte did not arise from a wish, on His Imperial

Majesty's part, to detain them, or from any unwillingness that they

should proceed to the United States, but was in consequence of the

Sultan's offer to Austria, to detain these persons for one year, at the

expiration of Avhich time, unless further conventions should be en-

tered into to prolong their detention, they should be at liberty to

depart.

" If this be so, the time is near at hand when their release may be

expected, and when they may be permitted to seek an asylum in any

part of the world to which they shall be able to procure the means of

transportation.

•' It is confidently hojjed that the Sublime Porte has not made, and

will not make, any new stipulation, with any power, for their fur-

ther detention; and you are directed to address yourself urgently,

though respectfully, to the Sublime Porte on this question.

" You will cause it to be strongly represented that while this Gov-

ernment has no desire or intention to interfere, in any manner, with

questions of public policy, or international or municipal relations

of other governments, not affecting the rights of its own citizens, and

while it has entire confidence in the justice and magnanimity and dig-

nity of the Sublime Porte, yet on a matter of such universal interest,

it hopes that suggestions proceeding from no other motive, than

those of friendship and respect for the Porte, a desire for the con-

tinuance and perpetuity of its independence and dignified position

among the nations of the earth, and a sentiment of commiseration

for the Himgarian exiles, may be received by the Porte in the same

friendly spirit in which they are offered, and that the growing good

feeling and increasing intercourse between the two governments may
be still further fostered and extended by a happy concurrence of

opinion and reciprocity of confidence upon this as upon all other

subjects. Compliance with the wishes of the government and peo-

ple of the United States in this respect will be regarded as a friendly

recognition of their intercession, and as a proof of national good will

and regard.

" The course which the Sublime Porte pursued in refusing to allow

the Hungarian exiles to be seized ui)on its soil by the forces of a for-

eign state or to arrest and deliver them up itself to their pursuers was

hailed with miiversal approbation, it might be said with gratitude,

everywhere throughout the I"'^nited States, and this sentiment was not

the less strong because the demand upon the Sublime Porte was made
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by governments confident in their great military power, with armies

in the field of vast strength, flushed with recent victory, and whose

purposes were not to bo thwarted or their pursuit stayed by any ob-

stacle less than the interposition of an empire prepared to maintain

the inviolability of its territories and its absolute sovereignty over its

own soil.

" This government, jealous of its own territorial rights, regarded

with great respect and hearty approbation the firm and lofty position

assumed by His Imperial Majesty at that time, and so j)rou(lly main-

tained under circumstances well calculated to inspire doubt, and

against demands urged with such gravity and supported by so for-

midal)le an array. His Imperial Majesty felt that he should be no

longer an independent prince if he consented to l)e anything less than

the sovereign of his own dominions.
" ^Miile thus r6garding the political position and conduct of the

Sublime Porte in reference to other powers, His Majesty's generosity

in providing for the wants of the fugitives, thus unexpectedly and in

so great numbers throwing themselves upon his protection, is con-

sidered equally worthy of admiration. ...
" For (heir attempt at independence they have most dearly paid,

and now, l)roken in fortune and in heart, without home or country, a

band of exiles, whose only future is a tearful remembrance of the past,

whose only request is to spend the remainder of their days in obscure

industry, tliey await the permission of His Imperial Majesty to re-

move themselves, and all that may remain to them, across the ocean

to the uncultivated regions of America, and leave forever a continent

which to them has become more gloomy than the wilderness, more

lone and dreary than the desert.

" The people of the United States expect from the generosity of the

Turkish monarcli that this permission will be given. They wait to

receive these exiles on their shores, where, without giving just cause

of uneasiness to any government, they may enjoy whatever of conso-

lation can be afforded by sympathy for their sufferings and that as-

sistance in their necessities which this people have never been late in

offering to any, and which they are not now for the first time called

upon to render. Accustomed themselves to high ideas of national

independence, the ])eople of the United States would regret to see the

government of the vast Empire of Turkey constrained, by the force

of circumstances, to exercise the duty of keeping prisoners for other

powers.

" You will further say to the Sublime Porte that if, as this gov-

ernment hopes and believes, Mr. Kossuth and his companions are

allowed to depart from the dominions of His Imperial Majesty at the

expiration of the year commencing in May, 1850, they will find con-

veyance to the United States in some of its national ships now in the
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Mediterranean Sea which can be spared for that purpose, and you

will, on receiving assurances that these persons will be permitted to

embark, ascertain precisely their numbers, and immediately give

notice to the commander of the United States squadron on that sta-

tion, who will receive orders from the jjroper authorities to be present

with such of the ships as may be necessary or can leave the station to

furnish conveyance for Kossuth and his companions to the United

States."

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, Feb. 28, 18,51, MS. Inst, 'l^irkey,

I. 346.

" On the 3d of March last both Houses of Congress passed a reso-

lution requesting the President to authorize the employment of a

public vessel to convey to this country Louis Kossuth and his asso-

ciates in captivity.

" The instruction above referred to was complied with, and, the

Turkish govennnent having released Governor Kossuth and his com-

panions from prison, on the 10th of September last they embarked on

board of the United States steam frigate Mississippi, which was

selected to carry into effect the resolution of Congress. Governor

Kossuth left the Mississippi at Gibraltar for the purpose of making

a visit to England, and may shortly be expected in New York. By
communications to the Department of State he has expressed his

grateful acknowledgments for the interposition of this government

in behalf of himself and his associates. This country has been justly

regarded as a safe asylimi for those whom political events have

exiled from their oAvn homes in Europe, and it is recommended to

Congress to consider in what manner Governor Kossuth and his com-

panions, brought hither by its authority, shall be received and

treated."

President Fillinoro, annual message, Dec. 2. 18.51 (Mr. \Vebster, Secretary

of State), Kicharclson's Messages, V. 119.

That the government of the United States contemplated the com-

ing of Kossuth and his companions to America as emigrants is shown

not only by Mr. Webster's instructions (o Mr. Marsh of Feb. 28, 1851,

supra, but also by the joint resolution of Congress, which requested the

President to employ a public vessel " if it [should] be the wish of

these exiles to emigrate to the. United States," and by the instructions

of the Secretary of the Navy, who directed Connnodore Morgan, the

commander of the squadron of the United States in the Mediterra-

nean, to send the steamer Mississippi to Constantinople as soon as

he should be advised that thev desired " to seek a home " in the

United States, and that the Sultan had consented to their departure.

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 4
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Kossuth, in his acceptance of the otTer, did not refer to this aspect of

it." lint it was soon ascertained by the representative of the United

States, diplomatic as well as naval, in the East, that he had other

views. He embarked on board the Mississippi Sept. 10, 1851. At
Smyrna and other Mediterranean ports at which the vessel called

his presence gave rise to revolutionary demonstrations, in which he

himself participated. Esjjecially was this the case at Marseilles,

where he went ashore, expecting to jjroceed through France to Eng-
land and afterwards to rejoin the Mississip/n at Gibraltar. A great

commotion ensued, and permission to pass through France was

refused him. Leaving Marseilles in the midst of what Mr. Hodge,

the United States consul, called a '' mob valedictory,*' the Mississippi

conveyed him to Gibraltar, where he took a steamer for England.

He embarked for the Ignited States on the 24th of November on the

American steamer IlutuhohJt, at Southampton, and arrived at New
York on the night of the 4th of Decemlx^r. At Washington he was
j)resented by Mr. Webster to the President. Jan. 5, 1852, he was
received by the Senate, and on the 7th by the House. In the Senate

the proceedings were ])urely formal, and there were no addresses;

in the House the same formality was observed, but Kossuth, after

his presentation, briefly exi)ressed his thanks for the cordiality of his

reception.

On the evening of January 7 Kossuth attended a Congressional

banquet, at which Mr. William R. King, President of the Senate,

assisted by the Sj)eaker of the House, jiresided, it having been under-

stood that nothing ()i)jecti()nable to those gentlemen as "noninter-

vention men '' should be said at the dinner. Among the speakers

was Mr. Webster, who. in concluding his remarks, said:

" The progress of things is unquestionably onward. It is onward

with respect to Hungary: it is onward everywhere. Public opinion,

in my estimation at least, is making great progress' It will pene-

trate all resources: it will come more or less to animate all minds;

and. in respect to that country for which our sympathies to-night

have been so strongly invoked. I can not but say that T think the peo-

ple of Hungary are an enlightened, industrious, sober, well-inclined

connnunity. and I wish oidy to add that I do not now enter into any

discussion of the form of government that may l)e j)roper for Hun-
gary. Of course, all of you. like myself, would l)e glad to see her.

when she Iwcomes independent, embrace that system of government

which is most accej^table to ourselves. We shall rejoice to see our

American model upon the I^ower Danuln^ and on the mountains of

Hungary. Put this is not he first stej). It is not that which will

o H. Ex. Doc. TS, 32 Cong. 1 sess. 26.
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be our first prayer for Hungar}'. That first prayer shall be that

Hungary may become independent of all foreign powers; that her

destinies ma}^ be intrusted to her own hands and to her own dis-

cretion. I do not profess to understand the social relations and con-

nections of races, and of twenty other things that may affect the

public institutions of Hungary. All I say is that Hungary can regu-

late these matters for herself infinitely better than they can be reg-

ulated for her by Austria ; and, therefore, I limit my aspirations

for Hungary, for the present, to that single and simple point^—Hun-

garian independence, Hungarian self-government, Hungarian con-

trol of Hungarian destinies."

Curtis, Life of Webster, II. 578. See, as to Mr. Webster's presence at the

banquet, his letter to President FiUniore, Jan. 7, 1852, Webster's

Private Correspondence, 11. 50'-i.

During his visit to Washington Kossuth sought and obtained an

interview with Mr. Clay, who was then in feeble health. In the

course of an extended conversation Mr. Clay said

:

" For the sake of my country you must allow" me to protest against

the policy you propose to her. Waiving the grave and momentous

question of the right of one nation to assume the executive power

among nations, for the enforcement of international law, or of the

right of the United States to dictate to Russia the character of her

relations with the nations around her, let us come at once to the

practical consideration of the matter. You tell us yourself, with

great truth and propriety, that mere sympathy, or the ex]:)ression of

sympathy, can not advance your purposes. You require material

aid. . . . Well, sir, suppose that war should be the issue of the

course you propose to us, could we then effect anj-thing for you, our-

selves, or the cause of liberty? To transport men and arms across

the ocean in sufficient numbers and quantities to be effective against

Russia and Austria, Avould be impossible. . . . Thus, sir, after

effecting nothing in such a war, after abandoning our ancient policy

of amity and non-intervention in the affairs of other nations, and

thus justifying thepi in abandoning the terms of forbearance and

non-interference which they have hitherto preserved toward us;

after the downfall. i)erhaps, of the friends of liberal institutions in

Europe, her despots, imitating and provoked by our example, may
turn upon us in the hour of weakness and exhaustion, and with an

almost irresistible force of reason and of arms, they may say to us:

' You have set us the example; you have quit your own to stand on

foreign ground; you have abandoned the policy you professed in

the day of your weakness, to interfere in the affairs of tlie jx^ople

upon this continent, in behalf of those principles the supremacy of

which you say is necessary to your prosperity, to your existence. We,
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in our turn, l)oliovinjr that your anarchical doctrines are destructive

of, and that monarchical principles are essential to, the peace,

security, and happiness of our subjects, will obliterate the bed which

has nourished such noxious weeds; we will crush you, as the propa-

gandists of doctrines so destructive of the peace and good order of

the world,' The indomitable spirit of our people might and would

be equal to the emergency, and we might remain unsubdued, even

by so tremendous a combination, but the consequences to us would

Ije terrible enough. You must allow me, sir, to speak thus freely,

as I feel deeply, though my opinion may be of but little import,

as the expression of a dying man. . . . By the policy to which

we have adhered since the days of Washington we have prospered

beyond precedent; we have done more for the cause of liberty in the

world than arms could effect; we have shown to other nations the

way to greatness and hapi)iness. . . . Far better is it for our-

selves, for Hungary and for the cause of liberty, that, adhering to

our wise pacific system and avoiding the distant wars of Europe, we
should keep our lamp burning brightly on this western shore, as a

light to all nations, than to hazard its utter extinction, amid the

ruins of fallen and falling republics in P^urope."

Report of the si>ecial coininittee appointed by the comnion council of the

city of New Yoiic to nuilie nrrnngenients for tlie rece|»tion of Gov.

Louis Kossuth, Appendix, r)74-.577.

Kossuth left Washington January 12, 1852. He addressed to

President Fillmore a farewell letter, with the request that it might

be communicated to Congress. To this request the President,

through Mr. Webster, declined to accede, at the same time suggest-

ing that the letter might be sent to the i)residing oflicers of the two

Houses. On this suggestion Kossuth subsequently acted, but his letter

was coldly received, a motion to print it being carried in the Senate-

by only one vote, after a debate characterized by much freedom of

exj)re.ssion.

After the Congressional bancpiet Mr. Hiilsenuimi, the Austrian

»harge (TaiTaires, who, in cons<Miuence of dili'erences with Mr. Web-
ster, had become unable to communicate with the Department of

State, sought an interview with the President, and, although he was

not i'utitled to claim an aiidience of the head of the state, the l*resi-

dent received him and assured him of his desir(> to maintain friendly

relations with Austria. At the end of April, however, Mr. Hiilse-

mann, his relations with the Dej^artment of State having undergone

no improvement, gave notice of his withdrawal from Washington,

assigning as the j)rincipal reason therefor the course of Mr. Webster

iit and previously to the Congressional banquet. Mr. AVebster after-

wards addressed to Mr. McCurdy, the charge d'affaires of the United
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States at Vienna, a connnunication in which he maintained that "no
foreign government or its representative can take just offense at

anything which an officer"' of the United States "may say in his

private capacity ;
" that " official communications only are to be

regarded as indicating the sentiments and views of the Government

of the United States;" and that, if those communications were of

n " friendly character," the " foreign government has no right or

reason to infer that there is any insincerity in them, or to point to

other matters as showing the real sentiments of the government."

S. Ex. Doc. 92, 32 Cong. 1 sess.

Mr. Hiilsemann afterwards returned to Washington on an intima-

tion by Mr. Everett, who had succeeded Mr, Webster as Secretary of

State, that it would be agreeable to the President if he should resume

his post.

The following documents contain correspondence in relation to Kossuth:

S. Ex. Doc. 43, 31 Cong. 1 sess.. Parts I and II ; S. Ex. Doc. 81, 31

Cong. 1 sess.; S. Ex. Doc. 9, 31 Cong. 2 sess.; S. Ex. Doe. 92, 32

Cong. 1 sess. ; II. Ex. Doc. 78, .32 Cong. 1 sess.

" M. Kossuth [because of the President's repulse of his appeal for inter-

vention] was in no amiable mood during his visit to Washington.

He was reserved and moody, and received the attentions that were

lavished upon him with a distrait and dissatisfied air, and with a

scant return of courtesy. It so happened that I chanced to make my
New Year's call on Mr. and Mrs. Webster at the moment that M.

Kossuth and his party entered. Pie stood apart from the few guests

that were then present, and his whole bearing threw a chill and

restraint over the circle. I remarked to Mrs. Webster that her

illustrious guest seemed to be in an unsocial mood, and she replied

that when she had attempted to open conversation with him by

remarking upon the brightness of the day, he replied that he took no

interest iTi the weather—that his mind was absorbed in painful

thoughts about his countr.v—and the conversation, naturally enough,

l)roceeded no further.

" I think it was on the following day that the President gave a dinner

to M. Kossuth, to which (Jeneral Scott and the Cabinet and a few

other pul)lic men, and to which also I and my wife were invited.

As we were al)out to proceed to the reception room we eneounteretl

Mr. and Mrs. Webster, and at the suggestion of the latter Mrs. Web-
ster tcok my arm and he gave his own to my wife. As we" were about

to move in this order, a servant announced that M. Kossuth was im-

mediately behind us, whereupon Mr. Webster turned to welcome him,

announcing to his wife at the same moment—against her remon-

strances, for she felt that he had been rude to her—that we nuist

change ' the order of our going.' and that she must take M. Kossuth's

arm. During and after dinner the bearing of the guest, in behalf of

whom the banquet had been given, was stately and constrained. It

was evident that he felt sore and angry. He stood ajiai-t after

dinner, in a manner which repelled attempts to enter into conversa-

tion with him. His whole appearance, alike by his picturesque cos-
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tuine and his attitude and expression, suggested a moody Hamlet,
whom neither man nor woman pleased. After a vain attempt to

engage him in conversation on riungarian topics, I asked Mr. Fill-

more what had hai)pen(^l to his illustrious guest to have thrown him
into such an evidently ungenial state of feeling. He said it was In

constMiuence of what had occurred at his i)resentation. Mr. Fillmore

told mo that there had Ihhmi an e.xitlicit understanding with M. Kos-

sutli. througli his secretary, that there was to he no allusion in his

sjH'ech. u|)on heing presented, to the suhject of aid or intervention

on the part of the (JoviM-nment of the United States, in hehalf of the

party in Hungary that aimed to secure its independence of Austria,

and that he had prepared his reply on the assumption that such

would he the character of the address. His surprise was therefore

great when M. Kossuth in his address invoketl that aid, and expressed

the hoi>e that it wcmld he given. The President was compelled, on
tlH' sjmr of the moment, to omit what he had i)repared to say, and to

declare to liini. with i)erfect courtesy, i)ut with equal explicltness,

that nothing like sanction, much less material aid, for the cause of

the independence of Hungary could he given hy the Government of

the T'nited States. The reply was admirahle, and could not have
heen improved had Mr. Fillmore anticipated the tenor of Kossuth's

address and prepared his answer. It was courteous, yet extremely

dignified and decided. Indeed, it may he regardwl as fortunate that

an occasion so conspicuous occurred for proclaiming at home and to

foreign states that the policy of the Government was then, as it had
always heen. that of ahsolute nonintervention in the affairs of

European nations.

" Mr. Wehster. who presented M. Kossuth to the President, wrote on the

same day to a friend that ' Mr. Fillmore received him with great

propriety, and his address was all right—sympathy, personal respect,

and kindness, hut no dei)arture from our estahlished policy.' I

inferred from Mr. Fillmore's animated description of the scene that

he regarde<l it as an unfair attempt to entrap him into some exi)res-

sion or some omission which might seem to countenance M. Kossuth's

cherislied hope of inducing the (Jovernment to give l)oth its moral and

materia! aid to renew the struggle for Hungarian independence. It is^

not strange that he should have passionately desired such a result;

hut it was a singular delusion to sup|)ose it possihle that our Govern-

ment would enter upon the (luixotic career of making the United

States tiie armed champion of European nationalities struggling for

lil)erty and indei>endeiice.

'At the Congressional dinner given to M. Kossuth his reception was most

enthusiastic. In connnon with all the audience, I was c(mipletely

entrance<l hy his singularly captivating eloquence. I was assigned a

seat next to .Mr. Seward, and his demonstrations of applause by

hand!* and f«'et and voice were excessive. The ' Hungarian Whirl-

wind' certainly carri<Hl away everything on that occasion, and min-

gled all parties into one conftis(Hl mass of admirers prostrate at Kos-

suth's feet. Tile speech seemed to me wanting in no element of a

consummate master]»iece of elo(|uence. The orator's picturesijue ap-

p«'ai-iince. Iiis archaic English style, his vibrant and thrilling voice,

and his skillfully seI<H-t(Hl and arranged topics, all concurred in the

production of an effect u|K)n his audience such as I have never seen

surpassed. As addressed to American statesmen, it exhibited, what
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was very rare amonj? foreigners, a i)erfeot understanding of our Gov-
ernment, as the union of separate states with their autonomy in a

given spliere, under a general constitution. Mis eulogium of this

arrangement, and his description of its adaptation and its probable

adoption by various nationalities in Europe, was very skillful. The
union of Germany in one empire may be regarded by some as the

fii-st step toward that confederated German republic which he fore-

told.

" It was doubtful up to the last moment before Mr. Webster's appearance
whether he would come .-md make a spewh on that occasion. . . ,

" The speech which Mr. Webster made, as we now read it, seems very

appropriate to the occasion and to his own position ; but his manner
was constrained, and after the high pitch of enthusiasm to which
the audience had been wrought up, it fell rather heavily upon them,

and did not give that measure of encomium of M. Kossuth which their

feelings at the moment craved. But Mr. Webster spoke to an audi-

ence, many of whom were bitter i)olitical foes or alienated friends,

and his recent experience in connection with M. Kossuth, while it had
not diminished his admiration of his brilliant ability, had convinced

him that, though matchless as an orator, he was no statesman. More-

over, his position as Secretary of State made it incumbent upon him
to speak with great c-aution. If there was an intention on the part

of Mr. Seward to entrap Mr. Webster into any compromising declara-

tions by which his influence or his prospects might be injured, it was
not successful. The speech might not be vehemently admired; it

could not justly be condemned." (The Rev. C. M. Butler, Reminis-

cences of Mr. Webster (pamphlet).)
" The sobf* second thought brought our i)ul)lic men and our people back to

a sense of the true destiny of the Republic, and in this way they were
greatly aided by Kossuth's own indisci'eet conduct. It soon became
apparent that in all this Hungarian business we had departed from

the policy marked out by Washington to abstain from intermeddling

in the political affairs of Europe, and that our action was inconsistent

with the Monroe doctrine, whereby we sought to exclude European

nations from extending their jwlitical influence on the American

hemisphere." (Mr. John W. Foster, A Century of American Diplo-

macy. :« 1-3.32.)

Mr. Marcy, Secretary of State, in a letter to Mr. Mason, chairman of the

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, July 25, 1854. presented the

claim of Mr. Marsh, United States minister at Constantinople, and of

the United States consul at the same place, for reimbursement for

expenses which they had incurred in respect of the Hungarian

refugees, "The original number of the refugees," said Mi'. Marcy,
" was much diminished during their stay in Turkey ; a large number

escaped through the connivance of the Turkish authorities, and made
their way by means of passi)orts or otticial certificates, given by the

I'nited States agents, to different parts of Europe, and even to the

United States, some returned to Hungary, others wandered into

the interior, and many arrived in Constantinople. . . . Their

necessities compelled the legation and the consulate of the United

States—the latter then and for a considerable period previously in

charge of the memorialist—to contribute, as it is alleged liy both, to

their relief to an extent which, as stated by Mr. Marsh, was a .serious

embarrassment to him. He was aware that he could not lawfully
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claim any allowauee for this e.\i)en<liture in his account with tlie con-

* tinncnt fund. l)ut tlio action of the (lovernnient and the expression of

public synip;«th.v in America had put him In a position which abso-

lutely coiiiiM>lled him to Ro nuich beyond his means in supplying the

wants of these suffering outcasts." (7 MS. Uei>*»J"t Hook, 12(5.)

With reference to the reception of Mr. A. Dudley Mann, when a Con-

fetlerate agent, by His Holiness the I'ope, and the letter of the Pope

to Mr. Davis, see supra. § 72. I. 211. S(h>, for another version of the

letter, translated from the Moiiiiciii-, of Taris, and the letter of Mr.

Davis, t.iken from the same journal. Dip. Cor. ^HM, III. i:5-14.

In Dip. Cor. 1S«!2, r»(!l, there is printed a dispatch from Mr. Motley, then

minister to Austria, of February 12, 18(52. From the dispatch, as

printed, a passage is omitted. This i)assage relate<l to an interview

which Mr. Motley had had with the Austrian minister of foreign

affairs. Count Hechberg. in which the latter stated that he had been

informed of an intention on the part of those hostile to the Cnited

States (Jovermnent to i)ublish the secret instructions given by the

United States to Mr. Mann when he was sent as an emissary to

Hungary, in l.S4!>. Count Uechberg declared that he did not mention

the matter in an unfriendly spirit, but declared that, while the

Unittnl States was " n)aintaining the i>rinciples of legal authority

against insurrection and rebellion," the Austrian (iovernment "had
no disposition to throw imi)edinients in their path, or to do them
any injury." Cimnt Hechberg referrtnl to the instructions as being
" secret," and later furnished Mr. Motley with a copy of them. The
so-called "secret" instructions were Mr. Clayton's instructions to Mr.

Mann, of June IS, 1S41), which were publi.shed in full with President

Taylor's message of March 28, 1850. S. Ex. Doc. 43; 'M Cong. 1 sess.,

which Mr. Motley had not seen. It was in reality the publication of

the instructions in 18r>0 that led to the Webster-IIiilsemann corre-

spondence. .Mr. Seward wrote to Mr. Motley that it was not worth

while to take much trouble about Mr. Mann's revival of the Hun-
garian (|uestion. and that he had n()t taken the trouble to look it up.

(Mr. Sewiird. Sec. of State, to Mr. .Motley, min. to Austria (confld.),

March 10. 1802. MS. Inst. Austria. 1. 100.)

.'3. iNTKKVK.NTIO.N IN Cl HA.

(1) KKI.ATIO.NS, 1S2.V1807.

i< DOC).

" It a|)j)ears. on lookiiifj into the papers of IS'Ii) and 1820, that so

far from our liavin<r prohibited Me.xico and Cok)nJ)ia from making
any attack upon Coha. we juiiformly abstained fia)m doing anything

of the kind. The Americans dechired they coukl not see with in-

ditl'erence any state otlier tlian Sj)ain in ])Ossession of Cuba, and

further theii" disposition to interpose their power should war be con-

<hi<-t<'d in Cuba in a <lrr<ist<ithi<f manner, and with a view to the

e.xcitement of a ser\ih' war."

2 Dijiry of Lord i:ilenl>orough. 18.S. under date of Feb. 8. 18.'?0, his lord-

ship being then a cabinet minister in the Duke of Wellington's

administration.
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"The colonies of Spain are near to our own shores. Our commerce
with them is hirge and important, and the records of

p pe 1
ion.

^j^^ diplomatic intercourse l)etween the two countries

will show to Her Catholic Majesty's government how sincerely and

how steadily the United States has manifested the hope that no

political changes might lead to a transfer of these colonies from Her
Majesty's Crown. If there is one among the existing governments

of the civilized world which for a long course of years has diligently

sought to maintain amicable relations with Spain, it is the govern-

ment of the United States.

" Not only does the correspondence between the two governments

show this, but 'the same truth is established by the history of the

legislation of the country, and the general course of the executive

government. In this recent invasion, Lopez and his fellow-subjects

in the United States succeeded in deluding a few hundred men,

by a long-continued and systematic misrepresentation of the political

condition of the island, and of the wishes of its inhabitants. And
it is not for the purpose of reviving unpleasant recollections that

Her Majesty's government is reminded that it is not many years

since the commerce of the United States suffered severely from

armed boats and vessels which found refuge and shelter in the

ports of the Spanish islands. These violations of the law, these

authors of gross violence towards the citizens of this republic, were

finallv suppressed, not by any effort of the Spanish authorities, but

by the activity and vigilance of our Navy. This, however, was not

accomplished but by the efforts of several years, nor until many valu-

able lives, as well as a vast amount of property, had been lost.

Among others. Lieutenant x\.llen, a very valuable and distinguished

officer in the naval service of the United States, was killed in an

action with these banditti."'

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Barrinsor, Nov. 2(>, ISm. Webster's

Works. 513, 514; citetl in 2 Curtis's Life of Webster, 557.

See further, as to the Loi)ez expedition. (5 Wol)ster"s Works. 535 ; S. Ex.

Doc. 41, 31 Cong. 2 sess. ; H. Ex. I>oc. 2. .32 Cong. 1 sess. pt. 1 ; II. Ex.

Doc. 19, 32 Cong. 1 sess.

As to the cases of the Georgiana and Susan Loud, and the Contoy pris-

oners, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Oct. 30, 1885, 157 MS.

Dom. Lot. 4!«r; to Mr. Allison, March 5, ISSO, 159 id. 232, both citing

H. Ex. Doc. 83, 32 Cong. 1 sess.

In September, 1852, the Spanish authorities at liavana, on the

arrival at that port of the American mail steamer
Case of the "Ores-

(j^^^^^^^^ (j^ ordered the captain to keep Mr. Smith,
cent City." "^

'

^
•

i
•

the purser, on board, and not to permit iiim to come

on shore, on the ground that he had written calumnies against the

captain-general of the island. The political secretary of the island
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subi^oquontly stated that no vessel belonpng to the company which

owned the Crescent City would lx> permitted to enter the jwrt of Ha-

vana with Mr. Smith on hoard, or with any other person who made
use of his j)osition in the line to write abusive articles against the

captain-<reneral. The captain denied that Mr. Smith had written

or composod any such article as lie was charged with having pro-

duced. The Crescent City returned to Havana in October, again

having Mr. Smith on board as purser, and was at once ordered to sea.

Neither nuiils nor j)assengers Avcrc permitted to land, and the ship

was obliged to leave in a gale. The government of the United States

complained of the action of the Cuban authorities. The right of the

cajitain-gcneral to j)r()hibit the entrance into the island of any per-

son whose presence might be dangerous was not questioned, but it

was maintained that this right ought to Ix^ exercised on reasonable

grounds, and that, in refusing to permit the passengers or mails of

the Crescent City to be landed because Purser Smith was on board,

or even to permit the vessel to enter the harbor, the captain-general

had gone far l>eyond the necessities of the case, and had taken a step

of which the United States had a right to complain.

Mr. Everett, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sharkej', consul at Havana, No. IS, Nor.
.•50, 18.")2. II. Ex. Doc. SC, ?,?, Cong. 1 sess. 45; Mr. Everett, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Barringer, niin. to Spain, No. G6, Dec. 4, 1852, id. 47;

same to same. No. 7.S, Feb. 4, 1853, id. G9.

For a comi>laiut of the United States as to the unnecessary detention at

Havana of the American mail steamer Ohio, see Mr. Marcy, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Barringer, min. to Spain, No. 77, April 19, 1853, H. Ex.

Doc. SC, :« ("ong. 1 ses.s. 73.

As to the opening of the mails of the United States by the Cuban authori-

ties, see H. Ex. Doc. 80, 33 Cong. 1 sess.

" The affairs of Cuba formed a prominent to])ic in my last annual

message. Tlicy remain in an uneasy condition, and a feeling of

alarm and irritation on the part of the Cuban authorities appears

to exist. This feeling has interfered with the regular commercial

intercourse Ix'tween the United Staes and the island and led to

some acts of which we have a right to comi)lain. But the captain-

general of Cuba is ch)thed with no power to treat with foreign govern-

ments, noi- is lie in any degree under tlie control of the Spanish minister

at Washington. Any conununication which he may hold with an agent

of a foreign i)ower is informal and a matter of courtesy. Anxious

to j)ut an end to the existing inconveniences (whicli seemed to rest on

a misconce])tion). T directed the newly appointed minister to Mexico
to visit Havana on his way to ^'era Cruz. He was respectfully

received by the captain-general, who conferred with him freely on

the recent occurrences, but no peruianent arrangement was effected.

In the meantime the refusal of the captain-general to allow pas-
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sengers and the mail to be landed in certain cases, for a reason which
does not furnish, in the opinion of tliis government, even a good
presumptive ground for such a prohibition, has been made the sub-

ject of a serious remonstrance at Madrid ; and I have no reason to

doubt that due respect will be paid by the gov^ernment of I lis

Catholic Majesty to the representations which our minister has been

instructed to uiake on the subject.

" It is but justice to the captain-general to add that his conduct

toward the steamers employed to carry the mails of the United States

to Havana has, with the exceptions above alluded to, been marked
Avith kindness and liberality, and indicates no general purpose of

interfering with the commercial correspondence and intercourse be-

tween the island and this country."

President Fillmore, juimial message, Dec. (>, 1852, Richardson's Messages,

V. 164.

" The reply of Mr. Calderon de la Barca, Her Catholic Majesty's

minister of foreign relations, to the demand for in-
Black Warrior demnitv and satisfaction which you were instructed

case. ' .
-

. .

to make, is, as you must have anticipated, very

unsatisfactory to the President. A\niat further steps should be

taken in respect to that case [of the Black Warrior], has been

with him a matter of very serious deliberation. He has determined

to make a final appeal for the adjustment of past difficulties, and

for future quiet, in a way which he hopes will impress Spain with

the solemn conviction that an adjustment, embracing the future

as well as the past, must be made. He will not, however, recommend

a resort to an extreme measure until milder means are exhausted.

Satisfied with the spirited manner in which you have performed the

duties of your mission, in his opinion it would give weight, and per-

haps efficiency, to this final appeal he ])roposes to make, if he should

associate with you, in presenting and enforcing it, two other of our

most distinguished citizens. By a commission of this high character

this country will evince, in the most emphatic numner, its deep solici-

tude to accomplish the objects in view without the hazard of those

})rotracted delays which usually attend the ordinary course of diplo-

macy, particularly with such a court as Spain. Tn order to carry out

this purpose of the President, the concurrence of Congress Avill be

recjuired, and it is proposed soon to bring this subject to its considera-

tion.

'• AVith this despatch you will receive another, commenting ujjon

the reply of the Spanish government to the denumd you made in the

case of the Black Warrior, and exposing its unsatisfactory character.

Though the President does not think it advisable, in view of wliat I

have stated as to a commission, that you should take any further steps
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at present in regard to that case, he has no objection, but on the con-

trary desires, that Her Catholic Majesty's government should know
in what ligflit he views its reply to our claim to reparation.

" You are therefore at liberty to read the accompanying d&spatch to

the Spanish minister of foreign relations and may furnish him with

a copy if he desires it."

Mr. Miiny. Sec. of State, to Mr. SouU', niin. to Spain (confidential), June
24. 18r>4. MS. In.st. Spe<'ial Missions. III. (K).

See also Mr. Marcy to Mr. Soulc. March 11, March 17, June 22, and Aug.
1«5, 18.>t, MS. Inst. Spain, XV. 39, 43, G9.

*' It was not until the 22d instant that I received your despatch,

written so long ago as the 28th of July, at Barcelona, marked No. 2,

separate.

" The survey of the condition of Spain which you have made,

while it agrees with the opinion which I have constantly entertained,

at the same time presents the salient points of the subject with a dis-

tinctness that renders the paper very valuable. The deplorable con-

dition of the finances of that great country seems to he practically

incurable by any jirocess which could be endured by the Spanish

nation. In the early part of the present year I received, indirectly,

information that the Spanish government was then applying for a loan

in Paris upon the hypothecation of the government chest of Cuba.

Without asking for auy explanation I took pains immediately to

nuike it known to the Si)anish government that while the United

States will remain entirely content with the present relations of the

island of Cuba to Spain, they would nevertheless claim a right to be

informed of any proceeding in regard to the island which would

involve, either directly or indirectly, its resignation by the Spanish

Crown. I expressly stated on that occasion that I solicited no reply,

but was content to leave the question with the simple but direct inti-

nuition which I now recite.

'• Since that intimation Avas given, nothing has been heard or read

1)V me on the subject of a transfer or hypothecation of the Spanish

possessions in America. The situation in Spain, as you have de-

scribed, is sufficiently grave to justify constant vigilance on the part

of this government.
" I shall endeavor to practice it."

Mr. Sc\v7\nl. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bancroft, niin. to Prussia, No. 22, Oct.

28. ISCT, MS. Inst. Prussia. XIV. 4HC,.
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(2) TEP' YEAKS' WAK, 18e>8-1878.

§ 907.

"As the United States is the freest of all nations, so, too, its people

sympathize with all peoples struggling for liberty
President's annual .jj^j self-governnient. But while so sympathizing, it

UlcaSclKOf XOO^* •-11
IS clue to our honor that we should abstain from en-

forcing our views upon unwilling nations, and from taking an inter-

ested part, without invitation^ in the quarrels between different na-

tions or between governments and their subjects. Our course should

always be in conformity with strict justice and law, international and
local. Such has been the policy of the administration in dealing

with these questions. For more than a 3'ear a valuable province of

Spain, and a near neighbor of ours, in whom all our people can not

but feel a deep interest, has been struggling for independence and

freedom. The people and government of the United States entertain

the same warm feelings and sympathies for the people of Cuba in

their pending struggle that they manifested throughout the ])revious

struggles between Spain and her former colonies in behalf of the

latter. But the contest has at no time assumed the conditions which

amount to a war in the sense of international law. or which would

show the existence of a de facto political organization of the insur-

gents sufficient to justify a recognition of l)elligerenc3\

" The principle is maintained, however, that this nation is its own
judge when to accord the rights of belligerency, either to a people

struggling to free themselves from a government they believe to be

oppressive or to independent nations at war with each other.

" The United States has no disposition to interfere with the exist-

ing relations of Spain to her colonial possessions on this continent.

They believe that in due time Spain and other European powers will

find their interest in terminating those relations and establishing

their present dependencies as independent powers—members of the

family of nations. These dependencies are no longer regarded as

subject to transfer from one P^uropean jjower to another. When the

present relation of colonies ceases, they are to become independent

powers, exercising the right of choice and of self-control in the deter-

mination of their future condition and relations with other powers.
'' The United States, in order to put a stop to bloodshed in Cuba,

and in the interest of a neighboring pe()i)le. proposed their good

offices to bring the existing contest to a termination. The offer, not

l)eing accepted by Spain on a basis which we believed could be

received by Cuba, was withdrawn. It is hoped that the good offices

of the United States may yet prove advantageous for the settleniout

of this unhappy strife. Meanwhile a number of illegal expeditions

against Cuba have been broken up. It has been the endeavor of
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the Administration to execute the neutrality laws in good faith, no

matter how unpleasant the task, nuide so by the sufferings we have

endured fi"om lack of like good faith towards us by other nations."

rresUlent (Iraiit. .•iiiiiu.il niossajjo. Dec. ti, 1809, Klchardson's Messages,

VII. .-.i.

" On the ti(»th of March last the TTnited States schooner TAzzie

Major was arrested on the high seas by a Spanish frigate, and two

passengers taken from it and carried as prisoners to Cuba. Repre-

sentations of these facts were made to the Sj)anish government as

soon as official information of them reached Washington. The two

passengers were set at liberty, and tiie Spanish (lovernment assured

the United States that the captain of the frigate in making the cap-

ture had acted without law, that he had been reprimanded for the

irregularity of his conduct, and that the Spanish authorities in Cuba
would not sanction any act that coidd violate the rights or treat with

disrespect the sovereignty of this nation."

President (Jranl, annual niessnge, Deo. 0, 1809, Richardson's Messages,

VII. -.vi.

'•Your despatch of the 13th ultimo. No. 55, in which you announce

the definite postponement, in the Cortes, of the consideration of the

subject of the proposed reforms in the government of Porto Kico has

l)een received.

"As we have a material and moral interest in those reforms and

have made representations on the subject to the Spanish government

which have not only been received without objection but have led

to a promise on their part that the reforms should be adopted, we
necessarily feel pained at tiie hesitation and delay on this subject.

Indeed, these may be regarded as so much having the aspect of bad

faith, that you will Hrndy but with due consideration of national

sensibilities j^rotest against the dehiy which has already taken place

in the matter and the seeming purjiose indefinitely to postpone it."

Mr. Fish, Sec <if State, to (Jen. Siclvles, niin. t<) Sjiain. No. ;{0. Marcli 11,

1S70. MS. Inst. Sp.iin. XVI. 'Si.

" In my annual message to Congress, at tlie beginning of its present

.session. I referi-ed to the contest which had then for

Special message,
„,oi.,. (J,.,,, ., y^..,,. (.xisted in the island of Cuba be-

June 13. 1870. .• <...,,•
Iweeu a portU)n or its inliabitants and the govern-

ment of Spain, and tlie feelings and sympathies of the pe()j)le and

governuient of the I iiited Stat<'s for tiie people of Cuba, as for all

peoples slruggliiig for liberty and self-government, and said that ' the

contest has at no time assumed the conditions which amount to war

in the sense of international law, or which would show the existence
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of a de facto political organization of the insurgents sufficient to jus-

tify a recognition of belligerency.'

"During the six months which have passed since the date of that

message, the condition of the insurgents has not improv^ed; and the

insurrection itself, although not subdued, exhibits no signs of advance,

but seems to be confined to an irregular system of hostilities, carried

on by small and illy armed bands of men, roaming, without concen-

tration, through the woods and the sparsely populated regions of the

island, attacking from ambush convoys and small bands of troops,

burning plantations and the estates of those not sympathizing with

their cause.

" But if the insurrection has not gained ground, it is equally true

that Spain has not suppressed it. Climate, disease, and the occasional

bullet have worked destruction among the soldiers of Spain; and

although the Spanish authorities have possession of every seaport and

every town on the island, they have not been able to subdue the hos-

tile feeling which has driven a considerable number of the native

inhabitants of the island to armed resistance against Spain, and still

leads them to endure the dangers and the privations of a roaming life

of guerrilla warfare.
" On either side the contest has been conducted, and is still carried

on, Avith a lamentable disregard of human life, and of the rules and

practices which modern civilization has prescribed in mitigation of

the necessary horrors of war. The torch of Spaniard and of Cuban
is alike busy in carry devastation over fertile regions: murderous and

revengeful decrees are issued and executed by both parties. Count

Valmaseda and Colonel Boet, on the part of Spain, have each startled

humanity and aroused the indignation of the civilized Avorld by the

execution, each, of a score of prisoners at a time, while General Que-

sada, the Cuban chief, coolly and with apparent unconsciousness of

aught else than a proper act, has admitted the slaughter, by his own
deliberate order, in one day, of upward of six hundred and fifty pris-

oners of war.

"A summary trial, with few, if any, escapes from conviction, fol-

lowed by immediate execution, is the fate of those arrested on either

side on suspicion of infidelity to the cause of the party making the

arrest.

''Whatever may be the sympathies of the i)e()ple or of the govern-

ment of the United States for the cause or objects for Avhich a part of

the people of Cuba are understood to have i)ut themselves in armed

resistance to the government of Spain, there can be no just sympathy

in a conflict carried on by both parties alike in such barbarous viola-

tion of the rules of civilized nations, and with such continued outrage

upon the plainest principles of humanity.
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•' We can not discriminate in our censure of their mode of conduct-

ing their contest between the Spaniards and the Cubans; each commit

the same atrocities and outra«;e alike the establislied rules of war.

" The properties of many of our citizens have l>een destroyed or

embar<j:(H'd, the lives of several have l)een sacrificed, and the lilH>rty of

others has been restrained. In every case that has come to the knowl-

ed<rc of the ^overnnient an early and earnest demand for reparation

and indenmity has been made, and most emphatic remonstrance has

bi'en })res(Mited against the manner in which the strife is conducted,

and against the reckless disregard of human life, the wanton destruc-

tion of material wealth, and the cruel disregard of the established

rides of civilized warfare.

" I have, since the beginning of the present session of Congres.s,

connnunicated to the House of Representatives, upon their request, an

account of the steps which I had taken, in the hope of l)ringing this

sad conflict to an end. and of securing to the people of Cuba the bless-

ings and the right of intlependent self-government. The efforts thus

made failed, but not without an assurance from Spain that the good

offices of this government might still avail for the objects to which

they had been addressed.

" During the whole contest the remarkable exhibition has been made
of large numbers of Cubans escaping from the island and avoiding

the risks of war: congregating in this country at a safe distance from

the scene of danger, and endeavoring to nudve war from our shores,

to urge our jx'ople into the tight which they avoid, and to embroil

this government in complications and |)ossible hostilities with Spain.

It can scarce be doubted that this last result is the real object of these

parties, altliough carefidly covered under the deceptive and appar-

ently i)lausible demand for a mere recognition of belligerency.

" It is stated, on what I have reason to regard as good authority,

that Cuban bonds have been prepared to a large amount, whose pay-

ment is uiade dependent upon the recognition by the United State's of

either Cuban belligerency or independence. The object of nuiking

their value thus contingent upon the action of this government is a

subject foi' s<>ri()us reflection.

" In determining the course to Ih» adopted on the demand thus nuide

for a recognition of belliger<>ncv, the liberal and peaceful principles

adopted i)y the ' Father of his Country " and the eminent statesmen

of his day, and followed by succeeding Chief Magistrates and the men
of their day. may furnish a safe guide to those of us now charged

with the direction and control of the public safety.

'• From 17SI) to 1815 the dominant tliought of our statesmen was to

keep the United States out of the wars which were devastating

Euroi)e. The discussion of measures of neutrality begins with the
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state papers of Mr. Jeflferson Avheu Secretary of State. lie shows

that they are measures of national right as well as of national duty

;

that misguided individual citizens can not be tolerated in making
war according to their own caprice, passions, interests, or foreign

symj^athies; that the agents of foreign governments, recognized or

unrecognized, can not Ise permitted to abuse our hospitality by usurp-

ing the functions of enlisting or equipping military or naval forces

within our territory. Washington inaugurated the policy of neu-

trality and of absolute abstinence from all foreign entangling alli-

ances, which resulted, in 1794, in the first municipal enactment for

the observance of neutrality.

" The duty of opposition to filibustering has been admitted by

every President. "Washington encountered the efforts of Genet and

the French revolutionists; John Adams, the projects of Miranda;

Jefferson, the schemes of Aaron Burr. Madison and subsequent

Presidents had to deal wdth the question of foreign enlistment or

equipment in the United States, and since the days of John Quincy

Adams it has been one of the constant cares of government in the

United States to prevent piratical expeditions against the feeble

Spanish-American republics from leaving our shores. In no country

are men wanting for any enterprise that holds out promise of adven-

ture or of gain.

'' In the early days of our national existence the whole continent of

America (outside of the limits of the United States), and all its

islands, were in colonial dependence upon European powers.

" The revolutions which, from 1810, spread almost simultaneously

through all the Spanish-American continental colonies, resulted in the

establishment of new states, like ourselves, of European origin, and

interested in excluding European politics and the questions of

dynasty and of balances of power from further influence in the New
World.

" The American policy of neutrality, important before, became

doubly so from the fact that it became applicable to the new repui)-

lics as well as to the mother country.

" It then devolved upon us to determine the great international

question, at what time and under what circumstances to recognize a

new power as entitled to a place among the family of nations, as well

as the preliminary question of the attitude to be observed by this

government toward the insurrectionary party, pending the contest.

" Mr. Monroe concisely expressed the rule which has controlled the

action of this government with reference to revolting colonies pend-

ing their struggle, by saying, *As soon as the moveuuMit assumed

such a steady and consistent form as to make the success of the prov-

inces probable, the rights to which they were entitled, by the laws of

nations as equal parties to a civil war, were extended to them."

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 5
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" Tho strict adheroiu-e to this rule of public policy has l)een one of

the highest honors of American statesmanship, and has secured to

this government the confidence of the feeble powers on this conti-

nent, which induces them to rely upon its friendship and rfbsence of

designs of concpiest. and to look to the United States for example and

moral protection. It has given this government a position of promi-

nence and of influence which it should not abdicate, but which im-

poses uj)on it the most delicate duties of right and of honor regarding

American (piestions, whether those questions affect emancipated colo-

nies or colonies still subject to European dominions. [President

Grant here discusses the "question of belligerency " as "one of fact,''

and argues that the circumstances do not warrant the recognition of

Cuban belligerency. The passage nuiy be found in Chapter III.,

§ (h, vol. 1. pp. 104-1DC] . . .

'* In view of the gravity of this question, I have deemed it my duty

to invite the attention of the war-making power of the country to

all the relations and bearings of the question in connection with the

declaration of neutrality and granting of belligerent rights.

" There is not a de facto government in the island of Cuba suf-

ficient to execute law and maintain just relations with other nations.

Spain has not been able to suppress the opposition to Spanish rule

on the ishind. nor to award speedy justice to other nations, or citi-

zens of other nations, when their rights have been invaded.
'* There are serious complications growing out of the seizure of

American vessels upon the high seas, executing American citizens

without proper trial, and confiscating or embargoing the property

of American citizens. Solemn protests have been made against every

infraction of the rights either of individual citizens of the Ignited

States or the rights of our flag ui)on the high seas, and all j)roper

steps have been taken and are being j)ressed for the proper reparation

of every indignity complained of.

"The question of belligerency, however, which is to Ixi decided

upon definite ])rinciples and according to ascertained facts, is en-

tirely different from and unconnected with the other »iuestions of

the manner in which the strife is carried on on l)oth sides, and the

treatment of our citizens entitled to our protection.

" These (piestions concern our own dignity and responsibility, and

they have Imumi made, as I have said, the subjects of repeated com-

munications with Spain, and of protests and demands for redress on

our paj-t. It is hoped that these will not be disivgarded : but should

they 1k'. these (juestions will W made the sui)ject of further communi-

cation to Congress."

President <!r;int. si><><-i;il iiu'ss:ik»'. .Iuik' 1:5. 1S70, Uk-hardson's Messages,

VII. ()4.
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" I inclose a copy of a decree said to have been made by a military

tribunal in Cuba, and published in the Diario de la Marina on the

9th of November, current.
'• This decree purports to condemn to death sundry persons named

in it as the central republican junta of Cuba and Porto Rico, estab-

lished in New York, and to confiscate their property. It appears

affinnatively in the decree that none of the condemned had appeared
before the court.

" This revolutionary body, known as the Cuban junta, voluntarily

disbanded itself about one month before this decree was made, and
announced its intention to discontinue any hostile purpose it might
have entertained against Spanish rule in Cuba. During its previous

histor}' its acts, so far as conflicting with the laws of the United

States and the international duties of this government, were repressed

by the President. This Department has also been officially informed

by Mr. Roberts that the state of alTairs in Cuba is regarded as a

favorable one by the Spanish government, and that in consequence

of that the extraordinary powers previously vested in him had been

withdrawn. This government has, therefore, seen with surprise and
regret the announcement of a policy in Cuba which is apparently

uncalled for by any present emergencies, Avhich is not in harmony
with the ideas now entertained by the most enlightened nations as to

the treatment of political offenses, and which, as it appears to us, will

tend to continue the unhappy disturbances which exist in Cuba. AVe

recognize, however, that, so far as this is a purely domestic question

between the government of S})ain and the persons or properties of

those who are subject to that government, the United States have no

other right to interpose than that growing out of the friendly rela-

tions which have always existed between them and Spain, and the

good faith with which they have observed their duties and obligations

in this contest. It appears, however, that on this list are to be found

the names of some persons who claim to be citizens of the United

States. As to each such person you will inform the minister for

foreign affairs that, if it shall appear that his claim to be a citizen of

the United States is valid, and tliat he has done no act to forfeit his

rights as such, it will be claimed and insisted that he is entitled to

the trial by civil tribunal, and in the ordinary forms of law which

are guaranteed to citizens of the United States by the article of the

treaty of 1705 which has already been made the subject of corre-

spondence between you and the Spanish government."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sickles, miii. to Spain, No. Ill, Nov. 2.").

1870, For. Rel. 1871, 7:^:5.

"Although this [a proclamation by the governor-general of Cuba
threatening death to insurgents taken prisoners with arms in
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their hands] is a measure touching the internal affairs of a country

which is within the exchisive jurisdiction of the government of that

country, it seems to l)e of a character so inhuman and so much at

variance with the practice of Christian and civilized states in

modern times under similar circumstances, that this government

regards it as its duty merely as a friend of Spain, to protest and

remonstrate against the carrying it into effect."

Mr. Kish. Se*-. of State, to Mr. Roberts, Jan. 8, 1872, MS. Notes to

Spain, IX. (51.

For Mr. Webster's letter of intercession for the participants in the

Loi)ez expedition, see G Webster's Worlds, .513; S. Ex. Doc. 41, 31

Conj;. 2 sess. ; 11. Ex. Docs. 2 and 19, 32 Cong. 1 sess.

As to interposition witli the British Government in favor of certain

Fenian prisoners eai)tnred in Canada, see Mr. Seward, Report to

tlie President, Jnly 2(5, 18()t;; MS. Reiwrt Book No. 9. (See, also,

II. Ex. Doc. ir)4. .'{9 Cong. 1 sess.)

For the application of Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to the Spanish Govern-

ment for the release of Santa Rosa, in 1872, see Mr. Fish to Admiral

Tolo, Dec. 17, 1872, For. Rel. 1873, II. 1047.

" It is not understood that the condition of the insurrection in Cuba
has materially changed since the close of the last ses-

^"""^iSTo"*^^'
"^^"^ "^ Congress. In an early stage of the contest the

authorities of Spain inaugurated a system of arbitrary

arrests, of close confinement and of military trial, and executicm of

])ersons suspected of complicity with the insurgents, and of summary
embargo of their pro[)erties, and sequestration of their revenues by

executive warrant. Such proceedings, so far as they affected the

j)ersons or property of citizens of the United States, were in violation

of the provisions of the treaty of 1795 between the United States

and Spain. Representations of injuries resulting to .several persons

claiming to be citizens of the United States, by reason of such viola-

tions, were made to tlie Spanish government. From April, ISGO, to

June last the Spanish minister at Washington had been clothed with

a limited ])ower to aid in redressing such wrongs. That power was

found to be witiuh-awn, ' in view,' as it was said. ' of the favorable

situation in wliich the island of Cuba' then 'was;' which, however,

did not lead to a revocation or susjiension of the extraordinary and

arl)iti"ary functions exercised by the executive power in Cul)a, and we
were obliged to make our complaints at Madrid. In the negotiations

thus opened, and still i)ending there, the United States only claimed

that, for the future, the rights secured to their citizens l)y treaty

should be respected in Cuba, and that, as to the past, a joint tribunal

should be established in the United States, with full jurisdiction over

all such claims. Before such an impartial tribunal each claimant

would be required to prove his case. On the other hand. Spain
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would be at liberty to traverse every material fact, and thus com-
plete equity would be done. xV case which, at one time, threatened

seriously to affect the relations between the United States and Spain

has already been disposed of in this way. The claim of the owners

of the Colonel Lloyd Aspinirall, for the illegal seizure and detention

of that vessel, was referred to arbitration, by mutual consent, and
has resulted in an award to the United States, for the owners, of the

sum of nineteen thousand seven hundred and two dollars and fifty

cents, in gold. Another and long-pending claim of like nature, that

of the whaleship Canada, has been disposed of by friendly arbitra-

ment during the present year. It was referred, by joint consent of

Brazil and the United States, to the decision of Sir Edward Thorn-

ton, Her Britannic Majest3''s minister at Washington, who kindly

undertook the laborious task of examining the voluminous mass of

correspondence and testimony submitted by the two governments,

and awarded to the United States the sum of one hundred thousand

and seven hundred and forty dollars and nine cents, in gold, which

has since been paid by the imperial government. These recent

examples show that the mode which the United States has proposed

to Spain for adjusting the pending claims is just and feasible, and

that it may be agreed to by either nation without dishonor. It is to be

hoped that this moderate demand may be acceded to by Spain with-

out further delay. Should the pending negotiations, unfortunately

and unexpectedly, be without result, it Avill then become my duty to

communicate that fact to Congress and invite its action on the sub-

ject."

President Grant, annual message, Dec. 5, 1870, For. Rel. 1870, 4.

" It is to be regretted that the disturl)ed condition of the island of

Cuba continues to be a source of annoyance and of

'^'^^^i«7i°**^^^
anxiety. The existence of a protracted struggle in

such close proximity to our own territory, without

apj:)arent prospect of an early termination, cannot be other than an

object of concern to a people who, while abstaining from interfer-

ence in the affairs of other powers, naturally desire to see every

country in the undisturbed enjoyment of })eace, liberty, and the bless-

ings of free institutions.

" Our naval commanders in Cuban waters have been instructed, in

case it should Income necessary, to spare no effort to protect the lives

and property of bona fide American citizens, and to maintain the

dignity of the flag.

" It is hoped that all pending questions with Spain growing out of

the affairs in Cuba may be adjusted in the spirit of peace and concili-

ation which has hitherto guided the two powers in their treatment of

such questions."

President Grant, annual message. Deo. 4, 1871, For. Rel. 1871, vii.
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Scptemhor 20, 1872, Sefior Jil Colunje, secretar}^ of interior and

foreiofn relations of Colombia, iasued a circular to
Colombian circu- .i *- £ k • • t i- j.ii

tlie trovernnients of America in relation to the
lar. *^

Cuban (question. He referred to the fact that the

contest had lasted for four years, and that there Avas no i)rosi)ect of

its termination. Its liorrors multiplied as time advanced. All

"means of extermination." "from devastation to burning, and from

confiscation to the gibbet." were brought into action: and the island

Avould become "a field of ruin and desolation." The nations of the

American continent could not remain "calm spectators of so des-

perate a struggle." Everything combined to " awaken the most

earnest symj)athy," which had been expressed by the President of

the United States in his annual message of December, 18()9. The
rights of (^iba should no longer be ignored. Moreover, the elevation

of (^uba to the rank of a nation would signify the disappearance of

slavery. The government of Colombia therefore felt itself justified

in i)roposing that all the governments of Spanish America in accord

with the United States take "common action for the obtainment

from that of Spain of the recognition of the indej)endence of Cuba.''

Should the expenses incurred in the war be an obstacle to Spain's

acceding to the views of the mediating governments, they might

agree to reimburse her pro rata, while they themselves would require

no reimbursement, though, if it should l)e required, the resources of

Cul)a would be ample. Should the proposal of mediati(m be ac-

ce])ted. the first step to l)e taken, in view of the possible protraction

of the negotiations, would be '* immediate regulation of the war by

the discontinuance of confiscation and capital ])unishment for polit-

ical offenses, as well as all other illegitimate means of warfare."

A copy of this circular was sent by Mr. Fish to certain diplomatic

officers.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to certain diploniatic oHicers, confidential circular.

.Tan. .'M». IMT."?. enclosing a copy of Sefior .lil Colunje's circular, MS.
Inst. Arjrcntine Hopublic. XVI. 2*.).

" Your despatch No. i'A'k of the 2r)th ultimo, relative to the circular

of the Colombian government in regard to Cuban affairs, has l)een

received. It is acc()mi)anied by a copy and translation of a note

upon the subject, of the 8d of February last, addressedby the minister

for foreign affairs of Peru to the minister for foreign affairs of

Coloml)ia. I am not, however, certain that I fully understand the

views and puri)oses of the Peruvian government upon the subject

as expressed in that paper. It contains at least one e.xj)ression,

however, to which I must take exception. At the close of the 4th

paragraph of his note Mr. Aguero speaks of the inefficiency of the ar-

bitrament (arbiter, as translated by you) to attain the object sought.
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This seems to imply that the arbitrament of this government between

the Spaniards and the insurgents in Cuba had been employed, but

had failed. This is contrary to the fad. No such measure has Ijeen

undertaken. In no event would it be attempted pursuant to the

Colombian circular unless the answers of the Spanish-American

states to that circular and the condition of affairs in Cuba had given

ground to expect that our intervention would be successful. This

event has not yet hai:)pene(l, and there does not seem to be any imme-
diate i)rospect of its occurrence. It is certain, however, that our

zeal in behalf of the step jH-oposed by Colombia would not be in-

creased by her having taken it for granted that our intervention

would in any event be employed. The measure would have been

much more acceptal)le to us. whatever might be the probability of its

success, if. before the circular had been issued. Ave had been consulted

as to our disposition to accept the functions of an arbiter.''

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thomas, No. .50, June 2:), 187.3, MS. Inst

I'eru, XVI. 2.-)2

" The present ministry in Spain has given assurance to the public,

through their organs of the press, and have confirmed
Efforts to use good ,, . n / i . i

the assurance to you personally, (as you have reported

in recent dispatches,) of their intention to put in

operation a series of extensive reforms, embracing among them some

of those Avhich this government has been earnest in urging upon their

consideration in relation to the colonies which are our near neighbors.
*' Sustained, as is the present ministry, l)y the large popular vote

which has recently returned to the Cortes an overwhelming nuijority

in its support, there can be no more room to doubt their ability to

carry into operation the reforms of Avhich they liave given })romise

than there can be justification to question the sincerity with which

the assurance was given. It seems, therefore, to be a fitting occasion

to look back upon the relations between the United States and Spain,

and to mark the progress which may have been nuide in accomplish-

ing those objects in which we have been promised her co-operation.

It must be acknowledged with regret that little or no advance has

been made. The tardiness in this respect, however, cannot be said

to be in any way imputable to a want of diligence, zeal, or ability

in the legation of the United States at ]SIadrid. The I)ei)artment

is persuaded that no persons, however gifted with those qualities and

faculties, could have better succeeded against the apparent apathy

or indifference of the Spanish authorities, if, indeed, their past omis-

sion to do what w^e have expected should not be ascribable to other

causes.

" The Spanish government, partly at our instance, passed a law

providing for the gradual emancipation of slaves in the AVest India
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colonics. This law, so far as this Department is aware, remains

unexecuted, and it is feared that the recently issued regulations, pro-

fessedly for its execution, are wholly inadequate to any practical

result in favor of emancipation, if they he not really in the interest

of the slaveholder and of the continuance of the institution of slavery.

While we fully acknowledge our obligation to the general rule, which

requires a nation to abstain from interference in the domestic con-

cerns of others, circumstances warrant partial exceptions to this rule.

The United States have emancipated all the slaves in their own ter-

ritory, as the result of a civil war of four years, attended by a vast

effusion of blood and exjxmditure of treasure. The slaves in the

Spanish possessions near us are of the same race as those who were

bondsmen here. It is natural and inevitable for the latter to sym-

pathize in the oppression of their brethren, and especially in the

waste of life, occasioned by inhunum jDunishments and excessive toil.

Xor is this sympathy confined to those who were recently in bondage

among us. It is universal, as it is natural and just. It rests upon

the instincts of humanity, and is the recognition of those rights of

man which are now universally admitted. Governments can not

resist a conviction so general and so righteous as that which con-

demns as a crime the tolerance of human slavery, nor can govern-

ments be in fault in raising their voice against the further tolerance

of so grievous a l)lot upon humanity. You will, consequently, in

decisive but respectful terms, remonstrate against the apparent

failure of Spain to carry into full effect the act referred to. We
acknowledge that this may be a difRcut task. The reproaches, open

or covert, of those whose supposed interests may be affected by it, to

say nothing of other underhand proceedings, must be trying to the

patience and highly embarrassing to the statesmen who may be the

best disposed toward the measure. All, however, who countenance

lukewarmness or neglect in carrying it into effect must, more or less,

\)c liai>le to the charge of duplicity or bad faith, a charge which

every man of honor in high staticm ought to endeavor to avoid.

"By the enactment of the law of July, 1870. the government of

Spain is i)ractically connnitted to the policy of emancipation. It is

true that the law was far from being as comi)rehensive a measure as

was hoped for by the friends of enumcipation both in Spain and

throughout Christendom, but it was regarded as the entering wedge
and the first step toward the extermination of a great wrong, and as

the inauguration of a measure of justice and of peace, whereby Spain,

to her high honor, declared herself in harmony with the general senti-

ment of modern civilization and with the j^rinciples of unquestioned

human rights. It is so manifestly due to that sentiment and to those

principles that their recognition, as thus evidenced, be made practical

and effective by the enforcement of the law, that it can not be ques-
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tioned that Spain, with the pride and the honor that mark her his-

tory, will no longer delay the execution of the law and the observance

of the pledge to humanity and to justice which was implied in the

enactment.
'• There is another view which may be taken of this subject. The

Spanish government and the Spanish people are understood to be

almost unanimously adverse to the independence of Cuba. It will not

be denied that the resistance to the enforcement of the emancipation

law proceeds almost entirely from those interested in slave property

in the island of Cuba, who have, through the successive ministries

to which the government of Spain has been intrusted since the enact-

ment of the law in July, 1870, been enabled hitherto to delay and to

defeat its execution by preventing the promulgation of regulations

effective for the end to which the law was directed.

'•An important law is thus nullified through the influence and
agency of a class in Cuba who are the most loud in profession of devo-

tion to the integrity of the Spanish territory and to the continuance

of Spanish dominion over the island. The example of disregard to

laws thus set can not be without its influence. If Spain permits her

authority to be virtually and practically defied in that island by a

refusal or neglect to carry into effect acts of the home government of

a humane tendency, is not this tantamount to an acknowledgment of

inability to control? If she refuse to enforce her authority in one

instance, why may it not be spurned in others, and will not her suprem-

acy, sooner or later, become nominal only, with no real advantage

to herself or her colonies, but to the serious detriment of l)oth, as well

as of those other powers whose relations, whether of neighborhood

or of connnerce. give them special interest in the welfare of those

])ossessions ?

'Tt is also represented that the grasping cupidity of sugar planters

in Cuba has succeeded in enabling them virtually to annul their con-

tracts with coolies for a limited term of service, coupled with the

privilege of returning to their homes at its close, and that those

unfortunate Asiatics, under regulations for an enforced re-engagement

when their former contract may have expired, are being practically

reduced to the same al)ject condition as the African slaves. If this

be true, it is impossible for the government of any civilized country

to be indifferent to so atrocious a proceeding. You will mention tliis

subject to the Spanish minister for foreign affairs, and Avill not con-

ceal the view which we take of it.

" The insurrection in Cuba has now lasted four years. Attem])ts

to suppress it, so far futile, have been made probably at a sacrifice

of more than a hundred thousand lives and an incalculable amount

of property. Our commercial and other connections with that island
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coiniH'l US to take a Avann interest in its peaceful and orderly con-

dition, without which there can not he ])ros|)erity.

•• C'uha hein<r separated from this country by a narrow passage,

the temptations for reckless adventurers here to violate our law and
embark in hostile expeditions thither is great, despite the unques-

tioneil vigilance of this government to maintain its duty and the

efforts with which the api)roaches to the island have been guarded
by the Spanish cruisers. The said i)ro.\imity has led Cubans and

others, partisans of the insurgents, to take u}) their abode in the

United States, actuated by the hope that that i)roximity would enable

them advantageously to j)lot and act for the advancement of their

cause in the island. We certainly have reason to expect that the

great strain uj)()n our watchfulness to thwart those schemes .occa-

sioned by the long duration of hostilities in Cuba, should have some

termination through a cessation of the cause which hitherto has been

supposed to make it necessary for the discharge of our duties as a

neutral.

" Ever since the insurrection began, we have repeatedly l)een called

upon to discharge those duties. In the performance of them we are

conscious of no neglect, but the trial to our impartiality by the want
of success on the part of Spain in suppressing the revolt is neces-

sarily so severe that unless she shall soon be more successful it will

force upon this government the consideraticm of the question

whether duty to itself and to the commercial interests of its citizens

may not demand some change in the line of action it has thus far

pursued.
'• It is intimated, and is probal)ly true, that the corruption which

is more or less inseparable from such protracted contests is itself a

principal agent in prolonging hostilities in Cuba. The extortions

incident to furnishing supplies for the troops, the hope of sharing

in the proceeds of insurgent or alleged insurgent property, would of

course be i)ut an end to by the restoration of traiuiuillity. These

njust be jiowerful agencies in fettering the arm which ought to strike

home for j)eace. for order, and the quiet enjoyment of the citizen.

It is reasonable to suppose, too, that the saving of the public money
which UMist result from a termination of the conflict would alone

l>e a sutlicient incentive for a i)atriotic government to exert itself to

the utmost for that i)uri)ose.

•• Resides a measure for the abolition of slavery, and assurances of

the speedy termination of the contest in Cul>a, we have been assured

that extensive nnmicipal reforms would be introduced in the colonies,

and that their government would be liln'ralized. Certainly the Span-

ish government, with its experience of the past, and with the knowl-

edge which it cannot fail to have of the tendencies of the age, can

never expect j>eaceably to maintain the ancient colonial system in
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those islands. The abuses of that system press heavily upon the

numerous educated natives of the same race, and, if not reformed,

must be a constant source of bitter antipathy to the mother country.

The repeated assurances of the intention of the government to

abolish slavery and to grant liberal reforms in the administration of

the island are admissions by Spain of the wrong of slavery and of the

existence of evils which need reform, but are still allowed on the

illogical and indefensible ground that concession can not be made
while resistance continues.

"A nation gives justification to resistance while admitted wrongs

remain unredressed ; resistance ceases to be justifiable when no wrongs

are either admitted or alleged. Redress Avrongs and resistance will

cease.

" Spain is too great a power to fear to do what she admits to be

right because it is asked vehemently ; or because its attainment is

sought improperly she need not apprehend that the reforming of

abuses and of wrongs, which she admits to exist, and declares herself

ready to correct, will be attributed to an unworthy motive, Avhile

delay in removing admitted wrongs which it is within her power to

remove places her in a false position, and goes far to justify and to

attract sympathy to those Avho are sufferers from the unredressed

wrongs.
'' Spain itself has been the scene of civil commotion, but j^risoners

taken in arms have not been put to death as they are in Cuba, nor

have amnesties been regarded as dangerous in the peninsula ; why
should they be so regarded in the colonies? or why should concessions

be dishonorable in Cuba that are not so considered at home? The
suggestion that they would be is the offspring of the selfishness of

those interested in prolonging the contest for private gain.

'"A just, lenient, and humane policy toward Cuba, if it would not

bring quiet and order and contentedness, Avould at least modify the

judgment of the world that most of the evils of which Cuba is the

scene are the necessary results of harsh treatment, and of the nuilad-

ministration of the colonial government.
" You are aware that uiany citizens of the United States, owners of

estates in Cul)a, have suffered injury by the causeless seizure, in viola-

tion of treaty obligations, of those estates, and by the ai)propriation

of their proceeds by those into Avhose hands they had fallen. Though
in some one or two instances the j^roperty has been ordered to be

restored, so far there has been no indemnification for the damage sus-

tained. In other instances, where restitution has been promised, it

has l^een evaded and put off in a Avay which cannot fail to excite the

just resentment of the sufferers and of their government, whose duty

it is to protect their interests.
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"'The docroe of 'MA August last, prescribing regulations for the

l)roc'etHlings (•onccrning sequestrated property in Cuba, so far as it

recognized the embargo or confiscation of the property of those

charged witii coinplicity in the insurrection, as a judicial proceeding,

in ^vhich the parties are entitled to be fairly heard, may be regarded

as a concession to the frequent remonstrances of this government, as

well as to the refjuirements of justice. liut, unless the action of the

lx)ar(l to Ih' constituted under that decree exhibit a very different

measure of promptness and of activity from that which has l)een

given to the icmonstrances of this government against the proceedings

whei-eby the proj)erty of citizens of the United States has heretofore

been seized, the organization of the board will serve only to increase

the very just causes of complaint of this government. It is hoped

that it will not be allowed to become the means or the excuse of fur-

ther })rocrastination. or of delaying beyond the extremest limits of

patience, which have already been reached, the decision upon the

many cases which have been the subject of protracted diplomatic

correspondence. 'J'here will readily occur to you several cases, which

need not be sj)ecifically enumerated, which have been referred back-

ward and forward Ijetween Madrid and Havana to the very verge of

the exhaustion of all patience. In the mean time the proj^erty of

citizens of the Tnitcd States has been held in violation of the treaty

between this country and Spain.
" In some of tiicse cases you have been promised the release of the

embargo. It is expected that the tardy redress thus j)romised will

not be further delayed by any alleged necessity of reference to this

newly constituted board.
'• It is hoped that you will j^resent the views above set forth, and

{he present grievances of which this government so justly complains,

to the govennnent to which you are accredited, in a way which, with-

out I'ivinjr ort'ense. will leave a conviction that we are in earnest in the

expression of those views, and that we expect redress, and that if it

should not soon 1h' afforded Sj)ain must not be sin'pris<Ml to find, as the

inevitable icsuh of the delay, a marked change in the feeling and in

ilie tenijM'i- of the ])eople and of the government of the United States.

Believing that the present ministry of Spain is in a sufficiently con-

firmed position of power to carry out the measures which it an-

nounces, and the reforms which have been j)romis<»d, and to do jus-

lice by the icmoval of the causes of our well-founded complaints, and

not doubting the sincerity of the assurances which have been given,

the United States look confidently for the realization of those hopes

which have been encouraged in' rejx'ated promises that all causes for

estrangj'inent. or for the interruption of thos<' friendly feelings which

are traditional, as they are sincere, on the part of this Government
toward Spain, will be speedily and forever removed."
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Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sickles, min. to Spain, No. 270, Oct 29,

1872, For. Rel. 1872, 580.

On April 19, 1872, General Sickles, on his return to Madrid to resume the

active duties of his mission, was furnished with a letter of recall

with a view to the susi)ension of diplomatic intercourse through a

minister, leaving the business of the legation in the hands of the

charge d'affaires ad interim. This step was proposed in view of the

apparent hopelessness at that time of bringing al>out any essential

change in the situation in Cuba. It was declared that tlie President,

in spite of the unsatisfactory relations between the two countries,

had no disposition to foment a rupture with Spain, but that, on the

contrary, he still hoped that the best understanding miglit be pre-

served with that government. But, in case General Sickles with-

drew, no new minister was to be accredited to the government of

Spain until there should be reason to expect such a change in the

disposition of that government with reference to the execution of

reforms in Cuba as might lead to greater hope of their success. (Mr.

Fish, Sec. of State, to Gen. Sickles, min. to Spain, No. 210, April 19,

1872, MS. Inst. Spain, XVI. 300.)

In a dispatch, No. 452, of October 20, 1872, General Sickles reix)rted an

unofficial and confidential inquiry l)y tlie Spanisli minister of foreign

affairs whether the President would consent to exert his g(Kxl olhces

for the purpose of endeavoring to restore peace in Cuba on the basis

of refoi'ms in the political, social, and administrative system, which

reforms were to embrace municipal government, a provincial legis-

lature, and the gradual abolition of slavery. The minister of foreign

affairs stated tliat if assurances to this effect were given to the

Insurgents by the President, and if, accompanied l)y his advice and

counsel, they should happilj' induce the insurgents to lay down their

arms, Spain would at once proceed to the fulfillment of lier promise.

Commenting upon tliese suggestions, Mr. Fish remarked that an

accommodation between contending parties should proceed with mu-

tual and reciprocal advances, and that the proposal of the minister of

foreign affairs Involved an extreme concession on the one side with

only an indefinite promise on the other. But, pa.ssing this question

by. Mr. Fish said that, if Spain was in earnest in the desire for the

President's interposition, the minister's informal and unollicial

inquiry would be followed by a formal rcipiest to that effect. .More

than three years jireviously the President was induced to olTer to the

Spanish cabinet his good offices for the purposes of l)ringing the war

in Cuba to a close. Those good oHices were accepted by the then

president of the council, but it was sub.se(iuently signified that their

withdrawal would be conveni(>nt. The President was convinced that

his good offices would be of no avail unless both parties were

disposed to accept reasonable counsels. A definite statement of tlu'

particular reforms, and of the degree of self-government and of

local administration, which Spain was prepared to conce«le was

essential to any hope of success in an effort by a third party to pro-

mote a pi'actical reconciliation. P.ut, if Spain should ollicially and

formally make the reiiuest which Mr. .Martos's informal and un-

official conversation foreshadowed and should be prei)ared to state

the extent of reforms, embracing among them a jtrovincial leirisl.it nre

to be chosen by the free voice of the inhabitants, the aliolition of

slavery in all its forms, municipal governments, self-taxation, ample
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guarantoos of tlio rij^hts of iktsoiis and of property, a strict limita-

tion of tlio i>o\vor of officials, oxoniption from standing armies, and

tbo general control of the internal affairs of the island and of its

inhabitants, tlje President would undertake to present such suggestetl

reforms to those in Cuba who were resisting the authority of Spain

and would use his influence to induce their acceptance. In this

case it would probal)ly be necessary to embody in a protocol the

particulars of the several reforms which Spain proposed. In con-

clusion. Mr. Fish observed that, if no practical result could be

attained, it would seem to be of little avail to continue an envoy

extraordinary at Madrid. (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to General

Sickles, min. to Spain. No. 272, Nov. 10, 1872, MS. Inst. Spain,

XVI. 371.)

As to tlie previous tender of the President's good offices, mentioned by

Mr. Fish, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1020 et seq.

In acknowledging the receipt of dispatches from General Sickles,

Xos. ()70 and G72, of July 27 and 81, 1878, Mr. Fish expressed regret

tiiat the effort to establish a republican form of government in Spain

did not give greater j)romise of success. The United States had

promptly and cordially recognized that government and extended to

it the moral effects of its sympathy, and had further manifested its

friendly interest by abstaining from the exercise of pressure with

regard to affairs in Cuba. Recent information from Havana showed,

however, that the decree 'for the release of embargoed estates had not

been i)roclaime(l there and that influences were at work to prevent its

publication and to mdlify its effects. The President had also heard

Avith deep concern and regret the announcement said to have been

Diade by a member of the ministry of Spain that no reforms will be

granted and no notice taken of the demands of the Cuban insurgents

so long as they did not lay down their arms. In the interest of Spai«,

no less than in that of Cuba, of the United States, and of humanity,

the President hoped that this might not be the determination of

Spain, and (leneral Sickles was to urge upon the ministry the disa-

vowal or abandonment of a policy so inconsistent with the possibility

of restoring j^eace.

Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to (Jen. Sickles, min. to Spain. No. .WO, Aug. 27,

lS7:i. For. Hel. 1S7:5. II. W.V2.

"Whatever general instructions you may need at the present time

for your guidance in representing this government at Madrid have

reference entirely to the actual state of the island of Cuba and its

relation to the Unitecl States as well as to Spain.

" It is now more than five years since an organized body of the

inhabitants of that island assembled at Vara, issued a declaration of

independence, and took uj) arms to maintain the declaration. The
movement rapidly spread, so as to occupy extensive regions of the
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eastern and central portions of the island, and all the resources of the

Spanish government have been exerted ineffectually to suppress the

revolution and reclaim the districts in insurrection to the authority

of Spain. The prosecution of the war on both sides has given rise

to many questions, seriously affecting the interests and the honor of

the United States, which have become the sul)ject of diplomatic dis-

cussion between this government and that of Spain.
" You will receive herewith a selection, in chronological order, of

the numerous dispatches in this relation which have passed between

the two governments. From these documents you will derive ample
information, not only respecting special questions, which have arisen

from time to time, but also respecting the general purposes and
polic}^ of the President in the premises.

" Those purposes and that policy, as indicated in the accompanying
documents, have continued to. be substantially the same during the

whole period of these events, except in so far as they may have been

modified by special circumstances, seeming to impart greater or less

prominence to the various aspects of the general question, and thus,

without producing any change of principle, yet, according to the par-

ticular emergency, to direct the action of the United States.

" It will suffice, therefore, on the present occasion, first, briefly to

state these general views of the President ; and, secondly, to show

their application to the several incidents of this desperate struggle

on the part of the Cubans to acquire independence, and of Spain to

maintain her sovereignty, in so far as those incidents have immedi-

ately affected the United States.

" Cuba is the largest insular possession still retained by any Euro-

pean power in America. It is almost contiguous to the United

States. It is pre-eminently fertile in the production of objects of

commerce which are of constant demand in this country, and. Avith

just regulations for reciprocal interchange of commodities, it would

afford a large and lucrative market for the i)roducti()ns of this coun-

try. Commercially, as well as geographically, it is by nature more

closely connected with the United States than with Spain.

"Civil dissensions in Cuba, and especially sanguinary hostilities,

such as are now raging there, produce effects in the ITnited States

second in gravity only to those which they produce in Si)ain.

" MeauAvhile our political relation to Cuba is altogether anoma-

lous, seeing that for any injury done to the United States or their

citizens in Cnba we have no direct means of redress there, and can

obtain it only by slow and circuitous action by way of Madrid. The

captain-general of Cuba has, in effect, by the laws of Spain, suiu-cnu'

and absolute authority there for all purposes of wrong to our <iii-

zens; but this government has no adequate means of deiiiMiuling

immediate reparation of such wrongs on the spot, except through a
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consul, who does not possess diplomatic character, and to whose

representations, therefore, the captain-general may, if he choose,

absolutely refuse to listen. And, <^rievous as this inconvenience is

to the United States in ordinary times, it is more intolerable now,

seeing that, as abundantly appears, the contest in Cuba is between

peninsular Spaniards on the one hand and native-born S])anish-

Americans on the other; the former being the real representatives

of S])anish force in Cuba, and exerting that force wdien they choose,

with little, if any, respect for the metropolitan power of Spain. The
captain-general is efficient to injure, but not to redress, and if dis-

posed to redress, he nuiy be hampered, if not prevented, by resolute

opposition on the part of the Spaniards around him, disobedient

alike to him and to the supreme government.
" In fine, Cuba, like the former continental colonies of Spain in

America, ought to belong to the great family of American republics,

with political forms and public policy of their own, and attached to

Kurope by no ties save those of international amity, and of intellec-

tual, commercial, and social intercourse. The desire of independence

on the part of the Cubans is a natural and legitimate aspiration of

theirs, becaiise they are Americans. And while such independence

is the manifest exigency of the political interests of the Cubans them-

selves, it is equally so that of the rest of America, including the

United States.

'• That the ultinuite issue of events in Cuba will be its independ-

ence, however that issue may he produced, whether by means of

negotiation, or as the result of military operations or of one of

those unexj)ecte(l incidents which so frecpiently determine the fate of

nations, it is impossible to doubt. If there be one lesson in history

more cogent in its teachings than any other, it is that no part of

America large enough to constitute a self-sustaining state can be

permanently held in forced colonial subjection to Europe. Com-
])lete separation between the metropolis and its colony may be post-

j)oned by the former conceding to the latter a greater or less degree

of local autonomy, nearly approaching to independence. But in all

<'ases where a positive antagonism has come to exist between the

mother coinitrv and its colonial subjects, where the stMise of oppres-

sion is strongly felt by the latter, and especially where years of

relentless warfar<' have alienated the parties, one from another, more
widely than they are sundered by the ocean itself, their political

separation is inevitable. It is one of those conclusions which have

l)een aptly called the inexorable logic of events.

" Entertaining these views, the President at an early day tendered

to the Spanish government the good offices of the United States fot

the purpose of effecting, by negotiation, the peaceful separation of

Cuba from Spain, and thus putting a stop to the further effusion of
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blood in the island, and relieving both Cuba and Spain from the

calamities and charges of a protracted civil war, and of delivering

the United States from the constant hazard of inconvenient compli-

cations on the side either of Spain or of Cuba. But the well-

intended proffers of the United States on that occasion were unwisely

rejected by Spain, and, as it was then already foreseen, the struggle

has continued in Cuba, with incidents of desperate tenacity on the

part of the Cubans, and of angry fierceness on the part of the Span-
iards, unparalleled in the annals of modern warfare.

" True it is that now, when the war has raged for more than five

years, there is no material change in the military situation. The
Cubans continue to occupy, unsubdued, the eastern and central ])arts

of the island, with exception of the larger cities or towns, and of

fortified points held by the government, but their capacity of resist-

ance appears to be undiminished, and with no abatement of their

resolution to persevere to the end in repelling the domination of

Spain.
" Meanwhile this condition of things grows, day by day, more and

more insupportable to the United States. The government is com-

pelled to exert constantly the utmost vigilance to prevent infringe-

ment of our law on the part of Cubans purchasing munitions or

materials of war, or laboring to fit out military expeditions in our

ports; we are constrained to maintain a large naval force to prevent

violations of our sovereignty, either by the Cubans or the Spaniards;

our people are horrified and agitated by the spectacle, at our very

doors, of war, not only with all its ordinary attendants of devasta-

tion and carnage, but with accompaniments of barbarous shooting of

prisoners of war, or their summary execution by military commis-

sions, to the scandal and disgrace of the age ; we are under the neces-

sity of interposing continually for the protection of our citizens

against wrongful acts of the local authorities of Spain in Cuba : and

the public peace is every moment subject to be interrupted by some

unforeseen event, like that which recently occurred, to drive us at

once to the brink of war with Spain. Tn short, the state of Cuba is

the one great cause of perpetual solicitude in the foreign relations of

the United States.

" AMiile the attention of this government is fixed on Cuba, in the

interest of humanity, by the horrors of civil war prevailing there, we

can not forbear to reflect, as well in the interest of humanity as in

other relations, that the existence of slave labor in Cuba, and its

influence over the feelings and interests of the peninsular Sj^aninrds.

lie at the foundation of all the calamities which now afflict the island.

Except in Brazil and in Cuba, servitude has almost disappeared from

the world. Xot in the Spanish-American republics alone, nor m the,

H. Doc. 551—vol —'—

6
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British possessions, nor in tlic Tnitcd Stales, nor in Russia, not in

those countries alone, but even in Asia, and in Africa herself, the

bonds of the slave have l)<>en struck off, and personal freedom is the

all but universal rule and i)ublic law, at least to the nations of

Christendom. It can not lon«j: continue in Cuba, environed as that

island is by connnunities of emancipated slaves in the other West

India Islands and in the Ignited States.

" AVhether it shall be jiut an end to by the voluntary act of the

Spanish <rovernment, by domestic violence, or by the success of the

revolution of Vara, or by what other possible means, is one of the

grave i)rol)lems of the situation, of hardly less interest to the United

States than the independence of Cuba.
" The President has not been without hope that all these questions

might be settled by the spontaneous act of Spain herself, she being

more deei)ly interested in that settlement than all the rest of the

world. It seemed for awhile that such a solution was at hand, during

the time when the govermnent of Spain was administered by one of

the greatest and wisest of the statesmen of that country, or indeed of

P^urope. President Castelar. Before attaining power he had an-

nounced a line of policy apj)licable to Cul)a, which, though falling

short of the concession of absolute independence, yet was of a nature

to command the approbation of the United States.
"

' Ijet us,' he declared, on a memorable occasion, ' let us reduce to

formulas our policy in America.
"' First, the hnmcduite ahoIHion of slavci'y.

"
' Secondly, autonomy of the islands of Puerto Rico and Cuba,which

shall have a parliamentary assembly of their own, their own adminis-

tration, their own government, and a federal tie to unite them with

Spain, as Canada is united with England, in order that we may found

the lil^erty of those states and at the same time conserve the national

integrit}'. I desire that the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico shall

be our sisters, and I do not desire that they shall l)e trans-Atlantic

Polands.'
' I repeat, that to such a line of policy as this, especially as it relates

to Cuba, the United States would make no objection ; nay, they could

accord to it hearty co-operation and support, as the next best thing to

the absolute indejiendence of Cuba.
" Of course, the United States would prefer to see all that remains

of colonial America pass from that condition to the condition of

absolute independence of P^urope,

" But we might well accept such a solution of present questions as,

while terminating the cruel war which now desolates the island and
disturbs our i)olitical intercourse, shouhl primarily and at the outset

abolish the iniquitous institution of slavery, and, in the second place,

should place Cuba practically in the possession of herself by means
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of political institutions of self-^ovornnient, and enable lior, while
nominally subject to Spain, yet to cease to be the victim of Spanish
colonial interests, and to be capable of direct and immediate relations

of interests and intercourse with the other states of America. . . .

" In these circumstances, the question Avhat decision the United
States shall take is a serious and difficult one, not to be determined
without careful consideration of its complex eleuients of domestic and
foreign policy, but the determination of Avhich may at any moment be

forced ujx)!! us by occurrences either in Spain or in Cuba.
" Withal the President can not but regard uidi'pciuh'nce^ and eman-

cipation, of course, as the only certain, and even the necessary, solu-

tion of the question of Cuba. And, in his mind, all incidental ques-

tions are quite subordinate to those, the larger objects of the United
States in this respect.

" It requires to be borne in mind that, in so far as we may con-

tribute to the solution of these (juestions, this government is not

actuated by any selfish or interested motive. The President does not

meditate or desire the annexation of Cuba to the TTnited vStates, but

its elevation into an independent republic of freemen, in harmony
with ourselves and with the other republics of America.

"You will understand, therefore, that the policy of the United

States in reference to Cuba at the present time is one of expectancy,

but with positive and fixed convictions as to the duty of the United

States when the time or emergency of action shall arrive. When it

shall arrive you will receive specific instructions what to do. Mean-
time, instructed as you now are as to the intinuite purposes of the

government, you are to act in conformity therewith in the absence of

any specific instructions, and to comport yourself accordingly in all

yaur communications and intercourse, official or unofficial, with per-

sons or public men in Spain.
" In conclusion, it remains to be said that, in accordance with the

established policy of the United States in such cases, as exemplified

in the many changes of government in France during the last eighty

years, and in the Mexican Republic since the time of its first recogni-

tion by us, and in other cases which have occurred in Europe and

America, you will present your credentials to the persons or authori-

( ies whom you may find in the actual exercise of the executive power

of Spain.
" The President has not, as yet, received any official notice of the

termination of the authority of President Castelar and the accession

of President Serrano, and, of course, we have no precise information

as to the intention or views of the new executive of the Spanish

Republic.

" While we can not expect from him any more hearty friendship for

the United States than his predecessor entertained, it is to be hoped
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that he may not bo moved by any unfriendly sentiments toward us.

If. however, such should, unhappily, prove to be the case, it would be

all the more necessary that you should be vigilantly watchful to detect

and report any sijrns of possible action in Spain to the prejudice of

the United States."

Mr. Fisli, See. of State, to Mr. Cushing. luin. to Spain, No. 2, Feb. 0, 1874,

For. Itel. 1S74, 8.7.).

In a separate instruction, bearing: the same date as the foregoing, Mr.

Fisli (lisc-ussed tlie subject of the embargoed estates of American
citizens under the decree of April 20, 18(59. These estates, said Mr.

Fish, had been seized l).v ari)itrary executive act, witliout judicial

hearing or judgment, and in manifest violation of the i)rovisions of

the treaty of 1795. Pronuses had from time to time been uiade to

release some of the estates, but they remained unfidfiUed. No relief

in such cases could be obtained by the action of the mixed commis-

sion sitting at Washington, and the government of the Fnited States

had continually insisted that the property itself should be restored

to the owners by the same executive authority which made the

seizure, leaving only the (luestion of resulting damages to the con-

sideration of the connnission. On .July 12. 187.'i, the late government

of Spain, on the reconnnendation of the minister of the colonies; had

dechired the embargoes to be removed, Iiad oi'dered the property to be

delivered iip to its owners, and liad apiHjinted a connnission to hear

and decide summarily on the applications of interested parties. Rut
for a long time no regard was paid to the decree in Cuba. It was not

oflicially ])ublished there, and the local authorities even proceeded to

advertise for sale emb.-irgoed property belonging to American citizens.

These things 1(m1 to fiu'ther remonstrances by the Fnited States. At

length. c<inteniporaneously with tlie official visit of Senor Soler y IMa,

minister of ultramar, to rul»a, partial execution was given to the

decre<' of .Inly 12. 187.''.. but it was afterwards learned that the

delivery of some of the estates covered by the decree was obstructed!

on the allegation that the estates were subject to leases to third

I>arties for a series of years, although some of the leases were xnider-

stood to have been given by some pretended authority subsequently

to the act of (Mnbargo. Moreover, in some of the cjises the authori-

ties cl.iimed that the property was under judicial embargo and finally

confiscated. Mr. Cushing was instructed to say that the President

expectnl the estates of American citizens seized in Cuba in violation

of th<» i)rovisions of the treaty of 179.~>, whether by embargo or by

confiscation, restored to them without further delay and without any

incuml>rance imposed by S]»anish authority in Cuba. (Mr. Fish,

Se<-. of State, to Mr. Cushing. min. to Spain, No. 3, Feb. G, 1874, I'"'or.

Rel. 1874. SC,.",.)

On April '24. 1874, ^fr. Fish transmitted to .some of the American
Miinislers. for their confidential information, copies

Case of the
,,f further c()rresnonden<*e between the Department of

" Virginms. ... .

State and the Spanish minister at Washinn^ton, re-

specting the case of the Virf/hihts and the course of the United States

toward the insurrection in Cuba.
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Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jay, min. to Austria, No. 402 (confid.),

April 24, 1874, MS. Inst. Au.stria, II. 227.

The instruction enclosed {he following notes : Admiral Polo, Span, min.,

to Mr. Fish, Dec. 30, 187.3; Mr. Fish to Admiral Polo, Jan. 9, 1874;

Admiral Polo to Mr. Fish, Feb. 2, 1874; Mr. Fish to Admiral Polo,

April 18, 1874.

As to the case of the Virginhis, see message of President Grant to Con-
gress, Jan. 5, 1874, II. Ex. Doc. 30. 43 Cong. 1 sess. ; message of

President Grant to Senate, March 15. 187."i, S. Ex. B. special sess.

The injunction of secrecy was removed from the latter me.ssage and
correspondence.

As to instructions to American naval commanders in Cuban waters, see

message of President Grant to the Senate, Feb. 13, 1872, S. Ex. Doc.

32, 42 Cong. 2 sess.

" The deplorable strife in Cuba continues without any marked
change in the relative advantages of the contending forces. The in-

surrection continues, but Spain has gained no superiority. Six years

of strife give to the insurrection a significance which can not be

denied. Its duration and the tenacity of its adherence, together with

the absence of manifested power of suppression on the part of Spain,

can not be controverted, and may make some positive steps on the

part of other powers a matter of self-necessity. I had confidently

hoped, at this time, to be able to announce the arrangement of some of

the important questions between this government and that of Spain,

but the negotiations have been protracted. The unhapjn' intestine

dissensions of Spain command our profound sympathy, and must be

accepted as perhaps a cause of some delay. An early settlement, in

part at least, of the questions between the government is hoped. In

the meantime, awaiting the results of innnediately pending negotia-

tions. I defer a further and fuller communication on the subject of

the relations of this country and Spain."'

President Grant, annual message, Dec. 7, 1S74. I'or. Kel. 1S74, ix.

It seems that a si>uri()us text of this message was f:il>ricated. upon the

strength of which Si)ain made overtures to European governments

looking to some joint action of the European powers in Iier favor.

The correct text of the message was calded to Mr. Cusliiiig at Madrid

on December l."», 1874. (Mr. Fisli. See. of State, to Mr. Cushing.

min. to Spain, tel.. Dec. 1.", 1874, MS. Inst. Si»ain. XVII. 148; Mr.

Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis, min. to (;ermany. No. .".o. Jan. 21,

187"), MS. Inst. Germany. XVI. 12. aclaiowledging tlie receipt of .Mr.

Davis's No. .">. confidential, narrating the sul)stance of an interview

with Mr. Von Buelow in reference to Cul)a and Spanish affairs.)

On January 21, 1870, President Grant sent to the House of Eepre-

sentatives, in response to a resolution of the ITth

Instruction No. 266, ^f that month, a report from the Secretary of State.

Nov. 5, 1875.
^^.^j^ accompanying correspondence with Spain in

relation to Cuba.
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First and most important among the documents transmitted was

an instruction from Mr. Fish to Mr. Ciushing, No. 206, of November
5, 1875. This instruction referred to the questions pendinj^ between

the two countries, the most })rominent of which were those arising

from the embargo and confiscation of estates of American citizens

in Cuba, those relating to the trial of American citizens in that island

in violation of treaty obligations, and the claims arising out of the

capture of the V'u'</hiii(.s, including the trial and punishment of

General Burriel. On all these subjects, said Mr. Fish, Mr. Gushing
was instructed when he went to Madrid, and since that time more
than eighteen months had elapsed. With regard to the embargo
estates, no effectual result had been accomplished. The general

question had l)een pending for more than six years. The kindred

question as to the trial of American citizens in Cuba by court-mai'tial,

and their arrest and punishment without trial, in violation of the

provisions of the treaty of 1795, was in substantially the same posi-

tion. This simple narration of facts as to these two questions, the

promises made and repeated, the assurances given from time to time

that something should be done, the admission of the demands of jus-

tice at least to the extent of expressing regret for wrongs and pronus-

ing redress, followed by absolutely no perfonnance and no practical

steps towards performance, needed, said Mr. Fish, no extended com-

ment. As to the VIrgl/ili/s, he observed that the particulars of the

delivery of the vessel to the United States and the payment of indem-

nities both to that government apd to Great Britain had passed into

history. But the higher and more imperative duty, which the Gov-

ernment of Spain assumed l)y the protocol of November *2i), 1873, to

bring to justice General Burriel and the other principal offenders ifi

the tragedy, had been evaded and entirely neglected.

Having touched ui)on these particular questions, Mr. Fish referred

to the general condition of affairs in Cuba as affecting the relations

between the Ignited States and Sj)ain. Tt was nu)re than five years,

he said, since an oi'ganized insurrection had broken out, which the

government of Sj)iiin had been entirely unable to sn|)press. Contin-

uing, he said

:

'•At that time the firm conviction of the President was announced

that whatever might be the vicissitudes of the struggle, and whatever

eHorts might be put forth by the Spanish power in Cuba, no doubt

could be entertained that the final issue of the conflict would be to

break the bonds which attached Cuba as a colony to Spain.
'• While remembering and oi)serving the duties which this govern-

ment, as oiu' of the family of nations, owes to another member, by

public law, treaties or the particidar statutes of the United States, it

would be idle to attempt to conceal the interest and sympathy with

which Americans in the United States regard any attempt of a
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numerous people on this continent to be relieved of ties Avliich hold

them in the position of colonial subjection to ii distant power, and to

assume the independence and right of self-control which natural

rights and the spirit of the age accord to them.
'' When, moreover, this struggle, in progress on our very borders,

from its commencement has involved the property and interests of

citizens of the United States; has disturlxnl our tranquillity and

commerce; has called upon us not infrequently to witness barbarous

violations of the rules of civilized Avarfare, and compelled us for the

sake of humanity to raise our voice by way of protest, and wheu more

than all we see in the contest the final struggle in this hemisphere be-

tween slavery and freedom, it would be strange indeed if the Govern-

ment and peoi:)le of this country failed at any time to take peculiar

interest in the determination of such contest.

" In this early instruction was expressed the sincere and unselfish

hope of the President that the government of Spain would seek some

honorable and satisfactory adjustuient, based upon emancipation and

self-government, which would restore peace and afford a prospect of

a return of i)rosperity to Cul)a.

"Almost two years have passed since those instructions were issued

and those strong hopes expressed, and it would appear that the situa-

tion has in no respect improved.

"The horrors of war have in no perceptible measure abated; the

inconvenience and injuries which Ave then suH'ered have remained,

and others have been added: the ravages of war have touched new

parts of the island and well-nigh ruined its financial and agricuhural

system and its relations to the connnerce of the world. No effective

steps have been taken to estal)lish reforms or remedy abuses, and the

effort to suppress the insurrection, by force alone, has been a com-

plete failure.

" In the meantime the material interests of trade and of comnierre

are impaired to a degree which calls for remonstrance, if not for an-

other line of conduct, on the part of all commercial nations.

" Whether it l)e from the severity and inhumanity with which the

effort has been made to supi)ress the insurrection and from a sui)i)ose(l

justification of retaliation for violations of the rules of civilized war-

fare by other violations and by acts of barbarism, of incendiarism

and outrage, the world is witnessing on the part of the insurgents.

whom Spain still claims as sul)jects, and for whose acts, if subjects,

Spain must l)e held accountable in the judgment of the world, a war-

fare, not of the legitimate strife of i-elative force and strength, but of

pillage and incendiarism, the l)urning of estates and of sugar mill-.

the destruction of the means of production and of the wealth of the

island.
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"The United States purchases more hirgely than any other people

of the productions of the ishuid of Cuba and therefore, more than

any other for this reason, and still more by reason of its immediate

neighborhood, is interested in the arrest of a system of wanton de-

struction which disgraces the age and affects every commercial people

on the face of the globe.

" Under these circumstances, and in view of the fact that Spain

has rejected all suggestions of reform or offers of mediation made
by this government, and has refused all measures looking to a recon-

ciliation, except on terms which make reconciliation an impossibility,

the dilHculty of the situation becomes increased.

•' When, however, in addition to these general causes of difficidty,

we find the Spanish government neglectful also of the obligations of

treaties and solemn compacts, and unwilling to afford any redress for

long-continued and well-founded wrongs suffered by our citizens, it

becomes a serious question how long such a condition of things can

or should be allowed to exist, and compels us to enquire whether the

point has not been reached where longer endurance ceases to be

possible.

•' During all this time, and under these aggravated circumstances,

this government has not failed to perform her obligations to Spain

as scrupulously as toward other nations.

" In fact, it might be said that we have not only been long suffer-

ing because of the embarrassments surrounding the Spanish govern-

ment, but particularly careful to give no occasion for complaint for

the same reason.

" I regret to say that the authorities of Spain have not at all times

aj)preciated our intentions or our purposes in these respects, ancT

while insisting that a state of war does not exist in Cuba, and that

no rights as belligerents should be accorded to the insurrectionists,

have at the same time demanded for themselves all the rights and
privileges which flow from actual and acknowledged war.

'• It will be apparent that such a state of things can not continue.

It is ai)S()lutely necessary to the maintenance of our relatioTis with

S))ain. even on their present footing, that our just demands for the

return to citizens of the United States of their estates in Cuba, unin-

cumbered, and for securing to them a trial for offenses according to

treaty j)r()visi()ns. and all other rights guaranteed b}' tieaty and by

public law. should be complied with.
'' Whether the Spanish government, appreciating the forebear-

ance of this country, will speedily and satisfactorily adjust the

pending questions—not by the issue of empty orders or decrees with-

out force or effect in Cuba, but by comprehensive and firm measures

which shall everywhere be respected—I anxiously await further in-

telligence.
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" Moreover, apart from these particular questions, in the opinion
of the President, the time has arrived when the interests of this

country, the preservation of its commerce and the instincts of hu-

manity alike demand that some speedy and satisfactory ending be

made of the strife that is devastating Cuba.

"A disastrous conflict of more than seven years' duration has

demonstrated the inability of Spain to maintain peace and order in

an island lying at our door. Desolation and destruction of life and
property have been the only results of this conflict.

'' The United States sympathize in the fact that this inability

results in a large degree from the unhappy condition of Spain at

home, and to some extent from the distractions which are dividing

her people. But the fact remains. Added to this are the large ex-

panse of ocean separating the peninsula from the island, and the

want of harmony and of personal sympathy between the inhabitants

of the territory of the home government and those of the colony

—

the distinction of classes in the latter, between rulers and subjects

—

the want of adaptation of the ancient colonial system of Spain to the

present times, and to the ideas which the events of the past age have

impressed upon the peoples of every reading and thinking country.

" Great Britain, wisely, has relaxed the old system of colonial de-

pendence, and is reaping the benefits in the contentedness and peace-

ful prosecution of the arts of peace, and in the channels of commerce

and of industry, in colonies which under restraint might have ques-

tioned and resisted the power of control from a distant government,

and might have exhibited, as does Cuba, a chronic condition of insur-

rection, turbulence, and rebellion,

" In addition to all this, it can not be questioned, that the continued

maintenance, in the face of decrees and enactments to the contrary,

of a compulsory system of slave labor, is a cause of disquiet and of

excitement to a large class in the island, as also in the United States,

which the government of Spain has led us, by very distinct assur-

ances, to expect shoidd be removed, and which the enlighteiuMl Chris-

tianity of the age condemns.
" The contest and disorder in Cuba affect the United States directly

and injuriously by the presence in this comitry of partisans of the

revolt who have fled hither (in consequence of the proximity of ter-

ritory) as to a political asylum, and who, by their plottings. are dis-

turbers of the public peace.

" The United States has exerted itself to the utmost, for seven years,

to repress unlawful acts, on the part of these self-exiled subjects of

Spain, relying on the promise of Spain to pacify the island. Seven

years of strain on the powers of this government to fulfill all liiat

the most exacting demands of one government can make, iindfr any

doctrine or claim of international obligation, upon another, have not
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witnossotl the luuch hoped for pacification. The United States feels

itself entitled to he relieved of this strain.

"The severe measures, injurious to the United States and often in

conflict with ])ul)lic law. which the colonial officers have taken to

subdue the insurrection-—the indifference, and ofttinies the offensive

assaults upon the just susceptibilities of the people of the United

States and their nrovcrnnient which have characterized that portion

of the jxMiinsular population of Havana which has sustained and up-

held, if it has not controlled, successive governors-general, and which

have led to the disregard of orders and decrees which the more en-

larged wisdom and the more friendly councils of the home govern-

ment had enacted, the cruelty and inhumanity which have character-

ized the contest, both on the part of the colonial government and of

the revolt, for seven years—and the destruction of valuable properties

and industries by arson and pillage, which Spain apjxMirs unable,

however desirous to prevent and stop, in an island three thousand

miles distant from her shores but lying within sight of our coast,

with which trade and constant intercourse are unavoidable, are

causes of annoyance and of injury to the Ignited States which a

people can not be exj)ected to tolerate without the assured prospect

of their termination.

" The Ignited States has more than once been solicited by the insur-

gents to extend to them its aid. but has for years hith(>rto resisted

such solicitation, and has endeavored ])v the tender of their good

offices in the way of mediation, advice and remonstrance, to i)ring to

an end a great evil, which has pressed soivly upon the interests both

of the govci'ument and of the ])eoi)le of the United States, as also

upon the connnercial interests of other nations.

"A sincere friendshij)f()r Spain, and for her people, whether ])en-

insular or insular, and an e<|ually sincere reluctance to adopt any

measures which might injure or humble this ancient ally of the United

States, has characterized the conduct of this govermnent in every step

during thes<' sad and distressing years, and the l*resi(lent is still ani-

uiattMl l)y the same feelings, and desires above all things to aid her

and her pe()])l(» to entei* once more upon the jiath of safety and rej)ose.

•• It will b<' remembei-ed that the I'resident, in the year ISiii). ten-

der<'d the good oflices of the United States for the |)urp()se of bi'ing-

iiig t(t a close tile civil war in Cuba. This offer was made delicately,

in good faith and in friendshij). to l)oth parties to the contest.

^ (leneral l*rim, as the representative of the Spanish government,

while ivcognizing the good faith and frien<lship with which this

offer was made, replied: ' W\' can better i)roceed in the pi'esent situa-

tion of things without even this fi-iendly intervention. A time will

come when the good offices of the T'nited States will be not only use-

ful. l)ut indispensable, in the final arrangements between Spain and
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Cuba. We Avill ascertain the form in wliicli they can he eniph)ved

and confidently count upon your assistance.'

" The United States replied that its <rood offices for that object

would.be at any time at the service of the parties to the conflict.

This government has ever since been ready thus to aid in restoring

peace and quiet.

" The government of the Ignited States has lieretofore given

expression to no policy in reference to the insurrection in Cuba,
because it has honestly and sincei-ely hoped that no declaration of

policy on its part Avould be required.

" The President feels that longer reticence Avould be inconsistent

with the interests of both governments.
'' Our relations with Si)ain are in that critical position that another

seizure similar to that of the ' Virginius; ' other executions of citi-

zens of the United States in Cuba; other wrongs of a less objection-

able chai'acter even than many which have been ab'eady suffered by

our citizens with simple remonstrance, or possibly even some new
act of exceptional severity in Cuba, may suddenly ])r()duce a feeling

and excitement which might force events which this (iovernment

anxiously desires to avoid.
'• The President hopes that Spain may spontaneously adopt meas-

ures looking to a reconciliation, and to the sjK'edy restoration of peace

and the organization of a stable and satisfactory system of govern-

ment in the island of C^iba.

•' Tn the absence of any prospect of a termination of the war, or

of any change in the manner in which it has been conducted on either

side, he feels that the time is at hand when it may be the duty of

other governments to intei'vene. solely with the view of bringing to

an end a disastrous and destructive conflict and of I'estoring peace

in the island of Cuba. Xo government is more (leei)ly interest<'d in

tile order and peaceful administration of this island than is that of

the United States, and none has sutfered as lias the United States

from the condition which has obtained there during the past six or

seven years. He will therefore feel it his duty at an early day to

submit the subject in this light, and acc()ni[)anied by an exi)ressi()n

of the views above i)resented, for tlie consideration of Congivss.

'' This conclusion is reached with reluctance and regret.

" It is reached after every other expedient has been attempted and

proved a failure, and in the firm conviction that the period has at

last arrived when no other course remains for this government.

" It is believed to l)e a just and friendly act to frankly communi-

cate this conclusion to the Si)anish government.
"• You will therefore take an early occasion thus to infoi-in that

"•overnment.
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" In making the communication it is the earnest desire of the Presi-

dent to impress upon the authorities of Spain the continued friendly

disposition of this government, and that it has no ulterior or selfish

objects in view, and no desire to become a party in the conflict, but

is moved solely 1)V the imj)erative necessities of a proper regard to

its own protection and its own interests and the interests of humanity,

and. as we firmly believe, in the ultimate interest of Spain itself.

" In informing the Spanish government of these conclusions pur-

suant liereto. you are authorized to read this instruction to the min-

ister of state, or to state the substance and purport thereof, as you

may deem most advisabk\
" You will, of course, keep me advised, by telegi'aph and by post,

of your j)roceedings pursuant to this instruction."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cushiiif:. min. to Si)ain. No. 266, Nov. 5,

1875. II. Kx. Doe. (K), 44 Cong. 1 sess. .'? ; S. Doe. 213. 54 Coug.

1 ses.s. 2.

This iiistruetion is recorded in MS. Circulars. II. 109.

In an instruction to Mr. Gushing, November 5, 1875, Mr. Fish

stated that a copy of the foregoing instruction, No.
Consultations with

^>,;,-, |j.j,| i„.^,,j ^^^^^ confidentially to General Schenck,
European powers.

. .
'

. .

Ajiierican minister at London. Avith instructions to

read it to Lord Derby, and to suggest that it Avould be agreeable to the

United States and tend to the adjustment of the question of tiie

pacification of Cuba, if not to the ])reservation of general peace, if the

British government would support by its influence the position

assumed by the Ignited States.

Mr. Cushing was directed to postpone action in communicating the

conclusions of the Ignited States to Sj)ain till (leneral Schenck shouldv

iiave communicated the views of the British government by tele-

graph to the Department of State and telegraphic instructions could

he sent based thereon.

Mr. Fish also stated that a coj)y of instruction No. 200 would

shortly be sent to all the (li|)loniatic re|)resentatives of the United

States in confidence, for theii- information, and that the ministers to

the ])rincipal Furoj)ean co\nts would be instructed to communicate
its j)Ui"i)ort to the government to which they were respectively

accredited.

.Mr. I'isli. Sec. of State, to .Mr. CushinK. niiii. to Spain. No. 2(57. Nov. 5,

1M7.". S. Doc. 2i:',. ."4 Con}.'. 1 sess.

\ co|iy <»f tlie foregolnK instruction. No. 267, to Gen. Schenck was puh-

]ishe<l with President (Jrant's niessaye to tlie House of Representa-

tives of .lanuary 21, 1S7«». but the last paragraph, saying tliat a copy

of instruction No. 2r)<; would be sent to other ministers and that the

American ministers to the jtrincipal Kurojiean courts would be in-

.structe<l to conmiunicate its pnriKjrt t«) the governuieuts to which
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they were respectively accreditetl, was omitted. (H, Ex, Doc. 90, 44

Cong. 1 sess. 12.)

For the instructions to General Schenck, see Mr. Fish, Sec., of State, to

General Schenclc, niin. to England, No. S()r» (confld.), Nov. 5, 1875. MS.
Inst. Great Britain. XXIV. 135; and. for extract. S. Rept. 885. 55

Cong. 2 sess. 152, containing a reprint of S. Doc. 213, 54 Cong. 1 sess.

November 15, 1875, a circular instruction, enclosing a copy of in-

struction to Mr. Gushing, Xo. 2(JG, was sent to the ministers of the

United States at Paris, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna,- and Rome.
Each of the ministers was directed to read Xo. 2(j0, or to state orally

the substance thereof, to the minister of foreign affairs confidentially,

but not to give him a copy, and to assure him of the sincere and

earnest desire of the President for a termination of the disastrous

conflict in Cuba by the spontaneous action of Spain or by the agree-

ment of the parties thereto, and further to state that the President

was of opinion that, if the government to which the minister was

accredited should find it consistent with its views, to urge upon

Spain the imiwrtance and necessity of either terminating the con-

test or abandoning it, the friendly expression of such views to Spain

might lead her to a dispassionate consideration of the hopelessness

of the contest and tend to the earlier restoration of the peace and

prosperity of Cuba, if not to the preservation of the i)eace of the

world. A postscript stated, however, that, since the circular was

prepared, a telegram had been received from Mr. Cushing which

rendered it inadvisable that instruction Xo. 206 should be com-

municated to the governments in question till further directions

should be sent by telegi'aph.

H. Ex. Doc. 90, 44 Cong. 1 sess. 13.

The circular is recorded in MS. Circulars, II. 107.

See, also, Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Moran, Nos. 21 and 22. Nov. 15,

1875, MS. Inst. Portugal. XV. 115.

The telegram from Mr. Cushing, referred to hy Mr. Fish, stated that a

note from the Spanish government, eminently amicahlo in spirit,

had been received; that it conceded everything in effect or sub-

stance, and that it gave repeated assurances of the trial of (Jeneral

Burriel. (11. Ex. Doc. 90, 44 Cong. 1 sess. 14.)

Nov. 15. 1875, Mr. Fish sent out a circular to the diplomatic ofHcers of

the United States, inclosing a copy of his No. 205 to Mr. Cushing. of

Nov. 5, 1875, in relation to the proceedings against Gen. Burriel and

the authorities at Santiago in the matter of the Virniniiix. This

instruction was comnuuiicated to them confidentially for their infor-

mation. (MS. Inst. Argentine Republic, XVI. 93; MS. Circulars,

II. 98.)

""Read inclosure to 805 as soon as opportunity will admit. You

will explain that intervention is not contemplated as an iinnicdiate

resort, but as a contingent necessity in case the contest be prox'-uted,

and satisfactory adjustment of existing griefs be not rca< lied, and
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that we sincerely desire to avoid any rupture, and are anxious to

maintain peace and establish our relations Avith Spain on a per-

manent hasis of friendship. I now state further, for your own in-

formation, and for your guidance in your interview with minister,

that messai^e will discountenance re<'o<T:nition of belligerency or in-

dependence: will allude to intervention as a possible necessity, but

will not advise its ])resent adoption. Cushing is instructed to com-

municate to minister without waiting result of your interview, but

you will coniiuunicate with him in cipher after your interview.''

Mr. Kisli, Sec. of State, to <;«'n. Sclicnck. tel., Nov. 2~, 187.J. II. Ex. Doe.

fK», 44 Coiitf. 1 st'ss. It;.

To the tolcfiniiii. as thus puljlished. there was added in the orifrinal the

followiiijr sentence: "Take precaution that the purport of instrui--

tion or of information ahove he not jiiven throujih minister to press or

puhlic." (MS. Inst. (Jreat Britain. XXIV. 145.)

In sa.vinjr " Head inclosure to SO.")." Mr. Fish referred to his No. 2(!(i to

Mr. ("usidnj:, wliich formed an inclosure with Mr. Fish's contiden-

tial instruction to (Jen. Schenck. Xo. SO."), of Nov. .">, 1S7").

Xovenil)er 27. 1S7.'. Mr. Fish caitled Mr. Cushinfj that he miKJit a'lw a

copy of instruction Xo. 'J(>C» to the Spanish minister of state. A
copy was delivered hy Mr. Cushing to the minister on the ;5Uth of

Xovemher. (II. Ex. Doe. !K». 44 Cong. 1 sess. l."»-lt).)

Se« .Mr. Cushing to Mr. Fish, Xo. 092, Xov. 30, 1875, S. Ex. Doc. 213, 54
( 'ong. 1 sess. 1."».

" The past year has furnished no evidence of an approaching ter-

mination of the ruinous conflict which has been raging for seven years

in the neighboring island of Cuba. The same disregard of the laws

of civili/ed wai'fare and of the just demands of luunanity which has

heretofore called foi-th expressions of condenniation from the nations

of Christendom has contiinied to blacken the sad scene. Desolation,

rnin, and i)illage ai-e pervading the rich fields of one of the most fer-

tile and |)roductive regions of the earth, and the incendiaries' torch,

firing i)lantations and \ahiable factories and buildings, is the agent

marking the alternate advance or retreat of contending parties.

"The |)rotracte(l continuance of this strife seriously affects the in-

terests of all conuiiei-cial nations, but those of the Fnited States more
than otheis, by reason of close proximity, its larger trade and inter-

cotiise with Cuba, aiul the frefpient and intimate personal and social

relations which have grown up In'tween its citizens and those of the

island. Mctreoxcr. ilic |)ro|)erty of onr citizens in Cuba is large, and is

rendei'e<l iiisecni-e an<l depi'eciated in value and in capacity of produc-

tion I>y the contimiance of the stiife and the unnatui'al mode of

its conduct. The same i- true, dill'ei'ing only in degree, with respect

to the intere>(s and |)eople of other nations: and the absence of any
reasonable assui-ance of a near tei'inination of the conflict nnist. of

necessity, soon compel the states thus suHering to consider what the
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interests of their o^Yll people and tlieir duty toward themselves nvAV

demand.
'' I have hoped that Spain would he enahled to estahlish peace in her

colony, to afford security to the property and the interests of our citi-

zens, and allow- legitimate scoj^e to trade and connnerce and the

natural productions of the island. Because of this hope, and from an

extreme reluctance to interfere in the most remote manner in the

affairs of another and a friendly nation, especially of one whose sym-

pathy and friendship in the struggling infancy of our own existence

nnist ever be remembered with gratitude, I have i)atiently and anx-

iously waited the progress of events. Our own civil conflict is too

recent for us not to consider the difficidties which surround a govern-

ment distracted by a dynastic rebellion at home, at the same time that

it has to cope with a separate insurrection in a distant colony. But
whatever causes may have i)roduced the situation which so grievousl}-

affects our interests, it exists, with all its attendant evils operating

directly upon this country and its ])0()ple. Thus far all the efforts of

Spain have ])roved abortive, and time has marked no improvement in

the situation. The armed bands of either side now occupy nearly the

same ground as in the past, with the difference, from time to time, of

more lives sacrificed, more })roperty destroyed, and wider extents

of fertile and productive fields and more and more of valuable prop-

erty constantly wantonly sacrificed to the incendiaries' torch. . . .

[At this point the President discussed the questions of the recognition

of independence and the recognition of belligerency. The passages

are given under those titles, supra, §§ -10, 07, vol. 1. pp. 107, VM\.\

The recognition of indei)endence or of belligerency being thus, in my
judgment, equally inadmissible, it reuuiins to consider what course

shall be adoi)ted should the conflict not soon be brouglit to an end by

acts of the parties themselves, and should the evils which result there-

from, affecting all nations, and particularly the ITnited States,

continue.
•• In such event, I am of opinion that other nations will be com-

pelled to assume the responsibility which devolves upon them, and to

sei-iously consider the only remaining measures possible, mediation and

intervention. Owing, perhaps, to the large exj)anse of water sei)arat-

ing the island from the peninsula, the want of harmony and of i)er-

sonal sjnnpathy between the inhabitants of the colony and those sent

thither to rule them, and want of adaj^tation of the ancient colo-

nial system of Eur()i)e to the present times and to the ideas which the

events of the past century have developed, the contending parties

appear to have within themselves no dei)ository of counnon confithMxc.

to suggest wisdom when passion and excitement have their sway, and

to assume the j^art of peacemaker. In this view, in the eai-iii r 'iays

of the contest the good offices of the United States as a mediator were
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t«Mul»M-('(l in froo(\ faith, without anv selfish purpose, in the interest of

humanity and in sincere friendship for both parties, but were at the

time declined by Spain, with the declaration, nevertheless, that at a

future time they would i)e indispensable. No intimation has l)een

ivcoived that in the opinion of Spain that time has been reached.

And yet the strife continues, with all its dread horrors and all its

injuries to the interests of the United States and of other nations.

Each party seems (piite capable of working great injury and dajnage

to the other, as well as to all the relations and interests dependent on

the existence of j)eaco in the island; but they seem incapable of reach-

ing anv adjustment, and l)oth have thus far failed of achieving any

success whereby one party shall possess and control the island to the

i'xclusion of the other. Under these circumstances, the agency of

others, either by mediation or by intervention, seems to Ik; the only

alternative which must, sooner or later, be invoked for the termina-

tion of the strife. At the same time, while thus impressed, I do not

at this time recommend the adoption of any measure of intervention.

I shall Ije ready at all times, and as the equal friend of both parties,

to respond to a suggestion that the good offices of the United States

will lie acceptable to aid in bringing about a peace honorable to both.

It is due to Spain, so far as this government is concerned, that the

agency of a third power, to which I have adverted, shall be adopted

oidy as a last exix'dient. Had it been the desire of the United States

to interfere in the affairs of Cuba, repeated opportunities for so doing

have been presented within the last few years; but we have remained

passive, and have performed our whole duty and all international

obligations to Sj)ain with friendship, fairness, and fidelity, and with

a spirit of patience and forbearance which negatives every possible

suggestion of desire to interfere or to add to the difficulties with

which she has been surrounded.
" The government of S))ain has recently submitted to our minister

at Madrid certain proposals which, it is hoped, may be found to be

the basis, if not the actual submission, of terms to meet the require-

ments of the particular griefs of which this government has felt

its<'lf entitled to complain. These proposals have not yet reached

me in their full text. On their arrival they will lie taken into care-

ful examination, and may, I hope, lead to a satisfactory adjustment

of the questions to which they refer, and remove the possibility of

future occurrences, such as have given rise to our just complaints.
" It is understood also that renewed efforts are being made to intro-

duce reforms in the internal administration of the island. Per-

suaded, however, that a projxM* regard for the interests of the United

States and of its citizens entitle it to relief from the strain to which
it has been sul>jected l)v the difficulties of the questions and the wrongs

and losses which arise from the contest in Cuba, and that the inter-
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ests of humanity itself demand the cessation of the strife before the

whole island shall be laid waste and larger sacrifices of life be made,
I shall feel it my duty, should my hopes of a satisfactory adjustment
and of the early restoration of peace and the removal of future causes

of complaint be, unhappily, disappointed, to make a further connnuni-
cation to Congress at some period not far remote, and during the

present session, recommending what may then seem to me to be

necessary.*'

President Grant, annual message. Dec. 7, 1875, For. Rel. 187.5, vi.

On December 0, 1875. Mr. AVashburne was instructed to proceed as

directed in the circular of November 15, 1875, and was informed that

the President's message, which had just been sent in, would discoun-

tenance recognition of belligerency or independence, l)ut Avould refer

to the continuance of the struggle in Cuba and intimate that media-

tion or intervention by other powers would be an ultimate necessity

unless an adjustment was rciched.

December 13, 1875, Mr. Orth, at Vienna, and Mr. Boker, at St.

Petersburg, Mere directed to proceed in accordance with the circular

in question.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Washburne, min. to France, tel., Dec. G,

187.5, MS. Inst. France, XIX. .320; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Orth, niin. to Austria. Dec 1:5. 1875. MS. Inst. Austria, II. 389; Mr.

Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bolder, min. to Russia, tel., Dec. 13, 1875,

MS. Inst. Russia, XV. 541.

December 19, 1875, Mr. Cushing cabled that the Spanish govern-

ment had just heard from Austria of a circular addressed to Euro-

pean governments suggesting intervention in Cuba, and that instruc-

tion No. 200 was evidently intended. ^Ir. Cushing wished to know
what he should say if he should be interrogated on the subject.

Mr. Fish replied that the instruction had been counuunicated to

Russia, Italy, and Austria; that Prince (iortschakoti' had promised,

if the Emperor should consent, to make representations to Spain

towards the i)reservation of good relations, l)ut doubted Russian

influence; that Italy would instruct her minister to urge upon Spain

the expediency of fulfilling her duties towards the United States

and pacifying Cuba, without specifying measures; and that Austria

promised an answer during the week, which answer would i)robably

be unsatisfactory. *' Intervention of foreign powers." added ^fr.

Fish, •• was neither asked nor suggested at present, but expression of

their views desired to impress on Spain necessity of terminating con-

test, and to avoid necessity of intervention. This course adojilc«l in

the direction of friendship and of peace and to exhaust everv cllort,

H. Doc. 551—vol 7
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and avoid all j)()ssil)lo suspicion of selfish. Unfriendly, or ulterior

l)ur|)oses. You may so reply if interro*rated."

Mr. Fish. S«'c. of Statt\ to Mr. ("ushing. miii. to Spain, tel., Dec. 20, 187"),

S. I>oc. lii:{. 54 Coiij;. 1 scss.

'' l\('f('rrin<x lo my No. SO.') of (he Mi of November, to my tele^ram.-i

of Noveml)er IDth and 'i7th, and December (Uh, and to your telegram

received Novemln'r ;U)th. and to that of December *2d. I now enclose,

conlidentially, and for your information, a copy of Mr. Cushing's de-

spatches No. i\9'2. dated November HO; ()98 dated December 3; 703,

dated December ^th, and 70;"). dated December Gth, all in reference

to th«> same (piestion. and also of a desj)atch. No. 1203, from Mr. Uitt,

char<re d'aH'aires at Paris, dated December 10th, reporting his j)ro-

ceedings on reading No. *i()(), addressed to ^Ir. Cushing, to the Duke
Decazes.

" AVith his <)1)2, Mr. Cushing reports the delivery of a copy of No.

2(W; to the minister of state, and the I'eading of a memorandum by

way of explanation.

".Vs api)ears by ()i)<s. Mr. Layard called upon ^Ir. Cushing on De-

cember 2d (or as is suj){)osed, on l)ecemi)er 1st), and expressed his

readiness to back him in the matter of Cuba, so soon as a line of action

should 1m' agree(l on by the two governments.
•* Mr. Cushing in his 703 rej)orts in full an interview with the min-

ister of state on December 4th, relating, however, entirely to the par-

ticular causes of grievance of the United States, as distinguished from

the g<'neral (piestion of the condition of Cuba; and in his 705 re-

fers to a telegram received from yourself, and states (hat Mr. Layard

is prejjared to cooperate with him now. if there should be any occa-

sion toward keeping (he peace. bu( (ha( his interview witii tlie niin-

i:-ter of statt' of the 4th. as reported in his 703, was deemed so satis-

factory that there seemed to be no present occasion for the friendly

inter|)osition of Mr. Layard, who concurred in the opinion of the

inexpediency of further steps until the arrival of more definite

instructions from Lord Derby.

"As consideral)le misapprehension seems to e.xist, I refer to the

matter in some d<'tail. Mr. Cushing seems to have j)resented No.

2<>C) to the minister of state, and to have Ix'en of the opinion that the

Spanish note. a> to our |)articular griefs, under (hite of November

l.")th. might, when received, modify (he views which it was intended

to insert in the President's message, and in some immner affect the

general (piestion of the condition of Cuba, treated of in instruction

2r)C,.

" ^'our telegram of December 2d stated that Lord Derby liad re-

ceived a telegram from Mr. Layard. stating that Mr. Cushing had
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delivered to the Spanish government the note of the ."ith, hut had
requested no definite action upon it until he nii<rlit communicate
with me. and that some expectation existed that the note of the

15th Xovember. from the Spanish <rovernment. might atl'ord ivason

for modification of the views of the President as exi)ressed in his

message.

"As you will remember. I replied to your telegram, under date of

December (jth, as soon as the text of the Spanish note was received,

stating that, while this communication aii'orded hoi)e of an adjust-

ment of our particular grievances, it did not suggest an alteration in

the message upon the general question.
•* It was hoped that information being thus given, to the effect that

the President saw no reason to modify the views which had l)een

connnunicated to the English government, a conclusion would be

reached by Lord Derby and instructions sent to Mr. Layard. It is

not impossible that such is the case, but the Department has not been

;--dvised of any further connnunication l)etween yourself and Lord

Derby since the receipt of your 839. of December i), received Decem-

ber 22, acknowledging tlie receipt of my telegram of December 0. nor

has the Department ever been informed by you. other than by your

telegrams, of what ])asse(l between yourself and Lord Derby.
" I had hoped before this to have been fully informed upon the

question as to what occurred at the interview, the manner in Avhich

the statement and representation made by you were received, with

your comments on the whole question, and to have been advised of

any subsequent steps by the British govermnent.
" It is proper to state, in this connection, that instruction 2()G was

brought to the attention of the governments of France, (Germany,

Kussia, Italy, and Austria, although not precisely in the same terms

in which it was communicated to the government of (ireat Britain,

and the suggestion Avas made that should these govermnents. in view

of the statements in instruction '2(\(>, which had been connnunicated to

the Spanish government, see fit to urge upon Sj)ain the necessity of

abandoning or terminating the c(mtest in Cuba, such course would

be satisfactory to this government, and conducive to the interests of

all connnercial nations.

"Information has been received l)y telegraph that (iei-many.

Russia, and Italy have instructed their i-ei)resentatives at Madrid, to

urge upon the Spanish government the wisdom of restoring ])eace to

Cuba.
*• You will also ])erceive, from Mr. llitt's desi)atch. that the Duke

Decazes contemplated consulting the government of (ireat Britain,

before deciding on the course which France should adopt. Tlie

Department is not advised whether any such conference ha- been

had, nor as to the conclusion which the Duke Decazes may have
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reachod. An instruction has. however, been addressed to Mr. Hitt,

on that subject.

'' It is proper also to say, that the note of the 15th of November
from the minister of foreign affairs of Spain, in reference to the

|)articuhir rechimations of the United States, while it holds out hopes

of an adjustment of our particular griefs, at the same time makes it

necessary to obtain information on several points, and renders con-

siderable delay in reaching anj'^ conclusion necessary.

" Under these circumstances, and as certain of the European gov-

ernments have issued instructions to their representatives on the

question, it is hoped that no misapprehension exists on the part of the

British government to delay instructions which it nuiy be willing to

give, as suggested in my Xo. 805 to you, supporting the views of this

government as to the necessity of ending the contest in Cuba."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Geii. Schenck. inin. to England. No. 833

(eonfid.), Jan. 11, 187»), MS. Inst. Great Britain, XXIV. 1(52.

With reference to the foregoing instruction, further developments

of the negotiations founded on Mr, Fish's No. 266 to Mr. Gushing

may be noted, as follows:

Mr. Orth, the American minister at Vienna, brought the subject to

the attention of the Austrian foreign office, and was subsequently

advised that Count Andrassy desired a copy of instruction No. 266,

to which Mr. Orth had referred, IVIr. Fish finally cabled to Mr.

Orth that he might give a copy of the instruction to Count Andrassy

if it was desired. Mr. Orth communicated a copy to the Count with

a formal note of January 24, 1876. Mr. Fish, when he heard of what
liad been done, instructed Mr, Orth by cable that the permission pre-

viously given " did not contemplate a written communication " of

the instruction, but merely an informal handing of it to Count
Andrassy; and Mr. Orth was directed not to press for a formal

answer. Count Andrassy was duly ac(iiuiinted with the wishes of

the United States on this subject, and no answer was given. While
negotiations were jHMiding, the substance of Mr. Orth's interviews

with the foreign office from time to time appeared in the Vienna
press.

In France the Duke Decazes smnmed uj) the views of his Govern-

ment by .saying, first, that they were sincerely desirous of assisting

the United States and Spain in the matter; and, second, that the

situation in Cuba affected French interests, and that France would be

willing to coojKM-ate with tlie United States in bringing it to an end if

they thought the o|)p<)rt unity was favorable, but that it would be

necessary to wait, especially in view of the embarrassed situation of

Spain at home.
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After sending his instructi(Mi of January 11, ISTC). to General
Schenck, Mr. Fish had an interview at the Department of State v/ith

Mr. Schlozer, the German minister, who stated that he had been
instructed to express thanks for the friendly coniunniication to the

German government of instruction Xo. '2i)(\. and to state that, while
his government appreciated the seriousness of the situation in Cuba,
it did not feel disposed at present to take any decided step. Mr.
Fish remarked that he had understood from tlie American charge
d'affaires at Berlin that tlie German minister at Mach'id would be
instructed to represent to the Spanish government that in the opinion
of Germany the United States was justified in its complaint and in

the wish for the early termination of the conflict in Cuba. Mr.
Schlozer replied: '* Oh. yes; but you know in these matters the gov-

ernments of Europe like to act in concert." Mr. Fish answered that

this w^as the object in view in communicating with the great powers
simultaneously, since it Avas believed that they would feel the fair-

ness of the position of the United vStates, and that a simultaneous

expression to that effect could not fail to exercise a powerful influence

in inducing Spain to appreciate the necessity of ending a Avar which

had lasted more than seven years and Avhich Avas threatening the

destruction of the productive capacity of the island. Mr. Fish fur-

ther called attention to the fact that the United States " neither

sought nor desired any i)hysical force or pressure, but simply the

moral influence of concurrence of opinion as to the protraction of the

contest." On January 20, 18T(), Mr. Davis, American minister at

' Berlin, reported that he had just had an interview Avith ]Mr. Von
BiiloAv concerning Cuba. Mr. Davis inquired Avhat ansAver had been

made to the German representation concerning the duration of the

war. Mr. Von BiiloAV rejjlied that the Spanish gOA'ernment had

assured Count Hatzfeldt th.at the insurrection Avould be shortly sup-

pressed, and that, as soon as this Avas done, libei-al reforms would be

giA'en to Cuba. In these circumstances the (ierman governuient Avas

indisposed to take any action.

Lord Derby stated that the British goverumenl would b',> Avilling,

in the interest of humanity and friendship, to cooperate in any Avay

that promised to bring about a settlement of troubles in Cuba, but

that it Avas not prepared to i)ut any pressure on the Spanish gov-

ernment or to put forAvard proposals Avhich he had reason to think

that that goA-ernment Avould not be inclined to accept. He thought

that Spain, for the purpose of saving her dignity, might be Avilling

to accept some interposition, in which case (ireat lii'itain Avould not

object to using her good offices. But she could not emjilov hei- good

offices if Spain stood off and declined any interfcriMice. lie (•\])itv"<'<!

the belief that Spain Avould certainly i-eject any i)i-<)posal for gising

up Cuba, and Avould never yield that point except to I'onc but that
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sIk' inig:lit bo willintr to a<rn'o on a basis of self-government for the

islands.

The answ(>r of Italy has Ikhmi <riven above, in the instruction to

Cleneral Schenck.

As the result of conferences Avith the forei<j:n oHice. the American
minister at Lisbon exj^ressed the belief that Portu<ral would under

no circumstances at the moment venture to ur<re upon the Spanish

ofovcrnment the inij)ortance of a speedy termination of the conflict

in Cuba.

On December •2-\. LST."). Mr. Boker. American minister at St. Peters-

bur<r. reported that Prince (iortschakotl' had informed him that the

P2mperor had acquiesced in the i)roposal that diplomatic representa-"

tions should be made by Kussia to the Spanish government, and that

instructions had been sent to the Russian minister at Madrid to use

his good office and friendly advice with the intention of effecting an

e(|uitable adjustment of questions at issue; but Prince Gortschakoff

seemed to ri'fer to the use of good offices to avert a conflict between

the United States and Spain, rather than to the object which Mr.

Fish had in view.

St'c S. Rt'port No. S,s.">. ."» Coiij;. '2 scss. 12!1-171>. ((iiitjiiiiinir :i rrpi'int of

S. Kx. Doc. I2i:{. ~A ("oii«. 1 sess. : .Mr. Fisli. Sec of St.itt', to Mr.

Davis, mill, to (Jcnuaiiy. No. l".*'. (coiiHd. ». Jan. 20. 1S7(>. .MS. Inst.

(Jcniiaiiy. X\l. 147.

•• Fj)on reading your No. *.>.")() of the 20th May. enclosing an extract

from the hi<Jvj>(>)i<l(ii<'>(i of New York. i)rofessing to contain a ' pro-

gi-auune ' of the re\'olutionists in Cuba, with your comments as to the

('.\trcmiti<'s to wjiich the insurgents have proceeded. I am reminded of

your two despatches Xos. Dll and i)U. l)oth dated Ai)ril 10, 18T(C

informing me of the communication to the minister of state of in-

struction No. .')2:> of the 1st of March.
•• "^'ou will rcmeml)er that this instruction was addressed to you

Ix'cause the minister of state was j)leased to imite a frank statement

concerning the i)recise thing whicli this government would advis<' or

wish Spain to do. i)ursuant to which intimation T fraid<ly informed

you of the views of this government as to what course might Ijc

atlopted with a view to the I'estoration of peace in Cuba.

"On ahno>t every occasion heretofoi'e. when complaints have been

made of the damage to this comitry. and to all countries having i-ela-

tions with Cuba, growing out of the insun-ection. oi" wlien friendly

suggestion has been made, as in this case, substantially the same
answer has been retui-ned. namely, that the insui'rection was aiK)ut to

l)e suppressed, and when that had iiai>p<'ned. then, but not before,

reforms which wei-e admitted to be i-ef|uired. would be inaugurated,

and nieasures necessary to the j)eace or prosperity of the island
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adopted. The insurrectionists on the other hand have been unwilling

to rely on these assurances or to la}^ down their arms. Thus things

have proceeded and the insurrection is no nearer a suppression now
than years ago, and the needed reforms as distant as some years since.

'• It has been averred that certain high authorities in Spain did not

at first object to a show of revolution or revolt in Cuba as such a

condition of affairs gave ready excuse for increased taxation and new
burdens. Of this I say nothing and express no opinion, but it seems

to me indisputable that the determination of Spain to do nothing by

way of reforms or to aid in any improvement in affairs until the in-

surrection had been suppressed, has j^revented its suppression and

virtually prevented tlie introduction of any better state of affairs in

the island.

"With therefore a continuation of the same policy on the part of

the authorities of Spain, as i^ foreshadowed by the minister of state

in his connnunications to you touching my instruction of the 1st of

March, and in other ([uarters. and with the determination of the in-

surgents, if such can be said to be foreshadowed in this extract from

the Independeneia, or if the sar.ie be genuine, with the extreme views

of the two parties, neither willing or intending to yield to the other,

and with the Avant of power or aliility of either to coerce the other,

there seems little hope that anything is scxm to be expected in the

interest either of good government in Cuba, or which will lead to

peace and prosperity in the island."

Ml-. Fish. Sec. of Statt'. to Mr. Cusliins. luin. to Spain, No. 38,3, .Tune tt],

187C). MS. Inst. Spain, X\ II. .")0.

See also, as to intervention in Cul»a, ;Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Gushing', niin. to Spain, No. ?A2. Mareli 22. ISTC. MS. Inst. Spain.

XYII. 404.

"Another year has passed without bringing to a close the pro-

tracted contest between the Spanish government and the insurrection

in the island of Cuba. While the United Slates have sedulously

abstained from any interventi(m in this contest, it is impossible not

to feel that it is attended with incidents affecting the rights and

interests of American citizens. Ai)art from the effect of the hostili-

ties upon trade between the United States and Cuba, their i)rogress

is inevitably accompanied by complaints, having more or less foun-

dation, of searches, arrests, embargoes, and oppressive taxes upon the

property of American residents, and of unprovoked interference witli

American vessels and counnerce. Tt is due to the government of

Spain to say that during the past year it has promptly disavowed an«l

olTered reparation for any unauthorized acts of unduly zealous sul)-

ordinates whenever such acts have been brought to its atlctilion.

Nevertheless, such occurrences can not but tend to excite feelings of
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annoyance, suspicion, and resentment, A\hich are greatly to be depre-

cated, between the respective subjects and citizens of two friendly

powers."

President Hayes, annual message, Dec. 3, 1877, For. Hel. 1877, xll.

" This government has xnore than once been called upon of late to

take action in fuKiHment of its international obligations toward

Spain. Agitation in the island of Cuba hostile to the Spanish

Crown having been fomented by jjersons abusing tlie sacred riglits of

Iiospitality which our territor}^ affords, the officers of this (iovern-

ment have been instructed to exercise vigilance to i)revent infractions

of our neutrality laws at Key West and at other i:)oints near the

Cuban coast. I am happ}' to say that in the only instance where

these precautionary measures were successfully eluded, the offenders,

when found in our territorv. were subsequentlv tried and convicted."
w

President Artliur, annuai message, Dec. 1, 1884, For. Rel. 1884, vii.

Tlie foilowing citations are talion from tlie list of papers concerning for-

eign relations attached to the Register of the Department of State

(1884) :

Neutrality between Spain and Cuba. Resolution requesting the President

to issue a neutrality proclamation containing the same provisions as

that issued l)y Si)ain in ISCl on the occasion of the outbreak of the

civil war in United States. January 10, 1870. (S. Mis. Doc. 20, 44

Cong. 1 sess.)

Intervention of foreign i)owers proposed l)y the United States to restore

order in Cuba ; condition of atTairs in; corresiwndence respecting the

trial of (Jeneral .Tuan liurricl f(;r the massaci'e of the passengers and

crew of tlie Mrf/iiiiiis. President's message. .January 21. 187*1. (H.

Ex. Doc. DO. 4t Cong. 1 sess.) As to tlie Virfjinins, see supra, S§ 309,

.SI 1.31.1.

Cuban insurrection. Terms and conditions upon which the surrender of

the insurgents has l)eeu made. President's message. May 14, 1878.

( S. Kx. I )oc. 70. 4.~> Cong. 2 sess.

)

Certain dii)lomatic corresiionde:i<'e with Spain in 187(5, in cases of citizens

of the T'nited States con<lcnnied to deatli in Cuba. President's mes-

sage. May 3. 1882. (S. Kx. Doc. Ki."). 47 Cong. 1 sess.)

Cuba and Porto Rico. Disci'iminating duties on commerce between the

United States and. President's message, transmitting rei)ort from

the Secretary of State. Januairy 1;', 1884. (S. Ex. Doc. .^>8. 48 Cong.

1 sess.) January .30, 1884. part 2, additional pai)ers.

An elalK)rate exi)osition of tlie relations of the United States to Cuba
down to ISCkS is given in Mr. W.' R. Lawrence's Com. sur Droit Int.,

II. 31(> et se<i.

"Unreasonable and unjust fines imposed by Spain on the vessels

and coninierce of the United States have demanded from time to time

during the last twenty years earnest remonstrance on the part of our

government. In the innnediate past exorbitant penalties have l)een

imposed upon our vessels and goods by customs authorities of Cuba
and Porto Rico for ck>rical errors of the most trivial character in the
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manifests or bills of lading. In some cases fines amounting to thou-
sands of dollars have been levied upon cargoes or the carrying vessels
Avhen the goods in (luestion were entitled to free entry. Fines have
been exacted even when the error had been detected and the Spanish
authorities notified before the arrival of the goods in port.

"This conduct is in strange contrast with the considerate and lib-

eral treatment extended to Spanish vessels and cargoes in our ports
in like cases. No satisfactory settlement of these vexatious questions
has yet been reached."

President Cleveland, annual uiessMKe. Dec. H, 1894. For. Rel. 1894. xiv.

(3) INSURKKCTION OF 1895.

S908.

*' It might well be deemed a dereliction of duty to the government

Oiney-Dupuy de ^^ *^^^ United States, as well as a censurable want of

Lome corre- candor to that of Spain, if I Avere longer to defer
spondence.

official expression as well of the anxiety with which
the President regards the existing situation in Cuba as of his earnest

desire for the prompt and i^ermanent pacification of that island.

Any plan giving reasonable assurance of that result and not incon-

sistent with the just rights and reasonable demands of all concerned

would be earnestly promoted by him by all means which the Consti-

tution and laws of this country place at his disposal.

" It is now some nine or ten months since the nature and prospects

of the insurrection were first discussed between us. In explanation of

its rapid and, up to that time, (piite unopposed growth and progress,

you called attention to the rainy season which from May or June until

November renders regular military operations imj)racticable. Spain

was pouring such numbers of troops into Cuba that your theory and

opinion that, when they could be used in an active campaign, the in-

surrection would be almost instantly suppressed, seemed reasonable

and probable. In this particular you believed, and sincerely believed,

that the present insurrection would otl'er a most marked contrast to

that which began in 1808. and which, being feebly encountered with

comparatively small forces, j)rolonged its life for uj^ward of ten years.

"It is impossible to deny that the expectations thus entertained by

you in the smnmer and fall of 1805, and shared not merely by all

Spaniards but by most disinterested observers as well, have been com-

pletely disappointed. The insurgents seem to-day to connnand a

larger j)art of the island than ever before. Their men undei- arms,

estimated a year ago at from ten to twenty thousand, are now con-

ceded to be at least two or three times as many. Meanwhile. tli«'ii-

discipline has been improved and their supply of modern weapons

and equipment has been greatly enlarged, while the mere fad that
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tliov luivo liekl out to this time has given them confidence in their own
eves ami j)r('sti<r<' with the worhl at hirgo. In short, it can hardly be

(lnostioiH'd that the insurrection, instead of being quelled, is to-day

more formidable than ever, and enters upon the second year of its

existen<-e with decidedly improved prospects of successful results,

"Whether a condition of things entitling the insurgents to recog-

nition as belligerents has yet been brought about may, for the pur-

poses of th<> j)resent connnunication. be regarded as immaterial. If

it has not been, it is because they are still without an established and

organized civil government, having an ascertained situs, presiding

over a defined territory, controlling the armed forces in the field, and

not only fulfilling the functions of a regular government within its

own frontiers, but capal)le internationally of exercising those powers

and discharging those obligations Avhich necessarily devolve upon

every member of the family of nations. It is immaterial for present

])urposes that such is the present political status of the insurgents,

because their defiance of the authority of Spain remains none the less

pronounced and successful, and their displacement of that authority

throughout a very large portion of the island is none the less obvious

nnd real.

" When, in 1877, the President of the so-called Cuban Republic was
eapturcMl. its legislative chamber surprised in the mountains and dis-

persed, and its presiding officer and other principal functionaries

killed, it was asserted in some (puirters that the insurrection had re-

ceived its deathblow and might well be deemed to be extinct. The
leading organ of the insurrectionists, however, made this response:

'• • The organization of the liberating army is such that a brigade, a

i-egiment. a battalion, a company, or a ])arty of twenty-five men can

ojierate independently against the enemy in any department without

requiring any instructions save those of their inunediate military

officers, because their i)uri)ose is but one. and (hat is known by heart

as well by the general as the soldier, by the negro as well as the white

man or thf Chinese, viz, to make war on the enemy at all times, in all

places, and by all means, with the gun. the machete, and the firebrand.

In order to do this, which is the duty of every Cuban soldier, the

direction of a government or a legislative chamin'r is not needed; the

oi-der of a subaltern officer, serving under the general in chief, is suf-

iicient. Thus it is that the government and chamber have in reality

been a superfiuous luxury for the revolution.'

"The situation thus vividly described in 1.S77 is reproduced to-day.

]^ven if it l)e granted (hat a condition of insurgency prevails and

nodiing more, it is on so large a scale and diffused o\-er so extensive a

region, and is so favored 1)V the physical feadires and the climate of

tlie country, that the authority of Spain is sub\-er(ed and the func-

tions of its government are in abeyance or practically suspended
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throughout a great part of the island. Spain still holds the seaports
and most, if not all, of the large towns in the interior. Nevertheless,
a vast area of the territory of the island is in effect under the control
of roving bands of insurgents, which, if driven from one place to-day
by an exhibition of superior force, abandon it oidy to return to-

morrow when that force has moved on for their dislodgment in other
quarters.

" The consequences of this state of things can not be disguised.

Outside of the towns still under Spanish rule, anarchy, lawlessness,

and terrorism are rampant. The insurgents realize that the whole-
sale destruction of crops, factories, and machinery advances their

cause in two ways. It cripples the resources of Spain on the one
hand. On the other, it drives into their ranks the laborers who are

thus thrown out of employment. The result is a systematic war
upon the industries of the island and upon all the means by which
tney are carried on. and whereas the normal annual product of the

island is valued at something like eighty or a hundred millions, its

value for the present year is estimated by competent authority as

not exceeding tAventy millions.

'* Bad as is this showing for the j^resent year, it nnist be even worse

for the next year and for every succeeding year during Avhich the

rebellion continues to live. Some planters have made their crops

this year Avho will not be allowed to make them again. Some have

worked their fields and operated their mills this year in the. face of a

certain loss who have neither the heart nor the means to do so again

under the present even more depressing conditions. Xot only is it

certain that no fresh money is being invested on the island. l)ut it

is no secret that capital is fast witlulrawing from it, frightened

away by the utter hopelessness of the outlook. Why should it not

be? AMiat can a prudent man foresee as the outcome of existing

conditions excej^t the complete devastation of the island, the entire

amiihilation of its industries, and the absolute impoverishment of

such of its inhabitants as are unwise or unfortunate enough not to

seasonably escape from it ?

"The last preceding insurrection lasted for ten years and then was

not subdued, but only succumbed to the influence of certain promised

reforms. "Where is found the j)r()niise that the present rebellion will

have a shorter lease of life, unless the end is sooner reached through

thv exhaustion of Spain herself^ Taught by exjx'rience, Spain

wisely undertook to make its sti-uggle with the i)r<'sent insurrection

short, sharp, and decisive, to stani]) it out in its very begimiings by

concentrating upon it large and well-organized armies, armies infin-

itely superior in numbers, in discipline, and in equipment to any

the insurgents could oppose to them.
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" Those armies were put under the command of its ablest general,

as well as its most renowned statesman—of one whose very nanie

was an assurance to the insurjrcnts both of the skillful generalship

with which they would be fought and of the reasonable and liberal

temper in which just demands for redress of grievances would be

received. Yet the eft'orts of Campos seem to have utterly failed,

and his successor, a man who, rightfully or wrongfully, seems to have

intensified all the acerbities of the struggle, is now being reenforced

with additional troops. It may well be feared, therefore, that if the

present is to be of shorter duration than the last insurrection, it will

be because the end is to come sooner or later through the inability

of Spain to prolong the conflict, and through ]u>r al)andonment of

the island to the heterogeneous combination of elements and of races

now in arms against her.

" Such a conclusion of the struggle can not be viewed even by the

most devoted fi-iend of Cuba and the most enthusiastic advocate of

popular government except with the gravest apprehension. There

are only too strong reasons to fear that, once Spain were withdrawn

from the island, the sole bond of union between the ditierent factions

of the insurgents would disappear; that a war of races would l)e

precipitated, all the more sanguinary for the discipline and expe-

rience acquired during the insurrection, and that, even if there were

to be temporary peace, it could only be through the establishment of

a white and a black re})ublic, which, even if agreeing at the outset

upon a division of the island between them, would be enemies from

the start, and would never rest until the one had been completely

van(|uished and sul)du<>d by the other.

"The situation thus described is of great interest to the people of

the United States. They are interested in any struggle anywhere

for freer political institutions, but necessai"ily and in special measure

in a struggle that is raging ahnost in sight of our shores. They are

interested, as a civilized and (Christian nation, in the speedy termi-

nation of a civil strife characterized by exceptional bitterness and

exceptional excesses on the })art of both combatants. They are

interested in the noninterruption of extensive trade relations which

iiave iM'en and should continue to be of great advantage to i)oth

countries. Tiiev are interested in the prevention of that wholesale

destruction of property on the island which, making no discrimina-

tion between enemies and neutrals, is utterly destroying American
investments that should be of inunense value, and is utterly impov-

erishing great numbers of .Vmerican citizens.

'• On all thes<' grounds and in all these ways the interest, of the

United States in the existing situation in Cuba yields in extent only

to that of Sj)ain hers<'lf. and has led nuuiy good and honest persons

to insist that intervention to terminate the conflict is the immediate
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and imperative duty of the United States. It is not proposed now to

consider whether existing conditions would justify such intervention

at the present time, or how much longer those conditions should be

endured before such intervention would be justified. That the United

States can not contemjilate with complacency another ten years of

Cuban insurrection, with all its injurious and distressing incidents,

may certainly be taken for granted.
" The object of the present communication, however, is not to dis-

cuss intervention, nor to propose interv-ention, nor to pave the way for

intervention. The purpose is exactly the reverse—to suggest whether

a solution of present troubles can not be found which will prevent all

thought of intervention by rendering it unnecessary. What the

United States desires to do, if the way can be pointed out, is to co-

operate with Spain in the immediate pacification of the island on such

a plan as, leaving Spain her rights of sovereignty, shall yet secure to

the people of the island all such rights and powers of local self-gov-

ernment as they can reasonably ask. To that end the United States

offers and will use her good offices at such time and in such manner as

may be deemed most advisable. Its mediation, it is believed, should

not be rejected in any quarter, since none could misconceive or mis-

trust its purpose.

" Spain could not, because our respect for her sovereignty and our

determination to do nothing to impair it have been maintained for

many years at great cost and in spite of many temptations. The in-

surgents could not, because anything assented to by this government

which did not satisfy the reasonable demands and aspirations of Cuba
would arouse the indignation of our whole people. It only remains

to suggest that, if anything can be done in th-j* direction indicated, it

should be done at once and on the initiative of Spain.
'* The more the contest is prolonged, the more bitter and more

irreconcilable is the antagonism created, while there is danger that

concessions may be so delayed as to be chargeable to weakness and fear

of the issue of the contest, and thus be infinitely less acceptable and

persuasive than if made while the result still hangs in the balance,

and they could be properly credited in some degree at least to a sense

of right and justice. Thus far Spain has faced the insurrection

sword in hand, and has made no sign to show ihat surrender and sub-

mission would l)e followed by anything but a return to the old order

of things. Would it not be wise to modify that policy and to accom-

pany the application of military force with an authentic declaration

of the organic clianges that are meditated in the administration of the

island with a view to remove all just grounds of complaint?
'' It is for Spain to consider and determine what those changes

would be. But should they be such that the ITnited States could urge

their adoption, as substantially removing well-founded grievances,
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its influence would Ix' exerted for their acceptance, and it can hardly

he (louhted. would h(> most potential for the termination of hostilities

and the restoration of peace and order to the island. One result of

the course of proceeding outlined, if no other, would he sure to fol-

low, namely, that the rehellion would lose largely, if not altogether,

the moral countenance and sup})ort it now enjoys from the people of

the United States.

" In closing this conununication it is hardly necessary to repeat that

it is prompted hy the friendliest feelings toward Spain and the Span-

ish people. To attribute to the United States any hostile or hidden

purposes would be a grave and most lamentable error. The United

States has no designs upon Cuba and no designs against the sover-

eignty of Spain. Neither is it actuated by any spirit of meddlesome-

ness nor by any desire to force its will upon another nation. Its geo-

grai)hical ])roximity and all the considerations above detailed compel

it to be interested in the solution of the Oiban problem whether it

will or no. Its only anxiety is that that solution should be speedy,

and, by being founded on truth and justice, should also be pennanent.

"To aid in that solution it oilers the suggestions herein contained.

They will be totally misapprehended unless the United States lya

credited with entertaining no other purpose toward Spain than that

of lending its assistance to such termination of a fratricidal contest

as will leave her honor and dignity unimpaired at the same time that

it promotes and conserves the true interests of all parties concerned."

Mr. Oluey, Sec. of State, to Mr. Duiniy tie Lome. Span, iiiiii.. April 4, ISOU,

For. Rel. 1807, 540.

"As I had the honor to inform your e.xcellency some time ago, I

lost no time in comuHUiicating to the minister of state of His Majesty

the King of Spain the text of the note that your excellency was

pleased to address to me, under date of the 4th of April last, in regard

to the events that are taking place in the island of (^iba.

" In his answer, dated May 22 last, the Duke of Tetuan tells me that

the imjK)rtance of the communication here referred to has led the

goverinnent of His Majesty to examine it with the greatest care and

to ])osti)one an answer until such time as its own views on the comj)li-

cated and delicate Cuban (juestion should Ix' officially made i)ul)lic.

''The minister of state adds that since the extensive and liberal

purj)oses of Sj^ain toward Cuba have been laid before the Cortes by

the august li|)s of His .Majesty in the speech from the throne, the

previous voluntary decisions of the Sj^anish govermnent in the mat-

ter may serve, as they are now serving, as the basis of a reply to your

excellency's note.

"The government of His Majesty appreciates to its full value the

noble frankness with which that of the United States has informed it
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of the very definite opinion it has formed in regard to the legal im-

possibility of granting the recognition of belligerency to the Cuban
insurgents.

'' Indeed, those who are now fighting in Cuba against the integrity

of the Spanish fatherland possess no qualifications entitling them to

the respect, or even to the consideration, of the other countries. They
do not, as your excellency expresses it, possess any civil government,

established and organized, with a known seat and administration of

defined territory, and they have not succeeded in permanently occu-

pying any town, much less any city, large or small.

" Your excellency declares, in the note to which I am now replying,

with great legal acumen and spontaneously, that it is impossible for

the Cuban insurgents to perform the functions of a regular govern-

ment within its own frontiers, and much less to exercise the rights and

fulfill the oliligations that are incumbent on all the members of the

family of nations. Moreover, their systematic campaign of destruc-

tion against all the industries on the island, and the means by which

they are worked, would, of itself, be sufficient to keep them without

the pale of the universally recognized rules of international law.
'* His Majesty's government has read with no less gratification the

explicit and spontaneous declarations to the effect that the govern-

ment of the United Statt^s seeks no advantage in connection with the

Cuban question, its only wish being that the ineluctable and lawful

sovereignty of Spain be maintained and even strengthened, through

the submission of the rebels, which, as your excellency states in your

note, is of paramount necessity to the Spanish government for the

maintenance of its authority and its honor.

" While expressing the high gratification witli which His Majesty's

government took note of the emphatic statements which your excel-

lency was pleased to make in your note of the 4th of Ai)ril with re-

gard to the sovereignty of Spain and the determination of the United

States not to do anything derogatory to it, and acknowledging with

l^leasure all the weight they carry, the Duke of Tetuan says that noth-

ing else was to be exj^ected of the lofty sense of right cherished by

the government of the United States.

'* It is unnecessary, as your excellency remarks, and in view of so

correct and so friendly an attitude, to discuss the hypothesis of inter-

vention, as it would be utterly inconsistent with the above views.

"' Tlie government of His Majesty the King of Spain fully con-

curs in the opinion that your excellency was })leased to express in re-

gard to the future of the island in the event, wliich can not and shall

not be, of the insurrection terminating in its triumph.
" There can be no greater accuracy of judgment than tliat dis-

played by your excellency, and. as you said with great reason, such a

termination of the conflict would be looked upon with the most seri-
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ous inisgfivin^ even by the most enthusiastic advocates of popnhir

government ; because, as remarked by your excellency, with the heter-

otjeneous combination of races that exist there the disappearance

of Spain would Ih' the disappearance of the only bond of union which

can keep them in balance, and an unavoidable struggle among the

men of different color, contrary' to the spirit of Christian civilization,

would supervene.

" The accuracy of your excellency's statement is all the more strik-

ing, as owing to the conditions of population in the island no part

of the natives can Ix; conceded superiority over the others if the as-

sistance of the Spaniards from Europe is not taken into account.

" The island of Cuba has been exclusively Spanish since its dis-

covery; the great normal development of its resources, whatever it

is, whatever its value, and whatever it represents in the community
of mankind, it owes in its entirety to the mother country; and even

at this day, among the various groups of peoi)le that inhabit it, what-

ever be the standpoint from which the question be examined, the

natives of the peninsula are there absolutely necessary for the peace

and advancement of the island.

"AH these reasons fully and clearly demonstrate that it is not pos-

sible to think that the island of Cuba can be iKMiefited except through

the agency of Spain, acting under her own impulse, and actuated,

as she has long been, by the principles of lilx'rty and justice.

" The Spanish government is aware of the fact that far from hav-

ing justice done it on all sides on these points, there are many persons,

obviously deceived by incessant slanders, who honestly believe that a

ferocious despotism prevails in our Antilles, instead of one of the

most liberal political systems in the world, being enjoyed there now
as well as ])efore the outbreak of the insurrection.

" One need only run over the laws governing the Antilles, laws

which ought to be sufficiently known in the United States at this day,

to perceive how absolutely groundless such impressions are.

''A collection of the Cuban newspapers pul)lished in recent years

would suffice to show that few civilized countries then enjoyed to an

equal degree freedom of thought and of the press—the foundation of

all liberties.

'' The government of His Majesty and the people of Spain wish

and even long for tho speedy pacification of Cuba. In order to se-

cure it, they are ready to exert their Ix'st efforts and at the same time

to adopt such reforms as may Iw useful or necessary and compatible,

of course, with their inalienable sovereignty, as soon as the submis-

sion of the insurgents Ik' an accomplished fact.

" The minister of state, while directing me to bring to the knowl-

edge of your excellency the foregoing views, instructs me to remark
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how pleased he was to observe that his opinion on this point also

agrees with yours.
'• No one is more fully aware of the serious evils suffered by Span-

iards and aliens in consequence of the insurrection than the govern-

ment of His Majesty. It realizes the immense injury inflicted on

Spain by the putting forth, with the unanimous cooperation and ap-

probation of her people, of such efforts as were never before made in

America by any P^uropean country. It knows at the same time that

the interests of foreign industry and trade suffer, as well as the Span-

ish interests, from the insurgent system of devastation; but if the

insurrection should triumph, the interests of all would not merely

suffer, but would entirely and forever disappear amid the madness of

perpetual anarchy.
•' It has already been said that, in order to prevent evils of such

magnitude, the cabinet of Madrid does not and will not confine itself

exclusively to the employment of armed force.

" The speech from the throne, read before the national representa-

tives, formally promised motu proprio, not only that all that was

previously granted, voted by the Cortes, and sanctioned by His

Majesty on the loth of March, 1895, would be carried into effect as

soon as the opportunity offered, but also by fresh authorization of

the Cortes, all the new extensions and amendments of the original

reforms, to the end that both islands may in the administrative

department possess a j)ersonnel of a local character, that the inter-

vention of the mother country in their domestic concerns may be

dispensed with, with the single reservation that nothing will be done

to impair the rights of sovereignty or the powers of the government

to preserve the same.
" This solemn promise, guaranteed by the august word of His

Majesty, will be fulfilled by the Spanish government with a true

liberality of views.

'' The foregoing facts, being better known every day, will make it

patent to the fair ])eople of other nations that Spain, far from pro-

posing that her subjects in the West Indies should return to a

regime unfit for the times Avhen she enjoys such liberal laws, Avoukl

never have withheld these same laws from the islands had it not been

for the increasing separatist conspiracies which compelled her to

look above all to self-defense.

"The government of His Majesty most heartily thanks that of the

United States for the kind advice it l)estows on Spain; but it wishes

to state, and entertains the confidence that your excellency will read-

ily see, that it has been forestalling it for a long time past. It fol-

lows, therefore, as a matter of course, that it will comply with it in

a practical manner as soon as circumstances make it possible.

H. Doc. 551—vol (j b
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•• Your excellency will have seen, nevertheless, how the Jinnounce-

nieiit of this concuri-ence of views has been received.

" The insur««:ents. elated bv the stren<rth which they have acquired

throu<rh the aid of a certain number of citizens of the United States,

have contemptuously repelled, by the medium of the Cubans residing

in this Kei)ublic, any idea that the government of AVashington cari

intervene in the contest, either with its advice or in any other man-

ner, on the supj)Osition that the declarations of disinterestedness on

the part of the government of the United States are false and that it

wishes to get possession of the island one of these days. Hence it

is evident that no success would attend such possible mediation,

which they repel, even admitting that the mother country would con-

descend to treat with its rebellious subject as one power with another,

thus surely jeopardizing its future authority, detracting from its

national dignity, and impairing its independence, for which it has at

all times shown such great earnestness, as history teaches. In brief,

there is no effectual Avay to j>acifv (^iba unless it begins with the

actual subnussion of the armed rebels to the mother country.

" Notwithstanding this, the government of the United States

could, by the use of proper means, contribute greatly to the pacifica-

tion of the island of Cuba.
•• The government of His Majesty is already very grateful to that

of the United States for its intention to })rosecute the unlawful

exj)editions to Cuba of some of its citizens with more vigor than in

the past, after making a judicial investigation as to the adequacy of

its laws when honestly enforced.
*' Still, the high moral sense of the government of Washington

will undoubtedly suggest to it other more effectual means of i)revent-

ing henceforth what is now the case, a struggle which is going on so

near its frontiers, and which is proving so injurious to its industry

and connnerce, a fact justly deploVed by your excellency, l)eing pro-

longed so exclusively by the powerful assistance which the rebellion

tinds in the territory of this great republic, against the wishes of all

those who love order and.law.

"The constant violation of international law in its territory is espe-

cially manifest on the part of Cuban emigrants, who care nothing

for the losses suffered in the meanwhile by the citizens of the United

States and of Sj)ain through the jirolongation of the war.
'• The Sj)anish government, on its })Urt, has done nnich and will do

moi«' ev<'ry day in order to achieve such a desiral)le end, by endeav-

oring to correct the mistakes of public opinion in th(^ United States

and by exposing the ])lots and calunuiies of its relx'llious subjects.

" It may well happen that the declarations recently made in the

most solemn form l)V the government of His Majesty concerning its

intentions for the future will also contribute in a large measure to
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gratify the wish that your excellency clearly expressed in your note,

namely—that all the people of the United States, convinced that

we are in the right, will completely cease to extend unlawful aid to

the insurgents.
'• If, with that object in view, further particulars on the Cuban

question should be desired, in addition to those it already has, by the

government of the United States, which shows itself so hopeful that

the justice of Spain may be recognized by all, the government of

His Majesty will take the greatest pleasure in supplying that infor-

mation with the utmost accuracy of detail.

" When the government of the United States shall once be con-

vinced of our being in the right, and when that honest conviction

shall in some manner be made public, but little more Avill be required

in order that all those in Cuba who are not merely striving to accom-

plish the total ruin of the beautiful country in which they Avere born,

l)eing then hopeless of outside help and powerless by themselves, will

lay down their arms.

" Until that happy state of things has been attained Spain will, in

the just defense not only of her rights but also of her duty and honor,

continue the efforts for an early victory which she is now exerting

regardless of the greatest sacrifices."

Mr. Duimy de Lome, Span, ruin., to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, June 4,

1896, For. Rel. 1807, 544.

" The Secretary' of the Treasury has brought under my notice an

elaborate report of the Supervising Surgeon-General of the jSIarine-

Hospital Service, concerning the continuous danger to the health of

the seajiorts on the Atlantic coast, and particularly those of the

Southern States, and in the Gulf of Mexico, by reason of the epidemic

existence of yellow fever in the city and harbor of Havana.
'• Dr. Wyman, Avhose responsible position as the officer charged

with the conduct of quarantine and health precautions so far as the

same fall under the purview of the Federal government, especially

(|ualifies him for intelligent observation of the conditions of infection

existing in neighl)oring foreign ports with which this country main-

tains extended commerce, has fortified his report on this subject

w'\th a table showing the years in which yellow fever has invaded the

seaboard cities of the United States, the cities so visited and the

source of the infection, from which it will be seen that during a

recent period of over thirty years in Avhich time more accurate and

specific observations have been recorded than in the early A'ears of the

century, a very large proportion of the epidemics which have deso-

lated the coast States of this Union have had their origin in infection

directly traceable to Havana, while of those epidemics thei-etofoi-e

generally described as originating in the West Indies since 1008 the
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;iI)|)oii<1(m1 nMiiarks sliow that Havana was likewise in many cases the

soiiive of the disease.

"The sanitary condition thns described has necessarily lieen a

source of anxiety and well-<rroun(hHl alarm to the authorities of the

I'uitcd States and of the several seaboard States callin*; for sanitary

precautions and measures of effective quarantine which bear oner-

ously u|)on the intercourse Ix^tween the United States and the chief

commercial port of the island of Cuba, throujj:h which the bulk of

our Autillean connnerce jiasses. From time to time, also, the devel-

opment and spread of actual epidemics, besides rava|^ing populous

districts and entailing; rifjorous domestic quarantine, has paralyzed

commerce and caused widespread hardships, not only as respects the

Cul)an trade, but as respects the trade of the United States themselves

with other countries.

'• The correspondence of this Department with your lejjation for

many years past shows that these restrictions upon the Cuban traffic

in the ])orts of the United States have not infrequently been the occa-

sion of remonstrance on the ])art of the Spanish representatives here,

while on the other hand the sanitary condition of Havana has fur-

nisiied obvious justification for the course pursued by the Federal

and State health officers.

" I am not muiware of the actual situation of the island of Cuba,

and r can not assume that the j)resent time is auspicious for inviting

consideration of the sanitary condition of the hari>or and city of

Havana with a view to removing the danger which perennially lurks

there and imperils the health of neighboring communities. I feel,

however, that it is my duty to lay this report before you and invite

the most earnest consideration thereof by your government. An-
other sunnnei' is not far distant, and with the advent of warmer
weather renewal of the annual precautions against the introduction

of yellow fever will be necessary, with all their concomitant restric-

tions and burdens upon a nnitually IxMieficial commeix-e. Sooner or

latei' the |)rol)leni of attacking the pestilential condition which exists

and has existed for moi'e than a century at Havana will demand the

attention not only of Spain but of othei' endangeird countries, with

a view to devising an effective remedy, for the state of things dis-

(•lose<i in Suigeon-deneial AVvman's report, and the gravity of tlie

situation invites timely attention and action."

Mr. Oliicy. Si'c. (»f state, to Sefmr Don Knri(|ne Dupuy <!(> Lome, Sj)aiiish

mill.. No. 7<;. I'el.. 7. IS'.n;. .MS. Notes to Spain, XI. V2r,.
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" The situation in the island of Cuba has largely engrossed the

attention of the Department of State during the past
r. neysrepor

^^.^j. j^^ eft'orts to obtain trustworthy information
Dec. 7, 1896. ^ . , . • •

'

p , xt • i
and to insure due protection to citizens ot the Unitod

States and tlieir property and interests within the theater of disturb-

ance have been ably seconded by the consular representatives in that

island.

"As regards the character and scope of the hostile operations which

now affect the greater part of Cuba, the reports of our consuls are

properly confidential, and while precise as to the several districts

touching which reports have been received, the nature and sources

of the information obtained are such as to make detailed publication

impracticable, so that the Department is not in a position to do more

at present than state its general deductions as to the position of the

contending parties.

Confined in the outset, as in the ten years' insurrection which

began at Yara in October, 1868, to the eastern portion of the island,

where the topography and absence of settled centers es})ecially

favored the desultory warfare apparenth' normal to this class of con-

tests, the ])resent insurrection very earl}^ took proportions beyond

those of its predecessor and therewith assumed an aggressive phase,

invading the populous central and western districts. Passing the

defensive lines or trochas traversing the island from north to south,

formidable l)odies of the revolutionary forces early in the year estab-

lished themselves in the rich sugar-planting districts of Santa Clara,

Cienfuegos, and ^latanzas, made hostile forays almost in sight of

Havana itself, and, advancing Avestward, effected a lodgment in the

fertile tobacco fields of Pinar del Rio, which has so far resisted all

efforts of the Spanish forces to overcome.
'' No prominent seaport has been attacked by the insurgents or

even menaced beyond occasional raids upon the outskirts. A large

])art of the twenty-two hundred miles of the irregular coast line

of Cuba, comprising the comparativel}^ unsettled stretches of its

western extremity and the inhospitable mountain shores of its eastern

l)ar(. is practically in the hands of the revolutionists. The char-

acter of these shores, filled to the westward with shallow indenta-

tions inaccessible to any but light vessels of small tonnage, and to

the eastward with rocky nooks dangerous to approach by night and

affording insecure anchorage for larger craft, lends itself peculiarly

to the guerrilla warfare of the interior, so that the insurgents, being

relieved of the need of maintaining and garrisoning points upon the

coast, are effectively able to utilize a considerable part of it as oc-

casion offers to communicate with the outside world and to nM-eive

clandestine supplies of men, arms, and ammunition. The situation
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ill tliat quarter, as rofrartls the ease of surreptitious access and the

(liHiciihy of re|)ressin<; illicit trallic, fiiuls a not unapt parallel in that

of the Cornish and Welsh coasts of En<^land or the Scottish Iligh-

lanils in the last century, where a few adventurers were able to snni<^-

ij^le sup})lies and land rebel emissaries or forces, baffling the watch of

maritime forces much greater than those maintained by Spain along

the diversified shores of Cuba.
•• While thus in fact controlling the larger part of the internal area

of the whole island of Cuba, from Cape San Antonio to Cape Maisi,

and enjoying practically unlimited use of an equally large part of

the coast, the revolutionary forces are scattered, being nowhere united

for any length of time to form an army capable of attack or siege

and fit to take the defensive in a pitched battle. Assembling sud-

denly at a given point, often in a single night, they make unexpected

sallies or carry destruction to the tobacco and cane fields of Cuba,

and at the first sign of pursuit or organized assault they disperse

only to reassemble in like manner at some other spot.

" So far as our information shows, there is not only no effective

local government by the insurgents in the territories they overrun,

but there is not even a tangible pretence to establish administration

anywhere. Their organization, confined to the shifting exigencies

of the military operations of the hour, is nomadic, without definite

centers and lacking the most elementary features of municipal gov-

ernment. There nowhere appears the luicleus of statehood. The
machinery for exercising the legitimate rights and powers of sover-

eignty and responding to the obligations which de facto sovereignty

entails in the face of equal rights of other states is conspicuously

lacking. It is not possil)le to discern a homogeneous political entity,

possessing and exercising the functionsof administration and capal)le.

if left to itself, of maintaining orderly government in its own terri-

tory and sustaining normal relations with the external family of

governments. .

"To illustrate these conditions, the insurgent chiefs assert the

military power lo compel peaceable citizens of the United States

within theii' reach to desist froui |)lanting or grinding cane, under

the decreed j)enalty of death and of destruction of their crops and

mills; but the measure is one of sheer force, without justification

under |)ublic law. The wrongs so connnitted against the citizens of

a foreign state are without an international forum of redress to

which the government of the United States may have recoust; as

regar<ls its relation to the j)erpetrators. The acts are those of

anarchy. an<l in default of the responsil)ilities of de facto statehood

in the case, there remains oidy the territorial accomitability of the

titidar sovereign within the limits of its competency to repress the

wrongs complained of.
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'' In opposition to the nomadic control of the interior and the nnde-

fended coast by the insurgents, the Spanish authority continues in

tiie capital cities and the seaports. Its garrisons are there estab-

hshed ; from tliem its naval operations are directed and executed.

Most of its functions proceed as in time of i)eace. Its customs and

nuniicipal revenues are regularly collected, and with exception of the

temporary restraints, alleged to be due to the admitted existence of a

state of hostilities, foreign connnerce with the island is kept up,

although largely diminished by the natural contraction of the Cuban
market of supply and demand. As to those parts of the island with

Avhich this country and its citizens maintain legitimately normal

intercourse, the Spanish power is supreme, although often exercised

in a vexatious and arliitrary way, calling for just remonstrance.
'' So far, therefore, as the relative i)osition of the Spanish and

insurgent forces is comparable with tiie situation during the Vara

insurrection, while the same phases of organized administration in

the capital and seaports and etfective relations of trade with the out-

side world on the one hand, and on the other a nomadic association

without the insignia of orderly government and strong onW to Avage

harassing warfare in the interior, are now as then apparent, the

])resent insurrection stands in notable contrast with its predecessors

b;;th as to force and scale of operations.

"Although statistics of their military strength are attainable with

difiicidty and are not always trustworthy when obtained, enough is

certainly known to show that the revolutionists in the field greatly

exceed in numl)ers any organization heretofore attempted: that with

large accessions from the central and western districts of the island

a better military (liscii)line is added to increased strength; that

instead of mainly drawing as heretofore upon the comparatively

primitive population of eastern Cu1)a. the insiu'gent armies fairly

represent the intelligent aspirations of a large proportion of the

people of the whole island: and that they [)urp()se to wage this

contest, on these better groiuids of vantage, to the end and to make
the present struggle a supreme test of the capacity of the Cuban
people to win for themselves and their children the heritage of self-

government.

"A iiotal)le feature of the actual situation is the tactical skill dis-

l)layed by its leaders. When the disparity of numbers and the

comparatively indefensible character of the central and western

\'('ga country are considered, the ])assage of a considerable force

into Pinar del Tvio followed by its successful maintenance there for

many months must be regarded as a military success of a pro-

nounced character.

" So, too, the Spanish force, in the field, in garrison on the island,

or on its way thither from the mother country, is largely beyond any
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iiiilitarv (lis])lay yet calltHl for by a (^iban risiiifj. thus affording an

iiKli'ix'iuU'nt measure of the streii<;th of the insurreetion.

"From every accessible indication it is ch'ar that the i)resen(

rebellion is on a far more formidable scale as to numbers, intelli-

gence, and representative features than any of the preceding revolts

of this centui-y ; that the coiresponding efl'ort of Spain for its repres-

sion has been enormously augmented: and that, despite the constant

influx of fresh armies and nuiterial of war from the metropolis, the

relxdlion. after nearly two years of successful resistance, appears

to-day to be in a condition to ind«'finitely ])rolong the contest on its

present lines.

*• The nature of the struggle, however, deserves most earnest con-

sideration. The increased scale on which it is waged brings into

bolder relief all the ap[jalling jihases which often appear to mark
contests for sujiremacy among the T^atin races of the AVestern Hemi-
sphere. E.xcesses before confined to a portion of the island become

more impressive Avhen wrought throughout its whole extent, as now.

The insurgent authority, as has Iwen seen, finds no regular admin-

istrative exjiression; it is asserted only by the sporadic and irre-

sponsible force of arms. The Spanish jiower. outside of the larger

towns and their immediate suburbs, when manifested at all, is equally

forceful and ai'bitrary.

"The only a])j)arent aim on either side is to cripple the adversary

by indiscriminate destruction of all that by any chance may benefit

him. The populous and wealthy districts of the center and the west,

which have escaped harm in former contests, are now ravaged and

laid waste by the blind fury of the respective partisans. The prin-

ciples of civilized warfare, according to the code made sacred by

the iniiversal acquiescence of nations, are only too often violated

with impunity l)V irresponsible subordiiuites. acting at a distance

from the central authority and able to shield themselves from just

censure or punishment by false or falsified versions of the facts.

"The killing and summary execution of noncombatants is fre-

quently reported, and while the circumstances of the strife are such

as to preclude accurate or general information in this regard, enough

is known to show that the number of such cases is considerable. In

some instances, hapi)ily few, American citizens have fallen victims

to thes(; savage acts.

"A large part of the correspondence of the State Dejiartment with

its agents in Cuba has been devoted to these cases of assault upon

the rights of our citizens. In no instance has earnest remonstrance

and energetic ap])eal been omitted. But the representatives of the

Spanish power often find it easily practicable to postpone explana-

tions and reparation on the ground of alleged ignorance of facts or

for other plausible reasons.
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'• Its effect upon the personal security of our citizens in Cuba is

not the only alarming feature of the reign of arbitrary anarchy in

that island. Its influence iipon the fortunes of those Avho have

invested their capital and enterprise there, on the assumed assurance

of respect for law and treaty rights, is no less in point. In the

nature of things, and having regard to the normal productions and

trade of the island, most of these ventures have been made in the

sugar and tobacco growing and stock-raising districts now given over

to civil war. Exact statistics of the amount of such investments are

not readily attainable, but an approximate statement shows that

American interests in actual property in the district of Cienfuegos

reach some $1-2,000,000; in the province of Matanzas some $9,000,000;

in Sagua, for estates and crops alone not less than $9,229,000, while

in Santiago the investments in mining operations probal)ly exceed

$15,000,000. For Pinar del Rio, Santa Clara, and the other interior

districts tabulated statements are wanting, and so also Avith regard

to commercial and manufacturing establishments, railway enter-

prises, and the like.

"A gross estimate of $50,000,000 would be more likely to fall under

than over the mark. A large proportion of these investments is now
exposed to the exceptional vicissitudes of the war. Estates have been

desolated and crops destroyed by the insurgents and Spaniards alike.

Upon those not actually ravaged operations have been compulsorily

suspended owing to the warnings served by the revolutionists or the

withdrawal of protection by the Spanish authorities, often accom-

panied by a similar prohibition against continuing work thereon or

by forbidding communication and residence, thus entailing enforced

abandonment of the premises. Provisions and stock have been seized

l\y either force for military use without compensation. Dwellings

have been pillaged.

'•In short, the cessation of all remunerative production accompa-

nies actual or probable loss of the invested capital. Xumerous
claims on these several accounts have been filed, but in numy
instances the sufferers are known to abstain from formal claim or

complaint for prudential reasons, lest worse should befall them at

the hands of the insurgents and the Spaniards in turn, accordingly

as either may gain temporary control of their property. A partial

estimate of nuiterial claims and injuries of this class already aggre-

gates a trifle under $19,000,000.

" Nor does the loss fall upon capital alone. Large numbers of the

agricultural laboring classes are driven from the fields to the near-

est towns, partly by the peremptory orders of the local military com-

manders and partly by the cessation or destruction of their only

means of livelihood. They are well-nigh destitute. Among them

are many citizens of the United States. Some idea of the extent
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of this calamitous condition is given hv the reports wliich reach the

DejKirtinent from a single district. It is olHcially reported that

there are in one ])rovincial city alone some 4,000 necessitous refugees

from the surrounding country to whom the municipal authorities

can afford little or no relief. Over oOO of these are American citi-

zens, engaged in prosperous farming and stock raising at the begin-

ning of the outbreak, whose employment and resources have been

swept away by eighteen months of civil strife, reducing them from

atlluence to penury and throwing them upon the charity of an ex-

hausted connniniity in a devastated land.

"All these disastrous conditions, with the evils and disorders neces-

sarily following in their train, are interfering with the insular ave-

nues of trade and veiv gravely impairing the business operations of

Cuba. A measure of the general falling off is instructively found

in the monthly returns of the customs receipts at the fifteen ports

of entry of C^iba, which, from $r),4()J).2r)r).77 during the first seven

months of 1895, sank to $8,T2S, 107.80 in the corresponding period

of 181)(). 'J'his is but one of many accessible examples to show that

the industrial value of the island of Cuba is fast decreasing under

the prevalent conditions.

" From whatever point of view we regard the matter, it is impos-

sible not to discern that a state of things exists at our doors alike

dangerous to good relations, destructive of legitimate connnerce,

fatal to the internal resources of Cuba, and most vexatious and try-

ing because entailing upon this government excessive l)urdens in

its domestic administration and in its outward relations. This

situation can not indefinitely continue without growing still worse,

and the time may not be far distant when the United States must
seriously consider whether its rights and interests as well as its

international duties in view of its peculiar relations to the island do

not call for some decided change in the i)olicy hitherto pursued.
•' Besides the cases growing out of the acts of the combatants in

the interioi*. complaints have not been infrequent touching the course

of the insular govei-nment in the centers where the Spanish authori-

ties assei-t poHtico-militiirv powers. Numerous instances of inter-

ference with the j)ersons, i)roperty. vessels, and interests of citizens of

the I'nited States have been bi-ought to notice in the past twelve-

month. In evei'v case where the facts sufficed to impute culpability

oi- re>i)onsil)ility to the agents of the Si)anish power redress has l)een

])romj)tly and vigorously sought.
•• 'I'he right of evei-y citi/en arrested in Cuba to have the benefit of

the ordinaiy crimina] |)roceedings giuiranteed by existing treaties has

l)een energetically insisted upon: the claim of the insular authorities

to seize the j)ersons of our citizens without process or charg(> of

crime, and to detain them as suspects upon mere administrative order,
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has been met with prompt demanel for immediate re^dar trial or

release; arbitrary restrictions upon ordinary connnerce, decreed by

the military jiower, and tendin<j to impair existing contracts of our

citizens, have called forth impressive remonstrance and promise of

redress ; the right of our consular representatives to address the local

authorities in defence of any assailed interests of Americans, when
questioned, has been successfully defended; and unwarrantable acts

of interference with our vessels have been at once resisted. The par-

ticulars of many of these cases will be found in the collected annual

volume entitled ' Foreign Relations of the United States.'

'' In April last the Competitor^ a small schooner of American reg-

istry, eluding the vigilance of the Federal authorities, took on board

men and supplies presumably intended to aid the Cuban insurrection,

and reached the coast of that island near San Cayetano. Being dis-

covered by the Spanish coast guard, a conflict ensued, resulting in

the capture of a number of those on board as well as the seizure of

the vessel. The prisoners, among them several American citizens,

were subjected to a summary military trial, which, although con-

ducted by an admiralty court, alleged to be competent, appeared to

have lacked the essential safeguards of procedure stipulated by the

existing conventions between the United States and Spain. This

government promptly fntervened to secure for its implicated citizens

ail the rights to which they Avere clearly entitled, including appeal

from the ])ronounced sentence of death. Their cases were subse-

([uently carried to the higher tribunal at Madrid, which has set the

conviction aside and remanded the cases for retrial.

" This government has been constrained to enter earnest protest

against a recent decree of the governor-general of Cuba, ordering

the registration of all aliens in the island, and pronouncing all those

not registered within a certain time as debarred from appealing to

the provisions of exi«tin»g law. The treaty rights of American

<»itizens obviously depend on their actual allegiance to their own
government, not upon any arbitrary inscription as aliens by the

State wherein they may be sojourning; and while this government

is well disposed to admit the convenience of the proposed registry as

an additional evidence of the right of such citizens in Cuba to the pro-

tection of the authorities, and has signified its willingness to facili-

tate their registration, it can never consent that the omission of a

merely local formality can operate to outlaw any ])ersons entitled to

its i)rotection as citizens, or to abrogate the right to the orderly

recourses of Spanish law solemid}' guaranteed to them by treaty.''

Report of >rr. Olney, See. of State, to the President, Dec. 7, 189<), For.

Kel. 1896, Ixxx.
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"The insurrection in Cuba still continues with all its perplexities.

President Cleve- ^^ '"^ (lifllcult to ])erceive that any j)ro£rress has thus

land's annual i'ar been made towards the pacification of the island

message, Dec. 7, or that the situation of aH'airs as depicted in niv last
^®^®' ainiual n»essa<^e has in the least improved. If Spain

stilL holds Havana and the seaports and all the considerable towns,

the insur<;:ents still roam at will over at least two-thirds of the inland

country. If the determination of Spain to put down the insurrection

se(MMs but to stren<>:then with th.e laj)se of time, and is evinced by her

unhesitatiniT devotion of largely increased military and naval forces

to the task, there is nnicli reason to believe that the insur<jents have

gained in })oint of numl)ers, and character, and resources, and are

none the less inflexi})le in their resolve not to succumb, without prac-

tically securing the great objects for which they took up arms. If

Spain has not yet reestablished her authority, neither have the insur

gents yet made good their title to be regarded as an inde})endent state.

Indeed, as the contest has gone on, the pretense that civil government

exists on the island, excejit so far as Spain is able to maintain it, has

l)een practically abandoned. vSpain does keej) on foot such a govern-

ment, more or less imi)erfectly, in the large towns and their immediate

suburbs. But. that exception being made, the entire country is either

given over to anarchy or is subject to the military occupation of one

or the other party. It is rei)orted. indeed, on reliable authority that,

at the demand of the connnander in chief of the insurgent army, the

putative Cuban government has now gixen up all attemi)t to exerci.se

its functions, leaving that government confessedly (what there is the

Ix'st reason for suj)j)osing it always to have been in fact) a govern-

ment UK'rely on paper.
'' Were the Spanish armies al)le to meet their antagonists in the

open, or in j)itclied battle, prompt and decisive results might be

looked for, and the inunense sui)eriority of the Spanish forces in

numbers, disci])line. and ecjuipment, could hardly fail to tell greatly

to their advantage. But they are called upon to 'face a foe that

shuns genei'al engagements, that can choose and does choose its own
ground, that from the nature of the country is visible or invisible

at j)leasure. and that fights oidy fi-om ambuscade and when all the

advantages of position and numb(M"s ar<' on its side. In a country

where all that is indispensable to life in the way of food, clothing,

and shelter is -o easily obtainable, especially by those born and bred

on the soil, it is obvious that there is hardly a limit to the time during

which hostilities of this sort may be j)rolonged. Meanwhile, as in

all cases of ])rotracted civil strife, the passions of the combatants

grow more and more inflamed and excess(^s on both sides become more

frequent and more deplorable. They are also participated in bv

bands of marauders, who, now in the name of one party and now in
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the name of the other, as may best suit the occasion, liarrv the country

at will and plunder its Avretched inhal)itants for their own advantage.

Such a condition of things would inevitably entail inunense destruc-

tion of property even if it were the policy of both parties to prevent

it as far as practicable. But while such seemed to be the original

policy of the Spanish government, it has now apparently abandoned

it and is acting upon the same theory as the insurgents, namely, that

the exigencies of the contest require the wholesale annihilation of

proi)erty, that it may not prove of use and advantage to the enemy.
'' It is to the same end that in pursuance of general orders, Spanish

garrisons are now l)eing withdrawn from plantations and the rural

population required to concentrate itself in the towns. The sure

result would seem to be that the industrial value of the island is fast

diminishing, and that imless there is a speedy and radical change in

existing conditions, it will soon disappear altogether. That value

consists very largely, of course, in its capacity to produce sugar—

a

capacity already much reduced by the interruptions to tillage, which

have taken place during the last two years. It is reliably asserted

that should these interruptions continue during the current year

and practically extend, as is now threatened, to the entire sugar-

producing territory of the island, so much time and so nuich money
will be required to restore the land to its normal productiveness that

it is extremely doubtful if capital can be induced to even make the

attempt.
'' The spectacle of the utter ruin of an adjoining country, by nature

one of the most fertile and charming on the glolx'. would engage the

serious attention of the government and people of the United States

in any circumstances. In point of fact, they have a concern with it

Avhich is by no means of a wholly sentimental or philanthropic char-

acter. It lies so near to us as to be hardly se])arated from oiu" terri-

tory. Our actual i)ecuniary interest in it is second only to that of

rhe people and government of Spain. It is reasonably estimated

that at leasts frgm $80,000,000 to $50,000,000 of American capital

are invested in plantations and in railroad, mining, and other busi-

ness enterprises on the isLmd. The volume of trade between the

United States and Cuba, which in 1880 amounted to about $G-1:,000,-

000, rose in 181)3 to about $103,000,000, and in 1894, the year before

the ])resent insurrection broke out, amounted to nearly $90,000,000.

Besides this large ])ecuniary stake in the fortunes of Cuba, the

United States finds itself inextricably involved in the present con-

test in other ways both vexatious and costly.

" Many Cubans reside in this country and indirectly promote the

insurrection through the press, by public meetings, by the purchase

and shipment of arms, by the rtiising of funds, and by other nienns,

which the spirit of our institutions and the tenor of our laws do not
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jxTinit to Ixj made the subject of criminal prosecutions. Some of

them, tliou<rh Cul)ans at heart and in all tlieir feelinj:rs and interests,

have taken out i)ai)ers as natural i/.ed citizens of the United States,

a j)roceeding resorted to Avith a view to jwssible protection by this

jifovernment, and not unnaturally repirded with much indijjnation

by the country of their ori<i:in. The insur<rents are undoubtedly

encouraged and supi)orted by the widespread sympathy the ])eople

of this country always and instinctively feel for every struggle for

better and freer government, and which, in the case of the more
adventurous and restless elements of our population, leads in only

too many instances to active and personal participation in the con-

test. The result is that this government is constantly called upon

to protect American citizens, to claim damages for injuries to

jH'rsons and ])rojierty, now estimated at many millions of doHars,

and to ask explanations and apologies for the acts of Spanish offi-

cials, whose zeal for tlie repression of rebellion sometimes blinds

them to the imnuinities belonging to the unoffending citizens of a

friendly power. It follows from the same causes that the United

States is compelled to actively ])olice a long line of seacoast against

unlawful expeditions, the escape of Avhich the utmost vigilance will

not always suffice to jirevent.

''These inevitable entanglements of the United States with the

rebellion in Cuba, the large American ])roperty interests affected,

and considerations of philanthropy and humanity in general, have

led to a vehement demand in various quarters, for some sort of posi-

tive intcM'vention on the ])art of the United States. It was at first

proposed that belligerent rights should be accorded to the insur-

gents—a pr()i)osition no longer urged because untimely and in prac-

tical operation clearly perilous and injurious to our own intere>^ts.

It has since been and is now sometimes contended that the independ-

ence of the insurgents should 1k' recognized. But imperfect and re-

stricted as the Spanish govermnent of the island may be, no other

exists there—unless the will of the military officer in temporary

connnand of a particular district can l)e dignified as a species of

government. It is now also suggested that the United States should

buy the island—a suggestion jiossibly worthy of considei'ation if

there were any evidence of a desire or willingness on the part of

Spain to entertain such a i)ro})osal. It is urgi^d, finally, that, all

other methods failing, the existing internecine strife in Cuba should

be terminated by our intervention, even at the cost of a war between

the T"^iiit('d States and S])ain—a war which its jidvocates confidently

prophesy could ])e neither large in its proportions nor doubtful in

its issue.

"The coi'i-ectness of this forecast need be neither affirmed nor de-

nied. The United States has nevertheless a character to maintain as
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a nation, Avhich plainly dictates that right and not might should be

the rule of its conduct. Further, though the United States is not a

nation to which peace is a necessity, it is in truth the most pacific of

])owers, and desires nothing so much as to live in amity Avith all

the Avorld. ]fts own ample and diversified domains satisfy all pos-

sible longings for territory, preclude all dreams of conquest, and
prevent any casting of covetous eyes upon neighboring regions, how-
ever attractive. That our conduct towards Spain and her dominions

has constituted no exception to this national disposition is made
manifest by the course of our government, not only thus far during

the present insurrection, but during the ten years that followed the

rising at Yfira in 18G8. Xo other great power, it may safely be said,

under circumstances of similar perplexity, would have manifested

the same restraint and the same patient endurance. It may also be

said that this persistent attitude of the United States towards Spain

in connection with Cuba unquestionably evinces no slight respect

and regard for Spain on the part of the American peoj^le. They in

truth do not forget her connection with the discovery of the West-

ern Hemisphere, nor do they underestimate the great qualities of the

Spanish people, nor fail to fully recognize their sf)lendid patriotism

and their chivalrous devotion to the national honor.

" They view with wonder and admiration the cheerful resolution

with Avhich vast bodies of men are sent across thousands of miles of

ocean, and an enormous debt accumulated, that the costly possession

of the Gem of the Antilles may still hold its place in the Si^anisli

Crown. And yet neither the government nor the people of the

United States have shut their eyes to the course of events in Cuba,

or have failed to realize the existence of conceded grievances, which

have led to the present revolt from the authority of Spain—griev-

ances recognized by the Queen Regent and by the Cortes, voiced by

the most patriotic and enlightened of Spanish statesmen, without

regard to ]iarty, and demonstrated by reforms proposed by the

executive and approved by the legislative branch of the Spanish

government. It is in the assumed temper and disposition of the

Spanish government to remedy these grievances, fortified by indica-

tions of influential public opinion in Spain, that this government

has hoped to discover the most promising and effective means of com-

jwsing the present strife, with honor and advantage to Spain and with

the achievement of all the reasonable ol)jects of the insurrection.

" It would seem that if Spain should offer to Cuba genuine auton-

omy—:i measure of home rule which, while preserving the sover-

eignty of Spain, would satisfy all rational requirements of hei-

Spanish subjects—there should be no just reason why the pacification

of the island might not be effected on that basis. Such a result

would appear to be in the true interest of all concerned. It would
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at oiRc stop the conflict which is now consuming the resources of the

ishuul and niakin<r it worthless for whichever party may ultimately

prevail. It would keej) intact the possessions of Spain without

touching her honor, which will be consulted rather than impugned
hy the adeciuate redress of admitted grievances. It would put the

prosperity of the island and the fortunes of its inhabitants within

their own control, without severing the natural and ancient ties which

l)ind them to the mother country, and would yet enable them to test

their cai)acity for self-government under the most favorable condi-

tions. It has been objected on the one side that Spain should not

])romise autonomy until her insurgent subjects lay down their arms;

on the other side, that promised autonomy, however liberal, is insuf-

ficient, because without assurance of the promise being fulfilled.

" But the reasonableness of a requirement by Spain, of uncondi-

tional surrender on the part of the insurgent Cubans before their

autonomy is conceded, is not altogether apparent. It ignores iin])or-

tant features of the situation—the stability two years' duration has

given to the insurrection; the feasibility of its indefinite ])rolonga-

tion in the nature of things, and as shown by past experience; the

utter and imminent ruin of the island, unless the present strife is

sjMH'dily composed; above all, the rank abuses which all parties in

Spain, all branches of her government, and all her leading i)ublic

men concede to exist and profess a desire to remove. Facing such

circumstances, to withhold the proffer of needed reforms until the

parties demanding them put themselves at mercy by throwing down
their arms has the appearance of neglecting the gravest of perils

and inviting suspicion as to the sincerity of any professed willing-

ness to grant reforms. The objection on behalf of the insurgents-7-

that ])romised reforms can not be relied upon—nmst of course be

considered, though we have no right to assume, and no reason for

assmning. that anything Spain undei'takes to do for the relief of

Cuba will not be done according to both the spirit and the letter of

the undertaking.
•• Nevertheless, jealizing that sus})icions and precautions on the

|)ait of the weaker of two combatants ai-e always natural and not

always unjustifiable—i)eing sincerely desirous in the interest of both

as well as on its own account that the Cuban problem should be

-olved with the least ])<)ssible delay— it was intinuited by this gov-

ernment to the government of Spain some months ago that, if a

satisfactory measure of home rule were tendered the Cuban insur-

gents, and would be accei)ted by them uyton a guaranty of its execu-

tion, the I'liited States would endeavol* to find a way not objection-

able to Si)ain of furnishing such guaranty. AVhile no definite

r-esponse to this intimation has yet been received from the Spanish

govermnent, it is believed to be not altogether unwelcome, while,
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as already suggested, no reason is perceived why it should not be

approved by the insurgents. Neither party can fail to see the

importance of early action and both must realize that to prolong the

jn-esent state of things for even a short period will add enormously

to the time and labor and expenditure necessary to bring about the

industrial recuperation of the island. It is therefore fervently

hoped on all gi-ounds that earnest efforts for healing the l)reach

between Spain and the insurgent Cubans, upon the lines above

indicated, may be at once inaugurated and pushed to an immediate

and successful issue. The friendly offices of the United States, either

in the manner above outlined or in any other way consistent with

our Constitution and laws, will always be at the disposal of either

party.

" AMiatever circumstances may arise, our policy and our interests

would constrain us to object to the acquisition of the island or an

interference with its control by any other power.
" It should be added that it can not be reasonably assumed that the

hitherto expectant attitude of the United States will be indefinitely

inaintained. While Ave arc anxious to accord all due resjiectto the

sovereignty of Spain, we can not view the pending conflict in all its

features, and ])roix^rly ajDprehend our incA'itably close relations to it,

and its possible results, Avithout considering that by the course of

events Ave may be draAvn into such an unusual and unprecedented

condition, as Avill fix a limit to our patient Avaiting for S])ain to end

the contest, either alone and in her oAvn Avay, or Avitli our friendly

cooperation.

" When the inability of Spain to deal successfully Avith the insur-

rection has become manifest, and it is demonstrated that her so\"-

eignty is extinct in Cuba for all purposes of its rightful existence,

and AA'hen a hoi:)eless struggle for its reestablishment has degenerated

into a strife Avhich means nothing more than the useless sacrifice of

human life and the utter destruction of the A^ery subject-matter of

the conflict, a situation Avill be ])resented in AAhich our obligations

to the soA'ereignty of Spain Avill be superseded by higher obliga-

tions, Avhich Ave can hardly hesitate to recognize and discharge.

Deferring the choice of Avays and methods until the time for action

arriA'es, Ave should make them depend upon the precise conditions

ihen existing: and they should not be determined upon Avithout

giving careful heed to CA^ery consideration inA'oh'ing our honor and

interest, or the international duty Ave OAve to Spain. Until Ave face

the contingencies suggested, or the situation is by other incidents

imj^eratiAxdy changed, Ave should continue in the line of conduct

heretofore pursued, thus in all circumstances exhibiting our obedi-

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 9
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ciicc t(» tlu» n'<|iiii"('nuMits of piihlic law and our ivpinl fo?" tlu» duty

cnjoinod uj)()ii us by the position wo occupy in tlic family of nations.

"A contoin])lation of iMnci'<i:('ncics that may arise should plainly

load us to avoid thoir creation, oithor throu<j:h a caroloss disro<iard of

present duty or even an undue stimulation and ill-timed ex|)ressio)i

of feelintr. l^ut T have deemed it not amiss to I'emind the (\)n<j:ress

that a time may arrive Avhen a correct policy and care for oui' inter-

ests, as -well as a re<rard for the interests of other nations and their

citizens, joined by considerations of humanity and a desire to se'> a

i-ich and fertile country, intimately related to us. saved from com-

plete devastation, will constrain our jLrovennnent to such action as

will subserve the interests thus involved and at the same time jjromise

to Cuba and its inhabitants an oj)portmnty to enjoy tlie blessings of

peace,"

President Cleveland, aninial message, Dec 7. 180C,. For. Kel. 1S!m;, xxix.

"Referring to the conversation which the Assistant Secretary,

Mr. Day, had the honor to have with you on the 8th
Protest against instant, it now becomes mv dutv. obeving the direc-
reconcentration. ,. ,.\, t, • i

, ^
•" •, \i *

i

tion or the I'resident. to invite throiigli your repre-

sentation the urgent attention of the government of Spain to the

manner of conducting operations in the neighboring island of Cuba.
'• B}' successive orders and proclamations of the caj)tain-generHl of

the island of Cuba, some of which have been ])romulgated while

others are known only by their elTects, a policy of <levastation and

interference with the most elementary rights of human existence has

been established in that territoi-y tending to inflict sutlfering on inno-

cent noncombatants, to destroy the value of legitimate investments,

and to extinguish the natural resources of the country in the apj)ar-

ent hope of crippling the insurgents and restoring Si)anish rule in

the island.

'• Xo incident has so dee]ily affected the sensibilities of the Ameri-

can peoj)le or so painfully impressed their government as tlu; ])rocla-

mations of (Jeneral A\'eyler. oi-dering the bui'uing or unroofing of

dwellings, the destruction of gj-owing crops, the sus])ension of tillage,

the devastation of fields, and the removal of the rural po))ulation

from their homes to suffer jirivation iind disease in the overcrowded

and ill-su])])lie(l garrison towns. 'Hie latter aspect of this cam-

paign of devastation has especially attracted the attention of this

government, ina>much as several hundreds of American citizens

among the thousands of concentrados of the central and eastern

j)rovinces of Cuba were ascertained to be destitute of/the necessaries

of life to a degn>e demanding immediate relief through the agencies

of the United States, to save them from death l)v sheer starvation

.111(1 from the ravages of j^'stilence. From all parts of the j)roductive

/uu<'> of the island, where the enterprise and capital of Americana
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iiave established mills and farms worked in large part by citizens of

the United States, comes the same story of interference with the

operations of tillage and manufacture, dne to the systematic en-

forcement of a policy aptly described in General Weyler's bando of

May 27 last as ' the concentration of the inhabitants of the rural

country and the destruction of resources in all places where the

instructions given are not carried into etfect.' Meanwhile the bur-

den of contribution remains, arrears of taxation necessarily keep

pace with the deprivations of the means of paying taxes, to say

nothing of the destruction of the ordinary means of livelihood, and

the relief held out by another bando of the same date is illusory, for

the resumption of industrial pursuits in limited areas is made con-

ditional upon the payment of all arrears of taxation and the main-

tenance of a protecting garrison. Such relief can not obviously reach

the numerous class of concentrados, the women and children deported

froui their ruined homes and desolated farms to the garrison towns.

" P'or the larger industrial ventures, capital may find its remedy,

sooner or later, at the bar of international justice, but for the labor

dejx'udent upon the slow rehabilitation of capital there appears to be

intended only the doom of privation and distress.

"Against these ])hases of the conflict, against this deliberate inflic-

tion of suffering on innocent iHmcombatants, against such resort to

instrumentalities condemned by the voice of humane civilization,

against the cruel employment of fire and famine to accomplish by

uncertain indirection what the military arm seems powerless to

directly accomplish, the President is constrained to protest, in the

name of the American peo})le and in the name of common humanity.

The inclusion of a thousand or more of our own citizens among the

victims of this ])olicy, tlie wanton destruction of the legitimate invest-

ments of Americans to the amount of millions of dollars, and the

stoppage of aveinies of normal trade—all these give the President the

right of s])ecific renumstrance; but in the just fulfillment of his

duty he can not limit himself to these formal grounds of complaint.

lie is bound by the higher obligations of his representative office to

protest against the uncivilized and inhumane conduct of the cam-

paign in the island of Cuba. lie conceives that he has a right to

demand that a war, conducted almost within sight of our shores

i'ud grievously affecting American citizens and their interests

throughout the length and breadth of the land, shall at least be con-

ducted according to the military codes of civilization.

"It is the President's h()i)e that this earnest representation will be

received in the same kindly si)irit in which it is intended. The his-

tory of the i-ecent thirteen years of Avarfare in Cuba, divided bct\ve(Mi

two i)i-()triicted periods of strife, has shown the desire of the United

States that the contest be conducted and ended in ways alike honor-
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al)l(' lo l)()th parlies aiul promising a stable settlement. If the

friendly attitude of this <r<)Vernment and its difficult observance of

the dictates of neutrality is to Ix'ar fruit, it can only b{^ Avhen sup-

plemented by Spain's own conduct of the war in a manner responsive

to the j)recei)ts of ordinary humanity and calculated to invite as well

the expectant forlx'arance of this (iovernment as the confidence of

the Cuban people in the beneficence of Spanish control."

Mr. Slieruian, Sec. of State, to Senor Don Enri(iue Dupuy tie Lomo. Spanish

niin., No. 201), June 2(5, 18i)7, For. Ilel. 1807, 507 ; MS. Notes to Si)aiu,

XI. 3U7.

August (>. 18V)7, the consul of the United States at Santiago de

Cuba re})()rted that he had I'eceived a re(iuest from
Eegistration of

^j^^. militarv governor of the i)rovince asking for a
property.

. «
'

. . .

list of all American property within that zone. The
consul furnished a list containing the names of all Americans regis-

tered at the consulate whose houses were or had lately been within

the zone in question, but stated that owing to the absence of any

register at the consulate the subject was beset with difficulties, and

that very few American citizens had left any list of their property

at the consulate."

With reference to this correspondence the Department of State

instructed the consul-general of the United States as follows: "In
the absence of any i)rovision of United States law or treaty retpiir-

ing the consular registration of American property in Spanish juris-

diction, the furnishing of lists based upon information voluntarily

su|)plied 1)V our citizens to our consuls in Cuba can not be sutlered to

l)rejudice in any way the rights of any other American property hold-

ers whose names may not so apjX'ar. Their rights under treaty and

under j)ublic law are inherent in their national character and can

not be impaired by any arbitrary foiniality of registration j)rescribed

by local authority. The principle is much the same as in regard to

the attempt last year to debar unregistered American citizens from

their lawfid rights. (See Foreign Relations, lSt)(), pp. GSO-C.S^.)

This government is disj)osed to facilitate any reasonable resort to

registration as a convenient means of announcing and making pat-

ent tlie i-ighls of our citizens in case of need, but it can not admit

that omission of a formality not retpiii-ed by our treaty or our laws

can impair the nnitual relation of allegiance and ])rotection between

the government of the United States and its citizens in a foreign

land."'-

oFor. Ilol. 1S1I7. .".27.

6 Mr. ('ri<ller. 'I'liinl Assistant S<Hn'tiiry of State, to Mr, I^'e, consul-general

at Havana, August 24, 1807, For. Uel. 1S'.)7. .j20.
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A copy of this correspondonco Avas sent to the minister of the
United States at ^Madrid as setting forth the position of the United
States on the subject."

"The most important problem with which this government is

now called upon to deal pertaininp- to its foreimi re-
President McKin- 1 ,. -4^ 1 ^ / 1 ^. • 1 ., ^ ,

ley's annual hitions concerns its duty toward Spam and the Cuban
message, Dec. 6, insurrection. I*roblems and conditions more or less

in common with those now existing have confronted
this government at various times in the past. The story of Cuba
for many years has been one of unrest

;
growing discontent : an effort

toward a larger enjoyment of liberty and self-control ; of organized
resistance to the mother country; of depression after distress and
warfare and of ineffectual settlement to be followed by renewed
revolt. P\)r no enduring period since the enfranchisement of the

continental possessions of Spain in the western continent has the

condition of Cuba or the policy of Spain toward Cuba not caused

concern to the, United States.

" The prospect from time to time that the weakness of Spain's hold

upon the island and the political vicissitudes and embarrassments

of the home government might lead to the transfer of Cuba to a con-

tinental power called forth, between 1823 and IStiO, various emphatic

declarations of the policy of the United States to permit no disturb-

ance of Cuba's connection with Spain unless in the direction of inde-

pendence or acquisition by us through purchase; nor has there been

any change of this declared policy since upon the part of the Gov-
ernment.

" The revolution which began in 1808 lasted for ten years despite

the strenuous efforts of the successive peninsular governments to sup-

press it. Then as now tli£ government of the United States testified

its grave concern and offered its aid to put an end to bloodshed in

Cuba. The overtures made by General Grant were refused and the

Avar dragged on, entailing great loss of life and treasure and in-

creased injury to American interests besides throwing enhanced

burdens of neutrality upon this government. In 1878 peace Avas

brought ai)out by the truce of Zanjon, obtained by negotiations be-

tAveen the S])anish commander, Martinez de Campos, and the insur-

gent leaders.

" The present insurrection broke out in Februar5% 1895. It is not

my purpose at this time to recall its remarkable increase or to char-

acterize its tenacious resistance against the enormous forces massed

against it by Spain. The rcA'olt and the efforts to subdue it carried

destruction to CA^ery quarter of the island, dcA^eloping Avide propor-

tions and defying the efforts of Spain for its suppression. The

« Mr. Sliornuni. See. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain. .Xufiiist 28, 1897,

For. Kel. 1S!>7, 527.
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civilizod cotli' of war has Ih'cu disif^ai-dcil. no loss so l)y the Span-
i:ii(l> than by tho Cubans.

••
'rhf existing conditions can not hut fill this govornniont and the

Aiiicrican jn'oplo with the gravest apprehension. There is no (U»sire

on the i)art of oui- jteople to profit by the misfortunes of Sj)ain. We
have only the desire to see the Cubans prosperous and contented,

enjoying that measure of self-control which is the inaliemd)le right

of man. jirotected in their i"ight to reap the benefit of the exhaustless

trea>ures <»f their country.

" The otl'er made by my predecessor in April, 1S9('), tenderinp the

friendly oHices of this government failed. Any mediation on our

part was not accepted. In brief the answer read: 'There is no

etfectual way to pacify Cuba mdess it begins with the actual sul)niis-

sion of the relnds to the mother country.' Then only could Spain act

in the i)romised direction, of lu'r own motion and after her own plans,

" The cruel policy of concentration was initiated February 10. lst)(>,

Tlu' i)roductive districts controlled by the vSpanish armies were de-

populated. The agricultural inhabitants were herde<l*in and about

the garrixin towns, their lands laid waste and their dwellings de-

stroyed. This j)olicy the late cabinet of Spain justified as a neces-

sary measure of war and as a means of cutting off sup})lies from the

insingents. It has utterly failed as a war measure. It was not

civiliy.ed warfare. It was extermination.

"Against this abuse of the I'ights of war T have felt constrained on

repeated occasions to enter the firm and earnest protest of this gov-

ci'nment. Tlu're was nnich of i)ui>lic condenniation of the treatment

of Anu-rican citizens by alleged illegal arrests and long imprisonment

awaiting trial or ix-nding protracted judicial proceedings. I felt it

my \\v>{ duty to make instant demand for the release or speedy trial

of all American citizens under arrest. liefore the change of the

Spanish cabini-t in October last twenty-two prisoners, citizens of the

I'niti'd States, had Ihh'U given their freedom.
•• Vnv the relief of our own citizens sutiV'ring lMH'aus<> of the conflict

the aid of Congre>s was sought in a special message, and under the

;!p|)r(>priation of .\.|)ril 4. IMiT, etlective aid has Ikhmi given to Ameri-

can citizens in Cul)a. many of them at their own i;e<iuest having been

letuiiied to the I'nited States.

" riw in>truction> given to our new minister to S|)ain before hi-^

de|)artui-e for hi- |»o>t directecl him to impress upon that government

the -inccre wi-h of tjie I'nited States to lend its aid toward the ending

(»f the w;ir in Cul»a by reaching a peaceful and lasting result, just

and honorai)le alike to Spain and to the Cuban people. 44ie>e in-

struct ion> recitetl the character and duration of the contest, the wide-

spread losses it entails, the burdens and restraints it imposes ni)on us.

with constant disturbance of national interer^ts. and the injury re-
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suiting from an indefinite continuance of this state of things. It

Avas stated that at this juncture our government was constrained to

seriously in(;[uire if the time was not ripe when Spain of her own
volition, moved by her own interests and every sentiment of humanity,

should put a stop to this destructive war and make proposals of set-

tlement honorable to herself and just to her Cuban colony. It was

urged that as a neighboring nation, with large interests in Cuba, we
could be required to wait oidy a reasonable time for the mother

country to establish its authority and restore peace and order within

the borders of the island ; that we could not contemplate an indefinite

period for the accomplishment of this result.

'• Xo solution was proposed to which the slightest idea of humilia-

tion to Spain could attach, and indeed precise proposals were with-

held to avoid embarrassment to that government. All that was

asked or expected was that some safe way might be speedily provided

and permanent peace restored. It so chanced that the consideration

of this offer, addressed to the same Spanish administration which

had declined the tenders of my predecessor and which for more than

two years had poured men and treasure into Cuba in the fruitless

effort to suppress the revolt, fell to others. Between the departure of

General Woodford, the new envoy, and his arrival in Spain, the

statesman who had shaped the policy of his country fell by the hand
of an assassin, and although the cabinet of the late premier still held

office and received from our envoy the proposals he bore, that cabinet

gave place within a few days thereafter to a new administration,

under the leadership of Sagasta.

" The reply to our jiote was received on the 23d day of October.

It is in the direction of a better understanding. It appreciates the

friendly purposes of this government. It admits that our country is

deeply affected by the war in Cuba and that its desires for peace

are just. It declares that the present Spanish government is bound

by every consideration to a change of policy that should satisfy the

United States and pacify Cuba within a reasonable time. To this

end S])ain has decided to put into effect the political reforms hereto-

fore advocated by the present premier, without halting for any con-

sideration in the path which in its judgment leads to peace. The
military operations, it is said, will continue but will be humane and

conducted with all regard for private rights, being accompanied by

political action leading to the autonomy of Cuba while guarding

Si)anish sovereignty. Tliis. it is claimed, will result in investing

Cuba with a distinct ])ersonality ; the island to be governed by an

executive and by a local council or cliamber, reserving to Spain the

control of the foreign relations, the army and navy and the judicial

administration. To accomplish this the present government proposes

to modify existing legislation by decree, leaving the Spanish Cortes,
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with (he aid of Cuban senators and deputies, to solve the economic

proMcni and i)n)perly distril)ute the existing; debt.

" In the absence of a dechiration of the measures that this govern-

ment proposes to talvc in carrying out its protl'er of good offices it

suggests tliat Spain l)e U'ft free to con(hict military operations and

grant political reforms, while the United States for its part shall

enforce its neutral obligations and cut otF the assistance which it is

asstM'ted the insurgents receive from this country. The sui)position

of an indefinite prolongation of the war is denied. It is asserted

that the western j)rovinces are already well-nigh reclaimed; that

the planting of cane and tobacco therein has been resumed, and that

by force of arms and new and ample reforms very early and com-

plete pacification is hoped for.

'• Tl»e innnediate amelioration of existing conditions under the new
administration of Cui)an affairs is predicted, and therewithal the dis-

turbance and all occasion for any change of attitude on the part of

the United States. Discussion of the cpiestion of the international

duties and resj)onsibilities of the United States as Spain understands

them is presented, with an ai)parent disposition to charge us with

failure in this regard. This charge is without any basis in fact. It

could not have been made if Spain had been cognizant of the constant

efforts this government has made at the cost of millions and by the

employment of the administrative machinery of the nation at com-

mand to perform its full duty according to the law of nations. That
it has successfully i)revente(l the departure of a single military ex-

pedition or armed vessel from our shores in violation of our laws

would seem to be a sufficient answer, lint of this aspect of the Span-

ish note it is not necessary to sjx'ak further now. F'irm in the con-

viction of a wholly performed obligation, due response to this charge

has been made in diplomatic course.

" Throughout all these horrors and dangers to our own peace this

goveinment has never in any way al)rogated its sovereign j^reroga-

tive of reserving to itself the determination of its policy and course

according to its own high sense of right and in consonance with the

dearest interests and convictions of our own people should the pro-

longation of the strife so demand.

"Of the untried measure^ then* remain only: Kecognition of the

insui'genls as belligerents; recognition of the indej>endence of Cuba;
neutral intervention to end the war by imposing a rational compro-

mise between the contestants, and intervention in favor of one or

tiie other i)arty. I s|)eak not of forcil)le annexation, for that can not

I)e thought of. That by our code of morality would 1k' criminal

aggression. ..."
"For oniitlt'd i»iiss:ijr«'. wliidi rcl.iics to (lie (luestion of the recoj?nition of

Cuhiiii hellijjereiicy, se«' sui»rM. S c,7, I. l<)(;.
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" I regard the recognition of the helligerencv of the Cuban insur-

gents as now unwise and therefore ina(hnissible. Shoukl that step

hereafter be deemed wise as a measure of right and duty the Executive

will take it.

'' Intervention upon humanitarian grounds has been frequently sug-

gested and has not failed to receive niy most anxious and earnest

consideration. But should such a step bo now taken when it is

a])i)arent that a hopeful change has supervened in the i)olicy of

Spain toward Cuba? A new government has taken office in the

mother country. It is pledged in advance to the declaration that

all the effort in the world can not suffice to maintain peace in Cuba
by the bayonet; that vague promises of reform after subjugation

afford no solution of the insular problem; that with a substitution

of commanders must come a change of the past system of warfare

for one in harmony with a new policy which shall no longer aim to

drive the Cubans to the ' horrible alternative of taking to the thicket

or succumbing in misery;' that reforms must be instituted in ac-

cordance with the needs and circumstances of the time, and that

these reforms, while designed to give full autonomy to the colony

and to create a virtual entity and self-controlled administration,

shall yet conserve and affirm the sovereignty of Spain by a just

distribution of powers and burdens upon a basis of mutual interest

untainted by methods of selfish expediency.
'• The first acts of the new government lie in these honorable paths.

The policy of cruel rapine and extermination that so long shocked

'he universal sentiment of hunumity has been reversed. Under the

new military commander a broad clemency is jiroffered. Measures

have already been set on foot to relieve the horrors of starvation.

The i)ower of the Spanish armies it is asserted is to be used not to

spread ruin and desolation but to protect the resumption of peaceful

agricultural pursuits and productive industries. That past methods

are futile to force a peace by subjugation is freely admitted, and

that ruin Avithout conciliation must inevitably fail to win for Spain

the fidelity of a contented dependency.
" Decn^es in application of the foreshadowed reforms have already

been j^ronudgated. The full text of thesc^ decrees has not been re-

ceived, but as furnished in a telegraj)hic. sunnnary from our min-

ister are: All civil and electoral rights of peninsular Sj^aniards are,

in virtue of existing constitutional authority, forthwith extended to

colonial Spaniards. A scheme of autonomy has been j^roclaimed

by decree, to become etfective ui)on ratification by the Cortes. It

creates a Cuban parliament which, with the insular executive, can

consider and vote upon all subjects affecting local order and interests,

possessing unlimited ]:>owers save as to matters of state, war a-'!

the navy as to which the governor-general acts by his own autiioriiy
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as tho (lolo^ato of tlio contral cfovornmont. This parliament roooives

the oatli of (he <r<>v('nior-<j:(MU'ral to preserve faithfully the liberties

and j)rivileo:es of the colony, and to it the colonial secretaries are re-

sj)(>nsil)le. It has the i-i<rht to propose to the central <xovei-ninent.

thr()u<^h the <rovernor-^eneral, modifications of the national charter

and to invite new projects of law or executive measures in the interest

of the colony.
'• Besides its local ])owers it is competent, first, to regulate electoral

reiristration and proc(>dure and ])rescribe the qualifications of elec-

tors and the manner of e.\ercisin<j suiTra<i:e; second, to ()i"<ranize courts

of justice with native judges from members of the local bar; third,

to fi-ame the insular bud<ret both as to expenditures and revenues,

without limitation of any kind, and to set aj)art the revenues to meet

the Cuban share of the national l)ud<^et, which latter will be voted

by the national Cortes with the assistance of (^uban senators and

deputies: fourth, to initiate or take part in the negotiations of the

national goveiMunent for commercial treaties which may affect Cuban
interests: fifth, to acc(»pt or reject connneroial treaties which the

national government may have concluded without the participation

of the Cuban government: sixth, to frame the colonial tariff, acting

in accoi'd with the peninsular government in scheduling articles of

mutual couunerce between the mother country and the colonies.

Before introducing or voting uj)on a bill, the Cuban government or

the chambers will lay the project before the central government and

hear its o])inion thereon, all the correspondence in such regard being

made ])ul)lic. Finally, all conflicts of jurisdiction arising between

the different miuiicipal, provincial and insular assemblies, or between

the latter and the insular executive jxjwer, and which from their

nature may not be referable to the central government for decision,-

shall be submitte<l to the courts.

" That the government of Sagasta has entered upon a course from

which recession with honor is impossible can hardly Ih» (piestioned;

that in the few weeks it has existed it has made earnest of the sin-

cerity (*f its professions is un(lenial)le. I shall not imj)ugit its sincer-

ity, nor shoidd im])atience be sutl'ei'ed to embai'rass it in the task it

has undertaken. Tt is hon<'stly due to Sj)ain and to our fi'ieudly

relations with Spain that she should l)e given a I'casonable chance

t<» leali/.e liei" ex|)ectations and to prove the assertcnl eHicacv of tlie

new oidei- of things to which she stands irrevocal)ly connnitted. She

has iccalled the commander whose brutal ordei's inflamed the Amer-
ican mind and >hocke<l the civilized world. She lias modified tlie

horril)le order of concentration and has undertaken to care for the

iK'lph'ss and |)ei"mit those who d(>sii'e to resume the cultivation of

their fields to do so aii<l assures theui of tlie |)rotection of the Spanish

government in their lawful occupations. She has just released the
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' Competitor ' prisoners heretofore sentenced to death and who have

been the subject of repeated diplomatic correspondence during both

this and the preceding administration.

" Not a single American citizen is now in arrest or confinement in

Cuba of whom this government has any knowdedgc. The near

future will demonstrate whether the indispensable condition of a

righteous peace, just alike to the Cubans and to Sj^ain as well as

equitable to all our interests so intimately involved in the welfare

of Cuba, is likely to be attained. If not, the exigency of further

and other action by the United States will remain to be taken.

When that time comes that action will be determined in the line of

indisputable right and duty. It will be faced, without misgiving or

hesitancy in the light of the obligation this government owes to

itself, to the people who have confided to it the protection of their

interests and honor, and to humanity.
" Sure of the right, keeping free from all offense ourselves, actuated

oidy by upright and patriotic considerations, moved neither by pas-

sion nor selfishness, the government will continue its watchful 'care

over the rights and property of American citizens and will abate none

of its efforts to bring about by peaceful agencies a peace which shall

be honorable and enduring. If it shall hereafter appear to be a (hity

imposed by our obligations to ourselves, to civilization and humanity

to intervene with force, it shall be without fault on our part and only

because the necessity for such action will be so clear as to command
the support and approval of the civilized world.''

Presklent McKinley, uiinuiil message, Dec. (5, 1807, For. Rol. 1897, xi.

'* Before you go to your post it is proper to state to you the Presi-

dent's views on the relation of your government to
Instructions to ,i j i. i • 1 • i •

"

i • /^ i rr^i

,„ ,, , the contest wtiich is now being waged in C ulia. 1 he
Gen. Woodford.

. . , i i i i

same occasion requires that you sliould be made ac-

quainted with the course which has been deemed best for the United

States to follow under existing conditions.

" During thirteen years of the. past twenty-nine years the island of

Cul)a has l)een the scene of grave disorder and sanguinary conflict.

On two distinct occasions the power and authority of the Sj)anish

Crown liave been arrayed against a serious and i)ersistent effort of a

lai'ge ])ro})oi'ti()n of tlie population of the island to achieve independ-

ence.

'' The insurrection which began at Vara in October, 18()8, lasted for

ten years, and ended not so much because of the i)hysical repression

of the revolt by force of arms as by reason of the exhaustion of tlie

combatants and the conchision of a truce based u]>on the concession (o

the Cubans of certain measures of autonomous reform in 1877 and-
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1S7S. Tho ])OiU'o thus l)r()U«rlit !il)<)iit proved unslablo, and, after some

>i.\(('en years of more or less nnsatisfactory continuance, was broken

by a renewed manifestation of the deeply rooted aspirations of the

native Cuban (>UMneuts toward more complete enjoyment of self-ijov-

ernuuMit. I)eij:innin<2: in Febriuiry. 1895, in an ni)rising^ which, like

tile previous insurrection of ^'ara, was local and unor<janized, the

movement raj)idly si)read until, on the "iTth of that month, the supe-

rior authority of the island deemed it necessary to issue a proclama-

tion declaring the rich and ])opulous districts about Matanzas and

Santia'To de Cuba in a 'state of siejjje.' Thereafter, notwithstanding

the extensive uulitary operati<ms undertaken to crush the revolt, and

despite the uni)recedented exertions put forth by Spain and the armies

and treasure poured into the disturbed territory, the conflict extended

ovei' the <rreater j)art of the island and invaded the western provinces, -

which the insurrection of Vara had failed to arouse.

'• For more than two years a wholly unexampled stru^jfjle has raged

in Cuba between the (lisc<)ntented native population and the mother

power. Not only has its attendant ruin spread over a larger area

than in any previous contest, but its effects have been more widely

felt and the cost of life and treasure to Spain has been far greater.

The strif(> continues on a footing of nuitual destruction and devasta-

tion. Day by day the conviction gathers strength that it is visionary

for Spain to hope tlnit (^iba, even if eventually subjugated by sheer

exhaustion, can ever bear to her anything like the relation of depend-

ence and profit she once bore. The ])olicy which obviously attempts

to make Cuba worthless to the Cubans, should they prevail, must in-

evitably make the island equally worthless to Spain in the event of

reconquest, whether it be regained as a subject possession or endowed

with a reasonable measure of self-administration.

" The ivcuj)erative jjrocesses, always painfully slow in an exhausted

connnunity, woidd necessarily be doubly remote in either of the latter

conting(Micies. foi* in the light of events of the past twenty-nine years

ca|)ital and industry would shrink fi'om again engaging in costly

enterprises in a fiehl where neither i)roximate return nor permanent

s<>curity is to btM»x|H'cted. To fix the truth of this assertion one need

oidy regard tlie f;;te of the extraordinary efforts to rehabilitate the

foi-tuues of Cuba that follow(>d the ti'uce of 187S. The capital and
intelligence cont I'ibuted by citizens of the United States and other

counti'ies. which at that time j^oured into (^uba seeking to endow the

island with the marvelous resources of modern invention and ad-

vanced industrial i)r()cesses. hav(> now become submerged in the com-

mon ruin. The couunerc(> of Cul)a has dwindled to such uni)r()fitable

proportions that its ability for s(df-sup|)()rt is questionable even if

peace was restored to-day. Its cai)acity to yield anything like ade-
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qiuite return toward the support of the mother countrv. even «j:raiiting

the disposition to do so, is a matter of the gravest doubt.

" Weighing all these facts carefully and Avithout prejudice, in the

judgment of the President the time has come for this Government to

soberly consider and clearly decide the nature and methods of its duty

both to its neighbors and itself.

'* This government has labored and is still laboring under signal

difficulties in its administration of its neutrality laws. It is cease-

lessly confronted with (questions affecting the inherent and treaty

rights of its citizens in Cuba. It beholds the island suffering an

almost complete j^aralysis of many of its most necessary connnercial

functions by reason of the impediments imposed and the ruinous in-

juries wrought by this internecine warfare at its very doors; and
above all, it is naturally and rightfully apprehensive lest some un-

toward incident may abruptly supervene to inflame mutual j)assions

beyond control and thus raise issues which, however deplorable, can

not be avoided.

,'• In short, it may not be reasonably asked or expected that a policy

of mere inaction can be safely prolonged. There is no longer ques-

tion that the sentiment of the American people strongly demands
that if the attitude of neutrality is to be maintained toward these

combatants it must be a genuine neutrality as between combatants,

fully recognized as such in fact as well as in name. The j^roblem of

recognition of belligerency has been often presented, but never per-

haps more explicitly than now. Both Houses of Congress, nearly

a year ago, ado})ted by an almost unanimous vote a concurrent reso-

lution recognizing belligerency in Cuba, and latterly the Senate, 1)V

a large majority, has voted a joint resolution of like purport, Avhich

is now pending in the House of Representatives.

"At this juncture our government nnist seriously inquire whether

the time has not arrived when Spain, of her own volition, moved by

her own interests and by every paramount sentiment of humanity,

will put a sto]) to this destructive war and make pr()j)osals of settle-

ment honorable to herself and just to her Cul^an colony and to man-

kind. The United States stands ready to assist her and tender good

ofHces to that end.

" It should by no means be forgotten that besides and beyond the

question of recognition of belligerency, with its usual ])i-oclanuiti()n

of neutrality and its concession of e(iual rights and impartial impo-

sition of identical disabilities in re>pe('t to the contending parties

within our nnniicipal jurisdiction, there lies the larger ulterior prob-

lem of intervention, which the President does not now discuss. It

is with no unfriendly intent that this sul)ject has been mentioned,

but simply to show that this government does not and can not ignore

the possibilities of duty hidden in the future, nor be unprepared to
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lac*' an «'iiu'i<r(Micv which may at any time he horn of tlio unhappy
contest in Ctiha. The extraordinary, hocause direct and not merely

theoretical or sentimental, interest of the Tiiited States in the Cuban
situation can not he it^nored, and if forced the issue nnist be met

honestly and fearlessly, in conformity with our national life and

character. Not oidy are our citizens largely concerned in the owner-

shij) of property and in the industrial and commercial ventures which

have been set on foot in Cuba throufrh our enterprisin<r initiative and

sustained by their capital, but the chronic condition of trouble and

violent deranirement in that island constantly causes disturbance in

the social and political condition of our own ])eople. It keej)s up a

continuous irritatit)n within our own borders, injuriously affects the

normal functions of business, and tends to delay the condition of

j)ros})erity to which this countiy is entitled.

*• No exce])ti{)n can be taken to the freneral proposition that a neigh-

borin<j: nation, however deej)ly disturbed and injured by the exist-

ence of a devastatiuij internal conflict at its doors, niay lx» con-

strained, on <i:rounds of international comity, to disregard its endan-

<rered interests and remain a passive spectator of the contest for a rea-

sonable time while the titular authority is repressing the disorder.

The essence of this moral obligation lies in the reasonableness of the

delay invited by circumstances and by the effort of the territorial

authority to assert its claimed rights. The onlooking nation need

only wait 'a I'casonable time" before alleging and acting upon the

rights which it. too. possesses. This proposition is not a legal

subtlety, but a broad principle of international comity and law.

•' The question arises, then, whether Spain has not already had a

reasonable time to restore peace and Ix'en unable to do so, even by a

concenti'ation of hei- resources and measures of unparalleled severity

which have received very general condemnation. The methods

which Spain has adopted to wage the fight give no prospect of innne-

diate peace or of a stable ivturn to the conditions of i)rosi>erity which

are essential to ('ul)a in its intercourse with its neighbors. Spain's

inability entails uj)<)n the I'nited States a degree of injury and suf-

fering which can not longei- be ignored. Assuredly Spain can not

expect this government to sit idle, letting vast interests suffer, our

political elements distui-bed. and the country perpetually embroiled,

while no j)r()gress is being nuide in the settlement of the Cuban prob-

lem. Such a j)olicv of inaction would in reality prove of no benefit

to Sj)aiii. while certain to do the Cnited States incalculable harm.

Tliis government, strong in its sense of right and duty, yet keenly

symj)athetic with the aspirations of any neighboring conuuunity in

close touch with our own civilization, is naturally desii-oiis to a\oid.

in all rational way>. the piccipitation of a result which would be

])ainfully abhorrent to the American peo[)le.
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'' For all of the reasons hot'ore stated the President feels it his duty

to make the stron<^est ])ossible effort to help bring about a result

which shall be in conformity alike with the feelings of our people, the

inherent rights of civilized man, and be of advantage both to Cuba
and to Spain. Difficult as the task nuiy seem now, it is'i)elieved that

frankness, earnestness, perseverance, and a fair regard for the rights

of others will eventually solve the problem.
" It should be borne in mind from the start that it is far removed

from the feelings of the American people and the mind of the Presi-

dent to propose any solution to which the slightest idea of humilia-

tion to Spain could in any way be attached. But no possible inten-

tion or occasion to Avound the just susceiDtibilities of the Castilian

nation can be discerned in the altogether friendly suggestion that the

good offices of the United States may now be lent to the advantage

of Spain.
" You are hereby instructed to bring these considerations as

l^romptly hh possible, but with due alloAvance for favorable conditions,

to the attention of the government of Tier Majesty the Queen Regent,

with all the impressiveness which their importance demands, and

with all the earnestness which the constantly imperiled national

interests of the United States justifies. You will emphasize the self-

restraint which this government has hitherto ol)served until endur-

ance has ceased to be tolerable or even possiljle for any longer

indefinite term. Yon will lay especial stress on the nnselfish friendli-

ness of our desires, and upon the high purpose and sincere wish of

the United States to give its aid onl}^ in order that a i)eaceful and

enduring result may l)e reached, just and honorable alike to Spain

and to the Cuban people, and only so far as such aid may accom-

plish the wished-for ends. In so doing, you will not disguise the

gravity of the situation, nor conceal the President's conviction that,

should his present eifort be fruitless, his duty to his countrymen will

necessitate an early decision as to the course of action Avhich the time

and the transcendent emergency may demand.

"As to the manner in which the assistance of the United States can

be elTectively rendered in the Cuban situation, the President has no

desire to embarrass the government of Spain by formulating precise

proposals. All that is asked or expected is that some safe way may
be provided for action which the United States may undertalve with

justice and self-resi)ect, and that the settlement shall be a lasting one,

honorable and advantageous to Spain and to Cuba and equitable to

the United States.

'' I'or the accomplishment of this end, now and in the future, our

g()\erumeut otl'ei's its most kindly offices through yourself.*"

Mr. Sliorniaii. S(>c. of St.-itc. to Mr. Woodford, uiiu. to Sp;iiii. Julv u;. IN'JT,

For Kel. l«i)8, ^m.
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Mr. WtwKlford ]in'si'iit«'(l liis civdontials to tlio Qiiwii Kt'geut Monday.

Sept. l-"«. 1N!»T. (For. lU'l. ISDS. Tiin.)

In :in interview with the Duke of Totimn, niinistor of foivij^n affairs.

Sept. IS, 1,S!)7, Mr. Woodford road the forej;oinj? instruction, oniitliny

()nly tile lirst parauraiili. tlie first two sentences of tiie teiitii para-

trrai'tli (" It sliould— in C'ul)a"), and the clause "hut witli due allow-

anc»' for favoralile conditions " in tlie first .sentence of tlie third

paragraph from the end. (For. Ilel. 1S08, ;">(»(;.) »

Tlie suhstance of the instruction, includiniLj the tender of good otlices, was
also officially coniniunicated hy Mr. Womlford to the Duke of Tetuau
in a note of Sept. 23. 1S07. (For. Rel. 1S98. r.(W.)

Wednesday, Seitt. S, 1S!>7, Mr. Woodford had *' a full and frank conversa-

tion " with Sir II. Druinniond Wolff. Hritish anihassador at Madrid,

concerning the iM)licy of the United States toward Cuha, and author-

i/,«'d hiiii to reiK)rt the suhstance of it to his government. (For. Kel.

]s;)s, -iC>2, n(;r>.)

Thursday. Sept. :W», 1807, Mr. Woodford had at his own office a similar

conversation with Mr. Schevitch, the Russian umhassador; on Oct.

.*>, with Ilerr von Radowitz, the (Jerman anihassador. and on Oct. 11

with the Maniuis de Reversezux, French ambassador. (For. Rel. 1898.

r)7."{, r»7<!. ) See Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hay, min. to

England. Nos. 112 and 115, June 30 and July 2. 1897, MS. Inst. Gr.

Rr. XXXII. 1."., l.-,9.

AVediiesday, Sept. 20. 1897, the Spanish mini.strv resigned. On
the 4th of October a new ministry was formed, with

Change of Span- .
<? i

"

ish ministry, Sefior Sapista as president ot tlie council, Senor (ful-
^®^"

Ion as minister of state, and Sei'ior Moret as minister

of (he colonies.

*'• E.\(ki,li:n(y : My ^vorthy predecessor, the Duke of Tetuan, had

the honor to receive, in rejrnlar course, the courteous and studied not^i

which your excellency was pleased to address to him on the iJ8d of

Se|)teml)er last: hut the <rovernment, Avhich has htit now obtained

(he confidence of the Crown, bein"' ol)lifjed to devote its initial labors

to Pleasures of interiuil concern which are demanded by every politi-

cal cliaM«re. took a «i:einiine and thou«rhtful interest in havinof its first

acts and its conduct clearly demonstrate that it was adoptin*; with

sincerity a new course, and a minute study of the matters in order to

nc(|uirc an exact knowle(l<xe of them all beinjj necessary, lias i)erha|)S

delaye(l more than it would have wished the reply to the aforesaid

note. ()iir desire to proceed with loyalty and frankness in our rela-

tions with the <xovernmeut which your excell(>ncy so worthily repre-

s<*nts at this court, and the ol)li«ration to respond to the stMitiments

which yoiu" excellency is pleased to express, require that this prelimi-

nary explanation b«' made, to the end of removinjj^ any imputation of

doui)ts and vacillations on the part of on(^ who. by reason of havinfj

attained to jiower with a defined pro<rramine. considers his honor

'npi<red to it< immediate realization without casuistic distinctions or

luuiecessarv delavs.
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"Gratifying and pleasing have been at all times for the govern-
ment of His Majesty the exjiressions of good feeling put forth by
that of the United States, and the assurances that it proposes to main-
tain with that of Spain the peace and friendship which have tradi-

tionally united the two nations; but still greater satisfaction is

caused to the mind of this government by the marked insistence

VN-herewith your excellency declares in yonr aforesaid note of the 23d
of September that it is the most earnest desire of the President of

the United States that this friendship be conserved and increased

upon foundations of concord and reciprocal confidence.
" So positive and so reiterated an asseveration not only would ex-

tenuate in the present case a warmth of style which fortunately does

not exist in the note to which I am replying, but would serve to

explain whatever omissions or confusion of ideas might arise from
the elevated aim of speedily attaining ends which are deemed to be

lunnanitarian, or from the natural and ardent defense of obligations

and interests which are regarded as sacred.

"These circumstances enable us to discern in the note of the 23d of

September an earnest desire for the termination of the Cuban insur-

rection, and they remove from the words in which this laudable wish

is expressed Avhatever minatory character might be attached to them

upon the first impression by anyone who did not dwell upon and

attach due weight to those words, in view of the cordial and eloquent

declarations with which the note begins and ends. These declara-

tions, moreover, allow the Spanish government, persuaded of the

good faith and importance thereof, to respond Avith the same frank-

ness to all the statements of the note without its declarations being

restricted by the consciousness and conviction of rights which no

one disputes, or by the ^ipprehension lest historical and established

facts, or fundamental principles Avhich have always been maintained,

and which are likewise still undisputed, might be thereby obscured.

" Starting from these acceptable premises, the ])resent government

of His Majesty sees no obstacle to examining the measures most con-

ducive to bringing about the termination of a struggle which, while

it is more painful and costly to Spain than to any other state, also

concerns and in indirect ways injures the American nation, both by

reason of having so close at hand the calamities inseparable from

every civil war and because of the losses necessarily caused to its com-

merce, to its industries, and to the })roperty of its citizens by a contest

of this character, if it should be maintained for an indefinite time and

with its past characteristics; for, in view of the manifold associations

and various ties of modern peoples, it is hardly possible to conceive

that lasting disturbance can exist in one of them without affecting

the neighboring nations and justifying all of these in cherishing tlie

H. Doc. 551—vol G 10
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desire for peace and proHerin*; friendly councils, but never inter-

ference or intrusion.

"The present <rovernnient of His Majesty is now most advan-

tageously situated for investi*ratin<^ the points referred to and for

securing the pacification of Cuba on the proper basis, since its own
character, the antecedents of those who compose it, and the public

and solemn i)romises which in the past and of its own sole initiative it

has made to the representatives of the country involve, in the

colonial policy of Spain and in the manner of conducting the war, a

total change of immense scope, which nuist exercise considerable

influence upon the moral and material situation of the Greater

Antilla.

''The government of His Majesty, by reason of its firmly rooted

convictions, in order to subserve the peninsular interests equally with

those of the Antillas, and holding the resolute purpose to draw closer

with ties of true affection the indissoluble bonds which unite the

mother country with its cherished j)rovinces beyond the seas, is deter-

mined to put into immediate practice the j)olitical system which the

present president of the council of ministers announced to the nation

in his numifesto of the *24th of June of this year. The acts accom-

plished by the present government, notwithstanding the short time

which has elapsed since its elevation to power, are a secure guaranty

that not for anyone nor for anything will it halt in the ])ath which it

has traced, and which, in its best judgment, is that which will bring

us to the longed-for peace.

" To military operati(ms, uninterrupted for a single day and as

energetic and active as circumstances demand, but ever humanitarian

and careful to n^|K'ct all j)rivate rights as far as may Ik' iHJSsible^

must be joined political action honestly leading to the autonomy of

the colony in sucli a manner that upon the full guaranty of the im-

nuitable Spanish sovereignty shall arise the new j)ersonality which

is to govern itself in all affairs i)eculiar to itself by means of an exec-

utiv«> organization an<l the insular council or chamber. This pro-

grannne. which constitutes true self-govermuent, will give to the

Cubans thcii- own local government, w jierebv they shall be at one and

the same time the initiators and regidators of their own life, but al-

ways forming ])ai-t of the integral nationality of Spain. In this way
the island of Cuba will form a personality with its own peculiar func-

tions and j)owers (atril)uciones) and the mother country, moving in

the sphere of action which is exclusively its own. will take charge of

those matters—such as foreign relations, the army, the navy, and the

administration of justice—which involve national requirements or

needs.

" In order to realize this j)lan, which it advocates as a solemn polit-

ical engagement voluntarily assumed while its members were in oppo-
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sition, the government of His Majesty proposes to modify existing

legislation so far as necessary, doing so in the form of decrees to

admit of its more speedy application, and leaving for the Cortes of

the Kingdom, with the cooperation of the senators and deputies of the

Antillas, the solution of the economical problem and a patriotic and
fair apportionment of the payment of the debt.

" Thus broadly outlined. Your Excellency, these are the measures,

honorable to the Peninsula and just to Cuba, which the government

of Spain of its own volition and actuated only by patriotic aims and
^levated humanitarian feelings proposes to make use of henceforth in

order to put an end to the Cuban insurrection, assembling beneath the

Spanish standard all the prominent men of the countr}', without dis-

tinction of origin or conduct, in order to oppose them to those pro-

fessional agitators by nature and habit, who subsist only hy strife and
have no other object than rapine, destruction, and disorder. Military

severity toward these destructive men will within a brief time prove

the more advantageous and effective, since in the task to be performed

by it will cooperate, of their own impulse, all those islanders who
henceforth, feeling that they are the masters of their destinies, will

find it to their own interest and advantage to put an end to ruinous

and already unendurable excesses.

" The formula for so auspicious a change will be hencefortli peace,

with liberty and local self-government, while the mother country

will not fail to lend at the proper time the moral and material means

in aid of the Antillean provinces, but will cooperate, on the contrary,

toward the reestablishment of property, developing the inexhaustible

sources of wealth in the island, and devoting itself especially to the

promotion of public works and material interests, which, when peace

shall have V)een assured, will rapidly increase, as was the case after

the last war.
" Having thus set forth the conciliatory, humane, and liberal pur-

poses of the government of His Majesty, in deference to the legiti-

mate and justifiable interest which the Cuban insurrection awakens

on the part of the people and government of the United States, I

have now to consider certain of the statements contained in your

note of the 23d September last.

" Your excellency is pleased to state therein that the President of

the United States feels it his duty to make the strongest possible

effort to contribute effectively toward peace, while giving friendly

assurance that there is nothing further from his mind than the occa-

sion or intention of wounding the just susceptibilities of Spain, but

your excellency does not set forth the means of which the President

might avail himself to attain those ends, neither do you recall the

fact that on various occasions the government of His Majesty has

made special mention of several highly important means. It would
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be desirable to make clear a point of such elementary importance,

and to state exactly, first of all. the nature of the proffered aid and
the field wherein it would act. and then to decide as to its greater or

less efficacy, since oidy by a previous and perfect knowledge thereof

it- it possible for l)<)th parties to reach a complete agreement.
'• The Spanish and American governments agreeing in the same

desire to secure innnediate peace in Cuba, and both being interested

therein, although in different degrees, the government of His
Majesty being interested as a sovereign and the United States in the

character of a friend and neighbor, there will doubtless be found

suitable bases for a friendly understanding, whereby Spain shall

continue to put forth armed efforts, at the same time decreeing the

political concessions which she may deem i)rudent and adequate,

while the United States exert within their borders the energy and
vigilance necessary to absolutely jirevent the procurement of the

resources of which from the beginning the Cuban insurrection has

availed itself as from an inexhaustible arsenal.

'"On various occasions the government of His Majesty have found

themselves obliged to call the attention of the gov^ernment of the

United States to the manner in which the so-called laws of neutrality

are fulfilled in the territory of the Union. I)es])ite the express pro-

visions of those laws and the doctrines maintained by the American
government in the famous Alabama arbitration with regard to the

diligence which should be used to avoid whatsoever aggressive act

against a friendly nation, it is certain that filibustering expeditions

have set forth and unfortunately continue to set forth from the

United States, and that, in the sight of all men. there is operating

in New York an insurrectionary junta which j)ublicly boasts of

organizing and maintaining armed hostility and constant provoca-

tion against the Spanish nation.

'• To effect the disappearance of such a state of things, as is de-

manded by general international friendship, would be, in the belief

of the govenmient of His Majesty, the most effectual aid in the

attainment of peace that the President of the United States could

render. It would be suflicient. to make such aid effectual, that he

adopt the j)roce(lure followed in similar cases by such of his illus-

trious jjredecessors as \'an Hui'en, Tyler, Taylor, Fillmore, and

Pierce, in the years 1S:5S, KS41. 1.S4J), 18.51. and 1855, and that while

condemning, by means of an energetic proclamation, those violating

the Federal laws and aiding the insurrection in Cuba he notify all

American citizens doing so that they can not henceforth count upon

the diplomatic protection of the government of AVashington, in

however grave a situation their wrongful conduct may place them.

By thus abandoning to their fate those who infringe the fundamental

statutes of the Union and openly conduct illegal filibustering expedi-
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tions, and by energetically and constantly restraining those who
convert the P'ederal territory into a field of action for reprehensible

filibustering schemes, by exacting, lastly, of all superior and sub-

ordinatie officials the strictest fulfillment of their duties in all that

relates to the laws of neutrality, the President would do more toward

peace than is possible by any other means or procedure whatever.
" If, however, it be alleged that the powers of the Executive are

limited on this point, we must recall the doctrine advanced by the

United States before the arbitral tribunal of Geneva, according to

which ' no nation may, under pretext of inadequate laws, fail in the

fulfillment of its duties of sovereignty toward another sovereign

nation.' The United States, moreover, possess in their own history

the eloquent example they gave to the Xew World when they deemed
it necessary to provide themselves with more energetic laws whereby

to furnish new means of preventing the excesses of filibusterism, and

in a very short time the}^ brought about the passage by the Congress

of such measures as were deemed necessary to that end, as was the

case with the act of March 10, 1838, which remained in force for

two years.

" It follows, then, from what has been stated that in order to prove

by acts the warm desire for peace and friendship by which the

friendly government of the United States is actuated it is very im-

2)ortant that it should take all necessary measures, with determina-

tion and persistency proportionate to the vast means at its disposal,

to prevent the territory of the Union from constituting the center in

which the plots for the support of the Cuban insurrection are con-

trived. He who is not disposed to grant the means does not earnestl}'

desire the end in view ; and in this case the end, to wit, peace, will

be attained by the United States exerting itself energetically to en-

force with friendly zeal the letter and spirit of its neutrality laws.

"According to your excellency's note, the President of the United

States wishes His Majesty's government either to formulate some

l)roposition that will enable him to render his friendly offers effectual

or to give assurance that pacification will speedily l)e secured by the

efforts of Spain.
" Your excellency will find in this note a full reply to both alter-

natives.

"His Majesty's government, with all respect and with the tradi-

tional and sincere friendship which it has professed for the gigantic

country of North America ever since the beginnings of its independ-

ence, suggests to it that either by the publication of a proclamation

more energetic than those of Mr. Cleveland, and by which all per-

sons violating the domestic and international laws prohibiting the

encouragement of rebellions in friendly countries shall be declared

outlaws, or by the severe application of the regulations at present
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ill force, or, lastly. l)v addint; to them if they are not adequate, it

shall completely cut otf the suj)port which the Cuban insurrection is

receiving from the United States, and by showing itself the firm and

sincere friend of Spain shall annihilate the vain hopes of those who
are trusting to possible conflicts between two nations which, from
their history and nuitual advantage, ought to live and wish to live

in close and warm friendship.

" Spain has always had the desire and the capacity to maintain

friendly relations with the United States, even in those times of such

critical importance to the Union when the United States was com-

pelled to ap])eal to arms to preserve the Federal bond. It was only

after the Northern States had declared the blockade of the coasts of

the South, and when England, France, and Holland, preeminently

maritime and colonial nations, had decided to recognize the belliger-

ency of the Confederates, that Spain determined to declare a neu-

trality which was sincerely friendly to the United States, at the

same time that she refused to have any intercourse with the rebels,

and rejected the proposals which they made her repeatedly, and,

finally, at Cadiz, required the surrender of 42 prisoners whom the

privateer Sumter had on board, and whom she j^laced at the disposal

of the American consul. There is no wonder that, in view of such

conduct, Mr. Perry, the United States representative at Madrid,

(xpressed to the then ministers of state, Senors Calderon Collantes

and the Marquis de Miraflores, on various occasions, with delicate

persistency, as well as in official conferences and communications,

the gratitude of his government and the satisfaction which it felt

at the noble conduct of Spain.

" His Majesty's government, cherishing the same feelings at pres-

ent, takes pleasure in notifying the United States government that

the pacification of the western provinces of the island has greatly

progressed through the valiant efforts of the Spanish arms, and that

it is confident of (•onq)leting it in a short time, thanks to the ener-

getic and unceasing efforts of its troops and the beneficial effect of

the new and ample reforms, which are based upon principles of love,

of forgiveness of the past, and of pardon to all who seek the protec-

tion of the historical l)anner of their country, and upon the assurance

that the island shall henceforth govern itself, and that mutual affec-

tion shall draw closer the national tie which unites it to its former

discover<'r.

'' The problem being solved on these bases and in this manner. His

Majesty's government has no (loul)t of its ability to maintain a

friendly understanding with the United States government, and it

does not hesitate to assert that when the internal system of the island

of Cuba has Im'cu reorganized u|)on new principles the insurrectionary

germs which have hitherto, unhappily, undermined it will disappear
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forever, thereb^v giving such securitv offered to domestic and foreign

capital seeking advantageous investments in the island as will cause

an abundant revival of the former wonderful prosperity to which the

incomparable fertility of its soil entitles it.

'• It is not necessary to refer to the supposition of a continued pro-

longation of the struggle, nor to that of a change in the attitude of the

United States toward the combatants. The first supposition is re-

futed b}' the overwhelming eloquence of facts known to everybody,

as even the greatest pessimists must admit that the situation at present

is very different from what it was when the hosts of ^laceo and Max-
imo (lomez were overrunning the j^rovinces of Havana and Pinar del

Rio. The sugar plantations are preparing to plant cane and to grind

that which has l)een saved from the flames. There is likewise every

indication of a magnificent tobacco crop, and as soon as the arrival

of the illustrious General Blanco shall have restored tranquillity to

the jjublic mind, all men will be convinced that the work which that

leader is about to perform is for good men a work of peace, liberty,

autonomy, and clemency, and this conviction will tend to the restora-

tion of peace, the })ath of which will be smoothed by reason and right.

''As to the second supposition, to wit, that of imagining a change of

attitude toward the combatants, it would be so ungrounded, so unjust,

so unjustifiable, so contrary to the correct procedure of the Washing-

ton Cabinet under circumstances when discrimination was much more
difficult, that it must be rejected as utterly improbable. Whatever
passions may, at a given moment, blind the judgment of a deliberative

chamber in countries like the United States, where right and justice

always triumph, the executive power will act as a secure safeguard of

whose fitness and energy any doubt would be offensive. At a time

when the insurgents are losing their principal chiefs without repla-

cing them by others of standing, wdien discouragement pervades their

ranks, and when they are without any imitation of a constituted gov-

ernment ' capable of performing the corresponding international

duties,- a characteristic and exact criterion, according to the illus-

trious General Grant and his successors, to justify the recognition of

belligerency, no one should consent, to the neglect of voluntary en-

gagements or to the destruction of the uniform legal doctrine fol-

lowed in such notable cases as those of the Congressionalists of Chile

and the Sudists of Brazil.
'' In this connection it is timely to remember that the American

government had to admit, in its note of April 4. lSt)(), that is was im-

possible to recognize the belligerency of the rebels at that time, al-

though the insurrection was in a nuich more flourishing condition,

and that, if Spain were withdrawn from the island of Cuba, the sole

bond of union between the many heterogeneous elements in the island

would disappear, which proves the necessity of her presence and the
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jil)siii(lity of the idea that thorc can ho any other organization in tho

ishuid possessing tho sittril)iitos of hiwful international personality.

The insurgents, as has alroady hoon said on another occasion by Ilis

Majesty's government, havo always been and still are without any
veal civil govorninent. fixed territory, courts of their own, a regular

army, coasts, j^orts, navy, everything that the principal American
writers on international hnv and statesmen require as preliminary to

the discussion of a recognition of belligerency. The rebel bands

never fight for honor and victory, nor do they even defend themselves;

they hide behind the dense thickets of the tropical soil, and sail}' with

impunity when the situation is temporarily in their favor. Under
these circumstances it is im})ossible to admit that there can be a

change in the attitude of the United States toward the combatants in

Cuba.

"As His ^lajesty's government has decided, freely and deliberately,

to establish autonomy in Cuba, there arises by the force of circum-

stances tiie case foreseen by the eminent Mr. Cleveland in his message

of December T. ISiX); and, admitting the continuing international ac-

countability (solidarity) of the governments which succeed each other

in a cotnitry, it can not l)e doubted that the present most worthy Pres-

ident will agree with his j)redecessor that no just reason exists for

conjecturing that the pacification of the island of Cuba will fail to be

effected uj)()n this basis. The government of His Majesty the King
of Spain expects with confidence from the rectitude, love of peace,

and friendship of the President of the United States that he will aid

it in this noble and himiane undertaking, and that he will exert him-

self energetically to i)revent the insurrection from receiving from the

I'nited States the moral and material aid which gives it its only

strength and without which it would have already been subdued or

would certainly be subdued very speedily.

" It is, therefore, above all indispensably necessary that the Presi-

dent should decide u|)on his course toward Spain so far as regards tho

Cuban prol)lem, and that he should state clearly whether he is ready

to j)ut a stoj) absolutely and forever to those filibustering expeditions

which, by viohiting with tho greatest freedom the laws of friendship,

injure and dograd<' tho respect which the American government owes

to itself in the discharge of its international engagements. There

must be no rej)etition of such lamentable acts as tho last expedition

of the schooner Silrrr Ibdx, which loft New York in spite of the

j)revious notification of Ilis Majesty's legation at Washington and

iK'foro the eyes of the Federal authorities, because it is only thus that

the peaceful intentions of the United States government will be

proved and that the friendly understanding to which I have referred

will be pobbiblc.
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" With the new policy already inaugurated by His Majesty's gov-

ernment every pretext for those popular expressions of sympathy

with the insurrection which have been mentioned as a powerful argu-

ment in various Presidential messages disappears, as the Cubans will

find in autonomy the Aery solution recommended as the most expe-

dient even by the executive authorities of the United States gov-

ernment. By this 2)olic3' those advances and improvements in the

situation of the Great Antilla which the Washington Cabinet itself,

not many months ago, in an official note, declared would be ' most po-

tential ' for the termination of hostilities, and for bringing about

a change in the tendencies and feelings, not of the North American

government, but of the very people of the Ignited States on this sub-

ject, are also realized by the voluntary initiative of the mother coun-

try. This change of feeling may and ought to ap})ear in more and

more friendly acts and conduct which, without any doubt, will be

received with deep gratitude by the Spanish i)eople and government.

Tliis, in the oi)inion of the undersigned, is the most adequate way of

avoiding the dangers to which your excellency alludes in your note

as the result of a possible arousing of mutual passions, and this is

likeAvise the best means of attaining that happy harmony which

will certainly enable the Spanish government to restore perfect

peace within a short period to the beautiful island of Cuba, for the

good of Spain, the United States, and humanity in general.

" Her Majesty's government, now and always faithful to the ties

of aifection which unite it with the United States, and cherishing,

moreover, the firm intention of draAving them closer, in reply to the

courteous AA'ishes expressed by your excellency, AA-ill be most happy
to have your excellency state AA^hatcA^er you may think proi)er, AAith

entire liberty, and in the form which you may deem most fitting A\'ith

regard to the alternatives mentioned, or upon any other points, Avith

the assurance that your excellency's vicAvs, opinions, or assertions

will ahvays be heard Avith friendly interest, and Avill be respected so

far as may be permitted to a goAcrnment by primary and permanent

duties, the neglect of Avhicli the Madrid cabinet can not inuigine

that so resi>ect-Avorthy and so friendly a nation as the United States

Avill adA^ise."

Sefior (lulloii. minister of state, to Mr. AA'oodfortl. .Viiicricaii iiiin., Oct. 2;i,

18!t7, For. Rcl. 1S!»S, ,->,S2.

For tho text of the niaiiifcsto of Sefior Sagasta of .Tiuio 24, 1S07. referred

to in the foregoing note, see For. Rel. 1S!)S, 502-504. It was not an

official docunuMit. but the manifesto of the Liberal i)art.v. which was

then out of power. It iisserted that the Liberal party had sought to

prevent the Insurrection by reforms, and that when the Insurrection

broke out the application of reforms should have been hastened.

" Political action should hav<» constantly accompanied military

action." 'I'he reforms proposed by the goverumeut were coudemued
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as nepieoting the economic question and possessinj: other defects.

The conduct of the war was condennied. and it was intimated that

there sliould l)e a chanfjc in tlie head of the army in Cuha.

November V\, 1807, Mr. AVoodford telegraphed: "Spanish govern-

ment have instructed Oeneral Bhmco to conduct war
Conduct of war; ;„ h,nnane and Christian methods. Concentrado

autonomy.
camps are to he broken up, Bhmco will communi-

cate substance of each bando to Spanish minister at AVashington, who
will keep you informed. Decrees granting autonomy will be signed

by the Queen between November 2.) and 25. Official synopsis of

decrees will be furnished on the day after signature, and I will tele-

gra[)h same to you.*'

Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, to Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State, tel.. Nov. 1.3,

1807, For. Hel. 18!)S, (>00.

Nov. 14, Mr. Woodfonl ajiain telej:rai)lied :
" Spanisli govermnent lias

just notifie<l me that bando has l)een sifined by General Blanc"o

reestal)lisliin« normal life of country i)eople, with necessary precau-

tions and orfianizinfr i)rotective committees for reconcentrados who
can not at once obtain jreneral benefits secured to country i)opulation.

Daily food and medical assistance are also rej^ulated at the charge

of the State." (For. Uel. 1S!)8. (Mrj.)

" AA'ithin a few days past I have received the text of Senor Gullon's

note of Octolx'r 23, as well as the ri'markable and earnest declarations

of the i)rinciples and purposes of the Liberal party now in power as

contained in the manifesto issued b}' its honored chief, Senor Sagasta,

on the 24th of last June, to which Senor (jullon appeals in evidence

of the consistent and sincere })urpo.se of reform which animates the

new government of Spain. At the same time the most encouraging

signs come to me, alike from the Peninsula, from Cuba, and from'

the honored representative of Spain at this capital, of the singleness

and earnestness of purj)ose wherewith the home (iovernment and its

resj)onsible agents in Cuba are laboring to bring about an instant

change in the order of things in that island which has so long dis-

tresstvl this government and the generous and sympathetic people

of the United States. From the giound of abstract policy and

announced ])r()gramme the declared purposes of the enlightened

men to whom (he destinies of Sjjain have been confided are passing

to tlie domain of realization. Therefore, in resj)onding to the Span-

ish note, it behooves me to regard tin' (jui'stions it involves, not merely

in the light of assertion and argmnent. but in the presence of attend-

ant facts, in order that I may render du<' justice to the sentiments and

course of Spain in this conjuncture.
'• The re])ly of Senor Gullon deals not directly with my instruction

to you of the U)th of July last, but with the purport thereof as com-

municated by you to the late minister of state, the Duke of Tetuan,
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at San Sebastian, first in oral conference and later by your note of

September 23, in which you textually embodied the material parts

of my instruction. That you have well performed your task, that in

your conferences with the representatives of the Spanish Crown you
have wisel}^ dwelt upon the truly elevated purposes of friendliness

toward Spain and the sovereign instincts of hi.manity that prompted
the utterances of this government, is evident from the frank recep-

tion accorded to j^our communications, as shown by the reply now
before me. The President, conscious of the responsible mission

which a great free people has imposed upon him, and of the moral

obligations he has assumed before his countrymen and before the

world to follow only the paths of rectitude and justice in directing

the relations of our state with its fellows, charges you to reaffirm,

if need be, on any fitting occasion, his earnest declaration of desire

for peace and good will between the United States and Spain.
" It is gratifying to note that the Spanish government appreciates

at its just value the vital interest this government and people have

and feel in the prompt cessation of the Cuban struggle which, as his

excellency observes, although it be for Spain more painful and costly

than for any other state, is also of importance and prejudicial to

the American nation alike, because the disasters of such a civil

strife are so nearly felt and because of the losses occasioned to our

commerce, our industries, and the property of our citizens by an

indefinite continuance of a contest of this character. It is to be

remembered that the instructions under which you acted were penned

while the destinies of Spain and Cuba were controlled by a govern-

ment, which, during nearly two years and a half had been engaged

in the fruitless endeavor to reduce the revolted Cubans to subjection

by sheer force of arms, not by the legitimate resorts of war as it is

understood in our day, or indeed b}' the means defined by all pub-

licists since international law sprang into being, but by methods

destructive to every rational interest of Spain and Cuba and inju-

rious to every association that links both to the outside world. Its

aim appears to be, not the conservation of the fairest dependency of

Spain under conditions of contentment and prosperity, but to con-

quer the peace of the desert and the tomb.
" It behooved me then to rest the case of the United States, not

alone upon the sentiments of humanity, but upon the material con-

siderations importing irreinedial)le injfiry to paramount national

interests, should that disastrous state continue, considerations which

as history shows have constrained the suffering on-lookers to media-

tion, and even intervention, when longer forbearance has ceased to be

a virtue. Our action rested no less upon moral right than upon tlie

all-controlling sentiment of humanity. Our forbearance was testi-

fied by thus approaching anew the same Peninsular government
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Avhioli liad ropollod our kiiully overtures in the past. Our repeated

offer was, indeed, tendered to tliat «rovernnient on the eve of its

quittintr power, and even then it was fervently hoped that it might

1k' heeded in the spirit of sineere friendship which prompted it, and

mi«i:ht trjnn in wei^rht and aceeptahility by the circumstances that

an added year of war in Cuba liad (U'monstrated tlie futility of the

policy theretofore decreed by the Si)anish government, and that it

was proffered by a new Administration which had taken office in

this country under conditions imposing upon the Executive the

onerous responsibility of adopting a definite policy toward Spain

and toward the Cuban war,
" It is a gratifying augury that the consideration of our fresh pro-

posals should have fallen to a government which by its lilx^ral ante-

cedents, its views and convictions in regard to the conduct of the war

formed while in opj)osition to the late administration, and its uttered

pledges of amelioration and refoiin in the mutual interest of Cuba
and of Si)ain, was so well fitted to understand the true motives of our

conduct and the earnestly impartial friendliness that prompted our

course. Under such circumstances it was not for a moment appre-

hended that the just grounds of our representations to S])ain would

be misconstrued or controverted. The record of the Liberal party

and the stand taken by its leaders, with the indorsement of its rank

and file, were an assurance that such would not Ik^ the case. The
event has justified the accuracy and wisdom of our forecast.

"This government, on the other hand, appreciates to the full the

embarrassments which nnist necessarily surround an administration

new to office, assuming the coni])lex functions of government at an

hour of grave national peril, inheriting from its predecessor the dis-

astrous legacy of an internal conflict, the conditions of which had

Ix^en acerbated by tlu harsh aiul futile conduct of the war hitherto.

It understands that the reversal of all that has iK'en done is no sudden

growth, to spring up in a single night ; that the fair structure of a just

and prosperous peace for Cul)a is to be I'aised with thoughtful care

and untiring devotion, if Spain is to succeed in the accomplishment

of the tremendous task upon which she has entered. It comprehends

that the i)lan, however broadly outlined, must be wrought out in

progressive detail : that upon assured foundations, upon the rock of

equity and not upon the shifting sands of selfish interest, must be

builded, stone by stone, the enduring fabric of regenerated Cuba. It

sees this broadly outlined [)lan in the declarations of the present

Spanish note which announces that, in fidfillment of the resolute pur-

pose to draw closer, with ties of true affection, the bonds which unite

the motherland with its provinces l)eyond the seas, it is determined to

put into innnediate practice the political system sketched by the

present president of the council of ministers in his manifesto of June
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24; that this involves joining to military operations, uninterrupted,

energetic, and active as circumstances may demand, but ever humani-

tarian and careful to respect all private rights as far as may be pos-

sible, political action frankly leading to the autonomy of the colony

in such wise that under the guaranty of Spain shall arise the new

administrative entity which is to govern itself in. all affairs peculiar

to itself by means of an insular council and parliament ; that such

institution of true self-government shall give to the Cubans their ow^n

local government, whereby they shall be at one and the same time the

initiators and regulators of their own life while remaining within the

integral nationality of Spain, and that to realize these ends of peace

with liberty and self-government the mother country will not fail to

lend, in due season, the moral and material means in aid of the Antil-

lean provinces by cooperating toward the reestablishment of prop-

erty, the development of the island's inexhaustible sources of wealth,

and by specially promoting public works and material interests which

shall bring prosperity in the train of restored peace.

" In taking this advanced position, the government of Spain has

entered upon a.pathway from which no backward step is possible. Its

scope and magnitude may not be limited by the necessarily general

and comprehensive character of the formula whereby it is announced.

The outcome must be complete and lasting if the effort now put forth

is to bo crowned with full success, and if the love and veneration of an

ever-faithful and happy people is to reward the sacrifices and en-

deavors of Sixain. No less is due to Cuba, no less is possible for Spain

herself.

" The first acts of the ncAV government of Spain lie in the laudable

paths it has laid out for its own guidance. The policy of devastation

and extermination that has so long shocked the universal sentiment of

humanity has already been signally reversed, and I am informed by

the Spanish minister in this capital of the measures proclaimed by the

new comnumder in chief of the Spanish arnio in Cuba, whereby imme-

diate relief is to be extended to the unhappy reconcentrados, fresh

zones of cultivation are to be opened to them, employment upon the

estates permitted, transportation furnished them, and protective

boards at once organized for their succor and care.

" I am likewise advised that by a recent decree of the governor-

general the resumption of agrictiltural oi)erations and the harvesting

of crops shall be promoted and efficiently protected by all possible

means, civil as well as military. I learn that the grinding of cane

and the renewal of industrial operations in the interior districts is to

be encouraged, especially in resjx'ct to those impoverished estates

which, through the destruction of crops, the prohibition of labor,

the deportation of their tenants, the withdrawal of military prot<'('-

tion, and the enforced cessation of their revenues, have incurred
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increasing arreai's of taxation. I hear, with profound gratification,

that the new coninuinder has prott'ered broad amnesty to participants

in the insurrection, and that the se()i)e of this ck'niency is to be even

further enhirged to cover thos(» convicted of political offenses. It is

reported bv you that within a few days the Madrid government will

promulgate a scheme of home rule for Cuba. Being necessarily in

ignorance of the details proposed, I await the outcome with encour-

agement and hope, although, of course, unable to commit this gov-

ernment in advance to the plan itself, the scope and effects of which

remain to W. learned.

" In these things I cheerfully realize that the new government of

Spain has already given, in the first few weeks of its existence, earnest

of the sincerity of its professions and evidence of its conviction that

past methods are and must needs be futile to force a peace by subju-

gation without concessions adequate to remedy admitted evils, and

that such methods must inevitably fail to win for Spain the fidelity

of a contented people. AVith such convictions unhesitatingly ex-

pressed, and with such a heiculean task before her so humanely and

so ausj)iciously iK'gun. Spain may reasonably look to the United

States to maintain an attitude of l)enevolent expectancy until the near

future shall have shown whether the indisj)ensable condition of a

righteous j)eace, just alike to the Cubans and to Spain, as well as

equitable to American interests, so intimately bound np in the wel-

fare of the island, is realizable. It is the sincere hope and desire of

the President that such a condition of lasting benefit to all concerned

may soon be brought about, lie would most gladly share in the

Ijelief expressed in the Liberal manifesto of June •i4th that the speedy

and energetic aj)plication of the pi'inciples and governmental meas-

ures theivin advocated will 1k' powerful to stay the course of the

evils that have alllicted Spain and to bring her near to the pacifica-

tion of her colonies.

" Having made these declarations touching tlie proclaimed policy

of the Liberal party towai'd Cul)a and the measures already adopted

and to be forthwith devised to rendei* that policy effective, the minis-

ter of state takes up that part of your note of SeptemlK?r *2:i which

states that the President feels it his duty to make the strongest pos-

sible effort to contribute effectively toward peace, and his excellency

remarks that your note ujakes no suggestion of the means of Avhich

the President might avail himself to attain that end. besides noting

your silence as to the important measures on several occasions indi-

cated by the Spanish government. Your omission to treat of these

points is sufticietitly ex|)lained in your concluding statements that

the President has no desire to embarrass that government by formu-

lating precise proposals as to the manner in which the assistance of

the United States can be effectively rendered, and that all that is
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asked or expected is that some safe way may be provided for action

which the United States may undertake, with justice and self-respect,

so that the settlement shall be a lasting one, honorable and advanta-

geous to Cuba and equitable to the United States, to which ends this

government offers its most kindly offices. For the realization of this

friendly offer you invited an early statement of some proposal under

which this tender of good offices may become effective, or, in lieu

thereof, satisfactory assurances that peace in Cuba Avill, by the efforts

of Spain, be promptly securea.

" The assurances tendered on behalf of the Liberal government of

Spain lie in the line of this latter alternative. His excellency's note

is silent as to the manner and form in which the government of the

United States might exert good offices. His excellency limits himself

to suggesting coincident but separate action by the two governments,

each in its domestic sphere, whereby, as he says:
"

' Spain shall continue to put forth armed efforts, at the same

time decreeing the political concessions which she may deem prudent

and adequate, while the United States exerts within its borders the

energy and vigilance necessary to absolutely prevent the procurement

of the resources of which from the beginning the Cuban insurrection

has availed itself as from an inexhaustible arsenal.'

"And thereupon his excellency i)roceeds to discuss at some length the

supposed shortcomings of the United States as to the manner of fulfill-

ing the neutrality laws in the territory of the Union and as to the

scope and sufficiency of those laws,

" This labored arraignment could scarcely fail to be received with

mingled pain and sorrow by a government which, like ours, inspired

by the highest sense of friendly duty, has for the last two years and

more endured almost insupportable domestic l)urdens, poured forth

its treasure by millions, and employed its armed resources for the

full enforcement of its laws and for the prevention and repression of

attempted or actual violation thereof by persons within its jurisdic-

tion. The Spanish rejjly a})pears to be unaware or heedless of the

magnitude of the task which this government has performed and is

still performing with the single purpose of doing its whole duty in

the premises. To give a proof of this I need but cite the work of

our Xavy toward the enforcement of the municipal obligations of

neutrality. Since Jnne, 1895, our ships of Avar have without inter-

mission patrolled the Florida coast. At various times the Raleigh^

(Jirwinnati, Amphitrite, Maine, Montgomery, Xeirark, Dolphin,

Morhleliead, Vesnriuft, Wilmin(/fon, Helena, XashriUe, Annapolis,

and Detroit have been employed on this service.

" Starting with one ship having Key West as its headquarters, the

number on contiinious duty was gradmilly increased to four. Avithout

counting sulditional service performed as special occasion demanded
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nt other seaboard points. At the present time a vessel with head-

(|iiarters at Pensaeohi patrols the coast from the northwest as far

south as Tam|)a. another with headquarters at Key West patrols the

coast from Tampa around to Miami on the east side, and a third with

headquarters at Jacksonville patrols the Atlantic coast from Miami
to Cleorgia. The action of these regularly stationed ships is at all

times concerted. Their commanders are ordered to communicate

directly with one another, with the United States district attorneys

in Florida, with the custom-house officials in that State, and with

the conunanding officers of the several revenue cutters likewise on

duty in that quarter. Acting upon the information thus received,

they take such immediate action as they may deem advisable or nec-

essary in order to prevent the violation of the neutrality laws.

'" In addition to this stated detail on the Florida coasts, vessels

l)elonging to the North Atlantic Station have been sent at different

times to the various Atlantic i)orts north of (leorgia at the request

of the Spanish minister and the Department of State or upon receipt

of information from the Department of Justice or the Treasury

Department concerning reported filibustering expeditions. Many
hundreds of official letters and telegrams record the orders given to

these vessels and the action had by their commanders. It may bo

asserted, in short, tliat every vessel of the Navy which could prac-

tically l)e employed in the shallow waters of the Florida coast has

Ix'en detailed for this work, while for a time two revenue cutters

were transferred to the Navy Department to assist, besides the effi-

cient cooperation of the regularly stationed cutters under the orders

of the Treasury Department.
'• No less degi-ee of activity has marked the operations of the

Treasury Department and the Department of Justice. Every means

at lawful conunand have been employed by them in cooperation to

enforce the laws of the Ignited States. Alertness in every regard

has been peremptorily enjoined upon all officials, high and low, and

has been sedulously practiced by them.
•• In the bght of these undisj)utable facts, and with this honorable

recoi'd sjiread before him. the President is constrained to the <'on-

viction that nothing can be more unwarrantal)le than the im|)utation

of the government of Spain that this government has in any wise

failed to faitlifully observe and enforce its duties and obligations as

a friendly nation. In this relation it may be proj)er, if not indeed

im|)<'i-ative. to inquire what those obligations are.

" It is to be borne in mind that Spain insists that a state of war

does not exist In'tween that government and the people of Cuba;

that it is engaged in suppressing domestic insurrection that does not

give it the riglit. which it so strenuously denie,s itself, to insist that

a third nation shall award to either party to the struggle the rights
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of a belligerent or exact from either party the obligations attaching

to a condition of belligerency. It can not be denied that the United
States government, whenever there has been brought to its attention

the fact or allegation that a suspected military expedition has been

set on foot or is about to start from our territories in aid of the

insurgents, has promptly used its civil, judicial, and naval forces in

prevention and suppression thereof. So far has this extended and
so eificient has the United States been in this regard that, acting

upon information from the Spanish minister or from the various

agencies in the employ of the Spanish legation, vessels have been

seized and detained in some instances when investigation showed that

they were engaged in a wholly innocent and legitimate traffic. By
using its naval and revenue marine in repeated instances to suppress

such expeditions, the United States has fulfilled every obligation of

a friendly nation. Inasmuch as Spain does not concede, and never

has conceded, that a state of war exists in Cuba, the rights and duties

of the United States are such as devolve upon a friendly nation

toward another in the case of an insurrection which does not arise to

the dignity of recognized war.

"As you are aware, these duties have been the subject of not infre-

quent diplomatic discussion between the two governments, and of

adjudications in the courts of the United States, as well during the

previous ten j^ears' struggle as in the course of the present conflict.

The position of the United States was very fully presented by Mr.

Fish in his note of April 18, 1874, to Admiral Polo de Bernabe.

(Foreign Relations of the United States, 1875, pp. 1178 et seq.)

" ' What one power in such case may not knowingly permit to be

done toward another power, without violating its international duties,

is defined with sufficient accuracy in the statute of 1818, known as

the neutrality law of the United States.

" ' It may not consent to the enlistment within its territorial juris-

diction of naval and military forces intended for the service of the

insurrection.

" ' It may not knowingly permit the fitting out and arming or the

increasing or augmenting the force of any ship or vessel within its

territorial jurisdiction, with intent that such ship or vessel shall be

employed in the service of the insurrection.

" ' It may not knowingly permit the setting on foot of military

expeditions or enterprises to be carried on from its territory against

the power with which the insurrection is contending.'

" Except in the single instance to be hereafter noticed, his excel-

lency the minister of state does not undertake to point out any infrac-

tion of these tenets of international obligation so clearly stated by

Mr. Fish. Did any further instance exist the attention of this gov-

ernment would have been called to it.

H. Doc. 551—vol G 11
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'• W'nh equal cloarnoss. Mr. Fish has stated in the same note the

thin<rs which a friendly government may do and permit under the

oireumstanees set forth.

"• But a friendly <rovernment violates no duty of good neighbor-

hood in allowing the free sale of arms and munitions of war to all

persons, to insurgents as well as to the regularly constituted authori-

ties, and such arms and nninitions, by Avhicheyer party purchased,

may be carried in its vessels on the high seas without liability to ques-

tion by any other party. In like manner its vessels may freely carry

unarmed passengers, even though known to l)e insurgents, without

thereby rendering the goverinnent which })ermits it liable to a charge

of violating its international duties. But if such passengers, on the

contrary, shoidd be armed and jiroceed to the scene of the insurrec-

tion as an organized body, which might be capable of levying war,

they constitute a hostile expedition which may not be knowingly

permitted without a violation of international obligation.'

'• Little can be added to this succinct statement of Mr. Fish. It has

been repeatedly aflirmed by decisions of our courts, notably by the

Supreme Court of the United States. In the case of Wiborg v. The
United States, 1()3 U. S. Reports, p. G32, Mr. Chief Justice Fuller

repeats, with approval, the charge of the trial court, in which it is

said (p. 053) :

'•
' It was not a crime or offense against the Ignited States inider the

neutrality laws of this country for individiuils to leave the country

with intent to enlist in foreign military servicx?, nor was it an

offense against the IJnited States to transport persons out of this

country and to land them in foreign countries, when such ])crsons had

an intent to enlist in foreign armies; that it was not an offense against

(he laws of the United States to transport arms, annminition, and

nmnitions of war from this country to any foreign country, whether

they were to be used in war or not, and that it was not an olfense

against the laws of the United States to transport j)ersons intending to

enlist in foreign armies and munitions of war on the same trip. But

Hie said) that if the persons referred to had combined and organized

in this country to go to Cuba and there make war on the government,

and intended when they reached Cuba to join the insurgent army and

thus enlist in its service, and the arms were taken along for their use,

that would constitute a military expedition, and. the transporting of

such a lK)dy from this country for such a purpose would be an

offense against the statute.'

'' These principles sufliciently define the neutral duties of the

United States, which have been faithfully observed at great expense

and with nuich care by this government. If any such military ex-

peditions have been knowingly permitted to depart, that fact is not
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called to the attention of this government by the Spanisli note. This

government is aware of none such.

" The only instance of an alleged culpable expedition mentioned

in the note of his excellency tlie minister of state—if indeed it may
be termed a military expedition or enterprise within the prohibition

of the statute—is that of the Silver Heels, which is described as hav-

ing ' left New York in spite of the previous notification of His

Majesty's legation at Washington and before the eyes of the P'ederal

authorities.' This case was instantly investigated by the superior

authority, even before any oral complaint in that regard had reached

this Government from the Spanish legation. From the accompany-

ing copies of the statements furnished to the Department of Justice

by the United States marshal and his deputy you will perceive that

this vessel would undoubtedly have been apprehended but for the

officious control of the Spanish agents whose instructions were obeyed

in the matter.

" A large part of the reply of his excellency the minister of state

is devoted to the discussion of a hypothetical change of attitude

toward the combatants involving the recognition of their belliger-

ency. As this government, with the largest attainable knowledge of

all facts and circumstances pertinent to the case, has not yet deter-

mined upon that course, I do not see that any useful purpose could

be subserved by argument upon the stated premises. Neither do I

discern the utility of discussing the circumstances under which a case

might arise for considering and acting upon the thesis advanced by

his excellency on the authority of the argument before the tribunal of

Geneva that it is the duty of a nation to amend its laws if inadequate

for the fulfillment of its international obligations of neutrality, or to

offer any comment thereon further than to observe that the inade-

quacy of our neutrality laws is not admitted, nor is it proved by
Spain in the light of the precedent to which appeal is had, inasmuch

as the doctrine of Geneva was only applicable and applied to the case

of a jjublic war between recognized belligerents, a case which Spain

does not concede to exist in the present instance.

" Whatever just and humane measures may attain to a contented

and recuperative peace in Cuba can not but win our admiration, and

any progress toward its attainment can not but be benevolently

viewed. In this path of kindly expectancy, and inspired now as

always by the high purpose of fulfilling ever}^ rightful obligation

of friendship, the United States proposes to persevere so long as the

event shall invite and justify that course. I can not better close this

instruction than by repeating and affirming the words Avith which

you concluded your note of September 23, ' that peace in Cuba is

necessary to the welfare of the people of the United States, and that
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llu' only desire of my ij^overnnient is for peace and for that sure

prosperity which can only conic with peace.'

"

Mr. Shoriuan. Sot*, of State, to Mr. Woodford, niin. to Spain, Nov. 20,

1S1>7. For. Hel. ISUS, (M»:5-(;il. At pp. (JlI-liKt arc printwi the state-

inoiits of the inar.shal and his deputy, referred to in tlie foregoing

instruction. Furtlier and eontiruiatory statements are printed at

pp. 614-015.

November 2(\, 1897, Mr. Woodford cabled that the Queen signed

three decrees November 25; that the first two conferred on Spaniards

resident in the Antilles all right enjoyed by peninsular Spaniards and

extended the electoral law of Spain to Cuba and Porto Rico; and

that, being permitted by the Spanish constitution, did not require

the ratification of the Cortes; that the third, granting autonomy,

would be published November 27, and that it must be ratified by the

Cortes. A full synopsis of this decree had been furnished him, and

it would also be cabled to the Spanish minister at Washington w4th

permission to show it to the Secretary of State."

Mr. AVoodford transmitted the text of all three decrees by mail

Nov. 27, 1897."

November 28, he cabled that he was informed by the Spanish

cabinet that no American citizen renuiined imprisoned in Cuba.''

" Sunday evening the secretaries
|
of state and the colonies] sug-

gested that I withhold my formal answer to the Spanish note of

October 23 until after the receipt and publication of the President's

message to Congress, and this I conceded cheerfully, believing that

it is wise to harmonize my conduct with their wishes in all matters

that are purely fornud and unessential. The Spanish minister of

state is greatly gi-atified with the generous tenor of the President's

message, and today authorized me to express this gratification to my
Government."

Mr. Woodford, niin. to Spain, to Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, Dec. 7, 1897,

For. Rel. ISnS. 04.').

Dec. 15, 18!)7, Mr. Woodford fal)letl : "Have not yet answered Spanish

note of Oct. 23. ll.-ive waited to study tlie effect of the President's

message and Weyler's arrival and conduct at Madrid. Have you

furtlier sujiKcstioiis or instructions since you have had the oppor-

tunity to study tlie text <)f tlie decrees? Now thinlv it wise to serve

our answer just l>efore Cliristmas."
.
(For. Rei. 180S. VACt.)

Mr. Day. Actinp Sec. of State, replied: "Present our reply forthwith

unless adverse reasons exist of which Dei)artnient has no knowledge.

In the latter case advise freely by cable." (For. Kel. 1898, 046.)

The reply. emlM)dyinf: the substance of the instruction of Nov. 20, 1897,

was made in a note to Sefior Gullon, Dec. 20, 1897. (For. Rel. 1898,

047-Cm4.)

o For. Rel. 1898, 016. & For. Rel. Ib98, 617-044. c For. Rel. 1898, 644.
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" Relief of suffeHng in Cuba.

" Department of State,
" Washington^ January 8, 1898.

''To thePuUic:
" The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, had the

honor on the 24th of December to make known to all charitably dis-

posed people in this country the appeal of the President for aid, in the

form of mone}' or supplies, toward the speedy relief of the distress-

ing destitution and suffering w^hich exists among the people of Cuba.
" The gratifying interest which his countrymen have shown in all

parts of our land in that humane appeal has led the President to rec-

ognize the need of orderly and concerted effort under well-directed

control, if timely assistance is to be given by the public to the sick

and needy of Cuba. He has, therefore, appointed, with the coopera-

tion of the American Red Cross, the Xew York Chamber of Com-
merce, and one of the leading representatives of the religious com-

munity, a Central Cuban Relief Committee, with headquarters in

Xew York City, composed of the follow'ing members: Stephen E.

Barton, chairman, second vice-president of the American National

Red Cross; Charles A. Schieren, treasurer, a member of the Xew
York Chamber of Commerce, and Louis Klopsch, proprietor of the

Christian Herald.
" It will be the office of the committee so organized not only to re-

ceive and forward to the United States consul-general at Habana such

money and necessary supplies as may be contributed by the people of

the United States, but to invoke, in its own name and through the

three great interests it fitly represents, the concurrent effort of local

relief boards throughout the United States and to invite the kindly

aid of the transportation agencies of the country for the prompt con-

veyance of contributed supplies to the seaboard and their shipment

thence to Cuba.
" The consul-general at Habana is, in turn, assured of the effective

cooperation of every available agency in the island of Cuba in order

that life may be saved and suffering spared. The Spanish govern-

ment, welcoming the aid thus tendered, will facilitate the work, and

to that end will admit into Cuba, free of duties and charges, all

articles otherwise liable to tax when duly consigned to the consul-

general.

" By direction of the President, the undersigned appeals to the

people in every city and town, to the municipal authorities thereof, to

the local boards of trade and transportation, to corporations and

others producing the necessities of life, and to all whose hearts are

open to the cry of distress and affliction, to second the generous effort

now being made, and by well-directed endeavor make its success truly
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responsive to the sentiments of charity that have ever characterized

the ^\jnericiin people.

"John Sherman,
•' Secretary of Stated

For. Rol. 1898, 655.

" In your excellency's kind and well-weighed note dated December
20 last, to which I now have the honor to reply, there are many and
Aery diverse statements, causing great and special gratification to

H. M.'s government, remiirkable for their clearness and expressive-

ness. Among them the following deserve special mention: Those

recognizing the value and efficacy of the new principles applied to the

colonial policy; those admitting the importance and conclusiveness

of the information received at Washington from the peninsula and
Cuba, tending to prove the sincerity of Spain's desire and exertions

for the improvement of conditions and circumstances in that island;

and the exj)licit terms in which your excellency is pleased to say that

the prosperity of the cities and the country there is being prompted
by the renewal, under the best auspices, of the suspended agricultural

and industrial operations. The satisfaction, however, derived from
these and other similar statements, giving eloquent expression to the

recognition of the irrei)roachable (correct) })rocedure of Spain, is, to

a great extent, destroyed or diminished by the blame cast upon the

predecessors of the present government, and still more so by the fact

that the numerous and incredible excesses committed by the Cuban
insurgents are confounded in the same category, with the conduct of

the regular army, which for nearly three years has Ix'en giving proof

of its valor and discipline in the defense of indisputable rights and in

the olx'dient fulfillment of orders and plans emanating from other

departments.
" Whatever may lie the political views of the men constituting the

present government of Spain, they can not, without protest, permit

the severe condemnation passed upon those who jireceded them in

power, as they think that the struggles of parties, or even the recrim-

inations which parties may launch at each other in their constantly

recurring daily disj)utes, should not be judged in the same manner
from a distance, nor can they consent to a foreign cabinet's making
use of them as a basis for its arguments or as a foundation for its

views in its diplomatic relations, as they are, on the contrary, domestic

matters entirely foreign to the judgment or decision of other nations.

"'When the pres<'nt ministers advocated their own doctrines in op-

position to those of their antagonists; when, in the sessions of Par-

liament, they opposed the colonial policy and the procedure of other

parties and reconmiended to their fellow-citizens as more conducive to

their good their own views, principles, and purposes, they never
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meant to make, nor can they now admit that they did make, any accu-

sations concerning the good intentions and purposes of their predeces-

sors, who, whatever might be their plans and methods, were certainly

actuated by the most zealous patriotism.

"As regards the conduct of our army, the note of August 25, 1897,

must have made it evident to the candid judgment of the Washington
Cabinet that the Spanish troops have never given occasion for re-

proaches tarnishing, either in a greater or less degree, the brilliant

splendor of their history, and that if any acts, judged from a distance

and separately, have given rise to complaints and lamentations on the

part of some sensitive and humanitarian spirits, they have prov'ed,

when investigated subsequently Avitli proper coolness, to have been the

inevitable consequence of war and a comparatively well-restricted

object lesson of the calamities and disasters Avhicli have alwaj's accom-

panied war in all ages and in all countries, not excepting the United
States, as was shown by references of strict historical accuracy in the

document to which I have just alluded.

"Another idea which is repugnant to the pleasing and conciliatory

views to which I have previously alluded, is the one which slips out in

your excellenc3''s note to which I am repl3'ing, when 3'ou say that

Spain can onlv reasonably' expect the United States to maintain its

present attitude until it is proved by facts, within a more or less deter-

mined period, whether what your excellency calls the indispensable

requisites to a peace both just to the mother countr}^ and the Great

Antilla, and fair to the North American Eepublic, have been attained.

The more deliberate, the more explicit, and the more positive the

declarations with which your excellenc}' asserts the disinterestedness

and impartiality of vour government, the more positive and emphatic

your declaration that the United States desires only the reign of

peace, and the more expressive and earnest the congratulations with

which you admit that the Spanish government has drawn the plans

and laid the foundations of a noble structure in Cuba, so much the

less justifiable and so much the less intelligible is the hint to which I

have referred.

" The Spanish government assuredh^ did not admit that reasons of

proximity or damages caused b_v war to neighboring countries might

give such couutries a right to limit to a longer or shorter period the

duration of a struggle disastrous to all, but much more so to the

nations in whose midst it breaks out or is maintained, as 3'our excel-

lency voluntarily admits. My note of October 23, referriug to this

point in general terms, proved perfectly clear that, in view of the

varied and close relations between modern nations, a disturbance

arising in any of them may justify the adjoining nations in express-

ing their anxiety for peace and in offering friendly suggestions, but

never and under no circumstances foreign intrusion or interference.
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Such interference would lead to an intervention which any nation

possessing any self-respect would have to re})el by force, even if it

were necessary to exhaust, in the defense of the integrity of its terri-

tory and of its independence, all, absolutely all, the resources at its

disposal.

'* Spain would act upon these honorable principles—the only ones

consistent with the national dignity—just as the United States nobly

acted upon them when, in ISGl, it feared that an attempt would be

made to exert an influence by foreign intervention in the domestic

struggle which it was then carrying on. The instructions to that

effect sent by Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State, to Mr. Dayton, the

minister in Paris, on the 2'2d April, 1801, will serve as a guide, and

will constitute a notable example for all countries which, like Spain,

value their honor above all else, even to (the execution of) the de-

clared purpose to ' struggle Avith the whole w^orld' rather than yield to

pressure from Avithout. {l*residents' Messages and Documents,

1801-62, page 200.) AVhen I say that the government of Spain

appropriates, on this occasion, Mr. Seward's lofty views, it will be

sufficiently clear how deej)ly rooted in (the minds of) the ministry

of which I form a part is the conviction that the United States, where

such words have been written, will not fix a period for the termina-

tion of the j)resent Cuban insurrection.

" If such a limitation of the legitimate and immutable national sov-

ereignty could not be permitted at any time, it must be expected less

than ever when a fortunate concurrence of circumstances has enabled

the present cabinet of Madrid, while voluntarily fulfilling its engage-

jnents and carrying out, Avhen in i)<)wer. the colonial policy which it

advocated when in ()])p()siti()n, to execute the wishes of the loyal in-

habitants of Cuba, and to comply with those suggestions which the

United States govcnunent has offered repeatedly and officially as

ilie expression of its desire or as its advice as a friend. Under these

circumstances, and when the genuineness and excellence of the radical

reforms granted to Cuba, which reforms have constituted, as it were,

a new and most e<iuital)le body of law, the nuiximum of powers and

initiatives to which a free colony, the mistress of its own fate, can

aspire, are candidly recognized: when, in the face of innumerable

difficulties, these radical reforms have been carried into effect, and

when an autonomous government of its own is to-day performing its

fiMJctions in the (Ireat Antilia; when the advantages of this immense

change i)egin to make themselves felt, it is certainly not the time for

the United States government to substitute for its former offers of

its good offices hints of a change of conduct in the event of more or

less remote contingencies, and to base this notification of its change

not only upon the contingency of a material success, a success as
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independent of right as of the conduct of the party advocating the

right, but upon its own estimate of the success itself, an estimate made
in accordance with the opinion of any one who, at a given time, may
wish to decide upon it without any other guide (rules) than his own
will, and without any more impartiality than is imposed upon him by

his observations or surroundings.

" [At a time] when the expressive congratulations of the Washing-

ton Cabinet have been earned b}^ our innovations; when the civil

struggle in the island of Cuba is adapting itself to the most modern
and humane conditions and character consistent with an active state

or war, as your excellency fully and nobly admits; when, in short,

even [all] the obligations of a moral order that the most jealous

prejudice can require have been fulfilled by Spain with the most

scrupulous fidelity and of her own accord, there remains no reason

or pretext for now discussing the duration of that stmggle, which is

of an exclusively domestic nature, nor for making the conduct of

friendly nations dependent upon such duration, even if the progress

made in overcoming the insurrection were not so evident, and if the

hopes of a speedy pacification were not so well founded.
" The remarkable consideration with which H. M.'s government

constantly entertains the views and doctrines of the United States

government does not suffice to induce it to accept, now or at any

future period, the theory which Y. E. is pleased to propound with

regard to international duties in the case of intestine rebellions, in

repetition of the views expressed years ago by the illustrious Secre-

tary of State, Mr. Fish. The Spanish government can not consent

to attach so little weight to international friendship as to render that

relation between nations almost entirely destitute of mutual obliga-

tions, the duties which it imposes being regarded, in every case, as

very inferior to those which are derived from neutrality.

" This government is of opinion, on the contrary, basing its views

upon considerations of eternal ethics, that a true friend, both in the

private order of private relations and in the public order of interna-

tional relations, has more conventionalities to observe and more

duties to fulfill than a neutral or indifferent person ; and that the

friendship which is founded u})on international law obliges all

states, to use the words of the famous South American publicist,

Calvo, not only to prevent their own subjects from causing injury to

a friendly country, but to exert themselves to prevent any plots,

machinations, or combinations of any kind tending to disturb the

security of those states with which they maintain relations of peace,

friendship, and good harmony from being planned in their territory.

' International law does not merely oblige states to prevent their sub-

jects from doing anything to the detriment of the dignity or interests

of friendly nations or governments; it imposes upon them, in addition,
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the strict duty of opposing:, within their own territory, all plots,

machinations, or combinations of a character to disturb the security

of countries with which they maintain relations of peace, friendship,

and good harmony/ (^ 1208, Vol. III. p. 15G.) This is the mean-

ing of international friendship as defined by Montesquieu, Avhen he

?aid that nations ought to do each other as much good as possible in

peace and as little harm as possible in war. (Spirit of Laws, Vol. T.

p. 3.) And it is the meaning given by Fiore in the following words:
' Every state should refrain from ordering or authorizing, in its

own territory, acts of any kind tending, tlirectly or indirectly, to in-

jure other states, even when it is not obliged to do so by laws or

treaties.' (Chapter II. § 598.)

'• It is upon this view of international friendship that the Spanish

government bases its opinions with regard to the extension of the

obligations arising or derived from such friendship in the intercourse

of civilized nations, and hence the request which it has addressed to

the Washington Cabinet on numerous occasions, to prevent, with a

firm hand, the departure of filibustering expeditions against Cuba,

and to dissolve or prosecute the junta which is sitting i)ul)licly in

New York, and which is the active and permanent center of attacks

upon the Spanish nation, and ^vhich, from the territory of the Union,

is organizing and nuiintaining hostilities against a country which is

living in j)erfect peace with the United States.

" H. M.'s government could not, nor should it, analyze the language

of the law of 1818. as it regards it as a law of a domestic or uuinicipal

character, the scope of which it ai)pertains to the Federal govern-

ment alone to determine. All that it permitted itself to do, in the

name of the friendshij) declared by the treaty of 170."), and Avhich has

been confirmed by j)racti('al demonstration through nuiny years and

many tests, was to suggest the means of rendering real and effectual

those obligations which are derived from true friendship, such as the

Spanish government understands it, either by the publication of a

proclamation of the same nature and as emphatic as those which

illustrious predecessors of the illustrious President, Mr. McKinley,

thought themselves called upon to ])ublish under similar circum-

stances, or by the severe aj)j)licati()n of the regulations in force, or by

their amendment or enlargement, as occurred in the act of March 10,

1888.

" Nor could II. M.'s government refer to the duties of neutrality,

as it maintains with the same vigor as ever its well-founded ass(>rtion

that there is no reason, nor even a semblance of reason, to justify a

recognition of iM'lligerency in the Cuban insurrection. All its re-

marks have Ix'en directed to the duties imposed by neighborhood and

international friendship, and when it has mentioned the decision of

the Geneva arbitration, it did so merely as a comparison ; for, if dili-
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gence must be used in the discharge of the duties of neutrality, as was
decided there, no less diligence should be required in the discharge of

the duties of friendship ; and if defects in the laws can not be offered

as an excuse in the case of the former, it would be unreasonable to

admit them in the case of the latter.

" The undersigned and the government of which he forms part

take sincere pleasure in ivcognizing the fact, as they do with genuine

gratitude, that the watchfulness exercised during the last few months
along the extended coasts of America has been more effectual than

formerly in preventing the departure of filibustering expeditions.

He is also pleased to find a reason for gratitude to the Federal gov-

ernment in the skillful organization which it has given to its naval

forces, in order to prevent iUegal aid being sent to the Cuban rebels

from the coast of Florida. Both facts prove the power and the

means at the disposal of the North American government for the

fulfillment, with due energy and ])romi)tness, of the obligations of

international friendship.

" We can not, however, notice with indifference, that there con-

tinues to be acting in New York an organization composed chiefly of

naturalized North Americans who, notwithstanding, do not wish to

imbibe (imbibe the spirit of) their recently acquired nationality nor

the atmosphere of honor and friendship in Avhich their (Tovernment

breathes; who violate the laws of their new country and abuse the

liberty granted them there by conspiring against the country in

which they were born, thereby creating a state of hostility which

disturbs the intimate and cordial relations Avhich have so long been

maintained between Spain and the United States. The i)rinciples

upon Avhich eternal law rei)oses, as much or more than law itself,

demand the pr()ni|)t suppression (disappearance) of that public cen-

ter of conspiracy, from Avhich every oversight is watched and every

legal subterfuge is made use of to violate the so-called neutrality

laws of the Hepublic of North America, for friendly nations have

seldom or never been seen to tolerate in their midst organizations

whose chief object, or. rather, whose only mission consists in plot-

ting against the integrity of the territory of another friendly nation.

" The Spanish people and government, relying upon their rights,

and with the firm resohition to maintain their legitimate and tra-

ditional sovereignty in the ishuid of Cnl)a at every hazard, without

sparing their exertions or limiting their perseverance, hope that the

United States will not only continue to ol>serve the kindly expectancy

to which your excellency refers, but that she will also coojx'rate by

the means already mentioned and other similar ones within her own
borders in the work of |)eace, justice, and autonomy which Si)ain is

now carrying out with so much self-denial and perseverance, and that

the United States will thus i)rove by more and more open and ett'ec-
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tiial acts the friendship which actuates her relations (to Spain), bj'^

which course she will completely discourage the seditious and rest-

less elements which are still sustaining the rebellion in the Great

Antilla, and which are only awaiting the result of a possible colli-

sion between our two respective countries, which are called by self-

interest and affection to be on good terms and to assist each other

in the noble enterprises of peace, and not to wound and destroy

each other in the cruel struggles of war.
" The island of Cuba, as ^Ir. Olney freely admitted in an official

note, has its life and its future bound to those of its mother country,

Spain, and the act of conspiring against the perpetual union of the

Pearl of the Antilles and the historical discoverer of the American

continent not only reveals destructive purposes, but also involves

a hopeless atleni])t. Cuba free, autonomous, ruled by a govermnent

of her own and by the laws which she makes for herself, subject to

the immutable sovereignty of Spain, and forming an integral part

of Spain, presents the only solution of ])ending problems that is

just to the colony and the mother comitry, the denouement longed

for by the great majority of their respective inhalritants and the

most equitable for other States. It is only in this foruuila of colo-

nial self-government and Spanish sovereignty that peace, which is

so necessary to the Peninsula and to Cuba and so advantageous to

the United States, can be found. The government of the Union
knows this and can contribute i)()werfully to the attainment of the end

in view by acting in accordance with what I have had the honor to

say to your excellency. It will certainly do this, because justice is

revered in the United States, and because the North American Repub-

lic, in conformity with its traditional principles of respect for the

wish of countries to organize themselves as uuiy best suit theui, nnist

finally admit, by acts and by declarations, that the Cuban j)eople have

a perfect right not to be disturbed by any one, and not to have any

power, near or distant. opi)ose their honorable and peaceful wishes,

hy lending aid to a turi)ulent minority who subordinate the interests

of the immense majority of their countrymen to their own selfish

purposes.
•• So long as the .Spanish Antilles did not enjoy the right to govern

themselves autonomically it might have been thought, though wrong,

that this minority repi'eseiited the general views of the masses, and in

the ca^e of such a hyj)otlietical error there would be some excuse, if

not justification, foi- a certain amount of tolerance; but now, when
the state of affaii's has been cleared up, and when it has been made
evident by the introduction of autonomy that the most estimable

inhabitants of the island desire peace under this system, which is as

lil>eral as they could wish, this moral and physical compulsion, ex-

erted by revolutionary organizations which are laboring freely in
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the United States for an absurd, unattainable separation, contrary

to riglit and to the interests of all, ought to cease entirely and with-

out loss of time. Its continuation would be a violation of the liberty

which is the very essence of the social and political system of North
America.

" It is impossible to see in the noble work of peace which has been

nobly and generously undertaken in Cuba, as your excellency very

truly remarks, a sudden creation which can arise in a single night;

it must be regarded as a lasting and noble structure, which, to use

your excellency's eloquent words, would be founded upon the rock

of justice, not upon the moving sands of self-interest, and which,

for its more rapid development, requires the cooperation of friends

and the most scrupulous respect of foreigners."

Seuor Gullon, min. of state, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, Feb. 1, 1898,

For. Rel. 1898, 658.

" You will have acquired through the recent telegraphic corre-

spondence on the subject a general knowledge of the
^^^^

.^
^ ,

°™* circumstances which have brought about the retire-
incident.

i - <• -, •

ment of Senor Dupuy de Lome from the Spanish mis-

sion at this capital. For your fuller information it is appropriate to

give you a more circumstantial account of the incident.

" The morning papers of the Otli instant printed what purported to

be a translation into the English language of a surreptitiously

obtained letter addressed by Sefior Dupuy de Lome to Seiior Jose

Canalejas, which, although in the nature of a j^ersonal communica-
tion, contained expressions offensively disparaging to the person and

office of the President, and indicative of insincerity on the part of the

minister himself in regard to matters then under international con-

sideration.

" The disclosure so made was, should it be substantiated, of such a

nature as obviously to put an instant end to the utility of Senor Du-

puy de Lome as a medium of the candid and sincere intercourse which

rjhould ever prevail among nations, as well as to gravely offend the

Executive and the people of the United States, and it became neces-

sary at once to inquire as to the authenticity of the published commu-
nication with a view to taking such action as a sense of self-respect

and frankness prescribes in the intercourse of friendly states.

" Some hours later there reached the Department copies of a New
York newspaper containing a photolithographic facsimile of the let-

ter in question, and an hovir or two thereafter there was placed in my
hands for the first time the original of the letter so reproduced. The

genuineness of the paper appearing to be established by comparison

with specimens of the minister's writing found in the Department,

no room remained for longer entertaining, as I was at first disposed to
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do. a doubt as to the reality of the serious charge hiid at the envoy's

door; and I directed that the matter sliouhl be at once brought, with

all perniissil)le considcrateness. to the attention of Senor Dupuy de

Lome hismelf. This was done by the Assistant Secretary of State,

Mr. Day. in personal conference.

" The minister admitted having written a letter of the descril)ed

character. Having retained no coj)y of it, he was at first disposed to

question the accuracy of the words ascribed to him by the published

version; but on being shown the original he confirmed its genuine-

ness, and, without in terms retracting the offensive utterances it

contained, contended that the English translation had unfavorably

intensified certain })hases which he claimed were permissible under

the seal of i)rivate and colloquial correspondence. He also frankly

stated that he recognized the impossibility of his continuing to hold

official relations with this (Jovernment after the unfortunate disclos-

ures, and informed Mr. Day that he had on the evening of the 8th

and again on the morning of the J)th telegraphed to his government,

asking to be relieved of his mission.

" Innnediately after seeing Senor de Lome, a telegraphic instruc-

tion was sent to you directing you to inform the government of His

Majesty that the publication in question had ended the Spanish min-

ister's usefulness, and that the President expected his immediate

recall.

"" For your information I inclose herewith an accurate copy made in

the Department from the original letter of Senor Dupuy de Lome,

with a careful translation also pi-epared in the Department, together

with the facsimile printed in the Xeir York Jo\irn<d of the 9th in-

stant. Cojn' of the translation which appeared in the ])ress, and

which is infelicitous in some i)articulars and inaccurate in others, is

also appended.
" On the 10th instant I received your telegram informing me that

prior to your ])resentation of the instruction sent you in regard to

Senor Dupuy de Lome's recall, the cabinet had accepted the minister's

resignation, putting the affairs of the legation in charge of the secre-

tary, and that your full report would follow. Thereupon I tele-

graphe<l you to report i)v cable.

*• Later, thinking it |)roi)able that the Spanish government might

not be in jxjssession of the text of the letter written by Senor Dupuy
de Lome to Sefioi- Canalejas and might therefore not be in a position

to gauge the magnitude of the minister's offense, or to rightly esti-

mate the insincci-ity which ai)|)eai-ed to characterize his personal

utterances resj)ecling the object of the j)roposed negotiations for

reciprocity with the island of Cuba. I directed that the Spanish text

of the more notably objectionable ])assages should be telegraphed to

you, which was done on the 12th instant.
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" Your telegraphic report of the interview had with the minister of

state, which was received here on the night of the 12th instant, con-

iirmed my conjecture that his excellency could not have had the full

text of Senor Dupuy de Lome's letter before him, otherwise it is

scarcely conceivable that he would have confined himself to regretting

the minister's ' indiscretion," when, in point of fact, the language used

b}' him disclosed much weightier reason for regarding the minister's

usefulness as utterly destroyed, not only on account of the dis-

paraging words in Avhich he had spoken of the President, but more

gravely still by reason of the want of candor Avhich appeared to un-

derlie the proposition for a reciprocity arrangement with the autono-

mous government of Cuba, which he shortly afterwards brought for-

ward and advocated with much profession of earnestness. I think you

will also discern a similar underthoiight in the passage in which Senor

Dupuy de Lome speaks of the institution of an autonomous govern-

ment having the intended effect of relieving the Spanish government

in the eyes of the American i)eople of a part of the responsibility for

the occurrences in that island, and throwing it instead npon the

Cubans themselves. But as this point will doubtless attract the atten-

tion of the Spanish cabinet, it seems unnecessary to pursue it further

in this instruction.

''All the facts being fulh' known, and the offense of the late min-

ister being disclosed in all its enormity, I felt sure that the govern-

ment of His Majesty could not feel less concern than we ourselves

feel in dispelling the painful and detrimental impressions touching

the inwardness of the transactions recently had and even now pend-

ing l)etween the two governments Avhich a perusal of the letter sug-

gests. This assurance proved to be well grounded. You having, as

re])orted in your telegram of the 1-ltli instant, written a note to his

excellency the minister of state, communicating to him the Spanish

text of the passages of Senor Dupuy de Lome's letter, his excellency

replied on the ir)th in a note of which you telegraphed me the entire

text. I was ha])py to find thei-ein not only that frank expression of

regret which I had from the outset confidently expected, and which

it seems his excellency had made to you orally on the occasion of your

first intervicAv, but further and more com])lete announcement of the

disauthorization of the minister's act, Avhich was intended to be con-

veyed by the manner and form in which his retirement from the post

of honor and trust he had so long filled was accomplished. Having

communicated his excellency's final note to the President and as-

certained his gratification thereat, I telegraphed to vou on the 18th

instant expressing the satisfaction of this government at the satis-

factory termination of the incident.

"As for the letter itself. I have had much pleasure in recognizing

the i^ersonal claim of Senor Canalejas to its possession, even though
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it may never have reached his hands; and it was accordingly deliv-

ered, on the 14th instant, against receipt, to Mr. Calderon Carlisle,

who presented himself as the agent of Senor Canalejas for that pur-

pose."

Mr. Shemijui. S<h-. of State, to Mr. Woodford, niin. to Spain. Feb. 2.3, 1898,

For. Hel. 1S!)S. lOlS.

[Tran-slation of letter written by SeBor Don Enrique Dupuy de Ldme to SeBor Don Joe6
Caualeja.s. Undattnl, but from internal evidence probably written about the middle
of December, 1897.]

Legation of Spain, Washington.
" His Excellency Don .Josfi Canalejas.
" My Distinguished and Dear Fkiend: You have no reason to ask my ex-

cuses for not iiavinR written to me. I ouglit also to have written to

you, but I have put off doing so because overwhelmed with work and

nous somnies quittes.

"The situation here remains the same. Everything depends on the iiolitl-

cal and military outcome in Cuba. The prologue of all this, in this

second stage (phase) of the war. will end the day when the colonial

cabinet shall be appointed and we shall l)e relieved in the eyes of this

country of a part of the responsibility for what is happening in Cuba,

while the Cubans, whom these people think so immaculate, will have

to assume it.

" Until then, nothing can l>e clearly seen, and I regard it as a waste of time

and i)n)gress, by a wrong road, to be sending emissaries to the rebel

camp, or to negotiate with the autonomists who have as yet no legal

.standing, or to try to ascertain the intentions and plans of this gov-

ernment. The [Cul)an] refugees will keep on returning one by one,

and as they do so will make their way into the sheepfold. while the

leaders in the field will gradually come back. Neither the one nor

the other class had the courage to leave in a body and tliey will not be

brave enough to return in a body.
** The niess.-ige has l>een a disiliusiomnent to the insurgents, who expected

something different; but I regard it as bad (for us).

"Besides the ingrained and inevitable bluntness (groseria) with which

is repeated all that the press and pui»li(! opinion in Spain have said

about Weyler, it once more shows what .McKinley is, weak and a

bidder for the admiration of the crowd, besides being a would-be

I»oliti<ian (politicastro) who tries to leave a door open behind him-

.self while keeping on gfx)d terms with the jingoes of his party.

" Xevertlieless, whether the practical results of it [the nie.'^sagel are to

be injurious and a(lv<>rse dei)en(ls only upon ourselves.

"1 am entirely of your opinions; without a military end of the matter

iu»thing will be accomplished in Cuba, and without a military and

IK)Iiti<al settlement there will always be the danger of encouragement

being given to the insurgents by a i)art of the public opinion if not

by the government.
" I do not think sufticient attention has been paid to the part England

is playing.

" Nearly all the newspaper rabbi" that swarms in your hotels are English-

ni«'n. and wiiile writing for the Jounial they are also corresixjiidents

of the most inlluential journals and- reviews of liOndon. It has

been so ever since this thing began. A.s I look at it, England's only
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object is that the Americans sliould amuse themselves witli us and
leave her alone, and If there should be a war, that would the better

stave oflf the contlict which she dreads but which will never come
about.

" It would be very advantageous to take up, even if only for effect, the

question of commercial relations, and to have a man of some i)romi-

nence sent hither in order that I may make use of him here to carry

on a propaganda among the Senators and others in opposition to the

junta and to try to win over the refugees.

" So Amblard is coming, I think he devotes himself too much to petty

politics, and we have got to do something very big or we shall fail.

"Adela returns your greeting, and we all trusv that next year you may be

a messenger of peace and take it as a Christmas gift to poor Spain.

" Ever your attached friend and servant,

" Enkique Dui'UY de Lome."

Feb. 11, ISDS, Sefior du liosc, of the Spanish legation, informed the

Department of State that, his governmen"t having accepted Sefior

Dupuy de Lome's " renunciation '" of the otHce of minister, he had

been designated as charge d'affaires ad Interim. Feb. 12 the De-

partment of State replied, recognizing him in that capacity. (For.

Kel. 1808, 1010, 1011.)

" The notably objectionable passages of the Spanish minister's letter

read as follows

:

" First. ' El mensage ha desenganado a los insurrectos que esperaban

otra y ha paralizado la accion del congreso ; pero yo lo considero

malo. Ademas de la natural e inevitable proseria con (pie se repite

cuanto ha dicho de Weyler la i)rensa y la opinion en Esi>ana,

denmestra una vez mas le que es McKinley, debil y populachero y

ademas un politicastro (lue (piiere dejarse una puerta abierta y

quedar bien con los jingoes de su partido.'

" Second. ' Seria nuiy import;uite (pie se ocuparan, auiuiue no fuera mas
que para efecto, de las relaciones comerciales y (pie se enviase aquf

un hombre de importancia i)ara (pie yo le usara a(pii para hacer

Iiro])aganda entre los Senadores y otros en oposicion ii la Junta y

I)ara ir guardar (ganando) emigrados.'

"The last word but one, 'guardar,' is almost illegil)le.

" If, as is probable, the ministry has not possesscnl the text of the let-

ter, you should acquaint the minister of state with the foregoing

extracts, pointing out the insulting character of the first and the

insincerity which underlies the second." (Mr. Day, Acting Sec. of

Stat(\ to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., Feb. 12, 1898, For. Kel.

1808, 1010.)

" On the afternoon of last Thursday, the 10th day of February, and after

the adjournment of 1 1 is Majesty's council of ministers, I had the

honor to call upon your excellency ;ind to read to you a coi)y of a

telegram which I had received that morning from my government,

and which related to a letter written i)y the Spanish minister at

Washington. I then stated that I would communiciite to my gov-

ernment at once by telegrai)h such answer as your excellency might

make, and I left with you a copy of such telegram and statement.

I iind(M-sto()d your excellency to reply that tlie Si)anish governiiiciit

sincerely regretted the indiscretion of the Spanish minister at Wash

II. Doc. 551—vol G 12
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iiifrlon. nnd that his rosiKiuition luul hwu askinl niul a«-(vi)ttHl by

cahlc iH'foiv our t!u>n interview.

" I tele}jraiiiie«l to my jjoveriiment at onee that tlie resiKimtion liad l»e<Mi

asked and accepted i)y cable before our tlieii interview.

"It is possible that I misunderstood yoiu' ex<-ellen<-y in what was said

alMuit the minister's resiguation having been asked by your gov*>rn

ment.
*' It is now the fourth day since I had the honor of calling u|M)n your

excellency, and I have not yet had the satisfaction of receiving any

formal indication that His Majesty's government regrets and disa-

vows the language and sentiments whit-h were employtnl and ex-

pressed in such letter addresswl by the Spainsh minister at Washing-

ton to a distinguished Spanish citizen.

" It is my hope and pleasure to believe that the Spanish government

can not have received the text of the letter written by Sefior lUiiuiy

de I><')me to Senor C'analejas, in regard to which I called uiM)n your

e.xcellency last ThiU'sday. and it therefore bcn-omes my duty to ac-

«|uaint your excellency with the following extracts from such letter,

which are notably objectionable to mj' government

:

"First. 'El mensaje ha desenganado fi los in.surrectos que esperaban

otra cosa y ha paralizado la acciou del Congreso. pero yo lo considero

malo ademas de la natural e inevitable groserfa con ([ue se re|»ite

cuanto ha dicho de Weyler la i)rensa y la opinion en Esi)ana diMuu-

estra una vez mas lo (jue es McKinley debil y populachero y ademas

un iM)Iiticastro (lue (juiere dejarse una puerta abierta y <iuedar bien

con los jingoes de su partido.'

" Second. ' Seria muy iminn'tante (jue se ocuparan aunque no fuera niAs iiue

I»ara efecto de las relaciones ct>merciales y que se enviase a(iuf un

hombre de importancia para que yo le usara aquf para hacer proi)a-

ganda eiure los esnatlores y otros en oi»oslci6n ft la junta y i)ar5t

ir eniigrantes."

"The last word b«'fore 'eniigrantes,' and which I have indicated by a

dash, is almost illegible.

" I beg to iK)int otit to your excellency the insulting character of the lirst

pas.sage and the insincerity which underlies the suggestions of the

sei-ond." (Mr. Woodfonl. min. to Si)ain. to Senor Gullon, min. of

state, Feb. 14. 18f)<S. For. Uel. l,s;)S. 1012.)

"There is. in fact, as your excellency yourself susi)Octs. an error or mis-

understanding, little surprising, in truth, in the reference's to our

brief conversation of Thursday, the loth instant, to which your ex-

cellency alludes in the note which I had the honor to n'ceive yes-

terday.

"After your excellency read to me the telegram transmitted by your gov-

ernment, and an <'xa<t copy of which y<m were kind enough to leave

with me. when you asktnl nu» to indi<'ate to you the opinions and in-

tentions of the cabinet of Madrid concerning the facts mentioned in

the same dispatch I replied solely that the S|)anish government, like

that of Washington, ami like your excellency, with entire sincerit.v

lamented the incident which was the cause of our interview; but

that, while considering it and measuring its real significance. Sefior

Dupu.v de I>ome had already solv»'d it by pri»senting the resignation

of his ch;irge. which the council of ministers had just accepted.

"To this clear de<'laration I underst«M)d that I should limit my rej)ly,

because, iu fact, the Spanish ministry, in accepting the resignation
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of a fuiictionar.v whose services they had heen utilizing and valuing

up to tliat time, h'ft it iterfeetly well estal)lished that they did not

share, and rather, on the contrary, disauthorized, the criticisms tend-

ing to offend or censure the chief of a friendly state, although such
criticisms had heen written within the field of personal friendship,

aiul had reached pul)llcity hy artful and criminal means.

"This meaning which was involved and could not helj) being embodied
in a resolution of the council of ministers adopted before I had the

pleasure of receiving your excellency when the government of Spain

only in a general way, by vague telegraphic reports, learned the senti-

ments alluded to, is naturally the real meaning which the Spanish
ministry, with e(iual or greater reason, gives to the decision referred

to, iifter reading the words which your excellency copies in .Si»anish

in the first of the two paragraphs which your courteous note trans-

mits to me.

"As regards the second paragraph which the saint; comnuinication of your

excellency almost literally reproduces, the government of which I

form a part is profoundly surprised that a private letter, dated, as

it api^ears, on a day relatively distant, and the opinions of which

can not i)roperly be formed now, subsequent to recent agreements, can

be invoked now merely on account of the significance of the signa-

ture as a germ of suspicion and doubts as opposed to the unanswer-

able testimony of simultaneous and subseipient facts.

" The i>resent Spanish government, before and after the date indicated,

with respect to the new colonial regimen and the pi-ojected treaty of

conmierce gave such evident proofs of its real designs and of its

innermost convictions that it does not now consider compatible witli

its prestige to lay stress upon or to demonstrate anew the truth and

sincerity of its purposes and the unstained good faith of its inten-

tions.

" I'ublicly and solemnly it contracted, before the metropolis and its colo-

nies, the resiK)nsibility of the political and tariff changes which it has

inaugurated in both Antilles, and the natural ends of which in the

domestic and international spheres it pursues with that perseverance

and that firmness to which from the beginning, it adjusted and which

in the future must inspire its entire conduct." (Senor Gullon, uiin.

of state, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, Feb. 15, 1S!)8. For. Rel. 1898,

l(Hr». This note was received by INIr. Woodford Feb. Ki.

)

"Polo de Bernabe will be appointed minister to Washington. lie is the

son of Admiral I'olo. formerly minister. Is now chief of commer-

cial bureau in Spanish state department. Speaks English and is

familiar with connuercial affairs. Was secretary of legation at

Washington when his father was minister." (Mr. Woodford, min.

to Spain, to Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State, tel.. Feb. 17, 1898, For. Rel.

1898. 1014.)

"Note of minister of state received by you Kith in.stant satisfactorily

closes the incident raised by publication of Si)anish minister's private

letter ; indeed it would have been sooner closed had Department

I)ossessed the expressions of regret and disauthorization recited by

the minister. You will assure minister of state of the gratification

here felt at his frank statements, which this government had from

the outset confidently exi)ected. Add that the new minister's antece-

dents and the recollection of his previous service as secretary here

insure him a cordial personal welcome." (Mr. Day, Acting Sec. of
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StJite. to Mr. WcMwlford. luin. to Spain. t»<l.. Feb. IS. IHOS, For. It.'l.

1898, lUl»i.)

" My i)ors»)iiiil inulorstaiidiiig of my interview witli the Spanish minister

of foreign affaii-s, in the afternoon of Thursday. Feltruary 10, is that

he then oonHiuHl himself to regretting tiie minister's indiscretion,

wliile his excellency's undei-standinK is that he then indicated or

made the frank expression of rcj;ret. which was sulistantially eidargtnl

in his formal note of disanthori/.ation. dated Fel»ruary l.j. As the

minister sjteaks little English and I little Spanish, the ]»ossible mis-

understanding may have occurrinl easily." (Mr. Woodford, min. to

Spain, to Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State. March 8, 181)8, For. Itel. 18D8,

1021.)

See, also, Mr. Wooilford to the President. Feb. 2(>, 18!>8, For. Uel. 18D8,

»>G4 ; and a "personal and conlidential " letter of Mr. Day to Mr.

Woodford. March ;{. 18U8, For. Uel. 181(8. 080.

"As to l)e L»')iiK'. I a<rive \vitli you that tliut inculent is, fortunately,

closed. The publication of the letter created a <r()od deal of feeling

among Americans, and hut for the fact that it was a private letter,

surreptitiously if not criminally obtained, it might have raised con-

siderable difficulty in dealing with it diplomatically. As soon as we
learned of its authenticity the first cable was sent to you suggesting the

recall of the minister. l)e Lome had been advised the day before,

and cabled his resignation before the letter was brought to the I)e-

pjirtment. Your ])romj)t and efficient method of dealing with the

matter after its serious import was known, and your firm, dignified

action in the interview with the minister, no doubt led to the satis-

factory termination of the incident. Everybody that I see seems well

pleased with it, and no one wished troui)le aI)out a matter of this kind.

If a ruj)ture between the countries nuist come, it should not be upon

any such personal and comparatively unimj)ortant matter. We sent

you day before yesterday full instruction covering the Cuban situa-

tion, as you will see it is bad enough.

"The I)e Lome incident, the destruction of the Mahic, have added

nuich to the poj)ular feeling uj)on this sui)ject, although the JK'tter

sentiment seems to be to await the report of the facts, and to follow

the action of the President after the naval board has nuide its report.

Whatever that report may be, it by no means relieves the situation of

its difficidties. The policy of starvation, the fjiilure of Si)ain to take

ert'ective measures to suj)press the insurrection, the loss of our com-

merc«'. the great expense of |)ati'<)lling oui* coast—these things, inten-

sified by the insulting and insincei'e character of the I)e Lome letter,

all combine to create a condition that is vei'v grave, and which will

re<|uire the highest wisdom and greatest prudence on both sides to

avoid a crisis."

Mr. Day. .Vssist. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Woodford, min. to SjKiin. "per-

sonal and conlidential." March :{, 1808. For. Kel. 181)8, fkSO.
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January 25, 1898, the U. U. S. Maine arrived at Havana on a friendly

visit. Some Spanish naval vessels and a (lernian train-

^^'^-Mai'ne"^
*^® ing ship were in the harbor, and another vessel of the

German navy arrived dnring the day." At 9.40 p. m.

of Febrnary 15, the Maine was blown up and destroyed, with two
of her officers and two hundred and sixty-four of the crew.'' Ex-
pressions of condolence were made by many foreign governments,

officials, and individuals, including the Queen liegent and the govern-

ment of Spain and various officials in Spain and in Cuba.'"

The United States and Spain each appointed a naval commission

to investigate and rei:)ort upon the disaster.

" The following is a summary of the report made March 21 by the

United States Board of Inquiry in case of the Maine:
" The Maine arrived at Habana January 25. Notices of her in-

tended arrival had been given by the United States consul-general to

tlie authorities on the preceding evening, and she was conducted by
the regular government pilot to buoy No. 1, in from 5^ to (> fathoms

of water. Discipline on ship excellent, and all her orders and regula-

tions strictly carried out. Ammunition properly stored and cared

for. Magazines and shell rooms always locked, after being opened,

and after destruction of ship the keys were found in proper place in

captain's cabin. Temperatures of magazine and shell rooms daily

taken and reported. Only magazine showing undue heat was after

10-inch magazine, which did not ex})lo(le. Torpedo warheads were

stored in after part of ship under wardroom, and did not explode.

Dry gun-cotton primers and detonators were stored in cabin aft, and

remote from explosion. Waste carefully looked after under special

orders of commanding officer; and varnishes, driers, alcohol, and like

combustil)les, were stored on or above main deck. Medical stores

were aft under wardroom. No dangerous stores below in any other

storerooms. The coal bunkers insi)ecte(l daily. Of those adjacent to

forward magazine four were emj)ty, while one Avas full of coal. This

coal before it was received was carefully inspected, and the bunker

was inspected by engineer officer on duty on day of explosion. No
case of spontaneous combustion of. coal had ever occurred on the

M/fi/u\ and fire alarms in bunkers were in working order. Two after

boik'rs in use at time of disaster, but for auxiliary purposes only, at

comparatively low temperature and under watch, and could not

hav(> caused explosion. Four forward boilers found by divers in

fair condition. Maine destroyed at 9.10, evening of February 15.

Everything had been reported secure at 8 o'clock j). m., and all on

oFor. Rel. 180S, 1024-1027.

6 For. Rol. ISDS. 102!).

"For. Kel. 1S!)S, 102!)-lo:!2. 104."), 104(V-107S.
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hoiuil was quiet. Thoiv \v(mv two distinct explosions, with brief

interval. The first, with report like that of a ^wn, lifted ship very

perceptibly. Second was more open, prolontjed, and of ^reat volume,

and caused by i)artial ex|)losion of two or more of forward mapizines.

Evidence obtained by divers as to condition of wreck more or less

incomplete, but it appears after part of ship sank practically intact.

As t« forward part, testimony estal)lished followin*;^ facts:

" Portion of j)()rt side protective deck, which extends approxi-

mately from frames l\0 to 41, was blown up aft and over to port. The
main deck from ajjproximately frames »U) to 41 was blown uj) aft and

slightly over to starboard, folding the forward part of the middle

superstructure over and on toj) of the after part. This was in opin-

ion of the board caused by j)artial explosion of two or more of for-

ward nuigazines. But at frame IT the outer shell, from a point Hi
feet from middle line of ship and (> feet above normal keel, was forced

up and remained above watei', about H4 feet above normal position.

The outside bottom ])lating is bent inward, and a jjortion about 15 feet

broad and '^'2 feet long is doubled back upon itself. The vertical keel

is broken in two at frame 18, and the flat keel is bent into an angle

similar to that formed by the ])lating. This plate is now about

feet below surface of water and 'M) above its normal ])osition.

This effect could, in court's opinion, have been ])roduced only by

explosion of a mine under bottom of ship. In conclusicm, court finds

that loss of Mdhic was not due to any fault or negligence of any of

oflicers or crew, but to explosion of a submarine mine, which caused

partial explosion of two or more forward magazines. No evidence,

however, obtained fixing responsibilty on any person or persons.

'* Upon the facts as thus disclosed a grave resi)onsibility ai)pears to

rest upon the Spanish government. The Maine, on a peaceful

errand, and with the knowledge and consent of that (lovernment,

entered the harbor of Ilabana. relying uj)on the security and protec-

tion of a friendly port. Confessedly she still remained, as to what

t(M)k place on board, undei* the jurisdiction of her own govermnent,

yet the control of the harbor remained in the Spanish government,

which, as tin* sovereign of the place, was bound to render j)rotecti<)n

to persons and j)rop<'rty there, and especially to the ])ublic ship and

the sailors of a friendly j)()wer.

''The goNcrnnienl of the United States has not failed to receive

with due apj)reciation the exj)ressions of sympathy by the govern-

nii'ut of the Queen IJegent with the United States in the loss of its

shij) and sailors. This fact can only increase its regret that the cir-

cumstances of the v\\>{\ as disclosed by the report of the board of

in(|uiry, are such as to r(M|uii'e of the Spanish government such action

as is due where ihe sovei'eign rights of one friendly nation hav(^ been

assailetl within the jurisdiction of another. The President does not
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permit himself to doubt that the sense of justice of the Spanish nation

will dictate a course of action suggested by the friendly relations of

the two governments.
" You will comnuniicate the contents of this instruction to the min-

ister of state and give him a para[)hrase if desired."'

Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, iiiiii. to Spain, tel., March
LTi, 181)8, For. Kel. 1898. lo;?*;.

The foref^oinj; sunnnary was communicated to tlie Spanisli government

Mardi 28. 1898. and on the same day the full report of the court of

inquiry was transmitted to Congress. (For. Kel. 1898, 1042, 104.3;

S. Doc. 207, .") Cong. 2 sess.) March 28 Senor Polo de Bernabe,

Spanish minister at Washington, connnunicated to the Department of

State the following extract from the reiM>rt of the Spanish commis-

sion of in(iuiry :

"The reix^rt contains the depositions of eyewitnesses and experts, and, by

reproducing, by means of these depositions, the act of explosion, at

each moment of its duration, in its external appearances, proves the

absence of all tlie incidents which always necessarily accompany
the explosion of a torpetlo.

" It is known, through these same depositions of witnesses very near

the Ma'mr. that there was only a single explosion; that no column of

water was thrown up ; that there was no movement of the water

;

that there was no dash of the water against the sides of the nearest

vessel ; that there was no shaking of the shore, and that no dead

fish were seen subse<iuently. The de]>osition of the chief pilot of the

port shows that there was a great abundance of fish in the bay after

th<» explosion, and tlie same thing is asserted by the assistant engi-

neer of tlie harbor works, who says that he has always found dead

fish after many explosions (blastings) made for the works in the bay.

"The divers, when examining the hull of the Manic, could not see its

bottom, as it was l)iu"ied in the mud. but they examined the sides, and

the rents in them outwards are an infallible sign that the explosion

was internal.

" When the bottom of the bay around the vessel was examined not a

single sign of tlie action of a torpedo was found, and. moreover, the

(listrict attorney (fiscal) finds no precedents of the blowing up of the

magazines of a vessel by torpedoes in any case.

"The rei>ort states that the peculiar nature of the procedure followed and

the thorough observance of the ])rincii)Ie of the extraterritoriality of

the Maine have i»revented the making siicli investigations in the

interior of the vessel as would furnish the means of deciding, at

least hypothetically. the internal cause of the disaster; and this

inability was increased I)y the unfortun.ite refusal which ])revented

the establishment of the necessary and approi)riate cooperation be-

tween the Spanish connnission on the one side, and the connnander

and crew of the Maiur, the American officials connnissioned to investi-

g.-ite the causes of the event, and those subse(iuently charged with

the recovery (salvamento) on the other side.

"Lastly, the report ;i(lirms that the int«>rnal .-ind external examination of

the ]faiiir. when it can be accomi»lished. and i»rovide(l the laliors for

the tot.'il or ]iiirtial recovery of the wreck do not c.iuse .-iny cli.ingi*

in it, and the examin.-ition of the spot in the li;iy where the vessel is
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sunk, will jn'ovo tluit. as has boon said, tho oxplosion was prodiicod

by an internal rauso." (For. Uol. ISifS. 1044.)

Tho full roimit (>r tlio Spanish connnission was coniniunicatod to tho

Doi.arlniont of Stato April 2, l.SUS. (S. Hopt. HS."), ;->.") CouK. '-' soss.

;

For. Rol. ISUS. KM."..)

A (locri'o (lissolviiio; the C'ortos was signed Fob. '2(>, 1898. The new

Cortes was to meet A})ril 'J.")."

" The President's niessap' to C^wofress at the opening of the present

session verv fuilv set forth the information [)ossessed
Situation in Cuba. , ,,•

" ',, ,. ,, ., ^. -/ii
l)v tins orovernment touclimg the situation in C iu)a,

hotli as to its actual condition and its future prospects, and presented

as much in (U'tail as was possibU^ uikUm- tlie circumstances the views

and j)olicv of this orovernment in regard thereto.

" Since that time I have refrained from writing you instructions on

the subject, i)artly because the benevolently exi)ectant attitude of the

government of the United States with regard to the hap|)enings in

Cuba continued unaltered and ])artly becaus<> the changing lights

thrown ui)on the situation from week to W(>ek made definite apprecia-

tion and comment imi)ractical)le.

'• Two months have now elapsed since the installation at Habana of

the autonomist government of Cuba. More than two months have

now i)assed since the substitution of Marshal Blanco for General

Wevler and the adoption of a modified rule of conduct in the prasecu-

tion of hostilities against the Cuban insurgents. During this time

the Department has sought to keej) itself well informed of the' actual

situation and its immediati* probabilities through our various agencies

in Cuba. So far as my oi)portunities of observation and knowledge

go. I am as yet unal>le to discern the favorable advances which were

gladly anticii)ated from the changed order of things.

*'
r i-eview the present situation i)riefly for your confidential infor-

mation. >olely to aid you in aj)i)reciating any statements wliich may
be made to you and in shaping your own discreet course.

"• l'"ir>(. as to the condition of the wai' in Cuba. The testimony

wliieh reaches me is concurrent as to the absence of any sui)stantial

success <d" the .S|)jinish arms. No change has supervened in the con-

duct of hostilities on either side save that fewer regrettable excesses

on the part of" the Spanish ti'oops ai'e now repoi'ted. Indeed, their

operation- haxc not a|)i)eare(| during the past three months to have

been a> eneigetic as before. Vvw encounters are reported. Whether

this 1)0 due to th<' i'e(luce<l mnubers of the Spanish foi'ces through the

sickn<'>s and casualties incich'nl to all wars and to the return to the

Peninsula of trooj)s who have sei'xcd their time, oi- to the <lecreased

productiveness of the inland itself, due to the destruction of the nor-

" For. Kel. IS'.iS. CC,.-.
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mal source of supply and attended by enhanced difficulty of keeping

u}) an etl'ective commissariat, is a matter of conjecture. Both these

general causes may perhaps all'ect the situation. It is reported that

many of the troops have been widely scattered throughout the plan-

tations ostensibly tor the pur]X)se of their protection, but being in fact

billeted upon the interior estates in much larger numbers than hereto-

fore and drawing their subsistence from the already impoverished

resources of the interior country. Meanwhile the insurgent forces

continue to control a large part of the eastern region while making
demonstrations and forays in the westward parts without substantial

check. The recent expedition of General Blanco to the central dis-

trict appears to have been barren of military results. On the whole,

inaction rather than activity has marked the last three months'

conduct of the war.
" In the second place, the autonomist government of Cuba appears

to have been exteij/led from Habana to several of the principal cities

and districts of <he island with every disposition to place depart-

mental and nninicipal authority in the hands of native Cubans or of

Spanish residents known to be favorable to the scheme of autonomy.

There can be no ground to doubt the entire good faith of the Spanish

government in thus installing and extending within limited areas

the decreed system of autonomy. While its operation is thus re-

stricted to narrow fields and is still in a period of transition, it may
be j)remature to judge how far it effectively supplies a remedy for the

evils under Avhich the Cuban administration has admittedly labored

for many years past,' Besides being thus circumscribed in its opera-

tions, the financial problem appears to confront the autonomist gov-

ernment with considerable urgency, and indeed no other condition

would well be exjKH-ted in view of the wholesale destruction of the re-

sources of the island within and of the diminution of its external

commerce,

"Thirdly, as for the effect of the offer of autonomy ujion the insur-

gents in the field, it must be confessed that no hopeful result has so

far followed. Beyond a few isolated submissions of insurgent chiefs

and their following no disposition ai)pears on the part of the leaders

of the rebellion to accept autonomy as a solution. On the other hand,

the hostility of the Spanish element in Cuba to this or any form of

autonomy is apparent, so that the insurgurated reform stands between

the two adverse fires of hostile opj)()sition in the field and insidious

malevolence in the very centers of government. That the latter form

of opposition would be reduced and eventually overcome in propor-

tion as autonomy proves a success may well be admitted; that auton-

omy is of itself, and unaided by military success, capable of winning

over the insurgent element remains a doubtful i)roposition.
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" Fourthly, tho condition of the ishmd in its financial and j)ro-

diictive aspects has not changed for the better. It is rather, if any-

thinfr. v.orse. The endeavors of the representatives of the peninsular

iuithority and the domestic autonomist ffovernment to relieve the

destitution and distr<'ss which pivvail have heen abortive. The policy

of concent rat in<i: the rural po])ulation in and around the ijarrisoned

towns, while leaviiii; their fields and homes to decay and destruction,

has worked its "inevitable result. Day by day the condition of the

i-econcentrados becomes more i)itiable. while day by day the power to

relieve them, however <;ood may be the disposition to do so, decreases

with the exhaustion of the resources of the island itself. From
Matanzas, Sa<jua, Santiaiifo. and other princi])al centers of reconcen-

tration the same a])i)aHin_i; tale of misery, suffering, and death reaches

me. The authorities are confessedly powerless to relieve the situa-

tion. Even the excessive diminution of the number of these unfor-

funates by death, estimated by consei-vative Spanish authorities to

amount to about ^A) per cent of their numbei* since the policy of

the dei)()pulation of the interior was inau<j:urated does not make it

easier to relieve the survivors, for the exhaustion of means to do so

more than kee])s i)ac(> with their diminished numbers. Our consuls

re])()rt that even the Spanish army itself suffers fi-om this ])aralysis

of means and su|)])lii's. and if it be admittedly impracticable to keep

u]) the couMuissariat and pay the soldiers of Spain, it is not rational

fo suj)j)ose that the condition of the unfortunate reconcentrados can

be materially relie\-ed, esjx'cially if reliance is placed on the j)rivate

charity of the already strai<rhtened islanders, i

'' The decices permittin<r the sufferers to return to their plantations

and resume theii" a<j:ricultural labors have been barren of ivsult.

Their fields are waste. The few estates which, under the jruard of

t loops, have (Mideavored to icsume Oj)erations do not afl'ord lo(l<rment

for a tithe of the destitute. These are mostly women and children,

or old UM'ii incapable of field work. Even could they return to their

homes tliev could not till the soil and j)lant and raise ci"oj)s, noi' sup-

port themselves until the harvest should mature. Tiuit foi-m of relief

has ])i'ove(l wholly inadecpiate.

"'The distressin<; situation of the icconcentrados has aj^pealed very

stroii^'^ly to the generous heart of the American people, and under the

initiative of the President every effort has been made to organize and

ap|)ly systematic relief thi'ough |)rivate donations here and distril)u-

fion i)v the availal)le chamiels in Cuba. However generously our

counti'vmeii have responded to this a))peal, theii' efforts can relieve

but a very small |)ortion of the suffering, and that only within the

naiM'ow limits of the larger towns and theii' innnediate surroundings.

The work of relief is being earnestly |)ressed, but it is painfully in-

suflicient to me«'t the situation.
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" 111 obedience to resolutions of the Senate and House, selections of

the consular correspondence regarding the present situation in Cuba
have been made, but I can not at present say when they will be sub-

mitted. It is sufficient for my present purpose to inform you that tho

reports of the consul-general and the several consuls in Cuba substan-

tiate the pitiable tale of suffering and death, of impoverishment and

destruction of resources, and of substantial lack of change in the

military situation which the press has published to the world. The
only redeeming feature of the situation is the advance made in the

district of Cionfuegos. where less destitution exists than in other

departments, and where, under heavy guard, many of the mills have

resumed operations.

" I append for your further information copy of a careful and
valuable report made to the Secretary of the Navy by Commander
(x. A. Converse, conunanding the IT. S. S. Moiit<jo)nenj, which re-

cently visited the port of Matanzas, in which is recited the situation

in that province.

" This instruction, as I said before, is written for your confidential

information and it is not expected that you will couununicate any of

its statements to the Spanish authorities, but you will bear these facts

in mind in your intercourse with them.''

Mr. Sliernian. See. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, " confiden-

tial," March 1. 1808, For. Kel. 18D8, CGt;.

March 1. 1898, ]Mr. Woodford cabled a report of an interview with

Senor JVIoret, minister of the colonies, containing,
Objections to Con-

j,j .^ ^ummarv of the latter's remarks, the following:
sul-GeneralLee. •

p i
• T' The last, but not the least, cause of danger is the

behavior of Consul Lee. Sj)aiii can not consider him a reliable man,

and is entitled to say that his rejxjrts are misleading and untrust-

worthy. Consul Lee freely admits he is corresponding with the

insurgents and openly avows that he is deadly against autonomy.

The insular govi'rnuient disti'iists him as well, and is much inclined

to solicit his recall.**"

Mr. Day, Acting Secretary of State, rei)lied : ''The President will

not consider any pi'oposal to withdraw (leneral Lee. Even a sugges-

tion of his recall at this time would be most unfortunate from ev'ery

point of vi(>w. Our information and belief is that throughout this

crisis (leiieral Lee has Ijorne himself with great ability, prudence, and

fairness.** ''

March 4 Mr. Woodford cabled: "There will be no suggestion of

recall of consul-general of the United States at Ilabana. The min-

ister [of the colonies
I

fully appreciates the situation.**''

a For. Rd. 1808, C.T.VCTU. & For. Itcl. 1808, (JTO.
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Til a personal letter to the President, dated March 17, 1898, and

, „ , numbered 48, Mr. Woodford, reviewing what had
General Wood- .' ,,ii ?ij?i

ford's negotia- taken place Since he went to Madrid, and the failure
*"°'- of efforts to reestablish order in Cuba, stated that

he liad reluctantly reached the conclusion that the only certainty of

peace lay in the American ownership and occupation of the island.

He therefore requested permission to treat for its acquisition, should

the opportunity ever be presented."

In another letter, written the next day and numbered 44, he wrote

that the peace party had triumphed in the Spanish cabinet, and

narrated an unofficial interview which he had just had with Senor

Moret. In this interview he expressed, purely in his personal capac-

ity, the opinion that the only power that could compel i>eace in Cuba
was the United States, and outlined a possible plan for the ultimate

transfer of the island. He reported that, at the close of the con-

versation, Senor Moret said, substantially: " I do not commit myself

to details. The ri«i:ht way can be found if we will both do our best,

and I will work with you for peace, and I am sure we shall get to-

gether as to details. This must be confidential between us, for we
are not talking as officials."''

In yet another letter, dated March 19 and numbered 40, Mr. Wood-
ford referred to a telegram which he had sent to the l^resident dur-

ing the (lay. It is given below. Before sending it he exhibited it

to Senor Moret, who stated that he could not a])[)rove it officially, as

he had not the necessary authority, but that he would ])ersonalIy

work with him to secure the results indicated in it. Senor Moret

also stated that the Queen had not been cognizant of any suggestion

that she wished to discuss any possible cession of Cuba, either to the

insurgents or to the United States; that she desired to hand over

his patrimony unimpaired to her son when he should reach his

majority, and that she would rather abdicate the regency than be

the instrument of parting with any of Spain's colonies. Mr. Wood-
ford thought, however, tliat Senor Moret regarded the parting with

Cuba as inevital>le, and that he would probably find an honorable

way to do it.*^

'• My No. 45. Unless report on the steamer Maine requires imme-
diate action, I suggest that nothing be decided or done until after the

receipt of my personal letters 48, 44, and 40, which my second secre-

tary of legation will carry from (libraltar Monday, March 21. I

also suggest that you authorize me to tell the Queen informally, or

anv minister indicated bv her, that vou wish final agreement before

"For. U«'l. 1S!»S. tis.vnss. ft For. Ilcl. ISOS, (i.SH-(;!)2. ''For. Hoi. ISDS, G9.'{.
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April 15. If you will acquaint me fully with general settlement cle-

ared I believe Spanish gov^ernment will offer without compulsion

and upon its own motion such terms of settlement as may be satis-

factory to both nations. Large liberty as to details should be con-

ceded to Spain, but your friendship is recognized and appreciated,

and I now believe it will be a pleasure to Spanish government to

propose Avhat will probably be satisfactory to you."

Mr. Woodford, iiiiii. to Spain, to President, tel., March 19, 1898, For.

Rel. 1898, 092.

" President is at loss to know just what your telegram lOth covers,

whether loss of Maine or whole situation. Confidential reports shows

naval board will make unanimous report that Maine was blown up by

submarine mine. This report must go to Congress soon. Feeling in

the United States very acute. People have borne themselves with

great forbearance and self-restraint last month. President has no

doubt Congress will act wisely and innuediate crisis may be avoided,

particularlv if there be certainty of prompt restoration of peace in

Cuba.
" Maine loss may be peacefully settled if full reparation is promptly

made, such as the most civilized nation would otter. But there re-

mains general conditions in Cuba Avhich can not be longer endured,

and which will demand action on our part, unless Spain restores

honorable peace which Avill stop starvation of j)eople and give them

opportunity to take care of themselves, and restore conunerce now
wholly lost. April 15 is none too early date for acc()un)lishment of

these i)urposes. delations will be nnich influenced by attitude of

Spanish government in Maine matter, but general conditions nuist

not be lost sight of. It is j)roper that you should know that, unless

events otherwise indicate, the President, having exhausted diplomatic

agencies to secure peace in Cuba, will lay the Avhole (juestion before

('(Nigress.

" Keep President fully advised, as action of next few daA's may con-

trol situation."

Mr. Day, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, niin. to Spain, tel., March
20, 1898. For. Kel. 1898, ()92.

" jVly No. 47. Dispatch signed Day received to-day, Monday,
10 o\-h)ck a. m. I had no intimation as to the character of report on

the Maine when I telegraphed my No. 45, but reserved your full lib-

erty of action if such rejjort should recjuire it. Nothing confidential

between Sj)anish government and myself as to steamer Maine. That

subject never discussed between us. All other suggestions in my No.

45 should be absolutelv secret. V\\\\ keep you fully advised everv

day."
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Mr. Woodford, iiiiii. to Spain, to tlio ITcsidciit, tel., March 21, 18'J8, For.

Kel. ISOS. (•,!>,">.

'' My No. V.K This nioriiiii<; (Tiiosday) 1 sji^v the minister of tho

colonics at his lioiise. Asked liiin whether I slioiild talk ofticially or

j)ersoiially. He replied. |)ers()nally. I eoniinenced by sayin*^: ' I

have sent a telegram, Avhich I read to yon March 19, and have re-

ceived re])ly. I oii<rht to noAv say to you that the report on the

Mdinc is in the hands of the President. I am not to-day authorized

to disclose its character or conclusions, but I am authorized to say to

you that beyond and above the destruction of the Maine, ludess some

satisfactory a<rreement is reached within a very few days, which will

assure innnediate and honorable j)eace in Cuba, the Prxjsident must

at once submit the whole (piestion of the rehitions between the United

States and Spain, incliulin<i: the matter of the M/ihic, to the decision

of Conixress. I will tele«;^rai)h immediately to the President any
sujnfffestion that Spain may make, and I hope to receive within a

very few days some definite proposition tliat shall mean innnediate

I)eace.'

"After brief and courteous conversation, he asked me if I was au-

thorized to say officially to the Spanish minister of foreign aifairs

what I had just said tuiofficially to him. I replied tjuit I was so

authorized, and, at liis recpiest and on his assurance that he believed

it would l)e in the interest of early peace, I sent official note to Span-

ish minister for foreif^n affairs askinjj^ interview at his house on

AVednesday afternoon, March 23, with minister of colonies i)resent as

interj)reter, and will then repeat officially what I said tuiofficially

this luornint;, and will receive any sti<rji:<^stions that may be made and

tele<rraph the same to you, without committing you or oiu' govern-

ment in any manner.
" Should I be asked to stiggest what might l)e acceptable to you,

please instruct me by telegraph as to my answer."

Mr. Woodford, iiiiii. to Spain, to the rrosidciit. td., March 22. 1898, For.

\M. 181>S. (HM-,.

March 2.''., 18it8, Mr. Day replied: " Th<' Tresideiit approves your state-

ment to tlu' minister for the colonies, as j,'iven in your No. 4!>. lie

will await your tele^rram after your intervi«'\v with the minister for

forei^'ii alTairs." (For. Hel. 18tt8. C'.K',.)

" No. r»l. Had interview with the minister for foreign affairs this

afternoon. AA'e(li!es(lay. in the presence of minister for the colonies.

Made official stat<Mnent in exact terms used at ju'rsonal interview with,

the minister of the colonies. re|)()rted in my No. 4t).

"Spanish minister for foreign affairs asked delay until beginning

of the rainy season and asserted his belief that insular government

will secure arrangement with insurgents before then. I told him,
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kindly but liniily, that I did not believe siieli delay to be jwssible

and that my government wished innuediate and honorable i)eace. I

repeated that unless satisfactory a<>Teement is reached within a very

few days you nnist submit the whole question to Con<j:ress.

'' S[)anish Cabinet met immediately afterwards. I do not yet

know their decision. jNlinister for the colonies will come to my resi-

dence to-morrow morning;. Thursday. I will then tele<i:ra])h fully."

^Ir. Woodford, iniii. to Spain, to the I'resideiit, tel.. Mareli 'Ili, ISUS, For.

I{ol. 18!»S. U!)(i.

'' Xo. 58. The minister for the colonies called this afternoon

(Thursday) at my residence. The interview was [)urely personal and
in no sense official and l)inds only the future action of the minister

himself. He proposed that the Spanish government, in answer to

the statement made by the American minister March 23, instant, shall

officially suggest that the (piestion of an eai-ly and honorable peace in

Cuba be submitted to the Cuban congress, as soon as assembled, which

will be at Habana on May 4, and that the Spanish Government will

give such Cuban congress all necessary authority to negotiate and con-

clude such peace.

"" I asked him what about military operations in Cuba between now
and May 4. He re])lied an immediate armistice or truce to be en-

forced by the Spanish government upon its army provided the United

States can secure the acceptance and enforcement of like inanediate

truce by the insurgents.

" I then asked, Supposing the insular government and congress can

not arrange terms for i)ermanent peace with the insurgent govern-

ment before the 15th of next September, which will be the end of the

rainy season? He replied that he would personally advise his min-

ister that the government of Spain and the United States should, in

such event, jointly compel both i)arties in Cuba to accept such set-

tlement as the two g<)\'erimients should then jointly advise, such

lerms to be arranged between the two governments of Si)ain and the

United States befoiv the 15th of next September. He told me that

the minister for foreign atl'airs would i)r()bably conununicate some

such ])ropositi<)n to luo officially to-morrow (Friday) in answer to

my official statement of yestei'day (Wednesday).
"• I rei)lied that T could give him no assurance or intimation as to

whether such pro])osition would be acceptable to you, but that I

would telegraph this report of our personal interview at once to you:

and. at his re({uest. I give him copy so that he may-know that I tele

grai)h just what was said betwi'cn us.

" Should T receive official connnunication from minister for foreign

affairs, I will telegraph same innuediately to State Department.
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Should I <;('t no siu'li coiiiiminioation, to-iuorrow( Friday) I will also

t«'U'«rrapli."

Mr. Woodford, iniii. to Spain, to the rrosidcnt. tcl.. March 24, l.St)8, For.

Uo]. IS'.tS, (;!>7. Si'c Mr. WocMlford. luin. to Si)ain, to Mr. Sherman,

Sw. of Stat«>, Marcli 25. ISiKS, For. Uel. IStKS, OUS-TOl.

"My No. r)(). Official interview this afternoon (Fri(hiy) with

minister for i()rei«;n ali'airs. He assures nie positively that Spain

will do all the hio:hest honor and justice recpiire in the matter of the

Mdi/w.

"As to the lar<rer matter of peaee in Cuba he sends me this (Fri-

day) eveninof the followin*^ official memorandum, which I telegraph

verbatim, as follows:
'* *A.s to the last part of the document handed to the minister of

state by his excellency the United States minister—that is to say. as

to a su«ri!:<^'stion or ])r()i)osal which mi«rht be made by Spain in order

to secure an immediate and honorable peace—Iler Majesty's ijovern-

ment are at i)resent, more than ever, of opinion that the su<;<j:estions

and means repeatedly mentioned to the United States woidd in a

very short time brin«2: about the peace so eagerly desired by all. If,

however, the United States government in making known in ditl'er-

ent terms and under fresh aspect this recjuirement of an honorable

and innnediate i)eace has in mind conditions for the making or con-

solidation of peace, which are or may be directly or indirectly con-

nected with the political system already established in Uuba, Her
Majesty's ministers consider it their duty to remind in all sincerity

the said government that nothing can be done in this direction with-

out the natural participation of the insular parliament, wliich is to

meet on the already near date of May fourth j)roximo, and will give

its special attention either spontaneously or on the motion of the rep-

resentati\(' of the central government to the measures most appropri-

ate for raj)idly bringing about a lasting peace in the island.'

•• Spanish memorandum ends here.

'• It is so vague that it involves uncertainty. I asked Spanish

minister for foreign affairs whether his govermnent would grant and

enforce innnediate armistice if insurgents will do the same. He can

not answei- until he consults his cabinet. Personally he opi)oses ar-

mistice. .Vfter getting the official memorandinn to-night, I called ujxm

minister for colonies at his house. He insists that memorandum
means that the (piestion of an early and honorable j)eace shall be sub-

mitte(l i)y Spanish government to Cuban congress on May 4, and tiiat

S|)ani>h govci'imicnt will give such Cuban congress all necessary

authority to negotiate and conclude peace, provided such authority

sliall not diminish or interfere with the constitutional power vest<>(l

by tlu' Cul)an constitution in the central govej-njnciit. He says that if
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we asked for immediate armistice, lie believes Spanish government
will grant and enforce armistice on sole condition that insurgent gov-

ernment does same. If you approve these suggestions and believe

they will lead to immediate peace, I ask authority to put these two
direct questions to Spanish minister for foreign affairs: First. Does

your memorandum mean exactly what the minister for colonies says,

employing his precise words? Second. Will you decree and enforce

innnediate armistice until the end of the rainy season if insurgent

government will do the same? I believe that if immediate peace can

be secured now, lasting until September 15, hostilities will not be

resumed." . . .

Mr. Woodford, luiu. to Spain, to tlie President, tel., March 25, 1898, For.

Kel. 1898, 70.3.

" The President's desire is for peace. He can not look upon the

suffering and starvation in Cuba save with horror. The concentra-

tion of men, women, and children in the fortified towns and i)ermit-

tiiig them to starve is unbearable to a Christian nation geogra2:)hically

so close as ours to Cuba. All this has shocked and inflamed the

American mind, as it has the civilized world, where its extent and

character are known. It was represented to him in Xoveuil)er that

the Blanco government would at once release the suffering and so

modify the Weyler order as to peruiit those Avho were able to return

to their houies and till the fields from which they had been drn-en.

There has been no relief to the starving except such as the American

])eople have supjilied. The reconcentration order has not been prac-

tically superseded. There is no hope of peace through Spanish

arms. The Spanish government seems unable to conquer the iusur-

gents. More than half of the island is under control of the insur-

gents; for more than three years our people have been patient and

forbearing; Ave have patrolled our coast with zeal and at great

expense, and have successfully j)revented the landing of any armed

force on the island. The war has distui"l)ed the ])eace and trancpiillity

of our people. We do not want the island. The President has evi-

denced in every way his desire to preserve and contiinie friendly rela-

tions with Spain. He has kept every international obligation with

fidelity. He wants an honorable peace. He has repeatedly urged

the government of S})ain to secure such a peace. She still has the

opportunity to do it, and the President appeals to her from every con-

sideration of justice and humanity to do it. AVill she? Peace is

the desired end.

" For your own guidance, the President suggests that if Spain

Avill revoke the reconcentration order and maintain the peoj)le until

they can support themselves and offer to the Cubans full self-govern-

H. Doc. 551—vol G 13
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inciit. Avith rojisonahlo indemnity, the Prosidont will gladly assist

in its consuniniation. If Sj)ain should invite the United States to

mediate for i)eaee and the insurgents would make like request, the

President might undertake sueh office of friendshi]).

Mr. n:iy, A»-t. S*h-. of State, to Mr. WotMlford. luin. to Spain, tel., March
2«». ISUS— 12.1(t a. 111.. For. Hel. 1898. 7(>4.

'• My personal No. .'),s. This morning I got memorandum from

Sj)anish minister for foreign affairs. I telegraph verhatim all that

refers to steamer Mdim . The halanee of memorandum is exactly

what I telegraphed in my personal Xo. aC).

•' *At the time the cabinet was informed of the conference which

had taken place on the afternoon of Wednesday, March 2.'^. at the

residence of the minister of state, between the latter, the minister

lor the colonies, and the United States minister, it was in ])osses-

sion of news somewhat altering the bearings of the (juestions briefly

treated in the course of that interview.

'• • It now appears that the captain of the U. S. cruis<M' Maine has

asked leave to destroy with dynamite the wreck of his ship, thus

annihilating the only proofs which, in case of doubt or disagree-

ment, could be again examined in order to determine, if necessary,

the cause and nature of a catastroi)he in the midst of which Spanish

sailors and officials disi)layed the greatest abnegation and oblivion

of aU j)ers<)nal risks and a generous wish to circumscribe or diminish

the dreadful calamity which ln'fell the crew of the American vessel.

" ' p]ven without seeing in the recpiest of the captain of the Maine

any other meaning than that personally expressed in the petition

signed by him, the Spanish government considers as uttei-ly unjusti-

tiable and inadmissible the resolution which submits to a political

a.ssembly the rejxirt drawn uj) by the official American board of

inquiry on the causes and circumstances of the blowing up or ex[)lo-

sion of the Maine. As yet nothing is known of the report of the

Spanish conjmission. After having invited in vain the United States

naval officers to take part in its labors and go through the neces-

sary investigations conjointly with its memhers. it has finished and

drawn up its conclusions with a conijilete knowledg(^ of the scene of

r disaster so deplorable and painful for all S|)aniar(ls. One of the

piincipal. if not the principal, basis of judgment is therefoi'e wanting

for every individual or body of men who may wish to Aveigh the

facts with jx'rfect impartiality. Under these circumstances, to |)lac(!

In'fore a j)oj)ular deliU'rating assembly, without correction, ex])lana-

lion. or coiniterproof of any kind, a r«'port wh.ich. issued 1)V the

fellow-citizens of the memln'rs of that body, nuist necessarily meet
with ajq)roval. ins])ired i-ather by sentiment than by reason, is not

only to resolve beforehand a possible future discussion, but ai>par-
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oiitly reveals an intention of allowing national enthusiasm, conmiis-

cration, or other like natural and coniprehensihle feelings, so fre-

(luently found in all numerous and patriotic assemblies, to form an

ir priori judgment not founded on proof and to reject, before even

knowing its terms, any affirnuition Avhich may give rise to doubt or

seem distasteful.
''

' The most elementary sense of justice makes it in these cases a

duty previously to examine and discuss in an atmosphere of absolute

calnmess two dirt'erent incpiiries tending to one connnon end. Only

in the supposition of an irreconcilable discrepancy or complete oppo-

sition between one and the other would it be proper to submit them

jjs cHjuity demands to evidence less prone to prejudice and, if neces-

sary, to fresh investigations and different judges.'

'' Spanish memorandum ends here.

" JVIinister for the colonies will be at my residence to-night. Will

telegraj)h you probably to-morrow, Sunday."

Mr. Woodford, niin. to Spain, to President McKinley, tel., March 26, 1898,

For. Kel. l.SOS. 7U).

'• IJelieve the Mdiyic report will be held in (^ongress for a short

time without action. A feeling of delibei-ation ])revails in both

Hou.ses of Congi-ess. See if the following can be done:
" First. Armistice until October 1, negotiations meantime looking

to |)eace between Spain and insurgents through friendly offices of the

President of the United States.

•• Second. Immediate revocation of reconcentration order so as to

permit i)eople to return to their farms and the needy to be relieved

with |)ro\"isions and supplies from United States, cooperating with

authorities so as to afford full relief.

''Add if jiossible:

" Third. If terms of peace not satisfactorily settled by Octol)er 1,

\Aw I*i-esi(l(Mit of the United States to be final arbiter between Spain

and the insurgents.

" If Si)ain agrees as above. President will use frieiuUy offices to

get insurgents to accept the j)hui. Prompt action (k'siral)le."

Mr. Day. .\(1. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Woodford, iiiin. to Si)alii, tel., Sunday,

March 27. lS-t,S—:! j). in.. For. Kel. 1S!»S, 721-722.

'* Ti^legraphic instructions, signed ' Day,' dated March 25, received

Saturday evening, March '2(>. Do the words 'full self-govermnent

'

mean actual recognition of iiuk'pendence, or is nominal Spanish

sovereignty over Oiiba still permissible?
• Instruct me fully as to what the words 'with reasoiuible indem-

nity ' mean and imply.
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•• rndor Spanish constitution, ministry can not recoffni7e inde-

pcndence of Cnba or part with nominal sovereignty over Cuba.

Cortes aK)ne can do this and Cortes will not meet until April 25,

If I can secure innnediate and eirective armistice or truce between

Spanish troops and insurji:;ents, to take effect on or before April 15,

will this be satisfactory?

'• It is i)ossible that I may induce Spanish ministry to submit the

(juestion of an early and honorable peace to the Cuban confess,

which will meet at Havana on May 4, and that Spanish Government
will <rive sucii Cuban congress all necessary authority to negotiate

and conclude peace, j)rovided such authority shall not diminish or

interfere with the constitutional power vested by the Cuban con-

stitution in the centi'al government. If I can secure these two things

with absolute and innnediate revocation of concentration order, may
I negotiate? 1 believe that an innnediate armistice means present

and ])ermanent peace. Also I believe that negotiations once open

between insurgents and the Cuban government some arrangement

will 1k' reached during the summer which the Spanish home gov-

ernment will aj)prove, and that Cuba will become practically inde-

j)en<lent or j)ass from Spanish control. President of council of

ministers wishes pei-sonal interview as to annistice, but I will not

see him until after I get your reply to this telegram."

Mr. WfXKlfdnl. niin. to Spain, to Mr. Day, As.sist. See. of State, tol.,

.Miin-li 27. 1S<.>8, For. Kel. 1808. 71;?. Marcli 28 Mr. Woodford canU'd

:

" rrcsciit ^overiunciit will have lar^e workinj? majority in new
Cortes. Conservative minority will b(> led by Silvela and Tidal.

Koniero Kobleilo has hut .six uiemhers ; Carlists only four or five;

the Kepuhlicans about ten." (For. liel. 729.)

'* Your cabh' 27th received. Full self-government with indemnity

would mean Cuban indei)en(lence. As to other matters, see Sunday's

telegram. \'ery important to have definite? agreement for deter-

mining peace after armistice, if negotiations pending same fail to

reach satisfactory conclusions."

-Mr. l>My, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, uiin. to Si)ain, tel.,

.March 28, 18<.»8. For. Uel. 18!»8, 7i:{, 722.

" 'I'he l*re>iident's message, with Maine rej)ort, read in both Houses;

refeiTed without debate to Connnittees Foi-eign Ailairs. The House

adjourned,"

.Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel.,

Monday. .March 28. ISKS :•, p. m.. For. Kel. 18'.t8, 722.

'' Important to have ])r()nipt answer on armistice? nuitter."

Mr. Day, Assist. Sec of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., Mon-
day, .March 28, 18!J8—10 p. ui., For. Kel. 181)8, 713, 722.
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" Xo. GO. Have had conference this afternoon, Tuesday, with the

president of the council, the minister for foreign affairs, and min-

ister for colonies. Conference adjourned until Thursday afternoon,

March 31. I have sincere belief that arrangement will then be

reached, honorable to Spain and satisfactory to the United States,

and just to Cuba. I beg you to withhold all action until you receive

my report of such conference, which I will send Thursday night,

March 31."

Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, to President McKinley, tel., March 20, 1808,

For. Uel. 1808, 718.

See, also, Mr. Woodford to Mr. Day, Maroli :^0, 1808, For. Rel. 1808. 721-

724, siving an account of the conference referred to in the foregoing

telegram. In this conference Mr. Woodford presented the first and

second " suggestions " contained in Mr. Day's telegram of March 27,

supra. In the course of conversation Mr. Woodford said " tliat the

sober sense of the American people insisted upon immediate cessation

of hostilities ; that the recent speech of Senator Proctor, who is one

of the most conservative and i-eliable of our public men, had so con-

vinced American i»ublic sentiment that longer prosecution of the war
jnust now be prevented." (For. Rel. 1808, 720.)

" Your Xo. GO just received. It is of the utmost importance that

the conference be not postponed beyond next Thursday and definite

results then reached. Feeling here is intense."

Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., March

20, 1808—Tuesday, p. m.. For. Rel. 1808, 718, 722.

March ;?0, Mr. Woodford cabled in reply :
" There will be no delay beyond

Thursday, March 31. If definite results are not then reached, I

shall close negotiations." (For. Rel. 1808, 721.)

" Your Xo. ()0 is encouraging, but vague as to details. The United

States can not assist in enforcement of any system of autonomy."

Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel.,

March .*{(), 1808—Wednesday, 10 a. m.. For. R(>1. 1808, 718, 724.

" You should know and fidly appreciate that there is profound feel-

ing in Congress, and the gravest apprehension on the part of most

conservative members that a resolution for intervention may pass both

branches in spite of any effort which can be made. Only assurance

from the President that if he fails in peaceful negotiations he will

submit all the facts to Congress at a very early day will prevent im-

mediate action on the part of Congress. The President assumes that

whatever may be reached in your negotiations to-morrow will be

tentative only, to be submitted as the proposal of Spain. We hope

jour negotiations will lead to a peace acceptable to the country."

Mr. Day, Assist. S(>c. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spaiii. tel., March

30, 1808—WediH'sday. 4 p. m.. For. Rel. 1808, 721, 72(;.
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Mr. Woodford. March :n. rcfijitvl :
" Hocoived your dispatch dateil Wednes-

day, 4 |>. JH.. this nioriiin;j. If Si)anisli (roveriunent accept our de-

mands this afternoon without reservation or modification, I shall

do.se negotiations on our terni.s. If there be the least modification, I

will receive Spaiiish su.ujfestions tentatively and rejiort by cable to-

night for decision l>y the President. I will neither embarrass the

President nor diminish the just demands of our Goverumeut." (For.

Rel. 1898, 72G.)

"Adjourned conference held this afternoon, Thursday. All pres-

ent. President of the council handed me Spanish propositions in

writing, which I translated in their ])resence. The minister for

the colonies examined and approved my translation, which begins

here.

" Catastrophe of the Maine.—Spain is ready to submit to an ar-

bitration the differences which can arise in this matter.
'" Recoxckntkados.—General Blanco, following the instructions of

the (Tovernment, has revoked in the western provinces the bando re-

lating to the reconcentrados, and, although this measure will not be

able to reach its complete developments until the militai'v ()i)erations

terminate, the (Jovernment jjlaces at the disposal of the governor-

general of Cuba a credit of 8.000,000 of pesetas, to the end that the

country people may return at once and with success to their labors.

'•The same (iovernment will acce])t, nevertheless, whatever assist-

ance to feed and succor the necessitous may be sent from the United

States, in the foi'ui and conditions agreed upon between the sul)-Secre-

tary of State, Mr. Day, and the Spanish minister in Washington.
" Pa("ificati()N of Ci ua.—The Spanish Government, more inter-

ested than that of the United States in giving to the Grand Antille

an honorable and stable peace, proposes to confide its preparations

to the insular parliament, without whose intervention it will not be

able to arrive at the final result, it being understood that the ])owers

reserved by the constitution to the central (iovei-nment are not les-

sened and diminished.
" Truce.—As the Cuban chambers will not meet until the 4th of

May, the Spanish (Jovernment will not, (m its j^art, find it inconven-

ient to accej)t at once a susi)ension of hostilities asked for by the

insurgents from the general in chief, to whom it will l)elong in this

case to determine the duration and the coiulitions of the susjiension.

" Sj)anish ])rop()sitions end iu're. I told them I would telegraph

their jiropositions to Washington verbatim, but that I did not believe

tlie i)r()|)osition relating to suspension of hostilities would be accept-

able, and that the insurgents would not ask for it.

" We parted without any aj)pointment for further conference. I

said that I would communicate the reply of my Govermnent to the

Spanish minister of foicign affairs.

'• Thursday night, 10 o'clock.''
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Mr. Wootlfortl, min. to Spain, to Mr. Day, Assist, Sec. of State, tel., March
:il, 181(8, For. Kel. 1898, 72G.

Marcli :',1, 1898, Mr. Woodford cabled to President McKinley

:

" ^ly No. 02. Have just telegraphed to the Department of State my
official report of the adjourned conference held this afternoon,

Thursday. It has turned, as I feared, on a question of piinctiliQ.

Spanish pride will not permit the ministry to propose and offer aii

armistice, which they really desire, because they know that armisr

tlce now means certain peace next autunni. I am told confidentially

that the offer of armistice by the Spanish government would cause

revolution here. Leading generals have been sounded within the

last week, and the ministry have gone as far as they dare go to-day,

I i)elieve the ministry are x*eadj- to go as far and as fast as they can

and still save the dynasty here in Spain. Thej- know that Cuba is

lost. I'ublic opinion in Spain has moved steadily towai'd peace. No
Spanish ministi-y would have dared to do one month ago what this

ministry has proposed to-day." (For. Kel. 1808. 727.)

April 1. 181(8. Mr. Woodf(jrd sent to Mr. Day, Assistant Secretary of

State, a telegram stating that the e.xact language of the statement

which he read at the conference of Tuesday. March 20, was as

follows

:

" The President instructs me to have direct and frank conversation with

you al)()ut present condition of affairs in Cuba and present relations

between Spain and the United States. The President thinks that

it is i)etter not to discuss the respective views held by each nation.

This might only provoke or incite argument and might delay and
possibly prevent innnediate decision. The President instructs me to

say that we do not want Cul)a. Tie also instructs me to say with

e«iual clearness that we do wish immediate peace in Cuba. He
suggests an innnediate armistice lasting mitil October 1. negotia-

tions in the meantime being had looking to peace between Spain

and the insurgents through the friendly offices of the President of

the United States. He wishes the innnediate revocation of the recon-

centration order so as to permit the people to retiu'u to their farms

and the needy to be relieved with provisions and supplies from the

T'nited States. The United States cooperating with the Si)anish

authorities so as to afford full relief." (For. Kel. 1898, 729-730.)

In a telegram to Mr. Day, April 2, 1898, Mr. Woodford said: "After most

careful reflection I can not consider these Spanish proiwsitions

I
made at the conference of Thursday, March .'U, supra] as satisfac-

tory to the United States or just to Cuba. In view of my assur-

ances, as given in my i)ersonal telegram No. GO to the I'resident, it

becomes my duty to make this official statement." (For. Kel. 189S,

730, 731.)

April 1, 1898, Sefior Polo de Rernabe, Spanish minister r.t Washington,

conmnmicatetl to the Department of State a telegram from Sefior

Jose Maria Galvez, " President of the IIonie-Kule government of

Cuba." protesting against intervention by the United States. (For.

Kel. 1808, 728.)

" Tlip minister for foreign affairs has just called and tells me confi-

dentially (hat, ac('ordin<r to news received by him, the Pope, at the

i-iiggestion of the l*resideut of the United States, proposes to oti'er to
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Spain liis niodiatior. in order that tlio Spanish government grant an

ininiediate arniistice to Cuba, whicli will facilitate and prepare an

early and honorable peace.

''Accordin«j: to Senor Gullon's opinion, the Sjianish government

will accede to the desires of the Holy Father, which are not political

l)iit liumane. But he understands that the Spanish government,

going as far as it goes, asks that the United States will show their

frieiidship for Spain by \vitli(h'awing our war ships from the vicinity

of Cuba and from Key West as soon as the armistice has l)een pro-

claimed. That the Spanish government will continue this armistice

so long as there are any reasonable hopes that permanent peace can be

secured in Cuba. He asks your immediate answer as to withdrawal

of war ships at once after proclamation of armistice. I still believe

that when armistice is once proclaimed hostilities will never be re-

sumed and that pernument peace will be secured. If, under existing

conditions at Washington, you can still do this, I hope that you will.

'' The Spanish minister for foreign atfairs assures me that Spain

will go as far and as fast as she can. The Austrian ambassador

has heard me read this dispatch to this point and says that he will

guarantee that Spain will do this.

" H conditions at Washington still enable you to give me the

necessary time I am sure that before next October I will get peace in

Cuba with justice to Cuba and ])rotection to our great American

interests.

'• I know that the Queen and her present ministry sincerely desire

peace and that the Sj)anish people desire peace, and if you can still

give me time and reasonable liberty of acti(m I will get for you the

peace you desire so much and for which you have labored so hard.
'• I think there may be mistake in the telegram from Home to the

Queen, and that the words ' at the suggestion of the President ' may
mean with the knowledge or with the a|)proval of the President."

Mr. Woodfoni. iiiin. to Siciiii, to Tn'sidt'iit McKiiiley, tel., April T'., ISOS,

For. Kcl. IS'ts. -:V2.

" The President has made no suggestions to Spain except through

you. He made no suggestions othci* than those which you were in-

sti'ucted to make for an armistice to b;' otfei-ed by Sj)ain to negotiate

a peruianent peace between Sj)aiii and insni-gents. and which Sj)ain

has already rejected. .\ii ai'iiiistice involves an agreement between

Spain and in>urgents which must be voluntai'v on the |)art of each,

and if acccjjted by them would make for jx'ace. Tlie (lisj)osition of

our fleet nnist be left to us. .Vji armistice, to be effective, nuist b(^

inmiediately i)roffered and acce|)ted by insiM'gents. ^^'ould the peace

you are so confident of securing nietin the independence of Cuba?
The President can not hold his message longer than Tuesday."
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Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., April

3, 189^—Monday, 2 a. ni.. For. lie!. 1898, 732-733.

Mr. Woodford, April .5. 1898—Tuesday, 1 a. ui.—replieil :
" The Spanish

government admit that the President of the United States has never

asked or suggested the mediation of the Pope and they regret tliis

nlisunderstanding.

" The minister for the colonies informs me officially that the Cuban gov-

ernment has issued proclamation to the Cuban people looking to

immediate peace. You will get full text from the Spanish minister

at Washington.
" In answer to your inquiry as to whether the peace I am so confident of

securing means the independence of Cuba, I reply that I believe that

if armistice, without any conditions, had been decreed by Spanish

Government, lasting until next October, the negotiations between

now and then would have resulted in either an autonomy which the

insurgents would have accepted, or in the recognition l)y Spain of

tho independence of Cuba, or in the . cession of the island to the

United States. I believe that innnediate armistice would have been

followed by permanent peace, but without immediate and uncondi-

tional armistice lasting mitil next October I have no hope of success-

ful adjustment." (For. Kel. 1898, 736.)

" Congress may very possibly take decisive action middle or end of

this week. You should notify the United States consul-general in

Spain and cooperate with him in notifying the United States consular

officers in Spain who are American citizens to arrange to leave their

offices in charge of friendly power, and, if they desire, quietly prepare

for departure from Spain upon notice, either special or public, of a

rupture of relations.

'' If rupture comes you had better i:)roc<^ed to Paris and await fur-

ther instructions."

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., April

4, 189S, For. Rel. 1898, 733.

April ;), Mr. Sherman cabled again: "In case of necessity intrust the

legation to the British embassy." (For. Rel. 1898, 734.)

On the same day Mr. Woodford replied: "Arrangements have been made
to place American interests and property in care of British embassy

and under protection of the British flag, if I am compelled to leave

Madrid." (For. Kel. 1898, 740.)

See, also, Mr. Woodford to Mr. SUerman, April ;">, 1898, and April 0, 1^98,

For. Kel. 1898, 739, 741.

" The envoy extraordinary and plenipotentiary of Spain has the

honor to communicate to the honorable Secretary of State of the

United States the following telegram which he has just received from

his excellency the governor-general of the island of Cuba:
"

' The insular govermnent has resolved upon the publication in an

extraordinary gazeta of a manifesto to the country setting forth the

excellencies of autonomy, declaring that the Gonial constitution is

capable of reform in a full .sense, and making a patriotic a^jpeal to
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the insurroctioiiists to coiirliulo a poace. after provious midorstandinj;

and a<;iV(Mn('nt. Oiicof the pa ra<«:raplis reads thus: '" The provisional

govermnent ardently desires, and tlie fads Ik'ar testimony thereof,

that all Cnhans, without any exception whatever, shall join in the

realization of the nohle and fruitful ^work of rearin*^ jjeaee and con-

cord uj)()n bases of unshakable firnniess. The provisional <j:ov<'i"n-

nient, followin<r its own inspii-ation and bein*; also the faithful inter-

preter of the earnest desires of the <xovei-nnient of the mother country,

addresses itself to those Cubans who. in the arena of force, are striv-

in<if to attain that which in its full reality and worth and without the

perils or hazards of inde])endence has already been attained—-the

triumi)h of ri«j:ht and justice with far-stretchinji^ horizons for the

fiiture and broad paths for the oi'dei-ly and <!:rowin«j: development of

all the livin<r forces of this connnunity.

" *
'• Let the clash of arms ceas(>: let us stretch forth our hands to

each other: let us fraternally embrace within the beloved Cuban
fatherland, re<;enei"ated by sacrifice and liberty; let us restore our

hearthstones, and <rather ai'ound them with love: let us work in unity

to the end that from the I'uins ol" the past may arise fjreat, strong, and

prosjM'i'ous the Cuban i)eoj)le: let us. the sons of Cuba, enter ujjon a

frank and loyal understandin<i: in ordei- to deliberate with calmness

and decide with skillful provision concerning the means which shall

conduce by common accord to attain peace without shame for ajiy

and with honor for all; let hostilities be suspended, in order that the

voice of |)at riot ism may be heard amon<>^ us, bi-othei's, e(jually inter-

ested in the lot of Cuba. The provisional «;()verimient hastens to

take th(^ initiatixc towai'd the attaimnent of the hi<j:h ends which it

thus sets forth, ofl'erin<i: most solemnly all manner of <;uaranties. and

relying <'ver upon the api)robation of the (lovernment of the mother

country." '

'• In transmitting; to the Hon. John Sherman the forefjoin*; tele-

jrram, which demonstrates the noble sentiments of concord and peace

that animate alike the jjfovei'ument of His Majesty and the autonomic

<rovernment of the island of Cuba, Don Luis Polo de Bernabe avails

himself of this ()p])ortunity to rt'peat to him the assurances of his

hijLrhest consideration."

Scfnu- I'dlo dc HcrnalM'". Sit;inisli iniii.. to Mr. Sliornian, Sec. of Slate, April

:'.. is'.is. Ft.r. It«'l. is'.ts. t:'.1.

"'riic S» < ictnr.v of Sl.ilo i>rcst'iits liis (•oiiipliiiicnts to tlie niiiiistor of

Siiaiii. Mild li;is tlio lioiictr to ;icl<nowI»'<luo tlu' n'c»'ii»t of tlie minister's

note (tf tiie ".(1 iiistiiiit, in wliicli ho coiiinmnicjitos a cojiy of a tele-

gram received by the j,'overiior-KeiH'ral of tli«' island of Cuha. stating

that tlu> insular j^overnment has resolved upon the pul)lieation in an

extraordinary ;,'a/.ette of a manifesto to the country, setting; forth

the exi-elleiicies of autonomy, declaring that the colonial constitution

is capable of reform in a lull sense, aud making api>eal to the insur-
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rectionists to conclude n peace after a previous understanding and

agre<Miient." (Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Sefior I'olo de Hernabe,

Span. min.. April ."., ISOS. For. Uel. 1808, 7:'.7.)

" I have received this afternoon General Blanco's order, that I herewith

inclose, supi)ressing reconcentration. I see that this measure com-

prises the whole island, and the mistake was in the wording of the

telegram. The preamble si)ok<! of the four western provinces as

nearly pacified, but article first clearly says that concentration is at

an end in all the island. . . .

" liy General Woodford you know undoubtedly the good disposition of

II. M.'s (Jovernment to do all that is compatible with its honor and
dignity in these most difhcult and trying circumst.mces." (Senor

Polo de P.ernabe, Span. min.. to Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State,

April ."., ISIIS, For Uel. 181)8, T.'iT.)

" AVe have received to-day from the Spanish minister a copy of the

manifesto of the autonomy government. It is not armistice. It

j)roves to be an appeal by the autonomy government of Cuba urging

the insurgents to lay down their arms and to join with the autonomy

party in building up the new scheme of home rule. It is simply an

invitation to the insurgents to submit, in which event the autonomy

government, likewise suspending hostilities, is prepared to consider

what expansion if any of the decreed home-rule scheme is needed or

jH'acticable. It need scarcely be pointed out that this is a very diifer-

ent thing from an ottered armistice. The President's message will

go in AWnlnesday afterncjon.''

Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., April

. 4, 18!»8—.MoiKlay. 11 p. m., For. Kel. 1S!)8, 7;W.

"Should the Queen proclaim the following before 12 o'clock noon

„ . , . of Wednesday, Aijril (>, will you sustain the Queen,
Question of armis- ./

7
i

.

*^
.

j

tice; action of and can you j)revent hostile action by Congress:
the powers. .. .^Yt the ivcpiest of the Holy Father, in this Pas-

sion AAVek and in the name of Christ, I })roclaim immediate and un-

conditional susjK'Usion of hostilities in the island of Cuba.

'"This suspension is to become immediately effective so soon as

accepted by the insurgents in that ishuid. and is to continue for the

spac(^ of six months, to the Ttth <hiy of October, eigliteen ninety-eight.
'*

" I (h) this to give time for i)assi()iis to cease, and in the sincere

ho})e and belief that during this suspension |)ermaneiit and honorable

l)eace may be obtained between the insular government of Cuba and

those of my subjects in that ishuid who are now in rel)ellion against

tlie authority of S])ain.

'" * I |)ray the blessing of Heaven upon this truce of (iod. wliich T

now declare in His name and with the sanction of the Holy Father of

all Christendom.

'"April 5, 18JKS.'
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" Pleaso road this in tho light of all my previous telegrams and let-

ters. I lx4ieve that this means peace, which the sober judgment of

our people will approve long before next November, and which must
l>e approved at the bar of final history.

" I permit the papal nuncio to read this telegram, upon my own
responsibility and without connnitting you in any manner. I dare

not reject this last chance for peace. I will show your reply to the

Queen in ])erson, and I believe that you will approve this last con-

scientious effort for peace."

Mr. Woodford, luin. to Spain, to President McKinley, tel., April r*, 1898

—

Tuesday, 8 p. ni.. For. Ilei, 1898, IM.
Ill a formal dispatch of April G, 1898, For. Rel. 1898, 741, 742, Mr. Wood-

ford said: "I lierniitted the Austrian ambassador to take a copy of

the foregoing [telegraphic] dispatch to Iler Majesty the Queen
Regent and to show the same copy to the papal nuncio."

" The President highly appreciates the Queen's desire for peace.

He can not assume to influence the action of the American Congress

beyond a discharge of his constitutional duty in transmitting the

whole matter to them with such recommendation as he deems neces-

sary and expedient.
'* The repose and welfare of the American people require restora-

tion of peace and stable government in CuV)a. If armistice is offered

by the government of Spain the President will communicate that

fact to Congress.

" The President's message will go to Congress to-morrow. It will

recount the conditions in Cuba; the injurious effect upon our people;

the character and condition of the conflict, and the apparent hope-

lessness of the strife. He will not advise the recognition of the inde-

pendence of the insurgents, but will recommend measures looking to

the cessation of hostilities, the restoration of peace and stability of

government in the island in the interests of humanity, and for the

safety and tranquillity of our own country."

MV. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., April

r,, 189.H—Tuesday, midnight—For. Hei. 1898, 7.3,^».

In a formal dispatch of April <>, 1898, addressed to Mr. Day, Mr. Wood-
ford said

:

"This morning (April H) I permit the Austrian ambassador to talvO a

copy of your foregoing dispjitch to II<'r Majesty the Queen Regent. I

did not go to her in person, as a ministerial crisis is imminent today,

growing out of the propose<l Issuance by the Quwn, at the request of

the PoiK', of a proclamation of armistice. .Tust as I did not interfere

in the ministerial crisis of last October, when the Conservatives went
out «»f power, so I do not interfere to-day. when the i)res<'nt Liberal

ministry may resign and i)<).ssil)ly l>e followed by a ministry who will

take oflic«' on the programme of immediate armistice, to be followed

by early negotiations in Cuba looking to immediate, effective, and
ix?rmauent peace.
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" I also send to-day to the Papal nuncio copies of my dispatch of yes-

terday to the President, as given above, and copy of my translation of

your reply thereto. I have added to these copies the statement that

they are furnished to his excellency the I'apal nuncio at Madrid for

;' his personal and confidential information and are not to be made

j
public.

' "I will continue to keep the Department fully advised of what may be

done here." (For. Rel. 1898, 741, 742.)

" We have accepted the offer of the British ambassador that United

States legation at Madrid be intrusted in case of necessity to British

embassy there. Express thanks for courtesies. We hope British

consuls may be authorized to extend like courtesy should any Ameri-

can consuls in Spanish territory request them to take charge of con-

sular archives. The situation is grave. Spain has not in fact offered

armistice or admitted any offices of the United States toward ending

the war exce^Dt to intimate that the President may influence insurgents

to lay down arms and negotiate for peace under home rule. Span-

ish propositions obviously dilatory and intrinsically unacceptable.

The l*resident can no longer defer laying matter before Congress

Wednesday, to-morrow, afternoon."

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hay, amb. to England, tel., April 5,

1898, For. Rel. 1898, 9G7.

On the same day a re(iuest was convej'ed to the British ambassador in

Washington " that, in case of trouble between Spain and the United

States, the British consul-general at Habana may take charge of the

American property and papers belonging to the American consulate

there, which will be turned over by General Lee to him." (Mr. Day,

Act. Sec. of State, to Sir Julian Pauncelote, British amb., April 5,

1898, For. Rel. 1898, 966.)

The British consul-general at Havana was authorized " to take charge of

the United States consulate when a.sked to do so, after obtaining

consent from the Spanish authorities," and was instructed to convey

a similar authorization to the British consul at Santiago de Cuba
and other British consular officers in Cuba. (Sir Julian Pauucefote,

British amb., to Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, April 7, 1898, For. Rel.

1898, 966.)

!
The recpiest that a similar courtesy be extended by the British consuls in

1
Si>ain was also acceded to. (Mr. Hay, and>. to England, to Mr. Sher-

man, Sec. of State, April 6, 1898, For. Rel. 1898, 967.)

Joint note of the poirers.

" Washington, April 6, 1898.

" The undersigned representatives of (iermany, Austria-Hungary,

France, Great Britain, Italy, and Russia, duly authoi'ized in that

behalf, address, in the name of their respective governments, a press-

ing appeal to the feelings of humanity and moderation of the Presi-

dent and of the American people in their existing differences with

Spain. They earnestly hojje that further negotiations will lead to an
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:i<ri"<M'ment Avhicli, whilc^ socurin*^ tlio maintonanro of peace, will afford

all lu'ci'ssarv <riiai-aiiti(>s for tlu' recstahlislmuMit of order in Cuba.
*• Tho powers do not doul)l that the humanitarian and purely dis-

interested character of this representation will be fully recognized and

appreciatetl by the American nation.

•'JlI.IAX PArNfEFOTt:,

^*For Great Brita hi.

'' IIoLLEBEN,

^'For (Termany.
" .Jules Ca.miw)N,

"/'V)/' Fnnire.
"' \\)S IlENMiEKJii'ELEK,

"For Ai(.stri<i-II niK/ari/.

" De Wollant,
"For IiKSsia.

" Ci. C Vinci,

'7^'^)/" Itahj:'

The President's rephj.

"The frovernment ol" the I'nited States recofjnizes the prood will

which has prompted the friendly connnunication of the rej)resenta-

tives of (ierniany. Austria-IIun<j:ary, France, (ireat Britain, Italy,

and Russia, as set forth in the address of your excellencies, and shares

the hoj)e therein expressed that the outcome of the situation in Cuba
niay be the maintenance of peace between the United States iind

S])ain l)v airordin<; the necessary <j^uaranties for the reestablishment

of order in the island, so terminating the chronic condition of dis-

turbance there, which so deei)ly injures the interests and menaces

the tranciuillity of the American nation by the character and conse-

qu«'nces of tlu' stiii<^<rle thus kept up at our doors, l)esides shocking

its sentiment of humanity.
" 'I'he government of the United States appreciates the humanita-

rian and disinterested character of the communication now made on

behalf of the powers named, and for its |)art is confident that ecpial

a|)|)i'eciation will i)e shown foi* its own earnest and unselfish endeav-

or> to fidfill a duty to humanity by ending a situation the indefinite

prohtngation of which has become insutrei'able.*'

For. iJcl. ISitS, 740-741. 'I'lic ;iiiih';i1 <if tlic powers was i)res«'nte(l by the

signers to the I'n'sitU'iit .-it the White House, and his n'piy was then

and l!n'r«> ni;i(h'.

April 0. 180S, Mr. Woodford wrote to the minister of state, saying

that he had hoj)ed to be oflicially informed before noon of that day

that the Spanish government had proclaimecl a definite suspension

of hostilities in Cuba, and that the President had "this afternoon''

transmitted his message to Congress.
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Later in the day Mr. Woodford received from ^Ir. Day, Assistant

Secretary of State, the foHowiii^ telegram: "The President's mes-

sage Avill not be sent to Congress until next Monday, to give consul-

general at Havana the time he urgently asks to insure safe departure

of Americans."

Next day Mr. Woodford Avithdrew his note of the (ith of Ai)ril to

'he minister of state, and informed him that the President's message

Avould not be sent to Congress till Monday, April 11.

For. Rel. 1898. 74:^-744.

" Spanish minister for foreign affairs lias just sent for me. The
rej)resentatives of the P^uropean powers called upon him this morn-

ing and advised aciiuiescence in Poi)e"s request for an armistice.

Armistice has been granted. Spanish minister in "Washington in-

structed to notify our Department of State and yourself. Authority

has been cabled to General Blanco to proclaim armistice. I send

verbatim memorandum just handed me by Spanish minister for for-

eign affairs, as follows:
•'

' In view of the earnest and repeated request of His Holiness,

sni>i)orted resolutely l)y declarations and friendly counsels of the

representatives of the six great European powers, who fornndated

ihem this morning in a collective visit to the minister of slate, as

corollary of the efforts of their governments in AVashington, the

Spanish government has resolved to inform the Holy Father that on

this tlate it directs the general-in-chief of the army in Cuba to grant

inunediately a suspension of hostilities for such length of time as

he may think prudent to prepare and facilitate the peace earnestly

desired by all.'

'* I hope that this dispatch may reach you before the President's

message goes to Congress."

Mr. Woodford, iiiin. to Spain, to Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, tel.,

April !), 18!)8, For. Rol. 18!t8. 74(;.

'* IVEv personal No. OC). In view of action of Spanish government,

as cal)led Saturday, A])ril t), I hoi)e that you can obtain full author-

ity from Congress to do whatever you shall deem necessary to secure

iunnediate and j)ermanent ])eace in Cuba by negotiations, including

the full power to employ the Army and Navy, ai-cording to your own
judgment, to aid and enforce your action. If this be secured I be-

lieve you will get final settlement before August 1 on one of the fol-

lowing bases: P^.ither such autonomy as the insurgents may agree to

•iccept, or recognition by S])ain of the independence of the island, or

cession of the island to the United States.

"'
I hope that nothing will now be done to humiliate Spain, as T

am satisfied that the present government is going, and is loyally
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ivady to ^o. as fast and as far as it can. AVith your power of action

sufficiently free you will win tlie Hjrht on your own lines. I do not

expect immediate reply, but will Ix' glad to have an early acknowl-

edgment of receipt.''

Mr. Woodford, iiiiii. to Spiiiii. to rresidont McKiiiley. tel., April 10. 1898,

For. IW\. 1S!)S. 747.

" The minister i)lenipotentiarv of Spain has the honor to state to

the honorable Secretary of State of the United States of America

that Iler Majesty the Queen Regent, acceding to the reiterated de-

sires of His Holiness, and inspired by the sentiments of concord and

peace which aninuite her, has given a[)propriate instructions to the

general in chief of the army of Cuba, to the end that he shall concede

an innnediate susj)ension of hostilities for such time as he shall deem
j)rudential, in order to prepare and facilitate people in that island.

" (leneral IManco has to-day published the corresponding bando,

and reserves to himself to determine in another bando the duration

and other details of its execution, with the sole aim that so transcen-

dental a measure shall lead within the shortest possible time to the

desired pacification of the Cireat Antilla.

^ In deciding u[)on the duratio;i thereof, the general in chief,

inspired by the highest sentiments, far from raising difficulties or

obstructions, is ])repared to grant every ])ossible facility.

"The government of Her Majesty, by this most important step,

has set the crown to her extraordinary efi'orts to obtain the j)acifica-

tion of Cuba through the instrumentalities of reason and of right.

'•The autonomic constitution, which gives to the inhabitants of the

island of Cuba a political system at least as liberal as that whicU

exists in the Dominion of (^mada, will within a short time enter

upon the stage of com|)lete development, when, after the elections

have iM'en held, the insidar parliament will meet at Hal)ana on the

4th of May next : and the franchise and lii)erties granted to the

Cul)ans are such that no motive or pretext is left for claiming any

fuller measure thereof.

'• Nevei'theless as the island of Cuba is rej)resented in the Cortes of

the Kingdom, a ])rivilege which is not enjoyed by any other foreign

autonomic colony, the Cuban s<Miators and deputies in the Cortes may
there ])rcsent their aspirations if they desire more.

•• No one knowing the liberal sj)irit of the majority in the recently

elected Si)anish Cortes and the j)atriotic attitude of the principal

l)arties in oii})osition can doubt that the Cul)ans will obtain whatever

changes they may justly desire, within the bounds of reason and of

the national sovereignty, as is solennily offered in the pi'eamble of the

roval decree of November o, 181)7, at which time the Government of
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Her Majest}' declared that it would not withdraw or permit the with-

drawal of any colonial liberties, guaranties, and privileges.

" The abrogation of the decree of reconcentration und the assistance

of every kind which the government of Her Majesty has granted and

permitted to be extended to the reconcentrados have at last termi-

nated a lamentable condition of things, which was the unavoidable

consequence of the sanguinary strife provoked by a small minority

of the sons of Cuba, and who have been mainly led and sustained by

foreign influences.

' No impartial mind, having full knowledge of the facts, which-

have never on any occasion been perverted, as those relating to the

Cuban question have been and are now perverted, can justly impute

to Sixain remissness in endeavoring to reach the means of pacification

of the island nor illiberality in granting privileges, liberties, and

franchises for the welfare and happiness of its inhabitants. The
government of Her Majesty doubts not that this will be recognized

by the United States govermnent, even as it must recognize the

manifest injustice with which a portion of the public opinion of this

country claims to discover responsibilities on the part of Spain for

the horrible catastrophe which took i)lace ou the calamitous night

of the 15th of February last. Her Majesty the Queen Regent, her

responsible government, the governor-general of Cuba, the insular

government, and all the higher authorities of Habana displayed from

the first moment the profound sorrow and the sentiments of horror

which that measureless misfortune caused to them, as Avell as the

sympathy which on that melancholy occasion linked them to the

American government and people.

" Proof of this is found in the visits of Her Majesty's charge

d'affaires to the illustrious President of the United States, the visits

made by the highest officers of the Spanish State to Mr. Woodford,

the assistance unsparingly given to the victims, the funeral obsequies

which were provided for them by the municipal council of Habana,

and the notes addressed to the Department of State by this legation

under date of February IG and 17 and the 2d instant, bearing the

res])ective numbers 12, 13, 14, and 28.

" The officers and crews of Her Majesty's war vessels lying near the

Maine^ heedless of the evident peril that menaced them, as is testified

by the officers of that American ironclad, immediately lowered their

l)oats, saving a large number of the wrecked ship's men, who alone

owe their lives to the instant and efficient aid of the Spanish sailors.

" It is singular that these well-known facts and impressive declara-

tions seem to have been forgotten by public opinion, which instead

lends credence to the most absurd and offensive conjectures,

H. Doc. 551—vol G 14
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*' Tlic <rovornment of Her Majesty woukl very greatly esteem the

sense of justice and tlie courtesy of the United States governiuent

were an t)flicial statement to set the facts in their true light, for it

Avoulcl seem that they are ignored and the failure to appreciate them
is j)otentially contributing to keej) up an abnormal excitement in the

minds of the i)eo])le that im])erils, causelessly and most irrationally,

the friendly relations of the two countries.

"As for the ([uestion of fact which springs from the diversity of

views between the reports of the Spanish and American boards, the

government of Her Majesty, although not yet possessed of the olKcial

text of the two reports, has hastened to tleclare itself ready to submit

to the judgment of impartial and disinterested experts, accepting in

advance the decision of the arbitrators named by the two parties,

which is obvious proof of the frankness and good faith which marks
the course of Spain on this as on all occasions.

'• The minister of Spain trusts that these statements, inspired by

the earnest desire for peace and concord which animates the govern-

ment of Her ^Majesty, will be appreciated at their just worth by the

government of the United States."

Sofior Polo do Rernalx'. Spanish iiiiii., to Mr. SluTiiiau, Set-, of Stnto, Ai>ril

10, 1808, For. Kol. 18!)8. 747.

StH', also. Sofior I'olo to Mr. Day, April 11, 1S'.»8. onclosiiig a copy of (ieii-

oral Ulaiico's i)ro(laiiiatioii. dated Ajiril 7, 18'.»S, declariiiK a susi)en-

sion of hostilities in Cuha. (For. Kel. 1808, 750.)

" The Spanish minister to-day informed me that authority had been

given (ieneral Blanco to i)r()claim suspension of hostilities, and tliere-

uj)on invited, on (ieneral's behalf, indication of natui'e and scope of

such proclamation. Spanish minister had been answered that the

President nnist decline to make further suggestions than those hereto-

fore made known through you and tiirougii Spanish minister here,

but that in sending in his message to-morrow the l*resident will ac-

(piaint Congress with this latest connnunication of the Spanish gov-

ernment and a(hl any further information which Minister Polo may
be in a |)osition to furnisii in regard to the natures and terms of Gen-

ei-al lilanco's action under the authorization so given him. The
al)ov(' is sent for your information. Your personal, No. GO, just re-

ceived and fully noted."

-Mr. l>:iy. Assist. Sec. of State, tu .Mr. Weodford. mill. t<^ Spain, tel., April

in. IS'.is. Snnday. (;.:',0 p. ni.. For. Kel. 1808, 740.
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(4) KESOLUTION OK INTEUVKNTION.

§ 909.

" Obedient to that precept of the Constitution which commands the

President to give from time to time to the Congress
President McKin- •» ,• /.! j.- £ ^i tt- i^

ley's special mtonnation or tlie state or the union an(l to reconi-

message, April mend to their consideration such measures as he shall
11 1898

' jiitlge necessary and expedient, it becomes my duty

now to address your body with regard to the grave crisis that has

arisen in the relations of the United States to Spain by reason of the

warfare that for more than three years has raged in the neighboring

island of Cuba.
'• I do so because of the intimate connection of tlie Cuban question

Avith the state of our own Union and the grave relation the course

which it is now incum"bent upon the nation to adopt must needs bear

to the traditional policy of our government if it is to accord with the

precepts laid down by the founders of the Republic and religiously

observed by succeeding Administrations to the present day.

" The present revolution is but the successor of other similar insur-

rections which have occurred in Cuba against the dominion of Spain,

extending over a period of nearly half a century, each of Avhich, dur-

ing its progress, has subjected the United States to great effort and

expense in enforcing its neutrality laws, caused enormous losses to

American trade and commerce, caused irritation, annoyance, and dis-

turbance among our citizens, and, by the exercise of cruel, barbarous,

and uncivilized practices of warfare, shocked the sensibilities and

offended the humane sympathies of our peoj^le.

" Since the present revolution began, in February. 189."), this coun-

try has seen the fertile domain at our threshold ravaged by fire and

sword in the course of a struggle unequaled in the history of the

island and rarely paralleled as to the numl)ers of tlie combatants and

the bitterness of the contest l)v any revolution of modern times where

a dei)endent people striving to be free have been opposed by the

poAver of the sovereign state.

" Our people have beheld a once prosperous community reduced to

comparative want, its lucrative commerce virtually paralyzed, its

exceptional i)roductiveness diminished, its fields laid waste, its mills

in ruins, and its peoj)le perishing by tens of thousands from hunger

and destitution. We have found ourselves constrained, in the ob-

servance of that strict neutrality which our laws enjoin, and which

the law of nations commands, to police our own waters and watch

our own seaports in j)revention of any unlawful act in aid of the

Cubans.
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••()nr trade has suffered; tlie capital invested by our citizens in

("iil);i has been hu'tjely h)st. and the temper and forbearance of our

]A>oi)le have been so sorely tried as to lx»«^et a perilous unrest ainonj;

our own citizens which has inevitably found its expression from time

to time in the national lejrislature, so that issues wholly external

to our own body politic engross attention and stand in the way of

that close devotion to domestic advancement that becomes a self-

contained connnonwealth whose ju'imal maxim has been the avoid-

ance of all forei<;n entan<i^lements. All this nuist needs awaken, and

has, indeed, aroused the utmost concern on the part of this govern-

ment, as well during my predecessor's term as in my own.
" In Ajuil, 1S!)(), the evils from which our country suffered through

the (^iban war became so onerous that my predecessor made an effort

to bring about n i)eac<> through the mediation of this (iovernuient in

any way that might tend to an honoi-able adjustment of the contest

In'tween Spain and her revolted colony, on the basis of some effective

scheme of self-government for Cuba under the flag and sovereignty

of Spain. It failed through the refusal of the Spanish govern-

ment then in power to consider any form of mediation or, indeed, any

plan of settlement which did not begin with the actual submission

of the insurgents to the mother country, and then only on such terms

as Si)ain herself might see fit to grant. The war continued unabated.

The resistance of the insurgents was in no wise diminished.

" The efforts of Spain were increased, both by the dispatch of fresh

levies to Cuba and by the addition to the horror.; of the strife of a new
and inhuman phase hai)|)ily >nij)rece(lented in the modern history of

civilized Christian peoples. The policy of devastation and concen-

tration, inaugurat<'d by the captain-general's bando of October 21,

b^iM), in the Pro^ilU'e of Pinar del Kio was thence extended to embrace

all of the island to which the power of the Spanish arms was able to

reach by occupation or by military operations. The peasantry, in-

cluding all dwelling in the oi)en agricultural interior, were driven

into the garrison towns or isolated places held by the troops.

" The raising and movement of j)rovisions of all kinds were inter-

dicted. The fields were laid waste, dwellings unroofed and fired,

uiills destroye(l, and, in short, everything that could desolate the land

and i-ender it unfit for human habitation or support was connnanded

by one or the other of the contentling parties and executed by all the

powers at their disposal.

•• By the tiuie the prestMit administration took office a year ago, re-

concent lat ion—so called—had been nuide effective over the better part

of the foui- central and western i)rovinces, Santa Clai'a, Alatanzas,

Ilabana. and Pinar del Rio.

"The agricultural jwpulation to the estimated number of 800,000

or more was herded within the towns and their immediate vicinage.
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deprived of the means of support, rendered destitute of shelter, left

poorly clad, and exposed to the most unsanitary conditions. As the*

scarcity of food increased with the devastation of the depopulated

areas of production, destitution and want became misery and starva-

tion. Month by month the death rate increased in an alarming ratio.

By March, 1897, according to conservative estimates from official

Spanish sources, the mortality among the reconcentrados, from starva-

tion and the diseases thereto inc-ident, exceeded 50 per centmn of their

total number.
" Xo practical relief was accorded to the destitute. The overbur-

dened towns, already suffering from the general dearth, could give no

aid. So called ' zones of cultivation ' established within the inunedi-

ate areas of eliective military control about the cities and fortified

camps proved illusory as a remedy for the suffering. The unfortu-

nates, being for the most part women and children, with aged and

helpless men, enfeebled by disease and hunger, could not have tilled

the soil Avithout tools, seed, or shelter for their own support or for the

supply of the cities. Keconcentration, adopted avowedly as a war
measure in order to cut off the resources of the insurgents, worked its

predestined result. As I said in my message of last December, it Avas

not civilized warfare; it was extermination. The only peace it could

Ijeget was that of the wilderness and the grave.
"' Meanwhile the military situation in the island had undergone a

noticeable change. The extraordinary activity that characterized

the second year of the war, when the insurgents invaded even the

thitherto unharmed fields of Pinar del Rio and carried havoc and

destruction up to the walls of the city of Ilabana itself, had relapsed

into a dogged struggle in the central and eastern provinces. The

Spanish arms regained a measure of control in I'inar del Rio and

parts of Habana, but, under the existing conditions of the rural coun-

try, without innnediate improveuient of their productive situation.

VjVqii thus partially restricted, the revolutionists held their own, and

their conquest and submission, jjut forward by Spain as the essential

and sole basis of ])eace. seemed as far distant as at the outset.

" In this state of affairs my administration found itself confronted

with the grave jjroblem of its duty. My message of last December

reviewed the situation and narrated the steps taken with a view to

relieving the acuteness and opening the way to some form of honora-

ble settlement. The assassination of the prime minister, Canovas,

led to a change of government in Spain. The former administration,

pledged to subjugation without concession, gave place to that of a

more liberal i^arty, committed long in advance to a policy of reform

involving the wider princii)le of home rule for Cuba and Puerto Kico.

"The overtures of this government, made through its new (mivov,

General Woodford, and looking to an immediate and effective iiiuelio-
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ration of tho condition of tlio island. altlu)U«;h not aocoptod to the

(XttMit of adniittetl mediation in any shape, were met hy assurances

that home ruk', in an advanced phase, woukl be forthwith offered to

Cuba, without waiting for the war to end, and that more humane
methods shouhl thencefortli prevail in the conduct of hostilities.

Coincidentally with these declarations, the new government of Spain

continued and completed the ])olicv already begun by its predecessor,

of testifying friendly regard for this nation by releasing American
citizens held imder one charge or another connected with the insur-

rection, so that, by the end of November, not a single person entitled

in any way to our national protection remained in a Spanish prison.

" ^^^lile these negotiations were in progress the increasing destitu-

tion of the unfortunate reconcentrados and the alarming mortality

among them claimed earnest attention. The success which had at-

tended the limited measure of relief extended to the suffering Amer-
ican citizens among them by the judicious expenditure through the

consular agencies of the money ai)proj)riated expressly for their

succor by the joint ivsolution a])proved May 24, 1897. ])rompted the

humane extension of a similar scheme of aid to the gi-eat body of

sufferei's. A suggestion to this end was acfjuiesced in by the Spanish

authorities. On the i!4th of December last, I caused to l)e issued an

aj)j)eal to the American people, inviting contributions in money or in

kind for the suc<"or of the starving sufferers in (^iba, following this

on the Sth of January by a similar jMiblic announcement of tho for-

mation of a central Cuban relief connnittee, with head(iuarters in

New ^'ork City, comj)ose<l of three members representing tho Amer-
ican National Ived Cross and the religious and business elements of

the community.
'• The efforts of that committee have l)oen untiring and have accom-

j)lished much. Arrangements for fi'«>e transportation to (^iba have

greatly aid<Ml the charitable woi'k. The j)resident of the American

Red Cross and ri'presentatives of other contributory organizations

have generously visitecl Cuba and coojx'rated with the consul-general

;in«l the local authoi'ities to n)ake eU'ective distribution of tlu> relief

cf)llected tiii'ough the efforts of the central committee. Nearly

5^:i00.000 in money and sup|)lies has already reached the sufferers and

uioi-e is forthcoming. The supplies ai"e admitted duty free, and

transportation to the interior has been arranged so that the relief, at

fir-t necessai'ily confined to Havana and the larger cities, is now ex-

tended tln-ough nxtst if not all of the towns where suffering exists.

" Thoii>aiids of lives have already been siived. The necessity for a

change in the condition of the recoricenti'ados is recognized by the

Spanish goveinment. Within a few days past the orders of Ceneral

A\'eyler ha\e I)een revokecl : the reconcentrados, it is said, are to 1)0

permitted to return to their homes and aided to resume the self-sup-
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porting pursuits of peace. Public works have been ordered to give

tlieni employment, and a sum of $000,000 has been approi)riated for

their relief.

" The war in Cuba is of such a nature that short of sul»jugation or

extermination a final military victory for either side seems imprac-

ticable. The alternative lies in the physical exhaustion of the one or

the other i)arty, or perhaps of both—a condition Avhich in effect ended

the ten years' war b}^ the truce of Zanjon. The prospect of such a

))rotraction and conclusion of the present strife is a contingency

hardly to be contemplated with equanimity by the civilized world,

and least of all by the United States, affected and injured as we are,

deeph^ and intimately, by its very existence.

'' Realizing this, it api)eared to be my duty, in a spirit of true

friendliness, no less to Spain than to the Cul)ans, who have so much
to lose by the prolongation of the struggle, to seek to bring about an

immediate termination of the war. To this end I submitted, on the

i'Tth ultimo, as a result of much representation and correspondence,

through the United States minister at Madrid, propositions to the

Spanish government looking to an armistice until October 1 for the

negotiation of ])eace with the good offices of the President.

" In addition, I asked the immediate revocation of the order of

reconcentration, so as to permit the people to return to their farms

and the needy to be relieved with provisions and supplies from the

United States, cooperating with the Spanish authorities, so as to

afford full relief.

" The reply of the Spanish cabinet was received on the night of the

.31st ultimo. It offered, as the means to bring al)out peace in Cuba,

to confide the pre])aration thereof to the insular parliament, inas-

much as the concurrence of that body would be necessary to reach a

final result, it being, however, understood that the i)owers reserved

l)y the constitution of the central government are not lessened or di-

minished. As the Cuban parliament does not meet until the 4th of

May next, the Spanish (iovernment would not object, for its part, to

accei)t at once a suspension of hostilities if asked for by the insur-

gents from the general in chief, to whom it would pertain, in such

case, to determine the duration and conditions of the armistice.

"The propositions submitted by (Jeneral Woodford and the reply

of the Spanish government were both in the form of brief memo-
randa, the texts of which are before me, and are substantially in the

language above given. The function of the Cuban parliament in the

matter of 'preparing' peace and the manner of its doing so are not

expressed in the Spanish memorandum: but from (len-eral AA^xxl-

ford's explanatory reports of |)reliminary discussions ])receding the

final conference it is understood that the vSpanish government stands

ready to give the insular congress full powers to settle the terms of
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peace with the insurgents—whether b}' direct negotiation or indi-

rectly bv means of legishition does not appear.
" With this hist overture in the direction of immediate peace, and

its disappointing reception by Spain, the Executive is brought to the

end of his etfort.

" In my annual message of December last I said

:

"
' Of the untried measures there remain only : Recognition of

the insurgents as belligerents; recognition of the independence of

Cuba ; neutral intervention to end the war by imposing a rational

compromise between the contestants, and intervention in favqr of one

or the other party. I speak not of forcible annexation, for that can

not be thought of. That, by our code of morality, would be criminal

aggression,'

" Thereupon I reviewed these alternatives, in the light of President

(Jrant's measured words, uttered in 1875, when after seven years of

.sanguinary, destructive, and cruel hostilities in Cuba he reached the

conclusion that the recognition of the independence of Cuba was im-

practicable and indefensible, and that the recognition of belligerence

was not warranted by the facts according to the tests of public law.

I commented especially upon the latter aspect of the question, point-

ing out the inconveniences and positive dangers of a recognition of

belligerence which, while adding to the already onerous burdens of

neutrality within our own jurisdiction, could not in any way extend

our influence or effective offices in the territory of hostilities.

'' Nothing has since occurred to change my view in this regard ; and

I recognize as fully now as then that the issuance of a proclamation

of neutrality, by which process the so-called recognition of belliger-

ents is published, could, of itself and unattended by other action, ac-

complish nothing toward the one end for which we labor—the instant

pacification of Cuba and the cessation of the misery that afflicts the

island.

" Turning to the question of recognizing at this time the independ-

ence of the present insurgent government in Cuba, we find safe prec-

edents in our history from an early day. They are well summed up

in President Jackson's mes.sage to Congress, December 21, 1836, on the

subject of the recognition of the independence of Texas. He said:

•• * In all the contests that have arisen out of the revolution of

France, out of the disputes relating to the Crowns of Portugal and

Spain, out of the separation of the American possessions of both from

the P2uropean governments, and out of the numerous and constantly

occurring struggles for dominion in Spanish America, so wisely con-

sistent with our just principles has been the action of our Government,

that we have, under the most critical circumstances, avoided all cen-

sure, and encountered no other evil than that produced by a transient
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estrangement of good will in those against whom we have been by

force of evidence compelled to decide.

" ' It has thus made known to the world that the uniform policy and

practice of the United States is to avoid all interference in disputes

which merely relate to the internal government of other nations, and

eventually to recognize the authority of the prevailing party without

reference to our particular interests and views or to the merits of the

original controversy.
"

'. . . But on this, as on every other trying occasion, safety is

to be found in a rigid adherence to principle.

" ' In the contest between Spain and the revolted colonies we stood

aloof, and waited not only until the ability of the new states to pro-

tect themselves was fully established, but until the danger of their be-

ing again subjugated had entirely passed away. Then, and not until

then, were they recognized.
"

' Such was our course in regard to Mexico herself. . . . It is

true that with regard to Texas the civil authority of Mexico has been

expelled, its invading army defeated, the chief of the Republic him-

self captured, and all present power to control the newly organized

government of Texas annihilated within its confines; but, on the other

hand, there is, in appearance, at least, an immense disparity of phys-

ical force on the side of Texas. The Mexican Republic, under

another executive, is rallying its forces under a new leader and men-

acing a fresh invasion to recover its lost dominion.
" ' Upon the issue of this threatened invasion the independence of

Texas may be considered as suspended ; and were there nothing pecul-

iar in the relative situation of the United States and Texas, our ac-

knowledgment of its independence at such a crisis could scarcely be

regarded as consistent with that prudent reserve with wdiich we have

hitherto held ourselves bound to treat all similar questions.'

" Thereupon Andrew Jackson proceeded to consider the risk that

there might be imputed to the United States motives of selfish in-

terest in view of the former claim on our part to the territory of

Texas, and of the avowed purpose of the Texans in seeking recogni-

tion of independence as an incident to the incorporation of Texas

into the Union, concluding thus:
"

' Prudence, therefore, seems to dictate that we should still stand

aloof and maintain our present attitude, if not until Mexico itself or

one of the great foreign powers shall recognize the independence of

the new government, at least until the lapse of time or the course of

events shall have proved beyond cavil or dispute the ability of the

people of that country to maintain their separate sovereignty and

to uphold the government constituted by them. Neither of the con-

tending parties can justly complain of this course. Bv pursuing it

we are but carrying out^he long-established policy of our (jovern-
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inont, a i)olioy Avhioh lias sccnriMl to us respect and inHuonce abroad

and inspired coMtidence at home.'
" These are the words of the resohite and patriotic Jackson. They

are evidence that the United States, in a(hlition to the test imposed

by public law as the condition of the recopiition of independence by

a neutral state (to wit, that the revolted state shall ' constitute in

fact a body politic, having a government in substance as well as in

name, j)ossessed of the elements of stability,' and forming de facto,

' if left to itself, a state among the nations, reasonably capable of dis-

charging the duties of a state '), has imposed for its own governance

in dealing with cases like these the further condition that recognition

of independent statehood is not due to a revolted dependency until

the danger of its being again subjugated by the parent state has

entirely passed away.
'• This extreme test was, in fact, applied in the case of Texas. The

(\)ngress to whom President Jackson referred the cpiestion as one
• i)robably leading to war." and therefore a proper subject for ' a pre-

vious understanding with that body by whom war can alone be de-

clared and by whom all the j^rovisions for sustaining its perils must

lu' furnisjied.* left the matter of the recognition of Texas to the dis-

cretion of the Executive, providing merely for the standing of a

diplomatic agent when the President should be satisfied that the

Republic of Texas had become ' an indei)endent state.' Tt was so

recognized by President Van Buren, who connnissioned a charge

•raffaires March 7, 1<S87, after Mexico had abandoned an attempt

to reconcpier the Texan territory, and when there was at the time

no bona fide contest going on between the insurgent j^rovince and its

former sovereign.

" I said in my message of December last, ' It is to be seriously con-

sidered whether the Cuban insurrection possesses beyond dispute the

attributes of statehood which alone can denumd the recognition of

l»('lligerency in its favoi-.* The same re(|uirement must certainly be

no less seriously considered when the graver issue of recognizing in-

dependence is in (piestion. for no less positive test can be applied to

the greater act than to the lessei-; while, on the other hand, the influ-

ences and conse(|u<'nces of the struggle upon the internal ])olicy of

the recognizing state, which form important factors when the recog-

nition of bellig<'i-ency is concerned, are secondary, if not rightly

eliminable. factoi's when the real (juestion is whether the comnumity
claiming n'cognition is or is not indei)endent beyond peradventure.

'• Nor from the standi)oint of expediency do I think it would be

wise or |)riideni for this government to recognize at the j)resent time

the indejM'ndence of the so-called (^iban republic. Such recogni-

tion is not necessary in order to enable the United States to inter-

veue and pacify the island. To commit 'this country now to the
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recognition of any particular frovornment in Cuba mig^ht subject us

to embarrassing conditions of international obligation toward the

organization so recognized. In case of intervention our (;onduct

would be subject to the approval or disapproval of such government.

We would be required to submit to its direction and to assume to it

the mere relation of a friendly ally.

'• When it shall appear hereafter that there is within the island a

government capable of performing the duties and discharging the

functions of a separate nation, and having, as a matter of fact^ the

l)r()j)er forms and attributes of nationality, such government can be

promptly and readily recognized and the relations and interests of

the United States w'ith such nation adjusted.
'' There remain the alternative forms of intervention to end the

war. either as an impartial neutral by imposing a rational compro-

mise between the contestants, or as the active ally of the one party

or the other.

"As to the first, it is not to be forgotten that during the last few

months the relation of the United States has virtuall}- been one of

friendly intervention in many wavs, each not of itself conclusive,

but all tending to the exertion of a potential influence toward an

ultinuite pacific result, just and honorable to all interests concerned.

The spirit of all our acts hitherto has been an earnest. unselKsh

desire for peace and prosperity in Cuba, untarnished by diiferences

Itetween us and Spain, and unstained by the blood of American
(itizens.

'• The forcible intervention of the United States as a neutral to

stop the Avar, according to the large dictates of humanity and follow-

iug mauy historical precedents where neighboring states have inter-

fered to check the hopeless sacrifices of life by internecine conflicts

beyond their borders, is justifiable on rational grounds. It involves,

however, hostile constraint ui)on both the parties to the coutest as

well to enforce a truce as to guides the eventual settlement.

'* The grounds for such intervention may be briefly sunnnarized

as follows:
'• First. In the cause of Innnanity and to put an end to the bar-

barities, bloodshed, stai'vatiou, and hoi'rible miseries now existing

there, and which the parties to the conflict are either unable or

unwilling to stop or mitigate. It is no answer to say this is all in

another country, belonging to another nation, and is therefore none

of our business. It is s|)(>cially our duty, for it is right at our door.

''Second. AVe owe it to our citizens in Cuba to afford them that

protection and indenniity for life and property which no govern-

ment there can or will afford, and to that end tT) terminate the con-

ditions that deprive them of legal protection.
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•• Third. The right to intervene may be justified by the very se-

rious injury to the coninierce, trade, and business of our people, and

l)y the wanton destruction of property and devastation of the island.

" Fourth, and which is of the utmost importance. The present

condition of affairs in Cuba is a constant menace to our peace, and

entails u})on this government an enormous expense. With such a

conflict waged for years in an island so near us and with which our

people have such trade and business relations; when the lives and

liberty of our citizens are in constant danger and their property

destroyed and themselves ruined ; where our trading vessels are liable

to seizure and are seized at our very door by war ships of a foreign

nation, the expeditions of filibustering that we are powerless to pre-

vent altogether, and the irritating questions and entanglements thus

arising—all these and others that I need not mention, with the re-

sulting strained relations, are a constant menace to our peace, and

compel us to keep on a semiwar footing with a nation with which

we are at peace.

'" These elements of danger and disorder already pointed out have

been strikingly illustrated by a tragic event which has deeply and

justly moved the American people. I have already transmitted to

Congress the report of the naval court of inquiry on the destruction

of the battle ship Maine in the harbor of Havana during the night of

the ir)th of February. The destruction of that noble vessel has filled

the national heart with inexpressible horror. Two hundred and

fifty-eight brave sailors and marines and two officers of our Navy,

reposing in the fancied security of a friendly harbor, have been

hurled to death, grief and want brought to their homes and sorrow

to the luition.

" The naval court of inquiry, which, it is needless to say, commands
the uiKiiiaiified confidence of the government, was vmanimous in its

conclusion tliat the destruction of the Maine was caused by an ex-

terior explosion, that of a submarine mine. It did not assume to

place the responsibility. That remains to be fixed.

" In any event the destruction of the Maine, by whatever exterior

cause, is a pat<'nt and impressive proof of a state of things in Cuba
that is intolerable. Thpt condition is thus shown to be such that the

.Spanish government can not assure safety and security to a vessel of

the American Navy in the harbor of Havana on a mission of peace,

and rigiit fully there.

" Further i-eferring in this connection to recent diplomatic corre-

spondence, a (lispatf'h from our minister to Spain, of the 2()th ultimo,

contained tiie statenn'ut that the Spanish minister for foreign affairs

assured him positively that Spain will do all that the highest honor

and justice require in the matter of the Maine. The reply above re-

ferred to of the 31st ultimo also contained an expression of the readi-
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ness of Spain to submit to an arbitration all the differences whicii

can arise in this matter, which is subsequently explained by the note

of the Spanish minister at Washington of the 10th instant, as

follows

:

" 'As to the question of fact which springs from the diversity of

views between the reports of the American and Spanish boards,

Spain proposes that the facts be ascertained by an impartial investi-

gation by experts, w^hose decision Spain accepts in advance.'

" To this I have made no reply.

" President Grant, in 1875, after discussing the phases of the con-

test as it then appeared, and its hopeless and apparent indefinite

])rolongation, said

:

" ' In such event, I am of opinion that other nations will be com-

pelled to assume the responsibility which devolves upon them, and
to seriously consider the only remaining measures possible—media-

tion and intervention. Owing, j^erhaps, to the large expanse of

Avater separating the island from the Peninsula, . . . the con-

tending parties appear to have within themselves no depository of

common confidence, to suggest Avisdom wdien passion and excitement

have their sway, and to assume the part of peacemaker.
" ' In this view in the earlier days of the contest the good offices of

the United States as a mediator were tendered in good faith, without

an}^ selfish purpose, in the interest of humanity and in sincere friend-

.ship for both parties, but were at the time declined by Spain, with

the declaration, nevertheless, that at a future time they would be

indispensable. No intimation has been received that in the opinion

of Spain that time has been reached. And yet the strife continues

with all its dread horrors and all its injuries to the interests of the

United States and of other nations.
''

' Each party seems quite capable of working great injury and

damage to the other, as well as to all the relations and interests de-

pendent on the existence of peace in the island ; but they seem

incapable of reaching any adjustment, and both have thus far failed

of achieving any success whereby one party shall possess and control

the island to the exclusion of the other. Under these circumstances,

the agency of others, either by mediation or by intervention, seems to

be the only alternative which must sooner or later be invoked for the

termination of the strife.'

" In the last annual message of my immediate predecessor during

the pending struggle, it was said :

" ' When the inability of Spain to deal successfully with the insur-

rection has become manifest, and it is demonstrated that her sover-

eignty is extinct in Cuba for all purposes of its rightful existence,

and when a hopeless struggle for its reestablishment has degenerated

into a strife which means nothing more than the useless sacrifice of
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human life and the utter destruction of the very subject-matter of the

conHict, a situation will be ])resented in which our obligations to the

sovereignty of Spain will be su|)erseded by higher obligations, which

we can hardly hesitate to recogni/e and discharge.'

" In my annual message to Congress, December last, speaking to

this question, I said :

''
' The near future will demonstrate whether the indispensable con-

dition of a righteous ])eace, just alike to the Cubans and to Sixain, as

well as eiiuitable to all our interests so intimately involved in the

welfare of Cuba, is likely to be attained. If not, the exigency of

further and other action by the United States will remain to be

taken. When that time comes that action Avill be determined in the

line of indisputable light and duty. It will be faced, without mis-

giving or hesitancy, in the light of the obligation this government

owes to itself, to the people who have confided to it the protection of

their interests and honor, and to humanity.
'•

' Sure of the right, keeping free from all offense ourselves, actu-

ated only by ui)right and patriotic considerations, moved neither

by passion nor selfishness, the government will continue its watchful

care over the rights and i)roperty of American citizens and will

abate none of its efforts to bring about by })eaceful agencies a peace

which shall be honorable and enduring. If it shall hereafter appear

to be a duty imposed by our obligations to ourselves, to civilization

and humanity to intervene with force, it shall be without fault on

our part and only becjiuse the necessity for such action will be so

clear as to comnuind the support and approval of the civilized world.'

"The long trial has j)roved that the object for which Spain has

waged the war can not be attained. The fire of insurrection may
flame or nuiy smolder with varying seasons, but it has not bi'en and it

is plain that it can not Ik> extinguished by present methods. The
only hope of relief and repose from a condition which can no longer

be endured is the enforced pacification of Cuba. In the name of

humanity, in the name of civilization, in behalf of endangered

American interests which give us the the right and the duty to speak

and to act. the war in Cuba must stop.

'• In view of these facts and of these considerations, I ask the Con-

gress to authoiize and empower the President to take measures to

secure a full and final termination of hostilities between the Govern-

ment of Spain and the j)eople of Cuba, and to secure in the island the

establishment of a stable government, capable of maintaining order

and observing its international obligations, insuring peace and
trancjuillity and the security of its citizens as well as our own, and

to use the military and naval forces of the UiuLed btates aa may be

necessary for these purposes.
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"And in the interest of humanity and to aid in preservin*:^ the lives

of the starvin*^ people of the island I reconnnend that the distribu-

tion of food and supplies be continued, and that an appropriation be

made out of the public Treasury to supplement the charity of our

citizens.

" The issue is now with the Congress. It is a solenni responsi-

bility. I have exhausted every etfort to relieve the intolerabh' con-

dition of affairs which is at our doors. l^-e])ared to execute every

obligation imposed u^wn me by the Constitution and the law, I

await your action.

" Yesterday, and since the pre})aration of the foregoing message,

official information was received l)y me that the latest decree of the

(^ueen Kegent of Spain directs Oeneral Blanco, in order to prepare

and facilitate peace, to i)roclaim a suspension of hostilities, the dura-

tion and details of which have not yet been connnunicated to me.
'' This fact with every other pertinent consideration will, I am

sure, have your just and careful attention in the solenni deliberations

upon which you are about to enter. If this measure attains a suc-

cessful result, then our aspirations as a Christian, [)eace-l()viiig peo-

])le will be realized. If it fails, it Avill be only another justification

for our contemplated action."'

I'residiMit McKinlcy to the Conj^ress of the I'nited States, special mes-

sage. .Monday, April It, 1SU8, II. Doe. 4U.j, 5.") Cong. 2 sess. ; For. Kel.

1898, 7.".().

" House of Representatives, '.\'1\ to 1!), passed yesterday afternoon n>so-

lution authorizing and directing the President to intervene at once

to stop the war in Cuba, with the purpose of securing i)eace and order

there and establishing, by the free action of the peoi)le tiiereof, a

stable and independent government of their own. and empowering

him to use the land and naval forces to execute that [)urpose.

"Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs reported yesterday resolution

declaring that the jieople of the island of Cuba are and of right

ought to be free and independent, demanding that Spain relin<iuish

authority and government in C\ilta and withdraw land and naval

forces therefrom, and empowering the President to use Army and

Navy and militia to carry resolution into elTect. It will proi>ai>ly

be decisively voted to-day.

" Fltiniate resolution in conference can not now be forecast, but will doul)t-

less direct intervention by force if need b(> to secure free Cui>a. Th-;

situation is most critical." (Mr. Sherman, Se<'. of State, to -Mr.

Woodford, min. to Spain, tel., April 14. 1S;>S. For. Kel. 181)8. Tf.l ,

H. Doc. 41.'8, .")."> Cong, 'l sess.)

The rep(trt of the Senate Conunittee on Foreign lielations referred to in

the preceding telegram was sui>mitted by Mr. Davis. It discuss(>d.

first, the case of the Maine. ex])ressing the o]>inion that liei- destruc-

tion " was i-ompassed either by the otlicial act of the Si)anis'i aulli'iri-

ties or was made ])ossible by a negligence on their jtart so willing and

so gross as to be e(iuivalent in cnlr)ability t<) positive- criminal action."

It declared, however, that if that oalamity had never happened the
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quostioiis lK>t\vo<^n the T'liittnl States and Spain " would press for

iuinuHliate solution," and that, under all the existing' conditions,

ineludiu); the destruction of the Maine, the Unittnl States ought at

once to rei-ojinize the indeix>ndence of the ptK)ple of Cuha, sukI also

to intervene to the end " that such independence shall become a

setthvl jtolitical fact at the earliest possible moment, by tb.e establish-

ment b.v the frtH' a<"tion of the iHHjple of ('ul»a. when such action can

l>e had. of a Kovernnient independent in fact and form." The right

of intervention was argued on grounds of the special relations of the

Unitetl States to Cuba. Spain's nuxle of conducting the war, the inter-

ests of humanity, injuries to American citizens and proix>rty. and

loss of commerce. In conclusion the report presented a resolution

(1) declaring the independence of the p(H)ple of Cuba, (2) demanding

Spain's withdrawal from the island, and (.'{) empowering the I'resi-

dent to use the Army and Navy to eff<M-t these objects. Messrs.

Turpie, Mills, D.iniel, and Foraker. whiU? concurring in the rernirt,

recomniend(Hl " the innnediate recognition of the Republic of Cuba, as

organizeil in that island, as a free, indei)endent, and sovereign iwwer
among the nations of the world." Mr. Mills also presented a sepa-

rate reiK)rt. emphasizing the exceptional relations between the Unitetl

States and Cuba. (S. Kep. ,SSr», ."> Cong. 2 sess.. Parts 1 and 2.)

"The Senate. Saturday evening, by (JT votes to 21, ])assed a resolution

amending all the House resolution after the enacting clause. It de-

clares as follows

:

" 'Rrsolrcd hy the >Sr)iatr ami House of ]f<in<seiitatiiex of the Viiiied

States of America in Conijress assenil)le<l:

"* First. That the i>eople of the island of Cuba are and of riglit ought to

l)e free and indei»endent, and that the government of the United

States hereby recognizes the Republic of Cuba as the true and lawful

government of that island.

"'Second. That it is the duty of the United States to demand, and the

goveriuiH'nt of the United States does lu>reby demand, that the gov-

ermnent of Spain at once relin(iuish its autiiority and government in

the island of Cuba, and withdraw its land and naval forces from

Cuba and Cu!»an waters.

"'Third. That the I'resident of the Unitetl States be, and he hereby is,

dinn-ted and em|M)wered to use the entire land and naval forces of

the United States and to call into the actual service of the United

States the militia of the several States to such an extent as may be

n«H('ssary to <"arry these resolutions into etTe<t.

" ' Fcmrth. That the United States hereby disclaims any disi>osition or

intention to exercise sovereignty, juristliction, or c(»ntrol over said

island, except for the pacification ther(>of, and asserts its determina-

tion when that is accomi'Iished to leave the government and control

I f the island to its iH'ople.'

"The House has taken a recess until Kt Monday morning, when vote will

be taken on concurring in the Senate amendm<'nts. If the House
noni-oiicnrs conference follows. Ultimate form of resolution can

not yet be fores«H'n." (.Mr. Day, .Vet. S<>c. of State, to .Mr. Wood-
ford, mill, to Span, tel., April 17, ISOS—Sunday. 1 a. m.. For. Rel.

1S!».s. 7";i : H. Doc. 42.S. ."> Cong. 2 sess.)

"At :{ this morning, after prolongtMl conference, the Senate and the House

of Representatives adopted the joint resolution, the text of which
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was telegraphed to you Saturtlaj- night, omitting from the first sec-

tion tlie words, 'And that tlie government of the United States

hereby recognizes the Kei)ul)lic of Cuba as the true and lawful gov-

ernment of that island.' Vote in Senate, 42 to 35 ; in House, 310

against G.

"An instruction will be telegraphed you later, inunediately on the Presi-

dent signing the joint resolution. In the meantime you will prepare

for withdrawal from Si)ain and notify consuls to be ready for the

signal to leave. If any consul is in danger he may quietly leave at his

discretion." (Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min.

to Spain, tel., April 19, 1898, For. Kel. 1898, 702 ; II. Doc. 428, 55 Cong.

2 sess.)

" I transmit herewith copies of each of the following documents

:

" 1. House Doc. No. 405, Fiftj-tifth Congress, second session, being the

message of the President to Congress on the relations of the United

States to Spain by reason of the warfare in the island of Cuba

;

" 2. Senate Doc. No. 230, same Congress and session, containing the

reix>rts of the United States consular officers resi)ecting the condtion

of the reconcentrados in Cuba, the state of war in that island, and the

prospects of the projected autonomy ; and
" 3. Senate Report No. 885, same Congress and session, being the report

of the Counnittee on Foreign Relations of the Senate x-elative to

affairs in Cuba.
" These documents fully present the facts touching the situation in Cuba

and show the reasons for the i)resent attitude of this government

toward flie question." (Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State, to all U. S.

legations abroad, circular, April 18, 1898, For. Rel. 1898, 1170.).

" You have been furnished with the text of a joint resohition voted

by the Congress of the United States on the 19th

A 120 1898
' i'l^t'iiit (approved to-day) in rehition to the pacifica-

tion of the ishmd of Cuba. In obedience to that act,

the President directs you to innnediately communicate to the govern-

ment of Spain said resohition, with the formal demand that the gov-

ernment of the United States that the government of Spain at once

relinquisli its authority and government in the island of Cuba and

withdraw its land and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters.

In taking this step the United States hereby dischiims any disposition

or intention to e.xercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over said

island except for the pacification thereof, and asserts its determination

when that is accomplished to k'ave the government and control of the

island to its people under such free and independent government as

they may establish.

' If by the hour of noon on Saturday next, the 23d day of April,

instant, there be not connnunicated to this government by that of

Spain a full and satisfactory resi)onse to this demand and resolution

wherebv the ends of peace in Cuba shall be assured, the President will

proceed without further notice to use the power and authority en-

H. Doc. 551—vol G 15
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joiiu-tl iiiul c'onfcrrod upon him by the said joint resolution to such

oxtc'iil as may be necessary to carry the same into etl'ect."

Mr. Slu>rnmii, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Woodford, miii. to Spain, tol., April 20,

IS'.tS, For. lii'l. 181)8. 7(i2 ; II. Doc. 428, m Cong. 2 sess.

"ll'riti.ic Hksoi.ution—No. 21.
|

".lOINT lU'SOI.T'TlON for tlic recognition of tlio iixlopondonco of tlio i)Ooi)li'

of Cnlm. (ItMnnndiiifi Hint tlic (Jovcrnincnt of .spjiiii rcliii(|iiisli its authority
and fiovcrninoiil in tlic island of Ciilia. and to withdraw its iand and naval
forces from Cuba and Cuban waters, and direct iti},' the Tresident of the
luited States to use tlie land and naval forces of the I'uited States to carry
these resolutions Into effect.

" Wlicroiis the .-ibhorroiit conditions which have existed for more than throe

years in the Island of Cuba, so near our own l)orders. have shocked

the moral .sense of the people of the Tnited States, have been a disjj;race

to Christian civilization, culminating, as they have, in the destruction

of a I'nited States battle ship, with two hundred and si.\ty-five of its

oliicers and crew, while on a friendly visit in the harbor of Iliivana, and

can not longer be endured, as has been .set forth by the President of

the I'nited States in his message to Congress of Ai)ril eleventh, eight-

een huntlred and ninety-eight, upon which the action of Congress was

invite<l : Therefore.

"liryolrcil b;/ the ,Scii(itr (iml Jloiise of h'riirrsnitatirrs of ilir I'nited States

of Aiiicriid ill Coiii/icsn as.scnihlcd. First. Tluit the jieople of the

Island of Cub.i are, and of right ought to be. free ;ind indei)endent.

" Second. Th.-it it is tlie duty of the Fnited States to demand, and the Gov-

ernment of the I'nited States does hereby demand, that the Govern-

men of Spain at once relin(iuish its authority and government in the

Island of Cuba, and withdraw its land and naval forces from Cuba
and Cul>an waters.

"Third. That the I'resident of the I'nited States be, and he hereby is.

directed and empowered to use the entire land and naval forces of

the I'nited States, and to call into the a<'tual service of the I'nited

Stati's the militia of the sev«'ral States, to such extent as may be nec;

cssary to carry these resolutions into efTect.

'"Fourth. Tiiat the I'nited States hereby disclaims any disjHJsition or inten-

tion to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control (»ver said Island,

except for the pa<-i(ication thereof, jind asserts its determination,

when that is accomplished, to leave the government and control of

the Isl.iud to its people.

"Approved. April 20. l.SDS." CtO Stat. 7.".S.

)

This is the full text of tlu' resolution; Imt only the resolution proper,

exclusive of the i»reamble. had been telegra|»bed to .Mr. Woodford, its

appeals not <»idy by the foregoing telegram, liut also by the copy .sent

to the Sp.-mish minister in Washington of the demand which Mr.

Woodford lijid be«>n instructed to iiresent. (For. Hel. INKS, 7<;4-7<io;

II. I>oc. 12S, ."."i Cong. 2 sess. .">.

)

On th(> m()iMiiii<r of Ajiril 20 a copy was commtinicated by Mr.

Sherman, as ."Secretary of State, to Sefior Polo de Hernal)e. Spanish

piinister at Washincfton. of the instructions sent to Mr. ^^^)odfoI•d in

pursiumce of the joint resohition.
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Senor Polo immediately replied that the resolution was of such

a nature that his continuance in Washington became impossible.

He asked for his passports, and stated that the protection of Spanish

interests would be intrusted to the French ambassador and the

Austro-Hungarian minister.

His passports were sent to him; and he was at the same time

informed that arrangements had been made for a guard to attend

him during his presence in the territory of the United States.

Mr. Sherman, See. of State, to Sefior Polo de Bernabo, Span, niin., April

20, 1898 ; Senor Polo de Bernabe, Span, min., to Mr. Sherman, See.

of State, April 20, 1898; Mr. Sherman, See. of State, to Senor Polo de

Bernabe, Span, min., April 20, 1898 : For. Kel. 1898, TGJ-TOo ; H. Doe.

428, 55 Cong. 2 sess.

Copy of passport handed to Minister Polo de Bernabe.

No. .] UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting

:

Know ye that the bearer hereof. Senor Don Lviis Polo de Bernabe, envoy

extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of S[)ain to the United

States, is about to travel abroad, accompanied by his family and

suite.

These are therefore to request all officers of the United States, or of any

State thereof, whom it may concern, to i)ermit them to pass freely,

without let or molestation, and to extend to them friendly aid and

protection in case of need.

In testimony whereof I, John Sherman, Secretary of State of the TTnited

States of America, have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal

of the Department of State to be affixed, at Washington, this 20th

day of April, A. D. 1898, and of the independence of the United

States of America the one hundred uud tvveuty-second.

[seal.] John Sherman.

" Seiior Polo de Bernabe, Spanish minister to the United States,

upon being informed shortly before noon to-day of the action of this

government taken in pursuance of the resolutions of Congress of

April 19, 1898, has asked for his passports. In compliance with his

request passports for himself, his family, and suite have been handed

him, with assurances of safety while within the territory of the

U'nited States.

" Unless previously handed your passj^orts, you will be expected

to remain near the Court of Spain till Saturday noon of this week,

and unless by that day and hour some communication is received from

the government of Spain which you deem will be satisfactory to this

government you are to a.sk for your passports and safe conduct."

Mr. Sherman. See. of State, to Mr. Woodford, min. to Spain, tel.. Ai)ri!

20, 1898, For. Kel. 1898, 700; II. Doe. 428, 55 Cong. 2 sess.
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'• Pearly this (Saturday) morning, immediately after the receipt of

your open telegram and Ix^fore I had eouununicated same to Spanish

government, Spanish minister for foreign affairs notified me that

diplonuitio relations are broken l)etween the two countries and that all

official connnunication between their respective representatives have

ceased. I accordingly asked for safe passport. Turn legation over

to British embassy and leave for Paris this afternoon. Have notified

consuls."

Mr. WtMxlford. iniii. to Spain, to Mr. Shernum, Sec. of State, tel., April

21, 1898, For. Kel. 1808, TO*!; II. Doe. 428, .^m Cong. 2 sess.

" Following is text of official note received this morning at 7.30

o'clock from Spanish minister of state.

"
' In compliance with a painful duty, I have the honor to inform

your excellency that, the President having api)roved a resolution of

both Chaml)ers of the United States which, in denying the legitimate

.sovereignty of Spain and in threatening armed intervention in Cuba,

is ecjuivalent to an evident declaration of war, the government of

His Majesty has ordered its minister in Washington to withdraw

without loss of tiuie from the North American territory with all the

personnel of the legation. By this act the diplomatic relations

which previously existed between the two countries are broken oflF,

all official connnunication Ix'tween their respective represtMitatives

ceasing, and I hasten to couiuuniicate this to your excellency in order

that on your part you nuiy make such dispositions as seem suitable.

"' I beg youi" excellency to kindly acknowledge the receipt of this

note, and T avail myself, etc'
"

.Mr. Woodford, niin. to Spjiiii. to Mr. Sherman, See. of State, tel., April

2\, 1S'.»S. For. Hel. 1S'.»S, 7<iT ; II. Doe. 428, ',-) Cong. 2 se.ss.

" Following is text of my reply to official note received this morning
at 7..*{0 o'clock froui Spanish minister of state:

" • I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt this morning of

your note of this date informing me that the Spanish minister at

AVashinglon has been ordered to withdraw Avith all his legation and

without loss of tiuie from North American territory. You also in-

form uie that In" this act diplomatic relations between the two coim-

tries are broken off: that all official communication between their

res])ective representatives ceases. I have accordingly this day
telegraphed the American consul-general at Barcelona to in.strnct all

the consuhir representatives of the United States in Spain to turn

their respective consulates over to the British consuls and to leave

Spain at once. T have myself turned this legation over to Her
Britaunic Majesty's embassy at Madrid. That embassy will from

this time have the care of all American interests in Spain. I now
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iv(}iiost passports and safe conduct to the French frontier for my-
self and the j>ersonnel of this legation. I intend leaving thi*s after-

noon at 4 o'clock for Paris. I avail myself, etc.'"

.Mr. Woodford, iiiiii. to Spain, to Mr. Shcrnian, See. of State, tel.. .\pril

21. ISDS. For. Kel. 1S!>,S. 7C>7 ; II. Doc. 428, ."j Cong. 2 sess.

The correspondence relating to the execution of the joint resolution

of Congress was laid before both Houses with a
Blockade of Cuban • i

special message,
ports. ^

. f
" The iK)sition of Spain being thus made known

and the demands of the United States being denied with a complete

rupture of intercourse by the act of Spain, I have been constrained, in

exercise of the power and authority conferred upon me by the joint

resolution aforesaid, to proclaim under date of April 2-2, 1898. a block-

ade of certain ])orts of the north coast of Cuba, lying between Cardenas

and Bahia Honda, and of the port of Cienfuegos on the south coast of

Cui)a; and further, in exercise of my constitutional powers and using

the authority conferred upon me by the act of Congress approved

April 22, 1898, to issue my proclamation, dated April 23, 1898, calling

forth volunteers in order to carry into eli'ect the said resolution of

April 20, 1898. Copies of these proclamations are hereto appended.
" In view of the measures so taken, and with a view to the adoption

of such other measures as may be necessary to enable me to carry out

the expressed will of the Congress of the United States in the

premises, I now reconnnend to your honorable body the adoption of a

joint resolution declaring that a state of war exists between the

United States of America and the Kingdom of Spain, p.nd T urge

speedy action thei-eon, to the end that the definition of the interna-

tional status of the United States as a belligerent power may be made
known, and the assertion of all its rights and the maintenance of all

its duties in the conduct of a public war may be assured."

I'rcsideiit McKiiiK'y to the Senate and House of Hepresenta lives, siyecial

nies.sage. ,\[)ril 2.1, IS'.tS, II. Doc. 42S. :,r, ("ong. 2 sess. : For. Hel. 1S98,

771.

See, in relation to Cuba, the following documents:

Govin, Charles. Correspondence concerning liis death. S. Doe. nO, .~>4

C(ing. 2 sess.; For. Rel. IS'.Mi, 70.">-7H».

Claims of citizens of the United States agiunst Spain, .Tan. 1S07. S. Doe.

7!>, .">4 Cong. 2 sess. ; For. Uel. ISlKi, 710.

Competitor case. S. Doe. 7!). ."»4 Cong. 2 sess.: S. Doe. 14<I, ,"»4 Cong. 2

sess.: S. Uep. .'^77, .1.") Cong. 1 sess.

Citizens of the United States arrested in Cui)a. Fei). 24, IS!)."), to .Tan. 2.",

18!»7. S. Doc. S4, .">4 Cong. 2 sess.: Vov. lie!. 18!t7, .»22-.".2.".. Sevent.v-

four i»er.sons, citizens of the United States, or claiming to he sn<li.

were arrested.

Betancourt, Caspar \. .\rrest and detention. S. Doc 11'.». .")4 Cong. 2

sess.
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Aincriciiii citiziMis in ]ii'is<»ii in Culci. Mnrch 1, 1S!)7. S. Doe. 172, ~A

Coiifl. - s«>ss.

Loiu'Z. Srjrundd X. Killiiifr of. S. Doc. TJO, r>4 Coii}:. '2 st'ss. : F<tr. Uol.

is'.m;. s4(;.

Iiiclii'Iit'ii, (Just.ivc, Miul Holtcn. Aufiiist. .Vrrest and iiuiirisonniont in

("ulci. S. Doc. 47. ">."> ('on>;. 1 sc:<v<. ; S. Hep. .'571, ;"» ConK. I scss.

Ajruinv. (ico. Wasliintrtoii. Arrest in Cuh.-i. S. E.\. ".V." .") Con^.. spe-

cial St'SS.

Condition of nffjiirs in ('ul)a. Testimony taken by the Senate Connnittee

on Foreij^n Kelations, nnder a resolntion of May 1(!. ISIMJ.

• Til my last aiiiiuiil iiiossa<<:e very full coiisicleration ^vas ^ivcn to

the (iiu'stion of the duty of the <2;overnnient of the
War and peace. i' •. i .•. ^ , i o i ii /^ i^

I lilted States toward Spain and the Cuban insur-

leciion as hein<r hy fjii" the most im|)ortaiit j)rol)lein with which we

were tiieii called upon to deal. The considerations then advanced,

and the exposition of the views therein expressed. (lis(;losed my senso

of the extreme <rravity of the situation. Settin*;: aside, as l<)«ricalh'

unfounded or practically inadmissible, the rec()<jiiiti<)ii of the Cuban
insiirefents as bellioferents. the reco<;nition of the independence of

Cuba, neutral intervention to end the war by iinposin<j: a rational

compromise between the contestants, intervention in favor of one or

the other i)arty, and forcible annexation of the island. I concluded

it was hoiH^stly due to our friendly relations with Spain that she

should be o;iven a reasonable chance to realize hor expectations of

reform to which she ha<l become irrevocably committed. Within a

few weeks ])reviously she had announced comi)rehensive j)lans which

it was coidideiitly asserted would l)e ellicacioiis to remedy the evils so

deeply a tfect in<^ ourown country, so injurious to the true interests of

the, mother country as well as to those of Cuba, and so i-epuji^nant to

the universal seiitiniyiit of humanity.

"/riie ensuiii<i: iiionth broiiofht little siefn of real profjress toward the

])acification of ('iiba. 'I'he autonomous administrations set \i\) in

the capital and some of the principal cities appeared not to ^ain the

faxor of the inhabilants nor to be ai)le to extend theii" influence to

the lai-<jre extent of territory held by the insurofents. while the miii-

lary arm. obviously unable to cope with the still active rebellion.

contiMue(l many of the most objectionable and offensive j)olicies of

the <r<>vernmeiit that had |)rece(led it. No taniifil)le relief was all'oi'ded

the \a~-t numbers of uiiha|)i)y recoiiceiitrados despite the reiterated

pr(d'e»i()iis made in that re<rard and the amount api)i"oj)riated by

.S|):iiii Id that eii<l. The prolleretl exjx'dient of /.ones of cultivation

j)ro\('d ilbisory: indeed no less pi-actical nor more delusive jirom-

ises of succor could well have been tendered to the exhausted and
destitute iieopje. stripped of all that made life and home dear and
herdtMl in a >lran<j:<' reo^ioii amonir unsympathetic strane^ers hardly

less necessitidis than tliemselves.
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"By the end of Doconibor the mortality among them had fright-

fully increased. Conservative estimates from Spanish sources ])laced

the deaths among these distressed people at over forty per cent from
the time (ieneral AVeyler's decree of reconcentration was enforced.

AVith the ac(iuiescence of the Spanish authorities a scheme Avas

adoi)ted for relief by charitable contributions raised in this country

and distributed, under the direction of the consul-general and the

several consuls, by noble and earnest individual eli'ort through the

organized agencies of the American Ked Cross. Thousands of lives

were thus saved, l)ut many thousands more were inaccessible to such

forms of aid.

" The war continued on the old footing without comprehensive

plan, developing only the same spasmodic encounters, barren of stra-

tegic result, that had marked the course of the earlier ten years'

rebellion as well as the present insurrection from its start. No alter-

native save physical exhaustion of either combatant, and therewithal

the practical ruin of the island, lay in sight, but how far distant no

one could venture to conjecture.

"At this juncture, on the ir)th of Februar}" last, occurred the de-

struction of the l)attle shij) Maine wdiile rightfully lying in the har-

bor of Havana on a mission of international courtesy and good will

—

a catastrophe the suspicious nature and horror of which stirred the

nation's heart })r()foundly. It is a striking evidence of the poise and

sturdy good sense distinguishing our national character that this

shocking blow, falling upon a generous people, already deeply touched

by preceding events in Cuba, did not move them to an instant, des-

perate resolve to tolerate no longer the existence of a condition of

danger and disorder at our doors that made j)ossible such a deed, by

whomsoever wrought. Y(>t the instinct of justice prevailed and the

nation anxiously awaited the result of the searching investigation at

once set on foot. The liuding of the naval board of in((uiry estab-

lished that the origin of the explosion was external by a submarine

mine, and only halted, through lack of positive testimony, to lix the

responsibility of its authorship.

"All these things carried conviction to the most thoughtful, even

before the finding of the naval court, that a crisis in our relations

with Spain and toward Cuba was at hand. So strong was this belief

that it needed but a brief executive suggestion to the Congress to

receive inunediate answer to the duty of makinii; instant provision for

the possible and perhaps si)eedily probable emergency of war, and the

remarkable, almost unique, spectacle was presented of a unanimous

vote of both Houses, on the l>th of March, appro|)riating fifty mil-

lion dollars * for the national defense and for each and every purpose

(onuocted therewith, to be expeiid(Ml at the discretion of the Presulenl."

That this act of prevision came none too soon was disclonjd when the
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apj)lication of the fund was uiulortaken. Our coasts were practically

undefended. Our Xavv needed large provision for increased ammu-
nition and supplies, and evcMi numbers to cope with any sudden attack

from the navy of Spain, which comprised modern vessels of the high-

est type of continental perfection. Our Army also required enlarge-

ment of men and munitions. The details of the hm'ried preparation

for the dreaded contingency is told in the reports of the Secretaries

of War and of the Navy, and need not be repeated here. It is suffi-

cient to say that the outbreak of war, when it did come, found our

nation not unprepared to meet the conflict.

" Nor was the apprehension of coming strife confined to our own
country. It was felt by the continental i)owers. which, on April Gth,

through their ambassadors and envoys, addressed to the Executive

:!n expression of hope that humanity and moderation might nuirk the

c(>urse of this government and people, and that further negotiations

would lead to an agreement which, while securing the maintenance of

l)eace, would afl'ord all necessary guarantees for the reestablishment

of order in Cuba. In responding to that representation, I said I

shared the hope the envoys had expressed that peace might be pre-

served in a manner to terminate the chronic condition of disturbance

in Cuba so injurious and menacing to our interests and tranquil-

lity, as well as shocking to our sentiments of humanity; and, while

iipj)reciating the humanitarian and disinterested character of the

connnunication they had made on behalf of the i)owei-s, I stated the

confidence' of this government, for its j^art, that e(|ual aj)j)reciation

would be shown for its own eai'uest and unselfish endeavors to fulfill

a duty to humanity l)y ending a situation the indefinite jjrolongation

of which had become iiisuftcrable.

" Still animated by the hope of a peaceful solution and obeying

the dictates of duty, no effort was relaxed to bring about a speedy

ending of the Cuban struggle. Negotiations to this object con-

linued activity with the government of Spain, looking to the innne-

diate conclusion of a six months' armistice in Cuba, with a view

to effect the recognition of her jK'ople's right to independence.

Besides this, the instant revocation of the order of reconcentration

was asked, so that the sufferers, returning to their homes and aided

by united American and Sj)anish effort, might 1)(> put in a way
to suj)port themselves, and. by ordei'ly resumption of the well-nigh

destroyed productive energies of the island, contribute to the restora-

tion of its ti-aiKpiillity and well-being. Negotiations continued for

i-ome little time at Madrid, resulting in offers by the Spanish gov-

ermncnt which could not but b;' regarded as inadequate. It was
proposed to confide the pre|)arati()n of peace to the insular parlia-

ment, yet to be convened und<'r the autonomous decrees of November,
isi'T, but without imj)airment in anywise of the constitutional powers
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of the Madrid government, which, to that end, woiihl grant an

armistice, if solicited by the insurgents, for such time as the general-

in-chief might see fit to fix. How and with what scope of discre-

tionary powers the insuhir parliament was expected to set about the

' preparation ' of peace did not appear. If it were to be by negotia-

tion with the insurgents, the issue seemed to rest on the one side with

a body chosen by a fraction of the electors in the districts under

Spanish control, and on the other with the insurgent population hold-

ing the interior country, unrepresented in the so-called parliament,

and defiant at the suggestion of suing for peace.

" (irieved and disa])p()inted at this barren outcome of my sincere

endeavors to reach a practicable solution, I felt it my duty to remit

the whole question to the Congress. In the message of April 11,

1898, I announced that with this last overture in the direction of

immediate peace in Cuba, and its disappointing reception by Spain,

the effort of the Executive was l)rought to an end. I again reviewed

the alternative courses of aciion which had been proposed, con-

cluding that the only one consonant with international policy and

compatible with our firm-set historical traditions Avas intervention as

a neutral to stop the war and check the hopeless sacrifice of life, even

though that resort involved ' hostile constraint upon both the parties

to the contest, as Avell to enforce a truce as to guide the eventual

settlement.' The grounds justifying that step were, the interests of

humanity; the duty to protect the life and property of our citizens

in Cuba; the right to check injury to our commerce and people

through the devastation of the island, and, most important, the need

of removing at once and forever the constant menace and the burdens

entailed upon our government by the uncertainties and j)erils of the

situation caused by the unendurable disturbance in Cuba. I said:

" ' The long trial has proved that the object for whicli Spain has

waged the war can not be attained. The fire of insurrection may
flame or may smolder with varying seasons, but it has not been, and

it is plain that it can not be, extinguished by present methods. The
only hope of relief and repose from a condition which can i\o longer

be endured is the enforced pacification of Cuba. In the name of

humanity, in the name of civilization, in behalf of endangered

American interests which give us tiie right and the duty to speak

and to act, the war in Cuba nuist stop,'

" In view of all this, the Congress was asked to authorize and em-

power the President to take measures to secure a full and final ter-

mination of hostilities between Sj)ain and the people of Cuba and to

secure in the island the establishment of a stable govermuent, capa-

ble of maintaining order and observing its international obligations,

insuring peace and tran(|uillity. and the security of its citizens as

well as our own, and for the accomplishment of those ends to use
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th(> militarv and naval forcvs of the United States as niifj:lit bo

necessary; witli added authority to eontiniie <renerous relief to the

starvin<r people of Cnha.
" The resi)onse of the Congress, after nine days of earnest delibera-

tion, durinir which the almost unanimous sentiment of your body was

develo|)ed on every j)<)int save as to the e.\|)ediencv of couplinj^ the

proposed action with a formal recojj^nition of the Keiiublic of Cuba
as the true and lawful jrovermnent of that island—a proposition

which failed of adoption—the C()n<;ress, after conference, on the

r.Hh of Ai)ril, by a vote of 4-2 to :V) in the Senate and :M1 to G

in the House of Kepresentatives, jiassed the memoi-able joint resolu-

tion (U'clariu<r

—

"' Fii'st. That the i)eople of the ishnul of (^iba are. and of iM<;ht

ou<rht to be. free and indei)en(lent.

• • Second. That it is the duty of the United States to demand, and

the (lovernment of the United States does hereby demand, that the

(lovcrmnent of Spain at once relinciuish its authoi'ity and <rovern-

n»ent in the island of Cuba and withdraw its land a. id naval forces

from Cuba and Cuban waters.

" * Third. That the Pi-esident of the United States be. and he hereby

is. directed an<l empowered to use the entire land and naval forces

of the United States, and to call into the actual service of the

United States the militia of the several States, to such extent as

may be necessary to cai'iy these resolutions into effect.

••
' Foin'th. That the United States hei'cby disclaims any disj)osition

oi" intention to exercise sovereii::nty. jurisdiction, oi' control over said

island except for the pacification thereof, and asserts its determina-

tion when tlial is accomplished to leave the <!fovernm(>nt and con-

trol of the island to its j)eople.'

"Tliis resolution was ai)prov('d by the Executive on the next day.

A|)Im1 "JOth. A copy was at once connnunicated to the Sjianish min-

ister at this ca|)ital. who forthwith announced thatdiis continuanx'e

in ^^'ashin<ifton had thereby become impossible, and asked for his

j)asspoi-ts. which wei-e «riven him. lie thereupon withdrew from

\\'ashin,irton. leaviii<if the j)rotection of S|)anish interests in the

Cnited States to the I'^rench ambassador and the Austro-IIun<rarian

minister. Simultaneously with its conuuunicat ion to the Spanish

minister hei'e. (leneral ^^'oo(lfoI•d. the American minister at Madrid,

was lele<ri-a|)hed confirmation of the text of the joint icsolution and
directed to conuMunicate it to the (lovernment of Sj)ain with the

foi'uial deman<l that it at once relin(|uish its authority and gov-

ernment in t.,e island of Cul)a and withdraw its forces therefrom,

cou|)lin<r this demand with announcement of the intentions of this

(iovermnent as to the future of the island, in conformity with the
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fourth clause of the resohition, and giving Spain until noon of April

23d to reply.

" That demand, although, as above shown, officially made known to

the Spanish envoy here, was not delivered at Madrid. After the

instruction reached (ieneral Woodford on the morning of April 21st,

but before he could present it, the Spanish minister of state noti-

fied him that upon the President's approval of the joint resolution

the Madrid government, regarding the act as ' equivalent to an

evident declaration of war,' had ordered its minister in "Washington

to withdraw, thereb}' breaking off diplomatic relations between the

two countries and ceasing all official communication between their

respective representatives. General Woodford thereupon demanded
his passports and quitted Madrid the same day.

" Spain having thus denied the demand of the United States and

initiated that complete form of rupture of relations which attends a

state of war, the P^xecutive powers authorized by the resolution were

at once used by me to meet the enlarged contingency of actual war
between sovereign states. On April 22d I proclaimed a blockade of

the north coast of Cuba, including ports on said coast between Car-

denas and Bahia Honda and the port of Cienfuegos on the south

coast of Cuba: and on the 23d I called for volunteers to execute the

purpose of the resolution. By my message of April 2r)th the Con-

gress was informed of the situation, and I recommended formal

declaration of the existence of a state of Avar between the United

States and S^^ain. The Congress accordingly voted on the same day

the act approved April 25, 1808. declaring the existence of such war

from and including the 21st day of April, and reenacted the provision

of the resolution of April 20th, directing the President to use all the

armed forces of the nation to carry that act into effect. Due notifica-

tion of the existence of war as aforesaid was given Ajiril 25th by

telegraph to all the governments with which the United States main-

tain relations, in order that their neutrality might be assured during

the war. The various governments responded with proclamations

of neutrality, each after its own methods. It is not among the least

gratifying incidents of tlie struggle that the obligations of neutrality

were impartially discharged by all, often under delicate and difficult

circumstances.

" In further fulfillment of international duty I issued, April 2G,

1898, a proclamation announcing the treatment proposed to be ac-

corded to vessels and their cargoes as to blockade, contral^and, the

exercise of the right of search, and the immunity of neutral flags

and neutral goods under enemy's flag. A similar proclamation was

made by the Spanish government. In the conduct of hostilities the

rules of the Declaration of Paris, including abstention from resort to
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privatoorin<2:. have accordingly l)cen observed by both belligerents,

although neither was a part}' to that declaration.'^

Presidoiit MrKinlcy. annual message, Dee. 5, 1898, For. Rel. 1808, xlix.

"As soon as we are in possession of Cuba and have pacified the

island it will be necessary to give aid and direction to its people to

form a government for themselves. This should be undertaken at

the earliest moment consistent with safety and assured success. It

is important that our relations with this people shall be of the

most friendly character and our commercial relations close and recip-

rocal. It should be our duty to assist in every proper way to build

up the waste places of the island, encourage the industry of the })eo-

j>le, and assist them to form a government which shall be free and

independent, thus realizing the best aspirations of the Cuban people.

"Spanish rule must he replaced by a just, benevolent, and humane
government, created by the people of Cuba, capable of performing

all international obligations and which shall encourage thrift, indus-

try, and ])rosj)erity, and promote peace and good will among all

of the inhabitants, whatever may have been their relations in the

past. Neither revenge nor passion should have a j)lace in the new
government, lentil there is complete tranquillity in the island and

a stai)le government inaugurated military occupation will be con-

tinued."

I'residont McKinloy. annual message. Dec. .'>, 1808. For. Rel. 1808, Ixvi.

The treaty of ix'acc was roncludod at Paris Dec. 10. 1808. an armistice

having previously been entered into on August 12, 1808.

" During the past year we have reduced our force in Cuba and

]*orto Ivico. In Cuba we now have 334 officers and 10,7DC enlisted

men ; in Porto Rico, 87 officers and 2,855 enlisted men and a battalion

of 400 men composed of native Porto Ricans; while stationed

throughout the United States are 010 officers and 17,317 men, and in

Hawaii 1*2 officers and 453 eidisted men."

President McKinley, annua! mess;ige. D«'c. ."). 1S!M>. For He). 18!)0, xxxviii.

(5) THE RKiniU.U' OK CUBA.

§ 010.

I'nder the authority of the United States, as temporary occupant

of Cul)u, a general election was held in the island on
Cuban independ-

^]^^, ^]ji,.,| Saturdav in Septemb<M% 1000, to elect dele-
ence. .' .

'

gates to a constitutional convention, which was to

meet at Havana on the first Monday of November. The election was

held on Sei)teinl)er 15. and the convention assembled on the 5th of

NovemU'r.

President McKinley. annual m«*ssjige, Dec. X 1000, For. Rel. 10f)0, xli.
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" That in fulfillment of the declaration contained in the joint reso-

lution approved April tNventieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,

entitled, ' For the recognition of the independence of the i)eople of

Cuba, demanding that the government of Spain relin(iuisli its au-

thority and government in the island of Cuba, and to withdraw its

land and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters, and directing

the President of the United States to use the land and naval forces

of the United States to carry these resolutions into effect,' the Presi-

dent is hereby authorized to ' leave the government and control of

the island of Cuba to its people ' so soon as a government shall have

been established in said island under a constitution which, either as

a part thereof or in an ordinance appended thereto, shall define the

future relations of the United States with Cuba, substantially as

follows

:

" I. That the government of Cuba shall never enter into any treaty

or other compact with any foreign power or powers which will im-

pair or tend to impair the independence of Cuba, nor in any manner

authorize or permit any foreign power or powers to obtain by colo-

nization or for military or naval purposes or otherwise, lodgment in

or control over any portion of said island.

"• II. That said government shall not assume or contract any pub-

lic debt, to pay the interest upon which, and to make reasonable sink-

ing-fund provision for the ultimate discharge of which, the ordinary

revenues of the island, after defraying the current expenses of gov-

ernment shall be inadequate.

" III. That the government of Cuba consents that the United

States may exercise the right to intervene for the preservation of

Cuban independence, the maintenance of a government adequate for

the i)rotection of life, property, and individual liberty, and for dis-

charging the obligations with respect to Cuba imposed by the treaty

of Paris on the United States, now to be assumed and undertaken by

the government of Cuba.
" IV. That all acts of the United States in Cuba during its military

occupancy thereof are ratified and validated, and all lawful rights

acquired thereunder shall be maintained and protected.

" V. That the govermnent of Cuba will execute, and as far as neces-

sary extend, the plans already devised or other plans to be mutually

agreed upon, for the sanitation of the cities of the island, to the end

that a recurrence of epidemic and infectious diseases may be pre-

vented, thereby assuring protection to the people and connnerce of

Cuba, as well as to the commerce of the southern ports of the United

States and the people residing therein.

" VT. That the Isle of Pines shall be omitted froui tlie proposed

constitutional boundaries of Cuba, the title thereto being left to

futun; adjustment by treaty.
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" \'II. That to onahlc tho United States to maintain the independ-

ence of C'uba. and to protect the people thereof, as Avell as for its

own defense, tlie <rovernnient of Cuba will sell or lease to the United

States lands neeessarv for eoalin<j or naval stations at certain speci-

tied points, to be a<rreed ujion with the President of the United

States.

" VIII. That bv way of further assurance the fjovernment of Cuba
will embody the forejj^oing j)rovisions in a permanent treaty with the

United States."'

Aft Man-h 2, IIKM, 31 Stat. 805. 85)7-808. The foroRoinR provisions,

drawn by Senator IMatt. of Connect icnt, were offered by bini and

were adopted as an aniendnient to the bill, whi<h became the act of

ConKress of .March 2, IJHIl, niakinj? appropriations for the support

of the I'nited States Army. They were incoriwrated into an oi'di-

nance api>ended to the Cuban constitution. They were also embodied

in a iK'rnianent treaty between the Ignited States and the Republic of

Cuba, siirned at Havana. May 22. 1!K).".. the ratifications of which were

exchanjjed at Wasliinjiton July 1. 11)04. liy a treaty concluded July

2, 1!)0;{. Cuba leased to tlie I'nited States certain areas of land and

water at (Juantanamo and Hahia Honda for naval or coalinj; stations.

This treaty stii)ulates (.\rt. IV.) that violators of Cuban law taking

refujie in such areas, and violators of Cnited States law in such areas

taking refuge in Cuban territory, shall be reciprocally delivered up.

For a review of the joint resolution of April 20, 1808, see an article by

Carman F. Randolph in the Columbia Law Review, June. lOOl.

" In Cuba such pro<rress has been made toward putting: the inde-

I)endent government of the island uj)()n a firm footing that before the

j)resent session of the Congress closes this will be an accomi)lished

fact. Cuba will then start as lu'r own mistress; and to the JR^autiful

(^ueen of the Antilles, as she unfolds this new page of her destiny,

we extend our heartiest greetings and good wishes. Elsewhere I

have discussed the (piestion of reciprocity. In the case of Cuba,

however, there are weighty reasons of morality and of national

interest why the policy should be held to have a peculiar apjjlication,

ami I most earnestly ask your attention to the wisdom, indeed to the

vital need, of j)rovi(ling for a substantial reduction in the tariff duties

on Cuban imports into the United States. Cuba has in her constitu-

tion aflirmed what we desired, that she shoidd stand, in interimtional

mattei-s. in closer and more frieiuUy relations with us than with any

other power: and we are bound i)y every consideration of honor and

e.\|)ediency to pass commercial measures in the interest of her material

well-being.*"

rresident Roosevelt, annual message, Dec. .'{, 1001. For. Rel. 1!K)1. xx.xi.

The second intenuitional conference of American states, held at

the City of Mexico in VMl-1, adopted a resolution directing the
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I^resident of the conference to convey to the future President of the

Republic of Cuba its " earnest well wishes for the happy discharge of

his high office as well as its good wishes for the prosperity of the

future Republic of Cuba." The resolution was offered by Mr. Charles

M. Pepper, on behalf of the delegation of the United States. It was
officially transmitted by the president of the conference to General

AVood, the military governor of Cuba, to be delivered to the President

of the Republic of Cuba whenever that government should have been

inaugurated.

Int. Coiif. of Am. States, S. Doc. .'530, 57 Cong. 1 sess. 21. 175.

^Ir. Tomas Estrada Palma was inaugurated as President of the

Republic of Cuba on May 20, 1002.

S. Doc. 3«>3, 57 Cong. 1 sess. Foi* congratulations of the United States

Senate to the Republic of Cuba, May 21, 1902, see S. Doc. 376, 57

Cong. 1 sess.

The message of I'resident Roosevelt of March 27, 1902. recommending
that provision be made for dii)l<)matic and consular representation

of the United States in Cuba, is printed in S. Doc. 270, 57 Cong.

1 sess.

As to the incidents attending the withdrawal of United States troops

from Cuba, see For. Rel. 1904, 2.38.

As to sanitary conditions in Cuba, see For. Rel. 1904. 247 et seq.

As to criminal procedure in Cuba, see For. Rel. 1904, 254.

4. Good offices.

§ 911.

The good offices of governments and their agents are constantly

employed for the purpose of composing international differences.

The exercise of good offices is a frientliy and unofficial proceeding,

and does not partake of the nature of intervention, (lood offices are

also frequently used by dii^lomatic agents in giving unofficial aid to

their fellow-citizens in matters that lie outside the scope of formal

intervention, as Avell as in assisting the citizens or subjects of third

powei-s who may lack dij)lomatic representation of their own in the

particular country.

For exami)les of good otlices, see General Index to Dip. Cor. and For.

Rels.. p. .".(JS.

As to the attempt to use good olHces in Cliile in 1891. see For. Rel. 1891,

111, 112, 120, 122, 123-1.30, 131, 1.32. 135, 140, 14(5.

" The President has seen with satisfaction, that the ministers of

the United States in Europe, while they have avoided an useless com-

mitment of their nation on the subject of the Marquis de la P'ay-

ette, have nevertheless shewn themselves attentive to his situation.

The interest which the President himself, and our citizens in gciiei-al.

take in the welfare of this jrentleman, is great and sincere, and will
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entirely justify all prudent efforts to serve him. I am therefore to

desire, that you Avill avail yourself of every opportunity of sounding

the way towards his liberation, of finding out whether those in whose

power he is are very tenacious of him, of insinuating through such

channels as you shall think suitable, the attentions of the government

and people of the United States to this object, and the interest they

take in it, and of procuring his liberation by informal solicitations,

if possible. But if formal ones be necessary, and the moment should

arrive when you shall find that they Avill be effectual, you are au-

thorized to signify, through such channel as you shall find suitable,

that our government and nation, faithful in their attachments to

this gentlenum for the services he has rendered them, feel a livelj'

interest in his welfare, and will view his liberation as a mark, of

consideration and friendship for the United States, and as a new
motive for esteem and a reciprocation of kind offices towards the

power to whom they shall be indebted for this act,

'•A like letter being written to Mr. Pinckney, you Avill of course

take care, that however you may act through different channels,

there be still a sufficient degree of concert in your proceedings."

Mr. .Teflfei'son. Sw. of 8tiiti', to Mr. Morris, iiiin. to FraiK-e. Mjirch 15,

17!);?, Memoirs, Correspoiideuco, &c., of Jefferson, by Kaudolph, III.

214.

" The President has perused with great interest your communica-

tion of the 25th ultimo, and the accompanying memorial signed by

yourself and a number of other American citizens of high character,

who have recently visited the city of Naples. The letter and memo-
rial invite the attention of the Executive to the excessive rigor of

punishment, which it is understood to be the practice there to inflict

upon alleged political offenders, and suggest whether, without con-

travening their settled policy of noninterference with the affairs of

other nations, the United States might not without impropriety,

either alone, or in conjunction with some of the leading powers of

Europe, appeal to the government in such a manner as would awaken
its clemency and tend to ameliorate the condition of this class of

sufi'erers. ^

" The I*resident does justice to the sentiments of the memorial,

which he cordially ai)proves, and he api)reciates the benevolence by

wiiich the memorialists are animated. Far from being insensible to

tyraiuiy wherever or by whomsoever exercised, he sincerely sympa-

thizes with the ojjpressed of all countries. The uniform policy of

this govermnent has been not to interfere in the domestic affairs of

other nations. TIun policy was wisely established by President

Washington, who carried it so far as to refus(> to interfere officially

for the release of La Fayette, his friend and companion in arms, Avho
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was incarcerated for many years in the prison at Olmertz. Tliat

was a case mnch stronger than this, as La P'ayette had fought our
battles for freedom, had been naturalized in some of the States, and
was imprisoned by a power to whom he owed no allegiance. It is

hardly possible to conceive of a case appealing more strongly to

our sympathies than this; the struggle between affection and duty
must have been great ; but Washington doubtless pursued the true

policy and set an example which has never been departed from by
his successors. Though impelled by the strongest sympathy for the

oppressed, the President does not feel justitied in departing from
this salutary rule."

Mr. Crittenden, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jno. V. L. I'riiyn, Oct. 8, 1851,

39 MS. Doni. Let. 277.

"A minister is not only at liberty, but he is morally l)ound, to ren-

der all the good offices he can to other powers and their subjects con-

sistently with the discharge of those principal responsibilities I have

described. But it belongs to the state where the minister resides to

decide in every case in what numner and in what degree such good

offices shall be rendered, and, indeed. Avhether tliey shall be tolerated

at all."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Corwin, Apr. 18, 1803, MS. Inst. Mex.

XVII. 440.

" On the 21st of June last, by direction of the President of the

United States, I communicated to President Juarez of Mexico, by

telegraph, the jjroposition of His Im])erial Majesty of Austria, that

he would reinstate the Prince Maximilian in all his rights of posses-

sion as Archduke of Austria, as soon as the prince should be set at

liberty and shoidd renounce forever all his jjrojects in Mexico, At
an earlier date, namely, on the 15th, I had in like manner used the

telegraph to make known to President Juarez the request of Her
Majesty the Queen of England and of the Emperor of the French

for the good offices of this government in behalf of the Prince

Maximilian."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to fount Wydenbruck, July 1. 18(57, MS.

Notes to Austrian Leg. VII. 2W.

See, also, same to same, tel.. July 3, 18(>7, id. 241.

In relation to the capture and execution of Maximilian, see Dip. Cor.

1867, II. 408-420, 431, 4;M.

Also, Maximilian in Mex.ico, by Sara Yorke Stevenson, 288-30<;.

" The long deferred peace conference between Spain and the allied

South American republics has been inaugurated in Washington

under the auspices of the United States. Pursuant to the reconi-

H. Doc. 551—vol 6-^ 16
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nioiulation rontainod in tlie rosolution of the House of Representa-

tives, of the 17th of Decemlx^r, 186G, the executive department of

the government otfered its friendly offices for the promotion of

peace and harmony l>etween Spain and the allied republics. Hesita-

tions and obstacles occurred to the acceptance of this offer. Ulti-

mately, however, a conference was arran|j;ed, and was opened in this

city on the 29th of OctoWr last, at which 1 authorized the Secretary

of State to preside. It was attended by the ministers of Spain, Peru,

Chili, and Ecuador. In conse(]uence of the absence of a re})resenta-

live from Bolivia the conference was adjourned until the attendance

of a plenipotentiary from that republic could be secured, or other

measures could be ado])ted toward compassing its objects.

" The allieil and other republics of S|)anisli origin, on this conti-

nent, may see in this fact a new j)roof of our sincere interest in their

welfare; of our desire to see them blessed with good governments,

capable of maintaining order and preserving their respective terri-

torial integrity ; and of our sincere wish to extend our own commercial

and social relations with them. The time is not probably far distant

when, in the natural course of events, the P^uropean political con-

nection with this continent will cease. Our policy should be shaped,

in view of this probability, so as to ally the coumiercial interest of

the Spanish-American States more closely to our own. and thus

give the ITnited States all the jirecminence and all the advantage

which Mr. Monroe, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Clay contemj)lated when
they proposed to join in the congress of Panama."

President (Jrant, animal inessago. Dw. ,"), J870, For. Rel. 1870, ,~>.

(lood offices, being in the natuie of unofticial ])ersonal reconmien-

dation. are in this resj)ect distinguishable from official intervention.

.Mr. F'isli. Soc. of State, to .Mr. Curtiii, iiiin. to Russia, No. (50, Oft. 5, 1870,

.MS. Inst. Russia XV. 2i:i.

t)n .luiK' l.">. ISSl, Senor Ubico, Guatemalan minister at Washing-

ton, addressed a note to Mr. Blaine, who was then Secretary of State,

complaining of allege*! encroachments of Mexico on (iuatemalan ter-

ritory and declaring that, all peaceful means of conciliation appear-

ing to l)e exhausted, (iuatemala could but appeal to the United States
'' as the natural protector of the integrity of the Central American
territory."

On the following day Mr. Blaine addressed an instruction to Mr.

Morgan. American minister at Mexico, calling attention lo the state-

ments of the (Iuatemalan minister, and saying that, while the United

States was not " a .self-constituted arbitrator of the destinies " of

either Cfuatemala or Mexico, it was, as " the impartial friend of

both, ready to tender frank and earnest couusqI touching anything
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which may ineiiace tlic peace and prosperity of its neighbors. It

is, above all," continued Mr. IMaine, '' anxious to do any and every-

thing Avhich will tend to make stronger the natural union of the

rej)ublics of the continent, in the face of the tendencies of other and
distant foi-ms of government to influence the internal affairs of

Spanish America. It is especially anxious, in pursuance of this great

policy, to see the Central Auici-icau republics more securely united

th'in they have been in the past in protection of their common
interests, which interests are, in their outward relations, identical in

principle with those of Mexico and the United States." Mr. Blaine

added that the President, without prejudice to the merits of the con-

troversy, deemed it his duty, as the unbiased counselor of both

Mexico and (Juateuuda, "to set before the government of Mexico

his conviction of the danger to the principles which Mexico has so

signally and successfully defended in the past, which would ensue

sliould disrespect be shown to the l)oundaries which separate her

from her weaker neighl)ors, or should the authority of force be re-

sorted to in establishment of rights over territory which they claim,

without the conceded justification of her just title thereto, and espe-

cially would the President regard as an unfriendly act toward the

cherished plan of upbuilding strong republican governments in Span-

ish America, ii" Mexico, whose power and generosity should be alike

signal in such a case, shall seek or permit any misunderstanding

with (luatemala, when the path toward a pacific avoidance of

troul^le is at once so easy and so imperative an international duty."

Mr. Morgan was directed to seek an interview Avith Seiior Mariscal,

Mexican minister of foreign affairs, and to acquaint him with the ])ur-

port of these instructions, and even to read them to him if he should

so desire.

On June 2\. 1H81. Mr. Blaine addressed a further instruction to Mr.

Morgan, on the strength of information received from the American
minister at (Juatemala City, which Avas said to indicate that Mexico

intended not mei'ely to obtain possession of the disj)uted territory, but

to i)recii)itate hostilities with Guatemala with the ultimate view of

extending her bordci's by actual con(]uesl. Mr. Blaine said that he

could not believe it possible that these designs could seriously enter

into the {)olicy of the Mexican government. Of late years, said Mr.

Blaine, the Amei'ican movement toward fixity of boundaries and

abstention from territorial enlargement had been so marked and so

necessary a pa!"t of the continental ]K)licv of the American republics

that any departui'e tiierefrom became " necessarily a nuMiace to the

interests of all." The "now established policy" of the United States

to refrain from territorial acc|uisition gave that government tlie right,

declared Mr. Blaine, to use its friendly offices in discouragement of

any movement on the part of neighboring states which might "tend
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t(» (list ml) the halaiici' of power l)etweon them," and rendered it

morally ohlipitory on the United States, as the strong but disinter-

ested friend of all its sister states, to exert its influence *•' for the pres-

ervation of the national life and integrity of any one of them against

aggression, whether this may come from abroad or from another

American republic." The "peaceful maintenance of the .status quo

of the American connnonwealths " was, said Mr. Blaine, "of the

very essence of their ])olicy of harmonious alliance for self-preserva-

tion, and is of even more importance to ^SFexico than to the United

States." It was the desire and int<Mition of the United States, by

moi'al influence and the interposition of good offices," " to hold up the

i-«'publics of Central America in their old strength and to do all that

may be done toward insuring the trancinillity of their relations among
themselves and their collective secuiity as an association of allied

intei'ests, |K)ssessing in their conunon relationship to the outer world

all of the elements of national existence." In this "enlarged j)()licy,"

said Mr. Blaine, the United States confidenlly asked the c()oj)eration

of Mexico, while any contrary movement on her part directly leading

to the abs()rj)tion in whole or in part of her weaker neighbors would

Im' deemed "an act unfriendly to the l)est interests of America." Mr.

Morgan was instructed to bring these views to the attention of Mi".

Mariscal, and to intimate that the good feeling between Mexico a?id

the United States would be fortified by a frank avowal that the

Mexican policy towards the neighboring states was iu)t one of con-

(|uest or aggrandizement, but of conciliation, peace, and friendship.

Mr. Morgan had an interview with Mr. Mariscal on July J), 1881,

:ind ac(|uainted the latter with the ])urport of his instructions. Mr.

Mariscal insisted that it was Mexico that had caust* to complain

against (luatemala and not (Juatemala against Mexico. Further

intervii'ws were held, with the result that Mr. Morgan, in a dispatch

of Sej)temlM'r 2*2, IHSl, suggested that unless tlu' Unite<l States was

prejjared to announce to Mexico that it woidd, if necessary, actively

preserv<' the {)<>ace, it would be the part of wisdom to let the matter

remain where it was. " Negotiations on the subject," said Mr. Mor-

gan, "will not benefit (Juatemala, and you may depend upon it that

what we have already done in this direction has not tended to the

increasing of the cordial relations which I know it is so nmch your

desire to cultivate with this nation."

In an Instruction to Mr. Morgan of Novemln'r 28, 1881, Mr. Blaine

declared that to leave the imitter where it was was simply impossible,

since it would not remain there. The United States had sought to

comp<)se the differences In'tween the two. countries, which differences

would Ix'come moH' aggravated if they were not ended. Informa-

tion, said Mr. Blaine, has Imhmi received that Mexican troops had

been ordered to the disputed boundary line. The United States did
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not pretend to direct the policy of Mexico, and the Mexican govern-

ment was of course free to decline the counsel of the United States,

no matter how friendly. But it was necessary that the United States

should know distinctly wiiat the Mexican government had decided.

It was useless, and apparently would be irritating, declared Mr.

Blaine, "to keep before the governmeiit of Mexico the offer of

friendly intervention, while, on the other hand, it would not be just

to Guatemala to hold that government in suspense as to whether

there was a possibility of the acceptance of the amicable mediation

which we have offered." Mr. Morgan was therefore to seek an inter-

view with Mr. Mariscal and urge upon him the peaceful solution of

existing differences, and, if he should find it to be practicable, to

suggest a limited arbitration. Should the Mexican government

decline this "friendly intervention," Mr. Morgan was to state that

he accepted this decision as one inidoubtedly within the right of

Mexico to make; but he was to express the regret of the United

States if it should be found that the powerful Republic of Mexico

was unwilling to join in maintaining and establishing the principle

of friendly arbitration of international differences on the continent

of America. Mexico and the United States, acting in cordial har-

mony, could, said Mr. Blaine, induce all the other independent gov-

ernments of North and South America to aid in fixing this ])olicy

of peace for all the future disputes between the nations of the West-

ern Hemisphere. In concluding the instruction, Mr. Blaine adverted

to an intimation made by Mr. Mariscal that President Barrios, of

Guatemala, was endeavoring to obtain the influence of the United

States towards furthering his ambition of forming a consolidation

of the Central American republics. With reference to this intima-

tion, Mr. Blaine declared that the union of the Central American

states appealed to the sympathy and judgment of the United States;

that this was no new policy, but one which the United States had

for many years urged upon those republics. If, said Mr. Blaine,

an inference was to be drawn from Mr. Mariscal's language that the

prospect of a Central American union was not agreeable to the

policy of Mexico, and that the friendly attitude of the United States

towards such union rendered unwelcome the " friendly intervention "

which had been offered, this fact would only deepen the regret at

Mexico's decision, and compelled him (Mr. Blaine) "to declare that

the government of the United States will consider a hostile demon-

stration against Guatemala for the avowed purpose, or with the

certain result of weakening hei- power in such an effort, as an act not

in consonance with the position and character of Mexico, not in har-

mony with the friendly relations existing between us, and injurious

to the best interests of all (he rej)ublics of this continent." The

United States, added Mr. Blaine, " will continue its policy of peace
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even if it can not have the o^rcat aid wliich the cooperation of Mexico

woiihl assure; and it will hojx', at no distant day. to see such concord

and cooperation hetween all the nations of America as will render

war inipossihie."" Mr. Morgan was directed to leave a copy of this

instruction with Mr. Mariscal.

Sofuir ri>i(u. (Juiiteinalan iiiiii. to Mr. lilaiiu*. See. of State. June !.">. 1881,

For. Ucl. ISSl. r,UH\ .Mr. Hlaiuc. S*'c. of State, to Mr. Morpin, uiiii.

to Mt'.xico. No. i:iS. .luiu' IC, ISSl. For. Itol. IKSl, TfJC. ; same t<» same.

No. 141!. Juno 21. l.SSl. id. TtiS; Mr. .Morgan to .Mr. lilaine. No. '2^2,

July 12. ISSl. i<l. 77:5: samo to same. No. 27:?. Sept. 22. ISSl. id. S(HJ.

S(«»: .Mr. Hlaino to Mr. Morgan. .No. 1!»S. Nov. 28. 18S1, id. S14.

See, also, a i)amplilot entitled. "Difficulties between Me.xico .-ind (Juate-

mala. I'ro|M)sed mediation of the I'nited States. Some official <locu-

ments. .New Vork. 1,SS2."

WLile tlie fnifed States would not look with favor on any " scliemes of

aKf^randi/.ement " hy which " the individuality of any of the states

of Central .Vmerica would disappear in civil turmoil or comiuest,"

yet it woiUd view with ai>prohation "such an intimacy of union

Itetween the states of Central .\merica as wmdd not only secure their

domestic interests hut render them outwardly stron;? against the rest

of the world." (.Mr. Kvarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan, min. to

Cent. Am.. No. .">:!. contld., March 4, 18S0, .MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XVIIl.
7.-?.)

Tt appeared upon investi^rntion that the particular point that pre-

vented a friendly arrangement hetween (Juateimila and Mexico was

the callin<r into (piestion hy the former of Mexico's title to tlie State

of Chiapas, including the territory of Socomisco. On Decemher J^l,

ISSl, Mr. Morgati, under further instructions of the Department of

State, made a formal tender to the .Mexican govermnent of the "good

offices"' of the President of the United States and of his services as

arhitrator. Mr. Mariscal. on March 'JO. lSSi>. replied that the Mexi-

can government found it impossible to discuss or submit to arbitra-

tion the (|iiestion of her rights to this portion of her territory. l)ut

would agree to arbitration if the (Juatemalan goxcrmnent would ex-

|)ressly exclude Chiajjas and Socomisco. On this basis the prelimi-

naries of a treaty of settlement were signed at New Xork on .Vugust

12. ISS-J.

Mr. Frelinghuysen. So<'. of State, to .Mr. Montfifar, Guatemalan min.,

June .".. 1SS2, For. Uel. 1SS2, :{2f» ; Mr. Montfifar to Mr. Frelinghuysen.

June lo, 1SS2. i(f. .'i2S;Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Montnfar. June 27.

1SS2. id. :'.:!(»: Mr. .Montnfar to Mr. Frelinghuysen. July 21. 1882. id

:VM\: .Mr. Frelinglniysen to Mr. Montnfar. July 24. 1882. id. X'A \ Mr.

Komero. Mex. min.. to Mr. Frelinghuysen. .Vug. 14. ls.82, id. 4H7 ; Mr.

Cm/.. Cualcmalan min.. to .Mr. Frelinghuyscn. ()<t. 14, 1882, id. :i:'.2.

"Art. XXII. The United States will aid by their good offices, if

desired, in securing the imion of the five Central American republics

under one representative government, and the reorganization of the
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said republics in one nationality being accomplished, the Central

American republics shall have the same rights and bear the same

obligations as Nicaragua has and bears by virtue of this treaty."

Frelinghuysen-Zavala Treaty, Dec. 1, 1884, between the United States

and Nicaragua, unratifie<l; Sen. Doc. 291, ;"> Cong. 2 sess. 10.

Tlie treaty was signed by Fi'edericli T. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, and

General Joaquin Zavala, e,x-President of Nicaragua.

The consular agent of the United States at Johannesburg was

directed to render to John Hays Hammond and other American

citizens arrested by the Boers on charges of rebellion in connection

with the Jameson raid '' all possible aid and protection." Simul-

taneously, the American ambassador in London was instructed to

apply to the foreign office, with a view to obtain the good offices of

the British representatives in South Africa. In compliance with

this request the British high commissioner was instructed to see that

the persons in question received all proper protection and assistance.

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Catchings, M. C, Jan. 25, 189f>, 207 MS.

Dom. Let. 349.

" By way of friendly good offices, you will inform British min-

ister for foreign affairs that I am to-day in receipt of a telegram from

the United States consul at Pretoria reporting that the government

of the two African republics request the President's intervention

with a view to cessation of hostilities, and that a similar request is

made to the representatives of P2uropean powers. In connnunica-

ting this request I am directed by the President to express his earnest

lioj)e that a way to bring about peace may be found and to say that

he would be glad to aid in any friendly manner to promote so happy

a result."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. White, charge', tel.. March 10. 19<X). MS.

Inst. Gr. Br. XXXIII. 'M'A.

The British government rei)lied that it could not accept the " interven-

tion " of any i)ower in the contest. It is obvious that tlie Boer

request was not happily phrased, the use of the word " intervention "

affording a ready ground of declination.

See, as to this incident, S. Doc. 222, ."HI Cong. 1 sess.

II. NOM'OLITICAL ISTKRVKSTIOW

1. Protection of Citizens.

§ 912.

The most usual, indeed it may be said that the ordinary, ground

of intervention is that of the protection of the citizens of a country

against wrong or injustice in another land. Such wrong or injustice
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may rosult either from the positive actioji of a government or from

the omission to extend such protection as is due under the circum-

stances. Formal intervention is extended by a government in such

cases only in hehalf of its own citizens, and in re,spect of acts which

occurred while they held the relation of citizens. The wrong done to

a government in the })erson of its citizen is not transferred to another

government i)V his naturalization as a citizen of the latter.

"Another privilege of a citizen of the United States is to demand
the care and protection of the Federal government over his life,

lilx^rty, and i)roperty when on the high seas or within the jurisdiction

of a foreign government. Of this there caji he no doubt, nor that

the right depends upon his character as a citizen of the United

States. . . , All rights secured to our citizens by treaties with

foreign nations, are dependent upon citizenship of the ITnited States

and not citizenship of a State."

^rill«'r. .7.. SliiiiKlitcr-lIouse fasos, 10 W.ill. :M\ 70. SO.

" If liis property was captured by the United States, under circum-

stances which entitled him to require its restoration, the law of

nations gave him the right to prosecute his claim through his own
governuient for the loss he sustained. That right was not taken from

him by the al)an(h)ned and captured })ropei'ty act. It was open to

Iiim from the first moment of the capture. All he had to do was to

induce his govermnent to assume the i'es])onsil)i.lity of making his

claim, and then the matter would be ' prosecuted as one nation jjro-

ceeds against another, not by suit in the courts as matter of right,

but by diplomatic representations, or, if need be, by war.' Tn such

cases ' it rests with the sovereign against whom the demand is made to

determine for himself what he will do with it. He may pay or reject

it ; he may submit to arbitration, open hi«^ (Avn courts to suit, or con-

sent to be tried in the (;ourts of another nation. All depends upon

himself.' r/u'trd States V. D'xhchimu. J>-2 U. S. 520."

Vc.uiiK r. I'nitetl States (1S77). 07 U. S. .'iO, (57.

"When a diplomatic representative is satisfied that an applicant

for protection has a right to his intervention, he should interest him-

s«'lf in his InOialf, examining carefully into his grievances. If he

finds that the complaints are well founded, he should interpos<»

firndy. but with courtesy and moderation, with the authorities in his

l)ehalf and rejjort the case to the I)ei)artment of State for its further

action, if any be re((uired."

Printe<l Iiistriitlioiis to Diplouiatic Officers of the United States (1897),

§ 170.
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" It is the wish of the President that you should make use of your

official interposition upon those occasions only when, after a careful

examination of the complaint, you shall be satisfied that wrong has

been done in contravention either of the treaty or of public law. By
carefully restricting your aj)plications for redress to cases of this dis-

position, by abstaining from interference in all doubtful cases, the

probability of your obtaining prompt and ample justice will be much
increased. You will also inculcate upon your countrymen the neces-

sity of a proper respect from the established laws, decrees, and
usages, the stipulation of Brazil in the treaty to protect citizens of

the United States, being subject to that condition. Xaval officers

can not expect to be exempted from the operation of this rule, and

they should conform to all the Brazilian fiscal and sanitary regula-

tions. In regard to diplomatic agents, the twenty-seventh article

of the treaty declares that those of the United States in Brazil can

claim such innnunities only as that Empire may choose to extend to

the representatives of other powers."

;Mr. Forsyth, See. of State, to Mr. Hunter, charge (Vaflfaires to Brazil,

No. 13, April 18, 1835, MS. Inst. Brazil, XV. 19.

'• The proposition that those who resort to foreign countries are

bound to submit to their laws as expounded by the judicial tribunals

is not disputed. The exception to this rule, however, is that when
palj)able injustice, that is to say, such as would be obvious to all the

world, is committed by that authority towards a fot-eigner for alleged

infractions of municipal law, of treaties, or of the law of nations, the

government of the country whereof the foreigner is a citizen or sub-

ject has a clear right to hold the country whose authorities have been

guilty of the wrong, accountable therefor. This right is not weak-

ened because the judicial may be independent of the executive or both

of the legislative power. Complaint is made to the e.xecutive by the

foreign government because that is the only proper medium and

organ of conununication, and not because it may be supposed to be

within the competency of that department to redress the grievance.

Undoubtedly the interest and duty of every nation admonish extreme

caution in ajiplications of this sort which should never be made
unless there is a well-grounded persuasion that, even after the com-

j)laint shall have been iufpiired into by the aggressor, the case will

be fouud to lie within the limits above uiarked out. (lovernments

should be especially slow to interfei'e in cases arising from imputed

breaches of municipal la\y only.

" It is conceived that the case of the Morris is embraced by these

principles. The vessel and that part of the cargo which was .Viiieri-

can property were acquitted by the court of admiraUy at Puerto

Cabello. Under all the circumstances, the establishment of the
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special court of appeal Tor the trial of the case, can not but be viewed

as a most unwarrantable act. The article of the Colombian consti-

tution which is (juoted in justification of it does not touch the case

in a single })oint. That article was intended solely to confer upon the

President t>xtrat)rdinarv powers in the event of internal revolt or

forei«rn invasion durin*? the recess of Congress. The Morris was a

vessel of the United States, with a cargo j)rincipally belonging to our

citizens. She was bound to (Jibraltar and, ^^hen within sight of her

destination, was cai)tured by a Colombian privateer ui)on the pretext

(hat she had on board a few articles the property of subjects of His

Catholic Majesty. It recpiires no argument to expose the absurdity

of attempting to ai)ply the article of the Colombian constitution in

(question to such a case as this."

Mr. Forsytli, S<'c. of State, to Mr. Seinple, charg*'' d'affaire.s to New
(Jranada, No. 7, Fel). 12, la-^O. MS. Inst. Colombia, XV. 58.

" I have received the letter of the 27th. signed by you as chairman

of a meeting of gentlemen at New York on the evening of the 6th

instant, accompanied by a 'statement'' and 'resolutions' adopted by

that meeting, relative to the protection of citizens of the United States

abroad in their rights of conscience, public worship, and sepulture.

In rej)ly I have to inform you that this subject has hitherto received

aiul shall continue to receive all proper attention from the (xovern-

ment. The rights advertetl to have Ix^en secured in whole or in part

by the 11th article of our treaty with Colombia of 1S24; by the i8th

of our treaties with Central America and Brazil of 1825 and 1828,

i-espectively : l)y the ir)th of our treaty with Mexico of 18;U ; l)v the

11th of our treaty with Chile of 1832; by the 14th of oin- treaty with

\Vnezuela of 188('): by the 10th of our treaty with the Peru-Holivian

Confederation of the same year, and by (he Hth of our treaty with

Ecuador of Is^'!). A\'ithin a year or two |)as(, also, j)ursuant to an

appropriation by Congress, a lot of land for a ceuu'tery has Ix'en

jiiinhased and j)rej)ared near the City of Mexico to which the re-

mains of those who were killed in battle or who died in that (juarter

• luring the late wai". have l)een transferred and where in future all

.itizens of the United States who uuiy die in the vicinity may be

biiricil."

Mr. .Many. Sec of Stat«>. to Mr. Wood. .Ian. .".1. 1S.'4. 42 MS. Doni. Let
IS I.

The l)i-itisli ministei' at Washington having connnunicated to the

Department of State a co|)y of an instruction sent i)y Lord Clarendon

to the di|)lomatic ag«'nts of (iieat Hiitain in certain Central and

South Ann'ri<an states, expressing the dissent of the British govern-

ment from the position said to have been taken by some of those
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states to the effect that the interposition of such agents for the pro-

tection of British subjects was not a proper attribute of the diplo-

matic character, the Department of State said that, in advance of the

direct announcement of such a principle to the United States, no

definitive opinion could safely be formed as to the course which it

might lie advisable to pursue, but added: "We shall ahvayn, how-

ever, maintain our right to remonstrate with or claim indemnifica-

tion from any foreign government through our diplomatic repre-

sentative accredited to that government on account of any acts of

violence which may have been inflicted by officers of that government

on the persons and property of citizens of the United States. In

cases of contract, however, ... it is not the practice of this

government to authorize its diplonuitic representatives officially to

interfere."

Mr. Mai-oy, .Sec. of State, to Mr. Crampton, British min., Oct. 12, 1855,

MS. Notes to Great Britain, VII. m\.

November 15, 1875, Mr. P^'ish sent to the diplomatic officers of the

United States a circular, enclosing a copy of his instruction No. 265

of November 5, 1875, to Mr. Gushing, in relation to the latter's report

that (ieneral Burriel had been promoted. Mr. Fish declared that

this promotion, without any effective steps having been taken to

carry out the stipulation in the protocol of November 29, 1873, to

the effect that Spain would investigate the conduct of those of her

authorities who had infringed Spanish law or treaty obligations and
" arraign them before competent courts and inflict punishment on

those who may have offended," gave rise to renewed serious con-

sideration touching the relations between the United States and

Spain. With this sti])ulation entirely unperformed, (ieneral Bur-

riel, said Mr. P^ish, had by i)ublicati()ns in the press justified his acts

and claimed that they were justified by decree of Caiitain-Cieneral

Didce. The Spanish government had defended his right to make

(he publications in question, pointing out that he had ceased to hold

official position in Cuba, and had expressed its willingness to discuss

the question of his prosecution as being bound up with the main

question of the Virr/inhs. It was subsequently reported that the

( ase of (leneral Burriel was before a council of war, but Mr. Fish

declared that it was doubtful whether this was the fact, and that

it might be assumed that nothing was done by the council, if any

such ever assembled. Nevertheless the United States had learned

with surprise that General Burriel had been suddenly promoted and

taken into active service. The want of military officers had been

urged as an excuse for this act. but, even if it was necessary to em-

ploy General Burriel, it was not necessary to jH-omote him. and the

statement of the Spanish government that it was its intention, not-
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withstandin*; liis promotion, (o lu'ifonn the proniisps of the proto-

col was entirely iinsatisfactorv. Air, Ciishing was instriioted definitely

to ascertain whether tlie Spanish government did or did not take

it upon itself to say whether the ads of (leneral Buri'iel were in

accordance with Spanish law and treaty ohligations, and also what

were it.s intentions as to the execution of the engagement made in

the protocol.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to American ministers, rirciilar. Nov. !."». ISTH,

MS. ('irc\il:irs. II. !»S, !t!>.

'* The state to which a foreigner belongs may interfere for his pro-

tection when he has received positive maltreatment, or when he has

been denied ordinai-y justice in the foreign country, and the state of

the foreigner may insist ui)on immediate reparation in the former

case."

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. (Jooi-lloo. Mar. 14. 1879, MS. Inst. Hel-

Kiuni. II. 177.

Tills is simply tlic liinguajfc <»f riiiliimon'. Int. Law (.".d edition). II. 4.

Where a ])erson sought to make a claim against the British gov-

ernment for alleged illegal arrest aiul imprisonment by the authori-

ties at Belize, growing out of the enforcement against him of a writ

of iir t'.rcdt. tlu' Department of State observed that the Belize law

with regard to the enforcement of the writ in question was. as (juoted,

substantially the same as that of several of the States of the United

States, and that there a|)peai'e(l to be no good claim for indemnity

fi'om the British government. AN'hether the claimant had any ground

foi' the a<-tion for malicious prosecution against the pei'son who
caused his arrest was, said the l)e])artment of State, a question to be

detei'uiined by law and not by diplomatic intervention, and that he

would have to show that he was not under proceedings for the re-

covery of a dei)t and not about to leave the counti'v, in oi'der to make
out a cause of action for false im|)iMsonment.

Mr. Frclin^ilniyson. Sec. of State, fo Messrs. IIiiKans and llroadwell, Dec.

11. 1.S.H4, l."i:'. MS. Dom. Let. 404.

" It cannot be admitted that in every case the rights of a foreigner

in that country
|
Peru

|
may be measured by the extent of the j)rotec-

tion to |)ers()n and prop<'rty which a citizen might obtain. In times

of civil conflict ... it not infrecpiently happens that citizens of

a <-ountry are c<)mi)elled to endure injuries which would afford ample

basis for international int<'rvention. if they were inflicted on a for-

eigner."

Mr. Hayard. Soc. of State, to Mr. Biurk, min. to Peru, No. Sii, Aug. 24,

188<!. .MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 231.
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This statement was made by Mr. Bayard in reply to the eontention of

the Peruvian government that a foreigner was not entitled in Peru to

greater rights than a citizen, and that, as in the case of a citizen, an
appeal would have to be made to the courts for redress before appli-

cation could have been made to the government, the same course must
be pursued in the case under consideration, whieh was that of the

killing of Owen Young, a citizen of the United States, in Peru, in

1884, by a I'oruvuin soldier.

Discrimination against an American citizen on the ground of alien-

age, by which he is excluded from redress in courts of justice for in-

juries inflicted on him, is a ground for diplomatic interposition.

Mr. Porter, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min. to Peru, No. llil, June
4, 1885, MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 154.

October 25, 1887, the legislature of I*eru directed the executive to

take immediate possession of the Trujillo and Salaverrv Railroad and
Salaverry Mole, then in the i)ossession and administration of Mr. E. C.

Dubois, an American citizen, and of certain otiier railroads and cer-

tain steamer in the possession and administration of Mr. J. L. Thorn-

dike, also an American citizen. Against this measure the American
legation at Lima, in pursuance of instructions, protested, declaring

that the United States could not regard but with grave concern a

confiscation of the property rights of American citizens in Peru by

the government of that country, and would be compelled, in case of

such confiscation, to claim compensation for any damages to citizens

of the United States thereby inflicted.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Neill, charge at Lima, No. 171, Dec. 17,

1887, MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 306.

The Department of State subsequentl}' received information that,

in spite of the protests made by the United States, (Ireat Britain, and

Germany, against the action of Peru in taking the railway from the

contractors, that government was adoj)ting vigorous measures to

carry out the orders of the legislature, and that a conunission of gov-

ernment officers was leaving Jauva for the puri)ose of taking posses-

sion of the Trujillo railroad. It was stated that, in 1884, the govern-

ment of (Jeneral Iglesias actually took forcible possession of the Tru-

jillo railroad, which Avas then in the possession of other persons, but

(hat, through the energetic interposition of the American legation at

Lima, acting under instructions, a settleuient was reached. The con-

tract between Mr. Dubois and the government was entered into on

February 14, 1885. The Iglesias government, about the same time,

also proposed to take forcible possession of the Oroya railroad, then

under lease to Messrs. Meiggs and Cilley. citizens of tlie United

States, but the seizure w-as in like manner prevented, and a lease of the
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road was subsoqupntly inado to M. P. (Jracc, which lease was approved

l)y contracts made U'tweon the IVnivian government and Grace on

I'Vbruarv 20, 1885. In 1886 the Cacares government passed a law

annulling the acts of the two previous administrations of Pierola and

Iglesias. Against this act all the foreign diplomatic rej>resentatives

iit Lima formally j)r()tested, so far as it might affect the rights of the

citizens of their respective countries. It was in the enforcement of

this act, however, that the act of 1887 above referred to was passed.

With reference to these allegations, the American legation at Lima
was instructed as follows:

" You are instructed to lay these facts before the Peruvian govern-

ment and ask from them a prompt explanation ; and if the statements

above given are sui)stantiated, you are instructed in such case to

inform that government that the government of the United States

will not permit, without interposition on its part, the spoliation l)y

Peru of the property of American citizens invested in that country

by the invitation of its own authorities and in the just and fair

development of the trade between Peru and the United States. The
case of Mr. Dubois, you will remember, does not stand by itself.

American citizens, occujn'ing the position which he occupies, and sub-

jected, if this particular spoliation is consunnnated without redress,

to the same risks, own in Peru, it is stated, large and valuable sugar

estates fully equij)ped with all necessary buildings and machinery,

large mining properties and warehouses stored with American and

European articles of commerce, together with the great railroad

interest above noted. These investnients have been made mider

concessions from the government of Peru which no subsecpient revo-

lutions in that state can invalidate, and which can only be cancelled

i)V judicial action sustainable on the princii)les of international law

applicable to such cases. Not only, however, has there been no such

judicial action but such action can not, I am advised, be obtained,

there being no tribunal in Peru invested with the functions of deter-

mining as to the validity of legislative acts. And even were there

such a tribunal, its decrees, validating in defiance of international law

stich confiscations, could not bind the citizens of foreign states thereby

despoiled. The function of vindicating the rights so impaired

iM'longs in such cases to the sovereign of the parties despoiled. It

iM'comcs, therefore, the function of the government of the United

States, acting on the basis of the facts stated, to intervene to protect

under such circumstances the persons and j)roperty of its citizens in

Peru. It will iu' your duty to protest in the most serious terms

against the enforcement of the edicts of spoliation of which the

memoralists complain.

"This is not, it will be understood, the assertion of any new prin-

ciple in international law. The seizure or spoliation of property at
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the mere will of the sovereign and without due legal [)r()c'ess, has

always been repirded as in itself a denial of justice and as affording

the basis for international interposition.

" I can not believe that the enlightened government of Peru, in

time of peace, when the development of Peru itself so greatly depends

on its maintaining good faith with citizens of the United States

whom it invited to pour their wealth and industry on its shores, will

disregard the protest now made, in view of the consequences with

which such disregard may l)e attended. For it is the determination

of the government of the United States to protect to the utmost the

persons and ])ro})erty of citizens of the United States abroad, so far

as such protection is in accordance with the principles of inter-

national law, and in accordance with such principles, if such pro-

tection fails, to obtain redress for the spoliation thereby inflicted.

"• In explanation of the position that the present government of

Peru is bound by the concessions to and contracts of its prede-

cessors Avith the memorialists, I conclude by calling your attention to

my Xo. 97, of September 23, 1886, where the hiw in this relation is

fully laid down.
'' You are instructed to read this communication to the minister

of foreign affairs and to leave a copy with him should he desire it."

Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr. Buck, min. to Peru, No. 179, Jan. 19,

1888. MS. Inst. Peru. XVII. IMS.

The legation at Lima subsequently transmitted (No. 38.5, of Janu-

ary 4. 1888, and No. .339, of January 14, 1888) to the Department of

State copies of certain notes from the Peruvian minister of foreign

relations, explaining and seeking to justify the action of his govern-

ment in refusing to heed the protest addressed to it by the United

States. The facts appeared to be very complicated, and some of the

statements made by the Peruvian government wovo in conflict witli

statements made in the memorials submitted to the Department.

Among the positions taken, however, by the Peruvian government

one was that a concession of Jamiai-y 12, 1877, made to Mr. Meiggs,

and afterwards transferred to Mr. Thorndike. for the operation of

the Mollendo-Arequii)a lines was gratuitous. The Dejiartment of

State declared that it could not admit this contcMition. or the con-

tention that, if the concession "were originally gratuitous and for

an indefinite time, the Peruvian government could, in view of the

large investment of money made by Mr. Thorndike and his prede-

cessors, arbitrarily n^voke the concession." The Department of

State also declared : "This govermnent, finally, can not admit the

right of that of Peru to i)rejudge l)y legisl?itive action or arl)itrary

executive decree any case like tt^e present, in wlikh Peru is hei-self an

interested party. ... I 3[*ave therefore to rene^v "0' iu-sU-uctions.
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to you of the IDth ultimo, and to direct you 'to protest, in the most

serious terms. a<j:ainst tlie enforcement of the edict of spoliation of

which the memorialists complain.' It is, I repeat, the determination

of the gfovernment of the United States to protect to the utmost the

persons and property of its citizens abroad, so far as such protection

is in accordance with the principles of international law; and in

accordance with such principles, if such protection fails, to obtain

redress for the spoliation thereby inflicted.*'

Mr. Bayiird. Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck. min. to Tern, No. 188, Feb. 15,

1S.S8, MS. Inst. Peru. XVII. 323.

See, also. Mr. Hayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ruck, min. to Peru, No. UOl,

April 30, 1888. MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 33.j.

" I write now to inform you of the decision of the President to

assent to the j^roposition of the Peruvian government, as made by

their newly arrived minister. Mr. Zegarra, to transfer to this capital

the discussion of the questions pending connected with the property

rights of American citizens resident in Peru in certain railways in

that country. . . . Authority to interfere by force of arms to

resist the execution of the laws of Periv within the jurisdiction of

that country, could oidy be issued under the authority of Congress,

and that any interpretation of instructions to you from this Depart-

ment inconsistent with this view was incorrect and without warrant.

The j)resence of naval vessels of the Ignited States in Peruvian waters

was and is considered advisable as precautionary, but authority to

employ them in f<)rcil)le operations against the government and peo-

ple of Peru, except in cases of exigent self-defence, and })r()tection of

the jH'rsons of their citizens, must be found in the enactments of the

Congress of the United States."'

Mr. Hayard. Sec of State, to .Mr. Puck, uiin. to Peru, No. 213, July J),

1888, .MS. Inst. Peru. XVII. .",45.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

21>th of January last, in which you propose the addition of certain

articles to the treaty of peace, friendship, navigation and commerce
between the United States and P^cuador of .June Ui, 18;V.). You state

that the proposed articles are the same as certain stipulations which

were embodied in the treaty l)etween Ecuador and Spain of May 2(»,

188S. and will re(|uire only the substitution of the names of other

contracting |)arties—namely, the United States and P^cuador—to ren-

der them proper for signature and ratification.

" The jiroposed articles are five in number. Some of their provi-

sions. su(rh as that in article 1, which adopts arbitration as a mode
of adjusting controversies, are favorably regarded by this Ciovern-

ment. Other provisions, however, are thought to be open to grave
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objection. The scope of article 2 is not precisely understood. It

provides that in case a Spaniard in Ecuador, or an Ecuadorian in

Spain, shall take part in internal questions, or in the civil contests of

either of the two states, he shall be treated, tried, and, if there is

reason therefor, condemned in the same maimer and by the same
t'ourts as are native citizens under like circumstances, and shall not

l)e able to appeal to diplomatic intervention for the conversion of a

personal matter into an international (piestion. exce])t in case of

denial of justice, manifest violation of law in the proceedings, or of

notorious injustice, that is to say, whenever there is uuinifest viola-

tion of the laws of the country in which the crime, the oU'ense, or (he

misdemeanor was connnitted. This article seems to be designed to

place a restriction upon the right of diplomatic intervention, and on

this ground involves questions of a most delicate and im})ortant

character.

" Diplomatic intervention is in its nature an international proceed-

ing. It is an appeal by nation to nation for the performance of the

obligations of the one to the other, growing out of nuitual rights and

duties. It seems to result from the character of the act that each

indej)endent state must be the judge of the (juestion Avliether it will

make such an appeal. AMiether, if the appeal be nuide, its justice can

I)e established, is another matter, and must be determined according

to the facts subsequently developed. It is true that the article in

question does not say that the government shall not make the api)eal,

but that the citizen shall not be i)ermitted to make it. This is

understood to mean that he shall not be permitted to ask his (iov-

ernment to intervene, excejjt under the circumstances stated. If

this be the puri)()rt of the article, the effect is to restrict the right of

ai)peal of the government by disabling its citizens from applying

to it and furnishing it with the gi'ounds of acti(m. This is even more

objectionable than the attempt to place a direct restriction upon the

government. But article 3 goes still further in the direction of

limiting diplomatic intervention. It i)rovi(les that the contracting

parties shall not be held responsible to each other for injuries, vexa-

tions, or exactions suffered by the citizens of one of the two nations in

the territory of the other at the hands of insurgents in time of in-

surrection or civil war, or at the hands of savage tribes over which

the government does not exercise control, unless there shall have been

a lack of vigilance, or unless there shall have been culpability on the

part of the authorities of the country, or their agents 'according to

a declaration of the courts of the same.'

"The effect of this |)rovisi()ii is (o make each government the judge

of its own alleged culpability. Of (he injuries suffered by reason of

the acts or omissions of the authorities of the country, the only

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 17
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standard of ostiination afforded is tho judgment of its own tribunals.

Tlie j)ossihl(' results of such a stipulation may bo illustrated by re-

ferrin<x to a law adoj)ted by the Px'uadorian C\)n^ress in 1888. By
the first article of that law it is declared that 'the nation is not

responsible for losses and daniajjes caused by the enemy, either in a

civil or international war, or by mobs, riots, or nnitinies; or for those

which may be caused by the <;overnment in its military operations,

or in the measures it may adopt for the restoration of public order.

Neither natives nor foreigners shall have any right of indemnity in

such cases.' The <rovernment of the United States, in conmion with

other forei<jn governments, has protested against these and other

provisions of the statute in (juestion as being in contravention of the

principles of international law, but it has not as yet been informed

that the tribunals oi Ecuador would not hold themselves bound to

apply, as an obligatory domestic enactment, this unusual decree, in

any matter of national liability which they might l>e called upon to

decide. But if, as I am comj)elled to hold, the hnv is internationally

invalid, the judgments of the courts of Pjcuador cannot give it inter-

national force. This example I cite for the purj)()se of illustration.

•• The general jjrinciple which I maintain is that the judgments of

the courts of a country can not V)e accepted as finally determining its

international duties and lial)ilities. Once admit that they are to be

so accepted, each nation is left to fix the standard of its conduct and

the measure of its obligations.

•' Without proceeding to the consideration of the remaining arti-

cles I regret to find myself ])recluded by the objections above stated

from entertaining the proj)osition, as now j^resented, for the conclu

sion of a convention supplementary to the treaty of June Ki, 1880."

Mr. Hlaino. Sec. of 8tat»>, to .Mr. Caainaiio. March 1!), 1890, .MS. Notes to

Ecuador, I. VM).

See supra, § 1, I. 0.

With reference to a telegram from the American minister at Cara-

cas indicating a probable attack by ])illagers on the property of the

Xew York & Bermudez Company, an .Vmerican corporation, at

BeruMidez I.<ake, an asphalt deposit, in Venezuela, the DeiJartment

of State expressed the opinion that the minister's request for the

assistance of a naval vessel should be granted, and that the gunboat

shoidd also j)r()tect all existing rights and maintain the .status quo

pending an investigation and decision as to an attempt which was

alleged then to be in contemplation to deprive the company of its

property by executive action.

Mr. Hay. S«'<-. of Stiite. to Sec of .Navy, Dec. 28, tIMKi, 'J.->0 MS. Dom. Let.

8. eiiclosiuf: a telegram from the American minister at Caracas of

Dec. 2«5. 1900.
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2. DkNIAI, ok JlHTlCE. ..,..,..., , ..

§ oia.

"A foreigiKT, bet'oro he applies for extraonlinarv interposition,

should use his best endeavors to obtain the justice he claims from the

ordinary tribunals of the country.''

Mr. .JofTorsoii, Sec. of State, to tlu' liritish luinistei-, April 18, 1793, 5

MS. Doiu. Let. S<S.

A nation ought not to interfere in the causes of its citizens brought

before foreign tribunals, except in a case of refusal of justice or of

palpal)le injustice.

Hradford. At. (Uhi., 17!)4, 1 ()]>. r,:>,.

When a suitor jipplies to a foroijrii trii)uiiiil for justice, lie must submit

to the rule by which that tribunal is governed. (Ibid.)

'' Since your letter of the lOth of February last was received, all

the ])apers which had been j)reviously transmitted by you to the

Department have been carefully examined and con.sidered. Although

your case is one which is calculated to excite a deep sympathy, and

although the individuals by whom your person and i)ropqijty were so

cruelly assailed deserved the severest punishment, yet;, no circum-

stances are perceived in your narrative of the outrage which would

render it a proper subject of complaint by the government of the

United States to that of Spain. It does not appear that the injury

which you sutfered was instigated, or sanctioned, by the public

authoi'ities of Cuba, and it is therefore to be considered as an olfence

committed by private individuals in opjiosition to the laws of the

islaiul, which, it is taken for granted, afford adequate redress for

such gross violations of the order and peace of society. It was from

those laws then, through the pro])er tribunals, that reparation should

have been sought for the injury inflicted u|)on your person and

|)roi)erty, and it was only after a i)ai'ticipation by those tribunals

in tiu' wrong connnitted by a ])ali)able denial of justice, that the

government of the United States could have been ])roperly called

ujion to interpose its influence. Although a government is bound

to pi'otect its citizens, and see that their injuries are redressed, where

justic(> is j)lainly refuse<l them by a foreign nation, yet this obligation

always ])resupp()ses a resort, in the first instance, to the ordinary

means of defence, or repai'ation. which are afforded by the laws of

the country in which their rights are infringed, to which laws they

lia\e voluntarily subjected themselves, by entering within the sphere

of their operation, and by which they must consent to abide. It

would l)e an mn-easonable and oppressive burden uj)on the intei'-

course between nations, that they should be compelled to investigate
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ami tloti'iinine, in the first instance, everj' ])ers()nal otfence, committed

by tlie citizens of the one ajj^ainst those of the other. An attempt is

made to implicate the captain-gt'neral of the island in the case which

yon have presented, hnt there is no satisfactory proof that he had any

knowled;;e of what ^as ^»)in^ on in time to prevent the injury that

was done. On the contrary, it is stated by Mr. Ilorvillis, one of the

(•()nsi<rnees of the vessel you commanded, who applied to the captain-

ireneral for assistance, that he had scarcely presented his statement

of the <i:rounds which led him to apprehend a serious disturbance,

when a messen<;er arrived w ith information of the tunudt which was
feared having already taken j)lace, and that, upon i)roceeding imme-
diately to the wharf with one of the aids of the captain-g^eneral, he

found that the mob was dispersed, and that you had been removed to

the hospital. The vicinity of the residence of the captain-general,

which appears to be the circumstance principally relied upon to prove

that he was not i<rnorant of the violence that was about to be com-

mitted, is not sufficient to sustain that conclusion. Even if the assem-

blage of disorderly persons upon the wharf were within his view,

although it might have given rise very naturally to an apprehension

that some breach of the peace would be committed, it is not to be

l)resume(l that he knew, or even suspected, that an attack was about

to be made upon you or your vessel, without which, however negli-

gent he might have Ix'en as a guardian of the peace of the city, he

could not be considered as affording his countenance to an assault

which you i-egard as a national insult.

" Your subsequent detention by the authorities of the island is

easily explained by the circumstance of two men having Iwen shot in

the artray, one of them by your own hand. In our own coiuitrv such

an ocuri'ence would have i)roduced a similar tletention, until the affair

could have Ix'en judicially investigated. The injury which Mr. Mor-

ris may have suffered by the refusal to permit his vessel to leave the

port, for some days after the disturbance, and from the necessity

imposed uj)on his agents of shij^ping new officers and crew is not

taken into consideration, on the j)resent (wcasion, as no complaint has

JM'en made by him to the Department on the subject. The ojjinions

which have been expressed relate only to your own case, and it is

hoped that the full exjilanation which has l>een given of the views of

the l)ej>artment will satisfy you that, under existing circumstances,

it would not be expendient or proper for the government to interfere.

The report of the Secretary of State, made to the Senate in the year

is-j:i, ui)on the reference to which you allude in your letter of Jan. 4,

ls:',l, was adverse to your claim, and three several decisions have I)een

pronounced by Congress on the subject, all of which were inifavorable.

It might have Ikhmi sufficient for the I)e])artment. in reply to your

recent letter, barely to refer you to those proceedings, but with a view
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of affording you all the satisfaction possible, a careful examina^^ion of

your case has been made, and the grounds upon which the former

determinati(ms are approved, have l)een particularly stated to you in

the present communication."

Mr. McLane, Sec. of State, to Mr. Shain, May 28, 18.'?4, 20 MS. Doni. Let,

263.

" It appears that your claim was adjudicated by a court of unques-

tioned authority; that the usual forms of proceeding were observed;

that in consequence of your dissatisfaction wnth the decision, repeated

and earnest application was made by Mr. Brent in your behalf to the

government of Portugal; that the petition which he submitted in

your name was received with all the respect and attention which were

to be expected from the friendly relations subsisting between the two
countries; that the judgment of which you complained was referred

to the high court of the Dezintargo de Paco, and was by that tribunal

pronounced to be just; and finally that this decision was approved

and solemnly confirmed by the King himself. In addition to all this,

it appears that you had a right of appeal in the regular course of legal

proceedings from the sentence complained of, and that this right still

exists, unless it has been lost through your own neglect. Tinder these

circumstances, jealous as this government is known to be of the rights

and interests of its citizens, there is no view which it has taken of

your case that would seem to justify its further interference in the

matter."

Mr. Forsyth, See. of State, to Mr. Welsh, March 14, 1S,^5, 27 MS. Dora.

Let. 2()L

See Mr. Forsyth, See. of State, to Mr. Miller, Aus. 28, IS^H, 80 MS. Dora.

Let. 11.

March 12, 1841, Mr. Fox, British minister at Washington, de-

manded of the United States "formally, in the name of the British

government, the immediate release " of Alexander McLeod, a Brit-

ish subject who had been arrested in the State of Xew York and

indicted in a local ti'ibunal for the crime of murder, alleged to have

l:)een committed at the cutting out of the steamer Cdrol'ine in the port

of Schlosser, in that State. McLeod's release was demanded on the

ground that the transaction on account of which he was arrested was

an act of public force by the British authorities, in respect of which

no individual concerned in it could, according to the just ])rincii)les

of the law of nations, be held personally answerable in the ordinary

courts of law as for a private offense. Owing to the fact that the

case was pending in a State court, it was beyond the power of (he

IVesident of the United States directly to interfere in it. The .\ttor-

nev-General was, howeA'er. directed to attend the trial and (o com-
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iiuiiiicate to the State court authentic evidence of the demand of the

British ufoverninent. In a letter to the Attorney-deneral, in which

tliese instructions \vere given, Mr. Webster said: '* If tliis indictment

were pending in one of the courts of the United States, I am directed,

to say that the I*resident, upon the receipt of Mr. Fox's last communi-

cation, would have immediately directed a nolle prosequi to be

entered."

Webster's Works. VI. 2(>5.

. yt .......:

The Reverend Jonas King, a citizen of the United States, com-

plained of the action of the (ire<'k government, on account (1) of

the approjjriation of his land to i)ul)lic pur|)oses. and (2) his trial

and sentence of banishment for alleged offenses against the estab-

lished religion of the state. It was alleged that the trial of Dr. King,

of which his sentence was the result, was unfairly and illegally con-

ducted. On the ground that, while missionaries were entitled to all

the protection which the law of nations allowed the government to

extend to American citizens in foreign countries, yet it would be a

soui-ce of endless embarrassment to attempt to reverse the decisions

of i'«'gidar trii)unals as to (pu'stions connected with doctrinal belief,

Mr. Everett, as Secretary of State, decided that it would be in<'xpe(li-

ent to i'e(juire any j)ecuniarv indemnity for Mr. King on account of

his trial. But, with reference to his sentence of banishment and the

taking of his property, Mr. Everett said :

'' There is a single point only in which, at first view. Dr. King's

claim upon his own govermnent to interfere in his behalf may seem

premature, and that is his' omission to seek redress by bringing an

action against the (ireek government, as authorized by the code of

civil procedure. I'he rule of j)ul)lic law is scuttled, that a private citi-

zen in a foreign country is not entitled to the f()rcii)le interference

of his govei-nment to j)r(>cure him i-edress of wi-ongs till justice has

been denied him by the local tribunals. This consideration would

perhaps j)revent the l*resident, at this time, from interfering, had

not the conduct of the coui'ts of (Jreece, in the trial of Dr. King, suf-

liciently shown that he could not «'Xpect justice at their hands. The
nd<' of |)ublic law to which I have referred takes for granted that

the tril»uiials are entitled to confidence, and the President can place

no con(ideiic»' in those of (Jreece in any case where Dr. King is con-

cerned. Besides, the govermnent of ( Jreece has nevei" placed its

refu>al to indenmify Dr. King on the ground that his claim had not

been duly adjudicated by the tribunals, but has ])ositively disclaimed

all i"es|)on<ibility. and attemptecl to turn him over to the mmiici|)ality

of the city of Athens, by which, in turn, he is thrown back u|)on the

general govei-muenl. Such ])eing the state of things, the President

feels it his duty t(j interfere to })rocure redress to Dr. King.
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" You will therefore, if stjll in Austria, immediately on the receipt

of this letter, repair to Spezzia, which is the rendezvous of the United

States squadron in the Mediterranean. Commodore Stringham will

be instructed to convey you to Athens, where you will forthwith put

yourself in connnunication with the proper department of the Greek

government. You will state, in general terms, the opinion enter-

tained by the President of Dr. King's trial and condemnation as

above intimated, and his expectation that a formal remission of the

sentence of banishment should be granted by the proper depart-

ment ; and you will state in a general way the reasons why the

President forbears in any other respect to make a national question

of the treatment of Dr. King on this occasion. You will then

represent the affair of Dr. King's land in the light in which it is

placed in your report.

" State strongly and briefly the results of your inquiry, taking care,

as far as possible, not to be drawn into a lengthened discussion for

the purposes of delay. Avoid the tone or language of menace, but let

the goverinnent of Greece perceive that the T^resident is quite in

earnest. In the meantime, you will be pleased, in any way you may
deem expedient on the spot, by taking the opinion of intelligent

and impartial foreigners, by recent sales of land in the vicinity, by

a private arbitration of disinterested persons, or by any other

sources of information, to ascertain what amount of loss Dr. King
b.as really suffered ; by which is meant not speculative and conse-

quential losses, but such as Avould probably be adjudged by candid

and practical men.
" Having in this way ascertained, as far as practicable, Avhat sum

of money would be a reasonable compensation to Dr. King, propose at

once to the Greek government to allow it, and urge upon it the

exi)ediencv of at once putting an end to this long delayed and vex-

atious affair. If the Gi'eek government is discreet, they will im-

mediately close with this offer, and you will use all your address to

induce them to do so. Tf they decline, you will then make them this

proposition, viz : to refer the av1io1(» (|uestion to the arbitration of a

friendly power. . . .

" Should this proposal also be refused, in other words, should the

government of (Jreece persist in denying justice in any foi'iii to Dr.

King, you will innnediately report the facts to this department

and return to your ])ost. Tt will be for the government of the

United States to adopt such a course as may be deemed expedient

under the circumstances of the case. Considering the great dis-

j)arity of the ))arties. you will, in all your conferences with the Greek

minister, avoid the language of menace, and be especially careful to

leave vour government entirelv uncommitted as to ulterior measures."
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Mr. Everett. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mnrsli, niiii. to Turkey, No. 24. Feb.

.I, 18r»:i, S. Ex. Doc. 9, X\ Cong. 2 sess. r>, 8, 0. See, as to the case of

Dr. Kill?:, liainl's Mmlern (ireece, ;i5r>-y<)7.

Mr. Marsh repaired to Athens and i)resente<l the demands which he was
tlirccted to nialie. The (Jreeiv government evaded the one with

reference to the sentence of banishment, on tlie allegation that Mr.

Marsh had demjinde<l that the government " rev»)ke " the sentence of

a judicial tribunal. It ai)i>ears, however, that the Greek government

permitted the sentence of banishment against Mr. King to remain

unexecuf<Ml. ( S. Ex. Doc. !). .*W Cong. 2 sess. 180.)

" The efforts of Mr. Marsh to have the sentence of banishment . . .

rev(>ke<l were unavailing during his stay in CJreei-e, but it is presumed

(hat his arginnents u|M»n the subject were ai>preciated, for Mr. King

himself, with a letter to the Deitartmeiit of the .'{rd of March,

1S."V4. connnunicatcs a coiiy of another decree of the government,

revoking the sentence of banishment against him." (Mr. Marcy,

Sec. of State, to -Mr. Roger A. Pryor, sjK'cial agent, .July IvS, 1.8;">,

MS. Inst. Turkey, I. XHS.)

It appejirs that the fJreek government offered to pay an Indemnity for

the land, but there was a discussion as to the amount that should l)e

paid. (S. Ex. Doc. 0, Xi Cong. 2 sess. 1(MV-172.)

In .Inly, isr>.">. the Hon. Roger A. I'ryor was sent, as a special agent of

the T'nited States, to (Irtn^ce. in order ti) efiPect. if possible, a settle-

ment of the ([uestion of indemnity. (Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Pryor. .July 18. isr>r>, MS. Inst. Turkey, I. .ms.)

In this mission Mr. Pryor was successful. He settled the claim, to Dr.

King's satisfaction, for .'P2."),()00. (.Mr. Pryor, s|)ecial agent, to Sec.

of State. Oct. 1/20, IS."*."), MS.) The President in his annual message

of IS.") said : "A question, also, which has been i)eiiding for several

years betwe<Mi the T'nitc<l States and the Kingdom of (Jrt'ece, grow-

ing out of the se<|uestration by i)ublic authorities of tluit c<tuntry of

l)roi>erty belonging to the jtresent .\meric;in consid at .Athens, and

which hiid Ikh'II the subject of very earnest discussion lien>tofore.

has recently been settled to the satisfaction of the party interested

and of both governments." (President Pierce, annual message, Dec.

.•?1. 1S.^>.-..)

Trrofrularities in tlio prosecution of a oitizon of tlio United Statoo

in Chile, not anu)untin<r to a denial of jnstiee or an nndne discrimina-

tion apiinst liini as an alien, will not be <rronnd for the interference

of the ofovcrnnient of the Unit<*d Stat«'s.

.Mr. Many. Sec. of State, to Mr. Starkweather, Aug. 24. ISo.'i, MS. Inst.

Cbilc. XV. 124.

" The Constitution of tlie United States limits and defines the pow-

ers of the several i)ranches of the <rovernment, and it is not witliin the

province of the executive to interfere by its action Avith castas peiuling

in the courts. Sucli matters are within the cofj^nizance and under the

control of the judiciiil bi-anch of the f;overnment, subject to the rules

estal)lished by law for the administration of justice."

.Mr. Fish, Se<-. of State, to Mr. Polo de P.ernat)e, Span, min.. May .31, 1873,

MS. .Notes to Spain. IX. 178.
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When there is a deni.al of justice in Canada in a particular case of

wrong inflicted in Canada on citizens of the United States, the case is

one for diplomatic intervention.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton. Sept. 4, 1873, MS. Notes to

Gr. Rrit. XVI. 102.

" It may, in general, be true that when foreigners take up their

abode in a country they must expect to share the fortune of the other

inhabitants, and can not expect a preference over them. While, how-
ever, a government may construe according to its ])leasure its obliga-

tion to protect its own citizens from injury, foreign governments have

a right, and it is their duty, to judge whether their citizens have re-

ceived the protection due to them pursuant to public hnv and treaties.

It may be the abstract right of a government to exclude foreigners

entirely from its territories. This right, however, has rarely been ex-

ercised in modern times. Whenever it is waived, this step imparts to

the government to whom, the foreigners may owe their allegiance the

right of seeing that the duty of the other government toAvard them is

fulfilled. An acknowledgment of this right is not, under the circum-

stances, as Mr. Lafragua seems to suppose, tantamount to making
unjust and invidious discriminations in favor of foreigners and

against citizens. It can not be acknowledged, as Mr. Lafragua main-

tains, that diplomatic interference in such cases necessarily anni-

hilates or trenches upon the peculiar functions of the judiciary of a

country. In cases of a denial of justice the right of intervention

through the dij^lomatic channel is allowed, and justice may as much
be denied when, as in this case, it would be absurd to attemi)t to seek

it by judicial process, as if it were denied after having l)een so

sought."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, Dec. IC, 1873, MS. Inst. Mex.

XIX, -18.

By a joint resolution of Congress, approved June IT), 1878, the

President was requested to cause an investigation to be nunle of the

case of Edward ()"M. Condon, imiDrisoned in Ireland, and, if deemed

expedient, to take such action as might secure tlie ])risoner an oppor-

tunity for exoneration or a speedy, fair, and impartial trial. A
special agent was sent abroad to investigate the case, and j)ending

this investigation the American minister in London was directed to

take no further official action, but was authorized informally to sa}'

to the. British secretary for foreign affairs that, if the result of the

investigation should tend to exonerate the prisoner from the crime

of which he had been convicted, or should develoj) facts in his favor

not known or presented at his former trial, the exculpatory proof

would be laid before Her Majesty's government, in the confident
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hope that a new trial, with adequate means of defense, would be

accorded as an act of justice and equity. The minister was subse-

(juently instructed that, if the i n vest ijjat ion should satisfactorily

show that there was no failure of justice in the conviction, and that

there were no new facts to establish the prisoner's innocenc<>, he

migfht use his good offices in a renewed appeal to clemency; and that

it was "particularly advisable"' that nothing should be done which

might give the British government "even colorable grounds for

regarding" the investigation "as in any sense an interference in the

domestic judicial administration of another state, the sole object

l)eing to discover, if j)ossible, whether any presumption of innocence

exists in favor of the prisoner, which, if he were a British subject,

and the evidence in his behalf came through the usual channels of

British law, might reasonably operate to secure him the relief con-

templated."'

Mr. Evarts, Sec. <»f State, to Mr. Welsh, luin. to England. No. 100, July

1, 187S. For. Rel. 1878. 278; same to same. No. llC, .Tuly 24, 1878.

id. 28(>.

" That the state to which a foreigner belongs may intervene for

his protection when he lias been denied ordinary justice in the for-

eign country, and also in case of a plain riolaf/'o/i of the substance of

natural justice, is a proposition universally recognized.

" One of the highest authorities on international law, Valin, says:

" ' To render legitimate the use of reprisals, it is not at all neces-

sary that the ruler against whom this remedy is to be employed, nor

his sul)jects, should have used violence, nor made a seizure, nor used

any other irregular attempt upon the })ro})erty of the other nation or

its subject; it i.s e/iot/f/Zi fluit Jte /i((s denied ji/.stice.'

" If the government of a foreign country refuses to execute its own
laws as interi)reted by its own courts, and to give eifect to the deci-

sions of its own courts, in respect of a foreigner, it denies justice.

"If the tribunals of a foreign state 'are mudj/e or unwilling to

entertain and adjudicate upon the grievances of a foreigner, the

ground for interference is fairly laid.' (Phill., Int. Law, pp. 4, 5.)

" lu his recent work on the ' Law of Nations,' Sir Travers Twiss,

who holds a distinguished ]M)sition as a writer on j)nblic law, saj's:

" ' International justice may be denied in scleral ways: ( I) By the

refusal of a nation either to entertain the complaint at all, or to allow

the right to be estal)lishe(l before its tribunals; (2) or by studied

delays and imj)edimentH. for which no good reason can be given, Jmd

which are in etl'ect e(|Mivalent to a refusal: or (8) by an evijl^ently

unjust and j)ai'tial decision,' (Law of Nations, by Sir Travers Twiss,

part 1. p. o<'>.
)"

Mr. I'.ayanl. Sec. of State, to Mr. MeLane. luin. to France, No. 134, June

23, 188(j, MS. Inst. France. X.XI. .'i-'MJ.
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While tho settlement of claims of citizens of the United States

against the goverment of Peru by impartial international tribunals

'' is deemed most expedient and desirable, this government could not

entertain a proposition to submit such claims on the basis defined by

the minister .for foreign affairs—that is to say, on the basis of the

exclusion from such submission of all claims upon Avhich judgment

may have been pronounced by Peruvian tribunals. Such judgments

are not recognized by international hnv as internationally binding,

and can not l)e so regarded by this government. This question has

been discussed at length by the Department in several recent in-

structions to you, and it is not deemed necessai'v now to do more than

to reaffirm the position therein taken.

" This government is also unable to admit the broad contention of

the govermnent of IVru that the diplomatic intervention of a gov-

ei'innent in behalf of its citizens is inadmissible Avhere the laws of the

country against which the claim is made afford a remedy until that

remedy has been attempted and the courts of the nation have re-

tarded or refused justice. This proposition is acceptable only with

the qualification that, at the time of the injury complained of, there

were duly established courts to which resort was ojxmi and jiractically

availal)le."

Mr. Kiiyanl. Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck, niiii. to I»eni, No. 104, Nov. 1,

1880. MS. Inst. Peru. XVII. 2.12.

A law of Salvador, promulgated September 27, 18S(), contained

Chapter IV.) the following provisions:

Akticle .'^n. Only in the event of a denial, or of a voluntary retardation in

the administration of justice, and after haviu}^ resorted in vain to all the

ordinary means established by th(» laws of the Kepublic, may foreijrners apiieal

to the diplomatic recoiu"s<>.

Article 40. It is to be understood that there is a denial of justice only when
the Judicial authority refuses to make a formal declaration ui)on the principal

subject or upon any incident of the suit in which he may have coj^nizance or

which is submitted to his coj^nizance : conseciuently the fact alone that the judge

may have pronounced a decision or sentence, in whatever sense it may be,

although it may he said that the decision is inicpiitous or given in express

\ iolation of law, cannot be alleged as a denial of justice.

AKxrci.E 41. Retaitlation in the adnnnistration of justice is not to be con-

sidered voluntary when the judge alleges any legal motive of i)hysical impedi-

ment therefor which he is unable to i)revent.

With reference to these i)i-ovisions the United States took the fol-

lowing position

:

'' I regret that the Department is unable to accept the princi]jle of

any of these articles without important qualifications. . . . The

denial to the foreigner of the right of appeal to his government neces-

sarily implies the denial in the ])articidar case of his government's

right to intervene; and as this denial \f>i based u])on the decisions of
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the tribunals of Salvador, the judgments of those tribunals are made
internationally binding as to all questions of municipal or of inter-

national law coming In^fore them.
"• It may 1k' admitted as a general rule of international law that a

denial of justice is the proper ground of diplomatic intervention.

This, however, is merely the statement of a principle and leaves the

question in each case whether there has been such denial to be deter-

mined by the application of the rules of international law.

'* By articles Hi), 40, and 41, as they are understood by this Dei)art-

ment. the government of Salvador would avoid this question, es-

pecially when the act complained of was connnitted by the authorities

of the Republic in i)ursuance of its laws. This doctrine is novel to

this government, which has maintained and acknowledged in its

treaties and otherwise as a settled principle of international |)olicy,

the rule that in cases of violation of international right by the author-

ities of a state in pursuance of nnniicipal regulations, the final de-

cision of the national tribunals sustaining the action of the author-

ities i< a consunmiation of the wrong c()m})lained of and constitutes

no bar to international discussion.

" Should you find occasion to discuss with the Salvadorian minister

for foreign affairs the subjects of this instruction, you will endeavor

to imjjress upon him the views herein stated, in the interest of that

complete understanding and friendly intercourse which should sub-

!-ist belween the i-ej)ublics of this continent."'

Mr. Haynrd. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, niin. to Cent. Am.. Nov. 29, 1886,

For. Hoi. 1887, 78, 81 ; see, also, same to same, Feb. 10, 1887, Id.

DtVKK).

For the full text of the law. see For. Rel. 1887, 09.

Tlip law hecaiiic the suhjoft of rei)r('SfMitations to the government of

Salvador hy members of the diplomatic body in that country.

In reply to representations which Mr. Hall, the minister of the United

States, had. in ctmformity with his instructions, subraltteil. SeBor

Delfiado. March 128, 1887. said:

"Coming now to the matter in which, according to this law. foreigners

may apiK'al to their gov(M'nments on accomit of a denial of justice, I

must d«'clan' to you that, in the judgment of this department, the

said law refers oidy to claims that have their origin in acts of the

judicial authorities, jind not to claims that are founded upon an

anterior act (»f the gubernative authorities. If in a civil or criminal

suit a final sentence is i)ronounced, such decision carries with it,

according to our laws, the validity of a thing judged; it must be

comi)lie<l with and ex(H-uted against any ixM'son whomsoever, and

the only recourse that remains to the party who considers himself

aggrieved is to bring an action against the judge who may have

maliciously i»ronounce<l an unjust sentence.

" If the judicial resolution is not final, there remains always the ordinary

recourses against it. For that reason the law referred to says that

when a judicial njatter has been decided by a decree or sentence
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there can l>e no diploniatii- reclaiuation, although it may be alleged

that the decision is iiii<iuitous or manifestly nnjust. This provision

is in no way opjKjsfnl to the ])rinciples of international law. You
know very well that the sovereignty of a state necessarily implies

the riglit to make laws, to interpret them, and to a{)ply them as cases

may occur. If any nation arrogates the right to revise the sentences

pronounced hy the tribunals of another nation, and of deciding

whether they are just or unjust, the latter would not be .sovereign

in reality, inasmuch as in the exerci.se of one of its principal func-

tions of sovereignty it would be dependent upon the former.
" For this reason our law relating to foreigners declares that there is no

denial of justice except when the tribunals voluntarily retard the

dei'ision of matters submitted to their cognizance or refuse absolutely

to decide uiK»n them. In case of the claim being based not ui>on the

sentence itself, but upon an act anterior to it. I agree with you that

a judicial decision can not debar the further prosecution of the claim

;

but I believe that in the law relating to foreignei*s there is no

provision that establishes the contrary.

"Notwithstanding the foregoing, my govermuent will bring your esteemed

note to the notice of the national assembly at its next meeting, so that

that high body . . . may be pleasetl to resolve whatever may be

expedient." (For. Kel. 1887, 114-11.").)

In transmitting this connnunication to his govermnent Mr. Ilall said:

" In the meantime I learn that the Government has taken no steps

to carry out the law." (For. Rel. 1887, 111.)

A law of Costa Rica. promiilg:ated Dec. 20. 188(5. in relation to citi-

zenship and the status of foreigners, provided

:

They [foreigners] can appeal to diplomatic intervention only in case of a

denial of justice, or of willful delay in its administration, after having in vain

exhausted all the resources createtl by the laws, and in the manner determined

by international law.

Concerning this provision, the United States said :

"As you are aware, a nninicipal law excluding foreigners from hav-

ing recourse to their own sovereign to obtain for them redress for

injuries inflicted hv the soverei<rii making the law has. in itself, no

international effect. The Ignited States, for instance. wo!dd not he

j)recluded from calling on Costa Rica for redress for injuries inflicted

on a citizen of the United States l)y Costa Rica l>y the fact that the

latter state had adopted a law to the eft'ect that no such claims are to

l)e entertained. By the law of nations, the United States have a right

to insist upon such claims whenever they hold that such redress

should be given: and they would not regard a statute providing that

such redress should not be given; and would not regard a statute

providing that such claims were not to b»^ the sui)ject of di])lomatic

action as in any way an ol>stacle to their taking such action. And I

have further to say that the fact that a citizen of the United States

was residing in the territory of a state passing such a statute at the

time of an injury inflicted on him does not preclude him from
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aviiilin«r himsolf of the aid of the tjovornmont of the- Unitecl States

ill ol)taiiiiii^ redress; for even were such residence regarded as a

tacit acceptance of such a hiw (which it is not) such acceptance

woiihl he inoperative, since no agreeinent l)y a citizen to surreiKk'r the

ri<rht to call on his <roveriinient for protection is valid either in inter-

national or iniinicipal law.*'

Mr. Ha.vanl. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Hall, iiiin. to Cent. Aiu.. Fel). K!. t8S7,

For. Hel. ISST. ".»!>.

At the same time, Mr. Hall was instrucltMl tliat 1h' was not to express liis

assent to any ameiKimeiit of or substitute for tlie legislation in (lues-

tion. or to do any act from wliicli it uii^lit afterwards he arjiued that

the I'nited States had become a jtarty to. and was bound by, the

municipal laws of another country. (Id. 1(K).)

In lSi)0 the «ro\ eminent of Ecuador pro|)ose(l to that of the I'liited

States the incorporation into their treaty relations of a sti|)ulation

predudinjj: "recourse to diplomatic remedies and claims Ix^fore

exliaustin<r idl othei' means of redress. throu<;h tiie courts of justice,

or propel- authoritites, includin<r ai)peals against judges and courts."

The Fnited States rcplie<l that, if the i)rop()sal was not intended "to

exclude the employment of good ofhces. or the making of i)roper rep-

resentations, short of formal diplomatic claims, about cases still pend-

ing and not deterniined.*" it seemed to co\'er "the generally accej)t»Ml

l)rinci|)le that a denial of justice, which constitutes the true ground

of formal diplomatic demands. (h)es not exist until the renu'dies

ati'orded l)y the laws of the country have l)een tried and found want-

ing:" hut that difficulty was felt in introducing into "our conven-

tional relations with a single state stii)ulations which, although not

novel in design, are yet so in form, and which might for that reason

l)e o|)en to misconstruction.''

.Mr. HIainc. Sec of State, to Mr. Caamano. .May 1!>. l.S'.H), .MS. Notes to

Ecuador. I. 140.

Where the coni'ts of a country are o|)en for the redress of claims

to property, diplomat ic intei'vention in such matters does not lie.

.Mr. Foster. Sec of State, to .Mr. Mulcahy. Feb. L'l. 1S<>:;. l!tO .MS. Dom.
Let. 4<m;.

" A\'here com|)]et<' reciprocal international <'<juality is recognizecl.

ii> it i> fidly recognized hetwt'en the I'nited States and M<'xico. a

necessary conseciuence thereof is that each country must as a rule

admit the competency and the disposition of the courts of the other

country to do (•(Uiiplete justice to all litigants properly sul)ject to

their juiisdict ion. i-egardless of nationality.

"This presumj)tion in favor of the competency and the integrity

of the courts is very strong and is not to Ix' lightly ignored upon the
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application of disappointed litigants, seeking; for diplomatic inter-

vention. It is not meant to say that a palpable denial of justice to

citizens of one country in the courts of the other, may not in extreme

cases be made the subject of international demands. But the circum-

stances which nuiy sanction diplomatic intervention as a matter of

right in such cases, must be very cogent in order to overcome the

presumption above referred to. This Department, moreover, enter-

tains the opinion that something of an unusual character nuist have

occurred to warrant even the use of the good offices or mere unofficial

requests of our diplomatic representatives Avith foreign governments

in behalf of American citizens, litigants in their courts. ' The bare

fact of an adverse decision will not Avarrantxit, and in all cases judi-

cial remedies must be exhausted by appeal on otherAvise, before execu-

tive interference is asked. The difficulties which wouM exist in; the

way of any executive action in this country, for the correction of

alleged delinquencies in the conduct of the judicial tribunals should

always be borne in mind.'' :;• .

Mr. (ireshaiu. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ryan, niiii. to Mexieo, AiypJI 26, 1898,

r*IS. Inst. Mexico, XXIII. 359. . . : ,
.,

This instruction related to tfie coiuj^laint of: a citizen of the United, States

that he had heen deprived of jqertain property hy a sentence of the

Mexican courts, in conseqtience of their having refused to have cer-

tain documents in the English language translated into Spanif^h. with

the result that they were not understood '^tid AVere! libt considered in

the rendition of the judgment. With reference to this allegation the

Department of State said: " If this he the c^ise, itj^^p^ems to be proper

that you. should use your good offices with the Mexican government

to see that a j)roper investigation be made of this question, with a

view of ascertaining whether injustice ntay 'hot have been done,

... and of having it remedied, if it lia.s Men done. In using

yoiu" good offi<'es in behalf of Mrs. (ireer with the Mexican govern-

ment, you should be i>articular to state that you do so only in view

of the peculiar circumstances of the case, consisting, according to her

husband's statement, in her having been misled by the coiirt itself as

to the necessity of filing translations of the Texas deeds : and in the

further fact that she appears to have taken her case to the highest

court without avail." (Ibid.) •

With reference toa claim against the government of Peru for

breach of contract, the Department of State said :
'' That the govern-

ment of Peru furnishes to foreigners through her own courts the

means of establishing claims asserted against her; v . . is demon-

strated by the fact that in one case you have actually recovered a

judgment in a suit against that government. It has been the practice

of this Department (based, it is believed, upon welt settled principles

of international law) to decline to press diplomatically a claim

against a foreign government when that government through its

tribunals affords a means of redress. It will not do to say in advance
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that voii can not obtain justitt' in the IVnivian courts. Their methods

of precedure may l)e ditlerent from ours; the hiw's dehiy may be

more tedious; their whole system of jurisj)rudeiice jnay appear to us

to be inadeijuate as comi)ared with our own system. Hut, so long as

we reco<;nize IVru as an international ecjual, we nnist accord to lier

the same rights which we ourselves would demand under similar

circumstances."

Mr. (Jresliaiii. Sec. of Stale, to Mr. llevner, June 10. l.SSK}, IJH' MS. Doiii.

Let. l-'lKi.

StH'. also. Mr. (Jre-sliaiu. Sec. of State, to Mr. Grace, Sept. 14, 1.SS):i, lO.'J

MS. l>oiii. Let. 4L':'..

" I have to acknowh'dge the receij)t of your letter of the 22d instant,

in wliich you ask, in behalf of a numln'r of friends and citizens of the

I'nited States, who are interested in a grant of valuable j)ro|)erties

made by the government of Honduras, what protection will be

afforded them l)v this Department, if, after they have gone to that

country and e.\i)ended large sums of money, a revolution or insurrec-

tion should take place, resulting in the overthrow of the existing

government, or in other words, as you recpiire, * will these American

citizens i)e j)rot(>cted by the United States government in this grant

which they have received from the government, there, in case there

is a change of administration in that country? '

" The Department can only say in response to your inquiry that it

has no reason to suppose that the interests of your clients in Honduras

would be atfected by a change in the administration of the country;

nor can it anticipate the perils to which they might be exjjosed in

case of insurrection or revolution. It is therefore unable to give

any specific assurances in relation to those matters. This Department

will at all times endeavor to secure to our citizens in foreign lands

the rights to which they may l)e entitled under international law

and our treaties with other powers. The general ground of diplo-

matic intervention, however, in JK'half of private ])ersons is a denial

of justice, and the <|uestion whether there has Ik'cii, or is likely to be,

such denial is one that can be determined only on the circumstances

of each particular case as it may ari.se."

Mr. Cresliain, Sec. of State, to Mr. Slieeliaii, Auy. li">, l.S5>4, 1J)8 .MS. Doiu.

Let. 391.

Sec, to the same effect. .Mr. (Jresliain. Sec. of State, to Mr. Crawford,

Sept. 4. IS'.t.J. 1;K5 MS. Doiii. Let. :?1<).

"This government can properly intervene where an American

citizen has Ihmmi actually denied justice in the courts of a foreign

comitry. The mere antici|)ation that an injustice may be done in

judicial {)rocee(lings clearly does not afl'ord ground for intervention."

Mr. Olney, See. of State, to Mr. Uaualin, July 16, 1896, 211 MS. Dom. Let.

372.
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3. Criminal rRocKEOiNGS.

(1) JURISDICTION ANU PROCEDURE.

§ 914.

" In regard to the jurisdiction of the courts of independent nations

over American citizens resident within their limits, it became neces-

sary for me, on the 1st of February 1848 to address a note to Mr.

Osma the minister from Peru, which also received the sanction

of the President and Cabinet. From it I make the following extract.

' Citizens of the United States whilst residing in Peru are subject to

its laws and the treaties existing between the parties, and are amen-
able to its courts of justice for any crimes or offences which they may
commit. It is the province of the judiciary to construe and admin-

ister the laws, and if this be done promptly and impartially towards

American citizens and with a just regard to their rights they have

no cause of complaint. In such cases they have no right to appeal

for redress to the diplomatic representative of their country, nor

ought he to regard their complaints. It is only where justice has

been denied or unreasonably delayed by the courts of justice of for-

eign countries—where these are used as instruments to oppress Amer-
ican citizens or to deprive them of their just rights—that they are

warranted in appealing to their government to interpose.' All these

are ancient and well established principles of public law; and the

quotations are made merely to show that they have received the

formal sanction of this government."

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ten Eyck, comr. to Ilawitii, Aug. 28,

1848, MS. Inst. Hawaii, II. 1.

See, to the same effect, Mr. Buchanan. See. of State, to Mr. Larrabee,

March 9, 184r,, .'55 MS. Doni. Let. 420.

" I duly received your letter of 7th Nov. last, enclosing copies of

your entire correspondence with the authorities of Cuba, in relation

to the imprisonment and incommunication of Wm. II. Rush, stated

by you to be ' unchanged.' The course pursued by you and zeal mani-

fested in behalf of this unfortunate individual are highly approved.
" That the authorities of Cuba possess the right to arrest and bring

to trial any individual charged with crime, committed within their

jurisdiction, cannot be denied. Independently of the principles of

public law by which it is sustained, it is distinctly recognized in the

stipulations of our treaty with Spain of 1795. The 7th article pro-

vides that 'in cases of seizure, or offences committed by any citizen

or subject of the one party within tlie jurisdiction of the other, tlic

same shall be made and prosecuted by order and authority of law

H. Doc. 551—vol G 18
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only, and according to tlio regular coiirso of proceeding usual in

such cases." So far, therefore, as the ' arrest ' and imprisonnient of

Bush are concerned, if conducted according to usajrc in such cases, no

just cause of complaint would seem to exist. Very ditl'erently, how-

ever, is the case in regard to the ' incommunication.' The same (7th)

article of the treaty, after a general provision securing to the citi-

zens and subjects of both parties the right to employ such advocates,

solicitors, agents, &c., as they may judge proper in their aifairs,

expressly declares that 'such agents shall have free access, to be pres-

ent at the proceedings in such causes, and at the taking of all crami-

votioiis and eridcnce which may l)e exhibited in the said trials.'

With these rights secured to American citizens within the juris-

diction of Spain, the * inconnnunication ' of Bush appears to be

directly in conflict and to constitute cause of serious complaint. The
history of the treaty affords the evidence that they were deliberately

inserted therein as safeguards to protect our citizens from op])ression

abroad. In connnunicating the treaty to his government, Mr. Pinck-

ney. the American negotiator, sj)ecially points to this article and sig-

nificantly to the object it had in view. ' The first part," says he, ' is

taken from the 10th of Prussia.' ' The latter T added, because I

considered it a good stipulation in all situations, but particularly so

in Spain." That it applies clearly to the case of Bush, I entertain

no doubt; nor of the obligation of this government promptly to in-

sist that no portion of the rights and privileges it confers be longer

withheld from him. In this spirit, and to that end, you are author-

ized to address yourself to the captain-general, in the expression of

a full conviction, on the part' of your government that the ' incom-

munication ' of Bush will be promptly so far modified as to extend

to him all the protection, privilege, and favor secured to him by the

existing treaty between the United States and Spain. Such other

countenance and sui)port in his difficulties as may be ])roper, you will

doubtless with pleasure afford him.

" You will take care, so far as may be in your ])()wer, that he shall

not be treated with injustice, harshness, or cruelty. I shall exj)ect to

hear from you without delay, because shoiUd the captain-general

insist upon withholding from American citizens the rights to which

they are clearly entitled under the treaty, it will become necessary to

make a strong appeal to tlie authorities at Madrid against this viola-

tion of national faith."

Mr. Buchanan. Sec. of State, to Mr. Campbell, consul at Havana, Dec. 11,

1S4S, 10 MS. Dosp. to Consuls, 497.

The refusal of a Chilean court, in 1852, on the trial for crime of

an American citizen, to hear testimony on behalf of the defendant,

would, if sustained by the Chilean government, be considered by the
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United States as " a j^ross outrage to an American citizen, for which

it will assuredly hold Chile responsible."

Mr. Conrad. Acting Sw. of State, to Mr. Peyton, cliarge to Chile, Oct. 12,

J8.-)2, :MS. Inst. Chiks XV. 9.3.

'• The system of })r()ceeding in criminal ca.ses in the Austrian gov-

ernment, has, undoubtedly, as is the case in most other absolute

countries, many harsh features and is deficient in many safeguards

which our laws provide for the security of the accused ; but it is not

within the competence of one independent power to reform the juris-

diction of others, nor has it the right to regard as an injury the appli-

cation of the judicial system and established modes of proceedings

in foreign countries to its citizens when fairly brought under their

operation. All we can ask of Austria, and this we can demand as

a right, is that, in her proceedings against American citizens prose-

cuted for otfences connnitted within her jurisdiction, she should give

them the full and fair benefit of her system, such as it is, and deal

Avith them as she does with her own subjects or those of other foreign

powers. She can not be asked to modif}^ her mode of proceedings

to suit our views, or to extend to our citizens all the advantages which

her subjects would have under our better and more humane system of

criminal jurisprudence."

Mr. Marey, Sec. of State, to Mr. .Tackson, charge at Vienna, April 0, 18o5,

MS. Inst. Austria. I. lO.I.

In the course of tliis instruction. Mr. Marcy said: "That feature in the

criminal law of Austria which interdicts to the accused under arrest

intercourse and free connnunication with his friends is certainly

I'evolting to our notions of justice and humane treatment, hut it is

not peculiai' to that government. Several other countries in Europe

have the same provision in their system of criminal law. ... I

am not attempting to justify the Austrian criminal code, . . . ; hut

condenniahle as it may l)e, we have not the right to alter or suspend

it, nor can we convert the fair api)li'"ation of it to one of our citizens

when brought witliin its jurisdiction into an international offence."

" It would l)e very desirable if instructions were given to military

or other ofhcers making arrests for any cause of parties claiming to

be citizens of the United States, requiring such officers to cause the

nearest consular officer of the United States to be promptly notified

of the arrest and of the claim of the party to American citizenship.''

Mr. Fish, Sec. of Stale, to Mr. Sickles, niin. to Spain, No. 07, Oct. 27, 1870,

MS. Inst. Si»ain, XVI. 1.">7.

" In his note of the Oth April to Mr. West, Lord Granville quotes

with approval the following extract from a note of the 14th October.

18(U, from Mr. Seward to Lord I.iyons: ' Li every case subjects of

Her INIajesty residing in the United States and under their protec-
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tioii aiP treated, duiin<r the present troubles, in the same manner
arul witli no *rreatei" or lens ri<2:or than American citizens.'

"And he de(hices from tliis the princijiK' that "no distinction can

be made in favor of aliens,' or, as stated to yourself in a note of the

28th June last, that Her Majesty's government would not admit
' any claim to exemption on behalf of any person, whether alien or

citizen, from the operation of the laws which equally affect all per-

sons residing in the donuiin and under the protection of the Crown.'
*' Mr, Seward's statement was rather an allegation of a fact than

the enunciation of a principle. But if it can be taken to be the state-

ment of a principle as broad as I»rd Granville now lays down, the

President can not but look upon it as an extreme position taken in

the heat of conflict, to which the government of neither Great

Britain nor the United States can give adhesion in time of quiet

and reflection. It is certain that Her Majesty's government did not

accept it as a rule of action during tlie civil war, and as certain that

Mr. Seward did not adhere to it, but permitted exceptional inquiries,

as in Carroll's case and McHugh's case and the cases of the military

connnission in Fort Lafayette, to be made throughout the war.

Lord Ijvons was constantly and diligently asking the cause's of

arrest and inij)risonment of British subjects, and Mr. Seward was as

constantly answering his inquiries, notwithstanding the fact of the

suspension of the habeas corpuH.

" It is not the interest of either government to be drawn into an

extreme position in this delicate matter. The President concedes

that he has no right to expect to transfer into foreign countries the

forms of law which under American institutions are so great a

security to the citizen. He concedes to eveiy sovereign power the

right to prescrilx^ its own code of crimes and its own mode of trying

offenders, and if it shall choose to adopt a system which gives the

citizen fewer guarantees against injustice than prevail in the United

States he feels that lie can not complain if it is applied to citizens of

the United States who are found where it prevails.

"But if, when thus applied, it works actual injustice; if it takes

possession of an American citizen, and deprives him of his liberty

without any allegation of offense; if it leaves him incarcerated

without hope of trial or chance of release, it then becomes the duty

of ti»e President to iiupiire why this was done. Her Majesty's gov-

ernment pursued that course during the civil war. They will see

that a self-respecting government must do the same now. And the

President can have no doubt that when you, under these instructions,

courteously, l)ut firndy, ask to Ix? informed why McEnery is de-

prived of his liberty, and why he is afforded no opportiniity of

defense, Her Majesty's government, instead of referring you to the
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municipal law of Great Britain, which authorizes such treatment of

British subjects, will at once ^ive you with frankness and fullness

tlie information you ask for."

Mr. Frelinshiiyscn. See. of State, to Mr. Lowell, mln. to England, April

25, 1882, For. Kel. 1882, 2.S0-2;«.

T-^ndue and needless delay in the trial of a citizen aliroad is a

ground for international intervention.

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, niin. to Mexico, Mar. 5,

1884, MS. Inst. Mex. XXI. 2(i.

"Appealing to princii)les acknowledged m common in England and

in the United States, it is, in addition, maintained that in countries

subject to the English common law, where there is the opportunity

given of a prompt trial by a jury of the vicinage, damages inflicted

on foreigners on the soil of such countries must be redressed through

the instrumentality of courts of justice, and are not the subject of

diplomatic intervention by the sovereign of the injured party. . . .

There must have been many cases in which British subjects supposed

that they had sutfered loss through the negligence or the malice of

subordinate officers of the different States and Territories composing

this Union, but no record can be found, at least on the files of this

Department, of cases in which, when redress could be had by appeal

to local courts of justice, an attempt has been made to substitute for

such redress a demand upon the government of the United States

for pecuniary compensation. The same may be said of the many
cases in which citizens of the United States may have suffered, or

claim to have suffered, injury in Great Britain from the conduct of

British officials. Wiien such injury was inflicted u])on the high seas,

or in foreign uncivilized lands, and especially if inflicted by the

armed military or naval power directly emanating from the sov-

ereign exeecutive, then it was propeidy regarded as the subject of

diplomatic intervention; but a careful search in the records of this

Dejiartment discloses no diplomatic appeal for pecuniary compensa-

tion for injuries clainuMl to have been inflicted on American citizens

when on the soil of (Jreat Britain.

"As showing the strictness with Avhich this distinction is main-

tained may be mentioned the case of Mr. Henry George, a citizen of

the United States, distinguished as a man of letters, and as a lec-

turer, who traveled in Ireland in 1882. Mr. George, as was after-

wards fully shown and conceded, was in no way concerned in any

seditious or other illegal proceedings against the peace of Great

Britain, and there was no evidence produced, either at the time or

since, which suggested the faintest prima facie case to justify arrest.

He was, however, arrested at Loughrea on August 8, 1882, without
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warrant, by ^rovoniinental siihordinatos, his ba^o^age searched, his

letters and pa|)ers ransacked, and his person treated with iiidijjnity.

lie was disehar<red. on the <rr()und that tiicre was no case a<;ainst him,

and proceeded on his journev. occn|)ied in part in visiting the antiqui-

ties and other interestin*; features of tiie country. Two (hiys after-

wards at Athenry. a few inih's distant from l^ouj^hrea, when about

enterin*; on the train for (lalway he was a<rain arrested, his bag^gagc

again searclied. his j)apers again inspected, whiU> he was kept until

midnight a close prisonei- by the same magistrate who had exautined

aiul discharged him at Loughrea. Tie was again discharged for the

same reason that no case existed against him. although this should

have been as fully known by the uuigistrate at the time of the second

imprisonment as at the time of the first discharge.

"The question of the amount of pecuniary compensation to which

Mr. (leorge would have been entitled in a coui't of justice is not now-

material. So far as concerns the princii)le. it makes no matter

whether the injury inflicted on him touched his life, or merely his

liberty and the sanctity of his j)roi)erty for a few hours. And, so far

as concerns this principle, it is worthy of notice, in this relation, how
clearly the <|uesti()n of liability is dcKned by Mr. Frelinghuysen in

his instruction to Mr. Lowell of October H. 188*2:

*• • While citizens of the United States traveling or resident abroad

are sui)ject to the reasonable laws of the country in which they may
be sojourning, it is, nevertheless, theii- right to be spared such indig-

nity and mortification as the conduct of the oflicers at Loughrea and
Athenry seems to have visited upon Mi*. (Jeorge. . . . As you

have already addressed a' note to Lord (Jranville on this subject, a

reply will ])robably soon be i-eceived by you. It is trusted that the

tenor of that reply may prove satisfactory to this government, and
alxo rrlicrr Mr. (i<'(>r<i<' from (iin/ rcprodch tJir arrcxts are cahalated

anja.sf/i/ tit cast njxni Itiiii.^

'* It will be observed that there is here no claim whatever for j^ecu-

niary compensation to Mi-. (Jeorge. That claim, it is tacitly assumed,

is to be remitted to British courts of justice. The rec|uest is for

exi>lanation to the government of the United Slates and exoneration

of Mr. (ieorg<' fi-om 'repi-oach.' "\'et the arrest of Mr, (Jeorge, and
that of other "suspects" luideT" the recent crimes act, was not, it must
Ih» remembered, in the course of the English common law. There
was apparently no responsible' prose<Mitor. there was no hearing in

which witness<>s could be met face to face, and conse(|uently. under

the cover of a legislative enactment for the time being. th(> sufferer

was denied all o|)j)ortunity to establish the possible malice of the

allegation which led to his arrest, or to identify the secret accuser

who could therefore wijh imi)unity wound his sensibilities and sub-

ject him to serious distress and suffering. Had there been a commit-
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ment, it would not have been in view of a speedy jury trial'. Under
these circumstances, the case would not have fallen under the rule

announced above, that where a foreigner claiming to be injured has

redress by an appeal to the coupts in the processes of the English

common law, a diplomatic demand for indemnity will not be granted

by the government of the country in which the injury is claimed to

have been received, yet, even in the case of Mr. George and other

citizens of the United States put recently without probable cause

under summary arrest in Ireland, we hear of no demand made by the

government of the United States for pecuniary compensation.
" The reason why, in countries subject to the English common law,

the question of compensation to foreigners for injuries received on the

soil of such countries is exclusively committed to the courts of justice

in the place of the injury, is to be found in two conditions:

" The first is, that, as has been already noticed, the party injured

has the advantage by that law, of a prompt trial by an impartial jury

drawn from the vicinage, under the supervision of judges whose

integrity, whether it be in England or in the United States, has, view-

ing them as a body, never been impeached, and who are subject to

established and impartial rules of law. The second condition is, that,

by the English common law, foreigners, when appealing to courts of

justice, have equal rights with subjects. It is not so in other systems

of jurisprudence; and it is natural, therefore, that under such other

systems of jurisprudence the appeal of a foreigner for compensation

should lie, not to the courts which impose upon him unjust discrimi-

nations, but through his own sovereign to the sovereign of the country

in which the injury has been received. But in countries subject to the

English common law, every facility which is given to a subject when

approaching a court of justice is given to a foreigner making such

approach."

Mr. Bayard, See. of Stato. to Mr. West. British min.. .Tune 1. 1885. For.

Rel. 188."), 4.j(), 4."):',-4.j4.

" In our ilii)louiati<' correspontlenoe with Gx'eat Britain we have taken

the ground that there should be no diplomatic intervention in cases

(whether in tort or contract) in which there could he a resort to com-

petent local courts." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min.

to England, No. !K). Aug. 20, 188."). MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XXVII. 554.)

"Under the laws of Great Britain, a remedy exists for those who have

been subjected to unlawful arrest ; and citizens of the United States

as well as subjects of Great Britain are entitled ... to avail

themselves of that remedy in the regular ordinary courts of justice.

The same rule exists and is enforced in the United States with refer-

ence to the subjects of Great Britain.

"The case in which this government assumes to interfere in behalf of

one of our citizens, where redress may ordinarily be had in the

courts of the country in which he claims to have been wronged, is that

of a denial to him by those courts of the usual means of redress. For
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tlu» present, therefore. Mr. Davis, who has never resorted to the

<t)urts of (Jreat Britain, must he remitted, so far as recovery of

Itecuniary indemnifieation from the autliors of the trespass Is con-

oernt^l. to tlie usual reme<lies to whidi i>ersons in his situation are

l>y tlie laws of (ireat Britain entitled.

** If, however, he does not see tit to press his claim for pecuniary dam-
ages in the judicial trihunals of Great Britain against the parties

who may have been guilty of trespassing uiK)n his rights, it may be
projM'r to consider the question of asking that government for an
explanation, and, if warranteii. an expression of regret." (Mr. Bay-
ard. Sec. of State, to Mr. (lebhard, Sept, 9, 1885, 157 MS. Dom. Let
88.)

'* When application is made to this Department for redress.for the

supposed injurious actions of a foreign judicial tribunal, such appli-

cation can only be sustaincnl on one of two grounds.

"(1) Undue discrimination against the petitioner as a citizen of

the United States in breach of treaty obligations, or

'"{'2) Violation of those rules for the maintenance of justice in

judicial enquiries which are sanctioned by international law.

" There is no proof presented in Capt. Caleb's case establishing

either of these conditions. It is true that it is alleged that there was
a failure of justice and, were this Department sitting as a court of

error, it is not im[)robable that there are points in the proceedings

complained of in the Mexican adjudication before us which might
call for reversal. But this Department is not a tribunal for the

revision of foreign courts of justice, and it has been uniformly held

by us that mistakes of law, or even of facts, by such tribunals are not

ground for our interposition unless they are in conflict, as above

stated, either with treaty obligations to citizens of the Ignited States

or settled princi[)les of international law in respect to the adminis-

tration of justice. It appears from Consul Beach's report that the

proceedings in the civil suit against (^»pt. Caleb were in correct form,

but that in the criminal trial the depositions of witnesses who did

not appear in c\)urt were accepted as evidence—thus denying to the

defendant the opportunity to cross-e.xamine such witnesses. But
even giant ing that such an eri-or in the j)i-oceedings in the criminal

trial existed, Capt. Caleb can hardly be heard in an application for

redress, since, apparently not without the cognizance of the authori-

ties, he escaped from detention soon after .sentence was finally pro-

nounced against him in the Supreme Court, and he himself e.xpressly

acknowledges that during his detention he was treated with the ut-

most consideration."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morrow, M. C, Feb. 17, 1886, 159 MS.
Dom. Ix't. IK>.

See, to the s.im<' elT«Ht. Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Caleb, Feb. 18,

188«, 159 MS. Dom. Ix't. 109.
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Mr. Bayard also stateil that upon the papei-s before the Department the

charges made by the Mexican Government against tiie chiimant were

well founded.

See, as to this case. For. Rel. 1884, 344, 358, 363, 305, 371, 372.

July 19, 1886, the American minister to Mexico was instructed "to

demand of the Mexican government the instant release of A. K. Cut-

ting, a citizen of the United States, now unlawfully imprisoned at

Paso del Norte."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, uiin. to Mexico, tel., July 19,

188G, For. Rel. 1880, 700.

For the grounds on which this demand was based, see Mr. Bayard to

Mr. Jackson. No. 221, July 20, 1886, For. Rel. 188G, 700, 701 ; S. Ex.

Doc. 224. 49 Cong. 1 sess.

Mr. Bayard's No. 221 is given supra, § 201, where other documents and a

full history of the case may be found.

With reference to the allegation that two persons had been kept in

prison in Mexico for eleven months without information of the evi-

dence against them, and that they had been approached since their

imprisonment by Mexican officials with offers from which it was to be

inferred that the object of the prosecution was to obtain possession

of an estate of which one of the prisoners was executor, the Depart-

ment of State said

:

" Under these circumstances, I instruct j'ou to call upon the Mexi-

can government to direct that the prosecution against Messrs. Gaskill

and Ward be brought at once to trial, and that the proceeding should

be conducted in such a way as to give the accused in advance a state-

ment of the witnesses to be produced against them and the oppor-

tunity of cross-examining these witnesses face to face on trial, and of

producing witnesses on their behalf in defense. It will be proper also

to state that the trial will be watched by this government with

interest and close attention, so that the Department will be informed

if there is any action taken on such trial at variance with the rules

of justice acknowledged in conunon by Mexico and ourselves."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexico. No. 220, July

20, 1880, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXI. na.'..

While it is undoubtedly a general principle "that a denial of justice

can not be asserted until judicial remedies . . . have been ex-

hausted," it is " also true that injustice may be inflicted by delays in

the administration of the law, as well as by wrong determinations.

This proposition is as true as the first, and is not inconsistent with it."

A delay of more than a year and a half consumed in a secret investi-

gation "can not be regarded as reasonable for the trial of an ordinary

criminal charge, and to impose such a delay in order to obtain evi-
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(loiu'c of ^iiilt is in ivalit}' to mako tlic pi'isoner's apparent innocence

tlie ground of liis imprisonment.*'

Mr. Rliiin«\ Sec. of State, to Mr. Kyaii. luiii. to Mexico, June 28, 1890, MS.
Inst. .Mexico. XXII. .ISO.

"Xothin<j short of conNincino- evidence" that an American citizen

'"is the victim of intentional discrimination, ])artiality, or other ih-

jnstice on the }iart of the court in wliich the prosecution is })ending,

couhl justify diph)matic intervention in Ids behalf."

Mr. (Iresliiini. Soc of State, to Mr. Morse, May tW, 1S!«, 1!)2 MS. Dom.
Let. 184.

As to tlie joint iiivcstijiation of tlie case of Dr. Kniz, an American ritizen,

Icilled wliile in jail in Cuba, see Mr. Siienuan, Sec. of State, to Senor

Dupuy (Ic I/)nic. Spanish niin.. No. 24<i. April 24, 18U7, MS. Notes to

Spain. XI. 28.").

"• Your chiim for (hima^es on account of your detention in Peru is

not a pro])er subject of diph)matic intervention. Your detention

there seems to have been in pursuance of a rej^uhir judicial .sentence

after trial at which testimony was heard. Even admitting that the

sentence was wholly wronof and that your detention was altoofether

unjust, yet the judgment of the a[)j)ellate court reversed that sen-

tence and removed all restraint on your liberty. The government of

Peru its(df has therefore corrected the injustice of the lower court in

the manner in which alone all governments, as a rule, correct injustice

of their inferior tribunals."

Mr. Gresliam, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Ilevner. .Tune lo, 18!t.",, 102 MS. Doni.

Let. 2()C,.

Of the same puri>ort is .Mr. riil, .Vet. Sec. of St:ite, to .Mr. (Jrip, niin. of

Sweden and Norway. .\o. .'?. March 8. IS!);"). .MS. Notes to Swe<len and

Norway, VII. ."»74.

(2) KEQUKSTS FOK 1 NKOR.M .\TI()N.

§ 915.

'"If . . . Mr. Speer should be a duly natin*alized citizen of the

Tainted States: if in returning to the Austrian dominions he should

not have incurred any penalty oi- have violated any obligation orig-

inating j)ri()r to his naturalization, this govermnent Avill ex[)ect

to be informed of the nature of the charge, of the form of proceed-

ings, and to be furnished with a copy of the testimony against him,

if this was reduced to writing."

Mr. Miircy. Sec. of State, to .Mr. .Ta( kson, charj;e at Vienna, Nov. <», 1854.

.MS. Inst. Austria. I. lo:',.

''Although it may be unusual for complaints in ordinary cases of

alleged offences against the laws of one country by the citizens or
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subjects of another to be made international questions, if there is

good ground for apprehension that there may have been a denial of

justice through corruption on the part of the magistrates or a wilful

and oppressive perversion of the ordinary forms, the government of

the aggrieved party has, it is conceived, a clear right to demand and

expect all such information on the subject as may serve to satisfy its

reasonable doubts."

Mr. Mnrcy. Sw. of Stato, to Sir. Jackson, chargo at Vienna, Nov. <], lSo4,

MS. Inst. Austria, T. 1(«.

Martin Spccr, alias Martin Speer.schneider, referred to above, was
cliarjjced by the Austrian authorities with having returned to the

dominions of that <'(aintry, as an agent of Hungarian refugees, in

order to stir up revolt and aid them in their revolutionary projects.

The charge d'affaires of the United States at Vienna strongly asserted

Speer's iiniocence of the charge. The Depai-tment of State, however,

on a review of the circumstances held that there appeared to be,

even apart from the allegations of the Austrian government, "con-

siderable ground for suspicion," and declined to demand the pris-

oner's release. (Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, charge

at Vienna, April 0, 1855, MS. Inst. Austria. I. 105.)

Speer was subsequently i)ardoned and released by the Austrian authori-

ties, as an act of clemency, in response to a request to that effect

made by the United States legation at Vienna. The Department of

State subsequently declined to make in his behalf a claim for

indemnity, holding that although he had been " treated with great

severity," the disclosures threw "strong suspicions iipon his con-

duct," and that the Austrian govermuent, after having released him

as an act of clemency, would naturally expect that the claim of

right was not to be revived. (Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Jackson, charge at Vienna, April 8, 1856, MS. Inst. Austria, I. 117.)

'* If any nation has good reason to believe that justice has been

denied to one of its citizens by another, and that the forms of law have

been used and ])erverte(l to inflict wrong and injury upon him. it may
reasonably expect that exi)lanation when demanded Avill be given.

The reluctance shown by Austria to give explanation in Speer's case

when it was first asked, very naturally cast some suspicion upon the

motives Avhich had led to his prosecution. She has, however, at

length yielded to our demand, though not to the extent desired. On
the ground of comity we might reasonably expect from her a more

full account of the ])rocee(lings against Speer, but whether we could

claim more as a right, and treat the refusal to grant it as an inter-

national affront, is very questionable. There is, undoubtedly, a limit

beyond Avhich such an enquiry could not be j)ushed and might be

rightfully resisted. It can not be expected that any government

would go so far as to yield to a i)retension of a foreign power to

revise and review the proceedings of its courts, under the claim of an

international right to correct errors therein, either in respect to the
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application of principles of law, or tiie appreciation of facts as evi-

dence in cases Avhere the citizens of such foreign power have been

convicted. It certainly could not be expected that such a claim would

be allowed before the party making it had first presented a clear case

prima facie of wilful denial of justice or a deliberate perversion of

judicial forms for the purpose of oppression."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. .Tackson, chargr jit Vienna, April <!. is.">."i.

MS. In.st. Austria, I. lOH.

Mr. Marcy in a previous instruction had stated that the I'nitetl States

would " expect to be infornie<l of the nature of the charKe, of the

form of proceedings, and to be furnished with a copy of tlie testimony

against him [Speer], if this was reductnl to writing." (Mr. Marcy,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, charge at Vienna, Nov. (>, 18.54. MS.
Inst. Austria, I. 10.{. ) The Austrian goveriniient declined to furnish

a full cojiy of the i>roceedings. but an extract from them was coni-

luiniicated by Count Buol to the American legation. It was with

reference to this situation that the instruction of Ai)ril C>, 1855, supra,

was written. In a final instruction on the subject, Mr. Marcy said:
" In your note of the 18th of February to Baron Werner you repeat

your demand for an authenticated copy of all evidence, documentary

and j»arol, invoked to justif}' the arrest and secure the conviction of

Speer, and you say that after the date of that demand you would
not return to tlie subject without positive instructions to that effect,

and the Department deems it necessary only to add that it fully ap-

proves of this determination." (Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Jackson, chargf' at Vienna, April 8, 1850, MS. Inst. Austria. I. 117.)

" I do not think the United States can complain of Austria for

having committed a national wrong by neglecting or refusing to

notify our consids or diplomatic agents of the arrest and prosecution

of a person who claims to be or has a passport showing that he is an

American citizen. It is certainly not the practice in our country

to give such notices, though information applied for would not be

withheld.''

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, charg*'- at Vienna, April 0, 1855,

MS. Inst. Austria, I. 10.5.

The interposition of one government in legal proceedings within

the juri.sdiction of another lx»ing always a matter of delicacy, it should

not be conducted in such a way as to involve a marked assumpticm of

a denial of justice or as to suggest a lack of consideration for the

constituted authority, such as would be indicated by a request to the

minister of foreign affairs for '* coj)ies of all the papers "" and for

"such other details" as might be "within his knowledge and pro-

curement," in a case pending before the courts, in order that an

opinion might l)e formed as to the ])ropriety or regularity of their

proceedings.

Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ryan, min. to Mexico, Feb. 16, 1891, MS.
Inst. Mexico, XXIII. 38.
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" The Department is perfectly aware that the proceedings of first

instance, under the general code of the countries deriving their pro-

cedure from tlie Koman law, are analogous in their nature to the

inquest of a grand jury under the common law of Saxon nations, and
that precise information in respect to and formulation of the charges

against the prisoner are not communicable in the preliminary stages.

But this does not preclude a respectful inquiry from a consul as to

the general nature of the offense charged or as to the status of a

pending case."

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sepulveda, U. S. charge d'affaires ad
interim at Mexico, May 5. 1897, For. Bel. 1897, 396.

4. Debts and Contracts.

§ 916.

" It has Ixicome a common habit of governments, especially in

England, to make a distinction between complaints of persons who
have lost money through default of a foreign state in paying the

interest or capital of loans made to it and the complaints of persons

who have suffered in other ways. In the latter case, if the complaint

is thought to be well foimded, it is regarded as a pure question of

expediency on the facts of the particular case or of the importance

of the occurrence, whether the state shall interfere, and if it does

interfere, whether it shall confine itself to diplomatic representations,

or whether, upon refusal or neglect to give redress, it shall adopt

measures of constraint falling short of Avar, or even resort to war
itself. In the former case, on the other hand, governments are in the

habit of refusing to take any steps in favour of the sufferers, partly

because of the onerousness of the responsibility which a state w^ould

assume if it engaged as a general rule to recover money so lost, partly

because loans to states are frequently, if not generally, made with

very sufficient knowledge of the risks attendant on them, and partly

because of the difficulty which a state may really have, whether from

its own misconduct or otherwise, in meeting its obligations at the

time when it makes default. Fundamentally however there is no

difference in principle between wrongs inflicted by breach of a mone-

tary agreement and other wrongs for which the state, as itself the

wrongdoer, is immediately responsible. The difference which is made
in practice is in no sense obligatory; and it is open to governments

to consider each case by itself and to act as seems well to them on its

merits."

Hall, Int. Law, .5th ed. 280-281.

"The foreign debt of Spain, according to MacCrregor and McCul-

loch, amounted in January, 1842, to £65,000,000 sterling. The former
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author observes that " the expenditure of Spain exceeds her income

Avitliout j)ayin<]: a real towards the interest of the foreijjn debt; ' and

tlie hitter asserts with justice that ' a hirge amount of this debt is due

to the English; and the interest on it has not been paid for a length-

ened period.'

'• Lord (ieorge Bentinck, in a debate on the subject of the Spanish

debt, in the House of Commons, on the 7th July, 1847, with the best

means of obtaining information, stated with confidence the amount of

the debt due by Spain to British subjects, on which no interest was

paid, to be £4(;.00(),000 sterling—say, $2:^0,000,000. In his speech

Lord Bentinck attempted to prove both the right and the duty of

(ireat Britain to go to war with Spain for the recovery of this debt,

if the object could not otherwise be accomplished; and he signifi-

cantly referred to the revenues of the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico

as furnishing am])le means not only for the payment of the interest,

but for the litpiidation of the princi})al. Lortl Palnierston, in rej)ly,

admitted the right of the British Government to wage war against

Spain for the recovery of this debt, but denied its expediency under

the then existing circumstances.

"He concluded his renuirks, however, by stating: 'But this is a

question of exi)ediency, and not a question of power; therefore, let

no foreign country who has done wrong to British subjects deceive

itself by a false im})ressi()n either that the British nation or the Brit-

ish parliament will forever renuiin patient under tlie wrong: or that,

if called uj)on to enforce the rights of the people of England, the

government of England will not have ample power and means at its

connnand to obtain justice for them.'

''Lord George Bentinck was so well satisfied with the speech of

Lord Palnierston that he withdrew his motion for an address to Her
Majesty to take such steps as she might deem advisable ' to secure for

the British holders of unpaid Spanish bonds redress from the govern-

ment of Spain,' ol)serving: 'After the tone taken by my noble friend I

am sure there will be nothing left to be wished for by the Spanish

bondholders. In the language of my noble friend, coupled with the

course he has adopted upon former occasions as regards the payment

of British sul)jects i)v Portugal and the South American States, the

British holders of Spanish bonds have full security that he will in

other cases exercise the same energy, when the projier time arrives to

have it exercised, in the case of other subjects of the (^rown. Such

an intimation has been given in the tone and language of my noble

friend to th<' Sj^anish nation, and I doul)t not they will set themselves

to work with very little loss of time themselves to do justice to the

foreign creditors of Spain.'
"

Mr. I?u<liiiiiaii. S«'c. of Stato. to Mr. Saunders, luin. to Spain, .June 17,

1848, MS. Inst. Spain, XIV. 256.
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The foregoing extract forms part of a passage in which Mr. Buchanan
discussed, as one of the i-easons why the United States should en-

deavor to purchase Cuha, the possibility of Great Britain's seeking

to obtain possession of the island.

" The opinions of the President, concerning the rights and duties

of the United States connected with the protection of our citizens

and their property abroad, are distinctly set forth in that letter [of

July 25, 1858, to General Lamar], and have since undergone no

change, as the government of Nicaragua has been informed. In

laying down the principles we maintain, it is said :
' The United

States believe it to be their duty, and they mean to execute it, to

watch over the persons and property of their citizens visiting for-

eign countries, and to intervene for their protection when such action

is justified by existing circumstances and by the law of nations.'

" In addition to this general declaration, applicable in all countries,

there were some peculiar principles asserted, arising out of the con-

dition of Nicaragua and of the transit route from ocean to ocean

across its territory. The right of the United States to take care that

the public contracts made with our citizens for the construction and

use of that route of intercommunication are faithfully observed was

explained and maintained, and so far as the legal power of the

Executive extends will be enforced, if necessary."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Body. .Alar. .'5, 1800. 52 MS. Doui. I>et. 11.

For Mr. Cass's instruction to Mr. Lamar of July 25, 1858, above referred

to, see correspondence in i-elation to the Proposed Interoceanic

Canal (1885), 281.

" It is quite true, for example, that under ordinary circumstances

when citizens of the United States go to a foreign country they go

with an implied understanding that they are to obey its laws, and

submit themselves, in good faith, to its established tribunals. AVhen

they do business with its citizens, or make private contracts there,

it is not to be expected that either their own or the foreign govern-

ment is to be made a party to this business or these contracts, or will

undertake to determine any disputes to which they may give rise.

The case, however, is very much changed when no impartial tribunals

can be said to exist in a foreign country, or when they have been arbi-

trarily controlled by the government to the injury of our citizens.

So, also, the case is widely different when the foreign government

becomes itself a party to important contracts, and then not only fails

to fulfill them, but capriciously anmds them, to the great loss of

those Avho have invested their time and labor and capital from a

reliance upon its own good faith and justice."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dimitry, May 3, 18r>0, MS. Inst. Am.

States XVI. 125.
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••
I have to ackiiowledjre the receipt of your letter of the. 19th instant,

\vitli wliicli you enclose a copy of a contract l)etween the Chinese
minister at Washington, acting on In^half of liis government, and
your clients, the American-China Development Company, and in

which you request this Department to give notice to the United States

legation and consulates in China that the representatives of the

American-China Development Company, charged with carrying out

the provisions of the contract, 'shall have recognition and protection

in the performance of their duties,' and that the charge of the reve-

nues and property assigned to the loan under the contract 'will be

noted by this government, which will uphold the contract as a bind-

ing engagement upon the Imperial Chinese government." You state

that the English investors will have 'the usual recognition' from the

British Foreign Office, substantially in this form, and ask this

Department to give you a letter 'in substantially the same general

form as that to be written by the British Foreign Office.' You
further state that you are authorized by the English investors in

your enterprise to say that the British Foreign Office is prepared to

discuss the form and phraseology of the letter desired by you, if

this Department wishes to take the matter up in that manner.
" In reply I have to say that the De])artment is unable to give you

such a letter as you request. AMiile the government of the United

States is always ready to enforce the just rights of its citizens abroad,

it has always declined to become the guarantors of their contracts

with foreign governments. As a rule, it has declined, where such a

contract was alleged to have been violated by the foreign government,

to interfere beyond the exercise of good offices. This being so, still

less can it assume l)eforehand to guarantee the execution of the

contract.

"As to the statement that such a letter as you desire from this

government may be obtained from the British Foreign Office, I

have only to say that, assuming your supposition to be correct, the

British Crown, which exercises the executive power in that country,

jK)ssesses both the war-making power and the treaty-making power,

and is therefore authorized, in matters involving relations with for-

eign countries, to give guarantees and to enter into engagements

which the Executive of the United States would not alone be compe-

tent to assiune.

'• The government of the United States, in giving to its citizens

assurances of j)rotection. is unal)le to go further than to say that if

their riglits should l)e violated, it woidd act upon the case when pre-

stMited. in such manner as might at the time appear to be lawful and

proper."

Mr. Day. S«'c. of Stat«'. to .Mossrs. Cary & Whltridge, Augu.st 24, 1898, 231

MS. L)oin. Let. 88.
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The United States cannot interfere with the ri^ht of a foreign

government to prescribe the terms of the concessions which it may
make to American citizens to carry on business within its territory,

in the absence of a treaty regulating the matter; and where a con-

cession has been accepted in which a certain privilege is denied, the

United States cannot demand the annulment of the provision. The
most that it could with propriety ask would be that, on grounds of

comity, American citizens should be allowed to engage in and carry

on business on the same terms or on terms equalh^ favorable with

those granted to the citizens of other foreign countries.

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Powell, inin. to Ilaytl, No. .330, April 1,

1899, MS. Inst. Hayti. IV. 13.5.

See, further, in relation to this subject, supra, § (547.

" Except for arbitrary Avrong, done or sanctioned by superior

authority, to persons or to vested property rights, the United States

government, following its traditional usage in such cases, aims to

go no further than the mere use of its good offices, a measure which

frequently j^roves ineffective. On the other hand, there are govern-

ments which do sometimes take energetic action for the protection

of their subjects in the enforcement of merely contractual claims, and

thereupon American concessionaires, supported by powerful influ-

ences, make loud appeal to the United States government in similar

cases for similar action. They complain that in the actual posture

of affairs their valuable properties are i^ractically confiscated, that

American enterprise is paralyzed, and that unless they are fully

protected, even by the enforcement of their merely contractual rights,

it means the abandonment to the subjects of other governments of

the interests of American trade and commerce through the sacrifice

of their investments. . . . Thus the attempted solution of the

complex problem by the ordinary methods of diplomacy reacts injuri-

ously upon the United States Government itself, and in a measure

paralyzes the action of the Executive in the direction of a sound and

consistent policy."

President Roosevelt, message to the Senate, Feb. in. 1905. Confid. Exec.

V. 58 Cong. 3 sess. 2-3. (Injunction of secrecy removed Feb. 1»>.

1905.)

See, as to contract claims, infra, §§ 995-997.

5. Joint Action ; Concerted Action.

§917.

" Diplomatic agreements, between agents of foreign powers, hastily

gotten up in a foreign country, under the pressure of revohitionary

dangers, may be entirely erroneous in their objects, as they must be

H. Doc. 551—vol 19
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incomplete in form, and unreliable for want of adequate authority.

Moreover, they unavoidably tend to produce international jealousies

«ind conflicts. You will, therefore, carefully abstain from entering

into any such negotiations, except in extreme cases, to be immediately

reported to this Department."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'ruyn. niiii. to Venezuela, No. 14, Aug.

22. 18<i.H, Dij). Cor. 18(kS, II. }M)4.

This instruction related to the action of Mr. Pruyn in enterinjj, in con>-

mon with the dii)loniatic representatives of (Jreat Britain, Italy, and
Spain, at Caracas, into a corresiK)ndence with the French minister,

in which he was ivtiuesttnl, in a qualitied manner, to detain a French

.ship of war, then lying at La Guayra. The French minister declined

to comply with the reiiuest.

See Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward, No. m, Oct. 1, 18«>8, and Mr. Seward to

Mr. Pruyn, No. 2(>, Nov. 0, 18(>S, Dip. Cor. 18t>8, II. 974, 08.3.

" It is of cour.se neither possible nor desirable to avoid a free inter-

change of opinion between the representative of the United States

and the representatives of other powers upon questions of common
concern arising in foreign capitals. Such free communication is not

only approved, but is especially connnended. At the same time care

should be taken to avoid, as far as possible, formal conventions in

which propositions are considered, with an understanding or agree-

ment that a decision by a majority of representatives shall conmiit or

bind the representative of the I'nited States. A consent on your part

to give such an effect to a decree of a council of representatives would

he virtually a proceeding derogating from the authority of the Presi-

dent, and if approved by him would have the seeming but unreal

operation to l)ind the United States by his own individual act, in

derogation of the Constitution, which re(]uires tluit no engagement

shall be made with foreign powers other than by treaty solemnly cele-

brated i)y the President and duly ratified l)V the Senate."

.Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilovey, min. to Peru, No. 42, Feb. 2.5,

ISCT, I>ii>. Cor. 18(;7, II. 7(>!.

This instruction related to the proceedings of the diplomatic corps at

Lima, on the subject of asylum. See supra, § 30.3.

Complaint having l)een made of the imposition of excessive fines

on vessels by the customs authorities of Cuba, the minister of the

United States at Madrid was instructed to use his l)est endeavors to

secure a uKxlificatiou of the existing regulations, and to endeavor to

secure similar and. as far as possil)le, identical action on tlie part of

the British. German, and Swedish and Norwegian governments,

whose commerce was likewise affected. He was therefore to confer

with the ministers of those gf)vernments at Madrid, in the hope that

they might l)e instructed each to frame a note to the Spanish govern-

ment, such notes to be simultaneous, if not identical. He was, how-
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ev^er, himself to address a note to the Spanish government should the

rest decline to act.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Gen. Sickles, iiiin. to Spain, March 21, 1873,

For. Kel. II. !»;}2.

See, as to the concerted action taken, For. Rel. 1873, II. 98^999,
103C»-1044.

" In consequence of the continued exaction in Cuba, of oppressive

fines against American vessels. General Sickles, has been instructed

to address a note to the Spanish government for the purpose of secur-

ing such a change in existing tariff laws of Cuba, as shall make the

goods themselves which may be imported into Cuba in American
vessels, subject to any fines that ma}^ be exacted under the laws, rather

than the vessels Avhich import them. The reasons which have induced

these instructions Avill sufficiently appear in the note of instructions

to General Sickles and the memorandum which accompanies it, copies

of both of which are enclosed.

^ You are instructed to use your best endeavors to secure from the

British government such instructions to its minister at Madrid as

may enable him to make a simultaneous, if not identical application

to the Spanish government in support of the desired change, and 3^011

may deliver a cojn' of the instructions to General Sickles and of the

enclosed memoran(him to the minister for foreign affairs.

'• The interests of all the maritime powers whose mercantile marine

is in the hal)it of trading with the Cuban ports is identical; and the

modifications which are asked for, are so reasonable and so just, that

it does not appear to be necessary for the Department to add anything

further in support of them.''

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Gen. Schenck, niin. to England, March 22, 1873,

MS. Inst. Great Brit. XXIII. 307.

" In 1871) our j)resentation of the matter [of the deposit of ship's

pa})ers with the local authorities] anew to the Colombian govern-

ment was supi)orte(l by the British government. I send you here-

with, for your information, copy of a note received by Mr. Evarts

from Sir K. Thornton on the subject. You will find, also, in the

volume of Foreign Kelations IcSTO (page 283) certain correspondence

exchanged between IVIr. Dichman [the American mini.ster] and the

Bi'itish minister I'esident at Caracas. It is not to be forgotten more-

(.ver that, in the arrangement of 1870 with the Colombian Govern-

ment relative to the non-enforcement of the obnoxious law of 1875,

the German rei)resentative took a prominent part.

''Without yielding the initiative which we have taken in this

matter [of the custody of ship's ])apers in Venezuelan ports], it will

be well for you to keep your British and German colleagues advised
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of all that may transpire, so that, uiuh'r whatever instructions they

may receive from their respective <i^<)vernments, they may have an

opj)ortunity of l)eneHtin«2: l)v our course in pressing a reform which

is no less necessary for the interests of their governments than for

our own."

Mr. Freliugluiyson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, iniii. to Venezuela, Nov.

2f», 1S8-J. MS. Inst. Veiiez. III. 2(W. enelosinj; coity of ji note of Sir E.

Thornton to .Mr. Kvarts of .Ian. 'JS. 1870.

Tbe rei)resentntions of the United States to Veneziiehi in 1S.S:? were sup-

portetl by Great T.ritain. (For. Uel. 188:?. 8i)7, JKH. i)lJ), (tlil. J»;!l.)

'' The Secretary stated to the British minister. Sir Julian Paunce-

fote, that the complaints received from our legation in Constanti-

nople had been very frecpient of late concerning the ])ersecuti()n and

had treatment of missionaiies hy the local Turkish authorities.

These had become so frecpient and were of such an aggravated char-

acter that the government of the United States felt that some ener-

getic action should be taken towards their repression. A new min-

ister was alx)ut to go to Constantinople who would i-eceive special

instructions on this subject. It occurred to the Secretary that it

might be well to have the cooperation of. or concert of action by, the

British ambassador at Constantinople in these matters, if similai' com-

j)Iaints had reached the British government which woidd justify it.

" TIk' Secretary further stated that, unless the Turkish government

did not take some energetic measures towards the corivction of these

evils, it might Ih^ necessary to send one or more naval vessels into

Turkish waters with a view of impressing upon that government the

interest which was taken in this (question by the United States.

Such a step would be taken by the United States only as a last resort.

lie felt that, through concert of action on the part of the diplonuitic

i-epresentatives of the two governments at Constantinople, satisfac-

tory assurances might be secured from the Turkish government.
" Sir Julian expressed his approval of the suggestion of concur-

rent action by the ministers, and stated that he would comnuinicate

confidentially and fully to Loi-d Kosebery upon the subject. lie sug-

gested that it might be well to have our legation in London make
some informal re|)resentation. as well as to advise onr new minister to

Turkey to put himself in connnunication with the British ambassador

there.

" Th<> Secretary responded that th(» suggestions of Sir Julian would

be carried out l)V him."

Monioninthuii of <-onference between tlie Secretary of State of tbe Fnitod

St.ites iind the I'.ritisii minister at Washington. Nov. 17, 1892, MS.

.Notes to Great liritain. XXII. !">].

In 1800, when the long-pending controversy in regard to Vene-

zuela's requiring ship's papers to be deposited with the customs
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officials, instead of with tho oonsnls, had again become acute, the

minister of the United States at Caracas was instructed to '' insist on

ship's ])apers being deliveretl to the United States consul, in accord-

ance with practice of modern nations," and to " invite coincident

action by other ministers.''

Mr. Hay, See. of State, to Mr. Loom is, iniii. to Venezuela, tel., Nov. 18,

1899, For. Rel. 1899, 791.

This question liiul previously been the subject of international cooperation,

as aijpcars l>y the followiui^ passage: "As tlie matter is one which

appears to concern British and oth(>r foreign interests in Venezuela

no less than our own, -Mr. lialier 1 United States minister at Caracas]

has lieeii instructed to accjuaiut his diplomatic colleagues with what-

ever may transpire in this relation, in order that they may, if

desired, piofit by. or, if need be, aid such representations as he may
make." (Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit, min.,

Nov. 28, 188:?, For. Kel. 1883, 481.)

G. AtTK.MI'TS to Til MIT iNTEItVKNTION.

(1 ) BY CONTRACT.

§ 918.

A stipulation in a contract to be bound by the laws of the country

where the money lent is to be employed does not operate where justice

is denied in such country, though to make out a claim in such a case

such denial of justice must be definitely shown.

Mr. V. W. Seward, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. I.iogan, No. 4, Apr. 1."),

1879, :\IS. Inst. Cent. Am. XVIII. 21.

" It is j)resumed . . . you are aware that it is a rule of this

Department to abstain fi'om officially interfering in nuitters of con-

tract between citizens of the United States and foreign governments.

That interposition is limited to the personal good offices of the agents

of this government in behalf of ])ersons who nuiy consider them-

selves aggrieved. Any intei'ference even to this extent, however,

nnist imj)ly (hat there should have been no renunciation on the part

of the claimant of the jn-ivilege of appeal to his own government.

When that renunciation has been made a part of a conti-act itself, as

you rei)resent, there would be no ground for intei'ference by this

government in behalf of any citizen, whatever nuiy have been his

antecedents."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Butler, consul at Alexandria, Egypt, Oct.

n, 1871, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers, XV. 02.

This was written in reply to an inquiry whether the protection of the

consulate would be due to citizens of the United States in the service

of the Khedive of P'gjpt who, although they were graduates of the

Military Academy at West Point or the Naval Academy at Annapolis,

"were in the service of the insui-gents during the late civil war" in
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the t'nitoil Statos. So far as tlie hare question of protection was

ooncerned. Mr. Fish expressed the opinion that no diseriniination

against tlie ehiss of i)ersons referred to could lie made.

" By the terms of i-ailroad p'ants in Mexico it is holieved tliat

officers and employes of the roads, within Mexican territory, are de-

chired amenable to the laws as Mr.i-tnms and are inliibited from

pleadin*^ rights of alien j)rotection and usage, rrc/i if iiKitriciildtcd.

Their taking such service in Mexico is there deemed to he a contract,

a condition of which is the surrender by them of the right to claim

the protection of their own government. I am not pre|)ared to

admit that such a waiver annids the relation of the citizen to his own
government, and I certainly can not think that it extinguishes the

obligation of this government to protect its citizens in ^h'xico in the

event of a denial of justice. Giving the contract its fullest scope, it

can certainly mean no more than that the persons so bound are ad-

mitted to be entitled to justice in Mexico in lieu of the broader claim

to international ju.stice, and, in case of a denial of justice, the obliga-

tion of this government to i)r()tect them remains unimpaired."

Mr. liayard. Sec of State, to Mr. Morgan, niin. to .Vtexico. y\:\y lit",. lS8r>,

MS. Inst. Mexico. XXI. 207.

Quote<l and athrn)ed in Mr. Hayard. Se<-. of State. tt> Mr. P.uck. iiiin. to

Peru, No. 1S.S. Fel>. !.">. 1SS.S. MS. Inst. I'eru. XVII. -.Vl'X

In the Sth article of the contract between tlie Jntercontinental

Telephone Comj)any. a Xew Jer.sey corporation, and the Venezuelan

government, it was provided that " any doubts or (lisj)utes that may
arise by reason of this contract shall be decided by the courts of the

Kej)ublic in conformity with its laws." AVith reference to this clause,

the Department of State said: "This Department does not concede

that this clause constitutes the Venezuelan courts the final arl)iters

of (pu'stions arising under the contract between the c()rj)oi-ators and

the government of Venezuela, because, in the <'vent of a denial of jus-

tice by such cx)urts, this Department may under the rules of ititei-na-

lional law properly intervene.
'

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Scott, niin. to \'ene/ne]a. No. IIS, .Muie

2:{, 1S87. MS. In.st. Venezuela, III. "i\.

'• This govermnent can not admit that its citizens can, merely by

nuiking contracts with foreign powers, or by other methods not

amounting to an act of expatriation or a deliberate abaiulonment of

American citizenship, destroy tlieir dependence upon it or its ()l)liga-

tions tt» protect tliem in case of a denial of justice."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck. niin. to I'eru. No. 1S,S. Feb. lo.

1HS8. .MS. Inst. I'eru, XVII. .TJX. (juoting and reallinning .Mr. Bayard,

Se<-. of State, to Mr. .Morgan. May 2C,, iKSo. supra.
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" It ma}' further be urged that the petitioner is bound by the restric-

tions embodied in. and imposed by the terms of the President's ap-

j)roval of the contract of ^March 1-2, 1881. These conditions require

that the enteri^rise shall always be national; that all persons interested

in the road as stockholders, employes, or otherwise, shall be regarded
as (iuatemalans in regard to it; that they can never maintain tlie

rights of foreigners in respect to the titles and transactions relating

to this enterprise; and that no foreign diplomatic agent can ever

intervene.

'' Provisions similar to this contained in the laws of certain Span-
ish-American governments, or in contracts between those governments
and citizens of the United States, have in recent years been several

times set up by those governments as a bar to the intervention of

this government for the protection of the rights of its citizens. But
the United States has uniforndy refused to regard such provisions

as annulling the relations existing between itself and its citizens or

as extinguishing its obligation to exert its good offices in their behalf

in the event of the invasion of their rights.

''As instances of the Department's action in such matters may be

mentioned its intervention in May, 1885. in behalf of certain Ameri-

cans employed on ^lexican railroads (see Wharton's Digest, II. 337)

and its instructions of Fel)ruary 15. 1888. to Mr. Buck, United States

minister to Peru, with reference to the case of iSIr. John L. Thorn-

dike, in which it took the position that ' this government can not

admit that its citizens can. merely by making contracts with foreign

powers, or by other methods not amounting to an act of expatriation

or a deliberate al)andonment of American citizenship, destroy their

dependence upon it or its obligation to protect them in case of a

denial of justice.'
''

Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr. Hall, niln. to Cent. Am.. March 27. 1888,

MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XIX. 10(5, For. Rel. 1888, I. i:U-i:{7, touching the

claim of the Chami)erico and Northern TransiM)rtiition Company, a

California corporation, against Guatemala growing ont of an alleged

violation by that Goverinnent of its contract with tlie company.

" It may be said that the petitionet- under the contract ought to

have submitted these questions to an arbitration. But the terms of

article 25 can hardly be regarded as applying to a case like the

present, which does not arise from any disfiute as to the meaning of

the contract or as to its application to a particular state of facts,

but is ])ased npon a clear repudiation and disregard by the (luate-

malan government of some of the essential features of the agreement.

It seems i)lain that these (luestions are not such as can be disposed

of by arl)itration."

Mr. Rayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall. min. to Central America. March

27. 1888, For. Kel. 1888, I. I.'U. \?,-.
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This instruction ivlatotl to tin* claim of a rallfornia corporation against

tlu' government of (Guatemala, growing out of tlic allogtHl violation

Ity that govprnuient of a contract with the company. The contract

I»rovide<l for the issuance by the government of a certain amount
of i)onds which were to be rtn^ivable at the custom-houses, and pro-

Iiiliitcd the government from granting a concession for tlie construc-

tion of a conii»eting line of railway within a certain distance for a

certain term. It was alleged that the governnjent has suspended

tlie reception of tlie bonds at tlie custom-houses and had also granted

a (tinct'ssion for a competing line of railway within the si)eolfled dis-

tance'.

A new law of the Turkish <^oveniin(Mit for the refjulation of print-

ing oftices in the Ottoman Empire, ('ontained, in the second para-

graph of article 5, the following provision:

Nevertheless, a foreigner shall not be i>ermitted to set up a printing office,

except he shall furnish a declaration, legalized by the embassy or legation of

his country, whereby he shall never be able to take advantage, in his profession

as a i»rinter. of the jtriviieges and immunities belonging to foreigners; that is

to say. that be shall accept, the case arising, such i)roceetlings in regard to

himself jind iiis printing offlces as are followed in regard to Ottoman subjects.

AVith reference to this provision, the Department of State said

:

"This proposition is not new. The legislation of various countries

of S|)anish America, such as Mexico, Venezuela, and Peru, has sought

U) estal)lish that a foreigner, Avhile continuing to be a subject or citi-

zen of the country of his allegiance, may by his own act waive or

forego the right to invoke the dij)lomatic protection of that govern-

ment in case of alleged injury. This position whenever taken up has

been consistently opj)osed by the United States. When the Mexican

law assumed to j)rescribe that the omission of a foreigner to register

as an alien deprived him ipso fdcto oi the right to invoke the treaties

and conventions existing between his country and Mexico, and of the

right to seek the j)r()tecti()n of his own government, this Department

annoiuiced that such a law 'can not disturb or affect the relationshij)

existing at all times between this government and one of its citizens.

The duty is always incumbent upon a government to exercise a just

and jjrojM'r guardianshij) over its citizens whether at home or abroad.

A municipal act of another state can not abridge this duty, nor is

such an act countenaui-ed by law or usage of nations.' (Foreign

Kclations. 1885. j). r>7().) When the railway laws of Mexico and the

laws of contracts of several other American States prescribe that

renunciation of all claim to j)rotection as a foreigner under interna-

tional law or treaties is to Iw a condition precedent to taking service

or entering into contract with the foreign government, and in so far

as such service or contract is concerned this government has promptly

maintained that the condition is neces.sarily void, and that it is not

competent to a citizen to divest himself of any part of his inherent
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right to protection or to impair the duty of his government to pro-

tect him. He may conchide his rights in such regard by ceasing to be

a citizen, for that is the accepted doctrine of expatriation, but he may
not remain a citizen and withdraw himself or be withdrawn \mder

the operations of the municipal law of another country from the

rights and duties of citizenship.

" The above-quoted provision of the Turkish printing law of

January 10, 1888, appears to l)e even more objectionable aiul contrary

to the unassailable principle for which we contend than any of the

Spanish-American legislation to which I refer, for it assumes to

invest the individual renunciation of his personal rights with the

sanction of his legation, and to make the foreigji government,

through its international representative, in some sense a consenting

party to the supposed renunciation. Holding, as we do, that the indi-

vidual act is necessarily invalid pev ,se^ this government could cer-

tainly not intervene in any way to invest such an act with a show of

validity."

Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr. Straus, min. to Turkey, No. 115, June

28, 1888, For. Rel. 1888, II. l.")99.

December l-t, 1883, the Portuguese government granted to Edward
McMurdo, a citizen of the United States, a concession for the con-

struction of a railway from Lourenga Marques to the Transvaal fron-

tier. The concession provided for the private arbitration of all differ-

ences arising thereunder. In 1889, the Portuguese government, on

grounds w^hich need not here be stated, annulled the concession and

took possession of the railway, which had then been completed, with

the aid of an English company. The governments of the United

States and Great Britain intervened, and the Portuguese government

offered arbitration Avith the concessionaire under the terms of the

concession. This offer was declined, the United States declaring that

it was " not within the power of one of the parties to an agreement

first to annul it, and then to hold the other jiarty to the observance of

the conditions as if it were a subsisting engagement." The case was

eventually submitted to international arbitration.

See Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Loring, n)in. to Portugal, Nov. 30,

1889, 2 Moore's Int. Arbitrations, 1870.

"Articles 9 to 12, inclusive [of the constitution of Venezuela of

1893], relate to the rights of foreigners in Venezuela and the respon-

sibility of the government to them. Articles 9 and 10 are the two

declarations with respect to claims and diplomatic intervention ap-

proved by the International American Conference by a vote of 15

to 1, the United States voting negatively, and Hayti abstaining from

voting (Minutes of the Conference, pp. 807-811). Mr. Trescot, a

delegate of the United States, in his minority report against these
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declarations, says that ho can not interpret them ' in any other sense

tlian the entire and absohite denial of the right to diplomatic recla-

mation between independent governments in vindication or protec-

tion of the rights of its citizens residing in foreign countries.' (Min-

utes of the Conference, p. 82('). ) If the necessity, therefore, should

arise, I suppose that the government of the United States would no

more admit now than it would in 1888 that ' its diplomatic interven-

tion could he forestalled by an internal legislative limitation of lia-

bility,' or that such domestic legislation, and not the principles of

international law, can determine the responsibility of governments to

one another (F\)reign Kelations, 1888, p. 491). But the most remark-

able provision is that of article 11, that ' the government of Venezuela

will not make any kind of treaties with other nations unless they

recognize the principles established in the two foregoing articles.'

This article, strictly interpreted, would, to say the least, restrict the

treaty relations of Venezuela with other countries within very narrow

limits.

'• On the 7th instant I had an interview with the minister of foreign

iiifairs relative to the extradition negotiations. As pertinent thereto,

but without reference to the merits of the foregoing article generally,

I adverted to it, saying to him that I supposed Venezuela would not

refuse to make with the United States a treaty to which the i)rinciples

fornuilated in articles 9 and 10 could have no applicabilit}^, but are

wholly irrelevant, as, for example, the extradition treaty w^hich we
were negotiating, or a postal treaty, lie assented to that view and

said he thought it apjilicable rather to a general treaty, especially one

giving foreigners the right to reside and do l)usiness in Venezuela.

"Article 141, recpiiring an arbitration clause in international trea--

ties, follows substantially article 109 of the former constitution, but

is now applicable to treaties generally, while before treaties of 'com-

merce and amity ' were specified.

''Article 148 is a copy of article IKi of the former constitution.

"Article 149, recpiiring a clause to be inserted in pul)lic contracts

that any dispute with reference to the same should l)e decided by the

tribunals of Venezuela, conformably to the laws of the Republic, and

that such contra(;ts shall in no case afford a ground for an interna-

tional reclamation, is new to this constitution, although it has been

the usual practice for some time to insert such a clause in contracts."

Mr. I'artridj:*', iiiin. to Vonezuela. to Mr. (ircsbain. See. of State, July

12, l,Si>:{, For. Hoi. IHlKi. I'M.

The text of the articles above referred to. as translated by Mr. Partridge,

is as follows

:

"Abt. 9. Forei>;ners are entitled to enjoy all the civil rights enjoyed by

natives; and they shall lie accorded ail the benefits of said rights in

all that is essential as well as in the form or procedure and the legal

remedies incident thereto. al»solutely in like manner as said natives.
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"Art. 10. A nation has not, nor recognizes in favor of foreigners, any

other obligations or responsibilities than those which in favor of the

natives are established in like cases by the constitution and the laws.

"Art. 11. The government of Venezuela will not celebrate with other

nations any kind of treaties unless they recognize the principles

established in the two foregoing articles.

"Art. 12. The law will determine the rights and duties of foreigners not

domiciled.

"Art. 141. In international treaties there shall be inserted the clause that
" all differences between the contracting i)arties shall be decided,

without appeal to war, by the arbitration of a friendly power or

powers."

"Art. 148. The national executive will negotiate with the governments of

America upon treaties of alliance or confederation.

"Art. 149. No contract of public interest celebrated by the national gov-

ernment or by that of the States can be transferred, in whole or in

part, to a foreign government. In every contract of public interest

there shall be inserted the clause that ' doubts and controversies

that may arise regarding its meaning and execution shall be decided

by the Venezuelan tribunals and according to the laws of the Re-

public, and in no case can such contracts be a cause for international

claims.' "

" The one hundred and fortj^-ninth article, requiring the insertion

in every contract of public interest of a clause providing that con-

troversies thereunder shall be decided by the Venezuelan ti'ibmials

and according to the laws of the republic, and that in no case can

such contract be a cause for international claims, is a gratifying

guarantee that, by the organic statute, aliens may assert their con-

tractual rights by suit against the state or federal government. The

inherent right of an alien to recur to the diplomatic protection of

his government in the event of a denial of justice could not be re-

garded as impaired were the resort thus oft'ered to him withheld or

rendered nugatory."

Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, min. to Venezuela, July

2(5, 189H, For. Kel. 1893, 784.

"As regards the effect of the provision in a contract that ' the

grantee refuses in all events the diplomatic recourse," the l)e|)artment

prefers not to express a definite opinion in advance of the presenta-

tion of a case requiring it. Probably, hoAvever, it means only this:

That the party claiming under the contract agrees to invoke for the

protection of his rights only the authorities, judicial or otlier, of the

country where the contract is made. Until he has done this, j.nd,

unless having done this, justice is plainly denied him, he can not in-

voke the dii)lomatic intervention of his own country for redress.

But if his ajiplication to the authorities of the country Avliorc the

contract is made results in a palpable denial of justice, or in a j^lainly
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unjust discrimination a^inst the applicant as an American citizen,

the clause above <|uote(l would hardly he construed to prevent an

appeal for dii)loinatic intervention if such intervention would other-

wise he allowable under the rules of international law."

Mr. (ircshain, See. of State, to Mr. Crawford. So|»t. 4. ISIK'., UVA MS.
Doin. Let. :n!).

The position of the German government with reference to the non-

intervention clause in \'enezuelan contracts was thus reported by the

American minister at Caracas: "I have had another talk with the

(ierman minister on the subject. He said: 'I have under instruc-

tions notified the Venezuelan government that my government will

no longer consider itself bound by the clause in most contracts between

foreigners and the Venezuelan government Avhich states that all

disputes, growing out of the contract, nnist be settled in the courts of

this country. Our position is that the Oerman government is not a

party to these contracts and is not bound by them. In other words,

we reserve the right to intervene diplonuitically for tiie ])rotection of

our citizens whenever it shall be deemed best to do so, no matter

what the terms of the contract, in this particular respect, are. Tt

would not at all do to leave our citizens and their interests to the

mercy of the courts of the country. The Venezuelan government has

objected with vei'v much force to this attitude on our part, but our

position has been maintained.' Tt is apparently not at this time the

purpose of the (ierman government to interfere diplomatically in

all contractual claims, but rather to contend for its right to do so."

Mr. Looniis, niin. to Vonezuela, to Mr. Hay, Seo. of State. No. 4r>() (con-

fid.), .June .'>, ItMM), MS. Desp. from Venezuela, in reply to an inquiry-.

<-ontaintHl in Mr. Ilay, See. of State, to Mr. lA>oniis, No. .335, May 11,

IIMK). MS. Inst. Venezuela, V. 1.

The mixed commission under the treaty between the United States

and Venezuela inider the convention of December T), 1885, having dis-

missed a claim on the ground that the claimant, who had a concession

from Venezuela, had failed to comply with the s(i})ulati()n of the con-

cession that all doubts and controversies arising thereunder should be

<letermined by the courts of Venezuela in the usual course of judicial

])roceedings, the Department of State said: "The grounds on which

the decision of dismissal is based intt»rpret its meaning; and while it

is not deemed necessary to express an oj)inion as to the soundness or

unsoundness of the decision, it is not competent for the Department to

review and in effect to reverse it by exercising diplomatic intervention

in its support after it has been thus solenndy adjudged that it does

not lie. The Department therefore regrets its inabilit}^ to present the
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claim to the government of Venezuela, until there has been a com-
pliance with the aforesaid stipulation, resulting in a denial of justice."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodruff, Nov. 2,S, 10(¥), 249 MS. Doin.

Let. .30L
This related to the chiim of tlie Ferro Carril del Este against Venezuela.

The nonintervention clause in contracts has on .several occasions

been discussed by international connnissions, with
utterances of mixed

^.^.^^j^^ scarcelv harmonious enough to be satisfactory,
commissions. ^ »'

In the case of Day and Garrison, executors of

Garrison, Xo. 38, before the mixed commission under the convention
between the United States and Venezuela of Dec. 5, 1885, a claim was
made against the Venezuelan government for damages for the viola-

tion of certain contracts which it had made with citizens of the

United States. The agent of Venezuela based his defense to the

claim on several grounds, one of which was that the contracts had
never been legally entered into and were invalid, while another was
that by their 18th article it was stipulated that " any doubts, differ-

ences, difficulties, or misunderstandings that may arise from, or have
hny connection with, or in any manner relate to this contract, directly

or indirectly,'' should be submitted to private arbitration at Caracas,

and that "' therefore this contract shall never, under any pretext or

reason whatever, be cause for any international claims or demands."
All three commissioners held that the contracts were invalid; but

two of them, namely, Findlay (American) and Andrade (Venezuelan)

expressed the opinion that, even if the claim had been admissible on

other grounds, it should have been rejected on the ground that by the

18th article a mode of settlement was provided which was '* inconsis-

tent with any attempt to make them cause for an international claim

on any pretext whatever." The remaining commissioner. Judge John
I jittle (American), dissented from this particular conclusion, on the

ground that, quite apart from the question as to the validity of the

contracts, it appeared that the Venezuelan executive had declared

them to be annulled, and that this was tantamount to a refusal to

arbitrate. As the government had declared "• the whole of the con-

tracts at an end," the company, said Judge Little, had a riglit to

assume that the government '* would not countenance action under

(unj of their provisions. The government under the contracts had

a voice in the selection of arbitrators. Its action closed the door,

therefore, to arbitration, and the failure to resort to that means of

adjustment can not, in my judgment, be rightfull}^ set up as a defense

here in its behalf." "

It may be observed that the position of Judge Little, which is

« Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. 3r>48-3r><>4.
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ill hannony witli tliat taken by Mr. Blaine in the case of McMurdo,"
is strongly su})j)orted by the decision of the mixed commission under

the convention between the United States and Chile of Aug. 7, 1892,

in the case The North and South American Construction Company v.

Chile, No. 7. In this case, which related to a contract made with

the Chilean government for the construction of a railway, it was
stipulated that the contractors should " be considered for the ends of

the contract as Chilean citizens,"' " in consequence " of which they

renounced " the protection which they might ask of their respective

governments, or which these might officiously lend them in support

of their pretensions ;
" and that any " difficulties or disputes " which

might arise as to the execution or interpretation of the contract

thould be settled by arbitration in a specified manner. The tribunal

thus agreed upon, having been afterwards suppressed by a decree

of the Chilean government, the commission, with the dissent of the

Chilean commissioner, held that the claimant had recovered his

'' entire right to invoke or accept the mediation or protection of the

government of the I'nited States." ''

The question of the effect of a renunciation of the right to claim

diplomatic protection came a second time before the mixed com-

mission under the convention between the United States and Vene-

zuela of Dec. 5, 1885, in the case of AVoodrutf, and Flanagan, Brad-

ley, Clark & Co., /. Venezuela, Nos. 20 and 25. In this case a claim

was made against Venezuela for the jiayment of certain bonds which

were issued by the Compcuiia del Ferrocarril del Este (Company of

the Railway of the East) for the construction of a railway, Avhich

railway subsequently came into the possession of the Venezuelan

government. The bonds on Avhich the claim was based belonged to

Flanagan, Bradley. Clark & Co., to whom, together with certain

Venezuelans, a concession was granted by the Venezuelan gov^ern-

ment in 1859 for the construction of the railway. The liability of

the Venezuelan government for the payment of the bonds was
denied; and it was also contended that a diplomatic claim was inad-

missible because of art. 20 of the concession, which, translated, reads:

" Doubts and controversies which at any time may occur in virtue

of the present agreement shall be decided by the common law and

ordinary tribunals of Venezuela, and they shall never be, neither the

decision which shall be pronounced upon them, nor anything rela-

ting to the agi'eement, the subject of international reclamation."'

As it did not appear that the claimants had ever appealed to the

Venezuelan courts, a majority of the commission, consisting of Messrs.

Findlay and Andrade, held that they had no standing before the

commission. In this relation thev said :

« See Mr. Blaino to Mr. Loring. Nov. 30, 1889, supra, 297.

6 Moore, Int. Arbitrations, III. 2318.
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" Nothing could be clearer, more comprehensive, or si^ecific than

the language of the concession upon this point. Even when such

questions were transferred for adjudication by her [Venezuela's]

courts, such was her anxiety to avoid any possible international

entanglement, that she resorted to the doubtful expedient, perhaps,

of providing that the decision of her courts should not be drawn in

question by foreign intervention. Whether a decision so made in

palpable violation of the rights of the parties could be allowed to

stand on a claim of denial of justice is a question not necessary for

the decision of this case, but we should think it more than doubtful."

Judge Little, dissenting, said

:

" The majority of the commission express doubt whether that part

of article 20 which binds the American concessionaires not to make
a judgment, etc., the subject of an international claim is valid. I

Avould go further, applying the objection to and holding invalid all

that part inhibiting international reclamations. I do not believe a

contract between a sovereign and a citizen of a foreign country not

to make matters of difference or dispute, arising out of an agreement

between them or out of anything else, the subject of an international

claim, is consonant with sound public policy, or within their com-

petence. It would involve pro tanto a modification or suspension of

the public law, and enable the sovereign in that instance to disregard

his duty towards the citizen's own government. If a state may do so

in a single instance, it may in all cases. By this means it could easily

avoid a most important part of its international obligations. It

would only have to provide by law that all contracts made within its

jurisdiction should be subject to such inhibitory condition. For such

a law, if valid, would form a part of every contract therein made as

fully as if expressed in terms upon its face. Thus we should have

the spectacle of a state modifying the international law relative to

itself I The statement of the proposition is its own refutation. The

consent of the foreign citizens concerned can, in my belief, make no

difference—confer no such authority. Such language as is employed

in art. 20 contemplates the potential doing of .that by the sovereign

towards the foreign citizen for which an international reclamation

may rightfully be made under ordinary circumstances. AMienever

that situation arises, that is, whenever a wrong occurs of such a

character as to justify diplomatic interference, the government of

the citizen at once becomes a party concerned. Its rights and obli-

gations in the premises can not be affected by any precedent agree-

ment to which it is not a party. Its obligation to protect its own

citizen is inalienable. He, in my judgment, can no more contract

against it than he can against municipal protection.''

"

The claim having been dismissed, the claimants, after the adjonrn-

a Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. 3564-3567.
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iiKMit of the commission, again invoked the intervention of the United

States. The answer of the Department of State has heretofore been

jriven."

Snbs(Miuently, the case was laid Ik?fore the mixed commission under

the protocol l)etween the United States and Venezuela of Feb. 17,

15)08. The American and Venezuelan commissioners differed, Mr.

Hainbridge, the American commissioner, maintaining the same posi-

tion as had been held by Judge Little, whose words he quoted. The
case was then referred to Mr. Charles Augustinus Henri Barge, of

Holland, the umpire of the commission. As it still did not appear that

the claimants had appealed to the Venezuelan courts for a decision

on the question of liability, Mr. Barge held, October 2, 1903, that they

were not as yet entitled to apply to the commission, and dismissed the

claim " without prejudice on its merits." He construed art 20 of the

contract as constituting, till an application should have been made to

the Venezuelan courts, a waiver of the right to appeal to other judges,

'' except naturally," he added, "" in case of denial or unjust delay of

justice, which was not only not proved, but not even alleged." He
thus admitted that a denial of justice would have justified the commis-

sion in taking jurisdiction of the claim; and he also expressly

declared : **A contract between a sovereign and a citizen of a foreign

country can never impede the right of the government of that citizen

to make international reclamation, wherever according to interna-

tional law it has the right or even the duty to do so, as its rights and

obligations can not be affected by any precedent agreement to which

it is not a party." This did not, however, as he maintained, " inter-

fere with the right of a citizen to pledge to any other party that he,

the c(mtractor, in disputes upon certain matters will never appeal to

other judges than to those designated by the agreement, nor with his

obligation to keep this ])romise when pledged, leaving untouched the

right of his government to make his case an object of international

claim whenever it thinks proper to do so, and not impeaching his own
right to look to his govermnent for protection of his rights in case of

denial or unjust dela^' of justice by the contractually designated

judges." ^

The effect of the renunciatory clause was again considered by Mr.

Barge in the case of the Rudloffs, with results altogether favorable

to the claimants. In this case a claim was made for damages for

the l)reach by the Venezuelan government of a contract for the

construction i)y claimants of a market house at Caracas. Art. 12 of

the contract provided:
" The doubts and controversies that may arise on account of this

1 Mr. Hay to Mr. Woodruff. Nov. 2S, liXK), supra, :iO(y-?>0'\.

ft Venezuelan .Vrhitrations of 190.'J, Ralston and Doyle's Report, S. Doc. 316,

58 Cong. 2 sess. ir.l, ir».S-lGl.
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contract shall he decided by the competent tribunals of the republic

in conformity with the laws and shall not give reason for any inter-

national reclamations."

In this case a suit had actually been brought by the claimants and
was still pending in the Venezuelan courts. Nevertheless, Mr. Barge,

on Xov. 4, 1908, held that the renunciatory clause " l|^ itself does not

withdraw the claims based on such a contract from the jurisdiction

of this commission, because it does not deprive them of any of the

essential qualities that constitute the character which gives the right

to appeal to this commission," and that it was open to the commission

to determine whether, under all the circumstances of the case, the

" absolute equity," which, according to the protocol, was to be the rule

of decision, did not justify the assertion of jurisdiction." On similar

grounds he also rejected the contention of the agent of Venezuela

that jurisdiction could not be asserted because by art. 216 of the

Venezuelan civil code one party to a suit pending in court could not

withdraw it without the consent of the other party, which consent

had not in the present case been given. An award was subsequently

made in favor of the claimants for $75,745, United States gold.''

The question as to the effect of the renunciatory clause was next

raised before Mr. Barge in the case of the American Electric and

Manufacturing Co. against Venezuela, which was decided on Nov.

18. 1903. Art. 10 of the contract with the Venezuelan government

in this case provided

:

" Doubts and controversies that may arise in consequence of this

contract shall be settled by the courts of the republic in conformity

with its law."

It appeared, however, that the real ground of the company's claim

of damage was not any troul)le arising out of the contract, but was

the failure of the Venezuelan government to keep an alleged inde-

pendent promise to abrogate a prior and inconsistent concession given

to another company. Mr. Barge therefore held that art. 10 did not

affect the question of jurisdiction. Proceeding then to dispose of the

claim on its merits, he found that there was no i)r()of of the alleged

promise, and that, if such a promise had been given, it would have

been illegal; and on these grounds he disallowed the claim.''

The application by Mr. Barge of the rule of '' absolute equity " to

the circumstances of the case led him on Feb. '20, 1904. to disallow the

"Art. 1 of the protocol provided :
" The coinniisioners, or, in case of their

disagreement, the umpire, shall decide all claims upon a l)asis of ai)S()lute

equity, without regard to objections of a technical nature, or of the provisions

of local legislation."

6 Venezuelan Arbitrations of 1!X»3, 182, 183-200.

c Venezuelan Arbitrations of V.nr.i. 248.

H. Doc. 551—vol G 20
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grroater part of tho claim of the Orinoco Steamship Company ajjainst

Vonezuehi. Art. 14 of the comj^any's concession read:
•• I)is})utes and controversies which may arise with regard to the

interpretation or execntion of this contract shall lx» resolved by the

tribunals of the repul)lic in accordance with the laws of the nation,

and shall not in any case be considered as a motive for international

reclamations."

Mr. Bar<re declared that the company had repeatedly invoked the

intervention of the governments of (ireat Britain and the United

States, without ever resorting to the Venezuelan courts; that the

British government, while saying that its "general international

I'ights
"' were " in no wise modified " by the renunciatory clause, had

held that the action of the company in agreeing to art. 14 was an

element to be taken into consideration in acting ujxju the application

for intervention: that, although it was alleged by the comj)anv that

the matter at issue was not a doubt or controversy relating to the

interpretation or execution of the contract, but was the conduct of the

Venezuelan government in annulling, by a dishonest and cunning

trick, the entire concession, yet, in reality, '* the only question at issue

was whether in art. 12, in connection with art. G, a concession for

exclusive navigation was given or not—ergo, a question of doubt and
controversy about the interpretation: " and that the rule of " absolute

e<iuity " could not permit a contract to be made "a chain for one i)arty

and a screw press for the other.""

The last case in which the renunciatory clause was discussed by Mr.

Barge was that of (ieorge Turnbull et al., who presented petitions on

account of the Manoa Company (Limited) and the Orinoco Company
(Limited) against Venezuela. The contracts in this case contained

the following clause:

'*Art. 11. Any (juestions or controversies which may arise out of

this contract shall be decided in conformity with the laws of the

rej)ublic and 1)V the competent tribunals of the republic."

Mr. Barge, finding that there had been no application In' the claim-

ants to the Venezuelan courts, disallowed the claim. His decision was

i-endcred on April I'J. 11>04. The terms in which it denied a remedy

to claimants were far more sweeping than those employed by him

two months before in the case of the Orinoco Steamship Company,

and were in fact siV-h as to preclude altogether the exercise of the

equital)le jurisdiction which he had asserted in still earlier cases and

which, six months before, actually produced an award in favor of

claimants in the Kudlotl' case. In a word, he (leclan'd in the Turnbull

case that, as the claimants had "deliberately contracted themselves

out of any interpretation of the contract and out of any judgment

a Venezuelan Arbitrations of 1903, 90-91.
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about the ground for damages for reason of the contract, except by

the judges designed [designated?] by the contract," they had, in the

absence of a decision by those judges that " the alleged reasons for

a claim for damages really exist," "no right to these damages, and

a claim for damages which parties have no right to claim can not be

accepted."" It may te superfluous to remark that, according to this

view, there can be no room whatever for international action, in dip-

lomatic, arbitral, or other form, where the renunciatory clause exists,

unless indeed to secure the execution of the judgment of a local court

favorable to the claimant; for, if the parties have "'no right to claim"

damages which the local courts have not found to be due, it is obvious

that international action of any kind would be as inadmissible where

there had been an adverse judgment, no matter how unjust it might

be, as where there had been no judgment whatever.

In connection with these expressions of opinion of the learned

umpire, it is material to consider what was done by the concurrent

action of the commis!?ioners themselves in certain cases.

In the case of the Coro and La Vela Railway and Improvement

Company damages were claimed for a violation of rights under a

contract. The concession contained the following clause

:

"Art. 11. Any doubt or controversy that may arise in the interpre-

tation and execution of this contract will be decided by the ordinary

tribunals of the republic, and in no case or for any motive will any

international claims be admitted on account of this concession."

In this case jurisdiction was exercised, the Venezuelan commis-

sioner, with the concurrence of his American colleague, rendering,

on July 1, 1903, an award of $01,104.70 in favor of the claimant.''

A similar article, bearing the same number, was contained in the

concession in the case of Virgilio del Genovese, in which an award of

$70,088.28 was, on Oct. 2, 1903, made in favor of the claimant. The
Venezuelan agent raised no question as to the effect of the clause, nor

did the Venezuelan commissioner, who wrote the opinion in the case,

although he discussed several other clauses of the contract.*'

In the case of La Ouaira Electric liight & Power Company, the

connnission, speaking through Bainbridge, United States commis-

sioner, the opinion being also signed by Paul, Venezuelan connnis-

sioner, on October 2, 1903, dismissed without prejudice a claim made
against Venezuela on account of a breach of contract by a municipal

corporation. The commission held that the claim was one against

the corporation and not against the general government, but added :

"The case is very ditferent from one in which the government itself

has violated a contract to which it is a party. In such a case the

« Venezuelan Arbitrations of 190.S, 244-24.5.

t> Morris's Report. (iO-70.

c Venezuelan Arbitrations of 1903, 174.
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jurisdiction of the commission under the terms of the protocol is

hevoiul question.'""

In Sehvvn's case, Ijefore the British-Venezuelan commission, under

Ihe protocol between Great Britain and Venezuela of Feb. 13, 1903,

objection was made by Venezuela to the jurisdiction of the commis-

sion on the i^rounds (1) that a suit by claimant against the Vene-

zuelan government, based on the same cause of action, was then

actually pending in the local courts; (*2) that the contract between

the government and claimant provided that "any doubts and con-

troversies," etc., should be '* settled by the tribunals of the Republic
"'

and should never in any case be the subject of an international claim,

and (8) that contract claims were not submitted to the connnission.

As to the first objection, Plumley, innpire, held that the jurisdiction

of the connnission under the i)rotocol was not affected by the pend-

ency of the suit in the local courts. The second and third objections

he disposed of together by finding that the fundamental ground of

the claim was " that the claimant was deprived of valuable rights, of

moneys, properties, property, and rights of property by an act of the

government which he was powerless to prevent and for which he

claims reimbursement." How much of the claim came under this

head he did not deem it necessary to consider, since, as the matter

fundamentally was not one of contract, the second and third objec-

tions to jurisdiction were inapplicable.''

In Martini's case, l)efore the Italian-Venezuelan commission, under

the protocol between Italy and Venezuela of Feb. 13, 1903, the agent

of Venezuela interposed a preliminary objection to the jurisdiction,

on the ground that the contract in the case contained the following

clause

:

"Art. ir». The doubts or controversies which may arise as to the

interpretation and execution of the present contract shall be resolved

by the tribunals of the republic, conformably to the laws, and shall

in no case afford ground for international claims.''

Kalston. umpire, held that, even if the claim before him could be

considered as embraced within the terms "doubts or controversies

which may arise as to the interpretation and execution of the present

contract," the objection might be disposed of by a single consideration,

which he stated as follows:

" Italy and Venezuela, by their respective governments, have agreed

to sul)mit to the determination of this mixed connnission the claims

of Italian citizens against Venezuela, "^rhe right of a sovereign

power to enter into an agreement of this kind is entirely superior

to that of the subject to contract it away. It was, in the judgment

a Venezuoliin Arbitrations of 190.S, 178. 182.

6 Veuezuelan Arbitrations of 1903, 322-327.
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of the umpire, entirely beyond the power of an Italian subject to

extinguish the superior right of his nation, and it is not to be

presumed that Venezuela understood that he had done so. But aside

from this, Venezuela and Italy have agreed that there shall be sub-

stituted for national forums, which, with or without contract between

the parties, may have had jurisdiction over the subject-matter, an
international forum, to whose determination they fully agree to bow.

To say now that this claim must be rejected for lack of jurisdiction

in the mixed commission would be equi\*alent to claiming that not

all Italian claims were referred to it, but only such Italian claims as

have not been contracted about previously, and in this manner and

to this extent only the protocol could be maintained. The umpire

can not accept an interpretation that by indirection would change the

plain language of the protocol under which he acts and cause him
to reject claims legally well founded." *

(2) BY LEGISLATION.

§ 919.

" This Department has no doubt that the object and the effect of the

ninth article of the treatv of 1831 was to exempt
Mexican matricu- ,i

•,• n ,
^

jj ithe citizens or one party ironi compulsory service

in the military or naval service of the other. Sup-

posing the fact of citizenship in any i^articular case to be acknow-

ledged, the exemption must be insisted upon, including also any tax

which may be imposed in lieu of that service. The question then

occurs what proof of citizenship is either government warranted in

requiring. The treaty being silent on this point, it is left for regu-

lation l)y the municipal laws of the parties, which must be acquiesced

in unless their purpose and effect should be to thwart a plain stipula-

tion of the treaty. The Mexican law requiring the matriculation or

registration of foreigners can scarcely be said to be of this character.

Citizenship is a fact which, like others, inav be proved by oral or doc-

umentary testimony. If the latter should be offered, the highest of

'this character would be a passport from the Mexican foreign office or

from this Department. A passport is virtually a mere certificate of

citizenship. It implies that the Department from which it may ema-

nate has itself considered the evidence of the fact which it proposes to

establish, and has decided accordingly. A passport may also issue

from the legation, and ma;y be presumed to be granted upon similar

considerations.

" Upon the whole the Department is inclined to the opinion that the

requirement of matriculation, as it is called by the Mexican govorn-

o Venezuelan Arbitrations of 1903, 840-841.
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ment, is not illeofal, nor, under the circumstances, unduly oppressive

in form, and can not properly he ])rotested a«^ainst generally or in any

particular case, unless unusual or unattainable proof of citizenship

should l>e required.''

Mr. Fisli, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, niln. to Mexico, No. 43, Oct. 31,

1873, MS. Inst. Mexico. XIX. 37.

See, supra, § 48.3.

" Your despatch No. 801 of the 9th ultimo has been received. It

relates to the claim of the Batopilas Mining Company. This, it

appears, has been rejected, but for reasons which can not be regarded

as satisfactory. Conceding, as is alleged in the note of Mr. Lafragua

to you of the 81st of May last, that Mr. Robinson, the agent of the

company, was not registered in the Mexican foreign office as a citi-

zen of the United States, and that the company itself was not regis-

tered, as required, the Mexican government must not suppose that

we can acquiesce in the injuries inflicted in this case merely on ac-

count of the omissions adverted to. Indeed, such an acquiesence

would imply an acknowledgment on our part that by municipal laws

the Mexican government can deprive citizens of the United States

of their rights under treaties and international law, a pretension

which can not be allowed to any government. It must not from this,

however, be inferred that this government would counsel or justify,

in the abstract, any disregard of the laws of Mexico by a citizen of

the United States. On the contrary, we would prefer that the re-

(piirements of those laws should be complied with. It is only when
tlie etfect of their administration becomes tantamount to the infliction

of the exorbitant penalty of denationalizing a citizen or an asso-

ciation that we deem ourselves warranted in protesting against such

a course. That government nuiy have sufficient reasons for enacting

the hiws referred to, and if a disregard of them, either accidental

or willful, were to be visited with a punishment proportionate to the

offence no one could reasonably complain."

.Mr. Fisli. Soc. of State, to Mr. Foster, iniii. to Mexico. No. 241. .Tul.v l.'»,

187."». MS. Inst. Mexico. XIX. 21(K

S«4>. to tlic same effect. Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Russ(>ll. niin. to

Venezuela. No. 14, Sept. IH. 1S74. .MS. Inst. Venezuela. II. 2<i2. as to

laws attempting to exclude tlie resort by forelKuers to the diplouiatic

intervention of tlK'ir Kovernments.

The instructions given by Mr. Fish with regard to matriculation

were repeated by his successor, Mr. Evarts, with some explanation.

Mr. Evarts said that the view that the requirement of matriculation

was not at variance with treaties or public law migjit l3e concurred

in so far as it applied to American citizens domiciled in Mexico, but
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that its application to travelers or temporary sojourners seemed to

be unreasonable and should be protested against. Xor could the pre-

tension of the Mexican government to ignore the passport of the

])ej)artment of State and to require in the case of naturalized citi-

zens of the United States an inspection of the certificate of natu-

ralization be acquiesced in. The ^lexican government was to be

apprised that it would be held accountable for any injury to a citizen

of the United States which nught be occasioned i)y a refusal to

treat the passport of the Department as sufficient proof of nation-

ality. The assumption of the Mexican govennnent of a right t(;

inspect and decide upon the validity of certificates of naturalization,

issued by the various courts in the United States, instead of receiving

the proof afi'orded by a passport of the Department of State must

be regarded as wanting in proper courtesy to a friendly power.

Besides, there were many citizens of the United States who were not

naturalized in the ordinary way, such as the inhabitants of annexed

territories. Such citizens were not native born, nor would they have

any certificate of naturalization, and the only guarantee of their

American nationality would be their passport.

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, iiiin. to Mexico. Xo. <>42, June

!<;. ISTlt, MS. Inst. Mexico. XIX. 50.3.

" You will please say to the minister for foreign affairs that if the

intervention of the United States in favor of Americans imprisoned

is refused only because they are not matriculated, that the President

expects such citizens to l)e now allowed to matriculate. And you are

authorized to advance the requisite funds. Please send the names of

prisoners and why imprisoned."'

Mr. Frelinfrhuysen, Sec. of State, t<i Mr. Morgan, miu. to Mexico, tel.,

Ai)ril 12, 1882, (juoted in Mr. Frelinghuysen to .Mr. Morjran, Xo. 2."S.

April 21, 1882, MS. Inst. Mex. XX. 442.

July 24, 1882, Mr. Frelinghuysen addressed to the American min-

ister at Mexico a long instruction concerning the refusal to accei)t the

interposition of the legation in regard to the nuirder of Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas Gartrell, near the city of Durango. because they were not

matriculated as American citizens. Mr. Frelinghuysen reviewed the

subject at length. He was not. he said, disposed to question the con-

venience of matriculation as evidencing the right of foreigners resi-

dent in Mexico to certain civil and domiciliary rights prescribed

under .the Mexican law, but he (juesticmed the claim of ^h'xico •' to

debar from the protection of their own Government citizens of the

United States who may be temjKirarily in Mexico and who have ikm

matriculated." He maintained that, as the reciprocal rights of alio

giance and protection were not created by the laws of any foreign
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count IV, tlu'v could not be denied by the municipal law of a foreign

State.

Mr. Frolinnhuyson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morjjan, iiiin. to Mexico, No. 298,

July 24. 1S82, For. Rel. 1882, 304.

In tlie sul»se<iueiit casp of Howard C. Walker, an American citizen,

imprisoned at Minatitlan, Mr. Frelinghiiysen said that until Mexico

should meet the argument as to matriculation on such a basis as the

Fnittsl States mifiht accept with due regard to its ri}?ht to protwt

its citizens abroad, the lepition was to "continue to ignore the

Mexican contention that a failure to matriculate necessarily debars

a citizen of the United States from the assistance of its diplomatic

representative at the Mexican capital." (Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Morgan, No. 59.'), June 23, 1884, For. Rel. 1884, 309.)

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of A^our No. 062, of the 12th

ultimo, in reply to the inquiries of this Department respecting the

matriculation laws of Mexico. The Department has read Avith inter-

est your careful review of the subject. It appears that matriculation

of foreigners consists in registering their names and nationality in

the foreign office of Mexico.
" The Mexican government contends that the national character

of the foreigner is proved by this matricidation, which entitles him
to sj)ecial j)rivileges and obligations, called the rights of foreigners.

These are ( 1) the right to invoke the treaties and conventions existing

between his country and Mexico; (2) the right to seek the protection

of his own government.
" They further contend that the want of a certificate of matricula-

tion will be considered sufficient to deny to this government the right

of dij)l()nuitic intervention in any case.

"Against this contention this government protests as an interfer-

ence in its relations to its citizens. The government of the United

States recognizes the right of Mexico to prescribe the reasonable con-

ditions upon which foreigners may reside within her territory, and

the duty of American citizens there to obey the municipal laws; but

those laws can not disturb or affect the relationship existing at all

times between this government and one of its citizens. The duty is

always incumbent upon a government to exercise a just and proper

guardianship over its citizens, whether at home or abroad. A munic-

ipal act of another state can not abridge this duty, nor is such an

act countenanced by the law or usage of nations. No country is

exempted from the necessity of examining into the correctness of its

own acts. A sovereign who (lej)arts from the principles of pui)lic

law can not find excuse therefor in his own municipal code. This

government. l)eing firndy convinced that the position of the Mexican

government is unteiud)le, can not assent to it.

'• You w ill so inform the minister for foreign afl'airs in such form

as you may deem proper."
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Mr. Frolinghuysen Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, iiiin. to Mex., No. 732,

Feb. 17, 1885, For. Rel. 1885, 575.

For Mr. Morgan's No. 002, reix)rting on the law of niatricnlation, Bee

For. Rel. 1885, 571-575.

See, as to tbe case of Thomas Monahan, Mr. Frellnghuysen. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Morgan, iiiin. to Mexico, No. 098, Dec. 20, 1884. For. Rel.

1885, 570.

" There may arise two difficulties, as you will readily understand,

in the way of presenting this case hopefully to the Government of

Mexico

:

" First. That E may not be matriculated as an American citi-

zen. If not so registered, Mexico may, as usual, deny the right of

this government to intervene diplomatically in his behalf. Although

our position on this point is well understood by Mexico, and is that a

Mexican municipal law can not abridge the right of a foreign gov-

ernment to protect one of its citizens in case of need, that government

frequently sets up the plea of non-maltriculation, and thereby seeks to

neutralize the duty of this government towards a citizen.

" Second. By the terms of railroad grants in Mexico, it is believed

that officers and employes of the roads, within Mexican territory, are

declared amenable to the laws as Mexicans^ and are inhibited from

pleading rights of alien protection and usage, even if matriculated

.

Their taking such service in Mexico is there deemed to be a contract,

a condition of which is the surrender by them of the right to claim

the protection of their own government. I am not prepared to admit

that such a waiver annuls the relation of the citizen of his own gov-

ernment, and I certainly can not think that it extinguishes the obliga-

tion of this government to protect its citizens in Mexico in the event

of a denial of justice. Giving the contract its fullest scope, it can

certainly mean no more than that the persons so bound are admitted

to be entitled to justice in Mexico in lieu of the broader claim to in-

ternational justice, and in case a denial of justice the obligation of

this government to protect them remains unimpaired."

Mr. Rayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, luin. to Mexico. May 2(5, 188.5.

MS. Inst. Mex. XXL 207.

The United States has never admitted the position of the (Jovernment of

Mexico that the fallnre of an American citizen to i)e matriculated as

such deprives him of the right of diplomatic intervention. (Mr.

Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Howe, May 8, 1885, 155 MS. Doir.

Let. 323.)

By a note dated June 10, 1880, Mr. Romero, minister from Mexico,

informed Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, that " the laws which pic-

scribed the matriculation of foreigners " have been repealed. '' Icavintr

it optional with foreigners residing in Mexico to request a certificate
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of their nationality, which will be issued to them by the secretary

of foreign relations."

MS. Notes from Me.xican Log.

'• I am in receipt of a coj\v of the law of '28th May, sent hither by
the Ignited States legation in Mexico, and a perusal of its text con-

firms the gratifying impression conveyed by your note, that the sub-

stitution of an optional registraticm of foreigners as presumj)tive

evidence of their status, in place of compulsory nuitriculation as the

sole condition of proving alien status in Mexico, and enjoying inter-

national rights pertaining to such status, will remove the grounds

of complaint which have heretofore obstructed the friendly consid-

eration of international questions by the two governments.
" I observe, however, that the same section, the 89th, to which you

refer, provides that ' the definite proof of determinate nationality

shall he made before the competent courts and by the means estab-

lished by the laws or treaties.'' Reserving the j)oint until it shall be

better understood, I may express my confidence that nothing in Mexi-

can domestic legislation or in the judicial proceedings thereunder

will be found calculated to impair, as the compulsory system of

matriculation has heretofore appeared to do, the reciprocal right and

duty of a citizen of the United States in respect of the national pro-

tection to which he is entitled and the allegiance he owes."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Romero. .Tune 10. 1880. For. Rel. lasfi.

732.

" I have the honor to transmit herewith inclosed coij.v and translation of

the Mexican law of foreigners and naturalization, published in the

Diario Ofirial of 7tli instant.

" From article 39 you will jierceive that the laws which established the

matriculation of foreigners have been repealed. Still, these cer-

tificates of matriculation tiiay he issued.

" The inclose<t law does not embrace all the rights and obligations of

foreigners, as will be seen by reference to the ' Derecho Internacional

Mexicano, Tercera Parte,' from page .SCd) to 421." (Mr. Morgan,

min. to Mexico, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, No. 241, .Tune 10, 1880,

P'or. Bel. 1880. <;.-)2.)

As to limitations on foreigners in M<'xico, set? Consular Reports, 188.3, X.

<W8 et seq.

" Hy article 28, chapter iii [of the Salvadorean law of September

20, 188(')], it is provided that matriculation concedes
Salvadorean Btat- privileges and imposes special obligations, which are

called by the laws of the republic ' the rights of for-

eigners.' These rights of foreigners, as stated in article 21) of the

same chapter, are as follows:
'* 1. To a])peal to the treaties and conventions existing between

Salvador and their respective governments.
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" 2. To have recourse to the protection of their sovereign through

the medium of diplomatic representation.

" 3. The benefit of reciprocity.

" Unless a foreigner possesses a certificate of matriculation no

authority or public functionary of Salvador, as has been seen, is per-

mitted to concede to him any of these rights; and it is further pro-

vided in article 27 of the chapter in question that the certificate of

matriculation shall not operate retroactively upon a claim of right

arising anterior to the date of matriculation. . . .

" Thus, by making the compliance of a foreigner with a municipal

regulation a condition precedent to the recognition of his national

character, the Salvadorean government not only assumes to be the

sole judge of his status, but also imposes upon him as the penalty of

noncompliance a virtual loss of citizenship.

" Nothing would seem to be required beyond the mere statement

of these propositions, fully sustained as they appear to be by the

context of the law in question, to confirm the conviction that its

enforcement would give rise to continual and probably grave contro-

versies. Such has been the result of the occasional attempts elsewhere

than Salvador to enforce similar regulations, and such would seem

to be the necessary result of the attempt of particular governments

to enforce laws which operate as a restriction upon the exercise and

performance both by states and by citizens of their relative rights

and duties, according to the generally accepted rules of international

intercourse. Such intercourse should always be characterized by the

utmost confidence in the good faith of nations, and by the careful

abstinence of each from the adoption of measures which, by operating

as a special restriction upon the action of other governments in mat-

ters in which the}'^ have an important if not the chief concern, seem

to imply distrust of their intentions. It is proper to observe that the

government of Mexico, guided by the experience of an ample trial

of her law of matriculation, modified it in June last by the rei)eal of

those provisions which made the matriculation of foreigners compul-

sory and a condition of the exercise of their right of appeal to their

governments. . . .

" The effect of the Salvadorean statute in question is to invest the

officials of that government with sole discretion and exclusive author-

ity to determine conclusively all questions of American citizenship

within their territory. This is in contravention of treaty right and

the rules of international law and usage, and would be an abrogation

of its sovereign duty towards its citizens in foreign lands, to which

this government has never given assent."'

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, niin. to Cent. Am.. Nov. 'JU. isst;.

For. Rel. 1887, 78.
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"lie [the Salvadorean minister of foreign affairs] concludes, however,

with the information that the subje<'t will l)e brought to the notice of

the legislature of Salvador at its next session, with the object, it may
be supiK)sed. of i)roiH)sing some amendments to the law. In the

meantime I learn that the government has taken no steps to carry

,
out the law." (Mr. Hall. min. to Cent. Am., to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of

State, No. 041, April 11, 1887, For. Rel. 1887, 110, 111.)

'* 1 liave to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch number 2444

of the 13th instant, enclosing copies of corresiX)ndence

c^b
"
TsbV"

h<}\d by you with the judge advocate of the special

military court of inquiry and with the secretary of

the general government in relation to the arrest of Jose Maria
Aguirre. You call particular attention to that part of the letter of

the judge advocate requesting to be informed if the formalities of

registration in the consulate-general prescribed by Cuban law have

l)een complied with by Mr. Aguirre, and state that you have noticed

a <lisposition on the part of the Cuban authorities in dealing with this

and other similar cases to give greater weight to local laws and regu-

lations relating to foreigners than to the agreement of January 12,

1S77.

" In reply I have to say that while it may be expected that citizens

of the United States sojourning in a foreign state shall comply with

reasonable local requirements of registration, omission to do so

can not vitiate their right to protection as citizens by their own
government in case of need.

" Citizenship is a fact, of which the citizen's country is the authori-

tative judge under its own laws regarding naturalization and na-

tionality, and its certification of that fact, by pas.sport, imports a

verity which the foreign government is bound prima facie to admit

in executing any treaty obligations with regard to such citizens.

The protocol of 1877 is an international compact and in fulfilling its

<)l>ligations Sixain can ask no more than the establishment of the

fact of American citizenship according to due form of law, such fact

to l)e attested by the competent authority of the United States.

You have furni.shed the evidence desired, and mere failure to comply
with the formalities of local registration, if indeed there should have

been such failure, could not impeach the validity of this Govern-

ment's attestation of the person's citizenship."

Mr. (Jresham, Se<\ of State, to Mr. Williams, consul-general at Havana,
No. l(»r,7. March 21, 1895, 147 MS. Inst. Consuls, 676.

" The Department has Ijeen advi.sed by our consul at Matanzas

that the governor of that province has issued an order requiring all

foreigners in the province, resident or transient, to l>e registered at

civil heachpiarters by February 15, 1896, under penalty of being con-

sidered immigrants.
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" In an interview the governor gave the consul to understand tliat

Americans not registered who got into trouble would not be recog-

nized as citizens of the United States. The consul pointed out that

under our treaties with Spain our citizens were entitled to full and
ample protection whether they were registered or not.

" The Department has approved the position taken by our consul,

and it is hoped that the governor will not consider American citi-

zens who have not registered as debarred from the protection of their

own government.
*' The government of the United States is not disposed to question

the right of the Spanish authorities to demand that our citizens shall

register, as evidence of their right to certain privileges and immu-
nities while residing in the Island of Cuba, but it does question their

right to debar from the protection of their own government citizens

of the United States who may not have so registered.

" The status of a foreigner is, under international law, inherent,

and neither created nor destroyed by Cuban law.

" The evidence of the foreign status of an individual consists of the

facts as they exist, or of the authentic certification of his own gov-

ernment, as in the form of a passport; it does not originate in the

compliance with a Cuban municipal statute.

" The above principles are so thoroughly established in inter-

national law that it seems unnecessary to more than refer to them

briefly here."

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome. Spanish luin., Feb. 17,

1896, For. Rel. 1890, 077.

Mr. Dupuy de Lome, replying, Feb, 18, 1896, declared that, upon the

proposition " that the interior or municipal laws can not modify the

obligations which spring from international law," he was in accord

with the opinion above expres.sed. He suggested that the governor

of Matanzas " must have intended to say that it would be very diffi-

cult to accord to the citizens of the United States the privileged ix)si-

tion in which they are set by the protocol of 1877 if they do not com-

ply with the laws which facilitate their recognition as such." (For.

Rel. *1896, 678.)

It appeared that the United States consul-general at Havana had. on

Sept. 7. 1895. instructed the consuls witliin his jurisdiction to in-

form all duly registered American citizens that they should obtain

the necessary personal certificates of identification as American

citizens from the proper civil authorities of tlieir respective dis-

tricts. (Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome. Span, min.,

March 12, 1890, For. Rel. ISm. 079.)

Although the Spanish minister concurre<l in the views expressed in Mr.

Olney's note of the 17th of February, General Weyler, as governor-

-general of Cuba, issued under date of .July 14. 1890. an order which,

after requiring all foreigners to l>e registered within one month, de-

clared that all who failed to do so could not after that term " involve

the rights uud privileges grunted to them by our lawd." General
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Weyler justified the decree on the ground that it referred only to

rights under municipal law which the government offering hospitality

to a foreigner might either grant or deny. The United States, how-

ever, refused to accept this justification, declaring that the rights

which a foreigner was entitled to enjoy neces.sarily included the

right to invoke the municipal law so far as might be e.'^sential in

carrying out the guarantees of international law and treaty, and that

he could not " be excluded from the protection of the municipal law

without violating his guaranteed rights under international law and
treaty," the " two systems of law and the rights existing under

them" being "inseparable." (Mr. Rockhill, acting Sec. of State, to

Mr. Dupuy de Lome. Span, min., July 25, 1896, and Sept. 9, 1896,

For. Rel. 1896, 680, 682.)

B^' a decree issued by General Guzman Blanco, provisional presi-

dent of Venezuela, of February 14, 1873, abrogat-

ing the law of March 6, 1854, relative to the indem-

nification of foreigners, it is provided (atticles 1 and 2) that per-

sons preferring claims against the nation, whether natives or for-

eigners, on account of damages, injuries, or seizures by national

or state officers, either in civil or international war or in time of

peace, shall make a formal application to the high federal court.

In the trial of such cases the admission of oral testimony is for-

l)idden, unless the officer who caused the damage or made the seiz-

ure refuses to give written evidence, or unless it is impossible to

obtain such evidence. The right is reserved to the nation to be

reimbursed by the responsible officer or by the state to which he

Ijelongs for any sum required to be paid by the national treasury. It

is further provided (article 8) that any claimant who shall mani-

festly appear to have exaggerated the amount of the damages claimed

shall forfeit any right that he may have, and shall be liable to a fine

of from 500 to 3,000 venezolanos, or to imprisonment for from three

to twelve months," and that, if the claim shall appear to be wholly

fraudulent, the guilty party shall be liable to a fine of from 1,000 to

5,000 venezolanos, or to imprisonment from six to twenty-four

months. The decree also provides (article 9) that '' in no case can it

be claimed that the nation or the States are bound to grant indemnity

for damages, injuries, or seizures that have not l^een executed by

legally competent authorities, acting in their public capacity." Xo
action can he brought after the lapse of two years from the time the

damages were committed. The decree further declares that all per-

sons not in a pul^lic capacity who shall order contributions or forced

loans or commit acts of spoliation, as well as the persons executing

such orders, shall l)e responsible directly and personally in their

property to the injured party.

By another decree of February 14, 1873, defining the rights and

duties of foreigners, it is declared that foreigners shall enjoy in
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Venezuela the same civil rights as Venezuelans, subject only to limi-

tations established by the constitution and special laws. The decree

further declares (article 5) that neither domiciled nor transient for-

eigners shall have the right to seek redress by diplomatic action

excejDt when, having exhausted all legal recourse before the compe-
tent authorities, it shall clearly appear that there has been a denial

of justice, or notorious injustice, and (article 0) that foreigners shall

not have the right to ask indemnification fi'om the government for

losses or damages resulting from war, etc., except in cases in which
natives of Venezuela have that right.

For. Rel. 1883, 917-918.

See, also, For. Rel. 1873, II. 1171.

" Your despatch, Xo. 80, of the 7th instant, with the book contain-

ing recent laws of Venezuela, to which it refers, has been received.

"Article 5 of the first of the laws says that neither domiciled nor

transient foreigners have the right to diplomatic recourse except,

after having exhausted the legal resource, it shall clearly appear

that there has been a denial of justice, or notorious injustice. Though
this may. in the main, be an enactment, in the shape of a municipal,

of a general rule of international law, its application, especially to

foreigners in Venezuela for temporary purposes, will be so incon-

venient as to be found impracticable. It is well known that in that

country a person may be arrested for an imputed offence without

probable cause and without the affidavit of the accuser. The pos-

sibility of frivolous and unfounded charges against foreigners is

in proportion to that antipathy to them, notorious in all countries

ruled by the Spanish race, including Venezuela. To say that a

foreigner so arrested must not seek relief in any way, except through

the courts, is to require that, whatever may be his engagements at

home or elsewhere, he must, if charged as above with an offence'

linger in Venezuela, abide by the tardy coursi> of justice there, and

abstain from any application to the executive government. Though
there is not known to be a case pending in Avhich that government

may plead the law referred to. it may \ye advisable for you to say

informally to the proper authority that its application to citizens

of the United States can not be acquiesced in.

" This government can not consent to the application to citizens

of the I'nited States of article S of the second law to which you

refer. A law nuiking it a penal offence to overestimate a loss which

may have been sustained, or to fail in establishing any loss, is l>e-

lieved to be unexampled in the history of legislation, at least in

modern times.

" In respect to article 9, it may he said that it has been the

policy of foreign governments generally to require of the govern-
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nient of Venezuela, for the time being, indemnification for lossep

inflicted upon their citizens or subjects by insurgents, at least, un-

less the rights of the latter as belligerents shall have been also

acknowledged. To assume, therefore, to dictate that no clahn for

such losses shall ever be made, may be said to he arrogant to a

degree likely to be offensive to most governments having relations

with a republic so subject to sudden and violent changes in its

authorities.

" I'pon the whole the enactments adverted to may be regarded as

superfluous in their substance, and in their form by no means adapted

lo foster confidence in the good will of that government towards

foreigners who may resort to Venezuela."'

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Pile, inin. to Venezuela, No. 0.3, May 29,

1873, United States & Venezuelan Claims C'onnnission (1895), 451.

" Tliese laws have evidently been enacted without any due sense of the

obligations of the government of that Hepublic [Venezuela] to otlier

governments, pursuant to public law and to treaties. The discharge

of such obligations is sometimes irksome to tlie most stable and

conscientious governments. It can easily be imagined, therefore, that

one so recently establishetl in Venezuela by means such as tlie chron-

icles of the times represent should be peculiarly reluctant to ac-

knowledge accountability for acts of violence done by persons not

directly in its service and known to be inimical to it.

"This reluctance, too, is no doubt enhanced by the well-known antipathy

of the Spanish race to foreigners generally." (Mr. Davis, Acting Sec.

of State, to Mr. IMle, No. 70, July 2S, 1873, id. 453.)

The Venezuelan decrees of February 14, 1873, were reenforced by

an executive resolution promulgated February 1, 1881, by the min-

istry of foreign relations, under the direction of President Guzman
Blanco, by which it was declared that, as foreigners had insisted on re-

sorting to diplonuitic intervention instead of laying their claims before

the high federal court, claims not presented in the manner required by

the decrees of 1878 would in future be disregarded. The decrees of

1878 and the executive resolution of 1881 were invoked by the Vene-

zuelan Government in 1883 in opposition to the claim of the Vene-

zuelan Steam Transportation Company for danuiges for the seizure

of its vessels in Venezuela in 1871, which claim the Venezuelan

Government contended must be submitted to the high federal court.

Tn reply, the Department of State said: "This proposition can not

with i)r<)priety, mider any circumstances, be entertained by this

Government, and no discussion at length will Ije entered into with

regard to it. Aside from the fact that the laws referred to were

enacted long after the claim had been presented to the government of

Venezuela, the provisions limiting and restricting the complaining

party in the j)r()(uring and adducing documentary proofs offer most

serious obstacles to a just, fair, and impartial hearing, and the
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onerous penalties which the law visits on the claimant if he fails

wholly or even in part in establishing his right to the amount
claimed are quite sufficient to deter any foreign claimant, and espe-

cially a citizen of the United States, from seeking a remedy under it."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Venezuela, No.

292, April 18, 1884, S. Ex. Doc. 143. 50 Coug. 1 sess. 81, 85.

"A foreigner's right to ask and receive the protection of his gov-

ernment does not depend upon the local law, but upon the law of his

own country. His citizenship goes with him into whatever countrj^

he may visit, and the duty of his government to protect him so long

as he does nothing to forfeit his citizenship accompanies him every-

where. This duty his government must discharge, and it could not,

if it would, be relieved therefrom by the fact that the municipal law

of the country where its citizen may happen to be has seen fit to pro-

vide under what circumstances he may be permitted to appear before

the authorities of that country. Such a law can not control the action

or duty of his government, for governments are bound among them-

selves only by treaties or by the recognized law of nations, and there

is nothing in the existing treaties between the two countries or in the

law of nations which recognizes as pertaining to Venezuela the right

by the enactment of a municipal law to say how, or where, or under

what ok'cumstances the government of the United States may or may
not ask justice in behalf of one of its own citizens.

" It may, perhaps, be broadly admitted that when the courts of a

country afford adequate remedy to foreigners and natives alike in case

of wrongful treatment, resort thereto in the first instance by the

aggrieved party may be proper ; but even in such a case the right of

the sufferer's government to watch over the proceedings from the

outset is inalienable. It is its duty to see at every stage that justice

is'done, to urge full and speedy compliance with the laws, and by its

counsel and remon.strance, its moral and material support, to advance

the interest of its wronged citizen.

" Mr. Wheelock's case has, however, passed far beyond the initial

stage to which President Guzman's letter would now seek to recommit

it. It has reached the higher i)lane of an ai)parent denial of justice.

" The correspondence lately published shows that the departmental

and State courts of Venezuela successively decided that no grounds

existed for continuing the process or ordering the arrest of the com-

missary, Sotillo, who inflicted the illegal torture upon Mr. Wheelock.

On his excellency's own showing, this would have sufficed to dismiss

the complaint forever, without recourse or appeal.

"Conceding the right of this government to ask justice for its

injured citizen, the federal government of Venezuela ordered (lie

State government to reopen the examination. This was done and the

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 21
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result was the same. Here, then, we have three faihires of justice,

any one of which, if President (luzuian's argument Ix' admitted as

well founded, was necessarily final.

" B?it two years afterwards the Venezuelan government discovered

that ' the result of the proceedings involves civil responsibilities,' and

a fourth investigation was held, the result of which ampl}' bore out

• the allegations of Mr. AMieelock's complaint. Warrants were issued

for the arrest of Sotillo. who had meanwhile left the country, and
orders were issued to confiscate Sotillo's i)roperty, which he had be-

fore this placed out of reach of judicial embargo.
" Now, after more than four years have passed, it is claimed that

the resj)onsibility of Venezuela to punish the offender is met by these

tardy and ineffectual proceedings; and, further, that the sufferer is

wholly without civil recourse for material reparation, save such as the

federal court nuiy find due to him from the commissary, Sotillo.

" I may be permitted to pass over, as not meriting serious considera-

tion or argument, the allegation which your note implies, that the

government of Venezuela is not liable ' on account of occurrences over

which it had absolutely no control and of which it had no knowledge.'

It is not claimed that the federal government directed, or was cog-

nizant of, or consented to, the outrage perpetrated by its public

servant in the execution of his public functions.

"The simple complaint of this government is, that an officer of jus-

tice of Venezuela, in the exercise of his official functicms, subjected an

American citizen, whom he had arrested on suspicion, to grievous

bodily torture to extort from him a confession of guilt. For this act

this government asks the punishment of the offender, and expects that

Venezuela will tender an ecjuitable indenniity to the victim.

" The President is surprised at the tardy proposal of Venezuela,

now for the first time heard of in connection with the case, that Mr.

Wheelock shall seek redress at the hands of the high federal court.

Even if he had been disposed to consent to such a disposition of the

matter in the interest of friendshij) and harmony between the two

countries, a casual examination of the provisional decrees of 14th

Fel)ruarv, IST'i, concerning the rights and indemnification of for-

eigners, which prescribe the procedure to which the complaint would

be subjected, leads the President to withhold his acceptance of siich

a resort.

'•This government can not waive the right of its citizens to claim

(Hi)l<)inatic j)rotection as those decrees re{|uire. It can not admit that

if the court shall deem tiie claim for indenniity exaggerated, the

American claimant shall forfeit all rights and incur heavy fine or

])rolonged iini)risoiMnent. It can not consent to allow the court power

to dismiss the claim because more than two years have passed since

the commission of the injur}'. It can not, in a word, regard those
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decrees as controlling the equitable or moral rights of an injured

American citizen.

" I have remarked that more than two years elapsed before any
judicial resort of Venezuela admitted that Sotillo was even liable to

I^rocess. Permit me to ask, in no captious spirit, how it is supposed

Mr. WTieelock would have fared had he submitted to those pro-

visional decrees in the face of the solemn adjudication of three judicial

tribunals of Venezuela that no grounds existed for subjecting the

commissary, Sotillo, to legal process? Would fine and imprisonment

have been added to the wrong under which he already lay? If so,

would it not have been alleged that diplomatic redress was effectually

barred to him by reason of his voluntary submission to the operation

of those decrees ?

"A copy of the present correspondence will be sent to the United

States minister at Caracas with instructions to say that this govern-

ment does not accept the reply made to its representations, and that it

renews its demand for the punishment of the offender, and repeats its

expectation that the government of Venezuela will tender to Mr.

WTieelock a just indemnification."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Soteldo, Venez. min., Apr. 4, 1884,

For. Rel. 1884, 599.

See, as enforcing the same claim, Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Soteldo,

Apr. 3, 1885, For. Rel. 1885, 932 ; same to same, Apr. 10, 1885, id. 932

;

July 7, 1885, id. 934.

This claim was compromised for $G,000, payable in two installments,

For. Rel. 1885, 936-9.39.

The Institute of International Law, at its session in 1900, when

considering the question of the responsibility of states

Besolution of Insti-
f^^J, damages suffered by aliens in riots, insurrections,

tute of nterna-
^^^. ^^^-j ^^^ adopted unanimouslv the following

tional Law. .

' ^ '

resolution

:

" L'Institut de Droit international exprime le vceu que les I^^tats

evitent d'inserer dans les traites des clauses d'irresponsabilite reci-

proque. II estime que ces clauses ont le tort de dispenser les Etats

de I'accomplissement de leur devoir de protection sur leurs nationaux

a I'etranger et de leur devoir de protection des etrangers sur leur ter-

ritoires. II estime que les Etats qui, par suite de circonstances extra-

ordinaires, ne se sentent point en mesure d'assurer de maniere suffi-

samment efficace la protection des etrangers sur leur territoire, ne

peuvent se soustraire aux consequences de cet etat de choses qu'en

interdisant temporairement aux extrangers Faeces de ce territoire.

Annuaire de I'lnstitut de Droit International, XVIII. 253. session <>f

Sept. 10. 1900. The foregoing resolution may be translated :
" 'iMic

Institute of International Law roconnnends that states sl*)uld

refrain from inserting in treaties clauses of reciprocal irrespousil)il-
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ity. It thinks that such clauses are wrong in excusing states from
the performance of their duty to protect tlieir nationals abroad and
tlieir duty to protect foreigners within tlielr own territory. It thlnics

that states which, by reason of extraordinary circumstances, do not

feel able to assure in a maimer sufficiently efficacious the protection

of foreigners on their territoi'y, can cscai)e the conse<iuences of such

a state of things only by temporarily denying to foreigners access

to their territory."

7. Good Offices.

(1) matters of bl'siness.

§ 920.

It is not within the province of the Department of State to make
inquiries abroad as to matters of purely private business of citizens

of the United States, nor is it the practice of the Department to call

upon American ministers abroad to make such inquiries.

Mr. Eiuchanan. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hough, Marcli 1.3. 184(5. 35 MS. Dom.
Let. 4.35; Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ready. Aug. 21. 18,5(5, 45,

MS. Dom. Let. 440; Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. French, Dec.

12, 1856, 46, MS. Dom. Let. 166.

" Under any circumstances, this [a question of succession to prop-

erty], in the first instance, would be a question for the Swiss courts;

but under the special provision of our treaty with Switzerland, it is

a question for those courts finally. The Gth article [of the treaty of

Nov. 25, 1850] . . . declares that any controversy that may arise

among the claimants of the same succession as to whom the property

shall Ijelong shall be decided according to the laws, and by the judges

of the country in which the property is situated. I think it to be a

just construction of this secti(m that it takes the question altogeher

out of the domain of diplomacy."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Harrington, min. to Switzerland, March

21. 1868, Dip. Cor. 18(58, II. 11)2.

In the case, however, to which the foregoing instruction relates, no civil

suit having been institute<t by anyone in Switzerland to contest the

right of the American claimant, the Federal Council directed the

communal council of F]ntfelden. (^anton of Aargau, in whose custody

the property lay, to recognize the rights of that claimant. (Dip. Cor.

18(58. II. 197.)

" It is not, however, within the province or the usage of this Gov-

ernment to interfere in behalf of private citizens in their a.ssertion of

rights of private property situated in foreign nations. Such rights

must l)e regulated and determined according to the laws of the coim-

try where the property may be situated.
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" The consul of the United States at Warsaw is Mr. Charles de

Hofman. Mr. Kulinski is at liberty to address him, requesting his

good offices in his behalf, or whatever unofficial services he may be

able and willing to render. By inclosing this present letter in the

original to the consul, that officer will perceive the view which is

taken by the Department of the case; but the Department can have

no responsibility in the premises, nor can the consul be expected to

incur charges or fees other than such which he may be provided with

funds to meet. Any letter to the consul, if desired, may be sent to

this Department for transmission to him."

Mr. Hale. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kalussowski, May 8, 1872, 94 MS.
Dom. Let. 76.

" To a minister of your experience I need not point out the proper

distinction between diplomatic good offices and personal advocacy.

To extend all proper protection to American citizens, and to secure for

them in any interests they may have a respectful hearing before the

tribunals of the country to which you are accredited, and generally to

aid them with information and advice, are among the imperative and

grateful duties of a minister, duties which increase his usefulness and

add to his respect, and duties which, I have no doubt, you will faith-

fully perform.
" To go beyond and assume the tone of advocacy, with its inevitable

inference of personal interest and its possible suspicion of improper

interest, will at once impair, if it does not utterly destroy, the accepta-

bility and efficiency of a diplomatic repre-sentative."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hurlbut. rain, to Peru, No. 18, Nov. 1!),

1881, War in South America. 504.

See, in this relation, the Chile-Peruvian investigation, II. Report 1190, 47

Cong. 1 sess.

In a case where a man claimed to have been injured on the Metro-

politan Railway in London, the Department of State said

:

'"' It is not part of the minister's regular or official duties to assist

American citizens in the conduct of their private law suits unless some

discrimination against them or some denial of justice makes diplo-

matic interv^ention nece^ssary."

Mr. Rives, Assistant Secretary, to Mr. Coakley, April 11. 1888, im MS.

Dom. Let. 24.

With reference to a request for the intervention of the United

States, through its diplomatic representative in Vienna, to present a

petition addressed to the Emperor, praying that the legal guardian of

His Highness, Prince Benjamin Rolan, jr., and the superior orphan's

court at Pressburg be ordered to settle a claim for money alleged to be
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due from the Prince for money advanced and assistance rendered to

him. the Department of State said

:

'' In view of tlie jn'ouliar relation between the nobles of the Austro-

Hungarian court and His Majesty the Emperor, whereby the latter

is the sole appellate })ower as to suits against the nobles, your request

has received very careful consideration, and the conclusion has at last

been reached that it would not be expedient to direct the United

States minister at Vienna to interfere even by the use of good offices,

in order to procure a remedy extraordinary in itself and concerning

the relation between a sovereign and a peer of the realm,
'• The presentation of any form of petition to an appellate tribunal

is outside of the diplomatic channels. Such proceedings are under-

stood to be generally conducted by legal counsel having experience in

the particular practice involved, and familiar with the law and pro-

cedure of the tribunals of resort. It would seem necessary, therefore,

for you to secure the services of a capable attorney to manage your

case. If you should so desire, the services of the United States

consul-general at Vienna to secure a j)roper attorney, may be offered to

you.''

Mr. Rives. A.ssist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kutsch. May 7. 1888, H» MS. Doiu.

r.et. .309.

"Argentine government has granted to Central & South American

Telegraph Comj)any i)ermission to extend line from Buenos Ayres to

Brazil. Urge, if necessary, on Brazilian government, to grant land-

ing rights at Rio, and thus secure through an American company
independent communication between United States and all South

America.""

Mr. Hayard, See. of State, to Mr. Osborn, tel., June 30. 188.'). quoted in

Mr. Bayard, S(h-. of State, to Mr. .larvis, min. to Brazil, No. 4, July 7,

188.-), MS. Inst. Brazil, XVII. 208.

See. on the same subject, Mr. Bayard to Mr. Jarvis, No. .^), July 20, 188.5.

id. .•?()(); same to same. No. 21, March <;. 188(5. id. .312; Mr. Blaine,

Sw. of State, to Mr. Adams, min. to Brazil. No. 21, Sept. .30, 1.889,

id. 410.

" It is desirable to facilitate the extension of American cables in South

.\merica. i)articularly between Brazil and the TTntted States. Assist

Central & South .Vmerican Cable Company in getting concession from

Brazil." (.Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lawrence, tel., April 27,

1892, MS. In.st. Brazil. XVII. .57(5.)

See. to the same effect, Mr. CJresham. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson,

min. to Brazil. No. 4. Aug. 21, 189.3. .MS. Inst. Brazil, XVII. 077.

See. also. For. Bel. 1891, 120, 138, 1.39. 144, 14.5

With reference to differences lx»tween the Argentine government

and the New York Life Insurance Company, growing out of a decree

of that government, the Department of State observed that it would
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be a matter of deep regret to the government of the United States if

measures were taken which would inflict injury upon the interests

antl prestige of that important business institution. The United
State^^ did not question the right of the Argentine government to

require of a foreign life insurance company security as a condition

of transacting business within its jurisdiction, or a reasonable guar-

antee for the performance of outstanding contracts and the security

of policy holders. The legation was instructed to continue the strenu-

ous exercise of its good offices with a view to the adjustment of the

differences between the government and the company in a manner
alike honorable and acceptable to both parties, and it was slated that

such a happy solution woukl be a matter of sincere gratification to

the President of the United States and would, it was believed,

redoimd to the mutual interest of both countries.

Mr. Hay. See. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, min. to Argentine Republic, No.

479. April 8, 1899. MS. Inst. Argentine Republic, XVII. 455.

Mr. Buchanan was authorized to communicate a coiw of his instructions

to the Argentine (iovernment. if requested to do so.

In 1891. the American minister at Buenos Ayros was instructed to '" pro-

test against levying exceptionally largp tax on foreign life insurance

companies doing Inisiness in the Argentine.'" it l)eing alleged tliat the

proposed legislation would destroy the business of .Vmerican life

insurance in Buenos Ayres—a business that had reached large pro-

portions. (Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to M'-. IMtkiii. .Ian. 5. 1891. For.

Rel. 1801, 1-2; see also, pp. 3, 7, 9.) The matter was arranged by

executive decree. (For. Rel. 1891. 11.)

For a bill imposing certain burdens on foreign insurance companies in

Chile, see For. Rel. 189(). 4.3-45.

Referring to an instruction which he had sent to Mr. McLane,

American minister at Paris, in relation to propo'^ed legislation by the

French assembly discriminating against American life insurance com-

panies doing business in France. Mr. Bayard said: " It i^ my desire

to avoid any unfavorable results that might arise from jealousy in

any supposed interference with French legislation, but I have based

my letter upon an intent to })romote the interests of both countries

by freedom of contract, and the mutual investment of capital in all

its foi-ms. Hctdlidtory legislation is easily stimulated and only adds

to unwisdom, trying to make one right out of two wrongs."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. McCall, March 17, 1880. 1.59 MS. Doin.

Lot. 341.

" Occasion has been found to urge upon the Russian government

equality of treatment for our great life-insurance companies whose

operations have been extended throughout Europe. AdmittiiiL^ a:;

we do, foreign corporations to transact business in the United States,
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we naturally expect no less tolerance for our own in the ample fields

of competition abroad."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 2, 1894, For. Kel. 1804. xiii.

'" However clear may be the strict right of each state to determine

the conditions on which it will permit foreign corj)orations to carry

on business within its jurisdiction, tliere j)revails in such matters a

comity which it is the interest of all nations to maintain, and which

is well illustrated in the freedom and equality with which foreign

corporations are permitted to extend their operations to the United

States. There is ground for the belief that the necessary result of

the course lately adopted by the Prussian authorities in respect to the

Mutual Life Insurance Company would be to give to the beneficent

principle of comity a restricted and uncertijin operation. Under the

circumstances, the President is of the opinion that the subject is one

proper for presentation through the present diplomatic channels, for

consideration in all its aspects by the royal government of Prussia

and by the imperial authorities as well, so far as the latter may have

jurisdiction in the premises."

Mr. Uhl. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunyon, ambass. to Germany, No. 313,

.June 4, 18'.).^, For. iiel. 181>.">, I. 428. See. also. id. 421)-4r)3; II. Ex.

Doc. 247. ~t4 Cong. 1 sess.

For further corresi>ondence, see For. Hel. 180(), 192-198; For. Kel. 1897,

204-208.

In conse(iuence of the exclusion of American life insurance companies

from Prussia, Prussian insurance companies were prohibited to do

itusiness in the State of New York. In October, 1899. the New York
Life Insurance ('omi)any was readmitted to do business in Prussia,

and the (Jerman companies were readmitted to New York. (For.

Uel. 1899. 291-293; President McKinley, annual message, Dec. 5,

1899.

)

In the voluminous record of diplomatic negotiations with reference

to trade and connnerce not a little space, especially in the coi're.spond-

ence of the United States, is occupied with discu.ssions as to the pro-

hibition or restriction of the importation of cattle and hogs, beef and

l)ork.

As examples, see the following:

Austria-Hungary, For. Uel. 1891, 31.

Helgium. For. Kel. 181(1. .3:^-38; For. Kel. 189.'). I. 2JV-.37, referring to

For. Kel. 1894. .->0-.'-)2
; For. Kel. 181X5, 19.

Denmark. For. Kel. 1891. 487; For. Kel. 181»4, 20.'); For. Kel. 189."), I. 210.

France. For. Kel. 18!»1. 489. 493. 49.^; For. Kel. 1892, 1(52; For. Kel. 189.^),

I. 402; For. Kel. 189<!. 1.3()-139.

(iermany. For. Kel. 1891. .')01-.")28; For. Kel. 1894, 22<)-233; For. Kel. 1895,

I. 497-r)<».-): For. Kel. 181M;. 1C»;^-18.').

Great Hritain. For. Kel. 189»!. 317-3(J3, the "Diseases of Animals Act,

1891)," being printed at p. 303.
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(2) APPEALS FOE CLEMENCY.

§ 921.

The government of the United States will, through the Secretary

of State, interpose its good offices for the alleviation of the punisli-

nient of citizens of the United States convicted in a foreign country

of political offenses against such country.

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gushing and others, Aug. 27, 1842, 32

MS. Dom. Let. 410.

" The judgment of mankind is that in revolutionary movements
which are carried on by large masses, and which appeal to popular

sympathy, capital executions of individuals who fall within the power
of the government are unwise and often unjust. Such severity,

when practiced upon a citizen of a foreign state, excites a new sym-

pathy by enlisting feelings of nationality and jjatriotism.

" The fellow-citizens at home of the sufferer in a foreign country

naturally incline to believe that the just and generous principle to

which I have referred is violated in his case. The soundness of this

principle is quite easily understood after the revolutionary movement
is ended, although it is difficult to accept the truth in the midst of

revolutionary terror or violence. A\nien the President of the United

States dismissed the prosecutions in the United States courts of the

so-called Fenians who attempted an unlawful and forbidden invasion

of Canada, and returned them to their homes at the expense of the

government, and at the same time obtained, through the wise coun-

sels of Sir Frederick Bruce and the governor-general of Canada, a

mitigation of the capital punishments adjudged against those who
were convicted in the Canadian courts, the President adopted pro-

ceedings which have practically assured the continuance of i)eace

upon the Canadian border. It was believed here that similar clem-

ency could be practiced in the Manchester case with benign residt.s.

Your dispatch leads us to believe that Her Majesty's government was

so thoroughly convinced of the necessity of pursuing a different

course in that case that further interposition than that which you

adopted would have been unavailing and injurious to citizens of the

United States. Certainly it belonged to the British goverinnent to

decide whether the principle which we invoked could be wisely

applied in the Manchester case."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, uiin. to England, No. 2t(M').

Dec. 9, 1867, Dip. Cor. 18<J8. I. 37.

"Mr, Frelinghuysen informed Mr, Lowell of the action of the

House of Representatives, as contained in the resolution of Deceinb<'r
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10, repeated his former instruction to consider the citizenship of

O'Donnell established, and conchided by saying:

"'There l)eintr in (ireat Britain no judicial examination on appeal

of the proceedings at a criminal trial, possible errors can only be cor-

rected through a new trial or by executive action upon the sentence.

Therefore this government is anxious that such careful examination

be given to the proceedings in this case as to discover error, should

one have been committed. You are therefore directed by the Presi-

dent to request a delay of the execution of the sentence, and that a

careful examination of the case be made by Her Majesty's govern-

ment, and that the prisoner's counsel be permitted to present any

alleged points of error.'
"*

Mr. Freliiifihuysen. Soo. of State, to Mr. Ix)well, inin. to England, tel.,

Dec. 11, 1883, For. Rel. 1883, 479.

With reference to a petition signed by prominent officials and pri-

vate citizens of St. Louis, Missouri, and addressed to the King of

Hawaii, praying for the pardon of a person who had l)een convicted

of homicide at Honolulu, the Department of State said: " I have en-

closed a copy of the correspondence to Mr. Rollin M. Daggett, United

States minister there, for his information. The Department's under-

standing of this case is that Mr. was fairly and impartially

tried and convicted. Under these circumstances it is not perceived

how Mr. Daggett could lx» instructed to intervene officially in the

j)risoner's behalf. Besides, it is not the jH'ovince of this government

to interfere in the judicial proceedings of a friendly foreign power,

especially when those proceedings have been marked by a spirit of

fairness and impartiality. At the same time I have every desire to

extend Mr. such assistance as his friends think him entitled

to. and this Department consistently can. In this sense copies of the

])apers have gone to Mr. Daggett, who has been instructed that should

the matter i)e i)rought to his attention by the King or the minister for

foreign affairs, after the petition had been duly presented to His

Majesty, or should a convenient opportunity })resent itself for Mr.

Daggett to sj)eak to the King or the minister for foreign affairs ui)on

t\u' subject, he was at liberty to <1() so unofficially, making such rei)re-

sentations as from his j)()sition. and the circumstances of Mr. 's

case, he might consider him entitled to."

.Mr. liayanl. Sec. of State, to Mr. O'Neill, March I'.l. 18M.-.. I.-4 .MS. Doni.

Let. r..S4.

•• Full brief Sproule's case presented to imperial government by

.Vmerican minister earnestly urging clemency : execution sonsequently

postponed by Unnadian authorities. This I)ej)artment has made
every possible appeal and still hopes for commutation."
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Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Collins, tel., Oct. 25, 1880, 102 MS. Doin.

Let. 8.

See, as to Sproule's case, Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. West. Brit,

niin., Feb. 17. April 14, April 23, 1886, MS. Notes to Great Britain,

XX. 190; Mr. Porter. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit. min. Oct. 1,

1886, MS. Notes to Great Britain. XX. 2,31 ; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State.

to Mr. Phelps, min. to England, Sept. 24, 1880, MS. Inst. Great
Britain, XX. 240.

" In the cause of mercy, I beg leave to place in your hands the

enclosed letters of Baron Fava, the Italian minister at this capital,

and of His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Naples, relating to

<he case of Vicenze Vika, an Italian now imder sentence of death

in the State of Pennsylvania, and already respited by your order.

While I yield to the earnest request of Baron Fava to become the

personal intermediary for placing in your hands these proofs of deep

interest in the prisoner's fate, and appeals for the exercise of your

official clemency, yet I have not such knowledge of the circumstances

of the case as would warrant me in the expression of any opinion in

relation thereto.

" The sincerity and earnestness of Baron Fava and his reverend

correspondent induce, however, an expression of my hope that you

may find ground for an interposition of the great discretion which is

your official prerogative, by which a mitigation of the extreme penalty

of the law can he granted."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Gov. Beaver, April 10, 1888, 108 MS. Dom.

Let. 105.

August 2, 1888, the Department of State communicated to the

governor of Mis.souri a note of the preceding day from the British

minister expressing the earnest desire of his Government that a res-

pite of the sentence pronounced against Maxwell, alias Brooks, who
was then under sentence of death at St. Louis for the murder of oue

Preller, might be granted. The Department of State, though with-

out information of the reasons on which the respite was requested,

felt bound to lay before the governor the application made by the

minister of a friendly power, whose appeal to the governor's liigh

official discretion and clemency in behalf of one of his countrymen

was justly entitled to and doubtless would receive serious considera-

tion.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Governor Morehouse, Aug. 2, 1888, 109 MS.

Doni. Let. 314.

Maxwell was in due time hanged. (Mr. Rives. Act. Sec. of State. t()

Mr. Francis, Oct. 9. 1888. 170 MS. Dom. I^t. 18.3.)

The petition of numerous Ottoman subjects residing in Massachusetts.

asking executive clemency for one of their countrymen wlio was

undergoing a term of imprisonment In that State, having been com-
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nnmioated to the Department of State by the Turkish minister at

Washington, was transmitte<l l>y the Department to the governor of

Massaclmsetts for his consideration. (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to

the governor of Mass., May 4, 1889, 172 MS. Dom. Let. 0G5.)

" Cipciimstances have prevented an earlier acknowledgment of

your letter, without date, but received here on the 8d of December

last, in which you ask the intervention of this Department to cause

the transmission to Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, of a petition of

three thousand American women, having for its object the release of

Mrs. Florence Maybrick, recently convicted in England of murder
and now imprisoned at Woking under a life-sentence.

'- Mrs. Maybrick's case had enlisted the Department's attention,

and, shortly after her conviction, the minister of the United States

at London, Mr. Robt. T. Lincoln, used his unofficial good offices with

the authorities there to the end that the original capital sentence of

the court, since commuted, might not be carried into execution.
'' The question of any interference by one government in the

administration of justice within the jurisdiction of another is, at all

times, a delicate one, and the difficulty was increased in the present

case by the fact that the defendant, although of American origin,

had become the wife of a British subject. As Mrs. Maybrick's case

is here luiderstood, it is not i)erceived upon what grounds the gov-

ernment of the ITnited States could at present further interfere in

her i)ehalf. T do not, therefore, feel warranted in making our lega-

iion at London the channel for the communication of the petition in

question to the British government, especially as, in somewhat anal-

ogous cases heretofore, the direct presentation of such a petition, by

ihe signers, to the British home office, has been advised as the regular

and ])r()per course to pursue."

Mr. P.laine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Campl)ell, Feb. 14. 1890, 170 MS. Dom.
Let. IVM.

See, to the same effect. Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ingrabam, Feb. 1.

1S!K>, id. 270; Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. ("lark, June 27, 1890,

178 MS. Dom. Let. 131.

Mr. Lincoln was subseciuentl.v informed that a feeling of great interest

attached to the pardon of Mrs. Maybrick, and he was Instructed to

"go as far as diplomatic privilege will allow and justify." (Mr.

Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lincoln, min. to England, tel., April 18,

IS'.H. MS. Inst. (Jr. Br. XXIX. 4«>9.) The application was unsuc-

cessful.

Sec II. Doc. .",70, 54 Cong. 1 sess. 10.

The British authorities, while admitting the right of petition for

the pardon of persons under criminal sentence, require the prayer

to come to the proper officer of the government, the home secretary,

directly, and not through a foreign government. As a similar rule
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is generally observed by the government of the United States and
the States of the Union with regard to foreign petitions praying for

clemency, the Department of State can not run counter to suoh usage

and must decline to present the petition officially. - -

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Newlin, July 20, 1895, 203 MS. Dom.
Let. 471.

8. Pbotection of Missionabies.

§ 922.

Missionaries sent out by religious communions in the United States

to Mohammedan or Pagan land " are entitled to all the protection

which the law of nations allows this government to extend to citizens

who reside in foreign countries in the pursuit of their lawful avoca-

tions, but it would be a source of endless embarrassment to attempt to

reverse the decisions of regular tribunals as to the questions connected

with the peculiarities of doctrinal belief."

Mr. Everett, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, inin. to Turkey, No. 24, Feb. 5,

1853, S. Ex. Doc. 9, 33 Cong. 2 sess. 5.

This instruction related to the trial and sentence of banishment of the

Reverend Jonas King, of Massachusetts, in Greece, for alleged offences

against the established religion of the state. For the reason above

stated, Mr. Everett held that it would not be expedient to require

any pecuniary indemnity to be made to Dr. King. But, as he thought

that Dr. King had not had a fair trial, he directed Mr. Marsh to say

to the Greek government that the President expected a formal remis-

sion of the sentence of banishment should be grautetl. The Greek

government declined directly to accede to this request, but in fact

the judgment against Dr. King remained unexecuted. (S. Ex. Doc.

9, 33 Cong. 2 sess. 18(j.) For further particulars of this case, see

supra, § 91.'>.

The government of the United States, while protecting citizens of

the United States in Turkey, so far as concerns their international

rights, can not in any way assume a protectorship of Christian com-

munions in Turkey, as is done by some European powers, nor in any

way undertake to determine their dissensions.

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Williams, Oct. 22, 1800, MS. Inst. Turkey,

II. 27.

" It is a matter of regret that the Christian missionaries of the

United States and of Hawaii to thp Micronesian group should have

experienced any obstacle in the- prosecution of their calling, and

especially that they .should have be^^n wronged in their person and

property by the savage aborigines. It is hoped that the vessel of

war which, it is understood, has been ordered thither, will have tlic

effect of preventing any further outrages uj^on our citizens. Our
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right, however, to demand redress for injuries to subjects of the

Hawaiian Kingdom, independent, though a friendly state, may be

regarded as questionable. We should, consequently, prefer not to

direct an application to be made in their behalf, notwithstanding

the connection between missionaries of this country and those of

Hawaii, adverted to by Mr. Harris in his note to you of the 26th

February. Still, as the native inhabitants of Micronesia are not

understood to acknowledge the obligations of the law of nations, it

will be competent for, and there would be no objection to, a United

States naval commander interposing in behalf of any subjects of the

Hawaiian Kingdom to protect them against any further injuries

with which they might be threatened during his abode in Micronesia."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Peirce, min. to Hawaii, No. 13, April 6,

1870, MS. Inst. Hawaii, II. 196.

The minister of the United States at Constantinople may employ
his good offices with the Turkish authorities to obtain for the Syrian

Protestant College authority to grant medical degrees. This privi-

lege, however, is not to be claimed as a matter of right, either under

public laAv or treaty, but merely as a mark of good will.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Brown, uiin. to Turlvey, No. 7, July 31,

1871, MS. Inst. Turkey, II. 34G.

November 4, 1871, Mr. Brown, American minister at Constanti-

nople, answered an inquiry of Mr. Hay, American vice-consul-general

at Beirut, as to the amount of protection, if any, which consuls of the

United States might give to teachers, pupils, and natives, who had
been converted through the ministry of American missionaries, from

persecution on account of their religious belief. Mr. Brown stated

that he was without instructions on the subject, and that, much as the

government of the United States might be interested in the principle

of leligious lil)erty, the question was one of so much delicacy as to

prevent direct official interference to sustain it. Mr. Brown stated

that by Article V. of the treaty between the United States and Tur-

key it was established that the legation and consulates of the United

States should not protect Ottoman subjects either openly or secretly,

and the same principle was repeated in the berat or exequatur issued

to the consul-general. With these facts before him, Mr. Brown said

that he could not instruct Mr. Hay to claim a right to give his official

protection to the persons mentioned, and he believed that the local

authorities would not allow it. Mr. Brown said that he did not

advise Mr. Hay to refrain from offering unofficial solicitations in

iK'half of any clearly established case of religious persecution, no

matter who the sufferer or what his faith might be, or from invoking

the well-known liberal principles of the Ottoman government in
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such matters; but this should be done with much discretion; and it

" would be certainly an error to interfere in the affairs of the individ-

uals you allude to disconnected with religion." Mr. Hay had stated

that, if a Mohammedan subject of Turkey embraced Christianity,

his evidence was by the laws of Mohammedanism worthless and he

could be put to death, but that a recent decree of the Sultan pro-

claimed religious toleration throughout the empire. This decree,

said Mr. Hay, was not practically enforced in Syria, and American
missionaries oft^n desired and expected consular interposition to

succor persecuted native teachers and native converts, though such

a course was offensive to the local authorities, who were upheld by
their superiors in Constantinople. On this point Mr. Brown replied

that Mr. Hay was incorrect in his statement that any ^lussulman

who had embraced Christianity might be put to death, since the

Sultan had officially declared that this principle of Islam holy law

should never be practiced; and there were in fact a few Christians,

formerly Moslems, who resided at Constantinople and were in fre-

quent intercourse with the higher functionaries of the government.

Continuing, Mr. Brown said :
'' I would therefore not encourage you

to do what, though very creditable to your feelings as a Protestant,

T should not be able to sustain you in. . . . As to the American

missionaries, I of course need not add that every possible means
should be adopted for their protection. Their dwellings and estab-

lishments are inviolate, and will never, I presume, be molested." -

With reference to this correspondence, Mr. Fish said :
" I have

received your dispatch Xo. 28, of the 6th ultimo, enclosing corre-

spondence between yourself and the vice-consul-general at Beirut, in

regard to the 'amount of protection, if any. consuls can give to the

teachers, pupils, and natives, who have been converted through the

ministry of American missionaries, from persecution on account of

their religious belief.' In reply, I have to state that the general

position and principles advanced by you on the subject are correct,

and are within the j)rovision of the treaty between the United States

and Turkey, and your communication to the vice-consul-general is

approved.*'

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Brown, iiiin. to Turkoy. No. 1*4. l>oi: .%.

1871, For. Kel. 1872. 0»j!). acknowletlging the ret-eipt of .Mr. Hrowirs

No. 28, of Nov. t), 1871, id. G6.3.

May 27. 1882. Mr. Frelinghuysen enclosed to the American legation

at St. Petersburg a letter from the American Bible Society in rela-

tion to the introduction and sjde in parts of Russia of copies of iIh-

Bible printed by that society. It was stated that the colporteur-^ of

the society were forbidden to sell the Scriptures from house to house

in Esthonia by the clerg}- of the Lutheran Church, and that the
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Scriptures published by the society in Armenian and Syriac, imported

by way of Tabreez or Constantinople, were excluded from the region

of the Caucasus on the strength of a decree of the Russian minister

of the interior. Mr, Frelinghuysen stated that the American Bible

Society was an incorporated company under the laws of New York,

and that, apart from" its claims in common with other lawful Ameri-

can corporations to the kindly offices of the government, there was in

its case the unselfish aim of doing good which commended it to the

support of enlightened people. The legation was directed to read

the instruction to the Russian minister of foreign affairs, and to

express the hope that the Russian government would examine into the

allegations submitted, and if they were found to be well grounded,

issue such orders as might be deemed right and best fitted to afford

the desired relief.

Mr. Frelinghuysen, See. of State, to Mr. Hoffman, charge, No. 128, May
27. 1882, MS. Inst. Russia. XVI. 279.

In a sul)sequent instruction, Mr. Frelingiiuysen stated that it was repre-

sented to hira that Billies of the British Bible Society were every-

where admitted and allowed to be sold by the Russian authorities,

and tliat the refusal to promote the sale of American Bibles in like

manner was a discrimination against American citizens. Mr. Fre-

linghuysen considered this a contravention of Articles VI. and IX.

of the treaty of commerce and navigation of December 6-18, 1832.

(Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunt. min. to Russia, No.

28. Felt. 10, 1883, MS. Inst. Russia, XVI. 324.)

See, also, Mr. J. Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wurts, charge. No. 45,

May 25, 188.3, MS. Inst. Russia, XVI. 34fj.

" Mr. Heap's despatch No. 300, of the 1st ultimo, reports the corre-

spondence had with the Turkish government concerning the alleged

conversion, by the mis.sionaries in certain parts of Armenia, of their

dwellings to ecclesiastical purposes, and their use of bells as a part

of their worship,

" The explanatory memorandum, which, after causing inve.stiga-

tions to l)e made, Mr, Heap communicated to the uiinister for foreign

affairs is approved as temperate and courteous in tone.

" The riglit of private worship in a dwelling house must be main-

tained. If that is infringed, the remonstrances of your legation will

not fail to be innnediate and energetic,

'• To ensure that the intervention of this government in such a case

is ()l)tain(Hl in good faith and due as a right, it is very desirable that

such discretion should l)e observed by American citizens of non-

Mohammedan faith who take up their abode in the Mohammedan
regions of Turkey, as not to overstep the bounds which separate

private from pul)lic worship, or to give grounds for any plausible

complaint by the Turkish authorities that the sensibilities of their
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people are wounded by any, to them, offensive demonstrations of a

character usually connected with public ecclesiastical worship.
" The point may be best illustrated by the question of the bells said

to have been hung by the missionaries in certain localities. It is

presumed, from the nature of the complaint, that these bells have been

hung in or upon private dwellings, that their purpose is to sunnnon
worshippers to the private services held within those dwellings, and
that (in connection with the internal arangement of those dwellings,

which it is supposed are such as to facilitate the assemblage of per-

sons outside of the household), this use of bells is held by the Turks
to indicate the use of a private dwelling for the usual purposes of a

church.

" If the question were frankly presented by the Turkish govern-

ment, as to whether a bell so hung, and so rung, openly and audibly

over an extended neighborhood, is a needful or usual adjunct of a

private dwelling, the answer would be as frankly made that it is not

so regarded by this government. It is not unlikely that an equivalent

or similarly conspicuous Mohannnedan demonstration upon a pri-

vate dw^elling in any populous locality here, or in any Christian

country, would be suppressed as a nuisance, and this without any
idea of interfering with liberty of worship or individual conscience.

•• It may be well for you to advise those missionaries who may seek

your advice or intervention in this matter that this government
would not be willing to make the right to use church Ixdls on private

dwellings a diplomatic question with Turkey. The part of discretion

for them to pursue would appear to be the avoidance of opportunities

of giving offense to the people among whom their lot is cast."

Mr. Frelingbuj'sen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wallace, niiii. to Turkey, Jan. 9,

1884, MS. Inst. Turkey, IV. 77.

" The question of the i^ersonal protection of parties whose sojourn

in Mexico may be under such conditions or associations as to bring

them into conflict with Mexican law and, probably, worse still,

with native prejudices, is a grave matter which, from its complexity,

requires the most discreet handling. In the two cases mentioned in

your present dispatch, the element of discretion in the proceeding

of the American citizens concerned is not, I regret to say. evidi^nt.

In the one, it is proposed to erect a Protestant house of worshij) in

immediate proximity to a Catholic Church. In the other, the ruins

of a consecrated edifice are proposed to be utilized for the worshij)

of another faith. The legal right to do these things may be perfect

in all respects, but the moral aggressiveness of the proceeding may

tend to arouse local sensibilities and divert them into undesiral)le

channels. It is one thing to be drawn unintentionally intj a con-

troversy ; it is quite another to provoke it.

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 22
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'* I find in tlie records of this Department a recent instance bearing

on this question and showing the views of my immediate predecessor

touching the extent to which international right may be invoked to

defend acts which may be hiwful in themselves, but Avhich nuiy tend

to disturb the popular feeling.

*' In 1884 an instruction (No, 147, of January 0) was addressed to

All'. Wallace, United States minister at Constantinople, in reply to a

disi)atch reporting the correspondence had with the Turkish gov-

ernment concerning the alleged conversicm by the missionaries, in

certain parts of Armenia, of their dwellings to ecclesiastical pur-

poses, and their use of bells as a j)art of their worship.

" Mr. Frelinghuysen remarked that the right of private worship

in a dwelling hous(> must be maintained, and that if it were infringed

the remonstrances of the legation were to be inunediate and energetic.

To insure that the intervention of this government in such a case

was obtained in good faith and due as a right, it was very desirable

that such discretion should be observed by American citizens of non-

^lohammedan faith, who had taken up their abode in the Mohamme-
dan regions of Turkey, as to not overstep the bounds which separate

jirivate from i)ublic worshi]), or to give grounds for any plausible

complaint by the Turkish authorities that the sensibilities of their

])eople were wounded by any. to them, ott'ensive demonstrations of a

character usually connected with public ecclesiastical worshi]).

*•
I now ([uote Mr. Frelinghuysen's language literally."

"Mr. Frelinghuysen also intimated to Mr. A\'allace that it might

he well to infoi'ui the missionaries who sought his advice or interven-

lion in such matters, that the United States govermnent was not

willing to make the right to us(> church bells on private dwellings a

dil)loniatic (juestion with Turkey, and that the j)art of discretion for

I hem to j)ursue would appear to be the avoidance of o])port unities of

giving oti'ense to the jx'ople among whom their lot was cast.

•• It is, however, ([uite clear in the cases now before me, that if

antagonisms be created by acts in j)erfect accord with j)rincij)les of

domestic and international law, as well as the letter of individual

rights, the j)ai"ties are entitled to i)ersonal ])rotection against any un-

lawful interference with those rights, by all means ordinarily within

the j)ower of the local authorities in the first instance, and secoiully.

in case of denial thereof, by the interposition of the government of

the country of the complaining individual.
*'

'I'he administrative and political system of civilized govermnents

is designed to afford security to the individual in the enjoyment of

" Here follows a (luotiitioii of piiriij;riU)lis ."i and •>. befrinniiij; witli the words
" T1h» i>oiiit." and endiiifr with the words "individual conscieuee." of Mr. Fre-

linghuysen to .Mr. Wallace, No. 147, .Ian. !>, liS84. sui»ra, 330-337.
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his lawful personal rights, and is supposed to be adequate for all

usual demands upon their power. The application of extraordinary

means for individual i)rotection, especially if the assertion of the

individual's rights l^e demonstratively aggressive, and calcidated

from the nature of things in the locality to lead to conflict, is hardly

to be expected.

" You Avill, of course, understand that nnich of this instruction is

designed for your personal guidance. The tone of your dispatch,

however, leads the Dei:)artnient to place the utmost reliance in your

wisdom and discretion in dealing with this class of (piestions."

Mr. Bayai-tl. Sec. of State, to Mr. .Tac-kson. .July 17, 188."). .M.S. Inst. Mexico,

XXI. 329.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the lath

instant, accompanied by a newspaper extract entitled ' Fresh Turkish

Atrocities.' meaning those perpetrated upon the Christian inhabitants

of Bulgaria, and to say that the United States government has enough

to do to protect its own citizens in the Turkish dominions. But,

even with the right of treaties and of international law on our side,

it is with the greatest difficulty that we obtain a satisfactory hearing

for our complaints. It is thought, therefore, that it would weaken

the force of our valid complaints Avere this government to press for

the interests, no matter how deserving, of the native Christians of

Bulgaria on the ground of sympathy alone; and. nu)reover, as the

treaty of Berlin reserves the Bulgarian question to the Powers which

negotiated that instrument, and as the government of tlie United

JStates was not a party thereto, an appeal from this govtUMunent to

one of them alone would be a manifest intrusion and contrary to the

practice of diplonuitic intervention in such cases.

" In connection with this subject I (juote from the message of the

President to the Congress of the United States of I)eceml)er 4, ISS.'i,

as follows

:

" ' Under the treaty of Berlin, liberty of conscience and civil rights

are assured to all strangers in Bulgaria. .\.s the United States have

no distinct conventional relations with that country and ai-e not a

l)arty to the treaty, they shall in my opinion |the President's]

maintain diplomatic representation at Sofia for the improvement of

intercourse, and the proper protection of the many American citizens

who resort to that country as missionaries and teachers. I |the

President] suggest that I be given authority to establish an agency

and consulate general at the Bulgarian capital."

'• I may observe, however, in conclusion, that we ha\'e no consulai- or

other representative at that ca[)ital."

Mr. I-'reliiifilmyscii. Sec. of State, to .Mr. CJiffonl. Dec. Ut. ISSI. I.".:: MS.

Dom. Let. 470.
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With reference to a request that the American minister at Lisbon Ix;

directed to use proper efforts for the removal of certain restrictions

on the missionary activities of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions in Mozambique, the Department of State said:

" Your letter . . . has been sent to that minister with a com-

mendatory instruction authorizing his good offices in the matter. In

Portugal, you are aware, as in other countries, freedom of worship

might be allowed where proselytism would be discouraged. It is

trusted that the very broad and j^ractically unsectarian views and

measures of your board, already known to the Portuguese govern-

ment, will be found to favor the success of your reciuest.''

Mr. Froliiijrlm.vsen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smith, Jan. 27, 1885, 154 MS.
Doin. JjCt. 74.

Where certain American missionaries, because of a prohibition

against citizens of the United States holding real estate in Mexico

within '20 leagues of the frontier, organized a corporation under a

Mexican charter in order to hold real estate under Mexican law, it

was held that the question of title to the property thus held was one

for the jurisdiction of the Mexican courts and was not a proper sub-

ject for diplomatic intervention.

Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to Mr. .Jat-kson. luiii. to Mo.\U-o. July ;>, 1885,

MS. Inst. Mexico. XXI. :V2i.

"If Mr. Norwood's statement is exact in all particulars (and there

is no cause for me to doubt the good faith of his narrative), his

well-disposed efforts to adjust the question in a manner which shall

reconcile his indisj)utal)le civil and religious i-ights under the Mexican

constitution, with a considerate respect for the sentiments of the

conununity in which he dwells, have lx?en rendered unavailing by the

concerted opposition of the Mexican authorities. This is a grave

charge, and if those whose duty it is to administer the laws under the

Mexican constitution and to protect all law-abiding persons in their

individual, civil, and religious rights, do in reality render the funda-

mental guarantees of no avail, the matter might well be made the

occasion for formal and urgent remon.st ranees. It is alike tiie duty

f)f the Mexican government to see that its laws are respected by and
toward all persons within its jurisdiction, and the obligation of this

government to see to it that any American citizen whose rights are

infringed witiiout due warrant of law, shall be protected in tho.se

rights."

Mr. r.ayanl. Sec of State, to Mr. Jaelison. July 31. 1885, MS. Inst.

Mex. XXI. :U7.

In enclosing to the American minister at Con.stantinoi)le copies of a

letter of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
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of July 29, 1885, and the reply thereto of August 17, in relation to the

cause of American missionaries in the Ottoman Empire, the Depart-

ment of State said :
'' You will communicate freely with the Depart-

ment on this subject as you may deem it necessary, and while giving

your own views as to the result of the practical knowledge you may be

able to obtain on the spot, you will ask such special instructions as

you may think needful. You will rest assured that it is the purpose

of this government to go to all proper limits in protecting American
rights and interests in Turkey, and any suggestions that you may
offer as to the proper method of doing so will have careful considera-

tion. At the same time you will not disguise from the Porte our

sense of disappointment at the inadequacy of the protection accorded

to law-abiding citizens of the United States in Turkey, and the bad
impression which must be created from the continued failure to

punish offenders whose identity has been amply established. The
Turkish government, is no less concerned than ourselves in seeing to

it that no imputation on its good faith shall be possible, and that no

culprit shall be screened from the consequences of his acts. The
government of the United States recognizes in the missionaries an

honest and worthy set of men who have achieved a vast amount of

good and whose welfare is dear to multitudes in this country. They
not only deserve all the protection possible, but should be shown every

proper sympathy in their life-work."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cox, luin. to Turkey, No. 9, Aug. 17,

1885, For. Rel. 188.5. 855.

" Information received of maltreatment suffered by an inoffensive

American woman engaged in missionary work in Turkish Koordistan

was followed by such representations to the Porte as resulted in the

issuance of orders for the punishment of her assailants, the removal

of a delinquent official, and the adoption of measures for the protec-

tion of our citizens engaged in mission and other lawful work in that

quarter."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 4, ^Sm, For. Rel. 180.*?, x.

" Three of the assailants of Miss Melton, an American teacher in

Mosul, have l>een convicted by the Ottoman courts, and I am advised

that an appeal against the acquittal of the remaining five has been

taken by the Turkish prosecuting officer."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. .3, 1894, For. Rel. 1894, xv.

The case was trietl at Mosul, on the river Tigris, opposite old Nineveh.

Twelve men were found guilty of the assault. The court for tlie

corre<-tion of errors, at Bagdad, found that the evidence justifitMl th«>

conviction of eight of the men, hut not of the other four; Jiiid the c-aso

was sent hack to the trial court for further proceedings. S<'i>t<'inlMT 1 7.

1894, four of Miss Melton's assailants were sentenced to thrtv years'
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Imprisonment and five were discharged for insuffleient evidence. In

a note of Se|)teiiil>cr UCi. 1S1>4, the Tnrkisli minister of foreign affairs

state<l tliat of tlie iMjrlit men wlio were nnder arrest for the assault,

five were ac(|uitt(Ml for insulticient evidence, while the others, two of

whom had escaped, were condennied to three years' hard labor. The
I'nitHl States urj;e<l the recai)ture of the two es<*aped convicts, saying

that until it was effected, or pro|)er efforts were i)ut forth to that end.

the incident could hardly he regarded as c1os<m1, notwithstanding the

energy disidayed by the Turkish (Jovernment in i»ressing tlie prosecu-

tion. (For. liel. 1S1»4. (kSS-TP-J. in connection with For. Hel. lS!j;i,

(;4-_>-T04.)

October 10. 1805. tlie minister of the United States at Constanti-

nople tele<i:raplu'(l that there was apprehension of a massacre of mis-

sionaries at Aleppo, Had j in, Mersine, and Marash. Orders had bt^en

issued for all provinces to protect Americans. The IT. S. S. Marhle-

hi'dd was ordered to the (iulf of Alexandretta. In resj)onse to an

inipiiry of the Turkish minister at Washinofton it was stated that the

visit of this vessel to Turkish waters " is in pursuance of a long-

established usage of this government to send its vessels, in its dis-

cretion, to the })orts of any country which may for the time being

suffer perturbation of i)ul)lic order and where its countrymen are

known to i)()ssess interests. This course is very general with all

other governments, and the circumstance that a transient occasion for

such visits may exist dws not detract from their essentially friendly

character."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to INIavroyeni Bey, Oct. ir., 189"), For. Rel. ISO."),

II. i:'.24.

Early in 1895 rej^orts were received that American missionaries at

Marash, Iladjin. Aintab. and Orfa apprehended a massacre, and that

a hostile feeling toward them existed at Erzerum. \'an. and Hitlis.

On the denuind of the legation of the United States at Constantinople,

the Poi'te, while denying the existence of the rumored danger, sent

telegraj)hic orders to the civil and military functionaries in Asia

Minor, enjoining u])on them the j)r<)tecti()n of Americans and their

proj)erty. Resides, the U. S. S. Mdrltlcliaul was ordered from

(libraltar to Beirut, and the U. S. S. S(i)i Fronchco^ with Kear-

Admiral Kirkland, commander in chief of the European station, fnmi

Palei-mo to Smyrna. Alexandretta. and Adana, under instruction-,

to ascertain, by conference with the United States consuls and resident

Aiui'rican citi/.ens in the places mentioned, what foundation existed

for the alarming ap])rehensions expivssed in regard to the massacre

of Christians in 'I'urkey. and. in case sufficient ground should be found

for such anxiety, to intimate to the responsible authorities of the gov-

ernment of Turkey that it was the intention of the United States to

afford full protection to its citizens who were peaceably residing in
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that part of the workl under the guarantee of treaties." The visit of

the ships bore a friendly character.'' Admiral Kirkland rej^jorted that

no information could l)e obtained of any outrages on American citi-

zens, and that his reception was everywhere most courteous.''

'* The number of citizens of the United States resident in the

Turkish Empire is not accurately known. According to latest ad-

vices, there are 172 Amei'ican missionaries, dependents of various

mission boards in the Ignited States, scattered over Asia Minor.

There are also numbers of our citizens engaged in business or prac-

ticing professions in different ])arts of the Empire. Besides these,

more or less persons, originally subjects of Turkey and since natu-

ralized in the United States, have returned to the country of their

birth and are temporarily residing there. The whole number of

persons comprising these several classes can not be accurately esti-

mated, but, the families of such citizens being considered, can hardly

be less than five or six hundred, and may possii)ly exceed that total.

'" Outside of the capital and a few commercial seaport towns, the

bulk of this large American element is found in the interior of Asia

Minor and Syria, remote from the few consular establishments main-

tained by this government in that quarter, inaccessible except by

difficult journeys, and isolated from each other by the broken char-

acter of the mountain country and tlie absence of roads. Under these

circumstances and in the midst of the alarming agitation which for

more than a year past has existed in Asia Minor, it has been no

slight task for the representative of the United States to follow the

interests of those whose defense necessarily falls to his care, to de-

mand and obtain the measures indispensable to their safety, and to

act instantly upon every apjwal for help in view of real or appre-

hended peril. *It is, however, gratifying to bear testimony to the

energy and promptness of the minister in dealing with every griev-

ance brought to his notice, and his foresight in anticipating com-

l)laints and securing timely ])r()tecti()n in advance of actual need.

The efforts of the minister have had the moral support of the i)res-

ence of naval vessels of the United States on the Syrian and Adanan

coasts from time to time as occasion required, and at the present

time the San Franrmo and Marhlehead are about to be joined by

the Minncajwlis, which has lately been ordered to the eastern waters

of the Mediterranean, the s<iuadron being tmder the command of

Kear-Admiral Selfridge. an officer whose record indicates the neces-

sary discretion in dealing with whatever emergencies may arise."

.Mr. OliH'.v. Sec. of State. reiK)rt to tlie rresidi-iit. Dee. 10. IS!*.". S. r)o<-. ."..'..

.">4 CoiiL'. 1 sess. : For. Hel. IS!)."). II. 12.".(>. 1:521 et se(|.

"For. Hel. ISO."), II. VllM. r_>:}S. 12:50. 1240. 1241. 124:".. 1247. 12."^t.

«- For. Kel. 1S0,">. II. 1242. 124S. 12.".0.

cFor. Kel. 1895, II. 1245-1247.
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See. nlso. Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Terrell, niin. to Turkey, Nov. 22,

1895, For. Rel. 189"), II. 1:M.^..

The following; instriu-tioJis were telegniphed. Doe. 18, 1895. to Admiral

SelfrUljio : "The MiniictipoliK ordered to Alexandretta, Syria. Marash.

Turkey, center of danger. Suggest the concentration of vessels

Fnited States Navy, and taking missionaries and other Americans on

hoard, if iu»cessary. Act promptly if in your judgment advisahle to

land force. Keej) Department fully informed. Acknowledge." (For.

Kel. 189.5, II. 1422.)

It has not boon " tlie policy of this govornmont to make the pro-

lection of American missionaries in Turkey dependent upon their

withdrawal from their ]K)sts of duty. It has boon nuide cUmu* to Dr.

Smith [foroi<ru .secretary of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions] that there has been no change of policy what-

ever in this regard. A,s in China during the recent war with Japan,

when mob violence and anti-Christian spirit ran high in the remote

interior provinces, this government stands ready to use its influence

and its agencies to assert its rights by every permissible means to

insure the safety of resident American citizens in Turkey, aiding

them to reach places of safety should they voluntarily desire to do so.

and exerting diplomatic pressure for their protection should they

remain at their posts. If it aids those devoted men or their families

to reach a place of temporary shelter, that in no way implies a condi-

tion of abandonment of their employment. Like yourself, this De-

partment sympathizes very keenly with the perilous situation of the

nonworkers, the helpless women and children, who are not reasonably

to be regarded as tied to their posts by obligations of duty, and would

be glad to see them .shielded from harm which may possibly befall

them. It understands that your advice as regards reiwoval has been

confined to those nonworkers, and that you have Ix^en unremitting in

your efforts to protect the effective ])ersonnel of the missions at their

posts luider any and all circumstances. The Department would bo

glad to learn that you have made this clear to Mr. Dwight also.

"The communication of Mr. Dwight is interesting in that it brings

picininently forward the commercial aspects of the 'American mis-

sionary enterprises in Turkey, a point of view of much importance

in dealing with tiie problems presented: but not, according to his

exposition of the nuitter, disassociated from the obligations of duty

which in his view constrain his agents to personally remain among the

communities where those interests of trade have l)een built up in

order to afford moral j)rotection to the native classes with whom they

have been as.sociated in their enterprises. The latter consideration

is a matter of conscience as to which the representatives of American

enterj^rises must follow their own judgment or the jiulgments of the

boards which employ them. This Government can not and should
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not assume to influence them in this regard. AMiether as traders in

vendible merchandise, according to Mr. Dwight, or as teachers in

legitimate fields of instruction, they are entitled to the- same protec-

tion as other American merchants or professional men. pursuing their

trades or avocations peaceably under the guaranty of law, of existing

capitulations, and of that usage which in Turkey has grown to have

the force of conventional law.
'• No problem of modern intercourse has more forcibly presented

itself to this Government or more earnestly engaged its attention than

that of the situation of our citizens in Turkey at the present time,

and its determination to act without hesitancy and effectively as occa-

sion may demand is as fixed as your own endeavor to aid the GoA^ern-

ment in the accomplishment of its purposes has been zealous and
unflagging.-'

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Terrell. .Jan. 16, 1896, For. Rel. 189.^, II.

1461-1462.

The comruunieation of Mr. Dwight alx)ve referred to, bearing date Con-

stantinople, Dec. 26. 189.5, and addressed to Mr. Terrell, is printed,

with Mr. Terrell's reply, in For. Rel. 1895, II. 1427-14.S4.

See. also, Mr. Goodell to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, Jan. 4, 189«, and Mr.

Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Goodell. Jan. 8, 1896, For. RoL 189.5, II.

1449-14.")2 : and Mr.- Terrell, min. to Turkey, to Mr. Olney, Sec. of

State. Jan. 2.5. 1896, id. 14ri7-146S.

See. as to charges and denials of encouragement by American missionaries

of sedition. For. Rel. 1895, II. 1413-1416. 146.S. 1469.

In acknowledging the receipt from the Spanish minister at Wa.sh-

ington of the procotol concluded between Germany and S])ain

through the mediation of Pope Leo XIII. relative to the sovereignty

of Spain over the Caroline and Pelew islands. Mr. Bayard called

attention to the fact that citizens of the United States had been

actively engaged in disseminating information among tlu' inhabit-

ants of that quarter, with a view to their prosperity, and he observed

that it was not presumed that their treatment under the rule of

Spain, which the protocol recognized and affirmed as between Ger-

many and Spain and which had never been contested by the I'^nited

States, would be any less favorable than that of (iermans and f)ther

foreigners commorant therein. The Spanish minister subsequently

communicated to Mr. Bayard a note from his government, in which

it was declared that nothing was further from the intention of tiuit

government than to .seek to liamper or embarrass in the slightest

degree the work of Christianizing and teaching of the American

missionaries, but that it was, on the contrary, the determination of

the government to favor and jjromote such beneficent entcriJii-f-

to the extent of its ability. Subsequently, however, the Spani-h

authorities, when they assumed the government of the ishmds, ilcjsed
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all the American schools but one. One of the missionaries was for-

bidden to preach; services at some of the churches were suppressed,

and lands granted to the missions many years before by native

chiefs were encroached upon and seized. These proceedings culnii-'

lated in the arrest of Mr. E. T. Doane, the oldest of the American

missionaries in the islands, because of a letter addressed by him to

the governor j)rotesting against the seizure of certain lands belonging

to the mission. He was subsequently deported to Manila, where he

was released. The government of the United States protested

against these acts, and the Spanish government endeavored in a

measure to repair the wrong that it had done by restoring Mr. Doane
to the seene of his labors and by repeating its assurances with refer-

ence to the protection of the missionaries and their property. It

made, however, an unsatisfactory response on the question of pecun-

iary indemnity. Subsequently, hostilities took i^lace between the

Spaniards and the natives, and all the buildings belonging to the

American mission were burned by the Spanish troops; and the mis-

sionaries were forbidden to hold any meetings and were practically

obliged to leave the islands. Complaints and claims were pre-

sented by the Ignited States to the S})anish government, and early

in 1893 the matter was jjressed for a settlement, with a view (1) to

secure the restoration of the missionaries to the scene of their labors,

and (2) to obtain compensation for the property destroyed or taken

from them by the Spanish authorities. In April, 1893, it was re-

j)<)rted by the legation at Madrid that the question had been settled

l)y Spain's agreeing to permit the return of the missionaries and to

j)ay $17,500 on account of their losses of property. The Spanish

government, however, (lualified the concession of the first point by

reserving " the right of fixing the moment" when the missionaries

might return to Ponape, and disclaiming all responsibility for their

safety, should they return sooner.

.Mr. Hayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Strobel. charge at Madrid, No. .^94. Sept.

7, 18.S."). .MS. Inst. Spain, XX. KX); Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr.

Valora. Spanlsli niiii.. .March 2. 1880. For. Rei. ISSC, 8:51 ; Mr. Valera

to Mr. B.-iyard. .March 12. 1S.S(;. id. 8,-^2
; Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Newberry, cliarge at .Madrid, No. I'.io. Oct. G. 1891, For.

Rel. 1S;»2, 442.

S*"*!. also, l-"oi-. Uel. IS'rj, 4><r>, r>\2. .-.K',; For. Hel. 189.3, .'W9 et seq., and

especially, at page 5f».'). a " ciironological statement of events occur-

ring in the Island of I'onaiM' . . . from its first occuj)ation hy

the .\merican nnsslonaries in l.s.')2 \nitil . . . November, ISiiO."

by Mr. Snowden, min. to Spain ; For. Rel. 18!»:',, ."4. '*''>, .")S4-.'')88.

There being notiiing in the treaties between the United States and

France stipMlatiug or regulating liberty of doctrinal teaching by
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American citizens in the French dependencies, the intervention of

the United States in behalf of certain American missionaries in the

Society Ishmds "was necessarily confined to equitable rejiresenta-

tions that citizens of the United States in the French dependencies,

who tranquilly obey the laws and regulations there in force, should

(njoy all privileges and innnunities permitted to any other

foreigners."'

Mr. Rockbill. AotiiiR Soc of State, to Mr. Burton. Au«. C, ISOC, 211 MS.
Doui. Let. cm.

AVith reference to a letter of the Board of Foreign ^lissions of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States relative to their mission

at Benito, AVest Africa, the American minister at Madrid was in-

structed that he might, by way of good offices, bring the matter to

the attention of the Spanish govermnent and ask for American

missionaries in the territories ceded 1)v France to Si)ain on the west

coast of Africa a continuance of the favorable treatment wliich had
been accorded them in the i)ast 1)V the French authorities.

Mr. Ilay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Storer. niiii. to Spain. No. .VAC. .Tune 1,

1901, MS. Inst. Spain. XXIII. l.'io.

A.s to correspondence between Mr. .lay, Tnited States minister at Vienna,

and the Austrian foreitrn oftice. toucliinfc the admission of the Inde-

pendent Order of Odd Fellows into the Austrian Kmiiire. see Mr. Fish.

See. of State, to Mr. Durham. M. (".. Feli. i:',. IST."!. Km; MS. Dom. Let.

48.3, referrinji to a disjiatch of Mr. .lay of Aug. 21. 1874, and the

instructions previously sent him.

0. IXTKKCKSSION FOR PER.SF.CXTF.n .TKWS.

(1) MOIIAMMKD.W COl'XTKIKS.

In 1S40 Mr. Forsyth, referring to a resolution ado|)ted at a meeting

of Israeliteti in the city of Xew York in ivlation to the i)ers«>cution

of their l)rethren in Damascus, stated that the heart-remliug scenes

which took place had previously been brought to the notice of the

T^resident l)y the American con.sul there, and that in con-cciucnce an

instruction was innnediately written to the American consul at

Alexandria, and that at the same time the dii)lomatic rei)resentative

of the United States at Constantinople " was instructed to interpose

his good offices in behalf of the oi)i)ressed and persecuted race of the

flews in the Ottoman dominions, among whose kindred are found

some of the most worthy and patriotic of our own citizens, and llic

whole subject, which ai)peals so -ti'ongly to the universal -cntinieiit-

of justice and humanity, was earnestly recommended to hi- /.I'al and

tliscretiun."'
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Mr. Forsj'th, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kursehedt, chairman, Aug. 20, 1840,

31 MS. Dom. Let. 203.

" I have no remarks to make resi)eeting the proceedings of tlie govern-

ment in this case, at Damascus, whlcli was marked by the most

calumnious representations against the Jewish people and in which

excruciating tortures were inflicted and many lives sacrificetl, but I

think it proper to observe that this single act on the part of the

government can scarcely be said to change that character of national

reserve which I attributetl to our foreign iK)licy. Those principles

of our external intercourse may well be said to be established, which,

during the seventy years of our national existence, and in a stirring

IteriiKl. abounding with great events, everywhere exciting corres-

jKJnding interest, have been adhere<l to with that steadiness of

purpose which, almost without exception, has marked the conduct

of our government while dealing with those subjects.

" There are cruelties and outrages of such a revolting nature that it is

natural, laudable indeed, that when they occur, they should meet

with general condemnation. But this duty to ' outraged humanity '

should be left to the action of individuals, and to the expression of

public opinion, for it is manifest that if one government assumes the

power to judge and censure the proceedings of another or the laws

it recognizes, in cases which do not affect their own interests, or th^^

rights of their citizens, the intercourse of nations will soon become

a system of crimination and recrinjination hostile to friendly commu-
nication. For, the principle of interference being once admitttnl,

its application may be indefinitely extended, depending for its exer-

ci.se on the opinion which each country may form of the civil polity

of another, and of its practical operation." (Mr. Cass, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Hart, Dec. 8, 1858, 49 MS. Dom. Let. 415, declining a request

to express to the Papal government condemnation of acts of cruelty

committed against Jews by the public authorities at Bologna in the

Papal dominions.

)

The joining by a consul of the United States, in a Mohammedan
country, with consuls from other powers in a protest against the

conviction and execution of a Jew for bla.sphemy, meets with the

approval of the government of the United States.

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Chandler, No. 12, July 20, 1857, MS. Inst.

Barbary Powers, XIV. 193.

'• I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant,

in which you request that jjrotection be granted by our representa-

tives in the Ottoman dominions to Israelites of Russian birth in anJl

near Jerusalem.

"As a rule our representatives abroad are permitted to extend the

protection of the United States only to native-born or naturalized

citizens thereof, but the sympathy of the United States for all op-

pressed peoples in foreign countries has been freely manifested in all

cases where it could l)e done in accordance with the spirit of inter-

national courtesy and diplomatic usage. In granting such protection
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it is requisite, of course, that the representatives of the country to

which the persons requiring protection owe allegiance should reijuest

it, and that the authorities of the country in which they are at the

time residing consent to it. The desired protection will be extended,

if these conditions are complied with."

Mr. F. W. Seward, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Isaacs, June 29, 1877, 119 MS.
Dom Let. 42.

" Xo official interposition in behalf of Israelites who are Moorish
subjects can be sanctioned, as this would be improper in itself, and
would be a precedent against us which could not be gainsaid. Still,

there might be cases in which humanity would dictate a disregard of

technicalities, if your personal influence would shield Hebrews from
oppression."'

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mathews, March 20. 1878, MS. Inst. Barb.

Powers, XV. 353. See same to same, July 2, 1878, id. 360.

" It is, as 3^ou are of course aware, difficult for a foreign govern-

ment to make the full force of its influence felt in intervening for the

protection of native subjects of the state addressed. Xevertheless, in

view of the fact that the informal and friendly offices of the United

States have, at times before now, been used with good effect, through

the informal action of their representatives abroad in the interest of

humanity and of that full religious toleration and equity which form

so conspicuous a base for our own enlightened institutions, I shall be

happy to instruct the United States consul at Tangier that he is at

liberty to act, in tliA sense of your request, so far as may be consistent

with his intenuitional obligations, and the efficiency of his official

relations with the Scheriffian government."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Isaacs and Wolf, July 1. 1878. 123

MS. Dom. Let. 395.

The American consul at Tangier may without impropriety take

such steps of inquiry as to the condition of Hebrews in Morocco as

may tend to the amelioration of their condit on and may not be

inconsistent with international obligations.

Mr. Ecarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. .Mathews. No. <;<>. April 22, 1880, and No.

189, March 2, 1881, MS. Inst. Barbary Pc ers. XVI. 10, 39.

"At the invitation of the Spanish gc.ermnent. a conference has

recently been held at the city of Madrid to consider the subject of

protection by foreign powers of native Moors in the Empire of

Morocco. The minister of the Ignited States in Spain was directed to

take part in the deliberations of this conference, the result of wliicli

IS a convention signed on behalf of all the powers represented. The
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instninuMit will hv laid lu'forc the Senate for its consideration. The
iro\eiiinient of the I'nited States has also lost no opportunity to urge

nj)<)n that of the Knii)eror of Morocco the necessity, in accordance

with the humane and enlightened spirit of the age. of putting an end

to the jiersecntions which have been so prevalent in that country of

persons of a faith other than the Moslem, and especially of the

Hebrew residents of Morocco."

rivsi(U'iit Hayes' .1111111:11 iiu'ssMKf, Dec (i. ISSO, For. Kel. 1880, xi.

(L*) CASK OK TIIK MOKTAKA HOY.

•
I have had the honor of receiving your favor of the r)Oth ultimo,

with the resolutions recently ad!)])ted by 'the representatives of the

(nited Congregations of the Israelites of the city of New York.' on

the sul)ject of the abduction and detention of Edgar Mortara from his

j)arents, under the authority of the l*apal government. . .

'" I have long been convinced that it is neither the right nor the

duty of this government to exercise a moral censorship over the con-

(hu-t of other independent governments and to rebuke them for acts

which we may de<Mu arbitrary and unjust towards their own citizens

or subjects. Such a jji-actice would tend to embroil us with all

nations. We ourselves would not permit any foreign |)ower thus to

interfei'e with our domestic concerns and enter protests against the

legislation or the action of our government towards our own citi/ens.

If such an attemj)t wei'c made we should ])r()mj)tly advise such a

government in return to confine themselves to their own ati'airs and
not intei'Uieddle Avith our concerns.

*• It is j)ei-haps fortunate that the assertion of the principle of non-

intervention on the part of the United States i)etween foreign

sovereigns and their own subjects has arisen in a case so well cal-

culated to enlist our sym})athies as that of the Mortara family. For

this reason the precedent will be so much the stronger and be entitled

to the more binding force.

•• It is enough for us to defend the rights of our own citizens

under treaties or the law of nations whenever and wherever these

may be assailed l)y the government of any foreign country. Had
Monola Mortara been a citizen of the United States, the case would

have been very ditferent. The Israelitish citizens of the United

Stato have had occasion to know that I have not been regardless of

their jii>t rights in foi'cign countries; and they may rest assured that

tliey ~hMll receive the same protection, when domiciled abroad, during

my administration, which is extended to all other citizens of our com-

mon countrv. U'hey would ask no more and shall receive nothing

less."
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President Rucliiinaii to Mr. Hart. .Tan. 4. 18.")!). 4!> MS. Doin. Let. 474.

This singular case of tlie " Mortara l)oy " attracted at tlie time jireat

attention and ])ro(luced nuicli e.xeitenient in tlie United States as well

as in Kuroi»e. Kdj^ar Mortara was horn at Bologna, then in the

I'ajtal dominions, in 1S.11, of .Jewish i)arents. When le.ss than a year

old, heinj^ ill and apparently in danj^er of death, he was haptized i»y

a Christian servant. On June 23, 1858, at ten o'clock in the evening,

he was seized hy a functionary of the Holy Se<*. accomi)anied hy a

squad of I'ap.il i)olice. and taken to Rome, where he was placed with an
order of monks, to he hrought up in the Catholic faith. This was done
hy order of I'ope IMus IX. It was subseiiuently reported that Kdjjar's

parents, after his baptism, refused to re<-eive liim, and left him to

he reared hy the servant who had baptized liim. It was also adirmed
that his mother eventually died in the Christian faith. In a letter

written at Home. Ai)ril IS, llKMt, more than forty years aft(>r his

abduction, Kd;;ar Mortara himself, subscribin;; his name as an
apostolic missionary of the Roman Catholic Chui'ch, denied l>oth these

reports, lie declares that after his baptism he remained (jnietly with
his parents till he was taken from them l)y order of the I'ope, and that

his mother never j^ave any indication of conversion to the Catholic

faith. It ai)pears that his i)arents, after he was taken from them,

continued to ]>etition for his return, but without success. He himsi-lf

became and remained ii devout ecclesiastic, expressing, in the letter

above mentioned, the wish that his relations migiit Ix'come i>artakers

of the Catholic faith, {•lournnl dc Gciirrv. April 2<>, !!»(>(».

)

See an interesting article entitled " Switzerland and American .Jews,'*

by Sol. M. Stroock, A. M., I'ublieations of the Ameritan .Jewish

Historical Society, No. 11, 1!)U:>.

(o) KUSSIA.

§ 925.

" I have received a letter front Messrs. S. AVolf and A. S. Solomons,

of this city, representing the •Union of American-Hebrew Conirrei^a-

tions." in which they refer to newspaper statements indicatinof that the

Jews in Rnssia have recently been snbjected by the orovei'nment there

to extraordinary hardshi])s, and expressing a desire that the minister

of the United States to St. IVtersbni'g may be instrncted 'to make
such representations to the Uzar's ofoverinnent. in the inteivst of I'eli-

gious freedom and sntferinof hnmanity. as will best accoi'd with the

most emphasized liberal sentiments of the American peoj^le.' The

Avriters of the letter observe at the same time that they are well 'aware

of the impropriety of one nation intcrferin<>: with the intei-nal affairs

of another in matters of a i)nrely local character.'

" Yon are snfficiently well infornuMl of the liberal sentiments of this

government to j)receive that whenever any ])ertinent occasion may
arise its attitude nnist always be in complete harmony with the pi-im-i-

ple of extending all rights and privileges, without distinction on

account of creed, and can not fail, therefore, to conduct any alhur uf
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l)iisiiie.ss or negotiation w ith tlio government to which you are accred-

ited, which may involve any expression of the views of this govern-

ment on the subject, in a manner which will subserve the interests of

religious freedom. It would, of course, be inadmissible for the gov-

ernment of the United States to ajiproach the government of Kussia

in criticism of its laws and regulations, except so far as such laws and

regulations may injuriously affect citizens of this country, in violation

of natural rights, treaty obligations, or the provisions of interna-

tional law, but it is desired that the attitude of the minister, as regards

(piestions of diplomatic controversy, which involve an expression of

view on this subject, nuiy be wholly consistent with the theory on

which this government was founded."

-Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, niin. to Russia, No. 2, April 14,

1880, For. Rel. 1S8(), 873; M. E.\. Doc. 470, HI ('oiig. 1 sess. ;W.

Adopted l»y Mr. Rlaine. Sec. of State, in a note to Mr. Bartholomei, Rus-

sian mill.. June 20. 1881, MS. Notes to Russia VII. .350.

" I am well aware that the domestic enactments of a state toward

its own subjects are not generally regarded as a fit matter for the

intervention of another independent power : but when such enactments

directly affect the liberty and property of foreigners who resort to a

country under the supposed guarantee of treaties framed for the most

liberal ends—when the conscience of an alien owing no allegiance

whatever to the local sovereignty is brought under the harsh yoke of

bigotry or prejudice which bows the necks of the natives, and when
eidightened ai)peals made to humanity, to the principles of just reci-

])r()city. and to the advancing spirit of the age in behalf of tolerance

are met with intimations of a purpose to still further burden the

unhapi)v sufferers, and so to necessarily increase the disability of

foreigners of like creed resorting to Russia, it becomes in a high

sense a moral duty to our own citizens and to the doctrines of religious

freedom we so strongly uphold to seek j)roper protection for those

citizens and tolerance for their creed in foreign lands, even at the

risk of criticism of the nnniicipal laws of other states.

" It can not i)ut be inexpressibly painful to the enlightened states-

men of Great Britain, as well as of America, to see a discarded preju-

dice of the dark ages gravely revived at this day, to witness an at-

tempt to ba.se the policy of a great and sovereign state on the mistaken

theory that thrift is a crime, of which the unthrifty are the innocent

victims, and that discontent and disaffection are to be diminished by

increasing the causes from which they arise.*'

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Lowell, Nov. 22. 1881, .MS. Inst. Great

Britain. .XXVI. 27.3.

" I transmit, herewith, for your jterusal. a copy of a communication

which I sent yesterday to Mr. Lowell, instructing him to approach
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the British government in the direction of urjiing similar or con-

certed representations with the United States in l)elialf of tlu!

amelioration of the condition of the Jews in Russia. It is not

desired, for the present, to connnunicate this action to the Russian
government. You should, however, in conversation with the British

amhassador, confer freely in regard to this matter, as one of equal

interest to his government and yours, and in order to acquaint him
with what has been done and is doing, you may let him read the

enclosure herewith." (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hoffman,
charge at St. Petersburg, No. 103, confid., Nov. 23, 1881, MS. Inst.

Russia, XVI. 250.)

" The prejudice of race and creed having in our day given way to-

the claims of our common humanity, the people of the United States

have heard with great regret the stories of the sufferings of the Jews
in Russia. It may be that the accounts in the newspapers are exag-

gerated, and the same may be true of some private reports. Making,

however, due allowance for misrepresentations, it can scarcely be

doubted that much has been done which a humane and just person

must condemn.
" The President of course feels that the government of the Em-

peror should not be held morally responsible for acts which it con-

siders wrong, but which it may be powerless to prevent.
"' If that be true of this case, it would be worse than useless for me

to direct you, as the representative of the United States, to give

official expression to the feeling which this treatment of the Jews calls

forth in this country. Should, however, the attitude of the Russian

government be different, and should you be of the opinion that a

more vigorous effort might be put forth for the prevention of this

great wrong, you will, if a favorable opportunity offers, state, with all

proper deference, that the feeling of friendship which the T'^nited

States entertain for Russia prompts this government to express the

hope that the imperial government will find means to cause the perse-

cution of these unfortunate fellow-beings to cease.

'* This instruction devolves a delicate duty upon you, and a wide

discretion is given you in its execution. However much this Republic

may disapprove of affairs in other nationalities, it does not conceive

that it is its right or province officiously and offensively to intermed-

dle. If, however, it should come to your knowledge that any citi-

zens of the United States are made victims of the persecution, you

will feel it your duty to omit no effort to protect them, and to report

such cases to this Department."'

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hoffman, charg^^ at St. Peters-

burg, No. 123. April 15, 1882. H. Ex. Uoc. 470, 51 Cong. 1 sess. 05.

As to anti-Jewish riots in Russia, to which the foregoing instruction

I)artly related, see H. Ex. Doc. 470, 51 Cong. 1 sess. 52, 05.

H. Doc. 551—vol 23
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•• On the liOtli of August last the House of Representatives adopted

a resolution requesting the President to communicate to that body

any information in his possession concerning the enforcement of pre-

scriptive edicts against the Jews in Russia. To this resolution the

President responded on the 1st of October, and accompanying his re-

sponse there was a report in which, with reference to the rumors that

jiew measures of repression were about to be put in force, I said

:

"
' Such a step, if in reality contemplated, would not only wound

the universal and inmate sentiment of lunnanity, but woidd suggest

the difficult i)roblem of affording an inmiediate asylum to a million

or more of exiles without seriously deranging the conditions of labor

and of social organization in other connnunities.'

• The correspondence conmiunicated to the House of Representa-

tives included your reassuring despatch No, 44, of the 25th of Septem-

ber last; and this dispatch, together with assurances received in con-

\ersations with the diplomatic representative of Russia at this capital,

tended to allay the apprehension necessarily aroused by the prospect

either of the adoption of new measures or of the harsh enforcement

of the old.

"• Up to the present time the Department has not been advised that

any new edicts affecting the Jews have been i^ronndgated. The cases

of distress that have been brought to our notice are the result, in some

instances, of the new inter})retation, and, in others, of the strict

enforcement of regulations which have for some years been in exist-

ence, but of which the severity was not generally understood because

they were not rigorously applied,

** The Department is informed that for many years the Jews in

Russia have, as a race, been compelled to live within a certain area

denominated the pale of settlement. Under the laws of May, 1882,

it is understood that theii' places of residence within this area have

been restricted by forbidding them to live in villages and to force

them into the towns. The effect of the ivcent and summary enforce-

ment of this measure in certain districts has been to deprive many of

their means of livelihood. It is also understood that under the laws

for many years in existence fJewish artisans have been permitted to

reside outside of the j)ale of settlement. The Department is informed

that by a new interpretation of the law many classes of workers

formerly I'egarded as artisans are now denied that privilege, and

being suddenly forced to quit their homes and to swell the ninnbei'

of their race in the overcrowded towns within the pale of settlement,

find themselves unable to gain a subsistence by the pursuit of their

respective occuj)ations.

"Other measures, such as the withdrawal of the privilege of pur-

suing many occuj)ations. the denial of admission to the schools, and

the actual expulsion as ' alien vagrants ' of persons long domiciled
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in Ivussia, contribute to swell the emigration. I forliear to enumerate
the edicts peculiarly api)lical)le to the family, hy which the ties of

relationsiiip are rent and a premium put upon their severance. I do
not dwell on these things, not only because it is not my purpose to

indulge in a genei-al criticism of the anti-Jewish laws, but also because

those that I have explicitly referred to in the main account for the

cases that have been brought to my notice.

" That numbers of Jews have been and are daily being compelled

to (piit their homes in Russia by the enforcement of these oppressive

measures, is ami)ly shown by the present iimnigration of destitute

Ivussian Jews into the United States. Heretofore this immig'ration,

although large. In'ing mainly made up of persons who were in some
measure prepared for the change, has not overtaxed the resources of

the various benevolent associations which are so generously main-

tained and admirably administered by the Jews of the United States.

I am told on excellent authority that within ten years some 200.000

Jews of Russian origin have been received into this country, have

been furnished, Avlien necessary, with occupation and homes, and have

become speedily assimilated into the body politic, of which they form

an orderly, thrifty, and law-abiding element.

" The gravest fears are expressed lest this resource should fail if

taxed with a great influx of Russian Jews, Avho, by reason of their

sudden expulsion from their homes and their unfamiliarity with the

language and ways of life in this country, would stand in need of

innnediate, and in many cases of long-continued, assistance and care.

"You are aware that the problem of efficiently controlling innni-

gration has been before the national legislature for some years.

Measures have already been adopted for its regulation, and several

schemes of further legislation are now pending before Congress.

These measures, however, have not been due to an inhospitable dis-

position. The policy of this government in respect to the admission

of aliens to its shores has been most liberal. It has atl'orded to many
thousands a home and a ready entrance into its political and social

life, and it still offers to spontaneous, self-helpful, and independent

immigration a cordial welcome.

•Tf measures of restriction have been adopted, it is only because it

has been found necessary to avert the injection into the i)opulation of

elements not assimilable and the bringnig or sending hither of the

indigent and helpless to become a charge upon the comuHinity. In

no instance has any measure of expulsion or of oppression been

adopted in respect to those Avho are already here, all of whom stand

imder the equal protection of the laws.

"But the hospitality of a nati(m should not be turned into a burden.

And. however much we may sympathize with wanderers forced I)y

untoward circumstances to quit their homes, and howe\er wndy the
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disposition to relieve the deplorable condition into which they niay

be cast by the application of the laws of their native country, the gov-

ernment and people of the United States can not avoid a feeling of

concern at the enforcement of measures which threaten to frustrate

their etfortvS to minister to the wants and improve the condition of

those who are driven to seek a livelihood within their borders.

'"^^> are not forgetful of the ties of good relationship that have

long subsisted between the United States and Russia, and of the

friendly acts of Russia towards our country in the past. The gov-

ernment and people of the United States are fully animated with a

desire to preserve this cordiality of feeling, and for this reason they

the more strongly deprecate the enforcement in Russia, in respect

to a portion of her people, of measures which not only arouse a gen-

eral feeling of disappointment, but which also operate to impose a tax

upon the charitable and humane in this country.

''The government of the United States does not assume to dictate

the internal policy of other nations, or to make suggestions as to what

their municipal laws should be or as to the manner in which they

should l)e administered. Xevertheless, the mutual duties of nations

require that each should use its power with a due regard for the

results which its exercise produces on the rest of the world. It is in

this respect that the condition of the Jews in Russia is now brought

to the attention of the United States, upon whose shores are cast daily

evidences of the suffering and destitution wrought by the enforce-

ment of the edicts against this unhap{)v people. I am pei'suaded that

His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia and his councilors can

feel no sympathy with measures which are forced upon other nations

by such deplorable consecpiences.

'"You will read this instruction to the minister of foreign affairs

and give him a copy if he desires it."

Mr. HIaiiie. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sniitli. iiiin. to Russia, No. 78, Feb. 18,

1891, For. Rel. 181(1. TM.

A full, interesting, and instructive discussion of the condition and treat-

ment of Israelites in Russia may be found in a despatch from Mr.

White. American minister to Russia. No. IIJ). of .Inly (>, 189.3, For.

Rel. 1894. ."»l!.V.">;i"). The discussion was suRsested by a telegram sent

to Mr. Wliite i>y Mr. (Iresham. Secretary of State. May 17. 189.3,

nHpiestinj; information as to representations that tlie Russian gov-

ernment was about to enforce an edict against Jews which would

result in a large emigration of destitute people of that class to the

United States. In aclvnowle<lging the receipt of Mr. White's despatch,

Mr. Greshani said :
" The subject is receiving the President's earnest

consideration. It has been for some time evident that the measures

a<lopted l>y the imperial government against the .Tews, although

I»rof«'sscdly a domestic policy dinn-tly affecting the subjects of the

Czar, were calculated to injuriously affect the American i)eople by

abruptly forcing ui)ou our shores a numerous class of immigrants
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destitute of resources and unfitted in many important respects for

absorption into our body iMditic. The contiinied enforcement of such
harsh measures, necessarily forcing? ui)on us larj^e numl»ers of de-

grade<l and undesirable i)ersons. who must, in great measure, be

supported, can not be regarded as consistent with the friendship

which the Russian government has long professed for the United
States." (Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Webb, charge at St.

Petei-sburg. No. 119, Aug. 28, 1893, For. Hel. 1894. o3o.)

•' I have the honor to report that I yesterday waited upon the

minister of foreign affairs, Mr. de (iiers, with a copy of your instruc-

tion No. 78, rehiting to the edicts and policy of Russia concerning

the Jews. Upon hearing my statement of the object of my call Mr.

de Giers re([uested me not to read the dispatch to him, but to leave

a copy, which he could examine at leisure.

" I then gave him a brief verbal outline of its contents, referring

to the resolution of inquiry passed by the House of Representatives

in August of last year touching rumored proscriptive edicts against

the Jews and to your report in response. You had received assur-

ances, so you stated in this dispatch, which tended to allay appre-

hensions that had been aroused by alarming publications, and the

Department had no information that any new measures hostile to the

Jews had been undertaken. The cases of distress which had been

brought to its attention were explained by the more rigorous enforce-

ment of old laws whose severity had not been understood so long as

they had not been applied. That the Jews in Russia were subjected

to coercive and oppressive measures which compelled them to quit

their homes was shown by the number of unfortunate and indigent

Russian Jews who were now arriving in the United States. You had

been informed on excellent authority that within a period of ten

years this immigration amounted to 200,000. Most of these immi-

grants had been well provided for, but a further influx of destitute

persons entirely unprepared for the conditions and reijuirements of

American life would be a very serious burden upon the American

people. It was in this aspect of the results forced upon our country

that the condition of the Jews in Russia under existing measures pre-

sented itself to the attention of our government and people, and. in

view of the mutual duties of nations, constrained this expression of

their sentiments.
•• On this statement of the general tenor of your dispatch, Mr.

de (iiers hastened to ask at the outset what was its conclusion—what

demand it presented. I replied that it presented no demand, but was

a declaration of the views of the government and people of the

United States, which was submitted for the consideration of the

imperial government of Russia under a sense of its own obligations.

Mr. de Giers inquired particularly as to the statement that 200,000
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Russian Jows had immi^-atod to the United States within ten years.

T repeated your statement on this point. He rejoined that if such a

nujnl)er of j)eoi)]e had gone to the United States as workers to aid in

developing the country, he supposed they Avoukl be acceptable, but

if they went to 'exploit' the American people, as he expressed it, he

could understand how objectionable it was. After some further

observations of a general character Mr. de Giers concluded by saying

that the dispatch would be received in the same friendly spirit in

which it was sent ; that he would submit it to the Emperor; and that,

if it was determined to make reply either verbally or in writing, it

would be duly communicated."'

Mr. Smith, niin. to Ru.ssia. to Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State. No. 81, March
12. ISitl, For. Kel. 18!tl. 741.

In a despatch No. Sit of April 20. lSi»l. Mr. Sn)lth reported further ex-

indsions or voluntary departures of .Jewish families under the appli-

cation of existing laws. (For. Rel. 1801. 742.)

In a despatch No. J)2, April 27. 1801. Mr. Wurtz, charge d'afifaires ad

interim, enclosed a copy of a ukase prohibiting the emigration of

certain categories of Israelites from the zone assigned to them and

their immigrating into or staying in the province of Moscow. (For.

Kel. ISOl. 74;{.)

In a desi»atch. No. 110. October 20. 1801. Mr. Smith reix)rted ui)on the

l>rogress and i)rospects of the Baron de llirsc-h colonization scheme

and the increase of emigration under the sterner enforcement of the

anti-Semitic laws. (For. liel. 1801. 744.)

In a desitat<li. No. l."'.C», December 24. 1801, Mr. Smith reporte<l an inter-

view with M. de (Jiers concerning the attitude and action of the

IJussian gdvernment respecting Hebrews in the empire. M. de (iiers

"thought the statements of the mnnber of Uussian Hebrews sailing

from Hamliurg and Bremen and landing in the I'nited States n)ust be

exaggenited." Mr. Smith assured him that the figures were iiu-

thentic. M. de (Jiers responded that Christians as well as .Tews had

emigr.ited. and th.-it they had gone und<'r the attraction of what he

described as jiu idea that .\nierica is an Fl Dorado, where they would

all Iw well off. .Mr. Smith replied that the gre.-it increase in .Tewish

emigration had come ".-it the sjime time with the expulsion of .Tews

from .Moscow and oHhm" plac<'s within the empire." M. de (Jiers

remarked, in conclusion, that the subject <'ame within the i»roviiice of

the minister of the interior, and he would c(»nfer with that minister.

(For. Kel. 1802. :{t'..'i.)

"This government has found occasion to express, in a friendly

spiiit. but with iiiucii earnestness, to the govei'nment of the C/.av

its -erioiis concern because of the harsh measures now being enforced

again>t the Hebrews in Russia. By the revival of anti-Semitic laws,

long in al)evance. great numbers of those unforttniate people have

been constrained to al)andon their homes and leave the P2mpire by

reason of the impossibility of finding subsistence within the pale
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lo which it is songfht to confine thorn. The immigration of these

people to the United States—many other countries being closed

to them—is largely increasing, and is likely to assume proportions

which may make it difficult to find homes and employment for them

here and to seriously atfect the labor market. It is estimated that

over one million will be forced from Russia within a few years.

The Hebrew is never a beggar; he lias always kept the law—life by

toil—often under severe and <)p})ressive civil restrictions. It is also

true that no race, sect, or class has more fully cared for its own than

the Hebrew race. But the sudden transfer of such a nndtitude

nnder conditions that tend to strip them of their small accumula-

tions and to depress their energies and courage is neither good for

them nor for us.

" The banishment, whether by direct decree or by not less certain

indirect methods, of so large a number of men and women is not a

local question. A decree to leave one country is, in the nature of

things, an order to enter another—some other. This consideration,

as well as the suggestions of humanity, furnishes ample ground for

the remonstrances which we have presented to Russia, while our

historic friendship for that government can not fail to give the

assurance that our representations are those of a sincere well-wisher.*'

President IlaiTisoii, annual uu'ssagt'. Doc. !l. 18i)l, For. Hel. ISUl, xn.

(4) ROUMANIA.

;< 920.

" It is reported by telegraph that extensive mnrders of Jtnvs have

taken place in Roumania. Ascertain facts, and if true unofficially

urge on Turkish government to put a stop to bloodshed. Answer

by cable."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, iiiin. to 'I'urlvcy, tcl.. .lunc 4. ISTO.

For. Kel. 1872. ().")(».

See, as to the persecution of .lews in Houniania, S. E.\. Doc. T"). 4"J Conj;.

2 sess.

See. also, (;2 Br. & For. State Papers. C.T!).

"Among the large number of Israelites in this country there are

probably few whose sympathies have not l)een intensely excited by the

recent intelligence of the grievous persecutions of their co-religionists

in Roumania. This feeling has naturally been augmented by the con-

trast j)resente(l by the position of members of that persuasion her(>,

who are equals with all others before the law. which stei-nly foi'l)i(ls

any oppression on account of religion. Indeed.it maybe said that the

people of this country universally abhor persecution anywhere for
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that CiUise, and deprocate the trials of which, according; to your dis-

patches, the Israelites of Roumaiiia have Ixhmi victims.

" This government heartily sympathizes with the popular instinct

upon the subject, and while it has no disposition or intention to give

offense by impertinentlv interfering in the internal affairs of Rou-

mania, it is deemed to be due to humanity to remonstrate against any

license or impunity which nuiy have attended the outrages in that

country. You are consequently authorized to address a note to the

minister of foreign affairs of the principalities, in which you will

embody the views herein expressed, and you will also do anything

which you discreetly can, witii a reasonable prospect of success,

toward preventing a recurrence or continuance of the persecution

adverted to.''

yir. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Peixotto, consul at Bucharest, April 10,

1872, For. Rel. 1872, 088.

"The Department has received your despatch No. 30, of the li)th

ultimo, accompanied by a copy of a remonstrance addressed by the

representatives of foreign governments at Bucharest to that of the

principalities, against recent maltreatment of Israelites there.

" The Department approves your taking part in that remonstrance.

AVhatever caution and reserve may usually characterize the policy of

this government in such matters may be regarded as inexpedient when
every guarantee and consideration of justice appear to have been set

at defiance in the course pursued with reference to the unfortunate

people referred to. You will not be backward in joining any similar

j)rotest,or other measure which the foreign representatives there may
deem advisable, with a view to avert or mitigate further harshness

toward the Israelites residents in, or subjects of. the jirincipalities."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Peixotto, consul at Bucharest, May 1.'5,

1872, For. Rel. 1872, 091.

The remonstrance was signed by the representatives of .\ustria-IIungary,

France, (iermauy, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, and the United

States.

" It has been suggested to this Department, and the suggestion is

concurred in, that if the sympathy which we entertain for the

inhumanly persecuted Hebrews, in the principalities of Moldavia and

Wallachia, were nuide known to the government to which you are

accredited, it might (juicken and encourage the efforts of that gov-

ernment to discharge its duty as a jjrotecting power, pursuant to the

obligations of the treaty between certain European states. Although

we are not a party to that instrument, and, as a rule, scrupulously

abstain from interfering, directly or indirectly, in the public affairs
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of that quarter, the grievance adverted to is so enormous, as to impart

to it, as it were, a cosmopolitan character, in the redress of which all

countries, governments, and creeds are alike interested.

" You will consequently communicate on this subject with the min-

ister for foreign affairs of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in such

way as you may suppose might be most likely to compass the object

in view."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jay, min. to Austria-Hungary, July 22,

1872, For. Kel. 1872, 55.

The foregoing in.struetion was suggested by Mr. Peixotto. Fnited States

consul at Bucharest. (For. Rel. 1872, 092-693.)

It was addressed, as a circular, to the diplomatic representatives of the

Unitetl States at London, Berlin. Paris. Vienna, St. Petersburg,

Rome, and Constantinople. The treaty referred to was the conven-

tion between Great Britain. Austria. France, Prussia, Ku.ssia. Sar-

dinia, and Turkey, concluded at Paris, Aug. 19, 1858, to carry into

effect certain stipulations of the treaty of Paris of March 30, 185«>,

concerning the definitive organization of the principalities of Moldavia

and Wallachia. afterwards consolidated into Roumania. The
responses made to the instruction indicated that Austria-Hungary

would not intervene ; that France had made and would make repre-

sentations ; that Germany was disposed to intercede ; that Great Brit-

ain had made representations; that Italy was noncommittal: and

that Russia was opposed to intervention. (For. Rel. 1872, 02. 18;{,

194, 197, 320, 493. See, also, 078.

)

" Your dispatch No. 25() of the 31st ultimo, inclosing the reply of

His Highness the Prince of Kouniaiiia to tlie letter which the Presi-

dent addressed to him on the lath of August. 1878. has been received.

In connection with the subject of Poumanian recognition. I enclose

for your consideration a copy of a letter under date of the 3()th ultimo,

from Mr. Myer S. Isaacs, president, and other officers of the board

of delegates on civil and religious rights of the Ileljrews. asking

that the government of the United States may exert its influence

towards securing for the Hebrew subjects and residents in Roumania

the equality of civil and religious rights stipulated in Article XLIV.
of the treaty of Berlin.

"As you are aware, this government has ever felt a deep interest

in the welfare of the Hei)rew race in foreign countries, and lias viewed

with abhorrence the wrongs to whicii they have, at various periods,

been subjected by the followers of other creeds in the East. Tiiis

Department is therefore disj)osed to give favorable consideration to

the appeal made by the representatives of a prominent Hel)rew organ-

ization in this country in behalf of their brethren in Pouniania. ami

while I should not be warranted in making a coin|)liance with their

wishes a sine qua non in the establishment of official relations with
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that countrv. yet any terms favorable to the interest of this much-
injured people which you may be able to secure in the negotiations

now pending with the government of Koumania would be agreeable

and gratifying to this Department."

Mr. Eviirts. Soc. of State, to Mr. Kasson, niiii. to Austria-IIuiiKary, Nov.

2S. 1S71). For. IWl 1S8(). :?").

Oct. ."^0. 1S70, Mr. Myer S. Isaacs, president, and other officers of

the board of delegates on civil and religious rights of the Hebrews,

addressed a letter to Mr. Evarts, Secretary of State, asking that the

United States might not be committed to an act of recognition of

Roumanian independence till the condition of civil and religious lib-

erty, expressed in Article XLIV. of the treaty of Berlin, had been

complied with by Koumania. Mr. Evarts enclosed a copy of the letter

to Mr. Kasson. then United States minister at Vienna, and said that,

while a compliance with the writers' wishes could not be made 'a

sine qua non in the establishment of official relations" with Koumania,

yet "' any terms favorable to the interest " of the Hebrew race, which

he might be able to secure " in the negotiations now pending with the

government of Koumania would be agreeable and gratifying to

this Department."

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kasson. No. i:?8. Nov. 28, 1879, For. Rel.

IHSO, ;'.."): MS. Inst. Austria. III. 71.

See supra, § 41. as to tlie Executive recojjnition of Trinee Ciiarles of

Rouniania by a letter of the President of Aug. 15, 1878.

" Tt behooves the state to scrutinize most jealously the character of

the immigration from a foreign land, and, if it be obno.xious to objec-

tion, to examine the causes which render it so. Should those causes

originate in the act of another sovereign state, to the detriment of its

neighbors, it is the i)rerogative of an injured state to point out the

evil and to make remonstrance; for with nations, as with individuals,

the social law holds good that the right of each is bounded by the,

right of the neighbor.
'• The condition of a large class of the inhabitants of Koumania has

for many years been a source of grave concern to the United States.

I refer to the Koumanian Jews, numbering some 400,000. \joi\g ago,

while the Danubian i)rincii)alities labored under opi)ressive conditions

which only war and a general action of the P^uropean powers sufficed

to end. the ])ersecution of the indigenous Jews under Turkish rule

called forth in 1S72 the strong remonstrance of the United States.

The treaty of Berlin was hailed as a cure for the wrong, in view of

the express provisions of its forty-fourth article, prescribing that ' in

Koumania, the difference of religious creeds and confessions shall not
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be alleged against any person as a ground for exclusion or ineai)a('ity

in matters relating to the enjoyment of civil and political rights,

admission to public employments, functions, and honors, or the exer-

cise of the various professions and industries in any locality whatso-

ever,' and stipulating freedom in the exercise of all forms of worshij)

to Roumanian dependents and foreigners alike, as well as guarantee-

ing that all foreigners in Koumania shall be treated, without distinc-

tion of crwd, on a footing of perfect equality.
*' With the la})se of time these just prescripti(ms have been rendered

nugatory in great part, as regards the native Jews, by the legislation

and nuinicipal regulations of Koumania. Starting from the arbitrary

and controvertible premise that the native Jews of Koumania domi-
ciled there for centuries are ' aliens not subject to foreign protection,'

the ability of the Jew to earn even the scanty means of existence that

suffice for a frugal race has been constricted by degrees, until nearly

every opportunity to win a livelihood is denied ; and until the helpless

poverty of the Jew has constrained an exodus of such pro})ortions as

to cause general concern.

"The j^olitical disabilities of the Jews in Koumania, their exclu-

sion from the public service and the learned professions, the limita-

tions of their civil rights and the imposition upon them of exceptional

taxes, involving as they do wrongs repugnant to the moral sense of

liberal modern peoples, are not so directly in point for my j)resent

purpose as the public acts which attack the inherent right of man
as a breadw^inner in the ways of agriculture and trade. The Jews are

prohibited from owning land, or even from cultivating it as connuon

laborers. They are debarred from residing in the rural districts.

Many branches of petty trade and manual j^roduction are clos(>d to

them in the overcrowded cities where they are forced to dwell and

engage, against fearful odds, in the desperate struggle for existence.

Even as ordinary artisans or hired laborers they may only find

employment in the proportion of one ' un})rotecte(l alien' to two

'Koumanians' under any one emi)l()yer. In shoi-t. by the cumulative

effect of successive restrictions, the Jews of Koumania have becouie

reduced to a state of wretched misery. Shut out from nearly every

avenue of self-sui)p()rt which is open to the poor of other lands, and

ground down by poverty as the natural result of their discrimi-

natory treatment, they are rendered incapable of lifting theniselves

from the enforced degradation they endure. Even were the fields of

education, of civil em])l()yment. and of commerce open to them as

to 'Koumanian citizens,' their i)enury would [)revent their rising by

individual effort. Human beings so circumstanced have vii-tually

no alternatives but submissive suffering or flight to some land loss

unfavorable to inem. Removal under such conditions is not and can
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not 1)0 the healthy, intelligent emigration of a free and self-reliant

l)eing. It nnist be, in most cases, the mere transplantation of an

artificially produced diseased growth to a new place.

"(Iranting that, in better and more healthful surroundings, the

morbid conditions will eventually change for good, such emigration

is necessarily for a time a burden to the connnunity upon which

the fugitives may 1k^ cast. Self-reliance and the knowledge and
ability that evolve the j)ower of self-support must l)e developed, and,

at the same time, avenues of employment must be opened in (juarters

where competition is already keen and opportunities scarce. The
teachings of history and the experience of our own nation show that

the Jews j)()ssess in a high degree the mental and moral qualifications

of conscientious citizenhood. No class of emigrants is more welcome

to our shores, when coming equipped in mind and body for entrance

upon the struggle for bread, and inspired with the high purpose

to give the best service of heart and brain to the land they adopt of

their own free will. But when they come as outcasts, made doubly

paupers by physical and moral oppression in their native land, and

thrown upon the long-sutfering generosity of a more favored com-

munity, their migration lacks the essential conditions which make
alien immigration either acceptable or beneficial. So well is this

appreciated on the Continent that, even in the countries where anti-

Semitism has no foothold, it is difficult for these fleeing Jews to

obtain any lodgment. America is their only goal.

'• The United States ort'ers asylum to the oppressed of all lands.

But its sympathy with them in nowise impairs its just liberty and
right to weigh the acts of the oppressor in the light of their effects

upon this country and to judge accordingly.

" Puttfng together the facts now painfully brought home to this

government during the })ast few years, that many of the inhabitants

of Roumania are being forced, by articially adverse discriminations,

to (piit their native country ; that the hospitable asylum offered by this

country is almost the only refuge left to them; that they come hither

unfitted, by the conditions of their exile, to take part in the new life

of this land under circumstances either profitable to themselves or

beneficial to the community: and that they are objects of charity from

the outset and for a long time—the right of remonstrance against

the a(;ts of the Roumanian government is clearly established in favor

of this government. Whether consciously and of purpose or not,

thesi' helpless j)eople, burdened and spurned by their native land, are

forced by the sovereign power of Roumania upon the charity of the

I'liited States. This government can not I)e a tacit party to such an

international wrong. It is constrained to protest against the treat-

ment to which the Jews of Roumania are subjected, not alone because

it has unimpeachable ground to remonstrate against the resultant
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injury to itself, but in the name of humanity. The United States

may not authoritatively appeal to the stipulations of the treaty of

Berlin, to which it was not and can not become a signatory, but it

does earnestly appeal to the principles consigned therein Ixjcause

they are the principles of international law and eternal justice, advo-

cating the broad toleration which that solenni compact enjoins and
standing ready to lend its moral support to the fulfillment thereof

by its co-signatories, for the act of Roumania itself has effectively

joined the United States to them as an interested party in this

regard.''

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wilson, min. to Roumania, July 17, 1902,

For. Rel. 1902, 910.

See, also. For. Kel. 1903, 702.

As to the improvement in the relations between Jews and Christians in

Roumania, see For. Rel. 1904, 706.

" In the course of an instruction recently sent to the minister

accredited to the government of Roumania in regard to the bases of a

negotiation begun with that government looking to a convention of

naturalization between the United States and Roumania, certain con-

siderations were set forth for the minister's guidance concerning the

character of the emigration from that country, the causes which con-

strain it, and the consequences so far as they adver.sely affect the

United States.

" It has seemed to the President appropriate that these considera-

tions, relating as they do to the obligations entered into by the signa-

tories of the treaty of Berlin of July 13, 18T8, should be brought to

the attention of the governments concerned and commended to their

consideration in the hope that, if they are so fortunate as to meet the

approval of the several powers, such measures as to them may seem

wise may be taken to persuade the government of Roumania to

reconsider the subject of the grievances in question.

" The United States welcomes now, as it has welcomed from the

foundation of its government, the voluntary inunigration of all

aliens coming hither under conditions fitting them to Ixvome merged

in the body politic of this land. Our laws provide the means for

them to become incorporated indistinguishably in tiie mass of citi-

zens, and prescribe thoir absolute e(iuality with the native born,

guaranteeing to them equal civil rights at liome and equal protection

abroad. The conditions are few, looking to their coming as free

agents, so circumstanced physically and morally as to supply the

healthful and intelligent material of free citizenhood. The pauper,

the criminal, the contagiously or incurably diseased are excluded

from the benefits of immigration only wdien they are likely to become

a source of danger or a burden upon the community. The voluntary
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charMctor of their coininjr is essential; hence we shnt out all imnii-

<rrati()n assisted or constrained by forei<2:n a<;encies. The purpose

of our <rt'iierous treatment of the alien iinniiffrant is to benefit us and

him alike—not to afford to another state a field upon which to cast

its ow n objectionable elements. The alien, coming hither voluntarily

and ])re])ared to take upon himself the preparatory and in due course

the definitive obligations of citizenship, retains thereafter, in domestic

and international relations, the initial character of free agency, in

the full enjoyment of which it is incumbent upon his adoptive state

to pi'otect him.

" The fore<::oin<i: considerations, whilst pertinent to the examination

of the purpose and scope of a naturalization treaty, have a lar<ror aim.

It behooves the state to scrutinize most jealously the character of the

innni<rration from a f()rei<rn land. and. if it be obnoxious to objection,

to examine the causes which render it so. Should those causes origi-

nate in the act of another sovereign state, to the detriment of its neigh-

bors, it is the prerogative of an injured state to point out the evil and

to nuike remonstrance; for with nations, as with individuals, the

social law holds good that the right of each is bounded by the right of

the neighbor.
'• The condition of a large class of the iidiabitants of Roumania has

for numy years been a source of grave concern to the United States.

I refer to the Kounuinian Jews, numbering some -fOO.OOO. Long ago,

while the Danubian principalities labored under oppressive condi-

tions which only wiir and a general action of the European j)owers

sufliced to end. the jH'rsecution of the indigenous Jews under Turkish

rule called forth in ISTii the strong remonstrance of the United States.

The treaty of Berlin was hailed as a cure for the wrong, in view of

the expi-ess provisions of its forty-fourth article, prescribing that 'in

Roumania, the difference of religious creeds and confessions shall not

!)<> alleged against any person as a ground for exclusion or incapacity

in matters relating to the enjoynient of civil and i)olitical rights, ad-

mission t(; i)ublic employments, ftn)ctions, and honors, or the exercise

of the various professions and industries in any locality whatsoever,'

and stipulating fre<'dom in the exercise of all forms of worship to

Koumanian dependents and foreigners alike, as well as guaranteeing

that all foi-eigners in Koumania shall be treated, without distinction

of creed, on a footing of perfect ecjuality.

"With the lai)se of time tliese just i)rescripti()ns have been rendered

nugatory in great i)art. as regards the native Jews, by the legislation

and municij)al regulations of Roumania. Starting from the arbi-

trary and controvertible premise that the native Jews of Kounumia
domiciled tliere for centuries are 'aliens not subject to foreign jjro-

tection." the aljility of the Jew to earn even the scanty means of exist-
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ence that suffice for a frugal race has been constricted by degrees,

until nearly every opportunity to win a livelihood is denied; and
until the helpless poverty of the Jew has constrained an exodus of

such proportions as to cause general concern. . . .

"

'" You will take an early occasion to read this instruction to the

minister for foreign affairs and, should he request it, leave with him a

copy."

Mr. Iliiy. Sec. of State, to U. S. representatives at IjOiuIou, Paris, Berlin,

St. I'etei'slmrK. Vienna, Rome, and Constantinople, Aug. 11, 1902,

For. Kel. 15X)2, 42.

a Here follows an exact transcription from the instruction of Mr. Hay to

Mr. Wilson, July 17, 1!H)2, supra, 8(i3-3()5, of tlie four last ])araKraplis, l>egin-

ning with the phrase " Tlie political disabilities of the .lews in Uoumauia," and

ending with the words " an interested party in this regard."

V
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I. EARLY EXI'REHSIOys OF AMERICAX POLICY.

§ 927.

" It is intimated to lis in such a way as to attract our attention, that

France means to send a strong' force early this spring to offer inde-

pendence to the Spanish-American colonies, beginning with those on

the Mississij)pi. and that she will not object to the receiving those on

the east side into our Confederation. Interesting considerations

re(iuire that we should keep ourselves free to act in this case accord-

ing to circumstances, and consequently that you should not. Ijv any

clause of treaty, bind us to guarantee any of the Spanish colonies

against their own independence, nor indeed against any other nation.

For. when we thought we might guarantee Louisiaiui on their ceding

the Floridas to us. wc apprehended it would be seized by (Jreat

Britain, who would thus c()mi)letely encii-cle us with her colonies

and fleets. Tiiis danger is now removed by the concert between (ireat

Britain and Spain, and the times will soon enough give indei)en(lence.

and conse(|uently free conuiK'rce to our neighbors, without our I'isking

the involving of f)urselv(>s in a wai" with them."

Mr. .TeflFersoii. Sec. of State, to Messrs. C .niii<liael and Sliort, mins. to

Spain. .March 2:;. 179:;. MS. Inst. C. States Ministers, I. 2tM».

''Observe good faith and justice towards all Nations. Cultivate

peace and harmony with all. Religion and Morality enjoin this con-

duct ; and can it bt' that good policy does not e<iually enjoin it^--It

will be worthy of a free, enlightened, and. at no distant period, a

great nation, to give to numkind the magnanimous and too no\el

H. Doc. 551—vol G 24
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example of a People always guided by an exalted justice and benevo-

lence. . . .

"Against the insidious wiles of foreign influence, I conjure you

to believe me. fellow-citizens, the jealousy of a free people ought to be

constantly awake, since history and experience prove that foreign

influence is one of the most baneful foes of republican Govern-

ment. . . .

"' The great rule of conduct for us, in regard to foreign Nations, is,

in extending our commercial relations, to have with them as little

Political connexion as possible.—So far as we have already formed

engagements, let them be fulfilled with perfect good faith.—Here

let us stop.

—

'" Europe has a set of primary interests, which to us have none,

or a very remote relation.—Hence she must be engaged in frequent

controversies, the causes of which are essentially foreign to our con-

cerns.—Hence therefore it must be unwise in us to implicate our-

selves, by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissitudes of her politics,

or the ordinary combinations and collisions of her friendships, or

enn'iities.

"'Our detached and distant situation invites and enables us to pur-

sue a difi'erent course. . . .

"Why forego the advantages of so peculiar a situation? AMiy

(piit our own to stand upon foreign ground? Why, by interweaving

our destiny with that of any part of Europe, entangle our peace and

prosperity in the toils of European ambition, rivalship, interest,

humour, or caprice?

" 'T is our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances, with

any portion of the foreign world;—so far, I mean, as Ave are now at

liberty to do it—for let me not be understood as capable of patronis-

ing infidelity to existing engagements. . . . But in my opinion it

is unnecessary and would be unwise to extend them."

Washington's Farewoll Address, Sept. 17, 179G, 13 Writings of Washing-
ton, liy Ford. :{ll-.'ns. A text of tlic address, adhering in form less

strictly to the original, may he found in Am. State Papers, For.

Kel. I. .3<>-.'}7.

" The purport of what I said was, that we are contented that the

Floridas remain in the hands of Spain, but should not be willing to

see them transferred, e.xcei)t to ourselves."

.Mr. King. niin. to England, to Sec. of State, .Tune 1, 1801, Am. State

rep«'rs. For. Uel. II. .WO. narrating a conversation with Lord Ilawkes-

itury on the rejK^rted cession of the Floridas and Louisana hy Spain to

France.

" In a late conversation with Mr. Addington, he observed to me,

if the war happen, it would, perhaps, be one of their first steps to
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occupy New Orleans. I interrupted him by saying, I hoped the

measure would be well weighed before it should be attempted; that,

true it was, we could not see with indifference that country in the

hands of France ; but it was equally true, that it would be contrary to

our views, and with much concern, that we should see it in the pos-

session of England: we had no objection to Spain continuing to pos-

sess it, they were quiet neighbors, and we looked forward without

impatience to events which, in the ordinary course of things, must,

at no distant day, annex this country to the United States. Mr.

Addington desired me to be assured that England would not accept

the country, were all agreed to give it to her; that, were she to occupy

it, it would not be to keej) it, but to prevent another power from ob-

taining it ; and, in his opinion, this end would be best effected by its

belonging to the United States. I expressed m,y acquiescence in the

last part of his remarks, but oljserved. that, if the country should be

occupied by P^ngland it would be suspected to be in concert with the

United States, and might involve us in misunderstandings with

another power, with which we desired to live in peace. He said, if

you can obtain it. well, but if not, Ave ought to prevent its going into

the hands of France; though, you may be assured, continued Mr.

Addington, that nothing shall be done injurious to the interests of

the United States."'

Air. Kins. niin. to England, to the Sec. of State. April 2. 1808. Am. State

Papers, For. Rel. 11. ~>^tX.

" We shall be well satisfied to see Cuba and ^Mexico remain in their

present dependence: but very unwilling to see them in that of either

P^rance or England, politically or counnercially. AVe consider their

interests and ours as the same, and that the object of both nuist be to

exclude all P>uropean influence from this hemisphere.''

President .Jefferson to Governor Claiborne, of Louisiana, Oct. 20, 1808,

J) Ford's Writings of Jeflfereson, 212.

" I hope he sees, and will promote in his new situation, the advan-

tages of a cordial fraternization among all the American nations,

and the importance of their coalescing in an American system of

policy, totally independent of and inu'<mnected with that of Euroj)e.

The day is not distant when we may formally recjuire a meridian of

j)artitioi! through the ocean wiiich separates the two hemisphere'^, on

the hither side of Avhich no European gun shall ever be heard, nor an

American on the other: and wiien. during the rage of the eternal

wars of Europe, the lion and the lamb, within our regions, shall be

drawn together in peace. . . . The principles of society tliere

and here. then, are radically ditl'erent, and T hope no American ])a-

triot will ever lose sight of the essential policy of interdicting in the
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seas and territories of both Americas the ferocious and sanguinary

contests of P^urope. I wish to see this coalition begin."

Mr. Jefferson to William Short, Aug. 4, 1820, Randolph's Memoirs of Jef-

ferson, IV. ;52r.. .-^28.

" We have a perfect horror at everything like connecting ourselves with

the politM-s of Euroi)e. It would indeed be advantageous to us to

have neutral rights established on a broad ground; but no depend-

ence can be placed in any European coalition for that. ... To
l)e entangletl with them would l>e a nuich greater evil than a tem-

porary ac(iuie.scence in the false principles which have jjrevailed."

(Mr. Jefferson to William Short, Oct. 3, 1801, Jefferson's Writings,

by Ford. VIII. J)5.)

II. RESOIjI rfO\S AS TO THE FLORIDAS.

§ 928.

Jan. 3, 1811, President Madison sent to Congress a secret message,

recommending that tiie Executive be authorized to take temporary

po.s.session of any part of the Fh)ridas, in pursuance of arrangements

with the Spanish authorities; or, without such arrangements, in case

those authorities should i)e subverted and there should be apprehen-

sion of the occupancy of the territory by another foreign power.

xVcting on this message. Congress, in secret session, on the 15th of

January. " taking into view the peculiar situation of Spain, and of

her American provinces," and " the influence which the destiny of the

territory adjoining the southern border of the United States may
have upon their security, tran(iuillity, and connnerce," resolved that

the United States could not " without serious inquietude, see any part

of the said territory pass into the hands of any foreign power," and

that " a due regard to their own safety " compelled them '' to provide,

under certain contingencies, for the temporary occui)ation of the said

territory," the territory so occupied to be held " subject to future

negotiation." The ]*resident was therefore authorized to take pos-

session of and occuj)v all or any part of East Florida, " in case an

arrangement has l)een, or shall be, made with the local authority of

the said territory, for delivering up the possession of the same, or any

part thereof, to the United States, or in the event of an attempt to

occupy the said territory, or any part thereof, by any foreign govern-

ment." For the purpose of occupying and holding the territory, the

President was authorized to employ the Army and Navy of the United

States: and the sum of $100,000 was appropriated "for defraying

such e.\p<Mis<'s as the l*resident may deem necessary for obtaining

possession as aforesaid, and the security of the said territory." As to

West Florida. Congress had already empowered the Executive to ex-

ercise acts of possession, on claim of title under the Louisiana cession.

.3 Stats, at Large. 471 : .\m. State Paiwrs, For. I{el. III. 571 ; Moore, Int.

Arbitrations, V. 4ijl9 et seq.
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Both Mr. Pinkney, at London, and Gen. Armstrong, at Paris, were in-

structed to apprise the governments to which they were accredited of

the foregoing resolutions. (Mr. Smith, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinkney.

min. to Enghind, Jan. 22, 1811, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, VII.

140.)

The report having got abroad that Spain had ceded the Floridas to

Great Britain, the American minister in London was instructed to

inquire whether it w as so. West Florida, said Mr. Monroe, who was
then Secretary of State, l>elonged to the United States. If a cession

had been made only of East Florida, Great Britain would, if her

policy Avas peace, explain her views in regard to it. It would be

agreeable to the United States " to obtain it of her at a fair equiva-

lent."

Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Mr. .T. Q. Adams, min. to England, Dec. 10,

1815, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, VIII. IP..

See supra, §§ 101, 102, as to Louisiana and the Floridas.

III. REVOLITIOX I\ .S7MA//SH AMERICA.

§ 929.

See supra. §§ 2S-.3r).

" The revolution which is making rajoid progress in South Amer-
ica becomes daily more interesting to the United States. From the

best information that Ave can obtain, there is much cause to believe,

that those provinces will separate from the mother country. Several

of them have already abrogated its authority, and established inde-

pendent governments. They insist on the acknowledgment of their

governments b}' the United States, and when it is considered that the

alternative betAveen governments, Avhich in the CAent of their inde-

pendence Avould be free and friendly, and the relation Avhich, reason-

ing from the past, must be expected from them, as colonies, there is

no cause to doubt in Avhich scale our interest lies. What are the

vieAvs and intentions of the British GoA'ernmeiit on this important

subject? Is it not the interest of Great Britain that the Spanish

provinces should become inde])endent ? AVill her GoA'ernment pro-

mote it, at Avhat time and under Avhat circumstances? In case of a

rupture between the United States and Spain at any future time,

Avhat part Avill Great Britain take in the contest, it being distinctly

to be understood that Ave shall ask, in regard to the Spanish prov-

inces, no privileges in trade Avhich shall not be common to other

nations? Spain has long been unfriendly to the United States, and

done them positiA'e injuries, for Avhich reparation has been Avithheld,

and her Government still assumes a tone Avhich, in other res])ects. is

far from being satisfactory. The part Avhich the United States may
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act hereafter towards tliat power must (lei)en(l on circumstances.

Should the Sj)anish (Joverument persevere in its unjust policy, it

mi<rht have some infhience on our measures, and it wouhl l)e advan-

ta<;eous to know tiie views of the British (lovernment in these

repects,''

.Mr. .Monroo. Sec. of Stiito. to Mr. J. Q. .Vdaiiis. iiiin. to KiikIjmkI, Dec. 10,

KS15, MS. Inst. r. StMtcs Miiiist»>rs. VIII. 1.:.

IV. Tin: HOLY ALIJASCH.

1. 'rKKATV OK SKl-rKMliKK lit!, ISl").

J5
1)80.

On Sept. 20, 181."). the Emperors of Austria and Russia and the

Kin<r of Prussia conchided at Paris a treaty which was known as

the Holy Alliance. The object of this lea«rne was declared to be the

administration of irovernment. in matters botii internal and external,

according to the prece])ts of justice, charity, and |)eace: and to this

end the allied monarchs. " lookin<r upon themselves as dele<rated by

Providence ""
to ride over their respective coinitries, en<ra<>:ed to " lend

one another, on every occasion and in every place, assistance, aid

and supj)ort."* In the course of time, as revolt aj^ainst the arrange-

ments of the treaty of \'ienna became more widespread and more

pronounced, the alliance ceased to wear its ori<rinally benevolent

aspect and came more and more to assume the form of a lea<i:ue for

the protection of the principle of lejjitimacy—the principle of the

divine ri^rht of kin^s as opi)()sed to the rights of the people—against

the encroachments of lil)eral ideas. Conaresses were held at Aix-la-

C'hapelle. 'rr()i)j)au. and Laybach, for the purpose of maturing a

|)ro<rram to that end. The U'ague was joined by the King of France;

l)Ut Enghmd. whose I'rince Regent had originally given it his in-

formal adhesion, began to grow hostile. Iler own govermnent. with

its free and |)arliamentary institutions, was founded on a revolution:

iind the allies, in the circular isstied at Tro|)pau. had associated

*• icvolt and crime." and had declared that the Em-oj)ean powers

"had an undoubted right to take a hostile attitude in regard to

liox' states in which the overthrow of the government might operate

as an examph'.'" In the circular issued at Layl)ach they denoimced

"as ('(|ually null, and disallowed by the pubfic law of Eur()j)e, any

l)retended reform etlected l)y revolt and o|)en foive." Popular move-

ments were for(il)ly supi)i"<'ssed in Pij'dmont and Xai)les. In October,

l.S-J-J. re])re-entatives of the allies asssembled at \'erona especially

for the i)ur])ose of concerting measures against the revolutionary

govermnent in Spain. As the result of their deliberations they
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issued a circular in which they announced their determination " to

repel the maxim of rebellion, in whatever place and under whatever

form it might show itself;" and they adjourned with the secret

understanding that France should intervene to suppress the con-

stitutional government in Spain. Their ultimate object was more

explicitly expressed in a secret treaty in which they engaged mutually
•' to put an end to the system of representative governments " in

Europe, and to adopt measures to destroy " the liberty of the press."

In April, 1823, P'rance proceeded to execute the plans of the allies

by invading Spain, for the purpose of restoring the absolute mon-

arch, Ferdinand VII. Before the close of the ensuing summer such

progri'ss had been made in the execution of this design that notice

was given to the British Government that, as soon as the allies should

have achieved their military objects in Spain, they would propose

a congress with a view to the termination of the revolutionary gov-

ernments in Spanish America. At this time Lord Castlereagh, who
had always been favorably disposed towards the alliance, had been

succeeded in the conduct of the foreign affairs of England by George

Canning, who reflected the popular sentiment as to the policy of the

allied powers. The independence of the Spanish-American govern-

ments, which had now been acknowledged by the United States,

had not as yet been recognized by Great Britain. But English

merchants, like those of the United States, had developed a large

trade with the Spanish-American countries, a trade which the resto-

ration of those regions to a colonial condition, whether under Spain

or any of the allies, would, under the commercial sj'stem then in

vogue, have cut off and destroyed. Under these circumstances, Can-

ning, toward the close of the summer of 1823, began to sound Richard

Rush, then American minister at London, as to the possibility of a

joint declaration by the two Governments against the intervention

of the allies in Spanish-America.

'* It is now well ascertained that before the congress of the great

European powers at Aix-la-Cliaj)elle, their mediation had l)een solic-

ited by Spain, and agreed to be given by them for the purpose of

restoring the Spanish dominion throughout South America, under cer-

tain conditions of commercial privileges to be guaranteed to the inhab-

itants. The (jovernment of the United States had been informed

of this })roject before the meeting at Aix-la-Chapelle, and that it

had been proposed by some of the allied powers that the United

States should be invited to join them in this mediation. ^Mien this

information was received, the ministers of the United States to

France. England, and Russia were immediately instructed to make

known to those respective governments that the United States would
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take no part in any plan of mediation or interference in the contest

between Spain and South Aniericav which should be founded on any

other basis than that of the total independence of the colonie.s. This

declaration was connnunicated before the meeting to Lord Castle-

reagh and to tlic Duke de Richelieu at the congress. It occasioned

some dissatisfaction to the principal allies, particularly France and

Russia, as it undoubtedly disconcerted their proposed mediation.

Great Britain concurring with them in the plan of restoring the

Spanish authority, but aware that it could not be carried into effect

without the concurrence of the United States, declared it an indis-

j)ensable condition of her participation in tlie mediation that there

should i)e no resort to force against the South Americans, whatever

the result of the mediation might be. To this condition, France and

Russia after some hesitation assented; but they proposed that, if the

South Americans should reject the terms of accxMiimodation to be

offered them with the sanction of the mediating powers, they should

j)rohibit all connnereial intercourse of their subjects respectively

with them. To this condition Great Britain declined giving her

assent; her motive for which is sufficiently obvious, when it is con-

sidered that, after the declaration of the Ignited States, the practical

operation of such a nonintercourse between the allies and the South

Americans would have been to transfer to the United States the whole

of the valuable commerce carried on with them by the merchants of

(jreat Britain. As a last expedient it was proposed that the Duke of

Wellington should be sent to Madrid with the joint powers of all the

allied sovereigns, to arrange with the Spanish cabinet the terms to be

offered to the South Americans, which was again defeated by the

Duke's insisting that, if he should go, a previous entry should be

made upon the protocol at Aix-la-Chapelle that no force against the

South Americans was, in any result of his embassy, to be used. But

Spain had always connected with the project of the mediation a

demand that the allies should ultinuitely guarantee the restoration of

her authority; and. finding that this was not to be obtained, she

declined accepting the interposition upon any other terms.
'• But while the Government of the I Jiited States have thus taken

every occasion offered them in the course of events to manifest their

good wishes in favor of the South Americans, they have never lost

sight of the obligations incumbent on them, as avowedly neutral to

the contest between thenj and Spain."

Mr. Adams. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Thompson. Set*, of Navy, May 20, 1819,

17 M.S. Dom. Let. :{(>4.

" The present political system of Europe is founded upon the over-

throw of that which had grown out of the French Revolution, and

has a.ssumed its shape from the body of treaties concluded at Vienna
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in 1814 and 1815, at Paris towards the close of the same year, 1815,

and in Aix-la-Chapclle in the autumn of 1818. Its general character

is that of a compact between the five principal European powers

—

Austria, France, Great Britain, Prussia, and Russia—for the preserva-

tion of universal peace. These powers having then just emerged vic-

torious from a long, portentous and sanguinary struggle against the

oppressive predominancy of one of them, under revolutionary sway,

appear to have bent all their faculties to the substitution of a system

which should preserve them from that evil—the preponderancy of

one power by the subjugation, virtual if not nominal, of the rest.

Whether they perceived in its full extent, considered in its true

colours, or provided by judicious arrangements for the revolutionary

temper of the weapons by which they had so long been assailed and

from which they had so severely suffered, is a question now in a course

of solution. Their gi-eat anxiety appears to have been to guard

themselves each against the other.

" The Ijeague of Peace, so far as it was a covenant of organized

governments, has proved effectual to its purposes by an experience of

five years. Its only interruption has been in this hemisphere, though

between nations strictly European; by the invasion of the Portu-

guese OH the territory claimed by Spain, but already lost to her, on

the eastern shore of the Rio de la Plata. This aggression, too, the

European alliance have undertaken to control; and in connection

with it they have formed projects hitherto abortive of interposing

in the revolutionary struggle between Spain and her South American

colonies.

"As a compact between governments it is not improbable that the

European alliance will last as long as some of the states who are par-

ties to it. The warlike passions and propensities of the present age

find their principal aliment, not in the enmities Ijetween nation and

nation, but in the internal dissensions between the component parts

of all. The war is between nations and their riders.

"The Emperor Alexander may l)e considered as the principal

patron and founder of the League of Peace. His interest is the more

unequivocal in support of it. His empire is the only party to the

compact free from that internal fermentation which threntens the

existence of all the rest. His territories are the most extensive, his

military establishment the most stupendous, his country the mbst

improvaV)le and thriving of them all. He is therefore naturally the

most obnoxious to the jealousy and fears of his associates, and his

circumstances point his policy to a faithful adhesion to the general

system, with a strong reprobation of those who would resort to special

and partial alliances, from which any one member of the league should

be excluded. This general tendency of his policy is corrol>orate(l bv

the mild and religious turn of his individual character. He finds a
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happy coincidence between the dictates of his conscience and the

interest of his Empire. And as from the very circumstance of his

preponderancy, partial alliances mi^ht l)e most easily contracted by

him. from the natural resort of the weak for succour to the strong, by

discountenancing all such partial combinations he has the apj)earance

of discarding advantages entirely within his command, and reaps the

glory of disinterestedness, while most efficaciously providing for his

own security.

• Such is accordingly the constant indication of the Russian policy

since the peace of Paris in 1815. The neighbors of Russia which

have the most to dread from her overshadowing and encroaching

power are Persia, Turkey, Austria, and Prussia ; the two latter of

which are members of the European and even of the Holy Alliance,

while the two former are not only extra-European in their general

policy, but of religions which excluded them from ever becoming

parties, if not from ever deriving benefit from that singular compact.
" The political system of the United States is also essentially extra-

European. To stand in firm and cautious independence of all en-

tanglement in the European system, has been a cardinal point of their

policy under every administration of their Government, from the

peace of 1783 to this day. If at the original adoption of their sys-

tem there could have been any doubt of its justice or its wisdom, there

can be none at this time. Every year''s experience rivets it more

deeply in the principles and opinions of the nation. Yet in propor-

tion as the importance of the United States as one of the members of

the general society of civilized nations increases in the eyes of the

others, the difficulties of maintaining this system and the tempta-

tions to depart from it increase and multiply with it. The Russian

(iovernment has not only manifested an inclination that the United

States should concur in the general principles of the P^uropean

league. l)ut a direct though unofficial application has been made by

the present Russian minister here that the United States should

become formal i)arties to the Holy Alliance. It has been suggested, as

inducement to obtain their compliance, that this compact bound the

l)ailies to no sjK'cific engagenunit of anything. That it was a pledge

of mere princii)les—that its real as well as its professed purpose was

mei'cly the general preservation of peace—and it was intimated that

if any (piestion should arise between the United States and other gov-

ciiuuents of Eurojx'. the Emperor Alexander, desirous of using his

influence in their favour, would have a substantial motive and justifi-

cation for interposing if he could regard them as his allies, which, as

parties to the Holy Alliance, he would.
'• It is ]X)ssif)le tiiat overtures of a similar character may be made

to you: but whether they should be or not it is proper to apprize

you of the light in which they have been viewed by the President.
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No direct refusal has been signified to Mr. Poletica. It is presumed

that none will he necessary. His instructions are not to make the

jH'oposal in form iiidess with a prospect that it will be successful.

It might, perhaps, be sufficient to answer that the organization of

our (lovernment is such as not to admit of our acceding formally

to that compact. But it may be added that the President, approving

its general principles and thoroughly convinced of the benevolent

and virtuous motives which led to the conception and presided at

(he formation of this system by the Emperor Alexander, believes

that the United States will more effectually contribute to the great

and sublime objects for which it was concluded by abstaining from

a fornuil participation in it than they could as stipulated members
of it. As a general declaration of principles, disclaiming the im-

pulses of vulgar ambition and unprincipled aggrandizement and

openly proclaiming the peculiarly Christian maxims of mutual benev-

olence and brotherly love to be binding upon the intercourse between

nations no less than upon that of individuals, the United States not

only give their hearty assent to the articles of the Holy Alliance, but

will be among the most earnest and conscientious in observing them.

But independent of the prejudices which have been excited against

this instrument in the public opinion, which time and an experience

of its good effects will gradually wear away, it may be observed

that for the repose of Piurope as well as of America, the European

and American i^olitical system should be kept as separate and dis-

tinct from each other as possible. If the United States as members
of the Holy Alliance could acquire a right to ask the influence of

its most powerful member in their controversies with other states,

the other members must be entitled in return to ask the influence of

the United States, for themselves or against their opponents, in the

deliberations of the league they would be entitled to a voice, and in

exercising their right nuist occasionally appeal to principles. Avhich

might not harmonize with those of any European member of the

bond. This consideration alone would be decisive for declining a

particijiation in that league, which is the President's absolute and

irrevocable determination, although he trusts that no occasion will

present itself rendering it necessary to nudvc that determination

known by an explicit refusal."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Middlctoii. iniii. to Russia, No. 1, July ;i,

1820, MS. Inst, to V. S. Miiis. IX. IS.

2. An'xikty as to Cuba.

"The present condition of the Island of Cuba has excited much

attention, and has become of deep interest to this Union, From the
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public despatch, and other papers which you will receive with this,

\()u will perceive the ^reat and continued injuries which our com-

nierce is surt'erin<; from pirates issuiujLr from thence; the repeated

demands made upon the authorities of the island for their suppres-

sion, and the exertions, but jjartially effectual, of our own naval

force a<;ainst them. There is another point of view, however, in

which the condition of the island is yet more an object of concern.

From various sources intiuiations have been received here that the

British (iovernment have it in contemplation to obtain possession of

the island. It is even asserted from sources to which some credit is

due that they have been for more than two years in secret nejjotia-

tion with Sj)ain for the cession of the island; and it is added that

Spain, th()U<;h disinclined to such an arrangement, might resist it

with more Hrnuiess if for a limited i)eriod of time she could obtain

the joint <ruarantee of the United States and France, securing the

island to herself.

"There is reason also to believe that the future political condition

of the island is a subject of nnich anxiety and of informal deliber-

ations among its own inhabitants. That both France and Great

P.ritain have political agents there observing the course of events and

perhaps endeavoring to give them difi'erent directions. The Presi-

dent has therefore determined to despatch to you a special messenger

to deliver this letter, upon receipt of which he wishes you to take such

measures as may be adapted to obtain correct information whether

such a negotiation as has been above suggested is on foot between

Spain and Cireat Britain, and if so to communicate to the Spanish

(iovernment in a manner adapted to the delicacy of the case the senti-

ments of this Government in relation to this subject, which are

favoral)le to the continuance of Cuba in its connection with Spain.""

.Mr. .Vd.iins. Sec. of State, to Mr. Forsyth, niiii. to Spain, No. 2S, Dec. 17,

IH-J-J, -MS. Inst, r. States Ministers, IX. I.IS.

-Monday night, 17 Fel)y.
|
18-23] . . . Clay says that Can-

ning told him the day before yesterday, as I also heard Mr. Adams
state publiclvly. that Fngland has no views on (^iba. (May told him

distinctly that we would fight for it should they attempt the pos-

session, which sentiment I find more general than I sup|)osed. Mr.

Baylies, of Massachusetts, a Federalist, is far it as he said this after-

noon. The idea given out is that any English force going there is

to |)i-otect it from the French who might try to take it, as I heard

Mr. .Vdams say. in the event of war in'tween France & Spain.''

IHary of Mr. Injrcrsoll. Life of Cliarles .Tartnl Ingersoll, 128. 12D-130.

'• In the war between France and Spain, now commencing, other

interests, peculiarly ours, will, in all probal)ility, be deeply involved.
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Whatever may be the issue of this war as between those two European

powers, it may be taken for granted that the dominion of Spain upon

the American continents, north and south, is irrevocably gone. But

the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico still remain nominally, and so

far really, dependent upon her, that she yet possesses the power of

transferring her own dominion over them, together with the posses-

sion of them, to others. These islands, from their local position are

natural appendages to the Xorth American continent, and one of them

(Cuba) almost in sight of our shores, from a multitude of considera-

tions has become an object of transcendent importance to the commer-

cial and political interests of our Union. Its commanding position,

with reference to the (iulf of Mexico and the West India seas; the

character of its popidation ; its situation midway betwen our southern

coast and the island of St. Domingo; its safe and capacious harbor

of the Havana, fronting a long line of our shores destitute of the same

advantage: the nature of its productions and of its wants, furnishing

the supplies and needing the returns of a commerce immensely profit-

able and mutually beneficial, give it an importance in the sum of our

national interests with which that of no other foreign territory can

be compared, and little inferior to that which binds the diflferent

members of this Union together. Such, indeed, are, between the

Interests of that island and of this country, the geographical, commer-

cial, moral, and political relations, formed by nature, gathering, in the

process of time, and even now verging to maturity, that, in looking

forward to the probal)le course of events, for the short period of half

a century, it is scarcely possible to resist the conviction that the an-

nexation of Cuba to our Federal Republic will be indispensable to

the continuance and integrity of the Union itself.

" It is obvious, however, that for this event we are not yet prepared.

Numerous and formidable objections to the extension of our terri-

torial dominions beyond sea present themselves to the first contempla-

tion of the subject ; obstacles to the system of jxilicy by which alone

that result can be compassed and maintained are to be foreseen and

surmounted, both from at home and abroad: but theiv are laws of

political as well as of physical gravitation: and if an a])j)le. severed

by the temi)est from its native tree, can not choose but fall to the

ground, Cuba, forcibly disjoined from its own unnatural connection

with Spain, and incapable of self-sup])ort. can gravitate oidy towards

the Xorth American Union, which, by the same law of nature, can not

cast her off from its bosom."

After this exordium Mv. Adams went on to say that, if the consti-

tution of Spain should be demolislied by the armies of the Holy Alli-

ance, represented by France, and the peoi)le of Cuba should as a result

be shorn of the liberties with which they had been invested under that
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constitution, it was not to bo presunu'd that they would l^ willing

to surrender them to foreiffn violence connnitted upon the parent

country. In that case France nii<rht attempt the invasion of Cuba,

unless restrained 1)V nuiritime weakness and the probability of resist-

ance l)v (ireat Britain. Meanwhile the condition of the island was
one of <rreat. imminent, and complicated danger. If the people were

homogeneous the invasion of Spain by France would be the signal for

I heir declaration of indej)endence. but in reality they were not com-

petent to a system of permanent self-tlependence; and if, in the

event of the overthrow of the Sj)anish constitution, they were obliged

to rely for protection on some force outside, their only alternative of

dependence must be upon (ireat Britain or upon the United States.

The United States had wished that the connection between (^iba and
Spain as it has existed for several years should continue. Of this Mr.

Forsyth, the American minister at Madrid, had been authorized in a

suitable numner to advise the Spanish (iovernment. But if a gov-

ernment was to be imposed l)y violence on the Spanish nation it was

neither to be expected nor desired that the people of Cuba should sub-

mit to be governed by the oppressors of Spain, (ireat Britain had

formally withdrawn from the councils of the European alliance in

regard to Spain, and had avowed her determination to defend Portu-

gal against the application of the principles on which the invasion of

Spain was based: and unless the conflict between France and Spain

should l)e as short and decisive as that of which Italy had lately been

the scene, she might not be able to maintain her neutrality. If she

nuide conunon cause with Sj)ain, the two remaining islands of the

latter in the West Indies might be considered the proper price of the

alliance. The (iovernment of the United States had been confidently

told more than two years before, by indirect connnunication from the

French (iovernnu'iit. that Great Britain was negotiating with Spain

for the cession of Cuba, and was so eager as to have offered (iibraltar

in exchange. There was reason to believe that the French (iovern-

ment was misinformed. Kecently the (iovernment of the United

States had been confidentially informed that the ])resent British sec-

retary for foreign afl'airs (Canning) had declared to the French

( loveriunent that (ireat Britain would hold it disgraceful to avail

lierself of the distressed situation of Spain to obtain any portion of

her American colonies. But this assurance was given with reference

to a state of peace then existing, and the condition of the jjarties had

-ince changed, and (ireat Britain had not forborne to take advantage

of S|)aiirs situation by order of reprisals given to two successive

squadrons disjiatched to the West Indies and stationed in immediate

proximity to th(> island of Cuba. By this means she had obtained

the revocation of the blockade which the Spanish generals had pro-

claimed on the coast of Terra Firnui and pledges of reparation for
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Jill the captures of British vessels made under cover of that military

liction. She had also secured from Spain the promise to pay many
long-standing claims of British subjects upon the Spanish Govern-

ment. In satisfaction of all these demands the island of Cuba might

Ije the only indemnity in the power of Spain to grant, as it would

undoubtedly be to (ireat Britain the most satisfactory indemnity

which she ct)idd receive. Continuing. Mr. Adams said:

" The war Ix'tween France and Spain changes so totally the circum-

stances under which the declaration alx)ve mentioned of Mr. Canning
was made, that it may. at its very outset, produce events, under which

the possession of Cuba may Ix' obtained by Great Britain, without

even raising a reproach of intended deception against the British Gov-

ernment for making it. An alliance between Great Britain and Spain

may 1h» one of the hrst fruits of this war. A guaranty of the island

to Spain may Ix^ among the stipulation-^ of that alliance: and. in the

event either of a threatened attack upon the island by France, or of

attempts on the part of the islanders to assume their indejjendence. a

resort to the temporary occupation of the Havana by British forces

nuiy l>e among the probal)le expedients through which it may l)e

ol)tained. by concert. Ijetween Cireat Britain and Spain herself. It is

not necessary to point out the numerous contingencies by which the

transition from a temporary antl fiduciary occupation to a permanent

and pr(){)rietary possession may l)e etfected.

" The transfer of Cul)a to Great Britain would l)e an event unpropi-

tious to the interests of this Union. This opinion is so generally enter-

tained, that even the groundless rumors that it was about to be accom-

j)lished. which have spread abroad, and are still teeming, may be

traced to the deep and almost universal feeling of aversion to it. and

to the alarm which the mere probability of its occurrence has stimu-

lated. The question both of our right and of our power to prevent it.

if necessary by force, already obtrudes itself upon our councils, and

the Administration is called upon, in the jierformance of its duties to

the nation, at least to use all the means within its competency to

giuird against and forefend it.

•" It will l)e among the prinuiry objects requiring your most earnest

and unremitting attention, to ascertain and report to us every move-

ment of negotiation between Spain and Great Britain upon thi-

sul)ject. We can not. indeed, prescriix' any special instructions in

relation to it. We scarcely know where you will find the Government

of Spain upon your arrival in the country, nor can we foresee, with

certainty, by whom it will be administered. Your credentials are ad-

dressed to Ferdinand, the King of Spain, under the constitution

You may find him under the guardianship of a Cortes, in the

cu>tody of an army of faith, or under the protection of the iii\.itlir-

of his country. So long as the coivftittitioruil government may con-
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tinuc to Ik? administered in his name, your official intercourse will be

with his ministers, and to them you will repeat, what Mr. Forsyth

has Ix'en instructed to say, that the wishes of your (lovernment are

that Cuba and Porto Kico may continue in connection with independ-

ent and constitutional Spain.
" You will add that no countenance has been ^iven by us to any

j)rojecte(l plan of separation from Spain, which may have been formed

in the island. This assurance becomes proper, as by a late despatch

received from Mr. Forsyth, he intimates that the Spanish Government

have been informed that a revolution in Cuba was secretly preparing,

fomented by connnunications between a society of Freemasons there

and another of the same fraternity in l*hiladelphia. Of this we have

no other knowledge; and the societies of Freemasons in this country

are so little in the practice of using agency of a political nature on

iuiy occasion, that we think it most })robable the information of the

Sj)anish (lOvernment. in that respect, is unfounded. It is true that the

Freemasons at the Havana have taken })art of late in the politics of

Cuba. and. so far as it is known to us. it has been an earnest and active

part in favor of the continuance of their connexion with Spain.

While disclaiming all disposition on our part either to obtain pos-

session of Cuba or Porto Kico ourselves, you will declare that the

American (lovernment had no knowledge of the lawless expedition

undertaken against the latter of those islands last summer."

Mr. Adams. Sec. of .State, to Mr. Nelson, min. to Spain. Apr. 28, 1823,

11. E.\. Doc. 121, .'U Con}?. 1 sess. (! ; reprinted in 4-4 Br. & For. State

I'apers, 1.38. Other parts of tlie Instruction are i»rinted in Am. State

PaiKM-s, For. Kel. V. 408; Am. Hist. Ilev. VII. (WO.

See, also, Moore Int. Arbitrations, V. 4534 et seq.

"During your residence in the island of Cuba, you will from time

to time, as sufc opportunities may occur, communicate to this De-

j)artment, in private and confidential letters, all such information as

you may l)e ai)le to obtain, relating to the political condition of the

island; the views of its government and the sentiments of its inhabi-

tants. You will attentively observe all occurrences having relation

to their connection with Sj)ain. and to the events which may result

from the war between France and Spain, probal)ly now connnenced.

Shoidd there be French or British agents residing at the Havanna,

you will endeavour to ascertain, without direct en(]uiries, or apparent

curiosity, on the subject, their objects and i)ursuits; and you will

notice whatever maritime force of either of those powers may be

stationed in the ^Vest Indies, or present themselves in the vicinity of

the island.

"You will be mindful of any apparent popular agitation; particu-

larly of such as may have reference either to a transfer of the island

from Spain to any other power, or to the assumption by the inhabi-
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tants of an independent government. If, in your intercourse with

society, inquiries should be made of you with regard to the views of

the Government of the United States concerning the political state of

Cuba, you will say that, so far as they were known to you from
having resided at the seat of government, the first wish of the Gov-
ernment was for the continuance of Cuba in its political connection

with Spain, and that it would be altogether averse to the transfer of

the island to any other power. You will cautiously avoid committing

yourself upon any proposals which may be suggested to you, of

cooperation in any measure proposing a change of the political

condition of its people; but will report as above mentioned to me
whatever may in any manner become known to you in this respect,

and the communication of which may be useful to the public service,

pjxercise a discriminating judgment upon all evidence of what you
shall report as information, so that Ave may distinguish the degree

of credit due to every statement of fact. You will duly distrust

mere popular rumours, but neglect no i)robable source of useful in-

formation.
" Should any uneasiness be manifested by the governor, at the dura-

tion of your residence at the Havanna, you will take such occasion

as may be presented for removing it. During the sickly season at

the Havanna, you may take the opportunity of making an excursion

to any place in its neighborhood exempt from the danger."

Mr. Atlains, Soo. of State, to Mr. Kandall, special agent, April 29. 1823,

MS. De.^p. to Consuls, II. 283.

Mr. Jefferson, in a letter to President Monroe, June 11, 1823, sug-

gested that, as Cuba seemed to '* hold up a speck of war to us " and

as the possession of the island by Great Britain '" would indeed be

a great calamity to us," it might be advisable to induce Great Britain

to join the United States " in guaranteeing its independence against

all the world, except Spain." Writing again to President Monroe,

June 23, 1823, he said that his suggestion was based on the sup[K)si-

tion that there was an English interest in Cuba as strong as that of

the United States; l)ut that, if thei-e was no danger of the islands

" falling into the possession of England.** lie must " retract an

opinion founded on an error of fact.** It would be better '' to lie

still in readiness to receive that inteivsting incorporation when solic-

ited by herself. For. certainly, her addition to our confederacy is

exactly what is wanting to I'ound our power as a nation to the point

of its utmost interest.*'

Jefferson's Works, VI 1. 2SS. 2!)!».

"I did not leave Mr. dc ("iiatcanliriand (French minister for forei.irn

affairs) without adverting to the affairs of Si)ain. Tliat our symiia-

thles were entirely on her side, and that we considered tiie war made

H. Doc. 551—vol G 25
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on her by Franco unjust, I did not pretend to conceal ; but I added
that the FnittHl States would undoubtedly preserve their neutrality,

provided it was resiMjcted, and avoid every interference with the poli-

tics of EuroiH\ . . . But I had every reason to believe that, on

the other hand, they would not suffer others to interfere against the

emancipation of America." (Mr. (iailatin. min. to France, to Mr.

J. Q. Adams, Sec. of State, .June 24, 1823, 2 Gallatin's Writings, 271.)

3. Cannino-Rush Nkgotiations.

§932,

'' When my interview with Mr. Canning, on Saturday, was about

to close, I transiently asked him whether, notwithstanding the late

news from Spain, we might not still hope that the Spaniards would

get the better of all their difficulties. I had allusion to the defection

of Ballasteros in Andalusia, an event seeming to threaten with new
dangers the constitutional cause. His reply was general, importing

nothing more than his opinion of the increased difficulties and dan-

gers with which, undoubtedly, this event was calculated to surround

the Spanish cause.

'• Pursuing the topic of Spanish affairs, I remarked that should

France ultimately effect her purposes in Spain, there was at least the

consolation left that (Ireat Britain would not allow her to go further

and lay her hands upon the Spanish colonies, bringing them, too,

under her grasp. I here had in my mind the sentiments promulgated

upon this subject in Mr. Canning's note to the British ambassador at

Paris of the 31st of March, during the negotiations that preceded the

invasion of Spain. It will be recollected that the British Govern-

ment say in this note that time and the course of events appeared to

have substantially decided the question of the separation of these

colonies from the mother country, although their formal recogniza-

tion as independent states by (ireat Britain might be hastened or

retarded by external circumstances, as well as by the internal condi-

tion of those new states themselves; and that as His Britannic

Majesty disclaimed all intention of appropriating to himself the

smallest portion of the late Spanish possessions in America, he was

also satisfied that no attempt would be made i)y France to bring any

of them under her dominion, either by conquest or by cession from

Spain.
" By this we are to understand, in terms sufficiently distinct, that

Cireat Britain would not be pa.ssive under such an attempt by France,

and Mr. Canning, on my having referred to this note, asked me what

I thought my Government would say to going hand in hand with this,

in the same sentiment; not, as he added, that any concert in action

under it could become necessary between the two countries, but that
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the simple fact of our being known to hold the same sentiment would,

he had no doubt, by its moral effect, put down the intention on the

part of France, admitting that she should ever entertain it. This

belief was founded, he said, upon the large share of the maritime

power of the world wdiich Great Britain and the United States

shared between them, and the consequent influence which the knowl-

edge that they held a common opinion upon a question on which such

large maritime interests, present and future, hung, could not fail to

produce upon the rest of the world.

" I replied that in what manner my (lovernment would look upon

such a suggestion I was unable to say, but that I would communicate

it in the same informal manner in which he threw it out. I said,

however, that I did not think I should do so with full advantage,

unless he would at the same time enlighten me as to the precise

situation iji which His Majesty's (Jovernment stood at this moment
in relation to those new states, and especially on the material point

of their own independence.
'' He replied that Great Britain certainly never again intended to

lejid her instrumentality or aid, whether by mediation or otherwise,

tow^ards making up the dispute between Spain and her colonies, but

that if this result could still be brought about she would not inter-

fere to prevent it. Upon my intimating that I had supposed that

all idea of Spain ever recovering her authority over the colonies had
long since gone by, he explained by saying that he did not mean to

controvert that opinion, for he, too, believed that tl>e day had arrived

when all America might be considered as lost to Europe so far as

the tie of political dependence was concerned. All that he meant

was, that if Spain and the colonies should still be able to bring the

dispute, not yet totally extinct between them, to a close upon terms

satisfactory to both sides, and which should at the same time secure

to Spain commercial or other advantages not extended to other

nations, that Great Britain would not object to a compromise in this

spirit of preference to Spain. All that she would ask would be to

stand upon as favored a footing as any other nation after Spain.

Upon my again alluding to the improbability of the dispute ever

settling down now even upon this basis, he said that it Avas not his

intention to nuiintain such a position, and that he had expressed

himself as above rather for the purpose of indicating the feeling

which this cabinet still had towards Spain in relation to the con-

troversy than of predicting results.

" Wishing, however, to be still more specifically informed, I asked

whether Great Britain was at this moment taking any step, or con-

templating any, which had reference to the recognition of these

States, this being the point in which we felt the chief interest.
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" He replied that she had taken none whatever, as yet, but was
upon the ove of taking one, not final, but preparatory, and which

would still leave her at lar^e to ivco<j^niz(' or not, according to the

l)osition of events at a future period. The measure in question was to

send out one or more individuals under authority from this Govern-

ment to South America, not strictly diplomatic, but clothed with

powers in the nature of a connnission of incpiiry, and which in short

lie described as analof>:ous to those exercised by our own commis-

sioners in 1817, and that u])on the result of this commission much
might depend as to the ulterior conduct of (ireat Britain. I asked

whether I was to understand that it would com])rehend all the new
States, or which of them. To which he replied that for the present

it would be limited to Mexico.
" Reverting to his first idea, he again said that he hoped that

France would not, should even events in the Peninsula be favorable

to her, extend her views to South America for the purpose of reduc-

ing the colonies, nominally, j)erhaps, for Spain, but in effect to sub-

serve ends of her own; but that, in case she should meditate such a

policy, he was satisfied that the knowledge of the United States being

opposed to it, as well as (Jreat Britain, could not fail to have its influ-

ence in checking her steps. In this way he thought good might be

done by prevention, and peaceful prospects all around increased. As
to the form in which such knowledge might be made to reach France,

and even the other powers of Europe, he said, in conclusion, that that

might i^robably be arranged in a manner that would be free from

objection.

** I again told him that I would convey his suggestions to you for

the information of the President, and impart to him whatever reply

I might receive. My own inference rather is that his proposition wa.*?

a fortuitous one; yet he entered into it, I thought, with some interest,

and appeared to receive with a corresponding satisfaction the assur-

ance I gave him that it should be made known to the President. I

did not feel myself at liberty to express any opinion unfavorable to it,

and was as careful to give none in its favor.

'• Mr. Canning mentioned to me, at this same interview, that a late

confidential disj^atch which he had seen from Count Nesselrode to

Count Lieven, dated. I think, in June, contained declarations respect-

ing the Russian ukase, relative to the northwest coast, that were satis-

factory: that they went to show that it would probably not be exe-

cuted in a numner to give cause of complaint to other nations, and

that, in particular, it had not yet bei>n executed in any instance under

orders issued by Russia subsequently to its first promulgation.*'

Mr. Kusli. mill, to KngliUid. to Mr. Adams. Sec. of State. No. .T2:i, Aur. TO,

1S2:{ (received Oct. 0. 1S2.S). Cor. in relation to the Proposed luter-

oceauie Canal (Washington, 1885), 179.
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See Joliii Quincy Adams and the Monroe Doetrino, hy W. C. Ford. 7 Am.
Mist. liev. (kSO et seq. Also. 15 Proceedings of tlie Mass. Hist

Society, Jan. 10()2, 412.

" My Dear Sir: Before leaving town I am desirous of bringing be-

fore yoii in a more distinct, but still in an unofficial and confidential

shape, the question which we shortly discussed the last time that I

iiad the pleasure of seeing you.
'' Is not the moment come wdien our Governments might under-

stand each other as to the Spanish-American colonies? And if we
can arrive at such an un<lerstanding, would it not be expedient for

ourselves, and beneficial for all the world, that the principles of it

should be clearly settled and plainly avowed?
'" For ourselves we have no disguise.

" 1. We conceive the recoverv of the colonies by Spain to be

hopeless.

" 2. We conceive the question of the recognition of them, as inde-

pendent states, to be one of time and circumstances.

" 3. We are, however, by no means disposed to throw any impedi-

ment in the way of an arrangement between them and the mother

country by amicable negotiation.

" 4. A^'e aim not at the j^ossession of any portion of them ourselves.

" 5. AYe could not see any portion of them transferred to any other

power with indiiference.

" If these opinions and feelings are. as I firmly believe them to be,

common to your Government with ours, why should we hesitate nni-

tually to confide them to each other, and to declare them in the face of

the world ?

' If there be any European power which cherishes other projects,

which looks to a forcible enterprise for reducing the colonies to sub-

jugation, on the behalf or in the name of Spain, or which meditates

the acquisition of any part of them to itself, by cession or by conquest,

such a declaration on the part of your (lovernment and oui's would

be at once the most effectual and the least offensive mode of intima-

ting our joint (lisai)probation of such i)roje('ts.

*' It would at the same time i)ut an end to all the jealousies of Spain

with respect to her remaining colonies, and to the agitation which pre-

vails in those colonies, an agitation which it would be but huuume to

allay, being determined (as we are) not to profit by encouraging it.

" Do you conceive that, under tlu> j)ower which you have recently

received, you are authorized to enter into negotiation, and to sign any

convention upon this subject ? Do you conceive, if that be not within

your competence, you could exchange with me ministerial notes

upon it?

" Nothing could be more gratifying to me than to join witli you in

such a work, and I am persuaded there has seldom, in the history of
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the world, occurred an opportunity when so small an eflfort of two

friendly (iovernnients nii<;ht produce so unequivocal a good, and pre-

vent such extensive calamities.

'" I shall Ik» absent from London but three weeks at the utmost, l)ut

never so far distant but that I can receive and reply to any connnuni-

cation withiii three or four days."

Mr. C'anninj;. British foreign secretary, to Mr. Uiish, American niin.,

" i>rivate and confidential." Aug- 20, 1823, Cor. in relation to the Pro-

lK)stHl Interoceanic Canal ( Wasliinjjton, 188.")), 182.

Also printt^l in 1.") I'roceedinjjs of the Mass. Hist. Society, Jan. 1!K)2, 415.

"My Dear Sir: Your unofficial and confidential note of the 20th

instant reached me yesterday, and has connnanded from me all the

reflection due to the interests of its subject and to the friendly spirit

of confidence upon which it is so emphatically founded.
" The (Tovernment of the United vStates having, in the most formal

manner, acknowledged the independence of the late Spanish provinces

in America, desires nothing more anxiously than to see this inde-

pendence maintained with stability, and under auspices that may
promise prosperity and happiness to these new states themselves, as

well as advantage to the rest of the world. As conducing to these

great ends, my (irovernment has always desired, and still desires,

to see them received into the family of nations by the powers of

Eurojx', and especially, I may add, by (ireat Britain.

" My (lovernment is also under a sincere conviction that the epoch

has arrived when the interests of humanity and justice, as well as all

other interests, would be essentially sub.served by the general recog-

nition of these states.

" Making these renuirks. I believe T may confidently say, that the

sentiments unfolded in your note are fully tho.se which belong also

to my (irovernment.
'' It conceives tlie recovery of the colonies by Spain to be hopeless.

" It would throw no impediment in the way of an arrangement

between them and the mother country, by amicable negotiation, sup-

posing an arrangement of this nature to be possible.

" It does not aim at the possession of any portion of those communi-

ties for or on behalf of the United States.

'• It would regard as liighly unjust and fruitful of disastrous con-

sequences any attempt on the part of any Euro|)ean power to take

pos.session of them by con(|uest. or l)y cession, or on any ground or

pretext whatever.
*' But in what manner my CJovernment might deem it expedient

to avow these principles and feelings, or express its disapprobation of

such i)rojects as the last, are points which none of my instructions,

or the power which I have recently received, embrace; and they in-
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volve, I am forced to add, considerations of too much delicacy for

me to act upon them in advance.
" It will yield me particular pleasure to be the organ of promptly

causing to be brought under the notice of the President the opinions

and views of which you have made me the depositary upon this

subject, and I am of nothing more sure than that he will fully appre-

ciate their intrinsic interest, and not less the frank and friendly feel-

ings towards the United States in which they have been conceived and

communicated to me on your part.

"• Xor do I take too much upon myself when I anticipate the pecu-

liar satisfaction the President will also derive from the intimation

which you have not scrupled to afford me as to the just and liberal

determinations of His Majesty's Government in regard to the colonies

which still remain to Spain.
" With a full reciprocation of the personal cordialitv which

your note also breathes, and begging you to accept the assurances of

my great respect, I have, &c.''

Mr. Rush, American min., to Mr. Canning. British foreign secretary,

Aug. 23. 1S2.3. Cor. in relation to the Proposed Interoceanic Canal

(Washington, 1885), 182.

"I yesterday received from Mr. Canning a note, headed 'private

and confidential,' setting before me, in a more distinct form, the prop-

osition respecting South American affairs which he communicated

to me in conversation on the IGth, as already reported in my number
323. Of his note I lose no time in transmitting a copy for your

information, as well as a copy of my answer to it, written and sent

this day.
'• In shaping the answer on my own judgment alone, I feel that I

have had a task of some embarrassment to perform, and shall be

happy if it receives the President's approbation.
'* I believe that this Government has the subject of Mr. Canning's

proposition much at heart, and certainly his note bears, upon the

face of it. a character of cordiality towards the Government of the

United States which can not escape notice.

" I have therefore thought it j)roper to impart to my note a like

character and to meet the })oints laid down in his, as far as I could,

consistently with other and paramount considerations.

" These I conceived to be chiefly twofold : First, the danger of

j)ledging my Government to any measure or course of policy which

might in any degree, now or hereafter, implicate it in the federative

system of Europe; and, secondly, I have felt myself alike without

warrant to take a step which might prove exceptional in the eyes of

France, with whom our pacific and friendly relations remain, I pre-
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siinio, uiulisturbod, Avhntover niav bo our speculative abhorrence of

her attack upon the liberties of Si)ain.

'* In framing my answer, I had also to consider what was due to

Spain herself, and I hope that I have not overlooked what was due

to the colonies.

'' The whole subject is open to views on which my mind has delib-

erated anxiously. If the matter of my answer shall be thought to

bear properly upon the motives and considerations which belong

most materially to the occasion, it will be a source of great satisfac-

tion to me.
" The tone of earnestness in ]Mr. Canning's note, and the force of

some of his ex})ressions, naturally start the inference that the British

cabinet can not be without its serious apprehensions that ambitious

enterprises are meditated against the independence of the South

American states. Whether by France alone I can not now say on

any authentic grounds."

Mr. Rusli. mill, to Eiijihind. to Mr. Ad.uiis. Soc. of State, No. ."2."). Aug. 2'.\.

1S23 (roceivod Oct. !), IS'i."!), Cor. in relation to the I'roposed Inter-

oeeanic Canal (Washinirton, 1885), 181.

'• jVIy Dear Sir: Since I wrote to you on the 20th, an additional

motive has occurred for wishing that we might be able to come to

some understanding on the part of our respective (Jovernments on

the subject of my letter; to come to it soon, and to be at liberty to

announce it to the world.
** It is this. I have received notice, but not such a notice as imposes

upon me the necessity of any immediate answer or proceeding—that

so soon as the military objects in Spain are achieved (of which the

French expect, how justly I know not, a very sj)eedy achievement) a

proposal will be made for a Congress, or some less formal concert and

consultation, specially upon the allairs of Spanish America.
'• I need not point out to you all the c()ni})lications to which this

I)r<)j)<)sal, howevei" dealt with by us, may lead.

'• Pray receive this connnunication in the same confidence with the

former: and Ix'lievc inc with great ti'uth."" etc.

-Mr. Cainiiny to Mr. Hush. "|)rivate and confidential." Aug. 2.'?. 1S2.S,

enclosed with .Mr. Rush's Xo. :'>2<; of .\uf,'. 28. 1S2:5, which was re-

ceived at Washin^'ton. Oct. !t. 182:'.. 2!) MS. I)esi». from Eufjiand.

See a careful and convenient print of the correspondence in Writings of

Monroe, hy Hamilton. \'\. 'M'>U et scm).

Mr. Rush's No. :!2C. is printed in his .Memoranda of a Residence at the

Court of London. 120. See .John Quincy .\danis and the Monroe
Doctrine, hy W. S. Ford. 7 Am. Mist. Rev. («:}.
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4. Monroe-Jeffeksox-Mauison Correspondence.

§ 933.

*' I transmit to you two despatches, which were receiv'd from Mr.

Rush, while I was hitely in AVashington, which involve interests of

the highest importance. They contain two letters from Mr. Canning,

suggesting designs of the holy alliance against the Independence of S°

America, & proposing a cooperation, between G. Britain & theU. States,

in support of it, against the members of that alliance. The project

aims in the first instance, at a mere expression of opinion, somewhat
in the abstract, but which it is expected by Mr. Canning, will have

a great political eii'ect, by defeating the combination. By Mr. Rush's

answers, which are also inclosed, you will see the light in which he

views the subject, & the extent to which he may have gone. Many
important considerations are involved in this proposition. 1^'. Shall

we entangle ourselves, at all, in European politicks, &. wars, on the

side of any power, against others, presuming that a concert by agree-

ment, of the kind proposed, may lead to that result? 2*^. If a case

can exist, in which a sound maxim may, & ought to be departed

from, is not the present instance, precisely that case? 3'' Has not the

epoch arriv'd when G. Britain must take her stand, either on the

side of the nionarchs of Europe, or of the U. States, & in conse-

quence, either in favor of Despotism or of liberty & may it not be

presum'd, that aAvare of that necessity, her government, has seizVl

on the present occurrence, as that, which it deems, the most suitable,

to announce & mark the connnenc'ment of that career.

" My own impression is that we ought to meet the proposal of the

British gov'.. & to make it known, that we would view an interference

on the part of the European powers, and especially an attack on the

Colonies, by them, as an attack on ourselves, presuming that if they

succeeded Avith them, they would extend it to us. I am sensible how-

ever of the extent, & diiliculty of the question, & shall l)e happy to

have yours, & Mr. Madison's oi)ini()ns on it. I do not wish to trouble

either of you with small ol)jects. but (he present one is vital, involv-

ing the high interests, for which we have so long & so faithfully, &
harmoniously, contended together. Be so kind as to enclose to him

the des])atches. with an intimation of the motive."

President Monroe to .Mr. .Tefferson. (^akliill. Oct. 17. ISi.*?. Received

Oct. 2:',.

From the .Tefferson MSS.. now in the Lil)rar,v of Consress. as printed by

W. ('. Ford in 1.1 Proceedings of the Mass. Hist. Soc. .Tan. lOOl!. .'iT.")

:

also. S. Doc. lit), 'u Cong. 1 sess. ; Writings of Monroe, by Hamilton.

VI. 323.
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" I forward you two most iniixirtaiit lettei's sent to me by the President

and add his letter to me by which you will perceive his prima facie

views. This you will be so good as to return to me, and forward
the others to him." (Jefferson to Madison, October 24, 1823, 15 Tro-

ceedings of the Mass. Hist. Soc. '67').)

"• The question presented by tlie letters you have sent me, is the

most momentous which has ever been offered to my contempla-

tion since that of independence. That made us a nation, this sets

our compass and points the course which we are to steer through

the ocean of time opening on u.s. And never could we embark upon it

under circumstances more auspicious. Our first and fundamental

nia.xim should be, never to entangle ourselves in the broils of P^urope;

our second, never to suffer Europe to intermeddle with cis-Atlantic

affairs. America, North and South, has a set of interests distinct

from those of Europe, and particularly her own. She should there-

fore have a system of her own, separate and apart from that of

Europe. While the last is laboring to become the domicile of des-

potism, our endeavor should surely be, to make our hemisphere that

of freedom.
" One nation, most of all, could disturb us in this pursuit; she now

offers to lead, aid, and accompany us in it. By acceding to her

proposition, we detach her from the bands, bring her mighty weight

into the scale of free government, and emancipate a continent at one

.stroke, Avhich might otherwise linger long in doubt and difficulty.

Cireat Britain is the nation which can do us the most harm of any one,

or all on earth: and with her on our side we need not fear the whole

world. With her^ then, we should most sedulously cherish a cordial

friendship: and nothing would tend more to knit our affections than

to be fighting once more, side by side, in the same cause. Not that I

would purchase even her amity at the price of taking part in her

wars.
"• But the war in which the pi'esent proposition might engage us,

should that be its consequence, is not her war, but ours. Its object is

to introduce and establish the American system, of keeping out of our

land all foreign [wwers—of never jjermitting those of P^urope to

intermeddle with the affairs of our nations. It is to maintain our

own princi|)le, not to dei)art from it. And if, to facilitate this, we can

effect a division in the body of the European powders, and draw over

to our side its mo.st powerful member, surely we should do it. But
I am clearly of Mr. Canning's opinion, that it will prevent instead of

provoking war. With Great Britain withdrawn from their scale and
shifted into that of our two continents, all Europe combined would
not undertake such a war. for how would they propose to get at either

enemy without superior fleets? Nor is the occasion to be slighted
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which this proposition offers of declaring our protest against the atro-

cious violations of the rights of nations by the interference of any one

in the internal affairs of another, so flagitiously begun by Bonaparte,

and now continued by the equally lawless Alliance calling itself Holy.
" But we have first to ask ourselves a question. Do we wish to

acquire to our own confederacy any one or more of the Spanish prov-

inces? I candidly confess that I have ever looked on Cuba as the

most interesting addition which could ever be made to our system of

States. The control which, with Florida Point, this island would

give us over the Oulf of Mexico, and the countries and isthmus bor-

dering on it, as well as all those whose waters flow into it, would fill

up the measure of our political well-being. Yet, as I am sensible that

this can never be obtained, even with her own consent, but by war,

and its independence, Avhich is our second interest (and especially its

independence of England), can be secured without it, I have no hesi-

tation in abandoning my first wish to future chances, and accepting

its independence, with peace and the friendship of England, rather

than its association, at the expense of war and her enmity.
" I could honestly, therefore, join in the declaration proposed, that

we aim not at the acquisition of any of those pessessions, that we will

not stand in the way of any amicable arrangement between them and

the mother country; but that we will oppose, with all our means, the

focible interposition of any other power, as auxiliary, stipendiary, or

under any other form or pretext, and most especially their transfer

to any power by conquest, cession or acquisition in any other awy. I

should think it, therefore, advisable, that the Executive should encour-

age the British Government to a continuance in the dispositions

expressed in these letters by an assurance of his concurrence with

them as far as his authority goes; and that as it may lead to war, the

declaration of which requires an act of Congress, the case shall be

laid before them for consideration at their first meeting, and under

the reasonable aspect in which it is seen by himself.

" I have been so long weaned from political subjects, and have so

long ceased to take any interest in them, that I am sensible I am not

qualified to offer opinions on them worthy of any attention; but the

question now proposed involves consequences so lasting, and effects so

decisive of our future destinies, as to rekindle all the interest I havt^

heretofore felt on such occasions, and to induce me to the hazard of

opinions which will prove only my wish to contribute still my mite

toward anything which may be useful to our countr3^ And, praying

you to accept it at only what it is worth, I add the assurance of my
constant and affectionate friendship and respect."

Mr. .Tefferson to President Monroe, dated at Montirello. Oct. 24. 182.3.

Writings of Jefferson, by Ford, X. 315 ; S. Doe. 2(5, 57 Cong. 1 sess.
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I have just received from Mr. Jefferson your letter to him, with the

correspondence between Mr. Canning and ^Ir. Rush, sent for his and

my perusal, and our opinions on the subject of it.

" From the disclosures of Mr. Canning it appears, as was otherwise

to l)e inferred, that the success of France against Spain would be fol-

lowed by an attempt of the holy allies to reduce the revolutionized

colonies of the latter to their former dependence.
" The professions we have made to these neighbours, our sympa-

thies with their liberties and independence, the deep interest we have

in the most friendly relations with them, and the consequences threat-

ened by a command of their resources by the great powers, confederated

against the rights and reforms of which Ave have given so conspicuous

and persuasive an example, all unite in calling for our efforts to defeat

the meditated crusade. It is particularly fortunate that the policy

of (ireat Britain, though guided by calculations different from ours,

lias pivsented a co-operation for an object the same with ours. With
that co-operation we have nothing to fear from the rest of Europe,

and with it the best assurance of success to our laudable views. There

ought not. therefore, to be any backwardness, I think, in meeting her

in the way she has proposed, keeping in view, of course, the spirit

and forms of the Constitution in every step taken in the road to war,

which must be the last step if those shoil of war should be without

avail.

" It can not be doubted that Mr. Canning's proposal, though made
with the air of couxtiltdtion. as well as concert, was founded on a pre-

(letermination to take the course marked out, whatever might be the

reception given here to his invitation. But this consideration ought

not to divert us from what is just and proper in itself. Our co-oper-

ation is due to ourselves and to the world; and whilst it must ensure

success in the event of an appeal to force, it doubles the chance of

success without that appeal. It is not iuiprobable that (ireat Britain

would like best to liaxc the merit of being the sole champion of her

new friends, notwithstanding the greater dilliculty to be encountered,

but for the dilennna in which she would be placed. She must, in that

case, eithei' leave ns, as neutrals, to extend our connnerce and navi-

gation at the expense of hers, or make us enemies, by renewing her

paper blockades and other arbitrary proceedings on the f)cean. It

may be hojx'd that such a dilennna will not be without a })ermanent

tendency to check her |)roneness to umiecessary wars.

" \\'liy the l>i-itish Cabinet should have scrupled to arrest the

calamity it now apj)rehends. by api)lying to the threats of France

against Sj)ain the small effort which it scru})les not to employ in

behalf of S|)anish America, is best known to itself. It is difficult

to find any othei' explanation than that interest in the one case has

more weight in it> casuistry than principle had in the other.
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" Will it not be honorable to our country, and possibly not alto-

gether in vain, to invite the British Government to extend the

' avowed disapprobation ' of the project a^jainst the Spanish colonies

to the enterprise of France against Spain herself, and even to join

in some declaratory act in behalf or the Greeks? On the supposition

that no form could be given to the act clearing it of a pledge to

follow it up by war, we ought to compare the good to be done Avith

the little injur}' to be apprehended to the United States, shielded

as their interests would be by the power and the fleets of Gteat

Britain unitetLwith their own. These are questions, however, which

may require more information than I possess, and more reflection

than I can now give them.
" What is the extent of Mr. Canning's disclaimer as to 'the remain-

ing possessions of Spain in America? ' Does it exclude future views

of acquiring Porto Rico, &c., as well as Cuba ? It leaves Great

Britain free, as I understand it, in relation to other quarters of the

globe."

Mr. Madison to Presitlent Monroe, Oct. 30, 1823, 3 Madison's Works, 339.

" I return the letter of the President. The correspondence from

abroad has gone back to him, as you desired. I have expressed to

him my concurrence in the policy of meeting the advances of the

British Government, having an eye to the forms of our Constitution

in every step in the road to war. With the British power and navy

combined with our own, we have nothing to fear from the rest of the

world ; and in the great struggle of the epoch between liberty and des-

potism, we owe it to ourselves to sustain the former, in this hemisphere

at least. I have even suggested an invitation to the British (lovern-

ment to join in applying the ' small ett'ort for so nuich good " to the

French invasion of Spain, and to make Greece an object of some such

favorable attention. Why Mr. Canning and his colleague did not

sooner interpose against the calamity, which could not have escaped

foresight, can not be otherwise explained but by the difl'erent aspect

of the (Question when it related to liberty in Spain, antl to the extension

of British connnerce to her former colonies."

Mr. Madison to Mr. .loffersun, dated at Montpelier, Nov. 1, 1823, 3 Madi-

son's Worlvs. ."Ul.

5. Adams-Tlyi.i. Cokrksi'ondence.

§ ()U.

Oct. 16, 1823, Baron Tuyll. the Russian minister, in an interview at

the Department of State, informed Mr. Adams that the Fiiiperor of

Russia, having heard that General Devereux had been appointed as
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a minister plenipotentiary from the Republic of Colombia to reside at

his court, had determined not to receive him in that capacity, nor to

receive any agent from any of the governments recently formed in the

New World; and that he (Baron Tuyll) was instructed to make this

determination of his Imperial Majesty known, so that there might

be no doubt entertained in that respect with regard to his intentions.

Baron Tuyll added that he had not been instructed to make an official

communication of this fact to the American (xovernment, but that,

as he considered such a communication the most effectual means of

nuiking it known to them, and thereby of fulfilling the instructions of

his sovereign, he should address to Mr. Adams an official note to that

effect.

The baron further stated that by two several instructions of prior

dates, in June and December, 1882, he had been informed of the

satisfaction with which the Emperor had observed that the Gov-

eriimeiit of the United States, when recognizing the independence of

the South American States, had declared that it was not their inten-

tion to deviate from the neutrality which they had until then observed

in the contests between Spain and her American colonies; and that it

was the wish and hope of the Emi)eror that the United States should

persevere in that course of neutrality. The baron added that he had
not thought it necessary to communicate officially the purport of these

instructions, and that he should not refer to them in the note which

he proposed to transmit to the Department of State.

Mr. Adams replied that upon the President's return from Virginia,

which was expected in a very few days, he would lay before him as

well the no^e which he should in the meantime receive as the purport

of the oral commimication just made to him ; that he should probably

be instructed to return a written answer to the note, and also directed

what to say in answer to the oral communication ; that the declaration

of the American (lovcrnment, when they recognized the Southern

American nations, that they would persevere in the neutrality till

then observed between Spain and her emancipated colonies had been

made under the observance of a like neutrality by all the European

powers to the same contest ; that so long as that state of things

should continue he could take upon himself to assure the Baron that

the United States would not depart from the neutrality so declared

by them but that if one or more of the European powers should

depart from their neutrality, that change of circumstances would

necessarily l)ec()me a subject of further deliberation on the part of

the United States, the result of which it was not in his power to

foretell.

On the same day Mr. Adams received a note from Baron Tuyll in

the sense expected.
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Further conferences took place, and on the President's return from
Virginia on the 5th of November, Mr. Adams laid before him Baron
Tujdrsnote of Oct. 10, and reported the substance of their conferences.

The President, after consulting the members of the administration in

Washington, directed Mr. Adams to request another interview with

the baron, which took place on the 8th of November.

In this interview Mr. Adams told Baron Tuyll that he had sub-

mitted to the President the note declaring the Emperor's determina-

tion not to receive any minister or agent from any of the South

American states, and that an answer would shortly be given ; that he

had also reported to the President the substance of their verbal con-

ferences, and that the President had directed him to say that he

approved of his answers as far as they had gone, and to add " that he

received the observations of the Russian Government relating to the

neutrality of the United States in the contest between Spain, and the

independent states of South America, amicably; and in return for

them wished him to express to the Court the hope of the Government

of the United States that Russia icoiiJd on her part also continue to

observe the same neutrality^ After some conversation the baron

desired Mr. Adams to repeat what he had said, so that he might be

sure of perfectly understanding it, which Mr. Adams did. The
baron then observed that he should immediately prepare a dispatch

to his Government, relating the purport of the conversation, and (it

being Saturday) to be sure of its accuracy he would send it to Mr.

Adams's house the next day for examination and comment.

Baron Tuyll subsequently handed to Mr. Adams other papers,

including extracts from instructions which he had received from

Count Nesselrode with reference to the intervention in Spain.

Memorandum of Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, 182.3, MS. Inst. Special Mis-

sions, I. 1. Publislied l)y W. V. Ford in 15 Proceedings of tlie Mass.

Hist. Society, Jan. 1902, 394-390.

For the correspondence referred to in tlie niemoranduui, see 1.^ Proceed-

ings of tlie Mass. Hist. Soc, .Tan. 1902, 378, 400-40.X

See, also, 8 Am. Hist. Rev. (Oct. 1902), 29-46.

6. Cabinet Delibekations.

§ 935.

From the 7th to the end of November, 1823, the question of Can-

ning's proposals, and the correspondence and conferences between Mr.

Adams and Baron Tuyll, frequently occupied the attention of Presi-

dent Monroe and his Cabinet. Mr. Adams thought that Canning

wanted some public pledge from the United States not only against

the forcible intervention of the Holy Alliance in Spanish America,

but also especially against the acquisition by the United States of any
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part of those countries. Mr. Calhoun inclined to give discretionary

powers to Mr. Kush to join in a declaration against the interference

of the Holy Alliance, if necessary, even if it should pledge the United

States not to take Cuba or Texas. Mr. Adams was not in favor of

this. On tiie ir)th of November, Mr. Adams states in his diary. Presi-

dent Monroe showed him the letters from Jefferson and Madison.
" Calhoun," says Adams, '* is perfectly moonstruck by the surrender

of Cadiz, and says the Holy Allies, with ten thousand men, will re-

store all Mexico and all South America to Spanish dominion."'

At a Cabinet uieeting on the lath of November Mr. Adams ex-

pressed himself thus: ''Considering the South Americans as inde-

pendent nations, they themselves, and no other nation, had the rigid

to dispose of their condition. We have no right to dispose of them,

either alone or in conjunction with other nations. Neither have any

other nations the right of disposing of them without their consent.

This principle will give us a clew to answer all Mr. Canning's ques-

tions with candor and confidence.''

At one time President Monroe seemed to b(> inclined to Calhoun's

idea of giving Rush discretionary powers, but Adams was '* utterly

averse to this." From time to time the nature of the contents of the

coming message of the President to Congress formed a topic of dis-

cussion. Adams thought a stand should be taken against the inter-

ference of the Holy Alliance in American affairs. Wirt intimated

that the people would not support the (lovernment in a war for the

independence of South Americ^a. Calhoun thought otherwise; he

believed the Holy Alliance "had an ultimate eye to us; that they

would, if not resisted, subdue South America. . . . Violent parties

would arise in this country, one for and one against them, and we
should have to fight upon our own shores for our own institutions.''

Adams did not believe that the Holy Alliance had any intention of

ultimately attacking the United States; but, if they should subdue

the Spanish provinces, they miglit nM'oloni/e them and partition them

out among themselves, Kussia might take California, Peru, and

Chile; France, Mexico, where she had been intriguing to get a mon-

archy under a j)rince of the house of Hourl)on, as well as at Buenos

Ayres, and (ireat Pritain. if she could not resist this course of things,

would take at least the island of Cuba as her share of the scramble.

Then what would be the situation of the United States—England

holding Cuba and France, Mexico? On the other hand, if the allies

should interpose and (ireat Britain successfully oppose them alone, it

would throw the colonies completely into her arms and nuike them

her colonies rather than those of vSpain. The United States must,

therefore, declared Adams, act promptly and decisively. But the act

of the Executive could not after all conunit the nation to a pledge of

war. This was not contemplated by Canning's proposals. As Great
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Britain would not be pledged, by what Canning had proposed, to war,
" so would anything now done by the Executive here leave Congress

free hereafter to act or not, according as the circumstances of the

emergency may require."

On the 25th of November Adams prepared a draft of observations

upon the communications lately made by Baron Tuyll. The draft

,Avas discussed and amended, and under date of the 27th of November
was read to Baron Tuyll. It contained a full exposition of the

policy of the United States and concluded with the declaration,

" That the United States of America, and their Government, could

not see with indifference, the forcible interposition of any European
power, other than Spain, either to restore the dominion of Spain
over her emancipated colonies in America, or to establish monarchical

governments in those countries, or to transfer any of the possessions

heretofore or yet subject to Spain in the American hemisphere, to

any other P^uropean power."'

See Memoirs of J. Q. Adams. VI. 177. 18."). 180, lf>2, 104, 199, 200. 205, 206.

For the text of Adams's memorandum of Nov. 27. 1824. as amended, set^

W. C. Ford, in Proceedings of the Mass. Hist. Society. Jan. 1902, XV.
405-408; and for the discussion upon it ni cabinet, see Adams's
Memoirs. VI. 199-212; 8 Am. Hist. Rev. (Oct. 1902), 41-4(5.

See, also, Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Rush, min. to Enghmd, No. 77,

Nov. 30, 1828, 8 Am. Hist. Rev. (Oct. 1902), 4(>-48.

As to Adams's reply to Baron Tuyll's note Oct. K!, 182.8, see Proceedings

of the Mass. Hist. Society. Jan. 1902, XV. 378.

" 'f success should favor tlie allied monarchs, would they he satisfied

with reforming the (iovernment of Spain'/ Would not the Spanish

colonies, as part of the same empire, then demand their parental

attention? And might not the United States be next considered as

deserving their kind guardianship?" (N. Am. Rev.. Oct. 1823, 373.)

V. MOMWE'ti MEHSAGIJ. DECEMBER 2, 1823.

§ 936.

"At the proposal of the Russian Imjierial Government, made
through the minister of the P^mperor residing here, a full power and

instructions have been transmitted to the minister of the United

States at St. Petersburg, to arrange, by amicable negotiation, the re-

spective rights and interests of the two nations on the northwest

coast of this continent. A similar proposal has been made by his

Imperial Majesty to the (Government of Great Britain, which has

likewise been acceded to. The (lovernment of the United States

has been desirous, by this friendly proceeding, of manifesting the

great value which they have invariably attached to the friendship

of the Emperor, and their solicitude to cultivate the best under-

standing with his Government. In the discussions to which this

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 -26
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hitorost has ofivcn rise, and in tlio arrangements by which they may
terminate, the occasion has been judged proi)er for asserting as a

principle in which the rights and interests of the United States are

involved, that the American continents, by the free and independent

condition which they have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not

to Ix' considered as subjects for future colonization by any European

powers. [Paragraph 7, message of December 2. 18"23.]

" It was stated at the connnencement of the last session that a great

effort Avas then making in Spain and Portugal to improve the condi-

tion of the people of those countries, and that it appeared to be con-

ducted with extraordinary moderation. It need scarcely be remarked

that the result has been, so far, very different from what was then

anticipated. Of events in that (|uarter of the globe with which we
have so much intercourse, and from which we derive our origin, we
liave always been anxious and interested spectators. The citizens of

the Ignited States cherish sentiments the most friendly in favor of the

liberty and happiness of their fellow-men on that side of the xVtlantic.

In the wars of the European powers in matters relating to them-

selves we have never taken any part, nor does it comport with our

policy so to do. It is only when our rights are invaded or seriouslj^-

menaced that we resent injuries or make i)reparation for our defense.

AVith the movements in this hemisphere we are, of necessity, more

inmiediately rounected, and by causes which nuist be obvious to all

enlightene(l and impartial observers. The political system of the

allied powers is essentially (liferent in this respect from that of

America. This difference proceeds from that which exists in their

respective (iovernments. And to the defense of our own, which

has been achieved by the loss of so nuich blood and treasure, and

matured by the Avisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under-

which we have enjoyed unexamj)le(l felicity, this whole nation is

devoted. We owe it. therefore, to candor, and to the amicable rela-

tions existing between the Ignited States and those powers, to declare

that we should consider any attem])t on their ])art to extend their

system to any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our ])eace

and safety. "With the existing colonies or de|)endencies of any Euro-

pean power we have not interfei'ed and sliall not interfere. But
with the governments who have declared their independence and
maintained it. and whose inde])endence we have, on great considera-

tion and on just j^rinciples, acknowledged, we could not view any in-

terposition for the purjjose of oppressing them, or controlling in any

other manner their destiny, l)v any European power, in any other

light than as the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward
the Fnited .States. In the war between these new governments and
Spain we declared our neutrality at the time of their recognition,

and to this we have adhered and shall continue to adhere, provided
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no change shall occur which, in the judgment of the competent

authorities of this (iovernment, shall make a corresponding change

on the part of the United States indispensable to their security.

" The late events in Spain and Portugal shoAv that Europe is still

unsettled. Of this important fact no stronger proof can be adduced

than that the allied powers should have thought it proper, on any

principle satisfactory to themselves, to have interposed, by force, in

the internal concerns of Spain. To what extent such interposition

may be carried, on the same principle, is a question in which all inde-

(lendent powers whose governments differ from theirs are interested,

even those most remote, and surely none more so than the United

States. Our policy in regard to P^urope, which was adopted at an

early stage of the wars which have so long agitated that quarter

of the globe, nevertheless remains the same, which is, not to interfere

in the internal concerns of any of its powers; to consider the gov-

ernment de facto as the legitimate government for us; to cultivate

friendly relations with it, and to preserve those relations by a frank,

firm, and manly policy, meeting, in all instances, the just claims of

every power, submitting to injuries from none. But in regard to

these continents, circumstaijaces are eminently and conspicuously

different. It is impossible that the allied powers should extend

their political system to any portion of either continent without

endangering our peace and happiness; nor can anyone believe that

our southern brethren, if left to themselves, would adopt it of their

own accord. It is equally impossible, therefore, that we should be-

hold such interjDosition, in any form, with indifference. If Ave look

to the comparative strength and resources of Spain and those new
governments, and their distance from each other, it nuist be obvious

that she can never subdue them. It is still the true policy of the

United States to leave the parties to themselves, in the hope that

other powers will pursue the same course.'' [Paragraphs -48 and 49,

message of Dec. iJ, 1823.
]

President Monroe's annual message. Dec. li, 182;i, Am. State I'apers, For.

Kel. V. 24»), 2."')0.

See I'resideiit Monroe to Jefferson, Dec. 1S2."!. 1.") Proceedings of the Mass.

Hist. Soc. Jan. T.)()L', 411-4rJ; 8 Am. Mist. Kev. (Oct. 1!Mtl2), .".0. In

this hotter President Monroe said: "There is some danger that tlie

Britlsli Govt, when it sees the part we have taken, may endeavour

to throw the whole burden on us. and profit, in case of such interpo-

sition of the allied powers; of her neutrality, at our ext)ense. But

I think this would he imitossilde after what has passed on the

subject ; besides it does not follow, from what has been said, that

we should be bound to engage in the war, in such event. Of this

intimations may be given, should it be necessary. \ messenger

will depart for Engl'' with despatches for Mr. Rush in a few days,

who will go on to S'. Petersh'-'. with others to Mr. Middietoii. And

considering the crisis, it has occurred, that a special mission, of the
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first consideration from tlio oonntry, directed to Engl'', in the first

instance, with power, to attend, any congress, that may he conven'd,

on the affrs of S". am : or Mexico, might have the happiest effect.

You shall hear from me further on this subject."'

" The logical conclusion seems to he that the conception of the Monroe
Doctrine and much of its phraseology came from Adams, and that

the share of Monroe did not extend beyond revision." (Keddaway,

The Monroe Doctrine, 87.)

VI. CONTEMPORARY AVTii AND EXPOI^ITWNS.

§ J)3T.

" By direction of the President of tlie United States, you are author-

ized to proceed to London as soon as possible with the despatches

herewith connnitted to you for the minister of the United States at

that place.

''After deliverin*; them, you will hold yourself in readiness to pro-

ceed, and. under the directions of IMr. Kush, and of Mr. Brown, if he

shall arrive in Paris in season to ^ive them, will ])roceed to any place

Avhere a Eur()i)ean con^jress may he held with a view to the considera-

tion of the affairs of Si)ain and Sout]i America. You will thence

report to me all such information relating to the proceedings at such

congress as you shall deem it may he useful to nudve known to this

Government. .You will assume no j)ublic character, but take pass-

])orts as a private citizen of the United States, from the minister of the

Ignited States in P^ngland or France, as circumstances may require.

And you will take all ])roj)er precautions for avoiding any appearance

or suspicion of your being emj)loyed on a ])ublic agency. At the con-

clusion of the meeting of such congress, the occasion for your agency

on this service will cease, and you will return to the United States.

You will l)e particidarly careful to secure your correspondence from

disclosure, either by access to your own papers, or by inspection of it

in the i)rocess of convevance."

Mr. Adams, .Sec. of State, to Mr. Alexander McRae (se<-ret), Dec. 15, 1823,

MS. Inst. Si>ecial Missions, I. '2~>.

See, also, Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hush, min. to England, No. 2

(secret). Dec. 17. 182.*?, MS. Inst. Special Missions, I. 2(!, as to sup-

plying Mr. McRae with funds.

.Tanuary 20. 1824. Mr. Clay introduced in the House the following

joint resolution

:

" That the ])eople of these States would not see, without serious

in(|uietudc. any forcible interposition by the Allied Powers of P^urope

in behalf of Spain, to reduce to their former subjection those parts

of the continent of America which have proclaimed and established

for themselves, respectively. indej)en(lent governments, and which

have been solemnly recognized by the United States."
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On May 2G Mr. Clay announced that he " should continue to ab-

stain from pressing upon the attention of the House his resolution,

and should allow it to sleep, where it now reposes, on the table." The
reason he gave for this decision was that the resolution " proposed an

expression of the feelings of Congress in regard to an attack supposed

to be meditated by Allied Europe upon the independence of Spanish

America ;
" that events since the President's message tended to show

that " if such a purpose was ever seriously entertained, it had been

relinquished," and that to pass the resolution "' in the absence of any

sufficient evidence " of such an inimical design might be thought
" unfriendly, if not offensive."

Annals of Congress (182.V24), I. 1104; II. 27(«. See Cong. Debates, 19

Cong. 1 sess. (1825-2(J), II. part 2, p. 2489.

" The amount of it [Mr. Monroe's declaration] was, that this Gov-

ernment could not look with indifference on any combination among
other Powers, to assist Spain in her war against the South American
states; that we could not but consider any such combination as dan-

gerous or unfriendly to us; and that, if it should be formed, it would

be for the competent authorities of this Government to decide, when
the case arose, what course our duty and our interest should require

us to pursue."

Mr. Webster, Mar. 27, 182G, in House of Rep., Cong. Debates, 19 Cong. 1

sess., II., part 2, p. 1807.

" It has sometimes been assumed that the Monroe doctrine contained some
declaration against any other than democratic-republican institu-

tions on this continent, however arising or introduced. The message

will be searched in vain for anything of the kind. We were the

first to recognize the imperial authority of Dom I'edro in Brazil, and

of Iturbide in Mexico ; and more than half the northern continent

was under the scepters of Great Britain and Russia ; and these de-

pendencies would certainly be free to adopt what institutions they

pleased, in ca.se of successful rebellion, or of peaceful separation from

their parent States." (Dana's note, Dana's Wheaton, § 07, note 3(>.)

" It [the Monroe doctrine] has been said, in the course of this

debate', to have been a loose and vague declaration. It was, I believe,

sufficiently studied. I have understood, from good atithority, that it

was considered, weighed, and distinctly and decidedly approved, by

every one of the President's advisers at that time. Our Government

could not adopt on that occasion pr<?cisely the course w^hich England

had taken. England threatened the immediate recognition of the

provinces, if the allies should take part with Spain against them. AVe

had already recognized them. It remained, therefore, only for our

(jovernment to say how we should consider a combination of the

allied powers, to effect objects in America, as affecting oiirs('l\'es: and

the message was intended to say, what it does say, that we should
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regard such combination as dangerous to us. Sir, I agree with those

who maintain the proposition, and I contend against those who deny

it, that the message did mean something; that it meant much; and I

maintain, against both, that the declaration effected much good,

answered the end designed by it, did great honor to the foresight and

the spirit of the Government, and that it can not now be taken back,

retracted, or annulled without disgrace. It met, sir, with the entire

concurrence and the hearty approbation of the country. The tone

which it uttered found a corresponding response in the breasts of the

free people of the United States. That people saw, and they rejoiced

to see, that, on a fit occasion, our weight had been thrown into the

right scale, and that, without departing from our duty, we had done

something useful, and something effectual, for the cause of civil

liberty. One general glow of exultation, one universal fex.^ling of the

gratified love of lil)ertv, one conscious and proud perception of the

consideration which the coiintrv possessed, and of the respect and

honor which belonged to it, pervaded all bosoms. Possibly the public

enthusiasm went too far; it certainly did go far. But, sir, the senti-

ment which this declaration inspired was not confined to ourselves.

Its force was felt everywhere, by all those who could understand its

object and foresee its effect. In that very House of Commons of

which the gentleman from South Carolina has spoken with such com-

mendation, how was it received? Xot only, sir, with approbation,

but, I may say, with no little enthusiasm. While the leading minis-

ter [Mr. Canning] expressed his entire concurrence in the sentiments

and ()j)inions of the American President, his distinguished competitor

[Mr. Brougham] in that popidar body, less restrained by official deco-

rum, and more at liberty to give utterance to all the feeling of the

occasion, declared that no event had ever created greater joy, exulta-

tion, and gratitude among all the free men in I^urope; that he felt

pride in being coiniected by blood and language with the people of

the Knited States; that the j)olicy disclosed by the message became

a great, a free, and an independent nation; and that he hoped his

own couuti-y woidd be prevented by no mean i)ride, or paltry jeal-

ousy, from following so noble and glorious an example.
" It is doubtless true, as I took occasion to observe the other day,

that this declaration nnist be considered as founded on our rights, and

to sj)ring uiainly from a regard to their preservation. It did not

coininit us. at all events, to take up arms on any indication of hostile

feeling i)y tiie |)owers of ?2uro])e towards South America. If, for

example, all the states of Europe had refused to trade with South

America until her states should return to their former allegiance,

that would liavc furnished no cause of interference' to us. Or if an

armament had Ih'cu furnished by the allies to act against provinces

the most remote from us, as Chili or Buenos Ayres, the distance of
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the scene of action diminishing our apprehension of danger, and
diminishing also our means of effectual interposition, might still

have left us to content ourselves with remonstrance. But a very

different case would have arisen, if an army, equipped and main-

tained by these powers, had been landed on the shores of the Gulf of

Mexico, and commenced the war in our own immediate neighborhood.

Such an event might justly be regarded as dangerous to ourselves,

and, on that ground, call for decided and immediate interference by us.

The sentiments and the policy announced by the declaration, thus

understood, were, therefore, in strict conformity to our duties and our

interest."

Mr. Webster's speech on the Panama mission. April 14, 1820, ^ Webster's

Worlvs, 2().'}; ('onj,'. Debates, 19 Cong. 1 sess. II., part 2, pp. 22,">4,

22G8.

" The allied powers were the four great continental monarchies—
Russia, Prussia, Austria, and France. Shortly after the overthrow

of Bonaparte these powers entered into an alliance called the ' Holy

Alliance,"' the object of which was to sustain and extend monarchical

principles as far as possible, and to oppress and put down popular

institutions. Phigland, in the early stages of the alliance, favored it.

The menbers of the alliance held several congresses, attended either

by themselves or their ambassadors, and undertook to regulate the

affairs of all Eur()]:)e, and actually interfered in the affairs of Spain

for the j)urpose of putting down i)opular doctrines. In its progress,

the alliance turned its eyes to this continent in order to aid Spain in

regaining her sovereignty over her revolted provinces. At this stage

p]ngland became alarmed. Mr. Canning was then i)rime minister. He
informed Mi". Hush of the project, and gave to him, at the same time,

the assurance that, if sustained by the United States, (ireat Britain

would resist. Mr. Rush innnediately conununicated this to our Gov-

eriuncnt. It was received here with joy; for so great was the i)ower

of the alliance that even we did not feel ourselves safe from its inter-

l)()sitions. ... I remember the reception of the dispatch from

Mr. Rush as distinctly as if all the circumstances had occurred yester-

day. I well recollect the great satisfaction with which it was received

1)V the Cabinet. It came late in the year—not long before the meeting

of Ccmgress. As was usual with Mr. Monroe upon great occasions,

the papers w^ere sent round to each member of the Cabinet, so that

each might be duly apprised of all the circiunstances and be prepared

to give his opinion. The Cabinet met. It deliberated. There was

long and careful consultation; and the result Avas the declaration

which I have just announced. All this has passed away. That very

movement on the part of P^ngland, sustained by this declaration, gave

a blow to the celebrated alliance from which it never recovered. From
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that time forward it gradually decayed, till it utterly perished. The
late revolutions in Europe have put an end to all its work, and nothing

remains of all that it ever did." This declaration, Mr. Calhoun pro-

ceeded to state, must be limited by the conditions under which it was

spoken, as otherwise "*
it would have involved the absurdity of assert-

ing that the attempt of any P^uropean state to extend its system of

government to this continent, the smallest as well as the greatest, would

endanger the peace and safety of our country." " The next declara-

tion," Mr. Calhoun proceeded to say, '* was that we would regard the

interposition of any European power to oppress the Governments of

this continent, which we had recently recognized as independent, or

to control their destiny in any manner whatever, as manifesting an

unfriendly disposition towards the United States. This declaration,

also, belongs to the history of that day. It grew out of the same state

of circumstances, and may Ix^ considered as an appendage to the

declaration to which I have just alluded. By the governments on

this continent, which we had recognized, were meant the republics

which had grown up after having thrown oti' the yoke of Spain.

They had just emerged from their protracted rev'olutionary struggles.

They had hardly yet reached a point of solidity, and in that tender

stage, the Administration of Mr. Monroe thought it proper not only to

make that general declaration in reference to the Holy Alliance, but

to make a more specific one against the interference of any European

power—in order to countenance and encourage these young republics

as far as we could with propriety."

Sr)eec*h of Mr. Calhoun in the Senate, May ir>, 1848, 4 Calhoun's Works,
4."i et seq.

In a report of Mr. Clay, Secretary of State, March 29, 1820, ad-

dressed to the President, and by him sent to Congress, it is stated

that '• the United States have contracted no engagement, nor nuide

any j^ledge to tlie (lovernnients of Mexico and South America, or

to either of them, that the United States would not permit the inter-

ference of any foreign powers, with the independence or form of

government of those nations: nor have any instructions been issued,

authorizing any such engagement or pledge. It will be seen that

the message of the late President of the United States of the 2nd

December, 1823, is adverted to in the extracts now- furnished from

the instructions to Mr. Poinsett, and that he is directed to impress

its principles upon the (lovernment of the united Mexican States.

"All apprehensions of the danger, to which Mr. Monroe alludes, of

an interference, by the allied powers of Europe, to introduce their

political systems into this hemisphere, have ceased. If, indeed, an

attempt by force had Ix'en made, by allied Europe, to subvert the

liberties of the southern nations on this continent, and to erect, upon
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the ruins of their free institutions, monarchical systems, the people

of the United States would have stood pledged, in the opinion of

their Executive, not to any foreign state, but to themselves and to

their posterity, by their dearest interests, and highest duties, to

resist, to the utmost, such attempt; and it is to a pledge of that

character that Mr. Poinsett alone refers."

13 British and Foreign State Papers (1825-26), 484.

" The United States Government did not relax its efforts in be-

half of the South American states with the recognition of England,

but continued to exert itself in order to secure the acknowledgment
of their independence by the other powers of P^urope, particularly

Spain. Mr. Clay tried to get the other members of the alliance,

especially the Emperor of Russia, to use their good offices with Spain

for the purj)ose of inducing her to recognize her late colonies, but

the Emperor of Russia, the head of the alliance, continued to preach

to Spain ' not only no recognition of their independence, but active

war for their subjugation.' To the request of the United States he

replied that, out of respect for ' the indisputable titles of sover-

eignty,' he could not prejudge or anticipate the determination of

the King of Spain. It was some ten years before Spain coulcl be

persuaded to renounce her ancient claims."

LatanC', Tlie Diplomatic Relations of the United States and Spanish

America, 88.

" By the decease of the Emperor Alexander, of Russia, which

occurred contemporaneously with the commencement of the last ses-

sion of Congress, the United States have been deprived of a long-

tried, steady, and faithful friend. ... A candid and confi-

dential interchange of sentiments l)etween him and the (irovernment

of the United States upon the affairs of Southern America took

place at a period not long preceding his demise, and contributed to

fix that course of policy which left to the other governments of

Europe no alternative but that of sooner or later recognizing the

independence of our southern neighbors, of which the example had

by the United States already been set.''

President .Tohn Qnincy Adams, annual message. Dec. .">. lS2r.. Kicliadr-

son's Messages, II. .3.">0.

VII. EXGLISII ACTlOy AX I) OPIMOX.

§ 938. .

After the dispatch to the United States of the correspondence

which called forth the opinions of Jefferson and Madison, the nego-

tiations between Canning and Rush continued, and Rush contniued
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to make reports of his proceedings, some of which reached Washing-
ton during tlie deliberations of the Cabinet on the Governinent''s

policy. On the '2'2d of October Rush wrote that the Spansh-Ameri-

can topic had been " dropped " by Canning " in a most extraordi-

nary manner," not a word having come from Canning on the subject

^ince the '2V)th of September, Avlien Rush had an interview with him
at (iloucester T^odge. The cause of this suspense Rush learned only

on the 'i4th of Novemlx'r, when Canning exhibited to him at the

foreign olKce a memorandum of a conference held with Prince de

Polignac, the French ambassador, on the Dth of October. A joint

minute was made of the conference, in order that each (lovernment

might have an authentic record of what passed. Canning, on the

part of his (lOvernment, declared that, while (ireat Britain would

remain neutral in any war i)etween Sj^ain and her colonies, the junc-

tion of any foreign power with Spain against the colonies would be

viewed as constituting entirely a new (juestion, upon which Great

Britain nnist take such decision as her interests required; that Great

Britain disclaimed any desire of appropriating any of the Spanish

colonies, or of forming any political connection with them beyond

that of amity and connnerce, and that she sought no preference, but

would be willing to see the colonies free, with Spain holding a

preference. Prince de Polignac, on the part of France, reciprocally

declared that his (lOvernment believed it to be utterly hopeless to

reduce Spanish America to the state of its former relations to Spain.

He disclaimed any intention on the part of France to appropriate

any part of the Sj)anish ])ossessions in America or to obtain any

(xclusive advantages, and declared that she would, like England,

willingly see the mother country in possession of superior commer-

cial advantages, by amicable arrangements, and would be contented

to rank, after Spain, among the most favored nations. T^astly, he

affirmed that France abjured, in any case, any design of acting

against the colonies In' force of arms.

7 Am. Hist. Kov. (July. llMrJ). c.Ol ;
1.' rroceedings of the Mass. Hist.

Soc. .Till!.. VM)2. :',H-2, 42S ; Aimual Register. 1824, 485.

The following is from n
"'

i>riv:ite " h'tter from Canning, on December .'?!,

}KSA. to Sir William A Court. British minister at Spain (Stajjleton's

Canning and his Times. 'A\)~t) : "Monarchy in Mexico and monarchy

in Hr.izil woidd cure the evils of universal democracy and prevent the

(h-awing of the line of demarcation which I most dread—America rs.

Kurope. The I'nited States, natni'ally enougli. aim at this division,

and cherish the democracy which leads to it. lint I do not much
ajtitrehend their influence, even if I believe (which I do not alto-

gether) in all the reports of their activity in America. Mexico and

they are too neighlK)urly to be friend.s. In the meantime they have

aichnl us materially. . . . While I was yet hesitating (in Septem-

ber) what shape to give to the declaration and protest, which ultl-
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matoly was conveyed in my conference with P. de Polignac ; and
while I was more doubtful as to the effect of that protest and decla-

ration, I sounded Mr. Rush (the American minister here) as to his

powers and disposition, to join in any step which we might take, to

prevent a hostile enterprise on the part of the European powers
against Spanish America. He had no powers ; but he would have
taken upon himself to join with us, if we would have begun by recog-

nizing the Spanish-American States. This we could not do. and so

we went on without. But I have no doubt that his report to his

Government of this sounding (which he probably represented as an

overture) had a great share in producing the explicit declarations of

the President."

As Stapleton remarks. Canning's position was simply that Great Britain

would not permit other European powers to interfere on behalf

of Spain in her contest with her American colonies. So far from

assenting to the position that the " unoccuiiied parts of America

are no longer open to colonization from Europe," he held that " the

United States had no right to take umbi'age at the^establishment of

new colonies from Europe on any such unoccupied parts of the Ameri-

can continent."

The message of President Monroe was received in England " not

only with satisfaction but with enthusiasm. Mr. Brougham said

:

' The question Avith regard to Spanish America is now, I believe, dis-

posed of, or nearly so ; for an event has recently happened than which

none has ever dispersed greater joy, exultation, and gratitude over

all the free men of Europe; that event, which is decisive on the sub-

ject, is the language held with respect to Spanish America in the

message of the President of the United States.' Sir James Mackin-

tosh said: 'This coincidence of the two great English common-
wealths (for so I delight to call them; and I heartily pray that they

may be forever united in the cause of justice and liberty) can not be

contemplated without the utmost pleasure by every enlightened citi-

zen of the earth.' This attitude of the American Government gave a

decisive support to that of (ireat Britain, and efl'ectually put an end

to the designs of the absolutist powers of the Continent to interfere

with the affairs of Spanish America. Those dynasties had no dis-

position to hazard a war with such a power, moral and material, as

Great Britain and the United States would have presented, when
united, in the defense of independent constitutional governments."

H. II. Dana, jr., Dana's Wheaton, § OT. note 3(5.

" The French troops continuing to occupy Spain after the time

stipulated by treaty. Canning sought an explanation from France,

but without satisfactory results. He therefore determined at a cabi-

net meeting held December 14, 1824, to recognize Mexico and Colom-

bia fortliAvith. On January 1, 1825, after the ministers had left

England with instructions and full powers, the fact of recognition
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was communicated officially to the diplomatic corps, and two days

later it was madf public."
i

Latane, The Diplomatic Relations of the United States and Spanish

America, SO, citing Official Corresj). of Canning, II. 242, letter to

Lord Granville; Life of Lord Liverpool, III. 297-304.

VIII. THK ^ONCOLONIZATION PRINCIPLE.

1. CONTBOVEUSY WITH RUSSIA.

§ 939.

The announcement, made in the seventh paragraph of President

Moiiroe's message of Dec. 2, 1823, of the principle that the American

continent* were " henceforth not to be considered as subjects for

future colonization by any European powers," was occasioned by

the discussions with Russia as to territorial rights on the northwest

coast of America.

In 1821 the Emperor of Russia issued a ukase by which he assumed,

as owner of the shore, to exclude foreigners from carrying on com-

merce and from navigating and fishing within a hundred Italian

miles of the northwest coast of America, from Bering Straits down to

the 51st parallel of north latitude. As this assertion of title em-

braced territory which was claimed by the United States as well as

by Oreat Britain, both those governments protested against it. In

consequence, the Russian Government proposed to adjust the matter

by amicable negotiation; and instructions to that end were prepared

for Mr. Middleton, then our minister to Russia, and for Mr. Rush,

our minister to England, in the summer of 1823. John Quincv

Adams was then Secretary of State. At a meeting of the Cabinet on

June 28 the subject of Mr. Middleton's instructions w^as discussed,

and Mr. Adams exj^ressed the opinion that the claim of the Russians

could not be adHiitted, because they appeared to have no " settle-

ment " upon the territory in dispute. On July 17 he informed Baron

Tuyl, the Russian minister, at a conference at the Department of

State, " that we [the United States] sliould contest the right of

Russia to any territorial establishment on this continent, and that we
should assume distinctly the principle that the American continents

are no longer subjects for am/ new European colonial establishments."

Memoirs of .John Qnincy .\dams, VI. 1(;3. See 82 N. Am. Rev. 494;

Tucker's Monroe Doctrine, 12-14, 21, 40, 111.

See Foster, A Century of Am. Diplomacy, 442 ; Moore, American Diplo-

macy, 1.50 et seq.

" It is not imaginable that, in the present condition of the world,

any European nation should entertain the project of settling a colony
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on the northwest coast of America. That the United States should

form establishments there, with views of absolute territorial right

and inland communication, is not only to be expected, but is pointed

out by the finger of nature, and has been for many years a subject

of serious deliberation in Congress. A plan has, for several sessions,

been before them for establishing a territorial government on the

borders of the Columbia Eiver. It will undoubtedly be resumed at

their next session, and even if then again postponed there can not be

a doubt that, in the course of a very few years, it must be carried into

effect.

"As yet, however, the only useful purpose to which the northwest

coast of America has been or can be made subservient to the settle-

ments of civilized men are the fisheries on its adjoining seas and trade

with the aboriginal inhabitants of the country. These have, hith-

erto, been enjoyed in common by the people of the United States,

and by the British and Russian nations. The Spanish, Portuguese

and French nations have also participated in them hitherto, without

other annoyance than that which resulted from the exclusive terri-

torial claims of Spain, so long as they were insisted on by her. . . .

" The discussion of the Russian pretemtions in the negotiation

now i^roposed necessarily involves the interests of the three powers,

and renders it manifestly proper that the United States and Great

Britain should come to a mutual understanding with respect to

theii' respective pretentions, as well as upon their joint views with

reference to those of Russia. Copies of the instructions to Mr. Mid-

dleton are, therefore, herewith transmitted to you, and the President

wishes you to confer freely with the British Government on the

subject.

" The principles settled by the Nootka Sound convention of

October 28, 1790, were—
" 1st. That the rights of fishery in the south seas, of trading with

the natives of the northwest coast of America, and of making settle-

ments on the coast itself for the purposes of that trade, north of the

actual settlements of Spain, were common to all the European

nations, and of course to the United States.

" 2d. That so far as the actual settlements of Spain had extended,

she possessed the exclusive rights, territorial, and of navigation and

fishery, extending to the distance of ten miles from the coasts so

actually occupied.

" 3d. That on the coasts of South America, and the adjacent islands

tsouth of the parts already occupied by Spain, no settlements should

thereafter be made either by British or Spanish subjects, but on both

sides should be retained the liberty of landing, and of erecting tem-

porary buildings for the purposes of the fishery. These rights were,

also, of course, enjoyed by the people gf the United States,
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'* The exclusive rights of Spain to any part of the American conti-

nents have ceased. That portion of the convention, therefore, which
recognizes the exchisive colonial rights of Spain on these continents,

though confirmed as between Great Britain and Spain, by the first

additional article to the treaty of the 5th of July, 1814, has been

extinguished by the fact of the independence of the South American
nations and of Mexico. Those independent nations will possess the

rights incident to that condition, and their territories, will, of course,

be subject to no cxrlxsive right of navigation in their vicinity, or of

access to them by any foreign nation.

"A necessary consequence of this state of things will be, that the

American continents, henceforth, will no longer be subjects of coloni-

zation. Occupied by civilized independent nations, they Avill be

accessible to Europeans and to each other on that footing alone, and
the Pacific Ocean in every part of it will remain open to the naviga-

tion of all nations, in like manner with the Atlantic.

^ Incidental to the condition of national independence and sover-

eignty, the rights of anterior navigation of their rivers will belong to

each of the American nations within its own territories.

" The application of colonial principles of exclusion, therefore,

can not be admitted by the United States as lawful upon any part of

the northwest coast of America, or as belonging to any European

nation. Their own settlements there, when organized as territorial

govermnents, will be adapted to the freedom of their own institu-

tions, and. as constituent parts of the Union, be subject to the prin-

ciples and provisions of their constitution."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Uush, miu. to England, July 22, 1823,

Am. State Papers, For. Rel. V. 447.

For tlio instruction to Mr. MidiUoton. above reforroil to, see id. 430.

It has sonietinu's been remarked that if Mr. Adams intendett to do no more

than announce that territory already occ-upied by civilized i)o\vers

was not subject to future colonization, he merely stated a truism.

Hut in its ai)plication to the American continents at that time the

announcement was far from being a' truism. It was by no means

generally admitted that the American continents were then wholly

occupied l)y civilized nations. There were vast regions of territory

not actually settled by the subjects of civilized powers.

" There can, perhaps, be no better time for .saying, frankly and ex-

l)li(itly, to the Kussian (lovernment, that the future peace of the

world, and the interest of Russia herself, can not be promoted by

Kussian settlements upon any part of the American continent. With

the exception of the British establishments north of the United

States, the remainder of l)oth the American continents must hence-

forth be left to the management of American hands.
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" It can not possibly be the purpose of Russia to form extensive

eolonial establishments in America. The new American republics

"Nvill be as impatient of a Russian neighbor as the United States ; and

the claim of Russia to territorial possessions extending to the fifty-

first degree of north latitude is equally compatible with the British

pretensions."

Observations of Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, accompanjing instruction of

July 22, 1828, to Mr. Middleton, min. to Russia, Am. State Papers,

For. Rel. V. 443, 445.

" January 6. [1824.] In a dispatch to the Secretary of State of

this date, I mention Mr. Canning's desire that the negotiation at St.

Petersburg, on the Russian ukase of September, 1821, respecting the

northwest coast, to which the United States and England had
equally objected, should proceed separately, and not conjointly, by

the three nations, as proposed by the United States, and my acquies-

cence in this course. It being a departure from the course my Gov-

ernment had contemplated, I give the following reasons for it

:

" 1. That whatever force of argument I might be able to give to the

principle of non-colonization as laid down in the President's message,

which had arrived in England since my instructions for the negotia-

tion, my opinion was, that it would still remain a subject of contest

between the United States and England; and that, as by all I could

learn since the message arrived, Russia also dissented from the prin-

ciple, a negotiation at St. Petersburg relative to the northwest coast,

to which the three nations were parties, might place Russia on the

side of England and against the United States. This I thought had

better be avoided.

" 2. That a preliminary and detached discussion of so great a prin-

ciple, against which England protested in limine^ brought on by me
Avhen her foreign secretary was content to waive the discussion at

present, and preferred doing so, might have an unpropitious influence

on other parts of the negotiation of more innnediate and practical

interest.

" 8. That by abstaining from discussing it at i)resent, nothing was

given u]). The principle as promulgated in the President's message,

would remain undiminished, as notice to other nations, and a guide to

me in the general negotiation with England when that came on."

Rush, Memoranda of a Residence at the Court of London, II. 88; quoted

in 82 N. Am. Rev. (April. 18r)()), HOS.

" You will bring to the notice of the Mexican Government, the

message of the late President of the United States to their Congress,

on the 2nd December, 1823, asserting certain important principles of

inter-continental law, in the relations of Europe and America. The
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first principle asserted in that message is, that the American con-

tinents are not henceforth to be considered as subjects for future

colonization by any P^uropean powers. In the maintenance of that

principle, all the independent governments of America have an inter-

est, but that of the United States has, probably, the least. Whatever
foundation may have existed three centuries ago, or even at a later

period, when all this continent was under P^uropean subjection,

for the establishment of a rule, founded on priority of discovery

}-nd occupation, for a])j)ortioning among the i)owers of Europe parts

of this continent, none can be now admitted as applicable to its

present condition. There is no disposition to disturb the colonial

possessions, as they uuxy now exist, of any of the European powers;

but it is against the establishment of new European colonies, upon

this continent, tluit the princii)le is directed. The countries in which

any such new establishments might be attempted, are now open to the

enterprize and commerce of all Americans; and the justice or pro-

priety can not be recognized, of arbitrarily limiting and circumscrib-

ing that enterprize and commerce, by the act of voluntarily planting

a new colony without the consent of America, under the auspices of

foreign powers belonging to another and a distant continent.

Europe would be indignant at any American attempt to plant a

colony on any i)art of her shores, and her justice must perceive, in

the rule contended for, only perfect reciprocity."'

Mr. Clay. St'c. of State, to Mr. Poinsett, min. to Mexico. March 2.^, 1825,

13 Br. & For. State Papers, 485.

2. Thk Pa.nama Conuress.

§ J)40.

In his special message to Congress of Dec. 20, 1825, touching the

l*aiuuna Congress, President Adams suggested, as one of the subjects

that might be discussed, ''an agreement between all the parties rep-

resented at the meeting that each will guard by its own means against

the establishment of any future European colony within its borders."

The noncolonization principle was, added President Adams, " more

than two years since announced by my jiredecessor to the world as

a principle resulting from the emancipation of both the American

continents. It may be so developed to the new southern nations

that they will all feel it as an essential appendage to their

inde|)endence.'"'

Procf'odings of the Int. Am. Conference, IV. 22; Am. State Papers, For.

Hel. V. a-M.

Mr. Clay, in his instructions to the American plonijiotentiaries to Panama,

of May 8. 1820. said that It was not intended to commit the parties,

who might c-oncur in any joint declaration against future coloniza-
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tion, " to the support of the particular boundarieg which may be

claimed by any one of them ; nor is it proposed to commit them to

a joint resistance against any future attempt to plant a new Euro-

pean colony." (Proceedings of Int. Am. Conf. IV. 137.)

See Cong. Debates, 1825-26, II., part 2, for debates on the Panama
Congress.

" The late President of the United States, in his message to Con-

gress of the 2d of December, 1823, while announcing the negotiation

then pending with Russia, relating to the northwest coast of this con-

tinent, observes that the occasion of the discussions to which that inci-

dent had given rise, had been taken for asserting, as a principle in

which the rights and interests of the United States were involved,

that the American continents, by the free and independent condition

which they had assumed and maintained, were thenceforward not to

be considered subjects for colonization by any European power. The
principle had first been assumed in that negotiation with Russia. It

rested upon a course of reasoning, equally simple and conclusive.

With the exception of the existing European colonies, which it was in

nowise intended to disturb, the two continents consisted of several

sovereign and independent nations, whose territories covered their

whole surface. By this, their independent conditiqp, the United

States enjoyed the right of commercial intercourse with every part

of their possessions. To attempt the establishment of a colony in

those possessions, would be to usurp to the exclusion of others a

commercial intercourse which was the common possession of all. It

could not be done without encroaching upon existing rights of the

United States. The Government of Russia has never disputed these

positions, nor manifested the slightest dissatisfaction at their having

been taken. Most of the new American republics have declared their

entire assent to them; and they now propose, among the subjects of

consultation at Panama, to take into consideration the means of

making effectual the assertion of that principle, as well as the means

of resisting interference from abroad with the domestic concerns of

the American governments."

President .lohn Q. Adams, special message, March 15, 1826, Richardson's

Messages, II. .3:U.

In this message I'resident Adams stated that " should it be deemed advis-

able to contract any conventional engagement on this topic, our views

would extend no further than to a mutual pledge of the parties to the

compact to maintain the principle in application to its own territory."

(Id. 335; Proc. of the Int. Am. Conf. IV. 42.)

As to the Congress of Panama, see Am. State Papers. Fo". Rel. VI. 356

et seq.

The report of Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, of .Tan. 31, 1827, as to the salaries

and duties of the ministers to Panama In 1826, is contained in Am.

State Papers. For. Rel. VI. 554.

See, also, as to the Panama mission and the Monroe doctrine, Benton's

Thirty Years' View, I. chap. xxv.

H. Doc. 551—vol G 27
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•• In Docpmbor, 1828, the then Prosidoiit of tho United States, in

his annual niessa<2:e upon the o})ening of Con<;ress," announced, as a

principle applicable to this continent, what ought hereafter to be

insisted upon, that no P^uropean nation ought to be allowed to i)lant

upon it new colonies. It was not proposed, by that principle, to dis-

turb })re-existing European colonies already established in America;

the principle looked forward, not backward."

Mr. Clay, See. of State, to Messrs. Aiulerson ami SorReant, envoys to tlio

ranania Congress, May S, 1S2().

The lull instructions from wliieh the foregoing extract is tal<en are

printed in If) lirit. & For. State Papers, S:V2; in the appendix to .">

Congressional Dehates .SS, and in the I'roceedings of the Int. Am.
Conference, IV. ll.'i.

The commissions of Messrs. Anderson and Sergeant, dated March 14,

1S2<), are given in Am. State Papers. For. Rel. VI. 'AH'A.

The congress met at Panama on June 22, .1826, and adjourned July

15, to meet again at Tacubaya, Mexico. Only four of the Spanish-

American states sent representatives. Of these states only one,

Colombia, ratified any part of the treaties that were formulated. The
congress adjourned before the American plenipotentiaries, Messrs.

Anderson and Sergeant, reached their destination. In reality, it was

decided in May, 1820, to delay Mr. Sergeant's departure from the

United States till the autumn. Mr. Anderson left Bogota for Car-

tagena, on his way to Pananui, about the 10th of June. When the

report was received at Washington that the congress had met and

adjourned, preparations were made to send Mr. Sergeant on a sloop-

of-war from lMiila(lel[)hia to Vera Cruz, in order that he might

attend the sessions which it was expected would be held at Tacubaya.

Meanwhile, Mr. Anderson had died. His place as special plenipo-

tentiary was filled by the appointment of Mr. Poinsett, then minister

to Mexico. The general instructions of the American [)lenipoten-

tiaries were not changed, but, in a connnunication to Mr. Sergeant of

Nov. ll, 182r), Mr. Clay said: " Since they [the general instructions]

Avere prei)ared the meeting . . . has taken place, and it is under-

stood that they concluded several treaties and conventions among
themselves, relating i)rincipally to the prosecution of the existing Avar

Avith Spain. You Avill signify to the congress, Avhen it shall be reor-

ganized, our exj^ectation to l)e put in possession of cojiies of those

treaties and conventions, and to be fully informed of all the trans-

actions at Panama. This expectation is found<'d not only upon its

oAvn reasonableness in the general, but on the consideration that e\'erv

power represented in the congress ought to knoAV Avhat has been pro-

posed or transacted in a conference either of the whole body or of any

less portion of its members."
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The congress did not reassemble. Mr. Clay, in supplementary

instructions, observed that the " ambitious projects and views of

Bolivar '" had dampened the hopes of a favorable result of the con-

gress.

Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. William B. Rochester (of Rochester,

N. Y.), sec. to the Panama mission, May 10, 1826, MS. Inst. U. States

Ministers, XI. 67 ; Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sergeant, May
11, 1826, id. 69; Mr. Brent, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Rochester,

May 25, 1820, id. 80 ; Mr. Brent, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Anderson,

July 17, 1826, id. 140; Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sergeant,

Nov. 14, 1820, id. 211 ; Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Poinsett, Feb.

28, 1827, id. 2.50.

For the printed correspondence respecting the mission, see Am. State

I'apers. For. Kel. V. 8.34-905; for debates, see Cong. Debates (1820),

vol. 2, part 2.

"
' The congress of I*anama, in 1820, was planned by Bolivar to secure

the union of Spanish America against Spain. It had originally

military as well as political purposes. In the military objects the

United States could take no part ; and indeed the necessity for such

objects ceased when the full effects of Mr. Monroe's declarations

were felt. But the specific objects of the congress, the establishment

of close and cordial relations of amitj-, the creation of commercial

intercourse, of interchange of political thought, and of habits of

good understanding between the new Republics and the United

States and their respective citizens, might perhaps have been at-

tained had the administration of that day received the united sup-

port of the country. Unhappily they were lost ; the new states were

removed from the sympathetic and protecting influence of our ex-

ample, and their commerce, which we might then have secured,

passed into other hands, unfriendly to the United States.
"

' In looking back upon the Panama Congress from this length of time,

it is easy to understand why the earnest and patriotic men who
endeavored to crystallize an American system for this continent

failed. . . . One of the questions proiwsed for discussion in the

conference was " the consideration of the means to be adopted for

the entire abolition of the African slave trade," to which proixjsition

the conniiittee of the T'nited States Senate of that day replied

:

" The United States have not certainly the right, and ought never to

feel the inclination, to dictate to others who may differ with them

upon this sul)jeot ; nor do the committee see the expeiliency of

insulting other states with whom we are maintaining relations of

perfect amity by ascending the moral chair and proclaiming from

thence mere abstract principles, of the rectitude of which each nation

enjoys the perfect right of deciding for itself." The same committee

also alluded to the possibility that the condition of the islands of

Cuba and I'orto Rico, still the possessions of Spain and still slave-

holding, niiglit be made the subject of discussion and of contemplated

action by the I'anania Congress. " If ever the United States (they

said) pennit themselves to be associated with these nations in any

general congress assembled for the discussion of common plans in any

way affecting European interests, they will, by such act. not only

deprive themselves of the ability they now possess of rendering useful
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assistance to the otlior Anioricaii States, but also produce otlier effects

prejudicial to their interests."'" (Davis, Notes, Treaty Volume
(177(J-18<ST) 127:5.)

StH', to the same effect, as to the failure of the I'anama Conj?ress and the

slavery (luestion. Iteport of Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to the President,

July 14, 1870, S. Ex. Doc. 112, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 0-9.

During the debates on the Panama Congress, the following resolu-

tion, April 18, 18'2(), on motion of Mr. Buchanan, passed the House

of Kepresentatives by a vote of 99 to 95:

" It is, therefore, the opinion of this House, that the Government of

the United States ought not to be rej)resented at the congress of Pan-

ama, except in a diplonuitic character, nor ought they to form any

alliance, offensive or defensive, or negotiate respecting su(;h an alli-

ance, with all or any of the Spanish American republics; nor ought

they to become parties with them, or either of them, to any joint decla-

ration for the purpose of })reventing the interference of any of the

European powers with their independence or form of government, or

to any compact for the i)urpose of preventing colonization upon the

continent of America; but that the people of the United States

^•houhl be left free to act, in any crisis, in such a manner as their

feelings of friendship towards these republics, and as their own honor

and jjolicy may at the time dictate."'

("oiig. Debates. 1.S25-1S2(>. II. ])art 2. pi». '2'M;*), 2457; 82 N. Am. Rev. (Apr.,

18r>(;). .".07.

See Tucker's Monroe Doctrine, r»(5.

For the proceedings of the I'anama Congress, see Proceedings of the Int.

Am. Conf. IV.

The Panama Congress is discusscHl in Calvo, Droit Int., 3d ed. 255*, Law-
rence. Com. sur. Droit Int. II. ;{!() et se<i. Lawrence argues (id. :il2)

that Monroe's doctrine as to foreign interiK)sitiou is substantially

the same as that advanced by the French (Jovernment against the

Prussian movement of 18:50 to interfere in Helgiinn.'

For further discussion of the Monroe doctrine, see 1 Phillimore Int. Law,
nd ed. ijJH); W. II. Trescot. South. Quar. Uev., N. S., Apr., 1854,

429 ; D. Uniuhart, V,i Free I'ress, Lib. Dept. of State.

3. President Polk's Message, 1845.

§ 941.

" It is well known to the American people and to all nations, that

this Government has never interfered with the relations subsisting

iK'tween other governments. We have never made ourselves parties

to their wars or their alliances; we have not sought their territories

l)V conquest; we luive not mingled with parties in their domestic

struggles; and. believing our own form of government to be the best,

we have never attempted to propagate it by intrigues, by diplomacy,
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or by force. "We may claim on this continent a like exemption from

European interference. The nations of America are equally sover-

eign and independent with those of Europe. They possess the same

rights, independent of all foreign interposition, to make war. to con-

clude i^eace, and to regulate their internal affairs. The people of the

United States can not, therefore, view with indifference attempts of

European powers to interfere with the independent action of the

nations on this continent. The ^Vmerican system of government is

entirely different from that of Europe. Jealousy among the different

sovereigns of Europe, lest any one of them might become too powerful

for the rest, has caused them anxiously to desire the establishment

of what they term the 'balance of jjower.' It can not be permitted

to have any application on the North American continent, and espe-

cially to the United States. We must ever maintain the principle, that

the people of this continent alone have the right to decide their own
destiny. Should any })()rtion of them, constituting an independent

state, propose to unite themselves with our confederacy, this will be a

question for them and us to determine, without any foreign interposi-

ti(m. We can never consent that Eluropean powers shall interfere to

prevent such a union,' because it might disturb the 'balance of power'

which they may desire to maintain upon this continent. Near a quarter

of a century ago the principle was distinctly announced to the world,

in the annual message of one of my predecessors, that 'the American

continents, by the free and independent condition which they have

assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects

for future colonization by any European power.' This i)rinciple will

apply with greatly increased force, should any P^uropean power

attenii)t to establisli any new colony in North America. In the exist-

ing circumstances of the world, the i)resent is deemed a proper occa-

sion to reiterate and reaffirui the principle avowed by Mr. Monroe,

and to state my cordial concurrence in its wisdom and sound policy.

The reassc'rtion of this principle, especially in reference to North

America, is, at this day, but the promulgation of a policy which no

European power should cherish the disposition to resist. Existing

rights of every European nation should be respected; but it is due

alike to our safety and our interests, that the efficient protection of our

laws should i)e extende<l over our whole territorial limits, and that it

should be distinctly announced to the world as our settled policy,

that no future European colony or dominion shall, with our consent,

be planted or established on any part of the North American

continent."'

President Polk, annual niessago. Deo. 2. 184r>. S. Doo. 1. 29 Cong. 1 sess. 14.

See resolution offerinl by Senator .\llen. .Ian. 14. 1S4«;. Con?;. (Jlohe. 2!)

Cong. 1 sess. 1!>7 et seq.

See. also. 1 Curtis's Bu<-hanan, C.in et seci. : Dix's Memoirs of .Jolni A.

Dix. I. 217: Wharton's Com. on Am. Law. S 1T."».
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^fr. J. Q. Adams, narrating in his diaiy, under date of December 0,

184."). a conversation with Mr. Bancroft, then in Mr, Polk's Cabinet,

thus speaivs: " I said that I approved entirely of Mr. Polk's repeated

assertion of the j)rinciple first announced by President James Monroe,

in a message to Congress, that the continents of North and South

America were no longer to be considered as scenes for their future

European colonization. He said he had heard that this part of the

message of Mr. Monroe had lieen inserted by him at my suggestion.

I told him that was true; that I had l)een authorized by him to assert

the principle in a letter of instruction to Mr. Rush, then minister in

England, and had written the paragraph in the very words inserted

by Mr. Monroe in his message."

Mt'inoirs of J. Q. Ailaius. XII. 21.S.

Set', as to the Ort'tcon question. Benton's Thirty Years' View, II. chaps,

flviii., vlix.

" The late annual message of the President to Congress has so

clearly presented the great American doctrine in opposition to the

interference of European governments in the internal concerns of the

nations of this continent, that it is deemed unnecessary to add another

word upon this subject. That Great Britain and France have fla-

grantly violated this principle by their armed intervention on the

La Plata is nuinifest to the whole world. AMiilst existing circum-

stances render it impossible for the United States to take part in the

present war: yet the President desires that the wliole moral influence

of this Kej)ublic should l)e cast into the scale of the injured party.

We cordially wish the Argentine Kej)ul)lic success in its struggle

against foreign interference. It is for these reasons that although

the (Jovernment of the United States never did authorize your

predecessor Mr. Brent to offer his mediation in the affairs of Great

Britain, France and the Argentine Kepublic, this act has not been

pul)licly disavowed. Ilis example, however, is not to be followed by

you without exj)ress instructions. An offer of mediation by one

nation in the disputes of other nations is an act of too much impor-

tance and may involve consequences too serious to be undertaken by

a diplomatic agent on his own responsii)ility.

" Mr. Pakenham on the 7th of NovemlK^r last, placed in my hands

the coi^y of a desjiatch from I^ord Aljerdeen to himself under date

tiie :?d of ()ct()l>er last, with which you shall be furnished. From this

it would appear that (Jreat Britain and France in their armed in-

tervention have no view to territorial aggrandisement on the La
Plata. It will be your duty closely to watch the movements of these

two ])owers iu that region; and should either of them in violation

of this declaration attempt to make territorial acquisitions, you will

iunnediatelv counuunicate the fact to this Government."
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Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Harris, min. to Argentine. March
.30, 3S4«3, MS. Inst. Argentine Republic, XV. 19.

Thoii<2:h the United States had in its possession in 184G information

that woukl justify it in extending, in accor(hince with its settled

]>olicy. recognition to Paraguay as an independent state, yet the Presi-

dent determined to suspend action on the subject " purely from
regard to the Argentine Republic and in consideration of the heroic

struggle " which it Avas *' maintaining against the armed intervention

of (ireat Britain and France in the concerns of the Republics on the

La Plata and its tributaries.*"

.Mr. Buchanan. Sec. <if State, to Mr. Harris. March .",0. 1840. MS. Inst.

Arg. Rrpuhlic. XV. Ut.

The situation referred to in the foregoing instruction arose as follows

:

In 1828 Brazil and Buenos Ayres, by a treaty condudetl through

the mediation of England, recognized the indei)endence of what now
constitutes the Republic of I'ruguay. In 1844 Brazil invoked the

intervention of England and P'rance to protect the independence of

I'rugiuiy against a Buenos Ayrean attack. In conii)liance with this

re^iuest those governments in 184.j instituted a blockade of the coasts

of Buenos Ayres.

4. Case of Yucatax.

§ 942.

An Indian outbreak having occurred in Yucatan the authorities

of tiie country offered to transfer " the dominion and sovereignty
"

to the United States, and at the same time made a similar offer to

CJreat Britain and Spain. AVith reference to this offer President

Polk said

:

" Whilst it is not my purpose to recommend the adoption of any

measure, with a view to the acquisition of the * dominion and sover-

eignty * over Yucatan, yet. according to our established policy, we
could not consent to a transfer of this " dominion and sovereignty ' to

either Spain, Great Britain, or any other European power. In the

language of President Monroe, in his message of December. 1823. * we
should consider any attempt on their part to extend their system to

any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety.'

In my annual message of December. I<s4r). I declared that 'near a

quarter of a century ago. the principle was distinctly announced to

the world, in the annual message of one of my predecessors, that the

"American continents, by the free and independent condition which

they have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to l)e considered

as sul)jects for future colonization by any European power." * ' This

principle will apply with greatly increased force, should any Euro-

])ean power attempt to establish any new colony in North America.
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Ill the existing^ circumstances of the world, the present is deemed a

proper occasion to reiterate and reaffirm the principle avowed by

Mr. Monroe, and to state my cordial concurrence in its wisdom and

sound policy.'
"

President I'olk's special message, April 20, 1848, Cong. Globe, 30 Cong. 1

sess. 7U0.

See, also, S. Ex. Docs. 40, 45, 49, .SO Cong. 1 sess. ; ,".1 Br. & For. State

Prtpers (1800-(>1), 1184 et seq.

On May 4, 1848, a bill to enable the President " to take temporary

military occupation of Yucatan "' was introduced in the Senate. On
May 17, however, Mr, Hannegan, who had reported the bill from

the Committee on Foreign Relations, of which he was chairman,

asked that it be informally passed over, as news had been received

of the conclusion of a treaty between the whites and the Indians.

Cong. Globe, .30 Cong. 1 sess. 727, 778.

Seen Lawrence's Wheaton (18(53), 124, citing Callionn's Works, IV. 454;

Works of Sir .Tames Mackintosh, 555.

The foregoing l)ill gave rise in the Senate to a spirited debate, in

which Mr. Calhoun, who had been a member of President Monroe's

Cabinet took part. After discussing that part of Monroe's message

relating to the Holy Alliance he proceeded to examine the noncoloni-

zation principle, to which, as he contended. President Polk had given

an unwarranted extension. The word " colonization,"" said Mr. Cal-

houn, had a specific meaning, namely, '' the establishment of a settle-

ment by emigrants from the parent country in a territory t'other

uninhabited or froui which the inhabitants have been partially or

wholly expelled." The pa.ssage on colonization, in President Mon-

roe's message, did not, said Mr. Calhoun, Ix^come a subject of discus-

sion in the Cal)inet. In this respect his memory did not differ from

that of Mr. Adams. "' My impression," said Mr. Calhoun, " is that it

never tecame a subject of deliberation in the Cabinet. I so stated

when the Oregon (juestion was Iwfore the Senate. I stated it in order

that Mr. Adams might have an opportunity "f denying it, or asserting

the real state of the fact.s. He remained silent, and I presume my
statement is correct, that this declaration was inserted after the

Cabinet deliberation. It originated entirely with Mr. Adams, with-

out l)eing submitted to the Cabinet, and it is, in my opinion, owing to

this fact that it is not made with the precision and clearness with which

the two former are. It declares, without qualification, that these conti-

nents have asserted and maintained their freedom and independence,

and are no longer subject to colonization by any European ]K)\ver.

This is not strictly accurate. Taken as a whole, these continents had

not asserted and maintained their freedom and independence. At
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that period Great Britain had a larger portion of the continent in

her possession than the United States. Russia had a considerable

portion of it, and other powers possessed some portions on the south-

ern parts of this continent. The declaration was broader than the

fact, and exhibits precipitancy and want of due reflection. Besides,

there was an impropriety in it when viewed in conjunction with the

foregoing declarations. I speak not in the language of censure.

We w'ere. as to them, acting in concert with England, on a proposition

coming from herself—a proposition of the utmost magnitude, and
which we felt at the time to be essentially connected with our peace

and safety; and of course it was due to propriety as w^ell as policy

that this declaration should be strictly in accordance with British

feeling. Our power then was not what it is now, and we had to

rely upon her co-operation to sustain the ground we had taken. We
had then only about six or seven millions of people, scattered, and
without such means of communication as we now possess to bring us

together in a short period of time. The declaration accordingly,

with respect to colonization, striking at England as well as Russia,

gave offense to her, and that to such an extent that she refused to co-

operate with us in settling the Russian question. Now, I will venture

to say that if that declaration had come before that cautious Cabinet

—

for Mr. Monroe was among the Avisest and most cautious men I have

ever known—it would have been modified, and expressed with a far

greater degree of precision, and with much more delicacy in reference

to the feelings of the British Government.

"In stating the precise character of these declarations, and the

manner in which they originated, I have discharged a double duty; a

duty to my country, to whom it is important that these declarations

should be correctly understood—and a duty to the Cabinet of which I

was a member, and am now the only survivor. I remove a false inter-

jjretation, which makes safe and proper declarations improper and

dangerous.

" But it is not only in these respects that these famous declarations

are misunderstood by the Chief Magistrate of the country, as well as

by others. They were but declarations—nothing more; declarations,

announcing in a friendly manner to the powers of the world, that Ave

should regard certain acts of interposition of the allied powers as

dangerous to our peace and safety; interposition of European powers

to oppress the Republics which had just arisen upon this continent,

as manifesting an unfriendly disposition, and that this continent,

having become free and independent, w^as no longer the subject

of colonization by European powers. Not one word in any one of

them in reference to resistance. There is nothing said of it ; and will)

great propriety was it omitted. Resistance belonged to us—to Con-
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^ross; it is for iis to say whctlior we shall resist or not, and to what
extt'nt. . . .

'* AVhether yon will resist or not, and the measure of your resist-

ance—whether it shall be by negotiation, remonstrance, or some
intermediate measure, or by a resort to arms; all this must be deter-

mined and decided on the merits of the question itself. This is the

only wise course. "We are not to have quoted on us, on every occasion,

general declarations to which any and every meaning may be attached.

There are cases of interposition where I would resort to the hazard
of war with all its calamities. Am I asked for one? I will answer.

I designate the case of Cuba. So long as Cuba remains in the hands
of Spain—a friendh^ power—a power of which we have no dread—it

should continue to be, as it has been the policy of all Administrations

ever since T have been connected with the Government, to let Cuba
remain there; but with the fixed determination, which I hope never

will ije. relinquished, that, if Cuba pass from her, it shall not be

into any other hands but ours: This, not from a feeling of ambi-

tion, not from a desire for the extension of dominion, but because

that island is indispensable to the safety of the United States; or

rather, because it is indispensable to the safety of the United States

that this island should not l)e in certain hands. If it were, our coast-

ing trade between the Ci\ilf and the Atlantic would, in case of war, be

cut in twain, to be followed by convulsive effects. In the same cate-

gory, I will refer to a case in which we might most rightfully have

resisted, had it been necessary, a foreign jiower; and that is the ca.se

of Texas."

Calhonn's Works, IV. 4r)7 et soq.

Mr. Calhoun's views as to President Polli's position are adopted in Wool-

sey. Int. Law, § 48. See, also, Wharton, f'oni. on Am. Law, § 175.

As to the seizure by the British (loverinnent of Tigre Island in the Ciulf

of Fonseca, see Message of President Fillmore, July 22, 1850, and

accompanying i)apers, II. Ex. Doe. 75, 31 Cong. 1 sess.

" Tt is to l)e borne in mind that the declarations known as the ]Mon-

roe doctrine have never received the sanction of an act or resolution of

Congress; nor have they any of that authority which European gov-

ei-iunents attach to a royal ordinance. They are, in fact, only the

dcclHrations of an existing administration of what its own policy

would be, and what it thinks should ever be the policy of the country,

on a subject of i)aramount and permanent interest. Thus, at the

.same session in which the message was delivered, Mr. Clay introduced

the following resolution: 'That the people of these States would not

see, without serious inquietude, any forcible interposition by the

allied powers of Europe, in behalf of Spain, to reduce to their former

subjection those parts of the continent of America which have pro-
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claimed and established for themselves, respectivel}', independent

goverimients, and which have been solemnly recognized by the United

States.' But this resolution was never brought up for action or dis-

cussion. It is seen also, by the debates on the Panama mission and
the Yucatan intervention, that Congress has never been w^illing to

commit the nation to any compact or pledge on this subject, or to any

specific declaration of purpose or methods, beyond the general lan-

guage of the message.
'' In the debates on the Clayton-Bulwer treaty, in 1855-5G, above

referred to, all the speakers seemed to agree to this position of the

subject. Mr. Clayton said : 'In reference to this particular terri-

tory, I would not hesitate at all, as one Senator, to assert the Monroe
doctrine and maintain it by my vote ; but I do not expect to be sus-

tained in such a vote by both branches of Congress. Whenever the

attempt has been made to assert the Monroe doctrine in either branch

of Congress, it has failed. The present Democratic party came into

power, after the debate on the Panama mission, on the utter abnega-

tion of the whole doctrine, and stood upon Washington's doctrine of

nonintervention. You can not prevail on a majority, and I will ven-

ture to say that you can not prevail on one-third, of either House of

Congress to sustain it.' Mr. Cass said :
' Whenever the Monroe doc-

trine has been urged, either one or the other House of Congress, or

both Houses, did not stand up to it.' Mr. Seward said : 'It is true

that each House of Congress has declined to assert it ; but the honor-

able Senators must do each House the justice to acknowledge that the

reason why they did decline to assert the doctrine was that it w^as pro-

posed, as many members thought, as an abstraction, unnecessary, not

called for at the time.' Mr. Mason spoke of it as having 'never been

sanctioned or recognized by any constitutional authority.' Mr. Cass

afterwards, in a very elaborate speech (of January 28, 185G), gave his

views of the history and character of the doctrine. He placed it

upon very high ground, as a declaration not only against European

intervention or future colonization, but against the acquisition of

dominion on the continent by European powers, by whatever mode or

however derived ; and seemed to consider it as a pledge to resist such

a result l)y force, if necessary, in any jjart of the continent. He says:

' We ought years ago, by Congressional interposition, to have made
this system of policy an American system, by a solemn declaration;

and, if we had done so, we should have spared ourselves' much trouble

and no little mortification.' Referring to Mr. Polk's message, in

1845, he said there was then an opportunity for Congress to adopt

the doctrine, not as an abstraction, but on a practical point. 'We

refused to say a word; and, I repeat, we refused then even to

take the sul)ject into consideration.' He denied the correctness of

Mr. Calhoun's explanation (supra), and contended that the nou-
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colonization clause was intended to be, and understood by England to

be, a foreclosure of the whole continent against all future European

dominion, however derived. It may well.be said, however, and such

seems now to be the prevalent opinion, that the complaints of Mr.

Cass and others of his school, of the neglect and abandonment of the

Monroe doctrine, apply rather to their construction of the doctrine

than to the doctrine itself."

Note by Dana. Dana's Wheaton (ISCO), § 07, note 30.

o. Later Ii.mstrations.

§943.

See the case of Venezuela, infra, § 9(5<>.

In 1870 the Government of the United States was sounded by that

of Sweden as to the cession by the latter to the former of the island

of St. Bartholomew. It appeared that the Italian Government had

made an otfer to Sweden for the island, and it was intimated that the

United States might have it on the same terms. President Grant

felt constrained to decline the offer under the circumstances, es-

pecially as measures for the purchase of Russian America and the

Danish islands of St. Thomas and St. John were still pending and

incomplete. "As, however," said Mr. Fish, " we would prefer to

avoid any controversy with a friendly power which the acceptance by

Sweden and Norway of the offer of Italy . . . might involve,

i»n acceptance which might be construed as adverse to that cardinal

l)olicv of the ITnited States which objects to new colonies of European
governments on this hemisphere, it is hoped that it may comport with

the views of your (iovernment to postpone for the present any defi-

nite disposition of the subje<:!t."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Count Lewenhaupt. Swetlisli and Norwegian

min.. Feb. U. 1870, MS. Notes to Swi'den. VI. 221, a(knov\iedglng

re<'ei|)t of tlie latter's note of Feb. 10.

" Until recently, the acquisition of outlying territory has not been re-

garde<l as desirable by us. The jmrchasc of Kussian America and

the i)ro|)osed purchase of the Danish West India Islands of St.

Thomas and St. .John may se<Mn to indicate a reversal of the ix)llcy

adverttnl to. Those measures, however, maj- be i)resumed to have

l)een adopted for special rea.sons. In any event, it ai)i)ear8 to he

inadvisable to decide uiM)n the offer of St. Bartholomew while the

(jucstion of the cession of St. Thomas and St. .John shall be i)ending,

and even when that (luestion shall have Ikkmi disi)osed of the Presi-

dent. iK'fore he should make up his mind upon the subject, would
j)robably prefer to consult Congress in regard to it, either directly or

indirectly. " (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bartlett, min. to Sw. and
Nor., No. 22, .June 17, 1869, MS. Inst. Sweden, XIV. 108.)
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" The United States have no disposition to interfere with the exist-

ing relations of Spain to her colonial possessions on this continent.

They believe that in due time Spain and other European powers will

find their interest in terminating those relations and establishing

their present dependencies as independent powers—members of the

family of nations. These dependencies are no longer regarded as

subject to transfer from one European powder to another. When the

present relation of colonies ceases, they are to become independent

powers, exercising the right of choice and of self-control in the deter-

mination of their future condition and relations with other powers."

President Grant, ainiual message, Dec. 0, 18(39, Richardson's Messages,

VII. 32.

As to the Cuban insurrection in 1869, see S. Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess.

;

II. Ex. Docs. 140 and 160, 41 Cong. 2 sess.

" The avoidance of entangling alliances, the characteristic feature

of the foreign j)olicy of Washington, sprang from this condition of

things. But the entangling alliances w^hich then existed were engage-

ments made with France as a part of the general contract under

which aid was furnished to us for the achievement of our inde-

pendence. France was willing to waive the letter of the obligation

as to her West India possessions, but demanded, in its stead, privi-

leges in our ports Avhich the Administration was unwilling to concede.

To make its refusal acceptable to a public which sympathized with

France, the Cabinet of General Washington exaggerated the prin-

ciple into a theory tending to national isolation. . . .

" The foreign policy of these early days was not a narrow one.

During this period we secured the evacuation by Great Britain of the

country wrongfully occupied by her on the lake; we acquired Louisi-

ana ; we measured forces on the sea w ith France, and on the land and
.sea with England ; we set the example of resisting and chastising

the piracies of the Barbary States; we initiated in negotiations with

Prussia the long line of treaties for the liberalization of war and the

promotion of international intercourse; and we steadily demanded,

and at length ol)tained, indenniification from various governments for

the losses we had suffered by foreign spoliations in the wars of

P^urope.

" To this point in our foreign policy we had arrived when the

revolutionary movements in Spanish and Portuguese America com-

pelled a modification of our relations with P^urope, in consequence of

the rise of new and independent states in America. . . .

" The new states were, like ourselves, revolted colonies. They con-

tiiuied the precedent we had set, of separating from Europe. Their

assumption of independence was stimulated by our example. They

professedly imitated us, and copied our national Constitution, some-

times even to their inconvenience. . . .
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" The formation of these new sovereignties in America was impor-

tant to us, not only because of the cessation of colonial monopolies to

that extent, but because^ of the geographical relations to us, held by

so many new nations, all, like ourselves, created from P^uropean stock,

j'.nd interested in excluding European politics, dynastic questions,

and balances of power from further influence in the New World.
'' Thus the United States were forced into new lines of action,

which, though apparently in some respects conflicting, were really in

harmony with the line marked out by Washington. The avoidance of

entangling political alliances and the maintenance of our own inde-

pendent neutrality became doubly important from the fact that they

became applicable to the new republics as well as to the mother

country. The duty of noninterference had been admitted by every

President. The (|uestion came up in the time of the first Adams, on

.the occasion of the enlistment projects of Miranda. It appeared

again under Jefferson (anterior to the revolt of the Spanish colonies)

in the scheuies of Aaron Burr. It was an ever present question in the

administrations of Madison, Monroe, and the younger Adams, in ref-

erence to the (juestions of foreign enlistment or equipment in the

United States, and when these new Republics entered the family of

nations, nmny of them very feeble, and all too much subject to inter-

nal revolution and civil war, a strict adherence to our previous policy

and a strict enforceuient of our laws became essential to the preser-

vation of friendly relations with them. . . .

"A vast field was thus opened to the statesmen of the United States

for the ])eaceful introduction, the spread, and the permanent estab-

lishment of the Auierican ideas of republican government, of modi-

fication of the laws of war, of liberalization of commerce, of religious

freedom and toleration, and of the emanci})ati<)n of the New World
from the dynastic and balance of })()wer controversies of Europe.

" Mr. John Quincy Adams, beyond any other statesman of the time

in this country, had the knowledge and experience, both European

and Auierican, the comprehension of thought and purpose, and the

moral convictions which peculiarly fitted him to introduce our coun-

trt into this new field, and to lay the ft)undation of an American

policy. The declaration known as the ]\Ionroe doctrine, and the ob-

jects and purposes of the congress of Panama, both supposed to have

JM'en largely inspii'ed by Mr. Adams, have influenced ])ul)lic events

from that day to this, as a jjrinciple of government for this continent

and its adjacent islands. . . .

''This declaration resolved the solution of the immediate question

of the in(lej)endence of the Spanish American colonies, and is sup-

posed to have exercised some influence upon the course of the British

cabinet in regard to the absolutist schemes in P^urope as well as in

America.
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" It has also exorcised a permanent influence on this continent. It

was at once invoked in consequence of the supposed peril of Cuba on

the side of Europe; it was applied to a similar danger threatening

Yucatan; it was embodied in the treaty of the United States and

Great Britain as to Central America; it produced the successful

opposition of the United States to the attempt of Great Britain to

exercise dominion in Nicaragua under the cover of the Mosquito

Indians; and it operated in like manner to prevent the establishment

of a P^uropean dynasty in Mexico.
" The Ignited States stand solemnly committed by repeated declara-

tions and repeated acts to this doctrine, and its application to the

ati'airs of this continent. In his message to the two Houses of Con-

gress at the commencement of the present session, the President,

following the teachings of all our historv, said that the existing

'dependencies are no longer regarded as subject to transfer from one

European power to another. AVhen the present relation of colonies

ceases, they are to become independent powers, exercising the right

of choice and of self-control in the determination of their future con-

dition and relations with other powers.'

" This policy is not a policy of aggression ; but it opposes the crea-

tion of European dominion on American soil, or its transfer to other

P^uropean powers, and it looks hopefully to the time w'hen, by the

voluntary departure of European governments from this continent

and the adjacent islands, America shall be wdiolly American.
" It does not contemplate forcible intervention in any legitimate

contest; but it protests against permitting such a contest to result in

the increase of European power or influence; and it ever impels this

Government, as in the late contest between the South American

Republics and Spain, to interpose its good offices to secure an honor-

able peace.''

Keport of Mr. Fish, See. of State, to the President. .July 14, 1S70, S. Ex.

Doc. 112, 41 Conj?., 2 sess. 1, .3.

An extract from this report is jirintod in tlio Correspondenco in rehition

to tlie Proposed Interoceanic Canal (Washington, 1885), 305.

The American diplomatic representative in IVru having, in an interview

witli President Prado, stated that " if the political relations hetween

the T'nited States and the Spanish American repuhlics, proiwsed dur-

ing the administration of Mr. .Tohn Quincy Adams, could now he

estahlished, certain results, supposed to he desirahle, must ntn-essarily

ensue," Mr. Fish, although the minister had informed Pi'esident

Prado that his remarks were not authorized, said :
" IIoi)es may have

heen insi)ired and perhaps opinions formed for which it is helieved

there will be no foundation or justification in the future course of

thi.s Government. However desirable certain events may be. there is

believed to be no encouragement derivable for their accomplishment

in the political history of this hemisphere, since 1824. Conseipiently

it would have been preferable if you had not adverted to the sniiject

in the way which you mention." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Thomas, No. 97, Aug. 18, 1874, MS. lust. Peru, XVI. 27S.)
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" The time is not probably far distant when, in the natural course

of events, the European political connection with this continent will

cease. Our policy should be shaped, in view of this probability, so

as to ally the connnercial interests of the Spanish American States

more closely to our own, and thus give the United States all the pre-

eminence and allthe advantage which Mr. Monroe, Mr. Adams, and

Mr. Clay contemplated when they proposed to join in the Congress of

Panama.''

I'residt'iit (J rant, annual uiossago, Dw. 5, 1870, For. Hel. 1870, (5.

With reference to confidential reports that Great Britain desired

to obtain from Honduras the Bay Islands, Mr. Evarts said: "Aside

from the well understood doctrines of this Government as to any new
acquisitions of American territory by European powers, it seems

unquestionable that the Clayton-Buhver treaty precludes the acqui-

sition of those islands by Great Britain. The intentions which are

imputed, therefore, to that power, looking in that direction, may
well be discredited. Still, they should awaken the attention and

arouse the vigilance of this Government. Even should the tendency

you report toward the alienation of the Bay Islands take another

direction, it would, of course, Ije impossible for us to remain indiffer

ent, or to acquiesce in any other European power acquiring any of

them.''

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. I-ogan, niin. to Cent. Am., No. 53, confld.,

March 4, 1880, MS. Inst. Cent. Am., XVIII. 73.

The Ilaytian (iovernment having on Nov. 8, 1883, proposed to cede

to the United States the i)eninsula of the Mole St. Nicholas, or the

whole island of Tortuga, in consideration of certain specified guar-

antees and the payment 1)V the United States of a sum of money, and

the proposition having been declined by the United States "on ac-

count of the obstacles which our national policy interposes to such

acquisitions," it was a year later reported that the Ilaytian (lovern-

uient was contem{)lating the transfer either of the Mole or of the

island to France. This rej)ort was not credited ; but the American

minister at Paris was instructed, should a proper occasion arise, " in

suitable terms" to "call the attention of the foreign office to the fact

that acquisition of Ilaytian territory by France would conflict with

the principles of our public policy known as the Monroe doctrine."

•Mr. FrelinKliuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morton, miu. to France, No.

C.08, Feb. 28, 188.1, MS. Inst. France. XXI. 172, enclosing copies of

(lisi)atclu's from Mr. Langston, min. to Ilayti, Nos. «>91 and (390, Dec.

.3 and I>cc. 24, 1884.

Mr. VJKnaud. cliarp', and Mr. Morton liad interviews, respectively, with

MM. Billot and Ferry, both of whom emphatically denied that France
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had any intention of acquiring any such territory. (Mr. Vignaud's

No. G72, Nov. 26, 1884 ; Mr. Morton's No. 734, March 19, 1885. See,

also, Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. McLane, niin. to France, No.

414, Dec. 21, 1888, MS. Inst. France, XXI. 616.)

With i-eference to a rumor that Great Britain intended to seize the

Island of Tortuga, a copy of some of the foregoing correspondence

was sent to the American minister at London, with instructions, if

he should discover that any such step was in contemplation, promptly
" to remonstrate, in suitable terms, against the consummation of any
measure on the part of Her Britannic Majesty's Government, which
would violate the well known principles of the Monroe doctrine."

(Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min. to England, No. 546,

Feb. 24, 1887, MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XXVIII. 272, enclosing copies of Mr.

Frelinghuysen to Mr. Morton, No. 698, Feb. 28, 1885 ; same to same.

No. 700. March 2, 1885; Mr. Morton to Mr. Bayard, April 2, 1885;

Mr. Thompson, min. to Hayti, to Mr. Bayard, Jan. 25, 1887.

With reference to rumors in Hayti in regard to efforts of the

French diplomatic agent to induce his Government in certain con-

tingencies to dechire a protectorate over or even to annex that coun-

try, the Department of State of the United States, while discrediting

the rumors, said

:

" That Government [the French] is perfectly aware of the well-

settled policy of the United States which would lead us to oppose

any attempt on the part of a European government to extend its

influence in any portion of America. In view of events which are

currently reported to be taking place in France at this time arising

out of the pecuniary embarrassments of the Panama Canal Com-
pany, and of the possibility of the French Government being asked

to undertake the construction of that work as a national measure, it

may be well for a'ou, without referring especially to affairs in

Panama, to take this opportunity also to call the attention of the

minister of foreign affairs in somewhat explicit language to the con-

sistent attitude maintained by the United States in regard to this

subject. The wish of the United States has always been that the

independent countries to the south of us should be left free to develop

their own resources in such manner as they might deem most advis-

able for their own interests free from foreign dictation or inter-

ference of any kind. The United States has no interest other than

that of the well being and prosperity of its neighbors. It has never

attempted colonization, but it has consistently maintained that no

part of America is to be considered as a subject for future coloniza-

tion of any European power. The views of this Government in

this regard have heretofore been fully explained to the Government

of France, not only on the occasion above referred to, when some

acquisition by it of Hjiytian territory was reported to be in con-

templation, but also on the occasion of the expedition to Mexico,

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 28
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undertaken upwards of 25 years ago, and at the time of the com-

mencement of work by the French company upon the Panama Canal."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. McLane, luin. to France, No. 414, Dec.

21, 1888. MS. Inst France, XXI. 616.

IX. SPECIAL ArPLICAriOXS OF MOMiOE DOCTRINE.

1. Argentine Republic

§ 944.

Replying to an inquiry of the Argentine Republic as to the scope of

the declarations contained in President Monroe's message of Decem-

ber :22, 1823, against European interference in American affairs, Mr.

Clay said that, when the declaration was made, " a})prehensions

were entertained of designs on the part of the allied powers of

Europe to interfere in behalf of Spain to reduce again to subjection

those parts of the continent of America which had thrown off the

Spanish yoke." The declaration was made by the President as the

head of the executive government, and, although there was every rea-

son to believe that the policy which it announced was in conformity

with the opinion both of the nation and of Congress, " the declara-

tion nnist be regarded as having been voluntarily made, and not as

conveying any i)ledge or obligation, the performance of which for-

eign nations have a right to demand." Should the case ever occur

of such J^uropean interference as the message supposed, and it ha-

came necessary to decide whether the country would or would not

engage in war. Congress alone would by the Constituti(m be com-

petent to decide that question, although there could be little doubt

that the sentiment of the message would be still that of the people

and the (lovernment of the United States.

As to the war raging between the Argentine Republic and the

Emperor of Brazil, Mr. Clay said that it could not be conceived " as

presenting a state of things bearing the remotest analogy to the case

which President Monr(x»'s message dei)recates. It is," continued Mr.

Clay, " a war strictly American in its origin and its object. It is a

war in which the allies of Europe have taken no part. Even if Por-

tugal and the Brazils had remained imited. and the war had been car-

ried on l)y their joint arms against the Argentine Republic, that

would have been far from presenting the case which the message con-

templated."

Mr. Clay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Forbes, charR*' d'aflfairos to Rnoiios Ayres,

No. 6. .Tan. :{. IS-JS. MS. Inst. V. States .Ministers. XII. 4!>.

As to tilt- <liflifnUy between France and the .Vr^entine Confederation in

1S:{S, .se<' niemorandnui. Oct. 27. 1838. MS. Inst. Special Missions,

I. 167.
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"As the resumption of actual occupation of the Falkland Islands

by Great Britain in 1833 took place under a claim of title which had

been previously asserted and maintained by that Government, it is

not seen that the Monroe doctrine, which has been invoked on the

part of the Argentine Republic, has any application to the case. By
the terms in which that principle of international conduct was an-

nounced, it was expressly excluded from retroactive operation.

" If the circumstances had been different, and the acts of the Brit-

ish Government had been in violation of that doctrine, this Govern-

ment could never regard its failure to assert it as creating any liability

to another power for injuries it may have sustained in consequence of

the omission."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Quesada, March 18, 188(5, MS. Notes to

Argentine Ueimblic. VI. 25G.

For further information in relation to the incident here referred to. see

supra. I. lM»8. § 80; Mr. Baylies, charge d'affaires, to the Buenos
Ayrean Government, .July 10, 18.32, 20 Br. & For. State Papers, 338,

based on Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baylies, Jan. 2G, 1832,

MS. Inst. Am. States, XIV. 235.

Mr. Bayard, in his note of March 18, 1886, supra, quoted from a note of

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Alvear, Argentine minister, of Dec.

4, 1841, reading as follows

:

" The right of the Argentine (Jovernment. tlierefore, to jurisdiction over it

[the territory of the Falkland Islands], being contested by another

power [Great Britain], and upon grounds of claim long antecedent to

the acts of Captain Duncan which (ieneral Alvear details, it is con-

ceived that the United States ought not. until the controversy upon

the subject between those two Governments shall be settled, to give a

final answer to General Alvear's note, involving, as that answer nuist,

under existing circumstances, a departure from that which has hith-

erto been considered as the cardinal policy of this Government."

As to the seiziu'e of the ship HikIhoii and the schooner W'dxhimjtoit by

the British autiiorities at the Falkland Islands in 1854, see S. Ex.

Doc. 10, 42 Cong. 2 sess.

With reference to a suggestion made in certain (juarters that the

Ignited States should join (Jernumy and (iireat Britain in re[)resenta-

lions to the Argentine Bepublic in relation to the hitter's rei)orted

refusal to })r<)ceed with the arbitration of the boundary question with

Chile, the I)ei)artnient of vState observed that the fact that the Queen

of (ireat Britain had already been chosen as arbitrator would apjiear

to stand in the way of joint representations by (ireat Britain and

Germany to the Argentine Kej)ublic against the hitter's refusal to

arbitrate. The Department of State added that it of course did not

wish to api)ear as opposing any suggestion of arbitration " nui(l(>

benevolently and not in the form of intervention, joint or otherwix'.

inconsistent with the independence of the nation to which it was

addressed ;
'' and that the United States had already tendered its
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good offices impartially to the Argentine Republic and Chile for the

purpose of bringing about the execution of the treaty of arbitration,

but had not yet received a reply. The American ambassador in

Ijondon reported that the British Government held similar views to

those expressed by the United States.

Mr. Moore. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hay, anibass. to England, tel., Sept.

1, 1898. MS. Inst. (Jreat Britain. XXXII. (!40; Mr. Ilay to Mr. Moore,

Sept. (J, 1808. .MS. Desp. from (Jreat Britain: Mr. Moore to Mr. Hay,

No. 833, «ept. 7, 1898, MS. Inst. Great Britain, XXXII. G43.

2. Bolivia.

§ 945.

" The nations on this continent are placed in a peculiar position.

Their interests and indei:)endence require that they should establish

and maintain an American system of policy for their protection and

.security entirely distinct from that which has so long prevailed in

Europe. To tolerate any interference on the part of P^uropean gov-

ernments with controversies in America and to suffer them to estab-

lish new colonies of their own intermingled with our free republics

would be to make, to the same extent, a voluntary sacrifice of our

independence. These truths ought everywhere throughout the con-

tinent of America to l)e impressed on the public mind."

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Appleton, min. to Bolivia, No. 2,

.Tune 1, 1848, MS. Inst. Bolivia, I. 2.

In the course of this instruction Mr. Buchanan said it was greatly to be

deplored that the instability of the Spanish-American republics, and

in many instances their disregard for private rights, had afforded a

pretext for the unf(mnde<l assumption that man is not fit for self-

government. So long, said Mr. Buchanan, as it should be in the

power of successive military chieftains to subvert the governments

of those rei)ubliC8 by the sword, their jM'oples could not expect to

enjoy the blessings of liberty ; and anarchy, (Xinfusion, and civil war
nuist Im' the result. In his intercourse with the Bolivian authorities,

Mr. Appleton was to omit no opixjrtunity of jiressing these truths

U|ion them. He was also, by his counsel and advice, should an op-

portunity offer, to promote, without attempting to interfere with the

domestic concerns of either republic, the cession by Peru to Bolivia

of the port of Arica, which Bolivia was undei*stood to desire. In

this relation Mr. Buchanan referred to the onerous transit duties

then levied by Teru at Arica on merchandise destined for consunij)-

tion in Bolivia, and observed that so long as Arica should continue to

Ik* a Peruvian i)ort it would be a i>erix'tual cause of irritation between

the two republics and always endanger their friendly relations with

each other.
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3. Brazil.

§ 946.

By notes of January 28 and April 6, 1825, the charge d'affaires

of Brazil, in behalf of his Government, proposed (1) that the United

States should enter into an alliance with Brazil to maintain its inde-

pendence, if Portugal should be assisted by any foreign power to

reestablish her former sway, and (2) that an alliance might be

formed to expel the arms of Portugal from any part of the Brazilian

territor}^ of which they might happen to take possession. Mr. Clay

replied that, while the President adhered to the jDrinciples set forth

in the message of his predecessor of Dec. 2, 1823, the prospect of

a speedy peace between Portugal and Brazil, founded on the inde-

pendence which the United States was the first to acknowledge,

seemed to remove the ground w^hich would be necessary to justify

the acceptance of the first proposition ; but that, if there should be a

renewal of demonstrations on the part of the European allies against

the independence of American States, the President would give to

that condition of things every consideration which its importance

would undoubtedly demand. The prospect of peace also rendered

unnecessary such an alliance as was referred to in the second propo-

sition. Such a treaty, however, would be contrary to the policy the

United States had pursued, which was " that whilst the war is con-

fined to the parent country and its former colony, the United States

remain neutral, extending their friendship and doing equal justice

to both parties."

Mr. Clay, See. of State, to Mr. Rebello, Brazilian charge d'affaires. April

13, 1825, MS. Notes to For. Legs. III. 212.

The Earl of Aberdeen, in a note to the Marquis of Barbacena, Jan.

13, 1829, said

:

" Undoubtedly the King did advise His Imperial Majesty [of

Brazil] to complete the act of abdication of the Kingdom of Portu-

gal, and thus to perform an obligation which II. I. M. himself, as

far back as the month of May, 1826, had solemnly contracted before

the world. His Majesty further advised the Emperor to send his

daughter to Europe, in accordance with the declaration of H. I. M.

made at the same period. These measures were well calculated to

conciliate and to tranquillize the Portuguese nation, by removing the

just suspicions of the peoj)le. and convincing them that it was not

intended to govern them as a colony of Brazil. It is unfortunate

that the measures thus advised, were not carried into execution j)revi-

ous to the arrival of the Infant at Lisbon. . . . But the assur-

ance given to Dom Miguel, and entered ujjon the protocol of the con-
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foronco, to offer to the Emperor Dom Pedro, this advice, does not

render His Majesty the ffunrantor of the performance of those ])rom-

ises contained in the letters of Dom ]Mi*;uel, which were laid before

the conference, and annexed to the protocol."

It; Ur. & For. Stato Papois, 424. 4.'M)-4.'n.

In the protocol of the conference at Vienna, Oct. 20, 1827, between

representatives of Austria, (ireat Britain, and Dom Mig:uel, it is

stated that it was very natural that Portu<;al should attach hii^h value

to the (juestion, which was necessarily bound up with that of the con-

firmation of the act of abdication of the Emperor Dom Pedro, of the

sendiufj of the youn^ Queen Maria da (Jloria to Portugal, and of the

total separation of the two Crowns; and that they might rest tranquil

in that regard, seeing that Austria and England were i)enetrated with

the importance of no longer leaving undecided (juestions of such high

interest to the internal traiuiuillity of Portugal, aiul that the two

powers were determined to unite their means and efforts in order to

press for and obtain a decision at Kio de Janeiro.

1.") Br. & Kor. Stato I'aiH'rs. !»!H.

In extending to Tirazil an invitation to an International American

Peace Congi'ess which was proposed to be held at Washington in No-

veujber, lSS-2. Mr. Blaine said :
" Tirazil holds, in the south, nnich the

same relationship to the other countries that the United States does

in the north. TIei- domanial extent, her commerce and her advance-

ment in the path of successful i)r()gress, exerts a beneficial and lasting

infiueiice in South America. Her intercourse with her neighbors has

beeu marked by jjcace and good will, and, on memorable occasions,

Brazil has lent wise counsels in momentous arbitrations. All this

teixU to make that Empire as necessary a factor in securing jieace and

harmony in America as the United States itself, while its interests in

the great and humane results proposed are fully commensurate with

our own. Moreover, the good friendship between Brazil and the

United States is singularly strong. The ties which join them are

intinuite and peruianent. What, then, is more natural than that these

two gi-eat powers should earnestly unite in a movement which, it is

hojx'd, will mark a historical epoch in America, and exert its influ-

ence on countries Ix'vond the seas, and on generations yet unborn?"

Mr. Blaino. Sec. of State, to Mr. Osl)orn. inin. to Brazil, No. 9, Dec. 1,

1S81, MS. Inst. Brazil. XVII. 207.

In September. 1S<)8. a revolt took place of the Brazilian navy at

Rio de Janeiro under the conunand of Admiral Mello. On December

1. 180.S, Admiral Mello. in his flagship, went south, and was succeeded

in conmiand of the naval forces at Kio de Janeiro by Admiral
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da Gama, who announced in a proclamation his espousal of the cause

of the revolution and of the restoration of the Empire, subject to rati-

fication by the people. Commercial operations were interfered with

by the insurgents, and threats were made by them to bombard the

city. The insurgents, without maintaining an actual blockade, sought

to prevent vessels from going to the docks. Thereupon Admiral Ben-

ham, U. 8. Navy, announced that he would protect, by force if neces-

sary, all American vessels that might wish to go to the docks alongside

the wharves. A shot was fired from one of the insurgents' vessels at a

boat belonging to an American vessel. Admiral Benham replied

with a shot from a G-pounder, which struck under the insurgent's

bows. The latter then fired a shot to leeward and subsequently

another over the merchant vessel. Admiral Benham answered with a

musket shot which struck the insurgent's sternpost, and notified the

latter that he would fire into and sink her if she fired again. Military

operations l)etween the insurgents and the Government were not

interfered with by Admiral Benham. It was reported by the United

States minister at Rio de Janeiro that all the foreign commanders
agreed with Admiral Benham, and that his action had restored tran-

quillity to the conduct of commercial operations. Subsequently, the

insurgent movement utterly failed, and the insurgent commanders
and a large number of their followers found asylum in Portuguese

men-of-war. As it was reported that the insurgents had the sym-

jjathy, if not the assistance, of certain European powers, the contest

was narrowly watched l)y the United States. President Cleveland,

in his annual message of December 3, 1804, said: "It apeparing at an

early stage of the insurrection that its course would call for unusual

watchfulness on the i)art of this Government, our naval force in the

harbor of Kio de Janeiro was strengthened. This precaution, I am
satisfied, tended to restrict the issue to a simple trial of strength be-

tween the Brazilian (lOvernnuMit and the insurgents, and to avert

complications which at times seemed inuninent. Our firm attitude of

neutrality was maintained to the end. The insurgents received no

encouragement of eventual asylum from our commanders, and siu-h

oi)position as they encountered was for the protection of our commerce

and was clearly justified by public law."

St'o. as to the insurrection in Brazil and tlio action of Admiral Benham,

Naval War (^)lloso. International Law Situations, ltX)l, pp. 118-12S.

See. as to the question of asylum, supra, § 30.').

See, as to the allocation of sympathy with the insurRonts. ^Ir. Gresham.

Set-, of State, to Mr. Bayard, amhass. to Knjrland. No. 240. Dee. 1.^'.

189:5. MS. Inst. (Jr. Br. XXX. 420; same to same. No. :U2. April C,

1804, id. 518; same to same. No. 411 (confid.). .Tune 4. 1S04. id. .'.Ti!

;

Mr. (Iresham to Mr. Eustis. amhass. to France, No. 22;$. June 0, 1S!W.

MS. Inst. France, XXII. 045.
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Nov. ir>. 1S04. tho corner stone of the pedestal of a monument to be

eret-teil to the memory i)f Tresiilent Monroe was hild in the <'ity of

Uio de Janeiro. (For. Kel. 189.'). I. 48-52.)

As to the potest made in l)ehalf of Brazil again.st the infringement of

any rights which that Government might have in any part of the terri-

tory submitted to arbitration under the treaty betwt»en Great Britai\i

and ^'enezuela of February 2, 1807, see Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State,

to .Mr. Assis-IVrasil. Krazilian min., No. 12. Sept. KJ, 1899, MS. Notes

to Hrazil. Leg. VII. 191.

Oil July 11, 1001, the Bolivian Government, acting through its

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at the Court of St.

James, entered, at London, into a contract with an Anglo-American

.syndicate, which was incorporated in the United States under the

title of '' The Bolivian Syndicate t)f New York City." By this con-

tract., which was apj)roved by the Bolivian Congress December 20,

1901. and duly published as a law, the Bolivian Government assumed

to make to the .syndicate a concession of important rights, powers, and

])rivileges in the territory of Acre (Aquiry), concerning which the

controversy with Brazil was then pending.
" The syndicate," so the concession declared, was formed for the

purpose of "constituting and incorporating'' a "company,"' which

was to take over for thirty j'ears, with a privilege of renewal, the

"fiscal administration *' of the entire territory of Acre, and which

was to that end to be invested with "powers,'' and with "rights, privi-

leges, and lands," for its development and " colonization." This com-

pany was to be incorporated "P^ngland, or in the United Sta'tes of

North [sic
]
America, or one of such States, or in some other foreign

country," and was to have a capital "of not less than £500,000 ster-

ling." in "the currency of the country in which" it should be "incor-

porated ;" and the first privilege it was to pos.sess was the enjoyment

for five years of the exclusive right to buy in fee simple lands not

already disposed of in the territory.

It was also to possess "all mineral rights" in the territory, the min-

eral laws of Bolivia meanwhile remaining suspended, as well as the

right to construct and maintain docks, railroads, tramways, tele-

graphs, electric works, and telephones; and these things it might do

either itself, or throught other countries which it might constitute,

thus exercising the power indefinitely to reproduce it.self and to

increase the hold of foreign interests.

These vast privileges were, however, but subsidiary to the political

and sovereign powers to be exercised by the company.

It was to pos-^ess for thirty years "the sole, absolute, exclusive and

uncontrolled right, power, and authority to collect and enforce pay-

ment of " revenues, rents, and taxes, subject only to an accounting

and division with the Bolivian Government; and, subject only to the
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provision ot treaties, and of the traffic "of such vessels as now (^xist,"

it was to have "the exclusive right to grant concessions for the navi-

gation of the rivers and navigable waters of the territory.

The Bolivian Government was indeed to be permitted to appoint

a representative in the territory, to be known as the "national dele-

gate;;'' but, subject only to the "supervision" of this delegate, whose
salary the company was to pay, the company was to "provide and
maintain" a "sufficient force of police" for the "protection of the

inhabitants" and the enforcement of law and order; and if at any
time the Government should think it necessary, the company was to

equip and maintain, in addition to the police force, military and naval

forces "for the defense of the rivers" and "the preservation of inter-

nal order."

Finally, it was stipulated that if, on the expiration of the specified

term, the concession should not be renewed "on the same conditions,"

or on other mutually agree on, the Government was to "resume"

the " administration " of the territory.

In consequence of this concession, which embraced territory a part

of which was claimed by Brazil, the Brazilian Government, appre-

hensive as to the ultimate results of the syndicate's operations, en-

tered upon a course of reprisals against Bolivia, and suppressed in

Brazilian rivers the freedom of transit for exports and imports of

that country. Subsequently a modus vivendi was entered into be-

tween the two countries, and on November 17, 1903, a treaty was con-

cluded by which Brazil purchased from Bolivia all the latter's rights

in the Acre territory. As one of the preliminaries to the amicable

settlement with Bolivia, the Government of Brazil obtained from the

syndicate, for a sum of money, the absolute renunciation of all its

rights and claims under the concession, the effect of which was thus

completely nullified.

In a report to the President of Brazil of December 27, 1903, on the

treaty of settlement with Bolivia, Baron Rio Branco, Brazilian

JMinister of Foreign Relations, said : "An Anglo-American syndicate,

called the Bolivian Syndicate, armed with almost sovereign rights

which the Bolivian Government had granted it for the administra-

tion, defence, and use of Acre, tried, happily without success, to

interest some commercial powers of Europe and the United States of

America in the enterprise, which was the first attempt to introduce in

our continent the African and Asiatic system of chartered com-

panies. . . . From the foreign syndicate we legally obtained a

declaration absolutely renouncing any and all rights or possible

claims against anyone whatsoever, in consideration of a pecuniar}-

indemnity incomparably less than the smallest expense which eitliei-

Brazil or Bolivia would incur on account of a serious international

complication." In the same report Baron Rio Branco referred to the
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attompt to introduce '' the perturbing system of the chartered com-

panies" as a "menace" to the "security of this continent."

Brazil and Bolivia, Boundary Settlement, Treaty for the Exchange of

Territories and other Conu^ensations, signed at Petroix)lis, Novem-

ber 17. 190.3, together with the KeiK)rt of Baron Kio Branco. Minister

for Foreign Relations of Brazil : New York ; especially pp. IJ), 22,

2,3, 41. See. also. For. Rel. 1903, .34-.3r).

See the charter of the Imperial BiMtish East Africa Company, Sept. .3.

1888. 79 Br. & For. State Papers, ('>41 : also, the charter of the British

South Africa Company, Oct. 29. 1889, 81 id. (517.

4. Central America.

§ 947.

The British settlers on the Bay of Honduras, under the treaties

between (xreat Britain and Spain, began very early " to make en-

croachments on the surrounding lands; and these have been carried

to such an extent, that the Government of Central America, upon

which they have been principally made, has become alarmed, and has

appointed a commissioner to proceed to Great Britain for the purpose

of remonstrating. In the meantime an agent has been dispatched by

the occui^ants of the territory in question to London, to solicit that

the settlement may be declared to be a colony of Great Britain, and

rhat its limits may be coextensive with their usurpations. This agent,

it is understood, has been directed by the British Government to i)ro-

ceed to Madrid, for the purpose of arranging the matter with the

Spanish Government. The Government of Central America has

asked the intermediation of the United States in the negotiation

which is about to be set on foot with the Court of St. James. A
brief history of the settlement alluded to, with the necessary refer-

ences, is sent to you with this dispatch. It is expected that you will

keej) an eye upon the movements of the agent above mentioned in

Madrid, and that you will use all prudent means to prevent the con-

clusion of any arrangement on the subject, as being incompatible with

with the rights of the Kepublic of Central America, and injurious to

the connuercial interests of the whole world, including those of Spain

herself."

Mr. Kor.syth. Sec. of State, to !Mr. Barry, min. to Si)ain, No. 2, .Tune ;!().

18:'..">. .MS. Inst. Spain. XIV. 70.

" The independence, as well as the interests of the nations on this

continent, require tiiat they should maintain an American system of

policy, entirely distinct from that which prevails in Europe. To
suffer any interference on the part of the European governments with

the domestic concerns of the American re]uiblics. and to permit them

to establi-sh new colonies upon this continent, would Ije to jeopard their
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independence and ruin their interests. These truths ought every-

where throughout this continent to be impressed upon the j)ublic

mind ; but what can the United States do to resist such European in-

terference whilst the Spanish-American republics continue to weaken

themselves by division and civil war and deprive themselves of the

ability of doing anything for their own protection ?
"

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilise, min. to Cent. Am., June 3, 1848,

1 C'urtis's Buchanan, (i2,3 ; II. Ex. Doc. 7.5, 31 Cong. 1 sess. 92-96.

"A guarantee for the general use and security of a transit route,

and also for its neutrality, is a desirable measure, which would meet

the hearty concurrence of the United States. These views have

alread}' been made known to the Governments of Costa Ivica and

Nicaragua, and they have been informed "that the President indulges

the hoj)e that these routes may yet be considered by general consent as

neutral higliAvays for the world, not to be disturbed by the operations

of war.' These great avenues of intercommunication are vastly inter-

esting to all commercial powers, and all may well join in securing

their freedom and use against those dangers to which they are exjiosed

from aggressions or outrages originating within or without the terri-

tories through which they pass.

"But the establishment of a political protectorate by any of the

powers of P^urope over any of the independent states of this continent,

or, in other words, the introduction of a scheme of policy which would

carry with it a right to interfere in their concerns, is a measure to

which the United States have long since avowed their opposition, and

which, should the attempt be made, they will resist by all the means

in their power. The reasons for the attitude they have assumed have

been fully promulgated, and are everywhere well known. There is no

need upon this occasion to recai)itulate them. They are founded on

(he political circumstances of the xVmerican continent, which has

interests of its own, and ought to have a policy of its own, discon-

nected from many of the questions which are continually presenting

themselves in Europe, concerning the balance of power and other sub-

jects of controversy arising out of the condition of its States, and

which often find their solution of their post])onement in war. It is of

paramount importance to the states of this hemisphere that they

should have no entangling union with the powers of the Old AVorld,

a connection Avhich would almost necessarily make them parties to

wars having no interest in them, and which woidd often involve them

in hostilities with the other American states, contiguous or remote.

The years which have passed by since this principle of separation wa-

first announced by the Ignited States have served still more to <:iti-fy

the people of this country of its wisdom and to fortify their resohition

to maintain it, happen what may."
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Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lamar, niln. to Cent. Am., July 25, 1858,

partly priiittnl in ( 'orrespoiuUMu-e in relation to the Proposetl Inter-

oceanic Canal (Washington, 1885), 281; full text in MS. Inst. Am.
States. XV. 321.

Wharton, in his Int. Law. Digest, said :
" The Clayton-Bulwer treaty is

the only exception to the rule that the Government of the United

Static will decline to enter into any comhinations or alliances with

European iwwers for the settlement of questions connected with the

United States."

See, fully, as to Central America, the Clayton-Bulwer treaty, and the

Interocotmic Canal, supra. Chap. XI.

M. de Sartiges, the French minister, having called at the Depart-

ment of State and stated that he had been directed by Count Walewski
to say " that the French Government had been invited by the British

Government to despatch a naval force to San Juan del Xorte with

orders to land a force, if requested to do so by the Nicaraguan Gov-

ernment, to repel any attack which might be made by illegal military

expeditions against that country,'' Mr. Cass replied: '" That this meas-

ure, if carried into effect, would but complicate still more the diffi-

culties in Central America. That this Government was doing all in

its power to prevent such expeditions from leaving the United States.

That a concert of action between France and Great Britain for the

employment of force in that region would give much dissatisfaction

to the American people, as well as to this Government. Although we
have no treaty with France respecting the affairs of Central America,

still the French Government is aware of the position which the United

States have taken against the exercise of a protectorate or of any

dominion over the Isthmian states, and could not view with indiffer-

ence the adoption of a policy which could scarcely be carried out

without the exercise of a control, which would be unacceptable."

Mr. Ca.ss, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, min. to England, confid., Nov. 20,

1858, MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XVII. 1:^7.

See, also, Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, min. to France, No. 109,

Nov. 20, 1858, MS. Inst. France, XV. 401.

" Should unforeseen and unfortunate circumstances ever bring it

into (juestion, the United States will be prepared to repeat and enforce

(he principle declared by its highest authority, more than half a cen-

tury ago, that 'with the Governments [of the American continents]

which have declared their independence and maintained it, and whose

independence we have on great consideration and on just principles

acknowledged, we could not view any inter})osition for the purpose of

oppressing or controlling in any other manner, their destiny, by an

P^urojiean power, in any other light than as the manifestation of an

unfriendly disposition towards the United States.'"

Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan, min. to Cent Am., May 7, 1881,

MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XVIII. 171.
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5. Chile.

§ 948.

" The policy of the United States in regard to the several Spanish-

American States, is, or ought to be well known now, after the exposi-

tion it has received during the last five years. We avoid in all cases

giving encouragement to expectations which, in the varying course

of events, we might find ourselves unable to fulfill ; and we desire to

l)e known as doing more than we promise rather than falling short

of our engagements. On the other hand, we maintain and insist with

all the decision and energy which is compatible with our existing

neutrality, that the republican system which is accepted by the peo-

ple in any one of those States shall not be wantonly assailed, and that

it shall not be subverted as an end of a lawful war by European

powers. We thus give to those Republics the moral support of a

sincere, liberal, and as we think it will appear, a useful friendship.

We could claim from foreign states no concession to our own polit-

ical, moral, and material principles or interests if we should not con-

form our own proceedings in the needful intercourse with foreign

states to the just rules of the laws of nations. We, therefore, con-

cede to every nation the right to make peace or war, for such causes

other than political or ambitious as it thinks right and wise. In

such Avars as are waged between nations which are in friendship with

ourselves, if they are not pushed, like the French war in Mexico, to

the political point before mentioned, we do not intervene, but remain

neutral, conceding nothing to one belligerent that we do not con-

cede to the other, and allowing to one belligerent what we allow to

the other. ...
'' We certainly thought that is was an act of friendship on our

part that we obtained assurances from Spain, at the beginning and

at other stages of the present war, that in any event her hostilities

against Chile should not be prosecuted beyond the limits which I

have before described. We understand ourselves now and henceforth

ready to hold Spain to this agreement, if, contrary to our present

expectations, it should be found necessary. In this we think we
are acting a part certainly not unfriendly to Chile. It was thought

to l)e an act of friendship when we used our good offices with both

parties to prevent the war. We have thought we were acting a

friendly part using the same good offices to secure an agreement for

peace without dishonor, or even damage, to Chile. Those who think

that the United States could enter as an ally into every war in which a

friendly republican State on this continent becomes involved, forget

that peace is the constant interest and the unwavering policy of the

United States. They forget the frequency and variety of wars in
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which our friends in this hemisphere en^ap:e themselves entirely

independent of all control or counsel of the United States. We have

no armies for the purpose of aggressive war; no ambition for the

character of a regulator. Our Constitution is not an imperial one,

and does not allow the Executive Government to engage in war

except upon the well considered and deliberate decree of the Con-

gress of the United States. A Federal Government consisting of

thirty-six equal States, which are in many respects self-governing,

cannot easily be committed by its representatives to foreign wars,

either of sympathy or of ambition. If there is any one character-

istic of the United States which is more marked than any other, it

is that they have from the time of Washington adhered to the prin-

ciple of nonintervention, and have perseveringly declined to seek

or contract entangling alliances, even w'ith the most friendly States."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kilpatrick, niin. to Chile, No. 0, June 2,

1866, MS. Inst. Chile, XV. 333 ; Dip. Cor. 1866, part 2, p. 413.

6. Colombia. '

§949.

See, as to the Isthmus of I'anauia, and the treaty of 1846, supra, (^hap. XI.

"Mr. Salazar, the minister from Columbia [sic], stated lately,

by order of his govt., that a French agent was expected at Bogota,

having already arrived at the port, with power to treat w^ith his

govt, respecting its independence. He observed that his govt,

had been advised, from an authentic source, that the govt,

of France would acknowledge its independence on one condition,

the esta])lishment of monarchy, and leave the person to be placed

in that station to the people of Colombia; that Bolivar would not

l)e objected to if preferred l)y them. He asked, should the propo-

sition be rejected and France become hostile in consequence, what part

the U. States would take in that event? What aid might they ex-

pect from us? The subject will of course be weighed thoroughly in

giving the answer. The P^xecutive has no right to compromit the na-

tion in any question of war, nor ought we to presume that the people

of Columbia will hesitate as to the answer to be given to any proposi-""

tion which touches so vitally their liberties."

President Monroe to Mr. Madison. Aug. 2, 1824. 7 Writings of Monroe,

30. 31.

It was hoped that the attempt to hring ahout a " more harmonious con-

dition (»f things" l)etween Coloml»ia and Spain, and one " hetter cal-

culated to inure in l)eneHts to the Spanish-American state in its inter-

course with its former i)arent country," would be successful. (Mr.

Evarts. Sec of State, to Mr. Dichman, min. to Colombia, No. 30, Feb.

18, 1879, MS. lust. Colombia, XVII. 76.)
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7. Cuba.

(1) declarations of policy.

§ 950.

"Of all the European powers, this country prefers that Cuba and
Porto Kico should remain dependent on Spain. If the Avar should

continue between Spain and the new republics, and those islands

should become the object and the tlieater of it, their fortunes have

such a connection with the prosperity of the T'nited States that they

could not be indifferent spectators; and the possible contingencies of

such a protracted war might bring upon the Government of the United
States duties and obligations, the performance of which, however pain-

ful it should be, they might not be at libert}- to decline."

Mr. ("lily. Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett, miu. to Spain, No. 1, April 27,

IS-J.-.'MS. Inst. U. States Ministers', X. 297.

The rniteil States "could not consent to the occupation" of Cuba and
I'orto Kico "by any other European power than Si>ain. under any
(•()ntinj,'ency whatever.'' (Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Brown, luin.

to France. No. li. Oct. 2.">. 1825, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, X. 404;

Am. State Papers, For. Rel. V. 8.>j.)

Mr. Gallatin, when minister to London, tried to " impress strongly " on

Canning's mind that it was " imjmssible that the Fnited States could

ac(iuiesce in the conquest by or transfer of " the island of Cuba to

"any great maritime power." (Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Clay, Dec. 22,

mm. 2 Gallatin's Writings. ?A(>.)

On December '20, 1825, Mr. Clay addressed a note to the ministers

(»f Colombia and Mexico, requesting them to prevail upon their

res])ective governments to suspend any expedition which both or

either of them might be fitting out against the islands of Cuba and

Porto Rico until the sense of the Congress of Panama might be

known on the subject. The President considered that such suspension

might have a favorable effect upon the cause of peace, and it was

also reconnnended by otlier considerations. The Colombian (xovern-

ment ])romised a substantial compliance with this request, and a

copy of its re[)ly Avas connnunicated to the Russian Government with

a view to incite that (iovernment to new efforts to bring about peace

between Spain and her colonies. The Mexican Government appears

to have received the request of the United States unfavorably.

Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. A. II. Everett, min. to Spain. April 13, 1820.

MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, XI. 21 ; 44 lir. & For. State Tapers, l.")l ;

Mr. Clay to Mr. Middleton. min. to Russia. May 2(;. 1820. MS. Inst.

r. States Ministers. XI. 81 : Mr. Clay to Mr. Poin.sett. min. to -Mexico.

.lune 2;'.. 1820, id. VA'X

S(H\ also. Mr. Clay to .Mr. .Middleton. Dec. 20. 1825. Am. State Papers,

For. Rel. V. 8."')0
; and note of Mr. Everett to the Spanish minister of

foreign affairs, Jan. 20, 1820, Am. State Papers, For. Rel. VI. 1006.
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'" The Government of the United States has always looked with the

deepest interest upon the fate of those islands, but particularly of

Cuba. Its geographical position, which places it almost in sight of

our southern shores, and, as it were, gives it the command of the Gulf

of Mexico and the AVest India seas; its safe and capacious harbours;

its rich productions, the exchange of which, for our surplus agricul-

tural products and manufactures, constitutes one of the most extensive

and valuable branches of our foreign trade, render it of the utmost

importance to the United States that no change should take place in

its condition which might injuriously affect our political and commer-

cial standing in that quarter. Other considerations, connected with

a certain class of our population, make it the interest of the southern

section of the Union that no attempt- should be made in that island

to throw off the joke of Spanish dependence, the first effect of

which would be the sudden emancipation of a numerous slave popu-

lation, the result of which could not but be very sensibly felt upon the

adjacent shores of the United States.

" On the other hand, the wisdom which induced the Spanish Gov-

ernment to relax in its colonial system, and to adopt with regard to

those islands a more liberal policy, which opened their ports to gen-

eral commerce, has been so far satisfactory in the view of the United

States, as, in addition to other considerations, to induce this Govern-

ment to desire that their possession should not be transferred from

the Spanish Crown to any other power."

Mr. Van Bureii. Sec. of State, to Mr. Van Ness, min. to Spain, No. 2, Oct
2. 182!); MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, XIII. 10; 20 Br. & For. State

PaiK^rs, 1140.

See publications in 2«5 Br. & For. State Papers (ia37-'.38), 1124-1150,

including: Mr. Forsyth (Madrid) to Mr. Adams (Sec), Nov. 20,

1S22; .Mr. Forsytli (.Madrid) to Mr. Adams (Sec), Dec 1.3, 1822;

Mr. Adams to .Mr. Forsytli. Dec 17. 1822 ; Mr. Forsytli to Mr. Adams,

Feb. 10. 182.3; .Mr. Adams to Mr. Nelson, Apr. 28, 1823 (suKKestinj;

purchase of Cuba); Mr. Appleton (Cadiz) to Mr. Adams, .July 10,

182.3: Mr. Nelson to Mr. Clay (Sec). July 10. 182."); .Mr. Clay to Mr.

Kverett. Apr. 27. 182.">; .Mr. .Nelson to .Mr. Bermudez, .June 22, 182.'5

;

Mr. Bermudez to .Mr. Nelson. .July 12. 182.") (stating that Spain would

not part with Cuba) ; Mr. Everett to .Mr. Clay, Sept. 25, 1825; Mr.

Everett to Mr. Clay. .Vug. 17. 1827; the Spanish minister at Ix)ndon

to the minister of state. .June 1. 1827; Mr. Everett to Mr. Clay. Dec
12. 1827; <-onfidential memorandum of Mr. Everett for the Spani.sh

.secretary of state. I)<h: 10. 1827. statiuK. among other things, that the

(Jovernment of " His Catholic Majesty can not of course be igno-

I'ant. of the movements connnence<l a few months ago by the British

Mini.'<try, in <-onjunction with the Spanish refugees in London, and

now in a course of execution, for the purpose of revolutionizing tlie

Island of Cuba and the Canaries," saying that the United States

would not consent to Cul)a passing to any third power, and complain-

ing of discrimination against the United States; Mr. Van Ness (Mad-
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rid) to Mr. Forsyth (Sec), Aug. 10, 18.36, speaking of rumors of dis-

quiet in Cuba ; Mr. Van Ness to Mr. Forsyth, Dec. 10, 1836, as to the

effect of Sqanish political changes on Cuba; Mr. Stevenson (London)

to Mr. Forsyth, June 16, 18.39, as to conversation with Lord Palmer-

ston, Mr. S. protesting against foreign interference in Cuba ; Mr.

Eaton (Madrid) to Mr. Forsyth, Aug. 10, 1837, stating that Mr.

Villiers, British minister in Spain, disclaimed the idea of Great

Britain taking Cuba.

" This Government has . . . been given to understand that if

Spain should persevere in the assertion of a hopeless claim to domin-

ion over her former colonies, they will feel it to be their duty

as well as their interest to attack her colonial possessions in our

vicinity—Cuba and Porto Rico. Your general instructions are full

upon the subject of the interest which the United States take in the

fate of those islands, and particularly of the latter [former]. They
inform you that we are content that Cuba should remain as it now is,

but could not consent to its transfer to any European power. Motives

of reasonable state policy render it more desirable to us that it

should remain subject to Spain rather than to either of the South

American States. Those motives will readily present themselves

to your mind. They are principally founded upon an apprehension

that, if possessed by the latter, it would, in the present state of

things, be in greater danger of becoming subject to some European

power than in its present condition. Although such are our own
wishes and true interests, the President does not see on what ground

he would be justified in interfering with any attempts which the

South American States might think it for their interest, in the

prosecution of a defensive war, to make upon the islands in question.

If indeed an attempt should be made to disturb them by putting

arms in the hands of one portion of their population to destroy

another, and which, in its influence, would endanger the peace of a

portion of the United States, the case might be different. Against

such an attempt the United States (being informed that it was in

contemplation) have already protested, and warmly remonstrated

in their communications, last summer, with the Government of Mex-

ico. But the information lately communicated to us, in this regard,

was accompanied by a solemn assurance that no such measures will,

in any event, be resorted to, and that the contest, if forced upon

them, will be carried on, on their part, with strict reference to the

established rules of civilized warfare."

Mr. Van Buren, Sec. of State, to Mr. Van Ness, min. to Spain, Oct. 13,

1830, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, XIII. 184; 26 Br. & For. State

Papers, 1152.

H. Doc. 551—vol C) 29
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"Should you have reasou to suspect any design on the part of

Spain to transfer vohintarily lier title to the island [Cuba], whether

of ownership or j)ossession, and whether permanent or temporary, to

Great Britain, or any other power, you will distinctly state that the

ITnited States will prevent it, at all hazards, as they will any foreign

military occupation for any pretext whatsoever; and you are author-

ized to assure the Spanish Government that in case of any attempt,

from whatever quarter, to wrest from her this portion of her terri-

tory, she may securely depend upon the military and naval resources

of the United States to aid her in preserving or recovering it."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vail. luin. to Spain, No. 2, July 15,

1840, MS. Inst. Spain, XIV. Ill ; :V2 Hr. & For. State Papers, 8(!1.

To the same effect. Mr. Upshur, Sec. of State, to Mr. Irving, min to Spain,

No. 21, Jan. 0, 1844, MS. Inst. Spain. XIV. 1(17.

Earlv in 1843 a special messenger was sent to Havana to deliver

in person to Mr. Campbell, the United States consul, a letter from a

person of high standing in Cuba in relation to conditions there. The
name of the writer of the letter w^as not disclosed, and he maintained

an air of great secrecy, representing that he was in honor bound not

to reveal to the local authorities in Cuba what he had made known
to his correspondent in the United States. He declared that the

situation in Cuba was dangerous and critical, and that the authorities

of the island were incompetent to meet the crisis ; that, in spite of the

treaty of 1817 between Great Britain and Spain, the slave trade had
been carried on in full vigor up to 1841; and that the British min-

istry and abolition societies, finding themselves foiled or eluded by

the Spanish authorities, had resolved upon the total and inmiediate

ruin of the island, and were through their agents offering inde-

pendence to the Creoles on condition that they would unite with the

colored people in effecting a general emancipation of the slaves and

in converting the government into a black military republic under

British protection. With OOO.OOO blacks in C^iba and 800,000 in her

own West India islands. Great Britain, it was said, would strike a

death blow at the existence of slavery in the United States, and,

intrenched at Havana and San Antonio, would be able to close the

two entrances to the Gulf of Mexico and even to j)revent free passage

of the connnerce of the United States over the Bahama bank and

through the Florida channel. Upon the strength of the last census

in Cuba, the writer of the letter inferred that the white Creoles would

Ix' able to preserve their rights in the future Etiiiopico-Cuban rei)ub-

lic. and that the Spaniards would leave the island at once; but he

expres.sed the opinion that the mass of the white population in

Cuhn in easy circumstances, including Spaniards, would always ])re-

fer the flag of the United States to that of England. In commu-
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nicating these statements to Mr. Campbell, the Department of State

declared that the (iovernment of the United States neither adopted

nor rejected the speculations contained in the letter. Mr. Campbell
was directed to examine and report on the allegations with scrupu-

lous care and with as nnjch promptness as strict secrecy and discre-

tion would permit. It was obvious, said Mr. Webster, who was then

Secretary of State, that any attempt on the part of England to

euiploy force in Cuba, for any purpose, would bring on a war, involv-

ing, possibly, all Europe as well as the United States, and, as she

could hardly fail to see this, and probably did not desire it, there

might l)e reason to doubt the accuracy of the information given by

the writer of the letter. The Spanish Government, said Mr. Web-
ster, had repeatedly been told that the United States " never would

jiermit the occupation of that island [Cuba] by British agents or

forces upon any j)retext whatsoever; and that in the event of any

attempt to wrest it from her, she might securely rely upon the whole

naval and military resources of this country to aid her in preserving

or recovering it."'

Mr. Webster. See. of State, to Mr. Campbell, consul at Havana. .Jan. 14,

184.3, 44 Br. & For. State Papers, 174; H. Ex. Doc. 121, 32 Cong. 1

sess.

See, also, Mr. t'pshur. Sec. of State, to Mr. Irving, niin. to Spain. No. 21,

Jan. 0, 1844, MS. Tnst. Spain, XIV. 167 ; 32 Br. & For. State Papers,

867.

" By direction of the President, I now call your attention to the

present condition and future prospects of Cuba. The fate of this

island must ever be deeply intere.sting to the people of the United

States. We are content that it shall continue to be a colony of

Spain. Whilst in her possession we have nothing to apprehend.

Besides, we are bound to her by the ties of ancient friendship, and we
sincerely desire to render these perpetual.

'• But we can never consent that this island shall become a colony

of any other European power. In the pos.se.ssion of Great Britain

or any strong naval power it might prove ruinous both to our do-

mestic and foreign conunerce. and even endanger the Union of the

States. The higliest and first duty of every independent nation is to

provide for its own safety; and acting upon this principle, we should

be compelled to resist the acquisition of Cuba by any powerful mari-

time State, with all the means which Providence has placed at our

command.
" Cuba is almost within sight of the coast of Florida, situated

between that State and the peninsula of Yucatan, and possessing the

deep, capacious and impregnably fortified harbor of the Havana. If

this island were under the dominion of Great Britain she could

connnand both the inlets to the Gulf of Mexico. She would tluis be
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enabled, in time of war, effectively to blockade the mouth of the Mis-

sissippi, and to deprive all the Western States of this Union, as well as

those within the (lulf, teeming as they are with an industrious and
enterprising population, of a foreign market for their immense pro-

ductions. But this is not the worst. She could also destroy the com-

merce by sea between our ports on the Gulf and our Atlantic ports,

a commerce of nearlj' as great a value as the whole of our foreign

trade.

" Is there an}' reason to believe that Great Britain desires to acquire

the island of Cuba?
" We know that it has been her uniform policy, throughout her past

history, to seize upon every valuable commercial point throughout the

world, whenever circumstances have placed this in her power. And
what point so valuable as the island of Cuba ? The Ignited States

are the chief commercial rival of Great Britain; our tonnage at

the present moment is nearly equal to hers, and it will be greater,

within a brief period, if nothing should occur to arrest our progress.

Of what vast importance would it, then, be to her to obtain the posses-

sion of an island from which she could at any time destroy a very

large portion both of our foreign and coasting trade? Besides, she

well knows that if Cuba were in our possession, her West India

Islands would be rendered comparatively valueless. From the extent

and fertility of this island, and from the energy and industry of our

people, we should soon be able to supply the markets of the world

with tropical productions, at a cheaper rate than these could be raised

in any of her i)ossessions."

Mr. Buchanan. Sec. of State, to Mr. Saunders, niin. to Spain, June 17,

1848, MS. Inst. Si)ain, XIV. 2.50; II. Ex. Doc. 121. 32 Cong. 1 sess. 12.

Mr. Saunders was infornioil that the United States would pay $100,000,000

for the island, if it could not be obtained for less.

See supra, § 118, I. r,S4r-rj87.

" AMiilst this (lovernment is resolutely determined that the island

of Cuba shall never be ceded by Spain to any other power than the

United States, it does not desire, in future, to utter any threats, or

enter into any guaranties with Spain, on that subject. Without

either guaranties or threats, we shall be ready, when the time comes,

to act. The news of the cession of Cuba to any foreign power would,

in the United States, be the instant signal for war. No foreign

power would attempt to take it, that did not expect a hostile collision

with us as an inevitable consequence."

Mr. Clayton. Sec. of State, to Mr. Barringer, niin. to Spain, No. 2, Aug. 2,

1849, MS. Inst. Sjtain, XIV. 29.'>.

On Octol)er 8, 1851, M. de Sartiges, French minister at Washing-

ton, informed Mr. Crittenden, Acting Secretary of State, that the
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French Government had issued orders to its ships of war in the West
Indies to give assistance to Spain and to prevent by force the adven-

turers of any nation from hmding with hostile intent on the island

of Cuba. A few days previously the British charge d'affaires at

Washington had given official notice that his Government had issued

similar orders to its naval forces. Commenting on these interviews,

Mr. Crittenden said that the President regarded this action of the

two powers as a matter of grave importance. The orders had no
doubt been occasioned by the then recent unlawful expedition of less

than 500 men which had evaded the vigilance of the United States

and escaped from New Orleans. The expedition was landed by the

steamer Pampero^ in Cuba, where it was soon captured, and many of

its members were executed. The President did not regard this acci-

dent as a sufficient basis for the combined action of the two great

European joowers. Their object could hardly be accomplished with-

out claiming a dangerous power of visit and search ; but, apart from
this, there was another point of view in which the intervention of

France and England could not be viewed with indifference by the

President. The geographical position of Cuba was such that it

would become, in the hands of any European nation, an object of just

jealousy and apprehension to the people of the United States. The
Government of France and other European nations had long been

officially apprised that the United States could not see without con-

cern the island transferred by Spain to any other European state.

Moreover, the people of the United States were "naturally jealous

of European interference in American affairs."

Mr. Crittenden, Acting Sec. of State, to M. de Sartiges, Frencli niin.. Oct.

22, 1851, MS. Notes to French Leg. VI. 163.

M. de Sartiges, in a note to Mr. Crittenden, of OctoI)er 27, 1851, stated

that the instructions issued by his Government were (1) "sponta-

neous and isolated," and (2) for " an exclusive case," and were appli-

cable " only to the class, and not to the nationality of any pirate or

adventurer that should attempt to land, in arms, on the shores of a

friendly power." France herself, said M. de Sartiges, was sensitive

on the subject of the right of search, and the orders given to the

French commander were intended to apply only to the case of piracy

according to her maritime code. Moreover, the attitude assumed by

President Fillmore and his Cabinet had been so upright that the

French Government, far from intending to imply any doubts on the

subject, had reason to believe that it would find in tho.se same lati-

tudes the American squadron, acting in the .same spirit and pursuiivg

a similar object. (MS. Notes from French Legation.)

On the 18th of November Mr. Webster replied that he had submitted

M. de Sartiges' note to the President, who had directeil him to say

that the apprehensions of the United States and the reasons therefor

were considered to have been frankly stated in Mr. Crittenden's note

of the 22nd of October, and that, as M. de Sartiges " now .ivers that

the French Government had only in view the execution of the pro-
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vision of its maritime code against pirates, further discussion of the

subject would seem to be for tlie present unnecessary." (Mr.

Webster, Sec. of State, to M. de Sartiges, Frendi min.. Nov. 18, 1851,

MS. Notes to Frencli Leg. VI. 171.)

See President Fillmore's message of July Vi, 18.")2. and accompanying docu-

ments, II. Ex. Doc. 121, 31 Cong. 1 sess.

" For many reasons the United States feel deeply interested in the

destiny of Cuba. They will never consent to its transfer to either of

the intervening nations, or to any other foreign state. They would

legret to see foreign powers interfere to sustain Spanish rule in the

island should it provoke resistance too formidable to be overcome by

Spain herself."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, n)in. to England, No. 2, July

2, 1858, MS. Inst. Gr. Brit. XVI. 220.

" Nothing will be done, on our i)art, to disturb its [Cuba's] present

connexion with Spain, unless the character of that connexion should

be so changed as to affect our present or prospective security. While

the United States Avould resist at every hazard the transference of

Cuba to any European nation, they would exceedingly regret to see

Spain resorting to any power for assistance to uphold her rule over it.

Such a dependence on foreign aid would, in effect, invest the auxiliary

with the character of a protector, and give it a pretext to interfere

in our affairs, and also generally in those of the North American

continent."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Soule. min. to Spain, No. 2. July 28,

18,5.8, II. Ex. Doc. 0.8, 33 Cong. 2 sess. 8; same to same, Apr. 8, 1854,

and Nov. 13, 1854, id. 80, 1.84.

" Should the rule of Spain over Cuba be so severe as to excite revo-

lutionary movements in that island, she will undoubtedly find volun-

teers in the ranks of the Cubans from various countries, and, owing to

very obvious causes, more from the United States probably than from

any other; but it would be unjust to impute to this and the other gov-

ernments to which tho.se volunteers formerly belonged, an unfriendly

disposition towards her, or a desire to aid clandestinely in the attempt

to wrest that island from her. There is reason to believe that Spain her-

self, as well as other P^uropean governments, suspects that the people

of the United States are desirous of detaching Cuba from its present

transatlantic dependence, regardless of the rights of Spain, with a

view of annexing it to this Union, and that our Government was dis-

posed to connive at the participation of our citizens in the past dis-

turbances in that island, and would again do so on the recurrence of

similar events. Our defense against such an unfounded suspicion,

and the only one which self-respect allows us to make, is an appeal to

our past course."
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Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Soule, July 23, 1853, II. Ex. Doc. 93, 33

Cong. 2 sess. 3, 4.

As to the seizure of the Black Warrior, see H. Ex. Docs. 7G and 86, 33

Cong. 1 sess. ; II. Ex. Doc. 93, 33 Cong. 2 sess.

As to the Ostend Manifesto, see Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Soule,

min. to Spain, No. 27, Nov. 13, 1854, II. Ex. Doc. 93, 33 Cong. 2 sess.

134 ; and Curtis's Life of Buchanan, II, 13G et. seq.

" The truth is, that Cuba, in its existing colonial condition, is a con-

stant source of injury and anno^^ance to the American people. It is

the only spot in the civilized world where the African slave trade is

tolerated; and we are bound by treaty with Great Britain to main-

tain a naval force on the coast of Africa, at much expense both of life

and treasure, solely for the purpose of arresting slavers bound to that

island. The late serious difficulty between the United States and
Great Britain respecting the right of search, now so happily termi-

nated, could never have arisen if Cuba had not afforded a market for

slaves. . . .

" It has been made known to the world by my predecessors that the

United States have on several occasions endeavored to acquire Cuba
from Spain by honorable negotiation. . . . We would not, if

we could, acquire Cuba in any other manner. This is due to our

national character. All the territory which we have acquired since

the origin of the Government has been by fair purchase from France,

Spain, and Mexico, or by the free and voluntary act of the inde-

pendent State of Texas in blending her destinies with our own.

This course we shall ever pursue, unless circumstances should occur

which we do not now anticipate, rendering a departure from it

clearly justifiable under the imperative and overruling law of self-

preservation.

" The Island of Cuba, from its geographical position, commands
the mouth of the Mississippi and the immense and annually increas-

ing trade, foreign and coastwise, from the valley of that noble river,

now embracing half the sovereign States of the Union. With that

island under the dominion of a distant foreign power this trade, of

vital importance to these States, is exposed to the danger of being

destroyed in time of war, and it has hitherto been subjected to per-

])etual injury and annoyance in time of peace. . . .

" Whilst the possession of the island would be of vast importance

to the United States, its value to Spain is comparatively unimpor-

tant. Such was the relative situation of the parties when the great

Napoleon transferred Louisiana to the United States."

President Buchanan, annual message, Dec. (i, 1858; Richardson's Mes-

sages. V. 510.

Mr. Slidell's report on acciuisition of Cuba, Jan. 24, 1859, is in S. Kept.

351, 35 Cong. 2 sess.
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For minority report, of Jan.,24. 1850, of committee in the House of Rep-

resentatives, objecting to the bill appropriating $30,000,000 for the

purchase of Cuba, see H. Kept. 134, 35 Cong. 2 sess.

On May T, 1867, Mr. Seward had a confidential interview with

Mr. Goni, Spanish minister, upon the subject of the condition of Cuba
and its connection with Spain. Mr. Seward intimated an opinion

that Cuba woukl eventually, " by means of constant gravitation,"

" fall into the United States, without the practice of any injustice or

unfriendliness and with the consent of the people of the island and

of the Government of Spain." The United States, said Mr. Seward,

were content that Cuba should indefinitely remain a colony of Spain,

but they must regard with very great concern its transfer to any

foreign power; and the subject had recently been forced upon his

thoughts for the reason (1) that Cuba, being so near the United

States, still remained a slave-holding province; (2) that a change in

the relations of Cuba and Spain had more than once been suggested

in quarters hostile to the Spanish Government; (3) that it was

reported that a pledge of the financial chest of Cuba had been oflfered

by the Spanish Government to American capitalists as security for

a loan, and that the suggestion had been made that Congress might

think it well to accept the pledge and lend its credit to such a loan;

(4) that a report, apparently originating in Madrid, had been pub-

lished to the effect that tlie Spanish Government had offered the

Cuban revenues to French capitalists as security for a loan. In view

of these facts Mr. Seward thought it proper to say to Mr. Goni that,

if the Government of Spain either had or should have a desire to sell

the island or pledge its revenues, it was hoped that they would make
their wishes known to the United States before concluding an ar-

rangement for such a purpose with the government or subjects of

any other nation. Mr. Seward said that he would ask no reply, and

that the suggestion might remain under the seal of confidence.

Memorandum of Mr. Seward, May 7, 18G7, MS. Notes to Spanish Leg. IX.

398.

Rumors having reached Washington that the Spanish Government
was attempting to negotiate a loan in London or Paris with the reve-

nues of Cuba as security, the American minister at London was
instructed, while avoiding " an offensive attitude of interference," to

say, in case he should find the rumors to be well founded, " that, in

view of assurances given to this Government by the Spanish authori-

ties, the United States can not regard such hypothecation or pledge

with favor." The Government of the United States could not look

with favor upon any arrangement which might " hypothecate or

pledge the revenues of that island, or compromit any interests con-
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nected therewith, or give to any foreign government a right to inter-

pose in the affairs of Cuba."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Motley, mln. to England, No. 128 (confid.),

Jaii. 10, 1870, MS. Inst. Great Britain, XXII. 161.

A similar instruction was addressed to Mr. Wsishburne, at Paris, with

whom Mr. Motley was authorized to correspond on the subject, if

necessary. (Ibid.)

Referring, nearly a year later, to a report that the Spanish Government
intended to ask authority from the Cortes to raise a considerable loan

on the pletlge of the revenues of Cuba, Mr. Fish said :
" The relations

of this Government towards the island of Cuba are such that, while

ourselves abstaining scrupulously from any effort to hasten the time

when we believe that the connection of the island with Spain must
cease, we can not contemplate with indifference, or in silence, any

measui'es which may promise to give any possible ground of claim

on the part of any foreign power to acquire any rights of ownership,

or control, over that island or its revenues." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Moran, charge at London, No. 26, Dec. 1, 1870, MS. Inst. Great

Britain, XXII. 329.)

As a matter of fact such a pledge of the revenues of Cuba was subse-

quently given by the Spanish Government. (S. Doc. 62, 55 Cong. 3

sess. part 2, pp. 48-50 et seq.

(2) REFUSAL OF NEUTRALIZATION.

§951.

On August 21, 1825, Mr. King, American minister at London,

transmitting a proposal from Canning that the United States, Great

Britain, and France should sign either of three ministerial notes—one

between Great Britain and the United States, one between the TTnited

States and France, and one between France and Great Britain—or

else one tripartite note, signed by all, disclaiming each for itself any

intention to occupy Cuba and protesting against such an occu-

pation by either of the others. This proposal was declined by the

United States, first, on the ground that to allay the apprehensions of

the King of Spain with regard to the seizure of his colonial posses-

sions by another power, might induce him to desire to prolong the

war with his colonies. Viewing the matter in another light, the Gov-

ernment of the United States considered it unnecessary to make any

declaration on its own part because of its pacific policy and the for-

bearance which it had already shown. Nor was any apprehension felt

that Great Britain would entertain " views of aggrandizement in

regard to Cuba, which could not fail to lead to a rupture with the

United States." The case of France might be different, and the fi'ct

that instructions had been given to the commander of the French

forces in the West Indies to aid the governor of Havana in quelling

internal disturbances, proved that the French Government had dolib-
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crated on a contingent occupation of Cuba ; and possession once

gained, it niight be retained under one pretext or another. " With
the view, therefore," said the (lovernnient of the United States, "of
binding France by some solemn and authentic act to the same course

of forbearance wliicli the United States and Great Britain have

nuitually prescribed to themselves, the l*resident sees no great objec-

tion, at present, to acceding to one or other of the two alterna-

tives contained in Mr. Canning's j)roposal. As information, how-

ever, is shortly expected from Russia as to the manner in which

the Emperor has received the invitation to employ his friendly offices

to bring about a peace, no instruction will now be given you as to the

definitive ansAver to be communicated to the British (lovernment. In

the meantime you are authorized to disclose to it the sentiments and

views contained in this dispatch."

Mr. Clay. Sec. of State, to Mr. King, inin. to England. No. 7. Oct. 17. 182.'),

MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, X. .304.

On September 8, 1825, Canning wrote to Mr. King that the French

Government, after having encouraged the overture of the British

ambassador in a manner which led him to believe that France would

willingly concur in the ])roposed declaration respecting the Spanish

islands, had sud(,lenly changed its language and formally declined to

accede to the proj)osal. Under these circumstances, it seemed to the

President to be altogether useless and improper for the United States

to unite with Great Britain in repeating the proposal to France; and
the Ignited States instructed its minister at Paris to inform the

French Government that under no contingency, with or without the

consent of Spain, could the United States agree to the occupation of

Cuba or T*orto Kico by France.

.Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kins, niin. to Kiinlantl, No. 8, Oct. 2(5, 182"),

MS. Inst. r. States Ministers, X. 40r..

As to the attitude which the I'nittHl States would assume in case one of

the South .Vnierican States then at war with Si)ain shouhl attack

Cuha and carry on the war in a "desolatiufr maimer," see Mr. Clay,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Middleton. niin. to Russia. Dec. 2(5. 182.">. Am.
State Tapers, For. Uel.. V. 8r>0.

On Decemlier 7. lS2r>, Mr. Clay instructed Mr. Thomas B. Hohertson, of

New Orleans, to go to Cuha as a confidential agent to rei)ort on the

c*ondition of affairs in the island. March 12, 1827, Mr. Clay apiminted

Daniel V. (V)ok as a confidential agent to Cuha for a similar purpose.

On March .'?(), 1820, .lames A. Hamilton, as .Vcting Secretary of State,

instructe<l Kichard K. Call to i)roc(H»(l to Cuita as ji special agent.

The ohject of Call's visit, hi wever. was to ohtain <locuments relating

to land titles in the Floridas. (MS. Inst. U. Statt*s Ministers, X. 418;

XI. 2t;7; All. 214.)

'• Mr. Rives writes that a treaty has been entered into between

France, Spain, and Great Britain to guarantee Cuba to Spain; but
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does not send it, or its contents or date. The English charge ogives

us notice that Enghmd has ordered her vessels to protect Cuba against

the unlawful invasion from this country, but says he knows of no

treaty. Mr. Rives has been written to for further information. It

appears to me that such a step on the part of (Srreat Britain is ill-

advised; and, if the attempt upon Cuba shall be resumed (which I

trust they will not be), any attempt to prevent such expeditions by
British cruisers must necessarily involve a right of search into our

whole mercantile marine in those seas, to ascertain who ought to be

arrested, and who ought to pass, and this would be extremely annoy-

ing, and well calculated to disturb the friendly relations now existing

between the two Governments."

Presidont Fillmore to :\rr. Webster. Sec. of State, Washington, Oct. 2, 1851,

2 Curtis's Life of Webster, ijul.

•• The information communicated by Mr. Hives, if true, may become

important ; but we must w^ait, to learn its particulars. I doubt exceexl-

ingly whether the English (jovernment w^ould do so rash a thing as to

interfere with American vessels, on the seas, under pretense of their

containing Cuban invaders. This could never be submitted to. I do

not think that any further attempt is likely to be made at present, by

these lawless people, as I do not see Avhere they can now raise the

funds, and therefore I hope we may have no more trouble. If an offi-

cial comnnuiication be made to us of such a treaty as Mr. Rives sup-

poses may have been entered into, it will deserve close consideration.

We must look to our own antecedents. In General Jackson's time, it

was intimated to Spain, by our Government, that if she would not

cede Cuba to any European power, we would assist her in maintaining

possession of it. A lively fear existed, at that time, that P^ngland had

designs upon the island. The same intimation was given to Spain,

through Mr. Irving, when I was formerly in the Department of State.

Mr. J. Quincy Adams often said that, if necessary, we ought to make

war with England sooner than to acquiesce in her acquisition of Cuba.

It is indeed obvious enough what danger there would be to us, if a

great naval power were to possess this key to the Gulf of Mexico and

the Caribbean Sea. Before receiving your letter, I had made up my
mind that, if this matter of the treaty between P^ngland and Erance

should be announced to us, and should seem to require immediate

attention, I would hasten to Washington.''

Mr. Webster. Sec. of State, to Prosidont Fillmore. Marshfleld. Oct. 4, 18.")1.

2 Curtis's Life of Webster, 551.

For an account of tbe ai)|)lication of the doctrine of intervention to tlu*

West Indies by European i>o\vers, and of the iMJsition of tbe rnited

States, see Phillimore Int. Law, I. (."id ed.) CW. •

Uei)orts made by heads of Departments on .lune ?> and .Tune l'.». ]S.".(i. on

revolutionary movement in Cuba, will be found in S. Kx. Doc 57,

31 Cong. 1 sess.
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" There is no doubt that Lord Malmesbury has justly described the

course of policy which has influenced the Government of the United

States heretofore in regard to the island of Cuba. It has been

stated, and often repeated, to the Government of Spain by this Gov-
ernment, under various administrations, not only that the United

Stjites have no design upon Cuba themselves, but that if Spain should

refrain from a voluntary cession of the island to any other European
power, she might rely on the countenance and friendship of the

United States, to assit her in the defense and preservation of that

island. At the same time it has always been declared to Spain that

the Government of the United States could not be expected to acqui-

esce in the cession of Cuba to an European power. The undersigned

is happy in being able to say that the present Executive of the United

States entirely approves of this past policy of the Government, and

fully concurs in the general sentiments expressed by Lord Malmes-
bury, and understood to be identical with those entertained by the

Government of France. The President will take Mr. Crampton's

communication into consideration, and give it his best reflections.

But the undersigned deems it his duty, at the same time, to remind

Mr. Crampton and, through him, his Government, that the policy of

the United States has uniformly been to avoid, as far as possible,

alliances or agreements with other states, and to keep itself free

from national obligations, except such as affect directly the interests

of the United States themselves."

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Crampton, British rnin., April 29, 1852,

44 Br. & For. State Papers, 122; MS. Notes to British Leg. VII. 309.

An identic note was sent to the French minister. (Mr. Webster, Sec. of

State, to M. de Sartiges, April 29, 1852, MS. Notes to French Leg.

VI. 176.)

" You are well acquainted with the melancholy circumstances which

have hitherto prevented a reply to the note which you addressed to

my predecessor on the 8th of July.
'• That note, and the instruction of M. de Turgot of the 31st March,

with a similar communication from the English minister, and the

pi'o'ji't of a convention l^etween the three powers relative to Cuba, have

been among the first subjects to which my attention has been called

by the President.

" The substantial portion of the propo.sed convention is expressed in

a single article in the following terms:
"

' The high contracting parties hereby, severally and collectively,

disclaim, now and for hereafter, all intention to obtain possession of

the island of Cuba, and they respectively bind themselves to dis-

countenance all attempt to that effect on the part of any power or

individuals whatever.'
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"
' The high contracting parties declare, severally and collettively,

that they will not obtain or maintain for themselves, or for any one of

themselves, any exclusive control over the said island, nor assume nor

exercise any dominion over the same.'

" The President has given the most serious attention to this pro-

posal, to the notes of the French and British ministers accompanying
it, and to the instructions of M. de Turgot and the Earl of Malmes-

bury, transmitted with the project of the convention, and he directs

me to make known to you the view which he takes of this important

and delicate subject.

" The President fully concurs with his predecessors, who have on

more than one occasion authorized the declaration referred to by M.
de Turgot and Lord Malemsbury, that the United States could not see

with indifference the island of Cuba fall into the possession of any

other European Government than Spain; not, however, because we
should be dissatisfied with any natural increase of territory and

power on the part of France or England. France has, within twenty

years, acquired a vast domain on the northern coast of Africa, with a

fair prospect of indefinite extension. England, within half a cen-

tury, has added very extensively to her Empire. These acquisitions

have created no uneasiness on the part of the United States.

" In like manner, the United States have, within the same period,

greatly increased their territory. The largest addition was that of

liOuisiana, which was purchased from France. These accessions of

territory have probably caused no uneasiness to the great European

powers, as they have been brought about by the operation of natural

causes, and without any disturbance of the international relations of

the principal states. They have been followed, also, by a great

increase of mutually beneficial commercial intercourse between the

United States and Europe.
" But the case would be different in reference to the transfer of

(^uba from Spain to any other P^uropean power. That event could

not take place without a serious derangement of the international

system now existing, and it would indicate designs in reference to

this hemisphere which could not but awaken alarm in the United

States.

" We should view it in somewhat the same light in which France

and England would view the acquisition of some important island in

the Mediterranean by the United States, with this difference, it is

true; that the attempt of the United States to establish themselves

in Europe would l)e a novelty, while the appearance of a European

power in this part of the world is a familiar fact. But this differoiuv

in the two cases is merely historical, and would not diminish the

anxiety which, on political grounds, would be caused by any gii^at

demonstration of European power in a new direction in America.
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'* M. de Tnrgot states that France could never see with indifference

the possession of Cuba bv any power but Spain, and explicitly de-

clares that she has no wish or intention of appropriating the island

to herself; and the English minister makes the same avowal on behalf

of his (iovernment. M. de Turgot and Lord Malmesbury do the

(lovernment of the United States no more than justice in remarking

that they have often pronounced themselves substantially in the same
sense. The I'resident does not covet the acquisition of Cuba for

the United States; at the same time, he considers the condition of

Cuba as mainly an American question. The proposed convention

proceeds on a different principle. It) assumes that the United States

liave no other or greater interest in the question than France or

England ; whereas it is necessary only to cast one's eye on the map
to see how remote are the relations of Europe, and how intimate

those of the United States, with this island.

" The President, doing full justice to the friendly spirit in which

his concurrence is invited by France and P^ngland, and not insensible

to the advantages of a good understanding between the three powers

in reference to Cuba, feels himself, nevertheless, unable to become a

party to the proposed compact, for the following reasons:

" It is, in the first place, in his judgment, clear (as far as the

respect due from the Executive to a coordinate branch of the Gov
ernment will permit him to anticipate its decision) that no such

conventicm Avould be viewed with favor by the Senate, Its certain

rejection by that body would leave the question of Cuba in a more

unsettled position than it is now. This objection would not require

the President to withhold his concurrence from the convention if

no other objection existed, and if a strong sense of the utility of the

measure rendered it his duty, as far as the executive action is con-

cerned, to give his consent to the arrangement. Such, however, is not

the case.

"The convention would l>e of no value unless it were lasting:

accordingly its terms express a perpetuity of purpose and obligation.

Now, it may well be doubted whether the Constitution of the United

States would allow the treaty-making power to impose a permanent

disability on the American (iovernment for all coming time, and pre-

vent it, under any future change of circumstances, from doing what
has been so often done in times past. In 1808 the United States pur-

chased Ivouisiana of France; and in 1819 they purchased Florida of

Spain. It is not within the competence of the treaty-making power

in 1852 effectually to bind the Government in all its branches; and,

for all coming time, not to make a similar purchase of Cuba. A
like remark. I imagine, nuiy be made even in reference both to France

and England, where the treaty-making power is less subject than it

is with us to the control of other branches of the Government.
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'* There is another strong objection to the proposed agreement*

Among the oldest traditions of the Federal Government is an aver-

sion to political alliances with European powers. In his memorable
farewell address, President Washington says :

' The great rule of

conduct for us in regard to foreign nations is, in extending our com-
mercial relations, to have with them as little political connexion as

possible. So far as we have already formed engagements, let them
be fulfilled with perfect good faith. Here let us stop.' President

Jefferson, in his inaugural address in 1801, warned the country

against 'entangling alliances.' This expression, now become pro-

verbial, was unquestional)ly used by Mr. Jefferson in reference to

the alliance with France of 1778—an alliance, at the time, of incal-

culable benefit to the United States; but which, in less than twenty

years, came near involving us in the wars of the French revolution,

and laid the foundation of heavy claims upon Congress, not extin-

guished to the present day. It is a significant coincidence, that the

particular provision of the alliance which occasioned these evils

was that, under which France called upon us to aid her in defending

her West Indian possessions against England. Xothing less than

the unbounded influence of ^Vashington rescued the Union from the

perils of that crisis, and preserved our neutrality.

" But the President has a graver objection to entering into the pro-

posed convention. He has no wish to disguise the feeling that the

compact, although equal in its terms, would be very unequal in sub-

stance. France and England, by entering into it, would disable them-

selves from obtaining possession of an island remote from their seats

of government, belonging to another European power, Avhose natural

right to possess it must always be as good as their own—a distant

island in another hemisphere, and one which by no ordinary or

peaceful course of things could ever belong to either of them. If

the present balance of power in P^urope should be broken up, if

Si)ain should Ix'come unable to maintain the island in her possession,

and France and England should be engaged in a death struggle witli

each other, Cuba might then be the prize of the victor. Till these

events all take place, the President does not see how Cuba can belong

to any European power but Spain.

" The United States, on the other hand, would, by the proposed

convention, disable themselves from making an accjuisition which

might take place without any disturbance of existing foreign rela-

tions, and in the natural order of things. The island of Cuba lies at

our doors. It connnands the ai)i)r()ach to the (lulf of Mexico, which

washes the shores of five of our States. It bars the entrance of that

great river which drains half the North American continent, and with

its tributaries forms the largest system of internal water-coniinuiiica-

tion in the world. It keeps watch at the door-way of our intercourse
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\vith California by the Isthmus route. If an island like Cuba, be-

l()n<;in«i: to the Spanish Crown, guarded the entrance of the Thames
and the Seine, and the United States should propose a convention like

this to France and England, those powers would assuredly feel that

the disability assumed bj^ ourselves was far less serious than that

which we asked them to assume.
" The opinions of American statesmen, at different times, and under

varying circumstances, have differed as to the desirableness of the

acquisition of Cuba by the United States. Territorially and commer-

cially it would, in our hands, be an extremely valuable possession,

lender certain contingencies it might be almost essential to our safety.

Still, for domestic reasons, on which, in a communication of this kind,

it might not be proper to dwell, the President thinks that the incorpo-

ration of the island into the Union at the present time, although

effected with the consent of Spain, would be a hazardous measure;

and he would consider its acquisition by force, except in a just war
with Spain, (should an event so greatly to be deprecated take place,)

as a disgrace to the civilization of the age.

" The President has given ample proof of the sincerity with which

he holds these views. He has thrown the whole force of his constitu-

tional power against all illegal attacks upon the island. It would

have been perfectly easy for him, without any seeming neglect of

duty, to allow projects of a formidable character to gather strength

by connivance. No amount of obloquy at home, no embarrassments

caused by the indiscretions of the colonial government of Cuba, have

moved him from the path of duty in this respect. The captain-

general of that island, an officer apparently of upright and concilia-

tory character, but probably more used to military command than

the management of civil affairs, has, on a punctilio in reference to the

purser of a private steamship, (who seems to have been entirely inno-

cent of the matters laid to his charge,) refused to allow passengers

and the mails of the United States to be landed from a vessel having

him on board. This certainly is a very extraordinary mode of

animadverting upon a supposed abuse of the liberty of the press by

the subject of a foreign Government in his native country. The
captain-general is not permitted by his Government, 3,000 miles off,

to hold any diplomatic intercourse with the United States. He is

sul)ject in no degree to the direction of the Spanish minister at Wash-
ington; and the President has to choose between a resort to force, to

compel the abandonment of this gratuitous interruption of commer-

cial intercourse, (which would result in war,) and a delay of weeks
and months, necessary for a negotiation with Madrid, with all the

chances of the most deplorable occurrences in the interval—and all

for a trifle, that ought to have admitted a settlement by an exchange

of notes between Washington and the Havana. The President has,
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however, patiently submitted to these evils, and has continued faith-

fully to give to Cuba the advantages of those principles of the i)ublic

law under the shelter of which she has departed, in this case, from the

comity of nations. But the incidents to which I allude, and which

are still in train, are among many others which point decisively to the

expedienc}^ of some change in the relations of Cuba ; and the Presi-

dent thinks that the influence of France and England with Spain
would be well employed in inducing her so to modify the administra-

tion of the Government of Cuba as to afford the means of some
prompt remedy for evils of the kind alluded to, which have done

much to increase the spirit of unlawful enterprise against the island.

'' That a convention such as is proposed would be a transitory ar-

rangement, sure to be swept away by the irresistible tide of affairs in a

new country, is, to the apprehension of the President, too obvious to

require a labored argument. The project rests on principles api^lica-

ble, if at all, to Europe, where international relations are, in their

basis, of great antiquity, slowly modified, for the most part, in the

l)rogress of time and events; and not applicable to America, which,

but lately a waste, is filling up Avith intense rapidity, and adjusting

on natural principles those territorial relations which, on the first

discovery of the continent, were in a good degree fortuitous.

" The comparative history of Europe and America, even for a sin-

gle century, shoAvs this. In 1752 France, England, and Spain were

not materially different in their political position in Europe from

what they are noAv. They A\'ere ancient, mature, consolidated states,

established in their relations Avith each other and the rest of the

Avorld—the leading poAvers of Avestern and southern Europe. Totally

different was the state of things in America. The United States

had no existence as a people; a line of English colonies, not

numbering much over a million of inhabitants, stretched along the

coast. France extended from the Bay of Saint LaAvrence to tlie

(jidf of Mexico, and from the Alleghanies to the Mississippi; l)eyond

Avhich, westward, the continent Avas a Avilderness, occupied by Avan-

dering savages, and subject to a conflicting and nominal claim on the

l)art of France and Spain. EA^erythiug in Europe Avas comparatively

fixed; everything in America provisional, incipient, and temporary,

except the hiAv of progress, Avhich is as organi<- and vital in the youth

of states as of individual men. A struggle betAveen the provincial

authorities of France and England for the possession of a petty

stockade at the confluence of the Monoiigahela and Alleghany, kin-

dled the sev^en years' Avar; at the close of Avhich, the great P^uropean

poAvers, not materially affected in their relations at home, had under-

gone astonishing changes on this continent. France had disappeared

from the map of America, Avhose inmost recesses had been penetrated

by her zealous missionaries and her resolute and gallant adventurers;

H. Doc. 551— vol G 30
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Eiijrland had addod the Canadas to her transatlantic dominions;

SiKiin had become the mistress of Loiusiana, so that, in the hmguage
of tlie archbishop of Mexico, in 1770. she chiimed Siberia as the north-

ern boiiiuhiry of New Spain.

" Twelve years only from the treaty of l*aris elapsed, and another

<rreat clianp' took i)lace, fruitful of still greater changes to come.

The American devolution broke out. It involved France, England,

and Spain in a tremendous struggle, and at its close the United States

of America had taken their phice in the family of nations. In Eu-

rope the ancient states were restored substantially to their ft)rmer

equilibrium : l)iU a new element, of incalculable importance in refer-

ence to territorial arrangements, is henceforth to be recognized in

America.
•• Just twenty years from the close of the war of the American

Kevolution. France, by a treaty with Spain—of which the provisions

have never been disclosed—possessed herself of Louisiana, but did so

only to cede it to the United States; and in the same year Lewis and

Clark started on their ex|>edition to plant the flag of the United

States on the shores of the Pacific. In 1810 Florida was sold by Spain

to the United States, whose territorial j^ossessions in this way had been

incn>ased threefold in half a century. This last acquisition was so

much a matter of course that it had been distinctly foreseen by the

Count Aranda. then prime minister of Sjiain. as long ago as 17.SH.

** But even these momentous events are but the forerunners of new

territorial revolutions still more stupendous. A dynastic struggle

between the Em|)eror Napoleon and Spain, commencing in 1808, con-

vulsed the peninsula. The vast possessions of the Spanish Crown on

this continent—vice-royalties and caj)tain-generalships, filling the

sj)ace between (^ilifornia and Cape Horn—one after another, asserted

their inde])endence. No friendly })ower in Europe, at that time, was

able, or, if able, was willing, to succor S])ain. or aid her to prop the

(•ruml)ling buttresses of her colonial emj)ire. So far from it, when
France, in ]H-2-\. threw an army of one hundred thousand men into

Spain to control her domestic policies, England thought it necessary

to counteract the movement by recognizing the independence of the

Spanish |)rovinces in America. In the remarkable language ()f the

(listinguishe(l minister of the day. in order to redress the balance of

j)()\ver in Europe, lie called into existence a New World in the West

—

somewjiat overrating, pei-haj)s, the extent of the derangement in tlu;

Old World, and not doing full justice to the j)osition of the United

States in America, or their influence on the fortunes of their sister

republics on this continent.

" Thus, in sixty years from the close of the s( ven years' war, Spain,

like France, had lost the last remains of her once imperial possessions

on this continent. The United States, meantime, were, by the arts of
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peace and the healthful progress of things, rapidly enlarging their

dimensions and consolidating their power.
" The great march of events still went on. Some of the new repub-

lics, from the effect of a mixture of races, or the want of training

in liberal institutions, showed themselves incapable of self-govern-

uient. The })rovince of Texas revolted from Mexico by the same right

l)v which Mexico revolted from Spain. At the memorable battle of

San Jacinto, in ISSG. she passed the great ordeal of nascent states,

and her independence was recoginzed by this Government, by France,

l)v England, and other European powers. Mainly peopled from the

United States, she sought naturally to be incorporated into the Union.

The offer was rej^eatedly rejected l)y l*residents Jackson and Van
Buren. to avoid a collision with ^Mexico. At last the annexation

took place. As a domestic question, it is no fit subject for comment
in a connnunication to a foreign minister; as a question of puldic law,

there never was an extension of territory more naturally or justifiably

made.
'' It ])roduced a disturbed relation with the (xovernment of Mexico;

war ensued, and in its results other extensive territories were for a

large pecuniary compensation on the part of the United States, iidded

to the Union. Without adverting to the divisions of oj^inion which

arose in reference to this war. as must always happen in free countries

in reference to great meaures, no person surveying these events with

the eye of a comprehensive statesmanship can fail to trace in the main

result the inidoubted operation of the law of our ])<)litical existence.

The consequences are before the world. Vast provinces, which had

languished for three centuries under the leaden sway of a stationary

system, are coming under the influences of an active civilization. Free-

dom of speech and the press, the trial by jury, religious e(|uality, and

representative government, have been carried by the Uonstitution of

the United States into extensive regions in which they were uidvuown

before. By the settlement of California, the great circuit of intelli-

gence round the globe is completed. The discovery of the gold of

that region—leading, as it did. to the same discovery in Australia

—

has touched the nerves of industry throughout the world. Every

addition to the territory of the Am(>ri<-an Union has given homes to

European destitution and gardens to Eurojiean want. From every

l)art of the United Kingdom, from France, from Switzerland and

(lei-many. and from the extremest north of Euroi)e. a march of innni-

gration has been taken up, such as the world has never seen before.

Into the United States—grown to their })resent extent in the manner

described—but little less than half a million of the population of the

Old World is annually pouring, to be immediately incorporated iuio

an industrious aud j)rosperous connnunity. in the bosom of wiiicli iliey

find political and religious liberty, social position, employment, and
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hroad. It is a fact which woiikl dofy belief, were it not the result of

ofKiial iiKjuirv. that the inimi<;rants to the United States from Ire-

land alone, lK>sides having subsisted themselves, have sent back to

theii' kindred, for the three last years, nearly five million of dollars

annually; thus doublin<j^ in three years the i)urchase money of

Louisiana.
•• Such is the territorial development of the United States in the

j)ast century. Is it possible that Europe can contemplate it with an

unfriendly or jealous eye? What would have l)een her condition in

these tryintj years but for the outlet we have furnished for her starv-

ing millions?

" Si)ain. meantime, has retained of her extensive dominions in this

hemisj)here but the two islands of Uuba aiul Porto Kico. A respect-

ful sympathy with the fortunes of an ancient ally and a gallant

peo|)le, with whom the United States have ever maintained the most

friendly relations, would, if no other reason existed, make it our duty

to leave her in the undisturbed ])ossession of this little renniant of

her mighty trans- Atlantic emj)ire. The l*resident desires to do so;

no woi'd or (Win] of his will ever question her title or shake her posses-

sion. But can it be exj)ected to last very long? Can it resist this

mighty curi-eut in the fortunes of the world? Is it desirable that it

should do so? Can it l)e for the interest of Spain to cling to a posses-

sion that can only be maintained by a garrison of twenty-five or

thirty thousand troops, a powerful luival force, and an annual expend-

iture for both arms of the service of at least twelve millions of

dollars? Cuba, at this moment, costs more to Spain than the entire

naval and military establishment of the United States costs the Fed-

eral (lovernment. So far from being really injured by the loss of

ihis island, there is no doubt that, were it peacefully transferred to-

the United States, a |)rosper<)Us commerce betwe<Mi Cuba and Spain,

resulting from ancient associations and common language and tastes,

would be far more productive than the best contrived system of

colonial taxation. Such, notoriously, has been the result to (Jreat

Britain of the establishment of the independence of the United

States. Tiie decline of Spain from the position which she held in

(he time of Charles the Fifth is coeval with the foundation of her

colonial system: while within twenty-five years, and since the loss of

mo>t of hci" colonies, she has entered uj)()n a course of rapid improve-

ment unknown since the abdication of that Emj)eror.

'"I will but allude to an evil of the first magnitude: I mean tho

Afi-ican slave-trade, in the suppression of which France and P^ngland

take a lively interest—an evil which still forms a great reproach

u|)oii the civilization of Christendom, and perpetuates the barbarism

of Africa, but for which it is to be feared there is no hope of a com-

plete remedy while Cuba renuiins a Spanish colony.
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" But, whatever may be thought of these last suggestions, it would

seem impossible for anyone who reflects upon the events glanced at

in this note to mistake the law of American growth and progress, or

think it can be ultimately arrested by a convention like that proposed.

In the judgment of the President, it would be as easy to throw a dam
from Cape Florida to Cuba, in the hope of stopping the flow of the

Ciulf Stream, as to attempt, by a compact like this, to fix the for-

tunes of Cuba 'now and for hereafter;' or, as expressed in the

French text of the convention, 'for the present as for the future,'

{poiw le prexeut connne poifr r(H'('nh\) that is, for all coming time.

The history of the past—of the recent past—affords no assurance

that twenty years hence France or ICngland will even wish that Spain

should retain Cuba; and a century hence, judging of Avhat Avill be

from what has been, the i)ages which record this proposition will,

like the record of the family compact between France and Spain,

have no interest but for the antiquary.

" Even noAv the President can not doubt that both France and Eng-
land would prefer any change in the condition of Cuba to that Avhich

is most to l)e apprehended, viz : An internal convulsion which shoidd

renew the horrors and the fate of San Domingo.
" I will intimate a final objection to the proposed convention. M.

de Turgot and Lord Malmesbury put forward, as the reason for

entering into such a compact, ' the attacks which have lately been

made on the island of Cuba by lawless bands of adventurers from the

Fnitcd States, with the avowed design of taking possession of that

island.' The President is convinced that the conclusion of such a

treaty, instead of putting a stop to these lawless proceedings, would

give a new and powerful impulse to them. It would strike a

deatli-blow to the conservative policy hitlierto pursued iu this coun-

try toward Cuba. Xo administration of this (lovernuieut, however

stroug in the ])ublic confidence in other respects, could stand a day

uuder the odium of having stii)ulated with the great i)Owers of Eu-

rope, that in no future time, undei- no change of circumstances, by no

{(inicabk' arrangement with Spain, by no act of lawful war, (should

that calamity unfortunately occur.) by no consent of the inhabitants

of the island, should they, like the possessions of Spain on the Amer-

ican continent, succeed in rendering themselves indej)endent : in fine,

by no overruling necessity of self-preservation should the United

States ever make the acquisition of Cuba.
" For these reasons, which the President has thought it advisable,

considering the importance of the subject, to direct me to unfold at

'some length, he feels constrained to decline respectfully the invitation

of France and England to become a i)arty to the proj^osed convention.

lie is i)ersuaded that tliese friendly powers will not atti'ibute this re-

fusal to any insensibility on his part to the advantages ol" the utmost
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lianiiony l^etween the great maritime states on a subject of such im-

portance. As little will Spain draw any unfavorable inference from

this refusal; the rather, as the emphatic disclaimer of any designs

against Cuba on the part of this Government, contained in the present

note, affords all the assurance which the President can constitution-

ally, or to any useful purpose, give of a practical concurrence with

France and England in the wish not to disturb the possession of that

island by Spain.'"'

Mr. Everett. Sec. of State, to the Count Sartiges. Dec. 1. 18.^)2. S. Ex. Doc.

1.3, :V2 (V)iiji;. 2 sess. 1."». This document was reprinted, with an

:il>l)endix. l)y Messrs. Little, Brown & Co., at Boston, in 185.3.

Tlie same note of Dec. 1, 1852. addressed, mutatis mutandis, to Mr. Cramp-
ton, tlie British minister at Washington, is printed in 44 Br. & For.

State Pajters. 107, where it is preceded hy much other correspondence

showing tlie historic policy of the United States toward Cuha. The
draft of the proposed tripartite convention is given at page IIG.

Tlie reply of Lord John Russell of Feb. IG, 1853, to Mr. Everett's note of

Dec. 1, 1S.")2, may he found in the same volume, at page 2.32. A per-

sonal and luioflicial rejoinder hy Mr. Everett, dated Sept. 17, 1853,

may lie found In the apiK'iidix to the Little, Brown & Co. reprint,

above referred to: also, in Whai'ton's Int. Law Digest, I. .571-578.

" Lord .Tohn Ilussell took my letter of the 17th Sept., 18.53. in good part,

and wrote me a very civil private letter on the subject." (Mr. Ever-

ett to Mr. Win. Hunter, May 11, 1.V55, MS.)

The controversy is reviewed by Mr. Wm. Henry Trescot, In the Southern

Quarterly Review, X. S.. IX. (April, 18.54) 420.

Mr. Everett's i)osition is ajiproved in Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr.

r.ncbanan. niln. to England, July 2, 18.53, MS. Inst. Great Britain,

XVI. 220.

"That rich island [Cuba], the key to the Gulf of Mexico and the

field for our most extended trade in the Western hemisphere, is, .

though in the hands of Spai'v a })art of the American conunercial

system. Our relations, present and prospective, toward Cuba, have

never Im'cu more ably set forth than in the reuKirkable note addressed

l)y my predecessor, Mr. Secretary Everett, to the ministers of Great

Britain iind France in AVashington, on the 1st of December, 1852, in

rejection of the suggested trij)artite alliance to forever determine the

ueutrality of the Spanish Antilles. In response to the |)roposal that

the Fnited States, (Jreat Hi-itain, and France, should severally and

collectively agree to forbid the acquisition of control over Cuba, by

any or all of them, Mr. Everett showed that, without forcing or e\'en

coNctiiig possession of the island, its condition was essentially an

American (|uestion; that the renunciation forever by this (lovern-

meiit of contingent interest therein would be far broader than the like

i-enunciatiou by (Jreat Britain or France; that, if ever ceasing to be

Spanish, Cuba must necessarily become American, and not fall under

any other European domination, and that the ceaseless movement of
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segregation of American interests from European control and unifi-

cation in a broader American sphere of independent life could not

and should not be checked by any arbitrary agreement.
" Nearly thirty years have demonstrated the wisdom of the attitude

then maintained by Mr. Everett, and have made indispensable its con-

tinuance and its extension to all parts of the American Atlantic sys-

tem where a disturbance of the existing status might be attempted in

the interest of foreign powers. The present attitude of this Govern-

ment toward any European project for the control of an isthmian

route is but the logical sequence of the resistance made in 1852 to the

attempted pressure of an active foreign influence in the West Indies."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Comly, min. to Hawaii, Dec. 1, 1881, For.

llel. 1881. <!.•!."), (;.'{7.

(.3) INDEPENDENCE.

§ 952.

See, as to intervention in Tiiba, snpra, §§ 906-910.

" The Avithdrawal of the authority of Spain from the island of Cuba
was affected by the 1st of January, so that the full reestablishment

of peace found the relinquished territory held by us in trust for the

inhabitants, maintaining, under the direction of the Executive, such

government and control therein as should conserve public ordei",

restore the productive conditions of peace so long disturbed by the

instability and disorder which prevailed for the greater part of the

j)receding three decades, and build up that tranquil development of

the domestic state whereby alone can be realized the high purpose, as

proclaimed in the joint resolution adopted by the Congress on the

19th of April, 1898, by which the United States disclaimed any dis-

position or intention to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control

ovei- Cul)a, except for the pacification thereof, and asserted its deter-

mination when that was accomplished to leave the government and

control of the island to its peo])le. The pledge contained in this reso-

lution is of the highest honorable obligation and must be sacredly

kept.

•' 1 believe that substantial progress lias been made in this direction.

AH the administrative measures adopted in Cuba have aimed to fit it

for a regenerated existence by enforcing the supremacy of law aiul

justice; l)y placing wherever practicable the machinery of adminis-

tration in the hands of the inhabitants; by instituting needed sani-

tary reforms; by spreading education; by fostering industry aiul

trade: by inculcating public morality, and, in short, by taking rvwy

rational step to aid the Cuban people to attain to that plane of self-

conscious respect and self-reliant unity which fits an enlightened
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community for self-government within its own sphere, while enabling

it to fulfill all outward obligations.

" This nation has assumed before the world a grave responsibility

for the future good government of Cuba. We have accepted a trust

the fulfillment of which calls for the sternest integrity of purpose

and the exercise of the highest wisdom. The new Cuba yet to arise

from tlic ashes of the past must needs be bound to us by ties of singu-

lar intimacy and strength if its enduring welfare is to be assured.

AVhetlier those ties shall be organic or conventional, the destinies of

Cuba are in some rightful form and manner irrevocably linked with

our own, but how and how far is for the future to determine in the

rij)eness of events. Whatever be the outcome, we must see to it that

free Cuba be a reality, not a name, a perfect entity, not a hasty experi-

ment Ix^aring within itself the elements of failure. Our mission, to

accomplish which we took up the wager of battle, is not to be fulfilled

by turning adrift any loosely framed commonwealth to face the

vicissitudes which too often attend weaker states whose natural weallh

and abundant resources are offset by the incongruities of their polit-

ical organization and the recurring occasions for internal rivalries to

sap their strength and dissipate their energies."

President McKinley, annual message. Deo. 5, 181)9. For. Rel. 1901, xxxi.

" In Cuba such progress has been made toward putting the in-

dependent government of the island upon a firm footing that l)efore

the present session of the Congress closes this will be an accomplished

fact. Cuba will then start as her own mistress; and to the beautiful

Queen of the Antilk»s. as she unfolds this new page of her destiny,

we extend our heartiest greetings and good wishes. Elsewhere I

have discussed the question of reciprocity. In the case of Cuba, how-

ever, there are weighty reasons of morality and of national interest

why the policy should be hehl to have a peculiar application, and I

most earnestly ask your attention to the wisdom, indeed to the vital

need, of providing for a substantial reduction in the tariff duties on

Cuban imports into the United States. Cuba has in her constitution

affirmed what we desired, that she should stand, in international mat-

ters, in ch)S('r and more friendly relations with us than with any other

power; and we are bound by every consideration of honor and ex-

pediency to pass commercial measures in the interest of her nuiterial

well-lnung."

Pn'sident Roosevelt, annual message. Dee. ^. 1901, For. Rel. 1901, xxxi.

See. sujira. § 910, for the independence of Cubii and the IM:itt amendment.
.V ref-iproeity treaty was eonelude<l with Cuba Dec. 11, 1!X)2, and was

prcKlaimed, Dee. 17, 1903.
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8. Ecuador.

§953.

" The military and naval expedition which General Flores, for-

merly President of Ecuador, organized a year or two since in Europe
for the supposed purpose of recovering his authority, connived at as

it was believed to have been by some of the monarchical governments

of that quarter, created great alarm, not only in P^cuador itself but

in the neighboring republics, from the apprehension that its ulterior

were more extensive and important than its ostensible designs. It

was fortunately arrested, however, before its departure. Seiior Don
Manuel Bustamente, the minister for foreign affairs of Ecuador,

addressed to this Department an interesting communication upon the

subject under date the 2Cth November 184C), which was received

about the same time that intelligence of the failure of the expedition

reached this city. Owing to this circumstance, the note was not form-

ally answered, as any proceedings of this Government with reference

to the expendition was rendered unnecessary. General Castilla, the

President of Peru, also made an informal application in regard to

it to Mr. Prevost. the consul of the United States at Lima. The
accompanying extract from a letter of this Department to Mr. Pre-

vost embodies the views of the President relative to the expedition,

and you may at a proper time communicate the same to the Ecuado-

rian minister for foreign affairs. You will also assure him that the

intervention or dictation, direct or indirect, of European govern-

ments in the affairs of the independent states of the American Hem-
isphere, will never l)e viewed with indifference by the (lovernment of

the United States. On the contrary all the moral means at least,

within their power, shall ujion evei'v occasion be employed to discour-

age and arrest such interference."

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Livingston, niin. to Ecuador, May 1.^.

1H48, MS. Inst. Ecuador. I. ^.

The (Jovorinnont of ('olonil>ia. having sought to bring about a reunion

with Ecuador, received from the French minister at Bogota a com-

munication which was understood to imply a conditiona! threat of

French interference. This fact having been made known Ity Colom-

bia to the United States, the latter, in order to* (luiet apprehensions,

asked exphmations of the (Jovt-rnment of France. The French (Jov-

ernment promptly dis<'laimed tlie design attributed to it. The in-

quiry was made by the United States not in the interest of Colombia

as against Ecuador, but in the interest of Ecuador not less than that

of Colombia. (Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilassaurek. min. to

Ecuador. No. .")0, Dec. 14. 180,.*^, MS. Inst. Ecuador, I. 1^50.)

See, also. Mr. Seward to Mr. Ilassaurek, No. til, Jan. 11, 1804, MS. Inst.

Ecuador, I. 141.
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S). Hayti.

§ 954.

Emile Lueders, who was born in Hayti of Gorman parents, was
('(lucatcd in (lorniany, and sorvod in (lernian army, cavalry branch, in

,a re<j:iment in which the Kaiser was coh^nel. He afterwards returned

to Hayti, where lie engaged in the livery business. On a certain

occasion a policeman without warrant entered his place of business

to arrest an employee for retaining a key valued at 25 cents. A dis-

turbance occurred, and Lueders, on ascertaining the cause, ordered

the ])oliceman to leave his premises; and he afterwards complained

against the policeman to the bureau of police. Lueders, however, was

arrested on a charge of assaulting a policeman, was thrown into

prison, and was tried and sentenced to one month's imprisonment.

He appealed and was tried again under another act, under which

the right of appeal was denied to defendants. He was then fined

$500 and sentenced to prison for a year. His employee was sentenced

to six months. The German representative repeatedly asked for

Lueders's release, but it was refused ; and he finally cabled the matter

to his Government, by which he was directed to see the President and

demand Lueders's release, the removal from office of the justices who
convicted him. the imprisonment of the policeman who made the

charge, an indemnity of $1,000 a day for each day's imprisonmen<

before the second judgment and $5,000 for every day thereafter.

The (ierman representative presented this demand to the President

in person on a Sunday, at a public reception, Avithout addressing

the foreign office. The President, offended, refused to receive the

demand. The United States minister, however, secured Lueders's

release and sent him to New York. The Haytian Government wished

to refer the matter to ar])itration. The German Government declined,

and demanded that the President should make the ' amende honor-

able," by hearing the Emperor's dispatch read, and that an indem-

nity of $20,000 must be paid. The Haytian Government at first

refused either to ])ay or to apologize, maintaining that the Ger-

man flag had not been insulted, and that the German representative

had not been denied an interview, but it afterwards offered to pay

the indenniity. On December G, 1897, at G a. m. two German naval

vessels arrived at Port au Prince, and the German commander sent

word that he would shell the public buildings and forts at one o'clock

unless the Haytian (iovernment acceded to the following demands:

(1) An indenniity of $80,000; (2) the return of Lueders and re-

sponsibility for his safety; (3) an apology for the treatment of the

(jrerman Emperor's representative; (4) the renewal of relations and
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the prompt acceptance of a German representative. The Ilaytian

Government yiekled to all the demands.

Mr. Slieniian. Sec. of State, to Mr. Boutell, M. C. Dee. 20, 1S97, 224 MS.
I>oni. Let. :V2.

" This Government is not nnder any obligation to become involved

in the constantly recurring (juarrels of the republics of this hemi-

sphere with other states. The Monroe doctrine, to which you refer,

is wholly inapplicable to the case, and the relations and interests of

this Government with its neighbors are not benefitted ])y erroneous

conceptions of the scope of the policy announced by President Monroe
and since strictly followed."

Mr. Shenuaii, Sec. of State, to Mr. Towell. min. to Ilayti. No. 8.S,

December 22, 181)7, MS. Inst. Ilayti. IV. 2:',.

" I have received your No. 134, of the 24th ultimo, in which you

report that, in view of the ' severe lesson ' of the recent German
event, j'ou have been approached by friends of the present Haytian

administration * to get the views of the Government of the United

States, to arrange for a new treaty, in which they desire a closer

alliance with us, virtually placing themselves under our protec-

tion." You accordingly ask instructions in this regard. . . .

" It would be unfortunate if, by your reception of the overtures

you now report, or in your intercourse with the Haytian adminis-

tration or its friends, you have encouraged any impression that this

Government entertains a policy in this relation other than that to

which it has scrupulously adhered from the beginnings of our

national life.

•• You can not be unaware tliat the proposal for a congress of the

American States to l)e held at Panama in IS-irj-G, rested on the theory

ihat all of them, with the United States at their head, should stand

pledged to nuitual protection against foreign aggression looking

to interference with their political organization, yet, even as to this

im[>ortant asj)ect of the question, this country held aloof, in the

conviction that in any such system "the United States would neces-

sarily be its protector, and the ])arty responsible to the world, while

the Spanish-American States would get the benefits of a system of

mutual protection which the United States did not need.' (See

Dana's AVheaton, page 101, footnote.)
•' Moreover, protectorates over our neighbors have never been advo-

cated in our foreign policy. i)eing contrary to the principles upon

which this Goverinnent is founded. A protectorate, however (luali-

fied, assmnes a greater or less degree of responsibility on the pni't

of the protector for the acts of the protected state. Avithout the

ability to shape or control these acts, unless the relation created be
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virtually that of colonial dopoiuUMicy, with paramount intervention

of the protector in the domestic concerns of the protected community.

Any such relation is obviously out of the question in an arrange-

ment between sovereig^n states, antl would assuredly never be ])ro-

posed by a state so jealous of its indeiXMidence as Ilayti.

'* These observations are made for your personal guidance in deal-

ing with the embarrassing suggestions which, it would seem, are

made to you by well-meaning persons, who have not considered the

subject in its true lights. They are not intended for conununication

to such persons. Vou certainly should not proceed on the hypothesis

that it is the duty of the United States to protect its American neigh-

bors from the res[)onsibilities which attend the exercise of independ-

ent sovereignty.

" It l)ehooves me to enjoin upon you the utmost circumspection and

reticence as to matters of this character in your intercourse with the

Ilaytians. in order that your representative utility be not impaired,

nor the true policies of yt)ur (iovernment be misunderstood."

Mr. Shennnn. Soc. of State, to Mr. rowcll, luiii. to Hayti, No. i)l, .Jan. 11,

18!>S. MS. Inst. Hayti, III. (Wt.

The court of cassation of Ilayti having held, in a litigation between

(iernian subjects, that the tribunals of the country were incompetent

to entertain suits between aliens, except by consent of the parties, the

(Jerman minister suggested that there should l)e established at Port

an Prince, through the action of, the foreign i)owers, an independent

ti'il)unal for the trial of such suits, its decisions to be respected and

can-ied out by the Ilaytian (iovernment.

The Amei-ican minister at Port an Prince was instructed that the

])r<)i)<)se(l measure *' would ai)pear to l)e such an essential interference

with the soxcreign I'ights of Ilayti that the (lovennnent of the I'nited

States could not view it with a])pr()val." and that, if the rights of

aliens i-esident or engaged in business in Ilayti was seriously com-

nromised by the want of jurisdiction in the Ilaytian courts he might,

in the form of good ofKces. bi'ing to the attention of the (iovernment

the defect in the administration of justice, and suggest to it the gi-eat

importance of remedying the defect l)v independent legislation, con-

fen-ing u|)on its courts the necessai'y jurisdiction. In so doing, how-

evei-. he was to act inde|)endently of the diplomatic representatives of

otiier states.

Mr. Hay. Sc<-. of State, to Mr. rowoll. niiii. to Haiti, May IS, IJMHl, For.

K.'i. I'.HM), 712.

'I'iic Haitian minister of foroi>rn relations assured Mr. Powell lli;it during

the then ctn-rent session of the Chainhers an ajipropriate law would

be passed. (For. Kel. lUOO, 713.)
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10. Mexko.

(1) elropkan interference opposed, 1825-18(30.

i< 1)55.

" The other principle asserted in the message is, that whilst we do

not desire to interfere in Enroi^e, with the political system of the

allied powers, we shonld rerjard, as dangerous to our peace and safet}',

any attempt, on their part, to extend their system to any portion of

this hemisphere. The political systems of the two continents are

essentially diiferent: each has an exclusive right to judge for itself,

what is best suited to its own condition, and most likely to promote its

happiness; but neither has a right to enforce upon the other the estab-

lishment of its peculiar system. This principle was declared in the

face of the world, at a moment when there was reason to apprehend

that the allied powers were entertaining designs inimical to the free-

dom, if not the independence, of the new governments. There is

ground for believing, that the declaration of it had considerable effect

in preventing the maturity, if not in producing the abandonment, of

all such designs. Both principles were laid down, after much and

anxious deliberation, on the part of the late administration. The
President, who then formed a part of it, continues entirely to coincide

in both. And you will urge upon the Government of Mexico the

utility and expediency of asserting the same i:)rinciples, on all proper

occasions."

Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Poinsett, min. to Mexico. March 2.">, 1825,

1:5 Br. & For. State Papers (1825-182C.), 485. 488.

"'Late arrivals from Europe bring us reports that a naval and

military armament is about to leave Spain, destined to attack ^lexico,

with a view, it is rumored, to acquire political ascendancy there,

taking advantage of the distracted condition of that unfortimate

Republic. . . . You are aware of the position taken by the

United States, that they will not consent to the subjugation of any

of the independent states of this continent to European powers, nor

to the exercise of a i)rotectorate over them, nor to any other direct

political influence to control their policy or institutions. Recent

circumstances have given to this determination additional strength,

aiul it will be inflexibly adhered to whatever may be the consequences.

. . . I do not desire you to draw the attention of the Spanisli

ministry to it by any formal comnmnication; but it would be well

to embrace such favorable o])portunities as may present themselves,

to bring the matter incidentally to the attention of the minist<M- of

foreign affairs, and to make known the interest, which this (Jo\erii-

inent attaches to this subject, reminding him at the same time of
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the policy concerninji; it >vliich has been repeatedly declared by the

IJnited States, and which will in all human probability never be

departed from.
" With respect to the causes of war between Spain and Mexico,

the United States have no concern, and do not undertake to judge

them. Nor do they claim to ijiterpose in any hostilities which may
take place. Their policy of observation and interference is limited

to the permanent subjugation of any portion of tjie territory of

Mexico, or of any other American state to any European power
whatever.*'

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to INIr. Dodjre, iiiiii. to Si)ain, Xo. GO (confid. ),

Oct. 21, 1858, MS. Inst. Spain. XV. 187.

After the foregoing instruction was sent, Mr. Tassara, Spanish

minister, called at the r)ei)artment of State, and volunteered the

information that a Spanish naval force had been ordered to the coast

of Mexic-o solely for the purpose of jn'otecting the persons and prop-

erty of Spanish subjects and compelling the Mexican Government
to do justice to Spain for injuries which had been committed. Mr.
Tassara 's assurances were received with satisfaction, and the Ameri-

can minister at Madrid was authorized so to advise the minister of

foreign atl'airs. and at the same time to take advantage of the oppor-

tiniity to say that the Ignited States considered Mexico's " freedom

from foreign control " to be "" essential to the true jwlicy of the

independent states of America, and that any attempt to subdue or

hold possession of " that country " would l)e considered by the

Fnited States as an inifriendly act, and would be firmly opposed by
them."'

Mr. f'ass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dodge, min. to Spain, Xo. 71 (confid.),

Dec. 2, 18.-)8, .MS. Inst. Spain, XV. 1!)7.

In a confidential letter of April 4, 1859, the British consul at Vera

Cruz stated that liis Government had determined to take advantage

of the presence of the British fieet in the (Julf to enforce the jjaA'ment

of certain outstanding claims against Mexico, and as that force could

not I'each the central government at the City of Mexico to employ it

for that pui-jxjse against the Liberal Government then having its seat

at \'era Cruz, the British Government holcbng that place " to he as

if irrrc the ti-easiiry of Mexico." Mr. Dallas, the minister of the

I'nited States at T..ondon, was instructed to ascertain from Lord
Mahiiesbury wliether such instructions had been given, and if so to

submit the following views:

That the T'liitcd States assumed "no right to sit in judgment upon
the causes of complaint which (Jreat Britain may prefer against

Mexico, nor upon the measures which may be adopted to obtain satis-
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faction; that these were " questions which pertain to national sover-

eignty, and Avhich every power must determine for itself and upon its

own responsibility;" that the position of Mexico and the United

States, and the relations they bore to each other, rendered the situa-

tion of the former country, however, a subject of great concern to the

United States, and the President therefore trusted that Her Majesty's

Government would receive in a friendly spirit some suggestions con-

nected with it ; that the Ignited States had *" a deep interest in th'>

stability and tranquillity of the Mexican Republic, not only in a com-

mercial point of view, but as a coterminous neighbor, stretching along

our frontier for a great distance, and commanding important routes

of communication, between eastern and western portions of the

Union; "' that, Avhile the Mexican experiment of self-government had
been so far an unfortunate one. the permanent prosperity of the

country was believed to l)e intimately connected with the establish-

ment of the power of the Liberal party, and the President, being sat-

isfied that it had "the adhesion of a majority of the Mexican ])eople,

as it certainly had of a majority of the Mexican States, and that it

])ossessed the best means of consolidating their institutions, in a spirit

of moderation and justice." had recognized its political existence;

that an attack on Vera Cruz would in fact be directed against the

Lil)eral (xovernment, and would be a direct interference, which wouhl
necessarily work injury to that government, crippling its resources,

while its opponents, holding the capital, would be beyond the reach

of the operations; that Vera Cruz was a very important point for the

connnerce of the Ignited States, of England, and of France, so that

hostile measures could not l)e taken there without serious injury to

all : that, if some delay were granted, the opportunity might ])resent

itself of requiring from the government which Great Britain had

continued to recognize an equitable proportion of the contribution

levied upon the Republic; and that it was hoj)ed that Lord Malmes-

bury would under the circumstances review the decision to employ

force, and await a more ]:>roi:)itious tiuie to enforce the claims.

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, May V2, 18.">9, MS. Inst. Gr. Britain.

XVII. 100.

About the middle of July, 1800. the British Government, through

Lord Lyons, its minister at AVashington, invited the United States to

join (ireat Britain and France in addressing an identic note to the

Miramon and Juarez governments in Mexico, advising the calling of

a national assembly to settle their domestic difficulties upon some rea-

ibonable basis. This invitation was submitted to President Buchanan,

and in due time Lord Lyons was advised that the general policy of the

United States was " opposed to any interference, especially the joint

interference, of other powers in the domestic affairs of an independent
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nation:" that the motives of this policy were peculiarly stronj^ in

the case of Mexico; that the President had recognized the Juarez gov-

ernment as a constitutional one, which had in fact a far larger popular

.support than any other; that he would therefore be very unwilling

to take any step which would appear to discredit the Juarez govern-

ment or put it on the same level as its opponent; that he could not

see any practical good to result from the joint intervention, and that,

while desiring the happiest results from the proposed action of Eng-

land and France, he did not feel either disposed or authorized to

make the United States a jiarty to it.

Mr. Tro.'^fot, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Eljioo, secretary in charge of the

legation in Mexico. No. .'}S, Aug. S. 1St!(». MS. Inst. Mexico, XVII. 302.

When the invitation above referred to was given "all designs to

interfere by force in the matter, or to influence the action of the Mexi-

can authorities or people in any other manner than by friendly repre-

sentations, was ])eremptorily disavowed ;'* but even then the President,

our established policy being oppo.sed to intervention in the internal

affairs of other countries, did not think proper to take any part in the

|)r<)ceeding; and it was understood that the effort was made and that

it i)roved to be abortive.

It appears that after Lord Lyons delivered the invitation above

mentioned, the French charge d'affaires made a similar communica-

tion to the Department of State, and, while giving an assurance that

France had not the slightest idea of resorting to force in the matter,

added that, if the rights and interests of French citizens should be

violated in Mexico, the Government of France would feel at liberty

to adopt such measures as might be deemed expedient. In reply, ^Ir.

Cass declared "' that the United States did not call in question the,

right of France to comi)el the (Jovernment of Mexico, by force if

necessary, to do it justice," but that " the permanent occupation of

any part of the territory of Mexico by foreign power, or an attempt

in any manner forcibly to interfere in its internal concerns or to con-

trol its j)olitical destiny, would give great dissatisfaction to the

United States,'' The policy of the United States on this subject was,

said Mr. Cass, well known to all the powers interested in the question,

and it would be " adhered to under all circumstances."

Mr. Cass. Sec. cf State, to Mr. Fauli<!ier, inin. to France, No. 27, Aug. 31,

IHVA), MS. Inst. France, XV. 481.

' Trustworthy information having been received that Spain had

ordered a large naval force to Vera Cruz, and that the city would be

attacked if certain demands against the Juarez government were not

complied with, the naval forces of the United States in thafquarter

were increased, and the conmiander was ordered to afford all proper
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and necessary protection to American rights and interests, though he

was directed that, if Spain shoukl resort to war measures against

Mexico, he would of course not resist them. In an interview with Mr.

Tassara, Spanish minister, at the Department of State, Mr. Cass

declared that the United States was utterly opposed to the holding

possession of Mexico by any foreign power, and to any forcible

interference with a view to control its political destiny, and that any

measures for such objects Avould be resisted by the United States " by

all the means in their power."' Mr. Tassara gave the most explicit

assurances that Spain had no intention whatever of retaining posses-

sion of any j^art of ^lex-ico or of undertaking to control its political

destiny. The substance of this interview was reported by Mr. Cass

to Mr. Preston, the minister of the United States at Madrid, who was

authorized to say to the Spanish minister of foreign affairs, in a

friendly manner, that it was desirable that the threatened warfare

between Spain and Mexico should be averted, if possible, by some

peaceful arrangement, and that if this could not be done the most per-

emptory orders should be issued by the Spanish Government to its

officers to avoid giving just offense to other powers. ]Mr. Cass stated

that he had reason to believe that the Juarez government would favor-

^ibly receive a proposition to refer the matters in controversy to the

arbitration of some friendly i)ower.

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. I'reston, uiin. to Spain. No. .30, Sept. 7,

]8(X), MS. Inst. Spain. XV. 2-IT.

In September, 1860, Mr. Robert M. McLane, then minister to

Mexico, was, in anticipation of hostilities between Spain and the

government of President Juarez, directed to proceed to Vera Cruz

without delay. The general position of the United States was

expressed by Mr. Cass in an instruction of September '20. 1800, in the

following terms:
'• While we do not deny the right of any other power to carry on

hostile oi)erations against Mexico, for the redress of its grievances, we

firmly object to its holding possession of any part of that country, or

endeavoring by force to control its political destiny.

" This opposition to foreign interference is known to France. P^ng-

land, and Spain, as well as the determination of the United States to

resist any such attempt by all the means in their power. Any design

to act in opposition to this policy has been heretofore disavowed by

each of those powers, and recently by the minister of Spain, in the

name of his (iovernment, in the most explicit manner."

Mr. Cass also adverted to the fact that Mr. McLane had previously

expressed a confident oi)ini()n, which he seemed still to retain, that

projects were meditated by the three powers referred to incompatible

with the policy which the United States had announced. An eilort

H. Doc. 551—vol (5 31
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mio:ht, said I^Ir. Cass, be renewed by friendly representations to

prevail on the contending parties in Mexico to establish by amicable

arrangement the basis of a free, stable, and liberal government and to

submit the result of their labors to the decision of the Mexican people.

If such a plan could be honestly carried out, the United States woidd

not ()i)pose it, though its nonintervention principles would preclude

any direct participation in the endeavor, Mr, Cass added: "You
fear that the project will be converted into a scheme for control or

acquisition by taking advantage of the weakness of the country and

by operating upon its fears, so that an extorted assent may be given

to the proposition and P^uropean ascendancy thus established. I have

no reason to anticipate that any such effort will be made, and have

only to add that, if attempted, it will be met by the armed action of

the United States, should Congress adhere to the policy we have so

long avowed and publicly proclaimed,"

Mr. i'ass, See. of State, to :sir. McLane, min, to Mexico, No. 39, Sept. 20,

18(50, MS. Inst. Mexico, XVII. 306.

President Buchanan, in his annual message of 1800, reviewed the

then recent relations between the United States and Mexico, which

he had extensively discussed in his two previous annual messages.

He adverted to the " series of Avrongs and outrages " to which Ameri-

can citizens in Mexico had been subjected, and quoted the opinion of

Mr. Forsyth, when minister to Mexico, in 185G, that " nothing but

a manifestation of the power of the Government and of its purpose

to punish these wrongs will avail," President Buchanan adverted

to the adoption of a new constitution by Mexico in 1857, and the elec-

tion of a President and Congress under its provisions; to the expul-

sion of this President from the capital by a rebellion in the army, and

to the usurpation of supreme power by (jeneral Zuloaga, who in turn

was soon compelled to give place to General Miramon. Under the

constitution of 1857. however, said President Buchanan, Senor Juarez,

as chief justice of the supreme court, became on tlie deposition of the

eU'ctive President the lawful President of the Republic, and as the

constitutional party which he represented continued to grow in

power, his government was recognized in April 1851) by the United

States. Meanwhile, the Miramon government held sway at the cap-

ital and over the surrounding country, and contimied its outrages

u])on American citizens; and, to cap the climax, after the battle of

Tacubaya, in April, 1859, General Marquez ordered three citizens of

the United States, two of whom were physicians, to be seized in the

hos|)ital at that place and taken out and shot, without crime and with-

out trial. The time had then arrived, said President Buchanan, when,

in his opinion, tlie United Stat(;s was bound to exert its power to

secure redress for its citizens in Mexico and to afford them protec-
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tion, and, under these circumstances, he deemed it his duty to recom-

mend to Confjress, in his annual message of 1859, the employment of

a sufficient military force to penetrate into the interior, wliere the

government of ^Miramon was to be found, with, or if need be without,

the consent of the Juarez govermnent, though it was not doubted tliat

such consent could be obtained. As the result of such a mc/ement
on the part of the United States, it was expected that the constitu-

tional government would have been able to establish itself at the City

of Mexico, and would have been ready and willing to do justice.

Moreover, P]uropean governments would thus have been deprived of

all pretext to interfere in the territorial and domestic concern.-, of

]Mexico. '• We should thus have been relieved," said President

Buchanan, '* from the obligation of resisting, even by force should

this become necessary, any attempt by these Governments to deprive

our neighboring Republic of portions of her territory—a duty from

which we coidd not shrink without abandoning the traditional and

established policy of the American people. I am happy to obserA'e

that, firndy relying upon the justice and good faith of these Govern-

ments, there is no present danger that such a contingency will happen.
" Having discovered that my recommendations would not be sus-

tained by Congress, the next alternative was to accomplish, in some

degree, if possible, the same objects by treaty stipulations with the

constitutional Government. Such treaties were accordingly con-

chided l)y our late able and excellent minister to ]\rexico, and on the

4lh of January last were submitted to the Senate for ratification. As
these liave not yet received the final action of that body, it would be

improper for me to present a detailed statement of their provisions.

Still, I may be ])ermitted to express the opinion in advance tliat they

iu-e calculated to ])romote the agricultural, mamifacturiiig. and com-

mercial interests of the country and to secure our just inhuence with

an adjoining Rej)ublic as to whose fortunes and fate we can never

feel indifferent : whilst at the same time tluy jirovide for the ])ayment

of a considerable amount toward the satisfaction of the claims of our

injured fellow-citizens.''

rrcsident HucliiUiaii. ;iiiimiil iii(>ssjii.'(', Dec ;'>. ISCO, Kicliardson's Mes-

As to treaty negotiations witli Mexico, see Davis' Notes. Treaty Vol-

ume (177U-1887). 1.!.">»;- 1:'.57.

(2) RKI'KISAI.S HY AI.I.IKI) I'OWKRS.

§ 950.

"The claims of Great Britain. France, and Spain against Mexico

may be classified thus:
*'

1. British. On November K), ISfK). the house of the P)iitish lega-

tion was broken into and £152.000 sterliniir bonds, belonging to British
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subjocts. wore carried off. (See Fraser's Mag., Dec, 1861, where it is

said that this attack was a sort of * reprisal ' for the action of British

naval officers, who had evaded the Mexican tariff' on the exportation

of silver by carrving off silver in British cruisers.) Damages were

also claimed for the murder of a British subject on April 8, 1859.

There was also a claim for bonded debts secured by a prior diplomatic

arrangement with Mexico.
'"-2. Vnnwh. During Miramon's revolutionary administration an

issue of bonds for $15,000,000 was made through the agency of

Jecker, a Swiss banker, the amount to be raised by this process being

$750,000. These bonds fell into the hands of Jecker's French cred-

itors. A claim was made also for $1'2.000,000 for torts on French

subjects.

" -\. Sj)anish. By the Miramon revolutionary government certain

j^rior Spanish claims of various tyjies were recognized. These, how-

ever, were repudiated by the Juarez government. Another grievance

was the abruj)t dismissal of the Spanish minister by the latter gov-

ernment. (See Tucker's Monroe Doct. 08.) As will be hereafter

seen, (Jreat Britain and Spain withdrew from the alliance before the

hostile occ|)ation of Mexican soil by France."

WhiU-toii. lilt. Law DiROst, S .">«. 1. .Sll-:'.!*-'.

Soo Lawi-oiKv's Com. sur. Droit Int. II. XiU, 'MO. As to the French claims

and tiic convciUion of Oct. .".I. ISCl, sih' Maximilian in Mexico, by

Sara Yorl<(' Stevonsun. \~-2'A.

See. also, as to the joint intervention and the grounds thereof, "The
Present Condition of Mexico," II. Ex. Doc. 100, .37 Cong. 2 sess. 229

"This (iovernment has learned from information which leaves no

room for doubt that an armed movement is being prepared by the

(lovernments of (Jreat Britain and France to jiroceed to Vera Cruz

with a view to make denumds of some nature upon Mexico.
'' My dispatch to you of the ^24th day of August last, will have

shown you that this (iovernment takes so deej) an interest in the per-

manency of the Mexican I\e|)ublic that it is even not unwilling to ren-

<ler it s()U)e extraordinary good oflices in its present emergency.

"The President desires you to inform the (Iovernment of France

that this (ioveiMiment looks with deep concern to the subject of the

armed nio\'einent to which I have thus dii-ected your attention, and to

ask Mr. Thouvanel for such explanations of it as His ImjK'rial

Majesty may feel at lil)erty to give with a view to the satisfaction of

the Fniled States and the j)reservati()n of peace in this hemisphere.

It is confidently Indieved that such ex])lanations may not l)e unreason-

ably asked, in view of the instriictions we have already given our

minister in ^^exico. in regard to an assum])tion of the payment of

interest on the Mexican debt due to foreign bondholders."
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Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, iiiin. to France, No. <iO, Sept.

24. 1801, MS. Inst. France. XVI. 57.

See, also, Mr. Seward, to Mr. Dayton. No. 79, Nov. 4, 18(>1. id. S'A; Mr.

Seward to Mr. Schurz, min. to Spain, No. 37, Oct. 14, 18(>1, II. Ex.

Doc. 100, 37 Cong. 2 sess. 220.

Acknowledging the receipt of a joint note of the Spanish, French,

and British ministers of Nov. 30, 1861, which enclosed the text of a

convention between their governments, concluded at London, Oct.

31, 1861. for the purpose of obtaining, through combined action, the

redress of grievances against the Re])ublic of Mexico, Mr. Seward
said

:

" In the first article the higli contracting parties bind themselves

to make, immediately after the signing of the convention, the neces-

sary arrangements to send to the shores of Mexico land and sea

forces combined, the effective number of which shall be determined

in a further exchange of communications between their (rovernments,

but the total of which must l)e sufficient to enable them to seize and

occupy the various fortresses and military jjositions of the Mexican

sea-coasts; also that the comuuinders of the allied forces shall l)e

authorized to accomplish such other ()i)erations as may. on the spot,

l)e deemed most suitable for realizing the end specified in the pre-

amble, and esj)ecially for insuring the safety of foreign residents:

and that all the measures which are thus to be carried into etfect shall

be taken in the name and on account of the high contracting j^arties

without distinction of the particular nationality of the forces em-

])loyed in executing them.
" In the second article, the high contracting parties bind themselves

not to seek for themselves, in the emi)lovment of the ccK'rcive measures

foreseen l)v the present convention, any ac(iuisitiou of territory, or

any peculiar advantage, and not to exercise in the subsecpieut afiairs

of Mexico any iufhicnce of a character to impair the i-igiit of the

Mexican nation to choose and freely to constitute the form of its own

government.
'' In the tliird article, the high contracting parties agree that a coiur

mission composed of three commissioners, one ai)p()inte<l by each of

the contracting j)()wers. should be established, with full power to

deteiniine all (|uestions which may arise for the employment and

<listril)ution of the sums of money which shall 1)(> i-ccovered from

Mexico, having regard to the respective rights of the contracting

j)arties.

'' In the fourth article, the high contracting parties, expressing the

desire that the measures which it is theii- intention to adoi)t may not

have an exclusive character, and recognizing the fact that the (Gov-

ernment of the United States, like themselves, has claims of it- own

to enforce against the Mexican Republic, agree that, iniincd lately
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:ift(M' the siting of tlio present convention, a copy of it shall be

connnunicated to the (iovernment of the United States, and that this

(loveinnient shall be invited to accede to it, and that in anticipation

of such accession, their respective ministers at Washington shall be

furnished with full powers to conclude and sign, collectively or

severally, with a plenipotentiary of the United States, to be desig-

nated by the President, such an instrument.

" But as the high contracting powers would expose themselves, in

making any delay in carrying into efl'ect articles one and two of the

convention, to failure in the end which they wish to attain, they

have agreed not to defer, with a view- to obtaining the accession of the

United States, the commencement of the stipulated operations teyond

the period at which their combined forces may be united in the

vicinity of Vera Cruz.
' The plenipotentiaries, in their note to the undersigned, invite the

United States to accede to the convention. The undersigned, having

submitted the subject to the President, will proceed to comnnmicate

his views thereon.

" First. As the undersigned has heretofore had the honor to inform

each of the ])lenipotentiaries now addressed, the President does not

feel himself at liberty to (juestion, and does not qjiestion, that the

sovereigns represented have undoubted right to decide for themselves

the fact whether they have sustained grievances, and to resort to war

against Mexico for the redress thereof, and have a rio^ht also to lew
the war severally or jointly.

" Secondly. The United vStates have a deep interest, which, how-

ever, they are haj)py to believe is an interest held by them in connnon

with the high contracting |)Owers and with all other civilized states,

that neither of the sovereigns by whom the convention has been con-

cluded shall seek or obtain any accpiisition of territory or any advan-

tage ])eculiar to itself, and not e(|ually left open to the United States

and every other civilized state, within the territories of Mexico, and

especially that neither one nor all of the contracting j)arties shall, as

a iH'sidt or conse<(uence of the hostilities to be inaugurated under the

convention, exercise in the subse<iuent atVairs of Mexico any influence

of a character to impair the right of the Mexican i)e()ple to choose

and freely to constitute the form of its own goveiMunent.

The undersigned I'enews on this occasion the acknowledgment

heiH'tofoiH* given, that each of the high contracting parties had in-

formed the United States substantially that they i-ecognized this

interest, and he is authorized to express the satisfaction of the Presi-

dent with the terms in which that recognition is clearly embodied in

the treaty itself.

" It is true, as the high conti'acting j)arties assume, that the United

States have, on their part, claims to urge against Mexico. Upon due
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consideration, however, the President is of opinion that it would l)e

inexpedient to ask satisfaction of their claims at this time through

an act of accession to the convention. Among the reasons for this

decision which the undersigned is authorized to assign, are, first,

that the United States, so far as it is practicable, prefer to adhere to

a traditional policy recommended to them by the Father of their

Country and confirmed by a happy experience, which forbids them
from making alliances with foreign nations; second, Mexico being a

neighbor of the United States on this continent, and possessing a system

of government similar to our own in many of its important features,

the United States habitually cherish a decided good will towards that

Republic, and a lively interest in its security, prosperity, and welfare.

Animated by these sentiments the United States do not feel inclined

to resort to forcible remedies for their claims at the present moment,
when the Government of ^lexico is deeply disturbed by factions

within, and war with foreign nati(ms. And. of course, the same

sentiments render them still more disinclined to allied war against

Mexico, than to war to l)e waged against her by themselves alone.

'' The undersigned is further authorized to state to the plenipoten-

tiaries, for the information of the sovereigns of Spain, France, and

(xreat Britain, that the United States are so earnestly anxious for the

safety and welfare of the Republic of ^Mexico, that they have already

emi)owered their minister residing there to enter into a treaty with

the Mexican Republic, conceding to it some material aid and advan-

tages which it is hoped may enable that Republic to satisfy the just

claims and denfands of the said sovereigns, and so avert the war

which these sovereigns have agreed among each other to levy against

Mexico. The sovereigns need not be informed that this proposal to

Mexico has been made, not in hostility to them, but with a knowledge

of the proceeding formally communicated to them, and with the hope

that they might find, through the increased ability of Mexico to result

from the treaty, and her willingness to treat with them upon just

terms, a mode of averting the hostilities which it is the object of the

convention now under consideration to inaugurate. AMiat has thus

far l)een done by the American minister at Mexico, under those

instructions, has not yet become known to this (jovernment, and the

information is looked for with deep interest.

" Should these negotiations ofl'er any sufficient grounds on which to

justify a ])roposition to the high contracting parties in behalf of

Mexico, the undersigned will hasten to submit such a proposition to

those iK)wers. But it is to be understood, first, that Mexico shall have

acceded to such a treaty: and, secondly, that it shall be acceptable to

the President and Senate of the United States.

"In the meantime the high contracting powers are informed that

the President deems it his duty to provide that a naval force should
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remain in the Gulf of Mexico, sufficient to look after the interests of

American citizens in Mexico, during the conflict which may arise

between the high contracting parties and that Republic; and that the

American minister residing in Mexico be authorized to seek such

conference in Mexico with the belligerent parties, as may guard each

of them against inadvertent injury to the just rights of the United

States, if any such should be endangered.
'* The undersigned having thus submitted all the views and senti-

ments of this (lovernment on this important subject to the high con-

tracting parties, in a spirit of peace and friendship, not only towards

Mexico, but towards the high contracting parties themselves, feels

assured that there will be nothing in the watchfulness which it is

thus proposed to exercise, that can afford any cause for anxiety to

any of the parties in question."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Tassara. Mercier, and Lord Lyons,

Dec. 4. 18<!1. 11. Ex. Doc. 1(K), 37 Cong. 2 sess. 187; 52 Br. & For. State

Tapers. .304.

For the note of Messrs. Ta.ssara, Mercier. and Lord Lyons of \ov. 30,

lS(tl, enclosing the convention, see IL Ex. Doc. KM), .37 Cong. 2 sess.

lS.-»-187.

See reports of .June K*., 18(i4, and Feh. .'>. 180."). S. Ex. Docs. Nos. 11 and :«,

38th Cong. '2(' sess. ; Sen. Ex. Doc. No. ."^3, same sess.

(3) FRE.NCn TNTKKVKXTION, 18(52-1807.

5< 957.

Toward the end of 18()1, naval vessels of England, France, and
Spain sailed for Vera Cruz, with the avowed intention of taking

jiossession of the custom-houses of two or three Mexican ports for the

purjiose of satisfying the claims of their resi)ective governments.

Within a few weeks after the arrival of these ships and before the

allies had done nuuh more than seize Vera Cruz, the English and

Spanish cqmmand<'i-s became dissatisfied with the courst» of the

French. The English and the Spanish foi'ces with(h"ew in Aj)ril. 18(V2,

after an agrei'inent had l)een reached with Mexico as to the claims of

their governments. The trij)le alliance was thus dissolved. In sj)ite

of the fact that the thi-ei' Eur()j)ean powers had agreed to respect " the

right of the Mexican nation to choose and constitute freely the form

of its government."" the French, after the English and the Spanish

had retired from Vera Cruz, presented an ultimatum demanding the

j)ayment of $-27.00().(M)0. and soon afterwards began a forced march
toward the City of Mexico, which they entered in June, 1808. They
then s<'t uj) a provisional government, and later named an assembly

of notables, which was almost exclusively (•on)))osed of enemies of the

constitutional government of fJuarez. In July, 1803, the assembly
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met, and Avithout debate resolved, with only tvo dissenting votes, that

an empire should be established, that the throne should be ottered

to the Archduke Maximilian of Austria, brother of Francis Joseph,

and that if he should decline it. the Emperor of the French should

be asked to fill the vacancy. Maximilian expressed his willingness

to accept, on certain conditions; and on April 10, 1864, he finally

accepted the crown. On the same day a convention was entered into

between France and the Imperial Government, by which the latter

agreed to pay the French claims and the past and future cost of the

intervention, under certain conditions: and France ])ractically guar-

anteed to Maximilian her military protection. He entered the City of

Mexico in June, 18G4, as Maximilian I.

Bancroft, Life of Seward, II. 421-424.

In connection with the withdrawal of the Spanish and the English, see a

remarkable letter of General Prim to Lonis Napoleon, dated at

Orizaba, March 17. lS(i2, jjiven in Maximilian in .M<'xico, l).v Sara

Yorke Stevensim. ))p. 2.V2T, citing (iaulot. L;i Vcrite snr rexpetlition

du Mexique (4th ed.). I. 47; Domenech. Ilistoire du Mexique, III. 8

et seq.

The President, while relying "upon the assurances given to this

Government by the allies that they were seeking no political objects,

and only a redress of grievances," deemed it " his duty to express to

the allies, in all candor and frankness, the opinion that no monarchical

government which could be founded in Mexico, in the presence of

foreign navies and armies in the waters and upon the soil of Mexico,

would have any prospect of security or permanence. Secondly, that

the instability of such a monarchy there would be enhanced if the

throne should be assigned to any person not of Mexican nativity.

That, under such circumstances, the new government nuist speedily

fall, unless it could draw into its support Eur()j)ean alliances which,

relating back to the first invasion, would, in fact, make it the begin-

ning of a permanent policy of armed Euroi)ean monarchical interven-

tion, injurious and i)ractically hostile to the most general system of

government prevailing on the continent of America, and this

would be the beginning rather than the ending of revolution in

Mexico. . . .

" The Senate of the United States has not indeed given its official

sanction to the precise measures which the President has proposed

for lending our aid to the existing (lovernment of Mexico, with the

approval of the allies, to relieve it from its present embarrassments.

This, however, is only a question of domestic administration. It

would be very erroneous to regard such a disagreement as indicating

any serious ditt:'erence of opinion in this Government or among ilic
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American people in their cordial good wishes for the safety, welfare,

and stability of the republican system of government in that country."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, luin. to France. No. 121, March
:?, ISC.L'. " The 1 resent Condition of Mexico," II. Ex. Doc. 100, ;{7

Cong. 2 sess. 21(;; MS. Inst. France, XVI. 118.

For an identic instruction, see Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Perry.

char>,'«'' at Madrid, No. 17, March :\ 1S()2, MS. Inst. Spain, XV. 3.'i:5;

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, niin. to England, No. 198,

March :{, 1S()2. II. Ex. Doc. KM). :i7 Cong. 2 sess. 207.

See. as to tlie situation in the Fni ted- States and in Mexico. Mr. Seward,

Sec. of State, to Mr. A(hinis. niin. to Eughind, No. 191, Feh. 19, 18(12,

MS. Inst. (Jr. Br. XVIII. 127.

In March. 1802. Mr. Seward, referring to reports that the Govern-

ment of France had favorably listened to Mexican emissaries, who
proposed to subvert " the republican American system in Mexico and

to imj)ort into that country a throne, and even a monarch from

Europe." instructed the American minister at Paris, while not asking

for explanations, to mention the fact that such rumors had reached

the President and had awakened some anxiety on his j)art. and to

call attention to the fact that the (Tovernment of the States had
'' more than once, and with perfect distinctness and candor, informed

all the ])arties to the allinace that we can not look with inditference

uj)on any armed European intervention for political ends in a coun-

try situated so near and connected with us so closely as Mexico."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, niin. to France, No. 135,

March :il. 18(i2. II. Ex. Doc. 1(K), :{7 Cong. 2 sess. 218; MS. Inst.

France. XVI. l.'}.">.

On May 9. 1S(;2. Mr. Seward enclosed to the United States legation at

Madrid an extract from a dis])atch of the 2.")th of March from the

American minister at (luatemala, concerning negotiations supi)()sed

to l)e i)en(ling between that (JoveiMUiient and the representatives of

certain European powers for i»nri)oses similar to those which were

helieved to have been entertained by those powers, or by some of

them, in their intervention in M«'xico. Although there was, said

Mr. Seward, "no occasion for implicit credence" in these rejwrts.

yet. as they were not improbable, it was proper that the legation

should be apjM-ised of them, in order that it might do whatever

might be necessary or advisable in the matter. (Mr. Seward. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Terry, charge at Madrid. No. 29. May 9, 1802, MS.
Inst. Spain. XV. ,'{41.)

A treaty was con<lu<led l)etween Spain and Guatemala on May 29, 18r).3,

in which the independeiK-e of the latter country was for the tirst

time acknowledged by Spain. (.')9 Br. & For. State Papers. 12(K).)

"Mr. Drouyn de riluys . . . has not only reassured you of the

friendly spirit of the Emperor towards the United States, but he

has also, with marked decision and energy, reaffimed to you that

France has no purpose in Mexico beyond asserting just claims
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against her, obtaining payment of the debt due, with the expenses

of the invasion, and vindicating by victory the honor of the French

flag, and that France does not mean to colonize in Mexico, or to

obtain Sonora or any other section permanently, and that all allega-

tions propagated through the newspapers conflicting with these

assurances are untrue.
'• Your reply to these remarks of Mr. Drouyn de THuys, namely,

that in all my correspondence with you, whether public or private, I

have averred that this (irovernment has no purpose to interfere in

any way with the war between France and Mexico, was as truthful

as it was considerate and proper. The United States have not dis-

claimed, and can never under existing circumstances disclaim, the

interest they feel in the safety, welfare and prosperity of Mexico,

any more than they can relinquish or disown their sentiments of

friendship and good will towards France, which began Avith their

national existence, and have been cherished with growing earnest-

ness ever since. When the two nations towards which they are thus

inclined are found engaged in such a Avar as Mr. Drouyn de THuys
has described, the United States can only deplore the painful occur-

rence, and express in every Avay and evervAvhere their anxious desire

that the conflict may be brought to a speedy close by a settlement con-

sistent Avith the stal)ility. prosperity and Avelfare of the parties c(m-

cerned. The United States have ahvays acted upon the same princi-

ple of forbearance and neutrality in regard to Avars betAveen poAvers

Avith Avhich our oAvn country has maintained friendly relations, and

they belicA-e that this policy could not in this, more than in other

cases, be departed from Avith acU^antage to themseh'es or to the inter-

ests of peace throughout the world.''

Mr. Seward. See. of State, to Mr. Dayton, uiln. to France. May S. 186.3,

Dip. Cor. 18»>3. I. (Wm.

See. also. .Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, min. to France, No.

33(j, April 24, 180.'?, Dip. Cor. 18G.3, I. (!<>2.

" When France made Avar against Mexico. Ave asked of France

explanations of her objects and purposes. She ansAvered, that it Avas

a Avar for the redress of grievances: that she did not intend to per-

manently occupy or dominate in Mexico, and that she should leaat to

the people of Mexico a free choice of institutions of goA'ernment.

T'nder these circumstances the United States adopted, and they haA-e

since maintained, entire neutrality betAveen the belligerents, in har-

mony Avith the traditional policy in regard to foreign Avars. The Avar

has continuetl longer than was anticipated. At difl'erent stages of it

France has, in her intercourse Avith us. reneAved the explanations

l)efore mentioned. The French army has now captured Pueblo and

the capital. Avhile the Mexican Go\'ernment, Avith its principal forces,
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is undorstood to have retired to San Luis Potosi, and a provisional

<>;ov('rnnuMit has been instituted under French auspices in the City of

Mexico, which. hcin<r supported hy arms, divi(k's tlie actual dominion

of the coinitrv with the Mexican (lovernment. also maintained by

armed j^owcr. That provisional «rovernment has neither made nor

sou<rht to make any comnnniication to the (iovernment of the United

States, nor has it been in any way reco<?nized by this Government.

I'rance has made no comnnniication to the United States concerning

the provisional government which has been established in Mexico,

nor has she announced any actual or intended departure from the

policy in regard to that country which her before-mentioned expla-

nations have authorized us to expect her to pursue. The United

States have received no conununications relating to the recent mili-

tary events in Mexico from the recognized Government of that

country.

"The Imperial (iovernment of Austria has not explained to the

United States that it has an interest in the subject, or expressed any

desire to know their views upon it. The United States have hereto-

fore, on i)r()per occasions, frankly explained to every party having

an interest in the (piestion the general views and sentiments which

they have always entertained, and still entertain, in regard to the

interests of society and government on this continent. Under these

circumstan<'es it is not deemed necessary for the representatives of

the United States, in foreign countries, to engage in the political de-

bates which the present unsettled aspect of the war in Mexico has

elicited. You will be ])r()ni])tly advised if a necessity for any repre-

sentations to the (iovernment of Austria shall arise.**

Mr. Seward, See. of State, to Mr. Motley, inin. to .Vustria, No. 41. Sept. 11,

IS*;:'., Dip. Cor, l.sc>;{, ii, i>29.

"Your iiiterestiiif? despatch of September 1 (No. 'V2) has been received.

The Tiiited States are not iiidiflereiit to the events which are occur-

ring in .Mexic<j. They are regarded, however, as incidents of the war
between France and Me.xico, While the Governments of those two
countries are not improiwrly left in any uncertainty about the senti-

ments of tlie I'nited States, the rejiortfHl relations of a member of the

imperial family of .Vustria to those events do not se<'m sufficient to

justify this (iovernment in makinj^ any representations on that sub-

ject to the (Jovermnent of the Emperor. II is candor and fairness

towards the I'nited States warrant the President in believiufj, as he

firmly does, that Ills Majesty will not sufTer his (iovernment to be

engaged in any proceeding hostile or injurious to the United States?"

(Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Motley, miu. to Austria, No. 43,

Sept. i'(i. i.sr,:>,. Dip. Cor. isr,:',, ii. mv>.)

" The French forces are understood to hold in subjection to the new
provisional govermnent established in Mexico three of the States,

while all the other constituent members of the Republic of Mexico
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still remain under its authorit}-. There are already indications of

designs, in those States, to seek aid in the United States, with tlie con-

sent of this Government, if attainable, and without it if it shall be

refused, and for this purpose inducements are held out well calculated

to excite sympathies in a border population. The United States Gov-

ernment has hitherto practiced strict neutrality between the French

and Mexico, and all the more cheerfully, because it has relied on the

assurances given by the French Government that it did not intend

jDermanent occupation of that country or any violence to the sover-

eignty of its people. The proceedings of the French in Mexico are re-

garded by many in that country, and in this, as at variance wdth those

assurances. Owing to this circumstance, it becomes very difficult for

this Government to enforce a rigid observance of its neutrality laws.

The President thinks it desirable that you should seek an opportunity

to mention these facts to Mr. Drouyn de THuys, and to suggest to him
that the interests of the United States, and, as it seems to us, the inter-

ests of France herself, require that a solution of the present com])lica-

tions in Mexico be made, as early as may be convenient, upon the

basis of the unity and independence of Mexico. I can not be misinter-

preting the sentiments of the United States in saying that they do not

desire an annexation of Mexico, or any part of it; nor do they desire

any special interest, control, or influence there, but they are deeply

interested in the reestablishment of unity, peace, and order in the

neighboring Republic, and exceedingly desirous that there may not

arise out of the war in Mexico any cause of alienation between them

and P'rance. Insomuch as these sentiments are by no means ungener-

ous, the President unhesitatingly believes that they are the sentiments

of the Emperor himself in regard to Mexico."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, iiiiu. to France, No. 400,

Sept. '21, IStW, Dip. Cor. 1803, II. 703.

"Writing to Mr. Dayton, minister to France, Mr. Seward said that

the first fruit of the Civil War in the United States was a new and,

in eft'ect. though not intentionally, unfriendly attitude on the ])art of

Great Britain, France, and Spain. The Emperor of the French, on

the breaking out of the insurrection, adopted the current opinion of

European statesmen that the effort to preserve the Union would be

unsuccessful. To this prejudgment the United States attributed

the Emperor's agreement with Great Britain to act in concert with

her upon questions which might arise out of the insurrection: liis

concession of a belligerent character to the insurgents; his repeated

suggestions of accommodation by the United States with the insui--

gents; and his conferences on the subject of recognition. The United

States, said Mr. Seward, held in regard to Mexico the same principles

which they had held in regard to all other nations, and tliey had. in
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the conflict that was going on there, adhered to their principles of non-

intervention and neutrality. The Government of the United States,

however, knew full well that the inherent, normal opinion of Mexico

favored a government republican in form and domestic in its organi-

zation, in j)reference to any monarchical institutions to be imposed

from abroad. The Government also kneAV that this normal opinion

of the Mexican people resulted largely from the influence of popular

opinion in the United States, and Avas continually invigorated by it

;

and this popular opinion the President believed to be just in itself and

eminently essential to the progress of civilization on the American

continent. Nor did the United States deny that, in their opinion,

their own safety and the cheerful destiny to which they aspired were

intimately dependent on the continuance of free republican institu-

tions throughout America. The United States, continued Mr. Seward,

had " submitted these opinions to the Emperor of France, on j^roper

occasions, as worthy of his serious consideration, in determining

how he would conduct and close what might prove a successful

war in Mexico. Xor is it necessary to practice reserve upon the point,

that if France should, upon due consideration, determine to adopt a

policy in Mexico adverse to the American opinions and sentiments

which I have described, that policy would probably scatter seeds

which would be fruitful of jealousies, which might ultimately ripen

into collision between France and the United States and other Ameri-

can republics. An illustration of this 'danger has occurred already.

Political rumor, Avhich is always mischievous, one day ascribes to

France a purpose to seize the Rio Grande, and wrest Texas from the

T'nited States; another day rumor advises us to look carefully to our

safety on the ^Mississippi : another day we are warned of coalitions to..

be formed, undei- French j^atronage. between the regency established

in Mexico and the insurgent cabal at Richmond. The President

ai)prehends none of these things. He does not alloAV himself to be

disturbed by suspicions so unjust to France and so unjustifiable in

tliemselves: but he knows, also, that such suspicions will be entertained

more or less extensively by this country, and magnified in other comi-

tries equally unfriendly to France and to America; and he knows,

also, that it is out of such suspicions that the fatal web of national

animosity is most frequently woven. lie believes that the P^.mi)ei-or

of France must experience desires as earnest as our own for the jires-

ervation of that friendshij:) between the two nations which is so full

of guarantees of their connnon jirosperity and safety. Thinking this,

the President Avould b<> wanting in fidelity to France, as well as to our

own country, if he did not converse with the Emperor with entire

sincerity and fi'iendshij) upon the attitude which France is to assume

in regard to Mexico. 'I'lic statements made to you by M. Dronyn de

riluys. concerning the Emperor's intentions, are entirely satisfactory.
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if we are permitted to assume them as having been authorized to be

made by the Emperor in view of the present condition of atfairs in

Mexico. It is true, as I have before remarked, that the Emperor's
purposes may hereafter change with changing circumstances. We,
ourselves, however, are not unobservant of the progress of events at

home and abroad; and in no case are Ave likely to neglect such pro-

vision for our own safety, as every sovereign state must always be

prepared to fall back upon when nations with which they have lived

in friendship cease to respect their moral and treaty obligations.

Your own discretion will be 3'our guide as to how far and in what way
the public interests will be promoted by submitting these views to the

consideration of M. Drouyn de FHuys."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, niin. to France, No. 406, Sept.

26, 1863, Dip. Cor. 1863, II. 709.

These instructions to Mr. Dftyton were literally reproduced by Mr. Seward
in an instruction to Mr. Motley, at Vienna, of October 9, 1863. It

appeared that Mr. Motley had given to Count Kechberg a copy of Mr.

Seward's instruction to Mr. Dayton, of March 3, 18»')2, with which he

had been furnished. Mr. Seward approved Mr. Motley's action in

this particular, but, after reproducing for Mr. Motley's information

the instruction which had been sent to Mr. Dayton, said: "I remain

of the opinion that national dignity is best conserved by confining the

discussion of these affairs to the cabinets of the United States,

France, and Mexico, and that no public interest is to be advanced by

openiTig it at Vienna, and therefore I do not direct you to communi-

cate this dispatch to the Imperial Royal Court." (Mr. Seward, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Motley, min. to Austria, No. 4.5, Oct. 9, 1863, Dip. Cor.
•

1863,11.936,938.)

In his Xo. 301, of Octolier 9, 1863, Mr. Dayton reported an inter-

view with M. Drouyn de THuys, in which the latter spoke of an

election which was to be held in Mexico and which was expected to

result in the choice of His Imperial Highness, Prince Maximilian

of Austria to be Emperor of ^lexico, and intimated that an early

acknowledgment of the proposed emj^irc by the United States would

teud to shorten, or pcrhai)s to end, all the troublesouie complications

of France in that (|uarter, so that the French might leave Mexico.

With reference to this interview, Mr. Seward said: ""We learn from

other sources that the prince has declared his willingness to accept

an imp(M-ial throne in Mexico on three c(m(litions, namely: First,

that he shall be called to it by the universal suffrage of the Mexican

nation; secondly, that he shall receive indisjxmsable guarantees for

the integrity and independence of the proposed empire; and thirdly,

that the head of his family, the Emperor of Austria, shall ac-

quiesce. . . .

" Happily the French Government has not been left uninformed

that, in the ojiinion of the United States, the permanent establish-

ment of a foreijrn and monarchical ofovernment in Mexico will be
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found neither easy nor desirable. You will inform Mr. Drouyn de

rriuys that this opinion remains unchanged. On the other hand,

the United States can not anticipate the action of the people of Mex-

ico, nor have they the least purpose or desire to interfere Avith their

proceedings, or control or interfere "vvith their free choice, or disturb

them in the enjoyment of whatever institutions of government they

may. in the exercise of an absolute freedom, establish. It is proper,

also, that Mr. Drouyn de riTuys should be informed that the United

States continue to regard Mexico as tlie theater of a war which has

not yet ended in the subversion of the Government long existing

there, with which the ITnited States remain in the relation of peace

and sincere friendship; and that, for this reason, the United States

are not now at liberty to consider the question of recognizing a gov-

ernment which, in the further chances of war, may come into its

place. The United States, consistently with their principles, can do

no otherwise than leave the destinies of Mexico in the keei)ing of

her own people, and recognize their sovereignty and independence in

whatever form they themselves shall choose that this sovereignty

and independence shall be manifested.''

Mr. Seward, Soc. of State, to Mr. Dayton, mill, to France, No. 417, Oct.

23 ISC,.-}. Dip. Cor. 18(i3, II. 72G.

'• The fact that her Majesty's Government has agreed to recognize

the Archduke as Emperor of Mexico on his arrival in that country

has not taken me by surprise. I have had reason to believe that all

the P^uropean maritime powers, except Russia, have engaged to yield

a recognition. It is mainly due to the necessary assumption of this

fact that the President has thought it i)roper to practice especial

circumspection in regard to the war between France and Mexico.''

!Mr. Soward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, miii. to England, No. 0(>5

(coiifid.). May 2H. 18(^4, MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XIX. 307.

On April 4, 1S()4. it was resolved without dissent, by the House of

Representatives, that ^ the Congress of the United States are unwil-

ling l)v siU'Uce to have the nations of the worhl under the impression

that they are indifferent s]:)ectators of the depkirabk' events now trans-

piring in the Republic of Mexico, and that they think fit to declare

that it does not accord with the policy of the United States to

acknowledge any monarchical government erected on the ruins of any

republican government in America imder the auspices of any Euro-

pean j^owcr."

As to llie effect of this resolution in France, see Tnckers's Monroe
Doctrine. 103.

Mr. Seward's report of May -H, l.S<>4, as to the course of trade between

the rnited States and France during the French and Mexican war, is

given in S. Ex. Doe. 47, liH Cong. 1 sess.
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Mr. Seward's policy in respect of the war in Mexico is vindicated in 103

N. Am. Rev. 498, Oct. 18G6.

Resolutions concerning the French war in Mexico were offered in tlie

Senate by Mr. McDougal, of California, on January 11, 18(54. This

action, said Mr. Seward, of which he had first heard through the

press, had not only been inaugurated independently of the adminis-

tration, but was " not in harmony with the policy of neutrality, for-

bearance, and conciliation which the President has so faithfully

pursued. They [the resolutions] are. nevertheless," continued Mr.

Seward, " not unworthy of attention in Paris. Beyond a doubt they

echo the popular sentiment of the Western States, especially those

bordering on Mexico. . . . When I look, first, at the complications

of European politics, and then at the French forces in Rome, in Mex-
ico, in Cochin-China, and in Japan, and see how the extended rela-

tions of the Empire must necessarily be more or less affected by moral

considerations, I cannot cease to wonder why France should not

- earnestly desire a renewal of that relation of traditional fi-iendship

and affection between herself and the United States which she sur-

rendered when she. unnecessarily raised our domestic enemies to the

rank of a belligerent naval power. ... I make these suggestions

not with a view to a formal communication of them to the Emperor's

Government, but as hints to a conversation with Mr. Drouyn de

I'Huys, which it seems to us you might profitably seek at the present

conjuncture." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, min. to

France, No. 45G (confid.). Jan. 12, 18(>4, MS. Inst. France, XVI. .504.)

The McDougal resolutions declared it to be the duty of the United States

to require France to remove her armed forces from Mexico. See

Bancroft's Life of Seward. II. 428.

When the House resohition of April 4, supra, was passed, Mr, Geo-

froy, the French minister at Washin^jton. asked for an explanation of

it. In reporting: this incident to Mr. Dayton. Mr. Seward said that

the resolution truly interpreted the unanimous sentiment of the

American people in regard to Me.xico. l)ut that it was another question

whether the Government would think it necessary or i)roper to express

itself in the sense of the resolution at that time. This was a purely

executive question belonging to the Presid<Mit of the United States.

The declaration made by the House was in the form of a joint resolu-

tion, which must first l)e concurred in by the Senate and then ap-

proved by the President, or, if he disapproved it. be passed over his

veto by a two-thirds majority of each body. " While the President,''

added Mr. Seward, " received the declaration of the House of Repre-

sentatives Avith the profound respect to which it is entitled as an

expression of the sentiments upon a grave and important subject, he

directs that you inform the Government of France, that he does not at

present contemplate any departure from the policy which this Gov-

ernment has hitherto pursued in regard to the war which exists

between France and Mexico. It is hardly necessary to say that tlie

proceeding of the House of Representatives Avas adopted upon sugges-

H. Doc. 551—vol (; 32
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tions arising within itself, and not upon any communication of the

Executive Department, and that the French government would be

seasonably apprised of any change of policy upon this subject which

the President might at any future time think it proper to adopt"

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, min. to B^rance. No. 525, April

7, 18W, MS. Inst. France. XVII. 43.

Replying to an inquiry of Mr. Motley as to what the policy of the United

States would l>e when the Archduke Maximilian should have arrived

in Mexico and assumed imperial authority there, Mr. Seward said

that he was " allowed hy the President to give only this answer,

namely, that this Government sees no reason to declare itself in

anticipation of contingent events. . . . It is not necessary for me
to consider on this occasion whether, under circumstances different

from those which now exist, the United States would think it their

duty to stand unmoved spectators of the revolutionary proceedings

which are going on in Mexico. . . . We are yet engaged in a

civil war, and we find it expedient while avoiding, so far as possible,

conflicts, collisions, and serious differences with foreign nations, to

apply all our naval and military forces to bring this civil war to an

end, and reestablish the national authority with the abolition of the

political evil of human bondage. Even those among us who think

that intervention by this Government in Mexico to prevent the

establishment of an imperial monarchy would be just and wise in

itself, admit that such a proceeding now, in the absence of any direct

wrong committed against the United States, would be unwise."

(Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Motley, min. to Austria, No. 64

(confid.), April 14, 1864, MS. Inst. Austria, I. 215.)

For corresix>ndence concerning conditions in Mexico, see message of the

President, Feb. 4, 18G3, II. Ex. Doc. 54, 37 Cong. 3 sess.

As soon as the restoration of the Union became assured. General

Sheridan was sent with an army of about 50.000 men to the line of.,

iho Kio Grande; but, as Sheridan's troops were Union volunteers

wlu) had enlisted especially for the civil war, the necessity was

recognized of organizing a new army for the purpose of acting

against the French army in Mexico, in case of need. It Avas proposed

that this new army should be enlisted and organized under the

republican government of Mexico, which was recognized by the

United States as the only legitimate government of that country.

For the organization and command of this army. General John M.
Schofield was selected by General Grant. General Schofield repaired

to Washington, where he consulted with Mr. Romero, the Mexican

minister, as well as with President Johnson, Mr. Seward, and Mr.

Stanton. The War Department gave General Schofield a leave of

absence for twelve months, with permission to go beyond the limits

of the United States and to take with him any officers of his staff

whom he might designate. It was expected that the officers and

soldiers of the new army would be taken from the Union and (^on-

federate forces, who were reported to be eager to enlist in the enter-
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prise, but it was to bo organized in Mexican territory under com-

missions from the Mexican (jrovernmentr In the summer of 1805,

General Schofield, at the request of Mr. Stanton, met Mr. Seward
at Cape May. Mr. Seward then proposed to General Schofield to

go to France under the authority of the Department of State to see

whether Louis Napoleon could not be made to understand the neces-

sit}' of withdraAving his army from ]Mexico and thus avert the neces-

sity of expelling it by force. General Schofield decided to undertake

the mission. He sailed from New York on November 19, 1865, ac-

companied by tAvo members of his staff. He arrived in Paris early

in December. He found that the intervention in Mexican affairs was
very unpopular in France, but that the national pride was touched

at the thought of "withdrawing under menace. General Schofield

found opportunity in two interviews with Prince Napoleon, and in

several conversations Avith officers of high rank on the Emperor's

staff, to make knoAvn the aIcavs and purposes of the United States

respecting Mexican affairs. It Avas understood that these unofficial

couA-ersations Avere faithfully reported to the Emperor. General

Schofield Avas presented to the Em])er()r and Empress at a ball at the

Tuileries. He receiAed scAeral intimations that he would be iuAnted

to a private intervicAv Avith the Emperor, but no invitation came and

none Avas sought. He closed his mission practically at the end of

January, 1800. Having made a report to Mr. ScAvard on the 24th

of that month, he receiA'ed early in the folloAving May a reply inti-

mating that there Avas no further occasion for his remaining in that

quarter. He then returned to the United States and reported at the

Department of State on June 4. 1800.

The Withtlrawal of the French from Mexico: A Chapter of Secret His-

tory, by Lt. Gen. .John M. Schofield, I'. S. A.. .32 Century Magazine.

N. s. (May, 1879), 128; Schofield's Forty-six Years in the Army, .380;

Pierce's Sumner, IV. 2."')."»
; Grant's Memoirs, II. -^4').

See Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bigelow. min. to France (confld.).

Nov. 4, 180."), MS. Inst. France. XVII. 4(>.") ; Mr. Seward to Gen. Scho-

field, March 1."), ISCC. id. ."i4." ; Mr. Seward to Mr. Bigelow. No. 421.

March 1.5. 18<;0, id. .")4<! ; Mr. Seward to Gen. Schofield, April 24, 18(5(3,

id. 500.

See Bancroft's Life of Seward, II. 4.35.

" The President feels himself bound to adhere to the opinion set

forth in my despatch No. ^HD. Avhich has. as Ave understand, been

already read to Mr. Drouyn de I'Huys. The presence and operations

of a French army in Mexico, and its maintenance of an authority

(here, resting upon force and not on the free will of the people of

Mexico, is a cause of serious concern to the United States. Neverthe-

less, the objection of the Ignited States is still broader, and includes

the authority itself Avhich the French army is thus maintaining.
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That authority is in direct antagonism to the policy of this Govern-

ment and the principk» upon which it is founded. Every day's

experience of its operations only adds some new confirmation of the

justice of the views which this (iovernment expressed at the time the

attempt to institute that authority first became known. The United

States have hitherto practiced the utmost frankness on that subject

;

they still regard the effort to establish permanently a foreign and

imperial Government in Mexico as disallowable and impracticable.

For these reasons they could not now agree to compromise the position

they have heretofore assumed. They are not prepared to recogni/e

or to pledge themselves hereafter to recognize any political institu-

tions in' Mexico, which are in opposition to the Republican Govern-

ment with which we have so long and so constantly maintained

relations of amity and friendship. I need hardly repeat my past

assurances of our sincere desire to preserve our inherited relations of

friendship with France. This desire greatly increases our regret that

no communications, formal or informal, which have been received

from the Govermnent of that country, seem to justify us in expect-

ing that France is likely soon to be ready to remove, as far as may
depend upon her, the cause of our deep concern for the harmony of

the two nations.

'• The suggestion which you make of a Avillingness on the part of

France to propose a revision of the commercial relations between the

two countries is not regarded as having emanated from the Gov-

ernment of the Empire. However that may be, it is hardly necessary

to say that we should not be dwelling so earnestly upon the bran(.'h of

]5olitical relations, if it had not been our conviction that those rela-

tions at the present moment supersede those of commerce in the cour

sideration of the American people."

Mr. Seward, Soc. of State, to Mr. Bipolow, iiiin. to France, Xo. 300 (senii-

olJieiah. Nov. ('.. ISC,.-,. MS. Inst. France, XVII. 4(;7.

For Mr. Seward's Xo. 2.">!» to Mr. liifielow. Sept. 0, 18GJ5, above referred

to, see II. Ex. Doc. 7.".. ."SO Coni;. 1 sess. part 2, p. 477.

With regard to the " aHeged schemes of Dr. (Jwhi and his associates in

Mexico." the Fnited States was gratlHcd to receive a renewed assur-

ance of the Frencli Emperor's resolution '* to observe an impartial

and scrupulous neutralit.v upon all internal questions which may agi-

tate or divide the T'nited States." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Bigelow. min. to France, Xo. 2.S1. Aug. 24, 18(>5, MS. Inst France.

XVII. 424.)

An assurance was ol)taine(l from M. Di'ouyn do I'lluys that Xubian negro

soldiers. enibarl<ed at Alexandria. Egypt, would not be employed in

hostilities against Mexico. (Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bige-

low. min. to France, Xo. 331, Dec. 4, 18(35, MS. Inst. France, XVII.
4HS.)

On Xovember 20. 180."). the Marquis de Montliolon, French minister

at Washington, connnunicated to Mr. Seward a copy and translation
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of a dispatch from M. Drouyn de I'Huys, French minister of foreign

affairs, of October 18, 18G5, in relation to affairs in Mexico. In this

paper M, Drouyn de I'Huys intimated that, if the United States

would adopt toward the Mexican Government "an amicable atti-

tude," France would be ready to agree upon the basis of an under-

standing with the Cabinet of Washington. He asked to be assured

that it was the intention of the United States '' not to impede the

consolidation of the new order of things founded in Mexico;" and
of this he said the best guarantee would be the recognition of the

Emperor Maximilian. lie also intimated that, as the Ignited States

held official intercourse with all the monarchs of P^urope and the Xew
World, the American Government should not be kept back by the
" difference of institutions."

Mr. Seward replied on the Oth of December that the condition

which the Emperor suggested was quite impracticable. The chief

cause of the prevailing discontent in the United States was not, said

Mr. Seward, that there was a foreign army in Mexico, and much less

that that army was French. "' We recognize the right of sovereign

nations," said Mr. Seward, " to carry on war with each other if they

do not invade our right or menace our safety or just influence. The
real cause of our national discontent is, that the French army which

is now in Mexico is invading a domestic repul)lican government there

which was established by her people, and with whom the United

States sympathize most profoundly, for the avowed purpose of sup-

pressing it and establishing upon its ruins a foreign monarchical

government, whose presence there, so long as it should endure, could

not but be regarded by the people of the United States as injurious

and menacing to their own chosen and endeared republican institu-

tions."

Mr. Seward. See. of State, to the Marquis de Montholon. P^'rencb uiin.,

Dec. 6, 18G5, H. Ex. Doc. 73. 30 Cong. 1 sess.. ])t. 2. p. 347.

" It has been the President's purpose that France should be respect-

fully informed upon two points, namely: First. That the United

States earnestly desire to continue and to cultivate sincere friendship

with France. Secondly. That this policy would be brought in immi-

nent jeopardy, unless France could deem it consistent with her interest

and honor to desist from the j)rosecution of armed intervention in

Mexico, to overthrow the domestic republican government existing

there, and to establish upon its ruins the foreign monarchy which has

been attempted to be inaugurated in the capital of that country."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bigelow, min. to France. No. 332. Dec.

IG, 1865, H. E.\. Doc. 73. .39 Cong. 1 sess.. part 2, p. 41)5.

"This was as plain as if he [Seward] had written: WitJidratr or fif/ht

:

yet it was not said in a way to precipitate a conflict." (I'.ancrofi,

Life of Seward, II. 437-438.)
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Oil this subject SOP Tucker's Monro*' IKxtriiio. 07 ot seq.

As to I'lviicli occupation of .Mi>.\i<<). set' Mr. Seward's report of Dee. 21,

lSiU">. with documents annexed. S. Ex. Doc. <>. IV.) Cong. 1 sess.

" Mr. Seward's protest against Frencli interference, in 186.3. in Mexican

jiffairs. thouirli sustaint^l in tlH> House of Representatives, was passed

over, no doiiht with tiie assent of tlu> administration, without action

in tlie Senate. And Mr. Seward, in liis letter to Montholon. of Deeem-

Ikm- <>. isr,."(. d«)«'s not place his olijections to French interference in

Mt'xico on the ground of the Mom-oe doctrine, hut on the gnmnd that

' the p<M)pIe of every state on the American continent have a right to

se<ure for themselves a republican government if they choo.se. and

that interference l>y foreign states to i)revent the enjoyment of such

institutions deliberately established is wrongful, and in its effe<'ts

antagonist ical to the free and popular form of government existing

in the rnite<l States.' ( r.;iker's Dii)l()m. Hist, of the War. 427.) A
striking spt><>ch on this topic l)y (leneral Dix will be f(mnd in Dix's

Life. i. 217. in which he says that the protests of I'residents Monroe

and I'olk ' are sustained l)y an midivided public opinion, even though

they may not have r«'<eived a formal resixHise from Congress.' This

is true so far as it conc«>rns the iirl)itrary interference of F^uropean

sovereigns in American affairs, or the attempt of any Euroi)ean

l)Ower to olitain the control of the Isthmus of Panama. But the

doctrine should not be extended so as to preclude a Eurojtean jwwer
from receiving for its own pin-jKKses (c. //.. for coaling steamers) a

cession of territory in South America." (Wharton, Com. Am. Law,
§ 175.)

With i-eferenco to the .statement of M. Di-oiiyn de I'Huys that

France went to Mexico not foi* the piirpost' of establishing a mon-
archy. I)iit to ol)tain rej)aration and ornarantees. and tliat, being there,

she sustained the government which was founded on the consent of

the jx'ople. not from any aml)itious motives, bnt because she ex])ected

to ()l)tain satisfaction and secni'ity from it. Mr. Seward dechired that

it was his (hity to insist that, whatever were the intentions and piir-

j)oses of France, the proceedings wliich were adopted by a chiss of

Mexicans for subverting the rej)nbiican government tliere and for

availing themselves of French intervention to establish on its nuns
an im|)erial monarchy, were I'cgai'ded in the United States as having

Ix'cn taken without authority and as having Iwen prosecuted against

the will and opinion of the Mexican jM'ople. This j)ositi()n, said Mr.
."Reward, was held without one dissenting voice by his countrymen.

I-'rance need not. said Mr. Sewar<l. for a moment delay her promised

witiidrawal of military forces from Mexico, and her putting the prin-

ciple of nonintei-veiition into full and complete i^ractice in that coun-

try, through any apprehension that the Fnited States woidd prove

imfaithful to that prin<-iple. The j)ractic<' of the United States from
the iM'ginning \va> a guarantee to all nations of the respect of the

American people for the free sovereignty of the people of every other
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State. Itwas, in reality, the chief element of the foreign policy of the.

United States.

Mr. Sewai'd, Sec. of State, to the Marquis de Montholon, French min.,

Feb. 12, 1866, H. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess. pt. 2, p. 548.

" It is with very great satisfaction that I find that the two Govern-

ments of the United States and France have come to an agreement in

regard to the present military intervention of France in Mexico.
'' This agreement I understand to be of the effect following, viz

:

The French military forces in Mexico will be withdrawn from that

country in three separate detachments; the one to leave in November
next, and the two others to leave in March and November, 1867.

On our part all the sentiments heretofore expressed concerning the

principle of nonintervention are now with cheerfulness reaffirmed.

. . . I think it due to the frankness and sincerity which is required

by the occasion to suggest that the continuance of the intervention

during the joeriod limited will necessarily be regarded with concern

and apprehension by the masses of our people, and perhaps by Con-

gress. Under these circumstances our army of observation must also

be continued in some proportion on the southern bank of the Rio

(xrande. ... It seems to me not improbable that France, having

determined upon the complete withdraAval of her forces from Mexico

within the term of seventeen months, may hereafter find it convenient

and consistent with her interest and honor even to abridge that term."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to the Marquis de Montholon, French min.,

April 25, 1866, Dip. Cor. 1866, I. 378.

For further correspondence in relation to the evacuation of Mexico by the

French troops, see message of the President, Jan. 29, 1867, and accom-

panying corresi)ondence, II. Ex. Doc. 76, 39 Cong. 2 sess.

See a memorandum of a conversation by the Secretary of State with the

Marciuis de Montholon, signed by Mr. Sewax'd, July 30, 1866, MS.

Notes to French Leg. VIII. 252.

See Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Campbell, min. to Mexico, No. 3.

Oct. 25, 1866. Dip. Cor. 1866, III. 4.

As to attempts of Santa Anna and Oretga in 1866 to overthrow the Mexi-

can Government, see Message of the President, Dec. 20, 18(56, II. Ex

Doc. 17. .'iO Cong. 2 sess.

As to proceedings in Mexico and the French evacuation, see Mr. Sew-

ard's report, Jan. 29, 1867, II. Ex. Doc. 7(5, .39 Cong. 2 sess.

As to subsequent proceedings in Mexico, see S. Ex. Doc. 20, 40 Cong.

1 sess.; H. Ex. Doc. 30, 40 Cong. 1 sess.; II. Ex. Doc. 31, 40 Cong.

1 sess.

AMien the time came for the departure of the first detachment of

the French army, it was intimated that the Emperor had decided to

postpone the withdrawal of all his troops till the spring of IS'u.

Mr. Sewiird replied by cable. November 28, ISGfi. that tlic United

States could not acquiesce in this plan, (1) because the term ''next
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spring" was vapnio and indofinito, (2) l)Ocause there was no better

oiiaranttr for tlie witlulrawal of the whole force in the spring than

there had In'en for the withdrawal of a i)art in November, and (3)

IxH'aust* such delay would seriously conflict with the plans of the

Fnitcd States. The Kuiperor intended to withdraw his troops, but

wished to postj)one their departure as long as possible. He proposed

that a provisional government be formed to the exclusion of both

Maximilian and Juarez. On January 18. 18()7, Mr. Seward posi-

tively declined the projjosition. The Emperor then gave up hope,

and in February. 18()7. the French evacuated the City of Mexico, and

intervention quickly came to an end. In a few W'eeks ^laximilian's

forces were routed, and he and two of his most prominent Mexican

supporters were tried by court-martial. On June 19, 18G7, they were

shot. Mr. Seward endeavored to obtain clemency for Maximilian,

•"but the passions of the army seem to have prevented Juarez from

commuting the sentence."

RjUK-roft. Life ef Seward, II. 4:W-440.

See. as to Louis NajM>IiH)ii*s attitude. Callahan's Diplomatic History of

the Southern Confederacy. !Mt et se(i. : and as to the attitude of the

Confed^'racy toward the Monroe doctrine, id. 75, 79, 83, 98, 161, 19(],

204, L'17, LMl. 2.-.4. L*.". L'tJC. 2").

'' In Novemi)er. 18(>."). I went to Paris, at the solicitation of the

Em])eror Napoleon, breakfasted with him. and, after breakfast spent

two hours and a half with him in his cabinet, during which period he

made with me a secret treaty, subject to the approval of the Presi-

dent, by which he agreed to withdraw his army from Mexico, in

twelve, eighteen, and twenty-four months: and on that occasion I

also arranged for the purchase of French (luiana, and placed in Mr.
Sewanl's hands tlie terms of ])urchase fixed by the French minister of

foreign atl'airs. The arrangement in regard to Mexico was approved

1)V the President : and I so informed the Emperor. One of the condi-

tions of that arrangement was. that it should l)e considered a pro-

found secret, and not to be made known to our minister in Paris, or

even to the Frencii luinister of foreign atl'airs, until the P2mperor

^hould make the annunciation in the Moiiiteiir in the following April.

At the solicitation (»f Marshal Xiel. however, who, when he was
advised of the ai-rangement . declared it to be unsafe to try to evacuate

Mexico in se|)arate detachments, and insisted that the whole army
must be renio\c(l at onc<'. the Em]ieror subsecpiently gave us notice

that he would retire from Mexico in March. 18()7. sixteen months
from the time of our arrangement, instead of twelve, eighteen, and
twenty-four months, and this he did in good faith."

Ix»tter of (Wn. .Tmuk's Watson Wel)l» to Mr. F'ish. Sec. of State, May 17.

1873, S. Kx. Doc. 52, -43 Coug. 1 sess. 204.
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"In regard to the purchase of French Guinea, the President disapproved,

but Mr. Seward. I presume by authority of tiie I'resident. directed

me, in announcing the decision in regard to Mexico, to say to the

Emperor Napoleon tiiat we should be pleased to negotiate for the

purchase of the island of Martinique or that of St. Pierre. Our prop-

osition was declined, and there the matter ended." (Ibid.)

In his dispatch No. 43, of August 10, 1807, CJen. Webb, who was then still

minister to Brazil, re(|uested Mr. Seward to return to him " certain

original notes of a conversation concerning Mexican affairs " which

was held between him iind the Emperor Louis Napoleon, and which

notes, after having been transmitted to the President, were left in

Mr. Seward's iX)ssession. " Your dispatch," said Mr. Seward, " also

refers to autograph letters on the same subject, which, before that

conversation, you had received from the Emperor of France, and
which you at one time left in my care. The papers thus described

were confidentially held by me and no copy of either of them was
taken." It appeared, by Mr. Seward's statement, that t .vo letters had

been written to (ien. Webb by Mr. F. W. Seward, apparently for the

purpose of returning the i)apers in (luestion. " I shall regret the cir-

cumstance," said Mr. Seward. " if either or Ijoth of those communica-

tions miscarried. Until the receipt of your dispatch, I had no doubt

that all the papers you have called for were in your possession. It is

scarcely necessary to add that I have no copy or transcript of either

of them." {;Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to,Gen. Webb, min. to Brazil,

No. 210, Sept. 28. 1807, MS. Inst. Brazil, XVI. 187.)

As to the resumption of diplomatic relations between France and Mexico,

see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Washburne, min. to France, No.

242, March ?>. 1871, .MS. Inst. France. XVIII. 48.^5: Mr. Fish to Mr.

Mariscal, Mex. min., Dec. 10, 187.3, MS. Notes to Mex., VIII. 8; Mr.

Fish to Mr. Nelson, min. to Mex.. i)rivate and confidential. Dec. 19,

1872, MS. Inst. Mex. XVIII. .340; between Great Britain and Mexico,

see Mr. Fish to Mr. Foster, min. to Mex., Jan. 31, 1874, MS. Inst.

Mex. XIX. 00.

(4) PREVENTION OF AUSTRIAN AII>, 1800.

§ 958.

With reference to a report that a representative of ^laxiniilian was

in Paris to obtain money to fit out 10.000 Austrian troops, who were

ready to embark from Trieste for Mexico, Mr. Seward, on March 10,

186G, directed Mr. Motley, if the report appeared to be w(>ll founded,

to bring it to the knoAvledge of the Austrian Government, and to say

that the United States coukl not regard with unconcern a proceeding

which woukl seem to bring Austria into an alliance with the invaders

of Mexico, to subvert the domestic republic and build up foreign im-

perial institutions.

Subsequently news was received of the conclusion of a military con-

vention under which the Austrian Government had consente<l tliat

volunteers should be levied in the Emi)ire by the Emperor's brotlicr.

in numbers sufficient to keej) the full original legion in Mexico of
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r..(XH) men. the Icvios to Uc niiulc at the rate of 2.000 men a year for a

(•••rtain period. Mr. Motley, in a despatch of April (>, ISGO, raised a

(jiiestioii whether the I'liited States coidd protest a'^ainst this proceed-

in^', arjrninjz that it was a matter within the sovereig:ii rights of

.Viistria: and. In'fore sendin<r the dispatch in which these views were

advanced, he showed it to the Austrian minister of forei<;n affairs.

On April <>. ISfW;. Mi-. Seward instructed Mr. Motley to state to the

Austrian (iovernment " that, in the event of hostilities being carried

on liereaflei- in Mexico hy Austrian subjects, under the command or

with the sanction of the (iovernment of Vienna, the United States

will feel themselves at liberty to ivgard those hostilities as constitut-

ing a stat«' of war by Austria against the Republic of Mexico; and in

regard to such war. waged at this time and under existing circum-

stances, the I'nited States could not engage to remain as silent or

neutral sju'ctators."

^^'hen Mr. Seward wrote this instruction he had not received Mr.

.Motley's despatch of the (Uh of Aj)ril. On reading it and perceiving

that it had been submitted by Mr. Motley to Count Mensdorff, Mr.

Seward, on the ;)Oth of .Vjjril. declared that it had b-.'come necessary

to say that he did not accpiiesce in Mr. Motley's ])osition. His des-

patch, said Ml'. Seward, was calculated to j)r()duce the impression

that he expected the .Vustrian (iovernment, in spite of the protest of

the I'nited States, still to permit the departure of vohmteers under

the convention, without waiting to discuss the matter with the United

States. Should the .Vustrian (iovernment take that course, and

troops shouM be dis])atched to Mexico in conformity with the conven-

tion. Ml'. Motley was dii'ected *' at once to withdraw from Vienna to

some convenient ])lace in Huroi)e and await instructions,''

In a conlideiitial dispatch. No. KU, of April 17. IStUi. Mr. Motley

I'epoi'ted that only ('>()() volunteers had been gathered to Laybach with

a \ iew to shipment from Ti'ieste to Vera Cruz, and that tlie recruit-

ing f(»r the ser\ ice was Ix'coming very languid.

On May <). l.sr.r>. Mi-. Motley, in conformity with his instructions,

addie-sed to Count Meiisdorll' a i)rotest against the dispatch to Mex-
ico of ti'oop> levied in Austria, and on May \'2. 1S()(), he informed Mr.

Seward that the departure of the volunteers for Mexico had been pre-

vented.

On May 27. |sr,<;. Count M<'nsdorff informed Mr. Motley, in an

.>!li(i:il ii((te. thai " the necessary measures have l)een taken to prevent

the departure of the volunteers lately enlisted for Mexico."'

Mr. Scuiinl. .<•><•. of State, to Mr. Motley, iiiin. to .Vustria. No. 1(!7, March
i:i. iscc,. MS. Inst, .\nstria. I. 2H7. S. K.x. Doc. 'A, 30 Cong. 1 sess. ,3,

II. K.\. I •oc. 7.',. :;;( Coin:, l sess. pt. 2. p. .'>7.". ; same to same. No. 109,

Manli I'.t. iscc. Ms. Inst, .\nstria. I. 280. S. E.x. Doc. .'Vt, .30 Cong. 1

ses.**. 4. II. i;.\. Doc 73, 30 Cong. I sess. pt 2, p. 573; same to same, No.
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173, April 6. 18GG, MS. Inst. Austria, I. 292, S. Ex. Doc. 54, 39 Cong.

1 sess. 5, H. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess. pt. 2, p. 574 ; Mr. Motle.x- ti)

Mr. Seward, No. 158, April 6, 1800, S. Ex. Doc. 54, 39 Cong. 1 sess. 0.

H. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess. part 2, p. 575; Mr. Seward to Mr.

Motley, No. 174, April 10, 1806, MS. Inst. Austria, I. 295, S. Kx. Doc.

54, 39 Cong. 1 sess. 9, H. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess. part 2, i». 57S

;

same to same, No. 170, (confid.), April 16, 1866, MS. Inst. Austria,

I. 299; same to same, No. 181, April 30, 1806, MS. Inst. Austria, I.

302. S. Ex. Doc. 54, 39 Cong. 1 sess. 10, 11. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess.

part 2, p. 579 ; saim> to same, No. 182, May .3, 18(U;. MS. Inst. Austria.

1. 3(X), S. Ex. Doc. 54, 39 Cong. 1 sess. 32. II. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong 1

sess. part 2, p. 582; Mr. Motley to Count Mensdorff. May 0, 180(5,

S. Ex. Doc. 54, 39 Cong. 1 sess. 13, II. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess.

part 2, p. 583; Count Mensdorff to Mr. Motley, May 20, 1800, S.

Ex. Doc. 54, 39 Cong. 1 sess. 18, H. Ex. Doc. 73, 39 Cong. 1 sess. part

2, p. 587 ; Mr. Seward to Mr. Motley, No. 189, June 9, 1806, .MS. Inst.

Austria. I. 311. S. Ex. Doc. 54. 39 Cong. 1 sess. 20, H. Ex. Doc. IS, 39

Cong. 1 sess. part 2, p. 589.

11. Peru.

§959.

In the controversy between Spain and Peru, which resulted in the

war between Spain and the republics on the west coast of South

America from 1864 to 18G6, Spain was suspected of a purpose to

overthrow the independence of Peru and subvert its government;

and this suspicion derived at least apparent support from the decla-

ration of certain representatives of Spain that, as she had never

acknowledged the independence of Peru, she might rightly recover

her ancient property in the Chincha Islands. In this relation the

minister of the United States at Madrid was instructed on May 19,

18G4, to make it known to the Spanish (xovernment '" that the United

States can not yield their assent to the positions thus assumed in

the name of Spain, or regard with indift'erence an attem})t to reduce

Peru by conquest and reannex its territory to the kingdom of Spain.'"

On June 3, 18()4, the American minister reported that the ])rime

minister had authorized him to assure the United States that Sj)ain

had not the slightest intention to reaccpiire any of her ancient col-

onies or to encroach upon the independence of Peru.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Koerner. niin. to Spain, No. 95 (con-

fid.). May 19, 1S(>4. Dip. Cor. 18C>4, IV. 2:'.-24 ; Mr. Koerner to Mr.

Seward, No. 101, June 3, 18C>4, id. 30.

Toward the end of June. ISOG, Mr. Tassara, Spanish minister at

Washington, read to Mr. Seward a despatch from his Governniciit.

which, after explaining the progress of the war in South America.

announced that the commander of the Spanish squadron in ilie

Pacific was instructed, if he thought proper, to take possession (»f the
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C'hinoha Islands, and, wlulc ivsju'ctin*; oxisting contracts between

till' IVnivian (lovcniiiu'iit and llu' citizens of neutral nations, to sell

and export ^iiano tiierefroni. Mr. Tassara remarked, in compliance

witli the terms of the (U'si)at(h. that it was doubtful whether the in-

struction to the Spanish connnander would be carried into effect,

Uiul that his (iovernun'nt iiad not been influenced by the idea of

ac(|uirin^ territory or of inter\ening in the internal affairs of the

Spani>h-Ameri( an republics, but was moved solely by the idea of

taking important ivsoui-ces from its enemies and making itself whole

for the saci'ilices of Spain in the war.

After this intei'view Mr. Sewai'd instructed the American min-

ister at Madrid, by direction of the President, that, if the proceeding

indicated in the despatch to Mr. I'assara should be persisted in, the

Fnited States must be understood as j^rotesting against it, and that,

if it should be j)ersisted in in spite of the j)r()test, the United States

must not be exj)ected " to remain in their ])resent attitude of neu-

trality between Spain and the Spanish-American republics." Before

sending oil' this insti'uction Mr. Seward permitted Mr. Tas.sara to

read it. antl. at the hitter's instance, withheld it. At the same time

Mr. Tassara withdrew the copy of the despatch which he had read

to Mr. Seward, in order that he might refer the whole matter to his

(iovernment. Mr. Seward deemed it proper, however, confidentially

to ac(juaint the American minister at Madrid with the circumstance

and with the President's views, and instructed him to intimate to

the Spanish minister of foreign affairs, " in an informal and most

friendly manner, without entering into written correspondence, that

the I*resident sincerely and earnestly trusts that Spain may not pro-

cee<l to any reocciipation of the C'hincha Islands, because such a pro-

ceeding would seriously tend to disturb the harmonious relations

with her Catholic Majesty's (Iovernment which it is the President's

tlesire may remain without interruption."

Mr. SfWMrd, Sec (if Stntc. to Mr. Half, iiiiii. to Si>iun, No. .'^5 (confid.),

.Inly It;. 1S(>(;. MS. Inst. Spain. XV. r>(kS.

Sfc. also, nicnioranduni by Mr. Seward, aijproved by the I'resident, MS.

Not.'s to Spanisli Lcjr. VIII. 4S1 : Mr. Seward. Stv. of State, to .Mr.

Hal.-, niin. t.. Spain. No. 44. Sejit. liT. ISCC. MS. Inst. Spain. XV. ."S.

S<f. as to the l.nmliardinont of Valiiaraiso. March lU, 1866, Naval War
Colitrc. International Law Situation.s. um. p. 30.

It wji- hold ill is.sl iiiexi)edient for the I'nited States to unite with

l-'raiict' and (Jieat Britain in intervening to terminate hostilities

between ("liile and Peru.

Mr. r.l.iine. S4c. nf St.ito. to .Mr. .Morton, niin. to France, No. 30, Sept. 5,

ivsi. iM.r. Kel. l.ssi. j-jc.

With referenee to the jiussihle renewal hy Fnuiee. (Jerniany. and Great

Itritain of the i>roJe<t of intervention. whi<*h they had in (•ontenii)Ia-

tion in isT'.t. tn hrin;; al>out a settlement of the (juarrel between
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Chile on the one hand and Peru and Bolivia on the other, the

American ministers at Lima, La Paz, and Santiago were instructed,

in case the pressure of the governments in question upon the com-

batants should tend to assume a coercive character, to preserve an

attitude which would facilitate a joint and friendly resort to the good

offices of the United States. (Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State to Mr.

Christiancy, min. to Peru, No. 08 (confld.), March 9, 1880, MS. Inst.

Peru, XVI. 441 ; Mr. Evarts to Mr. Osborn, min. to Chile, No. 85

(confid.). March 0. 1880, MS. Inst. Chile. XVI. 273.)

The action of the American diplomatic representative at Lima, in Febru-

ary, 1883, in uniting with the representatives of France, Great Britain,

and Italy in submitting to their respective governments a suggestion

that they unite in an interference in the South American difficulties,

was taken without authority and without previous communication

with the Department of State, and was disapproved. (Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan, min. to Chile, No. .39, March 7,

1883, MS. Inst. Chile, XVII. (X).)

12. Santo Domingo.

(1) american-european intervention, 1850-.51.

§ 900.

In a circular of Febriiarv 2-2. 1850. addressed to the American.

British, and French consuls at Santo Domingo City, the minister of

foreign affairs of the Dominican Republic solicited the mediation of

the Governments of the United States. France, and Great Britain for

the purpose of bringing about a peace betAveen the Empire of Ilayti

and that Republic. This solicitation was folloAved by conferences at

Washington between Mr. Clayton, who was then Secretary of State,

and the British and French Ministers, in which a plan of cooperation

was tentatively agreed upon. It comprised the appointment by the

United States of a charge d'affaires to the Dominican Republic.

In a note of May 11, 1850, Sir Henry Bulwer, who was then Britisii

minister at Washington, inforuied the Department of State that the

French Government had expressed its willingness to cooperate with

the Governments of Great Britain and the United States for the

purpose indicated. Mr. Clayton replied. May 20, that upon the

return to Washington of Mr. Green, the United States consul at Santo

Domingo, his correspondence would be submitted to the Senate with

the nomination of a charge d'affaires, and that if the nomination

should be confirmed the President would be prei)ared to cooj^erate

Avith the Governments of England and France in the manner and for

the purposes suggested. Soon after Mr. Green's return, however.

President Taylor died and was succeeded by Mr. Fillmore, wliilc

Mr. Webster succeeded Mr. Clayton as Secretary of State: and it

was decided, instead of nominating a charge d'affaires to .^anto Do-

mingo, to confide the business to a special agent. For that mission
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Mr. KoIkmI M. Walsh was selected. lie was furnished, through the

Department of State, with k'tters of introduction from the British

and French ministers at A\'ashin<i:ton to the British and French con-

suls at Port au Prince and Santo I)omin<ro, and with a copy of the

instructions which Sir Ilenrv Buhver had. by direction of his Gov-

( rnnicnt. addressed to Mr. Usher, British consul at Port au Prince.

These instructions, which the French (lovernment adopted, set forth,

said Mr. Webster, in an instruction to Mr. Walsh of Jan. 18, 1851,

"the motives and objects of the intervening parties ... so

clearly and luminously" that it was unnecessary for him to advert

lo them. He entirely concurred in the views which they expressed,

and expected that Mr. Walsh would be governed by them. Mr.

Webster further said :

" On airiving at Port au ]*rince you will accordingly seek a confer-

ence with Mr. Usher and the consul of France upon the subject of

your mission, and particularly with a view of inducing the Emperor
Soulouque to consent to a lengthened truce or a permanent peace with

the Dominicans. As in co-operating for this end the three govern-

ments are actuated by philanthropic views, to which they bejieve any

material interests which all or either maj' have in the question are

quite subordinate, you will endeavor, in all your communications with

your colleagues, and with either the Dominican or the Haytian gov-

ernments, to keej) your mind free from any prejudice resulting from

color or forms of government. You will not deny justice to the

Emperor Souloucjue because he and his subjects are of African ex-

traction and his govermiient professes to be monarchical; and you

will not l)e partial in your judgments in favor of the Dominican
goveriuuent because its officers are supposed to be for the most part

of the Uastilian race, and because it claims to be republican in its

form.

" The material interests of the three countries, however, are largely

invoh'ed in the restoration and j)reservation of peace between the con-

tending |)arties in St, Domingo. France is a creditor of the govern-

mt'nt of the Emperor Souloucjue to a large amount. She can not hope

t"<»i- a dix-harge of her debt when the resources of his country, instead

of being developed by pacific ])ursuits and in part, at least, apj)lied

to that j)urpose. are checked in their growth and wasted in a war with

a conterniinous state. (ir<'at Britain and France are both interested

in securing that gr<'at a<lditional demand for their productions which
nnist re>ult from the impuls<' to be expected for iiulustrv in Hayti and
the Dominican KeiMiblic from a termination of the war: and the

United States have a similar interest, both from the augmentation of

their trade with the islan<l which would then ensue and from the

consideration that their conunercial prosperity is intimately con-

nected with that of both France and Great Britain. When, there-
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fore, you shall have held free and full conferences with your col-

leagues and shall have ascertained the reciprocal claims of the parties

to the war, if the Emperor Soulouque shall insist upon maintaining a

belligerent attitude until all his demands shall have been satisfied by

the opposite party, you will unite with your colleagues in remon-

strating against this course on his part. If the remonstrance should

prove to be unavailing, you will signify to the Emperor that you

shall give immediate notice to your government, that the President,

with the concurrence of Congress, may adopt such measures, in

cooperation with the governments of England and France, as may
cause the intervention of the three powers to be respected; and you
will lose no time in communicating the result to this Department.

The Emperor should l)e made properly aware of the dangers which

he and his country may encounter, if he should be unfortunately ad-

vised to reject reasonable terms of pacification; but you will stop at

remonstrance until further orders.

" If, however, your joint and concurrent representations should

induce the Emperor Soulouque to make an abatement of his demands,

which you and your colleagues may deem reasonable, you will, in

concert wdth them, make this known to the Dominican (lovernment,

and will recommend their adoption of a peace on that basis. You
will, however, give a patient hearing to any objections which that

government may advance, and if you and your colleagues should

deem those objections solid, you will communicate them to the min-

ister for foreign affairs of Hayti and will require from him an answer

to them. If this answer should not be given within a reasonable

time, or if when given it should not i)rove to be satisfactory, you

will then, ccmjointly with your colleagues, require the Emperor to

conclude a permanent peace with the Dominican Government, upon

the basis which you may jointly prescribe to him. or to consent to a

truce with that government of not less than ten years.

" You Avill write to the department as frequently as opportunities

may permit, in order that, if further instructions should be necessary,

they may, after consultation Avith the ministers of Great Britain and

France, be transmitted accordingly."

The instructions given by vSir ITenry Bulwer to Mr. Usher, and

adopted by Mr. Webster, stated that the object of the powers Was
" to stop the effusion of blood which is being uselessly spilled in

barbarous hostilities between the two races which inhabit the

island
''—" hostilities abhorrent to humanity, destructive to com-

merce, and threatening, by the possibility of jealousies or differences

arising out of the intervention or supposed desire of intervention oi

one or other of the great powers interested in this question, to disiiirb

the general good understanding which at present prevails between all

such powers and Great Britain." The object to attain, consc(iueiitly.
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was either (1) "a settled peace upon a fair and durable basis," or (2)
*' a len^hened truce upon reasonable conditions." AMiichever of

thes<' niifrbt seem the *' most feasible " was to be considered the *•' best."

To this end Mr. Tsher was to insist on an immediate cessation of

hostilities, or, if hostilities were not actually taking place, on a post-

ponement till "a certain limited period." Should the Emperor Sou-

l()U(|ue refuse this reasonable request, he was to l)e advised that he

had placed himself in a j)osition that would justify the powers in

immediately takin<r such steps as their interests or their general duty

to humanity mi<j:ht lead them to adopt. Should he accede to it, the

i-epresentatives of the j)owers were to present a plan for a truce or a

peace, which was to be fair to both parties. "When |jreat and civi-

lized nations interfere." said wSir Henry, " to regulate the affairs

or (|uarrels of smaller or less civilized ones, their justification must

Ih' founded on the beneficent policy which directs, and the strict

impartiality which limits their line of conduct." Besides, all differ-

ences Ix'tween the representatives of the powers were to be avoided,
'• so that no j)erson within the governments of TIayti or St. Domingo
should imagine that there is an English policy, or an American
j>olicy. or a French policy to be pursued in this matter, but that all

should recognize that it is merely a general policy consistent with

the general interests of connnerce and humanity, which the three

governments unanimously adopt, and expect their respective agents

im|)artially to carry out." Should the (lovernment of Hayti persist

in refusing the " mediation." the Emperor was to be menaced, as a

last resort, with the determination of the powers to have the terms

j)roposed adopted in the main, or at all events not to allow the war to

continue or to reconnnence till t)ther terms had. been '"submitted by

the mediating powers in lieu thereof." The measures of coercion

which England and France would be willing to adopt were at the

moment confined to a blockade of Ilaytian ports, such as Port au

Prince, Jacmel. Aux Caves, (lonaives: but, if it should seem that a

blockade would not suffice to obtain the object in view, the menaco

of force, if made at all. should Ix^ made in such vague terms as would

not commit Her Majesty's Government to employ force, till it should

learn what sj)ecies of force would be necessary. In the unforeseen

contingency of a plan acceptable to Hayti Ix'ing rejected by Santo

Domingo, all that could Ik» asked of the Haytian (lovernment would

1k' a suspension of hostilities till fresh instructions could be obtained.

Mr. Walsh embarked at Norfolk. January 2r). 18.51, on the U. S. S.

tSaronar, and on the 2d of February arrived at Port au Prince, where,

after announcing his presence to the Duke of Tiberon. the Haytian

minister of foreign affairs, he was promptly received by the latter,

and. together with the officers of the Saranac^ presented to the

I'mperor.
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After consulting: with the French and English agents at Port au

Prince, Mr. Walsh had a loifg interview with the minister of foreign

affairs. In this interview ]\lr. Walsh stated that his Govennneiit

had determined to cooperate, with the Governments of England and

France in bring;ing about the pacification of the island; that it

believed that the only ])roper way to accomplish this was for tlie

Government of Hayti to ackowledge the independence of the Domin-
ican Kej)ublic, an independence so long maintained as to show the

impossibility of its being overturned by Ilayti; and that any further

prosecution of the war would be abhorrent to the dictates of

humanity ajid reason and injurious to the interests of neutrals.

The minister, liowever, persisted in declaring that the P^mperor

would never abandon his rights, and that even if he should consent

to do so his people would not permit it. Mr. Walsh reported this

response to his colleagues, and they at once addressed to the min-

ister, February 11, 1851, a note in which they re(|uested " a categor-

ical answer to the following proposition : ^4 derflnitire treaty of peace,

or a truce of ten years^ hetweeti the Empire of Hayti and the Domin-
ican Republicf and they expressed confidence that the Haytian

Government would, by accepting one of these alternatives, " decide

at last upon the only course which it can adopt in order to avoid the

consequences that may result from any longer })ersistence in its

resolution to destroy the nationality of St. Domingo."

The Ilaytian (jovernment delayed its rejoly in the hope that the

understanding between the three powers could not long endure.

The representatives of the i)Owers protested against this course, and

the Government appointed four commissioners to confer with them.

The negotiations lagged, and on March 14, 1851, ]\Ir. Walsh, in a note

to the minister of foreign affairs, asked for a definite answer, at the

same time declaring that lie would '" warn the (lovernnient for the

last time, in the most earnest and emphatic manner, against any

attack upon the Dominican Kepublic,*" and that any attempt of tiie

kind on the part of the (Jovernment would •' only result in disaster

to itself." In consequence of the ui'gency of the representatives of

the powers, the Ilaytian legislative chambers were called together

and a joint connnittee appointed to report on the Dominican (|ues-

tion. A definite re})ly was received from the Ilaytian (Jovernment

under date of April 19, 1851. It declined either to enter into a

definitive peace or into a truce of ten years, but offered to continue

a truce which had previously been made, and ])i-oj)<)sed that all points

of difference should be settled by de])uties to be named in equal

number by the two contending parties, their decision to be made

effective under the mediation and guaranty of the representa lives

of the three powers. In view of this proposal, which was siipj)]*'-

mented by oral assurances of the minister of foreign a flairs thai

H. Doc. 551—vol () m
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hostilities would not be renewed, the agents of England and France

deemed themselves not to Ix' authorized by their instructions to make

any threat of force. May 1, 1851, Mr. AValsh left Port au Prince,

and after paying a visit to Santo Domingo returned to the United

States, his mission having beeji limited to four months.

S. Kx. I)oc. li:?, H2 Cong. 1 ses.s. ; and particularly, Mr. Webster, See. of

State, to .Mr. Walsh, special agent, Jan. 18, 1851, id. 3-4.

Sec. also. Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Sir H. L. Bulwer, Brit, uain.,

.May '20. 1850, MS. Notes to Gr. Br. VII. 243, S. Ex. Doc. 113, 32

Cong. 1 scss. ; Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Sir II. L. Bulwer, Aug.

20. 1850. .MS. Notes to Gr. Br. VII. 259; Mr. Wei)ster, Sec. of State,

to .Mr. Boislecoiute. French niin., Aug. 24, 1850, MS. Notes to French

Leg. VI. 147.

Orders were issued to the commanding officer of the home squadron of

the Unitetl States " to cooperate with those of Great Britain and

France in any measures short of actual coercion consistent with the

views of this Government as conveyed in the instructions from this

Department to its special agent in St. Domingo, and subsetiuently

communicated to the British and French legations in this city."

( Mr. Derricli. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Crampton. Brit, min., Sept.

4. 1851. MS. Notes to Gr. Br. VII. 21K).)

Prtviident Fillmore, in his annual message of December 2, 1851, said:
' Peace has been concluded between the contending jjarties in the

island of St. Domingo, and, it is hoped, upon a durable basis. Such

is the (>xtent of our commercial relations with that island that the

I'nited States can not fail to feel a strong interest in its tranquillity."

Hiicliardson's Messages, V. 122.)

See Paxson. .V Tri])artite Intervention in Ilayti, 1851, The University of

Colorado Studies (Feb. 1904). I. .32.3-3,30.

•' 1 transmit you a document printed by order of the House of Rep-

resentatives which will acquaint you with the steps taken by France,

England, and the I'nited States to preserve the tranquillity and integ-

rity of the eastern portion of the island of San Domingo. The policy

j)ursued by the United States in this respect has l)een wholly disinter-

est<'d. It has been, no doubt, in our power to obtain a permanent

footliold in Dominica; and we have as much need of a naval station

at Saiuana as any European power could possibly have. It has, how-
ever, been the steady rule of our policy to avoid, as far as possible,

all disturbance of the existing ])olitical relations of the West Indies.

We have felt that any attempts on the part of any one of the great

maritime j)owers to obtain exclusive advantages in any of the islands,

wheie >ucli an attempt was likely to be made, would be apt to be fol-

lowed by others, and end in converting the archipelago into a great

(heater of national competition for exclusive advantages and terri-

torial ac(|iiisitions which might become fatal to the peace of the

world."

Mr. Everett. Se<\ of State, to Mr. Rives. n)in. to France. No. 50, Dec.

17. lH.-,2. .MS. Inst. France. XV. 1«m.

The document referred to is S. Ex. Doc. li:'., 32 Cong. I sess.
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(2) SPANISH KEANNEXATION, 1801-1805.

§ 961.

On April 2, 1861, Mr. Seward addressed a note to Mr. Tassara,

Spanish minister at AVashington, as to the reported subversion of the

Dominican Republic by the Spanish authorities in C\iba, with a view

to establish a Spanish protectorate or annexing the territory to

Spain. If it should turn out, said Mr. Seward, that these proceed-

ings were sanctioned by the Spanish Government, the President

would " be obliged to regard them as manifesting an unfriendly spirit

towards the United States, and to meet the further prosecution of

enterprises of that kind in regard to either the Dominican Republic

or any part of the American Continent or islands with a prompt,

persistent, and, if possible, effective resistance."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. 'I'assara. Span, iiiiii., Ai)ril 2. 1801. MS.

Notes to Span. Leg. VII. 200.

In 18.').3 the Secretary of the Xavj- was requested to send a vessel to the

eastern end of Santo Domingo confidentially to investiicate tlie re-

I)orted occupation of Sainana Ray by the French. (Mr. Everett, Sec.

(.f State, to Mr. Kennedy, Sec. of Navy, .Ian. 3, 1853, 41 MS. Dom.
Let. 181.)

" We are informed by what seems reliable authority, that the

Dominican Republic on the island of San Domingo has been over-

thrown by a force introduced there by subjects of Spain who pro-

ceeded thither from the island of Cuba. And on authority equally

probable we are informed that the (lovernment of Her Catholic

Majesty has been speedily j^roclaimed on the subversion of the Re-

public, and that this proclamation is maintained by a very large

detachment of the Spanish army stationed in the West Indies,

" By direction of the President, I have called the attention of the

minister plenipotentiary of Her Catholic Majesty at this i)lace to

these very extraordinary facts and asked for an explanation thereof.

You are furnished with a coi)y of that conununication and also with a

copy of Mr. Tassara "s reply. He having pi'omised to conununicate

further after consulting liis (iovcrnment, the President awaits that

communication before taking any decisive measure ccmcerning the

transaction. You are authorized and instructed to call the attention

of the Spanish (iovernment to the subject, and in such manner as you

can adopt without impr()[)riety, urge the neces.--ity of a prompt and

satisfactory explanation. For this purpose you are authorized to

say that the President will regard any attempt of Her Catholic

Majesty's Government to retain the territory of the late Douiinicaii

Republic as a matter claiming very serious attention on the pan of

the Government of the United States."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Schurz. inin. to Spam. April 27, IStVl,

MS. Ii St. Si)ain, XV. 203.
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"The United States have a ti-aditioiial policy in regard to the

islands of Cuha and Porto Hico. which are (k'pendencies of Spain.

In view of the i)ropin<|uity of those ishuids to our own coast, the

Tnited States have felt it tiu'ir right and (hity to watch them and

prevent their falling into the hands of an inimical power. They

have constantly indulged the belief that they might h()i)e at some day

to ac(|uire thos<> islands hy just and lawful means, with the consent

of their sovereign. In the meantime the United States have believed

it to be most conducive to their ])resent and ulterior safety and inter-

ests that Cuba ami Porto Kico remain in the possession and owner-

>hii) of Spain.

"Although there ha\e been times when a disposition to deviate

from this i)olicy has been manifested by some i)arties, yet it has nev-

ertheless l)een i)ersevered in with great fidelity on the part of the

(lovernment. The President is satisfied of the wisdom of this course

and is well inclined to adhere to it as steadily as any of his prede-

cessors.

" Put it must be borne in mind that this forbearance on our part

has always proceeded on the ground that Spain is not an aggressive

power, and that she is content to leave the Spanish-American inde-

jMMident states free from her intervention, and at liberty to regulate

their own all'airs and work out their own destiny."'

Mr. Sewanl. Sec. of Slate, tu .Mr. Sclnirz, iniii. to Si)aiii, April 27, 18<>1,

MS. Inst. Si>aiii. XV. •2(\:\.

"Tile protest of the Ilaytiaiis ajiaiiist the recent attempt of Spain to

retrain hei- foothold in that island [Santo Domingo | is fresh in the

recollection of the public." (.Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Bassett,

mill, to llayli. Feb. It, ISTI, For. Kel. 1871. 5<;().)

See, also. Mr. Fish. Sec. of Slate, to Mr. Ilassett. niin. to Ilayti, .Tune 24,

1S71, For. Uel. ls71, r>r,s.

On May -21, IStU, Mr. IVrry, charge at Madrid, was instructed by
Mr. Seward " to protest against the a.ssumption or exercise of Span-

i-h authority** in Santo Domingo, "a protest which, in every case,

we shall.'* declared Mr. Seward, "expect to maintain.**

On June 7. .Mr. Seward telegrajihed to Mr. Schurz, at New York,
instructing him on his arrival at Madrid to confine his acti(m with

regard to Santo Domingo "to a jn'otest against the assumption or

e.\ei-ei~e of .S|)anish authority in that island."

Writing to Mr. .^churz on tlie il'Jd of June, Mr. Seward said that

("ongre-- \va> to meet in special session on the 4th of .Jtdy, and that

it was not tiiouglit e\|)e(|ient " to divert its attention from the domes-
tic subject^ *

for which it was convened. It was hoped that a protest

had been made in |)ursuance of the instructions of May 21 to Mr.
Perry. If not. Mr. Schurz was to make it " in such a manner as to

indicate our firm denial of the rightfulness of the aimexation." The
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United States was desirous to know the views of France, and what
she had said to Spain or to Great Britain.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Perry, charge at Madrid", No. 2, May 21,

18G1, MS. Inst. Spain, XV. 27,3; Mr. Seward to Mr. Scbiirz. luin. to

Spain, No. 4, June 10, 18G1, id. 270; same to same. No. 7 (confld.)

June 22, 1861, id. 278.

" Mr. Tassara called upon me yesterday, and delivered to me, con-

fidentially, a royal decree pronouncing the annexation of Dominica

to Spain. Presumino; that our protest against this act of the Span-

ish (lovernment has been already made known in pursuance of pre-

vious instructions, this confidential comnuinication of the form of

the act itself does not seem to us to require any official proceeding on

our part at the present moment. The subject in its various and com-

plicated bearings will in due time receive the deliberate consideration

of the Government.''

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scburz, min. to Spain, No. 10 (confid.),

July 2, 1861, MS. Inst. Spain, XV. 270.

Mr. Schurz having aslved for an explicit statement of the ulterior policy

of the United States as to the absorption of Santo Domingo by

Spain, Mr. Seward replied that the great diversity of important sub-

jects re<iuiring the consideration and action of the Government con-

curred with the uncertainty of political events in preventing a de-

liberate answer. The subject had passed over fi-om the point where

it was left in the official correspondence to the consideration of

Congress at its next regular session. Under these circumstances,

the sovereignty of the United States being respected by Spain, as it

was " through the observance of our blockade and the closing of

Spanish ports to the insurgent privateers," negotiations might be

opened for the revision of the commercial treaty between the two

countries. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Schurz, min. to Spain,

No. 20 (confid.), Aug. 14, 1861. MS. Inst. Spain. XV. 287.)

War having broken out between the Spanish (iovernment in Santo

Domingo and the people of the island, the Government of the

United States determined to maintain in regard to the conflict. just<»

as in regard to all other foreign conflicts, the " same neutrality
"

which it exacted of friendly nations in regard to its own civil war.

The necessary steps were therefore taken for the enforcement of the

neutrality laws.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tassara. Span. min.. Nov. 23. 1863,

MS. Notes to Span. Leg. VII. 440: Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Chase, Sec. of Treasury. Nov. 24, 1S(!3 (and mutatis mutandis to

Sec. of Navy and Attorney-General). 62 MS. Dom. Let. 328; Mr.

Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bates, At. Gen., March 18, 1864, 63 MS.

Dom. Let. 460.

Owing to the constant disturbances in Santo Domingo, and the

apparent inability of the Spanish Government to establish tran-
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quillity thoro, an opon airitation uas hejiun in the press of Madrid

in the winter of lS('>:i-('>4 for the abandonment of the island. A bill

for that purpose was eventually j)assed bv the Cortes, and became a

law bv till' si«rnature of the Queen on April HO, ISC)").

Mr. Koenicr, iiiiii. to Spain, to Mr. Seward. Sec. of State. No. Tti. Fel). 14,

ISC,4. Dill. ("or. 1S«U, IV. S: .Mr. Seward, to Mr. Koerner. No. 8(>,

.H.iy 4. isr,4. id. 1!»: same to same. No. 87, May (;, 18<»4, id. 19; Mr.

Koerner to Mr. Seward. No. !«t. May 20. 1S«*4, id. 2J) ; Mr. Perry, charge

at .Madrid, to .Mr. Seward. .No. l.",.">. Oct. 2S. ISW. Dij). Cor. 18G5, II. 4«).j
;

.sjime to same. .No. ItU. .Ian. .'U, 1S(;."». id. 471 ; Mr. Seward to Mr.

Terry. No. 7n. Fell. 27. ISC,."), id. ,")08 ; Mr. Terry to Mr. Seward, No.

1!M!, M.iy 7. ISC.",: id. ."):'.4.

Messrs. Wade, \Vliit<>, and Howe, <oinmissioners to Santo Domingo, in

1S71, re|K)rted that the failinv of tlie Sjianish there was attrihntable

to the foihiwing tliinsrs : (1) Tlie tiiiinfx of jiublie othces with Si)an-

iards to the exclnsion of Dominicans; (2) the color jirejndice of the

Spanisii snl)ordinate ollicials, who were ehietly Spanish subjects from

Cul):i and Tortt) Kico. wliei'e tlie enslavement of persons of color Btill

continued; (."i) the lirutality of some of the superior oflicers and of

many of the soldiery; (4) the over-rej^ulation of matters of daily

life: (.",1 relijrious intolerjuice ; (<i) contlicts of political ideas; (7) an

appn'liension that slavery would be reestablished. The best opinion

seemed to be that Si)ain sent about ;)."),(KM) troops to the island, of

whom ((.(KK) or S.doo were lost by disease or desertion. (Report of

the Comnussion of Iiuiuiry. 1871, S. E.x. Doc. 0, 42 Cong. 1 sess. 9-11.)

C^) Tkotocoi. ok Fkkkuaky 7, 1905.

§902.

In Septeml)er. 1003. a project was submitted to the Dominican

Congress by the Minister of Interior and l^olice for the neutraliza-

tion of Dominican waters and the establishment of free ports at

Saiuana and Manzanillo. It foi-med the subject of a correspondence

iM'tween the lepition of the Knited States and the Dominican for-

eign oflice. and in the ini<ldle of October was withdrawn.

.Mr. Tuwell. charjre d'aflaires to S.into Dominj^o. to Mr. Hay. Sec. of State,

No. .-7!». Sept. IS, liMi:!; No. ."S.">. Sept, 2C,. I'M).-.; No. r)97, Oct. 8. 1903;

No. c,ul. ih-r !•_>. l<Ki:; ; MS. Desp. from Santo Donungo.

••
I sul)mit hei'ewith a ])r()tocol concluded between the Dominican

IJe|)iil)lic and the riiited States.

••The conditions in the Kej)ublic of Santo Domingo have been

f^rowin^ steadily wor.-e for many years. There have been many dis-

lin-bances and re\-olut ions, and debts have l)een contracted beyond the

power of the Re|)ul)lic to pay. Soiue of these deiits were proj)erly

contracted and are held by those who hav<' a legitimate riffht to their

money. Others are without (juestion improper or exorbitant, con-
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stituting claims which should never be paid in full and perhaps only

to the extent of a very small portion of their nominal value.

" Certain foreign countries have long felt themselves aggrieved

l)ecause of the nonpayment of debts due their citizens. The only way
by which foreign creditors could ever obtain from the Republic itself

any guaranty of payment would be either by the acquisition of terri-

tory outright or temporarily, or else by taking possession of the

custom-houses, which would of course in itself, in effect, be taking

possession of a certain amount of territory.

" It has for some time been obvious that those who profit by the

Monroe doctrine nuist accept certain responsibilities along with the

rights which it confers: and that the same statement applies to those

who uphold the doctrine. It can not be too often and too emi^hat-

ically asserted that the United States has not the slightest desire for

territorial aggrandizement at the expense of any of its southern

neighbors, and will not treat the Monroe doctrine as an excuse for

such aggrandizement on its part. We do not propose to take any part

of Santo Domingo, or exercise any other control over the island save

what is necessary to its financial rehabilitation in connection with the

collection of revenue, part of which will be turned over to the Govern-

ment to meet the necessary expense of running it, and part of which

Avill be distributed pro rata among the creditors of the Republic upon

a basis of absolute equity. The justification for the United States

taking this burden and incurring this responsibility is to be found in

the fact that it is incompatible with international equity for the

United States to refuse to allow other powers to take the only means

at their disposal of satisfying the claims of their creditors and yet to

refuse, itself, to take any such steps.

'"An aggrieved nation can Avithout interfering with the Monroe doc-

trine take what action it sees fit in the adjustment of its disputes with

American states, provided that action does not take the shape of

interference Avith their form of government or of the despoilment of

their territory under any disguise. But. short of this, when the ques-

tion is one of a money claim, the only way which remains, finally, to

collect it is a l)lockade. or bombardment, or tiie seizure of the custom-

houses, and this means, as has been said above, what is in effect a pos-

session, even though only a temporary possession, of territory. The

United States then becomes a party in interest, because under the

Monroe doctrine it can not see any European power seize and perma-

nently occupy the territory of one of these Republics; and yet such

seizure of territory, disguised or undisguised, may eventually offer

the only way in which the power in question can collect any debts,

unless there is interference on the part of the United States.

" One of the difficult and increasingly complicated problem.-, which

often arise in Santo Domingo, grows out of the violations of contracts
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and coiu'ossions, soniotiincs iinprovidently g:ranted,with valuable priv-

il«'<;es and exemptions stipulated for ui)on grossly inadequate consid-

erations which \vei-e l)urdensonie to the state, and which are not

infriMiuently disrcirarded and viohited l)y the governing authorities,

(^itizens of the Tnited States and of otlier governments holding these

eoncessions and contracts appeal to their respective governments for

active pr()teition and intervention. P^xcept for arbitrary wrong,

dont' ov sanctioned i)v superioi' authority, to persons or to vested

pi-opcrty rights, the Fnitcd States (iovernnient. following its tradi-

tional u>agc in such cases, aims to go no further than the mere use

of its good oflices. a measure which frecjuently proves ineffective. On
the other hand, there :n-e govermnents which do sometimes take ener-

getic action for the protection of their subjects in the enforcement of

merely contractual claims, and thereupon American concessionaries,

supported by powerful iidluences, make loud api)eal to the United

States (lovernment in similar cases for similar action. They com-

plain that in tiie actual posture of affairs their valuable properties are

l)ractically confiscated, that American enter])rise is paralyzed, and

that uidess they are fully protected, even by the enforcement of their

merely contractual rights, it means the abandonment to the subjects

of other g<)\"ernments of the interests of American trade and com-

merce through the sacrifice of their investments by excessive taxes

imposed in violation of contract, and by other devices, and the sacri-

fice of the output of their mines and other industries, and even of

their railway and shipi)ing interests, which they have established in

coiMieclion with the exploitation of their concessions. Thus the at-

tempted solution of the complex problem by the ordinary methods of

diplomacy reacts injuiiously upon the United States (Jovernment

its<'lf. and in a measure paralyzes the action of the Executive in the

direction of a sound and consistent policy. The United States (Jov-

ernment i> emi)ariasse(l in its ellorts to foster American enterj)rist»

and the gi'owth of our connnerce through the cultivation of friendly

relation^ with Santo Domingo, by the irritating effects on those rela-

tions, and the conse(|uent injurious influence upon that connnerce,

of frc(|iicMi intervention^-. .\s a method of solution of the compli-

cated |)r(iblcni arbitration has U'come nugatory, inasnnich as, in the

condition of its finances, an award against the Kepublic is worthless

unlc-> i(> payment is securetl by the pledge of at least some portion

of tiic customs revenues. This pledge is ineffectual without actual

(leliveiy (i\cr of the custom-houses to secure the appropriation of the

j)ledge(l icvcinic^ to the i)ayment of tiu' award. This situation again

reacts injuriously u|)on the relations of the United States with other

nations. For when an award and such security are thus obtained,

as in the case of the Santo Domingo Improvement Company, some
foreign government complains that the award conflicts with its
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rights, as a creditor, to some portion of these revenues under an

alleged jjrior pledge; and still other governments complain that an

award in any considerable sum, secured by pledges of the customs

revenues, is prejudicial to the jDayment of tneir equally meritorious

claims out of the ordinary revenues; and thus controversies are be-

gotten between the United States and other creditor nations because

of the apparent sacrifice of some of their claims, which may be just

or may be grossly exaggerated, but which the United States Govern-

ment can not in(juire into without giving grounds of offense to other

friendly creditor nations. Still further illustrations might easily be

furnished of the hopelessness of the j)resent situation growing out of

the social disorders and the baidcrupt finances of the Dominican Re-

public, where for considerable periods during recent years the bonds

of civil society have been practically dissolved.

'• Under the accepted law of nations foreign governments are

within their right, if they choose to exercise it, Avhen they actively

intervene in support of the contractual claims of their subjects.

They sometimes exercise this power, and on account of commercial

rivalries there is a growing tendency on the part of other govern-

ments more and more to aid diplomatically in the enforcement of the

claims of their subjects. In vicAv of the dilemma in which the Gov-

ernment of the United States is thus placed, it must either adhere to

its usual attitude of nonintervention in such cases—an attitude

proper under normal conditions, but one which in this particular

kind of case results to the disadvantage of its citizens in comparison

with those of other states—or else it must, in order to be consistent in

its policy, actively intervene to protect the contracts and concessions

of its citizens engaged in agriculture, commerce, and transportation

in competition with the subjects and citizens of other states. This

course would render the United States the insurer of all the specu-

lative risks of its citizens in the public securities and franchises of

Santo Domingo.
" Under the plan in the protocol herewith submitted to the Senate,

insuring a faithful collection and application of the revenues to the

specified objects, we are well assured that this difficult task can be

accomplished Avith the friendly cooperation and good will of all the

parties concerned, and to the great relief of the Dominican Kepublic.

"The conditions in the Dominican Kepublic not only constitute a

menace to our relations with other foreign nations, but they also con-

cern the prosperity of the people of the island, as well as the security

of American interests, and they are intimately associated with the

interests of the South Atlantic and Gulf States, the normal expansion

of whose connnerce lies in that direction. At one time, and that only

a year ago. three revolutions were in progress in the island at tlie

same time.
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••
It is iiiipossihU' to stiito with anythin*; liko ai)i)r()ximate acouracv

the i)res4'iit |)()|)tihui(»M of thi> Dominican Kopuhlic. In the report of

the Commission appointed l)V Pivsidont (irant in 1871. the population

was <'stimat('tl at not over l.")().()()() souls, hut accord injif to the States-

man's "^'earhook for 1004 the estimated population in 1S88 is given as

()1().()()0. Tlie liui-eau of the American IJepuhlics considers this the

hest estimate of the present popuhition of the Kepuhlic. As shown 1)V

[\\v unanimous report of the (irant Conunission the public tleht of the

Dominican Kepuhlic. including; claims, was $l.r)()r).8:M.r)J)|. The total

I'extMiues weiv S77'J.()84.7.'>}. The public indebtedness of the Domin-

ican Kepublic. not includin<j: all claims, was on September 12 last, as

the Department of State is advised. $:VJ.-JS( ).()()(); the estimated reve-

nues under Dominican mana<rem<'nt of custom-houses were $1,850,000;

the proposed bud<ret for current administration was $1,800,000, leav-

iu<r oidy $.').'')(),000 to pay foiviirn and li(iuidated obi ij.'-at ions. ,ind

payments on these latter will amount during the ensuing year

to $1,700,000. besides $900,000 of arrearages of payments overdue,

amounting in all to $"2.(')00.000. It is therefore imj)ossible under

existing conditit)ns. which are chronic, and with the estimated yearly

rexcnues of the Kepublic. which during the last decade have averaged

approximately $1,(')00.000. to defray the ordinary expenses of the

Government and to meet its obligations.

" The Dominican debt owed to P^uropean creditors is about $22,-

000.000. and of this sum over $18,000,000 is more or less formally

recognized. The representatives of European governments have sev-

eral times approached the Secretary of State setting forth the wrongs

•uul intolerable delays to which they have been subjected at the hands

of the successive governments of Santo Domingo in the collection of

their ju>t claims, and intimating that unless the Dominican (Jovern-

meuf should i-eceive some assistance from the I'nited States in the way
of regulating its linances. the creditor governments in Europe would

\h' f()i-ce(l to resort to more effective measures of compulsion to secure

the -:iti>fa(tion of their claims.

" If the I'uited States (lovennnent declines to take action and other

foreign goxcrnments i-esort to action to secure payment of their

I laiiii-. the latter woidd be entitled, according to the decision of The
Hague tiibunal in the \'eiie/uelan cases, to the i)refei"ential payment
of tiifii- «|;iiiii>: and this would absorb all the Dominican revenues

and would be a \iitual sacrifice of American claims and interests in

the i-land. If. moreover, any such action should be taken by them,

the only method to eiiabU' them to sectire the payment of their claims

would be to tak<' po>>ession of the custom-houses, and considering the

state of the Dominican linances this woidd mean a definite and very

jiossil>ly perman<'nt occuj)ation of Dominican territory, for no jjeriod
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could be set to the time which would be necessarilj' required for the

payment of tlieir obligations and unliquidated claims. The United

States Government could not interfere to prevent such seizure and

occupation of Dominican territory without either itself proposing

some f<!asible alternative in the way of action, or else virtually saying

to Euroj)ean governments that they would not be allowed to collect

their claims. This would be an unfortunate attitude for the Govern-

ment of the United States to be forced to maintain at j)resent. It

can not with propriety nay that it will protect its own citizens and

interests, on tlie one hand, and yet on the other hand refuse to allow-

other governments to protect their citizens and interests.

" The actual situation in the Dominican Republic can not. perhaps,

be more forcibly stated than by giving a brief account of the case of

the San Domingo Improvement Company.
'' P>om 1S()1) to 181>7 the Dominican Government issued successive

series of Ijonds, the majority of which were in the hands of European

holders. Successive issues bore interest at rates ranging from 2^ to G

per cent, and what with commissions and other deductions and the

heavy discount in the market the Government probably did not receive

over 50 to 75 per cent of their nominal value. Other portions of the

debt were created by loans, for which the Government received only

one-half of the amount it was nominally to repay, and these obliga-

tions bore interest at the rate of 1 to 2 per cent a month on their face,

some of them compounded monthly.
" The improvidence of the Government in its financial management

was due to its weakness, to its impaired credit, and to its pecuniary

needs, occasioned by frequent insurrections and revolutionary changes,

and by its inability to collect its revenues.
'' In 1888 the Government, in order to secure the payment of an

issue of bonds, placed the custom-houses and the collection of its cus-

toms duties, which are substantially the only revenues of tlie Republic,

in the hands of the Westendorps, bankers of Amsterdam. IloUand.

But the national debt continued to grow and the (Jovernment finally

intrusted the collection of its reveinies to an American corporation,

the San Domingo Improvement Company, wliich was to take over

the bonds of the Westendorps. The Dominican (iovennnent finally

became dissatisfied with this arrangement, and. in 1!)01. ousted the

improvement company from its cust(nn-houses and took into its own
hands the collection of its revenues. The company thereupon ap-

pealed to the United States Government to nuiintain them in their

position, but their request was refused. The Douiinican (iovernnient

then sent its minister of foreign affairs to Washington to negotiate a

settlement. He admitted that the improvement company had ('(|iii(ie-

which ought not to be disregarded, and the Departuicnt of Stai<'

suggested that the Dominican Goverinnent and the improveiuent
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(•(•inpany shouKl ofTcct, l)y private lu'jrotiation. a satisfactory settle-

iiu'iit iK'twtHMi tlu'in. They acc()r(liii«rly oiitoivd into an arrangement

for a x'ttU'inent. which was niutnally satisfactory to the parties. A
siniihii- arran<reiiu'nt was likewise nia(U> h;'tween the Dominican (tov-

ernmeiit and the Kiiropean hondhohlers. The hitter arrangement was

tarried int(» execution hy tlie Dominican (iovernment and payments

made towai'd the li(iui<hition of the bonds hehl by the European

hoMers. The Dominican Congress refused to ratify the simihir ar-

r;uigement math' with the improvement c()mj)any, and the (Iovernment

rcfiiM'd to provide foi- the payment of the American chiimants. In

this >tate of the case it was evi(U>nt that a continuance of this treat-

ment of the American creditors, and its repetition in other cases,

wouhl, if aUowt'd to run its cours(>, result in handing over the island

to European ci'cdilors, and in time would ripen into serious contro-

versies between the I'nited States and other govermnents, unless the

rnited States should deliberately and finally abandon its interests in

the island.

" The improvement company ami its allied companies held, besides

Ujiids. certain banking aiul raihvay interests in the island. The
Dominican (iovt'rnment. desirous to own and j)ossess these properties,

agreed with the companies that the value of their bonds and proper-

ties was $4.r>( )().()()(). and they submitted (o arbitration the question as

to the installments in which this sum : hould be paid and the security

that >hould !)(' given. The Hon. (leorge (iray, judge of the United

States circuit coiai of appeals, and the Hon. Manuel de J. Galvan,

both named by the Dominican Republic, and the Hon. John G. Car-

lisle, named i)y the I'nited States, were the arbitrators and rendered

their awaitl on July II. l'.>()4. By its terms the Dominican Govern-

ment was to pay the above-mentioned sum of $4,500,000, with 4 per .

cent interest |)er annum, in monthly installments of $87,500 each

• luring two year>. and of S 11. »;('.(;. (W; each month thereafter, beginning

with the month of Septembei-. 11>()4. said award to be secured by the

cu-tom> revenue^ and |)ort dues of all the ports on the northern coast

of Siiiito Domingo. The award further provides for the a])pointment

of ;i tinancial agent of the I'nited States, who was authorized, in

(a~c of failure during any month to receive the sum then due, to

' iiitr iiiio po>H'»ion of the (•u>t()m-house at Puerto Plata in the first

in-iaiHc and a»unu' charge of the collection of customs duties and

port due, mikI to fix and determine these duties and dues and secure

their payiut'ut: in ca-e the -inn> collected at Puerto Plata should at

any tiiuc be in-ullicifnt for the payment of the amounts due under the

award, or in (;!>(• of any other manifest necessity, or in case the

Dominican (iovernment should so re(iuest. the financial agent of

the I'nited State> \va> authorized to have and exercise at any and all

of the other ports above described all the rights and powers vested in
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him by the award in respect of Puerto Phita. Under the award the

financial a^ent coidd only apply the revenues collected toward its pay-

ment after he had first paid the expenses of collection and certain

other oblipitions styled ' apartados,' Avhich constituted prior charges

on the revenues assigned. These prior charges are si)ecified in the

award. The Dominican (lovernment defaulted in their payments;

and in virtue of the award and the authority conferred by the Do-

minican Government, and at its reiiuest. possession was delivered of

the custom-house of Puerto Plata to the fiscal agent ai)i)()inted by the

United States to collect the reveuues assigned by the arbitrators for

the payment of the award; and in virtue of the same authority pos-

session of the custom-house of Monte Cristi has also been handed over.

I submit herewith a report of Mr. John B. Moore, agent of the United

States in tliis case, and a copy of the award of the arbitrators.

" During the past two vears the European claimants, except the

English, whose interests were embraced in those of the American com-

panies, have, with the support of their respective govcM-nments. been

growing more and more importunate in pressing their unsatisfied

demands. The French and the Belgians, in 1901. had entered into a

contract with the Dominican Government, but, after a few payments

were made on account, it fell into neglect. Other governments also

obliged the Dominican Government to enter into arrangements of

various kinds by which the revenues of the Republic were in large

part sequestrated, and under one of the agreements, which was con

eluded with Italy in 100;i, the minister of that Government was em-

powered directly to collect from the importers and exi)orters that

portion of the customs revenues assigned to him as security. As the

result of chronic disorders, attended with a constant increase of debt,

the state of things in Santo Domingo has become hopeless, unless the

United States or some other strong government shall interpose to

bring order out of the chaos. The custom-houses, with the exce|)tion

of the two in the i)()ssession of ihe financial agent appointed by the

United States, have become unproductive for the discharge of in-

debtedness, except as to i)ersons making emergency loans to the (Jov-

ernment or to its enemies for the pui'pose of cairviug on political con-

tests by force. They have, in fact, become the nuclei of (he xarious

revolutions. The first effort of revolutionists is to take possession of

a custom-house so as to obtain funds, which are then disposed of at

the absolute discretion of those who are collecting them. The chronic

disorders prevailing in Santo Domingo have moreover become exceed-

ingly dangerous to the interests of Americans holding property in

that country. Constant complaints have been received of the injuries

and inconveniences to which they have been subjected. As an evi-

dence of the increasing aggravation of conditions, the fact may he

mentioned that about a year ago the Anierican railway, which had
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j)rovi()iisly Ihhmi ex«'nipt from such attacks, was seized, its tracks torn

up, and a station (K'stroycd by rcvolutionarv hands.

"The onhnarv icsourccs of diphnnacy and international arhitra-

tion arc ahsohitcly iuijxjtcnt lo (U'al wisely and etfectively with the

situation in the Dominican l\ei)ul)lic. which can only be met by organ-

izing its finances on a sound basis and by j)lacing the custom-houses

beyond the tcmi)tation of insurgent chieftains. Either we must

al>aiidon our duty under our traditional })olicy toward the Dominican

j)eoplc. who aspire to a n'publican form of government while they are

actually drifting into a condition of permanent anarchy, in which

cas«> wc nuist permit some other government to adopt its own measures

in order to safeguard its own interests, or else we must ourselves take

seasonal)^' and ai)pi"oi)riate action.

"Again and again has the Dominican (lovernment involted on its

own behalf the aid of the United States. It has repeatedly done so

of recent years. In ISDJ) it sought to enter into treaty relations by

whi<'h it would be j)laced under the ])rotecti()n of the United States

(i()\t'rnment. The request was refused. Again, in January, 1904, its

minister of foreign atl'airs visited Washington and bes<^ught the help

of the United States (iovernment to enable it to esca[)e from its

financial and social disorders. Compliance with this request was

again declined, for this (iovernment has been most reluctant to inter-

fere in any way. and has finally concluded to take action only because

it has i)ecome evident that failure to do so may result in a situation

fraught with grave danger to the cause of international peace.
•• In liU):') a representative of a foreign government proposed to the

Unite(l States the joint fiscal control of the Dominican Republic by

cei'tain creditor nations, and that the latter shoidd take charge of the

custom-houses and revenues and give to the Dominican (iovernment a

certain percentage and aj)ply the residue to the j)ayment ratably of

claim> of foreign creditors. The United States (iovernment declined

to approve or to enter into such an arrangement. But it has now
U'conie evident that decided action of some kind can not l)e much
longer delayed. In view of our past experience and our knowledge

t>f the actual situation of the Dominican Kej)ul)lic, a definite refusal

of the United States (Iovernment to take any effective action looking

to the relief of the Dominican Rei)ublic and to the discharge of its own
duty under the .Monroe doctrine can oidy Ih» considered as an accpii-

• •-.enif in -onie >uch action by another government.
" That mo-t \\ i-e measure of international statesmanship, the Piatt

amendment, ha- proxided a method for i)reventing such difliculties

fntni ari-ing in the new Keixiblic of Cuba. In accordance with the

term> <if thi> amendment the Kej)ublic of Cuba can not issue any
bonds which <iin be collected from Cul)a. save as a matter of grace,

unless with the con.-ent of the United States, which is at liberty at all
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times to take measures to prevent the violation of the letter and spirit

of the Piatt amendment. If a similar plan could now be entered

upon by the Dominican Republic, it would undoubtedly be of great

advantage to them and to all other peoples, for under such an ar-

rangement no larger debt would be incurred than could be honestly

paid, and those who took debts not thus authorized would, by the

mere fact of taking them, put themselves in the category of specula-

tors or gamblers, who deserved no consideration and who would be

permitted to receive none; so that the honest creditor would on the

one hand be safe while on the other hand the Ivei)ublic would be safe-

guarded against molestation in the interest of mere speculators.

"But no such plan at present exists; and under existing circum-

stances, when the condition of affairs l)ecomes such as it has l)ecome

in Santo Domingo, either we must submit to the likelihood of in-

fringement of the ^lonroe doctrine or we must ourselves agree to some
such arrangement as that herewith submitted to the Senate. In this

case, fortunately, the prudent and far-seeing statesmanship of the

Dominican (lovernment has relieved us of all trouble. At their re-

quest we have entered into the agreement herewith submitted. Under
it the custom-houses will be administered peacefully, honestly, and

economically, 45 per cent of the proceeds being turned over to the

Dominican Government and the remainder being used by the United

States to pay what jiroportion of the debts it is possible to pay on

an equitable basis. The Republic will be secured against over-seas

aggression. This in reality entails no new obligation upon us, for

the Monroe doctrine means precisely such a guarantee on our part.

'• It is perhaps unnecessary to state that no stej) of any kind has

been taken by the Administration under the terms of the protocol

which is herewith submitted.
'* The Republic of Santo Domingo has by this protocol wisely and

patriotically accei)ted the responsibilities as well as the privileges of

lilx'rty. and is showing with evident good faith its pur})ose to pay all

that its resources will permit of its obligations. More than this it

can not do. and when it has done this we should not permit it to be

molested. We on our part are simply performing in peaceful man-

nei-. not only with the cordial acquiescence, but in accordance with

the earnest re(]uest of the (ilovernment concerned, part of that inter-

national duty which is necessarily involved in the assertion of the

Monroe doctrine. AVe are bound to show that we perform this duty

in good faith and without any intention of aggrandizing ourselves

at the expense of our weaker neighbors or of conducting ourselves

otherwise than so as to benefit both these weaker neighbors and those

P^uropean powers Avhich may be brought into contact with thiMu. Tt

is in the highest degree necessary that we should prove by our .iction

that the world may trust in our good faith and nuiy under>t:iiul that
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this international duty \vill l)o porfornitHi by us within our own
sphere, in (he interest not merely of ourselves, but of all other nations,

and with strict justice toward all. If this is done a general accept-

ance of the Moni-oe doctrine will in the end surely follow; and this

will uican an incrt-ase of the sj)hert> in which peaceful measures for

the settlement of international difficulties j^radually displace those of

a warlike cjiaracter.

•• We can point with just j)ride to what we have done in Cuba as a

<ruarant.y of our <r<)od faith. We stayed in Cuba only so long as to

start iier aright on the road to self-government, which she has since

trod with such marked and distinguished success; and upon leaving

tlie island we exacted no conditions save such as would prevent her

from ever lu'coming the prey of the stranger. Our ])urpose in Santo

Domingo is as beneficent. The good that this country got from its

at-tion in Cuba was indirect rather than direct. So it is as regards

Santo Domingo. The chief material advantage that will come from

the action proposed to be taken will be to Santo Domingo itself

and to Santo Domingo's creditors. The advantages that will come
to the I'nited States will be indirect, but nevertheless great, for it

is su|)remely to our interest that all the communities immediately

south of us should be or become prosperous and stable, and therefore

not merely in name l>u( in fact independent and self-governing.
•

I (:»!! attention to the urgent need of prompt action on this matter.

W'r now have a gi'eat opportunity to secure peace and stability in the

island, without fi-iction oi- bloodshed, l)y acting in accordance with the

cordial invitation of the governmental authorities themselves. It will

be unfortunate from every standpoint if we fail to grasp this oppor-

tunity: for such failure will probably mean increasing revolutionary

violence in Santo Domingo, and very possiblv embarrassing foreign

com|)lications in addition. This protocol affords a practical test of

tlic efficiency of the Fnited States (lovernment in maintaining the

.Moni'oe docti'ine."

Mfssjiuf III" I'n'sidoiit Kdosevclt to \ho Soiiato. Fob. 1.1. 1005, Confid. Exec.
\'. .">s Coiiu. '•' sess. ; iiijuiictinii (if secrecy removed. Feb. Kl. IOC").

Sfc 'I'lic Siiii I>oiiiiii>;o (Question." l>y Seiiiilor r''rjincis (}. Nowlauds. ISO

N. Am. Kcv. (.Fiiiie. 1 i M i.". ) . SS.l.

Trofcssor nu;ro .MiinsterlxTK. of Harvard t'niversity. in liis work on

'l"ln' Aiiu'ricMiis. impeaclics tlie wisdom and i>olicy of llie Monroe
doftrinc. csiKM-ially in its a|i|)lii iiti(»ii to South .\nierica. "The Anier-

ii-iiis.' says I'roffssor Mnnsterlierjr. " are too apt to forgot that

Kumpt' i' mm li nearer to the I'nited States than, for instance, the

Ar;:fiitiiic i:<'p\ilili< \ F\n'<)i>ean jtower adjoins the United
States fmm fi,,- Atlantic to tlie Pacitic Ocean: and the fact that

r,iii.'land. at "He time their greatest enemy, abuts along this whole
border lias never tlireMteiied the peace of the T'nited States; but It

is snpiH>stHl to bf an instant calamity if Italy or England or Holland
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gets hold of a piece of land far away in South America, in payment of

debts or to ensure the safety of misused colonists. ... If the

Monroe doctrine were to-day to be applied no farther than Central

America, and South America were to be exempted, the possibilities

of a conflict with European powers would be considerably decreased.

. . . It was never doubted that the exclusion of the Old World
countries from the new American continents was only the conclusion

of a premise, to the effect that the Americans themselves proposed to

confine their political interests to their own continent. That was a

wise policy in the times of Washington and Monroe; and whether or

not it would have been wise in the time of McKinley, it was in any

case at that time thrown over. The Americans have united with the

European forces to do battle in China ; they have extended their own
dominion toward Asia : they have sent men-of-war to Europe on

political missions ; in short, the Americans have for years been

extending their political influence around the world, and Secretary

Hay has for a long time played an influential part in the European

concert of powers. . . . The real interest of the United States

with regard to South America is .solely that that land shall develop

as far as possible, that its enormous treasures shall be exploited, and

that out of a prosperous commercial continent important trade

advantages shall accrue to the United States. This is possible only

by the establishment of order there—the instant termination of an-

archy. ... It would be somewhat different if the United States

were to admit, as a consequence of the Monroe doctrine, its own
responsil)ility for the public administration of these countries, for

their debts and for wliatever crimes they commit ; in other words.

if the United States were virtually to annex South America." (The

Americans, 221-224.)
" It is. nevertheless, indispensable for us to continue to uphold the Monroe

doctrine. First, from motives of common humanity; and secondly,

from the viewi)oint of our own national interests. Can Professor

Miinsterberg deliberately advocate a revei-sion to the state of tilings

which existed in the eighteenth century, when the Carilibean was the

coclvpit of the Kritish. French and Spanish? . . . As for our

actual and prosi)ective traffic with Latin America, experience should

have taught us that from all that part of it which should fall into

German. French or Italian hands our manufawturers and mercliants

would be barred. Tlien again, for strategic reasons too ol)vious to

need emphasis, we, as owners of the Panama Canal, could not permit

a Euroi)ean power to occnpy any i>art of the <*oasts of Central

America, or of Colombia. Venezuela and Ecuador. . . . Tlie

Monroe doctrine was fornndated not for a day. but for all time. The

American people never will renounce it. Never will they suffer the

X«w World to be made the victim of partition." (Editorial, New
York Sun. Thursday. April 28. 10(H.)

Professor Miinsterberg's olijection. based on the argument that the

lK)sition of tlie T'nited States has tended to confirm and perpetuate

disorders in Si)anisb-American states, appears to be met by the posi-

tion of Presid<Mit Roosevelt in his foregoing message on Santo

Domingo.

II. Doc. 551—vol G 34
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l.">. KkIM III.U OK Tkxas.

jj \){\:\.

" I have the honor to nckiiowlcdp" the ivceipt of your despatch,

No. "J. dated July :Ust. and to express uiy gratification at the result

of your conversation w ith Mr. (luizot, especially that j)art of it which

refers to the rumored j)rotest of the French (Jovernnient. conjointly

with that of (Ireat liritain. a«r!»iii>^t the proposed annexation of Texas

to the United States. Such a step, had it been taken hy France, must

have excited unkind feelin«;s. and given to the Ignited States just cause

of complaint. The (iovernment of the United States will confidently

rely on the assm^ances of Mr. Guizot, and it is hoped that, neither

sej)arately nor jointly with any other power, will France adopt a

course which would seem so little in accordance with her true inter-

ests, or the friendly relations which have so long subsisted between

the two countries. ... In regard to Mr. (Juizot's inquiry respect-

ing a pro])osed guaranty of the independence of Texas, your reply

was well timed and judicious. The settled policy of the United

States has been to avoid entering into such guaranties, except in

cases of strong necessity. The present case offers no reasons to war-

rant a deviation from that policy. On the contrary it uresents a

strong additional reason why it should be adhered to, as such a guar-

anty would i)ermanently defeat the pro])osed measure of annexation

which both countries seem anxious to advance. A suggestion of the

same purport was made to me, by the British minister here, Mr.

I'akenham. during a casual conversation soon after I came into office:

and he was promptly informed that the (Iovernment of the United

States couhl not aci-cde to such a proposition."*

.Mr. CiillKHiii. Sec. <»r State, to Mr. \V. U. King. miii. to Kraiico, No. (">.

Aug. •_•»;. IStt. MS. lust. France. XV. 21.

14. VK.NKZrKI,.\.

( 1 ) ISK OK (JOOl) OKKICK.S.

^ IKU.

A\'ith reference to an intimation of the Venezuelan Government
that it desired the interposition of the United States in a contro-

ver~y whidi had arisen with Sj)ain, Mr. Cass stated that it was the

e>tal»li-!ie(l policy of the United States '"not to interfere with the

reIation> of foreign nations to each other, and that it would be both

iinpro|M'r and imjjossible for the United States to decide upon the

course of conduct towards Venezuela which Spain may think required

by her honor and her interests: " but that, if the United States could

"by any informal action serve as a means of bringing about the
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reconciliation so much to he desired," it Avouhl he '' a suhject of ijreat

satisfaction to the President to he instrumental for such a purpose."

The note of the Venezuelan minister was therefore transmitted to the

American minister at Madrid, with instructions to tender his good
offices to the Governments of Spain and Venezuela, if in his discre-

tion he thought the opportunity favorahle to an effort for a more
frieiully uiuU'rstanding between them, and if such otl'er could be

made " without offence to the Spanish (lovernment."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of Stato, to Con. Ptioz, Veuozuelaii niln., Nov. ."), 18C)0, MS.
Notes to VeiU'zuelM. I. c>S.

See, also, Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'restou, min. to Spain, No. 34,

Nov. 5, 18G0, MS. Inst. Spain, XV. 251.

(2) AVOU)ANCK OF JOINT ACTION.

§ 9G5.

" Baron Gerolt (the German envoy and minister plenipotentiary)

yesterday enquired hoAV the (Jovernment of the United States woidd

receive the j)roposal contained in what he said was a circidar ad-

dressed by his Government to their Representatives at London,

Madrid. Florence, and Copenhagen, proposing a joint and concerted

movement to urge on Venezuela a more orderly government, better

observance of her engagements, &c., &c. I failed to obtain from the

baron any definition of the precise nature of the proposed movement,

or of the precise objects to be attained, or of the extent to which it

was in contemplation either to advise or to coerce Venezuela, nor

whether coercion was really in contemplation, although he made once

an allusion to a ' combined fleet ' and ' guns.'

'' The United States is among the creditors of Venezuela, so are

France, Holland, Great Britain, Italy, Denmark, and Spain.
'' We are not aware that Germany is among the creditors of Vene-

zuela, or that she has any sjiccial cause of complaint against that

Government for any injuries to her people or commerce.
" ITer movement, therefore, in this direction excites some surprise.

" Baron Gerolt stated that he was directed to make the inquiry

' confidentially,' and that he was not to make the proi)osal to the

United States unless it would be favorably received.

" He was told that we had a vivid recollection of a combined Euro-

pean movement against Mexico a few years since, and that we would

wish to know the causes of (lennanv's complaint, and the precise

object and means which they i)roposed and the limits which they

intended to ])rescril)e to their ojM'rations. That the TTnited Stales

could not look with indifference ui)on any combination of Fui-opcan

poAvers against an American state: that if (lermany or any odu'i

power had just cause of war against Venezuela, this (Joverninenl

could interpose no objection to her resorting thereto.
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•• If the ()l)j«'(t of (li'iinaiiy Im* a imitcd ivmonstranco to Venoziu'Ia

a«;ai;ist tlif anarchy and chronic rcvohitionarv condition of that

state, or an apjK'al to lioncsty in the ol)scrvancc of her on^a^jenients,

tliis (iovcrnnicnt wouhl not object, hut would, of itself, make a similar

remonsti"anc«' and nj)i)eal. If, however, the object be a forcible dem-

onstration of coercion by a combination of European states, the

l'nit«Ml States could not repird it with indifference.

" "\'ou will in<|uire confi<lentially of Iler Majesty's Secretary of

State for Forei<rn Atfairs whether any proposal has been made in

behalf of the (ierman (lovernment to that of (Jreat Hritain on this

subj«'ct, and ask whether the Oovermnent of Iler Majesty has it in

coifti'inplation to unite therein. You will at the same time, deli-

cately but decidedly, express the anxiety which the sujj^estion of the

j)roposition has excited in this (Jovernment, and may say that the

President hopes that the su<i:<;ested pro})osal may not l)e carried to the

extent of disturbin<r the sensibilities which would be aroused by a

combination of European ])owers a<2:ainst one of the Republics of

this Continent."

Mr. I'isli. Sci-. of state, to (leii. Sclioiick, mill, lo England. No. .''> (confitl.),

.Iiiiif 2. ISTl, .MS. Inst. (ir. Br. XXII. 471. Cited and followed in

Mr. liaviird. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, niin. to Venezuela. No. 70

(.•onlid. I. Oct. 14. lSS<i. MS. Inst. Venezuela. III. .">40.

" Willi n'fcreiico to (Jcneral Sickles' despatch of the liOtli ultimo. No. .'{t'»0.

relating to his conference with Mr. .Martos resju'ctinj^ the jtroposed

concerted action of the United St.-ites and other jiowers towards Vene-

zuela. 1 have to inform you that (leneral Sickles' proceedinss as

therein rei»orted are ai>proved. The assurances >;;iven l»y Mr. Martos

on the sul>je<t were highly satisfactory. This (Jovernment remains

of the opinion heretofore expressed that seiiarate action hy each

power will he preferahle." (.Mr. .1. ('. li. Davis. .Vet. Sec. of State, to

Mr. .\dee. char>,'e at Madrid. No. :{ (<-ontid.), .July 11. 1871, MS. In.st.

S|taiii. XVI. i;4!».

)

.\s to N'enezuelan complaints concerning i>olitieal )>lots hatched hy Vene-

zuelans at tlie Dutth island of ('ura<;ao. and the desire of Venezuela

to annex the island, see .Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Russell, min.

to \enezuela. Nos. 127 and lliS, Jan. 13, 1877, MS. Inst. Venezuela,

111. it. 1(».

The minister of the I'nited States at Caracas having, in conversa-

tions with the liritish minister at that capital, reached the conclusion

that •'
<rreat and good residts would accrue to both American and

English claimants" if the two (Jovernments woidd make *' a joint

re|)re^eiitation " and em|)loy their "joint cooperation" in securing

from \'ene/uela a sett lenient of claims, Mr. Bayai'd replied that the

piiicy of the Cnited .'^^tales was "distinctly opposed to jo'ntt action

with other powers in the presentation of claims, even when they may
arise from an act e(|ually invading the common rights of American
citizens and the subjects of another state residing in the country to
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whose government complaint is made." The United States, said Mr.
Bayard, was ready to secure any advantage which miglit be derived

from ''a coincident and even identical re])resentati()n '" with other

powers with regartl to matters of connnon concern, but was *' averse

to joint presentation as the term is strictly understood." A truly

joint demand might involve a joint enforcement, and the United

States was " indisposed to contemplate such entanglement of its duties

and interests with those of another j)ower." It was entirely proper

for an American minister so to act "' in concert" with his colleagues

as to secure the benefit of cooperative action without '* the ultimate

embarrassments to which united action may be liable." When, in

1871, the (lerman (lovernment had proposed to certain European
cabinets the adoption of joint measures to urge upon Venezuela a

more orderly government and better observance of her obligations,

the United States " took occasion to deprecate such a resort on the

ground that a combination to present and enforce such demands by

the P^uropean powers against an American state could only be ob-

served by the United States with the greateist concern."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, iiiiii. to Venezuela. No. 70 (confid. ),

Oct. 14. ISKC. MS. Inst. Veiiezvelji, III. TAO.

(3) TKBRITORIAI, n^TEORITY.

§ 966.

" I shoidd have been glad to announce -ome favorable disposition

of the boundary dispute between (ireat Britain and
oun ary wi

Venezuela, touchinjr the western frontier of British
British Guiana.

, i . • n v e ^
• ^

(lUiana, but the friendly elforts of the United States

in that direction have thus far been unavailing. This (iovernnient

will continue to express its concern at any appearance of foreign

encroachment on territories long under the administrative control of

American states. The determination of a disputed boundary is easily

attainal)le by amicable arbitration, where th(> rights of the respective

parties rest, as here, on historic facts, readily ascertainable."

President Harrison, annual message. Dec. D, 18!»1. For. Kel. ISOl, iv.

See, as to the readiness of the I'nited States to take "an advanced and

decisive step" to the end of brinKinj? al)out a settlement, Mr. lilaine.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Scru},%'s, min. to Venezuela (confid.), Oct. 2S.

1891, MS. In.st. Venez. IV. 171.

In 1848. while the (|uestion (»f occupying Yucatan was before the Senate,

a report ajjpeared in the jtress concerning Hritisli aggressions in Vene-

zuela. It was stated i>y a " writer who a|)i)eared to be well informed

upon the subject." tliat the r.ritish had in 1S41 encroached on Span-

ish (Juiana to the extent of twenty thousand square miles, and that

they had since extended their pos.sessions to the whol(» n\' Spanish

Guiana, amounting in all to a hundred and eiglity thuu.saud square
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miles, or iioarly doublr what they arc said now to claim. Mr. Nlles,

:i >s«'natiir fnmi Coiiiu'iticut. brouglit the suhje<'t to the attention of

(he Si-nate. as a wariiiiit: atiainst tlu" responsil)ilities that might be

involveil in tlie vi«'\vs which he nnderstood certain members of the

Senate to ludd. The advtxates <if those views do not. however, ap-

pear to have referrinl to the snbject. nnless there was such a refer-

ciiii' by Mr. Cass, when he said:
'•

'i'lic iionorable Senator from Connecticnt | Mr. Niles] considers the

reiter.ition of the i)rinciple by the ]>resent Executive, and i)erhaps its

oritrinal annunciation by Mr. Monroe, as //« claim of a ri>;ht to regu-

late all the affairs of this continent, so far as respects Europeans.

I'lUt thi."». sir. is an entin' misconception of the whole .subject. It has,

however, prevailed somewhat extensively, both here and elsewhere,

tboufrli it seems to me that the slightest consideration of the messages

refernnl to would have correcte«l, or rather prevented, this flagi-ant

error. Neither of these I'residents, the past nor the present, assumed

to interfere with any existing rights of otlur nations upon this conti-

nent. Neither of them called in (juestion tlieir right to hold and

improve the colonies they possessed, at their own pleasure. Such an

iiss\nni)tion would have been ecjually obtrusive and ineffectual : and

how the opinion could have previiile<l that has been advanced, no one

can tell ; for, in the dociunents themselves, the true doctrine is

cautiously guarded and existing rights considered as unassailable."

(Cong. (Jlobe. 'AO Cong. 1 sess. App. 014.)

" T enclose herewith a copy of a joint rosohition of Congres.s ap-

proved hy the PresiikMit on the '20t\\ day of Fohriiary last, by which

friendly aihitration is earnestly rocoinniended to the favorable con-

sideration of the (lovennnents of (Jreat Britain and Veneztiela as a

means n\' s(»ttlino; the (lisj)iite exi.stin<r between them in relation to the

l)oiindarv between British (liiiana and Venezuela.
•• Dnrin^^ tin' last ten years, the (iiovernment of the ITnited States

has on moi-e than one occasion soii<;ht to employ its <;ood offices for the

adjustment of this dispute, in a manner just and honorable to both

the (lovernments involv(>d in it, and, while its etl'orts in that directi(m

have not been successful, it earnestly hopes that the result which it

has eii<lea\'ored to promote may yet be attained.
•• In piir>Min«r the course it has taken in this matter, this Govern-

ment, it i~- needh'ss to say. has not been ttctiiated by any partial piir-

pox'. On the contrary, animated with a spirit of friendliness to

b(»th j)arties. it has refrained from entering into the merits of the

controversy. In this >|)irit it now reconnnends imj)artial arbitration

a- a method which ati'ords ef|nal ojjportMnities to both parties for the

e-tal»li-hment of their claims.

••Her .Majesty's (iovermnent is aware of the interest which the

(Jovermuent and people (»f the Tnited States feel in matters affecting

the |)eace and welfaic of independent states of this hemisphere.

While we do not a>sMme to dictate to those states, or to exercise an
mulne inflnence over them, as to what their relations with other

powers of the world shall be, yet their fortunes liave always been an
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object of solicitude, and we can not view without anxiety the contin-

uance of disputes in whicli their peace and happiness are deeply

involved."

Mr. Gre-slunii, Set-, of State, to ^Ir. Bayard, ami), to England, No. 057,

April 0. ISa"), MS. Inst. Great Britain, XXXI. 110.

The joint resolution, enclosed with the foregoing instruction, read as

follows

:

" Hesolrrd. By the Senate and the House of Representatives, &c.. that

the I'resident's suggestion, made in his last annual message to this

body, namely, that Great Britain and Venezuela refer their dispute as

to the boundaries to friendly arbitration, be earnestly recommended
to the favorable consideration of l>oth parties in interest.

"Approved. February 20. ISO")."

See Mr. Ubl. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Andrade. Venez. min.. No. 8, May
25, 1805. MS. Notes to Venezuela. I. 525. urging the restoration of

diplomatic relations by Venezuela with Great Britain.

" I am directed by the President to connnunicate to you his views

upon a subject to which he has given nuich anxious
Mr. Olney'b in- thought and respecting which he has not reached a

structions, July , • -xi ^ i- i c •, . •

20 1895
conclusion without a lively sense or its great impor-

tance as well as of the serious responsibility involved

in any action now to ])e taken.
'' It is not proposed, and for present purposes is not necessary, to

enter into any detailed account of the controversy betAveen Great

liritain and Venezuela respecting the western frontier of the colony

of British Guiana. The dispute is of ancient date and began at least

as early as the time when Great Britain acquired by the treaty with

the Xethcrlands of lcS14 * the establishments of Demerara, Essequibo,

and Berbice." From that time to the present the dividing line be-

tween these estal)lishments ' (now called British Guiana) and ^'ene-

zuela has never ceased to be a subject of contention. The claims of

both ])arties, it unist be conceded, are of a somewhat indefinite nature.

On the one hand ^\'uezuela, in every constitution of govermnent since

she became an independent state, has declar(>d her territori.il limits

to l)e those of the ca])taincv-general of A'enezuela in 1810. Yet, out

of 'moderation and prudence.* it is said. sh(> has contented herself

with claiming the Essequibo line—the line of the Essequibo River.

that is—to be the true boundary between Venezuela and Britisii

(iuiana. On the other hand, at least an e(|ual degree of indefiniteness

distinguishes the claim of (Jreat Britaiu.

•• It does not seem to be asserted, for instance, that in 1814 the 'es-

tablishments' then ac<iuired by (ilreat Bi-itain had any clearly defined

western limits which can now be identified and which are either the

limits insisted upon to-day. or. being the original limits, have been

the basis of legitimate territorial extensions. On the contrary, hav

ing the actual possession of a district called the Pomaron district, -he
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apparently remained indifferent as to the exact area of the colony

until 1S40, when she connnissioned an engineer, Sir Kobert Schoni-

bur<rk. to examine and lay down its boundaries. The result was the

Schomburgk line which was fixed by metes and bounds, was deline-

ated on maps, and was at first indicated on the face of the country

itself by posts, monograms, and other like symbols. If it was ex-

pected that Venezuela would acquiesce in this line, the expectation

was doomed to sj)eedy tlisappointment, Venezuela at once protested

and with such vigt)r and to such purpose that the line was explained

to i)e only tentative—part of a general boundary scheme concerning

Brazil and the Netherlands as well as \Vnezuela—^and the monuments
of the line set up by Schomburgk were removed by the ex{)ress order

of Lord Alx'rdeen. T'nder these circumstances, it seems impossible

to treat the Schomi)urgk line as being the boundary claimed by Great

Britain as matter of right, or as anything but a line originating in

considerations of convenience and expediency. Since 1840 various

other i)oundarv lines have from time to time been indicated by (ireat

Britain, but all as conventional lines—lines to which A'enezuela's

assent has been desired but which in no instance, it is l)elieved, have

been demanded as matter of right. Thus neither of the parties is

to-day standing for the boundary line predicated upon strict legal

right—(ireat Britain having fornnilated no such claim at all, while

Venezuela insists upon the Esse<|uibo line only as a liberal concession

to her antagonist.

" Several other features of the situation remain to be briefly

noticed—the continuous growth of the undefimHl British claim, the

fate of llie vai-ious attempts at arbitration of the ccmtroversy, and
the j)art in the matter heretofore taken by the United States. As
already seen, the exploitation of the Schomburgk line in 1840 was at

once followed by the j)rotest of Venezuela and by proceedings on the

j)nrt of (ireat Britain which could fairly be interpreted only as a

di>av()wal of that line. Indeed—in addition to the facts already no-

ticed—Lord .VlK'i'deen himself in 1S44 proposed a line beginning at

the River Moroco. a distinct abandonment of the Scliomburgk line.

N'otwithstaiiding this, however, every change in the British claim

-ince that time has moved the frontier of British (iuiana farther and
fartiier to the westward of the line thus proposed. The Granville

line of issl placed tlie starting point at a distance of twenty-nine

mile- from the Moroco in the <lirection of Punta Barima. The Rose-

In-ry line of Issc, pjiu-ed it west of the (Juiama River, and about that

time, if tlie liriti>h authority known as the Statesman's Year Book
is to be relied uj)(>n, the area of British Guiana was suddenly enlarged
by some :'>:').000 <(jiiare miles—being stated as 76,000 square miles in

lSS.-> and lOlt.OOO xiuare miles in 1887. The Salisbury line of 1890

fixed the starting point of the line in the mouth of the Aniacuro west
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of the Punta Barinia on the Orinoco. And finally, in 1893, a second

Rosebery line carried the boundary from a point to the west of the

Amacuro as far as the source of the Cuniano River and the Sierra

of Usupamo. Nor have the various claims thus enumerated been

claims on paper merely. An exercise of jurisdiction corresponding

more or less to such claims has accompanied or followed closely upon
each and has been the more irritating and unjustifiable if, as is alleged,

an agreement made in the 3'ear 1850 bound both parties to refrain

from such occupation pending the settlement of the dispute.

" While the British claim has been developing in the manner above

described, Venezuela has made earnest and repeated efforts to have

the question of boundary settled. Indeed, allowance being made for

the distractions of a war of independence and for frequent internal

revolutions, it may be fairly said that Venezuela has never ceased to

strive for its adjustment. It could, of course, do so only through

peaceful methods, any resort to force as against its powerful adver-

sary being out of the question. Accordingly, shortly after the draw-

ing of the Schomburgk line, an effort Avas made to settle the boundary

by treaty and was apparently progressing towards a successful issue

when the negotiations were brought to an end in 1844 by the death of

the Venezuelan plenipotentiary.

" In 1848 Venezuela entered upon a period of civil commotions

which lasted for more than a quarter of a century, and the negotia-

tions thus interrupted in 1844 were not resumed until 1876. In that

year Venezuela offered to close the dispute by accepting the Moroco
line proposed by Lord Aberdeen. But, w^ithout giving reasons for

his refusal, Lord Granville rejected the proposal and suggested a new
line comprehending a large tract of territory all pretension to which

seemed to have been abandoned by the previous action of Lord Aber-

deen. Venezuela refused to assent to it, and negotiations dragged

along without result until 188'2, when Venezuela concluded that the

only course open to her was arbitration of the controversy. Before

she had made any definite proposition, however, (Jreat Ik'itain took

the initiative by suggesting the making of a treaty which shoidd de-

termine various other questions as well as that of the disputed bound-

ary. The result was that a treaty was practically agreed upon with

the Gladstone government in 1886 containing a general arbitration

clause under which the })arties might have submitted the boundary

dispute to the decision of a third power or of several powers in amity

with both.
'' Before the actual signing of the treaty, however, the administra-

tion of Mr. (iladstone was superseded by that of Ix)rd Salisbury,

which declined to accede to the arbitration clause of the treaty not-

withstanding the reasonable expectations of Venezuela to the con-

trary based upon the premier's emphatic declaration in the II(MJse (d
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Lords that no serious govcniiiuMit would think of not respecting the

I'ligagenients of its predecessor. Since then \'enezuehi on the one side

has been otfering anil calling for arbitration, while (ireat Britain on

the other has roponded bv insisting ui)on the condition that any

arbitration should relate only to such of the disputed territory as lies

west of a line designated by herself. As this condition seemed inad-

missible to Venezuela and as, while the negotiations were pending,

new appropriations of what is claimed to be ^^enezuelan territory

continued to be made. Venezuela in 1887 suspended diplomatic rela-

tions with (ireat Britain, protesting "before Her British MajestA'^s

(iovei-nment, before all civilized nations and Ix'fore the world in gen-

eral, against the acts of spoliation committed to her detriment by the

(lOvei-nment of (Jreat Britain, which she at no time and on no

account will recognize as capable of altering in the least the rights

which she has inherited from Spain and respecting which she will

ever be willing to sui:)mit to the decision of a third power.'
•' I)ii)lomatic relations have not since been restored, though what is

claimetl to Ix? new and flagrant British aggressions forced \^enezuela

to resume negotiations on the boundary question—in 18IK). through its

minister in Paris and a special envoy on that subject—and in 181)3,

through a confidential agent, Sefior Michelena. These negotiations,

however, met with the fate of other like previous negotiations—(ireat

Britain refusing to arbitrate except as to territory west of an arbi-

trary line drawn l)y herself. All attempts in that direction definitely

terminated in Octoln'r. 18J)3, when Senor Michelena filed with the

I'oi'eign oflice the following declaration :

" • I j)erform a most strict duty in raising again in the name of the

(iovernnient of \'enezuela a most solenni protest against the proceed-

ings of the colony of British (iuiana, constituting encroachments

iijjon the territory of the Bepublic, and against the declaration con-

tained in your excellency's comnumictition that Iler Britannic Maj-
oty's (iovernnient considers that part of the territory as pertaining to

British (luiana and admits no claim to it on the part of Venezuela.

In >upport of this protest I reproduce all the arguments j)resented to

yoiii- excellency in my note of "Ji* of last SeptemlxT and those which
ha\(' l»een cxhiliited by the (iovernnient of Venezuela on the various

occasions they have raised the same protest.

" I lay on Ilei- Britannic Majesty's (iovernnient the entire respon-

-ibility of the incidents that may arise in the future from the neces-

sity to which \'eiiezuela has l)een driven to oppose by all possible

means the di>po»('»i()M of a part of her territory, for by disregarding

her just rcj)re>entati(ni to put an end to this violent state of affairs

through the dcci-ion of arbitcM-s. Her ^^ajesty's Ciovermnent ignores

her rights an<l ini|)o>cs uj)on her the painful though peremptory duty

of providing for her own legitimate defense.'
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" To the territorial controvers}^ between Great Britain and tlie Re-

public of Venezuela, thus briefly outlined, the United States has not

been and, indeed, in view of its traditional policy, could not In' indif-

ferent. The note to the British foreign office by which ^^'nezuela

opened negotiations in 1870 was at once communicated to this Govern-

ment. In January, 1881, a letter of the Venezuelan minister at Wash-
ington, respecting certain alleged demonstrations at the mouth of the

Orinoco, was thus answered by Mr. Evarts, then Secretary of State :

" • In reply I have to inform you that in view of the deep interest

whicli the Government of the United States takes in all transactions

tending to attempted encroachments of foreign powers upon the ter-

ritory of any of the republics of this continent, this (jrovernment

could not look Avith indifference to the forcible acquisition of such

territory by England if the mission of the vessels now at the mouth
of the Orinoco should be found to be for that end. This Government
awaits, therefore, with natural concern the more particular statements

promised by the (xovernment of Venezuela, which it hopes will not be

long delayed.'

" In the February following, Mr. Evarts wrote again on the same
subject as follows

:

" ' Referring to your note of the 21st of December last, touching the

operations of certain British war vessels in and near the mouth of the

Orinoco River and to my rei)ly thereto of the 31st ultimo as well as to

the recent occasions in which the subject has l)een mentioned in our

conferences concerning the business of your mission, I take it to be

fitting now at the close of my incumbency of the office I hold to ad-

vert to the interest with which the Government of the ITnited States

cannot fail to regard any such purpose with respect to the control of

American territory as is stated to be contemplated by the Govern-

ment of (ireat Britain and to express my regret that the furtlier in-

formation j)romised in your not(> with regard to sucli designs had not

reached me in season to receive tlie attention which, notwithstanding

the sexere pressure of i)ublic business at the end of an administrative

term, I should have taken pleasure in bestowing upon it. I doubt

not, however, that your representations in fulfillment of the awaited

additional orders of your Government will have like earnest and

solicitous consideration at the hands of my sikccessor.''

" In November, 1882, the then state of negotiations with Great

Britain together with a copy of an intended note suggesting recourse

to arbitration was comnnniicated to the Secretary of State by the

President of Venezuela with the expression of the hope that the

ITnited States would give him its opinion and advice and such sup-

port as it dtMjmed possible to offer Venezuela in order that justic(>

sliould l)e done her. Mr. Frelingluiysen replied in a disj)atch to the

United States minister at Caracas as follows:
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'' * This Govornment has ahoady expressed its view that arbitration

of such (lisj)iites is a (•(•nvj'iiieiit resort in the case of faihire to come

to a nmtual uiuloi-standiii*;, and intimated its willing:ness, if Vene-

/AH'hi shonKl so desire, to propose to (Jreat Britain snch a mode of set-

tU'inent. It is feh that the tender of ^ood offices wonhl not he so

protitahle if tiie United States were to approach (ireat Britain as the

advocate of any prejudpfed sohition in favor of Veneziiela. So far

as tiie I'liited States can counsel and assist Venezuela it believes it

best to confine its reply to the renewal of the suggestion of arl)itra-

tion and the oU'er of all its good offices in that direction. This sug-

gestion is the more easily made, since it apjiears. from the instruction

sent by Senor Seijas to the Venezuelan minister in London on the

same l.'")th of July. ISSii. that the President of Venezuela proposed to

the British (iovernment the submission of the dispute to arbitration

by a third power.
*• • Vou will take an early occasion to present the foregoing consid-

erations to Senor Seijas. saying to him that, while trusting that the

direct proposal for ari)itrati()n already made to (ireat Britain may
beai- goctd fruit (if. indeed, it has not already done so by its acceptance

in principle), the (Jovermnent of the United States will cheerfully

lend any needful aid to press upon (Jreat Britain in a friendly way
the |)roi)osition so made, and at the same time you will say to Senor

Seijas (in j)ersonal conference, and not with the fornuility of a writ-

ten communication) that the Ignited States, while advocating strongly

the i-i'course of ari)itrati()n for the adjustment of international dis-

l^utes atl'ecting the States of America, does not seek to put itself for-

ward as their arbiter; that, viewing all such questions impartially

and with no intent or d<'sir(> to prejudge their merits, the United

States will not refuse its arbitration if asked by both parties, and

that, regai-ding all such (luestions as essentially and distinctively

American, the United States would always prefer to see such con-

tentions adjusted through the arbitrament of an American rather

than an European |)ower.*"

'• In lss4 (ieneral (luzman Blanco, the Venezuelan minister to Eng-
land appointed with special reference to pending negotiations for a

general tr<'aty with Clreat Britain, visited Washington on his way to

Ix)n(l<tn and, after several conferences with the Secretary of State

respecting the objects of his mission, was thus commended to the good
office- of Mr. Lowell, our minister at St. James':

••"It will necr>sarily be somewhat within your discretion how far

your good offices may be profitably emj)loye(l with Her Majesty's

a Mr. Freliiiulmyseii. Se<-. of St.ite. to Mr. P.:ikor. iiiin. to Veiie/.iu'ln. No. 203,

Jan. :{1, IKS.-',, .MS. Inst. Venez. III. 2,S0.

S«H'. ns to II vML'ne pniixisMl of .illiance by President (Uiznian Blanco, same to

sjiuie. No. U-O, July -'5, ISM, iU. '6\M.
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Government to these ends, and at any rate you may take proper oc-

casion to let Lord Granville know that we are not without concern

as to whatever may effect the interests of a sister republic of the

American continent and its position in the family of nations.
"

' If General (luzman should apply to you for advice or assistance

in realizing the ])uri)Oses of his mission you will show him proper

consideration, and without connnitting the Ignited States to any de-

terminate political solution you will endeavor to carry out the views

of this instruction.'

"' The progress of Gen. Guzman's negotiations did not fail to be

ol)served by this Government and in December, 1886, with a view to

preventing the rupture of diplomatic relations—which actually took

place in February following—the then Secretary of State, Mr. Bay-

ard, instructed our minister to Great Britain to tender the arbitration

of the United States, in the following terms:
"

' It does not apj^ear that at any time heretofore the good offices of

this Government have been actually tendered to avert a rupture be-

tween Great Britain and Venezuela. As intimated in my No. 58, our

inaction in this regard Avould seem to be due to the reluctance of Ven-

ezuela to have the Government of the United States take any steps

having relation to the action of the British Government Avhich might,

in ap])earance even, prejudice the resort to further arbitration or

mediation which Venezuela desired. Xevertheless, the records abun-

dantly testify our friendly concern in the adjustment of the dispute;

:ind the intelligence now received warrants me in tendering through

you to Iler Majesty's Government the good offices of the United States

to promote an amicable settlement of the respective claims of Great

Britain and Venezuela in the premises.

'"As proof of the impartiality Avith which we view the question, we
offer our arbitration, if acceptable to both countries. AVe do this

with the less hesitancy as the dispute turns upon simple and readily

ascertainable historical facts.

'•'Her Majesty's (iovernment will readily understand that this

attitude of friendly neutrality and entii-e impartiality touching the

merits of the controversy, consisting wholly in a difference of facts

between our friends and neighbors, is entirely consistent and com-

patil:)le with the sense of responsibility that rests upon the United

States in relation to the South American Kepublics. The doctrines

we announced two generations ago, at the instance and with the moral

support and approval of the British Ciovernment, have lost none of

their force or importance in the progress of time and the (jovern-

ments of (ireat Britain and the United States are ('(jiially interested

in conserving a status, the wisdom of which has been demonstrated l>y

the experience of more than half a century.
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"'It is ])rojH'r. tlioivforc. tliat you should convey to I^ord Iddes-

U'i<rh. in such surticicntlv iruardcd terms as vour discretion niav die-

tate. the satisfaction that wouhl he feU l)_v tlie (lovernment of the

United States in i)erceivin<r (hat its wishes in this re<jard were per-

mitted to have infhience with llei- Majesty's ( Jovernment.'

"This oHer of mediation was declinetl hy (ireat Britain, Avith the

statement that a simihir otier had ah'eady heen received from another

qnart<'r. and that the Queen's (iovernment were still not without hope

of a settlement hy direct diplomatic ne<rotiations. In Fehruary, 1888,

ha\in<jf heen infoi-med that the p)venioi- of ]^ritish (luiana had hy

formal decree laid claim to the territory traversed hy the route of a

proposed railway from Ciudad Bolivar to (iuacipati, Mr. Bayard

addressed a note to our minister to England, from which the follow-

iii;r <'\tracts are taken :

" * The claim now stated to have heen ])ut forth hy the authorities of

Bi'itish (luiiMia necessarily <rives rise to <rrave disquietude, and creates

an apprehension that the territorial claim does not follow historical

traditions or evidence, hut is apj)arently indefinite. At no time hith-

erto does it apjM'ar that the district, of which (luacipati is the center,

has heen claimed as British territory or that such jurisdiction has ever

heen asserted over its inhal)itants. and if the reported decree of the

•j-oxcrnor of Biitish (luiana he indeed genuine it is not apparent how
any line of railway from Ciudad Bolivar to (Jinicipati could enter or

tra\('i-se tei'i'itoi-y within the control of (Jreat Britain.
•• • It is true that the line claimed hy (Jreat Britain as the western

houndary of Bi-itish (Juiana is uncertain and vatrue. It is only neces-

sai-y to examine the Bi'itish colonial ofKce list for a few years hack to

jtei-(ei\e this. In the issue foi- ISTT. for instance, the line runs nearly

southwardly from the mouth of the Amacuro to the junction of the

('olin<ra and Takutu rivers. In the issue of 1887. ten years later, it

makes a wide detoiii- to the westward, following the Yuruari. (Juaci-

jtati lies considerahly to the westward of the line ofKcially claimed in

issT, an<l it may j)erhaps he instructive to compare with it the map
whicji (loui)tless will he found in the colonial office list for the present

yeai-.

•• • It may 1k' well for you to exi)ress anew to Lord Salishury the

^M-eat ^Matilication it woidd afford this (Jovernment to see the Vene-
zuelan dispute amicahjy and honorahly settled hy arhitration or other-

wise and our i-eadiness to do anything we properly can to assist to

that end.

In thf roiir-e of your convcM-sation yoti may refer to the j)ui)lica-

tion in the Luiultni I-"niiiii<it r of .January "24 (a coj)y of which you can

procure and exhil»i( to Lord Salishury) and express aj)prehension lest

the widening pretensions of F>ritish (Juiana to possess territory over

which Venezuela's jurisdiction has never heretofore heen disputed

may not diminish the chances for a i)ractical settlement.
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"'If, indeed, it should appear that there is no fixed limit to the

British boundary chiim, our good disposition to aid in a settlement

might not only be defeated, but be obliged to give place to a feeling

of grave concern.'"

"In 1880. information having been received that Barima. at the

mouth of the Orinoco, had been tleclared a British port, Mr. Blaine,

then Secretary of State, authorized Mr. White to confer Avith Lord
Salisbury for the reestablishment of di])loinatic relations between

Great Britain and \"enezuela on the basis of a tem2)orary restoration

of the statii-^ quo. and May 1 and ]\Iay O, 18<.)0. sent the following tele-

grams to our minister to P^ngland, Mr. Lincoln (May 1, 1890) :

*'
' Mr. Lincoln is instructed to use his good offices with Lord Salis-

bury to bring about the resumption of (lii)loniatic intercourse between

Great Britain and Venezuela as a preliminary step towards the settle-

ment of the boundary dispute by arbitration. The joint proposals of

(ireat Britain and the United States towards Portugal which have

just been brought about Avould seem to nudvc the present time propi-

tious for submitting this question to an international arbitration. He
IS requested to propose to Lord Salisbury, with a view to an acconnno-

dation, that an informal conference be had in AVashington or in Lon-

don of representatives of the three powers. In such conference the

position of the United States is one solely of impartial friendship

toward both litigants.

"'(May 6, 1890)—
*•

' It is nevertheless desired that you shall do all you can con-

sistently with our attitude of impartial friendship to induce some

accord between the contestants by which the merits of the controversy

may be fairly ascertained and the rights of each i)arty justly con-

firmed. The neutral position of this (jovernment does not comport

with any expression of opinion on the part of this Department as to

what these rights are, but it is confident that the shifting footing on

Avhich the British boundary question has rested for several years past

is an obstacle to such a correct appreciation of the nature and grounds

of her claim as would alone warrant the formation of any opinion.'

" In the course of the same year, 1890, Venezuela sent to London a

special envoy to bring about the resumption of diplomatic relations

with Great Britain through the good offices of the LTnited States min-

ister.'' But the mission failed because a condition of such resumption,

steadily adhered to by Venezuela, was the reference of the boundary

dispute to arbitration. Since the close of the negotiations initinted

bv Senor Michelena in 189.S, Venezuela has repeatedly brought the

o See Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to Mr. Phelps, inin. to EiiRland. No. 0.~0 (con-

fid.), Aug. 2.S. 1888, MS. In.st. Gr. Wv. XXVIII. .^(5. exprossiiiir the rcadiiu'ss of

the United States to use its good offices.

6 See correspoudeuce iu For. Rel. 1890, 770, 778, 781, 78li, 785, 7.SS.
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controversy to the notice of the United States, has insisted upon its

importance to tlie United States as well as to Venezuela, has repre-

sented it to have reached an acute stage—making definite action by

the United States imperative—and has not ceased to solicit the serv-

ices and support of the United States in aid of its final adjustment.

These api>eals have not heen received with indilference and our

aml)assad<)r to (ireat Hritain has been uniforndy instructed to exert

all his influence in the direction of the reestablishment of diplomatic

r«'latious between (treat Britain and Venezuela and in favor of arbi-

tration of the boundary controversy. The Secretary of State in a

connuunication to Mr. Bayard, bearing date July 13, 1894, used the

following language

:

'• * The President is inspired by a desire for a peaceable and honor-

able settlement of the existing difficulties between an American state

and a powerful trans-Atlantic nation, and would be glad to see the

reestablishment of such diplomatic relations between them as would

promote that end.
''

' I can discern but two equitable solutions of the present con-

troversy. One is the arbitral determiiuition of the rights of the dis-

j)utants as the respective successors to the historical rights of Holland

and Spain over the region in question. The other is to create a new
boundary line in accordance with the dictates of mutual expediency

and consideration. The two (iovernments having so far been unable

to agree on a conventional line, the consistent and conspicuous

advocacy by the United States and England of the principle of

arbitration and their recourse thereto in settlement of ini])ortant fpies-

tions arising between them, makes such a mode of adjustment espe-

cially aj)proj)iMate in the |)i-esent instance, and this (iovernment will

gladly do what it can to further a determination in that sense.'"

" Subse(juent comnuniications to Mr. Bayard direct him to ascer-

tain whelhei- a ministei' from \'enezuela would be i-eceived by (Jreat

Britain. In the animal message to Congress of December Hd last, the

President used tlu' following language:
" The boundary of British (Juiana still remains in dispute between

(ircat Bi-itain and \'enezucla. Believing that its early settlement, on

some just basis alik<' honorable to both pai'ties. is in the liiu' of our

established jxilicy to remove fi-om this hemisphei'e all causes of differ-

ence with j)owei-s beyond the sea, I shall i-enew the (dfoi'ts hei'etofore

made to bring al)out a restoration of diplomatic i-elations between the

disputants an<l to induce a reference to arbitration, a resort which
(treat Britain so conspicuously favors in princijde and respects in

practice and which is earnestly sought by her weaker adverwry."'

"For. Rel. 1804. 2."iO- L'.VJ. See. mIso. Vein-zuelan stntenients id. Sf».V840.

6 President Cleveland, ainiual ines.sage, l)e<-. 3. 1894. See, also, annual mes-
sage of Dec. 4, 1803.
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"And February 22, 1895, a joint resolution of Congress declared

—

"
' That the President's suggestion . . . that Great Britain

and Venezuela refer their dispute as to boundaries to friendly arbi-

tration be earnestly recommended to the favorable consideration of

both parties in interest.'

" The imi)ortant features of the existing situation, as shown by the

foregoing recital, may be briefly stated.

" 1. The title to territory of indefinite but confessedly very large

extent is in dispute between Great Britain on the one hand and the

South American Republic of Venezuela on the other.

" 2. The disparity in the strength of the claimants is such that

Venezuela can hope to establish her claim only through peaceful

methods—through an agreement with her adversary either upon the

subject itself or upon an arbitration.
'' 8. The controversy, with varying claims on the part of Great

Britain, has existed for more than half a century, during which

period many earnest and persistent efforts of Venezuela to establish

a boundary by agreement have proved unsuccessful.
'"' 4. The futility of the endeavor to obtain a conventional line being

recognized, Venezuela for a quarter of a century has asked and

striven for arbitration.

" 5. (ireat Britain, however, has always and continuously refused

to arbitrate, except upon the condition of a renunciation of a large

part of the Venezuelan claim and of a concession to herself of a large

share of the territory in controversy.
•' 6. By the frequent interposition of its good offices at the instance

of Venezuela, by constantly urging and promoting the restoration

of diplomatic relations between the two countries, by pressing for

arbitration of the disputed boundary, by offering to act as arbitrator,

by expressing its grave concern whenever new alleged instances of

British aggression upon Venezuelan territory have been brought to

its notice, the Government of the United States has made it clear to

Great Britain and to the world that the controversy is one in which

both its honor and its interests are involved and the continuance of

which it can not regard with indifference.

•' The accuracy of the foregoing analysis of the existing status can

not. it is believed, be challenged. It shows that status to be such

that those charged with the interests of the United States are now

forced to determine exactly what those interests are and what course

of action they require. It compels them to decide to what extent, if

any, the United States may and should intervene in a controversy

between and primarily concerning only Great Britain and Veuezui^la

and to decide how far it is bound to see that the integrity of Vene-

zuelan territory is not impaired by the pretensions of its powerful

antagonist. Are any such right and duty devolved upon the United

H, Doc. 551—vol 6 35
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States? If not, the United States has already done all, if not more

than all. that a purely sentimental interest in the affairs of the two

countries justifies, and to push its interposition further would be

unbecoming and undi<!:nifie(l and mitrht well subject it to the charge

of impertinent intermeddling; with atfairs with which it has no right-

ful concern. On the other hand, if any such right and duty exi-st,

their due exercise and discharge will not permit of any action that

shall not be eflicient and that, if the })ower of the United States is

adequate, shall not result in the accomplishment of the end in view.

The question thus presented, as matter of })rinciple and regard being

had to the settled national policy, dtx»s not seem difficult of solution.

Yet the momentous practical consequences dependent upon its deter-

mination re(iuire that it should be carefully considered and that the

grounds of the conclusion arrived at should be fully and frankly

stated.

" That there are circumstances under which a nation may justly

interpose in a controversy to which two or more other nations are the

direct and innnediate ])arties is an admitted canon of international

law. The doctrine is ordinarily expressed in terms of the most gen-

eral character and is perhaps incapable of more specific statement.

It is declared in substance that a naticm may avail itself of this right

whenever what is done or proposed by any of the parties primarily

concerned is a serious and direct menace to its own integrity, tran-

quillity, or welfare. The propriety of the rule when aj^plied in good

faith will not be (juestionod in any quarter. On the other hand, it is

an inevitable though unfortunate consecpience of the wide scope of

the nde that it has only too often been nuide a cloak for schemes of

wanton spoliation and aggrandizement. We are concerned at this

time, however, not so much with the general rule as with a form of

it which is peculiarly and distinctively American. "Washington, in

the solemn admonitions of the Farewell Address, exj)licitly warned
his coiintrvmen against entanglements with the politics or the con-

troversies of Euroj)ean powers.
" ' P^urope [he said] has a set of primary interests which to us

have none or a very remote relation. Hence she nmst be engaged in

fn'(iu<'nt controversies the causes of which are essentially foreign

to our concerns. Hence, tlu'refore. it nnist be unwise in us to impli-

cate ourselves by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissitudes of her

politics or the ordinai'v combinations and collisions of her friendships

or enmities. Oui' detached and distant situation invites and enables

us to pursMi' a dill'ei'eMl course."

" During the Administration of I*i-esident Monroe this doctrine of

the Farewell .\ddress was first considered in all its aspects and with

a view to all its practical conse(|uences. The Farewell Address, while

it took America out of the field of EurojKjan politics, was silent as
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to the part P^urope might be permitted to play in America. Doubt-

less it was thought the latest addition to the family of nations should

not make haste to prescribe rules for the guidance of its older mem-
bers, and the expediency asd propriety of serving the powers of

Europe with notice of a complete and distinctive American policy

excluding them from interference with American political affairs

might well seem dubious to a generation to whom the French alli-

ance, with its manifold advantages to the cause of American inde-

pendence, was fresh in mind.
" Twenty years later, however, the situation had changed. The

lately born nation had greatly increased in poAver and resources, had
demonstrated its strength on land and sea and as well in the conflicts

of arms as in the pursuits of peace, and had begun to realize the com-

manding position on this continent which the character of its peo-

ple, their free institutions, and their remoteness from the cliief scene

of European contentions combined to give to it. The Monroe Ad-
ministration therefore did not hesitate to accept and apply the

logic of the Farewell Address by declaring in effect that American

nonintervention in European affairs necessarily implied and meant

European nonintervention in American affairs. Conceiving unques-

tionably that complete European noninterference in American con-

cerns would be cheaply purchased by complete American noninterfer-

ence in European concerns. President Monroe, in the celebrated

message of December 2. 182:^. used the following huiguage:

" " In the wars of the European powers in matters relating to them-

selves w« have never taken any part, nor does it comport with our

policy to do so. It is only when our rights are invaded or seriously

menaced that we resent injuries or make preparations for our defense.

With the movements in this hemisphere, we are, of necessity, more

immediately connected, and by causes which must be ol)vious to all

enlightened and impartial observers. The political, system of the

alHed powers is essentially different in this respect from that of

America. This difference proceeds from that which exists in their

respective governments. And to the defense of our own. whicii has

been achieved by the loss of so much blood and treasure and matured

by the wisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under which we

have enjoyed unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devoted. We
owe it, therefore, to candor and to the amical)le relations existing

between the United States and those })owers to declare that we should

consider any attempt on their part to extend their system to any

portion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety.

"'With the existing colonies or dependencies of any Eui-ope:ui

poww. we have not interfered and shall not interfere. Hut with the

governments who have declared their independence and niiiintiiine'l

it, and whose independence we have, on great consideration and on
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just principles, ackno\vle(lg:o(l, we could not view any interposition

for the piirposf of ()ppressin<j them, or controlling in any other

nianiier their destiny, hy any European j)ower. in any other light than

as the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition towards the United

States. . . . Our policy in regard to Europe, which was adopted

at an early stage of the wars which have so long agitated that (piarter

of the glohe. nevertheless remains the same, which is, not to interfere

in the internal concerns of any of its ])owers; to consider the govern-

ment <h- fdrto as the legitimate government for us; to cultivate

friendly relations with it. and to preserve those relations by a frank,

firm, and manly jxjlicy, meeting, in all instances, the just claims of

every power, suhmitting to injuries from none. But in regard to

these continents, circumstances are eminently and conspicuoush' dif-

ferent. It is impossible that the allied powers should extend their

political system to any i)ortion of either continent without endanger-

ing our peace and happiness; nor can anyone believe that our

southern brethren, if left to themselves, would adopt it of their own
accord. It is e(jually impossible, therefore, that we should behold

such interposition, in any form, with indifference.'

** The Monroe administration, however, did not content itself with

formulating a correct rule for the regulation of the relations between

Euroj)e and America. It aimed at also securing the practical benefits

to result from the api)licati()n of the rule. Hence the message just

(|Uote(l declared that the American continents were fully occupied

:;nd were not the sul)je(ts for future colonization by European powers.

To this s|)irit and this purj)()se, also, are to be attributed the passages

of the same message which treat any infringement of the rule against

interference in .Vmerican affairs on the part of the powers of Europe
as an act of unfriendliness to the United States. It was realized that

it was futile to lay down such a rule unless its observance could be

enfon-ed. It was manifest that the United States was the only power
in this hemisphere capable of enforcing it. It (\as therefore coura-

geously declared not merely that Europe ought not to interfere in

.Vmerican affairs, but that any European j)ower doing so would be

regai'ded as antagonizing the interests and inviting the opposition of

the United States.

"That America is in no part open to colonization, though the

pi«»])o>itioii was not universally admitted at the time of its first

enunciation, lias long been universally conceded. "We are now con-

cenHMJ. thcrefoic. only with that other j)ractical aj)plication of the

Moiii-oe <]o<trine the (Hsregai'd of which by an Eurojx'an power is to

Im' dernied :in :i(l of iin

f

liendliiiess towards the United States. The
precis«' scope and limitations of this rule can not be too clearly appre-

hended. It do<'s not establish any general protectorate by the United

States over other American states. It does not relieve any American
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state from its obligations as fixed by international law nor i)revent

any European power directly interested from enforcing such obliga-

tions or from inflicting merited punishment for the l)reach of them.

It does not contemplate any interference in the internal affairs of any
American state or in the relations between it and other American
states. It does not justify any attempt on our part to change the

established form of government of any American state or to prevent
the people of such state from altering that form according to their

own will and pleasure. The rule in question has l)ut a single purpose

and object. It is that no European power or combination of Euro-

pean powers shall forcibly deprive an American state of the right and
power of self-government and of shaping for itself its own political

fortunes and destinies.

" That the rule thus defined has been the accepted public law of this

country ever since its promulgation can not fairly be denied. Its pro-

nouncement by the Monroe administration at that particular time was
unquestionably due to the inspiration of Great Britain, who at once

gave to it an open and unqualified adhesion which has never been

withdrawn. But the rule was decided upon and formulated by the

Monroe administration as a distinctively American doctrine of great

import to the safety and welfare of the United States after the most

careful consideration by a Cabinet which numbered among its mem-
bers John Quincy Adams. Calhoun, Crawford, and Wirt, and which

before acting took both Jefferson and ^Madison into its counsels. Its

promulgation was received with acclaim by the entire people of the

country irrespective of party. Three years after, "Webster declared

that the doctrine involved the honor of the country. ' I look u})on

it,' he said, ' as part of its treasures of rej)utation, and for one I

intend to guard it," and he added,

'"'I look on the message of December. 182:1, as forming a bright

page in our history. I will help neither to erase it nor to tear it out

:

nor shall it be by any act of mine blurred or blotted. It did lionor to

the sagacity of the (Jovermnent, and I will not diminish that honor.'

" Though the rule thus highly eulogized by AVebster has never I)een

formally affirmed by Congress, the House in 1S()4 declared against the

Mexican moiuirchy sought to be set up by the French as not in accoril

with the policy of the United States, and in 1S80 the Senate expressed

its disapproval of the connection of any European power with a canal

across the Isthnuis of Darien or Central America. It is manifest that,

if a rule has been openly and uniforndy declared and acted upon by

the executive branch of the Government for more than seventy year-

without express repudiation by Congress, it nnist be conclusively ]mv-

sumed to have its sanction. Yet it is certainly no more than the exucl

truth to say that every administration since President Monroe's li;i-

had occasion, and sometimes more occasions than one. to examine and
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considor tho ^foinuM' dootriiu' and has in each instance given it eni-

j)hati(' cHdorsenicnt. I'rcsidcnts have dwelt u])<)n it in niessa<^«H to

Conjricss and Secietaries of State have time after time made it the

theme of diplomatic I'epresentation. Nor, if the practical results of

the vuU' We son<i:ht for, is the record either meager or obscure. Its

fiiNt and innnediate effect was indeed most momentous and far-reach-

ing. It was the controlling factor in the emancipation of South

America and to it the independent states which now divide that re-

gion U'tween them are largely indebted for their very existence.

Since then the most st liking single achievement to be credited to the

iid«> is the evacuation of Mexico by the French upon the termination

of the civil war. Hut we are also indebted to it for the provisions of

the Clayton-Bulwer treaty, which both neutralized any interoceanic

<'anal across Central America and expressly excluded (Jreat Britain

from occupying or exercising any dominion over any part of Central

AnuM-ica. It has been used in the case of Cuba as if justifying the po-

sition that, while the sovereignty of Spain will be respected, the island

"will not be permitted to become the possession of any other European

power. It has been iidluential in bringing about the definite relin-

(juishment of any suijjwsed ])rotectorate by Great Britain over the

Mos(juito coast.

" l*resident Polk, in the case of Yucatan and the proposed voluntary

transfer of that country to Clreat Britain or Spain, relied upon the

>ronro<' doctrine, though i)erhaps erroneously, when he declared in a

special message to Congress on the subject that the United States

cotdd not consent to any such transfer. Yet, in somewhat the same

>|)irit. Secretary Fish affirmed in 1870 that President Grant had but

followed • the teachings of all our history ' in declai'ing in his aniuuil

message of that year that existing dependencies were no longer re-

garded as subji'ct to transfer from one European power to another,

and that when the pi-es»Mit relation of colonies ceases they are to be-

come independent powers. .Vnother develo])ment of the rule, though

a|»|)ai-en(ly not necessarily re(|uir«'d by either its letter or its spirit, is

f<tnnil in the ol)jection to arbitration of South American controversies

l)y an Euroi)ean j)ower. American (juestions, it is said, are for Ameri-
can decision, and on that ground the United States went so far as to

iffii-f to mecjiate in the war between Chili and Peru jointly with

< ill at liritaii! and Fiance. Finally, on the ground, among others,

thnt the authority of the Monroe doctrine and the prestige of the

I'liitcd Stati's as its exponent juid sponsor would l)e seriously im-

paired. Secretary liayard strenuously resisted the enforcement of the

l*elletier claim against Ilayti.

"'The I'nited State>
|
he said] has proclaimed herself the pro-

tector of this we>tern world, in which she is by far the stronger power,

from the intrusion of European sovereignties. She can jioint with
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proud satisfaction to the fact that over and over again has she de-

clared effectively, that serious indeed Avould be the consecjuences if

European hostile foot should, Avithout just cause, tread those states

in the New World which have emancipated themselves from Euro-
pean control. She has announced that she would cherish as it becomes
her the territorial rights of the feel)lest of those states, regarding them
not merely as in the eye of the hnv equal to even the greatest of na-

tionalities, but in view of her distinctive policy as entitled to be

regarded by her as the objects of a peculiarly gracious care. I feel

bound to say that if we should sanction by reprisals in Hayti the ruth-

less invasion of her territory and insult to her sovereignty which the

facts now ])efore us disclose, if we apj)rove by solemn Executive action

and Congressional assent that invasion, it will be difficult for us here-

after to assert that in the Xew AVorld, of whose rights we are the

peculiar guardians, these rights have never been invaded by our-

selves.' »

" The foregoing enumeration not only shows the many instances

wherein the rule in question has been affirmed and applied, but also

demonstrates that the Venezuelan boundar}' controversy is in any view

far within the scope and spirit of the rule as uniforndy accepted and

acted upon. A doctrine of American public law thus long and firmly

established and supported could not easily bo ignored in a proper case

for its application, even were the considerations upon which it is

founded obscure or questionable. No such objection can be made,

however, to the Monroe doctrine understood and defined in the man-
ner already stated. It rests, on the contrar}', upon facts and princi-

ples that are both intelligible and incontrovertible. That distance

and three thousand miles of intervening ocean make any permanent

political union between an P^uropean and an American state un-

natural and inexpedient will hardly be denied. But physical and

geographical considerations are the least of the objections to such a

union. Europe, as Washington observed, has a set of primary in-

terests which are peculiar to herself. America is not interested in

them and ought not to be vexed or complicated with them. Each

great European power, for instance, to-day maintains enormous

armies and fleets in self-defense and for protection against any other

P^uropean i)ower or powers. What have the states of America to

do with that condition of things, or why should they be impoverished

by wars or preparations for wars with whose causes or results they

can have no direct concern? If all Europe were to suddenly fly to

arms over the fate of Turkey, wouhl it not be preposterous that any

American state should find itself inextricablv involved in the miseries

1 Report of Mr. Buyju'd, iyoo. of State, to the President, Jan. 20, 1.SS7, S. Ex.

Doc. 04, 49 Cong. 2 sess.
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and bunlens of the contest ? If it were, it woukl j^rovc to be a part-

nership in the cost and h)sses of the struggle but not in any ensuing

henehts.

"What is true of the material, is no leas true of ^^hat may be

termed the moral interests involved. Those pertaining to Europe are

p<>culiar to her and are entirely diverse from those pertaining and
peculiar to America. Europe as a whole is monarchical, and, with the

single important exception of the Republic of Erance. is connnitted to

the monarchical principle. America, on the other hand, is devoted to

the exactly opposite principle— -to the idea that every people has an

inalienable right of self-government—and, in the United States of

.Vmerica. has furnished to the world the most conspicuous and conclu-

sive examj)le and ])roof of the excellence of free institutions, whether

from the standpoint of national greatness or of individual happiness.

It can not be necessary, however, to enlarge upon this phase of the

subject—whether moral or material interests be considered, it can not

but l)e universally conceded that those of Europe are irreconcilably

diverse from those of America, and that any European control of the

latter is necessarily both incongruous and injurious. If, however, for

the reasons stated the forcible intrusion of European powers into

American politics is to be deprecated—if, as it is to be de})recated, it

should l>e i-esisted and prevented—such resistance and prevention

must come from the United States. They would come from it, of

course, were it made the point of attack. But, if they come at all, they

nnist also come from it when an}' other American state is attacked,

since only the United States has the strength adecjuate to the exigency.

" Is it true, then, that the safety and welfare of the United States

are so concerned with the maintenance of the independence of every

Amei'ican state as against any European power as to justify and re-

(|uir<' the interposition of the United States whenever that independ-

ence is endangered^ The question can be candidly answered in

but one way. The States of America. South as well as North, by

geograj)hical i)r<)ximity. by natural sympathy, by similarity of gov-

(•rnmental constitutions, are friends and allies, connnercially and

politically of the Unit<Ml States. To allow the sujugation of any

them by an Euro])ean j)ower is. of course, to completely reverse that

sit\iation and signifies the loss of all the advantages incident to their

natural relations to us. Hut that is not all. The jjeople of the

United Stato liave a vital interest in the cause of popular self-

govcniMMiit. They have secured the right for themselves and their

))o>teiity at tlie cost of infinite blood and treasure. They have real-

ized and exemplified its beneficent ojx'ration by a career unexampled

in point of natural greatness or indivitlual felicity. They believe it

to Ih' for the healing of all nations, and that civilization nuist either

advance or retrograde accordingly as its supremacy is e.xtended or
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curtailed. Imbued with these sentiments, the people of the United

States might not impossibly be wrought up to an active proi)aganda

in favor of a cause so highly valued both for themselves and for man-
kind. But the age of the Crusades has passed, and they are content

w^itli such assertion and defense of the right of popular self-govern-

ment as their own security and welfare demand. It is in that view

more than in any other that they believe it not to be tolerated that the

political control of an American state shall be forcibly assumed by an

P^uropean power.
'' The mischiefs apprehended from such a source are none the less

real because not inunediately imminent in any specific case, and are

none the less to be guarded against because the combination of cir-

cumstances that will bring them upon us can not be predicted. The
civilized states of Christendom deal with each other on substantially

the same principles that regulate the conduct of individuals. The
greater its enlightenment, the more surely every state perceives that

its permanent interests require it to be governed by the immutable

principles of right and justice. Each, nevertheless, is only too liable

to succumb to the temptations offered by seeming special opportuni-

ties for its own aggrandizement, and each would rashly imperil its

oAvn safety w^ere it not to remember that for the regard and respect of

other states it must be largely dependent upon its own strength and

power. To-day the United States is practically sovereign on this con-

tinent, and its fiat is law upon the subjects to which it confines its

interposition. Why? It is not because of the pure friendship or

good will felt for it. It is not simply by reason of its high character

as a civilized state, nor because wisdom and justice and equity are the

invariable characteristics of the dealings of the United States. It is

because, in addition to all other grounds, its infinite resources com-

bined with its isolated position render it master of the situation and

practically invulnerable as against any or all other powers.

"All the advantages of this superiority are at once imperiled if the

principle be admitted that European powers may convert American

states into colonies or provinces of their own. The i)rinciple would be

eagerly availed of, and every power doing so would inunediately ac-

quire a base of military operations against us. What one power was

])ei'uiitte(l to do could not be denied to another, and it is not inconceiv-

able that the struggle now going on for the acquisition of Africa

might be transferred to South America. If it were, the weaker

countries would unquestionably be soon absorbed, while the ultimate

result might be the partition of all South America between the various

European powers. The disastrous consequences to the United States

of such a condition of things are obvious. The loss of prestige, of

authority, and of weight in the councils of the family of nations,

would be among the least of them. Our only real rivals in peace as
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Avoll as onemios in war would ho found located at our very doors. Thus
far in our history we have hcen spared the i)urdens and evils of im-

mense standin<r ai'inies and all the other accessories of hu^e warlike

establishments, and the exemption has largely contributed to our

national <rreatness and wealth as well as to the happiness of every

citizen. Hut. with the powers of Europe permanently encamjjed on

American soil, the ideal conditions we have thus far enjoyed can not

Ih^ ex])ecte(l to contimie. We too nmst be armed to the teeth; we too

must convert the flower of our male population into soldiers and

sailors, and by withdrawin*; them from the various pursuits of

peaceful industry, we too must practically annihilate a large share of

the productive energy of the nation.

'•
I low a greater calamity than this could overtake us it is difficult

to see. Nor are our just apprehensions to be allayed by suggestions

of the friendliness of Pvuropean powers—of their good wnll toward

us—of their disposition, should they be our neighbors, to dwell with

us in peace and harmony. The people of the United States have

learned in the school of experience to what extent the relations of

states to each other depend not upon sentiment nor principle, but

uj)on selfish interest. They will not soon forget that, in their hour

of distress, all their anxieties and burdens were aggravated by the

l)ossibility of demonstrations against their national life on the part

of powers with whom they had long maintained the most harmonious

relations. They have yet in mind that France seized upon the

aj)parent opportunity of our civil war to set up a monarchy in the

adjoining state of Mexico. They realize that had France and Great

Urit«in held important South American j)os!»essions to work from

and to i)enefit. the temptation to destroy the predominance of the

(treat Republic in this hemis])here by furthering its dismemberment

might have been ii'resistible. From that grave peril they have been

saved in the j)ast and may be saved again in the future through the

(»p: ration of the sui'e but silent force of the doctrine proclaimed by

I*re>i(lent Monroe. To ai)andon it. on the other hand, disregarding

both the logic of the situation and the facts of our past experience,

would be to i-eiiounce a policy which has proved both an easy defense

again>t f(»reign aggression and a j)rolific source of internal progress

and prosperity.

• riii'ie is. then, a doctrine of American public law, well founded

ill priini|i]e and abundantly sanctioned l)y precedent, which entitles

and i((juirf> the Tnited States to treat as an injury to itself the

forcible assumpti(»n by an Kuropean power of political control over

an American state. The application of the doctrine to the boundary
dispute iH'tween (Ireat Britain and Venezuela remains to 1m' made and
presents no real difficulty. Though the dispute relates to a boundary
line, yet, as it is Ix'tween stiites, it necessarily imports political control
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to be lost by one party and gained by the other. The political control

at stake, too, is of no mean importance, but concerns a domain of

great extent—the British claim, it will be renieml)ered, apparently

expanded in two years some 8H,()0() scpiare miles—and. if it also

directly involves the connnand of the month of the Orinoco, is of

innnense conseqnence in connection with the whole river navigation

of the interior of Sonth America. It has been intimated, indeed,

that in respect of these Sonth American possessions Great Britain

is herself an American state like any other, so that a controversy

between her and Veneznela is to be settled between themselves as if

it were between Veneznela and Brazil or between Veneznela and

Colombia, and does not call for or jnstify United States intervention.

If this view l)e tenable at all, the logical sequence is plain.

" Great Britain as a Sonth American state is to be entirely differ-

entiated from Gi-eat Britain generally, and if the boundary question

can not be settled otherwise than by force, British Guiana, with her

own independent resources and not those of the British Empire,

should be left to settle the matter with Venezuela—an arrangement

which very possibly Venezuela might not object to. But the propo-

sition that an European power with an American dependency is for

the purposes of the Monroe doctrine to be classed not as an Euro-

pean but as an American state will not admit of serious discussion.

If it were to be adopted, the Monroe doctrine would be too valueless

to be worth asserting. Not only would every P^uropean power now
having a South American colony be enabled to extend its possessions

on this continent indefinitely, but any other European power might

also do the same by first taking pains to procure a fraction of South

American soil by voluntary cession.

*"• The declaration of the Monroe message—that existing colonies or

dependencies of an European p«wer w«uld not be interfered with by

the Tnited States—means colonies or dependencies then existing, with

theii- limits as then existing. So it has been invariably construed,

and so it nnist continue to be construed unless it is to be deprived of

all vital force. (Jreat Britain can not be deemed a South American

state within the purview of the Moiu'oe doctrine, nor, if she is appro-

priating ^'enezuelan territory, is it material that she does so by ad-

vancing the frontier of an old colony instead of by the ])lanting of a

new colony. The difference is matter of form and not of substance,

and the doctrine if pertinent in the one case nnist be in the other also.

It is not admitted, however, and therefore can not be assumed, that

Great Britain is in fact usurping dominion over Venezuelan terri-

tory. While Venezuela charges such usurpation, (ireat liritain

denies it, and the United States, until the merits are authoritiitively

ascertained, can take sides with neither. But while this is so— wIiiK'

the United States may not, under existing circumstances at least, take
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upon itst'lf to say whicli of tho two parties is right and which

wn)n^— it is (vrtainly within its ri^ht to (It'n)aii(i that the truth shall

1h> ascertaiiiu'd. Hein<; tMititU'il to rcst-nt ahtl I'csist any sequestration

of \'eni'zuelan soil hy (Ireat Hritain, it is necessarily entitled to know
whether such sciiucstration has occurred or is now goin^ on. Other-

wise, if the Tnited States is witliout the ri«;ht to know and have it

determined whether there is or is not British ajj^ression upon Vene-

zuelan territory, its ri<>:ht to jjrotest a^iinst or repel such aggression

may he dismissed from consideration.
'• The right to act upon a fact, the existence of which there is no

right to have ascertained, is simply illusory. It heing clear, therefore,

that the United States may legitimately insist upon the merits of the

i)oundary ([uestion heing determined, it is equally clear that there is

hut one feasible mode of determining them, viz. peaceful arbitration.

The impracticability of any conventional adjustment has been often

and thoroughly demonstrated. Kvcn more impossible of considera-

tion is an appeal to arms—a mode of settling national pretensions

uidiappily not yet wholly obsolete. If. however, it were not con-

demnablc as a relic of barbarism and a crime in itself, so one-sided a

contest could not l)e invited nor even accepted by Great Britain with-

out distinct disparagement to her character as a civilized state,

(ireat Britain, however, assumes no such attitude. On the contrary,

she both admits that there is a controversy and that ari)itration

shouhl l)e resorted to for its adjustment. But, while up to that point

her attitude leaves nothing to be desired, its practical effect is com-

pletely nullified i)y her insist<'nce that the submission shall cover but

a part of the controvei'sy—that, as a condition of arbitrating her right

to a j)art of the disputed territory, the remainder shall be turned over

to her. If it were i)ossible to point to a boundary which both parties

had ever agreed or assumed to be such, either expressly or tacitly, the

demand that t«'nitory conceded by such line to British Guiana should

Im' held not to l)e in dis))iite might rest upon a reasonable basis. But
there i> no such line. The territory which (Jreat Britain insists shall

l)e fViU'A to her as a condition of arbitrating her claim to other terri-

tory has never bet'ii admitted to belong to her. It has always and
consistently i)een claimed by \'enezuela.

'• rj)on what princij)le—except her feebleness as a nation—is she

to l»f denied the right of having the claim heard and passed upon by
an imi>artial ti-ibunaH No reason nor shadow of reason appears in

all the voluminous literature of the subject. ' It is to l)e so because I

will it to !)(' >o " >eems to be the only justification Great Britain offers.

It is. indeed, ititimated that the British claim to this particular terri-

tory rests uj)on an occupation, which, whether acquiesced in or not,

has ripened into a j)erfect title by long continuance. But what pre-

scription affecting territorial rights can be said to exist as betwsen
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sovereign states? Or, if there is any. what is the legitimate conse-

quence? It is not that all arbitration should be denied, but only that

the submission should embrace an additional topic, namely, the

validity of the asserted prescriptive title either in point of law or in

point of fact. No different result folloAvs from the contention that

as matter of principle (Jreat Britain can not l)e asked to submit and

ought not to submit to arbitration her political and sovereign rights

over territory. This contention, if applied to the whole or to a vital

part of the possessions of a sovereign state, need not be controverted.

To hold otherwise might be equivalent to holding that a sovereign

state was bound to arbitrate its very existence.

" But Great Britain has herself shown in various instance's that the

principle has no pertinency when either the interests or the territorial

area involved are not of controlling magnitude and her loss of them

as the result of an arbitration can not appreciably affect her honor

or her power. Thus, she has arbitrated the extent of her colonial

possessions twice Avith the United States, twice with Portugal, and

once with Gernuiny, and perhaps in other instances. The Northwest

Water Boundary arbitration of 1872 between her and this country

is an example in point and well illustrates both the effect to be given

to long-continued use and enjoyment and the fact that a truly great

power sacrifices neither prestige nor dignity by reconsidering the

most emphatic rejection of a proposition when satisfied of the

obvious and intrinsic justice of the case. By the award of the

Emperor of Germany, the arbitrator in that case, the United States

acquired San Juan and a number of smaller islands near the coast of

Vancouver as a consequence of the decision that the term * the channel

which separates the continent from Vancouver's Island,' as used in

the treaty of Washington of 1840. meant the Ilaro channel and not

the Rosario channel. Yet a leading contention of Great Britain

lu'fore the arbitrator was that equity nujuired a judgment in her

favor l)ecause a decision in favor of the United States would deprive

British subjects of rights of navigation of which they had had the

habitual enjoyment from the time when the Kosario Strait was first

explored and surveyed in 1798. So, though by virtue of the award,

the United States acquired San Juan and the other islands of the

group to which it belongs, the British foreign secretary had in I80D

instructed the British minister at Washington as follows:

*''IIer Majesty's Government nnist. therefore, under any circum-

stances, maintain the right of the British Grown to the island of San

Juan. The interests at stake in connection with the retention of that

island are too im|)ortant to admit of compromise, and your lordship

will consequently bear in mind that, whatever arrangement as (o

the boundary line is finally arrived at, no st^ttlenient of the (inestion

will be accepted by Her Majesty's Government which does not pro-
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vide for the islaiul of San Juan l)oing: resorvod to the British Crown.'
" Thus, as ah-cady intiniatod. iho British demand that her right to

a portion of the disj)uted territory shall be a knowledged before she

will consent to an arbitration as to the rest seems to stand upon

nothin*; but her own ijixc dirit. Sh(> says to Venezuela, in substance:

' Yon can «ret none of the debatable land by force, iK'cause you are

not strong enough: you can get none by treaty, becniuse I will not

agree: and you can take your chance of getting a portion by ar!)itra-

tion. only if you first agree to abandon to me such other portion as

I may designate.* It is not perceived how such an attitude can Ix;

defended nor how it is reconcilable with that love of justice and fair

play so eminently characteristic of the English race. It in effect

d«'j)rives \'ene/uela of her free agency and puts her under virtual

duress. Territory accpiired by reason of it will be as nuu'h wrested

from her by the strong hand as if occupied by British troops or cov-

ered by British fleets. It seems therefore (juite impossible that this

position of (ireat Britain shoidd be assented to by the United State>>,

or that, if such j)ositi()n be adhered to with the result of enlarging the

bounds of British (luiana. it should not be regarded as amounting,

in substance, to an invasion and contjuest of Venezuelan territory.

" In these circumstances, the duty of the President ap})ears to him
unmistakable and imjK>rative. (treat Britain's assertion of title to

the disputed teri-itorv combined with her refusal to have that title

invest igat<'d being a substantial appr()i)riation of the territory to her

own use. not to protest and give warning that the transaction will l)e

regai'ded as injurious to the interests of the people of the United

States as well as ()j)pressive in itself would be to ignore an established

policy with which the honor and welfare of this country are closely

identified. While the measures necessary or j)roper for the vindica-

tion of that policy are to be determined by another branch of the

(Jovermnent, it is clearly for the Executive to leave nothing undone
which may tend to render such determination unnecessary.

" You are instructed, therefore, to i)resent the foregoing views to

I>ord Salisbury by reading to him this communication (leaving with

him a co|)y should he so desire), and to reinforce them by such perti-

nent coMsidei'ations as will doubtless occur to you. They call for a

definite decision ujion the i)()int whether (treat Britain will consent

(»i* will decline to submit the Venezuelan boundary question in its

entirety to impartial arbitration. It is th<> earnest hope of the Presi-

d(>nl that the conchisiou will be on the side of arbitration, and that

(treat liritain will add one more to the consjiicuous precedents she

has already fuiiii-hed in favor of that wise and just mode of adjust-

ing international di-putes. If he is to be disappointed in that hope,

however^a result not h) be anticijiated and in his judgment calcu-

lated to greatly embarrass the future relations between this country
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nnd Great Britain—it is his wish to be made acquainted with the fact

at such early date as will enable him to lay the whole subject before

Congress in his next annual message.''

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bayard, amh. to England. .Tiily 20, 189.'),

For. Rel. 1895, I. .545 ; S. Ex. Doc. I'A, 54 Cong. 1 sess. 4.

" In Mr. Olney's Instruction No. 804, of the 20tli instant, in relation to

the Anglo-VenezueUn boundary disimte, you will note a reference to

the sudden Increase of the area claimed for British (Juiaua. amount-

ing to 33,0(X) square miles, between 1884 and 1880. This statement

is made on the authority of the British publication entitled the

Statesman's Year Book.
" I add for your better information that the same statement is found in

the British Colonial Office List, a government publication.

" In the issue for 1885 the following passage occurs, on page 24, under
the head of British Guiana

:

"
' It is impossible to specify the exact area of the colony, as its precise

boundaries between Venezuela and Brazil respe<'tively are unde-

termined, but it has been computed to be 70,(XXJ square nules.'

" In the issue of the same List for 1880, the same statement occurs, on

page .33, with the change of area to ' about 109,000 square miles.'

" The official mai>s in the two volumes mentioned are identical, so that

the increase of 33,000 square miles claimed for British Guiana is

not thereby explained, but later Colonial Office List maps show a

varying sweep of the boundary westward into what previously fig-

ured as Venezuelan territory, while no c-hange is noted on the Bra-

ziliiin frontier." (Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bayard, July

24, 1895. For. Bel. 1895, I. 562.)

" On the 7th August I transmitted to Lord (lOugh a copy of the

despatch from Mr. Olney which Mr. Bayard had left

Lord Salisbury's ^^m^ j^^^ ^1^.^^ ^|.j^.^ .^,^j ^/f which he had read portions

I!.^^,°o^!^'
"^ to me. I informed him at the time that it could not

26, 1895.
be answered until it had been carefully considered by

the Law Officers of the Crown. I have therefore deferred replying

to it till after the recess.

" I will not now deal with those portions of it which are concerned

exclusively with the controversy that has for some time past existed

between the Republic of Venezuela and Her Majesty's (iovernment in

regard to the boundary which separates their dominions. I take a

very diil'erent view from Mr. Olney of various matters upon which he

touches in that part of the despatch; but I will defer for the present

all observations upon it, as it concerns matters which are not in them-

selves of first-rate imjKjrtance. and do not dii-ectly concern the rela-

tions between Great Britain and the United States.

''The latter part however of the desj)atclu turning from the ques-

tion of the frontiers of Venezuela. i)roceeds to deal with principles of

a far wider character, and to advance doctrines of international law

which are of considerable interest to all the nations whose dominions

include any portion of the western hemisphere.
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•• Tlio rontoiitioiis s<>t forth hv Mr. Olncv in this part of liis despatch

arc rt'prcst'nted by liini as hein^ an ai)plication of the political max-

ims which are well known in American discussion under the name of

the MonriK' doctrine. As far as I am aware, this doctrine has never

IxH'n Ix'fore advanced on iK'half of the United States in any written

communication addressed to the (Jovernment of another nation; but

it has Ikhmi «;enerally adopted and assumed as true by many eminent

writers and politicians in the United States. It is said to have

largely influenced the (Jovernment of that country in the conduct of

its forei<rn affairs: though Mr. Clayton, who was Secretary of State

untler l^resident Taylor, expressly stated that that Administration

had in no way adopted it. But during the period that has elapsed

>ince the message of President Monroe was delivered in 18'il^, the doc-

trine has undergone a very notable development, and the aspect which

it now presents in the hands of Mr. Olney differs widely from its

character when it first issued from the pen of its author. The two
propositions which in efll'ect President Monroe laid down were, first,

that America was no longer to be looked upon as a field for B^uropean

colonization;" and, secondly, that Europe must not attemj)t to extend

its political system to America, or to control the political condition of

any of the American communities who had recently declared their

independence.

"The dangei's against which l*resident ^lonroe thought it right to

guard wei-e not as imaginary as they would seem at the present day.

'I'hc formation of the Holy Alliance: the congresses of Laybach and

\'erona : the invasion of Spain l)v France for the purpose of forcing

upon the Spanish people a form of government which seemed likely to

(]isaj)j)ear. unless it was sustained by external aid, were incidents

fresh in the mind of Pi-esident Monroe when he penned his celebrated

message. The system of which he speaks, and of which he so reso-

lutely dei)recates the application to the American Continent, was the

system then adopted by certain powerful States upon the Continent of

Kurope of combining to prevent by force of arms the adoption in

(>th<'i- countries of political institutions which they disliked, and to

ui)h(»l(l by exteriuil j^ressure those which they approved. Various

|)<)iti()ns of South America had recently declared their independence,

and that indejxMidence had not Ix'en recognized by the (rovernnumts

of Spain and Portugal, to which, with small exception, the whole of

CcntiMJ and South America were nominally subject. It was not an

Hiiaginary (huiger that he foresaw, if he feared that the same spirit

wliicli had dictated the French expedition into Spain might insj)ire

the iiiorc powerful goxenunents of Euroj)e with the idea of imposing,

by the foi-ce (»f Kurojx'an arms, upon the South American connuuni-

ties the form of gctverninent and the political connection which they

had thrown off. In declaring that the United States would resist any
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such enterpriso if it was contemplateil. President Monroe adoptx^d a

policy which received the entire sympathy of the English Goveni-
nient of that date.

" The dangers which were apprehended by President Monroe have

no relation to the state of things in which we live at the present day.

There is no danger of any Holy Alliance imposing its system upon
any portion of the American Continent, and there is no danger of any
European State treating any part of. the American Continent as a fit

object for European colonization. It is intelligible that Mr. Olney
should invoke, in defence of the views on which he is now insisting, an

authority which enjoys so high a popularity with his own fellow-

countrymen. But the circumstances with which President Monroe
Avas dealing, and those to which the present American Government is

addressing itself, have very few features in common. Great Britain

is imposing no ' system ' upon Venezuek, and is not concerning herself

in any way with the nature of the political institutions under which
the Venezuelans may prefer to live. But the British Empire and the

Republic of Venezuela are neighbours, and they have differed for

some time past, and continue to differ, as to the line b}' which their

dominions are separated. It is a controversy with which the United

States have no apparent practical concern. It is difficult, indeed, to

see how it can materially affect any State or community outside those

primarily interested, except perhaps other parts of Her Majesty's

dominions, such as Trinidad, The disputed frontier of Venezuela

has nothing to do with any of the questions dealt with by President

^lonroe. It is not a question of the colonization by a European

power of any portion of America. It is no^ a question of the im-

position upon the connnunities of South America of any system of gov-

ernment devised in Europe. It is simply the determination of the

frontier of a British ])ossessron which belonged to the Throne of Eng-

land long before the Re])ublic of Venezuela came into existence. But

e\'en if the interests of Venezuela were so far linked to those of the

Ignited States as to give to the latter a locux xfaiidi in this controversy,

their Govermnent ai)pareMtly have iM)t formed, and certainly do not

express, any opinion upon the actual merits of the dispute. Tlie Gov-

ernment of the United States do not say tluit (Jreat Britain, or that

Venezuela, is in the right in the matters tliat are in issue. But they

lay down that the doctrine of President Monroe, when he opposed

the imposition of European systems, or the renewal of European col-

onization, confers upon them tlie right of demanding that when a

European Power has a fronticM- difl'ereice with a South American com-

munity, the European Power shall consent to refer that controversy

to arbitration ; and Mr. Olney states that unless Her Majiv;ty's ( Joverii-

ment accede to this demand, it will " greatly embarrass the future rela-

tions between Great Britain and the United States.*

II. Doc. 551—vol 6 36
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•• Wliatovcr iHiiy lu- (he aiithoritv of tlio doctrine laid down by

PiTsidciit Monroe, \hvvc is notliin<r in his lanj^uafjo to show that he

ever thoii^^iit of chiiiiiin^^ this novel prcropitive for the United

States. It is luhiiittt'd that \\v did not sock to assert a protectorate

over Mexico, or the States of Central and Sonth America. Snch a

claim woidd have imposed ii])on the Ignited States the dnty of

answerin<r for the conduct of these States, and consequently the

responsibility of controllin<r it. I lis sa<>:acious foresi<;ht woidd have

led him euerirctically to de])recate the addition of so serious a burden

to those wliich the rulers of tlie Fnited States have to bear. It fol-

lows of necessity that if the (iovernment of the United States will not

control the coiuhict of these coimnunities, neither can it undertake

to ])rotect them from the consecpiences attaching to any misconduct

of whicli they may be iruilty towards other nations. If they violate

in any way tlu^ rights of another State, or of its subjects, it is not

alleged that the Monroe doctrine will assure them the assistance of

the United States in escaping from any reparation which they may be

bound by international law to give. Mr. Olney expressly disclaims

such an inference from the principk's he lays down.
" But the claim which he founds upon them is that, if any inde-

|>endent American State advances a demand for territory of which its

neighbour chiims to be the owner, and that neighbour is the colony

of a Kuropean State, the United States have a right to insist that the

Kurojx'an State siudl submit the demand, and its own impugned
rights to arbitiation.

" r will not now enter into a discussion of the merits of this method

of terminating international difi'erences. It has proved itself valu-

ible in many ca-es: but it is not free from defects, which often ope-

rate a> a ^el•ioll^ drawback on its value. It is not always easy to find

an arbitrator who is comj)etent. and who, at the same time, is wholly

free fiom bia>: and the task of insuring compliance with the award
u hen it i- made is not exemj)t from difficidty. It is a mode of settle-

ment of which the value varies nuich according to the natm'e of the

(•ontro\ei-y to which it is api)lied, and the character of the litigants

who appeal to it. \\'hether. in any particidar caic, it is a suital)le

method of procedure i> generally a delicate and ditlicult question.

'['he only j)arties who are competent to decide that (juestion are the

two partie- whose rival contentions are in issue. The claim of a

third nation, wliich is unatl'ected by the controversy, to im])ose this.

paMJculin- proi-ednre on either of the two others, can not be reason-

ably justified, and lia> no foundation in the law of nations.

" In the i-emark- which I have made, I have argued on the theory

that the .Monroe dextrine in itself is sound. I nnist not, however,

i)e understood a- expr<'s-ing any acceptance of it on the part of Her
Majesty's Govermnenl. It must always be mentioned with respect,
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on account of the distinguished statesman to whom it is due. and the

great nation wlio have generally adopted it. But international law

is founded on the general consent of nations; and no statesman,

however eminent, and no nation, however powerful, are competent to

insert into the code of international law a novel principle which was
never recognized before, and which has not since been accepted by

the (iovennnent of any other country. The United States have a

right, like any other nation, to interpose in any controversy by

which their own interests are affected; and they are the judge

whether those interests are touched, and in what measure they

should be sustained. -But their rights are in no way strengthened or

extended by the fact that the controversy affects some territory Avliich

is called American. Mr. Olney quotes the case of the recent Chilean

war. in which the United States declined to join with France and
P^ngland in an effort to bring hostilities to a close, on account of the

Monroe doctrine. The United States Avere entirely in their right in

declining to join in an attempt at pacification if they thought fit: but

]\Ir. Olney 's principle that 'American questions are for American de-

cision,"' even if it receive any countenance from the language of

President Monroe (which it does not), can not be sustained by any

reasoning drawn from the law of nations.
'• The (lovernment of the I"^nited States is not entitled to affirm as a

universal pro[)osition. with reference to a number of independent

States for whose conduct it assumes no responsibility, that its in-

terests are necessarily concerned in whatever may befall those States

simply because they are situated in the Western Hemisphere. It may
well be that the interests of the United States are affected by some-

thing that happens to Chile or to Peru, and that that circumstance

may give them the right of interference: but such a contingency may
equally happen in the case of China or Japan, and th(^ right of inter-

ference is not more extensive or more assured in the one case than in

the other.

• Though the language of President Monroe is directed to the at-

tainment of objects which most Englishmen would agree to be salu-

tary, it is inii)ossil)le to admit that they have been inscribed by any

ade(iuate authoi-ity in the code of international law: and the danger

which such admission would involve is sufticiently exhibited both by

the strange develoi)ment which the doctrine has received at Mr.

Olney "s hands, and the arguments by which it is supported, in the

desj)atch under reply. In defense of it he says:

" ' That distance and ^^,000 miles of intervening ocean make any

permanent poJ'dical anion between a Enropean and an American

State annataral and inexpedient will hardly be denied. But phv^iia!

and geographical considerations are the least of the objection^ to ^'"li

a union. Europe has a set of primar}' interests which arc j)C(iiliai-
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to luTself ; America is not iiiteivsted in them, and ought not to be

vexetl or complicatetl witli tliem."

"And airain :

" * Thus far in our history we have been spared the burdens and

evils of immense standing armies and all the other accessories of huge

warlike establishments; and the exemption has highly contributed

to our national greatness and wealth, as well as to the happiness of

every citizen. But with the Powers of Europe pei'^nianently en-

camped o/i American f<oiL the ideal conditions we have thus far en-

joyed can not be expected to continue.'

*' The necessary meaning of these words is that the union between

Great Britain and Canada: between Great Britain and Jamaica and

Trinidad ; between (treat Britain and British Honduras or British

(iuiana are ' inexpedient and ininatural.' President Monroe disclaims

any such inference from his doctrine; but in this, as in other re-

spects, Mr. Olney develops it. He lays down that the inexpedient

and unnatural character of the union between a European and

American State is so obvious that it 'will hardly be denied.' Her
Majesty's (Jovernment are prepared emphatically to deny it on behalf

of l)oth the British and American people who are subject to her

Crown. They maintain that the union between (treat Britain and her

territories in the Western Hemisphere is both natural and expedient.

They fully concur with the view which President Monroe apparently

entertained, that any disturbance of the existing territorial distribu-

tion in that hemisj)here by any fresh acquisitions on the part of any
European State would be a highly inexpedient change. But they are

not prepared to admit that the recognition of that expediency is

clothed with the sanction which belongs to a doctrine of international

law. They are not prepared to admit that the interests of the United

States are necessarily concerned in every frontier dispute which may
arise Ix'tweeii any two of the States who possess dominion in the West-

ern Hemisphere; and still less can they accept the doctrine that the

I'nited States are entitled to claim that the j)rocess of arbitration

shall be applied to any demand for the surrender of territory which

on<' of those States may mak<' against anothei".

'' I have conunented in the above remarks only upon the general

aspect of Mr. Olney's doctrines, apart from the special considerations

which attach to the controversy In'tween the Fnited Kingdom and

Venezuela in its present phase. This controversy has undoubtedly
Ix'en made moi'c difficult by the inconsiderate action of the Venezuelan

(Jovernment in bi-eaking off relations with her Majesty's Govern-
ment, and its settlemciil has been corresjwndingly delayed: but her

Majesty's (iovenimcnt have not surren<lered the ho|)e that it will be

adjusted by a reasonable arrangement at an early date.
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" I request that you will read the substance of the above despatch

to Mr. Olney, and leave him a copy if he desires it.''

Lord Salisbury to Sir Julian Pauncefoto, Nov. 2(), 1805, For. Rel. 1895,

I. ;")(«: S. Ex. Doc. 31. 54 Cong. 1 sess. 22.

" In my preceding despatch of to-day's date I have replied only

to the latter portion of Mr. Olney 's despatch of the '20th July last,

which treats of the application of the Monroe doctrine to the question

of the boundary dispute between Venezuela and the colony of Brit-

ish Guiana. But it seems desirable, in order to remove some evident

misapprehensions as to the main features of the question, that the

statement of it contained in the earlier jwrtion of Mr. Olney's de-

spatch should not be left without reph-. Such a course will l)e the

n)ore convenient, because, in consequence of the susjxMision of diplo-

matic relations. I shall not have the oppoi't unity of setting right

misconceptions of this kind in the ordinary way in a despatch

addressed to the Venezuelan Government itself.

'' Her Majesty's Government, while they have never avoided or

declined argument on the subject with the Government of Venezuela,

have always held that the question was one which had no direct bear-

ing on the material interests of any other country, and have conse-

quently refrained hitherto from presenting any detailed statement of

their case either to the United States or to other foreign governments.
'' It is, perhaps, a natural consequence of this ciroimstance that Mr.

Olney's narration of what has j^assed bears the inq^ress of being

mainly, if not entirely, founded on e.t parfe statements emanating

from Venezuela, and gives, in the opinion of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment, an erroneous view of numy material facts.

" Mr. Olney commences his observations l)y rcMuarking that * the

dispute is of ancient date, and began at least as early as the time

when Gr^at Britain acquired by the treaty with the Xetherlands in

181-i the establishments of Demerara, Essequibo. and Berbice. From

that time to the present the dividing li^ne between these establish-

ments, now called British (iuiana, and Venezuela has never ceased

to Im; subject of contention.'

"This statement is founded on misconci^ption. The dispute on the

subject of the frontier did not, in fact, couunence till after the year

1840.

"The title of Great Britain to the territory in question is derived,

in the first place, from c<mquest and military occupation of the Dutch

settlements in ITDO. Both on this occasion, and at the time of a i)re-

vious occupation of those settlements in 17S1. the British autiiorities

marked the western boundary of their jxjssessions as begimiing xmn-

distance up the Orinoco beyond Point Barima. in acconlaiKv wiili

the limits claimed and actually held by the Dutch, and this ha- alw.i.v-
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since ivuiaiiu'd the frontier elainied by (ireat Britain. The definite

cession of the Dutch settlements to Kn^huid uas. as Mr. Olney states,

phiced on record 1)V the treaty of 1814, and although the Spanish

(iovernnnMit were parties to the ne<>:()tiations which led to that treaty,

they did not at any stajre of them raise objection to the frontiers

claimed l»y (Jreat Britain, though these were perfectly well known to

them. At that time the (lovernment of Venezuela had not been

recognized even by the United States, though the province was

already in revolt against the Si)anish (lOvernment, and had declared

its independence. No (juestion of frontier was raised with (Jreat

l^ritain either by it or by the (lovernment of the United States of

Coloml)ia. in which it became merged in 181i). That (lovernment,

indeed, on repeated occasions, acknowledged its indebtedness to Great

Britain for her friendly attitude. When in IHW the Republic of

Venezuela assumed a sej)arate existence its (lovernment was equally

warm in its expressions of gratitude and friendshij), and there was

not at the time any indication of an intention to raise such claims as

have been urged by it during the latter portion of this century.

" It is true, as stated by !Mr. Olnev', that, in the Venezuelan con-

stitution of 18:50, article 5 lays down that ' the territory of Venezuela

comi)i-ises all that which j)reviously to the i)olitical changes of 1810

was denominated the Caj)taincv-(leneral of Venezuela." Similar

declarations had been made in the fundamental laws i^romulgated

in 1811) and 18-Jl.

" I need not i)oint out that a declaration of this kind made by a

newly self-constituted State can have no valid force as against inter-

national ai-rangements j)revi()usly concluded by the nation from

which it has separated itself.

" But the i)resent difhculty would never have arisen if the (lovern-

ment of X'enezuela had been content to claim only those tei-ritories

which could l)e i)roved or even reasonably asserted to have been pi'ac-

tically in the possession and under the effective jurisdiction of the

C'aptaincy-deneral of \'en<'zuela.

*' There is no authoritative statement by the Spanish Government
of those tei-ritories. for a decree which the Venezuelan Govermnent
alh'ged to have Ikhmj issued by the King of Spain in 1768, describing

the Province of Guiana as boi'dered on the south by the Amazon and

on the east by the Atlantic, certainly can not be regarded as such.

It alooiutely ignores the Dutch settlements, which not only existed

in fad. but had been formally recognized by the treaty of Munster
of HVls. and it would, if now considered valid, transfer to Venezuela

the whole of the liritish. Dutch, and French Guianas, and an enor-

mous tract of tciMitory belonging to Brazil.

" But of the terriloiies claimed and actually occupied by the Dutch,

which were those acfpiireil from them by Great Britain, there exist
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tile most autlu'iitic declarations. In IT;")!), and again in 17(V,i, the

States-Cieneral of Holland addressed formal i-enionstrances to the

Court of Madrid against the incursions of the Spaniards into their

posts and settlements in the basin of the C'uyuni. In these remon-
strances thev distinctly claimed all the branches of the Essefiuibo

Kivei-. and especially, the Cuyuni liiver, as lying within Dutch teri-i-

tory. 'J'liev denumded inunediate reparation for the proceedings of

the Spaniai-ds and reinstatement of the posts said to have been injured

by them, and suggested that a proper delineation between the colony

of Ksse(|uib() and the ]\i() Orinoco should be laid down by authority.

"To this claim the Sj)anish (Tovernment nexcr attempted to make
any re|)ly. I»ul it is e\ ideiit from the archives which are j)res(>rved in

S])ain, and to which. I)y the courtesy of tlie Spanish (lovernment,

reference has been made, that the Council of State did not consider

that they had the means of rebutting it. and that neither they nor the

governor of Cumana were prepared seriously to maintain the claims

which were suggested in re})orts from his subordinate oiKcer. the

comnumdant of (xuiaiui. These reports were characterized by the

Spanish ministers as insufficient and unsatisfactory, as ' })r()fessing to

show the ]*r<)vince of (luiana under too favourable a light.' and finally

by the council of state as apj)earing from other infonnation to be
' very improbal)le.' They form, however. Avith a maj) which accom-

panied them, the evidence on which the Venezuelan Government

appear most to rely, though it may be observed that among other

documents which have from time to time been produced or referred to

by them in the course of the discussions is a Bull of Pope Alexander

VI. in 141))). which, if it is to be considered as having any present val-

idity, would take fi'om the (iovernment of the United States all title

to jurisdiction on the continent of North America. The fundamental

principle underlying the ^"enezuelall argument is, in fact, that, inas-

much as Spain was originally entitled of right to the whole of the

American continent, any territory on that continent which she can

not be shown to have acknowledged in positive and specilic terms to

hav(> passed to another power can oidy have Ixh'U ac({uired by wrong-

fid usurpation, and if situated to the north of the Amazon and west

of the Atlantic nnist necessarily belong to Venezuela, as her self-

constituted inheritor in those regions. It may reasonably be asked

whether Mr. Olney would consent to refei- to the arbitration of

another i)ower pretensions raised by the (iovernment of Mexico on

such a foundation to large tracts of territory which had long been

comprised in the Federation.

"The circumstances connected with the nuirking of what is called

the ' Schomburgk ' line are as follows:

•"In ISH.-) a grant was made by the British ( lovermni'iii for ili«'

exploration of the interioi- of the British colony, and Mi: (
a linwar.l-
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Sir IvoU'i't ) Sohoml)ur<rlv. ^vh() was oniployod on this service, on his

return to the capital of tlie colony in July, 188*,), called the attention

of the (iovcrninent to the necessity for an early demarcation of its

houndaries. He was in consecjuence appointed in Novemln'r, 1840,

sjHK'ial connnissioner for provisionally surveying and delimiting the

houndaries of British (ruiana, and notice of the ap})ointment was
«rivcn to the "rovernincnts concerned, includinjj: that of Venezuela.

"The intiMition of Her Majesty's (loverninent at that time was,

when the work of the commissioner had been completed, to communi-
cate to the other jrovernments their views as to the true boundary of

the Hiitish colony, and then to settle any (U'tails to which those gov-

enmients might take objection.
'• It is important to notice that Sir K. Schombnrgk did not discover

or invent any new boundai-ies. IIi' took i)articular care to fortify

himself with the history of the case. He had further, from actual

e.\j)lorati()n and information obtained from the Indians, and from the

evidence of local remains, as at Harima. and local traditions, as on

the Cuyuni. fixed the limits of the Dutch poss<'ssi()ns, and the zone

from which all trace of Sj)anish influence was abs<Mit. On such data

he l)ased his reports.

"At the very outset of his mission he surveyed Point Barima, where

the remains of a Dutch fort still existed, and placed there and at the

mouth of the Amacura two boundary posts. At the urgent entreaty

<»f {\\f \'eiie/uelan (Jovernment these two post.s were afterwards

removed, as stated by Mr. Olnev. but this concession was made on the

distinct understanding that (ireat Britain did not thereby in any way
abandon hei- claim to that position.

•• In submitting the ma|)s of his survey, on ^vhich he indicated the

line which he would ])ropose to Her Majesty's (iovernment for adop-

tion. Sir It. Schonibuigk called attention to the fact that Iler Maj-

esty's (iovei-nment might justly claim the whole basin of the Cuyuni

ami Vuruari on the ground that the natural l)oundary of the colony

iii(lu(le(l any territory through which flow rivers which fall into the

Ks>c(|uibo. ' l'i)on this princij)le.* he wrote, " the bounchiry line

would I'un from the sources of the Carumani towards the soiu'ces of

the Cuyuni pro|)er. and from thence towards its far more northern

tributaries, the rivers Iruary (Vuruari) and Iruang (Vuruan), and

thus approach the very heart of Venezuelan (Juiana.' But, on

groinid> of complaissance towards Venezuela, he proposed that Great

Britain should consent to surrender her claim to a more extended

frontier inland in i-eturn foi* the fornuil recognition of her right to

Point Barima. It wiis on this j)rinciple that he drew the Iwundary

line which ha- -ince l)een called l)y his name.
" I'ndoubtedly. therefore. Mr. t)lnev is right when he states that

' it seems impossible to treat the Schomburgk line as being the bound-
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ary claimed by Great Britain as matter of rii^lit, or as anythin*^ but

a line originating in considerations of convenience and expediency.'

The Schomburgk line Avas in fact a great reduction of the boundary
claimed by Great Britain as matter of right, and its proposal

originated in a desire to come to a speedy and friendly arrangement

with a weaker power with whom Great Britain was at the time, and

desired to remain, in cordial relations.

" The following are the main facts of the discussions that ensued

with the Venezuelan Government:
" While Mr. Schomburgk was engaged on his survey the Venezue-

lan minister in I^ondon had urged Her Majesty's Government to enter

into a treaty of limits, but received the answer that, if it should be

necessary to enter into such a treaty, a survey was, at any rate, the

necessary preliminary, and that this was proceeding.

"As soon as Her Majesty's Government were in possession of Mr.

Schomburgk *s reports, the Venezuelan minister was informed that

they were in a position to connnence negotiations, and in January,

1841, M. Fortique connnenced by stating the claim of his Government.
" This claim, starting from such obsolete grounds as the original

discovery by Spain of the American continent, and mainly supported

by quotations of a more or less vague character from the writings of

travelers and geographers, but adducing no substantial evidence of

actual conquest or occupation of the territory claimed, demanded the

Essequibo itself as the boundary of Venezuela.

•'A reply was returned by Lord Aberdeen, then secretary of state

for foreign affairs, pointing out that it would be impossible to arrive

at any agreement if both sides brought forward pretensions of so

extreme a character, but stating that the British (iovernment would

not imitate M. Fortique in putting forward a claim whicli it could

not be intended seriously to maintain. Lord Aberdeen then pro-

ceeded to announce the concessions which ' out of friendly regard

to Venezuela,' Her Majesty's Govennnent were pre{)are(l to make,

and proposed a line starting from tlie mouth of the Moroco to the

junction of the River Barama witii the Waini, thence up the Barama

to the point at which that stream appi-oached nearest to the Acarabisi.

and thence following Sir 11. Schomburgk 's line from the source of

the Acarabisi onwards.

"A condition was attached to the proffered cession, viz, that the

Venezuelan Government should entei- into an engagement that no

portion of the territory proposed to be ceded should l)e alienated at

any time to a foreign power, and that tlu> Indian tribes jesiding in it

should be protected from opi)ression.

" No answer to the note was ever received from the Venezuelan

Government, and in ISHO Her Majesty's (}overnu>ent informed Ww
Majesty's charge d'affaires at Caracas that as the propo>al liud re-
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iiiaiiicd for more than six years unaccepted, it must be considered as

l>:ivin<j: Iai)sed. and authorized him to make a communication to the

\'enezuehin (lovernment to that effect.

"A report havin<r at the time become current in Venezuela that

(ireat Britain intended to seize Venezuehm (iuiana, the British Gov-

ernment distinctly disclaimed such an intention, but inasmuch as the

(iovernment of Venezuela subsecjuently permitted projects to be set

on foot for the occupation of l*oint BaiMuia and certain other i)osi-

ti«)iis in dispute, the British char<re d'affaii-es was instructed in June

ls.'»() to call the serious attention of the President and (iovernment of

Venezuehi to the (piestion, and to dechire to them ' that, whilst, on the

one hand, (ireat Britain had no intention to occupy or encroach on

the dis|)uted territory, she would not, on the other hand, view with

inditl'ereuce a<r^ressions on that teri'itory by ^'enezuela.'

•The ^'enezuelau (iovernment replied in December of the same

year that \'enezuela had no intention of <M-cupyin<j: or encroaching^

upon any part of tlu> teri'itoi'v the dominion of which was in dispute,

and that orders would be issued to the authorities in (luiana to abstain

from (akin<i: any steps contrary to this en<;:a<^ement.

" This constitutes what has been termed the * a<^reement of 1850,'

to which the (lovermnent of \'enezuela luive frequently appealed, but

which the \'enezuelans have rei)eatedly violated in succeeding years.

' Tiicir fii'st acts of this nature consisted in the occupation of fresh

l)o>itions to the east of their })revious settlements, and the founding in

Is.^s of the town of \ue\a I'rovidencia on the i-i<rht bank of the

"^'iiruari, all i)revious settlements being on the left baidv. The British

(lOM'rnment. however, considering that these settlements were so near

po-itions which they had not wished to claim, considering also the

diniculty of conti-olling the movements of mining i)oi)ulations, over-

looked this i)reach of the agreement.
" The governor of the colony was in 1857 sent to Caracas to nego-

tiate for a settlement of the boundary. i)ut he found the Venezuelair

State in >o disturlwd a condition that it was impossible to connuenCe

negotiations, and eventually he came away without having effected

anything.
•• I'or the next nineteen years, as stated by Mr. Olney, the civil com-

i:io(i()n> in \'enezuela prevented any resumption of negotiations.
•• In I'^'r. it was rej>orted that the Venezuelan Government had, for

tin- -second time. l)roken ' the agreement of 1850 ' by granting licences

to trade and cut wood in Barinni and eastward. Later in the same
year that ( Joxcinment once more made an overture for the settle-

ment of the iioundarv. Various delays interposed before negotia-

tions a<-tually commenced: and it was not till 1879 that Senor Rojas

iM'gaii them with a renewal of the claim to the Essequibo as the east-

ern i)oundary of \'enezuelan Guiana. At the same time he stated
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that his Government wished ' to obtain, by means of a treaty, a defini-

tive settlement of the question, and was disposed to ^oroceed to the

demarcation of the divisional line between the two Guianas in a

spirit of conciliation and true friendship towards Her ^lajesty's

Government.'

''In reply to this communication,' a note was addressed to .^enor

Rojas on the 10th January, 1880, reminding him that the boundary
which ITer Majestv's Govennnent claimed, as a matter of strict right

on grounds of conquest and concession by treaty, connnenced at a

point at the mouth of the Orinoco, westward of Point Barima, that

it proceeded thence in a southerly direction to the Imataca Moun-
tains, the line of which it followed to the northwest, passing from

thence by the high land of Santa Maria just south of the town of

Upata, until it struck a range of hills on the eastern l)ank of the

Caroni River, following these southwards until it struck the great

backbone of the Guiana district, the Barima Mountains of British

Giuana, and thence southwards to the Pacaraima Mountains. On
the other hand, the claim which had been put forward on behalf of

Venezuela by General Guzman Blanco in his message to the Na-

tional Congress of the 20th February. 1877, would involve the sur-

render of a province now inhabited by 40,000 British subjects, and

which had been in the uninterrupted possession of Holland and of

(ireat Britain successiveh^ for two centuries. The difference between

these two claims IxMng so great, it was pointed out to Sefior Ixojaz

that, in order to arrive at a satisfactory arrangement, each party

must be prepared to make very consideral)le concessions to the other,

and he was assured that, although the claim of Venezuela to the Esse-

quibo River boundary could not, under any circumstances, be enter-

tained, yet that Her ^Majesty's Government were anxious to meet the

Venezuelan Govennnent in a spirit of conciliation, and would be will-

ling, in the event of a renewul of negotiations for the general settle-

ment of l)()undaries, to waive a portion of what they considereil to be

their strict rights if Venezuela were really disposed to make cor-

responding concessions on her j)art.

"The Venezuelan minister replied in February, 1881. by proposing

a line which commenced on the eoast a mile to the north of the

Morocco River, and followed certain parallels and meridians inland,

bearing a general resemblance to the proposal made by Lord Aber-

deen in 18-44.

'• Senor Rojas's proposal was referred to the lieutenant-governor

and attorney-general of l^ritish (niiana. who were then in England,

and they presented an elaborate re])ort. showing that in the tliirty-

five years which had elapsed since Lord Al)erdeen's propo-cil cun-

cession natives and others had settled in the tcrritoi-y iiiidi'i' the

belief that they would enjoy the benefits of British rule, and that
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it was ini})os.sible to assent to any such concessions as Senor Rojas's

line would involve. Thev. however, proposed an alternative line,

which involved considerable reductions of that laid down by Sir K.

Schombur<;:k.

This boundary was j^roposed to the Venezuelan Government l)v

Lord Granville in September, 1881, but no answer was ever returned

by that Government to the proposal.

" While, however, the Venezuelan minister constantly stated that

the matter was under active consideration, it was found that in the

same year a concession had been given l)y his Government to General

I'ulgar. which includt'd a larjje portion of the territory in dispute.

This was the third breach by Venezuela of the ajjreement of 1850.

•• Early in 1884 news arrived of a fourth breach by Venezuela of

the a<rreement of 1850. throu^jh two different fjrants which covered

the whole of the territory in dispute, and as this was followed by

actual attempts to settle on the disputed territory, the British CJov-

ei-mnent could no lon<!:er remain inactive.

" Wai"uin<; was therefore <riven to the Venezuelan Government and

to the concessionnaries. and a British magistrate was sent into the

threatened district to assert the British rights.

" Meanwhile, the negotiations for a settlement of the boundary had
continued, but the only replies that could be obtained from Senor

(Juzman lilanco. the Venezuelan minister, were proposals for arbitra-

tion in different forms, all of which Tier Majesty's Government were

compelled to decline as involving a submission to the arbitrator of

the claim advanced by Venezuela in 1844 to all territory up to the

left bank of the P^ssequibo.

"As the j)r()gress of settlement by British subjects made a decision

of some kind absolutely necessary, and as the Venezuelan Govern-

ment refused to come to any reasonable arrangement. Iler Majesty's

(iovernment decided not to repeat the offer of concessions which had
not been recii)rocated. but to assert their undoubted right to the ter-

ritory within the Schomburgk line, while still consenting to hold

op<'n for furthei- negotiation, and even for arbitration, the unsettled

lands between that line and what they considered to be the rightful

boundary, as stated in the note to Senor Rojaz of the 10th January,

ISSO.

' The execution of this decision was deferred for a time, owing to

the let urn of S«>rior Guzman l^lanco to London, and the desire of

Lord Kosel)ery. then Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to settle

all i)eii(liMg (|uestions JM'tween the two (irovernments. Mr. Olney is

mistaken in supposing that in 188(') 'a Treaty was practically agreed

upon containing a general aibiti-ation clause, under which the parties

might have submittecl the boundary dispute to the decision of a third

Power, or of several Powers in amity with both.' It is true that
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(leiieral (iuzmaii Blanco i^roposod that the comniercial treaty between

the two countries should contain a clause of this nature, but it had
reference to future disputes only. Her Majesty's Government have

always insisted on a separate discussion of the frontier (Question, and
have considered its settlement to be a necessary preliminary to other

arrangements. Lord Rosebery's proposal, made in July, 1886, was
' that the two Governments should agree to consider the territory

lying between the boundary lines respectively proposed in the 8th

])aragraph of Senor Rojas's note of the 21st February, 1881, and iu

Lord Granville's note of the 15th September, 1881, as the territory

in dispute between the two countries, and that a boundary line within

the limits of this territory should be traced either by an Arbitrator

or. by a Joint Commission on the basis of an equal division of this

territory, due regard being had to natural boundaries.' ,

" Senor Guzman Blanco replied declining the proposal, and re-

peating that arbitration, on the whole claim of Venezuela, was the

only method of solution which he could suggest. This pretension is

hardly less exorbitant than would be a refusal by (ireat Britain to

agree to an arbitration on the boundary of British Columbia and

Alaska, unless the United States would consent to bring into ques-

tion one-half of the whole area of the latter territory. He shortly

afterwards left England, and as there seemed no hope of arriving at

;in agreement by further discussions, the Schomburgk line was pro-

claimed as the irreducible boundary of the colony in October, 1886.

It nuist be borne in mind that in taking this step Her Majesty's Gov-

ernment did not assert anything approaching their extreme claim,

but confined themselves within the limits of what had as early as

1840 been suggested as a concession out of friendly regard and

complaisance.
'• When Senor Guzman Blanco, having returned to Venezuela, an-

nounced his intention of erecting a light-house at Point Barima. the

British Government exi)ressed their readiness to permit this if he

would enter into a formal written agreement that its erection would

not be held to prejudice their claim to the site.

•'In the meanwhile the V(Miezuelan Government had sent Connuis-

sioners into the territory to the east of the Schomburgk line, aud on

their return two notes wei'e addressed to the British minister at

Caracas, dated, respectively, the 'JCtli and :Ust January, 1S87, de-

manding the evacuation of the whole territory held by (Jreat Britain

from the mouth of the Orinoco to the Poineroon River, and achling

that should this not be done by the -JOth Februa!-y. and should th(>

evacuation not be accompanied by the acceptance of arbitration as

the means of deciding the pending frontier question, diplomaii. ivhi-

tions would be broken off. Tn pursuance of this decision th- P.nii-li

Representative at Caracas received his passports, and rclaiion^ were
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(It'clarcd l)y tlu' Vcnc/uclaii (Jovcniiiu'iit to be suspoiuled on the 21st

Fi'hi'tinrv. ISST.

" In DcccinlKM" of that year, as a matter of procantion, and in order

that tlic claims of (Jreat Britain beyond the Sohombnrgk line might

not be considered to havi> been abandoned, a notice was issued by the

irovernor of British (luiana formally reservin^: those claims. No
stej)s have. ho\v(>\er. at any time been taken by the British authorities

to exercise jurisdiction beyond the Scthomburgk line, nor to interfere

with the proceedings of the Venezuelans in the territory outside of

it. although, pending a settlement of the dispute. Great Britain can

not recognize those i)roceedings as valid, or as conferring any legiti-

mate title.

"The ([uestion has remained in this position ever since; the bases

yn which Ilei- Majesty's (lovernment were ])repared to negotiate for

its settlement were clearly indicated to the Venezuelan Plenipo-

tentiaries who were successively disj)atched to I^ondon in 18{)0, 1891,

and ISOH to negotiate for a renewal of diplonuitic relations, but as

on those occasions the only solutions which the Venezuelan (J<n'ern-

ment jjrofessed themselves ready to accept would still have involved

the submission to arbitration of the Venezuelan claim to a lai'ge ])or-

tiou of the British Colony, no j)r()gress has yet been made towards a

settlement.

" It will be seen from the preceding statement that the Government
ol (ireat Bi'itain have from tlu> first held the same view as to the

extent of territory which they are entitled to claim as a matter of

right. It comj)rised the coast line up to the Kiver Amacnra, and the

whole basin of the Essecjuibo Kiver and its tributaries. A portion

of that claim, however, they have always been willing to waive alto-

gether: in I'egard to another i)ortion. they have been aiul continue to

be j)erfeclly ready to submit the (juestion of their title to arbitration.

A- regards the I'est. that which lies within the so-called Schomburgk
line, they do not consider that the rights of Great Britain are open to

(juestion. Kven within that line they have, on various occasions,

otl'ei-ed to \'enezuela considerable concessions as a matter of fi'iend-

>hij) and conciliation, and for the purpose of securing an amicable set-

tlement of tlie dispute. If. as time has gone on, the concessions thus

otl'ered diminislie(l in extent, and have now been withdrawn, this has

Im-cu the necessaiw conse(|uence of the gradual s|)read over the country

of l>i'iti-li H'ttlements. which Her Majesty's Government can not in

justice to the inhabitants oll'er to surrender to foreign rule, and the

justice of >ucli withdrawal is amj)ly boriu' out by the researches in

the national archives of Holland iind Sj)ain. which have furnished

further and more convincing evidence in support of the British

claims.

"The discrepancies in the frontiers assign<>d to the British colony in

various nuips published in England, and erroneously assumed to be
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f(jiindc'(l oil official iiiforiiiatioii, arc easily accounted for by the cir-

cumstances Avhich I have mentioned. Her Majesty's (Tovernment

can not, of course, be responsible for such publications made without

their authority.

"Although the negotiations in 1890, 1801, and 1803 did not lead to

any result. Her Majesty's Government have not abandoned the hope
that they may be resumed with better success, and that when the

internal politics of Venezuela are settled on a more durable basis

than has lately appeared to Ije the case, her Government may be

enabled to adopt a more moderate and conciliatory course in regard to

this question than that of their predecessors. Her Majesty's Govern-

ment are sincerely desirous of being on friendly relations with Vene-

zuela, and certainly have no design to seize territory that properly

belongs to her. or forciljly to extend sovereignty over any portion of

her population.

"They have, on the contrary, repeatedly expressed their readiness

to sul)iiiit to arbitration the conflicting claims of Great Britain and
^"enezuela to large tracts of territory which from their auriferous

nature are known.to be of almost untold value. But they can not con-

sent to entertain, or to submit to the arbitration of another power or

of foreign jurists, however eminent, claims based on the extravagant

pretensions of Spanish officials in the last century, and involving the

transfer of large numbers of British subjects, who have for many
years enjoyed the settled rule of a British colony, to a nation of dif-

ferent race and language, whose political system is subject to frequent

disturbance, and whose institutions as yet too often aiford very inade-

(juate protection to life and property. Xo issue of this description

lias ever been involved in the questions which Great Britain and the

United States have consented to submit to arbitration, and Her
Majesty's (iovernment are convinced that in similar circumstances the

(lovernment of the United States would be etjually firm in declining

to entertain proposals of such a nature.

" ^Our excellency is authorized to state the substance of this dis-

])atch to Mr. Oliiey. and to leave him a copy of it if he should de-

sire it."

Lord Salisbury to Sir .Iiiiian I'auiKefoU', Nov. •_'<;. ls;t."». For. Uol. 1S!»."), L
.">G7; S. E.\. ])oc. .\\. .".4 Colli,'. 1 sess. •_'<;.

•• It being a])parent that the boundary dis})ute between (Jreat ]5rit-

„ „ ^ „, ain and the Eepublic of Venezuela concerning the
President CIeve-.. ... .

land's annual limits of British (iuiaiia was approaching an acute
message.

stage, a definite statement of the interest and policy

of the United States as regards the controversy seemed to be required

both on its own account and in view of its relations witli the friendly

])owers directly concerned. In July last, therefore, a disj)at(h was
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ii(l(li(*ss('(l to our iimhassador at Loudon for coinmunicatioii to the

Biitish (Tovernmont. in which the attitude of the United States was
fully and distinctly set forth. The general conclusions therein reached

and formulated are in substance that the traditional and established

policy of this (loverninent is firmly opposed to a forcible increase by

any P^uropean power of its territorial possessions on this continent;

that this j)olicy is as well founded in j)rinciple as it is strongly sup-

|)orted by numerous precedents; that as a consecpience the United

States is bound to protest against the enhirgenient of the area of

British (Juiana in derogation of the rights and against the will of

\'enezuela : that, considering the disparity in strength of Oreat Bri-

tain and Venezuela, the territorial disj)ute between them can lx> rea-

sonably settled oidy by friendly and impartial arbitration, and that

the resort to such arbitration should include the whole controversy,

and is jiot satisfied if one of the powers concerned is permitted

to draw an arbitrary line through the territory in debate and to

declare that it will sul^mit to arbitration onl}' the portion lying on

one side of it. In view of these conclusions, the dispatch in question

called ui>on the British (lovernment for a definite answer to the

(|uestion whether it woidd or would not submit the territorial con-

troversy between itself and Venezuela in its entirety to impartial

arl)itration. The answer of the British (lovermnent has not yet been

r<'ceive(l. but it is expected shortly, when" further communication

on the subject will probably 1h' made to the congress.''

rrcsidciit (Mcvelaiid. iUimial iiiossaKc. !)<'<•. '-. l.Sa%, For. Ucl. IS!*."), I. xxviii.

•• Tu my annual message addressed to the Congress on the third

instant I called attention to the ])ending boundary
President Cleve- . i . ,r ^ d ^ • 1.1 t> 1 i-'

land's special
<"ontr<)versy between dreat Britain and the Kepul)lic

message, Dec. of Venezuela and recited the substance of a rei)resen-
17 1895 • •

tation made by this (rovermnent to her Britannic

Majesty's (lOvernment suggesting reasons why such dispute should

be submitted to arbitration for settlement, and inquiring whether it

would be so submitted.

" Tlie answer of the British (iovernment. which was then awaited,

has cilice Ix-cn icceived and. together with the dispatch to which it is

a re|)ly. is hereto a|)peu(led.

•' Sucli re|)ly is embodied in two communications addres.sed by the

l>riti-li Biime Minister to Sir Julian Pauncefote, the British Ambas-
-ador at this ('a|)ital. It will be seen that one of these communica-
tion> i- devotecl e.\clu>ively to observations upon the Monroe doctrine,

and claims that in the i)i-esent instance a new and strange extension

and develoj)ment of this doctrine is insisted on by the United States,

that the reasons justifying an ai)i)eal to the doctrine enunciated by
President Monroe are generally inapplicable 'to the state of things
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in which we live at the present day,' and especially inapplicable to a

controversy involving the boundary line between Great Britain and

Venezuela.
" Without attempting extended argument in reply to these posi-

tions, it may not be amiss to suggest that the doctrine upon which

we stand is strong and sound because its enforcement is important to

our peace and safet}' as a nation, and is essential to the integrity of

our free institutions and the tranquil maintenance of our distinctive

form of government. It was intended to apply to every stage of our

national life, and can not become obsolete while our Republic endures.

If the balance of power is justly a cauiee for jealous anxiety among the

governments of the Old World, and a subject for om- absolute nonin-

terfei^nce, none the less is an observance of the Monroe doctrine of

vital concern to our people and their Grovernment.

"Assuming, therefore, that we may properly insist upon this doc-

trine without regard to * the state of things in which we live,' or any

changed conditions here or elsewhere, it is.not apparent why its appli-

cation may not be invoked in the present controversy.

" If a European power, by an extension of its boundaries, takes pos-

session of the territory of one of our neighboring rej^ublics against its

will and in derogation of its rights, it is difficult to see why to that

extent such European i)ower does not thereby attempt to extend its

system of government to that portion of this continent which is thus

taken. This is the precise action which President Monroe declared

to be ' dangerous to our peace and safety,' and it can make no differ-

ence whether the European system is extended by an advance of

frontier or otherwise.

" It is also suggested in the British repl}^ that Ave should not seek to

apply the Monroe doctrine to the pending dispute because it does not

embody any principle of international law which ' is founded on the

general consent of nations," and that * no statesman, however eminent,

and no nation, however powerful, are conii)etent to insert into the

code of international law a novel j)rinciple which was never recog-

nized l)efore, and which has not since been accepted by the gov-

ment of any other country.'

'• Practically the princii)le for which we contend has peculiar if not

exclusive relation to the United States. It ma}' not have been admit-

ted in so many words to the code of international law, but since in

international councils every nation is entitled to the rights belonging

to it, if the enforcement of the Monroe doctrine is something we may
justly claim it has its place in the code of international law as cer-

tainly and as securely as if it were specifically mentioned, and where

the United States is a suitor before the high tribunal that administers

international law the question to be determined is whether or not we

present claims which the justice of that code of law can find to be

right and valid.

H. Doc. ool—vol G 37
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"The Monroe doctriiic finds its recognition in those principles of

international law which aiv hased iijxtn the theory that every nation

shall have its rights protected and its jnst claims enforced.

'•Of course this Government is entirely confident that under the

sanction of this doctrine we have clear rights and undoubted claims.

Nor is this ignored in the British re])ly. The ])rinie minister, while

not admitting that tlie ]SIonroe doctrine is applicable to ])resent condi-

tions, states: 'In declaring that the United States would resist any

such enteri>rise if it was i-ontemplated. President Mouhk' adopted a

policy which received the entire symjxithy of the English (lovernment

of that date.' Tie further declares: 'Though the language of Presi-

dent Monroe is directed to the attainment of objects which most

Englishmen would agree to be salutary, it is impossible to admit that

they ha\e been inscribed by any adecjuate authority in the code of

international law.' Again he says: 'They (Her Majesty's Govern-

ment ) fully concur with the ^ie\v which President Monroe a])i)arently

cntcrtaiiHMl, that any disturbance of the existing territorial distribu-

tion in the h('misj)here by any fresh acquisitions on the part of any

European :-tate. would be a highly ine^cpedient change.'
*' In the b:'licf that the doctrine for which we contend was clear and

definite. th:it it was founded upon substantial considerations and

involved our safety and welfare, that it was fully a})plical)le to our

ju'cscnt conditions and to the state of the worlds j)rogress and that it

was directly related to the pending controversy and without any con-

\iction as to the final merits of the (lisi)ute. but anxious to learn in a

satisfactory and conclusi\'e manner whether (Jreat Britain sought,

under a claim of boundai'v. to extend her possessions on this continent

\ ithout right, or \vh(>ther she merely sought possession of territory

fairly included within her lines of ownership, this Government pro-

|)o>t'd to the ( ro\-eiiuneiit of Great Bi-itain a i-esort to arbitration as

the ])roper means of settling the (juestion to the end that a vexatious

l)oundary disj)ute between the two contestants might be determined

an<l fiur exact standing and I'elation in resi)ect to the controversy

might be made clear.

•• It will be >eeii from the correspondence herewith submitted that

tlii> |)ropo>ition ha> been declined by the liritish Government, u])on

groiMuU which in the circumstances seem to me to be far from satis-

factory. It i> deeply disappointing that such an api)eal actuated by
liif iiio-t friendly feelings towards both nations directly concerned,

adtli'e->ed to (he sense of justice and to the magnanimity of one of

the great power- of the \\(»rl(l and touching its relations to one com-
paiati\('ly weak and suimII. should ha\i' produced no better results.

•• 'Ihe coui-se t<» be pui-ued i>y this (lovernment in view of the pres-

«Mit condition doe> not appear to admit of sei'ious doul)t. Having
laljored faith full v for inan\ \cars to induce (ireat Britain to submit
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this dispute to impartial arbitration, and having been now finally ap-

prized of her refusal to do so, nothing remains but to accept the situa-

tion, to recognize its plain requirements and deal with it accordingly.

Great Britain's present proposition has never thus far been regarded

as admissible by Venezuela, though any adjustment of the boundary

which that country may deem for her advantage and may enter into

of her own free will can not of course be objected to by the United

States.

"Assuming, however, that the attitude of Venezuela will remain

unchanged, the dispute has reached such a stage as to make it now
incumbent upon the United States to take measures to determine with

sufficient certainty for its justification what is the true divisional line

between the Republic of Venezuela and British Guiana. The in([uiry

to that end should of course Ix' conducted carefully and judicially and
due weight should Ije given to all available evidence records and facts

in support of the claims of both parties.

" In order that such an examination should be prosecuted in a thor-

ough and satisfactory manner I suggest that the Congress make an

adequate appropriation for the expenses of a commission, to be ap-

pointed by the Executive, who shall make the necessary investigation

and report upon the matter with the least possible delay. '\^nien

such report is nuide and accepted it will in my opinion be the duty of

the United States to resist by every means in its power as a willful

aggression upon its rights and interests the ai)propriation by Great

Britain of any lands or the exercise of governmental jurisdiction over

any territory which after investigation we have determined of right

belongs to Venezuela. ^
•' In making these recommendations I am fully alive to the respon-

sibility incurred, and keenly realize all the consequences that may
follow.

'" I am nevertheless firm in my conviction that while it is a grievous

thing to contemplate the two great English-speaking peoples of the

world as being otherwise than friendly competitors in the onward

march of civilization, and strenuous and worthy rivals in all the arts

of peace, thei-e is no calamity which a great nation can invite which

('([uals that which follows a supine submission to wrong and injustice

and the consequent loss of national self-respect and honor beneath

which are shielded and defended a people's safety and greatness.*'

Tn'sidont (ioveliuid, special message to Congress, Doc. 17. 1895, S. Ex.

Doc. 31. .".4 Coiig. 1 scss. ; For. Hel. 1S!>.".. I. .")42.

Both houses of the Brazilian ("onjrrcss unanimously adopted a motion of

congratulation on Brcsidcnt Cleveland's special message of Decem-

ber 17. ISlt."), oil the Venezuelan boundary dispute. (Mr. Mendoncii.

Brazilian min., to Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, Dee. 20, 1895, For. Kel.

1895, 1. 75.)
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February 1.'?. ISIH!. the ininistor of Costa Uini at Wasliinpton informeil

Mr. Oliioy tliat liis «iovi>riim«Mit had obsorvoil with i>loasure the

attitude t)f tlie I'nittHl Stales in tiie Aiijjlo-Veuezuehin controversy,

as set forth in the Tresident's niessa;re. (Mr. Calvo, Costa Uican

mill., to Mr. Oliu'y. Sec. of State. Feb. 1:5, 1S!M;, For. Rel. 181).'., I. 204.)

"The manifestations l)y which Spain distin;?uislied herself has jtlven

<K'casion to a measure, lonj; re(|uire«l. claimed and impos(Hl by the

close ties that unite us to tlie mother country. 1 refer to the discrwt

form in which, at public festivals incident to our anniversaries and

otlH'r .solenni celebrations, the n.-itional hynui is to be suuk. in order

not to wound the i»atriotic sus<-eptibilities of the Spaniards. This

measure has Ikh'U well received, and has retroacttnl sympathetically,

havinji the Iwst of effect and originating a fresh <-urrent of generous

sentiments b»'tween the two nations." (Message of President Rocu

to the Argentine Congress, May 1, IJKK), For. Rel. IJKX). S, 0.)

The attitude <)f tiie I'liited States in the Anglo-Venezuelan dis]>ute is

criticised, and the view of the Monroe doctrine i»revalent in Euroi)e

is set forth, by M. Hector Petin, in Les Etats-l'nis et La Doctrine

de MoiU'oe. chap. ix. L'll-L'.'{7; cited by F. I?. Loomis, Some Phases

of the .Monroe Doctrine. The Fnited States and Latin America, (J-10.

SfH'. also. Maurice de Reaumarchais. La Doctrine de Moiu'oe, 115-144;

Redd.-iway, The Monroe Doctrine, 141 et set]. ; Miinsterberg's The
Americans.

''
'I'he entire corrcspoiHlciice liavinof heoii laid hofoiv Congress by

the President with his message of December 17, 1.S05,
Arbitral settlement, .i.i] 'ii-fii •

t ii? i i'
tliat l)()(ly i)rovi(le(l tor tlie appointment ot a domestic

commission of eminent jurists to examine and report touching the

ascertainabh' facts of the controversy, with a view to enable this Gov-

ernment to determine its further course in the matter. 'J'hat commis-

-ion has pursued its lal)ors xnremittingly during the })resent year, its

researches lieing greatly aided b^- the elaborate statements placed at

its disjxisal liv botii the interested (lovernments together with a mass

of documentary evidence furnished frcnn the archives of the Euro-

pean countries that shared in the early discoveries and settlement of

.""^oiith America.
" Pending this arduous investigation, however, the Governments of

the I'nited States and Great Britain have omitted no endeavor to

reach a friendly undei'standing upon the main issue of jirinciple

through diplomatic negotiation, and it is most gratifying to announce

that amical)le couns<'ls have jnvvailed to induce a satisfactory result,

whereby the Ixiuiidarv (jiiestion and its associated phases have been

at hi>t eliminated as between this country and Kngland. A complete

accoid lia> i)ceii reached between them, by which the substantial terms

of a treaty of arbiti'ation to Ih' concluded by Great Britain and
\'eney.uela liav<' been agi-eed u])<)ii. the provisions of which embrace
a full aibiliation of the whole controversy upon bases alike just and
honorable to both the contestants. It only remains for the two

j)arties directly concerned to com])lete this equitable arrangement
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by signing the proposed formal treaty, and no doubt is entertained

that Venezuela, Avhich has so earnestly sought the friendly assistance

of the United States toward the settlement of this vexatious con-

tention, and which has so unreservedly confided its interests to the

impartial judgment of this Government, will assent to the formal

adjustment thus attained, thus forever ending a dispute involving

far-reaching consequences to the peace and welfare of the Western

Continent.
'• Coincidently with the consideration of the Venezuelan boundary

question, the two Governments have continued negotiations for a

general convention, in the line of the recommendations of the British

House of Commons, to which previous messages of the President

have adverted, that all differences hereafter arising between the two
countries and not amenable to ordinary diplomatic treatment should

be referred to arbitration. The United States and Great Britain

having given repeated proofs of their acquiescence in the great prin-

ciple involved, not only by treaties between themselves, but severally

by concluding like adjustments with other powers for the adjudica-

tion of disputes resting on law and fact, the subject was naturally

approached in a benevolent spirit of agreement, and the negotiations

have so satisfactorily progressed as to foreshadow a practical agree-

ment at an early date upon the text of a convention to the desired

end."

Report of Mr. Olnoy. Sec. of State, to the President, Dec. 7, 1896, For Rel.

180<!. Ixxi.

For correspoiideiice leading up to the oonclus^ion of the treaty for the

arl)itration of the boundary dispute between Great Britain and
Venezuela, see For. Rel. 180(5. 240 ef se(|. The treaty was signed at

Washington. Feb. 2. 1S9T. See For. Rel, 1895, II. 1480-1491, for

Venezuelan coninuuiieations.

"The Venezuelan boundary <|uestion has ceased to be a matter of dif-

ference between (Jreat Kritain and the Fnitetl States, their respective

Governments hjiving agreed upon the substantial provisions of a

treaty between Great Britain and Venezuela submitting the whole

controversy to .'irbitration. The provisions of the treaty are so

emineiilly Just and fair, that the assent of Venezuela thereto may
eonlidently be antieii)ated." (President Clevelaud, annual message.

Dee. 7. 189(>. For. Rel. 181M;, xx.xvi.)

For the exact terms of settlement, eud)odi(Hl in the treaty of Feb. 2, 1897,

s(H' supra. § 88. I. 29(K297.

"The arbitral tribunal api»oiiited under the treaty of February 2, 1897.

between Great Britain and Venezuela, to determine the bound.iry

line between the latter and the colony of British Guiana, is to con-

vene at Paris during the present month. It is a source of nnich

gratification to this Government to set* the friendly resort of arbitra-

tion ai)plied to the settlement of this controversy, not alone because

of the earnest part we have had in bringing about the result, but

also because the two members named on behalf of Venezuela, Mr.

Chief Justice Fuller and Mr. Justice Brewer, chosen from our high-
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est court, approprintol.v testify the continuinp: interest we feol in the

definitive iidjustnieiit of tlie question aecordinjj to the strictest rules

of justice. Th«' Hritisli nieinlH'rs. Lord Ilerscliell and Sir Kichnrd

Cniliiis. are jurists of no less exalted repute, while the fifth nieniber

an<l iiresi«lent of the tribunal. M. V. de Martens, has earned a

world-wide rcimtation as an authority uihju international law."

(President McKinley, annual message, Dec. 5, 18l)b, For. Uel. 181W>,

Ix.wiii.)

'•
I have the honor to acknowlodpfo the receipt throiipfh the Vene-

ziiehiii minister at this cai)ital of a copy of your instruction of

.laiuuirv l.")th hist. statin«; that the (iovernnient of Venezuehi pro-

poses to re<iuest all the nations of North, Central and South America

to form an eti'ective ao^reement in order that the (iuiana houndary

question nuiy speedily reach the honorable and peaceful end which

justice and reason demand; also to call a Con<;ress which shall

cate<rorically define the ri<;hts of those nations and devise such means

as may he necessary to prevent their political existence from heino^

menaced l)y the dan<rers which frequently grow out of international

demands.
*• In reply. I have the honor to say that the contents of this instruc-

tion have heen read with great interest, and that when the proposed

in\itation to the United States is received, it will have that careful

attention which the great importance of the subject deserves."

Mr. ohiey. Sec of State, to Seuor Uojas, Ven<>zuelan nnnister of foreign

aflairs. Marcli 18, ISltC, MS. Notes to Venezuela, I. 553.

" The Connnission appointed by the President of the United

States • to investigate and ref)()rt uj)on the true divisional line between

the Republic of \'enezuela and British (iuiami' has organized l)y

the election of the Hon. David J. lirewer, justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States, as its president, and is entering upon

the immediate discharge of its duties.

" Since its organization I have received a letter from the president

of the Commission, in which, while jjointing out that it is in no view

an arltitral tribunal, he neverth(dess suggests that Great Britain and

\'enc/uela. the parties immediately interested in the subjec-t-matter

of the Commission*> iiKjuiry. nniy both, or either of them, desire or

>cc (it to aid the labors of the Connnission and facilitate their reach-

ing a c(»rrect conclusion by giving it the benefit of such documentary

proof, historical narrative, inipublished archives, or other evidence

a> either may |)o»e>> or control.
•' Ju.-tice Brewer add> :

'•'It is scarcely necessary to say that if either should deem it

])ro|)er to designate an agent or attorney whose duty it would be to

see that no such proofs were omitted or overlooked, the Commission
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would be grateful for such evidence of good will, and for the valu-

able results which would be likely to follow therefrom.'

" Either party responding affirmatively to the Commissioners' invi-

tation would do so of course merely as am/'n/.s curia\ As the presi-

dent of the Commission declares in the concluding sentence of his

communication

:

' * The purposes of the pending investigation are certainly hostile

to none, nor can it be of advantage to any that the machinery devised

by the Government of the United States to secure the desired infor-

mation should fail of its purpose.'

" Requesting you to bring the matter to the attention of the British

foreign office at your earliest convenience, I am, etc."

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bayard, ainb. to Englaiul. No. 9.5(5, Jan.

IS, 1896, For. Rel. 189.5, I. 576.

An identic communication was sent on the same .day to Mr. Andrade,

Venezuelan minister at Washington. (For. Kel. 1895, II. 1489.)

" Lord Salisbury readily places at the disposal of the Government
of the United States any information in the hands of Her Majesty's

Government relating to Venezuela l)oundarv. Engaged in collecting

documents for presentation to Parliament. He will have great pleas-

ure in forwarding advance copies as soon as completed."

Mr. Bayard, amb. to Enghmd, to Mr. Ohiey, Sec. of State, tel., Feb. 9,

1896, For. Rel. 1895, I. 576.

" The International Commission of Arbitration, appointed under

the Anglo-Venezuelan treaty of 1897, rendered an award on October

3d last, whereby the boundary line between Venezuela and British

Guiana is determined, thus ending a controversy which has existed

for the greater part of the century. The award, as to which the

arl)itrators Avere unanimous, while not meeting the extreme contention

of either party, gives to Great Britain a large share of the interior

territory in disjiute and to Venezuela the entire mouth of the Orinoco,

including l^arinui Point and the Caribbean littoral for some distance

to the eastward. The decision appears to be equally satisfactory to

both parties."

President McKinley. annual message. Dec. 5, 1S99. For. Ilel. 1899. xxxii.

Having in view the long declared and Avidely known policy of the

United States, any attempt on the part of a European power to ac-

quire the Venezuelan coast-island of Margarita " would be a source of

concern to this Government, if not tending to the emban-assment of

the cordial and frank relations " between the United States and such

power.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. .Tackson, charge at Berlin. No. 11S6, April

10, 1901, MS. Inst. Germany, XXI. 283.
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(4) CLAIMS.

§067.

Tn ISSO a (liffirulty ar<)s<> hctwoon Franco and Venezuela with

n'<ranl to the faihire of the hitter Government

,Ti^ »,* ° proni|)tlv to pav the instahiients due to France on
1880-81. 11.1.

the settlement of claims against Venezuela made in

ISiU. Tlie Venezuelan (lovernment represented to the United States

that there was dan*rer that the French Government would institute a

blockade and take possession of custom-houses for the purpose of col-

lect iii<r the money. Under tliese circumstances Venezuela proposed

to deliver certain monthly sums to the Government of the United

States, whicli should distril)ute the money amonjr the foreign cred-

itors. Tn a note to the Venezuelan minister at Washington, of Febru-

ary -28. ISSI. Mr. Evarts. who was then Secretary of State, indicated

that this proposal would receive favorable consideration in case it

-Iioidd l)c found to l)e acceptable to all the creditor governments.

Consideration of the subject was continued by the Government of the

Fniti'd States after the change of Administration, when Mr. Blaine

succeeded Mr. Evarts as Secretary of State. The chief difficulty in

dealing with the matter arose out of the fact that France claimed a

prioi-jty for her debt. With reference to this situation. Mr. Blaine,

on May a. issl. telegraphed to Mr. Xoyes. then American minister

in Paris, and instructed him to inform the French Government that

\'enezuela wanted the United States to receive and disburse, as

trustee, the increased monthly payments of the diplomatic debt in a

latio to i)e adjusted: that, while the United States might consent

(() receive and pay the monthly instalments for herself and other

iiation>. it would not consent to guarantee any of the debt of Vene-

zuela: and that the United States offered its kind offices to adjust

any disagreement between \'enezuela and France, and requested

l''raiice to delay action respecting her debt while the proposition was

nmlei- consideration. The Fn'uch Gorernment, while exi)ressing

appicciation of this mark of gwod will, declined to acquiesce in the

de-ire that all action on its part should be temporarily suspended,

and intimated that it would be diflicult for good offices to 1k^ use-

I'lilly em|)loye(l uuless the Venezuelan Govermnent would make the

<il»ligations of existing treaties the point of departure for further

propo^-itions.

On July i.'i. Issl. Mr. Blaine wrote to Mr. Noyes that disquieting

rumors were again in circulation to the effect that the French Gov-

ernment intended " taking forcible possession of some of the harbors

and a portion of the territory of Venezuela in compensation for

debts due to citizens of the French Republic." The United States,

said Mr. Blaine, was unwilling to believe that such a design was
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cntortaiiicd hy France. Mr. Blaine then reviewed the debt question

and repelled France's claim of superiority based on priority of the

date of settlement. Continuing, Mr. Blaine said:

" Without attempting: to prescribe or dictate, the President sug-

gests that the United States will place an agent in Caracas authorized

to receive such amount each month from the Venezuelan Government
as nuiy be agreed to be paid—not less than the aggregate now paid

—

and to distribute said amount pro rata to the several creditor nations.

Should the Venezuelan Government default for more than three

months in the regular instalments, then the agent placed there by

the United States and acting as trustee for the creditor nations

shall be authorized to take charge of the custom-houses at Laguayra

and Puerto Cabello. and reserve from the monthly receipts a sufficient

sum to pay the stipulated amounts, with 10 per cent additional,

handing over to the authorized agent of the Venezuelan Government

all the remainder collected. It is the judgment of the President that

an arrangement of this kind would give all reasonable security to

each of the creditor nations, and would be an eifectual bar against

any one obtaining an inequitable advantage over the others.

" Believing that France only desires justice in the premises,, and

that, in common with the United States, her Government abhors war

and will never use force needlessly, the President confidently believes

that a peaceful and honoraWe adjustment will be accepted by all the

nations interested. The offer of the United States to intervene was

mad<> solely in the interests of peace and justice, and the President

will sincerely regret if anything said or intimated herein shall be

accej^ted by France in any other spirit than that of friendly co-opera-

tion."'

The French Government having declined to accept Mr. Blaine's

views on the question of priority, Mr. Blaine returned to the subject

in an instruction to ^fr. Morton, Mr. Noyes's successor at Paris, of

December 1(>, 18S1, and concluded by saying:
" Beyond and above the pecuniary interest involved, either for

France or the United States in the nuitter of the Venezuela claims,

there lies a consideration which a])})eids with e(jual force to the two

leading repul)lics—France and the United States. That considera-

tion is, the fraternity of feeling and the harmony of relations which

should be maintained between all the republics of the world. It

would, in the opinion of this Government, be a deplorable spectacle

to see hostilities against Venezuela initiated by the great European
lve|)ul)lic, and it would be an evil to France, for which her share in

the Venezuelan debt would afford no compensation whatever. You
will remind M. Gambctta that the question at issue is not whether

France shall surrender the amount owed her by Venezuela, but

whether she will have it paid in installments at the same ratio of the
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othor civditor nations, or in a lar<ri'i- ratio not acknowlodired by the

United States to be equitable.

" This (J<)V(>rnnient is convinced that, speakino; as its representative,

you can readily persuade M. (Janibetta that the j)osition of the United

States in the controversy is one founded on the principles of justice,

and you should further pursuade him that the solicitude of this (lov-

erinn('nt has not been so nnich for the protection of its pecuniary

interests as for the hijrher object of avertin^j hostilities between two

republics, for each of which it feels the most sincere and enduring

friendshij).""

Mr. Kvnrts, Sec. of State, to Mr. ('aniacho. Venezuelan niin.. Feb. 28,

1SS1. For. Hel. 1881. 1 lOi) ; Mr. Hlaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Noyes.

niin. to France, tel.. May ."», 1881, id. 1211 : Mr. X()yes to Mr. Blaine,

No. 4<;7. May IC. 1881. id. 1212; Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Noyes, No. 402, July 2.'}, l.SSl. id. rjlti; Mr. Morton, inin. to France,

to Mr. Blaine. No. 37, Sei)t. 17. 1881. id. 1225; Mr. Blaine to Mr.

Morton. No. 74. Dec IC. 1S.S1, id. 1220. See. also, infra, S !)!)."».

Wharton, in liis Int. Law Dijrcst. S ~>~. I. 20.">, cites two supposed manu-

script instructions of Mr. Blaine to the American minister to France

of .Tuly 2:i and Dec. 1»!, 1881, as authority for the statement: "The
(Jovernmeiit of the Fnited States would rejiard with jrrave anxiety

an attcini)t on the part of France to force by hostile pressure the

payment hy Venezuela of her debt to French citizens." There ar«'.

however, nc* instructions of Mr. Blaine to tlie .Vinerican minister in

Paris of those dates except the two above (luoted, both of which .u'e

jmblished in extenso in the volume of Foreign Relations for ISSI.

"Afrainst the A^ene/uelan Government there is a claim pending of

the Berlin Company of Discount (Berliner Disconto
Germany, Great (Josellschaft ) ou account of the nonperformance of
Britain, and

j. i
•

i ii -ir i /• i ^ iengagements which the Venezuelan dovernment lias

undertaken in connection with <he great Venezu<'lan

Kailway which has been built by the said (Jovernment. Those

obligations amoinit foi- the time being to fully (l.OOO.OOO bolivares

(1 b()Ii\ai- to l)e coinited as SO i)fennige)- The obligations con-

tinue to iiici-ease. as the interest for the values of the .") per cent

\'ene/.uclaii loan of the y<'ar iSiX't. which was emitted to the amount
of ."i;).(H)().(H)0 l)()li\arc> and which liave l)e<'n transmitted to the com-

pany as a guai'anty for (he payment of interest of the capital s])ent

in building, has not been paid I'egidarly since seven years, noi* has

(he |)aymcnt been mad<' I'cgularly to (he sinking funcL
" Thi- behavioi- of the \'enezuelan (lovernment could, perhaj)s. to

a certain degice be explained and be e.\cus<'d l)y the bad situation of

the finances of the state: but our further reclauuitions against \'ene-

7-uela. which date fr(»m (he \'enezuelan civil wars of the years 18J)8

until I'.HH). have taken duiMug (hose last months a nu)re serious char-

acter. Throuirh those wars manv (lernum merchants liviuir in Vene-
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zuela and many German landowners have been seriously damaged,
as partly compulsory loans have been extorted from them, partly

recjuisites of war which have been found in their possession, as

especially the cattle necessary for the feeding of the troops have been

taken from them without being paid for, partly their houses and

grounds have lx?en ransacked or devastated. The amount of these

damages comes to fully 2,000,000 bolivares. This amount is to be

<livided between 35 claimants, who are partly poor people. Several

of the damaged have lost nearly all their possessions, and through

this their creditors who live in Germany have suffered likewise.

Very likely these reclamations will be presently put before the

Reichstag.

"Evidently the Venezuelan Government, if we judge it after its

behavior in the present, is not willing to fulfill its engagements in

compensating these damages. After having first fixed a six-monthly

term during which the Government refused to discuss any claims for

compensation, the Government issued in January last a decree stating

that a counnission consisting solely of Venezuelan officials should

decide about the claims, which the damaged would have to bring to

their knowledge during three months. The proceedings as settled by

this decree seem in three articles not to be acceptal)le. First of all,

that all the claims for damage which came from the time before the

i^^d of May. LSDl) (that means Ix'fore the ai)pointment of the present

Pi'esident of the lvei)ublic, Castro), should not be considered, while of

course the government of Castro is, as all other governments, respon-

sible for the deeds of its predecessors. Another article said that all

dij)lomatic protestations against decisions of the counnission should

]je excluded and only the appeal to the supreme Venezuelan court of

justice should be admitted. The meml)ers of this court are entirely

pendent on the (Jovernment, and have frequently been simply dis-

missed by the President. Finally, the Government wanted to pay

foi- the claims which should l)e recognized by the commission only

with bonds of a newly to be emitted revolution debt, which would be,

after the experien<-es made, up till present without any value.

" The behavior of the Venezuelan (lovernment must therefore be

considered as a frivolous attenij)t to avoid just obligations. As was

to be expected, several of the few German claims put before the

commission have i)een simply rejected and others have been reduced

in a decidedly malicious way. So, by example, a (ierman cattle

breeder, from whom fully l\.H()0 head of cattle, to the value of more

than ()0().000 bolivares, had been forcibly taken away, got only 15.000

bolivares adjndicaled. lint the (iovernment has not paid for the

claims recognized as just by the counnission, but has told the damaged

that a bill in their interest would be sui)mitte(l to the next Corgress.

•* The (ierman (iovernment has first tried to induce the (ioveiMunent

of Caracas to chauire their decree in the mentioned three articles.
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Aftor this expedient liad l)een rejected, it has been by order of the

Imperial Ciovernnient firmly declared to the Venezuelan Government
that we are forced under the present circumstances to refuse alto-

gether our acknowledgment of the decree. Similar declarations have

l)een delivered i)V the predominant majority of the other interested

powers, especially of the United States of America, whose reclama-

tions from the Venezuelan civil wars come to fully 1,000,000 bolivares.

The Venezuelan (iovernment claims against those declarations that

it is not able to treat the foreigners in a different way from the Vene-

zuelan citizens, and that the Government regarded, therefore, the set-

tlement of the reclamations in question as an internal affair of the

country in which no foreign power could meddle without injuring the

sovereignty of the country. Another attempt to change the mind of

the Government has been likewise unsuccessful. The Government
has declared in its reply that it had to repel all diplomatic interfer-

ence in this matter and that the claimants, as the term fixed in the

decree had meanwhile passed, had to be exclusivel}' referred to the

supreme Venezuelan court of justice.

'• Fnder these circumstances the Imperial Government believes that

further negotiations with Venezuela on the present base are hopeless.

The Imperial (iovernment proposes therefore to submit the reclama-

tions in question, which have been carefully studied and have l)een

considered as well founded, directly to the Venezuelan Government

and to ask for their settlement. If the Venezuelan Government con-

tinues to decline as In'fore, it would have to be considered what meas-

ures of ctxTcion should be used against it.

'• But we consider it of importance to let first of all the (iovernment

of the Fnited States know about our purj)oses so that we can prove

that \\«' have nothing else in view than to help those of our citizens

who have suffered damages, and we shall first take into considera-

tion only the claims of those German citizens who have suffered in

the civil war.
" We declare especially that under no circumstances do we considei-

in (nir pioceedings th<' acfjuisition or the permanent occupation of

Venezuelan territory. If the Venezuelan Government should force

us to the application of measures of coercion, we should have to con-

sider furtheiniore if at this occasion we should ask likewise for a

greater security for the fulfillment of the claims of the Company of

Discount of Berlin.

''.Vfter tile i)osing of an ultimatum, first of all the blockade of the

more imj)ortant \'enezii<'lan harbors—that is, principally the harbors

of La Giiayra and ]*orto CalM'llo—would have to be considered as an

appropriate measure of coercion, as the levying of duties for import

and export JK'ing nearly the only source of income of Venezuela

would in this way Ix' made impossible. Likewise it would be difficult
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in this way to provide the country, which depends on the import of

corn, with food. If this measure does not seem efficient, we would

have to consider the temporary occupation on our part of different

Venezuelan harbor places and the levying of duties in those places."

Proruemoria of the Iiiii)erial (ierman Embassy at Washington, Dec. 11,

KXH. For. Rel. irHJl, 11)2.

The (ienuan ehiims were more fully statetl in a memorandum of the

German foreign office of Dee. 8, 1902, in relation to the ultimatum

just then addressed to Venezuela. With reference to the Venezuelan

law.s or decrees forbidding the diplomatic adjustment of war claims

(supra. § 01!)). the memorandum said: "She [Venezuela] has es-

tablished the princii)le that a diplomatic intervention could be ex-

cluded by municipal law. This principle is contrary to the law of

nations, as the (luestion whether .such a resort is admissible is to be

determined not i»y municipal law. but by the principles of interna-

tional law." The memorandum also complaine,d that the correspond-

ence was conducted on the part of the Venezuelan Government " in an

almost insulting tone ;
" that confidential comnumications were pul)-

lished by that Government without asking the consent of the Im-

perial Government : and that during the war (iermans were treated

with especial animosity, as when the Gt)vernment troops at the

plundering of Barquisemeto directed their violence mainly against

German houses. The Imperial Government had. therefore, on the

7th of December demanded the immediate recognition of the claims

growing out of the civil wars from 1898 to 1900. to the amount of

1,700.000 bolivars ($32.5,000). There were also other claims, one of

which grew out of the building by Germans of a slaughterhouse at

Cai'acas under a contract made in 189») with the Venezuelan Govern-

ment. The building was completed, but the Venezuelan Government

had stopped the stipulated weekly payments and was indebted to

the contractors to the amount of 820,000 bolivars. Again, a Ger-

man company had from 1888 to 1894 built a railroad from Caracas

to Valencia, under a concession by which the Venezuelan Government

had guaranteed 7% interest on a capital of 77.000,000 bolivars.

This obligation, which became due on February 1, 189-1, was not

met ; and in 189^) the Venezuelan Govermnent had obtained a re-

lease from the guarantee by paying ;«.000.000 bolivars in the cer-

tificates of a o'/f loan, the payment of interest and sinking fund

of which was suspende<l in 1898, so that the sum due had reached

7,5(X).000 bolivars and was constantly increasing. "The British

claims," said the memorandum, "are partly for the unlawful seizure

or destruction of English merchant ships, and in part those of

English railroads in Venezuela for the destruction of the roads of

the line :ind nonfulfillment of contractual obligations, some being

claims of the holders of the English loan of 1881, on which, as on the

German loan, no regular percentage or amortization has been paid for

a long period, since 1881." (Memorandum of the claims of Germany

against the United States of Venezuela, Dec. 8, 1902, For. Rel. 1903,

429-431.)

"The President in his message of the 3d of December, 1001. used

the following language :
' The Monroe doctrine is a declaration that
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there must be no territorial a<r^ran(lizeinent by any non-American

power at the expense of any American power on American soil. It

is in no wise intended as hostile to any nation in the Old AVorld.'

The President further said :
* This doctrine has nothing to do with

the commercial relations of any American power, save that it in

truth allows each of them to form such as it desires. . . . We do

not guarantee any State against punishment if it misconducts itself,

})rovided that punishment does not take the form of the acquisition

of territory by any non-American power.'
'• His excellency the German ambassador, on his recent return from

Berlin, conveyed personally to the President the assurance of the

(lerman Emperor that His Majesty's (lovernment had no purpose

or intention to make even the smallest ac(juisition of territory on the

South American Continent or the islands a<ljacent. This voluntary

and friendly declai'ation was afterwards repeated to the Secretary of

State, and was received by the President and the people of the ITnited

States in the frank and cordial spirit in which it was offered. In

the memorandum of the Uth of December, his excellency the (iennan

ambassador repeats these assurances as follows: 'We declare espe-

cially that under no circumstances do we consider in our proceedings

the acquisition or the ])ermanent occupation of Venezuelan territory.'

•• In the said memorandum of the 11th of December, the (iernum

(lovei-ninent informs that of the United States that it has certain just

claims for money and for damages wrongfully withheld from (icrman

subjects by the (lOvernment of Venezuela, and that it proposes to

take certain coercive measures described in the memorandum to

enforce the jjayment of these just claims.

" The President of the United States, appreciating the courtesy of

the (iei-man (Jovernment in making him acquainted with the state of

affairs referred to, and not regarding himself as called upon to enter

into the consideration of the claims in (piestion, believes that no meas-

ures will be taken in this matter by the agents of the Gernum (iov-

ernment which are not in accordance with the well-known purpose,

al)ov(' x't forth, of His Majesty the Gernum Emperor."'

MciiioraiKlnin. coniimuiicatod by Mr. liny. Soo. of State, to the Imperial

• Jcnii.ui Kmbassy. Dec. lU. liMil, in rcjily to the eiubassy's promeiiioria

..f I»fc. 11. I'.Mil. For. K»'l. I'.KU. lit.",.

Dec 12. r.>oi.'. Mr. ll.iy inslriictcd llic Amcrii-aii .•iinbassatlor.s at London

:unl r.crlin to smv tlint NiMu-zucla li;i«l r»'<iueste(l the United States

to coMvi'v a pro|K»siil of arbitration: and on Dec. IS lie advised them

that Vcnt'zuela bad confcrrod full powers on the .Vmeriean minister

at Cararas. 'Pbo I'.ritisli and (Jcrinan (Jovcrinnents accepted arbitra-

tion in princii»le. and invited the Tresident of the I'nited States to act

as arbitrator: but the German (Joverinnent reserved the demand for

,?:'.2.-.o<Mi on ac<(.mit of civil war claims (bSKS-UHki). of which it

ro<iuired ininn^Iiate recoj;nition. while the Hritish Government re
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served the claims, small in amount, for the seizure and plundering of

British vessels and outrages on their crews and the maltreatment

and false imprisonment of British subjects, and required that, in

cases where a claim was made for injury to or wrongful seizure of

property, the arbitrators should be empowered to determine only (1)

whether the injury took place and whether the seizure was wrong-

ful ; and (2) if so, the amount of compensation due. The President

of the United States declined the invitation to himself to act as ar-

bitrator, in favor of a reference to The Hague, which it was found

that all the interested powers would accept. In the end only the

question of the admissibility of the demand of the blockading powers

for the preferential payment of all their claims was submitted to

The Hague, under protocols signed at Washington, May 7, 190.3.

The examination of the claims of the various powers against Vene-

zuela, subject to the reservations made by the British and German
Governments, was committed to mixed commissions at Caracas under

protocols signed at Washington. Feb. 17, 190.3. (For. Rel. 1903, -120,

4-,X 423, 427, 4(32, 437. 439. 473-474, 475-477, 788-808.)

As stated in For. Rel. 1904, 871, the total awards of the Caracas com-

missions were as follows

:

Claimant. Amoun^of

Bolivars.
Great Britain 9,401,267.86
Germany _._ 2,091,908.75
Fi-ance 2,667,079.51
Spain - - - 1,974,818.41
Belguim - -- - 10,898,643.86
Sweden and Norway. J 174,359.08
The Netherlands ___ I 544,301.47
The United States of America -.._ ' 2,813,711.37
Mexico --- 2,.577,328.10
Italy 5,785,962.19

38,428,580.60
Paid to the allied powers (Germany, Great Britain, and Italy) uj) to
June 30. 1904 6,880,450.00

Remaining to be paid - 31,548,130.60

To said allied powei-s 10,398,688.80
To the other claimants 21,149,441.80

31,548,130.60

See. as to the negotiation of the protocols, a pamphlet entitled " Corre-

spondence and Cablegrams Relating to the Venezuelan Protocols.

By Herbert W. Bowen. Washington. 1903."

The Hagut^ tribunal, by an award rendered on February 22. 1904. de-

cided in favor of the claim of Germany. Great Britain, and Italy

for i)referential payment. (The Venezuelan Arbitration before The

Hague Tribunal, 1903 ; I'roceedings of the Tribunal inider the Pro-

tocols between Venezuela and Great Britain, Germany, Italy, I'nited

States, Belgium, France, Mexico, the Netherlands. Sp:iin. Sweden

and Norway, signed at Washington, May 7. 190.3. Final Report

of the Hon. William L. Penfield, .Agent of the T'nitixl States. Wash-
ington, 190.").)

As to the proceedings of the mixed commissions which sat at Caracas,

see Report of .1. H. Ralston, umpire of the Italian-Veneauel.ui Com-

mission, S. Doc. 31G, ,~)8 Cong. 2 sess., and Report of Robert C. Morris,

agent of the Fnited States before the United States and Venezuelan

Commission, Washington, 1904,
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Sw also Kor. IU»1. T.Mil, sr,.",.

For (•orn*si>oiHhMi<o iH'twtHMi (Jrcat Kritaiii and Venezuela concerning

claims, see Parliamentary Tajjer. Venezuela, No. 1 (11X)2).

As ti> tlie r«H'stalilislnnent of diplomatic relations between Italy and

Venezuela, see For. Kel. IIM14. li'JC.

"I cominiinicateil to Mr. Hay this iuoinin<r the substance of your

lordship's tele<;raiu of tlie 11th instant. His E.xceliency stated in

reply, that the United States (lovennnent, alth()U<i;h they rejiretted

that Euro})ean powers shoidd use force a<j:ainst Central and South

American countries, could not object to their taking steps to obtain

redress for injuries sutt'ered by their subjects, provided that no

ac([uisition of territory was contemplated."

Sir .Michael Ilerlierl. P.ritisli ainl>ass. at Wa.sliinjrton. to Lord Lans-

doune, .Nov. l.">. I'.MtL'. (pioted l»y President Koosevelt in a si>eecli at

("liicajro on .\pril 2. l:H»;i. Presidential Addresses and State I'apers

( Statesm.in ed. I, I. 2f,.'!.

In the same s]»cech President Roosevelt said: "We hold that our inter

ests in this hemisphere are {greater than those of any Kuroiu'an jtower

jiossihly can he, and that our duty to ourselves and to the weaker

rejiuhlic-; who are our neijrhhors re<iuires us to see th.nt none of the

>rreat military jxtwers from across the seas shall encToacli uiion the

territory of the American republics or acijuire control thereover."

(M. lT.T.)

Dec. •_!l». 1 !>()•_;. the Arfrentine minister at Washington was instructed

to j)resent to the United States certain views with
Argentine propo-

,.,. jv,vnce to the proceedings of Germanv and (Jreat
sitions.

. _ ^ I
^

.
• .

Britain apiinst Venezuela, and es])ecially with refer-

ence to the forcible collection of public debts. The followin*; posi-

tions were taken: (1) That, while a capitalist who lends his money
to a forei<rn >tate always takes into accoimt '" the resources of the

country and the [)rol)ability. <rreater or less," of rei)ayment. it is

alx) true that "it is an inherent (|ualification of all soverei<rnty (hat

no i)roceedinos for the execution of u judgment may be instituted or

carried out against it :
" {'2) that, while it was not intended to defend

l)ad faith, disorder, and deliberate and voluntary insolvency." yet

the >tate should not "be dej)ri\'ed of the right to choose the manner

and the time of payment:" (')) (hat. as states continue to exist, their

si(ua(ion changes. '" resources inci'i'ase. common aspirations of e(|ui(y

Mid jn-tice |)revail. and (he n)os( neglecte(l promises are kej)t ;
" (4)

tha( alarm had been fel( because the failure of Venezuela to meet the

j)aymcn(s of it> |)ul)lic debt had been given as " one of the determining

. cause^ " of the proceedings of the allies; (5) that, as the collection of

loans by military means imjjlied " territorial occupation to make
them effective." a situation would be created a( variance' wi(h Presi-

dent Monr(K'*s pronouncemen( against the acquisition of new colonies
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by European powers, and that this feature of the case was specially

important in view of the tendency among P^uroi^ean publicists to

regard America as a suitable field for future territorial expansion;

(6) that it was not pretended, however, that South American nations

were '* exempt from the responsibilities of all sorts " which "" viola-

tions of international law impose on civilized peoples," or that

[European powers had not the right to protect their subjects as fully

there as elsewhere against ^* the persecutions and injustices'" of which

they might be the victims; (7) that the principle which the Argen-

tine Republic wished to see put forth, with the authority and pres-

tige of the United States, was "" the princij^le, already accepted, that

there can be no territorial expansion in America on the part of

Europe, nor any oppression of the people of this continent, because an

unfortunate financial situation may compel some one of them to

postpone the fulfillment of its ^jromises," or, in other words, the prin-

ciple •' that the public debt can not occasion armed intervention nor

even the actual occupation of the territory of American nations by

a European power;" (8) that of the needlessness of armed inter-

vention in such cases there might be cited the example of the Argen-

tine Republic itself, which spontaneously resumed payment of the

English debt of 1824 after a suspension of thirty years occasioned

by the anarchy and disturbances which afflicted the country during

that period—a result which Avould not have been obtained if the

creditors had violently intervened during the critical financial period

;

(9) that the Argentine Republic harbored no hostility to European
nations : that it knew that ** Avhore England goes civilization accom-

panies her, and the benefits of political and civil liberty are ex-

tended ;

" but that this did not mean that it could adhere with equal

sympathy to her policy '* in the improbable case of her attempting

to oppress the nationalities of this continent which are struggling

for their own progress, which have already overcome the greatest

difficulties and will surely triumph—to the honor of democratic

institutions,"

Sefior Luis ^L Drago, Argentine niin. of for. rel., to Sefior Merou. Argen-

tine niin. to I'nltea States, Dec. 29. 1902, For. Kel. 1903. 1-5.

See reference to this note in the message of the President of the Argentine

Republic to the Argentine Congress. May 4. 190H. For. Kel. 11X).3, 7, 8.

For a severe criticism of the course of the Argentine Government in the

Cnrrcio da Manha of Rio de Janeiro, March 30, 1903, see For. Rel.

1903, 24.

" Without expressing assent to or dissent from the propositions ably

set forth in the note of the Argentine minister of foreign relations

dated December 29. 1902. the general position of the (joverninent of

the United States in the nuitter is indicated in recent messages of the

President.

H. Doc. 551—vol G 38
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'' Tlie President declared in his message to Congress, December 3,

H)01, that by the Monroe (hx'trine 'we (\o not guarantee any state

against punishment if it misconducts itself, provided that punishment

does not take the form of the acquisition of territory by any non-

American power.'
•• In harmony with the foregoing language, the President an-

nounced in his message of December 2, 1902

:

"• No independent nation in America need have the slightest fear

of aggression from the United States. It behooves each one to main-

tain order within its own borders and to discharge its just obligations

to foreigners. When this is done they can rest assured that, be they

strong or weak, they have nothing to dread from outside interference.'

"Advocating and adhering in practice in questions concerning itself

to the resort of international arbitration in settlement of controversies

not adjustable by the orderly treatment of diplomatic negotiation, the

(iovcrnment of the Ignited States would always be glad to see the

(jucstions of the justice of claims by one state against another grow-

ing out of individual wrongs or national obligations, as well as the

guarantees for the execution of whatever award may be made, left to

the decision of an impartial arbitral tribunal before wliich the litigant

nations, weak and strong alike, may stand as equals in the eye of

international law and mutual duty."

McnioraiiduiH of Mr. Ilay. Sec. of State, to Sefior Morou, Argentine min.,

Fob. 17. 19();{. For. Hel. 190.3, .''>.

X. anXERAL EXPOSITIONS.

§ 9G8.

On July 25, 1899, the American delegation at the Peace Conference

at The Hague, referring to the convention for the
The Hague declara-

jj^..j^.^.f„l adjustment of international difl'erences,

which was then pending before the conference, made
in full ses.«;ion the following declaration:

'• Nothing contained in this convention shall be so construed as to

require the Fnited States of America to depart from its traditional

policy of not intruding uj)on, interfering with, or entangling itself

in the political cpiestions or policy or internal administration of

any foreign state; nor shall anything contained in the said conven-

tion be construed to inijdy a relinquishment by the United States

of America of its traditional attitude toward purely American
questions."

It was under this reserve that the American delegates signed the

convention on July 29, 1S09.

I{ei>ort of the Fiiited Spates ("oinniission, .July 31, 181)9, Ilolls's Peace
Conference at Tlie IlaKue. 477. r)31.
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" This same peace conference [at The Hague] acquiesced in our

statement of the Monroe doctrine as compatible with
President Eoose-

^j^g purposes and aims of the conference.

,„„,
" The Monroe doctrine should be the cardinal

message, 1901.
/. • • <• •

i« i

feature of the foreign policy of all the nations of the

two Americas, as it is of the United States. Just seventy-eight years

have passed since President Monroe in his annual message announced

that ' the American continents are henceforth not to be considered as

subjects for future colonization by any European power." In other

words, the Monroe doctrine is a declaration that there must be no ter-

ritorial aggrandizement b}' any non-American power at the expense

of any American power or American soil. It is in no wise intended

as hostile to any nation in the Old World. Still less is it intended to

give cover to any aggression by one Xew World power at the expense

of any other. It is simply a step, and a long step, toward assuring

the universal peace of the world by securing the j^ossibilit}" of per-

manent peace on this hemisphere.
" During the past century other influences have established the

permanence and independence of the snuiller states of Europe.

Through the iSIonroe doctrine we hope to be able to safeguard like

independence and secure like permanence for the lesser among the

New World nations.

'' This doctrine has nothing to do with the commercial relations of

any American power, save that it in truth allows each of them to

form such as it desires. In other words, it is really a guaranty of

the commercial independence of the Americas. We do not ask

under this doctrine for any exclusive commercial dealings Avith any

other American state. AVe do not guarantee any state against pun-

ishment if it misconducts itself, provided that punishment does not

take the form of the acquisition of territory by any non-American

power.
'' Our attitude in Cuba is a sufficient guaranty of our own good

faith. We have not the slightest desire to secure any territory at

the expense of any of our neighbors. We wish to work with them

hand in hand, so that all of us may be uplifted together, and we
rejoice over the good fortune of any of them, Ave gladly hail their

material prosperity and political stal)ilitv, and are concerned and

alarmed if any of them fall into industrial or political chaos. We
do not wish to see any Old World military power grow up on this

continent, or to be compelled to become a military power ourselves.

The peoples of the Americas can prosper best if left to work out their

own salvation in their oatu Avay. . . .

" Our people intend to abide by the Monroe doctrine and to insist

upon it as the one sure means of securing the peace of the ^^'estern

Hemisphere. The NaA'y offers us the only means of inalciiig our
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insistence upon the Monroe doctrine anvthinji; but a subject of deri-

sion to whatever nation chooses to disre<;anl it. AVe desire the peace

which conies as of right to the just man armed; not the peace granted

on terms of ignominy to the craven and the weakling."

rrt'sidont Roosevelt, annual niessnpe, Dec. '.i, ItM)!, For. Hel. 1901, xxxvl.

Witli n'ference to rresidont Roosevelt's statement that " we do not guar-

iintee any state ajjuiinst itunishinent if it misconducts itself, provided

that punishment does not take the form of the actpiisition of terri-

tory liy any non-American i)o\\er," the fact may l)e adverted to that,

in 1S42 and ajiain in 1H44, Great Britain hlockaded the port of San

Juan de Nicarajjua. In 18;">1 the same iMJwer laid an emhargo on

tralhc at the iKirt of La Union, in Salvador, and blockaded the whole'

coast of that country. In 18(52 and ISd'} tlie same power seized

Rraziiian vessels in Rrazilian waters in rei)risiil for the plundering <»f

the l»ark I'riurr of Wales on the Brazilian coast. In 1S.'>8 France

hlockaded the i)orts of Mexico as an act of redress fen* unsatisfied

demands. From l.S().") till some scarcely defined date Si)ain was at

war with the rei)uhllcs on the west coast of South America. The
iMiuihardment of Valparaiso by a Spanish fleet was a prominent inci-

dent of the conflict. It was in respect of this conflict that Mr.

Seward dtnlared in an instructicm to the American minister at San-

tiago, .lune 2, 18C»(>. that the United States did not intervene in wars

hetwtx'u Eurojiean and American states " if they are not pushed,

like the French war in Mexico, to the political point." In 184G

the United States itself went to war with Mexico. In 1S.">4, the

commander of an American man-of-war. failing to obtain an indem-

nity of $24.fKX> for the seizure and destruction of proiierty and an

ai)ology for an affront to the American minister by some of the inhab-

itants of the place, bombarded and destroyed (Jreytown. In 1859

an exi>edition was sent to Paraguay. In 1890 Congress i)assed an act

to authorize the President to use force to settle the claim of the

Venezuela Steam Transportation Company against Venezuela. In

April. 189.''», the British (Jovernment resorted to force to bring about

an adjustment of certain demands against Nicaragua.

" It is not true that tlie United States feels any land hunger or

entertains any projects as regards the other nations
President Eooae-

^^f ^jj^. ^Vestern Hemisphere save such as are for their

,r.rxA welfare. All that this countrv desires is to see the
message, 1904.

neighl)()ring countries stable, orderly, and prosj)erous.

.Vny counirv whose jx'oplc conduct tliemselves well can count upon
our hearty friendshij). If a nation shows tliat it knows how to act

with i-ea-onable cfHciency and decency in social and political matters,

if it l<ce|)s oi-dcr and pays its obligations, it need fear no interference

frofii tlic ('iiited States. Chronic wrongdoing, or an impotence which
re>ult> in a general loosening of the ties of civilized society, may in

America, as elsewhere, ultimately require intervention 1)V some civil-

ized nation, and in the Western Hemisphere the adherence of the

Tnited .States to th(> Monroe doctrine may force the Fnited States,

liowever reluctantly, in flagrant cases of such wrongdoing or impo-
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tence, to the exercise of an international police power. If every coun-

try washed by the Caribbean Sea would show the progress in stable

and just civilization which with the aid of the Piatt amendment

Cuba has shown since our troops left the island, and which so many
of the republics in both Americas are constantly and brilliantly show-

ing, all question of interference by this nation with their affairs

would be at an end. Our interests and those of our southern neigh-

bors are in reality identical. They have great natural riches, and if

within their borders the reign of law and justice obtains, prosperity

is sure to come to them. While they thus obey the primary laws of

civilized society they may rest assured that they will be treated by

us in a spirit of cordial and helpful sympathy. We would interfere

with them only in the last resort, and then only if it became evident

that their inability or unwillingness to do justice at home and abroad

had violated the rights of the United States or had invited foreign

aggression to the detriment of the entire body of American nations.

It is a mere truism to say that every nation, whether in America or

anywhere else, which desires to maintain its freedom, its independ-

ence, must ultimately realize that the right of such independence can

not be separated from the responsibility of making good use of it."

President Roosevelt, annual message, Dec. 6, 1904, For. Rel. 1904, xli.

Dana, in a note to his edition of AVheaton, in 1866, summarizing

the liistory of the Monroe doctrine up to that time,
Comments^^of pub- ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^l^g following positions might be "safely

taken :*'

" I. The declarations upon which Mr. Monroe consulted Mr. Jeffer-

son and his own Cabinet related to the interposition of European

powers in the affairs of American s'tates.

" II. The kind of interposition declared against was that which

may be made for the purpose of controlling their political affairs, or

of extending to this hemisphere the system in operation upon the

continent of Europe, by which the great powers exercise a control

over the affairs of other European states.

" III. The declarations do not intimate any course of conduct to be

pursued in case of such interpositions, but merely say that they

would be ' considered as dangerous to our peace and safety,' and as

' tlie manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the United

States,' which it would be impossible for us to ' behold with indiffer-

ence;' thus leaving the nation to act at all times as its opinion of its

policy or duty might require.

" IV. The declarations are only the opinion of the Administration

of 1823, and have acquired no legal force or sanction.
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" V. The United States has never made any alliance with, or pledge

to, any other American state on the subject covered by the declara-

tions.

*• VI. The declaration respecting non-colonization was on a subject

distinct from European intervention with American states, and re-

lated to the accpiisition of sovereign title by any P^uropean jjower, by

new and original occupation or colonization thereafter. Whatever
were the political motives for resisting such colonization, the prin-

ciple of i)iil)lic law ti})on which it was placed was, that the continent

must be considered as already within the occupation and jurisdiction

of iiid(>pendent civilized nations."

Dana's noto, Dana's Wheaton, § (IT, note 30.

The position that Mr. iNIonroe's deolaration "was intended as a caveat to

the designs of tlio allies, and as an earnest protest against the exten-

sion to this continent of 'the political system' on whicli they were
hastHl" is sni>porttHl at length in 82 N. Am. Uev. 488 (April, 185G).

See im, id. 471 (Oct. 1800).

A^^larton, in his International Law Digest, § 57, Vol. I., p. 295,

cites Mr. Frelinghuysen, as Secretary of State, to the effect that, on

the ground that " the decision of American qtiestions pertains to

America itself," the I)e})artment of State "will not .sanction an

arbitration by Euroi)eaii states of South American difiiculties, even

with the consent of the parties."' The instructions of Mr. Freling-

huysen, cited l\v the learned author, are given elsewhere in the

present work, together Avith other documents relating to the same
sul)ject-matter. They do not appear to bear out the summary given

of them.

See cdirespondence above cited, in § ;'>4.'>. in relation to the arbitration

of tile boundary disi)ute between Colombia and Costa Kica.

"' From the foregoing historical review I think it may be fairly

deduced that tlu> i)rincii)le or policy of the (Jovernment of the United

Stato. known as the Monroe Doctrine, declares afFirmatively

:

'• First. That no Kuropean power, or combination of powers, can

intervene in the atlairs of this hemisphere for the purpose, or with the

effect, of forcil)]y ciianging the form of government of the nations, or

coMtroUing the free will of their j)eople.

"Second, 'i'liat no such |)ower or ])owers can ])ern)anently acquire

or hold any new territory or dominion on this hemis})herc.

" Thii'd. 'I'hat the colonies or territories now held by them can not

l»e »'idarge(| by encroachment on neighboring territory, nor be trans-

ferred to any otiier Furoj)ean powr: and while the United States

does not i)ro[)ose to interfere with existing colonies, 'it looks hope-

fidly to the time when . . . America shall be wholly American.'
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" P^oiirth. That any interoceanic canal across the isthmus of Central

America must be free from the control of European powers.
" While each of the foregoing declarations has been officially recog-

nized as a proper application of the Monroe doctrine, the (xovern-

ment of .the United States reserves to decide, as each case arises, the

time and manner of its interposition, and the extent and character

of the same, whether moral or material, or both.

"'The Monroe doctrine, as negatively declared, may be stated as

follows

:

" First. That the United States does not contemplate a permanent

alliance with any other American power to enforce the doctrine, as

it determines its action solely by its view of its own peace and safety;

but it welcomes the concurrence and cooperation of the other in its

enforcement, in the way that to the latter may seem best.

" Second. That the United States does not insist upon the exclusive

sway of republican government, but while favoring that system, it

recognizes the right of the people of every country on this hemisphere

to determine for themselves their form of government.
" Third. That the United States does not deny the right of Euro-

pean governments to enforce their just demands against American
nations, Avithin the limits above indicated.

" Fourth. That the United States does not contemplate a protect-

orate over any other American nation, seek to control the latter's

conduct in relation to other nations, nor become responsible for its

acts.''

Foster, Century of American Diplomacy, 475-477.

See Hart's Foundations of American Foreign Policy, ch. vii. 211-234

;

Henderson's American Diplomatic Questions, cb. iv. 289-448 ; Snow's

Treaties and Topics of American Diplomacy, 237-294 ; Moore, Ameri-

can Diplomacy, ch. vi.

XI. IXTER\ATI()\AL AMERICAN CONFERENCES.

§ 9G9.

By an act approved May 24, 1888, the Congress of the United

xStates authorized the President to invite the Governments of the

Kepubli{'s of Mexico, Central and South America, Hayti, Santo Do-

mingo, and the Empire of Brazil to join the United States in a con-

ference to be held at Washington, in 1889. In extending the invi-

tations, the President was to set forth that the conference was called

to consider (1) measures teiuling to preserve the peace and promote

the i)rosperity of the South American States; (2) measures looking

to the formation of an American customs union; (3) the establish-

ment of regular and frequent connnunication between the various

countries; (4) the establishment of a uniform system of customs
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ivgulatioiis. invoices, sanitation of ships, and quarantine; (5) the

adoption of a uniform system of weight?; and measures, and of hnvs

to protect patent rights, copyrights and trade-miM'ks, and for the

extradition of criminals; {('>) the adoi)tion of a common silver coin;

(7) the adoption of a definite plan of arbitration of all questions,

disjjutes, and differences, and (8) such other subjects relating to the

welfare of the several States as might be j)resented by any of them.

In pursuance of this act, an invitation was sent out by Mr. Bayard,

aK Secretary of State, on July 13, 1888, and a special commissioner

was afterwards sent out to confer with the various governments upon

the invitation.

The conference assembled in AVashington on October 2, 1889, the

following countries being rei)resented : Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia,

Costa Rica, (iuatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, l*eru, Salva-

dor, the Cnited States, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Presently dele-

gates also appeared from the Argentine Kepublic, Chile, TCcuador,

TIayti, and Paraguay. By a joint resolution approved March 17,

1800, the King of the Hawaiian Islands was invited to send a dele-

gate, but. before an ap})ointment could be made, the conference, on

April 19, 181)0, adjourned.

The conference adopted (1) a plan of arbitration for the settle-

ment of ditferences between the American nations; (2) a recommen-

dation of the conclusion of reciprocal conmiercial treaties; (3)

a reconnnendation of a survey for an intercontinental railway, to

connect North America and South America; (4) a report on postal

and cable connnunication; (5) a report on sanitary regulations; (6)

a report on customs regulations; (7) a report concerning an inter-

national monetary union: (8) a report on patents and trade-marks;

(9) a report on weights and measures; (10) a report on a uniform

system of port dues: (11) a report concerning a uniform code of

civil and connnercinl law: (12) a report on uniform treaties for the

extradition of criminals; (18) a report concerning an international

Anu'i'ican bank.

The report on customs regulations embraced a recommendation for

the estal)lishment at AA'ashington of an Internatioiud Bureau of

Information. This bureau was duly estal)lished, and is still in exist-

ence under the titU' of the Bureau of the American Kei)ublics. In

1M»'.>. by virtue of the accession of Chile, all the re])ublics of Central

:iMd South Auicrica bccanu' represented in the bureau. The conven-

tion undci- wliicji the i)ureau was organized provided that the union

:-hould continue for ten years, and that no country becoming a mem-
ber of it -liould cca-c to be so (luring that period: and that, unless

twelve inonth> Ix'fore the expii-ation of the j)eriod in question, a

majority of the meiubcis had given to the I'nited States official notice,

of their wish to terminate the union at the end of its first jJ^iriod it
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should continue to be maintained for another ten years, and there-

after under the same conditions for successive periods of ten years

each. The period of notification expired on July It, 1899, without

any of the members having given the necessary notice of withdrawal,

and the maintenance of the bureau was therefore assured for another

ten years.

The Proceedings and Minutes of the International American Conference

were published at Washington in five volumes.

The reports of the conference may elsewhere be found as follows : ( 1

)

Plan of arbitration, S. Ex. Doc. 224, 51 Cong. 1 sess. ; (2) report

on reciprocal commercial treaties, S. Ex. Doc. 158, 51 Cong. 1 sess.

;

(3) report on an intercontinental railway, message of the Presi-

dent, May 19, 1890; (4) report on postal and cable communication,

S. Ex. Doe. 174, 51 Cong. 1 sess. ; (5) report on international sani-

tary regulations, S. Ex. Doc. 17G, 51 Cong. 1 sess.
; (6) report on

customs regulations and bureau of information, S. Ex. Doc. 1.35, 51

Cong. 1 sess.; (7) report recommending establishment of an inter-

national American monetary union, S. Ex. Doc. 180. 51 Cong. 1

sess.
; (8) report on patents and trade-marks and coi)yrights, S. Ex.

Doc. 177, 51 Cong. 1 sess. ; (9) report on weights and measures, S.

Ex. Doc. 181, 51 Cong. 1 sess.; (10) i-eport on port dues and con-

sular fees, S. Ex. Doc. 182, 51 Cong. 1 sess.; (11) report on civil

and commercial law and on claims and diplomatic intervention, S.

Ex. Doc. 183, 51 Cong. 1 sess.; (12) report on extradition treaties,

S. Ex. Doc. 187, 51 Cong. 1 sess.; (13) report recommending the

establishment of an international American bank, S. Ex. Doc. 129,

51 Cong. 1 sess.; (14) a resolution for the erection of a memorial

tablet, S. Ex. Doc. 188, 51 Cong. 1 sess.; (15) a resolution recom-

mending the celebration of the fourth centennial anniversary of the

discovery of America, S. Ex. Doc. 173, 51 Cong. 1 sess.

The report of the intercontinental railway commission, under the presi-

dency of A. J. Cassatt, was published in Washington in 1888.

Light as to the origin of the projects with regard to civil and commercial

law, extradition, etc., may be foinul in Actas de las Sesiones del Con-

greso Sud-Americano de Derecho Internacional Privado : Buenos

Aires, 1889.

President Harrison, in his annual message of December 3, 1889, i-eferred

to the meeting of the International American Conference, i)articu-

larly in its l)earing on improved trade relations and the maintenance

of peace among all American nations. In the same message he

recommended that the missions to Bolivia. Paraguay, and Uruguay

be raised to the rank of envoy extraordinary and minister plenipo-

tentiary. He also recommended that provision i)e made for extend-

ing an invitation to Hawaii to be represented in the conference.

In his annual message of December 1. 1890, President Harrison spoke of

the conference as marking " a most interesting and influential epoch

in the history of the Western Hemisphere." He also adverted to the

fact that Brazil, which had as an empire sent delegates to the con-

ference, had afterwards shared as a republic in its deliberations.

In his annual message of December 9. 1S91. I'resident Harrison said:

" Surveys for the connecting links of the projected intercontiiicnt.il

railway are in ])i-ogress, not only in Mexico, but at various points
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along the course iniipped out. Three surveying parties are now in

tlie Held under the direction of the C'onnnission. Nearly 1,000 miles

of the propt)sod roatl have heen surveyed, including the most difficult

l»art, that through Ecuador and the stmthern part of Colomhia. The
reports of the engineers are very satisfactory and show that no
insurmountable obstacles have been met with." (For. Itel. 1891, xi.)

As to the I?ureau of American Republics, see President McKinley's an-

imal message, Dec. 5, 18!>0 ; also his annual message of Dec. S, IIXW.

Ill tlio sunnnor of 1890 an attempt was made to hold an interna-

tional American congress in the City of Mexico. The congress was
convoked for the 10th of Augnst. On that day there appeared the

representatives of only seven of the American states, including one

from Mexico, one from Venezuela, and five from the Central Amer-
ican states. Tlie American mini.ster was instructed by telegraph, on
the 1-Jth of August, to attend the congress, but, owing to its evident

faihire, he did not attend. It was stated in an article in the Mexican
IlcraJd, August 10, 1890, that one of the principal objects in calling

the congress was to discuss the scope and meaning of the Monroe Doc-

trine.

Mr. Hansom, min. to Mexico, to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, No. 180, Aug. 18,

180«i, MS. Desp. from Mexico.

President McKinlev, in his annual message of December 5, 1899,

iifter referring to the inimerous (juestions of general interest which

were considered \)\ the First International American Conference but

not finally settled and to others which had since grown in importance,

obsei-ved that it seemed to be expedient '* that the various republics

constituting the International Union of American Kepublics should

be invited to hold at an early date another conference in the capital

of one of the countries other than the United States, which has

already enjoyed this honor." A circular embodying this pa.ssage was

sent out by the Department of State, with an expression of the hope

that the l*resident"s reconnnendation might meet with approval.

-Mr. llay, Sec. of State, to .Mr. liridgman, min. to Bolivia, circular. Feb. 8,

\'Mxi. MS. Inst. IJolivia. II. I.'JS.

.\s tlie resnit of this initiative, a Second International Conference

of .\nicri< an States was held at the City of Mexico, from October 22,

r.>01. to Jaiuiary 22. 19()-J. .Ml the American n'publics were repre-

sented. The invitation to the conference was sent otit by the Govern-

ment of .Mexico. The conference formidated a i)rotocol of adhesion

of the .Vmeiican rcpMl)lics to the convention for the j)acific settlement

of international <lisputes signed at The Hague, July 22, 1899; a treaty

of compulsory arbiti-ation. signed l)y ten delegations, and a treaty for

the arbitration of pecuniary claims. Resolutions were adopted in

relation to the construction of the Pan-American Railway, and in
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relation to customs duties, international commerce, and quarantine

and sanitation. A resolution was adojjted for the reorganization of

the International Bureau of the American Kepublics, and for the col-

lection and publication of fuller information regarding the sources

of information and statistics of the American republics. Resolutions

were also adopted on various subjects.

Report of the Delegates of the United States to the Second International

Conference of American States, S. Doc. 830, 57 Cong. 1 sess.

For message of the I'resident. April IG, 1900, recommending an appro-

priation for the exi)enses of the United States delegates to the con-

ference, see S. Doc. 294, 50 Cong. 1 sess.

The acts and proceedings of the conference were piihlished in the City

of Mexico in 1902, in t\vo folio volumes.

" Referring to the unsigned and undated memorandmn you left

with me about the first of May last, in relation to the questions which

have been mooted between Chile on the one hand and Peru and

Bolivia on the other, growing out of the occupation of Tacna and

Arica, and in deference to your expressed wish that the impartial and

friendly attitude of the Government of the United States, in that

regard, which has been heretofore orally ex])ressed to you on several

appropriate occasions, should be restated in more permanent form,

especially with respect to the views of this Government should the

suggestions, which have been put forth touching a possible resort to

arbitration of the question, take tangible shape, I have the pleasure

to confirm what I have previously baid to you.

'•As respects controversies between the states of this hemisphere,

the attitude of the United States has been repeatedly made clear.

"We wish to maintain equally friendly and close relations with all.

We deplore any dissidences among them which may embarrass their

common advancement. Our precept and example are before them to

induce harmony and good will in all their mutual relations, but

always in the line of the most absolute impartiality. AVhile our good

offices are at any time cheerfully at the disposal of our fellow repub-

lics to aid in composing their disputes, we hold that it is not our

province to interfere in the adjustment of any questions involving

their sovereign rights in their relations to one another. Although

Ave nmy and do dee})ly regret whatever causes of division may arise

between them, we abstain from forming a judgment on the merits

of the difference, or espousing the cause of any one state against

another, for to do so would impair the frank impartiality with which

we stand ready to lend our friendly assistance toward a settlement

whenever we have assurance that our counsels or our services will be

acceptable to the parties concerned.
" The Government of the United States has on niany occasions

expressed its strong desire that peace and harmony shall jx-cvail
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among the countries with which it holds friendly relations, and

especially among the republics of the American continents whose

systems of government rest upon a common basis, and whose material

interests are intimate and interdependent. It has taken several

favorable opportunities to advocate the resort to arbitration in settle-

ment of difficulties not adjustable in the ordinary channels of inter-

course, and has itself sot an example by recurring to this humane and

intelligent international forum. In one notable instance its counsels

and offices were lent to bring about the arbitration of a boundary

dispute between a Spanish-American state and a European power,

<loing so in furtherance of the national policy announced nearly

eighty years ago."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vituna. Chilean niin., No. 40, Jan. 3, 1901,

MS. Notes to Chile, VII. 7!».

See, to the same effect. Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Guaehalla, Bolivian

niin.. Dec. 11, IJXK), MS. Notes to Bolivia, I. 208.
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3. Xaturalization not retroactive. § 981.

4. Right of interposition not assignable. § 982.

5. Nor derivable from partnership association. § 983.

G. Cori)orations.

(1) Interposition in behalf of the corporation. § 984.

(2) Interposition in behalf of security holders. § 985.

IV. Grounds of Intervention.

1. Denial of justice. § 98G.

2. Local remedies must, as a rule, he exhausted. § 987.

3. Local remedies need not be exhausted.

(1) Whei'e justice is wanting. § 988.

(2) Whore they have been superseded. § 989.

(3) Where they are insuflicient. § 990.

4. I'njust judgments not internationally binding. § 991.

5. T'njnst discriminations. § 992.

G. Claims to land.

(1) Titles exclusively determinable by lex rei sita\ §993.

(2) Denial of justii-e may afford ground for intervention.

§ 994.

7. Contract claims.

(1) Not as a rule oflicially j)resented. § 99.").

(2) Exception where diplomacy is the only method of re-

dress. § 99r>.

(3) Confiscatory breaches of contract. S 997.

V. Acts of Authorities.

1. Who may be considered as " authorities." § 998.

2. Responsibility for their acts.

(1) Within scope of agency. § 999.

(2) Outside scope of agency. § 1000.

(3) Exaction of redress for outrages. § 1001.
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V. Aits <»k Ai'tiioritiks—Coiilinuo*!.

:'.. .Tu(lici:il authorities. § KNrj.

4. Simtiiiry iiionsun's. S 10(>.*{.

r>. TiirifT ctiim^rcs. § 1(H>4.

(!. I)«>hiis»>nu>nt nf the t-urri'iicy. § KM).").

7. l*jit«'iits and iiivcntictns. § l(i(i«>.

5. " riK-laiiiH'd «>stat(»s" fhiiiiis. § 10()7.

it. I.iahility f(»r torts <»f public ships. § 10(XS.

1(». Acts of soldiers. § KKKt.

VI. AKKKST .\NI) I.MI'KIS0.\.MENT.

1. Indemnity not denuinded where proeee<linKs are re>;ular. § 1010.

'2. IveiKiration for false or irregular arrest. § 1011.

."'.. Wron^rful arrest, and maltreatment. § 1012.

4. Iniiirisonnient in violation of treaty riRht. § lOI.'?.

."(. Enfon-ed labor in case of p«>rsons accused. § 1014

(>. Detention of witnesses. § 10ir>.

7. Martial law. § lOlH.

5. Protocol with Spain, 1877. § 1017.

VII. K.xri i.sio.N. § 1(»1S.

VIII. Acts ok Trivatk Persons.

1. (Jovernments as a rule not liable. § 1010.

'2. Lial)ility may result from nejilifjence. § 1020.

:{. lirijrandaKe. § 1021.

IX. Moli ViOI.K.NCE.

1. Destruction of French privateers. ISll. § 1022.

2. Kiots at New Orleans and Key West, 1S.">1. S 1023.

:'.. Panama riot, isr)0; Fortune liay case, 1S7S. § 1024.

4. Attacks on Chinese at Hock Springs, and elsewhere. § 102r».

r». Lynching of Italians at New Orleans, and elsewhere. § 1020.

New Orleans, 1S01 ; Colorado. ^H'X>: Ilahnville, La.. ISiMJ ; Tallu-

lah. La.. ISOll; Frwin, Miss., I'.Mll.

Ct. T'ase of Pain, and otlK-r cases. § 1027.

P.ain's case; c;ises of Moreno and Suaste.

7. Case of Don Pacifico. § 102.S.

H. Case of I'. S. S. lUiltiniorc. and other c.-ises. § KrjO.

liiiltiniorc c.-isc : case of .Vlfonso XII.; Caroline Islands case.

0. Cases in Turkey. § 1o:'.0.

lo. Killing of rioters by authorities. § 10.'51.

X. Claims P.aski> on Wak.
1. IndiMiuiity not usually allowed on account of oji«'rations of war.

S in.-.'j.

2. .\or seizing resources of the enemy. 8 lO.'J.'?.

.".. Compensation for property taken for belligerent u.se. § 10;i4.

4. Claims for enibjirgoes. § 10.''..">.

.".. iM.rced loans. § l(»;5r,.

<>. Damages for wanton or unlawful acts. 8 lo:!7.

7. (Question of reconcenlration. 8 lO.'lS.

s. t^uestion as to comjtensation for cal)le cuttinj;. 8 10.S9.

XI. P.OMIIAKHMKNTS.

1. Creytown. 8 l<i4(i.

2. Valparaiso. § Kill.

3. (J(K)ds in public warc>house.

(1 I Antwerj.. is:!(i. 8 KM2.

(2,1 Messina, and elsewhere. § 1043,
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XII. Acts of Insurgents.

1. ()i)inions of iniblicists. § 1()44.

2. Donijils of liability. § 104.').

3. Assertions of liability; grants of conipensatioii. § 104«).

4. Iiuleninity for acts of successful revolutionists. § 1047.

5. Payment of duties to insurgents. § 1048.

XIII. Neutral Rights and Duties.

1. Violation of neutral rights. § 1040.

2. Failure to perform neutral duties. § 1050.

XIV. Defenses.

1. Part payment. § lOol.

2. Limitation and prescription. § 10.52.

3. Effect of war. § 10.">3.

4. Question of claimant's character or conduct. § 10.54.

XV. Power to Settle.

1. Governmental control. § 105.5.

2. National neglect or sale of claim. § 1056.

French spoliation claims.

3. Right to withdraw or abandon. § 1057.

XVI. Damages.

1. Measure of damages. § 1058.

2. Interest. § 1059.

XVII. Payment. § 1060.

XVIII. Nonpecuniary Redress.

1. Cession of territory. § 1061.

2. Apology. § 1062.

3. Salute to the flag. § 1063.

I. MODE OF PRE.'^EyTATION.

1. Against the United States.

§ 970.

A citizen of one nation, wrono;ocl 1)V the conduct of another nation,

must seek redress throufrli his own government. His government

must assume the responsibility of presenting his chiim, or it need not

be considered.

United States r. I)iel<elman. 02 U. S. 520.

The chiim of an alien, when i)resented to the Department of State,

must come through the diplomatic rei)resentative of (he country to

which he belongs.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of Stat(>. to Mr. Fenleidieim, Sei)t. 2.3. 18(J8. 70 MS.

Dom. Uet. .348; Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to .M(>ssrs. Coudert Pros..

April 21. 1860, 81 MS. Dom. Let. 5; Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Sypher, April 3. 1S8:',. 146 MS. Donu Let. .326; Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. llildrup. .Tuly 2, 1884, 151 MS. Dom.

Let. 550.

"In reply to your tc^legram stating tliat claims ar(> |)rcs('nt(Ml I»y

French citizens and other aliens through (congress to the Committee
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(Ill ^Viu• Claiins. T havf to roinaik that such presentation is entirely

inconsistent with iisa<re. which rc(|uii"cs that aliens nuist address this

(Jovernnient only throujrh tlje diplomatic representatives of their own
j;overnnients.

"This I)ej)ai-t!nent r(>fuses to entertain applications or to receive

claims fioni aliens except throu<2:h a responsible presentation by the

regularly acci'edited representative of their government.
•

I have also Imhmi under the imj)ression that Congress refustnl to

icceivc petitions or claims from aliens. Such I am advised was at one

time the rule of the House of Representatives, and such is the rule at

present in the Senate, as I am informed. The propriety of the refusal

to allow an alien to intrude his claims upon Congress can not be

(juestioned."

Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lawrriice. M. ('.. April 1.'2. 1S74, .MaRoon'H

Ke|M)rts. :'A().

Aliens asserting claims for unliquidated damages against the

I'nited States must present them to the I)e})artment of State through

the dii)lomatic channel. Congress having adopted in 1874 the rule

that it woidd not consider alien claims unless presented through that

Department.

Mr. Maroon, law otiioer. (livlsion of insular affair.'^. War Dei)t.. Feb. (5,

I'.Mi]. Ma^'ooii's Uei)ts. XIS. citinjr Report \o. 4'.>8, Conunittee on War
(Maims. May 2. 1874. 4.'5 Conj;. 1 sess.

•

The Italian minister having enclosed to the Department of State

certain paj)ers relating to a claim which it was said an Italian subject

desired to bring against the Fnited vStates, the Departnu'nt of State

said: "The weight of your high commendation of the claim is most

cheerfully recognized: yet. in view of the practice of the Depart-

ment. I shall necessarily be constrained to defer its consideration, until

|)i-esente(l in the name of His Majesty's Government, as is usual in the

(a>e of international claims, and now enclose the papers to your

address accordingly."

.Mr. Fn-rm^'luiysen. Sec. of State, to Karon de Fava. Juno 21. 1RS4, MS.
Notes to Italy. VIII. s:5.

In a snlis<M|nent coinnninieation. the Department of State oxplaine<l that

claims a;rainst the (Jovennnent could i>e presented only in one of two

ways: ( 1 i Kither liy the claimant's availing himself directly of such

ju<lici;il or administrative remedy as the domestic law mifrht pre-

scrilx": or (2» in the absence of such remedy, if the claimant was an
alien. l>y his jrovernment " formally jiresentinR the claim as an inter-

national demand to be adjusted throuRh the diplomatic chaiuiel."

I'..iron Fava's note, it was said, merely purported to be a personal

introduction and connnendation of the claimant, leavinji him to pre-

sent his claim himself, and the Department of State added: "I do

not see that the case would l>e altered if your iutroduetiou of Mr.
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Piazza were viewed as tlie official act of your Government, so long

as the effect is to leave Mr. IMasjza to present his claim himself and
to receive the reply of this Government throujih yonr good offices."

(Mr. John Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Baron de Fava, July 9, 1884,

MS. Notes to Italy, VIII. 92.)

A report from Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, of December 12, 1874,

givinij returns from a series of foreign ministers on the subject of

claims against governments, is in House Report 134, 43 Cong. 2

sess. 26. In the same report is given an argument on behalf of the

bill for reference of international claims by the Secretary of State to

the Court of Claims.

See the Hon. William Lawrence's " The Law of Claims against Govern-
ments, including the mode of adjusting them and the procedure

adopted in their investigation," Feb. 10, 1875, H. Kept. 134, 43 Cong.

2 sess.

2. Against Foreign Governments.

§971.

In order that a claim of a citizen of the United States for redress

or indemnity may be diplomatically presented to a foreign Govern-

ment, there must be presented to the Secretary of State a petition,

accompanied by a sworn statement in detail of the injury sustained,

together with such other jiroof as may be obtained sustaining the

allegations of the petition.

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Grain. Feb. 24. 1854, 42 MS. Dom. Let.

244 ; Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to 'Sir. Eliot, May 20, 1847, 36 MS.
Dom. Let. 255 ; Mr. Uhl, Acting Sec. of State, to Attorney-General,

June 23, 1894, 197 MS. Dom. Let. 449.

Where the claim is founded in contract a diplomatic representative

of the United States must not interfere without specific instructions.

AVhere it is founded in tort, lie will likewise await instructions, unless

the person of the claimant be assailed or there be pressing necessity

for action before the l)e))artment of State can be consulted: in which

event he will communicate in full the reasons for his interference.

Instructions to Diplomatic Officers (1897), S 174, p. (".8.

See, to the same effect. .Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bowlin, min. to

Colonil)ia. No. It!. Jan. fj. 18.">t;. MS. Inst. Coloml)ia. XV. 212.

AMiile there is no objection to a citizen of the United States collect-

ing his claim against a foreign governnient by suit in the local courts

or by direct appeal to the administrative government, ])rovided lie

d(M's so by private instrumefitality, yet it is '• a positive violation of

international comity." and of the regulations prescribed by the De-

H. Doc. 551—vol C 39
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partment of State, for a (lii)loinatic representative of the United

States to undertake to collect a claim "^vhich has not first been sub-

mitted to the Department of State, and by it approved and sent to

him with special instructions. You are tlierefore directed," continued

the Department, "to withdraw absolutely your connection with any

claims of citizens of the United States against the Government of

riayti which have not been approved by this Department and directed

to be presented to that (ilovernment for payment."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Smythe, inin. to Hayti, No. 130, March 20,

18945. ^l^. Inst. Hayti, III. 470.

See. also, Mr. (Jrcsliani. See. of State, to Mr. Siuytbe, tel., March 21,

1895, MS. Inst. Hayti. III. 4:{9.

" Xo diplomatic agent of this (lovernment is authorized, without

instructions to that effect, to use any other means than respectful

argument or persuasion, orally or in writing, for the purpose of

inducing a foreign government to adjust claims of citizens of the

United States; nor is he authorized to use threatening language for

such a j)urpose without express instructions."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Clay, miu. to Peru, May 24, 1855, MS.
Inst Peru, XV. 159.

3. Petition and Proof.

§ «T2.

" Citizens of the United States having claims against foreign gov-

ernments, not founded on contract, in the prosecution of which they

may desire the assistance of the Department of State, should forward

to the Department statements of the same, under oath, accompanied

by the ])roper proof.

" The following rules, which are substantially those which have

Ik'cu adopted by commissions organized under conventions between

the United States and foreign governments, for the adjustment of

claims are published for the information of citizens of the United

States having claims against foreign governments of the character

indicated in the above notificati(m : and they are advis<Hl to confonn

as nearly as jx^ssible to these rules in preparing and forwarding their

papers to the Department of State.

" Each claimant should file a memorial, /// trfplifat<u properly

dated, setting forth minutely and particularly the facts and circum-

stances from which the right to prefer such claim is derived by the

claimant. This memorial should be verified by his or her oath or

affirmation.

" All subsequent coimnunications to the Department in the nature

of statements of fact, arginnents, or briefs should likewise be fur-

nished in triplicate.
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" The memorial and all the accompanying papers should have a

margin of at least one inch on each side of the page, so as to admit

of their being bound in volumes for preservation and convenient

reference; and the pages should succeed each other, like those of a

book, and be readable without inverting them.
" When any of the papers mentioned in rule 11 are known to have

been already furnished to the Department by other claimants, it

will be unnecessary to repeat them in a subsequent memorial. A
particular description, with a reference to the date under which they

were previously transmitted, is sufficient.

" Xor is it necessary, when it is alleged that several vessels have

been captured by the same cruiser, to repeat in each memorial the

circumstances in respect to the equipment, arming, manning, flag,

etc., of such cruiser, which are relied upon as the evidence of the

responsibility of a foreign government for its alleged tortious acts.

A simple reference to and adoj^tion of one memorial in which such

facts have been fully stated will suffice.

" It is proper that the interposition of this Government with the

foreign government against which the claim is presented should be

requested in express terms, to avoid a possible objection to the' juris-

diction of a future commission on the ground of the generality of the

claim.
'' Claims of citizens against the Government of the United States

are not generally under the cognizance of this Department. They
are usually subjects for the consideration of some other Department,

or of the Court of Claims, or for an appeal to Congress.

" lU LES.

" In every memorial should be set forth

—

" 1. The amount of the claim; the time when and place where it

arose; the kind or kinds and amount of property lost or injured;

the facts and circumstances attending the loss or injury out of which

the claim arises; the principles and causes which lie at the foundation

of the claim.

"2. For and in behalf of whom the claim is i)refei-red. giving

Christian name and surname of each in full.

''3. Whether the claimant is now a citizen of the I'nited States,

and, if so, whether he is a native or naturalized citizen and where is

now his domicile; and, if he claims in his own right, then whether

he was a citizen when the claim had its origin and where was then

his domicile; and, if he claims in the i-ight of another, then whether

such other was a citizen when the claim had its origin and wheie was

then and where is now his domicile; and if, in either case, the domi-

cile of the claimant at the time the claim had its origin was in any
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foroi^i country, then whether such chiimant was then a subject of

the "[overnnient of sucli country or had taken any oath of allegiance

thereto.

"' 4. Whether the entire amount of the claim does now, and did at the

time when it had its origin, belong solely and absolutely to the claim-

ant ; and, if any other jK'rson is or has been interested therein, or in

any part thereof, then who is such other person and what is or was

the nature and extent of his interest; and how, when, and by what

means and for what considerations the transfer of rights or interests,

if an}' such was made, took place between the parties.

•' 5. Whether the claimant, or any other who nuiy at any time have

been entitled to the amount claimed, or any ])art thereof, has ever re-

ceived any. and. if any. what, sum of money or other equivalent or

indenmification for the whole or any part of the loss or injury upon

which th? claim is founded; and, if so, when and from whom the

same was received.

'' G. All testimony should be in writing, and upon oath or affirma-

tion, duly administered according to the laws of the place where the

same is taken, by a magistrate or other person competent by such laws

to take de])ositions. having no interest in the claim to which the tes-

timony relates and not being the agent or attorney of any person

having such interest, and it must be certified.by him that such is the

case. The credil)ility of the affiant or deponent, if known to such

magistrate or other j^erson authorized to take such testimony, should

be certified by him ; and. if not known, should be certified on the same

paper upon oath l)v some other jx'rson known to such magistrate,

having no interest in such claim and not being the agent or attorney

of any person having such interest, whose credibility nnist be certified

by such magistrate. Hie deposition should be reduced to writing by

the person taking the same, or by some ])erson in his presence having

no interest, and not l)eing the agent or attorney of any person having

an interest, in the claim, and should be carefully read to the deponent

by the magistrate before being signed by him, and this should be

certified.

•• 7. l)ej)()sitions taken in any city. port, or place without the limits

of the Fnited States may be taken before any consul or other public

civil officer of the I'nited States resident in sucii city, port, or place,

having no inten'st. and not being agent or attorney of any person hav^-

ing an interest, in the claim to which the testimony so taken relates.

In all other ciis<^s. whether in the United States or in any foreign

place, the right of the person taking the deposition to administer oaths

by the laws of the place must l)e verified.

" 8. Every affiant or deponent should state in his deposition his age,

place of birth, residence, and occupation, and where was his residence

and what was his occupation at the time the events took place in
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regard to Mhich he deposes: and must also state if he have any, and,

if any, what, interest in the chiiin to support which his testimony is

taken; and. if lie have any contingent interest in the same, to what

extent, and u])on the happening of what event, he will be entitled to

receive any part of the sum which may l)e awarded. He should also

state whether he be the agent or attorney of the claimant or of any

person having an interest in the claim.

'' 9. Original pajiers exhibited in i)roof should be verified as origi-

nals by the oath of a witness, whose credibility must be certified as

required in the sixth of these rules; but, when the fact is within the

exclusive knowledge of the claimant, it may be verified by his own
oath or affirmation. Papers in the handwriting of anyone who is

deceased or whose residence is unknown to the claimant may be veri-

fied by proof of such handwriting and of the death of the party or

his removal to places unknown.
'' 10. All testimony taken in any foreign language and all papers

and documents in any foreign language which may be exhibited in

proof sliould be accompanied by a translation of the same into the

English language.
" 11. When the claim arises from the seizure or loss of any ship or

vessel, or the cargo of any ship or vessel, a certified copy of the enroll-

ment or registry of such shij) or vessel should be produced, together

with the original clearance, manifests, and all other papers and docu-

ments required by the laws of the United States which she possessed

on her last voyage from the United States, when the same are in the

possession of the claimant or can be obtained l)v him; and, when not,

certified copies of the same should be produced, together with his

oath or affirmation that the originals are not in his possession and can

not l)e oi:)tained by him.
" 12. Tn all cases where property of any description for the seizure

or loss of which a claim has l)een i)resented was insured at the time of

such seizure or loss, the original policy of insurance, or a certified

cojn' thereof, should l)e produced.
" 18, If the clainumt be a naturalized citizen of the Ignited States,

a copy of the record of his naturalization, duly certified, should be

produced.
" 14. Documentary proof should l)e authenticated l)y proper certifi-

cates or by the oath of a witness.

'' IT). If the claimant shall have employed counsel, the name of

such counsel should, with his address, be signed to the memorial and

entered upon the record, so that all necessary notices may be addressed

to such counsel or agent respecting the case."

Circular relating to Claims apainst Foreign Governments, Departiucut of

State. March .5, 1900.

See Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ketcham, Feb. 2'.\. ISSI. UKI MS.

Dom. Let. 34G.
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" It is not the proviiuo of tlu' I)ej)artnient to designate the nature of

the cvidtMicc on whicli claimants should substantiate their chiini; it is

to Ik' prcsiiuu'd. of course, that the same care will 1k> taken to obtain

tlie most positive proof of which the case is susceptible as if the claims

were to l>e subjected to the scrutiny of a court of justice."

Mr. Many, Soc. of State, to Mr. Sanfonl. Mar. 22. 1S.".(>. 45 MS. Doni. Let.

1»M».

"' The Executive Government is not furnished with tlie means of in-

stitutin»r and pursuing; methods of investigation which can coerce tiie

j)roduction of evidence or compel the examination of parties and wit-

nesses. The authority for such an investigation must proceed from

Congress."

Mr. Sowanl. Acting So<\ of State, to Mr. Zaniacona, Aug. 20, 1879, MS.

Notes to Me.x. VIII. !.'>«>.

As to the iit>wer of odieers of the I iiitc^l States, where it is made their

duty to settle claims against tlie I'liited States, see Williams. At. Gen.,

1874. 14 Oi). 410.

'• You are riglit in asserting that this Department requires, as a con-

dition precedent for the presentation of a claim to a foreign govern-

ment simply a prhn<i facie case such as would authorize a chancellor to

issue c.f jxirte process, and that the case is not exhaustively examined

on the merits until these merits are contested by the Government to

v.hom the claim is 2:>resented. You are right, also, in assuming

that unless the claimant's papers present such a prima facie case, the

Department will decline to present the claim. Ordinarily, it should

be ol)s<>rvt>(l. it is a prerequisite to the presentation of such a claim by

the Department, that it should be verified by affidavit or adecjuate

documentary proof, l)ut this condition is not insisted on when, on

tlu' facts set forth on the clainumt's petition, it appears that, no

matter how completely these facts are verified, he has not a pinma

facie case."

Mr. Hayard. Sec-, of State, to Mr. I)enl)y, Feh. ."i, 18.SC,, MS. Inst. China,

IV. IIM.

St-e, ;ils<i. Mr. Hayard. See. of State, to Mr. Cox. min. to Turkey, No. (>!),

.liin. 1>. issc. .MS. Inst. Turkey. IV. :\m.

Communications between high civil and military officers of the

Coiife(lerate States, preserved in the Confederate archives office of the

War D('|)artiiient of the Cnited States, or copies duly certified from

that oflice. are comj)etent evidence \\\)o\\ the (juestion whether posses-

sion of a steamer iM-loiiging to a citizen of the United States was

obtained by capture or by purcha.se.

Oakes r. T'nitiMl States (1.807). 174 V. S. 778, 705.
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The records of an executive department need not be produced in

evidence in court, but their contents may be shown by authenticated

copies.

Nock's Case, 2 Ct CI. 451.

" The practice of this Department is to require affidavits as priiria

facie proof of a chum before making any representations to the gov-
ernment alleged to be in default. So far, by the general practice of

nations, the proceedings are ex farte. But if, after the claim has
been presented, a connnission is agreed upon for its adjudication,

testimony in the usual form may be taken, both parties having an
opportunity to be present and to examine and cross-examine wit-

nesses. It is not usual, nor, in fact, would it be practicable, to give a
foreign government notice that at a particular time depositions

would be taken to sustain a claim to be made against it."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck, mlii. to Peru, No. 33, Oct. 27, 1885,

For. Rel. 1885, 025.

II. PROSECUTION.

1. Discretion as to Presentation.

§ 973.

In acknowledging the receipt of a letter of Sept. 12, 1854, setting

forth '• the origin of Col. Dennis' claim against Buenos Ayres," which
claim had been commended by the Department of State to the " favor-

able attention " of the American minister, Mr. Marcy said :
" You

may not be aware that the Government of the United States does not

feel called upon to inter])Ose in behalf of every just claim held by its

citi/.ens against foreign nations. When individuals see proper to

entrust their property to the safe-keeping of another government, it

is to be sui)posed that they have satisfied themselves of the ability

and intention of that government to restore that which may have been

confided to it, and the deposit is accordingly made upon personal risk.

This case, it is conceived, falls within the class of claims just described.

From the statement and evidence submitted it is doubtless a merito-

rious one, but still wanting those elements which would entitle it to

the official interposition of the representative of the United States."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Egbert, Nov. 15, 1854, 43 MS. Dom. Let.

219.

The Department will not present to a foreign government claims

for damages which, though based on a wrong actually done, arc

speculative and exorbitant in amount.

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muiiro, Jan. 10, 185(), 4.") MS. Dom. Let.

45.
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*• It may Ik> lioro ()1)s«mv('(1 that this (lovorninont oxercisos a broad

tlisciH'tioii ill (IctfriiiiiiiiiiT what (laiins it will (lij)l<)inati('ally prosont

apiiiist otluT nations. It has not lent, and will not lend, its influ-

ence in favor of fiandnlent claims. And when in hehalf of an indi-

vidual this ( iovernment di'mands of another })ower payment of

money, it should not close its doors airainst an invest ipit ion into the

<luestion whether the ai)parent title of the claimant to the money is

valid, or. itecause of his own fraud, is void. Were the case reversed

this (iovernment Avould contend for that riirht. Any other doctrine

must impair the (li<rnity and imperil the ri<>:hts of those Avho have

honestly obtained American citizensliij)."

Mr. Fii>liiij.'liu.vs('n. Sec. of State, to Mr. Suydnin. Sept. 2r>, 1882, <-ited

ill report of Mr. KM.vanl, Sec. of State, to the President, on the case

of .\ntoiiio I'elletier. .Tiin. 20, 1SS7. For.. Hel. 1SS7. («•<;.

4

': The claims presented to the French conimission are not ])rivate

claims but <rovernmental claims. •ri"()win<jr out of injuries to })rivate

citizens or their property, inflicted by the pjvernment apiinst which

they are presented. As l)etween the United States and the citizens,

the claim may be in some sense regarded as private; but when the

claim is taken up and pa.s.sed diplomatically, it is as against the

foreign government a national claim.

"Over such claims the prosecuting government has full control;

it may. as a matter of pure right, refuse to present them at all; it

may surrender them or comj)romise them without considting the

claimants. Several instances where this has been done will occur to

you. notably the case of the so-called French spoliation claims. The
rights of the citizens for diplomatic redress are as against his own,

not the foreign government."

Mr. rrcliiijihuyseii. Sec. of State, to Messrs. MuUan & King, Pel). 11.

ISM. (ni<ite<l in th<' re|K)rt of Mr. liayanl. Sec. of State, to the I'resi-

deiit. on tlie case of Antonio IVIletier. Jan. 20. 1887, For. Hel. 1887,

t;n7.

A\'hei-e a citizen applies to his government to press his claim against

a foi-eign power, he d(H's so subject to the wise and judicious discre-

tion which a nation has a right to exercise in determining its duty to

it-elf. the citizen, and the foreign power.

t nited States r. La .Vlmi Silver Mill. Co.. 2J> ("t. ("1. 4:?2.

'I'(. the same edect. see I'.laek. At. (Jell., 1S.".!». i> Oj). :\W.

Although it may have l)een a ride of an executive department to

construe an act of Congress relating to claims in a })articular maimer,

yet when Congress has afterwards ex])ressed an opinion in conflict

with that of the Department, such action of Congress has been coiisid-
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ered as in the nature of a legislative interpretation, which becoming

courtesy to tlie legislative department requu'es the PLxecutive to

observe.

Johnson. At. (Jen., 184!), r, Op. S:}.

2. OlJSTACl.KS TO PrKSENTATION.

(1) OIUECTIONS liASKI) ON PUllLIC POLICy.

§ 974.

Diplomatic aid will not be rendered to press on a foreign govern-

ment a claim which is based on an act against public policy.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitney, July 24, 1808, 79 MS. Doni.

Let. 110.

In February, 1880, James C. Jewett, a citizen of the United States,

filed with the Department of State a claim against the Government

of Brazil, based upon alleged discoveries of phosphate deposits on the

islands of Fernando de Noronha, belonging to Brazil. With the

claim there were submitted copies of certain correspondence of Mr.

Jewett with officials of the Brazilian Government, which correspond-

ence was averred by Mr. Jewett to constitute a concession to him of

a right to excavate and remove the mineral deposits in question. It

appeared that on December 15, 1879, the Brazilian legation at Wash-
ington formally notified the Department of State that Mr. Jewett

had no concession and protested against any claim which he might

make in that regard. November H, 1880, the examiner of claims of

the Dej^artment of State reported adversely upon Mr, Jewett's claim.

Fel)ruarv 9. 1881, he nuide a second adverse report; and on the r)th

of the following month Mr. Kvarts informed Mr. Jewett that his

claim was not considered to be of an international character, and
could not be officially prosecuted. On August 8, 1881. instructions

of a ditl'erent tenor were sent by Mr. IMaine to the Anu'rican minister

at Rio de Janeiro, but the claim does not appear to have been pressed

by Mr. Frelinghuysen. Mr. Blaine's successor. In Ai)ril. 188(). Mr.

Jewett sought to revive his case, but on June 24 Mr. Bayard, who
was then Secretary of State, wrote him as follows: "With every

desire to i)rotect the interests and promote the just claims of Ameri-

can citizens in foreign lands, I do not feel justified in lending the

countenance or aid of the United States officials to such demands as

are set forth in your statement of claims against the (lovernment of

Brazil. . . . This chiiin is asserted for the egregious sum of $.')0,-

525,000, and Avhen its alleged basis is examined in the ex parte state-

ments, affidavits, and letters presented by you and on your bi'half,

the disproportion between any possible loss incurred by you and the
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auiouiit cliiiiiKMl hy you from Brazil is onormous. Such a claim so

stated shocks thr moral sense, and can not l)o held to 1h^ within the

domain of reason or justice. It would 1k' an act of international

unfriendliness for the Tnited States to lend themselves in any way
oi- to any de«rree in ur<j:in<r, nuich less enforcin<!:, such a denumd upon

a country with whom they are or desire to remain on terms of amity."

Mr. Bayard sent a copy of this letter to the American minister at

Kio de Janeiro with an instruction of Septeml)er (>, 188(), in the

course of which he said: "The entire alleged expenses incurred by

Mr. Jewi'tt including outfit of his two vessels, in 'exploring' for

j)hosi)hate, counsel fees, agencies, charges, and incidentals, were stated

1)V himself at $'J7,88().'2T." and "upon this narrow basis consequejitiaU

remote, and highly speculative damages were built up to upward of

$r)().()()(),0(M). and for a claim so exorbitant the favorable action of this

Department was asked. . . . It is my desire that absolute confi-

dence in the honorable friendship of the United States should exist

in the minds of all nations, and I know of no better proof that can

be given than of an intention to protect them from unjust demands

at the hands of our own citizens. . . . You are instructed to make
known the i)urj)ort of this dispatch to the minister of foreign affairs

of Brazil."

.Mr. r.ayanl. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jowott. .Juno 24. 1.SS<n For. Rel. 1880,

44 : Mr. Itayanl. Sec. of State, to ^n•. .Jarvis. iniii. to Brazil. No. 40,

S«M>t. <!. 1S.S(;, id. 42.

Mr. Itayard's instructions were duly communicated to the (Jovernment of

I'.razil. wliich stated in reply that, although a final judgment had

Imk'H rendertnl against Mr. .lewett by tlie competent Brazilian author-

ities, the conclusion reached hy Mr. Hayard was nothing less than

was to i>e exiK'cted from tlie spirit of justice and impartiality that

had on other oc<-asions characterizinl the Dejiartnient of which Mr.

I'.ayard was the head. (For. Uel. IHSU. 4U.)

A claim was sought to l)e nuide against the (Government of Japan
on account of certain alleged injuries done to the American steamer

Monitor, or Fee I*(ui</, by hostile daimios. The claim was supposed

by the United States minister at Tokio to be covered by the treaty

of OctolM'i- J-J. 1S()4, iH'tween the United States, (Jreat Britain, France,

and the Netherlands on the one part and a representative of the

Tycoon on the other, providing for the payment of an indenmity for

the aggressions of the Prince of Nagato: and after the indemnity
was paid it was brought to the attention of Congress. By the act

of Febriuiry J-J, iss:^, however, the President was directed to return

to Jaj)an the United States* .share of the indenmity, after deducting

an amount for the paynu'ut of certain claims which did not comprise

that of the Motiitor. The attorney for the claimants sought to ex-

plain this circumstance by saying that the Japanese miuister at Wash-
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ington requested him to call at the legation and there assured him
that if he would not further prosecute the claim before Congress or

the Department of State it would be paid promjjtly and '' liberally
"

by Japan innnediately upon the i)assage of the bill for the return of

the indemnit3\ The attorney declared that, relying upon these assur-

ances, he took no further steps in the matter. The elapanese legation

denied that any such promise was made either by itself or by anyone

authorized to speak for it. This denial was controverted b\' the affi-

davit of the claimant's attorney and of two other persons, who were

understood to have been employed at times by the legation. Without

discu&sing these contradictions, the Department of State instructed

the American minister in Japan, in July, 1885, to lay the case before

the Japanese (lovernment, in order that it might have an opportunity

to consider its equities, and suggested that the whole matter might

be referred to an arbitration on the merits. The Japanese Govern-

ment declined the suggestion, and the United States, after a reexami-

nation of the case, decided that it should not be further pressed. The
claim appearing to be defective on the merits, the Department of

State held that no new ground of claim could be derived from con-

versations with the Japanese minister or with any of his alleged

agents, "At the time these conversations are alleged to have taken

place, the Japanese indenniity fund was,'' said the Department of

State, " in the possession of this (Tovernment, and its disposition was
then subject to the action of Congress. This being so, it was the

duty of citizens of the United States to present their claims before

that body, and any withdrawal, such as has been alleged, of a claim

from its consideration, thus forestalling its action, would, if encour-

aged or approved, be highly detrimental to the public interest. An
agreement between a foreign minister and a citizen of the United

States, under such circumstances, and for the purpose of influencing

Congressional action, would not be one which, even if evidenced in

writing, could be recognized by this (lovernment. Under reversed

conditions this (Jovernment could not for a moment entertain the

proposition that it was in any way bound by such a transaction.

Such an agreement, made in the hope of terms more 'liberal' than

could be regularly obtained, can not be made the basis of an inter-

national claim. Nor can evidence of such an agreement bo admitted

to overcome the act of Congress directing the return yf the indem-

nity fund, and not providing for the payment of the Monitor claim.

It is a rule of law universally recognized and enforced that evidence

of extrinsic facts (not rules of law or acts of legislation) occurring

prior to the passage of a bill can not be resorted to to prove inten-

tion of the legislature or to explain its action."

Mr. Bayard, Se<-. of State, to Mr. Cowie, April 13, 1888. For. llel ISSM.

II. lOC.O, 1072.
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•"The gooii offices of the Depaitinent, which constitute the form

of its intervention in cases of contract, are not <jrante(l in snch cases

as a matter of conrse. Their emi)h)yment is conceded in the exer-

cise of a sound discretion, and only when the chiim in behalf of

which thev are invoked is of so meritorious a character as to war-

rant the Department in <rivin<r its approval. Clearly, therefore, this

Department is precluded from pressing in any manner upon the

attention of a forei<;n <r()vernnient a claim ijrowing out of transac-

tions obnoxious to the laws of the United States, or possessing other

features that forbid its aj)proval and promotion by the official rep-

rt'scntative of this (iovernment."

.Mr. Hayanl. S('<'. of State, to Messrs. Morris and Fillette, July 28, 1888,

W.) MS. Dom. Let. L'CS.

The Department of State was asked to support the claim of a citi-

zen of the United States for services rendered, as he alleged, under

a contract with President (luzman Blanco in order to secure a

revision of the awards of the mixed commission under the treaty

l)etween the United States and Venezuela of ISfiO. The Depart-

ment replied: "The (lovernment of the Ignited States can not rec-

ognize a contract alleged to have been entered into by a citizen of

the United States with the executive or agent of another govern-

ment for the purpose of securing the setting aside of a treaty be-

tween this and sucli other government. The services which you

claim to have performed related chiefly to the procurement of

action on tlu> part of Congress, these services being performed for

the (Jovernment of Venezuela. Under the Constitution of the United

States, the only organ of connnunication between this and foreign

governments is the President. This Department can not look with

anything but disapprobation upon a foreign government seeking to

apj)roach a branch of the (rovernment of the Ignited States through

another channel. It may l)e stated as a fact, although it is not

luaterial. that at the very time at which you allege that your employ-

jiient began, this Department was denumding of the Government of

Venezuela the execution of the treaty of 1800." The Department

declined to take any action whatever towards pressing the claim

against the (iovernment of Venezuela.

Mr. I'.laiiu". Sor. of State, to Mr. Matchett. March V.\ 181)1. 181 MS. Doiu.

I-<'t. L'T.'l

Sc«'. Id the same efT'ect. Mr. liay.ird. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cowie> Ai)ril l.'J,

I.S.S.S. For. Kcl. 1.S.S8. II. KKJlt, 10712.

No nation gives hers<>lf a claim to call upon other nations for a

strict observance of their law who does not obst»rve it strictly u|)on her

part, not only in the |)articular class of cases in which she makes the

call, but throughout the whole system of that law.

Wirt, At. Gen., ISlil, 1 Op. ."00. .^.11.
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(2) LOSS OF RIGHT TO NATIONAL PROTECTION.

§ ^75.

An individual may, without forfeiting his citizenship, so couihict

himself as to lose to a certain extent the right to national protection.

This subject is fully discussed elsewhere.

See supra, §§ 474—48;'.; also, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, III. 2720 et seq.

'" Lord Castlereagh distinctly said that the grounds on which these

two subjects [Arbuthnot and Ambrister] had been considered by the

Cabinet as having forfeited the rights of protection from their Gov-

ernment were, that they had identified themselves, in part at least,

with the Indians, by going amongst them with other purposes than

those of innocent trade; by sharing in their sympathies too actively

when they were upon the eve of hostilities with the United States; by

feeding their complaints; by imj^arting to them counsel; by heighten-

ing their resentments, and thus at all events increasing the predispo-

sitions which they found existing to the war, if they did not originally

provoke it,"'

Mr. Rush, minister at London, to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Jan. 2.j, 1819,

MS. Desp. from England.

An inquiry having been made by the United States consul at Alex-

andria, Egypt, as to Avhether the protection of the consulate could be

claimed by citizens of the United States in the service of the Khedive

of Eg}'pt, who, although they were graduates of the Military Acad-

emy at West Point, or the Naval Academy at Annapolis, " were in

the service of the insurgents during the late civil war " in the United

States, the Dej^artment of State replied: "It is conceived to be the

duty of this (lovernment impartially to protect all citizens abroad in

conformity with treaties and the public law. No exception can prop-

erly be made in regard to persons belonging to the classes to which

you refer, unless that exception shall be required by some constitu-

tional provision or .statutory enactment. It is believed there is non'^.

applicable in this instance."

Mr. Fish, See. of State, to Mr. Butler, Oct. ."., 1871, MS. Inst. Rarhary

Powers, XV. ('.2.

Mr. Fish went on to say, however, that, as it was repn^sentod that the

persons in question liad l)y their contract with the Khedive renounced

the privilege of api)ealing to their own (Jovernni<>nt. there would be

"no ground for interference" in their i)eiialf. what(>ver might have

been their antecedents.

In the case of the claim of William .1. Ilale against the Argentine Rejiuh-

lic. a claim that was ultimately settled, it was at one time alleged that

the claimant, who went from New Orleans to the Argentine Rei)ulilii'

in 18(r>. had been " an outspoken disunionist and rebel." (II. F-x-

Doc. 1(58, 48 Cong. 1 sess. 6, 7-8, 21.)
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" (\)n<rross has not soon fit to enact lo«;islation to put an end to the

hoKlinjr of shne property in forei<rn countries, or withdrawing the

protection of tlie United States tlierefroni.

•• It is (jiiite true also that citizens of the United States might in

most cases do hotter for their own country hy living in it, but the

same free(h)m and liberality which welcomes strangers permits our

own citizens to go elsewhere, when climate, adventure, or the expec-

tation of profit otfer advantages in their eyes; and I know of no

authority or practice by which the executive officers of the United

Statt's are at liberty to distinguish among our citizens resident or

(emj)orarily abroad, and to deny to some, and to grant to others, the

j)rotection of their Government.''

Mr. Fish. Sec. of Stiite. to Mr. CusliiuK. niiii. to Spain. May 22, 1870, MS.
lii.st. Spain. XVII. .'128.

(.{) CK.NSIRAIU.K CONOrCT OK ( I.A I.MA NT.

§ OK).

'• To international claims the rules of general jurisprudence in this

relation apply as follows: A party to a malicious wrong cannot

recover from another for damages therefrom resulting to himself.

A person whose negligence is the immediate cause of a negligent

injury to himself cainiot recover from another damages for such

injury."

Wharton. Int. Law Diyost. § 24.3. IL ~()(\

" Nations can not afford to have the intercourse which the interests

of their citizens re(|uire to be kej)t open, subjected to the annoyances

and risks which would residt from the admission of fraud or duplic-

ity into such intercourse. It has therefore become a usage, having

ihe authority of a principle, in the correspondence between enlight-

ened governments, in relation to the claims of citizens or subjects, that

any deception j)racticed by a claimant upon his own government in

regard to a coiitroveisy with a foreign government, for the purpose

of enhancing his claim, or influencing the proceedings of his govern-

ment, forfeits all tith' of the j)arty attempting such decej)tion to the

prott'ction and aid of his government in the controversy in question,

Im( an-o an honorable govermnent cannot consent to comj:)licate itself

ill a nialtc!- in which it has itself Iwon made or attempted to l)e made
the victim of a fraiul. for the iM'uefit of the dishonest party."

.Mr. Scwaril. Sec of State, to Lord Lyons. lirilish niin.. May ;{0. 18«!2. MS.
Notes to <;r. Hrit. IX. 187.

" On the general (juestion of turpitude of cause of action as barring

the present claim, I am now prepared to give an emphatic, and, I
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trust, final tlecision. Even were we to concede that these outrages in

Haytian waters were not within Haytian jurisdiction, I do now affirm

that the chiini of Pelletier against Hayti, on the facts exhibited, must

be dropped, and dropped peremptorily and immediately, by the Gov-
ernment of the United States. ' The principle of public policy,' said

Lord Mansfield, in Holman r. Johnston, Cowper's Rep., :U8, ' is this

:

Ex dolo malo non oritur actio. No court will lend its aid to a man
who founds his cause of action upon an immoral or an illegal act.'

Ex turpi cavsa non oritur actio/ by innumerable rulings under the

Roman common law, as held by nations holding Latin traditions, and
under the common law as held in England and the United States, has

this principle been applied. The lex fori determines the question of

turpitude; and nowhere, and with better reason, has the slave-trade

been stamped with such an infamy and turpitude as in England and

the United States."

Report of Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to the Tresident, .Tan. 20, 1887, For.

liel. 1887. 51)2. (507 : S. Ex. Doc. <M, 49 Cong. 2 sess. ; Moore, Int.

Arbitrations. II. 1793-1800.

(4) QUESTION OF UNNEUTRAL TRANSACTION.

§ 977.

"With reference to a steamer and a steam tug chartered by a citizen

of the United States to the Haytian Government "as auxiliaries to

military and naval operations for the sup]:»ression of an insurrection

against its authority," Mr. Fish said : "A vessel of the United States

voluntarily entering into the service of a foreign power in aid of

military or naval operations must be regarded as relying exclusively

upon the protection of that power and as renouncing while such em-

ployment continues any claim to the protection of the United States."

Mr. Fisli, Hec. of State, to Mr. Murray. Dec. 7. 1S(!9, 82 MS. Doni. Let. 4.53.

The allowing a vessel bearing the flag of the United States to take

part in warlike operations against a government with which the

United States is at peace is a violation of the spirit of our neutrality

statutes.

Mr. Fi.sli, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, .Tan. 29. 1877. MS. Inst. Italy. II. 11.

The Department of State will not i)resent to a foreign government

a claim based on transactions involving a violation of the neutrality

of the United States.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Morris and Fillette, July 2S. 18S8,

169 MS. Doni. Let. 2(>3.
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With loforonro to a claim soiiffht to he made apaiiist the Govorii-

iiHMit of Ilayti 1)V a citi/.cn of the riiitcd States for inilitarv services

rendered to the Le<xitiine froveriiinent in March and April, 1889,

nnder a contract with the Ilaytian ministei" in the United States,

in the contest between the Le<ritinie <;ovei"nnient and the forces of

(ieiieral Hypijolite, who afterwards became President of Ilayti, the

I)e|)ai-tinent of State said: "The (lovernment of the United States

maintains a nentral position l)etween the two contestants, favoring

neither the one nor the other. It would clearly be a departure from

that policy to ask the (iovernment established by the successful

party and now recognized as the (iovernment of Ilayti to pay the

debts contracted by the adversary in em))h)ying military or naval

oflicers to helj) him in maintaining the conflict.*'

.Mr. lilaine. Sec of State, to Mr. Tattersou. .Vpril 7. LSW. 177 MS. Dom.
Lot. \Si).

\pv'i\ IT. 1897, Mr. Eodriguez. minister of the Greater Republic of

Central .Vmerica. requested that the consuls of the United States at

Ceiba and Trujillo. or at any other place along the coast, put no

obstacles in the way of his government's chartering American vessels

to trans|)()rt troops and war materials from one port to another of the

Confedei-ation. in the interest of the reestablishment of order.

Mr. Sherman, Secretary of State. April '20, 1897, replied that if the

pro|)ose(l chartering of .Vmerican vessels contemplated a regular con-

ti-act with their owners or agents, not compulsory, but voluntary on

their part, it was not j)erceived how^ the United States consuls "could

interj)os<> any valid objections to a legitimate transaction which the

representatives of the American owners nuiy be legally competent to

efl'ect.'" lie also stated that a copy of the correspondence would be

sent to the i)roper diplomatic and consular officers for their

information.

In an instruction of Ajn-il -Jl. 1897. to Mr. Coxe. United States

minister to (luatemala and Honduras, Mr. Sherman, besides repeat-

ing what he had said to Mi-. Rodriguez and observing that, if there

should Ik' any appearance of coercion on the i)art of the contracting

(iovernment the intervention of the consul would be justified, added:

"The owners of the vessel should also understan<l that they can not

e\j)("ct the United States to intervene in their behalf should the

employing ( io\cinment fail to pay them for their services; for while

the United States would not interfere to prevent an American vessel

fn»iu vohiiitarily < ai-i-ying arms and trooj^s in the service of a govern-

ment trying to |)ut down an insurrection, it would leave the vessel and

its crew> >o xoluntai-ily entering into such service to the consequences

of establishing such a relation. Should u seaman employed for other
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services desire to he discharged, he ought not to be compelled to serve

in the transportation of arms and troops."

Mr. Sheniian. Sec. of State, to Mr. Rodriguez, luiu. of the Greater Repub-
lic of t'entral America, No. 14, April 20, 1897. For. Rel. 1897, 331

;

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Coxe, luin. to Guatemala and
Honduras, No. 71, April 21, 1897, id. 332.

A foreigner, domiciled during the 3'ear 1864 in Texas, who, in order

to obtain permission of the Confederate Government to export his

cotton, sold at a nominal price and delivered to its agents or officers

for its use an equal amount of other cotton, which he subsequently

redeemed by paying a stipulated sum therefor, directly contributed to

the support of the enemy, and gave him aid and comfort. Out of

such a transaction no demand against such agents or officers can arise

which will be enforced in the courts of the United States.

Radich r. Ilutchins. 95 U. S. 210.

Adopted in Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Si)anisli min.,

Dec. 3, 1880, For. Rel. 1887, 1015-1021.

. During the civil war in the United States. C, a nonresident alien,

was engaged under a contract, first with the State of North Carolina

and then with the Confederate States, in running out cotton and
running in arms and munitions of war through the blockade of the

Confederate ports. After the war he brought suit against the United

States, under the Abandoned and Captured Pro}:)erty Act, for the

recovery of some cotton seized and sold by the Federal forces. By
that act the claimant was required to show that he had never given
" aid or comfort to the . . . rebellion." Held, that he was ex-

cluded by these words, the court saying: ''The words 'aid or com-

fort ' are used in this statute in the same sense they are in the clause

of the Constitution defining treason (Jirt. 3, sect. 3), that is to say, in

their hostile sense. The acts of aid and comfort which will defeat

a suit must be of the same general character with those necessary to

convict of treason, where the offense consists in giving aid and comfort

to the enemies of the United States. But there may l)e aid and com-

fort without treason; for 'treason is a breach of allegiance, and can

be committed by him only who owes allegiance, either perpetual or

temporary.' United States r. Wiltberger, 5 Wheat. iXi. ... A
claimant to be excluded need not have been a traitor: it is sufficient if

he has done that which would have made him a traitor if he had

©wed allegiance to the I"'nited States."

Young V. I.'nited States (1897), 97 U. S. 39, 62.

Cited and followed, in principle, in Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Muruaga. Sr)an. min.. Dec. 3, 188G, For. Rel. 1887, 1015, 1010.

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 40
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S«M>. also. Watson r. rnito<l Statos, 2.'. Ct. CI. IKJ; Osborne r. United

States. 1.'4 Ct. (M. 41t; : Kirtley r. I'nittHl States. 27 Ct. (M. :U8 ; Hurn-

haiii c. rnited Stales. :{2 C't. (M. .'WS ; Fleteher r. I'nited States. 32 Ct.

CI. :?<•,: rnited States r. Quigley, 103 U. S. 5D5 ; Sprott i: United

St.-ites. 2i» Wall. 4".!).

A citizen of the Tnitod States stated that a demand for $800,000

had lu'oii made on liis eonii)any 1)V the (\ihan insiiiTVents. who had

threatened to destroy the company's property in Cuba unless tlie

money was paid by a certain (hite. The comphiint was sent to the

American le<ration at Mach'id. with instructions to request the Span-

ish autliorities to <rive complete i)rotection to the property in question

apiinst any attempt to carry out the threat of destruction. The
I)e])artment of State added :

" With reference to your proposed writ-

ten reply to the insur*rents' demand, it is not within the province of

this I)ei)artment to <;ive any advice, and thou<jh earnestly desirous of

;ifi'()rdin<r every assistance to American citizens in their efforts to pro-

tect their properties abroad from destruction or damage, the question

as to whether or not a reply should be sent to the insurgents' demand
is so clearly one of business expediency, or for reference to private

coinisel. that T am unwilling to give any opinion thereon."'

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hand. Dee. 3. I8!K'.. 214 MS. Doni. Let. 283.

A claim having been made by a citizen of the United States against

the (iovernment of Peru for live stock forcibly taken from him by the

Peruvian (lovermnent in 188.5, that (Iovernment set up the defense

that the animals were taken during the civil war as a reprisal for

hostile acts of the claimant, who had '' joined a party," and as a com-

mander in the " Urban Guard " had connnitted outrages and extor-

tions of a criminal character against the (iovernment. The claimant,

when called on by the United States to answer this charge, presented

a statement showing the nature of the so-called ** Urban (luard " and

his connection with it. " From this statement," said the Department

of State. •* it apj)ears that the power and efficiency of the Peruvian

(iovernment to protect life and property were completely paralyzed

in Hie locality where Mr. Backus resided: that the Indians and other

lawless inhabitants of the community were nuirdei'ing and robbing

without any restraint or any effort on the part of the constituted

;Mithorities to i)rotect either natives or foreigners. In such an emer-

gency every man became under the law of nature his own ])rotector,

antl the foreign I'csidents in the unprotected localities were compelled

to unite for self-|)rotection, forming what was called the ' Urban
(lUard.* a tem|)<»rary connnittee of safety which confined its efforts

to safeguarding life and i)ro|)erty, and avoiding taking either side

in the civil strife which then divided the republic. If his statement
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is true, it would seem that Mr. Backns's conduct during: this periml

of anarchy was in no way reprehensible or hostile to the Government
of Peru. He and the foreigners associated with him simph'^ under-

took for the time to perform as voluntary agents for the Government
of Peru important police functions which that Government was unable

at the time to perform for itself by its regular officers. The inaugu-

ration and action of the ' Urban Guard ' was simply in the interest

of law and order, and not in support of any faction,"

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Neill, charge, No. 209, Dec. 22, 1896, MS.
Inst. Peru, XVIII. 11.

3. DiSCRKTION AS TO TiME AND MANNER OF PRESSURE.

§ 978.

AMiere a government takes up the claim of one of its citizens

against another government it necessarily possesses and exercises the

power to decide for itself when and to what extent it will press the

claim, as well as the means which it will employ for that purpose.

A claim against the United States, which the claimant has elected

to present to Congress, will not, while before Congress, be entertained

by the Department of State.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Schlozer. German niin., Sept. 14, 1874, MS.
Notes to (Jennan Leg., IX. 44.

" It is understood to be customary to at least suspend the prosecu-

tion of any claim on a foreign government when either House of

Congress shall have called for the papers with a view to consideration

of the subject."

Mr. .1. V. B. Davis. Act. Sec of State, to Messrs. Barth\v et al., Sept. 2(;,

1871, For. Kel. 18.S7. r)94.

Allien one department of the government has lawfully assumed

jurisdiction of a particular case, any other coordinate dei)artment

.-liould decline to interfere with or assume to control its legitimate

action. Hence when the courts have acquired jurisdiction of a case

of maritime capture, the political department of the government

should postpone the consideration of questions concerning reclama-

tion and indemnities until the judiciary has finally performed its

functions in those cases.

Kates. At. Gen.. 18C4. 11 Op. 117.

'' Much dehiy (consequent upon accusations of fraud in some of the

awards) has occurred in respect to the distribution of the limited

amounts received from Venezuela under the treaty of .Vpril 'Jo. 180(3,
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aj)pli('iil)K' to the awards of the joint commission created l\y that

treaty. So lon^ as tlies<> matters are pendin*; in C'on«>:ress the Execu-

tive can not assume either to pass upon tiie (juestions j)resented, or to

distribute the fund received. It is eminently (U'sirabk» that definite

K*<rish»tiv(' action should he taken, cither aflii'min<>: the awards to \ni

final, or provitlinj; some method for re-examination of th« claims.''

rrcsidciit ll.iyes. .iimual iiiessaj;*'. 1S77, For. Hel. 1877, xiii.

III. coxDrrioxs of ixrinn i:\ri().\.

1. ClTl/.KNSllU', AS A KlI.K, K.SSKNTIAI..

§ 979.

.Vs to tlio special case of seiiiiieii. siv supra. § 484; aixl as to protection

in oriental eountries. see sui)ra. § § 2S7--1H)

Where a jx'rson requested the interposition of the United States

in respect of outraofes [\\nm him al]eo(>d to have been counnitted in

Mexico, the Department of State said: "The fact which you state,

that, althouofli lon<r a resident of this country, you have not been

naturalized as a citizen of the United States, is an insuperable bar to

any interference of this Oovernment in your behalf.""'

Mr. Forsyth. Sec of State, to Mr. ("liani|>l.\ . -Vi)ril !.">. 1.k;?7, 20 MS. Doin.

Let. 71.

S(H'. also. Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Seldiiij;. .March :{. 18.")(;. 45 MS.
Dolll. Let. 1L':{.

L. F. Foucher, Manpiis de Circe, a citizen of France, owned a plan-

tation in Louisiana, which was occupied in ISCrJ by the Federal

troops. An award of com])ensati()n was made to him by a military

commission, but tlie claim was not i)aid, and he died in IStii), leaving;

his widow as universal le<ratee. In 1S77 the widow died, leaving as

joint universal le<ratees her nephews and nieces. Both estates were

settled up, i)ut no money was received on the war claim aiul no men-

lion was made of it in the distribution, ^^'hen the mixed commis-

sion was in-tailed under the convention between the United States

and France of Januai'v !."», ISSO. the claim was revived. The succes-

sions of Ml'. an<l Mrs. Fouchei- were oi)ened. and a representative,

named Denis, was appointed, who filed a memorial with the connnis-

>ion, in which he presented the claim in the rijrht of L. F. Foucher,

deceased, and joined with him all ])arties interested in both sucees-

sions. All thes<' j)arties were American citizens except two, who
were citizens «)f Fi'ance and who subse(]uently filed a separate niemo-

rial in person. The conunission awarded on the claim presented by

Denis a lump sum, with interest. Of this sum the two French lega-
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tees claimed the whole. The supreme court of Louisiana, Feimor. J.,

dissenting, held that the money should be distributed among all the

legatees without regard to their nationality. This judgment was
reversed by the Sujireme Court of the United States, which held

that, independently of the provisions of the treaty, which provided

for the adjudication of the claims of the citizens of the one country

against the government of the other, an award could not be held to

inure to the benefit of citizens of the United States.

Rurthe i: Denis (1890), 1.3.3 U. S. .')14, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. ,3.35, reversing

Succession of de Circe, 41 La. An. '}(){).

See Moore. Int. Arbitrations, 11. ni')4, for a discussion, in this relation,

of Couiegys r. Vasse. 1 Pet. 103. and Campbell r. Mullet, 2 Swanston,

551.

Where the requirement of citizenship is personal and jurisdictional, the

courts regard it as analogous to the re<iuirement of loyalty in the act

of March 12, 18(53, 12 Stat. 820, and follow the decision of the court

in liurn's Case. 12 Wall. 24(t, where a claimant was allowed to

maintain his several action for a half interest. (Rhine v. United

States, 33 Ct. CI. 481.)

"Wliere, in a French spoliation case, neither the American registry

of the vessel nor the American citizenship of the owners is estab-

lished, the claim can not be allowed.

The Vandeput (1002), 37 Ct. CI. 300.

The register of an American vessel in the eighteenth century was con-

clusive evidence in French prize courts of her American character

and of the nationality of her owners. (The Conrad, 37 Ct. CI. 450.)

Jean Prevot, a citizen of France, had a claim against the United

States for cotton taken from him during the civil war, and the

United States admitted its liability to him to the aihount of $2,425,15.

Subsequently Prevot died, leaving a widow and three children. His

widow qualified as administratrix, and as such prosecuted the claim

before the mixed commission luider the convention between the

United States and France of January 15, 1880. The commission

allowed $2.0--!0.94, Avith interest. This sum, as the commissicm stated,

was for the value of the cotton, less one-sixth, which represented the

interest of a child, u Mrs. Bodemiiller, whose husband had been

naturalized as a citizen of the Ignited States. The commission dis-

allowed her interest on the ground that the nationality of the Avife

followed that of the husband. Subseciuently, Mrs. Bodemiiller, hav-

ing become a Avidow, brought suit against the United States under

the act of March 3, 1887 (24: Stat. 505), providing for suits against

the GoA'ernment in certain cases. The court expressed the opinion

that the deduction made by the connuission Avas improper, but dis-

missed the suit on technical grounds.
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Roiloniiiller v. UnitP<i Stntes (ISSn). .'{0 Fod. Rop. 437.

I iun advised l»y c-oimsel that a suit subst'iiuontly instituted against the

I'nited States in such form as to meet the technical ol)jection failed

on a plea of the statute of limitations. ( Mr. Alexander I'orter

Morse, of counsel, to Mr. Moore, Feb. U, 1897.)

Sw Moore. Int. Arbitrations, II. 1150.

In the case of the claim ag^ainst the Dominican Republic, <jrowing

out of transact ions Avith the Fivnch firm of J. Sala & Co., the widow
of one of the claimants sought, in the character of a citizen of the

I'nited States, the orood offices of that Government. Her request was

irranted, the Department of State saying: " AVhile, in the opinion of

the I)ei)ai"tnient. a citizen of the Ignited States is not entitled to

invoke the assistance of this (lovernment in respect of a claim

'igainst another (Jovernment ac(|uire(l from a foreigner by marriage*

and assignment (by partnership arrangement or otherwise), yet

it is believed that where such claim comes to the wife by succession,

upon the death of her husband, as in this case, the offices of this Gov-

ernment shoid<l be extended to her."

.Mr. Hill, Assist. Sec. of State, to Messrs. C'oudert Urothers, June !, 1!MM).

1'4."> MS. l»om. Let. 4S4.

By the convention between the United States, Germany, and Great

Britain, signed at Washington Nov. 7, 1899, for the submission to

the King of Sweden and Norway, as arl)itrator, of any claims of the

citizens or subjects of tiie contracting parties gi'owing out of alleged

unwarranted military action of American. (lerman, or British offi-

cers in Samoa between Jan. 1, 1899, and May VI, 1899, it was agreed

that either gv)verMmeiit might, with the consent of the others, submit

to the arbiti'ator similar claims of other persons (not Samoaii natives)

who were under its '* |)rotection."'

For. Kel. l.S'.Kt, CmI.

See, as to tin- iirotection of seamen, sui)ra, § 4S4.

.\s to si)ecial rules <»f protiH'tion under extraterritorial jurisdiction, see

sniira. ( 'li.ip. \'I I.

\V\{\\ i»'fer«'Mce to a r('(|uest foi* the j)rotection of an American

missionary in I'urkey. in which mentiou was made of tiie fact that

sevei-al nafixc instructors and students in a school kept 1)V him had
been iui|)ri>oned. the Department of State said: "It is not clear

uhetiici- you mean (hat the protection of the Ignited States should

be extended to the imprisoned persons or to Mr. Ghristie. If the

former. I have to inform you that they are all understood to be Otto-

man sul)jects, and to remind you that the mere fact of their connec-

tion with an .Vmerican school dcMvs not exempt them from Turkish

jurisdiction or from liability for violation of Turkish law. Our min-
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ister at Constantinople has, however, been instructed to exert his

influence to secure their release, and permission for them to return

to their duties at the school,"

Mr. Oreshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lodge, April 17, 1895, 201 MS. Doni.

Let. 5:U.

In reply to a request for interposition made in behalf of nuns

of a religious order in Ecuador, the Department of State said:

" It has been generally understood that all religious associations in

Ecuador belong to the established church and are supported by

taxation of the Ecuadorian people, and the Department has not been

advised that any monasteries or convents have been instituted in

Ecuador by American capital, their property being owned by the

parent organization in this country and their operations being con-

ducted at the expense of American citizens. If there be any such

institution, the facts should be clearly shown before a collective

claim on the part of the parent organization in the United States

could be satisfactorily made out ; otherwise, the claim for indemnity

would have to be individual on the part of each sufferer, and based

on the fact of American citizenship and lawful residence and occupa-

tion in Ecuador."

Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Sister M. fJenevieve. Seitteinber 10, ISO,"),

12(14 MS. Doni. Let. ~>'.\'l.

In response to an inquiry whether certain native Cubans, not natu-

ralized in the United States, who had then recently enlisted in the

American Army, were entitled to the protection of the Ignited States

for the recovery of claims against the Spanish Government for jirop-

erty destroyed in Cuba, the Department of State said :
- The Depart-

ment can answer your inquiry, which is general in its character, only

by general statements, and by assuming that the acts of destruction

to which you refer took place before the outbreak of the war between

the United States and Sj)ain, and were not belligerent acts against

enemies, such as are not the subject of diplomatic claims for indem-

nity. This being so. the rule that this (irovernment can not undertake

to ijrosecute claiuis for indenniity against foreign governuients unless

the claiuiants are citizens of the United States woidd be applicalde

to the present case, since the claimants, not being citizens of the

United States, doul)tless were, at the time of the injuries com|)Iain('d

of, subjects of Spain or of some other govei-nment. . . . The

acquisition of a title to a government's })r()tection does not operate

retroactively.''

Mr. Moore. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Eu^tis, .luly 2ti, 1898, 2:i(» -MS.

Doiii. Let. .".78.

In the case of the killing and wounding of seamen of the V. S. S.

Halthnort' by a niol) at Valparaiso, in 1891. the Unitetl States ex-
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pressed the Ix^liof that the Chilean Government, "which had made
known its desire to make a prompt and friendly settlement of the

claims, would *' he ready to make a liberal indemnity to the families"'

of the men who were killed and to the wounded survivors.

Mr. Foster. Se<". of State, to Mr. Egaii, iiiin. at Santiago, tel., July 1, 1892,

MS. Inst. Cljilc. XVII. 4H». Soo also same to same, two tels., July

"). isr>2, id. 417. 418. The sum of $75,000 was siibsetiuently paid by

Chilo.

" The lejjation ofuards killed or wounded during the siege [of the

foreign legations in IVking in 11)00] should he on the .same footing

as civilians killed or wounded for whom indemnity is claimed."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. t'ouger. miu. to China, tcl., Feb. 1!), 11X)1,

For. Rel. UXH. App. .'^('.2.

A seaman injured by the explosion which destroyed the United

States battle ship Maine in the harbor of Havana, Cuba, February

IT), 18J)S, had no individual claim against Spain, even if that Govern-

ment was responsible to the United States for the e.xplosion; and

tlu'refore such a seaman is not entitled to an award in his favor

from tln' Spanish Treaty Claims Commission organized by the act

of .Congress of March 2, 1001, to adjudicate all individual claims of

citizens of the Ignited States against Spain which the United States

released to Spain and agreed to j^ay by the treaty of peace of Dec.

10, 181>8.

This decision, which was announced by the president of the Com-
mission, Mr. Chandler, was concurred in by Commissioners Diekema,

Wood, and Maury, and proceeded on the ground that individual

claims do not ari.se i;i favor of officers and seamen of a ship of war
who receive, in the line of duty, injuries to their persons for which a

foreign government is responsible.

Mr. Maury, however, delivered a separate opinion, in which he

boidcs maintained that Art. VIT. of the treaty of peace extinguished

the claims, if any. viewed as international demands
Connnissioner (^hambers dissented.

Harry S. McCaiin r. The Fnitt'd Stales. No. .'iO. Sjianish Treaty Claims

Coiiiniission. Art. VII. Treaty with Sj)ain. Dec. 10. 1808. and act of

Congress, March 2. 1001.

2. I)KCL.\KATION OF INTENTIO.V INSUFFICIENT.

^ 1)80.

As to the declaration of intention, see. further, supra, §§ .38.t-.387.

AMiere a peison made a declaration of intention to become a citizen

of the United States, and his property in Cuba was seized six months
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later, the Department of State said that, as such a declaration did not

constitute citizenship, and as the act of the Spanish (jovernniont

preceded the naturalization of the claimant, his case presented " no

ground for the favorable action of the Department.*'

ISIr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Alfonso. Nov. 13. 1884, 15.3 MS.

Dom. Let. 104.

See, to the same effect, Mr. Frelinghuysen, Se<". of State, to Mr. Varoua,

Jan. 7, 1885. 153 MS. Dom. Let. .590.

In 1880 Mr. Hall, United States minister in Central America, was

instructed to request from the government of Nicaragua an explana-

tion concerning a claim made by G. A. K. Morris, as a citizen of the

United States, on account of injuries growing out of the alleged viola-

tion by Nicaragua of the rules of civilized warfare. ^Ir. Plall replied

that the chiim had previously been submitted to the German Govern-

ment by Mr. JNIorris, who as late as 1884 represented himself as a Ger-

man subject, and produced proofs of German nationality, which were

authenticated by the United States consul at La Union, Salvador.

Counsel for the claimant, on being advised of the circumstances,

stated that, when his pro])erty was pillaged at Amapala, in 18(')3, he

was a subject of Hanover, and entitled to the protection of Prussia;

that Prussia at first espoused his cause, and sent out a corvette, which

she was obliged to recall on account of the war with Austria ; that in

1877 claimant made in New York, where his Avife and daughter had

for some years resided, a declaration of intention to become a citizen

of the United States, and subsequently served as consular agent and

consul of the United States in Central America; that the German
Government, by reason of the declaration of intention, declined longer

to exercise its good offices in his behalf, and that he consequently

should receive the protection of the Ignited States. Counsel cited in

this relation tlie Kostza case (Lawrence's "\Mieaton, 170. note) and

the case of Landreau, and suggested besides that the acts complained

of were such as might properly have been prevented by any Christian

power.

The Department of State said :

" You urge that the denial of justice by Nicaragua in refusing to

consider his claim is a continuous act from which injuries are con-

tinually accruing to him. ... I feel constrained to say that the

view you thus advocate can not l)e admitted by tliis Department, it

being conceded that the injury which the claimant sets up was sus-

tained and consummated during the period when he was a German
subject, and before he became a citizen of the United States. If

denial of justice subsequent to the acquisition of citizenship takes the

case out of the rule that a claim maturing before citizensliij) can not

be the subject of diplomatic intervention, then the rule would iisclf
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1»' al)r()<rat('(l. since (hero is no litipfated case in which such denial

could not 1)0 set up. ... As repirds the case of J. C. Land-

reau. ... it was finally decided hv this Department not to ])ress

the claim on the "jround, amon<r others, that Landreau was not a citi-

zen of the United States when it accrued. The case against Mr.

Morris is stren<rthened by the fact that no evidence is offered that his

attaiiunent of American citizenship extended further than a declara-

tion of intention to ask for it some ten years ago."

Mr. I'orter. Act. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Kennedy & Sbellalierger, Jan.

4. ISST. S. Doc. Ii87, oT Cony. 1 sess.

July 2'2. 1S!)9, Count Vinci, Italian charge, communicated with the

Department of State concerning the lynching during the j)receding

night of five Italians hy a mob at Tallulah, La. Mr. Hay, as Secre-

tary of State, innnediately telegraphed to the governor of Louisiana,

stating that the Italian charge asked protection for any Italian sub-

jex'ts who might be in danger, and inquiring whether the persons

lynched were " Italian subjects or naturalized Americans.'' Regret

was expressed to the Italian charge for the occurrence, and an assur-

ance was given that the United States would take all legal steps

which tlie facts might warrant to secure justice. An assurance was

also given by the governor of J^ouisiana that every effort would be

made to bring the perpetrators of the outrage to justice.

The names of the victims were (liovanni Cirano, of Tusa ; Fran-

cesco. Carlo, and (luiseppe Difatta, of Cefalo; and Kosario Fiducia,

also of Cefalo. The outrage originated in a quarrel concerning a

goat which belonged to one of the Difatta brothers, who carried on

the grocery l)usiness at Tallulah. It seems that the goat was in the

habit of climbing on the balcony of the house of a Dr. Hodge, who,

becoming annoyed at it, shot it. The next day Carlo Difatta accosted

Dr. llodge in the street and stnu-k him a blow with his fi.st. The
doctor (hen shot him. and when he fell put his f(K)t ujjon him, appar-

ently intending to fii'e again. (Jiuseppe Difatta then shot at the doctor

fi-om a gun loaded with bird shot. A rumor having spread that Dr.

Hodge had been killed, a mob quickly collected and went in search

of Carlo and (liusepi)e Difatta, who had succeeded in getting away
and concealing themselves, while the sheriff arrested Francesco

Difatta. Kosario Fiducia, and (liovanni Cirano and lodged them in

jail. It was stated that Cirano and Fiducia had taken no part in

the atlVay. (iiuseppe and Carlo Difatta were found by the mob and
wcic hanged, and the mob then went to the jail and took Francesco

Difatta. (Jiovanni Cirano, and Kosario Fiducia and hanged them
also.

In August, IslMt, the governor of Louisiana transmitted to the

Department of State certificates of the naiuralizatioil of ••Charles
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Defatta," dated June 28, 1899; Syha Deferach, dated June 28, 1899,

and " Frank Defata," dated November 8, 1895. It was at first sup-

posed that the person who was naturalized as Syha Deferach was

Giuseppe Difatta, and that the real name of Carlo Difatta was Pas-

quale Difatta. Moreover, some of the evidence tended to show that

P'rank Defatta had, at the time of his naturalization, been in the

United States only about a year and a half, and Charles Defatta "

only about two years; and on this ground the Italian embassy made
the point that, as the certificates of naturalization did not expressly

recite that the persons mentioned in them had previoush^ made a

dechiration of intention, they must be considered only as first papers,

or, if intended as final papers, must be considered as irregular and

void. The Department of State, however, maintained that no recital

of the declaration of intention was necessary, and that the papers

were not defective in form as certificates of naturalization.

September 14, 1899, Governor Foster transmitted to the Depart-

ment of State the official re])ort of the sheriff of Madison Parish on

the lynching. According to this report, the affray began by Chark^s

Defatta striking at Dr. Ilodge with a knife as the doctor was on

his way home in the evening. The doctor drew his pistol and struck

his assaihmt over the head, and in the struggle fired a shot Avhich

did not take etl'ect. At this point Josej^h Defatta emptied both bar-

i-els of a shotgun into the doctor at close range, the shots taking effect

in his stomach, arms, and hands. On hearing the shots the sheriff

j)r()ceeded to the scene of the shooting and found Frank Defatta,

Syha Defferach ((liusepi)e Defatta), and John Cyrano, one armed

Avith a shotgun and the other two with pistols, running toward the

scene of the distui'bance. With the assistance of some citizens, the

sheriff disarmed these three men, and after some resistance lodged

them in jail, ^reanwhile Charles Defatta had barricaded himself

in his shop and defied arrest. The sheriff sunnnoned a posse, broke

in, and an-ested him. Joe Defatta, who had concealed himself in an

adjoining house, was discovered and an-ested, but the sheriff, while

taking them to jail, was overpoweivd by a mob. who took the pi'ison-

<'rs and hung them. The mob then overpowered the jailer, secured

the keys, and took the otiiei- three nuMi from th(> jail and hung them.

This was done in sjMte of a protest of the sheriff and oflicers of the

'•ourt. It was stated thai the i"ei)utati()n of the Sicilians was very bad.

Joe Define, a relative and associate of the victims, who had left since

the lynching, had assassinated a man, but had escaped punishment.

Frank Defatta had killed a negro and had also escaped punishmenl.

The circumstances indicated that a conspiracy had been formed to

"It will lie ()l>s('rv«Hl th.-it l)(>f:it(;i is only tlu' Auj:lic!s«>(I form of 1li<' Itiilian

Difiitta.
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lunrdor Dr. Ilodofp. and that Charles Dofatta was selected to do the

(\vvi\. This was the popular view of the matter, which, coupled

with the fact that the victims were all taken with arms in their hands,

led to the lynching. The ni<rht of the lynching was cloudy and dark,

and the sheriti' stated that he was unable to identify any of the perpe-

trators.

Sej)temher 20, ISDO, the Department of State advised the Italian

embassy that the jrrand jury had U'en unable to find an indictment

on the facts before it. and that the mattei- would 1k' submitted anew
to the <rran(l jury at the next term of court. As the report of the

sherifi' differed from the accounts previously received, it was stated

that a s])ecial a«rent would be sent to make the necessary investiga-

tions on the spot.

For. I{<'1. IS'.HX 440-441. 444. 447-t4S. 45.-^. 4~u, 4.'>S. 4.">0. 4r>l-4<5.'i. See,

Mls(.. For. Rol. 1!)00, 71.')-731.

liy the iict (if Miirch :'.. 1!M)1. Coiifrross ,approi)riate<l the sum of $4,000, to

Im' paid, "out of luuuano considoratiou. without reference to the ques-

tion of lialiility tlicrefor. to tlie Italian (Jovcnunent as full in-

(It'Uinity to tho heirs of .Joseph Defatta and .John Cyrano. Italian

citizens who won* lynched at Tallulah, Louisiana, on .July 20, 1899."

CM Stat.. 1010.)

Two reports wore made hy tlie agent of the Department of .Justice. By
these re|M>rts it ai>]»ears that the person naturalized as " Syha
Deferach" was in reality Itosario Fiducia, and that Josej)!! (Giu-

sejtpe) Defatta liad not been naturalized. (Mr. (Jrifrjrs. \t. (Jen., to

Sec. of State. March 2:?. 1!M»1. MS. Mise. J.^t.)

As to the claim of (Jiuseppe Defina. in coiniection with tlie Tallulah

lynching, sei' S. Doc. !>.">. .17 Conj:. 1 ses.><.

:5. N.\TrK.\i.iz.\Tio.N NOT Uktkoactive.

^ J>S1.

Se«' supni. §§ 4nl-t07.

Ill decliniiifr to ])resent a diplomatic claim to the Government of

Austria. Mr. Marcy said: "The wrong you complain of was
done uioic than six years before you were a citizen of the United

States, and while you were a subject of the Emperor of Austria.

The aj)|)licatiou you make s<>ems to recpiire this (lovernment to in-

terpose in a mattei- between the .Vustrian (lovernment and one of its

'ubjccts. That was the pi-actical relation when the act coniplained

of took place. ... It can not, therefore, i)e .said to be an injury

slope to one of our citizens, but only to a person who .several years

aftei-wartU iM'caiiie i; <itizen of the Fnited States."

-Mr. Marry. S<m'. <>f State, to Mr. TJli.-izi. Aufi. 2(;. 1S.">r,. 4.". MS. Dom. J>et.

" By adopting a foreigner, under any form of naturalization, as a

citizen, this government does not undei'take the patronage of a claim
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which he may have upon the country of his orio^inal allegiance or

upon any other government. To admit that he can charge it with

this burden would allow him to call upon' a dozen gov'ernments in

succession, to each of which he might transfer his allegiance, to urge

his claim. Under such a rule the govermnent supposed to l)e in-

debted could never know when the discussicm of a claim Avould cease.

All governments are, therefore, interested in resisting such pre-

tensions."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Miller. May 1(>, 1S7I. 8!) MS. Dom. Let. 348.

Where a person, Avho was naturalized in the United States in 1874,

asked for diplomatic intervention in order to obtain the restoration

of his j)roperty which Avas embargoed in Cuba in 1871, the Depart-

ment of State said: " When your alleged injuries took place you were

not a citizen of the United States, and therefore, under well-estab-

lished canons of international law, it is not within the province

of this Govermnent to inquire whether your property w^as wrong-

fully or rightfully taken. . . . Tt would be a monstrous doctrine,

which this Government would not tolei'ate for a moment, that a

citizen of the United States who might deem himself injured by the

authorities of the United States or of any State, could, by trans-

ferring his allegiance to another power, confer upon these powers

the right to inquire into the legality of the proceedings by which

he may have been injured while a citizen."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rachillcr. April S, 1874, 102 MS. Doni.

Let. 4.3.

See, to the same effect, Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Messrs. C'oiulert Broth-

ers, .Tune 3, 1869, 81 MS. Doni. Let. 204: Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Cone, Oct. 11, 1871, 01 id. 88: Mr. (^ulwalader. Act. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Sayler, May 12, 1870, li:'> MS. Dom. Let. 3r>8.

" Subsequent naturalization does not alter the international status

of a claim which accrued before naturalization."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. (Joldinir. Ai)r. 30, 188r), 100 MS. Dom.

Let. ",.

See, also, .Mr. I'ortcr, .Vet. Sec. of State, to .Messrs. Kennedy & Sheila-

barber. .Jan. 4. 1887, 10,2 MS. Dom. Let. 478.

" The position that the claimant is not entitled to redress, because,

though the confiscation and ai)pr()priation of the proceeds of the

estate took place after he l)ecame a citizen of the United States, the

embargo was laid before that citizenshij) was perfected, cannot be

maintained. Both by the Koman and the English common law, it

is an established princi))le (as is more fully illustrated in the rei)<)rt

of the solicitor, of Avhich I inclose a copy) that where an injui-ions

procedure is put in motion in such a way as to have a continuous
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cllVct. liability foi- the cilVcl is not barrod by the circumstance that

wlu'n tlic pnKH'diiro was started no liability could be maintained.

Hut ill this case, while the ori«j:inal eml)ar<;o was laid before the

claimant's citizenship was perfected, it is otherwise with the confis-

cation and subseipient enoiinous ap})roju"iat ion of the revenues of the

estates. These were subsecpient to the perfection of Mr. Mora's cit-

izenship and aside from the point above ffiven the Sj)anish Govern-

ment is liable foi" them, as for distinct acts of injury."

Mr. Hayard. Sec. (.f State, to .Mr. Curry. .Ian. '22, 188f5. .MS. Inst. Spain,

X.\. i."r,.

•• It is (rue that Mr. .Vcosta's mituralization, the validity of which

was admitted i)y the advocate for Sjiain, on the 80th October, 1882, w'as

subse(|uent to the executive order of sequestration of his property by

about five months. But while for losses accruin^jf prior to his natural-

ization he can not claim such interposition, it is otherwise as to losses

accruiufj subse(|uent to his naturalization. The case may be likened

to a series of contimu)Us injuries sustained by a person Ix^fore and

aftei- reachin<jf full a<re. The disabilities attachin*;: to him as a

minor, however much they mi<rht j)revent him by the /ci- fort from

suin<r when a minor, would not ])reclude him from suing when of full

a<re in his own name, at least for damages sustained subsequent to his

majority. Hence the claimant in the present case, as to nuitters not

barred l)y the decision of the arbitrators, is entitled to the intervention

of this Department, at least for injuries sustained by him subsequent

to his naturalization."

.Mr. rayanl., S«-c. of State, to Mr. Curry. Apr. '.». IKSC, MS. Inst. Spain.

XX. l.s.-',.

To a |)erson who sought to make, as a citizen of the United States.

a diplomatic claim against Mexico, (he l)e|)ar(ment of State said:

•" Your c<'rtificate of naturalization in the Fnited States is dated

August is, ls;>;5, while (he seizure of your pi'operty occurred in ISDl.

so that even if the case which you present wei-e otherwise a j)ro])er

one for intervention, which ai)i)ears very doubtful, this Department

could not act in the matter."

:Mr. Cn'sliani. S<-<-. of State, to Mr. UcntainK. 1"<'I>. -1. l^'X. l'.»."> .MS. I>oin.

Let. :>'»).

.^fc. also. Mr. oincy. Sec of State. t<. Mr. Strullcr. .June ."'.o. ISIX;. 211 MS.

I>..Mi. Let. 1t;.S.

4. HlfiHT OK I NTKRfOSITION NOT ASSIO N AHI.K.

jj !>82.

'*An assigmnem of a claim by a foreigner, or another govermnent,

to a citizen of the United States, even if such claim be founded in
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tort, is not conceived to impose on this government any obligation to

interfere in behalf of such citizen, in respect of the government

against which the complaint is made. This rule, however, is espe-

cially applicable in matters of contract between a foreigner and

another government, or where a citizen of the United States becomes

the assignee of the contract.''

Mr. P^varts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilodgskin. Oct. 2o. 1S7T. 120 MS. Dom.
Let. 2;}8. See same to same. Dec. 27, 1877. 121 MS. Dom. Let. Ud.

The principle that tlie riglit of interveutiou can not be transferred by the

assignment of a claim by the citizen of one counti'y to the citizen

of another is altogether independent of the assignability of diplo-

matic claims as between citizens of the same country, where nothing

but the private interest passes. (Judson r. Corcoran, 17 How.. 012.)

" It is a settled rule in this Department that a claim which the

Department can not take cognizance of in its inception because of

the alienage of the creditor, is not brought within the cognizance of

the Department by its assignment to a citizen of the United States."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, min. to China. No. 42, Feb. 5,

1886, MS. Inst. China, IV. 118.

To the same effect is Mr. Strobel, Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Cravath, Feb. 27, 1804, 195 MS. Dom. Let. 593.

See. also, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1267.

" This Ciovernment will never recognize an assignment of a claim

against a foreign country made by a citizen or subject of that country

to a citizen of this for the purpose of invoking diplomatic aid in the

recovery thereof. Still less Avill it undertake to aid in the recovery of

claims against subjects of foreign countries which originally accrued

in favor of their fellow-subjects and have been assigned by the latter

to American citizens."'

Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. McDonald, min. to Persia, Nov. 11,

1893, For. Rel. 1894. 485, referring to a connnunication of the Persian

minister of foreign affairs, declaring null and void the transfers

of claims by Persian subjects to foreigners " until, according to

international engagements, the papers or documents have the in-

dubitable seal of the foreign oflice, and on the faith of that security

the legation legalizes them."

Although, in order to justify the intervention of the I'nited States,

a claim must tr/ieit it (iccrued have been that of an American citizen,

yet, if a foreigner obtains from his government a concession which is

capable of transfer, and afterwards transfers it to an American, the

latter, upon violation by the foreign government of his rights under

the concession, would be entitled to the aid of the United States,

since the wrong in such case would be done to an American.

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Powell, min. to Ilayti. No. 2;il. Dec 23.

1898, MS. Inst. Hayti, IV, 103,
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Mr. Hay nddod tliat olniins nrisiiif; out of concossions woro " sonorally

(imtractuiil in tlu'ir orijrin." ami that tlic Cnited States in such
oases only us»h1 its t^ood otiices in adjusting; thoni. (Ibid.)

."i. .NoK nKKlVAlll.K KKOM r.\KTNEK«UIl' ASSOCIATIONS.

iStopluMi Zachaiie, Francis Coopnian, and John Voohez were in

175):? paitners in mercantile business at Baltimore, Zacharie and
^'()(•hez residinfj in Baltimore and Coopman in St. Dominjjo. In

17!).'?, in conseciuence of the capture of their ships by British and

French cruisers, they failed. In 1704 the' firm executed a power of

attorney to Vochez to recover all moneys due to them. In 1795 he

arrived in En<rland, and in 1798 he gave a power of attorney to two
persons named Mullett and Evans to act as agents for himself and
his partners, and also for himself on his own private account.

Midlett and Evans j)resented claims to the connnissioners under

Article \'II. of the flay treaty. On July S, ISO:', the connnissioners

awarded them seven smns of money for Zacharie and Vochez, and a

certain sum for Vochez individually. The commissioners withheld

anv relief from Co<)j)man on the ground that he "resided at St.

Domingo as a French citizen," and was therefore ""an alien enemy."

Part of the money was obtained by Mullett and Evans from the

British (lovernment and a j)art was withheld.

In 1798 Campbell and certain other pei'sons were appointed trustees

of Zacharie's estate. These trustees, in 180:5, appointed one Ileath-

cote an attorney to demand from Midlett and Evans, aiul from any

other persons liable, all sums received or to be received on the awards

on Zacharie's account. The bill was filed by Camj)l)ell and the other

trustees to r<'<|uire Mullett and Evans to pay to Ileathcote Zacharie'.i

share of the money received, and to restrain them from receiving, and

Allcock. of the revenue dei)artment. from paying, the money still in

his iuinds.

On the first hearing the Master of the Rolls. Sir Thomas Plumer,

sa'd that the (|Uestion whetlier the money involved was partnership

jnopei'ty had not been argued.

On the reargument the Master of the Kolls, March 19, 1S19, said

that whether the ca|)tures were legal or illegal was immaterial: that

the couit knew only that the capture and condenniation tc-ok ))lace,

and tiiat two shares in the ship belonged to Americans, and the

thiiil to a Frencli subject resident at St. Domingo. The j)roj)erty

was lost and gone 1)V the adjudication of a coni|)etent tribunal, and
" it was not in the jxiwei- of individuals to recover it, and reverse the

sentence of condemnation." Whatever was obtained from the com-

missioners was not recovcx-ed on " the ground of right." " Right

"
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is that which may be "enforced in a court of justice." The treaty

gave a "bounty" as a " compensation for losses." The grant of this

i)ounty was made to Zacharie and Vochez alone. Xo claim against

the partners could reach it.

Campbell r. Mullett (1818). 2 Swanston, 551.

The board of commissioners, under the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, allowed two-thirds of a claim to Louis L. Hargous, a citizen

of the United States, and disallowed the other third, which belonged

to Ilargous's partner, Emilio Voss, a German. Subsequently Voss

assigned his interest to Hargous, who presented it as an American

claim to the mixed connnission under the treaty between the United

States and Mexico of July 4, 1808. The umpire. Sir Edward Thorn-

ton, rejected it on the ground that a government can not properly

take up a claim accjuired by one of its citizens by purchase or assign-

ment from the citizen of another country. The Department of State

refused to take further action in the matter.

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. IlarRous. .Tune 14, 1890, 178 MS. Doiu.

Let. tiH.

For the opinion of Sir P^dward Thornton, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations,

III. 2827.

"The right to the protection of this Government may l»e acquired by

birth, by naturalization, or in some cases and for some puri)oses by

domicil in the Fnited States. No other mode occurs to me. nor do I

now perceive the authority of an otHcer of this Government, excei)t

in virtue of a treaty, or other positive legislation to bring a new
subject within the sphere of its obligations. Least of all can I dis-

cern any faculty in a private citizen to spread the protection of his

(Jovermnent over a third i)erson by adoi)ting him as partner in a

commercial establisliment in foreign parts." (Mr. Fish. Sec. of State,

to Mr. I)e Long. Seiit. 19. 1871, MS. Inst. Japan, I. 472.)

<). ("ORl'ORATIONS.

(1) INTKKl'OSrnON IN HKIIAl.K OK THK CORPORATION.

§ !)84.

It is well settled that a government may intervene in behalf of a

company incorporated under its laws, or under the laws of a constit-

uent state or province. In such case the act of incorporation is con-

sidered as clothing the artificial person thereby created wMth the

nationality of its creator, without regard to the citizenship of the

individuals by whom the securities of the company may be owned.

Hence we find in general claims conventions that the submission oi"

settlement uniformly embraces " all claims on the part of corpora-

tions, companies, or })rivate individuals, citizens of the UniltMl

States," or of some other government, as the case may \)v. In other

H. Doc. 551—vol () H
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words, tlu' coiporation is ivco^ni/ed as haviiijj:, for purposes of dip-

lomatic protection, the citizenshij) of the country in which it is

created.

S«H'. also, as lo tlir citizt'iisliip of ror|»orati<»iis. supra. §48.').

Tlie (ioveninient of the ruited States havin<>: in 1880 protested

airainst tlie suspension by military order of the Panama Star and

IltuuihL a newspaper published by an American cor})oration, and hav-

Injr in ISST presented in behalf of the corporation a claim for damages

a«rainst the Colombian (lovernment, Senor IIol«ruin, Colombian min-

ister for foreign aftairs, raised in 189(), the claim being still unsettled,

the defense that there had ceased to be anyone possessing legal au-

thority to represent it as an American claim, and in 1898 the further

defense that the person then owning the newspaper had made a

declaration before the United States consul at Panama that neither

he nor the Star (ind Herald had any valid claim against Colonibia,

and that he renounced the claim that had been made. It was alleged

by Senor Holguin, in this relation, that the Star and Herald Publish-

ing Company, a corporation formed in 1884, under the laws of the

State of New York, not having i)aid taxes to that State since 1890 or

1891, had lost all right to the protection of the United States; that

the president of the company, Mr. Spies, a commission merchant ii:

New York, failed in 189:5 and committed suicide; that the vice-presi-

<lent of the c()mj)any, Mr. Boyd, was *' a native and resident of

Panama. conse(juently a citizen of Colombia." as was also his brother,

who was manager of the company on the Isthnuis till 1892; that in

June. 1S9.'}, the enterpiise having failed, all its goods in Panama, as

well as the right to publish the newsi)aper. were sold by order of

court, and were l)ought by Mr. (Tal)riel Duipie, the pi'esent owner;

and that the j)owei- of attorney given by Mr. Spies to Mr. L. Myers,

a lawyei- of l*hila<lelj)hia. to r('j)i-esent in the United States the claim

against the Colombian (iovernment, had by !Mr. Sj)ies's death become

null and xoid.

Of this defense Mr. Oiney. Secretary of State, in an instruction to

Mr. Slee|)er. minister to Colomi)ia. February 24, 1897, said:

"Aflci* abn()>t eleven years" delay, the idea is suggested by Minister

Ilolgilin that the Star aad Ilrrald was not an American enterprise

nor entitlecl to remedy as such for the wrongs inflicted upon it. . . .

'^hi-^ new evasion -eems to be an effort to furtlu'r (rifle with the sub-

ject.

•Colombia wa> originally oflicially notified by instruction of this

Department of May !."). isst;. a (•()j)y of which was delivered to that

(iovernment l>y Mi\ Jacobs, and again on January 151. 1890. through

its minister at Washington, that the l*anama Star and Herald was a

company of American citizens, incorporated under the laws of the
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State of New ^'ork, and as such entitled to our protection. It ^vas

scarcely necessary to give this notice, as the charter was recorded both

at Pananni and Bogota, and the Colombian Government liad accorded

it the privileges authorized by law to such foi-eign corporations for

the term of fifty years. Still further, the Colombian Congress, by
resolution, had publicly thanked the Star and Hemid as an American
pai)er for its friendly conduct. President Nunez even exempted it

on September 15, 1885, from an order applying to other newspapers
in the Hejiublic, ' principally as a demonstration of appreciation of

the United States.' Throughout the dij^lomatic corres[)ondence in

this claim until now the American nationality of the owners of the

Star (ind Herald was admitted b}' Colombia, the only defense set up
being that under our treaty the consequences of what Minister Ilur-

tado termed the unjust suspension of this paper should rest and be

allowed ' to fall heavily on its responsible author.' . . . The Star

and Herald corporation is a legal ' person ' in contemplation of hnv,

and is not to be deprived of its just compensation and damages by

technicalities unknown to the laW'."

In November, 1808, a bill passed the Colombian Congress, against

''•strong opposition," authorizing the (lovernment to pay the claim.

It was definitively adjusted in January, 1890, by an arrangement for

the payment of $80,000 U. S. gold ($01,000 being the amount origi-

nally demanded), Seiior Marquez, the minister for foreign affairs,

having previously filed a protest against the demand, embracing the

arguments previously employed against it.

Mr. Olney, Soc. of State, to Mr. Sleeper, niiii. to Colomhia, Feb. 24, 181)7,

For. Kel. ISOO, 228.

See, also, For. Kel. 180!), 21'.), 2;U>-2:',1, 228, 2;!!)-241.

In a letter to Mr. Blaine of May IT, 1880, Mr. liarlow, of counsel

for the Panama Railroad Conq^any, in answer to an in(juiry made at

a i-ecent interview in Washington, enclosed a letter of ^Messrs. C\)udert

l»rothers of May IC), 1880, in relation to the ownership of the stock of

the Panama Pailroad Company. The Messrs. Coudert -say in their

letter that although the Pananui Canal Company had actpiired by pur-

chase a large amount of the stock of the Panama Railroad Comi)any,

a ''material portion" of it had always "'remained in American

hands; " that the Company was incorporated under the laws of New
York; that an ap]K'al for i)rotection to the French (Jovernment would

undoubtedly be met with that conclusive objection; that if an ai)peal

for jirotection to Washington was unheeded the comi)any Avould

become an outlaw; that if the nationality of stockholders was to be

taken into account an investor in an American company would lia\<'

no security, since without the Avill or assent of the company the shares

might be transferred by purchase in open market the next chiy to for-
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t'i<riiors. ATr. Barlow, in tlio saino relation, referred to four railroad

corporations—the New York Central, the Erie, the Pennsylvania,

and the Iveadin<r—and said it would not infre(|uently 1h^ found, as he

was infornied. that a lar<re majority of the stock of each of tliose com-

panies was for the time l)ein«»: owned abroad.

This (•<)ri(>si><)ii(lt>ii<c is iiriiitcd in S. Doc. 'JiCA, ~u Cow^. 1 soss. 232-2.33.

(L') I.NTKKI'O.SITION I.N IIKHAI.I' OK SKCUKITY HOLDERS.

§ IKS;").

In isC).') a local oflirial in Colombia, whose action was afterwards

ratified l)y the Colombian (Jovernment, seized the steamer Aiifioquia,

belon^in<r to the '' Com|)ahia Unida de Xavegacion por vapor en el

Kio Ma<rdalena." The ()ri<rin and constitution of this company were

not stated, but it ai)peared that less than half of a majority of the

stock was held by American citizens, the rest l)ein<^ owned by British

sui)jects, citizens of Ilambur*;, and citizens of C\)loml)ia. Next to the

amount held by Aniei-icans, the largest was owned b}' British sub-

jects. The <rrounds of the seizure were (1) that the steamer had vio-

lated an order pr()hibitin<jf the transportation of jiolitical suspects,

and (•_') that military necessity required the pressin<j of the steamer

into the public service for the traijs])ortati<)n of troops. The Presi-

dent of Colombia offered to return the vessel and make comj)ensation

for her use, but, as an ajzreement on this point could not be reached,

directt'd that the necessary documents be collected and submitted to

the le<;al tribunals. To this course the owners objected, and the

.\merican shaicholders a|)j)ealed to their (lovernment. Mr. Seward
intimate<l that they should not object to ^oin^ to the courts; but.

he then went on to say that a more irenei'al ([uestion seemed to be

invohcd in the case. It was ar«;ued, said Mr. Seward, that, when an

Amei'ican citizen went abroad and invested his money in the shares

<»f" an ai'tificial body, which held the or(.iu.i-al title to the property con-

cerned and <xave to the associates shares assi<jnable at |)leasure, the

>hares of the .VmeiMcan citizen were in such case a species of proj)erty

not partakiii^r of his national character, and in respect of which,

wliate\ei- mi^dit i)efall the property of the association, he had no valid

claim for the int<'rvent ion of his (lovernment. If his individual

~h:ii-es. s|)ecifically as the |)roperty of an American, .should be imjusti-

liaiiiy confiscated, a different (pu'stion would be raised: but as a cor-

poratoi- Iw had no individual j)ro|)erty in the chattels oi- credits of

the coi-|)oration. The SupT-eme Court of the United States had, said

Mr. Sewui'd. i-ecentiy decided that a tax on an individuaPs shares in

a national Ixmk was not a tax on the capital of the bank, and in so
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deciding had declared that the corporation was the legal owner of all

the property of the bank, real and personal, and within its corporate

powers could deal with such property as absolutely as a private indi-

vidual could deal with his own. Still more pertinent, said Mr. Sew-

ard, was the case of Queen i-\ Arnold, 9 Adolph. & Ellis, X. S. 80('), in

which the Pacific Steam Navigation Company, a British corporation,

on applying for a British register for one of its ships, met with a

refusal on the ground that the British statute of 8 & 9 Vict., chap. 9,

{prohibited foreigners from being entitled to be owners, in whole or

in part, directly or indirectly, of any vessel requiring to be registered,

and made it a condition that the vessel should belong wholly to Brit-

ish subjects, while a portion of the stock of the Pacific Steam Naviga-

tion Companv was owned bv citizens and residents of Mexico. The
court, however, commanded the issuance of the register. Lord Den-

man, who delivered the opinion. ol)serving that the British corpora-

tion was, as such. " the sole owner of the ship, and a British sub-

ject, . . . notwithstanding some foreigners nuiy individually

have shares in the company, and such individual owners are not

entitled, in whole or in })art. directly or indirectly, to be owners of

the vessel." Applying this doctrine, said Mr. Seward, to the com-

pany- owning the Antiotjuhi. the association as an entit}' Avas "to be

assimilated to a citizen of Colombia. If it has sustained a wrong,

is it not for it to pursue such remedy as it may have in the same

manner as a private Coloml)ian would be ol)liged to do, without the

aid of any government external to Colombia?
" It may well be that subjects of Great Britain, France, and Russia,

are stockholders in our national banks. Such persons may own all

the shares except a few necessary to (jualifv the directors whom they

select. Is it to be thought of that each of those powers shall intervene

when their subjects consider the l)ank aggrieved by the operations of

this (lovernment? If it were tolerated, suppose England to agree

to one mode of adjustment, or one measure of damages, while France

should insist upon another, what end is conceivable to the complica-

tions that might ensue?
" It is argued that there is no wise policy which requires us to

cncimragc the employment of American capital al)r()a(l 1)V extending

to it any protection l)eyond what is due the sti'ictest obligation.

There is no wise j)olicy in enlai'ging the capacity of our citizens

domiciled abroad for purj)oses of mere ])leasure, ease, or profit, to

involve this (iovernment in controversy with foreign powers. The
tendency of things, it is urged, is to an increase year I)v year of just

such companies in the South American States as that which presents

tlie claim under consideration, while no very proximate jjeriod can
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lx> forost'cn at which we may ('xpcct their exposure to the hazards of

intestine eonnnotion to he sensil)ly diniinislied.

"We are siifKciently impressed hy these considerations to pause

for further i n torn lat ion. especially as the ati'air seems to be in a way
of an adjustment, unless the clainumts impede it, to which there is

^reat ditliculty in ohjectin*;. Any further evidence, however, or ar-

<rnments which the American claimants may deem pertinent to a just

disj)()sition of their case, on the part of this (Jovernment, will be

attentively considered.""

Mr. Sew.irtl, Sec <if Sl)it«>, to Mr. Hurton, mill, to ("oloiuhia, Ai)ril 27,

iscc. Dip. ("or. ist;r,. m. r>22.

SiH'. iilso. id.. 4~A, 478. 480.

By a law of ISTH the Peruvian (lovernmenf was authorized to

expropriate the nitrate establisiiments of Tarapacii, giving in pro-

visional |)ayment therefor certificates or bonds bearing interest and
•ruaranteed by a pledge of the nitrate ])roperty. In order to carry out

the transaction, the Peruvian (Jovernment placed these certificates

or bonds with a Peruvian company, called the '' Compania Salitrera

del Peru."" In this company a large interest was held by the *" Banco
Xacional del Peru." the shareholders of which thus became indirectly

sharehold«'is in the comi)any. Certain American citizens who were

shai'eholders both of the company and of the bank afterwards sought

the intervention of the Tnited States as against the (lovernment of

Chile, on the ground that the company had been despoiled of its rights

by the Chilean authorities. The recpiest for intervention was denied

on the following gi'ounds: That the rights and privileges held by the

company were in every sense Peruvian; that they could not be enjoyed

without acting in a corporate capacity; that the American share--

holders were not entitled to any advantages over the other share-

holders: that the existing interest of the American shareholders

was reduced to an ('(piitable right to their distributive share of the

funds of the corporation: that the rights of the corporation were

involved, and not the individual I'ights of the shareholders, and that,

even if all the individual members of the corporation were duly

(lualified American citizens, they coidd not present their complaint

in their individual names as owners, but must present them as belong-

ing wholly to the corporation as owner. It was added that the cor-

poration must of necessity Ih' made a party to any complaint that

might be |)i('sented. since otherwise no cause of comi)laint woidd

aj)pear. and that an individual shareholder coidd not prosecute a cor-

jx)rate cause of action because the corporation failed or refused to do

so. Finally, it was stated that the "good offices" of the United

States might with i)roj)riety be exercised in behalf of the American

claimants when the claims of the company were properly presented to
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Chile, but that the request that promjjt and efficient diplomatic steps

be taken in support of their individual interest as shareholders was
out of the (juestion.

Mr. Fivlinghuyson, Sec. of State, to Mr. l'heli)s, inin. to IVru. Dec. C». 1884,

MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 101.

As beiuK in harmony with the foregoinj? instruftion, see the ojiiniou of

Coniniander Beatinjitti. in the ease of the Aeeessory Transit Company,
Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1.''>()2.

See. as to the citizenship of eorporations. supra, § 485.

The Portuguese Government in 1883 granted to Edw^ard Mac-
Murdo, a citizen of the United States, a concession for the construc-

tion of a railway from the port of Lourenc^o Marques, on Delagoa

Bay, to the Transvaal frontier. For this purpose the concession

stipulated that MacMurdo should form a company under the laws of

Portugal, and such a company was accordingly organized under the

name of Louren<,'o Marques and Transvaal Railway Company. In

May, 1884, MacMurdo assigned his concession to this company,

receiving therefor 41)8,940 out of 500,000 shares of the company's

stock. By the same instrument MacMurdo agreed to construct the

railway, in consideration of the transfer to him of all the company's

debenture bonds. These bonds MacMurdo unsuccessfully endeavored

to float: and, after the company had obtained several extensions of

time for the completion of the road, he obtained, in 1887, the assist-

ance of English cai)italists. These capitalists, however, insisted that

their interests should be represented by the bonds and shares of a com-

l)any to be incorporated under the laws of England. The Delagoa

Bay and East African Railway Company was therefore formed in

England, with a share capital of £500,000. To this English company
MacMurdo assigned his shares and bonds of the Portuguese com-

pany, and also the benefit of his contract with that comj)any, of May,

1884, the English company undertaking to indenniifv him in respect

of the contract, to pay him £115,000, and to give him its entire issue

of stock. The P^nglish company then issued bonds to ])ay Mac^Iurdo

and to raise money to build the road. MacMurdo's course in securing

th(> formation of the English company was approved by the Portu-

guese (iovernment, the only reservation made in regard thereto being

that the concession should not be transferred to it. In July, 1887,

the Portuguese (iovernment intimated that it would require an exten-

sion of the lines beyond the point at which the company alleged that

the road was to end. A discussion ensued, and meanwhile the road

was completed in accordance with the origiiuil plans and was accepted

by the Portuguese (iovernment, with a reservation of the question

as to the extension. In the midst of controversies over this ([nes-

tion the Portuguese Government, in June, 18^9, seized the i ail way.

Against this action both the United States and Great Britain i)ro-
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tested. The Portufjuese (lovernnient, however, took the ground that

it coidd deal only with the Portuguese company, through which the

rights of the American and British investors must be asserted. With
reference to this contention, the Manpiis of Salisbury, in an instruc-

tion to the British minister at Lisbon, September 10, 1889, said:

"Her Majesty's (lovernment are of opinion that the Portuguese

(lovernment had no right to cancel the concession, nor to forfeit the

line already constructed.

" They hold the action of the Portuguese (lovernment to have Ik'CU

wrongful, and to have violated the clear rights and injured the

inteivsts of the British (construction] company, which was powerless

to j)revent it, and which, as the Portuguese company is practically

defunct, has no remedy except through the intervention of it^ own
(lOvernment.

" In their judgment, the British investors have sutl'ered a grievous

wrong in consequence of the forcible confiscation by the Portuguese

(iovernment of the line and the materials belonging to the British

com|)any, and of the security on which the debentures of the British

company had been advanced; and that for that wrong Her Majesty's

(lovermnent are bound to ask for compensation from the Ciovernment

of Portugal.""

Mr. Blaine, in instructions to Mr. Loring, .Vmerican minister at

Lisbon, X()V('nii)er 8. 1881), said:

" Fpon full consideration of the circumstances of the case, this

(iovernment is forced to the conclusion that the violent seizure of the

i-ailuay by the Portuguese (lovernment was an act of confiscation

whicii lenders it the duty of the (iovenunent of the United States

to ask that comjH'nsation should be made to such citi/.ens of this coun-

tiy as may be involved. With respect to the case of Colonel Afac- .

Murdo, who is now rej)resented by his widow. Katherine A. Mac-

Mui-do. his sole executrix and legatee, it is to be observed that by the

teriMs of the concession the company which he was reipiired to form

was to include himself and that his |)ersonal liability was not merged

in that (tf the comj)any. But in any case, the Portuguese company,

l)eiii<; without remedv and haviuiif now luacticallv ceased to exist,
' r> I . ^7

(he only recourse of those whose property has been confioitetl is

tlie intePNcntion of their respective governments.
" In this r«'lation it is j)roper to adveit to the note of Senhor Barros

(iomes of the li'Jd of June last, above referred to, in which he stated

(hat there were two ways in which an arrangement could then be

ma<l(' with the Portuguese comj)any which would protect the interests

of the shale and bondholders. One of these ways was the acceptance

by the company of the taiitf of rates proposed by the (iovernment of

the Transvaal; the otiier. a radical alteration of the concession, which

a I'arl. I'iii).. ('(1. .".IXCi, p. 58.
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would produce the same result. These statements have the effect of

admitting the rights of the company, and of admitting at the same

time that the reason for sacrificing (hem was the desire of the Portu-

guese Government to effect certain arrangements with the Government
of the Transvaal. No offer was made to arbitrate with the company,

as the concession required. No proposition of arrangement was held

out, except such as involved a virtual annulment of the concession.

And it was in fact annulled and the propeily accjuired under it con-

fiscated, because the company which Golonel MacMurdo organized

under the conce.ssion was unable to j)erform an impossible condition

subsequently imposed without the consent and against the protests

of that company."

By a protocol l)etween the (xovernments of the United States, Grejit

Britain, and Portugual, signed at Berne June IH, 1891, the three

governments agreed to refer to a tribunal of arbitration, composed
of three Swiss jurists, the determination of " the amount of the com-

pensation due by the Portuguese Government to the claimants of the

other two countries, in consequence of the rescission of the concession

of the LourenCj-o Marques Railroad and the taking possession of that

railroad by the Portuguese Government."

An award of damages was made by the tribunal in 1899, and was
duly paid by the Portuguese Government.

Moore. Int. Arl)itrations. II. lSGG-1899.

See, also. For. Kel. 1902. !^8-S.">U.

In 1894 two contesting petitions were presented to the Govern-

ment of Salvador for a concession for a term of years of the exclu-

sive right to establish steam navigation in the port of El Triunfo,

in Salvador. One of the petitions was presented by three citizens

of Salvador; the other, by two citizens of the Tinted States and two

citizens of Salvador. The concession was granted on the latter

petition, with the recpiirement that the grantees should form a cor-

jK)ration to take and operate it. October '25, 1894. a corporation was

formed for that purpose under the laws of Salvador, called El Tri-

unfo Company, Limited. The i)resident and secretary of this com-

pany were citizens of the United States, and a majority of its shares

was owned by the Salvador Conunercial G()mi)any. a t-orporalion

under the laws of the State of California, which cori)oration was the

moving projector and spirit in the entei-prise of develo])ing the port

of El Triunfo under the concession. El Triunfo Company pro-

ceeded to the execution of the concession, and the port was duly

opened and the development of traffic soon exceeded what had been

expected. At the annual meeting of the shareholders of VA Triunfo

Company, in June 1898, a full board of directors was as usual

elected. This board included, however, one of the competitors for
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the roncossion in 1804, who was at the same time elected vice-presi-

dent of the company. At a subse(inent meeting of the shareholders

one of the Salvadorean directors resi<rned as" director and secretary,

and his j)lace was filled by the other competitor of 1894. In Sep-

tember, 185)8, while the president of the com[)any was away on busi-

n<'ss. tiie yice-j)resident usurpeil the oftic-e of i)resident and called a

meetinfr <>f directors at his own honse. This meeting was attended

by the vice-president and two other Salvadorean directors, who
adopted a resolution removing the president and certain other

officials and appointing themselves, respectively, president, secretary,

and treasurer. Subsecpiently they had the company declared bank-

rupt and had a receiver appointed, who possessed himself of the

books and papers of the company and withheld them from the

American investors and their representatives. The Salvador Com-
mercial Company and other American inv^estors endeavored to have

the bankruptcy proceedings against El Triunfo Company set aside

and the former lawfully elected directorate reinstated in the manage-

/uent. To this end they called a meeting of the shareholders, but

on the day following the call the I'resident of Salvador issued a

decree closing the port of El Triunfo against all importations. The
Salvador Conuuercial Company presented to the Salvadorean (iov-

ernment a protest against this decree; but the Government disre-

gai'ded it and granted to other |)ei'sons, citizens of Salvador, a con-

cession of the franchise covered by the concA'ssion of 181)4. The
owners of the American interests again protested, but their protest

was not heeded, and they then appealed to the (loverninent of the

I'nited States for protection. The (lovermuent of the United States

intervened and demanded that the claim be submitted to arbitration.

In i"e|)ly to the Salvadorean contention that tlie case, as one afl'ecting

a Salvadorean corporation, was exclusively for the Salvadorean

courts, the Cnited States took the ground that the American citi-

zens, who were the su!)stantial owners of the enterprise, were pro-

ceeding by judicial methods when the President of Salvador issued

his decree, and that this act of the Pr(>sident, whatever its motive,

was indefensible from the standpoint of justice and private right,

as well as of international law; and justified and would require, if

the controversy was not othei-wise satisfactorily adjusted l^etween

the parties, the intervention of the United States "and the payment
of an ade(|uate inch'UHiity to the American stockholders."' By a

j)i()t<)col concluded at Washington, December 19, 1901, the case was

submitted to ailtitrat ion. A majority of the arbitrators, consisting

of Sir Henry Strong. Chief Justice of Canada, and the Honorable

Don M. Dickinson, concurred in an award of damages. In an accom-

l)an_\ ing oj)inion tliey declared that the bankruptcy ijroceedings

were the result of a conspiracy, and were fraudulent. In the same
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opinion they said :
" We have not discussed the question of the right

of the United States under international hiw to make reclamation

for these shareholders in El Triunfo Company, a domestic corpora-

tion of Salvador, for tiie reason that the question of such riirht is

fully settled by the conclusions reached in the frequently cited and
well-understood Delagoa Bay liailway arbitration."

For. Kel. 1!X»2, 859-878.

For u full oxi)osition of the grounds on which the TTuitetl States inter-

vened in this case, see For. Kel. 11)02, 888-852.

At pajje 84<; .Tudfje Penfield. Solicitor of the Dejmrtnient of State, in a

report to Mr. Hay. Secretary of State, says: " While the Department
does not dispute the contention that intervention by the Govern-

ment of the United States would not be in entire accord with cer-

tain dicta expressed in the case of the Antioqiiia in i-espect of inter-

vention in behalf of American stocl<holders in a fox'eigu conmration,

it is consistent with the actual grounds of that decision. But if

all the reasons stated in that case against the right of intervention

were to be accei)ted, even if intervention had been i-efused solely

on the academic reasons given, the decision of this case would be

controlled by the later decision of the Department in the case of the

Delagoa Ray Railway."

IV. GROUNDS OF IXTERVEXTIOX.

1. Denial of .Tustice.

§ OSC).

The ground of diplomatic intervention in behalf of individuals, for

injuries in person or in property, is a denial of justice. Such a denial

may proceed either froui the act of the governuient itself or from

the act of one of its agencies.

"A sovereign can not be sued in his own courts without his consent.

His own dignity, as well as the dignity of the nation he represents,

prevents his appearance to answer a suit against him in the courts of

another sovereignty. . . . Hence, a citizen of one nation, /r/Y>;*^c^/

b}' the conduct of another nation, must seek redress through his own
Government. Ilis sovereign must assume the responsibility of i)re-

senting his claim, or it need not be considered."

United States r. Diekehnan. !t2 I'. S.. .520,524; cited by Mr. Ra.vard, Sec.

of State, to Mr. McLane. min. to France. No. 184, .Time 28, ISSC, MS.

Inst. France. XXI. 8.80.

" The rule by which all governments conduct themselves in cases

where injury has been done by individuals of one to individuals of the

other government is to leave the injured party to .seek redress in the
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coiiits of tlic odicr. Tf that redress l)e finally denied, after due appli-

cation to the courts, it then becomes a subject of national complaint."

.Mr. .h'frcrson. Soc. of State, to Mr. Kiiij,'. Dec. 7, 1793, 5 MS. Dom. Let.

.•>ss.

Wlu'ii (lii)lonijitic iiitorvontion is asked to i)ress payment for an injury

sustained l»y a forei>;ner in tliis conntry, it is first to l)e eonsidered
" whether tlie ])arty complaining lias duly jmrsued the ordinary reme-

dies provided by the laws, as was incund)ent on him, before lie would
he «Mititle<l to appeal to the nation; and if lie has, whether that

de^HH' of Ki'oss and iialp.ihle iiej;lij;ence has been done him by the

national tribunals which wcmld render the nation itself resiM>nsible

for tlieir conduct." (Mr. .Jefferson, Sec. of State, to the At. Gen.,

.M.ir. r.\. 17!»:{. .". MS. Dom. Let. 7(».)

" The courts of justice e.xercise the sovereignty of this country in judi-

ciary matters: are supreme in tliese. and liable neitlier to control nor

to opposition from any other branch of the government." (Mr. .Jef-

ferson. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Genet. Sept. !». 17;>;}, 4 Jefferson's Works,

(W: Am. State I*ai>ers. I<\)r. Ilel. I. 17o.)

A nation ou<rht not to interfere in the causes of its citizens brought

before foreign tribuiuils, e.\cei)t in a case of refusal of justice or of

pal{)able injustice.

liradford. At. (Jen.. 17!»4. 1 Op. .%
S(K\ to tlie same effect. I'.lack. At. (Jen.. 1S.")9, Op. .374.

'' It is not necessary to affirm tliat a government is not responsible

in any case to a foreign government for an alleged erroneous judicial

decision rendered to the prejudice of a subject of said foreign govern-

ment. Hut it may l)e safely asserted that tliis responsibility can only

arise in a proceeding where the foreigner, being duly notified, shall

have made a full and /^o/ui f(l<\ though iniavailing, defense, and, if

necessary, shall have carried his case to the tribunal of last resort.

If. after having made such defense and pi'osecuted such apjieal. he

shall have been iMiable to obtain justice, then, and then only, can a

demand l)e with {propriety made u|)on the government."

Mr. ("lay. Sec of State, to Mr. Tacoii. Felt. ;". ISliS. MS. Notes to I<\)r. Leg.

III. 4L*:',.

"The general rule is that foreigners are bound to apply to the tribunals

of justice, if they are open, for re<lress of any grievance before they

a|>|»eal for it to the government of tliose tril)uuals;" and hence

there can be no claim against the government of the t'nited States

for injuries intiicted on tlie coast of i'"lorida on two wrecked I-'rench

vessels and their crews, unless the remedy of rec<»urse to the civil

tribunals lias l>een e.xhauste<l. (Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. de

Maheuil. Mar. 28, 1S27. -MS. Notes to For. Legs. IIL 'M'l. See, also,

Mr. Clay. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Salazar, Dec. 22, 1827, MS. Notes to

For. Legs. IIL 4oH.)

Captain George Barker, of the ^Vmerican ship Panther^ was ar-

restee! at Halifax, Xova Scotia, about the 26th of August and kept in
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jail till the 8th or 9th of November, 1887, in a judicial prosecution

instituted against him by some of the passengers of his vessel, in the

vice-admiralty court, for breach of marine contract and for refusing to

pay for marine services, and for an alleged violation of the imperial

statute 5 and () AVilliam IV.. relating to passengers. Captain Barker

was released on a writ of habeas corpus issued by the colonial supreme

court, and a writ of prohibition -was issued by the same tribunal for-

bidding the vice-admiralty court to carry the proceedings further

because of a want of jurisdiction. With reference to this transaction,

the Department of State said :
" This (lovernment can not admit the

right of any foreign court to take cognizance of acts done on board of

American vessels at sea, but the ground upon which the jurisdiction of

the vice-admiralty court of Halifax in this case was denied by the

counsel of Capt. Barker was, not that the contract was made or broken

at sea, under the flag of the United States, but that it was made upon
land, and within the body of a county, thereby impliedly admitting

the right of jurisdiction of a British court of a different character.

But, even if the facts were such as to exclude the judicial cognizance

of any foreign tribunal, the case presented would be that of an infe-

rior court assuming an unlawful jurisdiction in a civil suit, in which

it was overruled and checked by a superior court, without any a})pear-

ance of unusual vexation or delay. The detention which Capt.

Barker unfortunately experienoed would seem to have been such only

as one of the subjects of Great Britain might have been subjected to,

under the same circumstances, by the operation of the laws within the

influence of which he was brought, and, hoAvever unjust it may have

been, as a fair investigation appears to have been allowed, which

resulted in his discharge, the injury he is represented to have sus-

tained is not thought to constitute a proi)er application from this

Government to that of (jreat Britain for redress.''

Mr. Forsyth. Sec of State, to Mr. Davec. Feb. 7, 18.38, 20 .MS. Doiii. Let.

.•',;',0.

Personal injuries iiitticted on citizens of the United States wlien in (Jreat

Britain can i>e re(h"esse<l only by appeal to the local courts; nor can

the Government of the United States complain of failure of justice in

this respect if the trials were fair and the due course of justice was

pursued. (Mr. Moiu'oe, Sec. of State, to Mr. J. Q. Adams, Nov. 10,

181.">, MS. Inst. I'. States Ministers. VIII. .3.)

January 5, 1851, the Peruvian l)arque Eliza was stranded in San

Francisco Bay through the uuskillfulness or carelessness, as was

alleged, of a pilot, who was a member of an incorporated association

of pilots under the laws of the State of California. The owners of

the barque sued the association in the United States district court

and recovered judgment against it. E.xecution was issued and a l(>vy

made on the association's boat, but the writ was returned unsatisfied
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owinof to tho fact tliiit, ln'caiiso tho jiulfrnuMit-croditor refused to in-

(leiunifv the marshal, the lattor did not soil the vessi'l. No further

etTort ai)pears to have Ikhmi made to collect the jud<ruieiit. The
Peruvian minister at AN'ashin<;ton. however, solicited the aid of the

United States to recover the amount of the judfrment fi-om the State

of California, on the theory that the State was liable for the acts of

the pilots who carried on their operations under its laws. On June

l.'). IS.")!}, Mr. Webster, as Secretary of Stats.', sent the papers to the

jrovernor of California, with a letter, in which he said: "If . .

the Association of IMlots of San Francisco has been established under

a law of the State of California, that State nuist 1k^ considered as

'('sponsible for those acts of ne<rli^ence or i<rnorance of the asso-

ciation for which the means of its memi)ers, jointly or severally,

may be inadequate to make reparation. I therefore commend this

case to the favorable consideration of your excellency, and trust

that provision will be nuule by the State of California for the pay-

ment of the claim." The governor conununicated the papers, with a

sjM'cial message, to the lej;:islature. The le^jislature repelled the

theory of responsibility on the part of the State, and the Peruvian

(lovernment then i)referred a claim against the United States. In

IS").") the case was referred by Mr. Afarcy, Secretary of State, to Mr.

Cushing. who. in an opinion of May 27. 18r>r). held that neither the

State of California nor the United States was responsible to the own-

ers of the barque for her loss through the carelessness of the pilot.

Mr. Cushing observed that foreigners sojourning in a country were

subject to its laws, and that wherever this rule had been departed

from it .was an exceptional case. Such exceptions had, he said, grown

up chiefly in Spanish Amei-ica in consecjuence of the unsettled con-

ditions there. Public ofHcers, said Mr. (Wishing, were of two dasst's,

(1) those employed in the collection of the revenue and the care of

the i)ublic property, who represented the proprietary interest of the

(lovernment, and ('2) those who were appointed by the (lovei'ument

only in its ca[)acity of /Kircns patrhn'. For the acts of the former

the (lovernment in many cases lu'ld itself resj)onsible. because their

acts were j)erformed in the interest of the (iovernmt'ut ; but for the

acts of the lattei" the (lOvernment did not hold itself pecuniarily

resj)()nsible. but provided the means to make them personally re-

s|)()nsil»le or to ])unish them for malfeasance in oflice, and, in so doing,

did all that was re(|uired of it.

The Unite(| States ha\ing on these grounds refused to entertain the

claim, it was Mibse(|nently j)resent<Ml to the mixed commission under

th<' con\«'ntion between the United States and I'eru of Jamuu'v 12,

1H(;8. Tlie unij)ire of this conunission. (ieneral ITerran. held that

there was a valid claim against the United States, both because of the
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neglect of the United States marshal properly to execute the judg-

ment of the district court and becaust> the government of California

had failed to discharge the obligations which it had assumed under its

pilotage laws. As to the contention that the foreigner nnist exhaust

judicial remedies before soliciting diplomatic intervention. General

Ilerran said that this rule ought to be understood in a '" rational
"'

sense, so that it Avould " not nuike delusive the right of the for-

eigner."' In this relation he said: '"After Montano had obtained a

definite sentence that a sum of money should be paid him, which the

court determined as a just indenniification for his damages and losses

which he had surt'ered through the fault of a pilot accredited by the

laws of California, who for the ])ayment of that sum had furnished

sureties in fulfillment of a law of the State, one ought to believe that

the claimant had only to put the writ in execution to pay the cost.

But such Avas not the case. AVhat Montano gained by the sentence

was the right to bring forward another com])laint; and I believe that

he then found himself obliged to seek from his Government its inter-

ference in his behalf."

For the letter of Mr. Webster to the governor of California, see Mr.

Wel)ster. Sec. of State, to Gov. Bigler, June 15, 1852, 40 MS. Doni.

Let. 1!V). See, also, Mr. Osnia, charge d'affaires of Peru, to Sec. of

State of T'nited States. June 2. 1852, and enclosures, ^IS. Notes from

Peru.

For the opinion of Mr. ("usliing. At. (Jen. 18.55, see 7 Op. 220, 2:>7, 238.

For the decision of General Ilerran, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1030,

1G34-1G38.

'' Should it, however, be established to your satisfaction that Dr.

Belcredi is an American citizen, the right of this Government to inter-

fere in liis case would l)e very questionable. As such citizen, he is

sul)ject to the laws, civil and criminal, of the country within Avliich he

is domiciled or resides, and the ITnited States could not nud^e the

l)rocee(lings against him a ground of complaint unless those laws

were contrary to treaty sti})ulati<)ns or were used in bad faith or

oppressively to inflict injuries upon him.''

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Fay, Nov. IC, 18.55. .MS. Inst. Swit/.. I. :'.;».

See, to the same effect, Mr. .Many, Sec. of State, to .Mr. ("l.iy. min. to I'eru,

No. 41. Fel). 8, 185*!, :MS. Inst. I'eru, XT. 182.

'' The rule of the law of nations is that the Government which

refuses to repair the damage connnitted by its citizens or subjects, to

l)unish the guilty j)arties or to give them uj) for that ])urp()se, nuiy

be regarded as virtually a sharer in the injury and as responsible

therefor."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, min. to .Mexico, No. 21. .Vug. 15.

187.3, .MS. Inst. Mex. XI.X. 18, citing Calvo, Droit Int. II. .397.
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Conviction and pnnislinient of a citizen of the United States in a

for('i<rn conntrv. in a trial conduotcd with palpable injustice and in

\ iolation of settled principles of law. will he the hasis of a claim for

ledri'ss from such country hy the (lovernment of the United States.

Mr. Evarts. Se<'. of State, to Mr. Lann.ston. iiiin. to Ilayti, No. 2.S, April

V2. 1S7S, MS. Inst. Ilayti. II. i;{(>: same to same. No. r>0. Dec. 2.S. 1878,

'n\. lc,o: Mr. D.ivis. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Laugston, No. 187, Aug.

L'7. 1.SS2. id. L".)!).

()l)struction hy Spanish officials of a citizen of the United States in

Spain in his attempts to ohfain judicial redress for injuries there

inflicted on him is the subject of internatiomil comi)laint.

Mr. Kvarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Faircliild. mill, to Spain, Jan. 17, 1881,

MS. Inst. Spain. XVIII. ".Ml.

In 1880 Dr. M. A. Cheek, a citizen of the United States residing in

Siam. entered into a contract with the Siamese Ciovernment for the

workinof of the teak forests. Subsequently diiferences arose between

the j)arties. and the Siamese (lOvernment laid an embar<ro on Cheek's

l)roperty. destroyed his business, and ruined him financially. It was

conttMided by Cheek that this was done in violation of Siamese law

and also of the treaty between the United States and Siam. It was

eventually ao:reed to refei" the case to Sir Nicholas Hannen, or<)vernor

of the Sti-aits ."-^ett lenient, as arbitrator. The arl)itrat()r found that

the seizure of Cheek's property was not warranted by the laws of

Siam. and also constituted a violation of the treaty, and awarded the

claimant 7()<>.7"J1 ticals. the <'<iuivalent of $187,987.78 in ^old, with

release of the CMieek estate from mortgage claims.

Moore. Int. Arl»itratioiis. II. 18i«>-ltM>S; For. Kel. 1S!»7. 4(51-i8(): S. Doc.

ISO, ."4 Conj:.. - .sess. : President McKinley, annual uiessaj^e. Dee. 5,

1898.

" I have endeavored in every way to assure our sister republics of

Central and South America that the United States (Jovernment and

its j)eo|)le have only the most friendly disj)()sition toward them

all. ... I have believed, however, while holding these senti-

ments in the greatest sincerity, that we must insist upon a just

responsibility for any injuries inflicted upon our official representa-

tive-^ or uj)on our citiz<Mis. This insistence, kindly and justly but

firmly made, will, I believe, promote peace and mutual respect."

rrt'sidcnt Hiirrison. annual message, Dec. (i. 1802, For. Rel. 1892, xiv.

2. L<>( Ai. Uk.mkdiks Mist, .\s a Kclk. jik E.xhausted.

^987.

"There is no princijile of international law which makes it the

tiutv of one nation to assume the collection of the claims of its citi-
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/.('IIS against another nation if the citizens themselves have ample

means of redress without the intervention of their government."

Cli. .Tiis. Waitc. ill New IlanipsLiire c. Louisiana, 108 I". S. 70, nO, citiug

IMiiliiiiioic. Int. Law, 2 ed., vol. 2, p. 12. Cited in Mr. Bayard, Sec.

of State, to .Mr. West, Brit. niin.. .Tune 1. 188.'>, For. Rel. 188.5, 458.

Sovereigns do not interfere with the regular course of the adminis-

tration of justice where a foreigner is a party, until he shall have

gone to the court of last resort with his case.

Randolph. At. Gen., 1702. 1 Op. 25.

. For the recovery of their property in Florida and for redress of

injuries done them, our citizens must apply to the tribunals of that

province.

Lee, At. Gen., 1797, 1 Op. 08.

The United States are not bound to make compensation to parties

who have neglected to prosecute their cases in the courts having juris-

diction of their complaints.

Lincoln. At. Gen., 1803. 5 Op. (App.) 692.

See, to the same effect, Akerman, At. Gen., 1871, 13 Oi). 547.

The courts of the United States in every State are at all times open

to the subjects of a friendly foreign power.

Rush, At. Gen., 181G, 1 Op. 192.

The Executive will not interfere with the judiciary Avhile it is in

the regular course of giving construction to the acts of Congress by

directing a nolle prosequi of a proceeding against British ve.s.sels for

a breach of the navigation act of April 18, 1818, after the district

court has condemned her to forfeiture.

Wirt, At. Gen., 1820, 1 Oi). 366.

Where aliens suffer violence from citizens of the United States in

their persons or i)roperty. they must appeal to tlie courts for redress;

to the State courts if the offense be a criminal one, and to the State

or Federal courts for redress by a civil action.

Butler, At. Gen.. 1837, 3 Op. 2.54.

An American steamer was seized in the port of Granada by a party

or armed men. under an order of a judicial officer of the port, and

after a detention of a few hours was released, pursuant to an order

of the same judge. The seizure seemed to have been made at the

instance of the consignees of the vessel, as a mode of enforcing n sup-

posed legal right. Adrised. that, as the tribunals of Nicaragua

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 42
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would presumably afford redress, this Government should not at the

time interfere.

AckiM-innn. At. (U'li.. 1.S7U. V.i Op. 554.

"Although a government is bound to protect its citizens, and see

that their injuries are redressed where justice is plainly refused

them by a foreign nation, yet this obligation always presupposes a

resoi-t. in the first instance, to the ordinary means of defense or repar-

ation which are a Horded by the laws of the country in which their

lights an' infringed, to which laws they have voluntarily subjected

themselves l)y ent(>ring within the s|)here of their operation, and by

which they nuist consent to abide. It would be an unreasonable and

oppressive burden \\\nn\ the intercourse between nations that they

should Im' comi)elle(l to investigate and determine, in the first instance,

every personal otl'en^e coniniitted by the citizens of the one against the

other." (A case of a tort committed on the claimant by a mob in

Cuba.)

.Mr. .M(I.iiiii'. Si'c. of State, to Mr. li. .1. 8hain. May 2S, 1834, liU MS. Dom.
Let. '2r,:>,.

"In a note to Mr. Hunter of the 'JHd of Jidy last, the Brazilian

minister of foreign affairs positively declined entering into a di|)lo-

matic agreement in the case of the Jo/ni S. Bn/<iu, upon the ground

that the claimants had a remedy at law. of which they had not availed

themselves. This remedy is understood to l)e in the nature of an

execution against the imiK'iial treasury itself. Hy a letter to Mr.

Hunter from the l)ej)artinent of th(> 4th of March last, he was in-

structed to endeavor in a confidential conversation with the minister

to induce him to retract his decision. If. however, the minister should

!;dhere to it, Mr. Hunter was to inform tlie agent of the claimants

that the course indicated by the minister nnist, at all hazards, be pur-

sued before further diplomatic interference on the part of this Gov-

ernment could Im' exercised."

Mr. Forsyth. So<-. of State, to Mr. Saltoiistall. .luiie l.'}. l.S4(». .'U .MS. Dom,
Let. KKi.

That this case, however, was afterwards (liploiuatieally setth'd. see Moore,

International .Vrhitrations, \. U\V.\.

\ citizen of the I'nited States, residing in Canada, whose property

there situate has *• been destroyed and pillaged by British troops,"

must first s<*ek redress from the " trib\mals of the country under

whose laws he had settled :

" and until this remedy has been exhausted

he is not entitled to the intervention of the Department of State in

his behalf.

Mr. Buchanan, Se<-. of State, to .Mr. Larrahee. Mar. !>, 1840, 35 MS. Doui.

Let 426.
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Where an agent of the hind office of the province of Canada was

arrested and imprisoned in Michigan by the authorities of that

State, and re(iuired to give bail, in an action growing out of his seiz-

ure, as the jjroperty of the province of Canada, of timber cut on an

ishmd which was afterwards acknowledged to belong to Great Brit-

ain, the United States, referring to a claim for indemnity, said that

the agent, though " doubtless injured both in his person and his

feelings." could " obtain redress from the courts of justice in Michi-

gan. If the comi^laints of the people of the two nations against each

other along the Canada frontier, properly cognizable in the courts of

justice of either, were in the first instance to become subjects of inter-

national interposition, there would be no end of the difficulties and

embarassments which nnist result from such a practice. Besides, so

far as I have learned, a resort of this kind is not necessary to obtain

justice. Courts and juries on both sides of the line have heretofore,

I believe, generally done their duty in such cases."

Mr. Buchanan, See. of State, to Mr. Pakenham, Brit, min., Dec. 26, 1846,

MS. Notes to Great Britain. VII. 149.

'"' The natives of the foreign country seek redress for wrongs

through the judicial tribunals or in the form of petitions to the execu-

tive or legislative authorities. Foreigners are bound to pursue the

same course, unless there should V)e a positive and unequivocal treaty

stipulation imparting to them privileges superior to those enjoyed

by the natives of the countrj'. It is only when the judicial tribu-

nals are not accessible, or act corruptly, or are used as instruments

to oppress our citizens, or deprive them of their rights of property,

that cases are presented for the interference of this Government in

their behalf."

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Clay, min. to I'eru, No. 30, May 24, 1855,

MS. Inst, rem, XV. 150.

Complaint having been made that the marine court of the city of

New York had exceeded its jurisdiction in assuming to try and sen-

tence the master of a Sardinian vessel for an alleged as.sudt and bat-

terv connnitted on two of his seamen on the high seas, the Depart-

ment of State j-e])]ied that a government could not be held responsible

for the mistakes of its courts. " and certainly should not be when the

party comi)]aining has not exhausted all the means placed within

his reach of correcting the errors that may have been committed.

This is required of every citizen when dissatisfied with the judgments

of inferior courts, and the same mode of pursuing their rights is

open to and exi)ected of the subjects of foreign governments visit-

ing this comitry. Captain Bontemps should not oidy haA-e objected

to the jurisdiction of the marine court, but should have carried the
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cause to a highor court, or if uccd 1h' to the court of last resort.

Having failed to do this, neither the State nor the National (lovern-

inent have any means of averting from him the consequences of his

neglect."

Mr. .M.ircy. Soc. of State to ('licvalier Ikrtiiiatti. Sardinian niiii.. Doc. 1,

lS.^.t!. MS. Notes to Italy. VI. 178.

The Depaitment of State can not take cognizance of claims which

are cognizal)le by the judicial tribunals of the United States.

Mr. Stnvanl. Sec of State, lo Lord Lyons. .Ian. I'J. 1S(>;{. MS. Notes to

(Jr. lirit. IX. 402.

•' A\'e are unfortunately too familiar witii com])laints of tiie delay

and inefliciencv of the courts in the South American republics. We
UHist, however, continue to repose confidence in their independence

and integrity, or we must take the broad ground that those states are

like those of oriental semi-civilized countries—outside the pale within

which tlu' law of nations, as generally accej)ted by Christendom, is

undei'stood to govern. The peoi)le who go to these regions and en-

countei' gi-eat risks in the h()j)e of great rewards, must be regarded as

taking all the circumstances into considej'ation. and can not with

reason ask their govermnent to c()nij)lain that they stand on a conunon

footing with native subjects in respect to tlu^ alleged wants of an able.

l)romi)t. and conscientious judiciary. We can not undertake to super-

vise the ari'angements of the whole world for litigation, because

Anu'rican citizens voluntarily expose themselves to be concerned in

their deficiencies."'

Mr. Seward, .^cc of State, to .Mr. Hnrton. niin. to Coloujbia, No. VM, Ai)ril

L'7. 18<U!. I Ml., ("or. ISCC, III. r>2'2, .".23.

A claim against a foreign government, based on miscondiu't of its

domestic oflicials, must be presented to the judicial department of

such government when such a dei)artment is fairly organized and

has jurisdiction of the case.

.Mr. Fisii. See. of State, to .Mr. Uuger. Oct. 21. ISC.'t. S2 MS. Doni. Lot. 224.

See. to tlie same effect, the rniinjr of .Mr. Fisli in the case of the scliooner

W hitr I'liirii. seized in Canada for illoKal fisiiin>r. tlie charge not heing

.sustained. '!'li»> Dominion statute of .May 22. 18(58. under which tlie

riuht to seize the vessel was claimed, contemplated an action against

the cai.lor and regulated the ].ro<'eedings therein. (Mr. Fish. Sec.

of Stat(>. to Messrs. CJeo. Fri<>nd. .Ir., & Co., May ."'.l. 1871. 89 MS.
Dom. Let. 4U>.)

Mr. Fish's ruling in the case (.f the WhUr Faini was alHrmed in Mr.

Kvarts. Sec. <.f State, to .Mr. Somes, May 1.'} and .lune 12, 1879, 128

MS. Dom. Let. 115, 422.
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A claimant must exhaust his renuHly bi'fore the local tribunals,

when there are such, and when he is admitted to equal privileges in

them, before he can claim diplomatic intervention.

Mr. Davis. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor. Oct. 20. 1871. !»1 MS. Doin.

Let. 154.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Austin Baldwin & Co., Marcli 28, 1872,

O.'i MS. i:>oni. Let. 290 ; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Beclver, May 3,

1S71. SO MS. Donu Let. 2.")0 ; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wretlen,

April IS. 1S71. 81) ^IS. Doni. Let. 158.

•• Allien the matter is properly within the jurisdiction of the courts

of a foreign government, the (lovernment of the United States does

not interfere, except when, after a diligent prosecution of all the

remedies which the law of the country affords, it turns out that there

has been a denial of justice to the party invoking its aid."

Mr. Davis. Assist. See. of State, to Mr. Moseby, June 23, 1873, 99 MS.
Doni. Let. 260.

" It appears to have been unfortunate that the time for your visit

to Ireland was one when much excitement existed there, and when,

the habeas corpus act having been suspended, every stranger was

more or less liable to suspicion. This may in part, at least, account

for your having been treated with apparently unmerited and it is

believed unnecessary harshness by the authorities. For this you are

entitled to at least cordial sympathy. It is understood, however,

that Avhen a person in that (juarter suffers from what may be regarded

as false im})ris()nment, he has his remedy at law against the offenders.

If, therefore, application for redress in your case were to be made
through the diplomatic channel, this would probably be the answer,

which could not easily In' gainsaid, as it would undoubtedly be the

same here if the cases were reversed. Moreover, it is believed to be a

general rule with all govermnents to abstain from a direct applica-

tion for amends in a case of injury to a citizen or subject, which

injury is ('apal)le of i-edress through the ordinary process of law, at

least until reparation shall have been sought through the judicial

tribunals."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to .Tohn Warren, Feb. 2fi, 1875, 107 MS. Dom.
Let. 7.

See, also. Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, lo Mrs. de .love, .March 17. 1870. 83 MS.

Doui. Let. .507.

Questions properly belonging to the judiciary of a country on

whom a claim is made should be submitted to such judiciary, and

should not l)e made the subject of di])lomatic interference, unless it

should appear that the judicial remedy was refused or perverted.
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Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pratt. Mar. 20, 1875. 107 MS. Dom. Let. 209.

Mr. Fish to Mr. Warren. Veh. 2(>. 187.'). 107 MS. I)oin. Let. 7.

See. to the same effwt. Mr. Cass. See. of State, to Mr. Baxter, Oet. 24.

1857. 47 MS. Doiu. Let. 441 : Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Poole,

May 25. 1850, :{8 MS. Dom. Let. 4C.

A party of border thieves from the Mexican side of the Rio Grande

had collected twelve small boats at a point in that river and were

using them in transporting to Mexico cattle which they had stolen in

Texas, when various residents of Texas from whom the cattle had been

stolen collected in force and attacked the thieves. They destroyed all

the boats on the Texas bank of the river except one, belonging to a

Mexican named ITresti. in which the marauders made their escape

to the Mexican shore. A Texan then swam the river, and seizing the

boat on the Mexican side, pulled it out into the stream and scuttled it.

This act, which was complained of as a violation of Mexican juris-

diction, was justified by the United States as a spontaneous effort

of private citizens of Texas in defense of their property, in which no

officer of the United States, either Federal or State, had any part.

The United States took the ground that the complainants, if they

desired redress, should seek it through the judicial tribunals against

the private individuals concerned in the transaction.

Mr. Freliufilmysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to Mexico, No. 574,

May UK 1884, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXL 82.

A claim was made against the United States by the British Govern-

ment for indenniity for the killing of John H. Tun-

TuMteil's case, stall, a British subject, in the Territory of New Mex-

ico, in 1878. It appeared that Tunstall, who owned

a ranch, had as a partner one McvSween, against whose property an

attachment was issued in a local suit. Under this attachment the

sheriff of Lincoln County, N. Mex., sent his deputy, named Mat-

thews, to TunstalTs ranch to levy on certain live stock. Tunstall

admitted service of the writ, and informed the deputy tb.at he could

attach the stock and leave a person in charge of it till the courts

should adjudicate the question of ownership as V)etween him.self

and McSween. The deputy, however, went away and gathered a

posse, and returned to the ranch; but Tunstall had meanwhile col-

lected the stock and set out for the county seat. The deputy sheriff

then deputized one Morton, with eighteen men of the posse, to follow

Tunstall and seize the stock. After a pursuit of some 'M) miles they

overt<H)k him and opened fire. Tunstall sought to escape, but was

shot down and killed. Only three persons saw the shooting, and two

of these afterwards met a violent death. The third, named P^vans,

was not brought to justice, and his whereabouts was unknown. The

members of the pursuing party were at personal enmity with Tunstall,
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und it was claimed by the British Government that the sheriff of Lin-

oohi County, acting through his deputy and the posse, was account-

able for the murder committed in the execution of legal process;

and that the father of Tunstall, having a pecuniary interest in the

life of his son, based on the business operations carried on by him,

had a right to recover indemnity from the United States, whose

agent the sheriff was asserted to have been. In presenting this claim.

Sir P^dward Thornton, in a note of June 28, 1880, said that the

father had it not in his power to recover damages from the Territory

of New Mexico, by legal proceedings or otherwise; that a citizen of

the United States would in a similar c^ise probably appeal to Con-

gress, but that this remedy was not open to an alien ; and that it was

consequently necessary to look to the United States for compensation.

AVith reference to this claim Mr. Evarts said

:

" The laws of the various States and Territories of the Union for

the punishment of crimes committed within those several jurisdic-

tions are administered and executed in these several independent

jurisdictions by their respective local tribunals and officers free from

any control or interference of the Federal Government. My col-

league, the Attorney-General, as I have already done myself the honor

to inform you, has spared no reasonable effort of his own or the offi-

cers under his control to secure the apprehension and trial of Evans,

who is alleged and believed to be the perpetrator of the murder,

and. should the efforts still being made for his arrest yet prove suc-

cessful, I can give you the assurance with confidence that no pains

will be spared by this Govermnent to bring him to justice. AVere

an American citizen so unfortunate as to meet his death under simi-

lar circumstances in one of Her Majesty's colonies this Government

would not conceive for a moment that such facts would constitute

a just foundation for a claim against the Government of Great

liritain for compensation to the kindred or legal representatives of

such citizen. Sympathizing, as I do most fully, with the father of

the deceased in his bereavement, I would be happy to l)e able to see

a way in which this Government might, in consideration of his afflic-

tion and loss, nudve him sonie suitable compensation in the nature

of a pecuniary gratuity; but upon this point also I regret to be

obliged to inform you that there is no fund under the control of the

F^xecutive Government from which such a gratuity could, in accord-

ance with the law or proper authority, be paid."

Mr. Evarts, Sec-, of State, to Sir E. Thornton, British luin., March 7,

1881, MS. Notes to (Jrent Britain. XVIII. 4()1.

January 80, 1882, Mr. Frelinghuysen, as Secretary of State, sug-

gested that the claim be referred, under authorization of Congress,

to the Court of Claims or other judicial tribunal. This suggestion
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tlu' British (it)vornnuMit doclined, unless the proposed adjudication

sliould l)e l)ased on a prior admission of the liability of tlie United

States.

Here the discussion rested till April 28, 1885, when the British

minister at Washiiijrton re<jueste(l a reexamination of the case. To
this request a full response was nuide l)v Mr. Bayard on the 1st of

the followin<r .June. In this rei)ly Mr. Bayard took the following

grounds:

1. Tliat the allerration of j^ersonal nudice apiinst Tunstall. on the

part of ins slayers. <rave no sui)port to the claim against the United

States, since the jx'rsonal motive which might "" pr()mi)t an agent to

do an mdawful act not within the scope of his agency, and entirely

collateral to it." could in no wise affect the responsibility of the

l)rincij)al for the agent's acts, unless it could be shown " that the

j)rincipal shared in the criminal motive and constittited his agent to

the end of its accomplishment," an allegation which it was not

imagined could l)e made against the Territorial (iovermnent of New
Mexico or the (lovernment of the United States. " Killing, in per-

sonal malice. l)v an officer, of a defendant in a civil process in such

officer's hands, such killing being subse(iuent to the execution of the

writ, is as collateral to the official action of the officer as would be

the commission of arson against the dwelling, or rape of a member
of the family, of the party [defendant] by such an officer after the

civil j)rocess has been served."

2. That it had more than once been held by the courts in the T'nited

States that the Federal (iovernment was not liable for the debts or

torts of officers of a territory organized under congressional legisla-

tion. In this relation Mr. Bayard referred to the decision of the

mixed commission under the claims convention of February 8, 18r)8,

that the (iovernment of the United States was not liable for the pay-

ment of bonds issued i)v the Territorial (Iovernment of Florida.

The contention of the British (Iovernment in the present case would,

said Mr. Bayard, make that (Iovernment liable, not only for colonial

debts, but also for the misconduct of local officials in C^anada. India,

Australia. South Africa, and Egypt. Mr. Bayard added, however,

that he did not wish to rest his resistance to the claim exchisively on

this position.

.''>. That. • in countries subject to the P^nglish common law. where

there is the opportunity given of a prompt trial by a jury of the

vicinage, damages inflicted on foreigners on the soil of such countries

mu>t 1m' redi-essed through the instrumentality of courts of justice,

and are not the subject of diplomatic intervention by the sovereign

of the injured party." This position, said Mr. Bayard, found many
illustrations in the diplomatic relations of Great Britain and the
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United States. WHien an injury " was inflicted upon the high seas, or

in foreign uncivilized hinds, and especially if inflicted by the armed
military or naval power directly emanating from the sovereign execu-

tive, then it was properly regarded as the subject of diplomatic inter-

vention ;
" but a careful search of the records of the Department of

State disclosed '* no diplomatic appeal for pecuniary compensation

for injuries claimed to have been inflicted on American citizens when
on the soil of (ireat Britain." In this relation Air. Bayard, after

citing and discussing the case of the arrest of Henry George, in Ire-

land, in which no pecuniary redress was demanded, stated that the

reason why, in countries subject to the English common law, the ques-

tion of compensation to foreigners was left to the courts of justice,

was (1) that the injured party had " the advantage by that law, of a

prompt trial by an impartial jury drawn from the vicinage, under the

supervision of judges whose integrity, whether it be in England or in

the United States, has. viewing them as a body, never been impeached,

and who are subject to established and impartial rules," and (2)

that, " by the English common law. foreigners, when appealing to

courts of justice, have equal rights with subjects." In this relation

Mr. Bayard referred to the position maintained by Mr. Evarts and

Mr. Blaine, in notes of Dec. 80, 1880, and March 25, 1881, as to injuries

inflicted by a mob on Chinese in Colorado in November, 1880 (For,

Kel. 1881, 319, 335) ; to the note of Mr. Webster to the Spanish min-

ister of Nov. 13, 1851, in the case of the New Orleans riot; to the

opinion of Attorney-General Butler, of July 5, 1837, 3 Op., 253;

to the anti-Catholic riots in England, of 1780; to the case of (ieneral

Haynau, when mobbed in London, in 1850 (42 British & Foreign

State Papers, 381)) : and to the case of the Pittsburgh riot, of 1878.

Mr. Bayard also cited 2 Phillimore, Int. Law, 4, to the eff'ect that

'• the State must be satisfied that its citizen has exhausted the means

of legal redress ottered by the tribunals of the country in Avhich he

has been injured. If these tribunals are unable or unwilling to enter-

tain and adjudicate upon his grievance the ground for interference

is fairly laid. But it behooves the interfering State to take the utnu)st

care, first, that the commission of the wrong be clearly established;

secondly, that the denial of the local tribunals to decide the (juestion

at issue be no less clearly established." Also, the statement of C^hief

Justice AVaite, in New Hampshire r. Louisiana, 108 V. S.. J)0. as fol-

lows: "There is no principle of international law which makes it the

duty of one nation to assume the collection of the claims of its citi-

zens against another nation, if the citizens themselves have auiple

means of redress without the intervention of their Government.

Indeed, Sir Robert Phillimore says, in his Commentaries on lutei--

national Law, vol. 2 (2d ed.), p. 12: 'As a general rule, the pi-o[H)si-
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tioii «)f Martens soonis to l)o corroct, that tho foreipier can only claim

to 1k' put on the same footing as tlie native ci'editor of the State.'
"

4. That ^reat practical inconvenience would result from the pay-

ment of the claim. I)V the confusion of the boundaries between judi-

cial and executive action, and by openinjr the door to the bringing of

a vast mass of claims by each (iovernment against the other. In this

rehition it was observed that Tunstall, by reason of his apparent
• domieil " in New Mexico, *' was not even, so far as concerns the

administration of the ju<lieial function there, a foreigner."

.Mr. liijyanl See of State, to Mr. Wt'st. Hritisli iiiin., .June 1, lA^l.'. For.

Itol. \S>Jk 4."»0.

For tlio Florida bond cases, cited above, see Moore. Int. Arbitrations. IV.

:r.u4.

The de<ision in Tunstall's case was followed by Mr. Uayard in the case

of Lun.x Way. a British subject, who claimed daniajjes for his expul-

sion by |M)i)ular violence from Washin>;;ton Territory. (Mr. Bayard.

Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit. min.. Ai)ril 10. ISHO. .MS. Notes to

(Jr. Br. XX. 22(;.)

Se<'. :ilso. .Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Gebhard. Sept. 0. 188.'), l.'ST MS.
I>om. Let. 88; Mr. Bayard. S«h'. of State, to Mr. Langston, Jan. L"),

ISSC. l."»8 MS. Dom. Let. 4.">.

"N^Hiere the courts of a country are open alike to citizens and to

foreigners a foreigner who complains of an assault by a customs

official should j)ursue his remedy by a suit at law against his

assailant.

Mr. l'.iiyard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to Mexico, March 2.1. 1885,

MS. Inst. Mexico. XXI. 2.V.>.

S.H'. also. Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kotzebue. .May 2:{, 189(J, MS.
Notes to Russia. VI II. 127.

'• The licJu'ccit, an American schooner, cleared at Morgan City, La.,

on the ^iOth Janiuiry, lNS4, with a cargo of luml>er for
Case of the 'Re- 'raninico. Mexico, anil having also on board six cases

becca. .

of merchandise to be left on the wa}' at Brazos Santi-

ago. Tex., and which were not on the manifest of the cargo for Tam-
j)ico. While on her voyage, and off' the bar at Brazos, a storm aro.se,

wiiich intrcased in violence until the vessel, which was then awaiting

a faNorablc op|)ortunity to enter the port of Brazos, was driven a

coiisidciable distance to the southward and so seriously damagetl by

the stnnn that the captain, deeming it unsafe to attempt to return

!<» Brazos Santiago, made for the })ort of Tampico, which he entered,

with his vessel in a leaking and seriously disabled condition.
•• ^^'llcn the lit lucid began to leak at .sea the (> cases of merchandise

intended to !«' landed at Brazos Santiago, and which had been reached

by the water, were l)roken open and the packages, \\() in ninnber, con-

tained in the cas<'s. were so stored as to be protected from damage by

the sea. On the arrival of the vessel at Tampico, the master imme-
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diately noted a protest of distress with the United States consul.

On the following day the Mexican customs officials seized the 80 pack-

ages in question, which were not on the uianifest of cargo for Tani-

pico, on the ground that they had been brought into port in viola-

tion of the Mexican law requiring all goods entered in a Mexican port

from a foreign country to be numifested, and arrested the master of

the vessel on the charge of attempting to snniggle. This charge was
not sustained, and the master was released ; but he was subsequently

arrested and required to give bond to answer the charge of bringing

goods into a Mexican i)ort without proper papers. In due time this

chai"ge was heard before the district court for the south and center of

Tamaulipas, sitting at Tampico, and it was adjudged by the court

that the goods should pay triple duty. The master refused to com-

ply with this sentence, and thereupon the goods and vessel were sold

by order of the court.

"' This Department has taken the ground that as the Rehecca Avas

driven by stress of weather from her intended course and entered the

port of Tampico in distress, making no attempt to conceal the un-

nuuiifested merchandise, and without any intention on the part of the

master or owners to violate the port regulations or tariff laws of

Mexico, the vessel was not liable to penal prosecution either for

• smuggling' or for ' bringing goods into port without proper papers;'

and that the seizure and sale of the vessel, under the circumstances

above stated, was a gross breach of comity and hospitality peculiarly

unreasonable and unjust.

'' The Mexican Government, while denying that the entrance of

the Rehecca into Tampico was enforced by stress of weather, has

taken the })osition that the judgment of its courts, ordering the sale

of the vessel, is final and conclusive, especially as the master and

owners failed to take an appeal from the judgment so rendered to

anotlier court, as it is contended might have been done.

" Tiiis Department has contested and denied the doctrine that a

government uuiy set up the judgment of one of its own courts as a

bar to an international claim, when such judgment is shown to have

been unjust or in violation of the principles of international law;

and has further maintained that, under the circumstances of the

case and in view of the fact that the })rior proceedings had been so

l)a]pably arbitrary and unjust, the master and owner were not bound

to attempt further judicial remedies in the h)cal tribunals.

" The correspondence in the case of the Rehecca is still open and

proceeding, and it is not believed that its publication at present

would be compatible with tlie public interest."

Report of .Mr. Ha.viinl. Sec. of State, to the IM-esiclent. Feb. -'ti, 1S,S7.

S. E.\. Doe. 1(»1). 4!t Cong. 1* sess.
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Tho case of tlio lirhcrra was first brought to the attention of the

Mexican (iovernnient under an instruction of Mr. Frelinghuyseil

to the American minister at Mexico of April 7, 1884, in which Mr.

Frelinghuysen dechired that the treatment of the vessel was contrary

to the spirit of comity which usually governed the treatment of vessels

in distress. The Mexican (lovernment, in reply, raised a <ntrRtion

as to the inability of the vessel to enter Brazos Santiago, Texas, and

besides alleged that there was nothing in her regular papers to show

that she carried cargo for that place. The United States, however,

pointed out that the papers of the vessel were regular, and that it

was not necessary for the goods which were to be left at lirazos

Santiago to be entered on the Mexican manifest. But the Mexican

(iovernnient strongly insisted upon the j)rinciple that justice could

not 1m> said to be denied till tlie claimants had used the remedies

which the laws of the country allowed. This position was amjjlified

by Mr. Mariscal, in a note of April 2. 188(), in which he said: "A
foreigner is obliged, in the country to which voluntarily or on

account of business he has gone, to follow his controversies before

the judicial or administrative officials, and to observe the forms

required there even before the highest authority allowed by law.

Otherwise the government of the country where the controversey

takes place can not l)e made responsible for the result." Mr. Bayard,

on April "iT. 188(). said that, while he did not ccjutest this general

princii)le. he nuist otier the (|ualiHcation that the claimant's gov-

• 'rmnent must determine for itself whether a denial of justice was

sufficiently flagrant to justify a suspension of iutei'course or reprisals,

and that, while he did not consider that this could be predicated of

ihe action of the Mexican tribunals in the RcJu'crd ease, yet it was a

source of regret and disappointment that the Mexican (loverument

did not recognize that its course in the matter had been harsh and

o|)pressive and hasten to make ])rompt and satisfactory amends.

Mr. rreliiiKliuysen. See. of State, to Mr. Morgan, niin. to Mexico. No.

'M\. April 7. 1S,S4. II. Ex. I)<k\ :?28. .">! Cong. 1 sess. ; .Mr. Hayanl.

Sec. of State, to .Mr. .Jackson, niin. to Mexico. No. 102, l>e<'. .".. 1,S,S.">,

i«l. '.\'.\\ .Mr. .Maiiscal, .Mexican niin. of for. aft'., to .Mr. .Morgan, niin.

to Mexico, .\pril li. LSStJ. id. 41 ; .Mr. Hayard to .Mr. .Morgan, No. I»i7,

.April L'T, ISKC. id. 47.

Mr. .Mariscal cited the case of .Tennings. Laugliland & f'o. r. Mexico.

decided l>j lie claims coniniission under the treaty hetween the

Inited States and ilexico of .July 4, 18<W, for which see Moore, Int.

.\ rl.it rat ions. III. 'M?^i.

In 1887 tlie .Vmerican ship Britlgerratcr, having sprung a leak,

entered the jxirt of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, for
Caseof the "firidire- ^ e^ . i i i i i ^

,. ° repaii-s. .\tter a survev, she was sold and was liouffht
water.

•
i i

• •

'

•

in by the original owner, who proceeded to rej)air

iier. The repairs were nearly completed, when, on July 27, 1887, the
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collector of customs seized her on a claim of duty, which the owner

declined to pay. The collector detained the ship till Oct. 15, 1887,

a period of 81 days, Avhen she was unconditionally released. The
case was brought to the attention of the Department of State,

which at first declined to interfere, on the ground that the OAvner

should seek redress in the colonial courts. Subsequently, however,

on being advised that the owner had not only failed to secure the

recognition of his claim for damages by the Government at Ottawa,

but that he had also been informed by the minister of customs, on the

strength of an opinion of the minister of justice, that he had no

redress in the courts against any officer of the CroAvn, the Department

presented the claim to the British Government. It subsequently

appeared that, before the Department's intervention, the owner had

begun a suit against the collector in the supreme court of Nova
Scotia, which suit was still pending, though it was subject to dis-

missal for want of prosecution and for failure to give security for

costs, and that, innnediately after the issuance of the adverse opin-

ion of the minister of justice, the owner Avas informed that it had

been AvithdraAvn as having been based solely on an erroneous state-

ment of the date of beginning his suit and not upon the merits of the

case. The Department then declined further to interfere till it

should appear that the OAvner had used his judicial remedies and that

justice had been denied.

Message of the I'resident to the Senate. Feh. 8. 1889, S. Ex. Doc. 10.3, 50

CoiiR. 2 sess. ; For. Kel. 1888, L -HM, 811 : For. Rel. 1889, 424-427,

45.3. 4(17; Mr. Bhiine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hoar. U. S. S., Oct. 11,

1889, 174 MS. Dom. Let. G47.

" It is a Avell-settled j^rinciple that Avhere a citizen of one state

deems himself Avronged by the action of the courts of another state,

he can not call upon his oavu goA'ernment for diplomatic interA'ention

until he has exhausted all means of redress, by appeal or otherwise,

in the courts of the state complained of, and then he can only iuA'oke

the aid of his government in case of a manifest denial or failure of

justice. Where the appeal results in the reversal of the judgment

by Avhich the wrong is deemed to have been done, this rcA-ersal is

usually the only rectification of the Avrong that can be expected of the

foreign government.''

Mr. (Jreshani. Sec. of State, to Mr. Oshorn. May 17, 1893, 192 MS. Dom.
Let. 37, in rehition to the loss of the whaleship Mary Frazier.

The position "that claims of aliens cognizable by the courts of a

foreign country can not be made the subject of diplomatic interven-

tion unless there has been a palpable failure of justice after all local

judicial remedies haA'e been exhausted, is one upon which this Gov-

ernment has often insisted and of Avhich it has often availed itself.''
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Mr. Oliiey. Se<'. of State, to the President. Feb. 5. 1896. For. Rel. 1895, I.

•_'.»!. 2r.9 : II. I Km-. 22"). ~A t'ong. 1 sess.

Se<». to the same effe<-t. Mr. T'hl. Acting Sec. of State, to the Seeger &
(Jueriisey Co.. April 20, 1805. 201 MS. Doin. Let. 605.

The fact that a person who chiinis to have l)eeii wrongfully arrested

in Eno:h»n(l is without pecuniary means civilly to jjrosecute the per-

sons concerned in the affair is no reason for preferring a diplomatic

claim against the British (lovernment.

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dessaw. Nov. 19, 1896, 214 MS. Dom.
Let. 00.

In the cases of Charles Oborlander and Barbara M. Messenger, in

which diplomatic claims were brought against the

Oberiander and (lOvernment of Mexico for unlawful arrest and other

Messenger case. ill usage of the claimants by Mexican police officers

in the United States as well as in Mexico, it was held

that, as the claimants had failed to avail themselves of the crimi-

nal and civil actions which they had a right to bring against the

alleged wrongdoers before the Mexican courts, they were not entitled

to redress through the diplomatic channel. The principal authority

cited for this view was the message of President Cleveland to Con-

gress May <). ISSC), in the case of the killing and maltreatment of the

Chinese at Kock Si)rings. in Wyoming Territory.

Award of Sefior Don \'icente (J. (^uesadii. Argentine niin. at Madrid. Nov.

19. 1S!»T. protocol between the I'nited States and Mexico, March 2,

1.S97, For. Hel. 1S97. ;i82. HST. :iSS.

" In the case of .Tolm L. AValler against the Kepublic of France,

AValler claimed, first, that he had been illegally tried
Waller's case. ^ ^ •, . , , t- , '

. •

and condemned to imprisonment l)V a r rench court in

Madagascar: second, that he was ill treated and injured by the

French (rovernment on his dej^ortation from Madagascar to France.

"Minister Fjistis rei)()rte(l to Secretary Olney that in the opinion

of M. Clunet, an eminent French lav.ver. Mr. Waller had the same

rights and remedies as a Frenchman, including the right to sue the

French (io\-ernnient. as well as individuals, for damages.

"Mi-. Olney decided that, 'even if the complaint should prove to

be well founded, this Ciovermnent could not entertain any claim of

damages for ^^'alleI• |>referred by the United States, because the

French tribunals w<'re ojx'u to him and he could pursue his remedies

I here either against the (iovernment or i)rivate individuals in the

same manner and with the same effect as could any French citizen

under the like circumstances. This j)osition of the French Govern-

ment, that claims of aliens cognizable by the courts of a foreign

country can not be made the subject of diplomatic intervention unless
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there has been a palpable failure of justice after all local judicial

remedies have been exhausted, is one upon which this Government

has often insisted and of which it has often availed itself. Its

applicability to the case of Waller was confirmed by the opinion of

the eminent French lawyer already referred to, by whom it was

pointed out that in respect to remedies in the French tribunals, an

alien was in all respects on the same footing as a Frenchman, except

that the alien nnist furnish security for costs.'

"

Mr. Day. Aft. See. of State, to Messrs. Laiiterbach. Dittenboefer & I.,iiu-

burger. April 6. 1898, 227 MS. Dom. I^t. 228.

See. to tbe same effect, as to the resort to judicial remedies, Mr. Bayard.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Cox. min. to Turkey, No. TM), Feb. 27, 1SS(5. MS.
Inst. Turkey, IV. 3!K»: Mr. Sberman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smythe,

miu. to Mayti, No. 192. March IS. 1897, MS. lust. Ilayti. III. .".28: Mr.

Adee, Secoud Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Roouey, Feb. 1, 1898. 22.j

MS. Dom. Let. 121 ; .Mr. Day. Assist. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Sutpben

and Lefferts (case of Miguel de Magalliiies). April .j, 1898. 227 MS.
Dom. Let. 201 ; Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cowherd, M. C. Dec. 28,

1900. 250 MS. Dom. Let. 4 ; Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Austin

& Austin (case of John Paul I'rescott). Dec. 28, 1900. 2.jO MS. Dom.
Let. 1.

For a full statement of Waller's case, see supra, § 190.

With reference to a claim preferred 1)V an individual for a number
of assaults and arrests to which he alleged that he was subjected by

pul)lic officials and private individuals in Honolulu, during 1S97, the

Department of State said: '" The Department can not take cognizance

of claims of this description where it is not shown that the claimant

has appealed to the local tribunals and exhausted all the ordinary

remedies for redress afforded by them."'

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lombard. Oct. 'A. 1898. 2:!2 MS. Dom. Let. 50.

A citizen of the United States who, while walking in the streets of

Santo Domingo at night, fell into an excavation and broke an arm,

desired to bring a claim against the Dominican (iovernment for dam-

ages for $5,000. The Department of State held that the facts did

not constitute a basis for a diplomatic claim, the remedy of the claim-

ant being by suit in the Dominican courts against the nninicipality.

Mr. Hill. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Shear, June 9, 1900, 245 MS. Dom.
Let. 489.

•• While your despatches would .seem to indicate a disposition on

the part of the Venezuelan (iovernment to lend support by merely

executive action to the parties claiming the asj^halt mine in opjiosi-

tion to the New York and Bernnidez Company, and while in reliance

upon the facts as reported in your desjiatches. that the New "^'ork

and Bermudez Company has been in possession of the property under
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a ilaini of title during the last twelve years, and that their disposses-

sion was contemplated hv arbitrary executive action, the Government

of the United States has protested a<;ainst stich arbitrary determina-

tion of the rights of the parties, it has never been its purpose to inter-

fere for the purpose of prevent in*? the })arties from resort to the local

courts for the judicial determination of their rights. On the con-

tra ly. the attitude of the Department has been and is that inasmuch

;:s the controversy involved the title to land, including a disputed

!K)undarv (juestion. the courts are the only proper forum for the

decision of the (piestions involved. The Government of the United

States can not attemj)t to decide those essentially juridical questions

by an executive decision, and it would regret to witness any such

attempted determination of the questions by the executive of Vene-

zuela. ... It was strongly represented to this (iovernment that

the New York and Bermudez Company has been in })ossession of

the property in controversy under claim of title during the past

twelve years: that it has exi)en(led large sums of money in construct-

ing a plant, refineries, docks, warehouses, a railroad, etc.; and that

it was threatened with forcible dispossession by mere executive action

and without judicial determination of the rights of the parties. If

the facts were as represented, the Government of the United States

felt and still holds that the company in possession was entitled to

protection against such arbitrary action. But the Department is

happy to be assured . . . that no such action is contemplate*!,

and to ]<now that both Governments agree in the opinion that the

questions in issue between the adverse parties are for the determina-

tion of the local courts in the first instance."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of Statt', to Mr. Ix)omis, inin. to Venezuela. No. 387, Jan. 28,

1fK)l, MS. Inst. Venezuela. V. 4.">.

See. also. Mv. Hill. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Looniis. No. 30«), Feb. 8. 1001.

MS. Inst. Venezuela. V. 50.

'• I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

Kith instant presenting for the consideration of this

(iovernment the complaint of the Italian subject.

.Mr>. Fcnice Fci-rai-a. that she has l)een denied justice in the district

(•ourt of Pueblo. Colo.

" In reply. I have the honor to say that it apj^ears from the tran-

-< ript of the record of judicial proceedings transmitted by you that

Bietio I'"<'ir:iia. an Italian subject, an employee of the Auric Mining
Company, a cor|)oration of the State of Colorado, while working in a

mine l)elonging to said company near Ilenson. Colo., on June 2C), 1807,

was injured ]»y the fjilling of a large rock from the roof of the mine.

{>nd died sh()rtly thereafter. The widow of the deceased brought an

action against the mining company in the district court of the county
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of Hinsdale, to recover damages for the death of her husband, on the

ground tliat the same was due to the negligence of the company. She

claimed damages in the sum of $5,000. By agreement of the parties

a change of venue was had to the district court of the county of

Pueblo. In tiie course of the proceedings a motion was made by the

defendant that the case be dismissed on the ground that the plaintiff

was a nonresident alien and not entitled to prosecute the action in

any of the courts of Colorado. The court granted this motion and

rendered judgment dismissing the case on May 6 last. The plaintiff,

through her attorney, excepted and gave notice of an appeal to the

court of appeals (supreme court) of Colorado. The appeal was

granted upon condition that the plaintiff files an appeal bond. It

appears that the plaintiff did not perfect the appeal, however, but

instead, on May 11, filed a motion for a new trial in the same court,

one of the grounds of such motion being that the judgment was in

violation of the treaty of 1871 between the United States and Italy,

the pertinent portions of which are as follows:
•• "Article III. The citizens of each of the high contracting parties

shall receive, in the States and Territories of the other, the most con-

stant protection and security for their persons and property, and shall

enjoy in this respect the same rights and privileges as are or shall be

granted to the natives on their submitting themselves to the condi-

tions imposed upon the natives. . . .

^ 'Article XXIII. The citizens of either party shall have free

access to the courts of justice in order to maintain and defend their

own rights, without any other conditions, restrictions, or taxes than

such as are imposed upon the natives; they shall, therefore, be free

to employ, in defense of their rights, such advocates, solicitors, nota-

ries, agents, and factors, as they may judge proper in all their trials at

law ; and such citizens or agents shall have free opportunity to be

present at the decisions and sentences of the tribunals in all cases

which may concern them: and likewise at the taking of all examina-

tions and evidences which may be exhibited in the said trials.'

" On June 21) last the court denied the plaintiff's motion for a new
trial.

^ The plaintiff", through her attorneys, appeals to the Italian Gov-

ernment to make demand upon the (iovernment of the United States

for the sum of $5,000, ' for which ' they allege, ' she was deprived the

right of litigation in violation of the said treaty between the two

countries, and such other or further sum as may be just and equitable

for the affront and indignity which she received by being thus dis-

criminated against.'

'• You submit the matter to this Department for such measures as

the Federal Government may see fit to take.

H. Doc. 551—vol 43
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" In the opinion of the I)ei)artnu'nt the case, in its present stage, is

not one for diplomatic intervention, for the reason that the plaintiff

has not exhausted her judicial remedy. It frequently happens that

litigants are denied rights !)y the decisions of inferior courts and are

obliged, in order to establish such rights, to carry the case to the

courts of last resort.

" The j>laintiif in the j>resent case should pursue the judicial remedy

afforded by our laws, })erfecting her appeal to the court of aj)peals

(the supreme court) of Colorado, and, if necessary thereafter, by

appro])riate j)roceedings, bring the case before the Supreme Court of

the United States.

'* Furthermore, under the laws of the United States, the circuit

courts of the United States have original jurisdiction of civil suits

like the present one to which an alien is a party. It is suggested for

the consideration of the attorneys of the plaintiff whether an original

suit should not l)e brought in the circuit court of the United States for

the district of Colorado.
*' Until the remedy of recourse to the civil tribunals has been ex-

hausted by the j)laintiff and justice is finally denied her, there appears

to l>e no groiuid for the presentation of a diplomatic claim."

Mr. Hay, Se<'. of State, to Signer Carignani, Italian charge, Aug. 24, 1901,

For. Hel. I!X>1, 808.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

3d instant, with inclosed letter from M. J. (Jalligan, attorney for

Mrs. Fenice Ferrara, relative to her complaint that she had been

denied justice in the district court of Pueblo, Colo.
*• The I)ej)artment lias given careful consideration both to your note

and its inclosure, but without being led thereby to alter the conclu- •

sion expressed in its note of August 24 that Mrs. PYrrara had not

exhausted her judicial remedies and hence that there was no ground

for the ])n'sentation of a dii)lonuitic claim in her behalf.

*• Mr. (lalligan states that when Mrs. Ferrara was denied the right

to |)rosecute her action in the district court of the State her judicial

n'lnedy was practically exhausted; and he asst^rts, also, that she was,

by lier i)overty. practically prevented from taking further proceed-

ings.

** The Department's note of August 24 points out the particulars in

which the phiintiff failed to avail herself of the judicial remedy
afforded her when the district court denied the motion for a new trial.

"• The i)<)verty of the plaintiff, which, it is alleged, prevented her

frou) taking the necessary legal proceedings to establish her rights,

affords no l)asis for a claim of a denial of justice.

" It is a rule j)racticed not only by many American courts, but also

by those of other civilized states, that the plaintiff shall, as a condition
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to the prosecution of his case, give a bond to secure the costs (caution

judicatum solvi) he may thereby occasion. vSuch requirement can not

be treated as a denial of free access to the courts, nor as a denial of

justice giving ground for diplomatic intervention. Nor in any case

could this (irovernment be expected to perform the function of parens

patria' by i)roviding even a meritorious foreign claimant with pecu-

niary aid which his own government might decline to atford. Much
less could the United States be expected to pay outright this claim,

considering that the (lovernment was not in the remotest degree con-

nected with the transaction out of which the claim arose, and that

justice has not been judicially denied.
''

' The stranger, in all countries, is subject to the local law, as

respects either the prosecution or defense of his case. In both aspects,

he stands upon the same footing as the natives, save la caution judi-

catum solvi, very frequenth^ imi:)Osed upon the alien plaintitf.' (2

Calvo, Int. Law, sec. 865.)

" ' Though the plaintiff foreigner be thus allowed to bring his suit,

he is, by the laws of the States, compelled to give bail (fournir

caution) for costs and damages.' (4 Phillimore, Int. Law, p. 648.)
'' While the Department has before enunciated its views in this

case, it has been at pains to set forth fully in this note the grounds

of its decision, which is so fully sustained by reason and authority,

that it should be considered as final."

Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to Signor Carignani, Italian charge, Oct.

10, 1901. For. Rel. 1901, .310.

By a note of July (>, 1001, the Chinese minister at Washington

presented the claims of several hundred Chinese

subjects, resident at Butte, State of Montana, for

$.500,000 damages for injuries suffered since 188(5 by reas(m of a boy-

cott against them by various labor organizations of that city. It

api)eared that the Federal courts, on being applied to. had issued a

decree enjoining the defendants from the connnission of the acts

complained of; but it was alleged that the conspirators were still

seeking to execute their design by clandestine means, that the persons

who inflicted the damages were insolvent, and that no remedy could

be obtained by j^roceedings against the city or county authorities.

'' Neither of these allegations," said the Department of State,

" seems to the Department to warrant the exercise of diplomatic

intervention.

"The damages suffered could have been averted by a prompt appeal

to the court; and the facts that the complainants have suffered dam-
ages through their laches in making the appeal does not justify a de-

parture for the ordinary rule that dij^lomatic intervention is iiuproj)er

in any case where ample judicial remedies exist. If the complainants
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had promptly availed theinselvos of thoir remedial rights, the injuries

coinplained of coidd have heeii prevented. Their failure and neglect

to ilo so docs not make the Inited States culpable and responsible for

the damages resulting.

" The statement that the conspirators are still seeking to execute

their conspiracy by clandestine means is one which, to justify action,

shoidd be sustained by i)roofs, on the submission of which to the court

it is not doubted that the penalties for disobeying the injunction will

be applied. '

" The statement that no remedy could be found against the unlaw-

ful action of the city or county authorities in aid of the conspirators,

the I)"i)artment is unable to accept as correct in point of law,

"The Department is glad to be able to assure you that while the

action of the Federal court is sufficient proof that the rights of the

subjects of the Empire of China domiciled in the city of Butte will be

protected and enforced b}' the judiciary, it may yet add that the

Executive will not fail, should the case arise justifying its interposi-

tion, to use all its power to secure to them all the rights, privileges,

imnnniities. and exemptions guaranteed by the United States Consti-

tution and by treaty between the Governments of the United States

and China."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Wn. Chinese inin.. Dec. 4. 1001. For. Rel.

1!M)1. 1127. See. for another ca.se of Iwycott. infra, 8 lom

By section 1008 of the Revised Statutes (being part of the statute

organizing tlu' Court of Claims) *' aliens, who are citizens or subjects

»)f any (Jovernment which accords to citizens of the United States

the right to prosecute claims against such government in its courts,

shall have the privilege of ])r()secuting claims against the United

States in the Court of Claims, whereof such court, by reason of their

subject-matter and character, might take jurisdiction." Under the

act of "Jlth July. 1S(>S. from which this section is taken, there being

[jroof of j)r()vision in Turkey for the prosecution of suits against

the (iovernment by citizens of th<' United States, the remedy of a

Turkish subj<'ct for injuries alleged to have been inflicted on him by

(rovernnK'nt officials in Texas is in the Court of Claims.

.Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Haltazzi FfTendi. Fel). H. 1871. MS. Notes to

Turkey. I. ."».

Hritisli suhje<'ts may sue in the Court of Claims of tlie TTnite<l States.

This is a privilege granted only to the citizens or sultjects of such

foreign (Jovernments as suhmit to suits l»y <'itizens of the United

States. Tiic liritish (iovernment accords tiiis privilege to citizens

of the Iiiited States hy a jietition of right, (t'nited States, v.

OKcefe. 11 Wall.. 17H: Carlisle r. Fnited States. 1(5 id. 147.)

For a citation of the I'nite<l States r. O'Keefe, supra, see Mr. Bayard.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Span, niin., Dec. .'{, 188(», For. liel.

1877, 1015, 1022.
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In the Russian emijire foreigners enjoy the same rights at hiw,

whether as j)huntill's or defendants, as Russian subjects: and as

Russian subjects have the right to bring suits against their Ciovern-

ment, persoiuilly or through an attorney, it foHows that foreigners

liave the same privih'ge. The foreigner, however, is required to

make a deposit as a guarantee for tlie payment of costs, and. in

the absence of such a deposit, judgment may be taken by default.

Mr. Smith, niin. to Russia, to Mr. Blaine. No. 71. .Tan. 10. 181)1. MS.
Desp. from Russia, transmitting the opinion of Mr. S. V. Lewies,

an attorney of St. Petersburg, with citations of the Russiau law.

3. Local Rkmedies neko not be Exhausted.

(1) where justice is wanting.

§ 988.

" It may be said that the claimants, according to the ordinary prac-

tice of the British courts, had a right of appeal to the lords of appeal,

and that as they did not avail themselves of that right they must be

j)resumed to have acquiesced in the decision of the admiralty court."

. . . [To this] " it may be answered that the claimants had in-

curred great expense in the prosecution of their rights before the

admiralty court and had not the means for carrying the case further

in the form in which it was there presented."

Mr. Webster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lawrence. Jan. l.S. 1851. :MS. Inst. Or.

Brit. XVI. 10(5.

Nor does this limitation apply w-hen the point in issue has already been

decided by the appellate court adversely to the claimant. (Ibid.)

The treaties between the United States and Mexico stipulate " for

the protection of the i)ro})erty and persons of the citizens of the two

countries. This, however, is to be done through the courts of law.

A sti])ulation of this character is notoriously inoperative in quarters

remote from the seat of government, wheiv the latter is virtually

without authority. Any i)ecuniarv compensation which you may
claim from the Mexican (lovermnent for injuries by ])ersons in the

service of that (ioverimient may be presented to a future connnission,

which, sooner or later, nuist be organized for the consideration of such

cases."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilalpin. March 13, 1873, 98 MS. Dom.
Let. 122.

A claimant in a foreign state is not required to exhaust justice in

such state when there is no justice to exhaust.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pile. min. to Venezuela, May 20, 187;'., MS.

Inst. Venez. II. 228.

See Mr. F. W. Seward, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Gibbs. min. to Peru,

No. 133, Feb. 10, 1879, MS. Inst. Peru, XVI. 381.
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The stipulation of Article XIV. of the treaty between the United

States and Mexico of lS:n for the protection of the persons and

j)roperty of the citizens of the one country witliin the jurisdiction of

tile other, is "unreserved, except that, as nuiy be supposed, redress

is to 1)0 sou<rht throu«rli the courts. This may be sufficient in time of

jx^ace, but when the courts themselves are closed by arms, and, even

when peace may l)e restored, the authors of the injuries are notori-

ously ini-aj^able of makin<r amends, even if sought through the

judicial channel, the (iovernment itself nnist be held to be directly

accountable."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of .Stnto. to Mr. Foster, niiii. to Mexico. No. 21. Aug. 1J5,

IS?;'.. MS. Inst. .Mexico. XIX. IS.

The foregoing instruction related to the case of Messrs. Ulrich and

Langstroth, who made a claim against the Mexican (iovernment for

losses inflicted and forced loans imposed by insurgents at Monterey.

In a sul)se<iuent instruction in the same case Mr. Fish said: ''It can

not be acknowledged, as Mr. Lafragua nuuntains, that diplonuitic

interference in such cases necessarily annihilates or trenches ui)on

the peculiar functions of the judiciary of a country. In cases of

a denial of justice the rigiit of intervention through the diplonuitic

channel is allowed, and justice nuiy as nnich be denied when, as in

this case, it would be absurd to attempt to <eeU it by judicial process,

as if it were denied after having l)een so sought."

Mr. Fisli. S«><-. of State, to Mr. Foster, niiii. to Mexico, No. .Vi, Dec. 16,

1S7:{. MS. Inst. Mexico. XIX. 48. For the full text of this instruc-

tion, see infra, § lOtd.

'• Mr. Lafragua . . . seems to be confident that, as the victims

of the forced loans have made no application to the judicial authori-

ties for relief, as is required by the treaty, the (iovernment here is

not warranted in asking comj)ensation for them. It is not denied

that, if the loan had Imh'U a voluntary one, the lenders should not have

exjM'cted diplomatic interj)osition in their behalf, at least mitil they

had exhausted all means of obtaining redress through the courts.

^\'lu'n, however, money is wrested by threats or violence from a con-

fiding foreigner by an insurgent chieftain, the victim cannot Ix^ ex-

l)ected to look for redress to tiie ordinary tribmuds. It never could

have Iwen the intention of the treaty that, in such a case, he must seek

re|)iirati(>n by such means. If so, justice and indenniity to the injured

woidd so certainly l)e denied, that a recourse to diplomatic interven-

tion, wliich according to pul)lic law woidd then be regular, might

as well U' adopted at once. Xo party woidd have any substantial

interest put in jeopardy by such a step."

Mr. Cadwalader, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, mln. to Mexico, No. 141,

Sept. 22. 1874, MS. Inst. .Mexico, XIX. 121.
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In respect of the sinking of the American schooner Daylight near

Tampico, Mexico, by the Mexican gunboat Independencia^ in 1882,

the Mexican (lovernment took the ground that a diplomatic claim

would not lie because the owners of the vessel had not submitted the

case to the Department of War and Marine, and, if need be, referred

it to the courts. The United States repelled this contention, saying:

''The owners of the Daylight were never residents of Mexico, either

permanent or temj)orary. They are not known to have ever been in

that country. The master of the vessel was not a resident of Mexico,

either permanent or temporary, and was never in the country beyond

the port at which his vessel might touch. At the time of the occur-

rence which gave rise to the claim the vessel could scarcely be said,

with strict propriety, to have been in Mexican waters. She was
anchored outside the bar, near the harbor of Tampico, in an excep-

tionally rough sea, at the close of a severe storm, which rendered it

unsafe for her to attempt to cross the bar or enter the harbor. To
insist that those clainuints shall go from Maine to Tampico to seek

redress in the Mexican tril)unals for a grievous wrong suffered at the

hand of a high officer of the navy of that Republic . . . would,

in the estimation of this Government, be a practical denial of justice."

The ^lexican Government adhered to its position.

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, niin. to Mexico. No. 570,

May IT. 1884. For. Rel. 1884, 358.

See, also, For. Rel. 1884, 340, 343, 345, .362, 370.

A claim was made l)v the United States against the Government of

Mexico for the detention of the American schooner E. D. Sidhvry^ at

Tampico, in 1888. It appeared that the vessel when ready to sail was

seized, and after a trial of forty days before the judicial authorities

was ordered to be released, the court declaring that even if all the

facts alleged were true they afforded no ground whatever for the

seizure and detention of the vessel. The collector of customs refused

to obey the order of restoration, as well as a second order to the same

effect, and it was necessary to obtain a third order from the court,

containing an intimation that if it were not complied with force

would be used, before the vessel was released. The Mexican (iovern-

ment took the ground that any claim for damages in the case should

be prosecuted through the local tribunals and not through diplomatic

channels. The United States, however, endeavored to press the claim

diplomatically.

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, niin. to Mexico. May 19,

1884. No. 574. MS. Inst. Mexico. XXI. 82.

To the effect that the oppression of a citizen of the United States Ijy a

Mexican custom officer is a subject for diplomatic intervention, and

that such citizen Is not restricted to a judicial remedy, see, also,

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexico, No. 25,

July 20, 1885, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXI. 337.
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" The position that a sovereign is internationally liable for rulings

of his courts, in violation of international law, was taken by us early

in the wars growing out of the French Revolution, and was finally

acceded to by the British (xovernment against whom it was advanced.

It was also accepted by us, as respondents, after the late civil war,

when, the relations of the parties being reversed, we agreed that we
could not set up as a bar to a British claim for damages for illegal

seizure, a decision of our courts that the seizure was legal. It is

impossible for us to yield to Mexico a principle that we successfully

nuiintained against Great Britain when she was belligerent and which

we yielded to her when she was neutral.

" The (piestion, then, in the present case, is whether the ruling of

the Mexican court sustaining the seizure in question was right by

international law. And I have no hesitation in instructing you that

the seizure was wrong by that law, since it was virtually an execution

issued in a suit in which not only was a hearing refused to the defend-

ant, l)ut in which an otfer on his })art to produce testimony which

would have exculpated him was followed by an order of court direct-

ing his arrest. Such action was in itself a gross violation of those

rules of justice which, in order to give judgments international valid-

ity, re(iuirt' that the j)arties should have full opportunity to be heard.

If so, such judicial action is no more a defense to the Govermnent of

Mexico than would be an order for the same seizure if issued Avrong-

fully l)v the executive department of that (lovernment. As a foreign

sovereignty we can not incpiire by what nnmicipal agency of Mexico

the wrong was done. To us the Government of Mexico is a unit, and

responsil)le for whatever wrongs either of its several dei)artments

may inflict upon us.

'• It may be said that the position here taken is inconsistent with

the rule frequently declared by this Department, that when a Govern-

ment oj)ens its courts to alien suitors in claims against itself oi' its

oftic«'rs. the judicial reniedy must be exhausted by aliens who feel

themselves aggrieved before they can rightfully apj)ly to their own
sovereigns to intervene, liut the two j)()sitions are not only consist-

ent, but one sui)j)lements the other. In the present ca.se, for instance,

it was the duty of the clainumt, if ])ossible. to exhaust his remedy in

the .Mexican courts Ix'fore he came to this Department for its inter-

vention. But when he was precluded from so doing by the adverse

j>roc<'('(lings instituted against him by the Mexican authorities, by

which he was prevented from nudving out his case, we must hold that

justice was not only denied him, but denied in violation of settled

principles of international law. It then becomes the duty of this

Department to inteivene in his Ix'half and to jjress his claim on

Mexico as a debt which Mexico is bound to pay."
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Mr. Bayard, Seo. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexico, Sept. 7. 1880,

MS. Inst. Mexico, XXI. 574.

As to the case of the American schr. Rebecca, se« II. Ex. Doc. 328, 51

Cong. 1 sess.. and supra, § 087.

" If our subjects abroad have complaints against individuals, or

against the government of a foreign country, if the courts of law of

that country can offord them redress, then, no doubt, to those courts

of justice the British subject ought in the first in.stance to a])ply : and
it is only on a denial of justice, or upon decisions manifestly unjust,

that the British Government should be called upon to interfere. But

there may be cases in which no confidence can be placed in the tri-

bunals, those tribunals being, from their composition and nature, not

of a character to inspire any hope of obtaining justice from them. It

has been said. * We do not apply this rule to countries whose govern-

ments are arbitrary' or despotic, because there the tribunals are under

the control of the government, and justice can not be had; and. more-

over, it is not meant to be applied to nominally constitutional gov-

ernments, where the tribunals are corrupt." But who is to be the

judge in such a case, whether the tribunals are corrupt or not? The
British Government, or the government of the state from which you

demand justice? ... I will take a case which happened in

Sicily, where not long ago a decree was passed, that any man who was

found with concealed arms in his possession should be brought before

a court-martial, and. if found guilty, should be shot. Now. this hap-

pened. An innkeeper of Catania was brought before a court-martial,

accused under this law by some police officers, who stated that they

had discovered in an open bin, in an open stable in his inn-yard, a

knife, which they denounced as a concealed weapon. AVitnesses hav-

ing been examined, the counsel for the prosecution stated that he gave

u]) the case, as it was evident there was no proof that the knife

l)elonged to the num. or that he was aware it was in the place where it

was found. Tlie counsel for the defendant said, that such being the

opinion of the counsel for the ])rosecution. it was unnecessary for him

to go into the defense, and he left his client in tiie hands of the ccnirt.

The court, however, nevertheless pronounced the num guilty of the

charge brought against him. and the next morning the man was shot.

" Now. what would the English peoj)le have said if this had been

done to a British subject ? And yet everything done was the result of

the law. and the man was found guilty of an offense by a tribunal of

the country.
'• I say. then, that our doctrine is. that, in the first instance, redres-^

should be sought from the law courts of the country: but that in

cases where redress can not be so had—and those cases are many—to

confine a British subject to that remedy only, would be to deprive him

of the protection which he is entitled to receive. . . .
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'* We shall Ix' told, perhaps, as we have already been told, that if

the pe(>j)le of the country are liable to have heavy stones placed upon

their breasts, and police ofticers to dance upon them; if they are liable

to have their heads tied to their knees, and to Imj left for hours in that

state; or to Ih' swun*; like a pendulum, and to l)e bastinadoed as they

swin^, foreijrners have no ri^ht to be better treated than the natives,

and have no business to complain if the same things are practiced

upon theui. We may be told this, but that is not my opinion, nor do

I iM'lieve it is the opinion of any reasonable man."

Lord I'iiliiu'rstoii. in tln' House of Comnions, .Tune 2~t, ]8r>0, on the case of

Don I'iuilico. (Iliinsanl. rnrl. Dobates, CXIL :J82-:i87.)

(2) WHKRK THKV HAVE BEKX SUPERSEnED.

§ 989.

The rule that an alien must, before seeking the aid of his govern-

ment, endeavor to obtain rediess in the courts, does not apply where

the offending government has. by the acts of its proper organ,

relieved the party c()mi)laining from appealing to the courts.

Akermaii. At. (Jen.. l.STl. V.\ Oj). rAl.

During the revolutionary disturbances at San Salvador in July,

ls!»(). the consulate of the United States was violated
Case of Consul ati^, .. i^ixix i i

„ , ,
l)V (lovernment troops and the flag torn down and

San Salvador. .' , , i -i i i , • 1.1
insulted, while the i)roperty and archives of the

Fuited States and the i)ersonal proj)erty of Mr. Myers, the consul,

were destroyed or carried away and the consul himself subjected to

j)ei-sonal indignities and hardships. The Salvadorean authorities

immediately agreed to i)ay an indemnity for the destruction of the

pi-opei-ty of the liiited States and of the consul; and a claim was in

due time also i)referred for reparation for the consurs personal

injuries. In tln" coui'se of the subse<juent discussions Senor (Jallegos,

the Salvadorean ministei* for foreign affairs, said:

" My (lovernment believes that the claim i)resented by Mr. Myers

foi- tlie indemni/.ation of the losses which he declares were sufi'ered in

hi> propeity and in that of the American (lOvernment, as a result of

tile events of July, l.SiK). can not be limited for the present to the mere

ti.xiiig of a sum of money so as to demand its simple reimbursement

without thei'e iM'ing first held in due form those proceedings which
the la\\>> of the country j)i-escrii)e and reipiire as indispensable, Ijefore

the trilnMials estal)lish('(l by the laws for j)i-oving and appraising of

damages sustained, which indemnization, in like manner, is to be

regulated according to general provisions."
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To this Mr. Blaine, as Secretary of State, replied

:

'"If any question as to whether an indenniity is due were not pre-

cluded by the terms of the agreement, I should be in doubt whether

Seilor Gallegos did not contend that that question should be remitted

to the courts of his country. As such a question is precluded, I

assume that what he means is that this Government is bound to prose-

cute before the Salvadorean courts the assessment of the danuiges due
to itself for the destruction of its property and that of its consul.

" It is unnecessary to discuss what the proper course would be if

during the occurrences in question the property of an ordinary resi-

dent alien had been destroyed, for such is not the present case. Mr.

Myers was the consul of this Government. He had no business and no

interest in San Salvador separate from and independent of its busi-

ness and its interests. His property which was destroyed was prop-

erly and necessarily in the American consulate, which by the terms of

the treaty was declared to be inviolable. This (Government only fur-

nishes to its consuls a part of the equipment which is necessary for

the conduct of its business and for their convenience. It matters not,

however, Avhether the property in question belonged, under our con-

sular system, partly to the United States and partly to its consul, or

exclusively to the former. It was all necessarily connected with the

conduct of the business of this Government and the injury done to it

was as if done to the Ignited States.

" No government can be more jealous than this in preserving for its

tribunals the settlement of every question properly sul^ject to their

jurisdiction. The present incident, however, in none of its phases

was ever a matter within the jurisdiction of the courts of Salvador,

and the less so after the two Governments ' recognizing the principles

of justice' governing the case, had entered into an agreement with

respe(;t thereto. It is not within the province of the courts of any

country to pass upon an agreement between two govei-nments. It

would ill become the dignity of the (lovernment of the United States,

nor will it consent to submit the agivement which it has made with the

(iovernment of Salvador to any ti'ibunal other than one of their joint

making. But irrespective of the agreement, it could not consent to

go itself nor to send one of its officers, whose injuries arose out of the

perfonnancce of his official duties, into the courts of Salvador to

determine what damage has been done.
'• This Government disclaims any pretense of a right to alone

determine that question. . . . This Government has no other

desire, however, than to arrive at the actual damage, and it is content

to make any review of Mr. Myers's statements of the same which may

seem to be required. It believes that the determination of that matter

ought to be arrived at without difficulty, between Senor Gallegos and
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yourself. Whether as an aid to its consideration you maj' prefer to

each appoint a person to jointly examine it and report to you the

result of their findings, is a mere matter of detail.

" Referring now to the nnitter of reparation for the personal inju-

ries which Mr. Myers suffered, although that (juestion is not covered

by the agreement, still upon general principles it is regarded as one

likewise to he determined solely by the agreement of the two (iovern-

ments. As it api)ears by Senor (iallegos's note that he awaits such

suggestions as you may care to ofl'er with respect thereto, you may
inform him that you are authorized on behalf of this (jovermnent

to agree upon the amount of indenmity to be paid. You may also

say to him that in the opinion of this (lovernment it can be best

settled at the same time and in the same manner that the amount of

damage for the projjerty destroyed is agreed upon."

Mr. Blaine. Se<'. of State, to Mr. Shannon, niin. to Cent. Am., April 0. 1892,

For. I{el. lS5)li. ;U-8r,.

In a note of May 20. 1892, Senor Gallegos, while recognizing " the prinoi-

I»les of justice upon which rests the right to an iiuleninity for all the

damage caused to the American consulate," continued to maintain

that the claims for loss of property should be referred to the Salva-

dorean tribunals, and i)roi)osed. si)ecifically, their submission to the

tribiuial of pui)lic credit "to decide regarding the indemnity to i>e

paid, fixing the amount and mode of payment." Tlie (piestion of

reparation for the consul's i)ersonal injuries he offered to arbitrate.

(For. Kel. 1892, 40.)

Mr. Foster, who had succet'ded Mr. Blaine as Secretary of State, rejected

the specific jjroposal as to the property claims as " in no wise different

in princi|)le" from Ihe previous general one. If, siiid Mr. Foster, the

Salvador<>an (Jovernment desired to take the advice of its tribunal of

<'redit as to the amount of damage which was done, the Fnited States

would accept the sum recommended l)y that tribunal if it should be.

reasonably sutticient, but not otherwise. As to the claim for repai'a-

tion for personal injury to the con.sid. it was considered a " minor .-md

incidental question," which should be disiH)sed of informally. (For.

liel. 1892, 41>-.".l. See. also, Mr. Shannon, nun. to Salvador, to Mr.

Foster, Sec. of State, Dec. l.^>, 1892, For. Uel. 1.S9:?, 174.)

At the <'nd of Dec., 1892, Salvador agreed to pay. and the I'nited States

accepted. .'is2.."»<M» American gold, "as a compensation in ftill for the

loss of the proi>erty of the rint<'d States (Jov«'rnnient. and of tin'

jirivat*' projM'rty of its consul, as well as for the i)ersonal sufferings
"

of the ctmsul. (For. Hel. 189:i, 170, 179, 181, 182, 184.)

'I'lie Xicaraguan Government, having demanded the second pay-

ment by American merchants of certain duties which
ue e

8
nc -

^|^^, latter had been obliged to pav to de facto revo-
dent. ... .

lutionarv authorities in possession of Bluefields, in

February, 1809. the moneys were, i)ursuant to an agreement signed

April 21). 1891). l)y Mr. Merry, the American minister to Nicaragua.

and Mr. Sanson, the Xicaraguan minister of foreign affairs, deposited
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with the British consul at San Juan del Xorte, pending a settlement

of the question, which was, if possible, to be reached within four

months between the two governments.

August 14, 1809, Mr. Merry communicated to Mr. Sanson a copy of

an instruction, dated July 2r). 1890. in which the (iovernment of the

United States, after reviewing the facts and the law, requested the

assent of Nicaragua to the return of the fund, to the American
merchants."

This request Mr. Sanson declared to be " premature,"* since the mat-

ter had been placed before the judicial authorities, by whom it was
to be ventilated, and the various questions of fact and of law

examined.''

Mr. Meny replied that the agreement of April *iO stipulated that

the settlement should be nuule between the parties to " whom it may
appertain," meaning the two governments and the merchants; that

the agreement in fact withdrew the case from the decision of a court-

martial, which had investigated it; that the idea of a second sub-

mission to a court never was suggested, and that he could only report

the situation to his (xovernment.''

In so doing Mr. Merry observed that the newly appointed magis-

trate at Bluefields, Judge Roman, might summon the merchants to

give testimony as to their alleged participation in the Bluefields

revolt, and he therefore inquired whether they should attend in per-

son and give their evidence, and whether copies of affidavits sent to

the Depiirtment of State at Washington, testifying to the neutrality

of the merchants, should be presented to the court.''

The Department of State, replying to this dispatch, said:

" In refutation of the position assumed by the Nicaraguan (iovern-

ment on the sul)ject. I have to say that the question of the double

payment of customs dues by the American merchants is a diplomatic

one.

" Tl'.e facts that the controversy, and the agreement made Ajiril

'21>. ISDl). for its adjustment, are of a diplomatic character imply that

the di-cussion. consideration, and determination of the question are

to be governed by the dii)lonuitic procedure, in the absence of any

exju-ess stipulation to the contrary. There is no stip\dation in the

agreement, on the i)art of this (Jovernment, to waive at any stage of

the controversy the diplomatic jurisdiction it has thus far exercised,

or to remit the question to the Xicaraguan authorities for their deter-

mination.
" The Government of the United States does not admit the com-

petency of any Nicaraguan court or tribunal to determine the rights

of American citizens in Nicaragua when they have appealed to their

(iovernment for protection, and when it has taken up and made their

n For. Rel. 1000. 80.3-800. <• For. Rel. 1000, SOT-808.

6 For. Rel. IfKK*. 8(M3. <* For. Rel. l!H)o, 80.'5.
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cause its own; ami the contention that it has agreed or consented^

to submit to the assumi)ti()n and exercise of jurisdiction over such

cause l)V any local Nicaraguan court or tribunal is so extraordinary

that it can not Ik> considered or discussed. If, in the face of the

said atfreement. the (lovernment of Nicarag^ua persists in its indicated

purjjose to submit the question at any stage or in any form to its own
tribunals for detennination as between the two Governments, the

(iovernment of the Ignited States will not only ignore the proceed-

ings, but will deem it a sufficient reason for it to proceed to deter-

mine the question in the proper way, and to use the necessary meas-

ures to enforce its decision.

'* Neither you nor any American consul will furnish any evidence

whatever from the files of the legation or of any consulate for the use

of the Nicaraguan authorities. All such evidence, whether in the

form of affidavits or in whatever other form it has been taken in

relation to the controversy, has been taken by the authority of this

(iovernment to enable it to discuss the question with the Government

of Nicaragua; and the use to be made of that evidence rests exclu-

sively in the discretion of the Government of the United States.

'• No evidence will be considered by this (iovernment unless pre-

sented through the ordinary diplomatic channels.

•" You may furnish the Nicaraguan Government a copy of this

instruction."

"

In a personal letter to Mr. Merry of Oct. '27, 1890, Mr. Sanson, who
was just retiring from the ministry of foreign affairs, stated that

there was g(M)d reason to exjx'ct that Judge Roman, before whom
^uits had then been begun against the merchants, would absolve them

and order the return of the money, thus putting an end to the diplo-

matic discussion.''

Dec, 15, 18J)<), the Department of State, on learning that the United

State consular agent at Bluefields had advised American merchants

to refus<^ to comply with summonses to appear and give testimony in

the j)roc('eding l)efore Judge Koman. sent Mr. Merry the following

instruction

:

" If the American merchants are summoned as witnesses before

Judge Koman they nnist obey and testify as to the facts. The
Nicaraguan (iovernment has a right to investigate the facts connected

with the Reyes movement and to ascertain wliether the merchants

partici|)ated in and aided the movement. A\niile the Government of

the United States protects its citizens in the enjoyment of their lawful

Mr. Mill, Aft. S<H'. of State, to Mr. Merry, inin. to Nicaragua, Sept 29,

IfXHt. I"(.r. K«-l. 11HK^», 800.

b For. lU'l. VJW, Sl-J.
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rights it (Iocs not ])rotoct them in the prosecution of unhiwfnl acts and

cntcr|)riscs.

"The (lovcrnnient of the United States is (lis])osed to respect the

dignity of the (iovernnient of Nicaragua, wliich maintains that con-

troversies over the j)a\'ment of customs duties are ordinarily to he

determined in the first instance hy the local tribunals. The (rovern-

ment of the United States is not inclined to dispute the general prin-

ciple; but in the present case, having taken diplomatic jurisdiction,

it is constrained to adhere to its ])osition. But I am happy to <ay

that the controversy over the claims of the Bluefields merchants

. is in course of satisfactory adjustment, Avliich Avill be favor-

able to those merchants not shown to be in comi^licity with the Keyes

movement.

'"The anticipated satisfactory solution of these controversies is due

in large measure to the ability, skill, and courtesy dis})layed by Dr.

Corea, the Nicaraguan minister, who has manifested a just disposi-

tion toward all, while at the same time tenaciously upholding the

rights and dignity of his own (Jovernment, and who has deepened the

respect already entertained by this Government for the ability, integ-

rity, and high character of President Zelaya.

"You will congratulate the Nicaraguan {lovernment on the happy
solution of these controversies already negotiated and arranged be-

tween Dr. Corea and the Department of State, and you will furnish

it a copy of this instruction."

This connnunication. together with a personal assurance of the

f^ecretary and subsecretary of foreign atfairs that Judge Koman had

been instructed to consent to the repayment of the fund to the mer-

chants, led Mr. Merry to consider the case as practically ended.''

May 30. 1!)00. however, he was advised by the British consul that

Judge Roman had decided against the merchants and condenmed

them in costs. The consul a<lded that he did not ])resume that the

decision affected him, as the money was deposited with him as the

representative of the United States and Nicaragua, and therefore

was, in his opinion, to be paid out only at the joint request of the two

governments." An ofHcer was sent by ,Iudge Koman to each of the

merchants to obtain from them a formal "acceptance"' of the sentence,

but they declined to sign it.''

Mr. Merry, in reporting these incidents, suggested that if the

Nicaraguan (lOvernment, heedless of the agreement of A|)i"il, 1S99,

should demand the dei)osit without I'eference to the United States,

a Mr. Ilay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Merry, inin. to Nicaragua. Doc. 1."). 1S!>0. For.

Rol. 1900, 81.^

'' I"\)r. Hel. 1!»(K». SI."..

c For. Kel. 1900, 81(i, 817.
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"a (Iccisivo note, reg^arding which thoiv can be no misunderstanding,

will lu'conic necessary.'* « His suggestion was approved, and he was
instiMicted to say to the Nicaraguan (iovernnient, as he did in a note

of Jidy 2S. 1900. that "only a straightforward disposition of this

matter, in accordance witli the understanding heretofore existing and

re|)(>rte(l hy you, would be acceptable to the (lovernment of the

Tnited States."'^ August 2, 1900, he was further instructed as

follows:

" The Department concurs in your view of the matter. The United

States (ioverninent has not forgotten the understanding between the

two (iovernnients with reference to the repayment of the customs dues

deposited with the British consul. It expects that understanding to

be carried out Avithout dela^' by the repayment to the American mer-

chants of the moneys deposited by them with the British consul i)end-

ing the settlement of the controversy. You will, if necessary, now
demand of that (lOvernment the return of said m(meys and notify it

that the judgments rendered by kludge Roman, and which he has noti-

fied the merchants to pay, are simply null and void and will receive no

consideration or respect from the (lOvernment of the United States.

•• This (lOvernment has been anxious from the outset to afford a

friendly solution to the controversy, in accordance with the principles

of plain good faith and honest dealing between government and gov-

ernment, and in so doing has constantly sought to bring about the

result which could be least injurious to the (lOvernment of Nicaragua.

It can not conceive that the Govermiient of Nicaragua is in its turn

insj)ired by any less high and honorable purposes, and it can not

therefore admit, even by way of conjecture, that the (lOvernment of

Nicaragua is privy to the action attemjited by Judge Roman. Never-

theless, the course of the proceedings in this matter, in painfully

marked contrast with the professions of the Nicaraguan (iovernnient.

can not pass unnoticed, and the controversy has reached the stage

where it can be settU'd oidy by action in accordance with the just

expectation of the United States.

•' The interested merchants shoidd i)e advised that in the event of a

renewal of a?iy attempt to enforce the judgment they should still

refuse to J)ay."*
''

Prior to the receijit of this dispatch by Mi-. Merry the Nicaraguan

(lovernment re(|uested the British consul to return the deposit to the

merchants, which was done.''

" For. Uol. 1!HM>, H14-81.').

6 For. JU'\. I'.MXi. 81t;. Slit.

'Mr. I lay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Merry, iiiiii. to Xicaraj!jua, Auk- 2, 19rK). For.

Rel. 1000, 820.

<! For. Rel. IIHJO, 81'l-82:i. See t^upra, § 21.
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A dispute arose between John D. Metzger & Co., an American firm,

and the nuinicipalitv of Port an Prince, o\vin<; to the

faihire of the hitter to carry out a contract to furnish

the firm with a supply of water for running: a mill. Metz^fer & Co.

brought the dispute to the attention of the United States, and in aii

interview with the solicitor of the Department of State at Washiug-
ton, which was confirmed by a note of the followiug day, the Haytian
minister stated that he had informed his (lovernnient of Mr. Metz-
ger's grievances and that the minister of foreign affairs had written

that the matter had been settled.. The report of a settlemeut proved

to be an error. It was held that the arrangement to settle Metzger &
Co.'s grievances, which was promptly accepted by the Ilaytian minis-

ter of foreign afi'airs, whose assurance in that regard was conveyed to

the United States through the Ilaytian minister at AVashington,
" constituted a dii^lomatic agreement between the two countries which,

upon settled principles of international law, should have been carried

into effect." It was claimed indeed, on the part of the Ilaytian (lov-

ernment, that the arrangement amounted only to an agreement that

that (lovernment would use its good offices with the nnuiicipality of

Port an Prince. It was held, however, that the arrangement amounted

to nnich more than that. When the grievance was called to the atten-

tion of the Ibiytian minister at Washington and reported bv him to

the minister of foreign affairs, no claim was made that the nnuiici-

pality alone was responsible and no attempt was nuide to limit the

authority or res])onsibility of the (lOvernment. "On the contrary,

the [Ilaytian] minister and secretary [Of foreign afi'airs
|

j)romptly

assumed responsibility for the grievance and assured the (n^vernmeut

at AVashington that it had been rectified. It can not be that good

faith is less obligatory upon nations than ui)()n individuals in carry-

ing out agreements. It is now strenuously urged that the (lovern-

ment of Ilayti had no authority over the comnnnie of Port an Prince,

aiul nuist, in its relations with the conunune, have limiteil its interfer-

ence to friendly advice and suggestions. I do not understand that tlie

limitations u{)()n official authority, mulisclosed at the time to the other

Government, i)revent the enforcement of dii)lomatic agreements. The

question came before the Chilean claims commission created l)y th(-

convention of August 7, LSD-J, between the United States and Chile, in

which a claim was made upon a contract entered into by the United

States minister in Chile, in making which the (Joverument of the

United States claimed the minister had no authority and denied re-

sponsil)ility, claiming further that the agreement was in violation of

the statutes of the United States, and that the plaintifi' had a remedy

in the United States courts. The conunission decided muininHiii-l.\

that it was inmuiterial whether the minister had exceeded hi> Mutho'-

ity or not, as he had nuide the promise as the representative of the

H. Doc. 551—vol G 14
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United States in the name of his Government, which, according to the

rules of responsibility of governments for acts performed by their

agents in foreign countries, can not lx» repudiated. In the j)resent case

there is no claim that the minister was unauthorized to make the dip-

lomatic rej)resentations stated. On the contrary, he was only carrying

into effect the instructions of his Government. The learned connnis-

sion referred, in support of their decision, to Calvo Dictionaire de

Droit International, A'olume II., page 170, and Calvo Dictionaire In-

ternational, Volume I., section 417; Moore's Digest International

Arbitrat ion, volume 4 pages 3569-3571. Nor is there any more avail in

the argument that the remedy of Metzger & Co. is to be sought in the

courts of Ilayti against the connnune. Even had Metzger & Co. such

a right, this would not affect the right to arbitrate the claim as has

been done in this case. By the terms of the })rotocol the arbitrator is

competent to take jurisdiction of the claim so far as the liability of

the Government of Ilayti is concerned (4 Moore International Arbi-

trations, p. 3571). This view of the case renders it unnecessary to

determine whether, as is claimed in argument, the communal authori-

ties are merely the agents of Ilayti or whether, as contended by the

minister of Ilayti, the (iovernment of Ilayti had entirely nuide over

the waterworks to Port au Prince, which alone received the reve-

nues and numaged its affairs. A diplonuitic arrangement fairly and

honorably entered into should, in my judgment, be carried into effect.

I have already stated what, in my opinion, were the rights of Metzger

& Co. muler the arrangements made with the connnune to supply

them with water. This is the arrangement which should have been

carried in to effect. It should have been carried out by the (iovern-

ment of Ilayti upon the responsibility assumed by it. Because of the

failure to give them an adequate supply of water Metzger & Co.'s

n)ill was compelled to remain idle, partially for a time and afterwards

to entirely suspend oj)erations. Much of the claim for alleged dam-
ages on behalf of complainant can not be allowed. The items showing

remote and speculative damages do not directly result from the

breach of the agreement. The claimants are entitled to compensation

for loss of the use of the mill in whole or in part during the time in

which they were unable to operate it by reason of the failure to

furnish water and its imi)aired usefulness when an inadequate supply

was fui'iiished to them. I am of opinion that damages fairly recover-

al)l«' in a case of this kind will be compensated by the payment to

Metzger ».<: Co. by the Government of Ilayti of the sum of $15,000."

-Vwanl of the Honorable William R. Day, arbitrator, in the matter of thp

claims of .John I). Metzficr & Co. r. The Republic of Ilayti, protocol of

Oct. 18, 18t«), For. Kel. 1001, L'O-', 209, 210, l'71-272,
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(3). WHEKE THEY ARE INSUFFICIENT.

§990.

With reference to certain claimants who omitted to avail them-

selves of the opportunity aiforded to persons having claims against

Ihe United States growing out of the civil war, to prosecute their

demands in the Court of Claims within the term limited by the stat-

ute, Mr. Bayard said :
" I do not desire to insist, as I well might under

the circumstances, that the claimants are barred by the limitations

of the statute. Municipal limitations undoubtedly do not, as a gen-

eral rule, bar an international claim."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Spanish luiu., Dec. 3, 1886,

For. Kel. 1887, 1015, 1022.

With reference to a decree of the Peruvian Government in 1895,

w'hich provided for the appointment of a board of Peruvians to

examine claims which had been presented to the minister of foreign

affairs arising out of the then recent civil war in that country, the

Department of State said that it was inferred that the Peruvian

Govermment proposed merely to take the advice of the board on the

question of the position which that Government should take in re-

spect to the claims, and that on this supposition the United States

liad, of course, no right to object; but that, if it was contemplated

that the claims of American citizens should be finally disposed of

and the claimants bound by the decisions of this ex parte tribunal,

the United States could not admit that an adverse decision of the

commission woidd preclude diplomatic intervention.

Mr. Adoe, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. McKeiizie, miii. to I'eru. July 9,

1895, MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 050; Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to

Mr. Xeill, charge. No. 128, Aug. 29, 1895, id. (;55.

The Peruvian Government stated that the action of the claims commis-

sion was limited to examining claims hrought against I'eru hy the

citizens or subjects of foreign powers and reporting on them to the

Government. (Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Neill. charge. No. 136,

Nov. 4, 189."), MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. (KR). See, also, Mr. Olney to M".

McKenzie, niin. to Petu, No. 1(>;5, Ai»ril 27, 1890, id. 070. referring to

ji resolution of tJie I'eruvian (Jovernnient limiting the period for the

tiling of claims growing out of the then late civil war to thirty days

from March 25, 1890.)

The German minister at Caracas having been instructed by his

Government to ignore all Venezuelan decrees creating tribunals to

hear claims of foreigners, and to press chiims of Gennans only dip-

lomatically, the American minister at Caracas was instructed t<>

advise the Venezuelan Government that the United States would

^' likewise treat the claims of American citizens only diplomat icully."

•Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Russtll, charge, No. i08, April 6, 1001, MS.

Inst. Venezuela, V. 02.
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" I have to iU'UiU)\vlo(l<j:o the receipt of your No. 087, of the 30th

iihiiiio, re|)oitin«; that the eoininissiou appointed to examine and pass

upon claims for (hima«;es arisin<j: from tlie revohition which i)hiced

(Jeneral Castro in power has c()m|)K'ted its work and ch)sed its sessions.

" It is not in accordance with the i)olicy of this (lovernment to act

in concert with forei<j:n «;overnments in protesting ajjainst the barring

of the chiims of its citizens, hut it reserves entire freedom of action,

as regards tlie right to intervene in support of any of its citizens."

Mr. liny, Se<'. of State, to ^Ir. Kusscll. chiirjjo at Caracas. July 17, 11X)1,

For. Hel. I'.Md. .V.l.

Mr. Ivusscll, in tl»> dispatch thus acli now lodged, after sinuniariziug the

work of tho (((iiiuiission. said:

" In this connei-tion 1 would state that several of the foreijjn ministers

have approaohed nie lately and suf?gestetl that there should he some

eoiuhiniHl action in regard to claims. In accordance with instructions

the Venezuelan (lovernment has heeu infornie<l several times that our

(Jovernnient could see no reason for departing from its i>ractice of

treating the claims of its nationals only on a dii»lomatic hasis, and

the only answer to tlu'sc representations was in the case of the claim

of Ford l)ix, which was forwarded to the Department.
" In case a meeting of the diplomatic corps is called for concerted action

I will cable for sp<>citic instructions." (For. Uel. IIK)!, 550.)

In a suiisetiuent dispatch, of .luly 14, 1!»ol, he statetl : "The Government

has issued a de<re<' in reference to the claims allowetl by the late

claims connnission. The decree states that as the (Jovernment is at

present short of cash . . . the matter is referrinl to tlu' next

Congress which will decide as to how the claims shall be i»aid.

" In the list I inclosed in a former dis])atch you will notice that the

largest number of claims i)assiil on by the commission were from

Italians. Italy has a clause in her tivaty with Venezuela l>y which

claims against Venezuela from Italians nnist be submitttHl to the

Venezu<'lan triitunals. and this wcmid appear as the reason why so,

many Italian <laims were ])resented to the connnission. * La Voce d'

Italia.' an important Italian journal of this cit.v, itublished an article

last wtH'k stating that, although Italian claims had l»een itresenled to

the <-onuui.ssion, it had been done with the understanding that the

Italian (Jovernnu'nt was not bound by the decision of tlu' connnission,

and that there «-ould always be an ap|K>al to the legation. Whether
this was an authorize<I statement is not known, but the (Jovernment

organ here, conuiienting uik)U the article of ' La Voce d'ltalia.' made
it tlu* occasion for a violent attack on all foreigners, stating that they

w«'re here for no other |»uriM»se ihan to ritle the national treasury."

(For. Kel. l'.H»l, ."K>-."il.)

The (lerman (iovernment complained that during the civil wars

in \'enezuela from 181)S to 1*.K)() many (lerman subjects in that country

ha<l been M'riously damaged by the e.xtortion of forced loans, by the

taking of catlie and other supplies for the troops without payment,

and by the ransacking and devastation of the buildings and grounds.
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Tho Venozuolan Government, aftoi- having at first refused to discuss

during a period of six months any claims for compensation, issued

in JaiHiarv. li)01, a decree appointin*; a connnission of Venezuelan

officials, to Avhom such claims were re(iuired to be submitted within

three months. By this decree it was j)rovided (1) that claims arising

prior to May 28, 1899, i. e., before the accession of President Castro,

should not be considered; {2) that tdl diplomatic protest against the

decisions of the connnission was excluded, an appeal being allowed to

the Venezuelan supreme court; and (3) that the claims recognized

by the connnission should be j)ai(l with bonds of a revobiticmary debt,

lo be newly emitted. To these provisions the German Government
objected (1) that the Castro government, like all other governments,

was resj)onsible for the acts of its predecessors; (2) that the members
of the Venezuelan supreme court were " entirely dependent on the

Government " and had " frequently been simply dismissed by the

President;" and (8) that the new revolutionary bonds would, judg-

ing by experience, be worthless. The course of the Venezuelan Gov-

ermnent was therefore considered *' as a frivolous attempt to avoid

just ol)ligations;"' and, as was expected, several of the few German
claims put before the commission had been rejected, while others had

l)een "reduced in a decidedly malicious way." The (ierman Ciovern-

ment had at first sought to induce the (iovernment to change its

decree in the three particulars mentioned, l)ut, failing in that, had

been forced to declare its refusal to acknowledge the decree, the

majority of the i)owers having similar claims, and especially the

United States, making similar declai-ations.

To these declarations the Venezuelan (lovermnent replied that for-

eigners could not be treated in a diH'erent way from citizens of the

country; that the settlement of the claims in question was a domestic

matter, any interference in which by a foreign power would consti-

tute an injury to the national Sv)vereigMty : and that, ail diplomatic

action being repelled, the claimants, after the term of three months

mentioned in the decree, nnist resort exclusively to the supr<Mn<» coui't.

The Gernuin (iovernment, believing further negotiations on that

i)asis to be hoi)eless, had therefore decided to sul)mit the claims

<lirectly to the ^''enezuelan Government and ask foi- their settlement,

and, if that (Jovermnent should continue to adhere to its j)revious

])osition, would l)e obliged to consider what measuivs of ('(K'n-ion

should l)e employed.

rnnnciiioriii of the (Jcriiiiiii F.inltassy at Wasliiufiloii, Doc. 11, 1!K)1. For.

Kel. im>l. 1!)J.
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4. Unjust Judgments not InternationauA' Binding.

§ 991.

" Grotins states that a judicial sentence, plainly against right, {in

re mimme dvhid^) to the prejudice of a foreigner, entitles his nation

to obtain reparation by reprisals: 'For the authority of the judge,'

says he. * is not of the same force against strangers as against subjects.

Here is the difference : Subjects are bound up and concluded by the

sentence of the judge, though it be unjust, so that thej'^ can not law-

fully oppose its execution, nor by force recover their own right, on

account of the controlling efficacy of that authority under which they

live. liut strangers have coercive power, (that is, of reprisals, of

which the author is treating,) though it be not lawful to use it so long

as they can obtain their right in the ordinary course of justice.'

" So, also, Bynkershoek, in treating the same subject, puts an

unjust judgment upon the same footing with naked violence, in

authorizing reprisals on the part of the state whose subjects have

been thus injured by the tribunals of another state. And Vattal, in

enumerating the different modes in which justice may be refused, so

as to authorize reprisals, mentions ' a judgment manifestly unjust

and partial;' and though he states what is undeniable, that the judg-

ments of the ordinary tribunals ought not to be called in question

upon frivolous or doubtful grounds, yet he is manifestly far from
attributing to them that sanctity which would absolutely preclude

foreigners from seeking redress against them."

Wlu'iitoii. Lnwrcncc's edition (l.S(!;?). (>7;M'>74, fitinff Krotiu:^. de .7ur. Bol.

ao Puc. lib. ill. cnp. 2, § ."». No. ] : Hynlvorsjioolc. Qua'st. .Tur. Piih. lib.

i. fiip. 24; Viittt'l. Droit <lt>s Gons. llv. 11. fh. IS. § WTAX

See a (liscui^sion of this ju-inclple In Mr. Mariscal. Mexican niln. of for.

aff.. to Mr. M<»r}ran. min. to Mexico. April 2. ISSC. II. Ex. Doc. ,'?28. .'>l

Vona. 1 sess. 11. 4.'?-4."»
; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morpan,

No. IC.T. Ai.ril 27. ISSC. id. 47.

" The defense of ren (Klptdicdtn does not apply to cases where the

judgment set up is in violation of international law.''

Wharton. Int. Law Digest, II. 071.

"The executive and the judicial departments of the Govern-

ment being co-ordinate j)<)wers, it follows that judicial decisions on

f|uestions of international law, while entitled to great respect, do not

bind the Department as would rulings of a superior tribunal. In

addition to other i-easons for this |)osition (see considerations stated

in Whart. Com. Am. Law. i< :')1»1), the very fact that the judiciary

applies nuniicipal law. while the Department of State is bound to
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consider not merely municipal law, but the relations of the United

States to foreign powers irrespective of municipal legislation or

adjudication, makes it necessary for the executive to act, in matters

of international law, as a power independent of the judiciary. In

accordance with this view the supremacy of the political departments

of the Ciovernment has been acknowledged by the judiciary in

rosjject to territorial boundaries and to recognition of foreign gov*

ernments. The executive also is regarded by the judiciary as the

final tribunal by whom is to be determined the question of the pres-

sure of claims by citizens of the United States on foreign sovereigns.

A construction of a treaty, also, by the courts of one of the contract-

ing sovereigns can only have municipal operation ; nor can such con-

struction be set ui^, even by the sovereign by whose courts it is pro-

nounced, as an authority when conducting negotiations with the

other sovereign as to the meaning of the treaty. That meaning is a

matter of international settlement. If the parties cannot agree in

reference to it, it must be referred to arbitration or, as the last

resort, to war. Nor can the judiciary control the actions of the

executive in either the construction or the application of a treaty.

" That a sovereign cannot protect himself by a decision of one of

his prize courts, when such decision is in conflict with sound princi-

ples of international law. will l)e hereafter seen. It is important to

keep in mind in this connection the striking summary of Mr Gushing,

given April 11, ISOG, to the Secretary of the Treasury, as indorsed

by Sir T. Twiss in his pamphlet on Continuous Voyages, that

' whilst the political department of fhe American (lovernment was

engaged in the early part of the present century in combating the

overstrained construction of the laws of maritime war, set up by the

courts and publicists of England, not a few of the most exception-

able of these constructions Avere at the same time being transported,

one by one, into the jurisprudence of the United States by the

judicial department of its (iovernment, with <i pre railtng tendency

to ('.i'<i(/(/ei'<tte the 7'if/hfs of prize in the interests of the captors.'

Sir T. Twiss adds ' that it would ill become an English jurist not to

admit that the ])rize tribunals of the United States had ample justi-

fication, in the early part of the present century, in reciprocating the

rigorous I'ules which Lord Stowall applied to the trade of neutrals

during the wars of the French revoluti(m, and which were traditions

from the wars of the previous century.' As a further illustration

of this tendency nuiy be cited the Springbok case. On this subject

see, in general. Judge Cooper's opinion ' on the effect of a sentence

of a foreign court of admiralty: ' edited and ai)proved by Mr. A. J.

Dallas. Philadelphia. ISIO."

Note of Dr. Francis Wharton, Wliarton's Int. Law Digest, S :i:i.^. II. <i7l2.
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WluTc (ho (lotorniination of a olaiin holon^ed of ri^ht to the judicial

trihimals of tlic coiiiUrv in whicli it was inach'. " (heir decision could

not justly he (hsputcd hy this (lovcrunicut. in hchalf of one of its

citizens, except when palpahh' injustice had heen done, or a mani-

fest viohition liad heen conunitted of the rules and forms of ])ro-

ceedin«r. To arraign the jud<j:ment of a forei<rn court of comi)etent

authority re<rularly ju-onounced in a controversy res])ecting which

()|)inions mi<rht reasonahly diH'er, would he a denial of the jurisdic-

tion of the court and a violation of the law of luitions."

Mr. Forsyth. Sec. of Stiite, to Mr. Welsh. Mnrch 14. IS-T). 21 MS. Doiii.

Let. I'Ul.

Where a claimant on a foreio:n country has, hy the law of such coun-

try. " the choice of either the judicial or the administrative hranch of

the (lovernment throti<>:h which to seek relief," and selects the latter,

this does not make the arhitrary decision of the latter apiin.st him
final and coiudusive.

.Mr. I'isli. S<'c. of StMte. to Mr. Nelson, inin. to Mexico. .Ian. 2. IST.'i. MS.
Inst. Mcx. XVI II. :!.".

A collusive or ii-re^ulai- jud<riuent hy a foreijrn court is no har to

di|)l()niatic |)r()ceediu^s hy (he soverei<;u of (he plain(irt' a<;ainst the

soxereiiTU (d' (he cour( renderin*; (he jud<!:men(.

.Mr. Kviirts. Sec ol State, to Mr. Foster, niin. to Mexico. A|>ril 1!), 1.S79.

.MS. Inst. .Mcx., XIX. .",7(1.

The (rea(y with Colomhia of IS.IO havinnr empowered the consids of

the (-(Udractiuir i)arties (o sell (h<> *' movahle pro])erty " of deceased

citizens of their respect i\"e nations, a (|uestion arose as to whether

certain |)roper(y whi<'h (he l'ni(e(l S(a(es c(Misu1 a( Colon had assumed

(o sell undei* (his s(ipula(ion was (o he considered under (he laws of

Colomhia as niovahle or as immovahle pi-opei'(y. On (his <|uestion

(he (wo (iovernmen(s, af(er (akin*:: (h<' advice of Colomhian counsel,

dith-red. Finally, (he Colomhian cour(s decided (ha( (h(> pr()j)ei-(y in

r|ues(ion was uo( movahle pro|)ei'(y. and (ha( (he sale hy (he con-

>\\\ was (herefore void. •" 'I'he local cour(s undoul)(edly liad juris-

dic(i(tn (o pass upon (his (|ues(ion and. in view of (he difference of

le«jfal opinion en(er(ained coiicerninjj: it. i( canno( he said (hat (he

deci>i(in amounted to a denial of justice." Hence (here apjK'ared (o

lie no LM'<»und for pi'eseu(in<r (o (he Colomhian (Jovermnent a claim

for indenuii(y f<tr (he jjiirchaH' money ori«rinally paid (o (he consul.

Mr. <;ri-shani. Sec of State, to .M<'ssrs. Iluiiter & I'opliani. .Tan. ft. IHiH,

I'.C. .MS. l»oiii. Let. IS. .\s to the case of .Mrs. Smith, here referred to,

sec siipr.-i. S ~--.

"An international reclamation, (he reieetion of which may justify

re|)risals or <'ven he (i"ea(ed as a ttisns Ixlli, ou^h( no( (o res( on pure
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technicalities when the facts and evidence are against the claim. It

should be founded upon something more than the mere nonobservance

of legal formalities—upon something more than irregularities orig-

inating in ignorance or inadvertence rather than in intention, and not

necessarily nor actually working any substantial wr<mg or injustice."'

Report of Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to the President. Feb. .1, 189<j, in rela-

tion to the case of John L. Waller. H. Doc. 22.'), M Cong. 1 sess. 7

;

For. Kel. 1895, I. 2.j7-2.">8.

A question aro.se before the mixed commission under Art. VII. of

the Jay treaty, as to the power of the board to award compensation

in cases in which the sentences of condemnation of the English })rize

courts had l)een affirmed l)y the lords commissioners of appeal, who
constituted the court of last resort in prize cases. By the advocate* of

the British Government, the position was maintained that the judg-

ments of the lords commissioners of api)eal were final, and that for

this reason the mixed commission could but acquiesce in them; while,

on the part of the United States, it was contended that the judgments

in question might be examined, in order to ascertain whether they were

in conformity with the law of nations, and that if they should be

found not to be so damages should be awarded to the claimants.

As the mixed commis.sion was prevented by the action of the British

commissioners, who withdrew and destroyed a quorum, from render-

ing a decision on the point, the question was brought by Rufus

King, the minister of the United States in London, to the attention

of Lord (irenville. ITis lordship referred it to the Lord Chancellor,

L()Ughl)orough, wlio held that although the mixed commission did

not constitute a " court of appeals " al)<)ve the lords commissioners,

yet it was competent to examine questions decided by the latter, and

to give redress. '' not by rev(>rsing the decrees already passed and

restoring the id<Mitical |)r()i)erty, but by awarding ('()m])ensation."

Awiirds were afterwards regularly made by the mixed commission

in favor of claimants wherever the condemnations appeared to be

unjust.

Moore. Int. Arbitrations. T. .'524-.'?27.

See the oi)inioiis ()f the nienii)ers of tl)e mixed connnission on the (jnestion

of finalit.v. Moon-. Int. .\rl>itrations. III. .31<)0 et soil., and osi)eoiall.T

the great demonstration of Pinkney, in the case of the Hrfsrj/. id. .'{ISO.

See. .'Uso. Wheaton's Life of Pinkney. .Vppendix.

"Those acts [of a sovereign], however binding upon his own sr.b-

jects. if they are not conf()rnud)le to the j)ul)lic law of the world, can

not \)e considered as binding uj)on the subjects of other states. A
wrong done to them, forms an equally just subject of complaint on

the part of their government, whether it proceed from ilic diifc*.

agency of the sovereign himself, or is inflicted by the instrumentality

of his tribunals."
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Mr. Whoaton, luin. to Denmark, to the Danish commissioners, Nov. 24,

1,S20, II. I>o(\ 240. 22 Cong. 1 sess. 22, 2<).

This statement was made by Mr. Wheaton in his memorable discussion

with tlie Danisli Government concerning the claims of citizens of

tlie I'nited States for indemnity for the condemnation of their vessels

by the Danish i)rize courts, particularly under the Danish privateer-

ing instructions of March 2S, ISIO. The Danish Government sought

to maintain the linality of the decisions of its prize courts; Mr.

Wheaton denied it, and successfully maintained his contention.

(M<M)re. Int. Arbitrations, V. 4.">40 et seq.)

"A sentence of -^'ondenuiation i)ronounced by a court having jurisdiction

is generally regardnl as prhna facie valid, and acts as a bar to a

diplomatic claim on account of the transaction judicially determined,

imtil it shall be shown that tlie court proc(HHled in Kuch a manner, or

was governed by such rules, as to nialie its action subversive of

jiistice." (Mr. Porter. Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Feb. 27, 1886,

l.->n MS. Dom. Let. 1S4.)

" It is obvious pnoiif>;h that when we ask redress from a government

and not from their tribunals for injuries arising from flagrant viola-

tions of the law of nations, it is prej)osterons to refuse it because the

injtirv has l)een consunnnated, the capture, trial, and condemnation

under unlawful decrees being all parts of the same system, to which

the final ])rocess and decision can give no sanction.''

Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Price. Kelt. 1L 1S24. 2 (Jallatin's Writings, 27.o, 278.

r>. r.N.Il'.ST I)IS( KIM I.NATIONS.

§ 002.

" If indeed Mr. Thrasher, in his arrest and trial, did not enjoy the

l)enefits which native-born Sj)anish subjects enjoy in like cases, but

was more harshly treated, or more severely punished, for the reason

that he was a native-born citizen of the United States, it woidd be a

clear case of the violation of treaty obligations, and would demand
th<» interposition of the (lovernment. There exists in this Depart-

ment no proof of any such extraordinary treatment of Mr. Thrasher."

l{eiK»rt on Thrasher's case l)y Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to the President,

Dec. 2.'?. 1K.-1. i; Webster's Worl<s. .^..-{0.

F'or the case of Thrasher, see Moore, Int. Arl>itrations. III. 270L
S«'<'. also, sujtra, § 4Sf».

rnjust discrimination against a citizen of the United States in a

foreign country, by which he is subjected to pt»cidiarly harsh impris-

onment and other injuries, forms a basis of a claim for damages
against the government of such foreign state.

Mr. Fish. S^-c. of State, to Mr. White. .Tan. 7. 1S74, MS. Inst. Arg. Rep.

XVI. .'7.
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Where there waS a prima facie case to sustain arrest, a claim for damages
will not lie. (Mr. Hale, Acting Sec. of State, to W. J. Hale, July 15,

1872, 94 MS. Dom. Let. 552.)

See, also, Mr. Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Messrs. N. S. Lazarus & Co.,

April 2. 1873, 98 MS. Dom. Let. 304.

" The position accepted as a rule of international law is that where

there is established in the domain of the state of the alleged offence

a competent judiciary, in which the procedure is fair, and to which

the same access is given to foreigners as is given to subjects, then the

complaint for pecuniary redress must be made to such judiciary. It

is only where there is no such judiciary, or where there is practically

an undue discrimination against foreigners, that diplomatic interven-

tion is granted."

Opinion of Dr. Francis Wharton, Solicitor of the Dept. of State, in the

case of William A. Davis v. Great Britain. 1885, cited in Mr. Day,

Act. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Lauterbach, Dittenhoefer & Limburger,

April 0, 1898. 227 MS. Dom. Let. 228.

" By the principles of international law, accepted by both Mexico

and ourselves, we can no more permit ourselves to seek redress for

injuries inflicted by private individuals in Mexico on one of our citi-

zens, than we could permit Mexico to intervene to seek redress for

injuries inflicted on Mexicans by private individuals in the United

States. The rule is that, where the judiciary is recognized in a

country coordinate with the executive, having committed to it all

suits for redress of injuries inflicted on aliens as well as on citizens,

then the judiciary and not the executive must be appealed to for

redress. There are, it is true, two exceptions recognized to this rule

:

First, when there is undue discrimination against the party injured

on account of his nationality; secondly, where the local tribunals are

aj^pealed to, but justice was denied in violation of those common
principles of equity which are part of the law of nations."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Copeland, Feb. 23, 188G, 159 MS. Dom.
. Let. 1.38. declining to present the claim of the petitioner for the

nnirder of his father in Mexico.

"No government can . guarantee immunity from individual violence or

private malice." (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Rodriguez,

March .5, 1887, im MS. Dom. Let. .306.)

In 1872 or 1873, Charles Adrian Van Bokkelen, a citizen of the

United States, went to Hayti and established hira-
Van Bokkeien'8

j.g|f jj^ business at Port au Prince, where he after-

Avards married and became the head of a family.

On February 15, 18^8, having been unfortunate in business, ho filed

a schedule of his assets and liabilities in the civil court of Port au
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rrinoo, preparatory to applying: for the honofit of a judicial assign-

nifiit. under which, in ITayti, \vhere imprisonment for debt had not

tlien been alK)lishe(l. an honest l)ut unfortunate debtor might sur-

render all his pr()j)erty for the benefit of his creditors and become

entitled to discharge from imprisonment, if he had been arrested, and

to freedom from arrest thereafter on account of his existing indebted-

ness. When \^in Bokkelen filed his schedide in the civil court at

Port an Prince, a judgment which he was unable to pay had been

rendei-ed against him, and other judgments were subsequently ren-

deicd, in which various terms for imprisonment were fixed. On
March o, 1884. Xnn Bokkelen was arrested on one of these judgments

and confined in the connnon jail of I*ort au Prince. It was judicially

(h'termined that this arrest was illegal, but, before Van Bokkelen

was discharged from it, other creditors took measures to have him
detained in jail. Van Bokkelen thereupon, through his counsel,

aj)plied to the civil court of Port au Prince for the benefit of judicial

assignment. The creditors opposed his discharge, chiefl}'^ on the

strength of article 794 of the code of civil procedure and article 5G9

of the code of commerce, which expressly exclude foreigners from the

Ix'uefit of judicial assignment. In answer to this contention. Van
Bokkelen invoked Articles VI. and IX. of the treaty between the

I'nited Stat<'s and Ilayti of 1804. By Article VI., citizens of the

contracting pai'ties were to have free access to the tribunals of justice

on the same tei-ms as '"native citizens, furnishing security in the

cases re<|Mired;" while by Article IX., the citizens of each party

were to have, within the jurisdiction of the other, full power '"to

dispose of tiieir personal property by sale, donation, testament, or

otheiwis*'." The civil court at Port au Prince denied Van Bokkelen's

contention, and he then took an ap])eal to the court of cassation, by
which the judgment of the civil court was, on February 20, 1885,

almost a year from the time when Van Bokkelen was first imprisoned,

aflirmed. On March 21 and Maich 28, 1885, the American minister

at Port au Prince was instructed to demand Van Bokkelen's release.

The Dejjaitment of State maintained not only that Van Bokkelen
was. under Article VI. of the treaty of 1804, entitled to the same
lights in the tribunals of justice in llayti as native citizens of that

country. i)Ut also that under Article IX. he was entitled to dispose of

his goods by means of a general assignment for the l)enefit of his

cHMlitors. The Department of State also aflirmed "that continuous
iin|Mi>onni('nt for debt, when there is no criminal offense imputed,
IS contrary to what are now generally recognized principles of inter-

nati(»nal law." \{ ono time Van Bokkelen was transferred, because
of his feeble health, to the military hospital, but he was afterwards
sent back to the common jail. The American minister at Port au
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Prince, acting under his instructions, continued to insist upon his

release, and on May 27, 1885, Van Bokkelen was conducted to the

American legation by an attorney of the Haytian Government and

put at liberty. The Haytian Government, however, subsequently

officially declared that his release was " due doubtless to some arrange-

ment made with his creditors," without interference of the executive

])o\ver, and that his imprisonment had been altogether legal. On
October 2, 1885, the American minister at Port au Prince was in-

structed to present to the Haytian Government a claim for Van
Bokkelen's wrongful imprisonment. Van Bokkelen died on Novem-
ber 1, 1888, but the claim for his wrongful imprisonment was duly

entered for $113,000. By a protocol between the United States and
Hayti, signed May 24, 1888, it was agreed that the questions with

regard to his imprisonment should be referred to the decision of a

person to be agreed upon by the two Governments. Under this

agreement, Alexander Porter Morse, esq., of Washington, D. C., was
chosen as arbitrator. Dece.mber 4, 1888, he rendered an award in

favor of the United States for the sum of $00,000. He held (1) that

the imprisonment of Van Bokkelen was " in derogation of the rights

to Avhich he was entitled as a citizen of the United States under

stipulations contained in the treaty between the United States and

Hayti," and (2) that the record failed to disclose any extenuating

circumstances or sufficient justification for the harsh treatment and

])rotracte(l imprisonment of the claimant by the authorities of the

Haytian Kepublic, in opposition to the earnest and repeated pro-

tests of the representatives of the United States.

Moons Int. Arbitrations, II. 1807-1853.

For H full statement of the position of the United States, see Mr. Bayard.

Sec. of State, to Mr. I.angston, min. to Hayti, No. 343, March 28, 1885,

For. Rel. 1885, 507; Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson,

min. to Hayti, No. 3, May 21, 1885, id. 517.

0. Claims to Land.

(1) titles exclusively ueterminablk by lex rei sit.e.

§ 993.

" The rule is universal that every question involving title to real

estate, whether by descent or purchase, must be determined bj' the

law of tlie country wherein such real estate is situated, and all reme-

dies for injuries in respect thereof must be pursued by the aggrieved

party before the duly constituted tribunals of sucli country."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Selding, March 3, 1856, 45 MS. Donu

Let. 123.
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To the sami' I'fTiH-t. s«h' Mr. Fisli. S«t. of State, to Mr. Conkllug, April 13,

l.s«'.!t. S(i MS. Dvni. Ia'X. .">C4 ; Mr. Fish, Sw. of Stato, to Mr. Wilder,

May »i, lS7r.. li:? .MS. l>oni. Let. 21)4; Mr. Evarts, See. of State,

to .Mr. (J. K. Srwanl. -May •>. ISTS. MS. Iii.st. China, IL .5r><); Mr. Fre-

liiiglniy.MMi. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall. mill, to Cent. Am., June 18,

1SS2. MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XVIII. 24,"); Mr FreliiiKhiiysen, See. of

State, to Mr. Seru^gs, Feb. 11), 1.SS4. MS. Inst. Columbia, XVII. .381 ;

Mr. Forter. Aetiii« Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, .June 9, 188.'», MS. Inst.

Cent. Am. XVIII. 518; Mr. liayard. See. of State, to same, June 1(5

and 17. 1SS,^>. id. .^)2:{, r)21.

There is no treaty with (Jerinany that alters this rule. (Mr. Foster,

Sw. of State, to Mr. Cockrell. July 2, 1892, 187 MS. Doin. Let. 127.)

The broad distiiu'lion between movable property, which by fiction

is considered as attendin<; its owner, and immovable property, which

under no circumstances can be withdrawn from the jurisdiction, has

led to an e<nnilly broad discrimination between the right to intervene

for redress of injuries to the one kind of property and the other.

Thus. Phillimore declares that, where a person has domiciliated him-

self in another country and j)urchased land there, '* and thus incorpo-

rated himself as it were into the territory of a foreign country, he can-

not re<iuire his native government to interfere on the subject of the

oiH'ration of nnniici|)al laws or the judgment of municipal tribumils

ui)on his rights of immovable ])roperty in this foreign land." The
policy and law of tlu^ Turkish Em|)ire in respect to the ac(iuisition of

land by foreigners, and the fact that a person who had purchased

land there was at the time, rightfully or wrongfully, regarded by the

Ottoman authorities as a Turkish subject, would give increased

force to the ajiplication of this distinction.

.Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cone, Oct. 10, 1871, 91 MS. Dom. Let. 88,

citing; 2 lMiilliiii()re. i!.

Sec. als«., Mr. Olii.-y. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Terrell, March 5, 1897, MS.
Inst. Turkey. VII. 4."..

See further, as to titles in Turkey. Mr. Hayard. S«>c. of State, to Mr. Cox,

mill, to Turkey. Nov. 28, 1885, For. Kel. 1885, 88o, 8,36.

A Mexican statute discriminating against citizens of the United
States and (»ther ali<'ns in respect to the capacity to hold real estate in

Mexico is in conflict w ith the treaty of 1831.

Mr. Lvarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, June 2;{, 1879, MS. Inst. Mex.
XX. 1.

.Vs to ritrlits of foreigners to real estate in Mexico, see Consular Reports
on Coiiiiiicrcial Kelatioiis. l.s.s:{. No. .'{1. iiHH et He<\.; Mr. Freling-

huyscn. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Howe, March 15, 1884, 1.50 MS. Dom.
Let. 2St;.

A question of title to real estate, when one of law and fact, is " to be

decided by the h\/: rci sHa, The case is purely one for the Mexican
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judicial tribunals in the first instance, and cannot properly be taken

out of their consideration by diplomatic intervention. It can only be

removed from the courts by agreement between the parties." A
claimant in such case " nuist first exhaust his rights in the higher

courts, and until a decision in the court of last resort shall have been

rendered, which decision shall amount to a denial of justice, there is

no ground upon which to base a diplomatic complaint."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, July 17, 1885, MS. Inst. Mex.

XX. 329.

The right to succeed to real estate is, however, often secured to

aliens by a treaty removing the disability of alienage, but leaving the

determination of the succession in other respects to the local law.

Mr. Foster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tarsney, July 14, 1892, 187 MS. Doiu. Let.

25.3, referring to Articles I. and II. of the treaty with Austria of May
8, 1848.

The Government of the United States is not bound to indemnify a

British subject for losses sustained, as a claimant of real estate, by the

settlement of the boundary line between New York and New Hamp-
shire. This would be so on general principles; but, besides, by the

9th article of the treaty with Great Britain of 1794 it is expressly stip-

ulated that British sHbjects who hold lands in the United States shall

hold them in Tike in (inner as if they were natioes.

"Wirt, At. Gen., 1819, 1 Op. 320.

The laws of the State in which land is situated control exclusively

its descent, alienation, and transfer, and the efi'ect and construction

of instruments intended to convey it.

Brine c. Ins. Co., 9li U. S. 027.

(2) DENIAL OK JUSTICE MAY AEFOKD OUOUND FOR INTERVE.NTION.

§ 994.

" That title to land is determinable exclusively by the lex rei sitce^

see Whart. Confl. of Laws, § g 278 ^. But this does not preclude dip-

lomatic intervention when there is undue discrimination or denial of

justice by the judex rei sitcey

Wharton, Int. Law Digest, II. 0(57, editorial note.

See, also. Mr. Porter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, inin. to Cent. Am.,

July 13, 1885, MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XVIII. 5.34; Mr. John Davis, Act.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, Oct. 9, 1882, id. XVIII. 270.

" Trespasses and evictions, when amounting to forcible depriva-

tion of right without recourse to law, a^e the subjects of diplomatig

intervention."
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Wharton. Int. Law Dipost. II. t><iT. (Hlitorial note.

S«'«'. also. n>|tort ()f Dr. I'ranris Wharton, Solicitor of Department of

Stale, .lune l."!. issr>. For. Kel. 1885, 525.

The llavtian ( Joveniiiieiit is liable for damages wantonly inflicted,

l)V .soldiers in its einplov. on real estate belonging to citizens of the

Tinted State.s. Nor is it a tlefeiise in such cases '" that by the Ilaytian

law foreigners can not 'acquire' (acquerir) real estate in Ilayti, and

that as thev had no title to the real estate for injury to which they sue

thev can not now claim damages for such injury. To this the answer

is threefold :

••
1. The statute only prohibits ' ac(iuiring,' which is a term con-

vertible with ' ])urchasing.' It does not cover the case of real estate

(oining by descent.

•••_'. By the Ivoinan law. in force in Ilayti, an alien's title, even as

to * purchased " real estate, can oidy be contested by suit brought by

the (loverninent it.self in the nature of an iiuiuisition. If the Govern-

Mieiit undertakes to turn the j)ossessor out by violence Avithout a trial,

this makes the ( loverninent liable for damages in proportion to the

siolence appli<'d and the damage done. And for such summary out-

rages on an alien, trs mi (//Ic/i, the government of such alien has, by

international law, a right to interpose and claim redress.

" ^. Even suj)p()sing that the i)rohibition extended to the house and

lot of the claimants ( which, for the present ])urj)ose, it did not) it did

not |)recliide the claimants from ])ossessing furniture, or leading lives

«»f quiet, secure from lawless attack. Iji any view, therefore, the stat-

ute before us does not |)revent the claimants from recovering damages
for the destruction of their furniture, their e.xpiilsion from their

homes, and the peril to which their lives were subjected.*'

-Mr. r.ayanl. Sec of State, to .Mr. Thompson, Mar. !), 18S(i, MS. lust.

Ilayii. II. .-.n.

•• It has lieeii generally accepted that aboriginal inhabitants in a

>a\age >tate have not such a title to the land where they may dwell

or roam as to enable them to confer it upon individuals, especially

from another country. This Department is not aware that the Fiji

I-hinds are or ought to l)e an exception to this rule."'

.Mr. l-isii. S.-c. (.r state, to .Mr. llackett, .lune 12, 187:3, 'M MS. Dom.
Let. :.'(»."..

" The >taleiiient made by Mr. Fish, when applied to the United
Siate>. i^ iiii(loiibte<lly correct, liiit it must 1k^ remembered that

the altorigiiM'- of this country differed in many very important

resjH'cts from tho>e of Fiji. . . . England acquired title to the

Fiji Islauils by ces-ioii in 1S74 \rticle IV. of the deed of

cession made what was supposed to be junple provision for the pro-
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tection of all land titles of foreigners derived from the chiefs or

natives prior to the cession, . . . Before the annexation of Fiji

to the British Crowji, Americans, Germans, and snbjects of other

countries had located there, and, according to Fijian customs, forms,

and regiilations, had purchased lands from the natives, and these

])urchases were duly attested and made a matter of record in the

office of the American and German consuls at Levuka. ... In

the case before Mr. Fish the question of the Fijian right to sell

land was jiot involved, and therefore his allusion to it should be

viewed in the light of an obiter dictum. The fact is, England does

not claim a foot of land in Fiji by right of discovery."

Memorandum accoiryianying instruction of Mr. Ilill, Act. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Choate, ambass. to England, Oct. 31, 1899, S. Doc. 140, oG

Cong., 2 sess. 52, 53, 54, 68.

7. Contract Claims.

(1) not as a rule obficially presented.

§ 995.

It is not usual for the government of the United States to inter-

fere, except by its good offices, for the prosecution of claims founded

on contracts with foreign governments.

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunter, charge d'affaires to Brazil, No.

5, Sept. 15, 1834, MS. Inst. Brazil, XV. 8; Mr. Webster, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Thurston, April 15, 1841, 31 MS. Dom. Let. 391 (relating to ii

promissory note accepted by the Mexican Government) ; Mr. Cal-

houn, Sec. of State, to Mr. Crump. May 28, 1844, MS. Inst. Chila

XV. 49 : Mr. JNIarcy, Sec. of State, to Baron Gerolt, Prussian minister,

June 15, 1854, MS. Notes to Pruss. Leg. VII. 15 (relating to an

alleged breach of a contract made by the Mexican Govermnent in

regard to tobacco) ; Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Clay, niin. to

Peru, No. 21, Dec. 27, 1854, MS. Inst. Peru, XV. 147 (relating to the

claim of Dr. Joseph Whitmore against the Government of Peru on

account of the latter's alleged breaches of contracts in resjiect of the

construction of steamers, for which he had been recommended by

Mr. Clay to the Peruvian Government as a competent person) ; Mr.

Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Crampton. Brit. min.. Oct. 12, 1855, MS.

Notes to Gr. Br. VII. 501 ; Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fowler,

July 17, 1850, 45 MS. Doul Let. 405 (n^lating to the claim of Messrs.

Tyler, Arnold & Dennis against Peru for nonfulfillment of contract) ;

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. King. M. C, Feb. 22, 1858. 48 MS. Dom.

Let. 184 (relating to the claim of a Mr. Reeves against Turkey for serv-

ices as a naval constructor) ; Mr. Trescot, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Perry, Nov. 15, 18G0, 53 MS. Dom. Let. 250 ; Mr. Seward, Sec. of State,

to Messrs. Harmony & Lopez, Feb. 20, 1802, 50 MS. Dom. Let. 409

(relating to a claim against Ecuador for nonfulfillment of a contract

made by claimant under its authority for the purchase of a subma-

H. Doc. 551—vol (5 45
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riiM' toloprapli <al)l«>) : Mr. Scwanl. Soc. of State, to Mr. CuIv«m-, niin.

to V«'iu'/,u«'la. Oct. :i. ISC'J. MS. Inst. Venezuela. I. 3S(>; Mr. Seward,

S<H-. of State, to Mr. Dickinson. No. 'J'.), Nov. 2~t, 18(«, MS. Inst. Am.

States. XVI. :\SU; Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bond, Sept. (!,

l.s«U".. T(» MS. Doni. Let. Si:5; Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mrs. Van

Cort, I>ec. 2S. 1S«!(!, 75 MS. Doni. Let. 11 (relating to u claim against

the Russian <;«)vernnient for compensation for an invention) ; Mr.

Seward. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Dwyer, Oct. 4, 1807, 77 MS. Dom. Let.

177 (relating to a claim against Vene/Aiela for services as a soldier) ;

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Sullivan & Brooker, Dec. 5,

lSt;7. 77 .MS. Dom. Let. 4121 (relating to Itills of exchange drawn and

accepted by agents of Mexico) ; Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to .Mr.

Edmunds, M. ('., .Jan. i:?, ISt^S, 77 MS. Dom. Let. 573 (relating to tliO

claim of a Mr. Hall against Austria for legal services rendertnl to the

late Prince Maximilian) ; Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to "Mr. Page,

governor of Vermont, May 2, ISfiS, 78 MS. Dom. Let. 419 (relating to

the same subject as the last preceding letter) ; Mr. Seward, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Ueid, July 17, 18()8, 7!) MS. Dom. Let. 04; Mr. Seward,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Hansen. Dec. 'SA, 18C.8, S() MS. Dom. Let. 39

(relating to a claim against the North (Jerman T'nion for expense's in

surveying a route for a ship canal in Ilolstein) ; Mr. Seward, See.

of State, to Mr. Conkling, Feb. 9, 1S(J9, 80 MS. Dom. Let. 270; Mr.

Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Conkling, May 8, 18(J9, 81 MS. I>om. Let.

70; Mr. Fish, Se<'. of State, to Mr. Campbell. .Jan. 4, 1870, &3 MS.
Dom. Let. 10; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, t<i Mr. Hanks, March 1(5, 1870,

8.3 MS. Dom. Let. 50(; ; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett. .June

27, 187(1, MS. Inst. Hayti. I. 188; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Wilson, .July 12, 1870, 85 MS. Dom. Let. 283; Mr. Davis, Assist. Sec.

of State, to Mr. King. Dec. 9, 1870, 87 MS. Dom. Let. 219; Mr. Fish,

Se<-. of State, to Mr. Blow, Feb. 22, 1871, MS. Inst. Brazil, XVI. 298;

Mr. Hunter. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foling.sby, .July 5, 1871, tK)

MS. Dom. Let. !k; ; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Washburne, May
24. 1872, MS. Inst. France, XIX. 11; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr.

HellK'r. Dec. 11, 1872, U(\ MS. Dom. Let. 491 (relating to a claim of

Mr. Colton iigainst Bolivia, for comi)ensation for copies of a map of

that Republic) : .Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Merrick. .Jan. 22. 1873,"

97 MS. Dom. Let. .3f»2 ; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wing, nun. to

Ecuador. Dec. 9, 187."'.. MS. Inst. Ecuador, I. .339 (saying that in cases

of <-ontract where " there has been a denial or miscarriage of justice

in the courts . . . the g<Mjd ollices of the Department may
pro|>erly be invoked") ; .Mr. I'-ish, Sec. of State, to Mr. SiK)fford. vice-

president of the Samana Bay Co., May 2.3, 1874, 102 MS. Dom. Let.

.'.21
; .Mr. Hunter. Second .Vssist. Se<'. of State, to Mr. Cameron. Oct. 1,

1874. 104 .MS. Dom. Let. .37<): Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rohan,

Nov. 19. 1874, 105 .MS. Dom. Let. 2.39; Mr. Fish. S«'c. of State, to Mr.

Beardsley. Nov. 21, 1874. May 18, 1875, MS. Inst. Barb. Powers, XV.
2(K>, 237; .Mr. Fish. Se<-. of State, to Mr. (Ireen, April 7, 187r>, 112 MS.
Dom. Let. .582; .Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Swnnn, May 4, 1870,

li:; -MS. Dom. Let. 2.58; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Remington,

Aug. 2. 1S7t;, 114 .MS. Dom. I.<'t. .5(>4 ; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Sherman. De<-. 18, 1870. 110 MS. Dom. I>et. 271; Mr. Evarts, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Durant. March 2<;. 1877. 117 MS. Dom. Let. 455; Mr.

Evarts, S.m-. of State, to Mr. Renungton, March 22, 1878, 122 MS,.
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Doni. Let. 257 ; Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Seward, May 6, 1878,

MS. Inst. China, II. r>.")0 ; Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson,

Sept. 12, 1878, 124 MS. Doni. Let. 32.3 ; Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to

Sir E. Thornton, Brit, niin.. May 2, 1879, MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XVIII.

44; Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Amadore, March 10, 1881, 136

MS. Dom. Let. 472 ; Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan, mln. to

Cent. Am., No. 13G, March 22, 1881, MS. Tnst. Cent. Am. States,

XVIII. 163 (see, however, Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hurlbut,

min. to Peru, Aug. 4, 1881, MS. Inst. Peru, XVI. 506) ; Mr. Freling-

huysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cuyler, June 27, 1882, 142 MS. Dom.
Let. 521 ; Mr. Freliirghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to

Venezuela, June 27, 1882, MS. Inst. Venezuela, III. 226 ; Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of Stare, to Mr. Heap, June 23, 1884, MS. Inst. Turkey,

IV. 150; Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min. to

Peru, Dec. 6, 1884, MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 10<J ; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of

State, to Messrs. Remington & Sons, March 14, 1885, 154 MS. Dom.
Let. 480 ; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, min. to Venezuela,

July 15, 1885, MS. Inst. Veneuzela, III. 478; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Freer, July 15, 1885, 156 MS. Dom. Let. 262 ; Mr. Bayard, Sec.

of State, to Messrs. Sanders & Ilollingsworth, July 23, 1885, 156 MS.
Dom. Let. 339 ; Mr. Bayai-d, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bebell, Feb. 4, 1886,

158 MS. Dom. Let. 641 ; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Seay, Feb.

20, 188(), MS. Inst. Bolivia, I. 416; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Ilevner, April 21, 1886, 160 MS. Dom. Let. 5 ; Mr. Rives, Act. Sec. of

State, to Messrs. Morris & Fillette, Oct. 13, 1888, 170 MS. Dom. Let.

222 ; Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Meyer, Nov. 16, 1895, 206 MS.

Dom. Let. 78 ; Mr. Day, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, min. to Arg.

Rep. No. 362, May 31, 1898, MS. Inst. Arg. Rep. XVII. 363; Mr. Day,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Ketcham, July 28, 1898, 230 MS. Dom. Let. 414;

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Powell, min. to Hayti, No. 338, April

12, 1899, MS. Inst. Ilayti, IV. 143 ; Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Messrs.

E. Becker & Co., April 12, 1899, 236 MS. Dom. Let. 298.

"How far it may be justifiable or expedient formally to press all

the claims upon the French Government for immediate payment is a

consideration to be distinguished from the clear opinion which is

entertained of their intrinsic justice. Wherever they originated in

compulsory measures practiced upon the claimants, they are entitled

to a full and immediate interposition of their GovM"nment; but where

the bills have been received by virtue of voluntary contracts, whether

with the agents of the French Government or individuals, the re-

ceiv'ers, having regard, as they must have hadjtothe degree of credit

and punctuality ascribed to that Government, at the period of their

s})eculation, any calculation and consequent disappointment ought

not to l)e permitted to embarrass their own Government by binding it

to pursue very pointed measures for their relief."

Mr. Madison. Sec. of State, to Mr. Livingston, min. to France, Oct. 27,

180.3, MS. Inst. U. States ministers, VI. 155.

In instructions given by Mr. Pickering. Secretary of State, October 22,

1709, to the American i>leuipoteutiaries to France, the envoys were
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(liro<-to«l to st^-urc t!H> ndjustmcnt of " all tlio claims " of citizons of

the liiittHl States a;;aiiist that Covcriiiin'iit. and aincm;: tlioso thore

WIT*' «'nuiiH'nitt^l the "sums dur to Aim-rican rltizens by contracts

with the Frciicli iJi-vcrnmcnt or its ayciits." (Am. State Pai>ers,
'

For. Kcl. 11. .'.HI. .-.o:;.

)

By the convention iM'tween tlu' I'nited States and Franco. concUidod April

;{u. 1S(>:{, for the "payment of sums due" by France to citizens of the

Inited States, jirovision was made for the satisfaction of " deht.s."

/

'* With i-o<rar(l to the contracts of an individual born in one country

with the (lovcriuncnt of another, most especially when the individual

(•onti-actin<r i>^ domiciliated in the country with whose (lovernnient he

contracts, and fonned the contract vohnitarily. for his own private

emolument and withotit the i)rivity of the nation inider whose protec-

tion he has been horn, he has no claim whatsoever to call upon the

(lovernmcnt of his nativity to espotise his claim, this (lovernment

havin<r no ri<rht to compel that with which he voluntarily contracted

to the performance of that contract."

Mr. .r. (l Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Salmon, Apr. 20, ]S2.% Am. State

, Pai»«'«'^- l''<»". Kel. V. 4(»:i.

Quoted in .Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tratt. July 17. IST'., 100 MS.
Dom. Let. 14L declining,' to ^o beyond the use of good offices in behalf

of the claim of the Kotanical (Jardeiis Railroad Co. ajrainst Hrazil for

alle;,'ed breach of contract.

Quoted, also, in .Mr. Ilitt, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. IMxley, Sept. 20.

I.SSL l.'.O .MS. Horn. Let. 172; .Mr. liayanl. Sec. of State, to Me.ssrs.

Sanders & Ilollinjrsworth, .Inly 2:5. ISS.", l.-)C, MS. Dom. Let. 330.

"Althou<rh a private citizen of the. United States may have the

riorht to enter into contracts with foreijrn orovcrnments it is not

allowed to a (lij)lomatic representative to lend on such occasion the

aid of his official sanction without express instructions to that effect

from tiiis Department."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. <.f State, to Mr. McAfee. Sept. 23, l&iO, MS. Inst.

Colombia. XV. 37.

* "^'ou appear not fully to have imderstood your powor.s and duties

under the law of nations in re<rard to claims of American citizens

oil f(»rei«rn frovernments. I can not explain these more clearly than

hy extract injr a few sentences from a letter dated on the 11th Novem-
I'cr. Is47. and addres-ed hy this I)e|)artment to Vice-]*resident Dallas,

Ml an-wer to an a|)|»licat ion made hy him in behalf of an American
citi/.en. The extract follows: "It has been the practice of this

Department to confine its oHicial action in the recov(>rv of indenniity

from foi-ei^Mi fio\eriniients to tortious acts committed under their

authority a<rain>t the perxms and property of our citizen.s. In the

case of violation of contract, the ride has been not to interfere,

unless under very peculiar circiunstances, and then only toinstruct
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our diplomatic agents abroad to use their good offices in behalf of

American citizens with the Governments to which they are accred-

ited. The distinction between claims arisinjr from torts and from

contracts is, I believe, recognized by all nations, and the reasons for

this distinction will readily occur to your own mind.' This letter

was carefully considered and adopted by the President and the entire

Cabinet. I might add, that if this were not the rule, governments,

and especially our Government. wt)uld be involved in endless diffi-

culties. Our citizens go abroad over the whole world and enter into

contracts with all foreign governments. In doing this they must

estimate the character of those with whom they contract and assume

the risk of their ability and will to execute their contracts. Upon
a diiferent principle, it would become the duty of the Government of

our country to enforce the payment of loans made by its citizens and

subjects to the government of another country. This might prove

exceedingly inconvenient to some of the States of this Union as well

as to other sovereign States."

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ten Eyck, oomr. to Hawaii. Aug. 28,

1848, MS. Inst. Hawaii, II. 1.

No diplomatic agent of the United States ought, without instruc-

tions to that etfect, " to interfere officially in a case of an alleged

breach by a foreign government of a contract with citizens of the

United States, and it is apprehended that it would at least be difficult

to find an instance where such an instruction has been given by this

I)ej)artment. 'J'he reason for this is obvious. It does not comport

with the dignity of any government to make a demand upon another

"which might not ultimately, on its face, warrant a resort to force for

the purpose of compelling a compliance with it. Such a course can

not, under this Government, be adopted without authority from Con-

gress, and it is almost im])ossible to imagine any contract or any cir-

cumstances attending the infraction of one by a foreign government

which would induce Congress to confer such an authority upon the

President."

Mr. Marry, Sec. of State, to Mr. Clay, niin. to Peru, May 24. IS.").!, MS.

Inst. IVru, XV. 1 .">!).

" If citizens of the United States combine with Ecuadorians and

make a common investment of ca])ital in local enterj)rises in Ecuador,

so as to secure favors from the (lovernmejit of Ecuador, they can not

when disaj)pointed, complain that the (lovernment of Ecuador does

not promi)tly discriminate in favor of their own national privileges

as Americans, which they have thus compromitted."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilassaurek, Sept. 12, 18t>."i, MS. Inst.

Ecuador, I. 172.
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(i(>o<l oflicos will Ix' ivfuscMl whoii llio doUt was of a speculative

character or when it was incurred to aid the debtor government to

make wai- on a counti'v with which the I'nited States was at peace.

.Mr. Sewiinl. Sec uf St.itt'. to .Messrs. Leavitt & Co., May (J, 18(J8, 78 MS.

Doiii. I.»>t. i:V2.

" I infer from the memorials of Mr. Vigil and of the legislature

of New >h'.\ico, that the claims to which yon refer arose from con-

tracts, e.\|)ress or implied, with the Mexican (lovernment. Our long-

settled policy and practice has heen to decline the formal intervention

of the (Joveinment excejjt in cases of wrong and injury to person and

pi-ojM'rty, such as the connnon law denominates forfs and regards as

inflicted hy force, and not the result of voluntary engagements mr

contiacts.

'• In cases founded upon contract, the practice of this Government
is to confine itself to allowing its minister to exert his friendly good

offices in commending the claim to the equitable consideration of

the debtor without committing his own (lovermnent to any ulterior

proceedings."

Mr. I'-isli. Sec. of State. t«.Mr. Mullor. May 10. mil. 80 MS. Dom. Let. 348.

" It is not the i>olicy or the ))racti<'e of this I)o})artnieut to interix)se, as

a matter of rij^iit. to jiress iiixm foreijin Koverinnents chiims of its

iitizeiis jirowiii;: out of thi' noiifultilluient of i)rivate contracts. It

<Jo«'s not. liowevcr. witliliold thp oxercise of tlie j?oocl oftices of its

representatives in countries wiicic sucli claims originate, in manifest

instances of injustice to citizens dcsfrvin^ its aid; and you are di-

rected, tlierefore. in tliat sense, to Ifrinj; tiie matter l»efore the min-

ister for foreign atTairs of .lajtan. with an (•.\i>ression of tlie stronj;

liope on tlie part of this (Jovernment tliat ample justice may be

done to tilt' claimant.
"
'I'hcrc is one consideration which insi>ires this (lovernment with a

di'cpcr interest in cas<'s of this desci-iittion occurring in Japan than

would lie entertaine<l <(»ncernii;;,' similar cases in some other <*ovui-

tries. and that is that those forei;;ners whose services have been

en;:aKe<l hy that judicious (iovernment to impart to its oliicers and
jM-ople a kiiowled;re of the .irts and sciences as a means of i)erfectinff

that devel(»pment whi<h has heeqi s() atispiciously hefjuii, may receive

siKh prompt an<l ample fultillment of the euKaKements made l)y the

atitliorities eniiiloyin;: them .is will serve as an encouragement to

others s<» employed or to he employed, and that thus tliey nniy labor

with /eal :iiid coiitidence. and that the national lu'ogress may be

thereby acceler.ited and assured." (Mr. Fish. See .of State, to Mr.
Sliepiird. .Mar. 1!>. IST'J. .MS. Inst. .lapiin. I. .".(r_>.

)

"\\ hen, in ca-o df claim< based on contract, oidy "good offices" of a

diplomatic agent are interposed, Mich agent is directed ''to investigate

the subject, and if yon shall find the facts to be as represented, you
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will seek an interview with the minister for foreign affairs and request

such explanations as it may be in his power to afford."

Mr. Fish, Set-, of State, to Mr. Osboni. No. 4(>, Mar. 4, 187G, MS. Inst. Arg.

Kop. XVI. 98.

By a convention of July 29, ISG-t, the Venezuelan government

agreed to pay to France GOO.OOO francs in full settle-

Case of Venezuelan
j^^.j^t ^f all claims. This sum was payable in instal-

ments, which were secured by the hypothecation of

ten per cent, of the customs receipts at La Guayra. In 1867 a new
convention with France was proposed, but it was not ratified, and the

debt meanwhile c(mtinued to increase. Subsequently to the conven-

tion with P'rancc, agreements were made by Venezuela with other

nations for the adjustment and payment of the claims of their citi-

zens. Among these nations were Denmark, (jermany, Great Britain,

Tlie Netherlands, Spain and the United States. Up to 1873, the pay-

ments on the foreign debts followed no fixed rule, but in July of that

year a law was passed by which forty per cent, of the customs revenues

were set aside for the luitional creditors, and of this portion thirteen

per cent, was to be applied to the payment of the foreign creditors.

Fn the division of this thirteen per cent the preferential rights claimed

by France appear to have been recognized. In May. 1880, however,

the Venezuelan government, by a law or decree, which was made with-

out consulting the foreign governments or creditors, altered the dis-

tribution of the thirteen per cent., and, in order to make the change

less objectionable to those whose interests were injuriously affected,

increased the amount to be distributed by one-twelfth. France and

<ireat Britain, who suffered by the new distribution, protested against

it and demanded the fulfilment of the conditions of the original con-

ventions. The French government refused to accept a smaller pro-

portion than was a.ssigned to it under the arrangement of 1878, and,

when its demand was refused, suspended diplomatic relations. Ven-

ezuela invoked the good offices of the United States, and subsequently

|)roposed. as a guarantee of prompt and regular payment, that the

United States should receive and distribute among the foreign cred-

itors the sums to Ix' jjaid to them. On May 5, 1881, the minister of

(he United States at Paris was instructed to say to the French Gov-

ei-nmcnt tliat, while the United States would be unwilling to guarantee

any part of the foreign debt of Venezuela, it would, if desired so to

do, i-eceive and distribute the monthly payments. As France declined

to yield her claim of i)ri()rity, the American minister was instructed,

on July 28, 1881, to controvert this claim as unjust to the other

creditor govej;nments, and to urge that any partition of the available

resources of Venezuela shoidd be pro rata; and the proposal was

renewed that such partition should i)e made by the United States as
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a irii:ii-:nit«'(' to the cnMlitor nations and a bar to any inequitable advan-

ta«re of tlif one ovrr the others. The French o^overnnient still insisted

on its riirht to jiiiority under the convention of 18(>4, and maintained

that the ol)lipilions of \'ene/uehi thereunder could not be altered

excel )t l>y a new airreeini'ut. The French <rovernnient offered, how-

i'ver. to make a concession as to the method of satisfying her claim

of |)riority. Mi". Fi('lin<ihuysen stated that he felt disposed to admit

the justice (d" thi> xdution. if it should not be opposed by other cred-

itoi- <:overmnents whose claims would, like those of the United States,

be to >ouic extent i)reju(Hced by the admission of a prior claim on the

part of France. As to the Venezuelan proposal that the United States

shouhl act as i-eceiver for the satisfaction of the foreign creditors, Mr.

Fi-ennirhiiy<en stated that the United States Avas willing to undertake

tlie task, and tliat. "to reach such a settlement, the United States is

l)i-epai-ed to counsel Venezuela to i)ay to France during the coming

yeai- in cash, oxer and aboxc the stipulated pro rata ])ayments, the

sum of T'iO.OOO francs." Continuing. Mr. Frelinghuysen said: '"We

would also coinis(d A'euezuela to resume the operation of the claims

commis>ion with I-'rance. and wouhl use our efforts toward the con-

clu>iou of bke claims connnissions with other governments when jus-

tice may recjuire it. a<ldiug the smn of any future awards to the

amount of the foreign debt.

•• I'xd'oic doing so. howexcr. it is desired to know Avhetlier such an

an-angement will be acce|)tab]e to all the otlier creditor governments,

whose interest-, no le>s than our own. are concerned in the peaceful

adjustment of the Franco- Venezuelan controversy on a basis which

>\\;\U not ovei-shailow the rights of other nations against Venezuela

—

and whether, in the e\'ent of accepting the arrangement proi)osed,

the other go\'ernments will empower their representatives in Wash-
ington to consult with the repi-esentatives of the ITnited States and

\'enezuela to the end of protocolizing a revised statement of the

capitaii/ed indebtedness of \'enezuela to each as a basis for future

distributions, whicli for comcnience might be payable by us to them

(|uarterly or -enii-annually. instead of monthly, as proposed.
" ^'ou will lay the foregoing statement and views before the min-

i-ier for foreign affairs of (ireat liritain. You will ])oint out to liim

that the failure to attain a peaceable settlement as between France and
X'eiiezuela. ami a loort to force by the former to collect her debt,

coulil not but di>a-lrou-ly alh-ct the ability of Venezuela to meet her

jii-t ol>ligatioii- towards the other ci-editor govermnents; that the

couiuiou iutere-t (

d' all i- <-oncerned in reaching an amicable solution

of the enuiplex piobleui |)resented: and that the United States, them-
selves creditor-, will ne\crlheless subserve their interests in the matter

to the couMMoii L''ood.""

.Mr. I'relinuliiiyv.ii. S..-. ,,( SI;Ue. to Mr. I'lielps. iniii. to Eiifilaiid, Mnrcb
:u>. iss;;. .ms. Iusi. (;if;it r.iit.iin. .x.W'i. uo<(.
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Wharton, in his International Law Digest, gives the following gloss of

the foregoing instrnction :
" The government of the United States

can not hnt regard with grave anxiety the attempt of a foreign gov-

ernment to compel hy force the payment of mere conti'act dehts due

subjects of such government by a South American state." (Wharton,

Int. Law Dig. § 232, IL (502.)

The instruction does not relate to the distinctive subject of contract debts,

and there is nothing in it referring to a distinction between the

method of enforcing the payment of debts founded on contract and

those arising from tort.

The position of Mr. Frelinghuysen on the subject actually under discus-

sion was the same as that previously taken by Mr. Blaine, as to which

see supra. § 907.

" Your letters of December 31 and of the 9th instant, in relation to

the collection of principal and interest of certain
Case of Russian Russian bonds in your j^ossession, have received atten-

bonds. ,•

tion.

" The instances to which allusion was made in my letter of the 27th

ultimo, where the Department has authorized its representatives

abroad to receive payments or accept settlements of the bonds of a

foreign government, have been when such government was ready to

deal with its creditor, and where the intervention of a consular or

diplomatic agent of the creditor's country was a convenience to both.

" There are also cases, but not common enough to form a rule of

action, where the bonds of one government being wholly or largely

held by the citizens of another, upon default thereof, the government

of which the creditors are citizens may endeavor, by diplomatic remon-

strance or negotiation, to effect an international agreement between

the two countries, prescribing time and manner of adjustment.

" Your proposition, however, seems to be founded on a wholly dif-

ferent basis from either of these. It is, as I understand it, to invest

the Government of the United States with the legal title of certain

liussian bonds, on account of which no payments of any character

apj)ear to have been made for twenty-five years, in the expectation

that this (xovernment would, by such an assignment, act as the party

in interest (not as its creditor's advocate or trustee), and so obtain for

itself more favorable terms for the liquidation of these securities than

those to which other holders thereof are subject.

" Your proposition is contrary to international usage, and is, more-

over, inexpedient to a degree which bars it from favorable considera-

tion, inasnnich as this (lovernment would not wish to make itself a

preferred creditor over other of its own citizens or foreigners who
may hold other portions of the same debt.''

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wright, .Tan. 17, 1S84, 14!» MS.

Dom. I^t. 417.

See. to the same eft'ect. Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunt,

miu. to Russia. Jan. 12. 1884, MS. Inst. Russia, XVI. .•17<!.
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Miiv IT, 1S74, Mr. Thomas, American ministor at Lima, enclosed

(o the Department of State a report of a commission
Landreau case.

.,pj„,i„t,.,i 1,^ the IVesident of Peru to estimate the

(juantitv of ^rnano helonirin*; to that (Jovernment in the i)rovince of

Tanipacji, Some of the (le])osits marked on the list were said to have

heen discoveicd bv J. T. Lanchvan. Mr. Thomas said he was often

asked if tlie I'nited States woidd nr<2:e the chiim of J. C. Landrean on

account of these discoveries made hy his brother, J. T. Laiulreaii, and

lie asked to be enli<2:htened on tliis point. Mr. Fish, on the 2r)th of

Inly, stated that, as tlie chiim of J. C. Landrean ofrew ont of a contract

which appeared to have been vohuitarily made by his brother with the

IVrnvian (iovernment. it beh)n^ed to a chxss of chiims with which it

was tlie practice of the United States not to interfere beyond the exer-

cise of trood offices, bnt that tlie Department of State had reached the

conclnsion that the claim was entitled to *' some consideration" on

((|nital)le <rronnds. Mr. Thomas was accor(lin<)^ly anthorized. to make
use of his " ^ood offices, nnofficially. with the Pernvian authorities in

behalf of J. C. Landrean, with a view of secnrin<j^ for him from tliat

(Jovernment a speedy investi^jation and adjustment of his claim."

In a snl)se(iiient instruction, May 28, 1875, Mr. Fish adverted to the

fact that the allejred discovery of ^uano was confessedly made by
J. 'V. Landreau. a P'rench citizen, and that J. C Landreau based his

claim on the <rn)un(l that he had advanced money to his brother

towai'ds (lefrayin<r the e.\j)enses attending the discovery, on the condi-

tion that he was to share in the profits as a i)artner; but this fact

could not, said Mr. I^'ish, be allowed to make the question an inter-

national one. even if the chiim wei-e not based on contract. Mr. Fish

adde(| that thei-e was no objection to the le<jatioirs employing its

jH'rsonal <rood offices in cooperation with the French le<>;ation at Lima,
provided the latter should have been authorized to take that course.

Hy a resolution of February -JO, 18S0, the House of Representatives,

on the stren<rth of a report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs,

adoi)ted a resolution reipiesting the President to take such steps as

in his opinion migiit i)e proper and in accordance with international

law to secure to J. ('. Landreau a final settlement and adjustment of
his claim against Peru, and, if he deemed it j)roper to do so, to invite

I'^ranco to cooperate to that end. Subseciuently the claim became a

subject (.f controvei-sy between the Fiiited States and Chile, when it

api)eare(l that the latter (Jovernment would take the province of
'I'aiapaca : mikI .Mi-. Hhnne insti-ucted the .\merican ministers at

Lima and Santiago to u-e theii- good offices iu behalf (# the claimant,
and, in \\\\> relation, to say that justice seemed to demand that Lan-
dreau should have au opport iniity to be heard in sujjport of his claim
before a tribmial in Peru coui|)etent to decide it, and that no treaty
of peace which migla cede territory to Chile should be made in dis-
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regard of any rights which Landrcaii might, after an impartial judi-

cial investigation, be found to possess. Subsequently, the case was
brought before Mr. Bayard, as Secretary of State, who, after intimat-

ing a doubt as to the American citizenship of J. C. Landreau, said

:

" Without expressing any opinion as to the existence or effect of the

contract so set up [by the claimant], it is enough for me now to say

that in respect of alleged contractual debts of foreign governments

to citizens of the United States, the rule is that, while this Govern-

ment ma}^ interpose its good offices to invite payment, if these offices

be declined and the existence of the debt be denied, its interposition

ceases. In the present case, payment of this claim was urged upon

Peru by former administrations, and its payment was absolutely

refused on the ground that no contract of the character claimed had

Ijeen made. Under these circumstances, this claim is not regarded as

one which this Government should further press directly upon Peru;

and consequently it can not now be urged indirectly upon Chile,

who, in taking possession of the guano deposits in question under a

treaty cession, did so with recognition of the liens thereon admit-

ted by Peru to be valid, and can not be expected to recognize others

the validity of which is wholly denied by Peru."

Mr. Thomas, niin. to I*eru. to Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, No. 106, May 17,

1874, F\)r. Rel. 1874. 8W) ; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thomas, No.

!»2. .Tuly 2r>, 1874. MS. Inst. Peru. XVI. 27<J ; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Gil)l)s. mill, to I»eru. No. 2, May 28, 187.J. id. 297; Mr. Blaine,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Trescot. No. 4, Dec. 10. 1881, For. Rel. 1.S81. 151;

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cowie, June 15, 1885, 15G MS. Dom.
Let. 1.

See, also. Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Christy, June 10, 1885, 150 MS.
Dom. Let. 0.

On Fel)ruary 17. 1880. Mr. .larvis. American minister at Rio de Janeiro,

reported the declination of the Brazilian Government for the third

time to admit the validity of the Fiedler claim, which formed the

subject of the Senate resolution of March 27, 1884, Congressional

Record. Vol. XV., pt. .3, p. 2.323. The Department of State replied

that under the circumstances it could give no further instructions on

the subject. This decision was affirmed by Mr. Foster, as Secretary

of State, on December 10, 181*2. and was reaffirmed by Mr. GreHham,

who stated that he had reached the same conclusion as Mr. Foster,

namely, " that the claim having been three times strongly presented,

and each time, after careful and thonmgh review, been summarily

rejected, the Department was not able to instruct its minister to do

anything further in the matter." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Jarvis, niin. to Brazil. No. 23, March 22, 1880. MS. Inst. Brazil,

XVII. 315; Mr. Gresham. Sec. of State, to Mr. Helper, Sept. 4, 189.3,

193 MS. Dom. Let. .321.)

With reference to the I'erkins claim against Russia, Mr. Bodisco, on

March 10, 18r>9. enclos(>d to the Secretary of State a note from Prince

Gortchakoff of February 11, 18G9, in which I'riuce GortchakoCf, re-
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ft'i-riu^r to a n'solutioii (if Cttiifrn'ss. in which it was asserted that the

Prrkiiis i-iaiiu >:n'W out of contracts with the Kusshm (loverniuent,

Mske<l for copies of the contracts. (MS. Notes from Kussian Lej?.)

" It is not necessary to ivniind yon that an appeal by one sovereicrii

on l)ehalf of a snhject to obtain fi'iMn another sovereig:n tlie payment

of a debt alle«re(l to be (hie snch subject is the exercise of a very deli-

cate and jM'CMJiar i)rero<rative. which, by principles definitely settled

in this Department, is placed under the following limitations:

*•
1. All that our (Jovermnent undertakes, when the claim is merely

contractual, is to interi)ose its j^ood offices: in other words, to ask the

attention of the forei<rn s()verei<j:n to the claim: and this is only done

when the claim is one susceptible of stron<r and clear i)r()of.

" '2. If the sovereign ai)pealed to denies the validity of the claim or

refu.ses its payment, the nuitter droi)s, since it is not consistent with

the dipiity of the United States to press, after such a refusal or de-

nial, a contractual claim for the rei)udiation of which, by the law of

nations, there is no ivdress. . . .

" '.\. A\'hen the alleged debtor sovereign declares that his courts are

o|)en to the })ursuit of the claim, this by itself is. a ground for a

refusal to interpose. Since the establishment of the Court of Claims,

for instance, the (Jovermnent of the United States remands all claims

held abroad, as well as at home, to the action of that court, and de-

clines to accept for its executive department cognizance of matters

which by its own system it assigns to the judiciary.

"4. When this Department has been api)ealed to for diplomatic

intervention of this class, and this intervention is refused, 'this refusal

is regarded as linal unless after-discovered evidence be presented

which, under the ordinary rules applied l>v the courts in motions for

a new trial, ought to change the residt, or unless fraud be shown in

the concoction of the decision."

Mr. r.ayanl. Sc<-. of State, to Mr. Bispliani, .Tune 24. IHS."). l.-.C. MS. Doui.

Let. m.

'Die rule that a govermnent does not intervene officially in cases

of contract "has been applied in imnnnerable cases in this Depart-

ment, many of great hardship Vnd this rule is applied

with strictness to cases where the creditor voluntarily goes to the

dcbtoi' country to conduct in that country an enterprise which is to

be clo>ely boimd up with its landed and business interests. This
(loNermnent woidd |)eremptorily rejx'I any claim i)y a European sov-

ereign to exercir-e international suj)ervision over such of our railroad

or bu^ine^^ corj)orat ioiis as may be owned in the United States by
such sovereign's subject. The ride which this Govermnent would
thus decline to recdgni/c it can not with propriety projwse to others.

. . . The rule just stated does not, however, preclude our diplo-
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matic representatives abroad from exercising their personal good
offices, under the instructions of this Department, in recommending,
to the governments to which they are accredited, claimants who are

considered by the Department to be just creditors of such govern-

ments."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Doi-sheimer, Jan. 25, 188G, 158 MS. Doni.

Let. 548.

The interposition of the Department of State having been solicited

to obtain from a foreign government a pension to Avhich an American
citizen alleged that he had become entitled in such government's

service, the Department said: "As a rule the Department refrains

from pressing claims growing out of employments voluntarily

accepted by American citizens under foreign governments." The
Department refused to interfere.

Mr. Blaine, See. of State, to Mr." Moflit, June 20, 1890, 178 MS. Dom.
Let. 91.

See, to the same effect, Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Patterson, April

7, 1890, 177 MS. Dom. Let. 180; Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Brown. Sept. 21, 1895. 205 MS. Dom. Let. 19.

In 1890 the United States secured the settlement of the claim of the

Ilydrographic Connnission of the Amazon against Peru for 20,000

silver soles. (For. Rel. 1895, II. 1036; For. Rel. 1896, 492; Mr. Adee,

Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ellett, Aug. 23, 1895, 204 MS. Dom. Let.

265.)

(2) EXCEPTION WHEKE DIPLOMACY IS THE ONLY METHOD OF REDRESS.

§ 996.

By the treaty between the ITnited States and Spain, concluded

Fel)ruary 22, 1819, each Government renounced '' all claims " of its

citizens or subjects against the other, which had been submitted for

its interposition since 1802 ; and by Article XI. the United States,

referring to the claims of its citizens against Spain, agreed " to make
satisfaction for the same, to an amount not exceeding $5,000,000." A
(juestion arose before the commissioners who were appointed to carry

this stipulation into effect as to whether claims should be admitted

Avhicli were founded on breaches of contract to perform unneutral

services, and on March 5, 1822, the conmiissioners addressed an

inquiry on the subject to John Quincy Adams, who was then Secre-

tary of State, and who had negotiated the treaty on the part of the

ITnited States. Mr. Adams, on March 9, 1822, answered that it was

not understood or intended by the United States nor, as he believed,

by Spain, that claims arising from contract should be excluded from

the benefit of the treaty. Of the absolute obligation of the United

States to interpose iu behalf of particular claimants no very subtle
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or punctilious scrutiny had, he said, boon made. It was, said Mr.

Adams, "tlio nood of the claimant, and not the legal classification of

his claim, for which the assistance of his (iovernment had been

solicited," and 'Mho delay or denial of justice, which it was desirable

lo remedy, was the same, whether it was for a wrong committed, or a

contract broken. The claimants have,'' continued Mr. Adams, "alike,

been /froi/i/scd, that, at the negotiation of the treaty, their claims

wotdtl 1)0 considered and ondoavoi-s made to provide for them in

roimiKHi iritJi otherx. . . . That a government, negotiating for

the claims upon another ])ower of its citizens, at their own entreaty,

is not comiH'tont to compoinid for them, upon terms as favorable as

it can, consistently with its duties to the rest of its own nation, secure,

is a doctrine certainly not contemplated at the negotiation of the

treaty, and now believed to be without warrant either in the law or

usages of nations."

Moore. Int. Arbitrations. V. 4502-ir>0.j.

See, as to tlie origin of tbis lettei', Keminiscences of Jaiues A. Hauiilton,

International connnissions have frequently allowed claims based

on the infraction of rights derived from contracts where the denial

of justice was properly established. This was done under the conven-

tion Ix'twoon the United States and Mexico of April 11, 1839; by the

commission under the act of Congress of March 3, 1849, to carry into

effect the treaty of (luadalupe Hidalgo; by the commission under

the treaty between the United States and (ireat Britain of February

8. 18r)3; by the connnission inider the convention between the United

States and Peru of January 12, 1863; by the commission under the

convention between the United States and Mexico of July 4, 1868;

and by the connnission under the convention between the United'

States and A'onezuola of December 5, 1885.

See Moore. Int. Arbitrations, IV. ,'U2r>-359().

Seo Wlieaton. edition by Lawrence (ISC'?), 510; Pbilliniore, .Snl ed., II. 8;

Kivier, Trineipcs dn Droit des (Jens, I. 272.

Tbe (iui*stion of the jnrisdiction of international eoniniissions over eon-

tract claims was ai)ly and exhaustively discussed by J. Ilubley Ash-

ton. es(|., as agent of the United States before the commission under

the treaty betwwn the Fnititl States and Mexico of July 4, 18»j8.

.\fter adverting to the broad terms of Article V. of the convention, by

which it was stipulati'd that the proceedings of the commis.sion should

be considered a full and final settlement of every claim upon either

• Iovernment growing out of .-my transaction i)rior to the date of the

treaty. Mr. Ashton proceeded to argue that the high contracting

Iiarties intended to provide for the adjustment of all claims, without

regard to tbe nature of the transaction in whicii they originatetl.

lie maintained, upon the preamble as well as upon the body of the

convention, that its framers contemplated and designed "a perfect

settlement, including the adjustmeut and payment, of all claims
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. . . which the two nations regarded as sulijects of international

negotiation and arbitration." Bnt, even conceding that the conven-

tion needed interpretation, he contended that its proper interpretation

would lead to the same I'esult. (Citing Austin, The Philosophy of

Positive Law; Vattel, Book II. ch. xvii., sees. 27G, 287, 290; Grotius,

Boolv II., chap, xvi., sec. 25; 2 Phillimore, 96; Austin on Jurispru-

dence, II. 1024; 16 Peters, 615; Blackstone, Commentaries, Book II.,

chapter 30; Book III., chapters, 1, 8, 9; Spence, The Equitable Juris-

diction of the Court of Chancery ; Slade's Case, 4 Coke ; 1 Chitty's

Pleading, 100, 12G, 135; Mast v. Goodson, 2 Blackstone's Rep. 848;

Bennet v. Lynch, 5 B. & C. 589; Marzetti v. Williams, 1 B. & Ad.

415 ; Kinlyside v. Thornton, 2 Blackstone's Rep. 1111 ; Leslie v. Wil-

son, 6 Moore, 415 ; Boorman r. Brown, 3 Q. B. Rep. 511 ; Gorett v.

Ranedge, 3 East, 70 ; Law Mag., N. S., I. 197 ; Austin, Lectures on

Jurisprudence, I. 64.) The word "injuries," as found in several

other treaties in English and Spanish for the settlement of inter-

national claims, either alone or in connection with the words " per-

sons " and " property," had, said Mr. Ashton, been uniformly con-

strued as describing all civil injuries. (Citing the treaty between

the United States and Spain of 1819, and the opinion of Mr. Binney,

Am. State Papers, For. Rel., VI. 788 ; the treaty between the United

States and Mexico of April 11, 1839 ; the coiwentiou between the

United States and Costa Rica of July 2, 1860; Opinion of Court of

Claims in Meade's Case, 2 N. & 11. 275.) He also argued that the

circumstances attending the negotiation of the convention and the

correspondence preceding its conclusion showed that it was the inten-

tion of the contracting parties to include cases growing out of con-

tract as well as those growing out of tort.

A similar argument was made by Mr. Ashton, with favorable results, as

agent of the United States before the commission under the treaty

between the United States and Venezuela of 1885. See Moore, loc.

cit, supra.

" You are aware that it has not been the custom of Her Majesty's

Government, although they have always held themselves free to do so,

to interfere authoritatively on behalf of those who have chosen to

lend their money to foreign governments, and the Mexican bond-

holders have not been an exception to this rule. The constitutional

government, however, while established at Vera Cruz under the

presidency of Senor Juarez, concluded with Captain Dunlop, two

years ago, an arrangement by which it was stipulated that 25 per cent

of the customs recei])ts at Vera Cruz and Tampico should be assigned

to the liritish bondholders, and 10 per cent to the holders of conven-

tion bonds. That convention was confirmed and extended by the

arrangement lately made by Captain Aldham. The claims of the

bondholders, therefore, to the extent provided for in these arrange-

ments, have acquired the character of an international obligation,

and you should accordingly insist upon the punctual fulfillment of

the obligations thus contracted.''

Lord John Russell, British foreign secretary, to Sir C. L. Wyke, Brit,

luin., March 30, 1861, 52 Brit. & For. State Papers, 237, 238.
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••
It is tnic tliiit this claim juisos out of a contract voluntarily

futrn'd into hy Mr. Spariow, and fons(>(|u(Mitly belongs to that class

(tf flaiins rcirardin"^: \\ liich this (lovcnuncnt does not as a rule inter-

fere diph)iiiati(ally, elainiants in such cases being remitted to the

n'ine(Ues provich'd by the laws of the country with whose government

or citizens the contract is made and where it is to l>c executed. In

the |»ieseiit ca>e. liowever, the contract of Mr. SparroM^ is directly

with the (iovei-nuieiit of IVru; and it may be that that (lovernmeiit

d(M's not hohl itself amenable to the suits of private individuals in its

«»wn tril)uiials. In such case, the claimant would he without legal

remedy, as no mode of i-edress is provided for in the contract, either

by ail)itration or otherwise: and in that event the claim of Mr.

Sj)ai"i-ow may pi-o|)erly be held to form an exception to which the

general ride as to diplomatic interference would not be justly appli-

cable.

•• \iH\ will therefore asccM'tain by proper inquiry whether or not the

tribunals of IVru are open to claimants against the (irovernment, and

should you find that Mr. Sj)arr()w can not avail himself of these

niean> of i-<'di-ess. it will be proper for you to })resent this claim to the

authorities of Peru, with a view to its speedy adjustment and pay-

ment."

Mr. Kv.irts. Sec of State, to Mr. (;il>l>s, min. to I'oru. Oct. 'M, 1S77, For.

IJel. IS'.t.".. II. 1(i:',<; ; S. I>oc. ILT.. .".4 Coiij,'. 1 sess.

The ((iiitract in qiK'stioii was entered into by Mr. Sparrow with tlie

I'eniviiin (Jovernnieiit. Ajiril 1, 1S72. to serve for three years as a

(•ivii «'n;,'in«'er. He was assigned to duty in tliat capacity with the

liydro};raj>hic conuuission of the Amazon, on whicli lie served till Its

dissolution in Ajiril. 1ST7. He claimed that tliere was tlien due him
for .services tlie sum of .'P2.ri(^>.:ir». 'I'lie payment of the claim, the

justice of which was not denied liy Peru, was rejieatedly urjjed by
successive S»>cretaries of State. (For. Rel. 18"Jo, II. 103G-1055.)

It was sctlle<l in ISMC. (For. Kel. ISiM!. 4!)'J-4!)4.)

'•
( )f a ditlerent nature was the reclamation of the Waring Brothers

(Kngli>h) for the i)ayment of an iiulemnity due them from Brazil

caused by i-e>cinding the Victoria and Xatividade Kailroad contract

ma<le with them in iss-j. Waring Brothers are railroad contractors,

and were employed by the Brazilian (Jovernment to survey and com-
mence work upon a road the (lovernment ])roposed con.structing.

They had Maicely begun when the (Jovennneut concluded that a rail-

load in that locality was uncalled for at the present time, and so

decided to al»andon the work. The contract with the Warings was
rexiiided. and to indenniify them a decree was had fixing their loss

at £T(),oo(). which they accepted. This decree was of April, 1885.

In Septembei- of the >ame year this decree was revoked by a law (No.

3271), which stated ihut the rcbcibsioii of the contract ill question
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needed the approval of the legislative power. In other words, the

chambers did not regard the imperial decree as binding upon them,

but proposed to investigate the matter and consider it de novo. The
Warings applied to their (jovernment for assistance at this stage of

affairs, and Her Britannic Majesty's minister in their behalf insisted

that the imperial decree must be made good."

Mr. Trail, t-Iiargo at Rio de Janeiro, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Jan. 21,

1887, For. Kel. 1887, 54, 55.

'' The difficulties Iwtween \'enezuela and certain European powers

having been ended by virtue of a protocol whereby that Republic

obliges itself to })ay pending claims to those powers, other nations,

both in Europe and America, which remained neutral during the

conflict, had recourse to Venezuehrs plenipotentiary at AVashington

in order to secure a friendly' adjustment of their claims. In view of

this circumstance certain Mexican citizens, heirs of a commercial firm

to which the (lovernment of the Kepublic in the middle of last

century transferred a claim against Venezuela, requested the diplo-

matic offices of Mexico to obtain for them similar treatment to that

accorded to other creditors of that Kepublic in the definite adjust-

ment of its pending indebtedness. The executive covdd not refuse to

exercise those offices, especially inasmuch as the claim, acquired, as I

have said, from the Mexican (Jovernment, is based upon a disinterested

loan which Mexico, during the early years of independence, made to

the country called New (Jranada, now divided into the Republics of

Venezuela, Coloml)ia, and Ecuador. At the time when New Granada
was divided into three nations each one of them assumed a propor-

tional ol)ligation to pay the debt to Mexico, but in conse(iuence of its

lamentable strife Venezuela has not paid even a part of the share

which it assumed. Suitable instructions having been given to our

aml)assador at Washington, a j^rotocol has been signed providing

a basis for the settlement of this claim on the same terms as are con-

tained in the protocols signed by Venezuela's plenipotentiary with the

representatives of the other neutral nations to which I have alluded."

Message of I'resideiit Diaz to the Me.\ican Congress, April 1, 190;^. For.

Hel. imii, »;53-054.

Tlie umpire for the Mexiciin claims awarded the claimants in this case

£102.400, rei)resenting a princijial of £17,!>55. with interest at (» per

<'ent for seventy-five years. For the attacks of the Caracas press on

the award, see For. Hel. 1004, S<55. I'resident Diaz, in his message

to the Mexican Congress, .\pril 1, 1!»04, observed "that, as was to he

expected, the conmiission discharged conscientiously its delicate

trust," the umi)ire giving "a decision in favor of the .Mexican claim-

ants, who. as assignees of their (Jovernment. had justice on their

side, considering the origin of the long-standing debt in question, a

debt which the great Bolivar regarded as sacred." (For. Rel. VM>4,

480.

)

H. Doc. 551—vol () It)
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Ill iKcordiinc*' witli a scntomv of the .supreme court of justice of

Peru, ami in roiifonnity with the liciuidation by the upper court of

accounts, there was (hie to the tinu of W. K. Grace & Co., of New
York, fntiii the Peruvian ( Jovt'rnuiont, with interest up to Aug. 31,

l'.M)l. the sum of $i>t>.7*J().sr). 'J'he chiim had been pending seventeen

years, and. in spit*' of its judicial adjustment, had renuiined unpaid.

On March :>. lM»i>, the legation of the United States at Lima, acting

undei- instructions, wrote to the foreign office: "'A continuance of

the conditions which have so long blocked ])rogress in this case

would be det'iued by my (lovernment to afl'ord foundation for its

diplomatic inter\ention based u|)on a denial of justice,'' This state-

ment was repeated by the legation on Nov. 1!), 1!>03. On the 14th

of December the minister of foreign relations informed the legation

that. I»y agiH'cment between the minister of finance and the head of

the clainuint linn, an item for the payment of the claim had been

inserted in the i»udget, and that diplomatic action was unnecessary.

Provision for j)ayment was duly nuide.

I'ur. l{i'l. 1!K>4, (ITS-tiSU.

An American lirm furnished coal to the Ilaytian Government and
received in payment a certain iuunl)er of bonds ]:)ayable in six,

twelve. eighte<'n. and twenty-four months. When the bonds were

|)resented for payment the Govermnent declined to pay them. A
di|)lomatic claim was in consecjuence nuide, which was settled in 1904

by the payment by the Ilaytian Government to the American claim-

ants the sum of $1S,()()0.

I'ur. Kel. 1;mM. ;{<.»1.\

(.'{) CONHSCATOKY HREACHES OF CONTBACT,

i^ 1)97.

" In all civili/ed coinitiMes instruments of this description [char-

ters] ai-e consitlered as sacred, and the welfare of the public and
the interests of the government itself are deeuted to depend uj)on

(heir being so held. If the great i)ublic objects for which charters

;iie gianted and the private interests involved in them were liable

to be saciiticed at the pleasure of the dominant authority, no author-

ity in the >tatc which might succeeil it could expect to accomplish
:i piil>Iir oliject by similar means. In a government which has been
-o <liaiigt:ib|.- a- that (d" Mexico, it is particularly necessary for the

piiMi<- wral that duties undertaken to be performed by the grantees

of a charlei-, in-lead of JM-ing strictly and harshly judged, should be

viewed in a -pirit of (M|uity and even indulgence.*-

Mr. \V»'l.>t.r. S.- . of st;it.-. to .Mr. Letcher, iiiiii. to Mexico, Aug. 18, 1851,

.M8. Ili.st. .Me.\. XVI. L'ly.
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" There are several American citizens who, with different interests,

claim to have formed engagements with the proper authorities of

Nicaragua for opening and using the transit routes, with various

stipulations defining their privileges and duties, and some of these

contracts have already been in operation. This Government has

neither the authority nor the disposition to determine the conflicting

interests of these claimants; but what it has the right to do, and what

it is disposed to do, is to require that the (xovernment of Nicaragua

should act in good faith towards them, and should not arbitrarily and

'wrongfidly divest them of rights justly acquired and solemnly guar-

anteed. The United States believe it to be their duty, and they mean
to execute it, to watch over the persons and proi)erty of their citizens

visiting foreign countries, and to intervene for their ])rotecti(m when

such action is justified l)v existing circumstances and by the law of

nations. Wherever their citizens may go through the habitable globe,

when they encounter injustice they may appeal to the (lovernment of

their country, and the appeal will be examined into with a view to

such action in their behalf as it may be proper to take. It is impos-

sible to define in advance and with precision those cases in which the

national ])ower may be exerted for their relief, or to what extent

relief shall be afforded. Circumstances as they arise nuist prescribe

the rule of action. In countries where well-defined and established

laws are in operation, and where their administration is conunitted

to able and independent judges, cases will rarely occur where such

int(M-vention will be necessary. But these elements of confidence and
security are not everywhere found, and Avhere that is unfortunately

the case the United States are called upon to be more vigilant in

watching over their citizens, and to interi)ose efficiently for their

])rotection when they are sul)jected to tortious proce^'dings, by the

direct action of the Govermnent, or by its indisposition or inability

to discharge its duties.

" But there is yet another consideration which calls for the atten-

tion of this (lovermnent. These contracts Avith their citizens have a

national importance. They affect not ordinary interests merely, but

(juestions of gi-eat value, political, commercial, and social, and
the Ignited States are fully justified by the considerations already

adverted to in taking care that they are not wantonly violated, and
tlie safe establishment of an interoceanic connnunication j)ut to hazard

or indefinitely postponed. . . . What the United States demand
is, that in all cases where their citizens have entered into contracts with

the proper Xicaraguan authorities, and (juestions have arisen, or shall

arise, respecting the fidelity of their execution, no declaration of

forfeiture, either past or to come, shall possess any binding force

unless pronounced in conformity with the provisions of the contract,
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if thotv iwv any, or if there is no provision for that purpose, then

niih'>s then- has lu'cn a fair and impartial i ii vest ijjat ion in such a man-

ner as to satisfy the I'liiletl States that tlie proceeding has l>een just

and that the decision ou^dit to I>e suhiiiitted to. Without some secur-

ity of this kind, this (ioverniiient will consider itself warranted, when-

ever a |)roi)er case arises, in interposin«j: such means as it may think

justitiahle. in i)ehalf of its citi/.ens who may have been or who nmy
1h' injured hy such mijust assumption of power."'

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. I.aiuar. iiiin. to Contral America, No. 9,

.Fuly !.'.">. is.".s, CorrcspoiKUMKo in relation to the Proposed Interoceanic '

(
'.i ua 1 ( 1 SS.-. ) . L'S 1 . li8:{-l.'S5.

•• Where one of the parti(>s to a contract proceeds by an arbitrary

act to annid it, on the ground that the other party has failed to

coujply with its conditions, and by a process which precludes any

investigation, the i)lainest princii)les of justice are violated. What
the Tnitecl States rcipiire is not that their citizens should be main-

tained in rights they have forfeited, but that they should not be

«lej)rived of rights derived from the (Jovernment of Nicaragua with-

out a fair examination by an impartial tribunal."

Mr. Cjiss. Sc<-. of state, to Mr. Jerez. May T). 18r>0, MS. Notes to Cent. Am.
I. I.">4. See. for fuller te.xt of the note, chapter on interoceanic com-

niunication.s.

'I'he (iovernment of the United States will insist on fair and impar-

tial examination and adjudication by Ilayti, without discrimination

a> to nationality, of a contractual claim by a citizen of the United

Stat<'s against Ilayti.

Mr. Kv.-irts, .s«>c. of State, to .Mr. Langston, mln. to Ilayti, I)ec. I.'{. 1877,

.MS. Inst. Ilayti, II. r_'l. This instruction relatetl to the claim of

-V. II. Liizare. a full history of which is given in Moore, Int. Arbi-

tnitious. II.. cliMii. rj, p. 171!».

.V report having reached the British (Iovernment that a special

envoy from Peru had arrived in Paris, and was in comnuinication

with certain persons in coniiectioii with the future disposal of guano
pledged to the holders of l*ernvian bonds, the British minister at

Lima was iiistriict<'d. on Xovemlx'r S, 1S7'.). "to i)rotest against any
acts of the Peruvian (loxcrmnent which may tend to weaken the

-ecurity hypothecated to the holders of I'eriivian bonds."' This pro-

tect wa> repeated to the Peru\"ian minister in London.

The Miininis of Siilisl)ury. Hritish for. sec., to Senor IMvidal. reruvian
mln.. .\..v. lit;. iK7!i. Piirl. I'Miters, Peru, No. 1 (1882), l('»-]7.

The Intercontinental Tele|)hone Company, a New Jersey corpora-

tion, represented that the Venezuelan (iovernment proposed arbitra-
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rilj to interfere with certain rights granted to the company for a

\^aluable consideration. The contract between the Venezuelan Gov-

ernment and the company' provided that " any doubts or disputes that

may arise by reason of this contract shall Ije decided by the courts

of the Republic in conformity with its laws." The United States

refused to admit that this clause precluded diplomatic intervention,

and added :
'* The Department insists that the proposed action of the

Venezuelan Government virtually confiscating by an arbitrary ex-

ecutive order, against the protest of the corporation, the rights of the

latter is in violation of . . . the contract, which entitles the cor-

poration in case of ' doubts or disputes, that may arise ' to have the

question at issue decided by the courts of the Republic of Venezuela.

You are instructed to represent to the Government of Venezuela that

this Government is prepared to insist that no action depriving the

corporators in question of their rights, against their protest, be

taken except in due course of law, through the judicial tribunals of

Venezuela, whose proceedings in this relation you are further in-

structed to watch. And you are furthermore instructed to repre-

sent to the Government of Venezuela that this Government will

regard the forcible deprivation of this corporation of its property

an 1 franchises, without due process of law and fair trial, as a tort,

wh. -h can not be sustained, and which this Government would con-

sider a breach of comity between friendly governments and entitling

the injured citizens to redress.''

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, niin. to Venezuela, No. 118, June

28, 1887, MS. Inst. Venezuela, III. 574.

" I observe . . . that in one part of your note to Dr. Seijas. you

speak of the case as one of violation of contract, though you subse-

quently very proi>erly rest the claim on tort. The case is indeed one

of violation of contract, but it is not on the contract, for the purpose

of obtaining either its fulfilment or damages for its non-fulfilment,

that this (lovernment now proceeds. The case is one of an arbitrary

confiscation and si>oliation of the rights and proi)erty of citizens of

the I'nited States who acquired these rights and this property in

Venezuela, under the exjjress sanction of its Government and the most

solemn guarantees of its prote<-tion. You are therefore instructed

to renew the claim in this specific shape to that Government, and

to say that the Goverimient of the T'nited States insists upon such

action being taken by that Government as will not only c-omi>ensate

the claimants for the wrong done them, but will a.ssure this Govern-

ment that the Government of Venezuela continues to be ready to se-

cure to citizens of the United States, who may visit Venezuela, those

rights which are guaranteed to them by the law of nations, or by

treaty, or by sjiecial concessions from Venezuela." (Mr. Bayard,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Sc-ott, miu. to Venezuela, No. 122, Aug. 12, 1887,

MS. Inst. Venezuela, III. .^78.)

March 12, 1881, and May 20, 1882, the Guatemalan Government

entered into a contract with certain citizens of the United States for
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the biiildinp: of a raihvay from Champerico, on the Pacific coast, to a

town in tlio interior. Hy these contracts, which were afterwards

duly assigned to the Champerico and Northern Transportation Com-

pany of (Juatemahi, a California corporation, the (iovernment agreed

to grant a subvention of rj^TOO.OOO in bonds receivable at the Cham-
j)erico custom-house for '25'; of the duties there collected, as Avell as

not to make any concession for a competing line of railway within a

certain distance for the term of twenty-five years. The railway was

built, and in September, 1SS4. was accepted by the (Jovernment. It

was alleged that in the following year the (Jovernment suspended

the i-«'ce|)tion of the bonds, when moi'e than a half of them remained

unredeemed: and also that the (iovernment in 1H87 made a con-

cession for the construction of a competing railway within the speci-

fied distance of the line already built.

" It ajjpears. therefore, that the Guatemalan Government have

directly violated two essential features of their contract—the agree-

ment to i-eci'ive their bonds at the custom-house, and the guaranty

against com|)eting roads within IT) leagues—and it is for these

breaches of the contract that the j)etitioner now asks redress.

'• It is. (»f course, umiecessary for me to remind you that the Gov-

ernment of the United States has always refused to press the con-

ti'actural claims of its citi/ens against foreign powers, unless it

should a|i|)ear that the citizens holding such claims were unduly

disrriminated against by the debtor govei'nnient, or denied a judicial

tlome>tic i-emedy against it. Where these conditions do not exist the

inteivention of this (iovernment in contractual claims by its citizens

agaiiol foreign govei'iiments is limited to instructions to its diplo-

matic icpresentatives abroad to exercise, unofficially, their personal

go(»d ollices in recommending to the governments to which they are

accre(Iited a just and honorable settlement of the claims.
•• The pre-rnt case a|)i)ears to be one of the class in which that

cour-e may properly be adopted, and you ai"e therefoi-e insti'ucted to

|)r»'>ent unollicially to the (luatemalan (JovernuKMit the grievances of

which (lii> ]>ftitioner complains.

In -(» doing you may take occasion to call the attention of the min-
i-ttr of foreign aliairs to the gi-eat im|)ortance to (Jiuitemala, as well

a- to the citi/ens of the I'liited Slates whos(» interests are now directly

in\<)l\('d. of a scrupulous observance of g<M)d faith in the pei'formance

of llicir conli'acl. In the pursuance of an enlightene(l |)()licy, (iuate-

niMJa ha> -ought to attract the capital and skill of citizens of other

count rif-. and |)art icularly u( thi' I'nited States, to undertake the

con.-trnct ion of \vork> of |)ul)lic utility which may serve to open to

the woriil licf great but hithci-to undeveloix'd i-esourses. To accom-

plish this rc-uh. nothing is more essential than a feeling on the part

of those who may be willing and abh' to imdertake such tasks, of con-
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fidence in the exact integrity of the Guatemalan Government, and it

is not too much to say that the course of that Government in relation

to the contract now under consideration contains nothing in it re-

assuring for persons whom Guatemala may invite to enter into future

engagements. It is vain to expect that the means of men and money
required from other nations for the execution of similar works will

ever be furnished in the face of such manifestations of disregard for

contracts deliberately made.
'' It is not questioned that a government, when a monopoly becomes,

oppressive, may give public relief by the grant of privileges to an
adverse interest. If, however, it should do so in such a way as to

destroy private rights granted by its own express agi-eement, it would
seem but just that compensation should be made to the parties thereby

injured. And, it may be observed, that in the case now in question

the exclusive privileges granted to the petitioners' assignors are not

only conferred for a limited period, but are so guarded by provisions

for prompt and effective service, at rates fixed in the contract

itself, as to prevent the possibility of any oppression to the public.'"'

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. flail, miii. to Cent. Am., No. oH-S, March
27, 1888, For. Rel. 1888, I. IPA.

In a subsequent Instruction Mr. Bayard said :
" The principle applicable

in this, as in other cases of contractural claims apiinst foreign gov-

ernments, was laid down in my insti'uction No. .^)().'>, of Mai'ch 27.

1888. It was there stated that, except where citizens holding such

claims were unduly discriminated against by the debtor government

or were denied a judicial domestic remedy against it, the Government

of the United States would refuse to press the claims, and would

limit intervention to the tender of the unofficial good offices of our

diplomatic representatives. You were instructed that the present case

was one in which that course might properly be adopted." (Mr.

Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall. min. to Cent. Am,, Sept. 11, 1888,

For. Kel. 1888. I. Kif).)

Mr. Hall finally secured the abrogation, with the consent of the grantees,

of the concession that infringed the rights of the C'hamperico and

Northern Transportation Company. (Mr. Hall, min. to Cent. Am., to

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State. Nov. 7. 1888, For. Rel. 1888, I. 170.)

In 1883 the Portuguese Government granted to Edward McMurdo,

a citizen of the United States, a concession for the construction and

operation of a railway from Delagoa Bay to the Transvaal frontier.

In conformity with the concession McMurdo formed a Portuguese

company and assigned to it his cxmcession, receiving therefore nearly

the whole of the company's share capital and a part of its debenture

bonds. He was un'successful in floating the bonds, and, in order

to raise capital, formed an English company, to which he assigned

his interests in the Portuguese company, receiving in return the

stock of the English company and a part of its debentures. Sul)se-

quently controversies arose with the Portuguese Government, which
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in l.ss;> st'i/.cd (ho railway. 'I'his action was basod on article 42 of

t\u> conct'ssion. which <rav(' (he l*ortu«riu'sc (Jovornment "the right,

(»f its (»wn authority, (o declare the contract null " in certain contin-

•rencies. It was provided, however, hy article 5.'}, that all questions

(ha( nii«rli( iirise he(ween the Portii<iiiese (Joverninent and the coni-

|iany should l>e decided hy ai'hitiators, two to he ai)|)ointed by each

|)ait\\ and, in case of a tie, a lifth by the l*ortu<;uese supreme court.

Octobe!- IJ. lssi». Mr. Blaine, as Secretaiy of State, telegraphed to

the .\nicrican minister at Lisbon to inform the Portuguese minister

for foi-eign a Hairs (hat the United States, after careful investigation,

i-on>idered the forfeit iir«' of the Delagoa liay railway concession and

the conhscation of the |)ropei-ty as unwarranted and unjust, and that

it would "demand and (^xpect the restoration of j)roi)erty or indem-

nity foi' losses indicted by Portuguese (lovernment at the time of

threatened forf<'it ure." The reasons for this demand were fully set

fordi by Mr. Blaine in an insd-uction to the American minister of

November S. bsst). A similar i)ositio'n was taken by the British

(iovernment for the j)r(ttection of tiie English investors. The Portu-

gues4' (ioveinment contended that it had not confiscated the line but

had only taken possession of it in accordance with the terms of the

contract, and declared that the claimants, if they saw fit to do so, might
rexirt to (he munici|)al arbiti'ation provided for in the concession.

On A|>ril •_'!. IMX). .Mi'. Blaine telegraphed to the American minister

at Li>bon ins(ruc(ing him to say that the United States would "not
peiuiit (he |)ro|)er(y of American citizens to be seized and appropri-

ated by any o(h<'r government," that the rights of American citizens

in the i-ailway could not be solely determined by a l^ortuguese tri-

bunal. an<l (ha( (he Uni(ed S(ates would acce|)t nothing less than " an

international aibitiation of the real merits of the case." Uy a

|)i()((M(il ((included a( lierne, .lune Ki, bSOl, between the United
.'*^tale-. (Ji-eat l>ii(ain, and Poi-(ugal, i( was agreed to refer the ques-

tion td' indemnity to an international tribunal with power to fix

the amount of c<»mpensa(ion due not only for the taking j)ossession

of the railway but also for (he arbid-ai'v I'escission of the concession.

.\n award was reiideied on March .?!», IIKK), in favor of the complain-
ing (lovernmen(s for (he sum of 15.:il4.()()() francs, Swiss money,
widi iii((Mt-( a( :.', from dune L'."), bS«)I>, (o the date of payment, in

addition (o tjs.doo pjdd on account in ISJX). The award amounted,
loiiLrldy. to aliout ^ 1. 7.")( ».<»()().

I'-.r. II. 1. I'.Mki, ;Mt:; : For. ltd. liKCJ. S4H-S.VJ ; Moore. Int. .\rl)itratioiis, II.

ISC..". ls;t<.<.

The Cliilcan (lovernment having object<'d to the arbitration of the

claim <»f (he Nordi and Sondi .Vmei-ican ('ons(ruc(ion Company on
(he ground (ha( i( wa> a con(rac( claim, i( was answered that the
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claim " is not, properly speaking, based upon the contract, but upon

conduct of the Chilean Government, amounting to a practical con-

fiscation of its property."

Mr. 01iu\v, 8oc. of State, to Mr. Gana, Chilean inin., June 28, ]89.^. For.

Rel. 1895, I. 8.3.

Certain bonds were issued by the Haytian Government to pay for

work and materials. Of these bonds about $183,000, face value,

were held by citizens of the United States. A bill was introduced

in the Haytian legislative assembly to convert the bonds at a rate

greatly depreciatory of their value. The Department of State said

that, as a general rule, the United States could not protest in advance

against a pending bill; but, while declining to authorize a contingent

IDrotest pending the legislative consideration of the matter, instructed

the American minister that he might suggest to the minister of for-

eign affairs that, as the bonds had been issued to citizens of the United

States for value received or effective service performed, the United

States might, " in case of due complaint of damage, be constrained

to consideration and action if it be established that the arbitrary

reduction of one-third from sums which the Haytian Government has

contracted to pay to citizens of the United States is enforced."'

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. I'owell, niin. to Ilayti, No. 43, Oct. 2(5,

1897, MS. Inst. Ilayti, HI. ".82.

A claim was made against the Dominican Government, growing

out of the seizure by the Government of Santo Domingo City, under

an order of the supreme court of the Kepublic, of a highway l)ridge

built by a citizen of the United States across the Ozama River within

the limits of the city under a concession from the city government to

construct the bridge and collect tolls thereon. On the claim being

pressed President Heureaux indicated his willingness to settle it by

purchasing the bridge at its actual value on Deceml)er 20, 1895. the

date of the jiulgment of the Dominican supreme court, the value of

the structure to Ije a.scertained by two competent engineers, one to be

chosen by President Heureaux and the other by the claimant, both

engineers to come from the United States, and the value of the con-

cession to be deemed to constitute an imjjortant element in estimating

tlu' value of the proi)erty. Subseciuently. on the i)roposal of Presi-

dent Heureaux, it was agreed that one engineer should be appointed

by the United States to render a final decision. Mr. Alfred Noble, of

Illinois, was chosen for the pui'pose. it being stated in his api)oint-

mciit that he Avas to '' sin-vey the Ozama River bridge at Santo

Domingo City, . . . and to assess and award the value and

amount to be paid by the Dominican Govermnent for said bridge

and the franchise and concession therefor," in pursuance of the
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!i<rn'tMii«Mit hotwoon tho (wo (Jovornnionts. Afr. Xoble awarded to the

claimniit tlir >imi of >^74,U1.17 in <rold, with interest at 67^1 from

iK'itMnlx'r •_'(». l,s<>:>. This ii'|)i('sentt'(l the actnal vahie of the bridge

estiinat«'(l on the basis of the cost of consti-nction, the arbitrator hold-

ing tliat the vahnilion of the bridge was not increased above tho

actual cost l>v tin' concession and franchise.

For. Ucl. IS1»S. -JTt L'!)!.

April ."). l.s«)8. Mr. K. II. May, a citizen of the ITnited States, con-

tracted with the (Juatenialan Goveriunent to operate the Northern

Railroad for a year from April K), l.Si)8, for a monthly subvention

of $.'i.').(>()() in silvt'i- and the revenues of the road, and to do certain

«'.\tra work, including re|)aii-s made necessary by floods. By a further

contract, duly Ki. INUS, he agreed to place a large numl^r of cross-ties

in the loadited at a fixed price. Tie pi'oceeded to carry out the con-

tracts, but on Sept. 1^1. 1<SJ)S. he announced that the operation of the

road was suspended. He made this announcement in order to protect

himself against additional claims, the ojx'ration of the road having

in fact just been susi)ended by a strike of his employees, caused by

the failure of (Jovernment to make the stipulated payments. The
American minister emi)love(l his good offices to effect a settlement,

and on Se])t. '2'.) and ;')(). 1<S<)S, an arrangement was reached, by which

May agree<l to rescind his contract and give way to another contractor

on cei-tain conditions. A dispute subsetjuently arose both as to the

fullillmeut of these conditions and as to the precise terms on which

the recision was to be made: and on October '20, 1S1)8, although the

contract of the .')tli of April |)rovided for the arbitration of all

dill'erences. the (luatemalan (Jovernment took possession of the road

with a show of miiitai-y foi-ce. May formally protesting.

May claime<l damages to the amount of $lt27.7r)3 foi- forcible

dispossession id' the property and the violation of his contract rights,

foi* injury to his re|)utation. ci'edit. and business standing, and for

expenses inciM'i'ed in did'ending his i"ights.

( )n the facts set forth the (nited States declared that, as a grave

and indi>|)iilal»le conflict existed between the j)arties as to the terms

of the alleged agreement of I'ecision. it could not 1h' admitted that

one of th(»>e parties "had the right to decide and determine the con-

llict l)y the strong hand, as was done in this case;" that under the

• inumstancr- Mr. May was entitled to the intervention of his (lov-

enunent autl to an indenniity which would I'easonably compensate
liiiu for ihr damages sustaiiieil: and that the controversy was a fit

one for international arbiti-at ion. which was accordingly demanded.
Hy a j.rotocol of l-'eb. •_>:5. P.XIO. die claim was submitted to the

arbitration of Mr. (i. F. H. Jeiuier. liritish minister to the Central

American State.>, who rendered. Nov. l(j, 15)00, in favor of the
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claimant, an award of $143,750.73 in gold, and also directed the

return by the (iiiatemalan Government of a bond of $40,120.79 which

May had deposited with it to assure his compliance with the award.

The money award was composed of the following items:

1. $.55,287.79 for subsidies earned, works executed, and expenses

incurred under the contract of April 5, 1898.

2. $0,874.11 representing interest thereon at G% from Oct. 21, 1898,

to the date of the award.

3. $41,588.83 for profits that would have been earned had not the

Government prevented the performance of the contract.

4. $40,000 as " indemnity for expenses incurred, two years' time

lost, suspension of credit, and grave anxiety of mind."

B}' the protocol, the award was payable within six months, with

interest at (V/, from the date of its rendition till payment.

Spo Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunter, inin. to Guatemala. Nov. 4,

1898, For. Rel. 19f)0, r>48 ; Mr. Hill. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunier,

Oct. G. 18!tl>. id. (iTA; Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr .Teiuier, May 12,

1900, 24.5 MS. Doin. Let. 84; same to same. May 17, 1900, id. 143; Mr.

Hay to Mr. Witlierspoon, May 17, 1900, id. 1<!1.

In the autumn of 1890 a large part of the city of Jacmel. in Hayti,

Avas destroyed by fire. A relief committee was formed, and with this

committee the firm of John D. Metzger & Co., American citizens,

agreed to furnish $20,000 worth of lumber, subject to the approval of

the arrangement by the Ciovernilient. The Government subsequently

agreed through its proper officers to take $5,000 worth of lumber and

to pay for it on delivery. But when lumber to that amount was

t*»ndered the Government refused to pay for it, and the relief com-

mittee refused to receive it without the instructions and sanction of

the (xovernment. There was thus a breach of contract, in consequence

of which Metzger & Go. Avere compelled to dispose of the lumber at

a sacrifice. Their loss in this regard was $3,000, which the Haytian

Government was adjudged to be obliged to pay.

Award of the Honorable William R. Day, arbitrator, in the matter of the

claims of .lohn I). Metzf^er & Co. r. The Republic (»f Haiti, protocol of

Oct. IS, 1S99. For. Rei. HM»1, 2<;2, 2»>4-2t;9.

In 1894 the Government of Salvador granted to certain persons an

exclusive concession for twenty-five years of the privilege of steam

navigation of the port of El Triunfo. This concession was assigned

to a Salvadorean corjjoration called '' El Triunfo Company, Limited,"'

a majority of whose stock was acquired by the Salvador Commercial

Comi)any. a California corporation. The Salvadorean company was

subsequently thrown into bankruptcy on a petition fraudulently pre-

sented to a court by certain persons, and the President of Sal\ ador
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iiu|)!iire(l the prospect of obtaining substantial redress from the courts

bv a decree proclainiin«r the port in (piestion to be closed. In an

instruction to the American minister in Salvador in 1901 Mr. Hay,

as Secretary of State, declared that the President of the United States

<()uM not take from any man the slightest rig^ht or even a doubtful

ri«j:hl. even as a<rainst a confessed wron<rdoer, without submission to

the courts, ami that the (Jovernment of the United States was nnable
'• to conceive of any other |)rocedure as compatible with the existence

of (he state, which exists only to safej;uard rights of property, of

conti-act, of life and liberty, which can not be taken away except upon

a fail- and im|)ar(ial hearin<jf and upon solemn judicial decision." The

United States demanded intei'national arbitration, and this was

a<rreed to by a pi'otocol si«rned at Washintjfton, December 19, 1901. A
majority of the ai'bitrators, consistinji^ of the Honorable Henry
Sti-on<r, chief justice of Uaiuida, and the Honorable Don M. Dickinson,

in an opinion accomj)anyin^ their awai'd, which was in favor of the

United States, declared that if the Ke])ublic of Salvador had good

<:round for complaint that the irrantees of the concession had l)v mis-

user or nomiser of their franchise brought u})on themselves the penalty

of forfeit ui"e, that (Jovernment should have appealed to the courts,

"and (hei'e, by the due ])r()cess of judicial proc^'edings, involving

notice, fidl o|)|)ort unity to i)e heard, consideration, and solenui judg-

ment, have inx'oked and secured the remedy sought," and that it was
*•• abhorrent to the sense of justice to say that one party to a ccmtract,

whether such |)arty be a |)i-ivate individual, a monarch, or a govern-

ment (»f any kind, may arbitrarily, without hearing and without

impartial |)roce(luif of any sort, ai-rogate the right to condemn the

other party to (lie contract, to i)ass judgment uj)on liini and his acts,

and to in)pos«' upon him the extreme penalty of forfeiture of all his

rights under it. including his property and his investment of capital

nuule on (he faith of that contract."

l-<.r. Kcl. UKi-J. s:!,S-.SS(l. and. particularly, pp. S.'^.O. S71.

Ill siii.iM)rt of liic ri^lit (if liilcrvtMitidii in the case, the Hon. W. L. Pen-
fidd. Solicitor of the Department of State. In a report to Mr. Hay,
citfd llic Iiclayoa Hay Itailway case, and the following publicists:

I'ladier Fodi'iv. Vattel. IlalleeU. Calvo, and AVharton's Int. Law
DiKcst. (For. Kel. l<.iOL>. ,S4C,-S4S.)

'I'he .\merican miiiistei- at Caracas was instructed to bring to the
atienti<in of tiie \'eiie/uelan ( Jovennnent, "in the form of kind
otli<<-." the fact ihal much concern had been caused to the United
State- by the freipient complaints of American citizens of the alleged

actual «ir thi-eatened annulment, by Executive action, of c(mcessions

granted to or vested rights accpiired by them in Venezuela. These
coniplaintSj it was stated, were of such a character and of such fre-
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qiiency as to cause serious embarassment to the Government in its

efforts to maintain friendly and harmonious relations. A\Tiile it was

felt to be the imperative duty of every civilized government to pro-

tect the vested rights of property of its citizens against arbitrary

confiscation or injury, it was not always easy to determine whether

the complaints were well founded; but the strong apprehension

expressed by the claimants sometimes constrained the United States

to bring their cases to the attention of the Venezuelan Government,

and this tended to create trouble, especially where it was alleged that

vested rights were annulled without judicial hearing or decree. The
(Government' of the United States had assured its citizens that the

deprivation of personal or property rights, " except upon solemn

judicial trial and determination," was, "" according to the constitution

of Venezuela, an impossible conception," and it wished to assure

that Government of its good will and '' its earnest desire to maintain

the friendly relations of the two Governments on the permanent

l)asis of justice."

Mr. Hill, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Russell, charge. No. 412, April 30,

1901, MS. Inst. Venezuela, V. 65.

Mr. Conger, the United States minister at Peking, has addressed a

protest to the Chinese Government against the canceling of the

franchise granted to the American China Improvement Company
for the construction of a railway from Canton to Hankau and

against its transfer to a French corporation. It is understood that

the forfeiture of the concession is based on the grounds that the rail-

way has not been completed within the stipulated period and that

the control of the American corporation has passed into the hands of

Belgians. The State Department holds that the condition of China
for the last year and a half has nuide it imi)ossible for the company
to complete the work, and that China is therefore responsible for the

delay; also that the fact that the company still retains its American
charter makes it incumbent upon the United States (lovernment,

according to its rule in such cases, to defend the franchise.

liOndon Timcf<, weekly etlition, Nov. 'jy, lOUl, p. 7<m.

Among the complaints against Venezuela enumerated by the impe-

rial Gernuui embassy at Washington, in its j)romemoria of Dec.

11, 1901, as necessitating measures of pressure, and, if need be, of co-

ercion against the Venezuelan Govermnent was a chiim of ^ the Ber-

lin Company of Discount (Berliner Disconto (Jesellschaft) on ac-

count of the nonperformance of engagements which the Venezuelan

(lOvernment has undertaken in connection with the great Venezuelan

Railway which has been built by the said Government. Those

obligations," said the promemoria, " amount for the time being to
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fnllv ('..()()().()()() bolivars ( 1 l)olivar to be counted as 80 pfennigs).

The ol)li«ratioMs coiitiime to increase, as the interest for the values of

the '• |)er ci-iit \'enezuelan loan of the year IHU{\, which was emitted

to the amount of ;{;>.()(M).()(H) holivares. and which have been trans-

mitte<l to the company as a <ruaranty for the payment of intei'est of

the capital s|)ent in building, has not been paid regularly since seven

year>. nor has the payment been made regularly to the sinking fu^id."

Tur. IU'\. irxn. V.r2.

In isss tlic firm of "Westendoi'p i^ Company, bankers of Amster-

thim. Holland, bi-ought out a Dominican (>' v gold loan of i'TTO.OOO.

As secMiity foi' the loan the Dominican (Jovernment created a first

lien on all its customs revenues, and. in order to make the lien effect-

ive, authoii/ed the Westendoi'ps to collect and receive at the custom-

houses all the customs reveiuies of the Republic. To this end the

^^'estelldoI•ps wei'c to create in Santo Domingo an establishment

known as the Caisse (Jenerale de la Regie (Caja de Recaudacion),

genei'ally called the ".Regie." to which the collection of the revenues

wa> to l»r t'litrusti'd till the loan was cleared off. Moreover, in case

of default, the ^^VstendorJ)s wei'e empowered to create for the i)ur-

j)ose of collection a European connnission. which it was understood

was to !»«' inteiiiational in character. The Westendorps duly estab-

li-he*! the " Regie." sending out from Europe necessary agents and

iniployees. In May. ls!)-J. howex'er. they transferred all their rights

to the San Domingo Inij)i-ovenient Company of New York, a New
,Iei-s<'y cor|)oiation. which transfei* was accepted and confirmed by

the Dominican Congress in Mai'ch. \HUl\. Meanwhile the AVesten-

doips had. in IMX). contracted to take a further issue of £()ir),()()()

<)'
, I»onds. which were emitted for the i)ayment of the interior debt

and also foi- the j)artial const iMict ion of a railway from Puerto Plata,

the |)iin<ipal sen|)ort on the north coast, across and through the

mountains to Santiago, the j)rincij)al city of the interior. Security

siuiilai- to that in isss was given for the new bonds, and the "Regie "

was to |)ay the inteicsl and sinking fund out of the customs reveinies.

The \\'estendorps began the constiuct ion of the railway an<l had
finished about eleven uiiles uj) the mountain and su|)plied some
rolling -tock. when the San Domingo Improvement Com|)any. which

had ar(|irn-(M| the bonds belonging to the AVestendorps (about

S1.:.(H).(K)0) and all the i-ights and obligations undei- their contracts

with till- Dominican ( io\ermnent. took jxtssession. The San Do-
niinjro Iinproxcnicnl Com|)any conti'acted to complete the railway,

which wa- -ni)H'(|iiciitly done: to guarantee" the conversion of the

outstandiiiL' <•'
- bond-, including bonds to be issued for the comple-

tion of the railway, into new A', consolidated bonds, amounting to

^1,010.000. and to pay off and discharge certain large interior debts,
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aggregating $659,000, or $440,000 gold. The Dominican Government
also created a new class of bonds, called debentures, at 4^4 , amounting
to $1,250,000. Both classes of new bonds were declared, in the law

by which they were authorized, to '' be guaranteed by the total

amount of the customs receipts, which shall be collected 1)V the San
Domingo Improvement Company,'' and all the stipulations of the

AVestendorp contracts for the guarant}^ and validity of the bonds

were declared to continue in full force and effect; and it was further

expressly jirovided that, in order to strengthen the credit of the

budget, the Im])rovenient Company should, in case of default of

interest or sinking fund, or in case of other numifest necessity,

request the Governments of Holland. Belgium, England. France, and

the United States, in which the bonds were held, each to appoint a

meml)er of a financial connnission, which was to possess all the

'' Regie's " rights of collection. It was stipulated, however, that

the power of appointment should not be exercised by a country in

which less than £100,000 bonds were held. In 1894, in order to sep-

arate the fiscal operations and the work on the railway from the col-

lection and disbursement of the revenues, the San Domingo Finance

Company of New York was created, under the laws of New Jersey, for

the purpose of carrying on the former operations. Subsequenth',

the company of the Central Dominican Railway was created luider

the laws of New Jersey for the purpose of operating the raihvay.

In 1895 the Dominican Government became embarrassed by the

hostile action of a P^rench fleet which appeared with peremptory

demands. In 1889 a company, called the Ban(pie Xationale de Saint

Domingue, was created in France to exercise an exclusive franchise

for a State bank in Santo Domingo. The bank was duly established

and was in operation when, in 1892. a personal difference arose with

President Ileureaux, and, ujx)n his obtaining a judgment against

the bank for a large sum, execution was issued and a levy made ujK)n

its property. The French consul intervened, sealed the safe of the

bank, and reported to his Government. Diplomatic relations were

severed, and a French fleet a])i)eared before the Dominican capital.

The dispute was submitted to the arbitration of Sj)ain, ])ut was not

decided, and strained relations still continued when, in January,

18!>5. a naturalized Frenclnnan was nuirdered' near Samana liay.

The French (lovernment demanded redress in both matters, and

threatened to seize the custom-houses of the country and collect a

large indeumity. President Ileureaux a{)peale(l to the Improvement
Company to help him, and upon the j)resentation of the nuitter to the

President and the Secretary of State of the United States, the Amer-
ican minister in Paris was directed to interpose, and in the end the

French Government agreed to adjust the matter if the Imjirovement

Company would guarantee the necessary payments. This the com-
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panv eventually did. and the Finaiuv Company ajjjeed to purchase

some additional di'lMMitnivs. which by law wore called '' French

-

American IJeclanialion Consols," and to buy control of the bank.

Such control was purchased in June-OctoU'r, 1895, the Finance Com-

pany ac(|uirin<r, at soinethin<r over par. more than three-(|uarters of

all tile shares, costin«j:, with some extraordinary expenses and com-

missions, about $7.')(),()()() in jrold. In 181)7 the Improvement Com-

panv. at the solicitation of the Dominican (loveriunent, brought

alKdit a consolidation of all the debts of the Kepiiblic. This consoli-

dation was eth'cted through the Finance Company under an act of

the DcHuinican Congress of August S, 181)7. This law affirmed all

previous gnarantees, including those relating to liens upon and the

collection of the revenues. Although, under the administration of

the San Domingo Im])rovement C()mi)any, the amount of the reve-

nues collected had steadily increased, the payment of interest on the

Dominican tlebt was in April, 181)1), suspended, chiefly lx»cause the

re\-enues had. undi>r a governmental decree, become payal)le partly in

de|)i-eciated pa|)er currency. The depreciation of this currency was

due to i('\()lutionary movements, which culminated in the assassina-

tion of President Ileureaux on July 'it), 181)1). After his death the

(Jovermuent natuially fell into the hands of those who had been his

enemies and who were disposed to question and condemn all the acts

(»f his long a<lministration, and an agitation sprang up in the press

foi- the withdi-awal of the American companies in the country. Some
ad\<»cated the withdrawal as the result of friendly negotiation and

some through forcible expulsion. Late in 181)1) Senor Juan Isidro

JinKMie/. who had U'conie Pi'esident, intinuited a willingness to nego-

tiate with the (•omi)anies for the purchase of their interests, but he

subse(|uently changed his position, and, besides causing the bank to

Ik' clos<'d through a |)rocee(ling in the local courts, issued, on Janu-'-

aiv 10. jlioi. Mil executive oi'der peremptorily excluding the Improve-

ment C<»mpany fiom the discharge of its function in the collection

of the revenues under tlu' laws, thus j)ractically destroying the most

substantial H-curity for the i)ayment of its bonds. The American
companies a|»plie(l to their (Jovei'ument for relief against this order,

and almost inuuediately thereaftei' the Dominican (lovernment sent

its minister of foreign atl'airs. Dr. Henriquez y Carvajal, to the

liiited States and Kui'ope on a si)ecial mission. Doctor Henriquez

laid hi>. cas«' b<'fore the I)ej)artment of State, where he was advised

to -ttU a diiect arrangement with the American companies. He
then o|M'ned negotiations with them, and, on March *25, 1901, con-

cluded with them ;i contract which was consi<lered In' him, as well

as by the American companies, to be :idvantageous to his (Govern-

ment. This lontract. which embraced the purchase by the Domini-

can Government of the interests of the American companies, provided
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for the deposit with a trust company in New York of a fixed monthly

sum, pending the amicable settlement of all questions, which, so far

as they could not be adjusted directly, were to be determined by

arbitration. Each of the parties was to appoint an arbitrator; and

an umpire, in case they could not agree, was to be designated by the

King of Sweden at the request of the American and Dominican

Governments. The gross sum to be paid and the method of its pay-

ment, together with the security therefor, were also to be determined

by the arbitrators. After completing this negotiation Doctor Heti-

riquez went to Europe, where, as the result of the contract made with

the American companies, he was able to eU'ect, on June '^. 1901, a

contract with the Belgian and Erench bondholders. Both contracts

were submitted to the Dominican Congress in September, 1901. The
Belgian contract was promptly ratified, but the American contract

was rejected. The principal ground of its rejection seems to have

been the objection to leaving it to the arbitrators to fix the sum to

be paid. The American companies then invoked the intervention of

their Government, and filed with the Department of State on Janu-

ary (). 15)0"2. their printed case. The Department gave suitable in-

structions to the American charge d'affaires to Santo Domingo, with

whose assistance another efi'ort was made by the companies to elfect

a direct settlement. Negotiations had, however, scarcely begun when
the existing (Jovernment was overthrown and a new one set up.

In May, 19()"2, negotiations were resumed, and the American com-

panies i)resente(l a statement as to their properties and claims, with

a view to arl)itration. The Government, however, adhering to the

])riiici[)le on which the contract of 1901 was rejected, proposed a

settleuuail by the purchase of all the rights, claims, properties, and

interests of the com})anies for a round sum of monev. This proposal

was accej)ted. and the sum of $4,500,000 was agreed upon as the

price to l)e i)aid. '^J'his comjiromise having been reached, the only

questions that remained to be settled were those of the amnial or

monthly payments and tiie time of the delivery of the railroad. In

the end the Government insisted on the delivery of the railroad

within a few months after the contract should be signed and iK'fore

any substantial j)art of its value had been paid: while the companies

insist<'d that they should be permitted to hold and operate it till it

had been ])aid for, since it would constitute their only tangible secur-

ity, ai)art from the olfer of the Government to set aside a portion of

the revenues of Puerto Plata for the monthly payments. On the

(juestion of the railway the negotiations were broken off. The com-

])anies sul>se(iuently offered to deliver the road after five full annual

payments of j)rincipal and interest had been made. But this pi-o-

posal was rejected, and all negotiations ceased. The companies then

again ap|)lied to their (iovernment. and the Department of State,

II. Doc. r),)l— vol G 47
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considering the demand of the Dominican cabinet for the immediate

haiulin«r over of the raih'oad to be unjust, instructed the American

char«re d'affaires to San Domingo, in the autumn of 1902, to ask for

an arbitration by means of a mixed connnission of all questions at

issue, includin^^ the amount to be paid to the American companies,

and a draft of a j)rotocol for that jjurpose was presented to the

Dominican (iovernment. A lon^ discussion ensued, but that Gov-

ernment atlhered to its previous j)osition as to the fixing of a lump <

sum. and on January HI. I903. a })rotocol Avas signed at Santo Do-

mingo city by wliich it was agrwd that $4,500,000 should be paid to

tiie American companies, leaving it to arbitrators to deterndne the

conditions inider which the companies' ])roperty should be delivered,

the terms and times of payment, including security, and the amount

of tile monthly instalments and the numner of their collection, as Avell

as the rate of interest to l)e paid on the award. Under this agreement

payments at the rate of $18,750 a month were to be made pending the

arbitration. The first payment was made in February, 1908, but

none subsequently. On July 14. 1904, an award was made by which

the principal sum. bearing interest at the rate of four per cent, was

to l>e j)aid in monthly instalments of $37,500 during the first two

years, and $41.<><)(>.()() thereafter. Provision was also made for the

appointment by the United States of a financial agent, who was to

receive the amount due on the 1st of each month, beginning with

September 1, 1904. and the revenues of Puerto Plata, Samana, San-

chez, and Montecristi, and of any other custom-houses opened within

a desigiuited zone, were assigned as security. In case of failure to

receive during any month the sum then due, the financial agent of

the United States was empowered to enter into possession of the

custom-house at Puerto Plata, in the first instance, and collect the

revenues, and. in case the sums there collected should be at any time

insufficient for the payment of the amounts due, or in case of any
other manifest necessity, or if the Dominican Government should so

re(|uest. the financial agent was authorized to exercise at Sanchez,
Samana. and Montecri^^ti any or all of the rights and powers vested in

him in resjK'ct of the port of Puerto Plata.

MessjiK*' of the President to the Senate, February 15, 1905, Confld. Exec,

v., .58 CoiiK. .'. SPSS. i:{-20.

y. ACTS OF AlJTHORlTlEti.

1. Who may he Co.N.sn)EREo as "Authorities."

§ 998.

A military couMnander. acting inider the authority of a revolu-

tionary government in Venezuela, which was afterwards recognized

as the legitimate government of that country, is not liable for im-
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prisonment of, and assault and battery committed on, a citizen of

the United States.

Underhill c. Heniandez (1897), 1(J8 U. 8. 2.50, affirming 26 U. S. App. 573.

In the case of Ricardo L. Trumbull r. United States, No. 27, United

States and Chilean Claims Connnission (1901), the commission

awarded the claimant $S,000 as compensation for services rendered

Ijy him at the request of the American minister at Santiago, Chile,

ill the legal management of an extradition case. The request for the

rendition of the services was made by the American minister without

obtaining the |)revious authority of the Department of State at

Washington, and the State of New York, in which the crime for

which the extradition was sought was committed, declined to pay the

bill.

It appears that in October, 1889, the French minister in the City

of Mexico "' presented to the Mexican Government a supplementary

document ratifying the total and absolute renunciation made by Baron

Boissy d'Anglas—French minister at the time of the renewal of

diplomatic relations between the two countries—of all claims for pay-

ment of the debt contracted under the reign of Maximilian." It was

stated that this step was taken under telegraphic instructions from

tlie French (lovernment, in order to dissipate rumors Avhich had

been widely circulated to the eti'ect that France intended to press such

claims, in spite of the protestations of her former minister.

Mr. Hlaiiie, Soc. of State, to Mr. Wliitcliouso, charge at Mexico, October
2."'), ISS!). MS. Inst. Me.xico, XXII. 47:5.

As to the e.xemption of Me.\ico for acts of the Ma.ximilian government,

see Moore. Int. Arbitrations, III. 2902.

That the Ignited States (ioverniuent is not liable for the debts or

torts of officers of a Territory organized under Congressional legis-

lation has been more than once held by courts in the United States.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. West. Hrit. mill.. .Tune 1. 1885. For. Rel.

1885. 452. citing the case of the Florida Honds under the claims con-

vention of 18.5:{. (See Moore, Int. .Arbitrations, IV. ;?.5!)4.)

AVith reference to tlie lynching at New Orleans, in March, 1S91, of

eleven men of Italian nativity by a mob of citizens, and the failure of

the local authorities to indict any of the otFenders, President Harrison

said: "It would, I believe, be entirely competent for Congress to

make offenses against the treaty rights of foreigners domiciled in the

United States cognizable in the Federal courts. This has not. how-

ever, been done, and the Federal officers and courts have no power

111 such cases to intervene either for the protection of a foreign citizen
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«)r for the punishniont of his slayers. It seems to me to follow, in

this state of the law, that the officers of the State charged with police

ami judicial powers in such cases must, in the consideration of inter-

national ([uestions <rrowinir out of such incidents, be regarded in such

sense as Federal agents as to make this (jovernment answerable for

their acts in cases where it would be answerable if the ITnited States

had used its constitutional power to define and punish crimes against

treaty rights."

I'rrsidoiit lljirrisoii. animal inessajio. Doc. !>. 18!)1, For, Hoi. 1891, vi.

Tho claiins of tho Itiilian (Jovoriiiiiont growing ont of this incident were

settled by tho i»ii.vinont of I'Ju.CXHf francs, or $24,330.90. (President

Harrison, annual message, Dec. G, 1892.)

A claim was made by the (Jovernment of Sweden and Norway for

damages for proceedings against a Swedish vessel by a ju.stice of the

peace at Brunswick. (leorgia, in violation of treaty stipulations. The
amount claimed was less than $;5()(). The governor of (reorgia

promised to lay the claim before the general assembly of that State.

With reference to this condition of things the Department of State

said: "As the officer who did the wrong was not under bond, and

there is no assurance that a judgment against him would avail the

complainant, the matter is not one which can be relegated to the

courts. Either the State of (leorgia must pay the claim, or the Fed-

eral (Jovernment must pay in its stead. The injury is the direct

result of the wiongdoing of a State official, whom the Fetleral (Jovern-

ment had no part in selecting and over whom it had no control. The
obligation to assume the conseijuences of the unlawful act would

seem to rest upon the State whose officer did the wrong and not upon

the Federal (Jovernment—the people of all the States.''

Mr. Olnoy. Soc. of State, to tho governor of Georgia, Feb. 9, 1897, 215 MS.
Dom. Lot. tJllJ.

2. UKSpoNsiBii.rrY kok Their Acts.

(1) WITHIN SCOl'K OK AGENCY.

^ 999.

In respect to the liability of a government for the acts of its agents,

a ili>t inction has been drawn in international discussions (1) be-

iwtcii (JitVorcnt kinds of ag«'nts. and (2) as in private law, between

a<t- ilono within and those done outside the scope of the officer's

agency. In the cas<' of a claim made against the United States for

damages for the loss of a vessel through the negligence of a pilot in

San Franci-co. Mr. ('u>hing. Attorney-General, said:

" In the transaction of public affairs, there are two classes of offi-

cers, one employed in the collection of the revenue and the care of the
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public property, who represent the proprietary interest oa the Gov-

ernment ; and another class, who are the agents of society itself, and

are appointed by the Government only in its relation or capacity of

'pareni< patrhp. For the acts of the former, the Government holds

itself responsible in many cases, because their acts are performed for

the immediate interest of the Government. But, for the acts of the

latter, no government holds itself pecuniarily responsible. It pro-

vides means to make them personally responsible, or to punish them

for malfeasance in office, and in so doing it does all which the people

have by tlieir constitution and laws required of the Government."

rushing. At. Gen.. May 27. 18r.5. 7 Op. 229. 287.

The circumstance that an official act was performed under the ad-

vice and with the formal approval of a responsible legal adviser of

the Government creates a strong presumption that it was lawfully

done.

Ely's Adm. r. TTnited States (1898), 171 V. S. 220, 281, citing Mitchel v.

I'nited States, 9 Pet. 711, 742.

The Government of Chile is responsible to the United States for

the spoliation of property belonging to citizens of the United States

by officers of Chile.

-Mr. Everett. Sec. of State, to Mr. Carvallo, Feb. 2.3. 18r).8, MS. Notes to

Chile. VI. <>;">.

F„ a citizen of the United States, agreed to erect an electric-light

plant in Bluefields, Nicaragua, the contract being signed on the part

of the town l)y (len. Reyes, governor of the Department of Zelaj^a,

and L. A. Marx, president of the municipal council. F. subsequently

obtained, by fraudulent representations, supplies to the value of

$1,419.04 from the Post-Glover P^lectric Co., of Cincinnati, giving in

payment a draft on Xew Orleans, The company, discovering the

draft to be worthless, sent an agent after the goods, which were

found at Bluefields in the possession of F.'s representative, who
turned them over to the company's agent. Gen. Reyes sought to

induce this agent step into F.'s contract, and when he declined to do

so refused clearance to the steamer that was to take the goods away.

They consequently were not shipped, and the agent was obliged to

return to the United States witlu)ut them, except a few valuable

pieces which he concealed in his trunk. Subsequently, by judicial

])rocess, F.'s contract was declared to have been violated and the

goods forfeited, and they were retained by the municipality.

By a protocol signed March 22, 1900, between the United States

and Nicaragua it was left to Gen. E. P. Alexander to determine the

amount to be paid to the Post-Glover Electric Co., Nicaragua's
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liability Iwiiifr adniittod. lie awarded $1,402.94, which included

$l,-27r).40 as i)riiicii)al and $127.54 as interest.

F(.r. \M. v.MMi. s-_>j. s:5:!~s:{.-..

A pnhlie apent of the (lovernnient [Secretary of War], contract-

in«r f<»r the use of a hiiihlin^ for the (iovernnient, is not personally

liable imd<'r tiie contract, thontrh he sealed it with his individual seal.

Hodgson r. Dexter (1S(»:5). 1 ('r:mcli. 'M~>.

(2) OITSIDK SCOI'K OK AGENCY.

g 1000.

Killin<r hy an officer, in personal malice, of a defendant in a civil

process, after service of the writ, is to be considered as the personal

act of the ofticer. for which the (Joverninent is not answerable.

Mr. Hayanl. Sec of State, to Mr. West. Rrit. iiiin.. .Tune 1. 1885. For. Kel.

IKS.-,. 4.".o.

The foreofoino; citation relates to the case of J. P. Tunstall, a

British subject, who was killed by a deputy sherifl* in New Mexico.

Mr. Hayard. in inaintainin<r that the case was one for judicial redress

alone, refei red to the case of Marshal Haynau in the following terms:

•"To the demand of the .\ustrian minister for Executive interven-

tion. howe\('i\ the answer was, 'that no proceedings can be taken in

this case which ar<' not in accordance with the ordinary administra-

lion of law." If a civil suit was to be brought, it was intinuited Gen-

eral Ilaynan nnist bring it: if a criminal prosecution for assault was

to be instituted (ienei'al Ilayuau must appear as i)rosecut()r: and as

(ieneial Ilaynau did not desire to take such a responsibility, no

ledi-ess at all was given. The ca.se was an extreme one. The attack

had no color of excuse. The j)arty attacked was an aged num, at the

lime defenseless, an eminent sei'vant of the Austrian Crown, who, if

any jn-rson not a foreign ambassador could ])r<)|)erly ap|)eal for

<b|)lomatic intei'vention, could make such an appeal. The outrage

was offei-ed in such a shape as to umkv it an offense against the

.\ustiian sovereign under wiiose orders (Jeneral Haynau had acted in

the matters which had j)rovoked the indignation of the workmen at

the bi( weiy. \v\. even in this exti-eme case, the British (Government

l.iiti down, and lai<l down j)roj)ei-ly, the rule that for injuries inflicted

on ;i foreigner on Knglish soil, redress imist be sought, not from the

executive, but fidin the courts. And this rule is not affected by the

cirium>tance that it does not api)ear that any agents of the civil

authority, wlx'ther in the exercise at the time of civil functions or

not, were participants in the acts of outrage complained of, for those
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acts could not have been deemed in any case to have fallen within

the scope of their agency."'

Mr. Bayard to Mr. West, .Tune 1. 1SS.5, For. Rel. ISS.".. 4.">7.

" The wisdom of [a diplomatic officer's] presenting [on his own
responsibility] by way of ultimatum, peremptory demands for money
payment in cases of this character [the arrest, and detention of the

property, of persons selling the publications of the American Bible

Society in Turkey] is not apparent, for it is a rule of international

law that sovereigns are not liable, in diplomatic procedure, for dam-
ages to a foreigner when arising from the misconduct of agents

acting out of the range not only of their real but of their apparent

authority. This Government could not admit such a demand upon
it on the part of any foreign power, and it can not be expected to

make such a demand against a nation Avith w hich it treats as an equal

sovereign, unless it has acquired by treaty the right to do so. But

this view of the matter is qualified by the right to expect that, when
the circumstances of the case warrant it. the government foimd

morally in default will hasten to render proper reparation to the

injured party."

Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr. Clark, Aug. 17, 18Sr., For. Rel. 1885,

8.^.8.

" The general rule of international law observed by the United

States is that sovereigns are not liable in diplomatic procedure for

damages occasioned by the misconduct of petty officials and agents

acting out of the range not only of their real but of their apparent

authority."

Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Baron de Fava, Italian anibass.. No.

t«)2, August 14, 19ft(), MS. Notes to Italian Leg. IX. 4."')1, 4.">.'].

A citizen of the United States, being entitled to a share of an

estate in Denmark, authorized a Danish consul in the United States

to collect the mone}'. It was alleged that the consul collected the

money, l)ut failed to account for it, and he was afterwards dismissed

l)y his Government from office. On consideration of the authorities,

an opinion was intinuited that Dennuirk was not liable for the

consul's default, but. in the absence of a full understanding of all

the facts, a final opinion was not expressed.

Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hanger, March IS, 1802, 18."> MS.

Doui. Let. ;")(), citing Story on .\gency, § .'ilD; Mr. .lustice Miller, in

GiblKjns r. Fnited States. 8 Wall. 275: I'ituian's Case, 20 Ct. CI. 255;

7 At. Gen. 237 ; Calvo, 4th ed., § 1203.
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(ID KX ACTION OK KKKKKSS KOK Ol'TKACiES.

i<
1001.

On SoptoniluM- \'-\. lS7t), John K. Wlioolook. an Amorican citizen,

was arrt'stcd in N'cnt'/nt'ia at the instance of an Italian snhject, on the

char<rc oi" ha\ inir stolen $l.'iyo from tiie hitter's safe. The arrest was

nuule hy an ollicial caHed a " coinmissarv.'* named Sotillo, having the

(hml fmictions of a ma<ristrate and police constable. When Wheelock

was arrested, it appears that Sotillo caused his arms to he pinioned

and aftcrwai-ds subjected him to various tortures for the jiurpose of

cMi-actinof from him a confession. Suhsecpiently, when his case came

l»('forc the district court. Wheelock was honorably ac(]uitted and dis-

char<rcd. with the ])crsonal assurance of the district judge that no

•rromid c\('n of suspicion was found against him.

Wlu'clock sought to make a claim against Venezuela for the sum
of ^.^O.OOO. but the (iov<'rnment of the Tnited States, with the muler-

-tanding that the \ enezuelan authorities were taking energetic meas-

ures to punish the otlicial who had caused the tortures to be inflicted

nj)on him. resei'ved for the time being the (juestion of a fornnil de-

mand foi- re|)aration. with an intinnition of the hoj)e that the sense of

justice and e(|uity of the \'ene/,uelan (lovermnent would guide it to

an imme<liate and unconstrained disposition of the questi(m. The
\'ene/.uelan (iovernment subse(|uently stated, however, that two of its

ju<licial oflicei's had concurred im holding that there was no ground

for continuing |)roceedings against Sotillo, nor for ordering his

airest. and expressed the opinion that, whih^ a new investigation had

been oi-dei-ed, the obligation of ^"enezuela, if a crime had actually

been coimnitted by Sotillo. would be " satisfied " by his condemnation

and punishment, and that the (iovernment would not owe any ])ecii-

niai-y indenmity to the jx'rson injured. Mr. Kvarts. who was then

Secretary of State, in an instruction to Mr. Baker, the American

minister at Caracas, of Octobei" IT), 1S(S0, stated tliat the general

princi|)le that the obligations of a (iovernment were satisfied by the

con<lemnation and j)unishment of the author of a crime might well be

adndtted. I)ut that to a|)j)ly this principle to the proceedings in the

case of Sotillo would seem little less than a mockery of justice.

'I'lieie \va>. said Mi". Kvarts. every reason to believe that Sotillo's

alleged vindication rested solely on his own testimony and that of

lii> >ul)ordinate iustrmnents. ^^'heelock's evidence not being before

llif juilge-; and that the sanction given to such ])roceedings by the

executive govermueiit of \'ene/.uela imi)arted to them the character

of an al)>oIute <lenial of justice. C'orresj^ondence continued till 1885,

Nvhen, Oil Aj)ril J. Mr. .Sotehlo. A'enezuelan minister at Washington,

nnide an otlVr of sc.ooo in settlement of the case. This offer was

accepted. In a note of June 'JiJ, 18.^5. Mr. Soteldo declared that his
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(Tovernment, in making the payment, which it did out of " pure defer-

ence " to the people of the United States, was not to be understood as

accepting the precedent "that anyone wdio considers himself injured

or aggrieved by the acts of public functionaries, and still less by those

of private individuals of the nation, may disregard the ordinary

means of redress, i. e., the competent courts of the country, and have

direct recourse to the diplomatic interference of his government as a

means of securing reparation." Mr. Bayard, in acknowledging, as

Secretary of State, the receipt of this declaration, intimated that the

object of the two Governments was to reach a " practical adjustment"

of the case, and added :
'' As sovereign States, both the United States,

and Venezuela have the undoubted right to be satisfied, each for itself,

that no wrong done to its citizens by the other passes unredressed;

and neither sovereign can rightly be expected to recognize valid-

ity as attaching to the municipal enactments of the one which may
assume to bar the exercise of the rights given by international law

to the other."

In this passage jSIr. Bayard seems to have referred to the Vene-

zuelan law of February 14, 1873, in relation to foreigners and claims.

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Venezuela. No. 91, Oct. 15,

1880. For. Rel. 1880, 1041 ; Mr. Frelinghiiysen, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Baker, No. 196. Jan. 16, 188.3, For. Rel. 188.S, 896; Mr. Baker to Mr.

Frellnghuysen, No. 68.''., May 6. 1S8.S. kl. 908; Mr. Soteklo, Venezuelan

min.. to Mr. Frellnghuysen. February 8. 1884. For. Kel. 1884. 597;

Mr. Frelinglniysen to Mr. Soteklo. April 4, 18.S4. id. 599; Mr. Soteldo

to Mr. Frellnghuysen, April 10. 1884. id. <H)2 ; Mr. Frelinghuysen to

Mr. Soteldo. April 25, 1884. id. 607 ; Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard, Sec.

of State, April 2, 188."), For. Rel. 1885, 930 ; same to same, June 29.

188.5, id. 93.3; Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo, July 7, 1885, id. 934.

Accompanying the dispatch of Mr. Baker to Mr. Frellnghuysen, No. 683,

of May 6. 1883, For. Rel. 1883. 9f)8. 909. there is a long note of Senor

Rafael Seljas. Venezuelan minister of foreign affairs, to Mr. Baker,

of March 29. 1883. In this note f>f Senor Seijas the objections to

Wheelock's diplomatic claim are very elaborately and ably presented

on general grounds as well as in connection with the Venezuelan

decrees of February 14, 1873, the text of which is given. The text

of these de<rees will be fimnd in For. Rel. 188.3, 917-918. For a

discussion of them, see sujira, § 919.

In March, 1804, "William Wilson, a citizen of the United States,

was shot at Bhiefields. The evidence showed that he was shot with-

out provocation by Norberto Argiiello, acting governor of Roma, one

of whose j)olicemen was accessory to the murder; that the dying man
was most harshly treated l)v his assailants, and that the protnise of

the superior agents of Nicaragua touching the arrest and punish-

ment of the murderer had not been kept. A demand was «iade on

May 12. 1894, that the Government of Nicaragua manifest its dis-

approval of the conduct of its officers; that Argiiello l)e brc^ight to
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iininediate trinl: that lu>; prottntor. Governor Torres, be dismissed

from otHce: that tlic niiirden'r's accoiuplico be dealt with according

to his tl»'s«'rts, aiul tliat the ( Jovcrnnicnt of Nicaragua should adopt

suih MM-asMrcs as to U'av«> no (loul)t as to its purpose and ability to

protrct thr livi's and interests of citizens of the United States dwell-

ing in the re-ervation. and to |)unish crimes connnitted against them.

It seems that .Vrgiiello was arrested and escaped, and a promise was

made that no etl'ort would be sjKii-ed to recaj)ture him. A demand
was also made for the removal fiom office of the Nicaraguan com-

missioner to the .\Ios<|uito reservation, Carlos A. Lacayo, who was

deemed to l»e <'ven more culpabh' than Torres, (iovernor Torres was
r»Mno\('d. hut the Nicaraguan (lovermnent requested that the- demand
for Lacayo's removal be withdrawn, alleging that he had performed

his full duty. It was stated that every etl'ort would be made to re-

captui-e .Vrgiiello. and that the |)oliceinan who was his accomplice

had Ih'cu ordered to be j)ut on trial.

Mr. < Jifsliaiii. Sec. of State, to Mr. Raker, uiiii. to Nicaragua. May 12,

IV.M. For. K.'l. IS'M. 4f,s.

S.'.-. also. For. Iti'l. 1S!M. 470. 47a-477.

•' The case of (Jeorge Webber deserves attention. This unfortunate

num. a naturalized citizen of the Tnited States, of Bavarian origin,

70 years old. was capriciously arrested at Konia, taken under cir-

cumstau<-es of gi(»at hardship, at first l)v railway, then on foot, and

afterwards, when physically exhausted, in a rough cart, to Broussa

on March JS. lsi>."). and thrown into prison, where he died during the

night from th<' etlects of his hard treatment, without medical attend-

ance. The minister |)romj)tly sent his secretary of legation to

Broussa to examine the nuitter, and found that the arrest of Webl)er

was a|)parently causeless; that his jjossession of a United States'

|)assport was disregarded, and that his death was due to the fatigue

aixi prisations to which he had i>een wantonly subjected. Demand
was accordingly made for a searching investigation and the punish-

ment of any officials found in fault, the removal of the delincjuent

L'overnor being specifically asked. These just demaiuls have not so

fai- Ixtrne fruit : and they will be fiu'ther insisted upon, with the

addition of a i-e<|uisit ion for a suitable indenniity, should the facts

t liriicd by the minister's inciuiry be confirmed."

It.|...rl of Mr. «Hiiey. Sec. of state. 1o tlie Prosidont. Dec. 10. ISO.'i. S.

1 •<>.•. :::'.. .-,4 <"oiik. 1 sess. 4; For. Uel. l.S!>r), II. 12.">0. 12r)8, 12tJ<M271.

See .Ma\royeiii I'.ey, Turkish iiiiu.. to Mr. Oiney, Se<'. of State, Dec. 21,

IMC. For. Itel. ISO.-., II. 141."., 1414.

In August. IIM):',. Dr. .--Shipley, an American citizen visiting Smyrna,
was attacked, woundecl, and robbed bv a member of the Turkish
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police, while another member looked on and offered no assistance.

The case was brought to the attention of the Turkish Government,
and eventually a complete and formal apology was made by the (com-

mandant of the police at Smyrna, both to the American consul and
to Dr. Shipley, and the latter's claim for the property taken from him
was paid in full. The incident was then declared by the United

States to be closed.

For. Rel. 1903, 733.

In January, 1904, a Mexican, named Zambrano, at Brownsville,

Texas, was charged by his employer with. having stolen a fowling

piece and pawned it. While on his way to the pawnshop, in com-

panj^ with his employer, they met a ranger, named McKenzie, who,

at the employer's request, - accompanied them with a view to Zam-
brano's probable arrest. At the pawnshop Zambrano confessed the

theft, but afterwards started to run away, when, at a distance of six

or eight paces, McKenzie fired at him three shots, one of which

pierced his shoulder and another his neck. Zambrano was then con-

ducted to prison, where he was cared for by the city physician. On
his trial he confessed and was sentenced to only five days' imprison-

ment in consideration of his previous misfortune and detention. It

was alleged that the firing by McKenzie was not only unlawful, but

was unnecessary to effect the arrest, but the grand jury refused to

indict him. It was alleged, among other things, in McKenzie's

behalf, that he Avas somewhat lame, so as to be at a disadvantage in

giving chase to an escaping prisoner. The Mexican Government
officially complained of Zambrano's treatment and -asked for an

indemnity. On the ground of '' the failure of the authorities of

Cameron County, Texas," to try and punish McKenzie for '* unlaw-

fully shooting " Zambrano. the United States offered an indemnity

of $500. which was accepted l>v the Mexican Government.

For. Rel. IJMH, 473-482.

3. .TuDiciAL Authorities.

§ 1002.

By a note of October 31, 1850, the Chevalier Bertinatti, Sardinian

minister at Washington, complained of the action of the marine

court of the city of New York in arresting and convicting Capteiin

Bontemps, master of the Sardinian brig Plicho, on a charge of assault

and l)attery, the alleged offense having been committed upon two of

the seamen of the brig on the high seas. Captain Bontemps made
no defense, but the Italian vice-consul interposed and denied the

jurisdiction of the court. The Department of State, while conceding
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that tho court's assumption of jurisdiction was excessive, pointed

out that an apjx-al shouhl have h«H'n taken from the judgment to a

hi<rh»'r ti'ihunal and added: "A irovcrnment can not he hehl respon-

sil>lc foi- the niistal<«'s of its courts, in the achninistration of justice,

and certainly shouhl not he when tlie party com|daininjj lias not

exhausted all the means |)lace(l within his reach of correcting the

errors that may have heen connnitted. . . . It is alleged that

the marine court exceeded its j)owei"s and gave judgment in a case

over which it has no jurisdiction. Sui)posing this to he a correct

view of its pi-oceedings its acts are ahsolutely void, and hoth the

court and the jiarties who institutt'd and cai-ried on the prosecution

ai'e pei-sonally i-esjxjnsihle for their illegal acts."

Mr. Miiny. Sei-. <tf Slate, to Clievjilier liertinalti. Sardinian niin., Dec. 1,

1S.-,C,. MS. Xdles Itiily. VT. ITS.

In l'-i4('> th^ American hrig Caroltne sailed from New York for

Callao. Peru. On the voyage she was compelled hy stress of weather

to put into St. Catharines, Bi-azil. where she was condemned and sold

as unseaworthy. In ls4,s the case was hrought to the attention of

the I)e|)ai"tment of State hy an .\merican comjiany in which the brig

was insui-ed, and instructions wei-e sent to Mr. Wells, United States

(on«ul at St. Catharines, to endeavor to recover the vessel on the

gi'ound that lu-r condemnation was fraudulent. On .Inly 28, 1855,

•Mi-. Wells, who had then ceased to he consul at St. Catharines, sub-

nutted to the Department of State, as attorney, a claini again.st the

(iovei-nuM'Ut of Hi'azil, in which lu' represented that he had obtained

a judgment for the recovery of the vessel before a judge at St.

CathaiMiies. but was ])revente<l fi'om executing it by the numicipal

judge at Santos, where he found the vessel. The claim was based (m

the alleg<'(l fi'aud connnitted l)y the municii)al judge at St. (^atha--

rines in condenniing a sound and good vessel and for the malicious

eonduct of the judge at Santos in preventing the execution of the

ju<lgment of restoi'ation. On Septend)er IS, IS.");"), Mr. Marcy, as

Seci'etary (d" State, instructed the .Vmerican nunister at Rio de Ja-

neii'o to prcM'ut the claim to the Hi-azilian (lovermnent ; but that (iov-

ernment, on the ground of cei'tain allege(l ii-regularities, declined to-

pay it. while r<'sei-\"ing the (|uestion whethei* governments might be

held lial»le foi- damages which, either through eri'or or bad faith, their

suborcjinate authorities might conunit in the ordinary exercise of

their fun(tion>. In duly. ls.')l». Mr. Cass. Mr. Marcy's successor,

thought that the case re(|uired <ar<d"id examination by a |)erson

verged ill the niaiil-iuie law of Hrazil. In May. 18(')2. Mr. Seward
instru<-ted .Mr. \\'ebh. then .VmcM'ican minister at Rio, to look into

the claim. .Mi-. \\'ebl». a>ked the lira/.ilian C-iovernjuent for a final

deci.sion and recei\ed it in the form of a rejection of the claim, and
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he expressed the opinion that it would be bad policy to attempt to

press it at that time. On April 12, 1867, he reported that Mr. Wells

had been trying to sell the claim to a Brazilian, and that he sup-

posed a purchaser had been found. On the 1st of the following

October, however, he reported that he had settled the claim for a

certain amount in bills of exchange on London, but stated that all

over a certain proportion was to be i^aid to the JJrazilian purchasers

of the claim. It further appeared that he had brought about the

settlement by threatening to break off diplonuttic relations. On
December 7, 18G7, Mr. Seward, in acknowledging the receipt of cer-

tain bills of exchange, said that Mr. Webb's course had shown " nnich

energy and sagacity,'' but that, if the settlement was brought about

in consequence of the transfer of the claim to Brazilians, this cir-

cumstance would " certainly have weakened the moral and annulled

the legal right " of the United States further to interfere in the

matter. Mr. SeAvard also observed that the ground of complaint

was that the judge who condenmed the vessel was actuated by fraud-

ulent motives; but that as Mr. AVells was removed from the con-

sulate at St. Catharines for improper official conduct, the Depart-

ment deemed itself bound to scrutinize any transaction with which

he was ccmnected, and that the proceeds of the bills of exchange

would not be paid to him till further information should have been

I'cceived as to the transfer of the claim to Brazilians. On January

17, 18()8, Mr. Seward submitted the case to the Attorney-General,

with a request for an opinion as to whether the Brazilian Govern-

ment was justly responsible for damages resulting from the alleged

corruption of the judge at St. Catharines. Accompanying his letter

there was a rei)ort from the examiner of claims of the Department

of State, who held that the claim was groundless and that its settle-

ment established a dangerous precedent. The examiner of claims

also stated that Mr. AVebb had rejected an offer of arbitration by

the Brazilian Government. Mr. A^Vbb*s conduct was also made the

subject of a formal complaint by that (lovernment. He himself

admitted that the case had created a strong j)ublic feeling in Rio

against the United States and the American minister.

December 29, 1871, Mr. Akerman, Attorney-General, sent to JNIr.

Fish an opinion in which he took the ground that the Brazilian

(lOvernment was not responsible, and that, if the charge of cor-

ruption against the judge at St. Catharines was established, redress

should be sought in the courts of Brazil. It appears that no definite

infornuition was possessed by the Department of State as to the dis-

position of the proportion of the money which was to have been paid

to the Brazilian purchasers of the claim. Mr. Webb stated that the

money had been j)aid over to them, but gave no further information

on the subject. The Brazilian minister at AVashingion stated that

his Government had paid to Mr. AVebb, besides the £5,000 sent by
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him ((I Washiiijrtoij, the sum of !CU,)1')'2, making in all £14,'2r)'2. By
tlu' diplomatic and consular appropriation act of June 11, 1874 (18

.^tat. 70). the sum of $."") 7..>()(). or so much thereof as might he neces-

sary, was appr(>|)iiiited ** for rejiaying to the (iovernment of Brazil

money cn-oneously claimed l>y and i)aid to the United States."

For tlu" <li|il(»in!iti<- cnrn'spoiidciu-*' in tlu* rase, sw S. Ex. Doc. r)2, 4;i Cong.

1 S«'SS.

I'or tin* <)i>inion of Attonu'y-(Jciiri-al .vkcrnian, see Hi Op. 55Ji.

"
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 34 of the

ir.th December last, in relation to the di'tention under judicial author-

ity of tlie schooner ///^/A/// of (ialveston. Te.xas. . . . The court in

ihi- instance may have U'cn very nnich mistaken, ()f which there is no

evidence, hut it is to he presumed that any error into which it may
have fallen will he corrected upon appeal to the superior tribunals.

\\'hen it is foinul that manifest injustice in a plain case has been

sanctioned by the court of last resort, then and not till then, can we
call u|)on the executive branch of the Mexican (iovernment to redress

the wrong. I need not say to you that a judicial court can not make
repai-ation in damages for any error into which it has fallen, and that

it is a pi-incii)le vital to that independence of the judiciary which this

(io\«'rnmen( cherishes as an invaluable safeguard for the rights and
JilM'rties of the subject, that judges should not be lield personally re-

s|)()nsible foi- eirors of judgment. Tlu'v may be indictable for the

malicious usurpation of |)ower or malicious exercise of real authority

at the suit of their own (iovernment. but privatv' parties, whether do-

mestic (»r alien, can in general sustain no action against them for their

oflicial proceedings."

.Mr. .F. ('. 15. l>avis. .\ssist. See. of State, to Mr. Chase, eoiisnl at Tainpieo,

.Ian. H>. isTo. 'tl MS. Inst. Consuls, 101.

See. to the same eff«'<t. Mr. Hunter, Sei-ond .\ssist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Kussell. niast<>r of tiie schr. hididii. .luly 7. ISTo. 'u MS. Inst. Consuls,

471': .Mr. llil. A<t. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Cogswell. Ai»ril 17, 18!>4, 19<i

.MS. I><)ui. Let. :«.').

"The Department might not be able to coincide with the view ex-

pre>.-ed in your dispatch to tlu' cH'ect that the (iovermneiit of (Juate-

luala might be held responsible for wrongs residling from the corrupt

louduct of (iMe of its judges. It is understood to be a well established

principle of pidilic and iminicipal law that no government is answer-
able 1(1 a party who may have sutl'ered from the corrupt conduct of its

pul)lic ofliceis. It i>. however, mniecessary to discu.ss this question at

length now a- the Department has . . . reached the conclusion

that no ju^t grounds exist for the di])lomatic interference of this

Government."

Mr. Blaine. S<<-. of State, to .Mr. Logan, iniii. to Central America. No. VM,
March I'-J, l.SSl, .MS. lust, to Central America, XVHI. 163.
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Proceedings were taken in the District of Columbia for the con-

tlenination of certain property for the use of the Government of the

United States. The property was condenmed and the amount of its

a])praised vahie paid by the Government into court according to hiw.

A claim w^as subsequently made against the United States, and in

support of the claim it was contended that the money was paid over

by the court to persons who were not entitled to it. Held, that, even

assuming that the money was erroneously paid over, the United

States could not be held responsible for it. '' The courts of the

United States," said the court, '" are in no sense agencies of the Fed-

eral Government, nor is the latter liable for their errors or mistakes;

they are independent tribunals, created and supported, it is true, by

the United States; but the Govermnent stands before them in no

other position than that of an ordinary litigant. ... It had dis-

charged its entire liability by the payment into court, and was not

entitled to notice even of the order for the distribution of the money.

If the Attorney-General had appeared, it might have been charged

that he was a mere interloper, and that only the owners of the land

were interested in the distribution of its proceeds,''

United States v. Dunnington (1892), 146 U. S. 338, 351.

4. Sajvitaky Measures.

§ 1003.

See supra, § 191, as to quarantine.

In the latter part of 185)4 a disease thought to be cholera (after-

wards found to be diarrhea-cholera) appeared in the vallev^ of Para-

hyba. State of Rio, Brazil. In consequence, traffic over the railroad

from Rio de ,Ianeiro to Sao Paulo was sus})ended, iind several lots of

watermelons from the interior were seized by order of the sanitary

authorities of the State of Sao Paido and destroyed. The water-

melon"' producers of Sao l*aul(), among whom were many Americans,

were thus prevented from disposing of their crops. Early in 1895

these ])roducers Hied claims with the State government of Sao Paulo,

and, as the claims were not paid, they aj)pealed to their own govern-

ments for diplomatic interposition. In August, I8i)(), tlie Depart-

ment of State held that the measures taken by the authorities of Sao
Paido were justified under the circumstances, and that an indenmity

could not be denuuided for tiie Americans involved. The I)epart-

nient suggested, liowever, that there might be ground for equitable

relief and directed the American legation to lay the matter before

the Brazilian (Government in that sense. The Brazilian Government

answered that, the claims having been administi'ativ-ely denied, t!ie

claimants nuist seek their reiuedy in the courts. In view of thir%
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aiis\\»'r tlio Department of State, in March, 18!>7, instructed the

lejjatioii that the niattt'r conld not he fnnher |)re.sse(l.

.Mr. A<I(H'. Art. Se«-. of State, K> .Mr. 'i'lioiiip.soii, min. to Brazil. No. ;i.")U.

Aun. L'1. ISitc. MS. Iiisi. Brazil. XVIII. 201.'; Mr. Sherman, Sec of

State, to .Mr. liionipsoii. No. 4(H». .Marcii li7, 1897, id. 234.

In eacli of llie;»«' instruetioiis it was stated that if citizens of otlier

ettuntries siiould Jte indeninitied. an indemnity wouhl of coarse l)e

insisted upon for tlie losses of citizens of the United States.

r». 'lAUlKF ('HAN(iK.S.

,-* ^ 1004.

^ .\s to tlif power of ta.\atio!i. sec supra. SS IS.".. 184.

CMaini> were made hy certain American merchants against the

Sj)ani>h (ioveiiinn'nt for tlie refnnd of (hities which they Avere com-

j)ell«'d t(t pay in 1845 on ])ro|)erty shi))ped to Cuba on the faith of a

decree issued l>y the ('nl)an authorities on ()ctol)er 7, 1S44. which the

Spanisli ( io\('rnuient afterwards refused to sanction and which, pend-

ing the \(»yages of the vessels to ('ul)a, was rescinded. In 1S(*)0 a

convention was concluded at Madrid for the settlement of the claims

for the sum (d" $l'J8.():5r)..''»4. Tiiis convention was submitted to the

Senate of the United States, which, on March 5, 18()0, declined to

a|»prove it.

.Mr. Flfliii^'imysrn. Soc of State, to Mr. Colquitt. Nov. 8. 1884, lo;{ MS.

l>oni. !.<'t. nwi; Mr. Bayard. See. of Slate, to .Mr. I'rye, I'eb. 17, 188(!,

l.'.it .MS. lN)ni. Let. !»8.

With refei-euce to comphiints of citizens of the Unitetl States who
had piiichaH'd sugar- antl mohisses in Porto Rico with the intention

of e.\j)orting them, of a d<'ci-ee of the captain-general of that island

imposing a duty of three dollai's a hogshead on sugar and fifty cents

a hogsliead on molasses, to take cllect immediately. Mr. Fish said <^hat

when im|)oi-tant changes in the fiscal regulations of foreign countries

were made they were usmdly pi-os|)ective in their operation, so that

they might have no injurious cdfect on previous transactions. This

rule he (••(nsid'M'ed to have been lost sight of in the decree in (|uestion,

and he re(|ueste(l the Sj)anish minister at ^^'ashington (o convey to

the captain-general of l*orto Kico and also to the Spanish (lovern-

UH-nt the expectation that '" amends will be made for any losses which

<iti/.eii< )f the I'lnted States may have sustained, or may incur, in

<i)nM-<|uen(o of the unusjual terms of the decree referred to.''

.Mr. Fish. S(m-. of Staie, to Mr. Lopez Uolterts. Si)an. niin.. April .3. 18(50,

.MS. Notes to Spall. Ivop. VI I L 124."..

An American ii»-m at .New "i'ork ship-ped. on August 2;"). 1<S<)4, a

< argo of flour ajid othej- ])rovisions to San Juan. Porto Rico, the reci-
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procity agreement with Spain under section 3 of the McKinley Act

then being in force. When the cargo arrived at San Juan the reci-

procity agreement had come to an end, and the authorities declined to

assess the duties under it. The firm in question protested against the

action of the authorities in imposing without due notice in advance the

heavier duties on the cargoes, and appealed to the Department of

States for relief. The Department held that, as the new tariff act

of the United States, commonly known as the Wilson-Gorman Act,

which went into operation at midnight of August 27-28, 1894,

repealed the legislation under which the reciprocity agreement was

concluded, and as the basis of reciprocal treatment then disappeared

the United States could not claim the continuance of the agreement

nor contest the right of the Spanish Government to treat it as can-

celled from that day and hour. '' Our own legislation," said the

Department, " took effect immediately on the act becoming a law,

and without formal notice or other knowledge of its provisions and

effects than could be obtained from the publicity given to it during

the ten days before it became a law."'

Mr. Uhl, Act. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Flint & Co., Sept. 11, 1894, 198 MS.
Dom. Let. 538.

As to the refund of duties levietl under the tariff act of August, 1842,

on certain goods exported from British ports prior to September 1,

1842, see Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Iliilseniann, charge

d'affaires, April 27, 1840, ilS. Notes to German States, VI. 134.

0. Debaskment ok the Currency.

J^
1005.

" Many citizens of the United States complain that contracts

entered into with the Spanish Government for metallic money have

been discharged to their very great loss in depreciated paper.
" The injustice of this is manifest. Between discharging a debt

by ])aying one-half its nominal amount, and the whole of its nominal

amount possessing only one-half its real value, there is no difference.

" To your remonstrances heretofore made on this subject, we
observe that the minister of I lis Catholic ^Majesty has only replied

—

the ai>solute right of a sovereign nation on its own territory.

•• This right we mean not to (jnestion or imi)air. But coextensive

and coeval with it, is the j)rivilege of a for(»ign friendly nation, to

comj)lain of, and renumstrate against, such acts of sovereignty as

are injurious to its citizens or subjects. This privilege we mean
respectfully to exercise.

" In contracts entered into by individuals with a sovereign power
there exists no tribunal to enforce their j)erf()rmance. For this the

good faith of the sovereign is alone relied on. This is held sacred,

H. Doc. 551—vol 18
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jiiul is nhvnys plodfrod to oxonii)! from the operation of that para-

nioiint i)()\vt'r over all transactions within its dominions the on«:agc-

iiuMits of till' s(>v('i-('i<rnty itself.

•'The citizens of the I'nited States, therefore, who have formed

specie contracts with the S|)anish (iovernnient, hold as a pledge the

faith of that (iovernment solemidy i)li<rhted, that its power shall

never he so exercised as to work injury or injustice to them.''

Mr. .M.irsliall. Sec of State, to ^Ir. Iluinphreys, niin. to Spain, Sept. 123,

1S(H>. MS. Inst. f. States Ministers. V. .•{S.*}.

When " a state has recourse to violent finan<-ial operations tending to do

away with inherent oldij-'ations to satisfy its in(lel)tedness. the vio-

hition of i»roperty ri;;hts which results is sulHcient to authorize other

nations to tak«> u]) in this resi)eet the cause of their sul)jects, and to

employ for their i)rote<tion every means authorized hy the law of

nations." (Martens. Droit des Geus, hy VergO, 18G4, liv. 3, ch. 3,

I)ecemi)er "22. 15)03, the President of Guatemala issued a decree

k'<rali/in<r the j)ayment in silver or l)ank notes of gold debts judi-

cially demanded. The subject was brought to the attention of the

I)ej)artment of State by American merchants doing business in

tiuatemala, as well as by the American legation there. The legation

was instructed to make earnest remonstrance against the a})plication

of the decree to debts due to American citizens. Kemonstrances were

made by other |)owers. The decree was subsequently revoked.

For. IJel. 1!KI4. :'.4<V-.T)1. and particularly Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Combes, niin. to (Juatemahi, No. 1(>."), March 124, ll>04, id. 341).

7. I'ATENTS A.ND 1 -NVE.NTIONS.

§ lOOG.

A citizen of the United States sought the interposition of his Gov-

(rnment to obtain reimbursement from the Russian Government for

the value of an invention made l)V him, which was said to be in use in

Russian fort ihcat ions and vessels, as well as for the heavy outlay in

l)i-ingiiig his plans to perfection. It was held that the matter was
" not one which can properly be presented through the legation of the

I'nited States.*'

.Mr. Fish. S.M-. of State, to Mr. Myers, M. C, Jan. 27, 187."), 10<j MS. Dom.
I.<-t. :'.ll.

With reference to the request of a citizen of the United States for assist-

niiie ill uhtaininjr from the (ierman (iovernment compensation for the

use (if :iii invention coiniected with l>re<Hh-loadinj^ artilh'ry, the Depart-

ment nf State said: "You state tiiat patents have been j^ranted you
ill tile Fiiited States. Kiijrland, France. Austria, and HelKium, and as

patents in I'nissia are not granted to foreigners, that you informed tlie

war ullicc of yuur iuveutiou, and although tUe same bud beeu used,
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foinponsiition therefor has been refused. Questions concerning the pro-

tection to l)e granted to inventions, or compensation when tlie same
are used, in the absence of treaty stipuhitions, are dependent upon

tlie law of the particular country where the protection is claimed or

the supposed injury is committed. If the laws of the countx'y afford

no protection in such eases, it is not competent for this Government,

by a diplomatic channel, to supply the omission or to procure either

protection for an American inventor, or compensation for his inven-

tion." (Mr. Cadwalader, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Broadwell,

July 28, 1875, 100 MS. Dom. Let. 233.)

8. " Unclaimku Estates " Claims.

§ 1007.

Applications are frequently made to the Department of State and

its representatives abroad for aid in obtaining moneys supposed to

be due from unclaimed estates in foreign lands. In June, 188(), the

American minister at Brussels wrote that no trace of any such estate

as that of Hannah Rouk, in Belgium, could be found, and that if any

such estate ever existed, the rights of the claimants apparently had

long since been barred by lapse of time.

In ]\Iay. 1880, the American minister in London reported that,

so far as he could learn, there was no such estate in England known
as the '' Dalton estate." The case, he said, appeared to be one of

those constantly recurring delusions among the less intelligent class

of the American people, which occasioned many hundreds of appli-

cations to the legation. Such delusions were fostered by designing

l^ersous, who issued advertisements inquiring for heirs of almost all

known surnames, and gave it out that these advertisements emanated

from the British Government, which was anxious to distribute the

proj)erty in its hands. Tn reality, the Government held no such

j)roperty and of course had issued no such advertisements. In 1887,

one George F. Anderson, a citizen of the United States, w^as found

guihy by the central criminal court in London of obtaining money
by false ])retenses from certain American citizens in connection Avith

an alleged unclaimed estate in England. The culprit was sentenced

to five years' penal servitude.

In 1880 the American minister at Paris, answering an incpiiry con-

cerning an alleged estate in France left by Baron von Kuhmann, who
died in that country in 1811, said that the experience of the legation

in searching for estates of the class in question had never resulted

in anything satisfactory, and that the proper course for those who
wished to obtain information was to a|)ply to a lawyer.

Similar i-e])()rts as to nonexistent estates have been received fi-om

Demnark and Germany.
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Ill ls:.'_' the (JovcniiiKMil of tho Xc'thorlaiids appointed a commis-

sion to si'Klc all estates rcinaiiiinir in char'ro of tlie old orphans'

cliaiiilHTs when they were ai)<)lishe(l in 1811. The name llartsinck

is not anioii"^' those found in the records of the commission. In

l.ssC) l.ssT a i-e|)oi-t was widely circulated in the press as to ''an

iniaL'inarv estate known as the (iraaf, (iralf, (iraef, Groff, or Grove "

in the N(>tlierlands. The rei)()rt was unfounded.

One of the most active and i)ersistent of the unclaimed-estates

>windU's is that which is now and then carried on from Spain, par-

ticularly fi-oni Valencia, where a Spanish i)risoner is supposed to

have died lea\ in^^ the care of a young daughter to some educational

institution. The prisoner is alleged to have left a valuable concealed

(i-ea>ui-e. the whereabouts of which can be discovered only by regain-

ing |)os-ession at considerable cost of the sequestered baggage or other

|)ro|)ertv left by the supposed i)risoner. An advance of money of

from $2.()(H) to $7,000 is generally asked for by a supposed priest

who is seeking to iccover the treasure or to take care of the unfor-

tunate daughter.

As to estates in HolRinm. soo Mr. Ti'oo, min. to Belgium, to Mr. Bayard,

S(H-. of State. No. llC, .Tune 2(;. 188C,. For. Bel. 188(5. 38.

As to estates in France, si-e Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. McLane,

mill, to France. .\o. ITC. Dec. 1, ISSC. For. Bel. 1887. 278; Mr. McLaue
to Mr. Bayard. No. 4:n, .luue i;{. 1887, id. 'Ml.

As to Fnjrlaiid, see Mr. Blielps. iniu. to Enslaud. to Mr. Bayard. See. of

Stale. No. 2S.-. May 14. IRSC, For. Bel. 188r,. IVM ; also. For. Bel. 1887,

4r,:{-4(;.-,.

As to DcMini.irk. see Mr. I'orter. A<-t. Sec. of State, to Mr. Blunih. Aug. 28,

IKSti. ici MS. Doin. I.,et. '.'A7i, enclosing a copy of a dispatch from

Mr. .\ndcrsoii. min. to Denmark, to Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State. No. (!2,

Aug. 7. l.s,sr.. .MS. Desp. from Denmark.

As to (Jerniany, s<>e the circular referred to by Mr. B>ayard, S»h-. of State,

to .Mr. Lampas. March 2r.. l.s,S7. IC).'} MS. Dom. Let. 47!).

As to tile .Netherlands, see Mr. Frelinghuyseu, Sec. of State, to Mr.

llartsinck. Nov. i:',. 18S4, l.">;{ MS. Dom. Let. 2(H): Mr. Bell. min. to

the Netlierlands. to Mr. Bayard. Se<-. of State. No. 1(>!). Sept. 8, 188(J,

and No. •_'2o. Feh. 2:{. 1.S.S7. For. Bel. 1887. 8.S:{-88.">. 8!K)-8r)4.

As to Spain, see Mr. Strobe!, cliarge. to Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State. No.

."'..VJ. Sept. 22. 1.S.SS. For. Bel. 1S.S,S. II. 14(M ; Mr. Cresham, Sec. of

State, to .Mr. Welile. March 2!). 18t»:{. 1«)1 MS. Dom. Let. .")8
; Mr.

Adee. Second Assist. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Iloyt. Oct. 22. 18!)7. 221

MS. Dom. Let. c,oi ; Mr. Adee to Mr. Miller, April 2. 18!)8, 227 MS.
Dom. Let. lit.

I). Li.Mni.iTv KOK Torts of PraLic Ship.s.

^ lOOS.

A claim for damages exists against a vessel of the Ignited States

guilty of a maiitinie tort, as nnu-h as if the otlending vessel belonged

to a private citizen: and although, for reasons of public jwlicy, the
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claim can not be enforced by direct proceedings against the vessel,

yet it will be enforced by the courts whenever the property itself,

upon which the claim exists, becomes, through the affirmative action

of the United States, subject to their jurisdiction and control. There-

fore, where a prize ship, in charge of a ])rize master and crew, com-

mitted a maritime tort by running into and sinking another vessel,

the damages of the owners of the latter were ordered to be assessed

and paid out of the proceeds of the sale of the former, before distribu-

tion to the captors.

The Siren, 7 Wall. ir.2.

February 21, 1885, the American schooner Lame Cohh^ while at

anchor in the harbor of Laguayra, was run into by the Venezuelan

schooner Ana Eido</ia^ which was owned by the President of Vene-

jc;uela and was in the service of the Venezuelan Government. The
master of the Lanie Cohh sought to obtain redress from the Vene-

zuelan authorities, both administrative and judicial, but without

success. In September, 1885, the American minister in Caracas was

instructed to demand from the Venezuelan (rovernment an indemnity

of $1,98(). A clearer case, said the Department of vState, of a denial

of justice could scarcely be conceived. The master had sought to

secure an equitable settlement, which, after much circumlocution, was

denied him. As the Ana Eidogia^ at the time of the accident, was

under the connnission of the Venezuelan Government, it was con-

tended that that Government was responsible for damage inflicted

" on account of the careless and inexcusable acts " of those on board.

''The right of our citizens,*" said the Department of State, ''to de-

mand comi)ensation for damages which they may sustain, as in the

accident to the Lanie CoJ>h^ as well as that of a government to insist

upon due reparation of such wrongs in behalf of its citizens, when-

ever necessary, is one which belongs to them by the rules of inter-

national law. and which is so recognized by all civilized countries,"

.Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, min. to Venezuela, No. 22, Sept.

?,, 188."), For. Rel. 1885, 023.

See, also. For. Rel. 1885, fM).3. 905, 013, 014, 015, 020.

For the claim by the I'nited States against .Mexico for the sinking of

the American schooner Dai/lif/lit hy the Mexican gunboat Itiilcpoul-

cmhu see For. Rel. 1884. .340, 343, 345, :\r,S. .3C.2, 370; and supra. § 088.-

See, also, Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to

Mexico. May 10, 1884, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXI. 82.

In 1885 Congi'ess appropriated $1,973.84 to pay damages to Xagai

Jinske, a Japanese, for injuries done to his junk by the U. S. S.

Ashuelot by a collision in Japanese waters in 1809.

Act of March 3, 1885, 23 Stat. 49G.
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10. Acts ok Soi.dikks.

ij lOO'.t.

As to liability for tiio acts of soKiiiTs, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations. III.

LMi'.fj. ;;(Hrj.

.V tril)unal of arbitration, sittino^ in Chilo, atloptod certain rules of

decision, ainon^^ which was the followin*;: ''Acts conimittod by sol-

(Uers (»r persons connected witli the army without orders from tlieir

superiors in conunand do not com|)romise a government." With ref-

er<Mice to tliis rule tlie I)e|)artment of State said: "The position of

this (lovei'nnuMit is. that whih' a <roverninent is res{)onsible for the

misconihict of its soldiers wiien in the field, or when acting either

actually or constructively under its authority, even though such mis-

conduct had been forbidden by it, it is not resp()nsil)le for collateral

misconduct of individual soldiers dictated l)y j^rivate malice. But

the mere fact that soldiers, duly enlisted and uniformed as such,

connnit acts " without orders fi'om their superiors in connnand,' does

not relieve their government from the liability for such acts."

Mr. liayard. Sec of State, to Mr. lUick. niiu. to I'eru. No. ."^ii, Oct. 27,

1SS.-.. I'or. lit'], iss.-. v,2r,.

The liiited Slates is not lialile for injuries resulting from tlie luiauthor-

i/.cd acts of individual soldiers. (Mr. MagtMjn, law officer, division

of insular afTairs. Fei). (1. 1!)01, Magoon's Reports, .^.m)

Owen ^'oung. a citizen of the United States, was shot and killed at

his hacienda in Peru, on Sej)tend)er 24, 1884, by a Peruvian soldier.

It ap|)ears that a fight took place between a band of Peruvian (lov-

ernmeiit troops and a band of enemies, and that after the conflict

had siil»ided some of the (iovernment tro()})s repaired to Young'.s

dwelling for water, when one of them began to denoinice a servant

and ail the menil)ers of the household as acconijilices of the enemy.

Vouiig came forward to protest, and was shot down. The only

grotind for the accusation of j)artisanship against Young and his

family ap|)eare(l to l)e the fact that during the fight the enemies of

the Lima ( ioscrnuient sought to use his house for shelter. Mr. Fre-

linghiiysen instructed the American minister at Ijima. Dec. 15, 1884,

" to M'cni-e the prompt punishment of tlu' criminal, and at the same
time -ee that full ju-tice is done to the family of the murdered num."

riic Pcru\ian (iovernment argued that it was not responsible for

^ oiin;:"- death, because it had not the means of preventing it. The
I'liited Stale> re|)lied that the responsibility of the (iovernment of

Peru grew out (d" the fact that a wrong was committed by one of its

its own agent-. The '" power and authority " of the Peruvian (Iov-

ernment. sanl Mf. liayanl. on .Viigust '2\. ISSCt, '"were represented at

the scene of the murder by its military forces; and a member of those
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forces, who, it is intimatod in the minister's note, were irritated by

the use which the enemy had soug-ht to make of Mr. Young's house,

shot him down, although he was a citizen of tlie United States and a

noncombatant. It was not a case of collateral misconduct dictated

by priA^ate malice, in which case the Penivian Government might

disclaim responsibility. It was an act of outrageous violation, by

an agent of that Government while in the line of his duty, of a right

which it was his business to protect.

" The mere fact that soldiers, duly enlisted as such, commit acts

without orders from their superiors in command, does not exempt

their Government from liability for such acts. A government may
be responsible for the misconduct of its soldiers when in the field, or

when acting, either actually or constructively, under its authority, if

such misconduct, even though it had been forbidden by it, was in

contravention of the rules of civilized warfare."

Mr. Frellngliuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, min. to Peru, No. 81,

Dec. r>, 1S84. For. Kel. 1885, 587; Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr.

Buck, mill, to Peru, No. 85, Aug. 24, 188(), MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 231.

For prior eorrespoiideiice in relation to this case, see For. Rel. 1884, 432-

4.3(t; For. Kel. 1885, .587-(n().

Ill August, 1885, the Peruvian Government stated that it had so far been

impossible " to discover the author of Young's death." (For. Rel.

1885, G14-G15.)

Captain Emmet CraAvford, U. S. Army, was shot and killed in

Mexico, January 11, 188(), by Mexican troops, while he was in com-

mand of a detachment of Indian scouts in pursuit of hostile Indians

from the United States. The shooting occurred early in the morning,

and the Mexican (lovernment maintained that it was due to the Indian

scouts having been mistaken for hostiles. The Department of State,

having upon all the evidence reached the conclusion that the United

States could not be warranted in assuming the position that the shoot-

ing was intentional and a hostile act, referred the question for an opin-

ion to the Secretary of War, who conmiunicated, in reply, with an

expression of his concurrence, the opinion of the Lieutenant-General

of the Army (General Sheridan), that the United States Avould not

be justified in taking the position that the killing " was intentional or

a hostile act," and that no further action should be taken. The claim

was not pressed.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Sec. of War, Oct. 15, 1887, 105 .MS. Dom. Let.

(ill ; Mr. Kiidicott, Sec. of War. to Sec. of State. Nov. 10, 1887, MS.
Misc. Let.; Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bingham, March 7, 189L
181 MS. Dom. Let. 100.

As to the obtaining by ^Mexican forces, on the day following Captain

Crawford's death, of some stock from Lieutenant Mans, IT. S. .\rmy.

then in command of the .Vmerican expedition, and the sul)se(inent

return of the stock by the Mexican Government, see For. Kel. 1887,

673, G80, 091.
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In I)o(vinl)or. Is*.):^, tho Aincrican scIiooiut Ilciwy Croshy came to

jinchor about a (|uai'tor of a niilo from (ho shoro, ten miles from the

port of Azua, at a phice whieh was mistaken for that ])ort. A week

previously the <2;()\('rn()r of A/iia had been assassinated by revolution-

ists, and the autiioi"ities were \vatchini>' to jjrevent the escape of the

assassins, esjH'cially by sea. On the following- day, the master of the

Croshi/. seeing some persons on shore, ordered some of his crew to

api)i-oach in a yawl and incpiire whether the place was Azua. When
near the shore they made incpiiry in English, and, receiving a reply

which, by reason of not understanding Spanish, they erroneously

understood to be in the affirmative, they started back to the schooner.

As they drew away some of the soldiers, Avho had been concealed in

bushes, opened fire on them, seriously wounding one of the seamen and

slightly wounding another. They also fired numerous shots at the

schooner, but failed to do her any dauuige. The next morning the

schooner, having obtained a pilot, proceeded to Azua and discharged.

A claim against the Dominican Government was presented to the

I)ei)artment of State in behalf of the vessel, her owners, and crew.

It was held that the claim should not be ])resented in behalf of the

owners for anything more than the diivct injury done to the yawl

and for money paid for exj)enses of the man who was seriously

wounded, and that the two wounded men were entitled to indemnity

for their injuries, provided theii- citizenship was ])r()ved. The case

was considered by the Department of State as one of mistake. Xo
insult to the flag appeared to have l)een intended, and expressi^on of

regret had l)een made by the Dominican authorities.

Mr. Till. A<t. Sec. of State, to Messrs. (Joodricli et al.. April 10. 1804, For.

K<-1. ls;».-,. I. L'lMt: see. nlso. 21.")-21(;. mikI Mr. (Jreslmiu. Sec. of State.

to Messrs. Coodricli et. al.. August 1. 1.SU4, For. Rel. ISOn, I. 2'V.\.

The I)ei)artiiieiit of State declined to jtresent the claim in the form in

whicii it was made, and the claimants do not appear to have siil)-

mitted it in any other form. (.Mr. Fhl, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Fischer, M. C. Dec. (5. 1S!>.".. For. Kel. 1895, I. 2:j;i.)

Tn Decemliei". IsOl. thi'ee sailoi's from the American schooner Isniah

A". Sfcfsoii wei-e wounded by soldiers at Santa Catharina, Brazil.

Two of them died from their wounds. The minister of the United
States at Rio asked for an investigation and the ])romi)t pimishment
of the guihy. The minister of foivign affairs re])lie(l that the Gov-
ernment dee|)ly i-egi-e(ted the occurrence, which took ])lace during a

>treet brawl in the vicinity of a drinking saloon and house of jirosti-

tution. and tliat efforts were being made to find and pimish the

culprit-. Two >()ldicrs were arrested and convicted. On appeal, the

conviction was affirmed and they were sentenced to eight years each
in the jK'nitentiaiy.

For. Rel. 1895, I. 52-59.
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April 10, 1890), Mr. Olney, Secretary of State, addressed a note to

the Spanish minister at Washin<rton, concerninir the case of Mr. Jose

M. Delgado and his father, Jose G. Delgado, both American citizens.

It was alleged that the father and son were the lessees of a sugar

plantation near Bainoa, in the province of Havana, where a fight

took place between the Cuban insurgents, under (ien. ISfaceo, and the

Spanish forces. After a short contest Maceo withdrew, and a squad

of Spanish troops then rode into the house and took the claimant,

Jose M. Delgado, and seven laborers to a point near by, where they

awaited the coming of the Spanish general Melguizo. On the latter's

arrival the claimant exhibited his citizenship papers and assured

the general that he had been strictly neutral. On hearing that he

was a citizen of the United States Gen. ]SIelguizo struck him three

times with his hands, saying. '' Just as I wdll shoot you, so would

I shoot the American consul. I care nothing for all those papers

of American citizenship." The claimant and the seven laborers

were then ordered to be shot. They Avere fired upon, and the claim-

ant was wounded twice with bullets and then with a machete, and

was left for dead. Six out of the seven laborers were killed. The

claimant was later found alive and was taken in charge by his father,

who, on learning that the Spanish troops were searching with intent

to kill all ])ers()ns who might be able to give testimony concerning the

crime, took his son to a distant place and hid him in a cane field,

where they remained four and a half days without medical aid. In

consequence of the intervention of the United States consul at

Havana, the claimant was brought to that city. The expectation was

expressed by the United States that the "' (iovernment of Spain

would disavow the act of (ien. Melguizo, punish him and his accom-

l)licos in this crime, and pay the claimant a suitable indemnity for

the injuries inflicted upon him.*'

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor, mln. to Spain, May 11, 1S9G, For.

llel. 1S!)<), .18C>-r»S8.

Gen. Melirulzo and other Spanish ollicors who wore present, as well as

certain employees on the estate, made declarations entirely denying

the allegations that the claimant had disclosed his American citizen-

ship, and that words were littered offensive to the coiisnl of the

United States. They alleged, on the other hand, that the Spanish

trooi)s, aft<>r arresting the claimant and the seven lal)orers. were
comiH'lhMl to abandon them and retreat, and that in the confusion

they were wounded or killed by the bidlets and machetes of the

insurgents. (Duke of Tetuan. min. of State, to Mr. Taylor, Am. min.,

June m, ISOi), For. Hel. 18!M;, (•.0<Mil4.)

The minister of the Ignited States at Madrid rei)lieil tliat none of the

dei«)sitions stated as a fact that the claimant was woundetl by the

insurgents, while they ail admitted that he was shot on the day in

(luestion, and that he and the other i)ers()ns were, as (Jen. Melguizo

confessed, ordered to the i-ear: nor did (Jen. Melguizo pretend tliat

he was ignorant of the claimant's citizenship. (For. Rel. 1890, (J15-

618.)
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Tlu' Dt'pjirtinciit iif Stnto substvuuMitly sont to the minister of tlie United

States jit Madiitl a letter from tlic attorney of the elaimant. in rela-

tion to a claim which J. M. Deij^'ado had made for .$200.(MK). (For.

Kd. 1S!M;, CIS.)

The case was fnrtiier discnssed at Madrid, and on October 7. 189(5. Mr.

<)lii«>y wrote to .Mr. Taylor that fnrther instrnctions were necessarily

deferre<l till tlic retm-ii of the Spanisli minister at Washington, when
he expected to have a conference with him in regard to the case.

(For. Hel. ISDC. (;-Jl.>-(;;{1.

)

On the eveniii<r of Jaiiiiary 81. IcSOO, Frank Pears, a citizen of the

Fnited States, was shot and killed by a sentinel near

the office of tlie Pittsburc: & Honduras Timber Com-
pany, in San Pedro. Honduras, while ])assino- between his office and

his house. Th(> commander of the troops immediately organized a

court of inquiry, which found that the sentry was not guilty of any

crime, and released him from custody. A day or two afterwards,

however, he was discharged from the army. February 1(>, 1899, Mr.

C. Fiallos. minist(»r of justice, and Mr. Allison, United States consul

at Tegucigali)a. sitting as a commission to investigate the case, took

the testimony of several witnesses. It appears that Mr. Pears when
killed was on a sj)ot where he had a right to be: that he was not ac-

(•om|):!nie(l. nor engaged in the act of flight; that he w'as standing in

the full light of a street lamp, and that he was shot only a few seconds

after he was hrst challenged. Article 41 of the Military Regulations

of Honduras recjuires a sentry to challenge when a person is at a dis-

tance of from 40 to HO |)aces; Mr. Pears when shot was at a distance of

more than (')H paces. H the person challenged gives the wrong reply

or fails to answer, the sentry is recjuired to repeat the challenge three

times, and then, if the same thing occurs, to (all the guard to arrest

the jx'rson. Oidy in case of flight is he authorized to shoot. Mr.-.

Pears when shot was advancing toward the sentry. The United

States declared that under the circmnstances his killing could be

regarded as nothing but the "" cruel murder of a defenceless msin

innocently |)assing from his oflice to his house," The United States

therefore demanded the arrest and i)unishment of the sentry and
payment of an indemnity of $1().()()0 in gold for the relatives of Pears."

The (iovernment of Honduras suggested arbitration, but the United
States pressed for an iimnediate settlement of the claim.^

The (ioxcrmnent of Honduras denied its liability, maintaining that

the death of Mr. Pears "was due merely to a misfortune greatly to

be lamented:'" that the sentry " coidd and ought to have acted with

mow |»rudcnc<'. and therefore ought to be tried in conformity with the

".Mr. ll;iy. Se.-. of state. t(. .Mr. Ihmter. min. to llondnras, March IG/ISOO,
For. Uel. liMni. r.TJ.

'>For. Kel. 1900, OTtl-UT.S.
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law;" that the act could not justify a diplomatic claim, since the

iiivesti<^atioii Avas being conducted in accordance Avith the laws, and

Ihat it Avas not i)ossible to allege a denial of justice, since no one

had appeared as an interested party accusing. the author of the death

of Mr. Pears or asking an indemnity. These contentions were sup-

ported by a report of Mr. Fiallos, minister of justice."

Late in February or early in March, 1899, the sentry was arrested

ftnd brought before a special military court on a charge of man-

slaughter. The trial began March 7, 1899, and w^as concluded on the

24th or 25th of the following month. This court decided that Pears

was killed unintentionally and without gross negligence, and that the

act of shooting was under all the circumstances hiAvful and innocent.

I'he court therefore discharged him. The Government of the United

vStates held that, considering the manner of the prosecution before

the military court, in which the prosecuting attorney argued in

defense of the sentry, it was " impossible to confide in its finding of

facts or in its conclusions;" that it Avas more reasonable to accept the

A'iew of the minister of justice Avho conceded that the sentinel ought

to haA'e acted AA'ith greater prudence, although the military court

had exonerated him; that, if there AAas any doubt of the liability

of the GoA'ernment of Honduras in the first instance, that doubt

Avas dispelled by the subsecjuent action of the military authorities.

The conclusion of the United States AA^as expressed as folloAvs:

• That Pears Avas AA-antonly shot through the sentinel's gross igno-

rance of his duty and through the gross ignorance or negligence of the

officers of the guard and of the post in failing projierly to instruct

him. can not be doubted. P^ither this is true, or the alternative con-

clusion is inevitable, that he Avas intentionally shot. In either case

it Avas d(me in violation of the military ordinance. And there has

a]ipeare(l no serious purpose on the part of the Honduran GoA^ernment

lo punish either the sentinel or his superiors. Under all the cir-

cumstances the (iovernment of Honduras ought in equity to pay the

indemnity demanded." The United States therefore insisted on the

payment of the sum previously demanded.''

In a later instruction the United States said: "The Department is

not disposed to recjuire the punishment of the sentinel Avho killed

Pears. His piniishment Avas not mentioned in instruction No. 23G,

of March 20 last. Put delay in responding to the demand for in-

demnity should not be alloAved to pass unnoticed." '

The President of Honduras submitted the claim to a commission

of three jurists, Avho reported that the demand originally made by

« For liPl. 1!)00, (tTS-CSr..

''Mr. Hay. Sw. of i^tato. to :Mr. Ilniitor. inin. to Honduras, March 2(», inoo.

For. Rol. 1900. (KS.^>-(!Sn.

<- Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Hunter, min. to Honduras, July 22, 1900, For.

Rel. 1900, 691.
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tli«' I'liitod States for tlu' punishinciit of the sentry was inadmissible

as he had ahvady heeii ac<niitte(l l)y the courts. This vieAV, as has

i»r('ii S4'en. was accepted hy the United States, and tlie onh^ reniain-

\\\<S <niestion was that of the indemnity. On this question the com-

mission of jurists found that as the sentry had been tried and ac-

(|uitted in accordanct' w itli the hnvs of the Kepublic, there was hieking

a h'<ral foundation foi- tlie claim for iiukMnnity. They suggested,

!io\v('\('i-. that on grounds of good will, the (lovernment might seek

an amicable s<'ttlement with the Fnited States in order to put an end

to the controversy, and for that j)urp()se might offer to pay a snuiller

sum than that which had been demanded, esjxH'ially as four of the

relations of the deceas«>d had ])laced in hands of the President of the

Kepublic a letter addressed to the Secretary of vState of the United

States, in which they declined to accept the share which might be

appoi'tionable to them out of the sum demanded."

The United States insisted tipon the promi)t payment of the $10,000

in gold.'' The (lOvernment of Honduras de<'i(kHl to pa}' the sum
(UMiumded. XoviMiiber '2, 11)00, the President of the Republic issued

a decree declaring that the case was settled, in order to " avoid diffi-

culties of a more serious character,*" and that although the (iovern-

ment had l)een unsuccessful in its efforts to reduce the amount of the

indemnity it had obtained an abandonment of the demand for the

punishiueut of the sentry, which Wius "the most dangerous portion

of the claim.*" in this way "the honor of the country remaining

untouched.'

In April, ISOO, Bernard Campbell, a citizen of the United States,

made a contract in New York for service as an engineer on a steamer

in the West Iiulies. II;i supposed that his service was to be on board

of a merchant vessel, and. with this understanding, he and certain

other j)ersons under similar contracts took i)assage for the West
Indi<'< on the steamer Ch/dc. When the Ch/<Ie arrived at Cape
Ilaitien, A|)i-il 17. issi). Admiral Cooper and Captain Compton, of

the Ilaytiaii iia\y. boarded the vessel and informed (^imi)bell that

he wiis expected to sei've on a Ilaytian man-of-war that lay nearby.

He refuxMl: was threatened with death; but still refjised. The next

day. while waiting on the wharf for |)assage to Montecristi, in Santo

Domingo, he was l)eaten by Ilaytian soldiers and thrown into tlie

xa. lie fiually got back to New York, jn'mianently injured in

health. The j)resmnj)tion was strong that the cause of the assault

" lor. Itfl. r.HKt, i;'.i-j ^;<).-(.

'' F'or. K.I r.MMt. c.'.m;. 'I'lie I x-piirtiiient of State had hrouulit to tlie attention

of tlie fonr iiicmliers i.f the I'ears laniily tlie letter purportinfr to be signed hy
them, and had r.ccivcd from them denials that they had renounced their claim.

<^ For. Itel. 1900, TUl-TOli.
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upon him was his refusal to serve in the Ilaytian navy. The United

States maintained that he was entitled to a '' substantial indemnity."

Mr. Greshain, See. of State, to Mr. Sniythe, inin. to Ilnyti, Jan. 31, 1895,

For. Kel. ISO.";, II. 811.

The claim was settled in April, 18r>8, by the Government of Hayti

ajjreeinj^ to i)iiy to the T'nited States the sum of .*piO,000 in sold.

(For. Kel. 1808, 397-.398; I'resident McKinley. annual message, Deo.

r>, 1898.)

For correspondence, see II. Doc .305, 54 Cong. 1 sess.

A suit brought by Campbell in New York against certain alleged Ilaytian

agents, related to a matter entirely separate and distinct from the

injury on which his diplomatic claim was based. (Mr. Olney, See.

of State, to :Mr. Smythe, min. to Ilayti. No. 13G, March 20, 1890, MS.
Inst. Ilayti, III. 479.)

On Jime 0, 1904, Lewis L. Etzel, an American war correspondent,

was killed by Chinese soldiers at Niuchwang. The killing was not

premeditated or intentional and the soldiers were at most only guilty

of criminal carelessness. The Chinese authorities sentenced the

corporal, who was in charge of the men and commanded them to

fire, to five years' imprisonment, cashiered the commandant of the

district who w^as responsible for the discipline which made the

commission of such a crime possible, and offered to the family of

the deceased in a spirit of friendliness the sum of $25,000 Mexican.

This was accepted as a settlement of the case.

For. Rel. 1904, 108-170.

The executors of the deceased asked that the sum of ,$00,000 in gold be

demanded, but the American minister at Peking considered this siun

exorbitant, and his opinion was concurred in by the Department of

State. (For. Rel. 1904, 173-174.)

VI. ARREST AXn IMPRISOyMENT.

1. Indemnity not Demandku where Proceedings are Regular.

§ 1010.

"With reference to the case of Dr. Peck, a citizen of the United

States, who, while in Cuba for his health, was, as it was alleged,

arrested and thrown into ])rison without accusation of criuie. the

I)e))artment of State said: '' Tlie United States ask no inmiunity

for their own citizens when offenders, but they can not quietly submit

to see theui arrested and thrown into prison and there detained

without auy charge against them."'

Mr. Many, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cueto, Si>an, min., unofficial, April 17,

18.55, MS. Notes to Span. I^cg. VII. 5(5.

There is no provision in the laws of the United States to indem-

nify a person who has been imprisoned after a trial, and who is
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Mil»s('(|ii('!itly sliowii not to liiivc Ik'cii iriiilty of tho crime for which

lie was soiitciiccd. or to iinlciiiiiify a person who has been imprisoned

p^MHJinir trial and afterwards is found not ^uihy. "The Govern-

nu'nt hohls itself justified in its action l»y the probable cause that

nnist precede indictment and ti-ial. In case <me has been maliciously

and falseh' accused, \i\nm a ( liarire nuule by a private person, and as

a result of the accusation is inipiMsoned or committed, he has a rig^ht

of action airainst such private jx'rson for damajj^es for false imprison-

ment. ()thei'wise there is no I'eclress."'

Mr. Freliiitrlinyseii. Sec of State. t(i liaron Schaeffer, Austrian iiiin.. June

I'S. ISSL*. MS. Notes to .\ustri:i. VIII. ."'.W.

In Sej)tember. 1S!>;^. Kdnar W. Mi.x. a citizen of the United States,

was arrested at Przemysl by the local police for takin<2: photojrraphs

fr<)m a railway station, l^rzemysl is a fortified town, and it is a

«rrave ofl'ense to take any pictures of the fortifications or their

immediate surroundings., Mr. Mix was detained two days, when he

was discharfred on a tele<rraphic order from Vienna. lie soutrht to

make a claim a<rainst the Austrian (Jovernment for lOO.OOO francs.

I'he minister of the Fnited States at Vienna declined to present the

claim and submitted it to the Department of State. The I)ei)art-

ment aj)j)roved the minister's action, .sayin*^: " By takin<; i)hoto-

^'raphs at Przemysl he (Mr. Mix) violated the law in force there,

and however iimocent in his intentions or i<jfnorant of the law he

may haw been, his acts subjected him to the arrest and annoyance
which he sutl'ered. His release was by your exertions effected as

soon as could j)ossil)ly have been expected, and meantime no harsh

or unreasonal)le treatment seems to have been experienced by him.''

-Mr. till. .\(t. Sec. iif state, to Mr. Tripi>, niin. to Austria-IIuufiary, Nov.

17. IS'.t:!. For. Itel. 1S!>4. SA-H;.

A citizen of the I'nited States, who was temporarily in Guatemala

for his health, was arrested while makin<r a pencil sketch of a fort

in Guatemala city. lie was confined in the militiiry barracks about

thirty-six hours, and comphiined that he suffered severe i)hysical

detriment by reason of the coldness of the room in which he was
detaine(l. He was released ii|)<)n the inter])osition of the United

States inini>ter. who vouched for his innocence of any intentional

\\ r()ni:doin<r. 'J'he arrest occurre(l at ;i time when fj-ouble existed

between .Mexico and (iuatemala in re<r;ird to the boundary, and it

appeared that the ])erson in (piestion was arrested because he was
su>j)eited of beiuL' a Mexican spy. It was held that, as it did not

appear by tin- fad- pre-eiited that he was ille<rally imprisoned, or

that he was inallreutcd while in prison, or that his release was unduly
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dola^'od, the United States Avoiikl not be warranted in demanding

an indemnity.

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gould, June 29, 180G, 211 MS. Dom. Let.

149.

A naturalized citizen of the United States, of xViistrian origin, hav-

ing been arrested in his native eoiintrv on suspicion that he had fled

therefrom in order to avoid military duty, was detained while the

matter was being iiivestigatt^d. Through the intervention of the

American minister he was released. He* afterwards filed a claim

for indemnity. This claim Avas brought to the attention of the

Austro-IIungarian (lovernment, which declined to entertain it. No
further action was taken by the United States, and, in view of this

apparent acquiescence in the decision of that Government, the De-

partment of State declined to press the claim further.

Mr. Kockhill, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pitzele, Sept. 30, 1896, 213 MS.
Dom. Let. 34.

2. Repakation for False or Irregular Arrest.

§ 1011-

November 12, 1892, Frederick Mevs, a citizen of the United States,

who represented in Hayti an American firm which ]5aid annually

about $75,000 in customs duties into the Haytian treasury, Avas sud-

denly arrested at Port au Prince, apparently on suspicion of attempt-

ing to evade, personally, the payment of duties to the amount of two

dollars. By the Haytian law a person imprisoned is required to be

interrogated Avithin tAventy-four hours after his confinement. This

proA^sion AAas not observed, and Mr. Mca^s Avas held in prison under

circumstances of great aggravation till December 1, 1892, Avhen his

case Avas called in the correctional court and dismissed. Before the

ncAvs of his release Avas receiA^ed, the vice-consul-general of the United

States at Port au Prince Avas instructed to enter an earnest protest

against his im})risonmeiit, and, if he had not already been released,

to report by cable. The American minister, who Avas then on leave in

the United States, Avas sent back to Port au Prince on the U. S. S.

Atlanta to investigate the case and ask for such reparation as he

might, in his discretion, deem proper. The minister having reached

the conclusion that a gross outrage had been perj>etrated on Mr. Mevs,

he was instructed to present a demand in Avriting, setting forth the

expectation that Hayti Avould be impelled by its sense of amity and

justice to tender a ju-oper indenmity for Mr. Mevs's illegal imprison-

ment, and stating that a settlement must be reached through the lega-

tion. The Department of State refused, hoAvever, to concede the
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luiiiistor's iir^'^ont ro(]iiost tlint the ('()innian(Iin<j: officer of the Atlanta

Ih' present at his interview with the minister of foreign affairs, the

President being unwilling to have any naval demonstration made
while diplomatie ni'gotiations were pending. The question as to the

l)r(»per course to i>e adopted in the event of an unconditional refusal

of indenuiity was reserved. April 12, 1893, the case was finally

dosed l)y the payment of $().000 United States currency to the lega-

tion.

Mr. Foster. Sor. of State, to Mr. Torres, chargo at Port au Prince, tel.,

1HM-. •_'. 1S<)12, For. Uol. 1S!>:?. :{.-.8 ; Mr. Foster to Mr. Durliaiu, inin.

to Ilayti. Dw. 2J. 18U2. id. .S(« : same to same, tel.. Jan. 17, 18!»;i. id.

;{<;',»: sauio to samo, tel., .Tan. 20, 18!K}, id. ."{74; sani€» to same, Feb. IG,

1Si»:;. id. ;;78. Sco, also, as to the liual settlement, id. 381.

S»H> .MS. Inst, lla.vti. III. :U)4, :50.j, 310.

^^^ II. Argall. Ilenry Thomas, and Robert Pardee alleged that they

were held in jjrison uidawfully. and that the (luatenialan authorities

refused to acce])t bail otl'ered by the United States minister, or to

|)ermit a messenger sent by him to see the prisoners in order that

measures might be taken for their defense. It Avas also stated that

Argall was while in custody laslied with a whip. The authorities

allegt'd. while two witnesses denied, that Argall had struck the sub-

olliccr who gave him the l)lows. The case was settled by Guatemala

paying is l.'iOO—$1,000 for Argall and $100 each for Thomas and

Pardee, the |)arties all being satisfied.

For. Uol. IS'M, '.Wl: For. Kel. LSU."), II. 771-775.

"The recommendation made in my special message of April 27th

last i> iciiewcd. that ai)pr()priation be made to reimburse the ma.ster

.ind owneis of the Kussian bark //(iri-s for wrongful arrest of the

master and detention of the vessel in Febnuiry, 189(), by officers of

the United States district court for the southern district of Missis-

si |ipi. The papers accompanying my said message make out a most

meritorious claim, and justify the urgency with which it has been

j)rescnted by the (lovermnent of Russia."

Prrsidciit MrKinley. annnal nu'ssa^'e, Dec. 5, 1808, For. Kel. 1808, i.xxxi.

-V claim was made against the Argentine Government for the

.'iljcgcil wrongfid arrest of William J. Hale, a citizen of the United

State-, at Rosario. in ls71. T1h> claim was eventually settled as a

mattei- of good will In' the {)ayment of the sum of $7,500.

Mr. Kn-khiil. .\(t. S«'e. of State, to Mr. Hale. .Vug. G, 1890, 211 MS. Dom.
Let. e.Tt.

In the ca.-e of Charles Lillywhite. a naturalized citizen of the

United States, of lUiti>h origin, the American ambassador in London
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was authorized to accept the sum of £600 in settlement of a claim of

LillvAvhite for his arrest, false imprisonment, and deportation from

New Zealand to Engfland. and to pay the money over to him against

his full receipt.

For. Rel. 1001, 2.31-230.

For the acceptance by the British Government of the sum of $1,000 for

the undue imprisoinnent of A. E. Ilatheway, a British subject, by tlie

military authorities of the United States, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of

State, to Sec. of War, Jan. 9, 1889, 171 MS. Dom. Let. 285.

3. Wroxgfll xVbrest am) Maltkeatmext-

S 101-2.

A citizen of the United States, Mr. John E. Wheelock, having been

treated in 1879 with great cruelty by a Venezuela official named
Sotillo, proceeded against Sotillo in the Venezuelan courts, but there,

in gross violation of justice, was refused redress.

" The general princii)le here invoked by ^Ir. Saavedra, that if a

crime is committed against the person, property, or cliaracter of an

alien resident of the country by a citizen of the country in which such

alien may be resident, and the. government of such country secures

the judgment and punishment of its author, its obligations to the

government of the party wronged are satisfied, and that it would not

in such case owe pecuniary indemnity to the otfended, may very well

be admitted; but to claim this for the proceedings had before the

\'enezuelan judges in the case of Commissary Sotillo would seem

little less than a mockery of justice.

'' To the worst features of the outrage perpetrated on Mr. Wheelock

(the occurrence in the woods) there were no witnesses but the perpe-

trators and the victim. Mr. Wheelock's evidence was not before the

judges, and there is tlierefore every reason to believe that Sotillo's

alleged vindication rested solely on his own testimony and that of his

subordinate instruments.

" To denominate the proceedings against the officer Sotillo as a mis-

carriage of justice, is the mildest form of denunciation that can be

ai)plied. The sanction of the executive (iovernment of Venezuela

imparts to them the character of an absolute denial of justice. Were
such an outrage as that perpetrated by Sotillo on ]Mr. Wheelock ])Ossi-

l)le—as fortunately it is not—in the United States, and W'nezuelan

citizens were the subject of it. the offending officei" would be instantly

dismissed from the ])ul)lic service and handed over to the proi)er

tril)unals for trial, and. if found guilty. sul)jected to the severest pun-

ishment denounced In' the laws of the country against an offense at

once so abnornud and inhuman. It is unnecessary to invoke the ])rin-

ciples of the treaty of amity and friendship (1800) existing between

H. Doc. 551—vol 19
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the I'liitod States and ViMU'/iicla. of the 'M\ articlo of which these acts

an' ill ch'ar contravention. It is no k>ss an oti'ense ajjainst the prin-

ci|)les of i)iil)lic hiw and the civilization of the age. This (govern-

ment would he \vantin<r in that (hity which it owes to its citizens, and

rejrardless of its own (li<rnity. were it liglitly to pass over so flagrant

an outrage."

Mr. Kv.irts. S(h\ of State, to -Mr. Ujik«'r. inin. to Vonozuela. Oct. !">. 1880,

For. ltd. l.S,S(i. KMl. 104;?.

As sustaiiiiii;; tliis iK)siti()n, see Mr. Frollnjiliuyseii, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Itakcr. mill, to Vcnc/.iK'la. .Ian. Hi. l>sas. For. Uel. lS.S'i. SIM!; same to

sauH'. FH». 24. 1S.s;{. id. <MM»; same to same, Nov. 10, 188:5, id. 933.

Tliis claim was settled for .$().(KX). (See supra, § 919.)

In March, lS,s:i Howard (\ Walker, a citizen of the United States,

residing in Minatithin, Mexico, as shij^ping clerk to a liiinher mer-

chant, was arrested by order of the judge of first instance at that

place on a charge of stealing timber and shii)ping it as the property

of his employer. It was alleged that he was treated with much indig-

nity and that bail was refused him till he had to be removed to his

own house on account of illness. In the following November he was

accjuittcd. but the cas(> was api)ealed and a new trial ordered, and

he wa> again arrested and imprisoned, as it was alleged, with aggra-

vated hardshij)s. and thus held for nearly four months till he was

released on $40,()()() bail. In March. 1885, he was tried again, and again

ac(|iiitte(l. The (io\ernment again ap]>ealed from the decision, and

on fJanuary 2.!. ISST, the siijireme coin"t of Vcvix Cruz rendered a

final decision accjuitting and vindicating him. Indenniity was

claimed from the Mexican (lovernment, on the gromul that bail was

refused, that the trial was unduly delayed, and that the prisoner was

subjected to iusidt and illtreatment. The Me.xican Government
tlenied that it was responsible for the injuries and damages which'

Walker was alleged to have suil'ered; that he had the right to proceed

against his calumniators, if any there were, but not against the (lov-

•rmueut : that the claim was in reality an incident of the complaint

of the captain of a Norwegian banpie, which comj)laint was not well

founded: that there was no \ohMitarv or unjust delay on the i)art

of the .Mexiciin authorities, and that the fact that Walker was
a<'(|uitte(| was jji-oof that there was no laxity in the administration

of justice in the case.

For. i:.-l. 1S.S4. ;;c^i. •.\r,r,, :',r,!(. -aTI. .".TT; For. Uel. 18S,s. II. IKK!. 1137; For.

K.l. is.s;t. c,(Mi. co-j : For. Uel. 1S90, (»;{;',. M], MA.
As to the iiiiiirisoiiiiieiit. trial, sentence, and pardon of It. ('. Work, an

Aiiifrir.iii citi/eii in .Mexico, on .a cliar^^e of murder, see For. Kel. 1888.

II. llsj. lis.-. ii'.M. I'J-j::. ll'L's. iii;{4. VSAU; For. Kel. 18.s;t. .-)(•);',, .")(m,

'.<»1. c,<i-_': lur. i:<.l. is'.M). r,-s',. ciic. CL'T. (;;mi, (;;',;{. tm.
For the c;isf i<f Kdward t.\( an. an .\merican citizen, imprisoned at (Juay-

ni.as. State of Sonor.i. .Mi-.xico, and released by writ of uiiiparo, see

For. Kel. isi)'.',. 4os-ii9.
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April 28, 1883, Dr. Maurice Pflaiim, a citizen of the United States,

practicing medicine at Axar, in Syria, was arrested at his drug store

l^y the Turkish authorities and taken before a magistrate on a charge

of having insulted a Turkish official with whom he had had a wordy

altercation over a bill for medical attendance. The magistrate dis-

charged him ; but, as he was returning to his home, he was inter-

cepted by three officers of police, who, on his attempting resistance to

arrest, beat him unmercifully and dragged him to prison, where he

was confined in a room 1-1 feet by 16, along with thirteen Turkish

prisoners. Two hours later he was taken before the local tribunal,

and, after being interrogated, was sent back to prison with the assur-

ance that he would be released as soon as the necessary papers could be

made out. He was imprisoned till the next afternoon, when, being

seriously ill from the effects of the confinement and the beating, he

was transferred to a hospital, Avhere he lay for some time >n a critical

condition. Apart from the violence committed, it was urged that, as

the governor of Axar did not confine himself to arresting Dr. Pflaum,

but also assumed to try and sentence him, the case involved an infrac-

tion of Article IV. of the treaty of 1830. On these facts General

"Wallace, the American minister at Constantinople, on his own re-

sponsibility, demanded from the Turkish Government the dismissal

from office of the governor of Axar and an indemnity of £2,000, Turk-

ish money. His action was approved l>y Mr. Frelinghuysen, Secre-

tary of State, and he was instructed to press the demand in the name
of the United States, and to urge its early and equitable adjustment.

The Turkish Government maintained that the authorities of Axar
had acted towards Dr. Pflaum in a regular manner; that, in the

absence of an American consular agent, the tribunal of first instance

of the town had taken cognizance of the case; and that Dr. Pflaum

was found guilty of having insulted a director of tithes, of having hit

with his fist a sergeant of police, and of having struck in the face a

corporal of the guard while they were in the exercise of their duties.

The case was, however, referred to the Turkish minister of justice,

and. on January 8. 1885, General Wallace reported that some " irreg-

ularities" had been discovered in the proceeding against Dr. Pflaum,

and that the judge and another official of the tribunal at Axar had
been removed and the i)resident reprimanded. Mr. Frelinghuysen

('\pi-ess(>d the opinion that the admission of irregidarity in the pro-

ceedings should l)e followed up by the Turkish Ciovernment by an

offer of indemnity, and that, unless such an offer was made within a

reasonable time, a demand for a suitable indemnity should be made.

Such a demand was presented by General Wallace on February 27,

IJ-iSr), in general terms. On March 25, 1885, Mr. Bayard, Secretary

of State, wrote that the language in which the demand was made
appeared to be peremptory, and that, if it included a demand for
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•• cxomplarv or consoquontial (linua<ros," the Department would re-

stM-vi" its ()j)iiii(>n (Iumvou until a detailed examination of the case

could hv made. The 'riirivish mi^iister of foreig:n affairs, on April 6,

ls.s:>, addri'ssod a note to (ieneral Wallace, in which he denied the

claim for indenuiity on the «ri"(Hind that the law gave no right to an

individual who considered himself to be injured in penal matters

to claim pecuniary indemnity from the State, but that the parties in

interest might siu' the magistrates for any irregularities in the pro-

ceedings. Mr. liayard. in an instruction to Mr. Cox, General Wal-

lace's successor, of August 17, ISSa, stated that he was tinable to

accept this as a final or satisfactory ansAver, in view of the magnitude

of the otl'euse and the cruelty which was practiced. He was not dis-

[)ose(l to say that the insistence upon indemnity shotdd be such as to

distuil* the friendly relations of the two countries, but the claim

should be factfully renewed.

For. Kol. is,s;5. S.").*;, ST."'., STJ). SST; For. Kel. 1884, 544, 5(>4, 507; For. Rel.

1885. 8-_>5. 8;',1. 841, 844. 84(!. 8.51), 8('.8.

4. iMl'KISONMKNT IN VIOLATION OF TRKATY KiGIIT.

§ 10i:i

From AFarch 0, 1884, to May 27, 18Sr), C. A. Van Bokkelen, a citi-

zen of the I'nited States, was imprisoned at Port au Prince, Hayti,

on account of cei-tain (lel)ts. in consequence of having been refused

l)y the courts the benelit of a judicial assignment of his assets on the

ground of his being an alien. Ilis release from im|)risonment was

e\entually obtained thi'ough the interposition of the Ignited States,

which took the ground (1) that continuous imprisonment for debt,

where no criminal offense was imj)uted. was contrary to the generally

recognized j)rinciples of international law, and (2) that his imprison-

ment contravened .Vi'ticles VI. and TX. of the treaty between the

Inited States and Ilayti of 18C.4. By. Article VI. it was stipulated,

that the citizens of the contracting parties should have free access

to the tril)unals of justice on the same terms as natives of the country,

whih' by Article IX. they were guaranteed the right to dispose of

their pi-operty by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise. It was

contended by the I'nited States that under Article VI. Van Bokkelen

\va> entitled to the same rights in the tril)unals of justice of Ilayti

a- liiizen- of that country: that the right tinder Article IX. to dis-

pone dT pi-o|)city embraced the dis|)osition of it by means of a general

alignment for the benefit of crecbtors, and that as, by the law of

Ilayti. the right to l)e released after an assigmnent for the benefit

of cre<litoi- was an incident of the imjirisonment for d(0)t of a Hay-
tian debtor, so, under the treaty, it was an incident of the imprison-
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nient for debt of an American debtor. After Van Bokkelen's release

a claim for damages for his imprisonment was presented to the Ilay-

tian (xovernment. This chiim was referred, under a protocol con-

cluded May 24, 1888, to Mr. Alexander Porter Morse, as arbitrator,

who, on December 4, 1888, awarded the claimant the sum of $()0.000.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Langston. iiiin. to Ilayti, March 28,

1885, No. 358, For. Kel. 1885, 507.

For a full history of the case, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1807-1853;

and see, also, supra, § 992.

5. Enfobcki) Lahor in Case of Persons Accused.

§ 1014.

In remonstrating against the action of the Mexican authorities in

the case of two American citizens, who, while imprisoned at Piedras

Xegras on a charge of crime, of which they were afterwards acquitted,

were compelled to labor on the public highways until the court, on

the protest of the American consul, relieved them, the Department of

State said :
" The deprivation of liberty following upon a charge of

crime is allowed, because, without it. the punishment of criminals

would be impracticable, although in many cases the innocent may
thus be made to suffer unjustly. The exaction of labor rests on a

wholly different ground. It is essentially a penalty, just as the impo-

sition of a pecuniary fine; and it is miderstood that this distinction is

clearly laid doAvn in the Mexican law."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to :Mr. Dougherty, charge. No. 42.3, Dec. 29,

1890, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXII. G87.

0. Detention oe Witnesses.

§ 1015.

" Detention of witnesses to prevent their disappearance and insure

their giving testimony when called for is common in the jurispru-

dence of all countries, and special provisions exist in those where the

principles of the civil law are in force relative to the detention an

secret of an accused person ; but such detention should be reasonable

and not unduly prolonged or harshly enforced, and is meit^ly a tem-

j>orarv measure in the administration of justice.''

Mr. Frelinghuyscn. Sec. of State, to Mr. Langston, niiii. to Ilayti. No. 324,

Jan. 20, 1885, For. Pel. 1885, 490.
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7. Maktiai. Law.

^ lOlC.

As to niarli.il l.iw. soc. fiirtlicr, supra. S !!><>.

Duriiiir the civil war in tho Unitod States many claims arose out

of the arrot and detention of aliens under nuirtial law. Claims of

this tv|)i' to the )nnni)er of a hundred were presented to tho American

and British claims con)niis>ion, under Art. XII. of the treaty of

May S. 1.S71. the total amount demanded heinjjj $10,000,000, witii

interest. In thirty-four cases awards were made in favor of the

claimants, in all amountin<r to $1()7,911. Similar claims were also

procnted to the French and American claims commission under the

convention of Jan. 1(>, 1S80, some of which were allowed.

Vol- tlif I'.ritisli claiiiis. sec Mooro. Int. Arbitrations. IV. .•{278-.S.'il1 ; for

tlic I'n'ncli claims. sc(> id. ;>.'?1 l-'i.T22, and jtarticularly the ease of

I)ul>os. id. ;'.:',1!).

I'or tln> jiaynicnt by tiic liiMlish (lovcrnnicnt of i;t».(K>n in full and initocli-

nical scttlcincnt of the claims of .\nicrican citizens for alleged wrong-

ful arrest. imi»risonm<'nt. and deportation from South .Vfrica l>y tlui

military authorities, see For. Uel. 1!M)1. 21(^-222.

,\s to the case of .lulio Komano .Santos, imitrisoned in Ecuador, see Moore,

Inf. Arbitrations. IL 15?.».

" In July. 1SC)1. a (|uestion was raised as to the position of British

suhjects I'esidino; at Memphis. U. S.. then under martial law, and

Lord Lyons was instructed to inform them that (Jreat Britain could

not interfere with the oj)eration of that law in a foreiofu state,

and that British suhjects who wished to secure British protection

must discontimie their residence in places under such military con-

trol. Barl. Papers. \o. :',C.:5, 1SC,4.""

1 II.Mlleck's Int. Law ( I'.aUer's ed. ). ;{.".l.

^^'itll rcd'erence to the claim of a citizen of the Fnited States for

danino-es U)V arrest and detention by the Spanish authorities in Cuba,

.Mr. Seward sai<l

:

•• Tlii-- ( ioNcrmuent has not as yet paid, or made any provision for

payiuir. dainaifes to neutrals who were arrest<'d and detained durin<;

the late rebellion. u|)on information and suspicion which investi<i:a-

lioii proNcd in>unicient to warrant a continuance of such restraint.

Ila\in^'- learned by our own experience that errors of tiiis sort are

i'lnonir the una\()idai)le incidents of civil wai'. and the leo^islativc

autlioiiiy haxiiiL'' reserved for itself the settlement of the princii)les

upon which indenuiilicat ion shall be measured and frranted in cases

whei-e it shall be foinid justly due. this (lovernment is not in a j)osi-

tion to render it discreet for it peremptorily to demand vindictive
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damages from a friendly power iioav suffering the same misfortune

of internal hostilities from which we have recently found deliverance."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Edwards, Feb. 27, 1800, 80 MS. Dom.
Let. 309.

In conclusion, Mr. Seward said :
" Tiie case requires full and careful

consideration. The papers relating to your claim do not affoi"d the

means of nialving any estimate of the actual loss occasioned to you

by your arrest and detention. Definite and precise evidence upon

this jioint will probably be found essential to success in applying for

an e(iuital»le indemnity." (Ibid.)

The person to whom the foregoing letter was addressed was an

engineer on a sugar estate near Manzanillo. in Cuba. On the out-

break of the insurrection in October, 1868, and the establishment of

martial law in Manzanillo, he was provided by the governor with a

pasj; to enable him to go to and from the estate. After his arrest he

was not allowed to communicate with the United States consular

representative till Xovember 30, when he was arraigned before a

military commission on a charge of aiding the insurgents to obtain

" drinkables." The charge was not su.stained, and the commission

reconnnended that he be discharged, but he was kept in prison till

January '2, 18()1), pending the examination of the proceeding by the

captain-general at Havana. During his imprisonment some of his

effects were ai)propriated by the Spanish soldiers. He demanded an

indemnity of $r)0,000. The mixed connnission under the agreement

between the United States and Spain of February 11-12, 1871,

awarded him $5,000 American gold.

.Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. .3208.

See, also, S. Ex. Doc. 108, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 20.3, 204.

'' I have the honor to inform you that my attention has been recently

called by the attorney for the Star and Herald Com-
Case of Panama p.^^v to the claim of that company against the Co-

" Star and Herald." ^ \ r^ i i» .i
"

• j? -j.

loml)Uin (jrovernment tor the suppression or its paper

at Panama in the year 1886.

'' From an examination of the documents and correspondence in

this Department relating to the claim, it appears that the Sfaj' (ind

Ihi'dld was a newspaper established at Panama, owned and published

by an American company. By special decree of the President of

Colombia it was excepted from the operation of the general decree

which suspended the publication of all newspapers in the Republic

from September, 1885, to ^[arch 13, 1886. The granting of this

special decree was coupled with the exi)ression of a hope, which may
be construed as an injunction, that strict circumspection as to i)oliti-

cal subjects would be observed by the publishers.
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"Oil March <). 1SS«'> (one week bcforo <rtMioral liberty of the press

was rt'iiiaiijriiratod), the l*ivsi(l('iit of Colombia, by a telegram from

iiogota. onliTcd (Icii. Santo l)omiii«ro Vila, the civil and military

Anvf of the I)oi)artiiH'iit of Panama, to warn the Star and. Herald to

desist from ctMisiire. and if it ]H'rsisted, to sM|)j)ress it. What 'cen-

sure ' the |)a|u'i- luul been iruilty of does not ai)i)ear.

"On Mar<h 2t>. 1S8(> (two weeks after the general reestablishment

of the liberty of the press). (len. Santo Domingo Vila issued an order

suspending the publication of the jiaper for sixty days from that

date. He assigned as reasons (1) unfriendliness evinced by the

[)aper toward the (irovernment on more than one occasion during the

last civil wai-; ('2) the recent order from Bogota directing its suspen-

sion: (:{) its failure to give an account of ivcent important adminis-

ti'ative acts of the (lovernment ; and (4) its refusal to publish certain

documents sent the editor, and the hitter's failure to answer a private

note transmitted to him "with the documents.
" The only s})ecific charge against the paper was that last recited;

that is. its failure to publish certain documents transmitted to it by

(leneral Vila, with a ])rivate note to the editor. The documents

referred to were telegrams lu-eferi'ing a chai-ge of smuggling against

(ieneral Montoya, a brother ollicer of (ieneral Vila; and the note of

the latter, transmitting them to the editor of the Star and Herald,

merely suggested that he might i)ublish them if he saw fit to do so.

'• On Aj^ril *2. IfsSC*. tlie (iovernment at Bogota, having heard of the

suspension, telegraphed to (ieneral Vila, remonstrating against the

severity of his decree, and re{[uesting him out of regard for the Gov-

ernment of the United States to reduce the period of suspension from
sixty to twenty days. On April 5 (ieneral Vila replied that he

would do no act to distui'b the friendly relations between the two Gov-

ernments, but he nevertheless continued the suspension in force.

" The Golombian (iovernment seems to have given the matter no

further consideration until May IT, 1S8(), when our minister at

Bogota (Mr. Jacobs), having made earnest remonstrances on the sub-

ject, a telegi-am was sent (ieneral Vila censuring him and ordering

him |)erem|)torily to i-eestablish the Star (ind Herald. General Vila

thei-t'U|)on re(|ueste(l the appointment of a successor to himself, but

the api)ointment was not made. On May 24, 18S(), General Vila was
r.gain orderiMl to icinstate the pajx'r oi- surrender his office; and the

next day he replied, icmaiking that the full term of suspension fixed

!iy huii had expired, and tendering his resignation. The resignation

wa- accepted ami a new api)ointment made.
•' \\ hen tlii- (iovernment was fii-st informed of the suspension, and

before all the facts as they have been al)ove recited were known, it was
unwilling to believe that the act was that of the Colombian Govern-
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ment itself. The American minister at Bogota (^Ir. Jacobs) was

therefore instructed to call the attention of that Government to what

was sui)pose(,i to he the unautiiorized act of (reneral Vila. He was

directed ' to ask of the Colombian (Jovernment either the frank dis-

avowal of the act of its a<rent and the stern rebuke and punishment of

Gen. Santo Domingo Vila for this reprehensil)le excess of authority,

or the assumption of responsibility for his acts.'

•' In the course of this instruction it was observed that if the sus-

pension were decreed by authority of the Government at Bogota,
* this ' would ' merely transfer to the executive national power at

Colombia the responsibility of wanton injury to the rights and prop-

erty of American citizens;' and it was finally intimated that the

Colombian Government might be liable to the persons injured by

General Vila's acts, even though it did not authorize, but disavowed

them. A copy of this instruction from the Department to Mr. Jacobs

was delivered to the Colombian minister for foreign affairs in June,

188G.

On June 10. 18S7, the Department transmitted to Mr. Maury, then

the American minister at Bogota, for presentation to the Colombian

(lovernment. the memorial of the Star and Herald Company, claim-

ing from that (jovernment an indenniity of $01,000. The amount

claimed, this Department then said, was reasonable and just, and

even a much larger amount might have been regarded as not unreason-

able, considering the wanton interference Avith rights under the ])ro-

tection of treaty, and the unwarrantal)le resort to violence instead of

the guaranteed channels of the law.

" The C()lonil)ian Government suggested that the claim be sub-

mitted to a s[)ecial connnission, the a[)pointment of which had been

proposed, for the arbitration of American claims growing out of the

last civil war in Colombia: and subsequently that Government ex-

j)resse(l to ^Nlr. Maury the opinion that, unless the claimants would

accept the arbitration desired by it. they should proceed for redress

against (Jeneral \'ila personally in the Colombian courts.

'^ This (lovernuient thought, and so informed that of Colombia,

that tliis chiim. resting on principles somewhat different from the

others, should be adjusted Avitliout reference to the method to be

adopted for their settlement. Colombia then j^i'oposed that the nego-

tiations in the case shoidd be conducted at AVashington. and during

the month of Deceml)er. 18SS, some correspondence ])assed between

this Department and. Mr. Hurtado looking to an interview on the sub-

ject of claims. No record or memorandmn of any interview regard-

ing this claim is found in the Department.
" The next correspondence, and the last on the subject, is that ho-

tween the Depai'tment and ^fr. Hurtado in 1800. Mr. Bhiine. in \\\-

notes of January 31 and May 7 of that year, called Mr. IlurtadoV
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attention to this caso, obsorvinfr tliat tho claimants had received no

re(h-ess; that ' siicli i-e(h"ess, it is th<)ii<j:ht. shoidd now be tendered;'

that this (lovenmient earnestly ' desired a settlement of the case, and

hoped it mi<j:ht soon receive a proposition looking to its adjustment.'

"Mr. Ilurtado. in reply, stated that from interviews with Mr.

lilaine's predecessor he had been led to suppose the United States

would not press this claim diplomatically unless the claimants should

first proceed a<riiinst (ieneral Vila ])ersonally in the Colombian courts

and those courts exonerate him from liability. He announced his

(iovernment's j)osition to be that it is under no liability to the claim-

ants, because, as it is said, that (lovernment distinctly disavowed Gen-

eral ^'ila's action. The only recourse of the claimants, Mr. Hurtado
su<r«rests. is apiinst (ieneral Vila personally in the Colombian courts,

and in sup|)ort of this position reference is made to article 35, para-

^n-aph 4, of the treaty of 1S4(). That paratJ:raph is as follows:
••

' Tf any one or more of the citizens of either party shall infringe

any of the articles of this treaty, such citizens shall be held personally

r('S|)onsible for the same, and the harmony and good correspondence

between the nations shall not be interrupted thereby, each party

engaging in no way to protect the offender or sanction such violation.'

" The long period which has elapsed since the receipt of Mr. Hur-
tado's last note seemed to call for the foregoing review of this case.

Rejdying now to that note. I beg to say I can not admit that Colom-
bia has exonerated herself from liability to the clainumts by disavow-

ing the act of (ieneral \'ila, or that the clainumts can be required to

])i-()ceed ineffectually against him in the Colombian courts before ask-

ing indemnity from his (lovenunent. I beg to call your attention to

the fact that although the (jrovernment at Bogota knew of the sus-

])ension of the Star (tnd Herald a very few days after it took effect

it did not denounce that act as l)eing in excess of (ieneral Vila's

authority. It mei-ely recpiested him to reduce the period of suspen-

sion from sixty to twenty days. It did not concern itself further to

see that this re<|uest was complied with, nor did it give (Jeneral Vila

any p<'reu)ptory order to reinstate the paper until May 17, when the

Mis|)ension had already been fifty-one days in force. Even then it

took no steps to enforce its order by dismissing (ieneral Vila, but

|)ermitted him to remain in command and continue tho suspension in

l(»i-ce initil it expii-ed by the terms of his own decree of March 2G
j)re\ ions. Then, and not till then, his resignation was accepted.

•'That the <ns|)ension was the act of the Colombian Government,
and not the mere unauthorized act of (ieneral Vila. a|)pears likewise

from the I*i-e>ident"s telegrai)hic order to him of March (5, 1880,

directing him to suppress the \y,\\wv if it did not cease from censure,

thus manifestly giving him discretion in the premises. The suspen-

sion was also admitted to have i)een the act of the Goverimient, and
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was defended as being justified by the political state of the conntrv in

a note form ^Ir. Respreto to Mv. Jacob of April 80, 188(>. It was

again acknowledged to have l)een the act of the Government, and

sought to \xi justified, in a note from Mr. Kespreto to Mr. Jacob of

May 17, 1880; and in this note ^fr. Respreto argued that the Ignited

States, if placed in the same position as that of Colombia toward the

Star and Herald^ would have taken similar measures.
" In the face of these facts and admissions it is impossible for the

Coloml)ian Ciovernment to deny that the suspension of the claimant's

paper was authorized by it or to assert that it was the mere personal

act of one of its citizens within the meaning of the treaty j^rovision

(•ited by Mr. Hurtado. Xor was any specific charge ever made
against the paper which, even if established in proper judicial pro-

ceedings, would have justified its suspension. But there was no judi-

cial proceeding or inquiry. The suspension was an entirely arbi-

trary act of executive power, and that no political emergency justified

it is proved by the fact that the general decree restricting the liberty

of the press had been rescinded two weeks before the date of General

Vila's order of suspension.

" Tliis Ciovernment can not believe that Colombia, on a reconsider-

ation of the whole matter, will deny its liability to make the claimants

a fair indemnity. The amount of the indeumity is another question.

Although $91,000 has heretofore been asked, with the approval of

this l)e])artment, the claimants announce their readiness to accept a

compromise offer approximating what is right.

" This Government feels itself entitled to expect such an offer from

your Government at an early day and to insist that this matter,

already so long delayed, be brought to a satisfactory conclusion."

Mr. Greshani. Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Rengifu, Colombian chargo, Feb. 11,

1895, For. Kel. 189'.). 218-220.

" The claim originated in 1880, as a result of a decree of the civil

and military chief of Panama, (xen. Santo Domingo Vila, prohibit-

ing the pul)lication of the said journal for two months. In view of

the abnormal condition of the Republic at that time, the decree of

the civil and military chief would have been perfectly correct if he

himself had not granted a few days before the absolute liberty of the

press.

•• Tlie National Government, considering this proceeding somewhat
unjust, disapproved the suspension decreed by (ien. Santo Domingo
Vila, and as this gentleman showed himself but little disposed to re-

voke his order of suspension, the (lovernment was obliged to acci^pt

his resignation. In acting thus the (iovernment I'elieved itself of all

responsibility, if it ever had any, for, according to the practic of
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niili(»n> and natioiiiil U'<rislati()n. no irovcniniont is responsible for the

iK-ts (if its a<reiils or ^ultaltcnis which aii' not in perfect accord with

the facnhics confcncd up«)n thcni hy law or the instructions which

the ^^>vciiinifnt itself may have irivcu tlicni. For a government to

^hare with its a-rcnts the resp()nsil)ility of acts of this nature it woukl

he necessarv that. ha\ in<; been al»h' to avoid them, it had not (h>ne so;

that once accomplished, it had not atteini)ted to frustrate their effects;

'hat it liad not disapproved the con(hict of the ajjent; in a word, tliat

it had ratified or sanctioned them in some manner. None of the

al>o\e e.\ce|)ti(»us are applicable to the case of the Star and Herald.

The (lovei-nment upon leai-nin^ of the act accoini)lishe(l attempted

to frustrate its effects, orderinjr the civil and military chief of

Panama to remove the prohibition of the j)aper. and Avhen Gen.

Santo Domin^^o \'ila declared that he wotdd stand by his decree or

hand in his resi<rnation. the (lovennnent chose the latter, which shows

a formal disapi)i'oval of the conduct of the civil and military chief in

the matter under discussion.

•• If there is any responsibility, it must n(^t be exacted from the

(ioxernment. but from the functionary who exceeded the powers

with which he was invested through the courts of Colombia.
•• As is understood l)y th«' treaty of December 1*2. 1S4(). between

Colomltia and the Fnited States, article :5r), section 4. of which says:

• If any one or more of the citizens of either party shall infrin<re any

of the article^ of this treaty, such citizen shall be held personally

re>pon>ible for the same, and the harmony and fjood correspondence

l)etweeii the nations shall not be interrupted thereby, each i)arty en-

ga<:inir in no way to protect the oflender or sanction such violation.'

• " The pi-opiiet()r> of the Star and Herald, upon comj)lainin*r to

the (ioxcrmnent of the suspension of the paper, qualified the decree

of (Jen. Santo Dominjro \'ila as ille«ral. If the claimants themselves

adniitt<'d its ille<rality. it could not compromise the (lovernment

nide>s the (iovei-nment had sanctioned it. It is evident, however,

that the contrary occurred, whereupon the claim has no foundation.

I al-o call y(»ur excellency's attention to the fact that if the editors

of the Sfiir and IImild and |)retende(l to obey the order of suspension,

ihey really laughed at it. eluding its eth'cts by jirinting and publish-

ing the -ame joui-nal under another name (TIte Telegram), which
had a large <ir<idat ion.

"All examination of the numbers which appeared of this publica-

ti"n. Mild ilieir compari-on with those of the Star and Herald which
j)rereded u- su-])en^i<)n and with those which appeared immediately
after the oidtr of .-ii-|>ension had been revoked, show clearly the

identity of the two papers. The size and kind of paper, the printing
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typos, the distribution of niattor. tho advertisements of a perniaiKMit

character, the office where the paper was printed, all was the same in

both papers.

'' The editors, far from desiring to hide this, gave it to be clearly

understood by adopting the title of the P^vening Edition of the Nev:

York IlcraJd.

" Immediately upon the termination of the decree of suspension of

the S.t(ir and Herald, the Telegram disappeared because there were

no longer grounds for its continuance. There was, therefore, no par-

alyzation of work in the enterprise, nor were its interests injured.

I'herefore the prohibition of General Santo Domingo Vila, even con-

sidering it unjust, can. not serve as a foundation for a claim for dam-

ages; it is an act that constitutes at most * injuria absque damnum.' "

Senor Holguin, niin. of for. nff.. to Mr. McKiiniey, uiiii. to Colombia. Nov.

10, ISO*;. For. Hel. IS!)!*. 224, 22."')-22<;.

See, also, report of Senor llolj^uiii to the Colombian Congress, For. Kel.

1899. 221. 222-223.

'• This note of the Colombian minister is virtually a repetition of

his report upon that claim, a copy of which -was forwarded to the

Department on July ;50. 1890.

" Its conclusions of law are utterly at variance with well-established

|)rincii)les and can not be seriously considered, while the statement of

facts therein contained are contradicted by the entire history of the

case. The pretense that the suppression of the IStar and Ilendd was

the act merely of Governor Santo Domingo Vila, for which he, per-

sonally, .should be held responsil)le, and not the (xovernment of Co-

lombia, has been denied in every instruction sent by this Department,

and you will please inform that Government that this contention will

not be again considered.

" Secretary Bayard on May 15. 18SG, directed a protest against the

suppression of this American newspaper, holding Colombia respon-

sible for the acts of (General Vila, its civil and military governor of

the national Department of Panama, who. as subsequently shown, was
also a secretary of state duly commissioned for that Department.

That the suppression was allowed to continue its full term and that

the act was wrongful are among the admitted facts in the case. Sec-

retarv Blaine on Januarv JU, 1890. in his letter to Minister Ilurtado,

said:'

•' • .Vlthough that action was manifestly arbitrary and wrongful,

and has never been defended, the suspension was permitted to con-

tinue for two months. It was attended with serious detriment, not

only to the rights of the company under the treaty as an American

corporation, but also to its pocuniaiy interests.'
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•• lie added:
•' • It is now nearly four yoars sinoo tlio -S7//r ttntJ Ucrnlil was sus-

poiidcd. Init tlic fonipany has hccii atl'ordcd no redress at the hands of

the (\)h)nihian (Jovornnient for the <rreat wron<j!: inflicted. Such

ivih-ess. it is thouirht. shouKl now he tendered.'

"On Fchruary 11. isi).'), my innncdiate j)redccessor, Secretary

Cireshain. in a nott' to Mr. Rcn^ifo, said that the susjxMision was not

the mere unauthoi-izcd act of (Jcneial \"ila. hut that of the (\)h)ml)ian

(ioxcrnmcnt. wliicli it was imi)ossihle for it to deny, and that this sus-

pension • was an cntii-eiy arhiti-ary act of executive power.' . . .

".Vnd now. after 11 years, comes tlie assertion that the Star and
Iltiiihl j)a|)ei's suffered no loss, as their types were used during; the

supj)ression for printinir a newspaper under another name. I am
informed that during the susj)ension the types and printing estab-

iisinnent were leased to a (lerman subject, Mr. August Kruger, who
pul)lished with them a pai)er called the I'Jrcnhu/ Telegram^ and

something wa^ saxcd in this manner to the owners of the Star and

IlcniJd. Of course, it was not the same newspaper, nor known as

>uch. or (leneral \'ila would haxc closed it at once.

•• The Panama Star and Ilendd. and the edition called La Estrclla

(If I*iiiiuni(i, were pul)lished in several languages, with a very large

circidation and a(l\"ei"tising lists, not only in Colombia, but abroad.

It need> no corrol)oration that, as stated i)y claimants, subscril)ers on

the coast and elsewhere, as well as advertisers, sought other j)ai)ers in

th<> meantime, many of them never to return. If one of the large

New '^'ork pai)ers wei-e discontiiuied for two months, the result need

not l)e figured: and in a country where revolutions were frecpient the

fear of renewed susj)ensions was a legitimate one. Claimants' asser-

tion tliat the wrong complained of led to great loss and final sus-

pension i> |)i'obably true, as their journals had i)ros]xn'ed during pre--

vioiis years."

Mr. Oliit-y. Sec. of Stiitc. lo Mr. S10(>por, luiii. to Colombia. Fob. 24, 1807,

I'or. K.-l. is;»<.i. L'-JT. -••_'s. -JJ'.t.

Ill .XovciiibtM-. IS'.is. ;i new ;,'ovcniiii<'iit biiviii}; been estiiblished in Colom-

biii. ;i l>iil passed tlic Coioiiii)iaii Coiij^ress against " stroiijr opposi-

tion." to Miiliiorize llie (Jovcrniiiciit to ]ta.v llie ciaiiii. It was defi-

nitely adjusted in .lainiary. IS'.iii. l)y an arraiifreiiieiit t(n* the itayinent

<»f .S:',n.(MHi r. s. '..'old. Sefior Martpiez. the lu'w minister for foreiKii

affairs, haviiii: previously made a i)rotest. embracing; the ar;,'nments

|>revionsly employed afrainst the <laim. (Tor. Kel. 1S!)!», 2;?S-241.)

See. as to this case. For. Kel. l.S,s,s. I. -pj:'. : For. Itel. IS'.Mt. 'JCO et seii.

'•
I ha\e the lioimr lo acknowledge the receipt of your note of Fel)-

iiiar\ .Mil iclatiiiir to the claim of .Manuel (lil dos
Case in Hawaii. ,, ' i, , i

• . • . ,i /< t.

\\v\-. a roiiiigiie-e siil»)e<t. against tlie (lovernment

of Hawaii on the gi-onnd of fal.^^e imj)ri.s()iunent.

I am also in receijit of your persoiud note of February (jth relating
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to the same subject. In reply I beg to say that your st^eral coniimini-

cations have been submitted to an iui])artial officer of this Depart-

ment, who has cfiven the subject careful and equitable consideration.

1 1 is report and conclusions are substantially as follows:
• It appears from a consideration of all the evidence in the case that

there was at least prohahlv ram-ic for the arrest of Mr. Reis, and that

there was no reasonable doubt on the part of the officer causing the

ai-rest that Mr. Keis was enga<«:ed in the c(Mispiracy against the Pro-

visional (iovernment of IlaAvaii because of reliable infornuition from

different sources of the use of seditious language on the part of Mr.

Reis, while he was in the constant employment, as a hack driver, of

those known to be * Royalists."

" P'urthermore it appears that several claims against the Hawaiian
(iovernment l)v citizeiix of the Initcd States who were arrested and

imi)risoned at the same time as Mr. Reis and under similar cireum-

stanres were presented to this Department before the annexation of

Hawaii l)y the I'nited States, and this (itovernment was asked to col-

lect indenniities from the Hawaiian (iovernment. Upon investiga-

tion and consideration, the Government of the United States decided

that those claimants, aJtltovr/li (ithens of the United States, were not

entitled to diplomatic intervention.

" There Avas no evidence in those cases of maltreatment of the

claimants during the imprisonment, nor is there in the case in ques-

tion, nor that the arrest was due to any cause other than the desire of

the existing government to investigate thoroughly every case of sus-

pected complicity in the uprising, nor was there any evidence of

direct or indirect })articipation by those claimants in the uprising.

Yet an investigation showed that the imprisonments were not made
witliout some ground of suspicion, and this Cxovernment decided that

the alleged illegal treatment complained of was justified by the cir-

cumstances which were unusual.

" In view therefore, of its adverse action as to claims of its own
citizens based on similar grounds to those in the case in question, the

Government of the United States would not feel justified in taking

fav()ral)le action on the claim of Mr. Reis.

•• In relation to the case you mention in your personal note to the

Secretary of State, of the Portuguese sul)ject who had obtained nat-

uralization j)ai)ers in the I'^nited States, and had returned to Poi'tugal

and becoming imj^licated in an attempt at revolution, found himself

in trouble and applied to the American minister for protection, who
insisted on the nuin being tried in the civil instead of the military

courts, it is resj)ectfully submitted that in that case the civil courts in

Portugal were then open, while in Hawaii at the time of the arrest

of Reis. that country was under martial law, and there could be no

resort to the civil courts."
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Mr. Hill. Act. So<-. <»f State, to Viscount (1(> Saiito-Tli.\ rso. rortusuosc inln..

iM'i.iuar.v 1.".. UMil. MS. Notes to roituiral Ia'K. VII. 2S().

The ciMim aWovc rcfcrrtMl to j^rew out of tlio attempted revolt in Hawaii

ill .laiiuaiy. IS'Xt. See supra. SS HtS. 1!»(;.

S. raoKHoi. WITH Si'Ai.N. ISTT.

>j 10 IT.

.\s to this protocol, sev su|ira. S I'.Mi.

"When, ill ISO:'), in the v.x^o of an Aiiioriortii named Howard, who
was hroiiofht Ix'foi-e a coui't-niai-tial in Havana for trial for an offense

coininitted in a saihirs" row. the (•()nsnl-o;eneral of the ITnited States

aj)|)lie(l foi- the prisoner's transfer to tlie civil jurisdiction in con-

formity with the i)rotocol of ISTT, the (k'piity proseciitinir attorney

denied the existence of such an aijreement and remanded the i;)ris-

oner into the hands of the coiirt-mai'tiah The consiil-<reneral then

called ii])on the proseciitin<r attorney, who. althoiijrh he was aware

that the aoreement existed, explained the error of the depnty by

statino- that the a<>:reement had never l)een pni)lisjied by the Spanish

(iovei-mueiit. The depntv then withdrew his opposition, and IIow-v

ard was transferreil to the civil jurisdiction.

.Mr. Williams, consul-^reneral at Havana, to Mr. riil. A.ssist. See. of State,

.March S.',. IS'.i.-). For. Uel. IS'IC. 7"..").

Mr. Julio San^uily. a naturalized citizen of the United States,

i-eiristei'ed as such in the I'nited States con.^ulate-ojeneral at Havana,

was arrested at his home in that city, Feb. '24. 1895, by order of the

<;o\-ernor-<rcneral of the island, on suspicion of conspirino- against the

S|)anish (io\-ermnent. and was lod<j:ed in the Cabana fortress, sub-

ject to the military jurisdiction. As he was iu)t captured with arms'

in hand, the consul-ireneral asked that he be transferred to the ordi-

uai-y jurisdiction, with the riirht to ai)i)oint such advocates, solicitors,

or notaries as he miirht choose for his defense, in accordance witli the

|)i-otocol of IsTT and art. T of the treaty of IT'.*."). Although Sanguily

had bet'u a general in the insurgent army in the Cuban insurrection

of l.sr)S-l,s7s. his .Vmerican citizenship, which was accpiired Augu.st

• '. l!^T^. was afterwards recognized by the governor-general of

('ui)a. who issued to him in l^Ts and again in ISSO a personal pass

((•(Mlula |)ersonal) in that character: and on March IC). 1895, the

go\('rnor-geiieral issuetl a deci'ee directing that the provisions of the

tr»'aty and the pi-olocol be ^ti'ictly compliecl with. Nevertheless,

Sangiiily was soon afterwards committecl again to the military juris-

diction on another charge, founded on an alleged kidnapping, and

was remanded into solitary conlinenient and deprived of all inter-

course with his coinisel bv order of the court-martial. The consul-
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general repeated the protest and request which he had made in the

previous instance. Tlie governor-general affirmed his adherence

to the decision previously made, but took the ground that the pre-

liminary investigation of the charge, as distinguished from the

formal trial, did not fall within the stipulations of the treaty and the

protocol. The United States denied this contention, maintaining

that the treaty of 1795 excluded the military jurisdiction altogether;

that the protocol merely recognized and explained the treaty right;

that even the arrest, when made by the military authority, was to be

construed as a civil act, but that by no fiction could a preliminary

military examination be deemed a civil examination of first instance.

The consul-general was therefore directed to file a formal protest

" declining to recognize validity of military jurisdiction in prelimi-

nary stage."

A month later, the promised transfer to civil jurisdiction not ha.v-

ing been reported, the consulate-general was instructed to demand
that Sanguily's " military imprisonment cease forthwith and that

he be speedily given civil trial on charges preferred by civil process,

or else released." It turned out, however, that he had already been

transferred and that he was then under prosecution before a civil

tribunal. In the following September a request was made for his

speedy trial or release, it appearing that a Spanish subject, jointly

accused with him, had been tried In' military process and acquitted.

The receipt of further information, howaver, materially modified this

aspect of the case. The civil trial began November 28, 1895, on

charges of sedition and relx'llion, and ended in Sanguily's sentence,

Dec. 2, 1895, to imprisonment for life. The charge of kidnapping

was afterwards quashed. A judicial aj^i^eal was taken to the supreme

court at Madrid from the sentence on the charge of rebellion, and the

case was remanded for a new trial. This trial took place in Decem-
ber, 1890, and resulted in a sentence of life imprisonment. From
this sentence an appeal Avas taken again to the supreme court at

Madrid. In February, 1897, Sanguilly withdrew his appeal, and his

sentence was commuted by the Queen Regent from " perpetual

imprisonment and civil interdiction " to '' perpetual exile and its

accessories." This was done upon his voluntary written pledge to

leave and remain away from Cuba and to abstain not only from
giving aid to the insurrection, but also from claiming the protection

of the United States if he should do so. On his release he went to

the United States.

For. Rel. 18!W>, 7.j()-7.').3
: S. Doe. 104, 54 Conn. 2 sess. : For. Kel. 189fi,

7.")7. 7G(t, 7(>.5, 700, 707, 708, 770, 779, 788, 789-817, 833, 820, 8.30,

839, 843, 844.

H. Doc. 551—vol (•) 50
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See other discussions of arrests in Cuba, as follows : Eugene S. Pelletier,

For. Uel. 1S!K;. («1. <«3 ; Glean brothers, id. <532, (>34, G40, G41, 050;

George Calvar and Peter Duarte, id. 033, ('»34; Bert S. Skiller, id.

(«7, (k*J.S, CAl : Frantis J. Larrieu, id. 039, 041 ; Samuel T. Tolon, id.

041-<U.">. <'»47. (M2-0r)r> : Suarez del Villar, id. 045-047, 049, 002 ; For.

Hel. 1897. 4S3: Manuel Fernandez Chaqueilo. For. Rel. 1890, 045,

048, (^49: Oscar Cespedes, id. ()(;2-<)7U; Adolphus Torres. Charles

Scott, .Jorge W. Aguirre, Jose L. Cepero, and Luis Someillau, For.

Rel. 1S;>7, 48,3-487.

Toward the end of April^ ISOG, the American schooner Competitor

was captured by the Spanish authorities while landing arms and

ammunition for the insurgents near San Cayetano, in Cuba. Sv^veral

persons were taken on board, and in behalf of some of them a right

to the jn-otection of the United States was asserted. In behalf of

these the consul-general of the United States at Havana claimed a

trial under art. 7 of the treaty of 1795 and the protocol of 1877. The
Spanish authorities denied the claim, and alleged that they were not

entitled to the benefits of the protocol because they were not " resid-

ing " in Sj)anish territory; and they were tried and sentenced by a

sunnnary court-martial. On appeal this sentence Avas annidled, and

the case was then proceeded Avith by an ordinary court-martial, with

the rights of counsel and defense gmiranteed by the treaty of 1705,

the i)r()cee(liug being in the nature of a preliminary examination.

The consulate-general, in reporting this ])roceeding, observed that the

United States, in the case of Sanguily, '' declined to recognize the

validity of the military jurisdiction in preliminary or at any stage

of the proceedings." The Department of State, how^ever, replied

that it was not believed that a protest " at this preliminary stage of

l)r()c('e(lings
'* could " be of any avail," and directed that the proceed-

ings Ih> watched and that the "conclusions" of the "preliminary

in(iuest " be rej)oi"ted as soon as they were reached.

For. Hel. 1890, 744, 74.".; S. Doc. 79, ."^1 Cong. 2 sess.

VIl. /JX/'l LSIOM.

^ 1018.

The subject of exi)ulsion is fully discussed elsewhere.

Sec supra. S8 ."i."»0-.")9.

I'<ir claims on account of cxiinlsioii (bnided by mixed connnissions, see
Moore. Int. .\rl>itrations. IV. ,3.'W.3-.3.T.9.

For the settlement !).v (Jreat liritain of claims for deportation from South
Africa by the military authorities, see For. llel. 19(Jl, 210-222, and
supra, § 5.j9.
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VIII. ACTS OF PRIVATE PERSONS.

1. GOVEENMENTS, AS A RULE, NOT LIABLE.

§ 1019.

"The act of the subject can never be the act of the sovereign;

unless the subject has been commissioned by the sovereign to do it."

Case of the Resolution. Federal Court of Appeals. 1781, 2 Dallas, 1.

" B}^ the law of nations, if the citizens of one state do an injury to

the citizens of another, the government of the offending subject ought

to take every reasonable measure to cause reparation to be made by

the offended. But if the offender is subject to the ordinary processes

of law, it is believed this principle does not generally extend to

oblige the government to make satisfaction in case of the inability of

the offender."

Lincoln, At. Gen., 1802, 1 Op. lOG, 107.

An alleged Danish vessel was seized by an American vessel as

French property, on the south side of the island of St. Domingo, and,

whilst awaiting examination, under the American flag, was seized by

a British ship and taken to Jamaica and there condemned. It was

ruled that as the first captors were not liable for capturing and

detaining the vessel long enough for examination, nor for the second

capture, and as the Government of the United States is not liable

even for the unlawful captures of its subjects, the United States were

not bound to indemnify the Danish owner.

Lincoln, At. Gen., 1802, 1 Op. 106.

The Government of the United States is not liable to foreign

governments for misconduct of its private citizens within their juris-

diction, such citizens not being in any sense its representatives.

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Calderon tie la Barea, Sept. 17, 1839,

MS. Notes to Spain. VI. ;]9.

(Jovernnu'nts do not undertake to reinibursi" persons for the criminal acts

of individuals, such as theft. (Maj^oon's Reports, 471.)

January ;U). 1875, Mr. Mariscal, Mexican minister at AVashington,

in a note to Mr. Fish, who was then Secretary of
Case of Mexican State, made representations concerning the lynch-

ep er s.
j^^^ ^j^^^ hanging) of seven Mexican shepherds on

November 28, 187o, on a ranch owned by a Mexican near Nueces,

Texas. No coroner's incpicst, said Mr. Mariscal, was held until

the 5th of December, the delay being due. as was alleged, to an

Indian invasion; no blame was by the inquest fixed upon anyone.
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an«l. alth<)u*rh tlio orinio had evidently been committed by many
iK'ixiiis and must have left many vestip's. it had been said that there

was no means of diseoverinj!: the murderers. It was alleged by Mr.

Mariscal that landowners and other residents of Texas were in vari-

ous phiees organized for the purpose of killing shej)herds, who were

accused of stealing and skinning cattle in order to sell their hides,

an<l that the victims of this system were usually Mexicans, who were

made the xapegoats of the criminals. The Mexican consids at

Hrown-\iJh' and v'^an Antonio had earnestly solicited the proper ofli-

(•er> of justice in Texas to investigate and punish the killing of the

shcpJH-rds in (luestion. but nothing serious in that direction seemed

to have been done: and it was, said Mr. Mariscal, suggested that the

authorities were for one reason or another indisposed to take such

action. In vv\A\ to a letter of the Mexican consul at San .\ntonio,

(loveinor Coke, of Texas, stated that it was a matter of regret that

lawlessness prevailed to a great extent in the western and border

counties, and that in some degree it could not be reached by the

regular authorities. I)ut that "this state of things results necessarily,

in a measure, from our form of govermnent."* While this was, said

(lovernoi" Coke, no excuse or justiHcation for the nnirderers, who
ought t<» be jmnished. and so far as the executive could bring it about

woidd be dealt with by law. he suggested that Mexican stockmen

might avoid these '• inllictions" by remaining on the Mexican side of

the Kio (irande. or. if they came into Texas, by scrupuloiislv respect-

ing rights of pi()i)erty, which he was informed they had not always

done. He added that he would call the attention of the pro^jer officers

of the law to the matter, with a view to the j)rosecution of the

oU'endcrs if the law had been violated. Mr. Mariscal maintained

that these declarations of the executive of Texas revealed nor oidy

the powerlessness of the authoritii's of that State, but also the preju-

dice which existed against Mexican herdsmen: and he declared that,

although efl'orts had been made to secure the enforcement of the law,

nothing of the kind had been obtained.

Jveplying to these representations, Mr. Fish, on Fel)ruary 10, 1875,

took the ground that a govermnent is not "answerable in pecuniary

damages foi- the murder of individtials by other individuals within

it- juiixliction." It was. said .Mr. Fish, undoubtedly the duty of a

go\ernment to prox'cute such oH'enders according to law by all the

Hieaii- in its power: but if this duty was honestly and diligently

fiiUilleil. the ol»ligatic»n< of the government were discharged.

"Though the Clime." said Mr. Fish, "by which the Mexican shep-

her<b ai-e alleged to ha\-e lost their lives may not be without precedent,

Jt s<'em> olt\ iou-ly unreasonable, in view of the peculiar condition of

the <|uarter where it wa^ perpetrated, to expect that it would certaitdy

be ])unished. This seems especially true when it is taken into coilsid-
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oration that, under the system of hiw which pervades this country,

no person can be arrested upon suspicion of having committed a

crime, except upon the affidavit of a credible witness. The affidavit

referred to nnist sj^ecify the name of the accused party. It is not

alleged in your note that the course adverted to was pursued in this

case. . . . Mexicans in Texas and Americans in Mexico who
engage in business near the border nuist not at present, or perhaps for

some time to come, exjiect either government to insure them against

all the risks inseparable from such enterprises."

Mr. Mariscal, March 1), 1875, stated that he concurred in the prin-

ciple that a government was not answerable in pecuniary damages

for the murder of individuals by other individuals within its juris-

diction, but that the ground on which he alleged liability in the

jH-esent case was '' the denial of justice, or rtither the absolute hick

of its administration." The authorities, as he maintained, had been

altogether negligent; nothing had been done even to save appear-

ances. Although the families of the murdered men, who resided in

a foreign country, had made no sworn complaint, it was the duty of

the authorities to investigate a fact so well known as that of the

unirder of the shepherds in question, which had been published and

connnented upon by the newspapers; but weeks and months had

passed but nothing was done.

In reply, on April G, 1875, Mr. Fish said :
'' Murder, in this country,

can only be })rosecuted upon inforination, under oath, as to the fact

and as to the perpetrators. This Department is not aware that there

has been any such information in this case. Had there been, and had

the j)roper authorities then refused or neglected to prosecute the

ort'enders, there would have been ground for the charge that there

had been a denial of justice. At i)resent there has been no such

denial, as there has been no a])plication in that shape only in which

it can legally be entertained."

Mr. Mariscal, in a note of the 17th of April, declared that he was

unable to subscribe to this conclusion, in view of the fact that thei"e

had been an absolute neglect on the part of the authorities to examine

into the case. Mr. Mariscal observed that if the public authorities

were under no obligation to take measures for the detention of a nuir-

derer, crime Avould often go unpunished, especially in the case of a

foreigner, who woidd leave no relatives or friends behind willing to

undertake the task of furnishing evidence in regard to the crime;

and that the difficulty would be greatly increased in a country in

which a ))rejudice })revailed against a certain class of foreigners, such

as had been manifested in Texas against Mexicans.

The case was revived by ^Ir. Uomero, Mexican minister at \^^isli-

ington, in a note of July 17, 18S8, in response to which Mr. Uayard.

on the i;Uh of August, declared that the position taken by the Depart-
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nicnt of State in IS";"), as dofinod in Mr. Fish's notes, was still l:)elieved

to Ih' soiuul in international law.

Mr. MiiriscMl, .Mrxiccin iiiin.. to Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, Jan. .30, 187.^,

For. Kol. INT.".. II. UTA; Mr. Fisii to Mr. Marisoal, Feb. 19. ISTH. Id.

f>7:?; Mr. .Mariscal to Mr. Fish. .March 0, 187.'). id. 978; Mr. Fish to

Mr. Mariscal. March IS. 187.'. id. 980; Mr. Mariscal to Mr. Fish,

Marcli *J9. 187.">. id. 9.S1 : Mr. Fish to -Mr. Mariscal. April r>. 187."), id.

lts_': Mr. Mariscal to Mr. Fish. April 17. 187."), ihid ; Mr. Uoinero,

Mexican niin.. to Mr. Ba.vard. Sc<-. of State, .July 19, 1888, For. Rel.

18S8, II. r.MH\: Mr. Rayard to .Mr. Honioro, An^. 13, 1888, id. 1.308.

As to the case of the lynchinj; of Jo.se Ordifia, a Mexican citizen, by cer-

tain resid«'nls of Arizona, who souRht to obtain information from him

con<-ernin;; stolen animals and who "by mistake let him hang too

loiiir." see Mr. Ulaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Zamacona, Mexican miu.,

.\ov. l.">. ISM. For. Kel. 1882. 407.

Jose 1). Lamar was naturalized in the United States in 1881, and

in the same year went to Santo Domingo, where he
Lamar's Case. , • " , • • -^i i

• .i \\became, m partnership with Ins mother, tlie owner

of a sii<rar j)lantation. In 1S8() he shot and killed a Dominican

iiecfro named Kosario, with whom he had had an altercation and who
had attacked him with a knife. Lamar immediately gave himself

lip to the local authorities, who took him into custody and set out for

Saljana (ii-andc. the chief town of the district, which was four miles

distant. On their way they were twice attacked by bands of Rosa-

rio's iH'latives. who were, however, beaten off. After a detention of

forty-eight hours at Sal)ana (Irande. Lamar was taken under escort

to Santo Domingo city, it InMug apprehended that his life was in

danger in the former ])lace. He complained that on his way to

Santo Domingo city his arms were i)inioned. and that when he

reached the cai)ital he was humiliated by being taken through the

public streets. He also complained of the condition of the cell in

which he was confined. lie afterwards sought to make a claim

agaiii-t the (Jovernment of the Dominican Republic for $100,000

ill gold for (1) impri.sonmeiit for fifty-eight days, (2) losses for

interiiiption of work on iiis j)lantations and depredations thereon,

and (:{) losses on account of being obliged to sell his estate and
take iij) aiiothei- line of business. The Department of State held

that. the only |)lausible grounds on which a claim could be based were

( 1 I unjustifiable maltreatment by the officers of the (Jovernment, and
(J) the refii>al or neglect of the Dominican authorities to protect

him in the enjoyment of his estate after his release. It was held that

the ca-e would not admit of the first of these contentions. The cir-

cumstance-, said the Department of State, far from showing enmity

and a disposition to i)ers<'cute. indicated great solicitude and exertion

on the part of the Dominican authorities to i)rotect their prisoner

from the vengeance of Kosario's friends. There ap2><iared to be noth-
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in^ nnnsTial or cruel in the manner of his confinement, unlefis the

placing in the stocks, which continued only for a short time. There

was nothing unusual in his having been pinioned, and his being com-

pelled to pass through a crowd of people on his arrival at Santo

Domingo city was doubtless unavoidable, as the killing of Rosario

caused great excitement and the presence of his slayer naturally

attracted a crowd. Nor had he shown any evidence of considerable

pecuniary loss. The fact that, after his release, he deemed it expedi-

ent to sell his estate and leave Santo Domingo was not thought neces-

sarily or even fairly to warrant the inference that the Dominican

authorities failed to extend to him that measure of the protection of

their laws to which he was entitled.

Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to Mr. Rodriguez, Mareh 15. 1887, 103 MS.
Dom. Let. 300.

In reply to a complaint of the Japanese minister of the failure of

the local authorities to prevent the enforcement of a boycott against

Japanese subjects residing in Butte, Montana, it was stated that the

Attorney-General of the United States had advised that there was
no Federal statute which made the act in question a criminal offense

against the United States, and. that redress must be sought by suit

or action by the person or persons injured.

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Iloshi, Japanese niin., March 31. 1897,

For. Kel. 1807, 308. See, for another case of boycott, supra. § 088.

In the case of Frank B. Riley, a boiler-maker on the U. S. S.

Newai'l'^ and an enlisted seaman in the Navy, who was alleged to have

been nnirdered by a lodging-house keeper at Genoa, Ital}', while the

Newark was in that port, it w^as held that the case, as thus stated, w^as

not of a character to warrant diplomatic intervention.

S. Ex. Doc. .35, 52 Cong. 2 sess.

2. Liability May Result from Negligence ob Complicity.

§ 1020.

The government of a foreign state is liable not only for any injury

done by it, or with its permission, to citizens of the United States

or their property, but for any such injury which by the exercise of

reasonable care it could have averted.

Report of Dr. Francis Wharton, Solicitor of Dept. of State, aflirmed by
:Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, luin. to Colombia, May 10,

188.5, For. Rel. 1885, 212.

As to the difficulties between France and Santo Domingo and the Cacca-

velli incident, see For. Rel. 1895, I. 2.35. The Caccavelli incident

related to tlie murder of u Freucli mercbuut of tbiit uume at Sauiaua.
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An indomnity was domnndod for his killing. Xopotiations as to other

(lifliculfics. whicli iiichi<h'«l a disimtc as to tlio national hank of Santo

I><tuiinf:<). wore suspnuhMl h.v Franco till tho assassin shonld ho oxo-

outod. Tlu' Dominican (Jovornniont was in tho ond coniiH'llod to

sottlo nil. Tho Dominican (lovorinnont doniod. whilo tho French

inaintaintHl. that tho niunlor of ("accavolli was coinniittod undor cir-

cnnistancos which sliowod tho conii»licity of tho avithoritios. (For.

Itol. lS!»."i. I. ;«>!S. 4(K>-4ol. The terms of settlement are printed at

pMKos t<H>—101.)

A foreijrii o:«>v('niiiuMit is liable for (lainao:es to personal i)roi)erty

i^iistaiiied hy a consul of the United States, and in violation of his

consulate. owin<r to the neofligonce of such government.

Mr. Frolin}.'hnyson. Sec of State, to Mr. Mathews. .Tan. IG, 188:?. MS. Inst.

Harh. Powers. XVI. KC'.. Same to same. April 124, l.H,s:{. id. 111.

With reference to a claim sou<rht to he made apiinst the Haytian

Govermnent on accoimt of the piratical acts of its citizens in pilla-

frinjr Navassa Island, it was held that, as there was "no evidence of

ncofligence in i)reventinj; the act. complicity in it. or refusal to punish

those proved jruilty of i)articipatin<2: in the expedition," there was no

liability on the part of the Haytian (Jovermnent.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to :Mr. Fowler. Ai>ril l."., 1S!)!», 2:U> MS. I)om. Let.

" In May. ls!)j, Frank T^enz. a citizen of the United States, while

makiii<jf a bicycle tour of Asia. disapj)eare(l shortly

after crossin<r from Persia into Koordistan. under

circumstances indicatinir his murder. Kej)eated demands for investi-

<ration. and in(iuiries on and near the si)()t with the efHcient aid of

the Hi-itish consul at Krzerum. disclosed that the unfortunate youn*?

man. while tra\'elin<r alone and unescorted, had been nnirdered at or

near Tchelkani. not fai- from Alash<rcrd, by natives, who had appro-

priated his scanty bel()n<xin<zs. Later. thr()u<;li j)rivate enterprise and

on Ix'half of the family of I^enz. Mi". W. L. Sachtleben inidertook an

investi*rati<)n with a view to the discovery and Christian sepulture

of Lenz's renuiins and the collection of such evidence as might fur-

ther im|)licate his murderers. The United States minister assisted

this investigation in every j)ossible way, asking suitable escort to

j)i(itect the investigator and demanding })eremptory orders to bring

the Miurderei's to justice.

".\ftcr ciiaracteristic delays Mr. Sachtleben was at last enabled to

vi>it .\la>hgerd. in comj)any with the local governor, Shakir Pa.sha,

as a meiiil»er <tf a ((unmission of eight, which was deputed to investi-

gate the murdei- and lake all necessary action. The facts were estab-

lished by testimony and by the circumstantial finding of fragments

of the victim's bicycle and personal boloiigings, and ut lust accounts
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some five or six persons, Koords and Armenians, were to be put on

trial for the murder."

Report of Mr. Olney, See. of State, to the President. Dec. 10, 1895, S. Doc.

33, 54 Cong. 1 sess. ; For. Rel. 1S95. II. 1257. See, also, For. Rel,

189.J, II. 1315, 1.332.

" Your e.xcellency . . . cites tlie case of Lenz, who disappeared in a

remote locality of the Empire ; . . . The Sublime Porte naturally

deplores any violation of law. and it desires to settle every incident in

accor<lance with the precepts of justice. Acts of the kind in question,

however, even those connected with the most horrible nnirders, are com-

mitted in every ccmntry in the world. Your excellency is certainly not

ignorant of the murder of (ialeb Abdullah, an Ottoman subject, which

was committed near Susanville. Lassen County. Cal. This murder
was not conunitted I'eceatly, but about the 15th of June, 1891, and,

notwithstanding the efforts of the American authorities, the murderer

is still at large, and probably happy to have escaped with his life,

unless he has since died a natural death." (Mavroyeni Bey. Turkish

niin., to Mr. Olney. Sec. of State. Dec. 21, 1895. For. Rel. 1895. II.

141.3. 1414.)

The case of Oaleb Abdullah, to which the Turkish mini-ster here refers,

was brought to the notice of the Department of State by the Turkish

legation. October 1.3, 1891. The Department promptly communicated

with the governor of California, who. on the 21st of October, replied

that the nnirder was conunitted in a remote and lonely place in the

mountains and was not discovered till some days after it was com-

mitted: that the sheriff of the county actively sought information

and offered a reward of .'iJKK) for the discovei-y of the murderer and
.$2<i<( for his arrest and conviction; l>ut that there was little hope of

the murderer's being discovered. The pul)lic administrator, who was
the county coroner, took charge of the body and of the money of the

decease<l. ()btained letters of administration ui)on his estate, and pro-

vided for him a decent Ijurial. ]>aying for it out of money found on his

body. The rest remained in the administrator's hands, awaiting the

claims of heirs. It was supposed that the nuirderer was an Indian, as

tlie deceased had been selling jewelry at an Indi.in camp just prior

to his death. (Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to .Moustai>ha Key. Turkish

niin.. .Ian. 2«). IS'.H. MS. Notes to Turkey. II. 115: Mr. Rockhill. Act.

Sec. of State, to Moustapha P.ey. March <;. 1897. Id. 122.)

The Turkish (iovermnent also made representations concerning the killing

of .losepb Xadir. an Ottoman subject, in the State of Washington,

OctoIxM- S. ISIK!. It was alleged that Xadir was assa.ssinated by an

Indian, who was tried for the crime on May 8. 1894. The witnes.ses,

however, were un.ilde to identify the def«Mi(lant as the person who did

the shooting, and the case against him was therefore dismis.sed.

The killing occurred near an Indian reservation, in a place where the

country was wild and tiiinly settled, and there was little reason to

suppose that the mystery of the tragedy would ever be cleared up.

(.Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Moustaplia l{<>y. Turkish min.. Jan. 20,

1897. MS. Notes to Turkey. II. 11.5.)

Another case repeatedly brought to the notice of the Department of State

was that of Ilatil Mehennned. called " Harry the Turk." an Ottoman

subject, who disappeared from Portland. Maine, on Fel>ruaiy 1(>.

1890. On the 0th of the following May a body was found whicb was
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snpposoil to 1)0 his. No clow to tlio mnnloror could bo found, al-

tliou^rli tlio autlutritios of I'ortlnnd dilijioutly sought to discovor hhn.

Thorv appoansl to l)o soiuo (piostion as to whether the Ixnly found

was that of Molionniiod, and. apart from his disappearance and .the

fiiidins; of the body, there was nothing to show that he had been

killed. On these facts it was held that no lawfid means of detecting

crime liad been omitted in the case, and that any lack of i)unishment

was (hie not to indifference to the reipiests of a friendly iM)wer or to

a lack of approiiation of the gravity of the fjicts, but to the mystery

siu-ronnding them and the inability to adduce evidence sulliciently

conclusive to discover and punish the fierpetrators of the crime re-

ferred to. (Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Moustapha Bey, Turkish min.,

Jan. 2(;. 1897, MS. Notes to Turkey, II. 115. See, also, Mr. Rockbill,

Acting Se<-. of State, to Moustapha Hey, March <i, 1807. id. 122.)

In reply to an inquiry whether two native Armenians, who were natural-

ized .American citizens, had been killed in Turkey, the Department of

State said that only one such case had been rei)orted. that of Dr.

Nahabed Abdalien, at (iureen, where he was a practicing physician.

This case was being investigated by the American minister with a

view to ascertain the facts and prefer a claim of indennuty. (Mr.

Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lodge, M. C, Jan. 13, 1807, 215 MS.
Dom. Let. 197.)

"Tho Department appreciates the force of your observations on

the Frank Lenz chiini and the hazards of the journey he took. If his

murderers had been (hdy punished, this Government woidd not have

fek disposed to demand the payment of an indemnity. The evidence

showed a debberate, premeditated murder, yet the judgment was ren-

dered against the murck'rers as for ' murder Avitliout premeditation,'

under the 174th section of the criminal law. And even this penalty

was not actually inflicted, for the guilty parties escaped. It is hoped,

in view of (lie enormity of the ofl'ense and the miscarriage of justice,

that tJK' Turkish (Jovernment will pay a reasonable indemnity."

•Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Straus, min. to Turkey, March 25, 1809,

For. Kel. ISOO, 7r,(;-7(>7.

The Turkish (Jovernment having, in .Tune, 1001, paid the United States

the lump sum of .$10,(MH) in settlement of American claims, leaving

it to the I'nited States to determine the beneficiaries and distribute

the fund, the i)arents of Lenz rec-eived $7,500 from the Department
of State. (Xcir York Times, .Jan. 8, 1002.)

About 1888 Charles W. Kenton, a citizen of the United States,

taking with him his wife and a niece, went to Brewers

Lagoon. Honduras, and settled on a tract of land

granted io him by the (lovernment of Honduras near the mouth of the

l*atook River. He kept a store at his house and traded with the

natives, l)uying their rul)lx'r, hides, sarsaparilla, and other products.

He also cultivated orange trees, cocoanut j)lants. and lemon, lime, and

cocoanut trees, uiid he imported u quantity of mining machinery from
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the United States. His neighbors were native Indians, whose huts

stood not far from his house. A year or two after the Rentons' arrival

a comjiany of Frenchmen, known as P2ude Brothers, obtained a con-

cession from the Honduras Government to cut and export mahogany
from the vicinity of the higoon. They at first lived at Renton's

house, but in consequence of a personal disagreement afterwards left

it and removed to Brewers Lagoon village. In the course of a year

the}^ sold their concession to the Brewers Lagoon Wood and Produce

Company, of Belize, British Honduras, receiving therefor a certain

amount of stock. The management of this company's works was

entrusted to an Englishman named Dawe, whose headquarters was on

Cannon Island, in Brewers Lagoon, about four miles from the en-

trance from the sea. Soon afterwards a dispute took place between

Renton and the company in consequence of the occupation by the lat-

ter of certain land. The Government decided against Renton. Sub-

sequently a dispute arose as to the use of an Indian trail which led

through Renton's fenced land. The Government again decided

against him. Mutual charges were also from time to time made as

to the stealing and killing of cattle. These things led to a continual

strife, which resulted in Renton's murder. The persons implicated

in it were J. G. Dawe, Fernando and Edgar Eude, Arthur Sandham,
Jesse J. Kittle, Arthur Isert, and a negro named Johnson, all members
and employees of the company. The two Eudes and Kittle, who was
an American citizen, bore the reputation of desperate men.

On the morning of March 15, 1894, the negro, Johnson, carrying a

i-ifle, was sent with a horse carrying supplies to the company's ranch,

in the rear of Renton's home, where the company kept its work cattle.

Renton objected to his going through his land with his rifle, and the

negro left his horse in front of Renton's house and returned to the

Indian village, where he found Dawe, Fernando Eude, and Kittle.

Dawe instructed Johnson to go back and entice Renton out of the

house by means of threats and abuse, and promised to follow him
with the others in the bush and protect him. Renton was provoked

into going out and was followed b^^ Charles Johnson, an American,

wlio was temporarily in his employ. Shots were exchanged, but it

is not clear who began the firing. Dawe, Kittle, and Eude opened

fire from the bush and wounded Charles Johnson in the leg. Renton

dragged the wounded man into his house, and, although the negro,

Johnson, continued his provocative conduct, remained there. Subse-

quently. Dawe returned to the village and sought reenforcements,

while Kittle and Eude crossed the lagoon in a boat to prevent Renton

from escaping, should he attempt to do so. About midnight the

whole party, well armed and carrying a demijohn of anisette, and led

by Isert, proceeded to Renton's house, which they surrounded. When
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luMilon iii)iH'an'(l in the luoniinir (Marcli Ki), thoy fired on him,

stril<in<r liiin in (lie ri^^lit side and seriously wounding him. He fell

hack into the house, ins wife (•losin<r tlie door and in so doing receiving

a w<>un<l in the wrist. A parley then took place, Mrs. Kenton oll'ering

to irive nj) the Iioum- if their lives were spared. Finally there was a

complete surrender. Kenton and Johnson. l)oth wounded, and Mrs.

Kenton an«l the niece were taken to an Indian hut near hy and kept

under guaitj. The house was then rohbed and burned. In the even-

ing Mrs. Kenton was taken away in a boat to Patook, where she was

hejtl as a close prisoner for several days. She was then ordered to

go to Nicaragua and threatened with death if she should ever return

to Honduras. Kenton shortly afterwards was taken away from the

hut by Isert. Fernando Eude. Kittle, and Sandham, and was not

again seen alive. Mrs. Kenton made a complaint to the Government

of the Fnited States, and in June. 1S1)4. the American minister asked

the (io\('i-nment of Honduras to investigate the case and bring

the cul|)rit> to trial. An investigation was held by the Ilonduran

authorities in the following autunni, but, as it was without result,

('(imuiander (\ H. Davis, of the V. S. S. Montf/oitKn/^ was sent in

Miii-ch to make a report, lie first called at Trujillo. The governor

thei-e admitted that the previous investigation had been one-side(J, no

witnesses having been examined except those who would testify in

favor of the Brewers Lagoon Wood and Produce Com|)any either

through interest or intimidation. \i Brewers Lagoon Commander
l)avis fo\ind no inhabitants excei)t the ollicers and employees of the

company and a few Indians. Nor did he find any of the persons

imj)licate(l in Kenton">> nnii'der, exce|)t Dawe and Kittle, all the rest

having then left. Fernando Kude had in fact just fled foi' having

Muirdered tlie captain of an English schoonei". A naval board of

in(|uiry. const ituteil by Conmiander Davis, found that Mrs. Kenton's

elaim for s:'.T.4-J() was a just one: that all the portable property on

Kenton's place at tlie time of his mui'der had since been either

(le-troyed or iippropi-iate<i by the com|)any: that the Ilonduran

authoiitio had taken no stej)s to j)revent such destruction or a|)pi'()-

|)riation. an<l that all legal stej)s taken by them in relation to the

mnnler of Kenton, the abduction of his wife and niece, the burning
<d" hi- dwelling, and the I'obberv of his personal pi'operty wei'e either

liMlf-hearteil and fai'cical. or were smothered at the outset by bribery

;iii<l cnrniplion. It appeared that during the investigation of the

murdt I- lieM -oon after it occui-red. the comandante. under whose
authority i) wa- held and whose power in the province was extreme,
was a giie-t at Leo I'jideV house.

•Vfter the leeeipt of the naval report, the Fnited States lu'ged

])rompt action for the punishment of the guilty parties. On May
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29, 1895, Sefior Bonilla. Hondnran minister of foreign affairs, de-

clared that no means had been or wonkl be omitted in the prosecu-

tion of the crime, but that so far " obstacles have been met with

whicli it has been impossible to overcome, and which have greatly

hindered the attainment of their ends—such as the deed having taken

place in so desolate a locality; nearly all the witnesses being for-

eigners and si)eaking another language; the refusal of some of them

to s))eak the truth, and the absence from the Republic of the greater

number of those who were present."' These explanations were ampli-

fied by Mr. Lazo Arriaga, Hondnran minister at AVashington, in a

note of June 17, 1895. Toward the end of the month, however', the

minister of foreign affairs telegraphed that three arrests in the case

had been made; and legal proceedings were duly instituted against

the prisoners. On Fel)ruary 12, 189(), Mr. Olney. Secretary of State,

instructed the legation of the United States in Honduras that it has

i)een decided that the claim for indemnity growing out of Renton's

murder should not be pressed for the time being. The Government of

Honduras had, he said, declared its intention to push the prosecution

of the persons charged with the crime promptly and vigorously to a

conclusion. If the trial should be so conducted, the claim for dam-
ages and indemnity might remain in abeyance till the result of the

trial was known. Full instructions would then be given. In con-

clusion, Mr. Olney said :
'' This suspension of the claim is without

j)rejudice and is not intended as an intimation that it will be aban-

doned or that the claims are in any respect weak or ill-founded.

The desire of this Government is, first, that the authorities of Hon-
duras may be left free to punish the nnirderers of Renton; after that,

such action as the conditions call for, will be taken respecting the

claim." A similar statement was made by Mr. Olney to the minister

of Honduras at Washington.

It appears that on June 22. 1895, Isert, Dawe, Sandham, Kittle,

Johnson, and Fernando and Edgar P^ude v.ere committed by a

justice of the peace for assassinating Renton and biu-ning his house,

for wounding Johnson, and (with the exception of Dawe) for the

forcible and illegal removal of Mrs. Renton from Honduras. The
trial was held in the district court at Trujillo, before a jury, by

whom it was found that tiie wounding of Renton and his Avife and

Charles Johnson was the result of shots fired by Sandham, Kittle,

Isert, and Fernando and Edgar Eude, but that it was not shown who
among the aggressors actually inflicted the wounds, and that it was

not j)roved that Renton was dead. The jury also fotnid that Edgar
Eiule. and Dawe, and Isert, bore " an irreproachable reputation."

From the decision of the district court an appeal was taken to the

superior court at Conuiyagua, by which Isert, Dawe, and Edgar
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Pilule wore conclcmnod to imprisonment for two years and six months,

and Kittle and Sandham to imprisonment for three years, for

"attempted homicide on the person of Mr. Rentoh;" to imprison-

ment for three years and ei<rlit months and for five years, respec-

tively, for bnrninfj Kenton's house; and to imprisonment for six

months and for a year and six months, respectively, for the illegal

detention of Mrs. Kenton. In all, therefore, Isert, Dawe, and Edgar
Eude were sentenced to imprisonment for six years and eight months,

and Kittle and Sandham to imi)risonment for nine years and six

months. They were also condemned "to pay for the curing" of

Keiifon. and " to supply food " to him and his family while he might

be " incapacitated for work! '' An appeal Avas taken on the part of

the accused to the supreme court of Honduras, but this court on
February S, 1807, held the appeal to be inadmissible. On March 18,

18U7, Dawe alone remained in prison, the rest of the accused having
esca})ed. • None of them appears to have been recaptured.

On these facts Mr. Hav, Secretary of State, in an instruction to

the American minister in Honduras, Feb. 25, 1904, held that, apart

from the fact that Isert, who led in the attack on the Rentons on the

l(>th of March, and who previously aided their persecution, was a

minor Hbnduran official, being subcommandante of the coast, the lia-

bility of the (lovernment of Honduras was fully established. While
a state, said Mr. Hay. is not ordinarily responsible for injuries done
l)y private individuals to other private individuals in its territory, it

is the duty of the state diligently to prosecute and properly to punish

the otTcnders: and " for its refusal to do so it may be held answerable

in pecuniary damages." In this relation Mr. Hay said

:

" There was an inexcusable delay in initiating a judicial investiga-

tion. The first proceedings were partial and one-sided. The sub-

s('(juont judicial i)roceedings, which were the direct result of the navah
investigation by the U. S. S. Montgomery^ terminated in condemning
for minor offenses j)ersons who, the evidence before the Department
shows, were guilty of a delil)erate and brutal murder. And finally,

soon after the decision of the supreme court all of the murderers,

with the single exception of DaAve, were permitted to escape.

" The case is very similar to that of Frank (j. Lenz, who was mur-
dered by Turkish subjects while passing through a remote i)art of the

Ottoman P^mpire. in the course of a bicycle tour around the world,

in 1S!)4. It was only after jx-rsistent efforts by the friends of the

murdered man and by this Government that the Turkish authorities

began an investigation of the crime. The guilty parties were finally

identified and arrested, and. although the evidence showed a premedi-
tated murder, judgment was rendered for murder without premedita-

tion, and they were permitted to escape in a body in a manner which
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showed gross negligence, if not complicity, on the part of the officials

charged with their custody. Under the circumstances this Govern-

ment demanded and collected of the Turkish Government an indem-

nity in behalf of the mother of the murdered man. In instructing

our minister in regard to the case Secretary Hay said :
' If his

[
Lenz's] murderers had been duly punished, this Government would

not have felt disposed to demand the payment of an indemnity. The
evidence showed a deliberate and jjremeditated murder, yet the judg-

ment was rendered against the murderers as for " murder without

premeditation," and even this penalty was not actually inflicted, for

the guilty parties escaped.' (Secretary Hay to Minister Straus,

March 25, 1899.)"

AVith regard to the amount of the indemnity, Mr. Hay directed

the following demands to be made: For the murder of Renton and

the failure promptly to apprehend and adequately to punish the

offenders, $15,000; for the loss of property, $32,104.20; for the value

of the lands that Renton had taken up, in case the Government of

Honduras should refuse to grant them to his heirs, the sum, tenta-

tively, of $100,000; for injuries to Mrs. Renton 's person and health,

$10,000; for the loss of her individual property, $10,000; for the ill-

treatment of the niece, $5,000.

By an agreement concluded at Tegucigalpa, Xov. 25, 1004, the Gov-

ernment of Honduras engaged to pay in full settlement of the Renton

claims the sum of 78,G07.82 pesos silver, of legal circulation in Hon-
duras, in monthh^ installments, chargeable on the customs revenues of

Puerto Cortes.

For. Kel. 1805, II. 890-897, 883, 889, 920; Mr. Olney, Soc. of State, to

Mr. Young, luiii. to Honduras, No. 205, Feb. 12, 1890, For. Kel. 1895,

II. 9.34, MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XX. 598; also. For. Rel. 1895, II. 9.35-

930; For. Kel. 1890, lxxv. ; For. Kel. 1897, 347-352; Mr. Hay, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Combs, min. to Honduras, No. 97, Feb. 25, 1904, For.

Rel. 1904, 352.

In the same agreement the Government of Honduras also settled the

claim of the estate of Jacob Balz, an American citizen, for 41,392.18

pesos silver. (For. Rel. 1904, 308-309.)

In October, 1903, the American ship Benjamin SevaU was wrecked
on the coast of Formosa. As the crew were going ashore their boat

was attacked by the savages of Botel Tobago, and some of the men,
by reason of being thrown into the water, were drowned. In response

to a representation by the American vice-consul at Tamsui, the For-

mosan government stated that it had "efficiently and strictly cen-

sured the savages " and would '* warn them not to repeat such mis-

conduct again in future." The Government of the United States

deeming this to be an insufficient reparation, a Japanese police force

attacked the savages, captured some of them, and burnt some of their
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liousos. Tt scorns that tliciv was spocial difficulty in dealing with the

savages, owing to want of knowledge of their language.

For. Uel. 11K)4, 44(1-448.

.'». r.Kl(iAM).\(iK.

>j
!()-! 1.

On May lil. 188:^, two American missionaries, named Knapp and

Kevnolds, who were traveling in the vilayet of Bitlis,

Case of Knapp and
,,,,f „p fj^. ^1^. night at the oda of oue of the

Reynolds. \ / . , i. i -n /. ^-.i
tour ArnuMuan residents of the village of (jhuorie,

where lived the noted Kurd named Mirza Bey. AVhile they were

at sni)per, some \illagers entered the room, among whom was

^foussa Bey, a son of Mirza Bey. It seems that Moiissa Bey felt

himself insulted because the missionaries did not otfer him a cup

of cotl'ee, and. taking four assistants, waylaid them the next day.

'J'liev heat Mr. Knapp with clubs till they supposed him to be dead,

while Moussa liey with his own hand struck down Reynolds, giving

him ten cuts with a sword. The two men were then bound and

dragged into the bushes and there left to die. The offense and the

oll'eiideis were well known, and the names of the latter were given to

the Turkish (lovernment. The British consul at Erzeroum lent his

active aid, and etl'orts were made to secure the ]mnishment of the

cul|>rits. The etl'orts to obtain the punishment of Moussa Bey and

his associates having been ineti'ectual, by reason of the connivance of

tin' local authorities with them, a demand was made for the trial of

the oti'enders in Constantinople. The I'urkish (lOvernment was also

re<|uested to dismiss the governors of Bitlis and V'au and to j^ay an

indemnity. The governor of Bitlis was dismissed, and the Turkish

(lovernment instituted jjroceedings against two of the deliiupient,

magistrates. 'J'he outrage \i\h)1\ Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds was

oidy one of many that had occurred in the same region, in which

.Mous>a Bey was concerned. Thes(> incidents, by which numerous

Bi'itish subjects were atl'ected, attracted wide attention and became
the subject of discussions in the British Barliament. In June. 1889,

chielly through the influence of Sir A\'illiam ^^'hite, British ambassa-

dor. .Moussa B<'y was brought to Constantinople to answei' the charges

against him. I>ut was not put under arrest. He presented a ix'tition

tit the Sultan denying the charges and asking for a trial. On his

tiial he was ac(|uitte(l of some of the charges, and an ajipeal was taken

to the court of cassation. lie was not. however, tried for the assault

on Mes^r-. Knapp and Reynohls, and the Sultan declined to order a

N'cond tiial. 'I'hc Tui-kish ( lovei-inueiit in fact took the ground that,

the cul|)al)ility of .Moussa Bey in the affair was not legally estab-

lished, and that. aUhough a long delay had taken place, the interested
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parties were still at liberty to sue the judges as well as to proceed

against Moussa again before the competent tribunal in case they

i-;hould discover new evidence against him. The United States

refused to be content with this answer, and claimed the fulfilment

of the promise of the Turkish Government that Moussa Bey would

be brought to punishment. In the summer of 1890 an imperial

irade was issued for Moussa's exile to Medina. He fled from Con-

stantinople, but was captured three weeks later in the vilayet of

]5roussa and was brought to Constantinople under guard, and on

October 19, 1890, was sent thence to Medina. The governor of

Scutari, a cousin of Moussa, in whose custody he was at the time of

his escape, was removed and sent to Monastir.

For. Rel. 1883, 850, 864, 8GG, 882, 886, 888 ; For. Rel. 1884, 532, 535, 537,

542, 544, 548, 550, 552, 558, 563, 565; For. Rel. 1885, 827, 834, 842,

844, 846, 8,-)9, 868 ; For. Rel. 1889, 725, 728 : For. Rel. 1890, 721, 724,

7.39, 740, 742, 744, 745, 7."i8. 761. 764, 765, 773, 775.

See the case in 1870 of certain British subjects nnirdered by brigands in

Greece. Mrs. Lloyd, the widow of one of the murdered persons,

obtained at first u pension from the Greek Government, and after-

wards a grant of £10,000. (Pari. Papers, Nov. 1, 1871, p. 9.)

See an article on this case, in connection with that of Miss Ellen M.

Stone, in 1901, in the San Franci.sco Argonaut of Oct. 28, 1901.

August 19, 1887, Leon M. Baldwin, a citizen of the United States

and a mining engineer, who was employed as super-
Case of Leon M. intendent of the Valenciana mine, in the State of

Baldwin.
•

i i

Durango, Mexico, was shot and killed by two well-

known outlaws in the village of Ventanas. It ai^peared that this

was one of a series of acts of violence that had lately been perpe-

trated by bandits in that quarter. Acts of rol)bery, kidnapping,

and homicide had been frequent, and it was alleged that, although

cue of the victims was a prominent native official of Ventanas,

nothing had been done by the Mexican Government to render life

iUid property secure. About ten days after Mr. Baldwin's assas-

sination, the native j)opulati()n, wrought up by a new outrage, dis-

persed the bandits and killed live of their numlxn-, including the

murderers of Mr. Baldwin. It was alleged that some of the crimes

were at least partly inspired by hatred of citizens of the United

States, and that this feeling had the sympathy and active support of

a large part of the native population of Ventanas. Under these cir-

cumstances, Mr. Bayard, on March 15, 1888, instructed Mr. Bragg,

then American minister in Mexico, to lay the case l)efore the Mexican

(lovernment with a view to obtain " an appropriate redress to the

representatives of Mr. Baldwin."

Mr. Rayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bragg, niin. to ]Srexico, Xo. 8. .Marcli 15,

1.S.88. For. Rel. 18.SS. II. 1144.

See, also, For. Rel. 1888, II. 1087, 1092, 1202, 1217, 1248, 12.ju, 12,-i4.

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 51
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Mr. IlrajTR. wlion first prosontinR tho case to tlio Mexican Govornmont,

laid down too l)roadl.v, in tlu' opinion of tho l>ei)artniont of State, the

principle of liability of governments to indenuufy foreigners volun-

tarily within their jurisdiction for losses gnnving out of neglect of

duty l»y public ollicials. and was instructcnl to modify his presentation

of the «ase. (Mr. liayard to Mr. Bragg,. No. 55, May 23, 1888, MS.

Inst. Mexico, XXII. 120S.)

See, also. For. Kel. ISS!). .">(). r.CiL*. and Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Whitchouse, charge, No. 181, Dec. 7, 1888, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXII.

318, 319.

" It is not assorted by tho Government of the United States that

tho shiyors of Mr. Bakhvin o.xorcisod so nice a discrimination in their

criminal conduct as to select foreigners alone for their victims. It

is doui)tloss true that Mexicans as well as foreigners were robbed and

murdered. P^nmity and the desire for i:>lundor maj^ have been min-

gled as motives of tho outrages that wore perpetrated. But it appears

bv the evidence of all the witnesses that there was a prevalent hos-

tility to foreigners, and that, while the enmity against certain

Mexicans may have proceeded from personal causes, there was a

general prejudice against foreigners, and especially against Amer-
icans, because of their nationality. In several instances, as in that

of tho killing of Mr. Baldwin, this prejudice seems to have been the

chief, if not tho solo, motive of tho crime. Mr. Mariscal has given

a very i)rominont place in his argument to the murder of Quiros, the

jofo politico of Vontanas, with a view to show that tho killing of

Mr. Baldwin can not bo attributed to ])rojudice against him as a

foreigner and an American. The evidence in tho possession of the

Doj)artmont is to tho olloct that Quiros, having shown a disj)osition

to opi)oso tho bandits, became an object of hatred which was signifi-

cantly ox|)rossod by them in tho ciiargo that ho was tiio friend of

tho ' (iringos." That they should have regarded any act of inter-

ference with them as an act of friomlsjiip to tho foreigners whom
they thus doiiouiinatod. and that tlioy should for that reason have

made tho interference a ground of resentment and retaliation, is,

when considorod in connection with tho nationality of those whom
they selected as their victims, most j)()W'orful evidence that there was

a deliberate purpose to expel or exterminate the American residents.

'• It has JH'en shown that, upon the facts established by the testi-

mony in regard to the death of Mr. Baldwin, the (lovernment of

the Unite<l States may well be content to rely for the maintenance

of its j)osition iijxtn the measure of international liability incorpo-

rated in the treaties cited in the reply of the Mexican Government.
Mr. Marixal. however, also refers to the ride laid down by the

United States on s<>veral occasions in respect to the liability of a

govermnent for injuries cau.sed by mob violence, as an answer to
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the claim made in the present case. The leading instance cited by

him in this relation is that of the outrages upon the Chinese, in

respect to which the Government of tlie United States denied its

legal liability to respond in damages, although in reality it has paid

more than half a million dollars to the Chinese Government for the

relief of the sufferers. The attacks upon the Chinese and the killing

of Mr. Baldwin, possess, indeed, certain similar features. Both were

directed against foreigners; both were actuated in a measure by

prejudice growing out of differences in nationality; and both were

committed in wild and sparsely settled regions. But here the par-

allelism ends. The Chinese outrages were a sudden and violent out-

break of one body of aliens against another. So that this Govern-

ment, replying, on the 18th of February, 188G, to the representations

of the Chinese minister, said: ' The attack upon them [the Chinese],

as 3'our [the Chinese minister's] note truly states, was made suddenly

by a lawless band of about 150 armed men, who had given no previous

intimation of their criminal intent.'

" In the case of Mr. Baldwin, the amplest notice was given both

to the Federal and State authorities of Mexico of the lawless pro-

ceedings of those who committed that crime. The depredations of

Bernal had been continued through a period of ten or more than ten

years. An es})ecial degree of disorder had existed in the neighbor-

hood of Ventanas for a year and a half. The offenders were well

known, though at the particular time they were not of the immediate

band of Bernal. The most urgent importunities were again and

again addressed to the authorities by those who were in danger, but

no serious steps were taken to afford them protection.

" Nor in the entl were the bandits deprived of the security which

the negligence of the authorities had given them, except by the

voluntary opposition of the inhabitants of the village of Durango.
" To sustain this denial of redress Mr. Mariscal has invoked the

familiar rule that the measure of protection and of privilege to which

foreigners residing in a country are entitled is that which the govern-

ment of tlie country accords to its own citizens. As a general })ropo-

sition, this rule is undoubtedly acceptable; but its applicability is by

no means universal. Where the question to be determined is the

measure of i)rivate rights and remedies under the municipal law,

the rule above stated may, with certain well-settled exceptions, read-

ily be adopted. But, where a government asserts that its citizens in

a foreign country have not been duly protected, it is not competent

for the government of that country to answer that it has not protected

its own citizens, and thus to make the failure to perform one duty the

excuse for the neglect of another.

" It is true that in this way foreigners may enjoy an advantage

over the citizens of a country. This, however, is not a matter for
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f()r('i<rn <rovornnionts to considor. Tlioy have no power to rog^iilate

the ivlations of anotluT povorninent to its citizons; nevertheless, they

are hound to ask that their own may be j)roteeted.

"The (Jovernnient of the United States in asking redress for the

killin«r of Mr. Bahhvin. has chiinied nothing; beyond what it is en-

tith'tl to deniand iipoli the elementary j)rincipk's of international law

and the j)lainest dictates of reason. It is not, therefore, my purpose

to enter into a (lis(|uisition upon the utterances of publicists as found

in their works. I will, however, (piote from the last edition of

C'aho's exhaustive treatise on international law the following perti-

nent |)assa<r<'s:

"•Section 1271. Any person disturbing: public tranquillity, or

violatin<r the soverei«rn ri<ihts of a nation, or its laws, oti'ends the

state, declares himself its enemy, and incurs just punishment. His

resj>onsil)ility is not less when, instead of attackin<; the state, the

crimes or otl'enses of which he has been guilty menace i)ersonal safety

oi- the rights and i)i-()i)erty of individuals. In both cases, the gov-

ei'ument would fail to |)erf()rm its duty if it did not repress the injury

conunitted and cause the offender to feel the weight of its penal leg-

islation, riie state is not only under obligations to secure the reign

of |)eacf* and justice among the diflerent members of the society

whose organ it is; it nnist also see, and that most carefully, that

all who ai-i' under its authority otl'end neither the government nor

the citi/ens of other countries. Nations are obliged to respect one

anolhei". to abstain fi'om offending or injuring each other in any way,

and, in a word, from doing anything that can impair each other's

int«'i-ests and disturb the harmony which should govern their rela-

tions. \ state that i)ei-mits its innuediate subjects or citizens to

oth'iid a foi'eign nation becomes a moral accomplice in their offenses

and i-endei's itself personally resi)onsible.

"•.\s regards its enforcement, this pj-inciple has nothing absolute,

,111(1 admits of i-eservations inhei'ent in the very nature of things;

for there are i)ri\ate acts which the most vigilant authority can not

pi-eveiit. and wjiich the wisest and most comj)lete legislation can not

always iiiiider or i-epress. All that other nations can ask of a gov-

ei-iiiiieiit is that it shall show that it is influenced by a deep sense of

ju-'tice and im|)artiaiity, that /7 s/tf//f (Khnonish its .subjects hy all

til, II, ((Ins ill its jxnn r that it Is their (hitii to irspert their interna-

ti,,i,,il (,l,li(i(iti(>iis, that it shall not leave offenses into which they nuiy

li;i\(' Itceii led iin|)iinished : and finally, that it shall act in all respects

ill good r.-iitli and in accordance with the |)recej)ts of natural law;

to go Iteyond this would be raising a private injury to the magnitude
of a j)ublic otleiiH', and would be holding an entire nation responsible

for a wrong vloiie by one of its members. . . .
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"
' Section 1274. . . . When the Government has had knowl-

edge of the act from which the damage has residted and has not dis-

phiyed (hie diligence in preventing it or in arresting its consequences,

either with the means at its disposal, or with those which it might

have asked from the law-making power, the State will be responsible

for willful neglect of diligence. In that case, the degree of respon-

sibility of the State will have for its basis the facilities (whether

greater or less) which it had for making previous provision for the

act, and the precautions (whether greater or less) which it was in its

power to take to prevent it.'

'* The passages above cited are sustained by the learned author

with ami^le citations of authority and an exhaustive review of the

precedents. The United States asks nothing more than is due to

it under the rule laid down by the distinguished Argentine publicist.

" Mr. Mariscal has also invoked the familiar rule that claimants

must pursue their remedies in the courts of the country before they

can resort to diplonuitic intervention. As a general proposition this

rule may be accepted as true. But it is obvious that it is applicable

only where adequate judicial remedies exist for the redress of the

grievance complained of. In the present case no such remedies have

been alleged to exist, and the subject-matter of the complaint is not,

in reality, one of judicial cognizance. This Government is not aware

of any courts or of any processes by which the issue could be tried

and redress obtained by the claimjuit in Mexico. Nor, where the

(juestion presented is whether the Government of a country has dis-

charged its duty in rendering ])rotection to the citizens of another

nation, can it be conceded that that govermnent is to be the judge of

its own conduct. •

'' This ( government, therefore, is compelled to ask the Government

of Mexico to reconsider its denial of redress in the case of Mr. Bald-

win and to render justice in the matter in accordance with the prin-

ciples upon which it has been claimed."

Mr. lilaino, Hec. of State, to Mr. Dougherty, charge. No. 430. .Jan. 5, 1891,

MS. Inst. Moxko, XXIII. 14, 21.

It was suggested by the United States, in 1892, that, in view of its

settlement of the New Orleans affair and of the Chilean Govern-

ment's similar action in the case of the I>((ltlinon\ Mexico might, by

adjusting the Baldwin claim, furnish another illustration of the

disposition to settle cases without controversy. This suggestion,

however, was made without i)reju(lgment of the eventual j)osition of

the United States. Senoi- Mariscal subsecpiently intimated that. ui)on

the final determination of the right of Mexico to the Weil and La

Abra fund, the Mexican Government would take up th<' Baldwin

claim for the purpose of agreeing upon an equitable sum to be paid
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to the claimant as a fjratiiity. In August, 1894, however, before the

Weil and La Ahra question was ended, the Mexican Government

a<r>vod to dispose of tlio lialdwin chiim by paying in instalhnents

$-J(),0('() in gold to Mr. Baldwin's widow. The payment was made and

accepted with the understanding that it was done "as a matter of

simple e<iuity. without implying any admission that in the case in

(juestion the Mexican (lovernment was, strictly speaking, responsible,

and that it is not to constitute a precedent for the future treatment

of similar cases." President Cleveland, in his annual message of

December '•), lSi)4, said: "An indemnity tendered by Mexico, as a

gracious act. for the nnirder in 1887 of Ijeon Bakhvin, an American

citiziMi, by a band of marauders in Durango, has been accepted and

is being paid in installments."'

S(H' Mr. Foster. Soc. of State, to Mr. Kyan. inin. to Moxico, July 2.3, 1802,

MS. Inst. Mi».\ico. XXIII. 2.->4; same to saim\ .Jan. 7. 189.3, id. 31.');

Mr. Wharton. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ryan, Feb. 24, 181):}, id.

.327; Mr. (Jreshani, See. of State, to Mr. Romero. Mexican niin., Aug.

20, 1S!>4. For. Rel. 18'.>4, 424; Mr. Greshani, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Clement. An?,'. ."'.O. 1804, 108 MS. Dom. Let. 433.

.Tames II. Dnvall. a citizen of the United States, \va.s killed in Mexico by

hi};h\vaymen. whose puri)ose was robbery. " The Mexican authori-

ties imtuiptly .Mpprehended the miu'derers, and the Department under-

stands tiiat tliey were trie<l. convicted, and punished. Tender these

circumstances it is not l>elieved that any claim for damages could

lie m.iint.iinetl." (Mr. (Jresham, Sec. of State, to Mrs. Robinson,

Sept. LM. ISIM, lOS MS. Dom. Let. ••..37.)

'• The grievances complained of appear to have been inflictod by

a band of marauders or brigands in the interior of
Marauders in Pern. ,, , ., ,,- £ ii /^ j.

,
reru. where the snuill torces ot the dovernment were

inadequate to resist and beat them off. . . . You have properly

demanded the apprehension and punishment of the offenders, and

this seems to be as far as this (Jovernment is warranted in going in

<)l»laining redress and reparation for the injuries inflicted, unless it

should be shown that the Peruvian (lOvernment has neglected to dis-

chai-ge its duty in that behalf. . . . If it be true that some of

liieni
I

the oHeudeisI are still at large and within the jurisdiction of

l*eru. you will call the attention of that (xovernment to the fact and

re(|ucst the apj)ropriate action."

Mr. I lay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dudley, min. to Peru, No. 210, Sept. 5,

ISOO. .MS. Inst. Fern. XVI 1 1. 177.

March 0. IKOl. the Kev. Benjamin W. Labaree, an American mis-

sionary, and his .servant were barbarously nuirdered

near Iriunia. Persia, by a band of Kurds, under the

lead of Mir (IhaHar. and alleged lineal descendant of Mahomet. The
motive was said to be mainly religious and race hatred, and incident-

ally robbery. The l*ersiaii Government, on the request of the Ameri-
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can minister, ordered a search for the criminals and prompt punish-

ment, and as Mir Ghatfar had previously murdered a British subject,

the British legation joined the American in insisting on energetic

action. More than two months later, Mir Ghaffar was arrested, but

there were still three Kurds, at least equally culpable, who remained

at hirge. Late in June the American minister reported that the

accomplices would not be arrested unless a peremptory message was

sent by the United States. It was alleged that the chief ecclesiastic

of Urumia had in a measure instigated the crime, and that the gov-

ernor shielded the culprits for a bribe. On October 12, 1904, Mr.

Hay telegraphed to the American minister that the President was

very much disturbed over the failure of the Persian Government to

punish the murderers, and that, if innnediate satisfaction was not

given, he would be constrained to lay the matter before Congress and

recommend such action as might lead to a compliance with the de-

mand for effective justice. Subsequently the legation reported that

it had been informed that a detachment of fifty mounted men, which

had been dispatched to arrest the murderers, had killed " six accom-

jilices
'" and were pursuing the " remainder." This information prov-

ing to be unfounded, Mr. Hay, Nov. 25, lOO-t, telegraphed that the re-

iiorted failure of the Persian Government to punish the murderers

^vas a source of the " gravest concern " to the President ; that he could

not permit the just demands of the United States to be trifled with or

evaded any longer; and that if no satisfactory action was taken

before Congress met, in less than two weeks, he would be constrained

to invoke the action of that ])ody. On the 28th of November the

legation reported a prospect of settlement, and asked for instruc-

tions as to indenniity. Mr. Hay innnediately specified the sum of

$50,000, and directed the legation to obtain a suflicient assurance

that the engagements of the Persian Government would be carried

out, adding that the President would not l)rook delay and that a

prompt settlement must be insisted upon. Dec. 28, 1904, the Amer-
ican minister reported that, after consultation with Mr. Labaree's

widow, he had proi)<)sed and the Persian Government had accepted

the. following settlement: (1) $aO,000 cash in gold; (2) effective

iuid swift punishment of all guilty persons; (8) no special tax on

the province or on Christians to cover the indenniity. This settle-

ment was aj^proved, on condition that it be carried out immediately.

January H, 1905, the payment of the indemnity was reported.

For. Kel. 1!)()4. (;r)7-(t77, S.T).

On the night of INIay 18, 1904, a band of natives, headed l)y a
" bandit " named Ilaisuli, broke into the country

Case of Perdicaris. , i? i ti t •
t •..• i a

liouse or Ion Perdicaris, an American citizen, about

three miles from Tangier, and carried him away, together with his
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Htcp?;on naniod A'arlov, a British subject. The consul-general of the

United States and the British minister informed the Sultan's deputy

that the Moorish autliorities were to be held personally responsible,

anil, in order to secure the release of the captives, insisted that any

terms demantled by Kaisuli l)e innnediately granted. The South

Atlantic Scpuub-on of the United States was ordered to Tangier.

I^)ng negotiations ensued between the Moorish authorities and Raisuli

for the j)ayinent of a ransom and the release of the prisoners. On
June '2'2, liH)4, Mr, Hay telegraj)hed to the American consul-general

at Tangier that the United States "wants Perdicaris alive or Raisuli

dead," and that further than this the least {possible complication with

Morocco and othei- ])owers Avas desired. The consul-general was
directed not to arrange for lan<ling marines or seizing custom-houses

without specific instructions. The captives were released on the 24th

of June. A British man-of-waiN which had been at Tangier, left on

tlie "Jath. and the American s<|uadron dei)arted two days later.

For. \U'l. 1'.MI4. j'.»r>-,-»o4.

-\s to tlH' iicti f FnuKc. sec For. Hel. 1JK)4. :{07 ; niul of Great Britain,

id. .-{.-{S.

Tlu' I)e])artmeiit of State, while declining to j^resent a claim to the

Mexican (iovenuneiit for the murder of a citizen of
Indian depreda- (|^. United States by Indians in Mexico, said: " It is

notic(>d. liowever, that you alh'ge that the Indiai^s

were incited to make their attack on the j)ers()n and property of your

Inisband l)y tlie authorities of Yucatan. If this can be shown the

Mexican (iovenmient may be hehl accountable therefor."

.Mr. (a(l\vala(l«"r. Act. Sec. of State, to Mrs. Stepliciis, Doc. L'4. 1,S7.">. Ill

.MS. Doiii. Let. •2-27.

A commis.'^ion was appointed in ])ursuance of a joint resolution

of Congress ap])roved May 7. bST'i, to in<]uire into depredations com-

mitted by Indians and other di.soi'derly persons on the 'JVxas frontier.

The couunission nuuh' a report which was transmitted to Congress,

and a re-olution was a(h)|)tcd by tlie House of Representatives direct-

ing the Conunittee on Foi-eign All'airs to in(|uire. among other things,

iis t(» what fnithei- measures and U'gishition were necessary to afford

icdrc^s for such de|)ivdat ions. It does not appear that the committee
c\cr mad<' any report on the matt<'r.

.Mr. Hill. A(t. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Kiohorj,'. .Tan. S. 1001. LMO >rS. Dom.
I.ct. r_'.'.. ( iliiif: 11. Kx. l>oc. :',!•. V2 ("onj;. :*, scss. ; II. Ex. Doc. 2'u,

1.'. (on-. 1 scss. : 11. .Misc. l)<ic. 2S<.t. 4:'. Con?;. 1 soss.

S*^'. also. Mr. I'ortcr. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Offutt. May 0, 188.5,

l.V. .MS. Doni. lA't. •.',i2.

Tlie Cnnadiaii ;:ovcrnnicnt licit! tiiat it was not lial)lc to i>a.v compen-
satlou for burses stolen from a citizen of tiie Unittnl States by tbe
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Blood Indians. (Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hay, rtmbass. to

England, No. 285, Oct. 27, 1897, MS. Inst. Great Britain. XXXII. 27<!;

Air. Adee, Second Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Walton, Oct. 27. 1897,

222 MS. Doni. Let. .51, enclosing copy of a dispatch from Mr. Hay,

No. VVX Oct. 8. 1897.)

As to the release of the United States by Mexico from liability for Indian

depredation claims nnder treaties between the two countries, see

Moore, Int. Arbitrations, III. 2430.

IX. MOB MOLEyCE.

1. Destruction of French Privateers, 1811.

§ 1022.

The question of a government's liability for injuries suffered by

foreigners Avithiu its jurisdiction has on various occasions been dis-

cussed and determined in cases of mob violence. Such cases some-

times apparently present strong grounds of national liability because

of the popular approval of the mob's action, and the consequent

immunity of the actors from prosecution and punishment. The rule,

however, Avhich has generally been maintained in argument, even if

not in practice, is that while a government is bound to employ all

reasonable means to prevent such disorders, it is not required to

make indemnity for the losses that may result from them, unless, as

in tlie case of Art. XXXV. of the treaty of 1S4(; with New Granada,

or as in the case of an attack on official representatives, there is a

special obligation of protection.

On November IT), 1811, an affray took place in a house of ill fame

in Savannah. (leorgia, Ijetween some American sailors and some sea-

men belonging to the French privateers La Franchise and La Ven-

(/<'(iii<(\ which were then in that i)ort. In the affray one of the Ameri-

can sailors was killed and a French seanum was mortally Avounded;

and in c()ns('(|uence of this aff'air a local mob was raised, which killed

several of the French seamen and destroyed the privateers by fire,

notwithstanding the interference of the police and military authori-

ties of Savannah. Tt seems that the State of (leorgia offered to make
i'(q)i!rati()n for the outrage, but that M. Serurier, French minister at

Washington, looking ui)on it as an attack upon the flag of his coun-

try, demanded the prosecution and exemplary punishment of the

guilty, the tender of satisfaction for an insult to the flag, and an

indemnity for tlie owners of the vessels. The claim for indemnity,

which was for the sum of 170,000 francs, was embraced in the nego-

tiations of Mr. Kives with the French Government in 1831. In a

note to Mr. Rives of June 15, 1881, Count Sebastiani, minister of

foreign affairs, said: '' It is universally admitted that all damng<'s sus-

tained in consequence of popular tumults are to be repaired cither l)y
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the district in which they were received, or by the government of the

country: for, in such cases, the ordinary tribunals are incapable of

rendering justice to tlie individuals wlio have suffered. The govern-

ment under the faith and protection of which strangers place their

jX'rsons and property and, more especially, their navigation and corn-

merer, should secure them from acts of violence of this nature, w^hich,

on account of the number of persons engaged, become public acts.

In the United States, strangers neither can nor ought to know any

other tlian the (leneral Government of the Union; and if the respon-

sibility rest in the end upon the State of (Jeorgia or the city of Savan-

nah, it is the duty of the Federal Government, towards a country in

IH'ace with the United States, to use its power in obtaining justice for

the injured. The minister of France at AVashington demanded in-

demnifications for the loss of these two vessels as early as 1812, but

the success of this demand became naturally involved in the examina-

tion, then going on, of claims against France which the United States

was preparing to assect. The chamber of deputies has strongly

reconmiended that this claim should be admitted in the negotiation

now j)ending between France and the United States."

In a i-eply made by Mr. Rives to this note on June 19, 1831, it was

intimati'd that the ojjposition of M. Serurier to the consunnnation

of an arrangement with the State of (Jeorgia would ''materially im-

l)air
"" the aj)|)lication to the United States for indemnity. Mr. Rives

also <»l)s<'rved that the case was obviously different from those in

which the I'liited States was then demanding indenmity, where the

wrongs wei-e conunitted under exjjress orders of the Government of

I''r:ince. but that if, on examination, there was found to be ground for

a fair deman<l on the justice of the United States, he did not doubt

that his (iovermnent would make reparation for it.

Count Sebastiani also ])resente(l a claim of 70,000 francs on

account of the French i)rivateer L(i Reranche (hi Cerf^ which was
ItiHiied l)y a mob at Norfolk, Virginia, on the night of April 15, 1811,

becaiis*'. it was said, of false reports which were circulated against

the vessel. Count Sebastiani stated that the offenders remained
unpunished. Mr. Rives jxissessed no information whatever with

icgai-d to tJM' case, but ()l)served that, as the act appeared to have l)een

c()niMiitte(| •• with perfect s<>crecy under cover of the night, excluding
llicr«'l)y all opportunity for the protective interpositi(m of the laws
(II- of the |)ul)lic authority," it seemed " sufliciently clear that there

i> u.. principle of public law which can render the Uovernment of

the I'liitcd States resj)onsible for it."

liy the convention concluded July 4, IS.'il, for the mutual settle-

ment of claim-, it was recited that, in consideration of the payment
of l.r)00,000 frano. the United States was liln'rated from all claims
on the part of France or her citizens, either for supplies or accounts,
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or for " unlawful seizures, captures, detentions, arrests or destruc-

tions of French vessels, cargoes, or their property."

Count Sebastiani to Mr. Rives, June 15, 1831, II. Ex. Doc. 147, 22 Cong.

2 sess. 191 ; Mr. Rives to Count Sebastiani, June 19, 1831, id. 201, 203.

See, also, Mr. Van Buren, Sec. of State, to Mr. McAlister, Dec. 10, 18.30,

23 MS. Dom. Let. 541.

2. Riots at New Orleans and Key West, 1851.

§ 1023.

In 1851 a riot took place in New Orleans, the Spanish consul and

consulate and various Spanish residents being the objects of attack.

It appears that on August 21, 1851, news was brought to New Orleans

by the steamer Cresent City of the capture by the Spanish authorities

in Cuba of one of the Lopez filibustering expeditions. Some of the

members of the expedition were executed, while others were held as

prisoners. On receipt of the news a Spanish paper at New Orleans,

called La Union, published an " extra," giving an account of the

affair with comments. Subsequently, the office of this newspaper was

attacked by a mob and j^ractically destroyed ; some Spanish coffee

houses and tobacco stores were wholly or partly demolished; and the

Spanish consulate was raided. The consul, Seiior Laborde, took ref-

uge in the house of a friend and afterwards went to Havana, leaving

Spanish interests in care of the British and French consuls. The
Spanish minister, Seiior Calderon de la Barca, complained that the

consul was not protected, but was left at '' the mercy of a ferocious

rabble."

September 25, 1851, a month after the riot occurred, the Acting

United States Attorney at New Orleans, Mr. E. A. Bradford, made a

report on the affair, in response to a request of the Department of

State. He .stated that on the morning of August 21 placards were

posted up, threatening an attack on La Union during the ensuing

night. The attack was made, however, between 3 and 4 o'clock in

the afternoon, probably having been precipitated by the " extra " in

regard to the capture of the expedition. No police were present and

no arrests were made. The next disturbance occurred at a Spanish

coffee house. The office of the Spanish consul was first attacked

between 5 and 6 o'clock the same afternoon. On hearing of the

attack, the recorder of the first municipality repaired to the spot with

two or three police officers, and found the mob in the office destroying

the furniture. He at length persuaded the rioters to withdraw, but

they took with them the consul's sign and burnt it in a public square.

The consular office was then nailed up, but no guard was placed over

it. " Within an hour afterwards," says Mr. Bradford, " the rioters

returned, forced their way again into the office and without any inter-
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ruption orhindranro dostroyod all tho furniture of the office, threw the

archives of the consulate into the street, defaced the portraits of the

Queen of Spain and of the Captain-CJeneral of Cuba, and tore the flag

of Spain (which they found in the ollice) into pieces. All these out-

rages were conunitted ujxhi the office of the consul without any inter-

ferent'e on the part of the police (none of whom appear to have been

presiMit) and without the apprehension, as yet, of any of the offenders.

Other dis(url>an<-es took i)lace during the night and numerous

arn'sts of the rioters were made; hut, so far as I can learn, none of

the persons concerned in the attack upon the consul's office have been

taken oi" identified. . . . The riots doubtless are to 1k^ ascribed

to the exasperation excited by the news from Cuba. It was a sudden

outi>reak. for which the public authorities were not prepared and

which the citizens did not immediately rally to resist; but it is a

significant fact that in no instance where the ])olice made the attempt,

tlid they fail to check the rioters—that in no case was any violent

resistance opj)osed to them, nor was any eti'ort even made to rescue

|)arties which they ari'ested."

Ml-. Webster, wi-iting to Mr. Calderon, November 13, 1851, said;

'•The assembling of mobs happens in all countries; jiopular vio-

lences occasionally bicak out eveiy where, setting law at defiance,

tram|)Iing on the lights of citizens and i)rivate men, and sometimes

on those of pul)lic oflicers. aird the agents of foreign governments,

especially entitled to i)rotection. In these cases the public faith and
national honor re(|uire, not only that such outrages should be dis-

a\()U('d. but also that the perjx'trators of them should be punished.

whereNcr it is po^iltie to bring them to justice; and. further, that full

satisfaction should i)e made, in cases in which a duty to that effect

re>ts w ith the government, according to the general i)rincii)les of law,

pui>lic faith, and the obligations of treaties. . . .

'• Mr. Calderon «'xpresses the opinion, that not only ought indemni-

fication !)e made to Mr. Lai>orde, her Catholic Majesty's consul, for

injury and loss of juoix-rty. but that reparation is also due from the

(iovernment of the I'nited States to those Spaniards I'esiding in New
Orleans whose propi-rty was injured or destroyed by the mob, . . .

But. while the (loxcrnment has manife>te(l a willingness and deter-

mination to perform every duty which one friendly nation has a right

to exju'ct from another in cases of this kind, it supposes that the

rights of the Spanish consul, a pui)lic officer residing here under the

protection of the Ciiited States (iovernment, are quite different from
those of the Spani-h subjects who have come into the country to min-
gle with our own citizens, and here to pursue their private business

and objects. The f(M-mer may claim special indemnity; the latter

are entitled to buch protection as is atforded to our own citi-
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?;ens. . . . The President is of opinion, as already staled, that,

for obvious reasons, the case of the consul is diti'erent, and that the

Government of the United States should provide for Mr. Iial)ord(' a

just indemnity; and a recommendation to that effect will bo laid

before Congrress at an early period of its approaching session. This

is all which it is in his jiower to do. The case nuiy be a new one: but

the President, beintr of opinion that Mr. Laborde ought to be

indemnified, has not thought it necessary to search for precedents."

In conclusion Mr. Webster stated that if Mr. Laborde should

return to his post, or a successor to him be appointed, he would
be received and treated with courtesy, and with a national salute to

the flag of his ship, if he should arrive in a Spanish vessel.

President Fillmore, referring in his annual message of December

2, 18.")1, to the incident in question, said:

" Ministers and consuls of foreign nations are the means and agents

of communication between us and those nations, and it is of the

utmost importance that while residing in the country they should

feel a perfect security so long as they faithfully discharge their

respective duties and are guilty of no violation of our laws. This

is the admitted law of nations and no country has a dee})er interest

in maintaining it than the United States. Our connnerce spreads

over every sea and visits every clime, and our ministers and cunsuls

ijre ai)pointed to i)rotect the interests of that commerce as well as

to guard the peace of the country and maintain the honor of its flag.

But how can they dischai-ge these duties unless they l)e themselves

protected^ And if j)r()tected it nuist be by the laws of the country

in which they reside. And what is due to our own public func-

tionaries residing in foreign nations is exactly the measure t)f what

is due to the functionaries of other governments residing here. As

in war the lu'arers of flags of truce are sacred, or els(^ wars would be

interminable, so in j)eac<' ambassadors, public ministers, and con-

sids, charged with friendly national intercourse, ai"e objects of «'spe-

cial respect and protection, each according to the rights belonging to

i)is rank and station. In view of these im|)ortant i)rincij)les, it is

with deej) moi-tification and regret T announce to you that during

the excitement growing out of the executions at Havana the office of

hei" Catholic Majesty's consul at New Orleans was assailed by a mob,

his propertv desti'oyed. the Spanish flag found in the office cai'ried

off and torn in pieces, and he himself iiuluccnl to flee for his personal

safety, which he sui)p()sed to be in danger. On receiving intelligence

of these events I forthwith directed the attorney of the ITnited

States residing at New Orleans to inquire into the facts and the ex-

tent of the pecuniary loss sustained by the consul, with the intention

of laying them before you, that you might make provision for such

indenmity to him as a just regard for the honor of the nation and the
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respect whicli is due to a friendly power might, in your judpiient,

siHMii to r('(iuire. The corresiJontU'iJce upon this suhject l)etween the

Secretnry of State and her Catholic Majesty's minister i)lenipoten-

tiary is herewith transmitted.

"The occurrence at New Orleans has led me to give my attention

to the state of our laws in regard to foreign ambassadors, ministers,

and consuls. I think the legislation of the country is deficient in not

providing sufKciently either for the protection or the punishment of

consuls. I therefore reconmiend the subject to the consideration of

Congress."

By an act of Congress of August 31, 1852, the sum of $25,000 was
ap|)r()priated " to nudvc compensation to the Spanish consul and

other subjects of S})ain residing at New Orleans, and subjects of

Spain at Key West, for losses occasioned by violence in the year 1851,

arising from intelligence then recently received at those places of the

execution of certain persons at Havana who had recently invaded the

Island of Cuba." By an act of March 3, 1853, however, the Presi-

dent was requested to make an investigation of the losses in question,

and it was provided that such losses as he should certify to have been

furt'ered should 1k> i)aid.

The groimd on which the appropriation for the private subjects

of Spain was made was explained in the Senate by Mr. Mason, chair-

nuiu of the Committee on Foreign Kelations, and Mr. Underwood,

of the same conunittee, the latter saying: " The ground on which the

(juestion was put before the Conunittee on Foreign Relations, in a

gi'eat degree, was the magnanimity of the Queen of Sj)ain in liber-

ating those individuals (captured in Cuba and held as prisoners)

after they had been sent across the ocean, and permitting them to

return home. We wished to show a mark of courtesy and respect

for that magnanimity, in conceding a boon, if you so regard it, in.

making this concession to the subjects of Spain.''

With reference to the acknowledgment in the foregoing case of a

special liability for the j)rotection of ministers and consuls, it may
be obs<'rved that by the law then and now existing, and now embodied

in the Revised Statutes of the United States, special provision is

made touching the protection of j)ublic ministers. By section 4002

of the Revist'd Statutes, every person who " violates any safe-conduct

(.r j)assj)ort duly obtaiiu'd and issued under authority of the United

States," or who "assaults, strikes, wounds, imprisons, or in any

other manner otfers violence to the perscm of a public minister,

in violation of the law of nations, shall be imi)ris<)ned for not more

than three years, and fined, at the discretion of the court.''

By section UK'.3 any judicial process "whereby the person of any

pui)lic minister of any foreign prince or state, authorized and re-

ceived as such by the President, or any domestic or domestic servant
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of any such minister, is arrested or imprisoned, or his goods or chat-

tels are distrained, seized, or attached,'' is dechired to be void; and
by section 4004 every person suing out or executing such process is

declared to be " a violator of the laws of nations, and a disturber of

the public repose," and is to be imprisoned for not more than three

years and fined at the discretion of the court.

Mr. Webster, See. of State, to Mr. Calderon da la Barca, Span, niin.,

Nov. 13, 1851, G Webster's Works, i5(J9, 511; annual message of Presi-

dent Fillmore, Dee. 2, 1851, Richardson's Messages. V. 118: act of

Aug. 31, 18.52. 10 Stat. 89; act of March 8, 1853, 10 Stat. 262-263;
Cong. Globe, 1851-1852, vol. 24, part 2, p. 2341.

See also, II. Ex. Doc. 113, 32 Cong. 1 sess. ; 11. Ex. Doc. 2, 32 Cong. 1 sess.

" Your despatch Xo. 241 of the 9th instant, has been received. It

relates to the attack on the Protestant Church at
Analogies and com- Acapulco bv a mob. Such an incident is not un-

ments.
"

,

.

.

common to propagandism in regions where the doc-

trines sought to be disseminated may be new and consequently

more or less unpalatable. Martyrs must be expected at such times.

It is much to be deplored that a citizen of the United States should

have been one of the victims. The j^romptness and energy with

which you applied to the Mexican Government in the matter, are to

be commended. There is cause to fear, however, that we can not

judiciously require from them a pecuniary compensation for the relief

of the wife and children of the murdered man, iniless we can show

that the killing was occasioned by an act or omission of a j)erson in

authority at Acapulco, Governments are not usually accountable in

pecuniary damages for homicides by individuals. All that can fairly

be expected of them is that they should in good faith, to the extent

of their power, prosecute the offenders according to law.''

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, min. to Mexico, No. 192, Feb. 23,

1875, MS. Inst. Mexico, XIX. 166.

On the night of April 14, 11)01, a mob sacked an American Baptist

mission church at Nictheroy, near Rio de Janeiro. The cause of the

trouble api)ears to have been religious feeling. Damages for the

destruction of property were promptly paid by the local State au-

thorities, without any diplomatic demand and without any diplo-

matic action beyond certain personal and unofficial conversations on

the part of the American minister.

For. Rel. 1901, 28-30.

" Your despatch No. 224 of the 21st of January last, has been

received. It relates to the claim of William Scott Smyth against

the Brazilian Government. You represent that the facts as set forth

in the memorial of the claimant are admitted by that Government,
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whirli. howovor, donios its acooiintability and says that the province

where tlic injury to Mr. Smyth to«k phice is alone ansAverable. Sup-

posin«r, h()wo\er, the case to Ik» a proper one for the interposition

of this (iovernnient, the reference of the ohiiniant to the authorities

of the province for rechess will not l)e acquiesced in. Those

authorities cannot he officially known to this Govonnnent. It is

the Imperial (iovernnient at Kio tie Janerio only which is accountable

to this (iovernnient for any injury to the person or property of a

citizen of the United States committed by the authorities of a prov-

ince. It is with that (iovernment alone that we hold diplomatic

intercourse. The same ride would be applicable to the case of a

Brazilian subject who. in this country, mi<;ht l>e wron«j:ed by the

authorities of a State. There would, however, be this difference. In

all our States, the authorities are chosen or appointed by the people

or authoritjes thereof. The United States Government has no part

in their election or appointment. In Brazil, however, the governors

of the provinces being appointed by the Imperial Government, the

latter may be regarded as specially responsible for their acts in

all cast's where the law of nations may have been infringed and justice

may be unattainable through the courts.

"If the Imperial (iovernment allows that the claimant was forci-

bly deprived of his property by a mob set on by the governor of the

province, is this admission enough to create its accoiuitability ?

" There is at least one signal instance in our own history where this

(iovernment has intlemnilied foreigners for the loss of their property

from a mob. The riots at New Orleans and Key West in 185*2 are

referred to. when the houses and shops of many Sj)aniards there

were sacked. It is true that Mr. Webster, in a note to Mr. Calderon

on the subject, stated that the reparation was voluntarily made and

not from any sense of obligation on the part of this Government
under the law of nations. In that case, however, there was no proof,

or as is understood even any charge, that the riot was instigated by
those authorities who weic charged with the duty of preserving the

public peace. It is not iniprobal)le that, if those authorities had con-

fessedly instigated the riot. Mr. Webster's opinion as to the respon-

sibility of this (iovernment might have IxH'n diiferent, especially if

the sufferers slioidd have been without a remedy through the courts.
'• It is the duty of Brazil when she receives the citizens of a friendly

state, to protect the property which they carry with them or may
acquire there. If jx-rsons in the service of that Government connive

at or instigate a riot, for the purpose of depriving a citizen of the

T'nited States of his property, the Imperial Government must bo

held accountable therefor.

"Yon will inform the minister for foreign affairs of the con-

clusion which has been reached here on this point, and will express
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the hope that reparation to the claimant in this case will not be

longer withheld."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, niin. to Brazil, No. 141, March

5, 1875, MS. Inst. Brazil, XVI. 4r>n.

See, also, sauie to same, Feb. 27, 187"), id. 454.

For further coniments on the New Orleans riot, see Mr. Frelinghuysen,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, niin. to Venezuela, No. 292, April 18, 1884,

S. Ex. Doc. 143, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 81, 83 ; cited infra, § 104(3.

'* Referring to your despatches, Nos. 90 and 199, in relation to the

claim of Messrs, AVexel and De (Jress, citizens of the United States,

against the Government of Peru, on account of losses incurred by the

entry of a political mob on their j)remises on the evening of Sunday,

the '20th of August, 187G, I have now to acknowledge the receipt of

your despatch No. 280, from which it appears that the claim in ques-

tion (which was brought to the attention of the minister of foreign

affairs of Peru in your note of the 8th of October, 1877), has been

denied by the Government of that country, in pursuance of an elabo-

rate opinion of the attorney of the supreme court.

" It is observed that the opinion of the attorney places the removal

of the arms and other articles from the establishment of the claimant

in the light of a common burglary, which took place some hours sub-

sequent to the dispersion of the mob of that day, while the claimants

aver that their warehouse was literally sacked by a mob, and during

a time when a force of cavalry was stationed within a few yards of

the same, but which did not attempt its protection; and they state

that these facts are corroborated by the Lima newspapers, dating

from August 20 to August 80 of that year.

" If the facts are that a mob composed of many and perhaj^s many
hinidred persons took, for the time being, practical possession of the

capital of Peru,. and the police and the military in the hands of the

executive authority were actual witnesses of the event, while scarcely

a hand was rai.sed or an order issued with a view to suppress the riot,

or preserve life and property, an event so grave in its character that

the ministers were subsequently called before the legislative body to

explain their conduct and to account for their neglect of any etl'orts to

preserve the jx'ace, and a vote of censure passed on two of them, which

compelled their resignation, it is difficult to understand how this

violent entry on the premises of the claimants can be treated as a

connnon burglary, and on the assumption that the statement of facts

of the claimants is correct- it is not perceived upon what grounds of

public law the Peruvian Government, which was even especially

bound to protect them by the terms of Article XV. of the treaty of

1870, can deny to them reasonable satisfaction.

"As regards the alleged failure of Messrs. Wexel and Dc (Jrcss to

pursue the rioters in court, it is not made evident that they could

H. Doc. 551—vol () 52
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have indemnifiod thenisolves for their losses by such proceeding; it is

not made clear, indeed, that the police discovered any responsible

perpetrators of the deeds complained of.

•• Rut the attorney lays down a doctrine that the state is not re-

sponsil)le to foreigners that immigrate within its territories either

for crimes conunitted by persons individually, or by mobs, and in

support of this doctrine, the attorney cites from a letter of Mr. Web-

ster when Secretary of State. But the action of this Government in

that case will. I think, be found to he against him.
•' Fnlike the case now being considered, which occurred under the

innuediate eyes of the (irovernment, the case referred to by the attor-

nev took place in a seaboard town more than a thousand miles distant

from the capital of the United States. The character of that case

and the action of Congress thereon ai)pear in the following copy of

a resolution of Congress:

"\Var(h -i, 18'>3 (Xo. 14). a resohition for the relief of the Spanish

conKiil <ni(l other stfhjects of Spain residinr/ at Xew Orleans^ and of

snhjert-s of Spain vrxidinc/ at Key Wests hy indemnity for losses

occasioned in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-one.

" ''Resolved hy the Senate and House of Representatires of the

United States of Atneriea in Congress assembled.. That the President

of the United States be, and is hereby requested to cause an investi-

gation to be made of any losses that may have been sustained by the

consul of vSpain and other persons residing at New Orleans or at Key
West, in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-one. and who, at the

time, were sul)jects of the Queen of Spain, by the violence of indi-

viduals arising out of intelligence then recently received at those

places, of the execution of certain persons at Havana, in Cuba, by the

Spanish authorities of that island, and that such losses, so ascertained,

to pi'rsons. at that time subjects, as aforesaid, on the certificate of the.

Secretai-y of State, that the same are proven to the satisfaction of the

President, together with the reasonable costs of the investigation,

shall be |)aid to those entitled, out of any money in the Treasury not

otherwise ap|)r()pi-iate(l. Approved March 3. 1858.'

" Tile Spanish sufferei's from that rmeute were accordingly indem-

nified.

" Vou will avail yourself of a favorable opi)ortunrty to present

these views to the minister of foreign affairs."

Mr. Kvjirts. Sec of Stiite. to Mr. Gibhs. niin. to Peru. No. 107. May 28,

1S7S. MS. \\\>i{. I'cru. XVI. -.Wl.

.\s to tlie <iis«' of riot.>< iit Tort an Prince. Ilayti. Seitt. 122. 188.'^. see Moore,

Int. .Vrliitratioiis. II. 18."><).

.\s to clainis ^rrowini: out of tlie tires at Port an Prince of .Tuly 4 and
.Inly 7. 1SS.S. s.-o .Mr. Wiiarton. Act. So<'. of State, to Mr. Riddle.

May It. is:tl. 2S1 MS. Doni. Let. C,.->4 ; Mr. Ade<'. Act. Sec. of State,

to .Mr. nnrhani, niin. to Ilayti, No. 72, Aug. 15, 1892, MS. Inst. Hayti.

III. 278.
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In 1880 certain British subjects were injured by a mob in Texas.

It was held by the Secretary of State, after consulting the Attorney-

General, that as the offense *' was against the peace and dignity of

that State," it was "' cognizable only by the authorities of that State.

So far as their legal remedy against the assailants is concerned, the

Dows
I

the parties injured] stand as to their natural and civil rights

in precisely the same condition as to recourse to the State tribunals as

the citizens of that State ; and, in their capacity of British subjects,

they can resort also to the courts of the United States at their option

for civil redress and indemnity."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton, May 24, 1880, MS. Notes to

Gr. Brit XVIII. 205.

As to the murder of Mr. Connelly, an American citizen, at Angaugueo,

State of Michoachaii. Mexico, on March 14, 1880, see Mr. Bayard,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Connelly, April 9, 1885, 155 IMS. Dom. Let. 33.

The Government of the United States is not responsible to that of

Japan for the lynching and murder of a Japanese subject in Utah by

a mob which could not have been quelled by due diligence and energy

by the Government. In this case the Japanese had previously shot

and killed a woman " without excuse or justification."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kuki Rinichi, Oct. 20, 1884, MS.

Notes to Japan, I. 274.

3. Panama Riot, 185G ; Fortune Bay Case, 1878.

§ 1024.

In the case of the riot at Panama on April 15, 1856, the Govern-

ment of New Granada, by the convention of Sept. 10, 1857, acknowl-

edged its liability, " arising out of its privilege and obligation to pre-

serve ])eace and good order along the transit route," an acknowledg-

ment which was understood to refer to the engagements of Art.

XXXV. of the treaty of 1840.

See supra. § 344; Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1361.

With reference to the claims of the American fishermen whose nets

were torn uj) and who were driven from Fortune Bay, in Newfound-

land, by a mob of natives, Mr. Evarts said :
" If I am correct in the

views hitherto expressed, it follows that the United States Govern-

ment must consider the United States fishermen as engaged in a

lawful industry from which they were driven by lawless violence at

great loss and damage to them ; and that as this was in violation of

rights guaranteed by the treaty of Washington, between Great Brit-

ain and the United States, they have reasonable ground to expect at

the hands of Her Britannic Majesty's Government proper compensa-

tion for the loss they have sustained."
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Mr. Evarts. S«'c. of Stato. t<) Mr. Wolsli. iiiiii. to Enphuul, Aug. 1, 1879,

Tor. Kt'l. ISNi. 'MK .'>."iS.

Tho •laiiiis KrowiiiK out of this affair \vt'rt» settltnl for £15,000. (For.

lU'l. ISSl. r.<M-.".lu. .-.14, .>S<!. .->!K».)

4. AtIACKS O.N C'lIl.NKSK AT UoCK Si'BI.NGS AM) ELSEWHERE.

^ 10-25.

" I have the lionor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

10th of XovcnilHT hist, in rchition to tho fecent unfortunate occur-

ivncos at Denver, Coh)., hy which certain Chinese residents of that

city siiU'ered very serious injuries in their persons and i)roperty,

were subjected to wanton and undeserved outrage, and one of their

nunilM'r kiUed.
•• These sad conseciuences resuUed from the conduct and action of

a hiwless nioh. who. for a brief period, during the 81st of October,

and the night foHowing that (hiy obtained the mastery over tlie hiw

and the h)cal authorities. The attack of the mob appears to have

been, at first, indiscriminately directed against tlie peaceable and

law-abiding of the whole connnunity.

" I embrace this opportunity to state for your own information

and that of the Chinese (lovernment. which you worthily represent,

that the President uj)on the receipt of the information that in this

outl)reak of mob violence the Chinese residents of Denver had been

made a special object of the hatred and violence of that lawless mob,

felt as much indignation and regret as coidd possibly be felt by

yourself or your (lOvernment, and I need scarcely assure you that, in

connnon with my colleagues in the executive gov'ernment, I shared

ftdly in this sentiment of the President.
*' "^'ou e.\j)rcss in your note, the desire that this Government shall

extend protection to the Chinese in Denver, and see that the guilty

p<'r>ons are arrested and punished; and you add that 'it would Jieem

to be just that the owners of the property wantonly destroyed shall,

in some way. be compensated for their losses.'

•• It affords me |)leasure to assure you that not only in Denver, but

in every other part of the United States, the i)rotection of this Gov-
eriMiient will always l)e. as it always has i>een. freely and fully given

to tin- natives of China resident in the country, in the same manner
and to the same extent as it is afforded to our own citizens. As to

the arrest and punishment of the guilty persons who composed the

mob at DciiM'r. T need only remind you that the powers of direct

intcrv<'ntion on the part of this (Jovernment are limited by the

Con>tituli()n of the Cnited States. Under the limitations of that

instrument, the (lovernment of the Federal Union cannot interfere

in regard to the administration or execution of the municipal laws
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of a State of the Union, except under circumstances expressly pro-

vided for in the Constitution. Such instances are confined to the

case of a State whose power is found inadequate to the enforcement

of its nnmicipal laws and the maintenance of its sovereign authority

;

and even then the Federal authority can only be brought into opera-

tion in the particular State, in response to a formal request from the

propel* political authority of the State. It will thus be perceived

that so far as the arrest and punishment of the guilty parties may
be concerned, it is a matter which, in the present aspect of the case,

iK'longs exclusively to the government and authorities of the State

of Colorado. In this connection, it is satisfactory to be able to note,

with approval, the conduct of the public authorities of Colorado, and

of the people of Denver, on the unfortunate occurrence in question.

It was seen then as it always is in such outbreaks that the fury of the

brutal and lawless, vrho compose such mobs, is ultimately turned

against the weak and defenseless, and it is creditable alike to the

appreciative sense of public duty of the authorities of Colorado and

the humane instincts of the citizens of Denver, that their first care

in this emergency (involving as it did for the moment, the lives and
property of all alike), was the protection and safety of the Chinese

residents, whose presence seemed to serve as a special incitement to

the passions of the mob. And this brings me to the suggestion of

your note, ' That the owners of the property wantonly destroyed

shall, in some way, be comj^ensated for their losses.'

" It seems superfluous to recall to your attention the fact, but too

well attested by history, that on occasions, happily infrequent, often

without motive in their inception, and alwa^^s without reason in their

working, lawless persons will l^and together and nuike up a force in

the character of a mob of sufficient power and numerical strength to

defy, for the moment, the denunciations of the law and the power of

the local authorities. Such incidents are peculiar to no country.

Neither the United States nor China are exem})t from such disasters.

In the case now undei» consideration it is seen that the local authori-

ties brought into requisition all the means at their connnand for the

suppression of the mob, and that these means proved so effective that

within twenty-four hours regular and lawful authority was reestab-

lished, the mob completely subdued, and many of the ringleaders

arrested.

'' Under circumstances of this nature when the Government has

put forth every legitimate effort to suppress a mob that threatens or

attacks alike the safety and security of its own citizens and the for-

eign residents within its borders, I know of no principle of national

obligation, and there certainly is none arising from treaty stipulation

wdiich renders it incumbent on the Government of the ITnitod States

to make indemnity to the Chinese residents of Denver, wiio in com-
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nu)ii witli citizens of the United States, at the time residents in that

city. sutTered K)ssi's from the o[)erations of the mob. "NMiatever reme-

dies may 1h' atforded to the citizens of Colorado or to the citizens of

the United States froniotlier States of the Union resident in Colorado

for loss<*s result in«r from that occurrence, are equally open to the

Chines*' residents of Denver Avho may have suffered from the lawless-

ness of the moh. This is all that the principles of international law

and the usajr^'s of national comity denumd.
*• This view of the subject supersedes any discussion of the extent

or true meaning; of the treaty oblipitions on the part of this Govern-

ment toward Chinese residents, for it proceeds upon the proposition

that tiiese residents are to receive the same measure of protection and

vindication under judicial and ])olitical administration of their rights

as our own citizens,

'• In connnunicating to you the views of this Government in the

premises, I have pleasure in adding the assurance that it will upon
(•very occasion, so far as it properly can, give its continued attention

to every just and proper solicitude of the Chinese Government in

I)ehalf of its subjects established here under the hospitality of our

treaties."

Mr. Evarts, Sw. of State, to Chen Laii Pin, Chinese niln., Deo. .W, 1880,

For. Uol. 1881. :n!).

Tile I)ej)artment of State will take all steps necessary to comply

with the third article of the Chinese immigration treaty in so far as

it constrains tliis Govennnent to " ' exert all its power to devise meas-

ures foi- * the j)rote(tion of any Chinese who sutler ill-treatment, and
secure to them the full enjoyment of their rights."

Mr. Fn'liii;.'luiyson. Seo. of State, to Governor of (Jeorgla, Mar. 12, 1883,

lit; .MS. Doni. I^'t. 119.

S«'c. jilso, Mr. Fr«'liiinlniysen, Seo. of State, to Governor of California,

.Tun«> lid, 1882, 142 MS. Doni. Let. 448.

'• That wlien the courts of justice are open to a foreigner in a

.'^tate, the Federal Executive will not take cognizance of his com-
phiiiit. was maintained by Mr. Evarts and Mr. Blaine, on December
:U). isso. and March 2.'), 1881, when declining to accept for the

Executive juiisdiction over a claim for damages to certain Chinese
inflicted by a mob in Colorado in Xovemlier, 1880. (United States,

Foreign Relations, issl. pp. :ui), 385.)"

Mr. l?nyiinl. See. of State, to Mr. West. Brit. niin.. June 1, 1885, For. Rel.

iss.-,. l.-,<). 4.-(;.

See a (liseussioii of tlie ease of (Jen. Ilaynau, id. 4.")»V-1."»7.

On Xoveml)er :'.0. 18S5, Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju, Chinese minister at

Washington, brought to tlie notice of Mr. Bavard, who was then Sec-
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retary of State, " a subject of the gravest importance." He repre-

sented that several hundred Chinese subjects who had entered the

United States in conformity with treaty stipulations and had estab-

lished themselves at Rock Springs, in the Territory of Wyoming,
where they had erected houses and had for several years been engaged

in the lawful pursuit of peaceful industry, were, on September 2, 1885,

while quietly engaged in their usual occupations, suddenly and with-

out provocation attacked by a lawless band of armed men who were

said to have numbered about a hundred and fifty persons. The
Chinese were ordered by the mob to leave their homes, but, before an

opportunity was afforded them to do so, a deadly fire of musketry

was opened upon them, and they were compelled to abandon their

homes and property and flee to the mountains for their lives. Many
of them were, however, shot while in their houses or while they were

endeavoring to run away from them. Fire was then set by the

rioters to the houses, and the entire village and all Chinese habita-

tions thereabout were burned to the ground. Twenty-eight Chinese

were killed and fifteen were more or less severely wounded, while

a large amount of property, valued at $147,748.74, was destroyed or

appropriated by the rioters. In presenting this complaint, the

Chinese minister stated that he desired again to acknowledge the

inestimable service which had been rendered by the authorities of the

United States to the Chinese consuls at San Francisco and New
York, who were directed by the legation to make a personal investi-

gation of the occurrence, and also to express the thanks of his Gov-
ernment to the President of the United States for the timely dispatch

of troojis to Rock Springs after the massacre, a measure which had,

he was sure, prevented still further loss of life and property among
his countrymen. In sunnnarizing the circumstances, the Chinese

minister emphasized the facts (1) that the attack upon the Chinese

was "unprovoked on their part," (2) that, although it occurred in

broad daylight, the civil authorities made no attempt to prevent or

suppress the riot and afterwards held an in(piest which had been

described as a " burlesque," and (3) that, according to the reports of

the consuls, none of the offenders was likely ever to be brought to pun-

ishment by the Territorial or local authorities. The Chinese minister

therefore asked, in the name of his Government, that the persons who
had been guilty of the murder, robbery, and arson in question be

brouglit to punisliment : that the Chinese subjects be fully indenniified

for all losses and injuries they had sustained; and that suitable

measures be adopted to protect the Chinese residing in Wyoming
and elsewhere in the United States from siuiilar attacks.

With this statement the Chinese minister said that he might con-

sider his duty discharged, but for the fact that when his legation had

previously called attention to a similar, though nmch less bloody and
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«lisns(rons. event at Denver. Colo., in 1880. ^fr. Evarts, who was then

Secretary of State, liad expressed tlouhts as to tlie legal liability of the

United States to make pecuniary indemnity to the Chinese sufferers

hy the Deliver moh. and that Mr. Blaine, who succeeded Mr. Evarts

as Secretary of State, had concurred in the hitter's views. He there-

fon" desired to show why. in the opinion of his Government, indem-

nity oujjht in justice and eciuitv to he "rranted to the sufferers by the

Kock Springs outrage, in spite of the position maintained by Mr.

Kvarts in his note of December ;J0, 1880, and by Mr. Blaine in his

note of March "J."). 1881. The Chinese minister drew attention to the

fact that in the case of the riot at Denver, Colo., Mr. Evarts had in-

voked the j)rinciple that the Federal (Jovernment could not interfere

in reganl to the administration of the municipal laws of a State of

the Cnion. except where the Constitution of the United States ex-

pressly so j)rovi(led. As the case at Rock Springs occurred within a

'J'erritory of the United States, this principle, said the Chinese minis-

ter, was not aj)j)licable. But there was, he declared, a broader view

of the subject, to which he desired to ask attention. Mr. Evarts, said

the Chinese minister, had declared that all that was required by "the

principles of international law and the usages of national comity'"

was that the same remedies should be o})en in Colorado to Chinese as

to residents of Denver. AVithout questioning the interpretation

given by Mr. Evarts to the rules of "international law," the Chinese

minister ])rocee(led to examine in detail what the "usages of national

comity *"
in reality had been and still were. Under the treaty between

the United States and China of 18(»8, American citizens in China, so

tar as the full protection of the laws was concerned, had, said the

Chines*' minister, no other and greater guarantees and rights than

ChincM' subjects in the United States, It was true that Mr. Blaine,

in citing .Vrticle XI. of the treaty of 1858, guaranteeing to Americans
in China the i)r()tection of the local authorities, had noted the fact

that this provision was not reciprocal; but he did not understand that

Mr. Blaine had theiefore designed to assert that an ecpiivalent obliga-

tion was not incumbent upon the local authorities in the United
State-. Besides, it was expressly stipulated in Article VI. of the

treaty of IsC.s. and in Article II. of the treaty of 1880, that Chinese

-ul»jects in the United States should Ix" treated as those of the most-

fav()r«'d nation. These things Ix'ing so, the Chinese minister called

attention to the fa<t that Ix'fore the year 1858 the Chinese provincial

and local authorities had, upon the intervention of the American
<liplomatic and consular rej>resentatives, indemnified American citi-

zens in many instances for losses occasioned by riots and violence,

and that iti ls.')S a convention was agreed upon whereby the Chinese
Government paid (.vcr to the United States the sum of $785,258.07,
" in full liquidation of all claims of American citizens." A large part
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of the claims embraced by this settlement was for losses sustained by

mob violence, robbery, and other lawless acts of individual Chinese

subjects. The amount thus paid proved to be greater than ther

amount of the claims, and the unexpended balance was afterwards

returned by the United States. In addition to this, said the Chinese

minister, it would be found that it had been, since 1858,. the con-

stant and uniform practice of the American diplomatic and consular

representatives, acting under their instructions, to intervene with the

Chinese Imperial and local authorities in all cases which came to their

notice of injuries or losses suffered by American citizens from mob
violence, and that they had asked those authorities not only to punish

the offenders, but to indemnify the American citizens for all their

losses. In such cases the Chinese Government had, either directly

or through the local authorities, caused losses to be paid for the burn-

ing or destruction of houses by mobs; had required the local authori-

ties in some cases to rebuild or repair the destroyed or injured houses;

had made indemnity for petty thefts, whose perpetrators were un-

known or could not be arrested, and had caused the return of money
or the payment of indemnity in many other cases. The Government
of the United States had sent its consuls and vessels of war to demand
the trial of rioters where a single American suffered losses valued at

less than $500; had required that the guilty should be punished in

the presence of representatives of the American Government, and that

the rioters should give bond for the future security of American citi-

zens. Its representatives had asked for the destruction of prints in

interior districts calculated to incite^ mob violence, the destruction of

the block or type, and the punishment of the possessors. Its minister

plenipotentiary had intervened with the Imperial Government to

secure the return of sums as small as $73, stolen from American citi-

zens, and to see that the latter Avere guarded with greater vigilance.

These acts of intervention on the part of the American Government

and its representatives, so often repeated through a long series of

years, had, said the Chinese minister, been independent of any treaty

stipulations to that effect. It could not be believed that in so doing

the United States had required of China that which it would not. in

the language of Secretary Fish, expect of a " European or American

state under the rules of the equitable code which regulated the inter-

course of civilized nations." Neither could it be believed that the

United States Avould so far violate the spirit of the " Golden Rule,"

incori)orated in Article XXIX. of the treaty of 1858, or " the usages

of national comity," referred to by Mr. Evarts, as to require of China

that which, under similar circumstances, it would not concede to

China in reciprocity.

Having thus examined what had been the practice of tlie T^niteci

States towards China, the Chinese minister adverted to the action of
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the United States in tho case of the riots at New Orleans and Key
West in 1M.")0. when t\\v Con<rress of tlie United States autliorized the

Seeretarv of State to indemnify the Spanish subjects at those places

for all the losses sustained from lawless mobs, and a large sum of

money was j)aid out of tlie National Treasury for that object. The
Chinese minister said that he well understood that this was done as

a voluntary act of good will, but he claimed that it went to show

that there were high principles of equity and "national comity,"

rising ai>ove the narrow limits of statutory law and controlling the

actions of nations. And if, in times past, the equity and wisdom
of the Secretary of State, of the President, and of the Congress of

the United States had found a way whereby the obstructions referred

to by Messrs. Evarts and Blaine had been overcome as to the subjects

of other nations, he did not doubt that an equally efficacious method

would be devised for the relief of the subjects of China, especially in

view of the fact that the Chinese Government had uniforndy and for

a long series of years granted, at the request of the Government of the

United States, similar relief to its citizens, and that, too, in the face

of strong local prejudice and at the cost of many hundred thousands

of dolhirs. In conclusion, the Chinese minister adverted to the fact

that when the United States, in 1880, sent a special mission to Peking

to secure a modification of the treaty of 18G8 respecting immigra-

tion, the American plenipotentiaries assured those of China that if

the modifications desired by the United States should be conceded,

the Chinese laborers then in the United States should have ample

protection guaranteed to them by a specific treaty stipulation, and

that the United States would ** construe all such obligations in that

spirit of friendly liberality which has nnirked its relations with the

Chinese (lovernment." lie therefore submitted the question whether

the Ciovermnent of the United States did not thereby incur an in-

cH'ased obligation, if that were possible, to afford ample protection

to Chines*' lai)orers, such as those who had been murdered and robbed

at Rock Springs.

Mr. ChoriK Tsao .Tu. Chinese minifstor, to Mr. Rayard. Sec. of State, Nov.

.'JO. lKS.->. For. Kel. 188<!, 101.

S»K'. also. Mr. CheuK T.sao .Ju to Mr. liayard, Fel». l."j, 1886, For. Rel.

IHSC,. l.>4.

Tlie com-siKHKlciicc also is printtnl in II. K.x. Doe. 102. 4;> Cong. 1 sf^s.

The re|)ly of Mr. Hayard. Secretary of State, to the foregoing

not«'s bear- date February 18, 188(). It had JK'en delayed, as he re-

marked, by circumstaiices iM'yond his control and in part painfully

personal to himself. l)ut he stated that the influence of the Chinese

mini.ster's note woidd 1m' detected in the reference made by the Presi-

dent in his la.-t annual message to the condition and treatment of

Chinese subjects in the United States. In that message the President
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had declared that the power of the United States should be exerted

to maintain the amplest good faith towards China in the treatment of

her citizens; that the law should be inflexibly enforced in bringing

the wrongdoers to justice, and that every effort had been made by the

United States to prevent the violent outbreaks in question, and to aid

the representatives of China in their investigation of the outrages,

which were traceable to the lawlessness of men, not citizens of the

United States, engaged in work in competition with Chinese laborers.

Mr. Bayard declared that he but spoke the voice of honest and true

American citizens throughout the country when he denounced Avith

feeling and indignation the bloody outrages in question, and that

there was nothing to extenuate such offenses against humanity and

law, not the least of which was " the wretched travesty of the forms

of justice by a certain local officer acting as coroner and pretending

to give a legal account of the manner in which the victims met their

death."

Having made these preliminary comments, Mr. Bayard pointed out

that the Territory of Wyoming contained the usual framework of

the governments which form the American Union, comprising an

executive, a legislative, and a judicial branch, which was as compe-

tent to discharge its administrative obligations as was the government

of any State, and was responsible in the same way. In this relation

he referred to recent occurrences at Seattle, in Washington Territory,

where blood had been shed under the authority of Territorial officials

in successful defense of the right of certain Chinese to peaceable and

law-observant residence. The scene of the lamentable occurrences at

Rock Springs Avas, said Mr. Bayard, remote from any center of popu-

lation and marked by all the customary features of a newly and

scantily settled locality. It consisted of a scattered assemblage of

dwellings near a railway station and in the vicinity of some coal

mines. The population was made up of men of all races, migratory

in their habits. To this remote and unprotected region Chinese

laborers voluntarily resorted in large numbers. Their assailants were

discontented mining laborers, who had unsuccessfully endeavored to

induce the Chinese to join them in a strike for higher wages. On
neither side was there any representative of the (lovernment of China

or of the United States or of the Territory of Wyoming. The inci-

dent was therefore devoid of official character and also of national

character. The assailants equally wnth the assailed were aliens.

Violent assaults and homicides were, continued Mr. Bayard, very

fre({uent in all newly settled countries, where the social elements were

incongruous and the organization of police and justice was inchoate

and imperfect. Continuing, Mr. Bayard said

:

''' By argument and analogy you seek to show that a singular and

exceptional obligation rests upon the United States toward China-
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men. corro^^poiulont and rocii)r(K'al to tlio contractual obligations of

China in rcsj)oct of citizens of tlio United States resorting thither.

. . . lint, iK'fore this ad hotnlin'iii argument can be duly weighed,

we nuist know where the conventional argument actually places us,

and tiie measure of ])rotection and redress they actually and neces-

sarily contemplate in the respective countries. . . . Tlie several

treaties of 1S44, ISaS. 18(')8. and 1880 are acts in pari materia, and ik)

snl)se<iuent one of them abrogates those which are prior in date.

There have been successive modifications, extensions, or substitu-

tions as to special subjects, but always in express revival and re-

newal of preexisting tieaties; and, unless abrogated in express

terms or rej)eale(l impliedly b}- the adoption of new and inconsistent

features, they all remain in force. Upon those premises, and passing

nil the personal and residential stii)ulations in review, we find re-

strictions expressly recognized throughout all the treaties which
prove the inability to j)rovide leciprocity, by reason of the totally

variant basis on which the administrative functions and jiowers of

the two countries are conducted.
" Until 18(>8 no right of emigration of Chinese subjects to the

United States was ever formally extended. None was, perhaps,

needed, for. uniler om* free. j)opular (iovernment, and in the absence

of any restrictive legislation, our territory was and is eqiuilh' open

to all aliens. It was altogether different in China. That country

was closed to alien residence as by a wall. A specific right had to

l>e conventionally created before this exclusion could be modified.

To certain classes of citizens of the United States the treaty of 1844

granted carefully restricted rights to visit and sojourn in China,

but in every one of the articles which treats of transient or per-

manent right of residence ap])ears the (pialification that it is for the

purposes of trade.

"Article I. applies to our citizens * resorting to China for the pur^

poses of cominerce^ Article III. permits Americans to frequent cer-

tain specified ports, 'and to reside with their families and trade

there' Article IV. relates to 'citizens of the United States doing

t/itsi/iess at the said ' ports. Article V. refers to ' citizens of the

United States lawfatii/ engaged in eonunerce.'' The important Ar-

ticle XIX.. in regard to protection, s})eaks of ' citizens of the United

Stati's in China peaeeidAij attendiiKj to their affairs,^ and by ' their

affairs * we may regard the ' lawful ' connnerce elsewhere spoken of

in the treaty as having been uppermost in the minds of the nego-

tiators. Not merely was the purpose of their sojourn restricted, but

citizens of the; United Stiites could not, under Article XVII., law-

fully tran-gress certain residential limits. ?2ven within those limits

they were not free to select the sites for their ' houses and jilaces of

business, and also hospitals, churches, and cemeteries.' The ' mer-
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chants ' of the United States were not to unreasonably insist on j);ir-

ticiihir spots for those objects. Their residence was expressly condi-

tioned on its being acceptable to the native inhabitants. The treaty

says, and I am sure you will recognize the force of this provision :

"
' The local authorities of the two Governments shall select in

concert the sites for the foregoing object, huring due regard for the

feclbigs of the peofle in the location thereof!'

"And of that found at the close of the same Article XVII.

:

" 'And in order to the preaer ration of the public peace, the local

officers of the Government at each of the five ports shall, in concert

with the consuls, define the limits heyond which it shall not he law-

fid for citizens of the United States to go.''

'" The impracticability of maintaining efficient police protection in

many porti(ms of every widely extended domain was recognized by

the Chinese (jovernment when they expressly guarded against lia-

bility in the closing paragraph of Article XXIV. of the treaty of

1844, as follows:
"

' But if. by reason of the extent of territory and numerous popu-

lation of China, it should in any case happen that the robbers can not

be apprehended or the property only in part recovered, then the law

will take its course in regard to the local authorities, but the Chinese

Government will not make indemnity for the goods lost.*

"Article XII. of the treaty of 1858 is a substantial reaffirmation of

these conditions. And it is to be noted that this treaty of 1858,

while re-enacting many of the provisions of that of 1841, and passing

over others, in no place intimates any enlargement of the residential

class of unofficial American citizens to include others than merchants

and their families Avithin the narrow limits aforesaid. Ten years

later we find the Burlingame treaty opening with the significant

declaration that the object of preceding treaties has been to give

aliens certain restricted privileges of resort and residence in particu-

lar localities ' for i)urposes of trade.' Article V. apj^ears to extend

the purposes of residence and resort by including * curiosity ' as a

motive: but even this extension is incidental to the enunciation of a

principle, so that laws nuiy be passed, not to guarantee ' free migra-

tion and emigration" without limit, but to prohibit involuntary emi-

gration—in other words, to suppress the labor and cooly traffic.

"Article VII. permits Americans to establish schools in China, and

by im})lication includes American teachers in the classes admitted to

restricted residence. In this, as in the other treaties, there is nothing

to offset the idea of continued restriction, for Article VI., which gives

to citizens of the United States visiting or residing in China * the

same privileges, innnunities, or exem])tions in respect to travel or resi-

dence as may there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the most

favored nation,' neither creates nor extends any right of alien sojourn.
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hut i-atlior confirms the announced dotormination of China to reserve

all such ii<;hts not expressly <jrante(l.

" To sum up, as the treaties stand. American citizens not of diplo-

matic or consular office may resort to China for trade, for curiosity,

or as teachers, and then only to certain carefully limited localities,

' having due repird to the feelings of the people in the location

thereof.' If the citizens or subjects of any other power should be

<rranted other or <j:reater privile«jes, then the citizens of the United

States w ill have equal treatment.
'• On the other hand, Chinese subjects were at all times free between

1S44 and 18C)S to come to the United States and travel or sojourn

therein. |)ursuing whatever lawful occupation they might see fit to

engage in. without the need of treaty guarantee. The sixth article

of the H\irlingame treaty created no privilege in their behalf; it

simply recored an existing fact; for the Chinese were then as free

to visit and sojourn in the United States as any other aliens were, and

no law of regulation or inhibition was upon our statute-books.

" There was, therefore, in all these years no reciprocity of treat-

ment of the citizens or subjects of the one country within the juris-

diction of the other. There could not be, for the Chinese Government
so restricted and hedged about its conceded and carefully limited

privileges as to nudvc recij)rocity impossible on the part of the United

Stat<>s, unless taking the form of retaliation, which our system of

laws nuikes impracticable.
'• The treaty of 1880 is absolutely unilateral. It conveys no hint of

reciprocity. Its second article gives to Chinese teachers, students,

merchants, and those actuated by motives of curiosity, and also to the

Chinese laborers thru (1880) in the United States, the right to 'go

and come of their own free will and accord,' and, in addition to this,

the same treatment as the citizens or subjects of the most-favored

nation. I refrain from asking you to j)<)int out to me any responsive

|)o>ition in any of our treaties with China which guarantees to Ameri-
can teachers, students, merchants, curiosity-seekers, and laborers the

right to go and come of their own free will and accord ' throughotit

the length and breadth of China, ' without regard to the feelings of

tile |)eoj)le ' in the localities whither they may resort. . . .

" I*assing from the (juestion of reciprocity, whether in its senti-

mental or contractual asi)ects, to the (juestion of the ac-tmil guarantee

>tipulated by the United States to Chinese of all classes, including

laborers within their jurisdiction, and of the resjjonsibilities of this

(Jovermuent in the matter, we find that in the treaty of 18C8, by its

>ixth article, the United States for the first time established, as a

treaty right, the theretofore consuetudinary privilege of emigration

of Chines<' to this country. That article says:
•• • Chinese subjects, visiting or residing in the United States, shall

enjoy the same privileges, innnunities, and exemptions in resj^ect to
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travel or residence as may there be enjoyed by the citizens or sub-

jects of the most-favored nation.'

" This is renewed, with definition and limitation of the particular

classes of Chinese to which it is applicable, in the second article of the

treaty of 1880. What is the substantial and full intent and meaning

of these provisions as laid down in 1868, and again with special defini-

tion in 1880? "\Miat ' most-favored nation ' is to be taken as a test and

for the purpose of comparing the rights of its citizens or subjects in

the United States with those of China ? To constitute a special favor

between nations it must exist in virtue of treaty or law, and be ex-

tended in terms to a particular nation as a nation. Applying this

test, the citizens or subjects of no nation (unless it be those of China)

have any special favor in the way of personal treatment shown

them in the United States. All are treated alike, the subjects of the

most powerful nations equally with others. An Englishman, a

Frenchman, a German, a Russian, is neither more nor less favored

than one of any other nationality.

" Tried by this test, will it be denied that the public and local laws

throughout the United States make no distinction or discrimination

unfavorable to any man by reason of his Chinese nationality, except

only those Federal laws regulating, limiting, and suspending Chinese

immigration which have been enacted in conformity with the express

provisions of the treaty of 1880?
" "Wliat are the duties of the Government of the United States

under that treaty towards Chinese subjects within their jurisdiction?

" The Chinese subjects now in the United States are certainly ac-

corded all the rights, privileges, immunities, and exemptions which

pertain to the citizens and subjects of the most favored nation, as is

provided in the second article of the treaty. They are suffered to

travel at will all over the United States, to engage in any lawful

occupation, and to reside in any quarter which they may select, and

there is no avenue to jjublic justice or protection for their lives, their

commercial contracts, or their property in any of its forms which is

not equally open to them as to the citizens of our own country.

" The same laws are administered by the same tribunals to Chinese

subjects as to American citizens, save in one respect, wherein the Chi-

nese alien is the more favored, since he has the right of option in

selecting either a State or a Federal tribunal for the trial of his

rights, which, in many cases, is denied for residential causes to our

own citizens ; and he may even at will remove his cause from a State

to a Federal court.

" Thus, I find in the public press the announcement that Wing
Hing, on behalf of himself and others, Chinese subjects, has lately

brought suit in the United States circuit court to recover $132,000

from the city of Eureka, Humboldt County, California, for loss of
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l)r()|M'rty by tlio aotioji of a mob in February of last year. A citizen

of that State would have Imhmi compelled to resort to a State tribunal,

without apjx^al iK'vond the jurisdiction of the State, whereas the

Cliinese plaintiff in question can carry his case on appeal to the Su-

preuie Court at Wasliingfton. thus divesting his rights from all

adver.-e chance of K)cal prejudice. . . .

" The provision of an or<ranized and in some cases privileged forum

exchides the idea of direct recourse by the alien to other means of

obtainiug justice or redress. Your note argues that direct recourse

to aihiiinistrative or executive settlement is open to citizens of the

I'nited States in China, and instances are cited to show this. Surely,

this rather proves that to the alien in China no such judicial forum

is secured as to aliens in the United States.

'• The extraterritorial tribunals established for their own citizens

or subjects by all the })owers in treaty relations with China are, in

principle and from the reason of the thing, incompetent to adjudi-

cate (juestions touching the liability of China to aliens. In default

of Chinese tril)unals admittedly competent to take cognizance of the

causes of foreigners, what alternative remains besides denial of jus-

tic<' or resort to diplomatic settlement?

" The system of government which prevails in the United States,

and whicii their pul)lic written Constitution had made well known
to the (lovernment of China at the time of our entering into treaties

with that country, creates several departments, distinct in function,

yet all tending to secure justice and to maintain law and order.

. . . The ((uestion of liability for reparation or indemnity for

losses to individuals, occurring in any way, nnist be settled by the

judgments of the judicial branch, uidess the act complained of has

JK'en conunitted under official authority in pursuance of governmental

orders to that end. ...
"The doctrine of the nonliability of the United States for the acts

of individuals conunitted in violation of its laws is clear as to acts

of its own citizens, and <i fortiori in respect of aliens who abuse the

|)rivilege accorded them of residence in our midst by breaking the

pul)lic peace and infiinging uj)on tlie rights of others, and it has

i)een correctly and authoritatively laid down by my predecessors in

office, to whoH' declarations in that Ix'half your note refers. To that

doctrine the course of this (lovernment furnishes no exception.

. . . Nothing can be clearer than the enunciation of the doctrine

of (Government non-liability on that occasion [the New Orleans riot

of IH-'iO]. While denouncing such outrages as disgraceful and in

criminal violation of law and order, it was emphatically denied that

the acts in (piestion created any obligation on the part of the United

States, arising out of the good faith of nations toward each other,

for the losses thus occasioned bv and to individuals. Neither is there
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a parity between the Spanish incident of 1850 and the recent riot

and massacre of the Chinese at Rock Springs. The essential feature

of the first is wholly wanting in the second. The emblem of Span-
ish nationality had suffered an affront in a city of the United States.

The special immunity attaching to the Spanish consular representa-

tive had been impaired and he subjected to personal indignity. The
incident occurred at a time when the Spanish Goverment had just

shown its regard for and good will toward the United States in par-

doning certain American citizens who had participated in a hostile

invasion of Cuba, and had incurred the condemnation of the authori-

ties of that country. Recognizing the merciful action of the Queen
of Spain in this regard, and as a responsive act of generosity and

friendship tending toward good relationship, the President, while

expressh' denying the principle of national liability, recommended
to Congress the appropriation of certain moneys to be paid to pri-

vate individuals on account of the damages caused by riots at New
Orleans and Key "West, and to the Spanish consul at New Orleans a

special indemnity as an official of Spain.
" In one thing, however, the Spanish riots of 1850 and the Rock

Springs massacre of 1885 are similar. Both grew out of alien ani-

mosities transplanted to our shores. . . . But this has no bear-

ing on the question of the indemnity accorded to Spain, which was,

as you indeed candidly admit in your note, ' a voluntary act of

good will above and beyond the strict authorization of domestic law,'

and, I may add. of international law also.

'"A measure of international obligation rests on the United States

imder the third article of the treaty of 1880, which, in the event that

Chinese laborers or others in the United States, ' meet with ill treat-

ment at the hands of other persons,' requires the Government of the

United States to ' exert all its power * to devise measures for their

protection and to secure to them the same ' rights, privileges, immuni-

ties, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of

the most favored nation, and to which they are entitled by treaty.'

'* That the power of the National Government is promptly and effi-

ciently exercised whenever occasion unhappily arises therefor you

have justly acknowledged, and it has been abundantly shown. The
conditions under which this power may be applied are not always clear

and are sometimes vei-y difficult. Causes growing out of the peculiar

characteristics and habits of the Chinese immigrants have induced

them to segregate themselves from the rest of the residents and citi-

zens of the United States, and to refuse to mingle with the mass of

population as do the members of other nationalities. As a conse-

quence race prejudice has been more excited against them, notably

among aliens of other nationalities who are more directly brought

into competition with the Chinese in those ruder fields of merely

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 53
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manual toil wherein our skilled native lahoi- finds it unprofitable to

en<j:a<j:e. . . . Moreover, the Chinese laborers voluntarily carry

this |)rinci})le of isolation and se«!:repition into remote regions where

law and authority are well known to lx» feeblest, and where conflicts

of lalK)r and prejudices of race may be precipated on the slightest

pretext and carried without check to limits beyond those possible

where the powers of law may be better organized.

" No measures can be devised to meet the problem which do not

take this state of things into account, nor can they be effective if

they do not contemplate the exercise of authority where it is comj)e-

tent to afford protection, for these measures have only for their object

to secure to the Chinese the same rights as other foreigners of the

most favored nation enjoy, not superior or special rights. For Chi-

nese labor is not alone repugnant to the local connnunities; from

many quarters of the land comes the same cry—the conflict of differ-

ent alien laborers and the ()pj)ression of the weaker by the stronger.

There can and should be no discrimination in applying punitive

measures to all infractions of law. And so, too, with preventive

measures. AVhat will i)rotect a Hungarian or Italian contract laborer

in Pennsylvania or a Swedish " non-union '' man in Ohio is equally

applicable to a Chinaman on the Pacific coast. . . .

" Keverting. however, to your appeal of November 30, which I

understand to be a direct application to the sense of equity and jus-

tice of the United States for relief for the unfortunate victims of the

carnage and excesses of the mol) at Rock Springs. I am compelled to

state most distinctly that I should fail in my duty as representing

the well-founded principles upon which rests the relation of this Gov-

ernment to its citizens, as well as to those who are not its citizens and

yet are })ermitted to come and go freely within its jurisdiction, did

I not deny emphatically all liability to indemnify individuals, of

whatever race or country, for loss growing out of violations of our

|)ul)lic law. and declare with e(|ual emphasis that just and ample

opportunity is given to all who suffer wrong and seek re])aration

through the channels of justice as conducted by the judicial branch

of our (JoNcnunent.
•• Yvt I am frank to say that the circumstances of the case now

under consideration contain features which I am disposed to believe

may induce the President to recommend to the Congress, not as under

ubligation of treaty or piinciple of international law, but solely

from a s<Mitiment of generosity and ])ity to an innocent and unfor-

tunate body of men. subjects of a friendly power, who, being j^eace-

al>ly employed within our jurisdiction, were so shockingly outraged;

that in view of the gross and shameful failure of the j)olice authorities

at Rock Springs, in Wyoming Territory, to keep the peace, or even

to attempt to keep the peace, or to make proper efforts to uphold

the law, or punish the criminals, or make compensation for the loss
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of property pillaged or destroyed, it may reasonably be a subject for

the benevolent consideration of Congress whether, with the distinct

understanding that no precedent is thereby created, or liability for

want of projjer enforcement of police jurisdiction in the Territories,

they will not, ex gratia., gi'ant pecuniary relief to the sufferers in the

case now l)efore us to the extent of the value of the property of

which they were so outrageously deprived, to the grave discredit of

republican institutions."

Mr. Bnyard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju, Chinese min.. Feb. 18,

1S80, For. Rel. 1880, 158; also, in II. Ex. Doc. 102. 49 Cong. 1 sess.

As to the excitement at Canton on receipt of the news that the President

had refused to aclcnowledge the liability of the United States to

make indemnity, see For. Rel. 1880, 77, 81.

For a supplementary discussion of the responsibility of China as well as of

the United States in cases of riot, see For. Hel. 1887, IGJ).

The foregoing correspondence was transmitted to Congress by

President Cleveland, with a special message of March 2, 1886, in

which he invoked " the benevolent consideration of Congress, in order

that that body, in its high discretion, may direct the bounty of the

Government in aid of innocent and peaceful strangers whose mal-

treatment has brought discredit upon the country; with the distinct

understanding that such action is in no wise to be held as a precedent,

is wholly gratuitous, and is resorted to in a spirit of pure generosity

toward those who are otherwise helpless."

Provision for indemnity was made b}^ the act of February 24, 1887.

By this act it was simply provided that the sum of $147,748.74 should

he " paid to the Chinese Government, in consideration of the losses

unhappily sustained by certain Chinese subjects by mob violence at

Rock Springs, in the Territory of Wyoming, Sept. 2, 1885; the said

sum being intended for distribution among the sufferers and their

legal representatives, in the discretion of the Chinese Government."

xSo reservation was made in this act of the question of liability.

Messagf of President Cleveland of March 2, 1880, II. Ex. Doc. 102. 49

Cong. 1 sess. Act of Feb. 24. 1887. 24 Stat. 418.

The question of lial)ility was discussed in the debates in Congress, and in

some of the speeches dissent was exi)ressed from the view of non-

liability maintained by Mr. Payard in the corresi)ondence witli the

Chinese minister. In the Senate, where the vote in favor of the bill

stood :*>0 to 10, Mr. Edmunds, who formed one of the maj()rity. said:

" There can be negligence between nations on the part of govern-

ments. . . . One nation as between itself and another is not

bound by the internal autonomy of that state, but it looks to the

body of the nation to carry out its obligations, and if they have not

the judicial means to do i., for one reason or another, the nation

that is injured is not bound by the failure of the nation whose people

<^nnnitted the injury." (Cong. Record, vol. 17, part 5, p. 5180, June

3, 1880.)
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F«)r tlu' snhsoqnont roturn l»y tho Chinoso legation of the sum of $480.75,

represent iii>; duplieated eliunis for losses, see For, Rel, 1887, 243-244.

By Art. V. of tho immifrration treaty botwoon the United States

and Cliina. si<riuMl at Washington. March 12, 1888, it was stipulated

that the sum of $2T('».<')l!).7r) shouhl he paid by the United States to

the riiines*' minister at "Washinjjton as full indemnity for various

losses and injuries inflicted upon Chinese in the United States, The
losses and injuries thus referred to were inflicted in the Territories

of AVasliin<rton, Montana, and Alaska, and the State of California,

and were in addition to the losses at Rock Springs, for which indem-

nity was made under the act of Feb. 24. 1887.

It was expressly dechired in Art. V. that the money was to be paid

by (he United States " without reference to the question of liability

iherefor (which as a legal obligation it
|
the United States] denies)."

With regard to this question Mr. Bayard, in a report to the Presi-

dent March 1<), 1888. exi)laining the provisions of the treaty, said:
'• Tint the fact remains that they [the Chinese] have suffered

gi-ievously in |)ei-son and i)r()perty, and whilst the liability of the

United States is wholly inadmissible, as is recited in Art. V. of the

treaty now submitted, yet it is competent for this Government, in

humane consideration of those occurrences, so discreditable to the

comnninity in which they have taken place, and outside of the pinii-

tive powers of the National (lovernment, to make voluntary and gen-

erous j)rovisions for those who have l)een made the innocent victims of

lawK'ss vioh'nce within our l)orders. and to that end, following the

dictates of humanity, and. it may be added, the example of the

Chinese (iovernment in sunch'v cases where American citizens who
were the subjects of mol) violence in China have iK'en indemnified by

that (iovernment. the j)i-esent treaty provides for the payment of a

sum of money. . . . Tliis paynuMit will, in a measure, remove the

reproach to our civilization caused by the crimes referred to, as well

as redress the grievance so seriously conqjlained of by the Chinese

rcjiresentative. and un(iuestional)ly will also reflect most beneficially

uj)on the welfare of American residents in China."

The treaty of March 12, 1888, for reasons in no way connected with

\v{. v.. was not ratifi<'(l, (\)ngress, however, by the deficiency ap-

propi-iatif)ns act of October It), 1888, provided for the ])ayment "out

of himiane consideration and without reference to the question of

liability therefor," of the precise sum specified in Art. V., such pay-

ment to be made "to the Chinese (iovernment as full indenniity for

all los-es and injuries sustained by Chinese subjects within the

United States at the hands of residents thereof.''

For tilt' tf'Xt of tli«> treaty of March 12. 1S8.S, and Mr. Bayard's repoi't to

the rn-sidt-nf ..f the Kith of the same month, see For. Rel. l.s.s,s. I.

^9Cy—i(HK ((nitainiiif; a reprint of Senate Coufid. Doc. Executive O, ~>0

Cong, 1 sess.
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For the message of President Cleveland to the Senate, Sept. 18, 1888, with

(•oi'fesiKjndence in relation to the treaty, see For. Rel. 1888, I. ',&.^

395, being a reprint of S. Ex. Doc. 272, 50 Cong. 1 sess.

For the clause in the deficiency appropriations act of Oct. 19. 188.8. see

25 Stat. '^^)^>. 'yCjC; For. Rel. 1889, 110-118 (showing also the payment

of the money).

As to attacivs on Chinese merchants at Vallejo, Cal., see For. Rel. 1891,

4(;i^<;(;.

In a dispatch. No, 52, October 7, 1878, the American legation at

Peking reported that Prince Kung had issued instructions to the

authorities at Shanghai to examine into and pay the losses sustained

by citizens of the United States in the riot which took place in May,
1874, within the French concession at Shanghai. The Department of

State expressed '* satisfaction that so just a demand has been so

frankly and promptly met.''

Mr. Kvarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. llolcombe. No. 2m. Dec. 13, 1878. MS.
Inst. China, II. 588.

In 1889 the Chinese Government settled claims growing out of the

then recent riots at Chin Kiang by the payment of 150,000 taels and

the oti'ering of apologies and the firing of salutes.

Mr. Denby. rain, to China, to Mr. Rlaine. Sec. of State. No. 899, May 29,

1889, MS. Desp. from China : acknowledged by Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Denby. rain, to China. No. 437. July 12. 1889, MS.

Inst. China, IV. 545.

The collection of indemnities from China arising from disorders

that culminated in the Boxer movement is elsewhere detailed.

See supra, § § 808-810.

5. Lynchi.xc, ok Italians at New Ori.eans and Elsewhere.

i< 102C).

On the morning of March 14, 1891, eleven persons of Italian ori-

gin, who were charged with having been concerned in
New Orleans, 1891. ,, , /. t>. V^ tt i

• £ £ i- £
the nuirder ot I). C . Hennessy, cniet oi police or

New Orleans, Louisiana, were killed by a mob of citizens in the par-

ish prison in that city. Of the eleven persons who were killed, five

had not been tried, while three had been acquitted, and three were to

be tried a second time. The murder of Hennessy was alleged to have

been the result of machinations of a secret society called the Mafia.

Inunediately after the killing of the prisoners, the Italian consul

at New Orleans reported the occurrence to Baron Fava, then Italian

minister at Washington, who was on the same day instructed by

^larquis Kudini. Italian minister of foreign affairs, to denoumc tlie

act of the mob and to request immediate and energetic measures for

the protection of Italians in New Orleans and the punishment of the
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|)orsons who were concerned in the attack on the jail. Baron Fava,

in pursuance of his instructions, on March 15, 1891, brought the

matter to the attention of Mr. IMaine, who was then Secretary of

State, with tiie re(iuest tliat he cause the competent authorities of the

State of Louisiana to feel that it was their imperative duty to take

special care that the lives of Italians in New Orleans should be pro-

tected, and •• tliat the guilty parties, whether perpetrators, accom-

plices, or instigators of the massacre which took place yesterday, be

speedily brought to justice."' At the same time, Baron Fava reserved

the right of his (^rovernment afterwards to demand any other repara-

tion which it might think proper.

On the same day. Mr. Blaine telegraphed to Governor Nicholls, of

Louisiana, saying that it had been represented by the minister of

Italy that among the victims of the mob were three or more Italian

subjects; that the treaty between the United States and Italy guar-

anteed to such subjects *' the most constant protection and security

for their persons and j)roperty; " that the President deeply regretted

that the citizens of New Orleans should have so disparaged the

purity and adecpiacv of their own tribunals as to transfer to the

passionate judgment of a mob a question which should have been

judged dispassionately and by settled rules of law; and that it was
the hope of the President that the governor would cooperate with

him in maintaining the obligations of the United States toward the

Italian subje<-ts who might be within the perils of the prevailing

excitement, to the end that further bloodshed and violence might be

prevented, and all oU'enders against the law j)romptly brought to

justice. A copy of this telegram was communicated to Baron Fava.

The Italian (iovernment, however, urgently insisted on a promise

of r('})aration. and, failing to obtain it, withdrew its minister. When
informing the Government of the United States of his proposed

departure. Baron Fava, in a note of March 81, 1891, defined the

demands of his (iovernment as follows:
• The reparation demanded by the (iovernment of the King . . .

was to consist of the following points:

••(1) The oflicial assurance by the Federal (iovernment that the

guilty parties should. be brought to trial. *

"{'2) The recognition, in princijile, that an indemnity is due to the

i-elatives of the victims."

In a note of April 1, lNi>l. to the Marquis Imperiali, who IxH-ame

charge d'affain's on the withdrawal of Baron Fava, Mr. Blaine, refer-

ring to those demands, stated that, while the (iovernment of the

United States had recognized the principle of indemnity to those

Italian sul)jects ** who may have Immmi wronged by a violation of the

rights secured to them under the treaty," and while he had rej)eatedly

given to Baron Fava the assurance that under the direction of the
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President all the incidents connected with the unhappy tragedy of

the 14th of March should bo most thoroughly investigated, yet he

had also informed him that in a matter of such gravity the Govern-

ment of the United States " would not permit itself to be unduly

hurried," nor would " make answer to any demand until every fact

essential to a correct judgment shall have l>een fully ascertained

through legal authority. The impatience of the aggrieved," con-

cluded Mr. Blaine, '' may be natural, but its indulgence does not

always secure the most substantial justice.''

The Italian Government having interpreted Mr. Blaine's language

as conveying an admission that an indemnity was due, Mr. Blaine,

in a note to the Marquis Imperiali, of April 14, 1891, corrected that

impression and stated that the question whether the treaty had been

violated was one upon which the President, with sufficient facts

before him, had taken full time for decision. Mr. Blaine, after an

examination of the facts and the law, concluded his note as follows:

" If, therefore, it should appear that among those killed by the

mob at New Orleans there were some Italian subjects who were resi-

dent or domiciled in that city, agreeably to our treaty Avith Italy,

and not in violation of our immigration laws, and who were abiding

in the peace of the United States and obeying the laws thereof and

of the State of Loui.siana, and that the public officers charged with

the duty of protecting life and property in that city connived at the

work of the mob, or, upon proper notice or information of the threat-

ened danger, failed to take any steps for the preservation of the

public peace and afterwards to bring the guilty to trial, the Presi-

dent would, under such circumstances, feel that a case was estab-

lished that should be submitted to the consideration of Congress

with a view to the relief of the families of the Italian subjects who
had lost their lives by lawless violence."

On May 5, 1891, the grand jury at New Orleans nuule a report,

excusing those who participated in the attack on the jail, and none

of them was indicted or brought to trial.

President Harrison, in his annual message of December 9, 1891,

said

:

" The lynching at New Orleans in March last of eleven men of

Italian nativity by a mol) of citizens was a most deploral)le and dis-

creditable incident. It did not. however, have its origin in any gen-

eral animosity to the Italian people, nor in any -<lisrespect to the

Government of Italy, with which our relations were of the most

friendly character. The fury of the mob was directed against these

men as the supposed participants or accessories in the murder of a

city officer. I do not allude to this as mitigating in an}' degree this

offense against law and humanity, but only as affecting the inter-

national questions which grew out of it. It was at once represented
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l)y tho Italian minister that several of those whose lives had been

taken by the mob were Italian subjects, and a demand was made for

the punishment of the participants and for an indemnity to the

families of those wlu) were killed. It is to be regretted that the

manner in which these claims were presented was not such as to pro-

mote a calm discussion of the questions involved; but this may well

be attributed to the excitement and indignation which the crime

naturally evoked. The views of this Government as to its obliga-

tions to foreigners domiciled here were fulh'^ stated in the corre-

s])ondence, as well as its purpose to make an investigation of the

affair with a view to determine whether there were present any cir-

cumstances that could, under such rules of duty as we had indicated,

create an obligation upon the United States. The temporary absence

of a minister plenipotentiary of Italy at this Capital has retarded

the further correspondence, but it is not doubted that a friendly con-

clusion is attainable.

" Some suggestions growing out of this unhappy incident are

worthy the attention of Congress. It would, I believe, be entirely

competent for Congress to make offenses against the treaty rights of

foreigners domiciled in the United States cognizable in the Federal

courts. This has not, however, Ix^en done, and the Federal officers

and courts have no power in such cases to intervene either for the

protection of a foreign citizen or for the punishment of his slayers.

It seems to me to follow, in this state of the law, that the officers of

the State charged with police and judicial powers in such cases

must, in the consideration of international questions growing out of

such incidents, be regarded in such sense as Federal agents as to

make this Government answerable for their acts in cases where it

would i)e answerable if the United States had used its constitutional

l)ower to define and punish crimes against treaty rights."

In his annual message of December G, 1892, President Harrison

nuide the following announcement:
•• The friendly act of this Government in expressing to the Gov-

ciiimcnt of Italy its rei)r()l)ation and abhorrence of the lynching of

Italian sui)jects in New Orleans, by the payment of 125,000 francs,

or $-24.;^;{0.!>0, was accepted by the King of Italy with every mani-

festation of gracious appreciation, and the incident has been highly

promotive of mutual resj)ect and good will."

Tlie indemnity referred to by President Harrison, amounting to

lj:).0()() francs, was tendered by Mr. Blaine to the Marquis Imperiali

ill a note of Aj)ril 12, l.sS)2. In this note Mr. Blaine observed that

whiU' the injury " was not inflicted directly by the United States,

the President nevertheless feels that it is the solemn duty, as well as

the gi-eat pleastii-e. of the National Ciovernment to pay a satisfactory

indemnity. Moreover, the President's instructions carry with them
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the hope that the transactions of to-day may efface all memory of

the unhappy tragedy ; that the old and friendly relations of the

United States and Italy may be restored, and that nothing untoward

may ever again occur to disturb their harmonious friendship.'' The
Marquis Imperiali, in a note of the same day, accepted the indemnity
"• without prejudice to the judicial steps whfch it may be i)roper for

the parties to take." He also reciprocated Mr. Blaine's expression

of a desire for the restoration of cordial relations, and declared, by

an instruction of his Government, '' that the diplomatic relations be-

tween Italy and the United States are from this moment fully

reestablished."

For the diplomatic correspondence concerning tlie foregoing incident, see

For. Rel. 1891, 6G5-G67, 'J71-(!72, GT-MjSG, 712-718.

For the President's annual messages of 1891 and 1892, see For. Rel. 1891,

V ; For. Rel. 1892, xiv.

For the tender and acceptance of the indemnity, see For. Rel. 1891, 727-

728.

After the withdrawal of Baron Fava from Washington Mr. Porter, the

American minister at Rome, withdrew from that capital juid was
afterwards granted leaxe to visit the United States, a leave which

was afterwards extended till further instructions. (Mr. Blaine, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Porter, Jan. 14, 1892, MS. Inst. Italy, II. r,.-)4.)

" This Government accepting the friendly suggestion of Italy will order

Mr. Porter to return to his post and will be glad to be advised of the

ai)pointment of a minister to the United States, thus fully reestab-

lishing diplomatic relations upon the most friendly basis. The Presi-

dent does not doubt that the pending differences between the two
Governments can be speedily adjusted, l)ut he thinks that any dis-

cussion of that matter should abide the return of both ministers to

their posts. This telegram and what was said by him in his annual

message should leave no doubt of the disposition of this Government
touching the matter in dispute." (Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Whitehouse, charge at Rome, tel., March 10, 1892, MS. Inst.

Italy, II. 558.)

See, also, Wharton, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitehouse, charge, tel.,

March 14, 1892, MS. Inst. Italy, II. .558.

March 11, 1805, the corpse of A. J. Ilixon, an American saloon

keeper, was found in the coal field of Rouse, Huer-

fano County, Colorado. A coroner's jury found that

he was murdered by an Italian miner, named Andinino, who was im-

mediately taken to Walsenburg, 7 miles away, and. lodged in jail.

Other Italian miners were implicated by the inquest and were ar-

rested. Four of them were held, named, respectively, Vittone,

Ronchietto, Giacobini, and Gobetto. On their way to AValsenburg

under the escort of two deputy sheriffs they were intercepted by

half a dozen men on horst^back. Vittone was instantly killed. Ron-

chietto escaped with a wound, but was soon recaptured, and was

lodged in jail in the same cell with Andinino. Giacobini and Gobetto
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fled. During the following night seven men. masked and armed,

got into the jail and kilUnl Andinino and Konchietto, sparing another

prisoner, a (n>rn»an, who was in the same cell. Thus three in all

were killeil—Andinino, Konchietto. and Vittone. Giacobini and

(loU'tto were afterwards found wandering in the mountains frost-

hit tt'U, so that their feet had to be amputated.

Baron Fava. the Italian ambassador, in his representations to the

Department of State, claimed that the circumstance that neither in

the attack on the road nor in the breaking into the jail "did the

public force make any resistance whatever," evidently fixed "the

resj)onsibility of the local authorities." The Italian consul at Denver

reported, however, that in his efforts to secure the prosecution of the

otfcnders he enjoyed the cooperation of the authorities from the

governor down. But owing to various causes, among which were

the sparscness of the population and the infrequency of terms of

court, difficulties and delays occurred in the institution of proceed-

ings.

In ()ctol)er, 1895, the Italian ambassador, at the suggestion of

the Secretary of State, formulated a claim. In submitting it he

said: " I leave to your high and l)enevolent appreciation to sugm^st

the amount which may be deemed suitable to indenmify the families

of the victims of the Colorado mob, according to the spirit of justice

which prompts all your actions."

The claim was, as a preliminary measure, referred to the governor

of Colorado for consideration, with a re(iuest for his views as to the

probal)le action of the State in the light of the ambassador's repre-

.sentations.

In a report to the President, January .'W. 18J)G, Mr, Olney, with a

view to the submission of the claim to Congi'ess, said:

" The facts are without dispute, and no comment or argument can

add to the force of their appeal to the generous consideration of Con-
gress. . . . The only question would seem to \xi as to the amount
of the gratuity in each case, which must rest of course wholly in the

discretion of Congress, to whom it can hardly be necessary to cite the

statiit<'s of many States of the Union fixing the maximum to be

e.xact<'(l in the case of death caused by negligence at the sum of

$r».(MM)."

President Cleveland, in a message of Fel)ruarv 3, IBOfi, communicat-
ing to Congress Mr. Olney 's report and the accompanying correspond-

ence, said :

" In my last annual message allusion was made to the lawless kill-

ing of certain Italian lai)orers in the State of Colorado, and it was
added that * the (lej)eiident families of some of the unfortunate vic-

tims invite by their deplorable condition gracious provision for their

needs.'
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" It now appears that in addition to three of these laborers who
were riotously killed, two others who escaped death by flight incurred

pitiable disabilities through exposure and privation.

" Without discussing the (question of the liability of the United

States for these results, either by reason of treaty obligations or under

the general rules of international law, I venture to urge upon the

Congress the propriety of making from the public Treasury prompt

and reasonable pecuniary provision for those injured and for the

families of those who were killed."

Baron Fava, Ital. ambass., to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, Oct. IG, 1895, For.

Rel. 1895, II. 950 ; report of Mr. Olney to the President, Jan. 30, 1896,

id. 938 ; special message of President Cleveland, Feb. 3, 1896, H. Doc.

195, 54 Cong. 1 sess.. For. Rel. 1895, II. 938.

See. also. For. Rel. 1895, II. 938-945, 954.

" I have the honor to state, having regard to previous correspond-

ence upon the subject, that the act of Congress approved June 8. 1890,

entitled, 'An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in the

appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, and for prior

years, and for other purposes,' contains the following provision for

the payment out of humane consideration, and without reference to

the question of liability therefor

—

" 'To the Italian Government for full indemnity to the heirs of three

of its subjects who were riotously killed, and to two others who Avere

injured, in the State of Colorado by residents of that State, ten thou-

sand dollars.'

" I inclose a check . . . for the sum of $10,000."

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Baron Fava, Italian ambass., June 12. 1896,

For. Rel. 1896, 426.

Two of the three who were killed, namely, Ronchietto and Vittone. had
declared tlieir intention to become citizens of the United States, but

Lad not completed their naturalization. There was no evidence that

the third, Andinino. " had taken any steps to throw off his Italian

allegiance." (Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Baron Fava, Ital. ambass.,

June 24, 1895. For. Rel. 1895, II. 949.)

" The recent incident of the lynching and injuring of five Italian

subjects in the State of Colorado had scarcely been
HahnviUe, La., closed by the ])ayment to Italy of the indemnitA' gra-

ciously voted for the benefit of the sufferers and their

families by Congress in the deficiencies appropriation act approved

June 8, 1890, when a somewhat similar outbreak of mob fury oc-

curred at Hahnville, in the State of Louisiana, whereby three prison-

ers of Italian origin, held on charge of homicide, met violent death.

" Upon the assumption that the unfortunate men were, as in the

case of some of the victims of the preceding lynchings, Italian sub-

jects, the Gcfvernment of Italy sought the mediation of that of the
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Unilod States with the State authorities to the end of investigating

the (H'ciirrenoe. and if the facts so warranted, making provision for

the families of the sufferers as in the former instances. The State

of I^)uisiana promptly instituted an in<iuirv, expressing regret and

a purpose to seek out the offenders. An independent investigation,

set on foot l)v the Department of State and conducted by a trusted

agent, has just l)een oonchided. As its result, it appears that all the

normal precautions for the safety of the prisoners had been taken by

the local oflicers, and that no blame can justly attach to then! by

ivason of the sudden outbreak of mob violence against these three

men against whom there lay convincing evidence of the nuirder of

two estimable citizens of the neighborhood. That the lawless act

was directed against the victims as criminals, and not because of

racial i)rejudice, is shown by the circumstances that three other Ital-

ians confined in the same jail on lesser charges were unharmed.

"A more important result of the investigation in its bearing upon
the })ossible international features of the case was the ascertainment

of the fact that the three lynched men by participating in the polit-

ical affairs of this country and voting at elections must probably be

regarded as having renounced their natural status. It is established

by the api)ropriate record evidence that one had also taken the pre-

liminary steps to ai)jure Italian allegiance, while the others must be

presumed to have done so, since by domicile and sharing in the elec-

toral franchise they had acquired lawful citizenship of the State of

I^)uisiana, a privilege inuring only to such as could show their dec-

laration of intention to be naturalized. Their cases being thus dif-

ferentiated from the prior instances at New Orleans and Walsenberg,

when indenniity was offered to the relatives of such of the lynched

men as were found to have remained faithful subjects of Italy, the

precedent then set 'is <mly applicable now so far as it eliminates all

claim by Italy on behalf of those men who were ascertained to have

exercised the civil rights of aliens lawfull}^ admitted to citizenship

in this country.

" Whetlier or not any obligation rests upon the Federal Govern-

ment under the circumstances—a matter as respects which the Gov-
ennnent has thus far reserved its decision—the existence or the ab-

sence of such obligation can not diminish the feelings of abhorrence

with which all good citizens nnist view such brutal acts of blind

vindicti veuess in defiance of the justice' of a Connnonwealth and in

(li>par:igeiiient of its good name."

iJ.lM.it uf Mr. olncy. Sec of State, to the I'l-osidont. Doc. 7, ISrM], For. Rel.

1S!m;. i.xxvi.

In 180(» three [n'l'-ous. named Salvatore Arena, I^)renzo Salardino,

and Giuseppe \'entureila, were lynched at Halmville, Louisiana.
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The Italian ambassador complained of a failure of justice in the

case. By the deficiency act of July 19, 1897, Congress appropri-

ated the sum of $6,000 to be paid, " out of humane consideration and

without reference to the question of liability therefor, to the Italian

Government, as full indemnity to the heirs of three of its subjects,

Salvatore Arena, Guiseppe Venturella, and Lorenzo Salardino, who
were taken from jail and lynched in Louisiana in 1896."

30 Stat. 10.5, lOG.

For a detailed account of the circumstances and a summaiy of the diplo-

matic correspondence, see the chapter on Nationality, supra, § 387.

See, also, H. Doc. 37, 55 Cong. 1 sess.

For the payment over of the money, see For. Rel. 1897, 353.

July 22, 1899, Count Vinci, Italian charge, communicated with the

Department of State concerning the lynching during

"^^^i^^qq'
^^

' ^^^^ preceding night of five persons of Italian origin

by a mob at Tallulah, La. The names of the victims

were Giovanni Cirano, of Tusa; Francesco, Carlo, and Giuseppe

Difatta, of Cefalo; and Rosario Fiducia, also of Cefalo, The out-

rage originated in a quarrel concerning a goat which belonged to

one of the Difatta brothers, who carried on the grocery business at

Tallulah. It seems that the goat was in the habit of climbing on

the balcony of the house of a Dr. Hodge, who, becoming annoyed,

shot it. The next day Carlo Difatta accosted Dr. Hodge in the

street and struck him a blow with his fist. The doctor shot him, and

when he fell put his foot upon him, apparently intending to fire

again. Giuseppe Difatta then shot at the Doctor from a gun loaded

with bird shot. A rumor having spread that Dr. Hodge had been

killed, a mob quickly collected and went in search of Carlo and Giu-

seppe Difatta, who had succeeded in getting away and concealing

themselves, while the shei'iff arrested Francesco Difatta, Rosario

Fiducia, and Giovanni Cirano and lodged them in jail. It was
stated that Cirano and Fiducia had taken no part in the affray.

Giuseppe and Carlo Difatta were found by the mob and Avere hanged,

and the mol) then went to the jail and took Francesco Difatta, Gio-

vanni Cirano, and Rosario Fiducia and lianged them also."

See For. Kel. 1809, 440-141, 444, 447^48, 4.5.3-459, 403.

" For the fourth time in the present decade question has arisen

with the Government of Italy in regard to the lynching of Italian

subjects. The latest of these deplorable events occurred at Tallulah,

Louisiana, whereby five unfortunates of Italian origin were taken

from jail and hanged.
" The authorities of the State and a representative of the Italian

Embassy having separately investigated the occurrence, with dis-

o For. Kel. 1890, 453.
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cropant results, particularly as to the alleged citizenship of the vic-

tiuis. and it not appearinir that the State had been able to discover

and punisli the violators of the hnv, an independent investigation has

Ikhmi set on foot, through the agency of the Department of State, and

is still in progress. The result will enable the Executive to treat

the (piestion with the (lovernnient of Italy in a spirit of fairness

and justice. A satisfactory solution will doubtless be reached.

" The recurrence of these distressing manifestations of blind mob
fury directed at dependents or natives of a foreign country suggests

that the contingency has arisen for action by Congress in the direction

of conferring upon the Federal courts jurisdiction in this class of

iuternational cases where the ultimate responsibility of the Federal

(lovernmeut may 1h' involved. The suggestion is not new. In his

Annual Message of December 9, 1891, my predecessor, President

•Harrison, said

:

*•'

' It would, I believe, be entirely competent for Congress to make

offenses against the treaty rights of foreigners domiciled in the

ruited States cognizable in the Federal courts. This has not, how-

ever. iK'cn done, and the Federal officers and courts have no power

in such cases to intervene either for the protection of a foreign citizen

or for the punishment of his slayers. It seems to me to follow, in

(his state of the law, that the officers of the State charged with police

and judicial powers in such cases nuist, in the consideration of inter-

national questions growing out of such incidents, be regarded in such

sense as Federal agents as to nuike this Government answerable for

their acts in cases where it would be answerable if the United States

had used its constitutional power to define and punish crimes against

treaty rights."

••.V bill to j)rovide for the punishment of violations of treaty rights

of aliens was introduced in the Senate March 1, 1892, and reported

favorably March 'M). Having doubtless in view the language of that

j)ait of Article III. of the treaty of February 2(5, 1871, between the

Fuilcd States and Italy, which stipulates that 'The citizens of each

of the high contracting parties shall receive, in the States and Terri-

tories of the other, most constant protection and security for their

persons and proi)erty. and shall enjoy in this respect the same rights

and |)rivileges as are oi- shall be granted to the natives, on their sub-

mitting themselves to the conditions imposed upon the natives,' the

l»ill so introduced and reported provided that any act committed in

any State or Territory of the TTnited States in violation of the rights

of a citizen or subject of a foreign coimtry secured to such citizen or

sul)ject l)y treaty between the United States and such foreign country

ami constituting a crime under the laws of the State or Territory

shall constitute a like crime against the United States and be cogniz-

able in the Federal courts. No action was taken by Congress in the

matter.
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" I earnestly recommend that the subject be taken up anew and

acted upon during the present session. The necessity for some such

provision abundantly appears. Precedent for constituting a Federal

jurisdiction in criminal cases where aliens are sufferers is rationally

deducible from the existing statute, which gives to the district and

circuit courts of the United States jurisdiction of civil suits brought

by aliens where the amount involved exceeds a certain sum. If such

jealous solicitude be shown for alien rights in cases of merely civil

and pecuniar}' import, how much greater should be the public duty

to take cognizance of matters affecting the life and the rights of

aliens under the settled principles of international law no less than

under treaty stipulation, in cases of such transcendent wrongdoing as

mob murder, especially w'hen experience has shown that local justice

is too often helpless to punish the offenders."

President McKinley, annual message, Dec. 5, 1899, For. Rel. 1899, xxii.

" In my last message I referred at considerable length to the lynch-

ing of five Italians at Tallulah. Xotwithstanding the efforts of the

Federal Government, the production of evidence tending to inculpate

the authors of this grievous offense against our civilization, and the

repeated inquests set on foot by the authorities of the State of

Louisiana, no punishments have followed. Successive grand juries

have failed to indict. The representations of the Italian Govern-

ment in the face of this miscarriage have been most temperate and
just.

" Setting the principle at issue high above all consideration of

merely pecuniary indemnification, such as this Government made
in the three previous cases, Italy has solemnly invoked the pledges

of existing treaty and asked that the justice to which she is entitled

shall be meted in regard to her unfortunate countrymen in our ter-

ritory with the same full measure she herself would give to any

American were his reciprocal treaty rights contemned.
" I renew the urgent recommendations I made last year that the

Congress appropriately confer upon the Federal courts jurisdiction

in this class of international cases where the ultimate responsibility

of the Federal Government may be involved, and I invite action upon
the bills to accomplish this which were introduced in the Senate and

House. It is incumbent upon us to remedy the statutory omission

which has led, and may again lead, to such untoward results. I

have pointed out the necessity and the precedent for legislation of

this character. Its enactment is a simple measure of previsory jus-

tice toward the nations Avith which we as a sovereign equal make
treaties requiring reciprocal observance.

" ^\Tiile the Italian Government naturally regards such action as

the primary and, indeed, the most essential element in the disposal of

the Tallulah incident, I advise that, in accordance with precedent,
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ami ill view of tlic iiupn)l)al)ility of that i)artioular case l)eing reached

hy the l)ill now pendiii";. C'oii<ri'ess make <rracious provision for

imlemnity to the Italian sufferers in the same form and proportion

as heretofore.

" In my inaugural address I referred to the <jeneral subject of

lynchin<r in these words:
" * Lynchinir nuist not l)e tolerated in a *rroat and civilized country

like the United States: courts, not mobs, must execute the i)enalties

of the law. The preservation of public order, the rio:ht of discus-

sion, the inte<rrity of courts, and the orderly administration of jus-

tice nuist contiiuie forever the rock of safety upon which our Gov-

e'rninent securely rests.'

" This I most ur<ri'ntly reiterate and again invite the attention of

n;y countrymen to this reproach upon our civilization."

I'lvsulont McKiiiley, annual message, Dec. 3, IfXK), For. Kel. IJXHJ, xxn.

S»>«'. also. For. Kel. 1!MH». 71"), 721. 7l'1', 72.'^, 724, TM, 731.

As to the iudeuiuity paid in this case, see supra, § .387.

July IT). i;»()l, the Italian embas.sy at Washing;tDn urgently pre-

sented to the Department of State the case of three
Erwin, Miss.. 1901. t^ t ^ r^- i ^^- o • iItahans, mimed diovanni and \ mcenzo Serio and

Salvatore Lil)erto, two of whom were killed and the third wounded

at Krwin, Miss., and asked (1) that the matter be officially investi-

gated: (•_') that the guilty parties be arrested and punished, and (3)

that steps bo taken to secure to Italians in the locality in question

the protection to which they are entitled by treaty. The case was

referred to the governor of Mississippi for appropriate action. It

seems that the crime was committed under cover of darkness, and the

identity of the criminals was not discovered either at the coroner's

iiKjuest or at the sub.«^equent investigation by the grand jury. The
embassy having suggested that the Federal Government should send

a "detective" to the spot for the "detection of the lynchers," the

Department of State in reply referred to a suggestion made by Baron

Fava in the cas<' of the Tallulah incident in 1880, that the special

agent ap|)ointed by the Department to investigate the case should
" di-co\cr and denounce the criminals," and to the answer then made,

that •• in the act mil status of the matter and in the absence of Federal

jurixliclion over an offense connnitted in a State." the agent in ques-

tion could not assert any jiart in the administration of justice.

Sub-e(iuently the Italian embas.sy, acting under instructions, pro-

te-ted against what was pronounced to be '* a denial of justice, a

(lagrnni xiolation of contractual conventions, and a grave offense to

every Iniuian and civil sentiment," and, referring to the omission of

Congress to confer jurisdiction in such cases on the Federal courts,

as recommended by the President, declared that, until such a meas-

ure should have been adopted the Italian Government would not
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only " have grounds of complaint for violation of the treaties to its

injury,'' but would '* not cease to denounce the systematic impunity

enjoyed by crime, and to hold the Federal Government responsible

therefor."

The protest was transmitted by the Department of State to " the

committees of the Senate and House of Representatives having under

consideration the President's recommendation that indemnity be

graciously tendered to the families of the victims and that legisla-

tion be enacted to give the Federal courts original jurisdiction of

treaty offenses against aliens."

For. Rel. 1901. 28.3, 285, 287, 288, 289, 292-29,3, 297, 298, 299.

By the act of March 3, 1903, the sum of $5,000 was appropriated

to be paid, '' out of humane consideration, without reference to

the question of liability therefor to the Italian Government, as full

indemnity to the heirs of Giovanni and Vincenzo Serio, who were

slain, and to Salvatore Liberto, who was injured, by an armed mob
at Erwin, Mississippi, on July 11, 1901."

33 Stat. 1032.

The crime was committed at night, and the identity of the persons who
committed it was not ascertained by the judicial investigations that

were held. (For. Kel. 1901, 283-299.)

6. Case of Bain, and Other Cases.

§ 1027.

In March, 1895, during a labor disturbance at New Orleans, James

„ .
,

H. Bain, then purser of the British steamship Enqi-
Bain 8 case. ^

. . <. •

neer^ while on the wharves m the discharge of his

duties, w^as shot and wounded by a body of armed men without prov-

ocation or warning. As Bain was apparently permanently injured

the British Government informally suggested that the United States

pay him £500 "as a voluntary grant of compensation." It appears

that the rioters did not intend to shoot Bain, but that he was struck by

a shot fired at laborers whom the rioters wished to prevent from work-

ing on the levee. Six men were arrested for the shooting and indicted

for assault with intent to commit murder, but the district attorney

stated that as Bain, who had returned to England, was not there, the

case could not be tried in his absence. Tlie British ambassador ex-

jiressed the hoj^e that thccase would be pressed upon the authorities

of Louisiana, in view of th« strong claims of Mr. Bain to their sym-

pathy and liberality. He stated that some months prior to the event

in question foreign ships and property wore exposed to great danger

ownng to the lawless proceedings of certiiin societies which attem])te(]

forcibly to prevent the employment of colored laborers in the lading

H. Doc. 551—vol G 54
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i»n(l unlading of ships, and that, notwithstanding the appeals of the

foreign consuls, adequate protection was not afforded to foreign

.^hipping. The rioters were, it was said, allowed by the police to

aasemhle in a building, where they kept an arsenal of revolvers, rifles,

and other weapons.

\^'hen Bain was shot, the few policemen on the spot concealed them-

selves for safety behind cotton bales. Similar attacks were made on

the British steamship Aferrimac, but the officers and crew were unhurt

though the mob fired at the laborers on the dock. The ambassador

called attention to Article I. of the treaty of commerce of 1815, which

provides that " the merchants and traders of each nation, respec-

tively, shall enjoy the most complete protection and security for their

commerce.'' On the occasion in question, it could not be said that

" the British steamer had any protection whatever from the armed

mob which it was the duty of the local authorities to restrain." It

seems that Bain subsequently proceeded to New Orleans.

A copy of the correspondence was communicated to the governor

of Louisiana. The governor in reply enclosed a report of the at-

torney-general of the State, who denied that the State authorities

were guilty of any neglect of duty or failure to protect the commerce

of the city; and he referred to the opinions of some persons that

" the steamship agents were largely responsible for the trouble in

giving the preference to unorganized colored labor." But without

regard to the merits of this controversy, he stated that the governor

called out the militia and gave full and ample protection to the com-

merce of the city as soon as practicable, after his attention was called

to the threatening situation ; that the rioting occurred early in the

morning before the governor arrived, and that neither he nor any
other State authority was to blame for it. It was also intimated that

Bain should bring suit against the city for any damages he had
received.

The British ambassador decided not to press the case further upon
The authorities of Louisiana, but expressed the hope that the Govern-

ment of the United States might take such action as might " be neces-

sary to obtain from Congress or otherwise the relief to which Mr.
Bain is so justly entitled."

The deficiency act of June 8, 1896, contains the following provision

for the payment, out of humane consideration and without reference

to the question of liability therefor, to the British Government, as

full indemnity to certain British subjects: *' To James Bain, who was
assaulted and injured in the State of Louisiana by residents of that

State. $1,000; to Frederick B. Dawson, wife and daughter, for loss

of property and bodily injuries inflicted in the State of Nebraska
by residents of that State, $1,800." The money in these cases was
transmitted to the British ambassador, June 12, 1896.

For. Rel. 1895, I. G86, 689, 690-691, 694-696; For. Rel. 1896, 300.
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August 5, 1895, two persons named Sears and Mierhaus were shot,

the former fatally, at Yreka, California. Two per-
Cases of Moreno g^j^g named Stemler and Moreno, the latter a

and Snaste.
. . \

Mexican, were arrested and put in jail on the charge

of having committed the crime, and both were identified by Mierhaus.

On the night of August 26, 1895, both Moreno and Stemler and two
other persons, all of whom were charged with murder, were taken

from the jail at Yreka by a mob and escorted to the court-house park,

where they were hanged. In May, 1896, Mr. Romero, Mexican min-

ister at Washington, asked that the persons concerned in the lynching

be punished, and that a suitable indemnity be paid to Moreno's

family. The Department of State requested the governor of Cali-

fornia to investigate the affair and report the facts. He replied, July

17, 1896, that shortly after the lynching he took steps to have the

guilty parties punished, but that the grand jury failed to find an

indictment, no clue to the identity of the persons concerned having

been discovered. The governor made a later report to the same
effect, in which he declared that he did not think it within the

bounds of possibility that any person connected with the affair would

ever divulge it. Copies of these reports were furnished to the Mexi-

can Government, which renewed its request for indemnity. In a

report to the President, January 14, 1898, Mr. Sherman, as Secretary

of State, said :
" The case is similar to that of the lynching of the

Italian subjects at Hahnville, La., which was brought to the atten-

tion of Congress on May 3 and 24, 1897. (See House Doc. No. 37,

Fifty-fifth Congress, first session, and Senate Doc. No. 104, same
Congress and session.) In this latter case Congress, in the defi

ciency appropriation act approved July 19, 1897, appropriated, out

of humane consideration and without reference to the question of

liability therefor, the sum of $6,000 as full indemnity to the heirs of

the three Italian subjects lynched. I have the honor to recommend
that the same course be pursued in the case of the lynching of Moreno,

and that Congress be requested, without question of the liability

of the United States, to appropriate the sum of $2,000 as full indem-

nity to his heirs,"

Message of President McKinley, Jan. 18, 1898, H. Doc. 237. 55 Cong. 2

sess.

By the act of July 7. 1898. Congres.s appropriated the sum of $2,000 to be

paid " out of humane consideration, without reference to the ques-

tion of liability therefor, to the Mexican Governrient. as full in-

demnity to the heirs of Luis Moreno, who was lynched in 1895 at

Yreka. California." (.30 Stat. 65,3.)

By the act of March 3. 1901. Congress made an appropriation of the same
amount in similar terms to be paid to the Mexican Government as

indemnity to the heirs of Florentino Suaste. a Mexican citizen who
was lynched in Lasalle County, Texas. (31 Stat. 1010.) With refer-
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onco to this case, Mr. liny. Secretary of State, in a report to the

rresident. l>eceinl)er 4, IIKK). said :
" The case is similar to that of the

lyiichiii;; of tlie Mexican citizen Lnis Moreno, at Yreka, California,

in Ansust IS!).")." (Message of I'resident McKinley, Dec. 6, 1900,

S. Uc|t. \S:V2. .")<; Conj;. 2 sess. 2.)

In a rejK)rt in favor of tlie appropriation which was made in the case

of Stiaste. Mr. Lodge, from tlie Committee on Foreign Relations,

January It. I'.Ktl. said: " Wliile the contention of the Government

of tlie I'niteil States has always been in answer to claims of this na-

ture that the only guaranty provided by treaty stipulations is that

aliens residing in this country shall have the same protection under

the laws jind in tlie courts provided for its own citizens, and while

this i)osition has been in every respect tenable and in a strictly legal

sense .justitiable. yet in almost every instance we have deemed it

advisable, as a matter of i>(|uity and justice and good policy and out

of buinaiie consideration, to pay indemnities and make reparation."

(S. Kept. 18.S2. 50 Cong. 2 sess.)

7. Case oi Don rAciFico,

§ 102S.

Few cases of mol) violence arc so celebrated as that of the Chevalier

Pacifico. commonly called Don Pacifico, a British subject, who suf-

fered injuries at the hands of a mob in Athens in the spring of

1847. This case, not bv itself, but in connection with other cases, one

of which involved the takinir of the property of a British subject by

the (ireek (iovernment without proper compensation, and another

the arrest of a boat belon<;in<2: to a British man-of-war, formed the

subject of reprisals by (Jreat Britain a<>:ainst (Jreece. The facts in the

case of Don Pacifico were that it had for some years l^een the custom

at Athens to burn on Easter day an ctti^y of Judas Iscariot. In 1847

the (lovernment. in conse<iuence of the presence of Baron C. M. de,

Rothschild, at Athens, endeavored to prevent the custom from being

observed. A report was spread, however, to the effect that this inter-

ference with the pojiular custom was due to the Chevalier Pacifico,

who was of the Jewish faitii. His house was therefore attacked in

tlie middle of the day liy several hundred persons, who, as Sir

Kdniund T..y()ns. then British minister at Athens, declared " we^*e

aided, instead of beinir rei)ressed, by soldiers and gendarmes, and
who were accomjianied and encouraged, if not headed, by persons

whose j)resence naturally induced a belief amongst the soldiers and
the mob. that the outrages they were committing woidd be indulgently

treated by the ( iovernmeiit."' This charge was directly made to the

(ireek ( Jovernnient. together with a suggestion of compensation, on

April 2i>. 1^17. No answer was made to this letter, and on September

14 Sir K. Lyons <eiit to the minister of foreign atfairs, by direction

of Lord Pahnerston. a demand for redress. The Greek Government
took no notice of either of these notes. The names of .some of those
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who participated in the outrage were given. Some of these per-

sons, one of whom was said to be a son of General Tzavelhis, again

broke into Don Pacifico's house October 12, 1847.

No reply was made by the Greek Government till December 27,

1847. At length, upon the refusal of the Greek Government to

comply with the British demands, reprisals were resorted to.

Palmerston, in his speech of June 25. 1900, said :

" In the middle of the town of Athens . . . M. Pacifico, living

in his house, within forty yards of the great street, within a few

minutes' walk of a guardhouse, where soldiers were stationed, was

attacked by a mob. Fearing injury, when the mob ])egan to assemble,

he sent an intinuition to the British minister, who immediately in-

formed the authorities. Application was made to the Greek Govern-

ment for protection. No protection was afforded. The mob, in

which were soldiers and gens-d"arms, who, even if officers were not

with them, ought, from a sense of duty to have interfered and to

have prevented plunder—that mob, headed by the sons of the min-

ister of war, not children of eight or ten years old, but older—that

mob, for nearly two hours, emploj^ed themselves in gutting the house

of an unoffending nuin, carrying away or destroying every single

thing the house contained, and left it a perfect wreck. . , . The
Greek Government neglected its duty, and did not pursue judicial

inquiries, or institute legal prosecutions as it might have done for the

purpose of finding out and punishing some of the cidprits." Lord

Palmerston also argued that Pacifico was not required to proceed at

law for individual redress, (1) because the tribunals were "at the

mercy of the advisers of the CroAvn, the judges being liable to be re-

moved, and being often actually removed upon grounds of private in-

terest and personal feeling," and (2) because any attemjjt to obtain

reparation from individuals would be futile. He quoted Pacifico's

statement that if the man he prosecuted was rich he would be ac-

quitted, and that if he was a poor man he had nothing with which to

make compensation if he was condennied. In fine, Palmerston said :

" The Greek CJovernment having neglected to give the protection they

were bound to extend, and having al)stained from taking means to

afford redress, this was a case in which we were justified in calling on

the (ireek (iovernment for compensation for the losses, whatever they

might be, which M. Pacifico had suffered."

Lord Palmerston, as it appears, defended his action in the Pacifico

case on three grounds: (1) That there was a neglect to i-ender protec-

tion, (2) that no measures were taken to aff'ord redress, and (3) that

there were no tribunals in Athens that could be trusted for that

purpose.

39 Brit. & For. State Ptipors. .^•V2 ; IlansanVs DoJiates, .'kl series, CXI I. ."{It-t.

See furtlier, as to the case of Don I'acitico, infra, § l<t!M>.
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8. Case of T^. S. S. Baltimore, and Other Ca8e&

§ 1029.

"The civil war in Chile, which l)egan in January last, was con-

tinued, but fortunately with infrequent and not im-
BaiUmore case.

^3^^.^^^,^^ armed collisions, until August 28, when the

Congressional forces landed near Valparaiso and, after a bloody

engagement, captured that city. President Balmaceda at once recog-

nized that his cause was lost, and a provisional government was

speedily established by the victorious party. Our minister was

promptly directed to recognize and put himself in communication

with this Government so soon as it should have established its de

facto character, which was done. During the pendency of this civil

contest frequent indirect appeals were made to this Government to

extend l)elligerent rights to the insurgents and to give audience to

their representatives. This was declined, and that policy was pur-

sued throughout, which this Government, when wrenched by civil

war. so strenuously insisted upon on the part of European nations.

The Itata, an armed vessel commanded by a naval officer of the

insurgent fleet, manned by its sailors and with soldiers on board,

was seized under process of the United States court at San Diego,

California, for a violation of our neutrality laws. AMiile in the

custody of an officer of the court the vessel was forcibly wrested from

his control and jjut to sea. It would have been inconsistent with the

dignity and self-respect of this Government not to have insisted that

the Itata should be returned to San Diego to abide the judgment of

the court. This was so clear to the Junta of the Congressional

party, established at Iquique, that, before the arrival of the Itata at

that port, the secretary of foreign relations of the provisional gov-

ernment addressed to Rear-Admiral Brown, commanding the United

States naval forces, a communication, from which the following is

an extract

:

*'
' The Provisional Government has learned by the cablegrams of

the Associated Press that the transport Itata, detained in San Diego
by order of the United States for taking on board munitions of war
and in possession of the marshal, left the port, carrying on board

this official, who was landed at a point near the coast, and then con-

tinued her voyage. ... If this news be correct, this govern-

ment would deplore the conduct of the Itata, and, as an evidence

that it is not disposed to support or agree to the infraction of the

laws of the United States, the undersigned takes advantage of the

personal relations you have been good enough to maintain with him
since your arrival in this port to declare to you that as soon as she

is within reach of our orders his government will put the Itata, wijth
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the arms and munitions she took on board in San Diego, at the dis-

position of the United States.'

"A trial in the district court of the United States for the southern

district of California has recently resulted in a decision holding,

among other things, that, inasmuch as the Congressional party had
not been recognized as a belligerent, the acts done in its interest

could not be a violation of our neutrality laws. From this judg-

ment the United States has appealed, not that the condemnation of

the vessel is a matter of importance, but that we may know what the

present state of our law is; for, if this construction of the statute

is correct, there is obvious necessity for revision and amendment.
" During the progress of the war in Chile this Government ten-

dered its good offices to bring about a peaceful adjustment, and it

was at one time hoped that a good result might be reached; but in

this we were disappointed.

" The instructions to our naval officers and to our minister at

Santiago, from the first to the last of this struggle, enjoined upon
them the most impartial treatment and absolute noninterference.

I am satisfied that these instructions were observed and that our

representatives were always watchful to use their influence impar-

tially in the interest of humanity, and, on more than one occasion, did

so effectively. We could not forget, however, that this Government
was in diplomatic relations with the then established Government of

Chile, as it is now in such relations with the successor of that Gov-
ernment. I am quite sure that President Montt, who has, under

circumstances of promise for the peace of Chile, been installed as

President of that Republic, will not desire that, in the unfortunate

event of any revolt against his authority, the policy of this Govern-

ment should be other than that which we have recently observed.

No official complaint of the conduct of our minister or of our naval

officers during the struggle has been presented to this Government;

and it is a matter of regret that so many of our own people should

have given ear to unofficial charges and complaints that manifestly

had their origin in rival interests and in a wish to pervert the rela-

tions of the United States with Chile.

" The collapse of the government of Balmaceda brought about a

condition which is unfortunately too familiar in the history of the

Central and South American states. With the overthrow of the

Balmaceda government, he and many of his councilors and officers

became at once fugitives for their lives and appealed to the com-

manding officers of the foreign naval vessels in the harbor of Valpa-

raiso and to the resident foreign ministers at Santiago for asylum.

This asylum was freely given, according to my information, by the

naval vessels of several foreign powers and by several of the lega-

tions at Santiago. The American minister, as well as his colleagues,
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aotin<r npf)!! iho impulse's of hiimnnity, cxtondod asylum to political

rofii«:o(>s whoso lives wvvv in peril. I have not been willing to

direct the surrender of such of these persons as are still in the Ameri-

can lejjation without suitable conditions,

" It is believed that the (Jovernnient of Chile is not in a position,

in view of the precedents with which it has been connected, to

broadly deny the rifrht of asybnn. and the correspondence has not

thus far j)resented any such denial. The treatment of our minister

for a time was such as to call for a decided protest, and it was very

«rratifyin<; to observe that unfriendly measures, which were undoubt-

edly the result of the prevailing excitement, were at once rescinded

or suitably relaxed.

•' On the KUh of October an event occurred in Valparaiso so serious

and tra<ric in its circumstances and results as to very justly excite the

indifrnation of our people and to call for prompt and decided action

on tlu' j)ai-t of this (Jovernment. A considerable number of the

sailors of the United States steamshij) BttJfi/norc, then in the harbor

of Valj)araiso. l)ein<jf upon shore leave and unarmed, were assaulted

\>y armed men neai'ly simidtaneously in different localities in the city.

One jietty ollicer was killed outi-i<iht and seven or eight seamen were

seriously wounded, one of whom has since died. So savage and

l)rutal was the assault that several of our sailors received more than

two. and one as uuiny as eighteen, stab wounds. An investigation of

the artair was promptly made by a boai'd of oflicers of the Baltimore.

and their report shows that these assaults were unprovoked, that our

men were conducting tluMuselves in a peaceable and orderly manner,

and that some of the police of the city took part in the assault and

used their weai)ons with fatal ert'ect, while a few others, with some

well-disposed citizens. encU'avored to i)rotect our men. Thirty-six

of our sailors were arrested, and some of them, Avhile being taken to

prison, were ci-uelly beaten and maltreated. The fact that they were

all discharged, no criminal charge being lodged against any one of

them. >h()ws very clearly that they were innocent of any breach of

the ))eace.

•'So far as I have yet been able to learn no other explanation of

thi> bloody work has been suggested than that it had its origin in

hostility to these men as sailors of the United States, wearing the

uniform of their (iovernment. and not in any individual act or per-

sonal animosity. The attention of the Chilean (iovernment was at

once called to this all'air. and a statement of the facts obtained

by the investigation we had conducted was submitted, accompanied
by a re<|U('~t to be advised of any other or (jualifving facts in the

pos.ses>i()ii (if the Chilean (lovin-nnient that might tend to relieve

this affair of the a|)pearance of an insult to this (Iovernment. The
Chilean (lovernmint wa- also advised that if such ({ualifying facts
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did not exist this Government would confidently expect fidl and

prompt reparation.

" It is to be regretted that the reply of the secretary for foreign

affairs of the Provisional Government was couched in an offensive

tone. To this no response has been made. This (xovernment is

now awaiting the result of an investigation which has been con-

ducted by the criminal court at Valparaiso. It is reported unoffi-

cially that the investigation is about completed, and it is expected

that the result will soon be connnunicated to this Government,

together with some adequate and satisfactory response to the note

by which the attention of Chile was called to this incident. If

these just expectations should be disappointed or further needless

delay intervene, I will, by a special message, bring this matter again

to the attention of Congress for such action as may be necessary.

The entire correspondence with tlie Government of Chile will at an

early day be submitted to Congress."

I'resident Iliirrison, annuiil message, Dec. 9, 1891. For. Rel. 1891, vr.

" I am directed by the President to say to you that he has given

careful attention to all that has been sul)mitted by the Government of

Chile touching the affair of the assault upon the crew of the U. S. S.

Baltimore in the city of Valparaiso on the evening of the 16th of

October last, and to the evidence of the officers and crew of that ves-

sel, and of some others who Avitnessed the affray, and that his con-

clusions upon the whole case are as follows:
'• First. That the assault is not relieved of the aspect which the

early information of the event gave to it, viz: That of an attack upon

the uniform of the U. S. Navy, having its origin and motive in a

feeling of hostility to this (Jovernment, and not in any act of the

sailors or of any of them.
" Sec(md. That the public authorities of Valparaiso flagrantly

failed in their duty to ])rotect our men, and that souie of the police

and of the Chilean soldiers and sailors were themselves guilty, of un-

provoked assaults uj)()n our sailors before and after arrest. He tliinks

the pre})on(lerance of the evidence and the inherent probabilities lead

to the conclusion that Kiggin was killed by the police or soldiers.

"Third. That he is therefore compelled to bring the case back to

the position taken by this (iovernment in the note of Mr. Wharton of

October 'iH last (a co})y of which you will deliver with this), and to

ask for a suitable apology and foi- some adeciuate reparation for the

injury done to this (iovernment.
" You will assure the (iovermnent of Chile that the President has

no disposition to be exacting or to ask anything which this Govern-

ment would not. undei' the same circumstances, freely concede. lie

regrets that, from the beginning, the gravity of the questions involvcvi
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has not apparently been appreciated by the Government of Chile,

and that an atfair in which two American seamen were killed and

sixteen others seriously wounded, while only one Chilean was seri-

ously hurt, should not Ik^ distinguished from an ordinary brawl be-

tween sailors in which the provocation is wholly personal and the

participation limited. No self-respecting government can consent

that persons in its service, whether civil or military, shall be beaten

and killed in a foreign territory in resentment of acts done by or

imputed to their government without exacting a suitable reparation.

The Government of the United States has freely recognized this prin-

ciple, and acted upon it, when the injury was done by its |)eople to

one holding an official relation to a friendly power, in resentment of

acts done by the latter. In such case the United States has not sought

for words of the smallest value or of equivocal meaning in which to

convey its apology, but has condemned such acts in vigorous terms

and has not refused to make other adequate reparation.
'• But it was not my purpose here to discuss the incidents of this

affair, but only to state the conclusions which this Government has

reached. We have given every opportunity to the Government of

Chile to present any explanatory or mitigating facts and have had

due regard to the fact that the Government of Chile was, for a con-

siderable part of the time that has elapsed since October 16, upon a

provisional basis.

" I am further directed by the President to say that his attention

has l)een called to the note of instructions sent by Mr. Matta, secre-

ary of foreign affairs, to Mr. Montt, under date of the 11th ultimo.

Mr. Montt very prudently, and, I must suppose, from a just sense

of the offensive nature of the dispatch, refrained from communicat-

ing it officially to this Government.
" But, in view of the fact that Mr. Montt was directed to give it to

the j)ress of this country, and that it was given the widest possible

publicity throughout the world, this Government must take notice

of it. You are therefore directed to say to the Chilean Government
that the expressions therein imputing untruth and insincerity to the

President and to the Secretary of the Navy in their official com-

munications to the Congress of the United States are in the highest

degree offensive to this Government.
•* Recognizing the usual rules of diplomatic intercourse and of the

respect and courtesy which should characterize international relations

(which he can not assume are wholly unfamiliar to the Chilean for-

eign office), the President was disposed to regard the dispatch re-

ferred to as indicating a purpose to bring about a suspension of

diplomatic relations; but, in view of the fact that Mr. Matta was
acting provisionally and that a reorganization of the Chilean cabinet

was about to take place, and afterwards in further view of the ex-
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pectation that was held out of a withdrawal and of a suitable apology,

notice of this grave offense has been delayed. I am now, however,

directed by the President to say that if the offensive parts of the

dispatch of the 11th of December are not at once withdrawn, and a

suitable apology offered, with the same publicity that was given to

the offensive expressions, he will have no other course open to him
except to terminate diplomatic relations with the Government of

Chile.

" Mr. Montt, in a note of January 20, has advised me that he has

been directed by his Government to inform the Government of the

United States that you are not persona grata to the Government of

Chile, and to request your recall. This has been laid before the

President, and he directs you to say that, in view of the foregoing,

he does not deem it necessary to make any present response thereto.

It will be quite time to consider this suggestion after a reply to this

note is received, as we shall then know whether any correspondence

can be maintained with the Government of Chile upon terms of

mutual respect.

" You will furnish to the minister of foreign affairs a full copy of

this note."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Egan, min. to Chile, tel., Jan. 21, 1892,

For. Rel. 1891, 307.

On January 25, 1892, Mr. Pereira, Chilean minister of foreign

affairs, made a reply to Mr. Blaine's telegram, and, after reciting the

substance of the demands of the United States, said

:

" Without any intention of opening a discussion as to the facts

referred to by the communication, which I have extracted, and con-

fining himself to the first part of the instructions of the honorable

Secretary of State, the undersigned must state to your excellency

the regret with which the Government of Chile sees that His Excel-

lency the President of the United States finds reason to continue to

regard the incident of October as an attack caused by a hostile feeling

toward the uniform of the Navy of the United States. That unfor-

tunate occurrence took place on a sudden, in a district where the

sailors of the vessels lying in the Bay of Valparaiso are in the habit

of assembling, without distinction of nationality.

" From the nature of the incident it would be impossible to prove

that there was no doubt as to the special cause which served as its

origin or pretext; but the undersigned can assert that that cause

was not a hostile feeling toward the uniform of the Navy of the

United States, because the people of Chile have always esteemed and

respected that uniform ever since the time when they saw it figuring

honorably in the ranks of the soldiers and sailors who, in a glorious

struggle, gave it independence and established the Republic. The
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iin(lorsip:no(l iulniits tliat tho ocrurreiuv of Ootolx^r Ifi was of ^cater

«/ravity than those which usually occur in tiic same district l)etween

the sailors who frc(|uciit it. and tho fact of knowings that two deaths

have resulted from it amoutj the 1('> wounded men of the Baltimore,

has sufliced to <rive it an extraordinary character, and to induce the

(iovermnent of Chile to hasten to adopt the measures necesf5ary to

discover and punish the <ruilty parties, to offer in due time, if there

should in' "rround for so doin<r. such reparation as might be due.
* The preliminary examination was commenced on tlie morning

wjii<h followed the night of the conflict, some days before you pre-

sented your com|)laint : but the investigation could not 1h' finished

with the rapidity that the (iovernment of Chile desired, because the

ruh's of procedure in criminal nuitters which are established by our

laws are of slow ai)])lication. and it was not possible for the President

of the Republic to modify or set them aside. This delay, wJiich was
inevitable, owing to the indej)endence with which the judicial au-

thorities nnist act. has comj)elled the (irovernment of the under-

signed to delay, greatly to its regret, the settlement of the difficulty

pending with your (iovernment. and a sjwntaneous offer of repara-

tion for the injury done to the sailors of the B(tlthnor(\ and that

might be attributed to Chilean s()ldiers or sailors, or that might

afl'ect the responsibility of Chil(>.

• In view of your communication, and considering that, up to date,

it has been impossible for the trial initiated by the judge of the

criminal court of Valjiaraiso to be decided, the undersigned regards

it as his duty to dechire once more that the (Iovermnent of Chile

laments the occurrence of ()ctoi)er 1(>. and by way of showing the

sincerity of his feeling and the confidence which he has in the justice

of his cause, he declares his willingness not to await the decision of

the examining judge and proi)oses to the United SUites Government

that the case be sul)mitted to the consideration of tlie Supreme Court

of Justice at Washington, to the end that that high tribunal, with its

learning and imi)artiality. may determine, without ajjpeal, whether

there is any ground for reparation and in what shape it should lx»

made.
• The undersigned would remind you. referring to the conduct of

the \'al|)arai>o authorities, that it appears from the pi'elimiilary ex-

amination that they sent without delay to the scene of the conflict

all the foi-ces at their disposal belonging to the special guard of the

intendencia and to tiie i)olice. Swanson. Cass. Nichols. Downey,
Ilonnei-. Cunningham. Williams. Talbot. Tlollard. Hodge. Butler,

<'tc.. x-ameii belonging to the crew of the BaUhuoir, stated to the in-

terj)reter of that v(—el that the object of the police in arresting them
wj»- to shellei' ill •!•' fi-,,ni any attem|)t at attack by the excited people.

The under-igned think.- that the action of the jmlice in this matter
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should be considered with due allowance for the civil war whicli had
teeentlv been brought to a close. The body was not yet properly

organized, nor did it have the force that Avas required to put down
a disorder of such proportions in a short time.

" In this connection it is jjroper to recall the words used* by the

honorable Secretary of State at Washington in his note addressed

to the Marquis Imperiali. and bearing date of May 21, 1891: 'There

is no government, however civilized it may be, hoAvever great may be

the vigilance displayed by its police, however severe its criminal code

may be, and however speedy and inflexible may be its administration

of justice, that can guaranty its own citizens against violence grow-

ing out of individual malice or a sudden popular tumult.' This was

precisely the siuation of the administrative authorities at Valparaiso

on the occasion of the occurrence Avhich took place in October.
" The undersigned hopes that the foregoing will convince the hon-

orable Secretary of State that the Goviernment of Chile attaches due

importance to the question now under discussion ; that he does not

for a moment hesitate to condemn, in vigorous terms, the act com-

mitted on the l(')th of October, or to offer such reparation as is just,

and that he has not neglected the opportunity to express these senti-

ments before now, since on various occasions, and through the pleni-

potentiaries of both countries, he has forwarded explicit declarations

on the subject to Washington.
•' The undersigned takes the liberty to recall the fact that, five days

after he had taken charge of the department of foreign relations, he

addressed to the minister of Chile in the United States a telegram

which, in the part relating to this matter, says: 'Express to the

United States Government what has already been stated, adding all

the data that are known, in the most correct and amicable form; ex-

press to the United States Government very sincere regret on account

of this unfortunate incident, which although and (not) strange in

the ports of the world, this Government doubly laments, owing to its

sincere desire to cultivate friendship with the United States.'

" If the United States Government should not accept the foregoing

explanations as satisfactory, notwithstanding that the judicial au-

thorities hold the guilty i)arties resi)onsible for the disorder of Octo-

ber IT), the undersigned must recall the circumstance that the (xovern-

ment of Chile, through the medium of its minister in Washington,

has expressed the desire to sul)mit any misunderstanding (dispute)

to decision by arbitration by any power or tribunal which may be

indicated to it; and, in fact, arbitration was suggested in confer-

ence with the minister of (^hile in '\^'ashington on the 30th of Decem-

ber, when the Government of the undersigned declared its good will

and its resolve to acce})t arbitr-ition after the final judgment, which

would not be further delayed many days in furtherance of its pur-
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terms.

pose to give a speedy solution to the incident in the most friendly

" The Government of the undersigned called upon its minister for

a definite reply on the 11th instant, and on the 13th Minister Montt

reported that, notwithstanding certain observations made by the

American State Department with respect to the opportuneness of

resorting to arbitration, he had, nevertheless, agreed with the Hon.

Mr. Blaine that, if any divergence of views or disaccord should su-

pervene after the verdict of the judge of Valparaiso, such controversy

would yield to arbitration. The undersigned hastened to declare

that ho would fully accept such an agreement; for which reason the

Government of Chile deems that the case has arisen for submitting

to arbitration, in terms as ample as those above indicated, any differ-

ence of views which it may have with the Government of the United

States concerning the incident of the Baltimore.

" There is therefore submitted to the honorable Secretary of State

of the Department of Foreign Relations of Washington the designa-

tion of either the Supreme Court of Justice of the United States or

a tribunal of arbitration to determine the reparation which Chile

may have to make for that lamentable occurrence.

"As for the dispatch addressed under date of the 11th of December

to the Chilean minister in Washington by the minister of foreign

relations of the Provisional Government, the undersigned submits

that there could not be on the part of the Government of Chile the

purpose to inflict any offense upon the Government of the United

States, with which it desires ever to cultivate the most friendly rela-

tions. Consequently the undersigned deplores that in that telegram

there were employed through an error of judgment the expressions

which are offensive in the judgment of your Government.
" Declaring in fulfillment of a high duty of courtesy and sincerity

towards a friendly nation that the Government of Chile absolutely

withdraws the said expressions, the undersigned trusts that this frank

and explicit declaration, which confirms that which had already hx&n

made to the honorable Secretary of State in Washington, will carry

to the mind of His Excellency Mr. Harrison, of his Government, and
of the American people the conviction that the Government and the

people of Chile, far from entertaining a feeling of hostility, have the

lively desire to maintain unalterable the good and cordial relations

which, up to the present time, exist between the two countries—

a

declaration which is made without reservation in order that it may
roreivo such publicity as your Government may deem suitable. With
regard to the suggestion made touching the change of the personnel

of your legation to which the instructions of the honorable Secretary

of State refer, it is incumbent upon the undersigned to declare that

the Government of Chile will take no positive step without the accord
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of the Government of the United States, with which it desires to

maintain itself in friendly understanding.
" The undersigned brings this already long communication to a

close in the assurance that he has therein set forth everything that

can fully satisfy your Government. The Government of Chile cher-

ishes the conviction that the relations with the Government of the

United States should be sincerely and cordially maintained under the

shelter of that mutual respect and that good understanding which

are based upon the just and equitable appreciation of the facts, and
on the appreciation to be given to the spontaneous declarations made
on either side. The undersigned moreover declares that in presenting

its explanations his Government finds its inspiration in the words of

the instructions which you have quoted and which assure the Govern-

ment of Chile that the President is not disposed to exact or ask any-

thing which your Government would not under the same circum-

stances spontaneously concede."

Mr. Pereira, Chilean min. of for. aCf., to Mr. Egan. American min., accom-

panying telegram of Mr. Egan to Mr. Blaine, Jan. 25, 1892. For. Rel.

1891, 309.

" Congress at the last session was kept advised of the progress of

the serious and for a time threatening differences between the United

States and Chile. It gives me now great gratification to report that

the Chilean Government, in a -most friendly and honorable spirit,

has tendered and paid as an indemnity to the families of the sailors

of the Baltimore who were killed and to those who were injured in

the outbreak in the city of Valparaiso the sum of $75,000. This has

been accepted, not only as an indemnity for a wrong done, but as a

most gratifying evidence that the Government of Chile rightly appre-

ciates the disposition of this Government to act in a spirit of the

most absolute fairnefes and friendliness in our intercourse with that

brave people. A further and conclusive evidence of the mutual

respect and confidence now existing is furnished by the fact that a

convention submitting to arbitration the mutual claims of the citi-

zens of the respective Governments has been agreed upon. Some
of these claims have been pending for many years and have been the

occasion of much unsatisfactory diplomatic correspondence.
" I have endeavored in every way to assure our sister republics of

Central and South America that the United States Government and

Its people have only the most friendly disposition toward them all.

We do not covet their territory. We have no disposition to be op-

pressive or exacting in our dealings with any of them, even the

weakest. Our interests and our hopes for them all lie in the direc-

tion of stable governments by their people and of the largest devel-

opment of their great commercial resources. The mutual benefits of
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cnlartrt'd cotnnxM-cial oxchan<2:os aiul of a more familiar and friendly

intercourse between our peoples \ve do desire, and in this have sought

their friendly cooperation.
•• I have believed, however, while holdin": these sentiments in the

«rreatest sincerity, that we must insist uj)on a just responsibility for

any injuries inflicted upon our official representatives or upon our

citizens. This insistence, kindly and justly, but firmly made, will, I

believe, promote peace and nnitual respect."

rrosident Harrison, annual message. Dec. H, 1892, For, Rel, 1892. xui,

Iji 18S:i Alfonso XII. of Spain, accompanied by the Queen, visited

the courts of Vienna, Berlin, and Brussels. While
Case of Alfonso XII. , • /^ ^i ti •

i t i
• -.i

he was m dermany, the l^mperor m vested him with

the colonelcy of the Uhlan re*;iment, stationed at Strasburg. Ow^ng
to this circumstance, the King when he reached Paris was hissed and
hooted at by the mob as he passed along the streets. Next day he

was called upon at the Spanish embassy by President Grevy, who
(expressed regret for what had happened. The King shortened his

visit and left the next day, but the incident was disposed of by the

I)ublication in the Official (lazette at Madrid of an account of what
took place at the embassy on President Grevy's visit and of the

apology there made by the latter.

Calvo, Le Droit International, 4tli edition, sec 1272; Annual Uegister,

las.'} (27:?). ,

August 14. 1S8."). news was received in Madrid that Yap, in the

Caroline Islands iii-chij)elago of the Carolines, had been occupied by
case. (Jerman forces. "Ten days later the public mind

had become thoroughly roused, and a meeting, said to have num-

iK'red 150.000 j)eoi)le in the Prado at Madrid, testified to the wide-^

sj)read indignation. According to the fuller j)articulars forwarded

1)V letter, the imperial flag had been hoisted by the commander of

the Iflis in the presence of three Sj)anish men-of-war, and the senior

officer in command had limited his action to a })rotest. An outburst

of popular feeling and moi) violence followed the publication of

this version of the proceedings, the German legation was surrounded

(Se|)t. 4). and the escutcheon and flagstali" were pulled down and

burnt, with cries of • Death to (Germany I

'
. . . Numerous arrests

were made. I)ut j)oi)ular feeling ran high, not only in Madrid, but

in many large towns, and the outcry against Germany was almost,

if not (juitc. unanimous tiiroughout the country." The Spanish King
and (lovci niucnt. however, conducted themselves with "tact and pru-

denc«' :

" they exjiressed regret for what had occurred and tendered

reparation for the material injury done to the (lerman embassy; their

advances weic accepted by Germany ; the (luestion as to the islands
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was referred to the mediation of the Pope ; and thus the incident

was settled.

Annual Register, 1885 (289) ; Calvo, Le Droit International, 4th ed.,

sec. 1272.

9. Casks i.\ Tlrkey.

§ 1030.

'' Important matters have demanded attention in our relations with

'the Ottoman Porte.
'• The firing and partial destruction, b\' an unrestrained mob, of

one of the school buildings of Anatolia College, established by citi-

zens of the United States at Marsovan, and the apparent indiffer-

ence of the Turkish Government to the outrage, nothwithstanding

the complicity of some of its officials, called for earnest remonstrance,

which was followed by promises of reparation and punishment of

the offenders.

" Indemnity for the injury to the buildings has already been paid,

permission to rebuild given, registration of the school property in

the name of the American owners secured, and efficient protection

guaranteed."'

President Cleveland, annual message. Dec. 4, 1898, For. Rel. 189.3, x.

" ^^liile the physical safety of all citizens of the United States

appears up to the present date to have been secured, their property

has, on at least two recent occasions, been destro3-ed in the course of

local outbursts at ITarpoot and Marash.
" The details of the Harpoot destruction have so far been only mea-

gerly reported, although it took place about the middle of Xovember.

It is stated that the buildings at that place were set on fire separately

by Koords and citizens, in the presence of the Turkish soldiery, dur-

ing an Armenian riot. Besides the chapel, girls' theological school

and seminary building, the ladies" house, boarding house, and resi-

dences of three American missionaries Avere burned, the aggregate

loss on the l)uildings. personal property, stock, fixtures, and af)para-

tus being estimated in the neighborhood of $100,000. The United

States minister has notified the Porte that the Turkish Government

will l)e held responsible for the inmiediate and full satisfaction of all

injuries on that score.

" The American Missionary School of Science at Marash was

burned during a sanguinary outl)reak on Xovember 10, The value

of the property destroyed has not been ascertained, but after prompt
investigation the minister will make like demand for adequate in-

demnity.""

Report of Mr. Olney. Se<'. of State, to tlio President, Dec. 19, 1895, S. Doc.

3.3, .54 Cong. 1 sess. ; For. Rel. 1895. II. 1257.

H. Doc. 5r)i—vol <) 55
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Stf. as to these oases. For. Rel. 1895. II. 1.340, 1.349-1350. 1.3.50. 1357-

1.^58. 1.309. 1370-i:i80. 1.395. 1407. 1410. 1423, 14.34. 1444. 1440-1447.

For a ii«»t«' to the I'orte. oxprossinn thanks for the iiieritorious conduct

of certain Turkish officers at Harpoot and elsewhere, .see For. Ilel.

1895. II. 1382.

Tevfik Paslia, minister of foreign affairs, in a note to Mr. Terrell.

Feb. 14. lSi>C>. maintained that in the disturbances at Harpoot and

^rarash *" the local authorities and imperial troops " made every effort

for the protection of the property and lives of Americans. Avho had

made acknowledgment of the measures taken for their safety, and

that Turkey consequently was not obliged to indemnify them for

their losses. He denied that any pillage was committed in the houses

of the American missionaries. He also advanced that a government

is not responsible for damage necessarily done in defending itself

against an insurrection.

Mr. Olney, Oct. 17, 1806. replied that this doctrine of irresponsi-

l)ility went nnich beyond '' the very generally stated j)rinciple of

international law that a go\'ernment is not liable for damage to local

interests of foreigners by the acts of uncontrollable insurgents." and
•' would appear to expand that doctrine to include irresponsibility

for acts of the Government in repressing insurrection;*' and that, in

either case, it wholly ignored " the responsibility of Turkey for

spoliations and injuries committed by its authorities or agents them-

selves upon the persons and property of American citizens," of which

spoliations and injuries there was declared to be abundant proof.

The Tiirkish answer was therefore pronounced to be " entirely inad-

missii)le.*''

Referring, on Oct. 28, 189G, to affidavits from Harpoot establishing

the complicity of the Turkish soldiers in the burning and plundering

of the American college in that city, the United States said: "That'
the |)reniises of American citizens were inadequately guaivlod. fired

uj)()n by Turkish shot and shell, pillaged by Turkish soldiery, and

left for hours to the unchecked ravages of fire, seems to be fully estab-

lished, and in the face of such evidence the plea advanced in Mav-
royeni Bey's note on l)ehalf of the Ottoman Porte is utterh' untena-

ble, to say nothing of the almost conclusive proof of collusion between

the garrison and the attacking Kurds. No room is discernible for

the api)lication of th(> limited and jealously (|ualified ride of interna-

tional law relative to the irres])onsibility of a government for the acts

of uncontrollable insurgents. The negligence of the authorities and
the acts of their own agents are here in question, not the deeds of the

Kui-d-. nor >till l<'>s of the supposed Armenian rebels on whom the

Porte -ccni- to seek to throw the responsibility of these burnings and
pillaging.^."
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Mr. Olney. Sec-, of State, to Mr. Terrell, iniii. to Turkey. 0<-t. 17, 189fi,

For. Rel. 18JW, 8!)2 : snuie to same. Oct. liS, ISOC. id. 893. See also

id. 88(J, 883. 88(5, 80.1, 898.

As to the proof of complicity or conuivance of the Turkish officials, see

For. Kel. 189.5. II. 1444, 144«>-1448, 14,5.5-1458.

" We have made claims against the Turkish (iovernment for the

piHage and destruction of missionary property at Harpoot and

Marash (hirinir uj^risings at those phices. Thus far the validity of

these demands has not been admitted, though our minister, prior to

such outrages and in anticipation of danger, demanded protection

for the j)ersons and property of our missionary citizens in the locali-

ties mentioned, and notAvithstanding that strong evidence exists of

actual complicity of Turkish soldiers in the Avork of destruction and

robbery.

"The facts as they noAv a|)pear do not permit us to doubt the jus-

tice of these claims, and nothing will I)e omitted to ])ring about their

})rompt settlement."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 7, 189t!, For. Kel. 189t), xxviii.

" None of our citizens in Turkey have thus far been killed or wounded,

thoufih often in the midst of dreadful scenes of danger." (Ibid.)

Mrs. Ilaiganoosh S. Abdalian. widoAv of Dr. Xahabed Y. Abdalian.

a naturalized American citizen. Avho \vas killed during the disturb-

ances at Gurun. Turkey, made a claim against the Turkish Govern-

nient for $50,000 for the murder of her husband, $10,000 for impris-

onment, bodily suffering, distress of mind, and the death of an infant

child, caused by starvation and exposure, and $1,31'2 for the pillage

and destruction of property belonging to her husband and* herself.

The whole claim amounted to $(Jl.31:2. The Turkish Government
replied that it could not admit the principle of granting indemnities

for claims "arising out of the disorders which took place in certain

localities of the Empire."

The Turkish Government made the same reply in respect of the

claim of Levon TI. Seyranian for the destruction of personal property

in the village of Iluseinig.

Keferring to the Turkish reply in the case of Abdalian, the United

States said :
" In every case of this kind the Turkish Government

either ignores or distorts the abundantly supported contention of this

Govermnent that the injui'ies to American property during the recent

disorders were suffered through the insufficiency of the protective

measures afforded. A govermnent being able to quell and not quell-

ing such disorders, and damage to American property having resulted,

the United States contends that Tui'kev can be held responsible under

a well-recognized ])rinciple of international law."

Mr. Sherman. Sec. of St.itc. to Mr. .\ngell. niin. to Turkey. .\ug. '2'A, 1897,

For. Kel. 1897. .59-J.
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Sw. also. For. Kol. 1S;)7. r.!M». r.in.

.\s to tlH' assault on Miss Mrltoii. an Anu'rican missionary, at Daree. a

mountain villas' near AniaMia. Koonlistan. see For. Rel. 1893, 642,

(!4:{. <;.-,'_». (;."><; ccm. <;t;,s. r>s;5. (kS!>. nitr.. 7<k>, to4.

Mr. Stfitus. niinistci- to Tiiflvoy, ti'lcjxi-aphod to Mr. Hay December

1). 18J)S: " Had a satisfactory aiMlience. The Stiltan has directed the

indeiiiiiity to \)v arran<red. and sends coinpliineiits to tlie President.''

This promise was folh)\ved hy a lon«r and varied nefjotiation, in which

the payment of the promised indenniity was insisted on by the United

States. It was not till June 1l\ 1001, that Mr. Leishman. Mr.

Straus's successor, cal)led that there had been deposited to his credit

in the Imi)erial Ottoman Bank the sinn of ID.OOO Turkish pounds.

bein<r the e<|uivalent of $l)-2,(>"2r). This settlement embraced all valid

ontstandiniT claims of the United States airainst the Turkish Govern-

ment, includiiiir those for the destruction of property at Harpoot and

Ma rash.

For. Rel. ISOO. TC,r>-77r) ; For. Rel. 1tt(M», '.MMWMl<»: For. Rel. 1901, .518.

10. KU.I.I.Nfi OF I{lOTKI<S HY A ITHOKITIES.

§ 10:U.

" On the occasion of the conflict which took place on the 10th instant

at Lattimer. near Hazleton, Pa., between the sheFifl"
Biota at Lattimer. ,. » r-' ^ i i

•
t £ot Luzerne C ounty and his armed force on one

side and the strikinir laborers on the other. 10 Austrian and Plun-

<rarian subjects were killed and 11 more or less severely wotmded.

I take the liberty, Mr. Sec-retary of State, herewith to inclose a list of

these dead and wounded jx-rsons, and to add that it has not yet been

possible to ascertain the citizenship of all the victims of that colli-

sion, and that there are '2-\ more wounded men in the hospital at

Hazleton whose names indicate that they are of .Vustrian or Hun-
garian ori<rin, but the j)hysicians who have them in charfje have not

|)ermitted them to be (piest ione(l.

•'.Vccordin^' to the information which I have received, and which is

based u])on the iiKjuiries made by the imperial and royal considate at

Philadelj)hia and the examination of several witnesses of the occur-

rence, the unfortunate \ictims of the catastrophe had enjraged in no

acts of \iolence and were <ruilty of no resistance to the lawful authori-

ties that coidd justify the violent means used apiinst them.
" I have the honor to inclose a report of the examiiuition of 13 eye-

wit iie>-e>. amon«^' which are not oidv the .statements of workmen who
had taken j)ail in the j)rocession. but al.^o the sworn depositions of

-Vnierican cjti/en- who were not concerned in the affair at all, and I

likewise inclose a memorandum in the English language, in order that
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it may be more readily examined, wherein I have given a concise

account of the occurrence as it is shown, hy the aforesaid inquiries, to

have taken place.

" I have no reason to doubt the correctness of these depositions, or

that of the reports which I have received, and I have found no fact

mentioned in the numerous accounts given by the press that dei)rives

the essential points of the accompanying statements of their force.

These important points go to show that

:

"(1) The workmen who took ])art in tlie procession from TTarwood

to Lattimer were unarmed, and had no intention of engaging in acts

of violence at the latter place.

''(2) That the sheriff, before fire was opened, had certainly not

exhausted all means of asserting his authority in a i^eaceful manner,

but that [ire was opened upon defenseless and unarmed men, who had

already obeyed the first orders of the sheriff, who forbade them to

pass through West Hazleton.

"(3) That the men fled at the first shot, and that the firing upon

the fugitives was nevertheless continued for two minutes.

" In this connection I have the honor. Mr. Secretary of State, to

call your special attention to the statement made by Mr. Boyle, the

undertaker at Hazleton, who says that of the 10 bodies mentioned

by him 9 had received their wounds in the back.

" The Imperial and Roj'al Government, in view of this statement,

can not avoid the impression that its subjects suffered death or

wounds, not in consequence of unlaAvful resistance to the constituted

authorities, and therefore not through their fault or owing to an

unfortunate accident, but through an unjustifiable, illegal, and, as it

appears, improper use of the official authority of the sheriff, conse-

quently of a responsible representative of the authority of the State.

It has therefore instructed me to call the attention of the Federal

Government to the case, and to request it to cause the facts to be sub-

jected to a rigid investigation, and to acrjuaint me with the result

thereof with as little delay as j)ossible.

" I have the honor hereby to obey these instructions, and I have, at

the same time, been directed to add that my Government reserves the

right to ask for a suitable indemnity for its subjects who were killed

or wounded on that occasion, and for their surviving relatives."

Mr. Ilengelniiilk'r, iiiin. of Austria-Iluii.Uiiry. tu Mr. Sherman, Sec. vt

State, Sept. 28, 1897. For. Uel. 1898, 4(i.

The receipt of Mr. Ilengelmiiller's note was acknowledged Oct. 9,

1897, and on the 11th of the same month he was advised that the gov-

ernor of Pennsylvania had been requested to investigate the case and

report the result.

After further correspondence, not material to the merits of the

case, Mr. Hengelmiiller was informed, Dec. 28, 1897, that the trial of
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the persons cliar<rotl with the killing and wounding of the Austrian

and Hungarian subjects would take i)laee during the coming month,

and that certain reports on the case which the governor of Pennsyl-

vania had in his jKJssession would he held by him till the conclusion

of the trial, since their publication might prejudice it.

To this coninnuiication Mr. llengelmiiller rei)lied (1) that his Gov-

ermneut could in no case consider the " technical question " of the

guilt or innocence of the sherili' and his posse of the crime with which

they were charged " as being synonymous with the question whethei-

those victims of the catastrophe, who had a right to their protectijnn,

are entitled to indeuuiity:"" (-2) that, while his Government had no

reason to doubt the accuracy of the investigations made by its own
consular officers, it had requested, as a preliminary step, the institu-

tion of an investigation by the Federal (Jovernment, in the hope that

that Government would be glad to " ascertain the facts for itself, and

to srcure a basis, well established by both parties, for the subsequent

treatment of the case: " and (;5) that, as the last connnunication of the

United States was tantamount to a declaration that no such investiga-

tion could be made, his (iovernment had instructed him to declare

that it nnist hold the Federal (Jovei'ument responsible for the injuries

complained of and nuist ask of it a just and adequate indemnity for

the victims.

The United States declared itself unable to accept either the

premises or the conclusion of this reply, but, in view of the position

taken by the Austrian (iovernment. requested the governor of Penn-

sylvania to send on the reports in his possession, assuring him that

they would not be made public pending the trial of the sheriff and his

deputies.

For. Uol. ISOS, .")7. Ci', (•,4. tW.

'• T have now the honor to advise you that I have received from

hi> excellency, the governor
|
of Pennsylvania] ... a state-

ment by Mr. Martin, the high sheritl' of Luzerne Uounty, and a re-

port by Brig. (ien. rl. P. S. (iobin, who commanded the Third Bri-

gade of the National Guard of IVnnsylvania at Ilazleton during the

riots, and also copy of the rei)ort of Gen. Thomas J. Stewart,

adjutant-geiiei-al of Pennsylvania, relating to the same subject.

" By a collation of these three statements, which are mainly in

>ub>tantial agrecincnl. the circumstances of the occurrences near

Ilazleton appear to i)e as follows:

"Alxtut the last of August or 1st of September the employees of

one of the collieries near Ilazleton ceased work because of some diffi-

culty with the sujK'iintendent. The empkn'ees at other mines fol-

lowed in sympathy, and the movement developed into large marching

parties, which began to assemble and move upon the workings and
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drive the workmen from their places. The sheriff, whose office is at

Wilkes-Barre, was appealed to by the owners of the mines for protec-

tion from the interference. He went to Hazleton and summoned
and swore in a large number of armed deputies to preserve the pub-

lic peace. At different times prior to September 10 marching bodies

attempted to drive the workers from several mines, and were turned

aside or dispersed by the sheriff and his deputies. On September 10,

a body of men, estimated at from 800 to 000, started from Ilarwood

to visit Lattimer for the purpose of compelling the men there to

cease work. They were met at West Hazleton by the sheriff, who, in

the name of the law, commanded them to disperse. They refused

and moved on. The sheriff summoned his deputies, and with them
reached Lattimer in advance of the mob. As the mob approached,

the sheriff', unattended, stepped forward to meet the ringleaders,

announced the penalties attending such unlawful acts, and endeav-

ored to persuade the riotous assemblage to turn back. He was sur-

rounded by the mob, some members of which struck him down, the

greater number going toward its destination. During the struggle

which ensued between the sheriff and the mob, at which time he was
entirely surrounded by the rioters, a number of the deputies fired

into the mob, as it would seem, without having been commanded to

do so, resulting in the killing or mortally wounding of 18 men. The
rest of the mob then dispersed.

*' These statements, as will be perceived, suggest doubt as to the

accuracy of the reports heretofore current that the assemblage of

striking miners at Lattimer was peaceably dispersing when orders to

fire upon them were given by the sheriff. The facts would rather

appear to be that, upon the sheriff advancing unattended in order to

meet the ringleaders, he was dangerously assaulted and that shots

were fired, without command, by the deputies in the attempt to rescue

liim. However this may be, I deem it proper to suspend all judgment
upon the merits of the (juestion at issue pending the trial which is

about to take place, in the course of which I may assume that tlie

true facts of the occurrence will be elicited.

" Following a precedent which has been set in some cases hereto-

fore it is proj^osed to have a representative of the Federal Govern-

ment present at the trial to watch the proceedings and report thereon,

to the end of thoroughly investigating the matter with a view to such

further treatment as ma^' be just and proper."

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilengelixiiiller. luin. (jf .\ustria-

Mungary, Jan. 20, 1898, For. Kel. 1898, 77.

" The reports which, according to that note [of Jan. 20, 1898], have

been received by the Federal Government . . . , present the occur-

rences in question, in many important particular.s, in an aspect differ-
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ent from that in which they were presented in the reports received by

lis, which wci-e sent as inclosures to my note of September 28. This

difl'erence in the presentation of the case wonld especially seem to call

for a comparison and scrutiny, as accurate as possible, of the material

on both sides, which is based both upon the statements of persons who
participated in the incident and upon those of persons who took no

part therein. In consideration, however, of the circumstance that the

Federal Government, according to your note of January 20, Mr.

Secretary of State, considers the question of the way in wdiich all the

occurrences actually took place as an open one, I think it proper for

me now to refrain from any discussion of the merits of the case, and
I take note of your declaration that the Federal Government suspends

its decision during the pendency of the trial which is about to take

place, and that it expects the facts of the case to be fully elucidated

by that trial. I have the honor, at the same time, to express my
warmest thanks to the Federal Government for the intention which it

has expressed of sending a representative to be present at that trial,

and to request you. Mr. Secretary of State, to convey this expression

of gratitude to the proper (piarter.

'• In the meantime I take the liberty to call special attention to the

fact that, according to the reports transmitted to the governor of

Pennsylvania, fire was opened on the workmen taking part in the

inarch by tlie sheriff's deputies, although they had received no order to

that effect. This statement agrees with the account given in my
memorandum of September 28, and I refer to it as a further proof of

our oft-repeated assertion that the question of the accused sheriff's

guilt, or of his innocence of the crime with which he is charged, is not

synonymous with the question whether the victims of the catastrophe

are entitled to indemnity."

.Mr. Ik'iiKoliniiller. inin, of Austria-Hungary, to Mr. Sherman, Sec. of

State, .Tan. 24. ].S!»S, For. Uel. l.S!)8, 7!>. Si).

At the re(piest of the I)ej)artment of State, the Attorney-General of
the Fnited States detailed Mr. Henry M. Hoyt, Assistant Attorney-

(Jeiieral. to attend the trial at Wilkes-Barre. Mr. Hoyt was fiirni-shed

by the I)<'|)artment of State with a letter to the governor of Penn-
sylvania, wlio. upon his aj)pearance with it. gave him a letter to the

|)resident judge of tiie courts of Luzerne County, by whom he was
a Horded every oj)])or( unity to follow the course of the proceedings.

The trial was opened at Wilkes-Barre, Feb. 1, 1898. The defend-
ants wei-e James Mai-tiii. sheriff, and OS deputies, who were indicted

jointly for murder, with a second count for manslaughter, in the
case of each man killetl. and for felonious wounding in the ca.se of
each man wounded. An indictment in the case of one of the victims

killed was selected for trial, and on March i), 1808, the jury rendered
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a verdict of not guilty as to all the defendants. Mr. Hoyt found

that the case was *' soberly, properly, and fairly tried, that tliere

Avas abundant evidence to support the verdict, and that it can not be

successfully claimed that under all the circumstances involved the

verdict was not a just and righteous one." He also expressed the

opinion that ** the sheriff and his deputies, the legal conservators of

the peace, conducted themselves with patience, discretion, and for-

bearance through the events leading up to the Lattimer fatality;

that the conflict there was inevitable (humanely speaking) and could

not have been avoided if civil order were to be preserved and obedience

to the law enforced: and that under all the circumstances the action

of the the sheriff and his posse, although fatal and lamentable in its

results, was clearly justifiable.'' Subsequently Mr. Hoyt also pre-

sented a memorandum reviewing the incident in its broader social,

as well as in its international, aspects. On the question of interna-

tional liability he cited the Xew Orleans riot of 1851, 6 Webster's

"Works. 507; the Rock Springs case, 1 Wharton's Int. Law^ Digest,

474-^86; the Xew Orleans riot of 1800, For. Rel. 1891, 727, and the

article of James Bryce, L'/ttelVs Lic'mg Age, June 6, 1891, p. 579;

Hall's Int. Law, 2i>7, 2-28, note 1 ; 2 AVharton's Int. Law Digest, 439,

602, 642, 646, 679, 696.

On the other hand, the Austrian Government presented a report

of Mr. Robert D. Coxe, of the Philadelphia bar, as its counsel in the

matter, Avho expressed the opinion that " the trial resulted in a mis-

carriage of justice." He stated that '* the trial was, upon the whole,

well conducted by counsel for the prosecution," but that they were
" embarrassed at the outset by the inadequate initial preparation of

the case " by the previous district attorney, who went out of office

on Dec. 31, 1897; that the jury reflected the "general sentiment of

the community " l)y being " in sympathy with the defendants," in

regard to some of whom, how-ever, notwithstanding their presence

and *' technical participation " in the affair, a doubt as to guilt Avas

natural and not to be "denied or unfavorably criticised;'' that the

organization of the posse comitatus on Sept. 6, 1897, was '* a precipi-

tate and prenuiture performance,"' a device in the interest of the

coal operators, and stimulated popular excitement; that a careful

consideration of the testimon}' forced the conclusion " that the dep-

uties were the victims of a sudden panic, under the pressure of

which judgment and discretion entirely forsook them;" that the

miners, although '* turbulent and demonstrative," were unprovided

with deadly weapons, and " were not rioters, notwithstanding the

unjust intimations to that effect thrown out to the jury in the charge

of the court;" and that there was nothing in their "attitude and

demeanor " Avhich justified '" the belief that reckless slaughter Avas

necessary."
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I'oi. Uol. ISOS. S()-S2. S7. 07-100. 117-148. 151.

.^«H' also .Mr. Ilciiju'lniiiller. min. of .Vustriii-IIunjrnry. to Mr. Day, Sec. of

Stat*'. .Vpril lit;. ISOS, id. 11(»; Mr. Tower, min. to Austria-Hungary,

to Mr. Day. Sec. of State, .Tune 1, 1808, id. 111.

" Tn tl»o matter of (lie claim of tlio Aiistro-IIunoarian Govornment

for imlemnity on account of the shooting of certain Austro-Hunga-

rian >iil)jccts hy ."-Sheriff Martin and his deputies at Lattimer, Pa., I

have tlie honor to inform you that the T)ej)artment lias given atten-

tive consideration to the report hy Mr. Rol)ert I). Coxe, the repre-

sentative of your (iovernment at the trial of the sheriff and his

deputies on Septemher 10. 1897.

•• Mr. Coxe's rej)ort opens with the statement that ' it may be

assumed that the |)i-osecution nuule out a prima facie case.' To one

not familiar with our settled course of procedure this statement,

while technically accurate, is apt to he misleading. It was not dis-

puted at the trial that the deputies shot and wounded or killed the

>ti-ikei-s whose claim for indemnity is presented by the Austro-IIun-

garian (iove-rnment. The hare j)roof of the undisputed facts, under

our system of procetlui-e. m.akes out a })rima facie case. But this

results not from any proof of actually criminal conduct or guilt on

the part of the sheriff and his posse. l)ut from the rule of procedure

that any officer who may he prosecuted criminally or civilly for any

acts done colore officii is required to show affirmati\ely in defense

the fact that he was an officer, and that the act complained of was

done undei" color of his office in the lawful discharge of his duty.

When that is proven the defense is completely made out. That was

done, or attempted to l)e done, in the trial of Sheriff Martin and his

deputies: and the (juestion of their guilt or innocence depends on the

([uestion whether the shei-iff' and his deputies, in doing the acts com-

|)laine(l of. were within their right in the lawful discharge of their

euty, 'I'his raises tiie (luestion of fact. The sheriff is the official

conservator of the jx-ace of his county, and the crucial question is

whether thei'e was an actual or threatened disturl)ance of the peace

>uch as to justify preventive or repressive measures; whether a riot

was thi'eatened or impending, and. if so. whether the rioters ])ersiste(l

in iheii- unlawful conduct after the sheriff had commanded them to

ilis|)er>e. The facts showing that such was the condition of affairs

at and previous to the time of the shooting are recited in the report

of the .Vssistant Attorney-tJeneral. Mr. lloyt, who witnessed the trial

as the r<'|)i-e~entative of this (lovei'ument : and. as will be shown,

tliey are abiuidantlv estai)lishe(l by the report of the testimony of

the wit nose-- made by Mr. Coxe. the repres(>ntative of the Austro-

Hungariaii ( i()\-eriuiient.

'• >^r. Tloyt"-- report states that the case was fairly tried: that 108

witnes.ses were examined for the prosecution and 111 for the defense;
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that the story told by the witnesses for the prosecution shows

that—
"

' On the evening of September 9. 1807, at Harwood, near Ilazlc-

ton. a meeting of the strikers was held, at which it was decided to go

ihe next day, peaceably and without any weapons, to Lattimer. and
ask the men there to go on strike, but not to use force nor to destroy

property. At noon the next day about 250 men from TTarwood and

other points started from Harwood and marched to V^est Hazleton,

receiving accessions from Crystal Ridge and other surrounding vil-

lages. At AVest Hazleton the sheriff and his posse met them and told

them to disperse; there was some altercation there between the

strikers jmd the sheriff's posse, and then the strikers took a road to

Lattimer which passed along the outskirts of Hazleton. At the same
time the deputies boarded the cars of a trolley line running from
Hazleton to Lattimer and reached the latter place ahead of the

strikers. The deputies lined up at Lattimer in front of a row of

iiouses along and a short distance from the road running into Latti-

mer from the direction of Hazleton, and when the strikers arrived

there the sheriff went forward alone and met them again, his depu-

ties remaining on the side of the road behind him, and once more

ordered them to disperse. He seized successively two of the strikers

by the coat, and while he was engaged in a scuffle with them and with

other strikers who gathered around him, one or two shots were heard,

but from what source the witnesses (or all but two or three of them)

did not definitely say. Then the deputies began to shoot at the

strikers, first some scattering shots and then a volley, and the strikers

broke and fled. The shooting continued for several minutes while the

fleeing strikers were endeavoring to get to cover up the slopes along

the road. Many of the witnesses testified that the sheriff informed

the strikers at West Hazleton and Lattimer who he was, and pro-

duced a paper which he stated to be a proclamation, but did not read.

"'It api)eared that the strikers were unarmed; that small clubs

which they had previously carried were thrown away on the march

between West Hazleton and Lattimer; that they were peaceable and

orderly in their conduct on the march, were not riotous either at

West Hazleton or Lattimer, and at neither place nuule an assault

upon the sheriff or his deputies, or offered any violence, or used

threatening language to them. When the crowd stopped before the

sheriff at Lattimer, 10 men or more gathered around him, and while

he was parleying with them and endeavoring to i)ull to the side of

the road the men whom he had seized by the coat, the main body of

strikers pushed slowly ahead, and at that point and moment the

deputies began to fire.

" ' Witnesses among the strikers testified that the}" had not st()i)j)i'(l

or beaten men on the road from Harwood to West Hazleton. and
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tlu'iicc t<» LattiiiuT. nor comiK'Hcd nicii lo join their number against

their wills: that thci-*' were -'>()() or more in tlieir assemblage; that

thev onl\ went to Lattimer to have a talk with men there, to

show themselves, and to induce the Lattimer men by peaceable means

to join their striki' foi' more wages. Witnesses also testified to vio-

lent language and thi-eatening behavior on the part of the deputies

at A\'est Ilazleton before the shooting, and again at or near Lattimer

after the shooting. The testimony was eiunulative that the strikers

were peaceabN' and unarmed, and did not on tlie nuirch. nor at West

Hazleton. oi- Lattimer exihil)it any such conduct as to justify the vol-

ley of the tleputies.

•* \Vccording to the indictments, there were 19 men killed and 88

wounded. . . . Of the men killed 10 were Austrian subjects, and

of the men woimded 11 were Austrian subjects.'

*' The story of the witnesses for the defense shows, according to Mr.

Hoyt's report, that

—

" • I''or a week or more preceding the 10th of September the people

of the i-egion had been kept in a terror-stricken condition, owing to

the fact that the employees of one of the mines near Harw^ood had

gone on a strike and had induce<l and compelled the men at other

mines to follow them: and had been organizing and assembling

nuirching parties from day to day. which proceeded to various mines,

collieries, and open workings, and throughout the villages and country

generally: compelled men to cease work, drove the workmen away,

stopjM'd the engines, went into the houses of laborers and other resi-

dents, and by threats of violence compelled men against their wills

to join them: carried and used clubs and other weapons, beating and
chasing men who did not w isli to join them, and driving them to the

brush, shooting at them, and conducting themselves on numerous
occasions throughout the week preceding Sej^tember 10 in such vio-

lent, threatening, and lawless nuunier in both speech and deed that

the law-abiding and peaceable citizens and residents were alarmed

and fearful for their safety and even for their lives.

• It al-o ap|)eMi'e<l that the shei'irt'. being appealed to by owners

of ])ro|)erty for protection of themselves and their employees, went

to Ilazleton on Sej)teml)er ^>. duly constituted a lai'ge niunber of citi-

zen- a> armeij dcputie--. published and posted, in concert with the

heritfV of Carlxtn ami Schuylkill counties, a proclamation against

rioting, and instructed the deputies generally that it was their duty

to maintain jx-ace at all hazards, but jiot to take life tndess his life

oi iJM'ii- li\(- were in dangei-. It also appeared that the sheriff care-

fully ""intioiicd 111- men to keep cool upon all occasions, especially

when they nn-i Itodic- of >trikei-s. and that if his life or their lives

were in danger at any time, and that if he was not able for any rea-

sons to give suilalile conunands, including the command to fire, they
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must proceed in such extremity according to their own discretion,

under the direction of the leaders whom he had selected.
'*

' Between September a and 10 the sheriff' and some or all of his

deputies proceeded about the country as called upon; met on various

occasions and at sundry points disorderly l)ands of strikers proceed-

ing about to the collieries and mines, intimidating and stopping (he

workmen, and successfully dispersed them, without any more violent

manifestations than some rough language and threats.

"'On September 10 the sherirt' and his posse met the mob, consisting

of 400 or 500 men, on their march from llarwood to Lattimer, at West
Ilazleton, read his proclamation, and connnanded them to stop and

disperse; arrested one man who refused to stop: passed through the

strikers, who handled him somewhat roughly. l)nt after some violent

talk on the part of the strikers, refusing to heed his counnands and

disperse, he did nothing to prevent their march thi-ough the outskirts

of Hazleton to Lattimer. At the latter place, after lining up th"

deputies on the side of the road so as to meet and stoj) the mob before

they reached the breaker, the sherili' went forward and met them;

commanded them to stop; asked what they were going to do, to which

they replied, "Stop Lattimer mines;"' and then, upon the sheriff's

proceeding to arrest one of them who spoke riotously, many men in

the foremost ranks surged around him, knocked him down, and tried

to take away his revolver, Avhich he held in his hand to enforce his

conunands. Tie did not intend to shoot unless he was compelled to,

and. as a matter of fact, he did not shoot, although he tried to shoot

one man Avho struck him a blow on the face Avhiclx sent him to his

knees. During this altercation and assault ui)on him two of the

strikers with revolvers endeavoi'ed to shoot him. and one with a

knife struck at him.
" * During these proceedings the main body of strikers moved for-

ward past the crowd, around the sherilf, and proceeded, according

to many witnesses, pursuing their way toward Lattimer breaker, and,

according to several witnesses, they turned at that moment and

moved violently and with shouts townrd the deputies.

" 'All of these events haj)pened within a very brief space of time,

and just at this point, when the sheriff's lifV was in danger and a

threatening attack ui)()n tlu> line of deputies had begun, after one

or" two preliminary shots (the source of which could not be exactly

located, though there was evidence showing that they j^i'oceeded

from the rear of the line of deputies, wheiv three of the strikers were

located, beckoning the main body to come on to the assault ui)on the

deputies), a portion of the line of dejuities fired the volley described,

but ceased firing within a half uiinute or thereabouts, and then the

deputies, or many of them, proceeded with the sheriff to assist in

caring for the dead and wounded.
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• • It appoiuctl from the story of the defense that the strikers at

West Ilazlctoii. as well as at Lattiiucr. were violent in their actions

and lan<rna<re. as they had been (hirinj; the series of occurrences k'ad-

in«r up to Lattinier. and that the (U'puties made no threats and acted

coolly and without violence both at West llazleton and after the

sh()otin<r.*

" Mr. Coxe does not I'cport the evidence adduced on behalf of the

pr«)secut ion, but contents himself with the statement that a jn-ima facie

<as<> was mad*' out. lie does set out an abstract of the testimony of

the witjiesses for the defense. By his report of the testimony it is

^hown. out of the mouths of many witnesses, that the strikers on and

pi-ior to September 10. 185)7, entleavored to compel others to join

them: that they jjursued and chased others, who fled; that some of

theui had pistols, revolvei's. and <runs, and fired shots at inolTensive

jx'ople: that lar<i:e numbers of them carried clubs anil pieces of iron

and used intimidation, menaces, threats, and opprobrious epithets,

which, in poj)idar j)arlance amon<; the laboring classes, are regarded

as insult in<r in the last dejrree, as a challen^re to physical conflict, and

as a siirn that the speakers are resolved to persist in their course

without i-e_<rard to consequences; that on Septeml)cr 10, before the

>h<)o(inir occui-red at T^attimer, the sheriff halted the strikers, saying

to them. ' I want you to stop." and one uuin replied, ' You can't stop

us.* and they said that they would not stop, and in a few minutes they

marched on. two of them jxrapplin^ with the sheriff, striking him a

hea\y blow on the cheek, which brought him to his knees, two men
hoMing revolvers and one holding a knife, with which he madt* a

lunge at the sheriff, when the rest of the strikers rushed toward the

dejuities and the shooting began.
•' In his instiMictions to the jury the judge recited a portion of the

testimony of the sheriff as not being in any material part contra-

dicted by the evidence on behalf of the prosecution. It shows that

the strikers us«m1 the insulting ej)ithets above referred to; that the

-heiitf read the prochnnation to them; that they pushed right on by

him; that the crowd sui'ged around him. striking him a terrific blow

on the side of the head : that the man with a knife made a lunge at the

-hcritr while on his knees, and while he was in that posture the

-hoot ing began.

"The legal princi])les by which the validity of this claim is to be

dctcniiined may be stated in a few ])ropositions.

• X(i ^ovciiiinent insui'cs the absolute security of all foreigners

wliii ni:i\ liappcn to be within its territory. Aliens, as well as

national-. ;irc Ixnind to respect the laws, the institutions, and the

constituted anthoiitio of the State in whose territory they reside.

They are treated \\\v -aine as nationals, and, like the latter, they are,

in case of infraction of the penal law, prosecuted and pijiished. In
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particular, if they take part in an insurrection or in a civil war. the

treatment to which they expose themselves in such lawless actions

affords no legitimate ground for diplomatic intervention.

'• The responsibility of governments towards foreigners is not more

extensive than that of the foreign sovereign toward his own sub-

jects. The duties of hospitality do not prevent the entire exercise

of the right which belongs to sovereignty to employ the legal means

to provide for the preservation of the State, nor are foreigners

entitled to a privileged position, nor are they exempt from the con-

sequences of criiiiinal conduct, threatened or committed, nor are they

to be indemnified for damages resulting from such conduct and from

the imperious necessity of watching over the public safety and

welfare.
'' This Government recognizes the international obligation to do

justice, but it can not admit that in this case legal injustice has l)een

done. Even if it were to be conceded that the sheriff and his deputies

were acting wrongfully and unlawfully, still the remedy by way of

diplomatic intervention can not be invoked until all remedies have

been exhausted before the ordinary judicial tribunals. In this case

abundant remedies are afforded for redress, if any actionable wrong
has been committed: but the disposition of this claim may safely be

rested on higher grounds—on the ground that aliens are subject to

the same rules of law and order, of peace and justice which bind the

citizens of the United States. Whoever sojourns in a foreign land

having a settled and pure administration of justice impliedly submits

to the local jurisdiction and to the requirements of the municipal

law. This Government can not tolerate a state of anarchy, either

threatened or inaugurated, in connnunities composed either of its own
citizens or of aliens who nu^y engage in industrial or other ])ursuits

within its territory. If they obey the precepts of the law. it will

protect them: if they defy the law and the constituted authorities,

then, in connnon with all others who 2)articipate witli them in such

acts of lawlessness and violence, they nnist be deemed to accept the

consequences of the conflict which they invite.

'• Thei-e has in this case been no denial of justice, which should be

^ho\vn as a prerequisite to diplomatic intervention. There has been

no denial of justice, because a careful investigation of the rulings of

tlie court at the trial and the instructions to the jury shows that they

are characterized by ability, learning, integrity, and impartiality.

And if there was any degree of feeling in the connntinity where the

strike occurred it was rather creditable than otherwise. It can not

be justly characterized as prejudice in the judicial sense of that term,

but was rather that sentiment which is ordinarily and inevitably felt

against criminal transgressions by all well-ordered and self-go\"eriie(l

communities who make and enforce their own laws through agencies
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appointed by law and wliich dei:)ends for its enforcement upon the

active and licalthy public sentiment whicli lies at the foundation of

all law and order. It is not shown that the trial of the sheriff and

his deputies was not a fair one. nor is it shown that a legal wrong
was done hv the shei-itl' and his deputies, because there was abundant

evidence givt-n at the trial, and justifying the verdict rendered, that

the Austro-IIungarian subjects who were slain and wounded were

aggressors and \iolators of the law in refusing to ol)ey the command
of the sheritl' to (lisj)erse. The connnand was seasonably and lawfully

given, and even though they may have felt that the command was an

unnecessary on*', yet the |)roper respect due to the sheriff as the con-

ser\atoi- of the j)eace of tlie county and the desire to -avoid disorders

and the possible effusion of blood which might occur by reason thereof

made it their duty as law-abiding citizens to ol)ey the command.
•• The princi|)les of international law which support the foregoing

conclusions on the facts shown are enunciated by Rivier, Fiore, and

others, and accord with the uniform practice and precedents of this

(lovernment. not only in controversies in which claims for indemnity

have been made \)\ citizens or subjects of foreign states against this

(iovermnent. but also where such claims have been made by its own
citizens, invoking its diplonuitic intervention in their behalf against

foreign states. These j)rincij)les were enunciated by Mr. Fish, Sec-

retary of State, in LS"'^. and again in 1875; by Mr. Buchanan, Secre-

tary of State, in ls4S: i)y Mr. Webster. Secretary of State, in 1851;

as well as l)y Secretaries of State, Mr. Bayard and Mr. Marcy, and as

shown in '2 Wharton's Digest, section 230.

" In conclusion, the Lattimer strikers were disturbers of the public

peace and violators of the law. They were rapidly drifting into a

state of petty war. It was the duty of the sheriff to take measures

to j)revent, as well as to re|)ress, civil tumults and disorders. On'
previous occasions he had commanded them to disperse and they

ol»eyed. They wei-e perfectly familiar with his official position and

the nature of the authority he exercised. If they had obeyed his

hiwfid c(»nMiiand no blood would have been shed: and in their law-

less an<l aggressive conduct, challenging the embodied foi'ce of the

Stiite. they placed themselves beyond the pr()te<-ting pale of the law.

To reward the wounded living and the heii's of those slain uiuler such

ciicumstances. would l)e offei-ing a premium to lawlessness and invit-

ing renewed outbreaks and riots.

••This (iovernmeiit is therefoi-e unal»le to admit the justice of the

clMiin."

Mr. Il:iy. Scr. t,f st.ito, to linroii Kiodl von Riedpiiaii. •Vustro-IIungarlan

hini:.' <r:ifT;iin-s .id interim. Fel.. 4. 1S<»<». For. Kel. 1H«>8. l."52.

See iuiiiuiil nifssMK"' of I'l-esident .McKlidev. Dec. .">. 1898.
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In a note of April 28, 1899, the Austro-Himgarian legation at

Washington expressed the dissent of that Government from the views

stated in the foregoing note. The Government of Austria-Hungary
had. it was said, consistently maintained that the real question to be

determined was whether the sheriff and his men, in theii- capacity as

public officers, had violated their duty or overstepped the bounds of

their powers; and that if by so doing they had inflicted an injury, the

Federal Government was liable to make indemnity for it whether the

sheriff and his deputies were or were not found guilty of murder.

The United States had based its reply solely on the facts elicited at

the trial, where the only question at issue was whether the defendant,

were guilty of the crime with which they were charged; and, as the

United States had not investigated the charges based upon the inves

tigation made in behalf of the Austro-Hungarian (lovernment, it

could not be admitted that the question of indemnity was disposed of

by the result of the trial. It was alleged and had not been refuted,

said the note, that the workmen who took part in the procession from

Harwood to Lattimer, September 10, 1897, were unarmed and had no

intention of resorting to deeds of violence; that the sheriff, whose

order not to march through AVest Hazleton had been quietly obeyed

by the men, did not on his second meeting with them near Lattimer

exhaust all means of peaceably exerting his authority; that, on the

contrary, he opened fire on unarmed and defenseless people who broke

and ran without offering any resistance. It thus api^eared, said the

note, that the victims had be(m guilty of no act of violence or insur-

rection which could justif}' the severity used against them, and that

the sheriff and his deputies acted illegally and in excess of their

poAvers.**

The Austrian note, while discrediting in general terms the danger

to which the sheriff was alleged to have been exposed, proceeded to ex-

amine the four legal positions advanced in the reply of the United

States. As to the first—that the responsibilty of governments to-

ward aliens is not more extensive than that toward citizens or sub-

jects, and that aliens can not claim more favorable treatment than

natives—its general validity could not, said the note, be admitted.

The individual is unconditionally subject to the action of his own

State, but not so the alien. The latter doubtless is sul)ject to the laws

of the country, l)ut he *' is not obliged to suffer absolute wrong." ''

" In tills relation the note quoted from Hall's Intornational Law. j). 2<)<i. the

statement that tlu> State is resiK)nsil)le for the acts or omissions of its adminis-

trative authorities wliich arc i)roductivo of injury to a foreign state or its sub-

jects so long as such acts are not disavowed and punished.

6 Citing Bello, Principles of International Law, 82; Franz von Liszt, Inter-

national Law. 12<i.

II. Doc. 5.51—vol () 50
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As to the second position—that aliens in «riMU'ral have no claim

to iiHJcnniity f<»i- injnries result in<r from arts neeessarv to the luiblic

safety and w^dfare. especially if they take i)ai-t in an insurrection or

civil war (he note maintained that, even admitting; the principle to

he con-ect, it coidd not l)e conceded (hat (he disdirhances at Lattimer

anioun(ed (o -uch a condition of thin<rs. The strikers had no j)olit-

ical olijec' in view and no intention excej)! that which related to the

>t(ippin<: of work in (lie mines, nor was there any suspension of the

|)ow»'r (d" (he State to act."

As to (he third position

—

that, even if the sheriti' and his deputies

jM'ted unlawfully, diplonujtic intervention could not he invoked, since

all the judicial remedies had not been exhausted—the Autrian note

maintaineil (hat " there is a denial of justice, not only when a well-

foinided lepd claim, preferred hy the competent authorities, does not

recei\-e attention. I)iit there is. in principle, a denial of justice when,

in any particidar case, a decision is j)ronounced which is evidently in

contravention of ri<rht. even if the case had been conducted in such

a way (hat all le^ral forms have been accurately and strictly ob-

>ei-ved." Hence, if there arises "a de facto denial of justice," then,

since (he makinir of reprisals has fallen into disuse, the state which

considers itself w roii<re(l is undoul)te(lly authorized to intervene

diplonuitically." Resides, the result of the criminal trial by which

(he >heritl' and his de])uties were in no wise censtu'ed would render

civil >ui(s for (lama,ir<'s almost hopeless from the l)e<;iiHiin<;, and the

men were n(i( in a posi(ion to defray (he expense connected with such

>t<'p--

A- to the fourth j)osition—that the ille<2.ality of the sheritf's course

IkhI not been -hown—the Austi-ian note contended that such ille<^ality

w;i- c-(al)li>hed by (he t'vidence collected by the Austrian representa-

(ive> :in<l laid ix'fore (he rni(e(l States. An appeal was therefore,

made (o (he sense of justice and e(|ui(y of (he United States, with a

pro|)o-jd (ha(, if the appeal should not be jjranted. the (juestion

>hould be -ubmit(ed (o international arbitration.

I'.nn.ii vuii IJicdeiic.-m t<. Mi: llay. Sec of State. April 1*S, l.S'Jlt. For. Uel.

is'.tit. .-.l.

The (iovcrnmeiit of (he Fnitod States answered that nothing was
found in (he no(e to al(er (he con\ic(ion j:)reviously expressed that

the ca-e wa- " not one for dij)loina(ic intervention. The parties,"

-ai«l th<' rni(ed State-, "have a resort to the courts for the recovery
of daiiia<re~ if any have been uidawfidlv occasioned, and this remedy

' "iiinj I'. \oii M.iriiz. Iiitcrtiational Redress in Penal Cases. 2S:\.

''CitiiiL' <;r..tiii-.. iM- .Inn- r..-iii ac I'aeis. Ixjok .'i. chapter 11 ; IletTter, sec. lOlia;

Wbarton. Int. L:iw IMirest. II. sec. j:*.0.
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has not over boon invoked. This Government is convinced that said

strikers were engaged in acts of hiwlessness and that any injuries

inflicted were sustained by them in resisting the hiwful efforts of tlie

local autiiorities to keep the peace. . . . The maintenance of

internal law and order is of sovereign concern to the Government
of the United States; and while, out of consideration for the Gov-

ernment of His Imperial and Royal Majesty, this (lovernment would

he pleased to defer nnich to His Majesty's wishes and feelings, I

regret that it is unable to do so in this case by consenting to the

arbitration of a claim which, in any form, is believed to be inad-

missible."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of Stato, to Biiron von Hiedeiiau. .Tiiiio 11. 1S!W, For Kel.

KS1)!», ;!<>.

See, also, President McKiiiloy's aiuuial mossayi'. Dec. ."). 1S!)9.

X. CLAfMS HASH!) 0\ WAR.

1. Claims Not Uslally Allowed on Account of Operations of Wau.

§ 1032.

A claim was presented to the Russian Government in behalf of a

citizen of the United States for the loss of certain property destroyed

I)y the burning of Moscow in 1812. The request for redress was so

peremptorily refused that it appeared to be *' utterly vain and use-

less
'" further to press the matter, which Avas accordingly droi)ped.

Mr. McLaiie. Sec. of State, to Mr. Treadwell, Nov. 30. lS3:i. 2t; MS. Uom.
Let. Ut3.

" The liability of this (iovernment to make amends to those Prus-

sian sul)jects who c()mi:)lained of maltreatment and robbery by sol-

diers in the serxice of the United States in Mexico, can not be

acknowledged. It is beli(>ved that no war in modern times has been

prosecuted with greater forbearance towards non-combatants of all

descriptions, than that which characterized the conduct of our forces

in the wnr between the United States and Mexico. Not only was it

(Mir belligerent pobuy to respect privati* i)ers()ns and property, as in-

dicated by the orders to our couuuanding oflicers in that country. l)Ut

everything was done which could reasonably have been expected

towards carrying that policy into effect. Instances of irregidarities

undoul)tedly occurred, in which both foreigners and M<'xicans may
have suffered, but this should be considered the fortinie of war, from

which no foreigners settled in that country had any right to exjiect to

be fi'ee.

•' You seem to suppose that because the United States claimed and

may have received indenmification foi' injuries done to their citi/eu^

during the civil wars in Mexico, they ought to indenniify tliosc for-
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(•i«riu'rs who may have Ik'cii injured diii-in^ our w.w w ith that country.

No analofxy can l>«' i^'i-ccivcd I)t*(\v('('ii the two cases. The United

States had a treaty with Mexico wliich |)roiinsed ])r<)tection to their

ci(i/.eii> in thai counti-y. When tliis stipuhition was disregarded by

Mexican olliccr-, diirinir the connnotious in the Mexican Kepublic, the

( lovi'rnuienl of (hat l\ei)ul)iic hecauie accountabh' therefor. If the

Tnited Stall-- had a treaty stipuhition with l^russia by which tliey

euL'^aircd to indenniifv l*russian subjects douiicih'd in a country witli

which we nii<rht l)e at wai*. for injui'ies from (roo])s en<>:a<ii:e(l in prose-

cutiuii tlie war in such forei<rn (;otniti-v. that stipuhition wouhl Ijc

ajjpru'altle in this instance and wouhl be resj)ecte(b No such stij)ida-

tion. howe\-ei', exists. It is not even j)reten<U'(l tliat the injuries com-

phiined of r«'>uhed from any orch'rs or connivance of officers of tlie

Tnited States. On the contrai-y. u|)()n the comj)hnnt of the sufferers,

measures were a(h)pted to iiKiuii'e into the subject, which, it seems,

wci-e (h'feated l)y their faihire to ap])(>ar before the j)roper tribunal."

Mr. M;ir<-.v, Sec of State, to liaroii (ierult. I'russian luin.. Feb. 15. 1854,

.MS. .Notes to I'russ. Lej,'. VII. 10.

" Haron (ieroh intimates that foreiirners in Mexico must be con-

sidered as undei- the si)ecial i)rotection of their respective govern-

ments on account of the almost constant state of anarchy in that

country. The undersigned, however, iniderstands that Prussia as

well as the I'nited States has recognized Mexico as an independent

nation. This implies an acknowledgmenf that the Mexican Govern-

ment is entitled to the rights and is capable of discharging the duties

of a >ovei'eign stale, and as such is competent to })rotect foreigners

within her jurisdiction. But even if. for argument's sake only, it

wei'e to l>e allowed that foreign goveriunents were warranted in con-

sidering their citizens or subjects as under their own protection i.n

.Mexico, at lea>l during ihe fre(|uenl civil wars in that country, the

same right cannot be held to exist during a war between Mexico and

any oiiici- foreign power. 'I'he rights of neuti'als in Mexico must, in

>uch a case, be measured by the general law of nations."

.Mr. M.ircy. Sec. of State, to l',:iroM Cerolt. June 15. 1S.54. MS. Notes to

I'nissi.Mi lA'ii. VII. 1.-..

Tliis note related to certain ciaiins of Prussian subjects doiniclled in

Mf,\i<-o .iL'.iiiist the Inited States for tiie acts connnitti'd by the

i.ittcr during: tlic war l>ct\vecn tin- T'nited States and .Mexico.

.\ citi/rii of the I'nited States while on his way from California,

in May. Is.'.c. wa-. as he alleged, induced to stoj) in Nicaragua for

the I'liijio-f of engaging in a certain business. While so engaged, in

the f(»ll«.\\ iiiir {)(tol»ci-. hi> establishment was attacked by a ])arty

of soldiers, by wjioni he was wouiuled. and his property plundered.
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He sought to make a claim against Nicaragua for $80,000. The De-

partment of State declined to present it. " When Mr. Butts,*' said

the Department, '* domiciled himself in Nicaragua, he knew that the

Kepublic was in a state of war, and assumed therefore the necessary

hazards which attend the residence even of a neutral in a belligerent

country. In estimating these hazards, he probably weighed against

them the profits which he hoped to derive from this business, and if

he has been disappointed in his expectations, this Government can

only lament that it is unal)]e to afford him any remedy."'

Mr. Cnss. Sec of State, to Mr. Rurns. M. ('.. April liC, 1858, 48 MS. Dom.
Let. :V2:i.

Persons domiciled in the Confederate States can not claim for

damages sustained by them from the forcible numumission of their

slaves by Federal troops.

Mr. Scwjird, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mcrcior, French iiiiii.. Nov. 8, 1862,

Dip. Cor. 180:',, 11. 742; same to same. Feb. 24. 18(',:',, id.- 7.")2.

" The undersigned Secretary of State of the United States, having

taken into further consideration the note of the Dth instant, which

Count AVvdenbruck, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-

tiary, of His Majesty the Emjjeror of Austria, addressed to this

Department, claiming indenniification for certain tobacco belonging

to the Austrian Government, the principal part of which was de-

stroyed by the insurgents in consequence of their having set fire to

the warehouses where it was stored on the evacuation of the city of

Richmond, he has the honor to communicate the decision of this

(lovermnent upon the subject.

'* It is believed that it is a received principle of public law, that the

sul)jects of foreign powers domiciled in a country in a state of war,

are not entitled to greater ])rivileges or immunities than the other

inhabitants of the insurrectionaiv district. Tf. for a suj)posed pur-

])ose of the war, one of the belligerents thinks proper to destroy

neiiti-al property, the otlier can not legally be regarded as accountable

therefor. P>y volinitarily i-einaining in a coinitrv in a state of civil

war. they must be held to lui\"e been willing to accept the risks as well

as the advantages of that domicile. The same rule seems to be appli-

cable to the property of neutrals, whether that of individuals or of

governmcMits. in a belligerent country. It must be held to be liable

to the fortunes of war. Tn this conclusion, the undersigned is ha])]w

in being able to refer the Austrian Government to many precedents

of comparatively recent date, one of which, a note of Prince Schwartz-

enberg of the 14th of Ai)ril, 18.'')0. in answer to claims put forwar.l

in behalf of British subjects, who were represented to have suffered in
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tlu'ir persons aiid property in i\\v courso of an insurrection in Naples

and Tuscany."

Mr. Sc'Wiird. S«'c. of State, to Count Wydenbruck. Austrian niiii.. Nov. 16,

lS»r>. MS. Notes to Aust. Leg. VI L lO.'J.

In (•(mnection with the (juestion whether a government is "respon-

sible for (huna<j:es caused to (h)nnciUMl or resident foreigners, in its

efforts to repress an insin*rection." AVilliam Beacli Lawrence says:

"This (juestion was raised, when the revolutionary movements in

lSli> and ISoO at Naples and in Tuscany were frustrated by the in-

t<M-ference of Austria. In 18r)0, an English fleet proceeded to Naples

to siij)i)ort. Iw'fore the King of the two Sicilies, a denumd for indemnity

presi'uted I)y the Knglish minister in favor of British subjects who
iiad suffered damages by the i)()mbardment of Messina. About the

same time, the English minister at Elorence presented to the Grand
Duke of Tuscany a similar reclamation based on the los.ses which the

(•a|)ture of Leghorn had caused to English merchants. The Grand
Duke invoked the su|i|)ort of the court of Viemui and recpiested the

arbitration of Russia. The latter refused to serve as arbitrator,

JH'cause she did not admit the principle of the British claims;, liut

the cabinet of St. Petersburg addressed a note to that of Ixindon.

• .Vccording to the rides of public law,' said the dispatch of Count

Xesselrode of May 2. iS.'iO, ' as they are understood l)v Russian j)olicy,

it can not b(> admitted that a sovereign forced to repossess himself of a

town occupied by insurgents, is bound to indemnify foreign subjects

who may have sull'ered damage from the assault on such town. A\nien

they estal)lish themselves in a country other than their own, they

acce|)t the chances of all the perils to which that country may be

expo-ed." • If the right which the English (lovernment claims in

Tuscany and at Nai)les should j)revail.' further said Count Xesselrode,

• it w( idd i-esult in giving to British subjects an exceptional position

ai>roa(l. far beyond the advantages enjoyed by the inhabitants of

ntJKT coiinti'ies. and would create for the govermnents which welcome

llieni an intolei'able situation. Their presence would be, to the foment-

• i-> of !i'»iiiblc. an encoui'agement to revolt; for if, behind the revolu-

tionary barricade-, there should contiiuially rise u]) the menacing
• •\ (lit nalily of futui'e I'eclamations in favor of English injured in their

pioperty by the act of rejjression, every soveivign whose position or

who-c relative' weakness exposed him to the ccwrcive measures of an

Eiii:li-ii licet, would find himself stricken with helplessness in the face

of in-ill reel ii)n. If claims such as those made in Sicily aiul in Tuscany
'liould e\( T be -u])|)()rted l»y means other than those of conciliation,

Ilis .Majc-ly would inevital)ly be led to examine and sj)ecifv in a

moi'e formal manner the conditions under which he would henceforth

• •onsent to accoi-d in his states to British subjects the right of resi-

• leiicc and of i)rop«ity."
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" Prince Schwartzenborg expressed himself as follows, April 14.

1850: However disposed may be the peoples of Europe to extend the

limits of the ri<rht to hospitality, they will never do so to the point of

givint;: to foreigners a treatment more favorable than the laws of

the country assure to nationals. The first right of every independent

state is to assure its own preservation by all the means in its

power. AMien a sovereign using this right is obliged to resort to

arms for the suppression of an open revolt, if, in the civil war which

results from it, the property of foreigners established in the country

is injured, it is a public misfortune which foreigners must share with

nationals, and which no more gives them the right to an exceptional

indenniity than if their reclamation was founded on any other

calamity proceeding from the will of men.*'
"

Lawrence. Coniuientalre sur Wbeaton, III. 128.

In the House of Conunons. June 4, ISrK), Lord Pahnerston said:

" With regard to the supiwsed announc-i-njent that the honorai»le gentle-

man imagines the Governments of Russia and Austria to have made,

it is true that in arguing—that in stating their opinions upon, not

the Greelv ehiims. Imt other claims that Her Majesty's Government
have made of a siuular kind, those Governments, acting on an imper-

fect knowledge of the circumstances, were of opinion. esi)eciall.v

Austria, that it was impossible to draw a distinction between the

subjects of a country and foreigners resident in that coinitry. and

that if a government chooses to refuse to its own subjects compensa-

tion for injuries of any kind received in the course of hostilities, tliey

are entitled also to refuse compensation to the subjects of any for-

eign state : and it was indicated as an argument to the Government
of Great Britain that it might become necessary for the Government

of Austria to consider how far it would be its own interest to en-

courage the residence of British subjects in Austria. It was not

stated, however, whether it would exclude our merchants, or our civil

engineers employed in constructing their railways, or the travellers

who were spentling tlieir money in that coiuitry. That was an

argument, and nothing more. But against that argument I might

quote the example of the (Jovernmeiit of Austria itself. Very re-

cently an Austrian merchant brig wrecked on the coast of Ireland,

near Troy Island, was plundered by the i)eopl»> of that district. The
government of Ireland conunence<l a prosecution for the purpose of

punishing tlie plunderers, and recovering for the owners and mas-

ters of the vessel the amount of their loss. The i)rosecution. how-

ever, failed in consequence of a (luestion that arose as to tln' pl.-ice

where the venue was laid, and no redress could be received in a

court of law. The Government of Austria api)lied for compensation,

though in a case where it is evident a British subje<t could have

obtained none in course of law; and Iler Majesty's (Jovermnent, act-

ing on that liberal principle that always guides their conduct in

matters relating to foreign countries, granted compensation to tlie

extent of .lUd/.

"Mr. M. GnisoN asked when was the decision come to to compcns.Uc tiic

.\ustrian ship on tlie part of tlie English (Jovernment?
" Vlscocnt Pai.merston thought it was about a month ago." (Ilaiisanl,

Parliamentary I)ei)ates, CXI. 717-719.)
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Sw Cnlvo. Droit Int. III. §§ 12K4-12Sr); Fiore. Droit Int. Public. I. §§

,;7(m;77; rnulicr-FcMU'n'. Trait*' do Droit Int. rublic, I. § 205.

"The Court of Claims, adopting the hmguage of my predecessor,

Mr. Seward, has decided it to be the hnv and usage of nations that

one wlio takes up a residence in a foreign place and there suffers an

injury to his j)rojK'rty by reason of belligerent acts committed against

that place by another foreign nation, must abide the chances of the

country in which he chooses to reside; and his only chance, if any, is

against the government of that country, in which his own sovereign

will not interest himself. Such has been the doctrine and practice of

the United States and of the great powers of Europe, and this Gov-

ernment, therefore, can not intervene in behalf of Mr. F'ougen, or of

any citizen of the Ignited States, under the same circumstances."

Mr. Fisli, Sec. of State, to Mr. Waslibnrne. niin. to France. No. 272, Apr.

2S. 1S71. For. Rcl. 1871. .'«5 ; MS. Inst, to France, XVIII. 508,

adinowIcdKins the receipt of Mr. Washburne's No. 41.'i, of April 8,

1871, relating to a claim sought to be made by a Mr. Fougen, who
stated that he was a citizen of the United States, for the appropri-

ation and destruction of his property by German troops in France

during the Franco-German war.

" Tie claims, as an American citizen, resident in Mexico, compensa-

tion for losses and injuries sustained in Mexico, during a state of pub-

lic war, at the hands of a hostile invading army. Tt is an undoubted

principle of pul)lic law that when one power, in the exercise of its sov-

ereign rights, deems it proper to exercise acts of hostility against the

territoi-y of another power, the citizens of foreign states, residing

within the arena of war, whose property may be injured or destroyed

during the war, have no right to demand compensation on the ground

of their being citizens of a third power, for losses which the necessi-^

ties of war may bring upon them in common Avitli the citizens of the

state invaded."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Niles, Oct. 30, 1871, 91 MS. Dom. Let. 211,

concerning a claim of .luan A. Kobinson for losses inflicted by the

French troops in Mexico in 1805.

The mere temporary arrest and detention of a citizen of the TJnited

States in France at the time of the siege of Paris, during the Frnnco-

(irerman war of 1871, does not, by itself, give ground for a claim

against the French Government unless it be shown that the arrest was
without excuse or probable cause. " Citizens of the United States, in

(•oniinon with other foreigners who were unfortunate enough to be

re>idents of France during the period to which Mr. Halzer's memorial
refers, were reiuh-red liable to certain inconveniences which seem to

have l)een unavoidable under the circumstances, and are inseparable

from a condition of war such as France was then in. Such a state of
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society as then existed in France demanded from foreioncrs who were

at the time resident there the utmost prudence and caution ; whether

Mr. Halzer exercised such prudence does not clearly appear from the

papers which he has placed on file. His case does not seem to present

any feature not common to the cases of many citizens of the United

States who were arrested in France during that period on similar

grounds, and under circumstances at least as favorable as those which
surrounded Mr. Halzer."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Washburne, inln. to France, Oct. 19, 1872,

For. Kel. 1873, I. 2.39.

With reference to a claim sought to be made against the United

States on account of the participation of certain individual American
soldiers in the caj^ture and pillage of Bagdad, ^Mexico, in January,

18<)(). the Department of State said :
" If any oifence were committed

. . . for which the (Tovernment of the United States could justly

be held responsible (which is explicitly denied), this Government
could not admit the right of any other power than that of Mexico,

within wliose territorial jurisdiction the event occurred, to call on it

for indemnification for losses accruing in consequence of that event

to private individuals resident in the town. If such indemnification

can rightfully be claimed by other governments in behalf of losses

sustained by their citizens or subjects on account of those events, it

should be claimed against the state within whose jurisdiction such

alleged losses may be found to have been sustained."

Mr. Fish, See. of State, to Count Corti. Italian niin., Dec. 9, 1872, MS.

Notes to Italy, VII. 150.

As to the capture and pillage of Bagdad, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations. IV.

4029.

A claim was presented by the British Government in behalf of

Alfred Ravenscroft. a British subject, on account of property alleged

to have been taken from his store in Columbus. Georgia, on April 17.

ISC);"), by United States soldiers, under conmiand of General Wilson,

by whom the town was captured on that day. The claiuiant's proofs

were defective, and contained no statement as to the relations which

lie sustained towards the United States or the Confederacy during

the civil war, but his actions tended to show that his sympathies were

with the Confederacy. The decision of the Government of the

United States, however, on the claim was not based on the insuffi-

ciency of the evidence. The town of Columbus had, said the Depart-

ment of State, long i)rior to its capture by the United States forces

Ix'en in possession of the forces of the Confederacy, which had been

accorded l)v the British Government, of which the claimant was n

subject, the rights of a belligerent. On April 17, 1865. it became the
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ohjoctive point of contention iH^twocMi tho forces of the United States

and those of the Confederacy, and there was. said the Department

of State, no j)rinci})le of public hnv by which either Ixdligerent was

lM)und to make indemnity for property "destroyed in the necessary

prosecution of hostile operations." Continuing, the Department of

State said:
•• Nor d(H>s the fact that Mr. Ravenscroft is a subject of Great

Britain in any way atfect his claim to compensation; Ix'ing a resident

within the seat of war at the time of his alleged losses, he was equally

with the citizens of the country subject to the fortunes and incidents

of war. Karl Cranville. with his usual clearness, applies this prin-

ciple to the case of Mr. Kirby, an English gentleman, residing at La
Forte. Imbault. in France, during the late Franco-German war. The
(ierman forces had aj)i)ro])riated much of that gentleman's property

for military purposes, and he sought the interposition of his own
(loxermncnt, to enable him to obtain compensation or indemnity for

his losses. Lord Granville replies to his application by saying that

' it is out of their (the (Jovermnent's) power to interfere to obtain any

redress for him. inasmuch as foreigners residing in a country which

is the s<'at of war are cijually liable with the natives of the country to

have re<iuisitions levied on their property by the belligerents.' In

another case his lordship says ' that Her Majesty's subjects, resident

in France, whose property has Ix'en destroyed during the war, can

not exi)ect to be compensated on the ground of their being British

subjects for losses which the necessities of war have brought upon
them in common with French subjects.' And in still another case,

that of the Knglish residents at Chantilly, his lordship instructs Mr.
Odo Kiisscll. in presenting their case for the consideration of the

Fm|)eror of (Jermany, to state ' that Tier Majesty's (lovernment make
no claim for the petitioners to be exempted, as British subjects, from'

the evils incident to a state of war, to which all other perscms, resi-

dent in France, are exposed."
•• The-e views are in full accord with the long-established and well-

iin(ler>t<><»(l rule> which the necessities and exigencies of war give rise

to. IIow<'ver much they may be modified in practice by the enlight-

enecl :ind humane spirit of modern times, the rules which govern the

conduct and rights of Ixdligerents in such emergencies are not

changed.'*

.Mr. lish. Sof. of StntP. to Mr. Thornton. British min.. May 10. 187.3, MS.
Notes to Cr. I'.rit. XVI. 101.

Kf;ilIiniM'<l in sMiiie to sniiie. Oct. •!, 1S7.'>, id. 2'.'>'j.

'•The < laiiii to which y(»ur letter refers was brought to the atten-

tion of the Pie-idcnt in isTl, in connection with a claim of a similar

character on behalf of Mr. Blanton Duncan [for spoliation of real
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j)r()|)('rty in Franco by Gorman soldiors], and, toofothor with tlio docu-

nionlary i)root's subsoquontly transmitted through tho United States

lejjation at Paris, was referred to this Department for consideration.

" Tho facts and circumstances wore then carefully examined ; and
in replyin*^ to Mr. Duncan on the IGth of May, 1871, I took occasion

to state that this (lovernmont was not in a position to dissent from

the view then recently announced by the British Goyornment in the

f()llowin«2: terms:
" ' Her Majesty's Goyornment do not consider that in strict right

they wouhl be entitled to claim compensation from the Prussian Goy-
ornment for the destruction of Mi". SmitlTs property, as it would
seem that though an Englishman ho has become the proprietor of a

house and farm at St. Owen, and has established his wife and fam-

ily there, by which i)r()ceoding he has so incorporated himself into

tho territory of France as to render it unayoidable that his family

and property should bo exi)osed like those of natiyo citizens of Franco

resident in tho same district to the eyils incident on a state of war.'

" The i)rinci2)lo thus admitted by the British Goyornment with ref-

erence to their own subjects, this (loyornmont has had occasion to

apply to claims of a similar character preferred by citizens of other

l)owors who were domiciled in the United States during our own late

war. Tho doctrine is one long established and universally recog-

nized, and no good reason is perceiyed for departing from it in the

j)resent instance."'

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to INIr. Gibson, Dec. 30, 1875, 111 MS. Dom. Let.

263.

" Howeyer severe may have been the claimant's injuries, it must
bo recollected that like injuries are connnitted in most cases where

towns are sacked, and that aliens resident in such towns are subject

to tho same losses as are citizens. It has never boon held, ho\yevor,

that aliens have for such injuries a claim on the belligerent by whom
I hoy are inflicted. On the contrary the authorities lay down the gen-

eral principle that neutral i)roporty in belligerent territory shares the

liabilities of ])roperty belonging to subjects of the state."'

Mr. l'.iiyar(l. Sec. of State, to Mr. O'Connor, Oct. '_>!), ISSr., mi MS. Doni.

' Let. 483.

A citizen of the United States, who was carrying on business on an

island in the bay of Kio do Janeiro at the beginning of the Brazilian

insurrection of 181)3, sought to make a claim against the Brazilian

(lovornment for tho dostructicm of his property, including two
lighters and three snudl boats, and for the breaking up of his busi-

ness. Tt appeared that his j)lace of business was directly in range

of much of the firing bet ween the op])osing forces and was several

times alternately occupied by the CJoverninent and the insurgents.
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The Dt'partiiicnt of Stato. wliilc (l('cliuiii<r to i)rest'iit a claim for daiii-

agi's inHicted l>y the insiir«j:('nls, said that it was very doubtful also

wlu'tluT a claiiM could l)c inado for injuries inflicted by the (lovern-

nient forces. "An alien domiciled in a foreign country is not," said

the Department, "'entitled to any «rreater privileges or inuuunities

than a native. If wai- l)reaks out there, he, in connnon with the other

inhal)itant> of the country, is necessarily expostnl to the inconven-

ience- and disadvantages of such a state of things, and, if his ])rop-

erty is injured or destroyed, the (lovernment can not legally be held

accoinital)le therefor." The Department cited Bluntschli, 5; 880 bis,

to the ell'ect that "states are not bound to allow indemnities for

losses or injuiies suH'ered by aliens or natives resulting from internal

troul)les or civil war: " C'alvo, 111. 144, 145, to the same effect; Mr.

Fi-elinghuysen to the Belgian minister, April 17, 1888, Wharton's

International Law Digest, II. 55 224; Mr. Evarts to Mr. Iloifman,

July 18. 187!), For. Kel. 1879, 924. The Department added, how-

ever, tliat. while a state was not obliged to make compensation for

injuries such as those in que.stion, yet indemnities had in many
instances Ix't-n voluntarily paid, and cited Vattel, book 8, § 232, to the

effect that a sovereign ought to show an eipiitable regard for suf-

ferers by the ravages of war. if his situation will admit of it. The
I)e])artment was therefore willing to i)resent a claim for the destruc-

tion of j)i-operty by (Jovernment forces, and e.\j)ressed the hope that,

in view of the peculiai- hardshij)s in the case, a reasonable compensa-

tion might be made. It was added that if the Brazilian Government
had comi)ensated its own citizens or the citizens of foreign countries

for similar injuries the United States would of course insist on the

same treatment for its citizens. It was subse(iuently stated that the

claims of several Biazilian comj)anies for damages suffered during

the insurrection had been j)aid by the Ciovernment, and a j)articular

law was cited under which a Brazilian company had been indennii-

fied for such losses. Some of the claims tlul^ paid seemed to be simi-

lar in character to that of the American citizen in (juestion, aiul. on

the strength of their payment, the American minister was directed,

within the limits of his previous instruction, to urge that a reason-

able compensation should be nmde to the American citizen for his

losses.

Mr. Olnoy, Hoc: of St.atc tn Mr. Tlininpson. inin. to Brazil. No. .Sin, Jan.

•_';i. 1s;m;. MS. Inst. Urazil, XVIII. 171; same to sanic, No. .358, Oct.

10. IS'.tt;. id. LMU.

In tlic case of 1li«' .Vincricnn schoont>r Jaincs A. Siiupso)!, in which a

<l:iiiii was made for indj'ninity for damages <lonc to the vessel by

tli»' (Ire of (Jovernment tnM)|).s durinu the late insurrection in Brazil,

the lf;,';itioii w.is instructed to make a full reiK»rt as to the nature
of tlif jiidici.il remedy which the Brazilian minister of foreign affairs

declared to he oihju to the claiuiaut, whether this remedy wa.s
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ajiainst the Goveriiineiit <»r against individuals resjK)iisil»le for the

injury, in case tiieir action was not authorize*! by the (Jovernujent.

and whether tlje remedy was i)ractical and suljstantial. or merely

nominal and illusory. (Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thomp-
son, min. to Brazil, No. 4(>7, April 22, 1807, MS. Inst. Brazil. XVIII.

2.38.)

A claim wa.s j)resent(Hl by the British (lovernment to the United

States in l)ehalf of AVilliani Hardnian, a British subject, for £93. for

h:)ss of j)roperty destroyed through the action of United States troops

at Siboney. Cuba, on July 28. 1898. The claim was admitted to be-

long to the class of tiiose arising from the calamities of war, for which

compensation could not strictly be demanded. The President, how-

ever. favoral)ly reconnnended it to Congress in a message of Dec. 13,

1901. The Connnittee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, January

23, 1902. reported adversely upon it. The British embassy at Wash^
ington. on Dec. 31, 1902, again brought up the case, unofficially, and

suggested that compensation be nuide as a nuitter of grace and favor;

but Mr. Hay declined to entertain it. in view of the adverse report of

the Foreign Relations Committee.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Sir M. Ilerljert. British amhass., personal. .Ian.

27, 190.3, For. Rel. 190."., 482.

For the report of the committee, see S. Kept. 224. .57 Cong. 1 ses».. Jan. 23,

1902.

The destruction of goods \)\ a public enemy does not release the

owner from the payment of duties that have become due by law.

Wirt, At. Gen., 1819, 1 Op. 269.

When the Briti.sh invaded Castine, in the State of Maine, the com-

mander of the United States ship Adams, then lying in that port,

burnt his vessel to prevent her from falling into the hands of the

enemy. The fire was communicated to a neighboring warehouse, in

which valuable {jroperty was destroyed, for which a claim was made
against the Ciovernment. It was advised that the destruction was a

casualty of war resulting from exposure, and that the Government

was not lialjle.

Wirt. At. (Jen., 1810, 1 Op. 2.->5.

•• Neutral property in a l)elligerent's territory shares the fate of

war the same as that of subjects or citizens. If injured or destroyed

in battle or siege, in the ab.sence of circumstances evincing wanton-

ness or culpable neglect on the part of the Government within whose

jurisdiction it is. the public law furnishes the owner no redress

against such Government. The case is not altered if the owner hap-

pens to be an officer of a neutral power."
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Mooj-f. Int. Arbitrations. IV. :?Tl(t. .Kloptod in Rncij;jilupi v. t'hilo. Unitetl

StMlt's :intl Ciiilran ("iainis ("oinniission (I'.Kd), 151.

Si-!', alsd. Wilson's Case. Sjianisli Claims Coiuuiission (18S1). Moon*. Int.

Arl>itratit>iis. IV. .•{M74-:'.(!7r).

.V lH'lli<r«M-('iil is not ii'<|iiir«Ml to i)ay for damaoft's to jwrsoiis or

proi)('rly of ciu'inics or neutrals which. lH'in<r in the track of war,

may Im' injured hy the military o|)erations.

.Mr. .Ma;,'iHin. law »tllicer. division of insular affairs. War lH'|>t.. Feb. C>,

liXtl. .Mairoon's Kepts. .'WS.

•• The resort to such measures as were adopted by the forces of the

llaytian (lovernment to su|)press the local revolt a<rainst the (lovern-

ment and the laws may have been, and no doubt was. in the esti-

mation of the llaytian (iovernment, entirely justifiable, and this

(lOvernment has no disposition to <|uestion the correctness of this view

as to these precautionary municipal measures; but it follows, neverthe-

!e». that the (iovernment is answerable for the destruction of i)rivatc

proj)erty which may have been necessarily sacrificed to the success of

such measures. It is because of the recofrnition by this (iovernment

of the necessities that such emer<r*'iicies (r'lvv rise to that it limits the

demand in the |)resent instiuice to compensation for actual losses.*'

.Mr. r.l.iinc. Sec of Stale, to Mr. Lan}.'ston. .Inly 1. 1.SS1. .MS. Inst, lla.vti,

II. 2",.

Mr. rish's report of May l.">. ISTl. niviny tlie rejxirts of .Mr. Whiting. So-

lifjtor of tin- War I )('i>artnient. on claims by aliens for dama.^es in

till' civil war. is in Scn.-ite Kx. Hoc. '2. 4'2 Coni;. sjtecial s<'ss.

.Mr. Lawrence's re|Mirt on war claini!-- of aliens is found in House Kei>t.

2*U. 4:t Con«. 1 sess.

hy Article \'III. of the treaty In'tween France and the ITova Oov-

crmneiit of Madapiscar. the latter a<rreed to pay lO.OOO.OOO francs,

to be applied to the settlement of I'^rench claims that were liquidated

|)rior to the war between the two countries, and to the payment of all

dama<:es sustained by j)rivate jx'rsons of all nationalities on account

of the war. The examination and payment of the claims was to

devolve u|)on the French (iovernment. and all jx-rsons havin<; stich

claims were informed by ])ublic notice, on March IS, LS.S(», to i)resent

them. to«rether with the documentary evidence in support thereof,

either to the minister of forei<rn ail'airs at Paris before May 1'), 188(),

or to the French minister resident at Taniatave before July 15, 188G.

l-or. Uel. i.ss«;, :',08.
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2. Nor for Skizino I{KsorK( ks ok xjik Enemy.

§ 1033.

By notes of December 2 and Deceml)er 10, 1884, the Spanish minis-

ter at Washington presented a chaim a<rainst the (iov-
Case of Maza and (.nunent of the United States of the Spanisli firm of

Larraohe & Co., successors of Maza & Larrache. on

account of the allefjed seizure and appropriation by the authorities

of the Ignited States, at Shrevei)()rt. La., in ISC;"), of 1.309. bak's of

cotton, vahied at $700,000. It was alleged that the cotton was pur-

chased by Mazii & Larrache in the usual and legitimate course of

their connnerce: that it was seized and confiscated by agents of the

United States (irovernment in obedience to orders issued by the

Treasury Department ; and that the proceeds of the sale of the cotton

were dejjosited in that Department.

Mr. Valera. Spanish inin.. to Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State. Feb. 10. 188G,

For. Rel. 1.S87. ^()()?..

Mr. Valera also referred to his notes of Dec. 20. 1S.S4. and Fel). 7 and
.March 10, 188.J. i»resentinfi testimony in support of the claim.

In a note of June 28. 188G, Mr. Bayard pointed out that the claim-

ants averred that the confiscated cotton was a i)art of 3.000 bales

which the agent of Maza & Larrache purchased in Louisiana and

Texas from the Confederate government in 18()4. The case, as thus

presented, appeared, said Mr. Bayard, to be a simple one of a private

contract for connnercial profit and mutual advantage between the

claimants and the Southern Confederacy, which was at the time a

recognized belligerent at war with the Government of the United

States. The claimants knew that the commodity thus contracted for

was at the time made use of by the Confederacy in various ways in

carrying on the war. Its use for such purposes was publicly i)ro-

claimed by the Confederacy and its sale prohibited, except under

regulations established or contracts with the Confederate govern-

ment. Cotton was thus officially classed among war supplies, and as

such was liable to be destroyed when found by Federal tro()])s. or

turned to any use which the exigencies of war might dictate. In the

vear in which the claimants made their purchase the Confederate war

dei)artment. said Mr. Bayard, officially recognized cotton as one of

the chief munitions of war. by advising that large amounts of Con-

federate bonds should be issued for the separate use of that de|)art-

ment in |)urchasing cotton and steamers with which to obtain military

.supplies from abroad. Continuing. Mr. Bayard said:

"Cotton, in fact, was to the Confederacy as much munitions of war

as powder and ball, for it furnished the chief means of obtaining

those indispensibles of warfare. In iiiteruational law there could l)e
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no (|iiosli()ii ;i!- to the lipht of the I'^Mlcral comnianders to seize it as

coiid-alnmd of Will'. wlictluT tlicv found it on I'chel territory or inter-

(•(•|)t»'«l it on tlu' way to the parties who were to furnish in return

material aid in the form of tlie sinews of war—arms or freneral

SMj)j)li«'S.

" The fact> that the chiiinants were aliens, liviiifj in another country,

and acting' only throuirh airents in the Confederate States, dm^s not

aher the <a>e or entith' tliem to chima<res for seizures hy the United

State>. This ar<rument in amdo^ous cases has been frequently used

Wy Spain towards American claimants, alien ownership not being in

the S|)anish dominions, or in any other i)art of the civilized world, a

<i^round on which confiscation of contrai)and of war could l)e avoided.

"'The ai'<rument of the claimants that hostilities had ceased when
the seizure took place is not valid, as the war between the Confederacy

and the I'nited States was flagrant at the time the contract was made
by the claimants with the Confederate States. The war. under the

decisions of the Su|)reme Court of tiie United States, did not termi-

nate until the L'Oth of August. IH('A\.

"This I)ei)artment. in its instrm-tions to our miidsters at those

courts which recognized the southern insurgents as belligerents, has

nudntained that those nations, after such recognition, nuist be content

to have their subjects who were domiciled as merchants in belligerent

territory considered as belligerents, and the same argument would

eml)race all aliens residing in the enemy's country for business pur-

poses. (•!• represented by agents there. It has likewise been held by

the Supreme Court of the Uinted States in one case, where the prop-

erty of a noncombatant was destroyed, that j)roperty left by its owner

in the country of a belligerent is subject to the chances of war and to

coidiscation by the other b(>lligerent.

*'A >imilar rule was enforced in the case of the losses of British

.'•ul>jects through the Dutch l)ombardment of Antwerp in IS.'U), and

was assented to by (Ji-eat Britain and all the other powers whose

citizens sufl'erecl loss. The same was the case with the property of

.Vmerican citizens in Xaj)les in ISOT. ami likewise in the case of losses

incurred by foreigners by our bombardment of (Irevtown in 1853,

Fran<-e and (Jreat Britain ac(|uiescing.

"If claims for losses of goods belonging to neutral owners which

ha|)pene(l to \h> at the time of hostilities in the enemy's territory can

not be ent<'rtained. how nuich less valid are they when goods were the

-uliject of a voluntary contract entered into by the owners with the

leader> of a revolt, the two contracting parties taking the chances of

lo>> through the faihire of the Confederacy, or of the profits to result

from it- siicce.--. which, doubtless, would in the present case have been

enormous. The contracting parties were partners in a speculation in

contraband of war. which w as subject to the vicissitudes of war and
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which failed, and the resulting loss can become no basis for a claim

which, if admitted, miglit embarrass Spain, among other nations, as

furnishing a precedent in possible future cases where the integrity

of her colonial possessions should be at stake."

Mr. liayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga. Spanish luin., June 28, 188<),

i For. Rel. 1887. 100(!.

The statement above made with regard to the bombardment of Antwerp
is erronetnis. An indemnity was obtained by tlie United States and
other powers, thougli from Belgium and not from the Dutch.

Replying to the foregoing note, on August 13, 188fi, Mr. Muruaga
pointed out that, while it was stated when the claim was first pre-

sented that Maza & Larrache had purchased the cotton under a con-

tract with the Confederate government, it was subsequently shown
l>v the affidavit of the agent of the claimants, which was sent to the

Department of State on March 15, 1885, that the cotton was pur-

ciiased *' from loyal citizens of the United States (that is to say, non-

ct)mbatants) in the States of Texas and Louisiana." The apparent

contradiction, said Mr. Muruaga, was explained by the fact that the

Confederate government exercised " strict surveilance " over the trans-

portation of all cotton within its territory, and that no purchase could

be made except through its officers or with their approval. He had,

he said, not forgotten that the place where the jDurchase was made was

within the jurisdiction of a j)ower then at war with or in rebellion

against the United States, and that the latter had forljidden all com-

mercial transactions within that territory. But, said Mr. Muruaga,
.'^uch a prohii)ition could not, according to the principles and practice

of international law, be maintained against other nations unless by an

effective blockade of the coast or 1)V something equivalent thereto on

land. It was believed to be a matter of history that the United States

(lovernment never seriously attempted to maintain l)v military sta-

tions or j)ati"()ls its prohil^ition of trade with the Confederacy along

the frontier line extending from Brownsville, near the (lulf of Mex-
ico, to the northwestern limit of Texas. Since no measures were

taken actiuilly to jirevent merchants from carrying on commerce in

that quarter, it was not reasonable to assert that the Spanish house

of Maza t!»c Lari'ache was engaged in illicit trade. Nor was the cot-

ton in (juestion captured while being carried across the Confederate

lilies during the war: nor was it seized during the i)eriod of active

military oj)erations. After May 13, 18()5, no resistance was offered to

the Federal authorities anywhere in the territories of the Union. The
capitulation of the Confederate army of the trans-Mississippi depart-

ment was signed on the '2<'>th of that month, and General Grant's

proclamation to the Union Army announcing the termination of the

war was published on the "id of June. . After May 26, 1805, northeri;

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 57
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Louisiana, whore the claimants* cotton was stored, was, said Mr.

Munia^a. peacefully occupied by the United States authorities. The

t-otton was seized hy Treasury a<rents and taken from Xew Orleans

durin<r June. July. Au<rust, and Xovemlu'r, ISC);").

^fr. Murua«ra said that he <lid not dispute the principle that for-

ei«rn<'rs or their a<j:ents domiciled in an enemy country for mercan-

tile purposes were to l>e considered as lx'lli«rerents, and that ])r()perty

ahandoned hy its owner in Indligerent territory was subject to the

chances of war and to confiscation. Nor did he deny that gov-

ernments were not obliged to indemnify the owners of property

destroyed in active warlike operations—such as bombardments,

l)attles. and marches. This doctrine was, however, said Mr. Muru-
aga. subject to numerous exceptions. I'he Congress of the United

States had in a large number of cases compensated its own citizens

foi- |)roi)erty situated within the Confederate lines which had been

destroyed by the Union Army or taken for its use, or the proceeds

of which had i>een dej)osited in the Treasury. In this relation he

adverted to the captured and abandoned })roj)erty act of March 12,

\S{\:\. and to the act of March 3, ISTl. creating the Southern Claims

Commission. Moreover, since the cl<)s<> of the war the American

(lovernnient had concluded conventions with Mexico, England, and

France, and the conunissioners under these conventions had gi'anted

many claims growing out of the oj)erations of the war. As examples

of such cases he cited and examined several cases (.Mr. Anderson, Xo.

:VM\: Mr. (Jarate. Xo. {\W: Mr. Xewton. Xo. IW. and Mr. AVeil, Xo.

147) l)efore the .^h^\ican Claims Connnission. The Anglo-American
conunission, under the treaty of 1S71, also made a number of awards,

said Mi-. .Mnruaga. in favoi- of Hi'itish sul)jects. many of whom had
re-ided or been engaged in business within the Confederate lines, on

account of pi-opei-ty captui-ed l)y the Union forces within the enemy's

hues and sul»se(|uent ly confiscated or apj)r<)j)riated to the use of the.

United States. Some of thes<' were claims for the value of cotton.

The same coui'se was followed In* the Fivnch and .Vmerican commis-
sion, under the coincntion of ISSO. botii in res|)ect of cotton and of

oilier properly. .Mr. Muruaga also cited the case of Carlisle, 1('> Wall.

1 17. as that of a Bi-itish subject who. although he was shown to have
lieen engaged in furnisiiing saltpeter to the Confederate military

authorities for the manufacture of gunpowder, was held to have a

right to recover the |)roceeds of his pro|)ei-ty fi-om the United States

Treasui-y in view of the Presidenrs proclamation of amnesty of De-

cember -J'k Is<",s. Oil ihese grounds .Mr. Muruaga asked for a recon-

siderati(tn of the case.

Mr. .Muni.iL'M. Sp.iiiish niiii.. f<» .Mr. H.iyanl. Sec. of .State. Aug. l.'{, 1880,

For. Hcl. 1.S.S7, 1(k»s.
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In a note of Docvniher 8. 1S8(;. Mr. Bayard roaffirmod tlie position

that as cotton within the Confetlerate States was piiljlicly recited in

their ohlipitions and bonds as a security for their payment, as its

exportation and sale were controHed and re<2:idated by statute and it

thus becain(^ oflicially and })ublicly chissified among the war assets

and sui)plies of the Confederate governuient. and as its destruction

was authorized wherever found, wlienever military exigencies ren-

dered it advisable to avoid capture by United States forces, it was ^o

be considered as " a nnmition of war, as much as arms or i)owder,"

which the authorities of the United States had a right imder inter-

national law and usage " to seize it as contraband whenever foinid

within the theatre of war."' War was, said Mr. Bayard, Hagrant at

the time and j)]ace where the contract with the Confederate govern-

ment was made by the claimants, the state of war having lasted, as

had been judiciidly determined, till August 20, 18()('>. Mr. Bayard
also denied that the original statement that the cotton was purch^ised

under a contract with the Confederate govermnent Avas disposed of

i)y the affidavit subsequently made by the claimants' agent; nor

could he, he said, admit that "loyal citizens of the United States"

and ' noncombatants *' were ""equivalent or convertible terms:'" nor

was the issue affected by the statement that the cotton was j)urchased

from " loyal citizens
** of the United States. If the i)urchase was

made when war Avas flagrant, with the cooperative approval of the

Confederate officials, and if the cotton was held under shelter with the

sanction of that Government, it must have been because the invest-

ment ])romised to be beneficial to the Confederacy and therefore

j)rejudicial to the United States.

In support of the right of the United States under the law of

nations to seize the cotton in question, in the sunnner of IcSC)."), Mi-.

Bayard cited the case of Young /•. United States, DT U. S. HS.

Mr. Bayard aflirmed. however, that the seizure was not to be "nar-

roAved to a ((uestion of c<)ntral)an(l." Distinctions as to contral)and

had, he said, grown uj) from seizinrs made on board neutral vessels at

sea. But here the seizure Avas not on l)oard a neutral vessel, or

on neutral territory invaded on grounds of necessity, l)ut on soil

over which the Unite(l States had rights of sovereignty not merely

bv constitutional title, but by th(> hnv of nations and the law of war.

•• I j)ro|)ose," said Mr. Bayard, " to strictly construe belligerent rights

on the high s<»as: l)ut the cotton, Avhich is the subject of th(> pres<Mit

claim, j)laced as it Avas by its owners, the present claimants, under

what you j^roju'rly state to be the ' strict surveillance ' of the Confed-

erate authorities. Avas, to the eye of the Unit<>d States (Government

Avhen it sought to i"eclaim the I'cgion where such cotton Avas ^loicd.

as nuich the proper subject of Ixdligerent seizure as Avould liaNc Iii.mi
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a paik of artillcrv. 'Vhv vcrv fact you have stated, that the hiiul

blockade on (h«' l)oiindarv between the I'liited States and Mexico was,

from the nature of thin<rs. nu)re easily eluded than a maritime

blockade, serves to impress this cotton still more strongly with a

belligerent stanij); ... I desire to make no definition, either ex-

panded or contracted, of contraband, but only to make and enforce

the |)roposition that a Ixdligerent has, in time of war, a right to

soi/e munitions of war or military engines in his enemy's territory,

or material stored for the purpose of conversion into such military

engines. And such, unquestionably, was the case with the cotton in

(juestion during its storage under the Confederate States control."

As to the (piestion whether, when the seizure was nuide, the war
was over. Mr. Bayard maintained that a war such as the civil war,

in which the belligerents were persistent and determined, could not

l)e saitl to have closed until |)eace was conclusively established either

by treaty when the war was foreign, or by an accepted proclamation

where it was civil. In the summer of 18(15 the condition of things

in the Southern and Southwestern States was, said Mr. Bayard, such

that the nuiintenance of military rule and the taking into possession

by the United States of all property capable of use as military

resources was essential to the permanent restoration of order, peace,

and a connnon numicipal law. It had accordingly been held by the

Supreme (\)urt that the civil war terminated in particular sections

of the I'nited States at the periods designated in the proclamations

of the President (Batesville Institute r. Kauffman, 18 AVall. 151),

and it was only by the President's j)roclamation of April 2, 18()r),

that the insurrection was declared to have ended in Louisiana and

certain other States.

It might, said Mr. Bayard, be said that, while the seizure of the

cotton may have Ix'en justifiable, the clainumts should be paid for its

value: but a ])arty whose goods were confiscated as tainted with

insurgency could not. he declared, claim compensation if he was
himself imj)licated in such insurgency. In the present case the pur-

chase was not nuide for legitimate business purposes in the Con-

federate States. The only value cotton had there was for blockade

running, and the cotton in question was to be considered as having

U'cn stored for that j^uipose. But there was another and still

stronger ground for confiscation. The Confederate government,

long before the seizure in <piestion. had, said Mr. Bayard, quoting

the language of Mr. Justice Field in Kadich /•. Ilutchins, 05 IT. S.

LMJ. j)roliibit<'d the exportation of cotton from Texas to Mexico,

excej)( on condition that the exporter should s<>ll an equal amount
for the Ix'iicfit of the (\>n federate govermnent. Such a transaction

was in the nature of giving *" aid and comfort '' to the enemy of the
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United States, and was a transaction on which no snit couhl he main-

tained.

As to the cases cited hy Mr. Mnruair:i fi'oni the (h'cisions of inter-

national commissions. Mi-. Bayard said that he was compelh'd to

exchide these rulin^ifs fi-om consideration not merely hecanse they

did not snstain tlie jjosition for which they were cited, hut also

hecanse. even if they did, they did not hind tiie (Jovei'iiment of the

I'nited States, except in the cases in which they weiv ivndeivd. lint

in no case that had heen cited, said Mi\ Bayard, was it held " that

an alien, implicated in an insurrection, could recovei" from the gov-

ernment, at which the insurrection was aimed, the value of <;oods

which that frovernment seized in the territory which was tlie theatre

of war as part of the militaiw strenjjftli of that insuri-ection."'

Mr. Bayard also observed that the claimants had had an ample

and early o])p()rtunity to recover the j)r()ceeds of their captured cot-

ton (if they could have cleared themselves from implication in the

insurrection) under the act of March 1-2. 18()8, \-2 Stat. S-JO, incor-

porated in the Revised Statutes, sec. \0M). I'ndei- the princi|)les

hiid down in United States r. O'Keefe, 11 Wall. 178, the claimants

coidd have had access to the Court of (Maims within the time speci-

fied to j)urfre themselves from the char<;e of aidinir and comforting

the Confederacy, and their failure to avail themselves of that op|)or-

tunity. and their h()l(lin<r hack their claim for twenty years, had

l>:reatly strengthened the charge. In view of all the circumstances,

IMr. 15ayard said that he was consti-ained to deny the liahilily of the

United States to make the compensation requested.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of Stat«'. to .Mr. Murua^a. Sp.iiiisli iiiiii.. !)('<•. .".. ISSC).

For. Kel. 1SS7. lOIH.

Sh» Mrs. .\lcxMii(l('i-*s ("ottoii. -2 Willi. 4ii4: T'liitcd Statos r. rMdclfortl. !)

Willi. ."..•'.!
: Liiiiiiir r. I'.rowno. !>'_> T'. S. 1S7.

Some time after the foregoing corres])ondence took place, ^Tr.

Bayard, on July 7, 188S, asked the Secretary of the Treasury to

cause the records relating to captui'ed and abandoned )>i-o|)ei-ty to

be examined, in order to ascertain whether there was any foundiition

in fact for the claim. The Secretary of the Treasury re|)lied on

November IT), 18SS. It appeared that none of the cotton alleged to

have belonged to the claimants could be traced into the hands of the

Tivasury agents in New Orleans, and that neithej- the firm of Maza

& Tjarrache nor their agent api)eared in the records as the reputed

owner of any cotton seized or collected by agents of the Treasury

Department. The claim, therefore, seemed to be unfounded in fact.

MS. Misc. Letters. Dopt. of State.

A party whose property, under the direction of th(> Continental

Congress, had been removed during the war to prevent it falling into
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the oiuMiiy's hands, could not obtain compensation from the conimon-

wcahh. such projuTt y having l)een afterwards captured by the enemy.

I{<'s|.. (. Sp.uliMwk. 1 Dull. Mr)?, .'5r.2.

;;. ( "oMl'KNSA TKIN KoK rUorKlMV 'I'aKKN KOK liKLLKiKKKNT USK.

S 1084.

'• Every civilized state recofjnizes its obligation to make com-

pensation for private i)r()j)crty taken under ])ressure of state ne-

cessity, and for the public p)od. The state is the transcendental

j)roprictary of all the property, real and personal, of its citizens

or subjects. This transcendental ri<j:ht—the crnincnt donmin of the

state in all countries where rijjhts are regulated by law—is so

exercised as to work no wrong, to inflict no private injury, without

giving to the paily aggrieved ample r<'divss. This doctrine was not

engrafted on the public law to giv(> license to despotic and arbitrary

sovereigns. It has its foinidation in the organization of societies and

states, and is as essential to a rej)ublic as to the most absolute despot-

ism. It is of the very essence of st)vereignty. and without it a state

could not |)erfoi-m its lirst and highest duty, its own preservatii^i.

\'ital as is this high prerogative of states, it must be exercised in

suboi'dinat ion to tiie clear principles of justice and right. Whenever.

fi-oni necessity or policy, a state a])|)ropriates to public use the pri-

vate |>roi)ei"ty of an indi\idual. it is (ihli</<ul. by a law as im])erative

as that in vii'tue of which it makes the api)roj)riation. to give to the

party aggrieved re«l!'<'ss connnensurate with the injury he has sus-

tained. I 'poll any otiiei" |)r!nciple the social coiu|)act would work
mix-hief and wrong. The state would have the right to impoverish

the cili/eii it was established to |)rotect : to trami)le on those rights

of propei-ty. x'curity for whicli was one of the great objects of its

ci'eat ion.

" K\ery elementary Avi-itei- of authority sustains tlu' views here

talvcn of the duty and obligation of states.

" ' When a Mivei'eign disposes of the possessions of a comminiity

CI- an indi\i<lual the alienation will be valid. Hut justice i-e<iuires

that ihi- comnninity or this iiidi\idual be indeuniified at the j)ublic

charge.' ( Vattel. Til'.)

••'Is the state bound to indenuiify individuals for the damages
they lia\(' sustained in war^ We may learn from (Jrotius that

:iiitli<u- ai-e divided on this (juestion. The damages under considera-

tion aie to be distinguished into two kinds—those done by the state

it.H'lf «>i- the -n\fi-eigM. and those done by the enemy. Of the first

kind some arc done deliberately and by way of precaution, as when
a field, a hou?e. or a garden, belonging to a private person, is taken
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for the })iirposo of erecting on the spot a tower, a rampart, or any

other ])iefe of fortification ; or where his standing corn or storehouses

are destroyed to prevent their being of use to tiie enemy. Such

damages are to be made good to the indivichial, who shouhl bear only

liis ((uota of tlie loss.' (Vattel, 40:5.)

" • We nuist observe this, that the king may in two ways deprive

his sui>jects of their right, either by way of punishment or by virtue

of his eminent power. But if he do so in the last way it must be for

some public advantage, and then the subject ought to receive, if

j)ossible, a just satisfaction for the loss he suffers out of the common
stock.' (Grot ins. b. 2, ch. 14, sec. 7.)

" ' The state has an eminent right of property over the goods of

the subjects, so that the state or those that represent it may make
use of them, and even destroy and alienate them, not only on extreme

necessity, but for the public benefit, to which we nuist a(kl that the

state is obliged to repair the damages suffered by any subject on that

account out of the public stock. Neither shall the state be absolved

from this obligation, though for the present not able to satisfy it:

but whenever the state is in a capacity, this suspended obligation

shall resume its force.' ((Jrotius, b. 3, ch. 20, sec. 7.)

••The authorities cited are direct and emphatic, and are supported

by every writer of respectability upon public and national law."

(ii-iiiit's Case. 1 Ct. ("1. 41. 4;{-t4. citing Mitchell r. Ilarinony. la How.,

11.",. See iilso. TTiiitOil States r. Russell, i:'. Wall. (>'2:?.

See Magoon's Reports, ,3;}8. <!1.">.

In such cases necessity is a defense. " It is not to bo doubted that

there are cases in which private property may be taken for a [)ublic

use. without the consent of the owner, and without comi)ensation,

and without any provision of law for making compensation. These

are cases of urgent public necessity, which no law has anticipated.

and which can not await the action of the legislature. In such cases,

the injured individual has no redress at law—those who seize the

property are not trespassers, and there is no relief for him but by

petition to the legislature. For example: the pulling down houses,

and raising l)ulwarks for the defense of the State against an enemy:

seizing corn and other provisions for the sustenance of an army in

time of war. or taking cotton bags, as (Jenei-al Jackson did at [Xew|

Orleans, to build ramparts against an invading foe."

Tarliain r. .Tustices. Ga. :U1. :US. See to same ofToct. 'Pa.vlor r. Plyni-

outli. S -Mete. 4C),-) ; Russell r. New York. 2 Deiilo, 4(>1. 47:{ ; British

Plate Co. v. Meredith. 4 Term. It. 7!)4. 71MJ ; and other cases Cited lu

Wliartou on Negligence. S § 12(!, r27.

During (he war the Fe(U'ral army connnander, from niilitarv ne-

cessity, repaired a railroad and rebuilt bridges that the exig'ucie- of
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\\i\r hiul (lestrovod. Hold, that tlio railroad company could not be

charfjod hy the Tnitod States with the expense.

riiitiHl States r. racirtc K. U. Co.. 12() I'. S. 227.

The rule, in Cong:ressi()nal cases for war damages, is that allow-

ance will he made oidy for property taken to lx» used, and at its value

to the (lovernment, not for property taken to Ije destroyed, or for

damages which the owner suffered by reason of the taking. But, in

cases of religious and charitable institutions, Congi*ess has adopted

a different rule as to the measure of damages, viz, to allow for the

value of a building as a building.

Presbyterian Church at Murfreesboro v. Unitetl States, 33 Ct. CI. .330.

As to the Bowman Act, 22 Stat. 48,5, see Ileflebower r. United States,

21 Ct. CI. 228; Beasely r. Unite<l States, id. 225; Carter f. United

States. 2.3 id. 320 ; Conrad r. United States, 25 id. 433.

" The duty of making compensation to individuals, whose private

property is thus sacrificed to the general welfare, is inculcated by

public jurists, as correlative to the sovereign right of alienating those

things which are included in the eminent domain, but this duty

nuist have its limits. No government can be supposed to be able, con-

sistently with the welfare of the whole community, to assume the bur-

den of los.ses produced by conquest, or the violent dismemberment of

the state. AMiere, then, the cession of territory is the result of coer-

cion and conquest, forming a case of imperious necessity beyond the

power of the state to control, it does not impose any obligation upon

the government to indemnify those who may suffer a loss of property

by the cession."

Wlieaton Int. Law. pt. iv. § 2.

General IIalle<'k. after citing the above (1 Baker's Ilalleck. 250) says:

" The history of the State of New York fiirnislies a strong illustration

of this rule of public law. The ixHjple of the territory now composing,

the State of Vermont separated from New York and erected that ter-

ritory into a separate and indeiRMident State. Individual citizens

whose iirojK'rty would be sacrifictMl by the event, claimed comi)ensa-

tion of New York. The claim was rejecte<l on the ground that the

IndejM'ndence of ^ermont was an act of force beyond the power of

New York to control, and tHjuivalent to a conquest of that territory."

In Deceml)er, 1870, Prussian troops took forcible possession of and

scuttled six British colliers in the Kiver Seine, near the port of

Kouen. When the facts l>ecame known, the British minister at

Pm rliii. under instructions of Earl (Jranville, declared to the Prussian

Government that the Government of Her Britannic Majesty could

not " but consider the seizure and sinking of these vessels to .be

altogether unwarrantable, and the firing upon them, if it took place,

a matter which re(iuires the fullest explanation."
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This complaint was communiratod to Count Bismarck, then chan-

cellor of tiic North (lorinan Confederation, who innnediately pivc to

the British drovernment, throu<i:li the Prussian minister at London,

the followin^r assurance, accompanied with an exjjression of rt'<;ret

:

'' We sincerely re<;ret that our troops, in order to avert immediate

danger, were ol)li«>fed to seize ships which helonijed to British subjects.

We admit their claim to indemnification, and shall pay to the owners

the value of the shij)s. accordinfj to e^piitahle estimation, without

keeping them waiting for the deci^-ion of the (juestion who is finally

to indenniify them. Shoultl it he proved that excesses have been

committed which were not justified by the necessity of defence, we
should regret it still more, and call the guilty j)ers()ns to account."

At an early day there was paid to th*^ British (lovernment an

indenmity of £7,073 Gs. 5d., the precise amount fixed by the British

Board of Trade.

C.l Brit. & For. State rai>ers, ~u'k 577, 578, GH.

" I have the honor to inform yon that, in conversation with a well-

informed person in high position here, I have learned that the

(lerman Government have from time to time since the French war
favorably considered the claims of (Jerman citizens who have suffered

from the acts of (lerman soldiers, or from the necessities of military

strategs', and that such claims were still occasionally received, but

that none were paid where the damage or loss was from acts of the

French army. The generality of the successful claims were in

Alsace-Lorraine.

''About three years ago I ascertained, in rej^ly to similar private

inquiries, that the (xerman (lOvernment had paid no claims from

foreignei's for damages, except one for somc^ coal barges, belonging

to British sul)jects. which were sunk for sti'ategic purj)oses. and the

claim for which was sent through the British embassy in Paris, and

immediately paid in cash."

Mr. Even'tt, *har««' at lUniin. to Mr. Frolinshuysoii, StM-. df State. No.

.•{00, Ai)ril :{. liSSli. MS. Dosp. from (Jerniany, in ropl.v to IVpartuiont's

No. 304. Marcli 21, 1S.S2.

It was represented that cx^rtain citizens of the United States were

ordered by the Spanish military authorities to build fort-; and other

defensive works on their plantaticms in Cuba, as well as to contributes

large sums to the construction of military works elsewhere. " Such

arbitrary acts of force." said the Department of State. *' which com-

pel private individuals to give up their |)roj)erty or to exi)end such

money and labor for the Spanish (lOvernment. and to do that s<Mvi(e

which a government in general performs at the public eviM-n^c. cini

in no resipect be called taxation, and cannot be justifi-d in iinif of
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poiuv. nor will it ho douhtod that if onforoed they will ^ivo rise to a

valitl claim fur (•oinpeiisation and indemnity."

Mr. Fish. SfH-. of Stnto. t<> Mr. Mantilla. Si»anisli iiiin.. Jan. 11. 1S7(5. M8.

Notes to Span. Ia'K- IX. 114. StM-. also, siipra. S ."40. IV. 120-21.

Tilt' «'.\artions li«'i«' n'tVifrd to wriv Incidents of the 'IVn Years' War in

t'libii. tStiS-lNTS. The statement that they couhl not he justltied "in

time of |K'ac«' " referred to Spain's contention that war in the inter-

national sen.se did not e.xist.

Se«'. in eoiniection with the forepdnj; note of .Mr. I'Msh to .Mr. .Mantilla, the

instrnction of Mr. Fish to Mr. CushinK. May lil2, 1S7<>. .sui)ra, § ISJi,

vol. 1!, ]». ((.").

By law No. 10 of the Colombian Conp:ress of Aug^ust '^1, 188(>. it was

provided that all elaims j)re.^ented by forei<rners aj;ainst the (irovern-

nient of the Hepiiblic for loans, supplies, e.xpropriations, or damages

arisinjr out of the late rebellion in that country should be considered

by the executive power. actin<r through the minister of foreign

relations, who should decide in each case "according to the rules

esta!)lished by common law and the law of nations." Where a

claimant was dissatisfied, he was to be allowed to appeal to the law

courts for a decision. The law declared that the nation should " not

be absohitely resi)onsiblc for the damages and exactions suil'ered by

foreigners on account of relnds." The alien and neutral character of

the claimant was riMpiired to be proved as a j)reliminarv to the deter-

mination of his claim. The right of foreigners to present claims

tinder the law was limited to one year from the date of its promidga-

tion. -Vll contracts were declared to be presuinjitively fictitious

which were (concluded ix'tween foreigners and disatfected citizens

subseciuently to the promulgation of the resolution issued by the

secretary of foreign relations on Febriuiry 13. 1885, in conformity

with article 1"2 of the civil code. The rebellion was considered for the

pur|)oses of the law as existing from Sej)tember 18, 1SS4, to Sep-

tember 'MK Iss."). The executive j)()wer was authori/A'd to make regn.-

lations for the execution of the law.

In an instruction to th<' American legation at Bogota October 18,

lssc>. Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, referring to the foregoing law,

said

:

•" It is a settled i)rinci])le of international law that a sovereign can

not Ik' |)ermitted to set up one of his own municipal laws as a bar to

a claim by a foreign sovereign for a wrong done to the hitter's sub-

jects: and you are conse(|uently to take the ground in all discussions

with the (lovermnent of Colombia that the statute adopted by

('o!oml)ia on the :)lst of August, ISSCt. is regarded by the (lovernment

of the I'nited Stat«'s as in no way whatever qualifying or limiting

the obligation of Colombia to the Cnited States for injuries inflicted

on citizens of the I'nited Slates when in Colombia.''
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By (lorroo No. 002, of Octol)er 11, 1880, the President of Colonil)ia

promulfrat<'(l ivjrulations for tlie execution of the law of Aii<2:ust ;U.

By this (U'crce it was deohired that the (rovernnieiit shoidd not Im'

responsihic for damages caused by relx'ls. except where the foUowing
conditions concurred: (1) When the (hmiap's were caused hy re<ruh>r

forces actintr in ol)edience to tlie orders of a known cliief. and not

when caused hy fu<i:itive hands or hy j^ueriUas in bodies of less than

fifty men; (2) when the injury was inflicted l)v viokMice or at least

a<rainst the will or without the consent, express or implied, of the in-

jured person: ('^) when the injury was done for the indispensable

maintenance of the rebels, and (4) when, in addition to the three

forejroing conditions, the injury was inflicted '* within the limits

l)rescribed l)y morals and civilization."

Mr. Kin«. charg*'. to Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, No. 70. Sept. 11. 188(5.

For. Rel. ISST. 24.">
: .Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kin?,'. No. .">:i Oct. i:'., 1886, id.

247; Mr. KiuK to Mr. Bayard. No. S:i. ()<-t. 27. 1880. id. 247.

4. Cl.\ims for Kmbakgoes.

;< 1(«.\

Art. VIT. of the treaty between the United States and Brazil of

Dec. 1*2, 1828. stipulates that the citizens of the contracting j)arties

shall not '* be lial>le to any embargo, nor be detained with their ves-

sels, cargoes or merchandise or efl'ects. for any military expedition,

nor for any public or private pur])ose whatever, without allowing

to those interested a sufficient indemnification." It was held that the

Brazilian imperial authorities were not liable in damages under this

article for detaining an American vessel so as to prevent her from

going to an interior ])ort which was in the hands of insurgents, but

that they were so liable for detaining her when this justification had

ceased.

Moort'. Int. Arl)itratlons. V. 4r.l.V4(n7. S«'e. also. Mr. Forsyth. Stv. of

State, to Mr. Tluiitor. cliarj.'*'- d'affiiires to Brazil. No. 4.">. .March Ki,

is:5it. MS. Inst. Brazil. XV. .57.

During the insurrection in Cuba from 18()8 to ISTS, numerous

claims were i)resented by the United States to Spain on account of tht>

embargo or confiscation of estates of citizens of the United States,

the release or return of which estate^ had been directed by the

Spanish (iov(>rnment. A mnnber of these claims came before the

mixed commission under the agreement between the United States

and Spain of February 11-12. 1871. and some of them continued to

be pressed after the commission had ceased to (>xist. Damages weit-

claimed by the T'^nited States (1) for the failure of the (^il»aii an

thoritieb to execute the orders of the Spanish Government for the
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ivloaso of the ostntos. (2) for tho rents and profits rocoivod by Spain

(luriii«r tho (U'tontioM of the proi)erty and achnitted to be in the hands

of that (ioverninent, and (3) for the detention of the property. On
July \'2, IST:^. the (Joveinnient of Spain i)nblislied a decree admitting

the illegality of the enjl)argoes. and on the 7th of Xovenil)er, in the

same year, the minister of the colonies telegraphed to the captain-

general at Havana an order for the restoration of some tweney-five

estates pi-jor to the .'U)th of that month. On February *.), 187r), orders

were ii'peated by the Spanish (Joverinnent for the restoration of the

proj)erty of four of the .Vmerican citizens, and other and similar

orders were issued at still later dates. As late as Xoveml)er, 1880,

the Spanish (iovernment agreed to pay $l,r)00.000 in the case of <me

of the claimants, Aiitoiiio Maximo Alora, and the money was paid in

185)5.

S<H», MS to tho ombarpooil estates claiius. Mooiv. Int. .\rl)itriiti()ns, II.

\0St. 1( »:>."»; IV. :{7.")4.

See. also. Mr. FreliDslniyseii. S«^\ of State, to Mr. Foster, inin. to Spain.

May :?. 1S.S;?. For. Kel. 1S8:?. 77.S.

As to the ciist^ of Morn, s(h» For. Uel. lSi>4. .Appendix I. pp. :{«>4-450; For.

IJel. ls<».->. II. J). ]l(i.{. ct stM|. : S. E.\. Doc. IT."*, .")2 Cong. I sess. : S. E.x.

I>o<-. 11.", .">:' ("onjr. - s«'ss. : S. E.x. Dch-. 10, .">.'{ Cong, .'i sess. : and infra,

§ lO.V).

A.«i to the jMiints of law involved in the enil>argo(Kl estates claims, se«s

particularly, Moore, Int. .Vrhitrations, 11. 1(».''.2, 10:r>-lo:{(i.

By a decree of the governor-general of Cuba of January 24. 189C.

a general reijuisition was ordered of horses and mules for military

s<'rvice, and provision was made for their appraisement. No refer-

ence appeared in the decree to the treaty rights of aliens, and in due

time reports were received of the taking in districts controlled by

the Spanish power of horses and mules belonging to citizens of the

I'nited States, in some cas<>s with ap|)raisement of theii* value, in

others by arbitrary seizure without i-<'cei])t or aj)praisement. Be-

sides, •• wanton aggn'ssions u|)on the property of citizens of the'

I'nite(l States by the Spanish soldiery, professing to act under the

express orders of their commanders." were reported, for which no
warrant was found in any decree. For example, it was averred that,

although abundant fodder was near at hand, the Sjianish cavalry

i'licamped at certain |)oints had "cut ofl" the toi)s of growing sugar
cane upon plantations known to be owned and operated -by citizens

of the I'nited States, thus not oidy destroying the crop, but killing

the plants from the roots."" No ap|)raisement or tender of value

appeared to have accompanied " this spoliation of i)rivate alien

property.""

By article 7 of the treaty between the United States and Spain of

1795 it was "agreed that the subjects or citizens of each of the
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contracting parties, their vessels or effects, shall not he lial)l(' to any
embargo or detention on the part of the other, for any military <'X[H'-

dition or otiicr public or private pui"])osc whatcvci."
"" AVhile, in the past, the application of this inhil)iti<)n to judicial

injunclions or i)i-evenlive administrative embar<2:oes u|)on the estates

of citizens of the Fnited States in Cuba has been contested, its pre-

cise relation to the class of acts above described has never been (pies-

tioned on the part of your (iovermnent. Indeed, the S|)anish ar<i:u-

ment touchin<i' its Hiuited sco|)(> rested j)recisely and wholly on the

allejration that this first claus(> refers only to the takin<r of vessels or

personal projx'rty for military us(> or for any pul)lic oi- i)rivate pin--

])oses—in a word, the enii)ar<ro connnonly known in Sj)anish juris-

prudence by the name of an<raria. This term and the action it

implies corresponds, as to vessels and effects, quite closely with the

l)rinciple known in other c-ountries as 'eminent domain' in respect

to realty, so that the ship or the i)roi)erty may be emi)loyed in the

j)ul)lic service upon compensation for its use or payment of its just

value. althou<rh without judicial condenniation. It is therefore ad-

mitted and established beyond controversy that, whatever else the

exemption of the first clause of article 7 of the treaty of 17*.).") may
import, it certainly means that the vessels and effects of citizens of

the United States within the Spanish jurisdiction may not be appro-

|)riated a<rainst the owner's will to the public use for military or any

other purposes, even thouijh compensation be tendered.

" I have to request that you will take a proper opi>ortunity to re-

mind the superior authority of the island of Cuba of the exemption

enjoyed by citizens of the Fnited States under existin<r ti'caty fi'om

the class of sj)oliations and a|)piT>priations to which I have adverted.

For your fuller information in tiie ])remises I enclose copies of

several tyj)ical com])laints in this relation which have so far reached

me. and I venture to ex|)ress the confident hope that by pi-omj)t action

on the part of the responsible authorities in Cuba fui'ther complaint

on this score may be averted. It stands to reason that, in cases where

injuries of this nature have already been sutl'ered by citizens of the

Cnited States, full reparation will \>o forthwith nuide ui)on due estab-

lishment of the facts."

Mr. Oliioy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome, Spanish iiiiii.. Keb. 14,

lSt)(i, For Uel. 1S!M). (!T0.

See. also. .Mr. Oliiey. Se<-. of StaU', to .Mr. Diipuy dc LAiiie. S]iaii. iiiiii..

March 2. ISlMi. in relation t() tlie seizure iiy tlie S|).iMisii forces of

some horses and mules of Mr. F. .1. Cazanas. a citizen of (lie FnittHl

States. (For. Uel. 1S!«;, CTl.)

Mr. Dupuy de Lome, replying. .Vi»ril 1, IS'.M!. to Mr. Olney's note of Feh

ruary 14, sai«l :
" 'I'lu- sxovernor-jieneral of the island of Cuha. in a

dispatch which I have just receivwl. states that he has issued p<'si

tive orders to the civil as well as military authorities of the island
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ill oonformity with tho wishos oxprossod by yonr excellency in your

alxjve iiieiitioned note. (lencrii! Wpylcr jiddiiij; that ail representa-

tions i»res('iit<Ml l>y the <-(>iisuls of tlu' I'liitt'd States, as I had the

honor to previously state to your «'X<eIl«'n<y, will i»e attended to at

once and deteruiiued always with the strictest justice.'' (For. llel.

LSOC. CT'X)

"The coiisnl of (lie I'lutod Stntos at Sa^fiia la Grande rei)orts the

case of Mr. .Folm Jova. a citizen of the United States, owner of a

supir estate known as Natalia, in the vicinity of Sajjiia. It appears

l>v Mr. Jo\a*s sworn statement that on the ±2(\ of Febrnarv last a

colniun of Sj)anish trooj)s nutnl)erin<r about l.^OO men encamped for

the ni«rht and ])art of the day followin<; on his estate; that the said

trooj)s pillap'd all the l)iiildin<>:s on the j)remises, forcing an entrance

thereto. ai)proi)riatin<r whatev(>r they chose, killin<^ h<)<2:s and poultry,

and takin<>: a very fiiu' saddle for lady's tis<». with its e(iiiipments, the

jiroperty of Mr. .Tova's wife: that in addition they entered cars where

his clothin'j: and other family effects were stored ][)reparatorv to re-

nio\ in<r to a place of greater security. forcin<r open trunks and other

ln^jr:i^^e. and iiflin<r them of their contents, and that his ai)peal to

the Spanish <reneral. Oliveira. in command, for protection as an

American citi/en, produced no results.

*• It is obvious that this complaint, except so far perhaps as relates

to the food stock taken for the use of the encamped soldiery, does

not touch the (|uestion of e.\i)roi)riation for oi\<j:anized military opera-

tions for which the treaty of 171>5 provides, but that the acts in

(|uestion constitute wanton depredation and ])illaire of private jjrop-

erty l>y the soldiery, in violation not oidy of the common ri^fhts

of an American citizen but of the Ordinai-y rules of war. I need

scai'cely remind you that by the code of every civilized nation maraud-

in<r and roi)l)erv of this class entail uj)on the j)erpetrators the sever-

est |)enalties known to military law. The circumstances narrated

<eeui. therefore, to call for the most searchiiiii; in(|uii"v and riirorous

j)uni»hmeiit of the otl'enders. with reparation to the injured |)arty,

a- well as strinirent oi-der-> to i)revent the recurrence of such acts

of theft and sixdiation."'

Ml-, olncy. Sfc. of Slate, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome. Span, inin., .March IH,

is!»r,. For. Itel. IS'.m;. cti'.

(ifu. ^^'eyler. as jrovernor-ofoiieral of Cuba, issued. May 10, ISOG,

ail e\e(iiti\e oi'der prohibit in<r. while the abnormal conditions then

cxi-tiiii: ill the island cont iniK'd. the export of leaf tobacco produced

in the pr<>\iii(<-s of Pinar del Rio and Havana, excei)t to S|)ain.

.V term of ten day- from the date of the order was allowed for the

exportation of tobacco prexioiisly contracted foi-; but after the expi-

ration of that term no permits for shipment were to l)e issued. It
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was fiirthor directed that the niaiiiifactnrers of Havana were to pay
to the treasury an amount eciuivalent to that which wouhl liave h(>en

derived from the usual export duties, taking; as a basis the collections

of the ])recedingj three years. \'iolators of the order were to he con-

sidered as abettors of the rebellion, and the merchandise was to be

confiscated, while companies and persons cooi)erating in its clandes-

tine transj)ortation were besides to incur a fine.

March '20, 1S!)('), the (lovernment of the United States, on hearing
of the order, immediately requested of the Spanish (lovernment an

extension of the term of ten days for the exportation of tobacco

owned or contracted for by citizens of the United States, at the same
lime stating that the order was understood to apply only to leaf

tobacco contracted for by American citizens but not yet become their

pro])erty by delivery and payment of price, tobacco which had Ix'come

their " actual i)roperty " being " protected from detention by the first

clause of article 7 of the treaty of 1795.''

The Spanish (xovernment replied that orders had already been sent

to Cuba, ])ointing out the necessity of respecting contracts of for-

eigners entered into before the issuance of the order, and directing

that in all cases the decision should be guided by the strictest spirit

of justice and ecpiity. With this prosjx'ctive adjustment the matter

was permitted by the United States to rest till Sei)t. 1:2. ISDC), when,

it having been learned that no tobacco had been allowed to be shipped,

a coni])laint was made as to the refusal of the governor-general to

cari-y out the promises of the Imperial (lOvernment. The assurances

of that (lovennnent were renewed: but the governor-general omitted

to talce corresponding action, even declaring that he had received no

information or instiMictions from his (iovei'ument about tobacco of

Aniei'icans j)urchased or contracted for befoi'c the issuance of the

ord<'r. Otlier correspondence ensued, the S|)anish (io\'ernment aflirui-

ing that it adhered to its promise of relief, but stating that it would

not assume that the governoi'-general had acted imj)roi)erly in any

case [irior to its reexamination at Madrid. Afeanwhile, complaints

of the detention of tobacco steadily accunudated ; and early in Xovem-

bei'. ISDC), advices were received at Washington fi'om the consul-

general of the United States at Havana that the governor-genei-al

had rejected the claims of American citizens who had purchased or

contracted for tobacco Ix'fore the issuance of th(> ordei*. and had for-

warded his decision to Madrid for wnision. More than three months

later no relief had been granted, and the minister of the United

States at Madrid was instructed to present a demand to the Spanish

Govei-nment in the terms which innuediately follow.

The coi-i-espondence ''shows (1) that the order of May K"- i^ in

violation of the treaty between Spain and the United Staler in -<» Tar

as it affects the exportation of tobacco which had become tlic i)i()i)-
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erty of citi/.tMis of tho Tnited States prior to the date of its going

into cllVct ; (-J) thai (he Spanish (Jovernnient has j^roniistnl re|5eat-

edly that the order shoiihl not he enforced apiinst tobaccos owned

or contracted for hy citizens of the Fnited States prior to its date,

and the irovernor-general of C'wha had been accordin<rly directed;

(ll) that this promise lias not been kept by the Si)anish (i»)vernnient,

notwithstanding^ linit the most j)ositive and undeniable j)roof has

Ikhmi fui'nished both to the <rovern()r-<reneral and the IJoval (Jovern-

nient that certain lots of tobacco wei"e at the date of the order of

May Hi the property and acliially in the possession of American

purchasei's, and in other cases had i)een contracted foi- i)iit not deliv-

ered; (4) that this (lovernment's rejH'ated complaints and protests

in In'half of its citizens thus unlawfully treated has resulted in

n()tliin<r but nonaction and fui'tlier i)romises on the part of the (Jov-

ernnient of Spain.

"•There bein^^ now no reason to beliexc that the promised relief

will be iri'anted. you are instructed to inform the Spanish minister

for foreign atl'airs that his (Jovernnient will be held responsible for

the in<leninification of citizens of the Ignited States in every instance,

whether heretofore sj)ecifically i)resente(l or not. in which tobacco

owned by such citizens oi- contracted for by them i)rior to the pro-

mulfjation of the order of May Wk ISDC). prohibiting exportation of

tobacco, has been detained under that order."

Mr. (Hiu'v. Sec. of state, to .Mr. Taylor, iniii. to Spain. Feb. 12, 1897, For.

Uei. is!)n, <;•)•_>.

March -I'). ISDT. Mr. Sherman. Secretary of State, telegraphed to

Mr. Taylor. I'nited States minister at Madrid, urging prompt com-

pliance of the Sj)anish (Jovernnient with its promise to release

tobacco bought oi" contracted for befoi-e the deci-ee of embargo.

Objection was made to the release of the tobacco in individual cases

on the ground that the claims were not propei'ly suj^ported by proof*

The Duke of Tetuan. in a note to Mr. Tayloi" June "io, 1807, referred

to the " scanty diligiMice " of tlie claimants, who. instead of using the

right of "administrative ap|)eal." which would have enabled the

central government to decide the matter sooner, "preferred to go

to the di|)lomatic channel, slower and less adequate, thus bringing

about delays and annoyances imj)utable only to the claimants."' In

cons«'(|uence of this " fault " and '* delay " the Spanish Government

coidd not admit the existence of any right to indemnity. Mr. Wood-
ford. I'nited States minister at Madrid, cabled to Mr. Sherman
I)eceml)er 'M. \^U~ : "Tobacco bando revoked. Leaf tobacco can be

exported on |)aying ta.x. 12 pesos per 100 kilos. All manufactured

tobacco, except i)icadura, free of export duty. Santiago do Cuba
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excepted from new order. Importation of tobacco from all parts

into Cuba prohibited. New order takes etl'ect January 15."

For. Uel. 1807, 487, 48!». 4rK>-4!H', 4'.»4-4!m;. .^,(il.

In a note to the Spanish minister at Washington of July 2. 1807,

Mr. Sherman. Secretary of State. referrin<r to previous corresjjond-

jcnce '• concerninof the expropriation of property (jf citizens of the

Ignited States for military use in Cul)a. in violation of the provisions

of article 7 of the treaty of 17!)5,"" and especially to the assurance con-

veyed by a note of the Spanish minister of A|)ril 1. 181)(), that " (ien-

eral "Wevler had issued positive orders to the civil as well as the mili-

tary authorities of the island."* in conformity with the wish expressed

in Mr. Olney's note of the 14th of tlu> preceding February, called at-

tention to a case which, if it did not " arise in i<rnorance of the facts

of ownership or in <rross miscimception of his ri^rhts and oblijrations

in the matter on the part of the superior authority of the island of

Cuba." manifested, it was declared, '" such a complete disreo^ard of

the rio^hts of an American citizen as to call for earnest protest and

instant demand, such as the consul-general of the United States at

Havana has been instructed by cable to make." The case thus

referred to was that of the sugar estate called La Confianza. in the

province of Matanzas. This property, which belonged to the wife of

a citizen of the United States, had. said Mr. Sherman. " be<'n virtu-

ally seized by the royal authorities under a j)r()clamation by which

the whole of the said estate has been included in one of the * agricul-

tural zones ' created by the governor-general of the island for the de-

clared purpose of relieving the distress of the inhabitants resulting

from the enforced concentration of destitute agricultural hvlwr in the

garrison towns without resources of their own and without adequate

sui)j)<)rt by the State." However commendable such a measure might

be from the point of view of hiunanity. Mr. Sherman declared that

• the appropriation of the estate of an American citizen " in the man-

ner above stated, by converting it into "an agi'icultural colony of

imi)overished concentrados," was " a flat violation of the treaty rights

of that citizen." Continuing. Mr. Sherman said: " Youi' (Jovern-

ment has admitted the wrongfulness of the practice of exi)ropriating

the projierty of citizens of the United States, even when the military

exig<'ncies of a cami)aign in the field might be pleaded in excu^' for

taking supplies and food for which I'ightful compensation is made.

It is obviously a more unlawful proceeding to invade the landed

estate of an alien owner and, by virtual confiscation thei'eof. convert

it indefinitely to the public ns<> as an agricultural settlement under

conditions which, even if their early termination might be looked for.

must destroy the material resources of the property, depri\ing tiu>

H. Doc. 551—vol G 58
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ownor of even the poor return which mi<rht onahlo the constnntly

iurrniii«r taxation thereon to Ix' met, and working <rrievous ^Yrong to

a citizen of a friendly State."

Mr. SliiTiiiaii. S(M-. of St:ito. to Mr. Dupiiy <lo LAmo. Span, iiiin.. July 2.

is;t7. For. Kol. IS'.tT. .">14. The i)n'vious corrcsixnuUMUH' above ro-

f«'nv(l to is printed in Tor. Uel. l.Slx;. t;7(». t!74.

Mr. Duimy de Lome in reply. July :i. 1S1>7. to Mr. Shonnan's note of the

l)re(»'«lin>: day. did not eontest the lefral ixisitions therein assunied.

hut su;r,i;ested that until it had been shown " by an actual study of

the faets and eircunistanees " that tliere had been "n deliberate viola-

tion of the treaty, or that just reparation has been denied." a " simple

appeal to the sentiments of justice and benevolence" of the Spanish

(Joverinnent would have Ikhmi more conducive to th« attainment of the

objtcts in view. (For. Kel. 1897. 'Aii-'Al.)

It was alle^red that on Xovemher 20, 1887, the American steam tug

Wi//fant S. Moore. whik» lying at anchor in the Kama Kiver, Mos-

quito Reservation, was forcibly seized hy an armed body of Nicara-

guan troops or persons bearing the uniforms of Xicaraguan soldiers.

The American minister to Nicaragua was instructed to present the

case to the Nicaraguan Government, with a view to the investigation

and the jn'oper explanation or reparation, as the facts of the case

might require,

Mr. Kayard, Soo. of State, to Mr. Hall, min. to Central America, No. .')2.3,

Dec. (t, 1887, For. Kel. 18RS. L !)1.

See. also. Mr. Hall to Mr. liayard. Dec. 12. 1887, id. 98.

July 13, 181)4, during a revolutionary uprising on the ^fosquito

coast, (ieneral Cabezas. in command of the Xicaraguan forces, seized

two steam lamiches called the Buena Vcntxrd and the Alcrtd. and

employed them in the transportation of trooj^s. The launches were

at the time under charter to the Orr &. Laubenheimer Co., a Loui-

siana cor|)oration, which employed them in bringing bananas down
the Kama River for shij)ment on the steamer I'Jxjxdki. chartered by

the same lirm. Through the good oflices of Captain O'Neil, IT. S. S.

Mdvhh'licdd. the launches were soon restored, and the E-h/xuio, duly

laden, sailed aftei" a loss of two days for Mobile. During her next

trip to Hlueficlds the launches were, on Jidy HO. again seized by (Jen.

CalM'zas. and used in transporting trooj)s, who were on the following

day landed near Hluefields. The launches were then turned over to

the company's agent. i)ut IxMUg out of coal they did not rCsSume their

regular work till the 1st of August, and the company had meanwhile

temporarily emj)loye(l two other tugs. There resulted another delay

(;f three days in the sailing of the /is/Kiiid.

By a protocol signed at Washington March 22. 1000, the case was

referred to (Jen. K. P. Alexander, as arbitrator, to determine the

amount of the danuiires.
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He foiiiul tliat. owin^ to tho iiatuiv of the coiintrv and the lack of

roads, tlio use of boats was essential to all niilitarv movements in

Nioara<j:ua in time of war, and that punitive dama<i:es could not i)e

allowed, since the inilitarv emergency justified the 'j:o\(M-nmental

seizure of private property, but that full compensation should l)e

allowed and the doubt, if any. cast in favor of the private pi'rson,

thoujjh the latter nuist do his best to reduce his losses to a minimum.
The arbitrator awarded $(),J)()3, as follows:

1. For the first seizure. $3.10!). namely: (1) $'2,700 injury to bana-

nas, resulting; from two days' delay of the E^pana; (2) $130, pilotage

of the Expand when fetching Captain O'Xeil; (3) $ir)4. two days"

demurrage of the Enpaiui; (4) $125, two days' wages of launches'

crews and of 30 hiborers on the E.spdna.

2. For the second seizure, $3,S.")4. namely: (1) $2,700. injury to

bananas, resulting from two days' delay of EspiuKi, the arbitrator

holding that one of the three days' actual delay was due to panic and

unnecessary; (2) $154, two days' demurrage of Esjxma; (3) $700,

charter of two substitute tugs, with their lighters: (4) $100, two days'

wages of launches' crews and of laborers on the E,spana; (5) $200,

minor expenses of launches for two days.

The arbitrator rejected (1) a claim of $180 for coal used in keeping

u]) steam on the Espana during her second delay at Bluefields. since

he considered the keeping up of steam on that occasion unnecessary;

(2) a claim of $()50 for damages to a lighter, alleged to l>e due to

overloading with troops, no such claim being mentioned in the me-

morial or the original papers.

For. Itel. IIXJO, 824-835.

5. FoRCKU Loans.

S 103().

For the consideration of the subject of f<)rc(>d loans by interna-

tional conutiissions, see Moore. International Arbitrations, IV. 340*.)-

3411.

The Italian (Government in 1850. finding itself obliged to order

the levy of a forced loan to i)rovide for the wants of the public treas-

urv. s('vei-al powers which had no ti'eaty with Italy on the subject

found themselves at a disadvantage as compared with (Jreat Britain,

whose treaty with Italy expressly sti|)ulate(l for exemptions from

forced loans in case of war. At the re<iuest of the representatives

of other j)owers the Italian (lovernment agreed to admit them lo

the benefits of the British treaty, on condition of eventual recii)r()cily

on the ])art of their governments, which condition was lo be esiab-
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lishod 1)V an <>x<lian<r<' <>f (U'clarations. By diroction of the Prosi-

(U'lit. (he minister of tin* United States at Florence was instnu-ted to

represent tliat sueli a declaration on the part of the United States

was unn(H'essary. for the reason that neither the Federal (lovernnient

nor that of any of the States had ever adopted forced loans or was

by its constitution allowed to in»})os«' them: and that the attempt to

arrange the matter hy <'xchan<2:e of declarations would also Ix' incon-

venient, for the reason that the President would be obliged to seek

the advice and consent of the Senate, which woidd i)robably disallow

the atrn'enient on the ground that it was exceptional and entirely un-

necessary. The Italian (iovernment, satisfied with this statement,

decreed the exemption of citizens of the ITnited States from forced

loans in case of war. It was suffjjested that a reciprocal exemption

from forced loans mifjht not be objected to by the Senate if it

formed part of a <reneral treaty.

Mr. Sewiinl. Se«-. of State, to tho Clievalier (Vrniti, De<'. 11, 18»>7, MS.

Noti^s to Italy. VI. :U7.

' Your despatch No. 200. of the ^Oth ult., was duly received. The

explanation which it contains in regard to the Italian forced loan of

1S<'.() confirms the previous impression of the I)e})artment. that that

loan was merely an extraordinary tax occasioned by a financial

emergency, and difl'eretl from an ordinary tax chiefly in being nomi-

nallv reimbursable. It seems to the Department that citizens of the

United States, residing in Italy, coidd scarcely expect with reason

that they should be exempted from such tax, especially by treaty.

If. however, the exemption from forced loans should not be exi)ressly

stipulated for. it might, if deemed advisable, be claimed under the

article of the treaty which is intended to secure to United States

citizens in Italy the same privileges which may there be granted to

the citizens or subjects of other countries. There would not, however,

be any occasion to claim the benefit of such a stipulation if the ta\.

referred to should l)e impartially levied and no other foreigners

.shoidd be free from its operation."'

.Mr. Scw.ml. Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsli. iiiin. to Italy. No. 1S7, Feb. L'C,

ISC^s. MS. Inst. Italy. I. 12C,1.

In tlio case of Messrs. Ulrich and I..angstroth. in IST^^. the position

was taken by the Department of State that the stipulation ()f Article

VIII. of the treaty In^tween the United States and Mexico of 1831.

that the effects of the citizens of the contracting parties should not 1)6

detaine<l for any j)ul>lic or j^rivate purj)Ose whats(K'ver without cor-

responding compensation, rendered the Mexican Government liable

for the re])ayment of forced loans. The stipulation in Article XIV.
of the same treaty for the [)rotection of the persons and property of
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the citizens of one i)arty within the jurisdiction of the other was
cited to the same effect.

Mr. I'Msh. Soc. of State, to Mr. Foster, niiii. to Mexico. No. 21. Au«. I.',

1S7;?. MS. Inst. Mexi<-o. XIX. IS; same to same, \o. .".4. I)e<-. Ki. ]Si:\,

id. 4S: Mr. Cadwalader. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster. Sei»t. L'-J.

1.S74, No. 141. ill. llM. See. further, as to I'lricli ami Laii^strotli's

case, infra. S Km;.

'* It may l)e conceded that by the public hiw foreif^iPi'^^ in a country

in a state of insurrection can not expect to be indemnified for all

losses sustained from insurgents when the regular government shall

have been restored. The case of a forced loan, however, is believed

to ])e an exception. The meaning of the word loan is, that the money
borrowed is to be returned. If the borrower is a sovereign, his obli-

gation to repay the amount is as sacred as that of a private

individual. If he is an insurgent, who for a time usurps the regular

authority, the latter may justly be expected to make it good if the

loan was an involuntary one."

Mr. ("adwalader. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, min. to Mexico, No.

141. Sept. I'-J, 1874, MS. Inst. Mex. XIX. V2\.

There does not ai)pear to be any article in the treaty between the

United States and Mexico of 1831 Avhich expressly exempts citizens

of the United States in that country from forced loans, the })urpose

of that instrument aj)pearing in general to have been to })lace citi-

zens of the Ignited States in Mexico on the same footing as other

foreigners and as Mexicans themselves. Hence, although it is

understood that the supreme court of Mexico has decided against

the ])retension of the Government to raise revenue in that way, yet,

so long as the present PLxecutive of the country discards that opin-

ion, it would seem that no beneficial result can be expected from a

prolonged diplomatic discussion of the subject.

Mr. Kvarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, consul at riiihuahun. No. 4. April

17. 1S77. S.". MS. Desp. to Consuls, .">1',) : Mr. F. \V. Seward, A<-t. St^-.

of State, to .Mr. Foster, niin. to Mexico. No. 'MY.), June 2V>, 1877. .MS.

Inst. Mexico. XIX. .•;4'.» : Mr. Kvarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster. No.

511. Sept. 17. 1S7S. id. 448: same to same, No. >'>4'2. Nov. 22. 1878, id.

478.

See, also. Mr. F. W. Seward. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, min. to

.Mexico. .\(t. ."ChS. .Ian. 1."). 187'.). For. Hel. 187'.>. 772.

deferring to the action of the IVruvian Government in relieving a

consular agent of the United States, who seems to have been an

American citizen, from the payment of a forced loan. apj)arently on

the special ground of his consular character, the Department of

State said that its position was "that of dij)lomatic resistance to ihe

collection of forced loans from anv American citizen located in l*eru,
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Avhether in business or not, and ^vhetlle^ a consular officer or not.;"

and that. altli<)n<rli. when the case in question arose, Art. II. of tlie

treaty of Sept. <». ISTO, forbiddin<j: forced loans, was still in force,

yet ** the j)rincij)le announced " could not. after the expiration of

that ai'ticle, " cease to commend itself to either (lovernment."

Mr. lla.v.ml, S«'c. of Stato. to .Mr. liuck, mir.. to IVru. No. «>.">, May 20,

ISSC, .MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 21.">.

Citizens of the United States residing: in Nicaragua are expressly

exempt from forced loans in time of war. hy the terms of Art. IX.

of the treaty of ISOT.

Mr. (Jrt'shaiu, Sec. of State, to Mr. Raker, iiiiii. to Cent. .\in., No. 15,

.lune 1(5, ISIK?. For. Kel. ISlin. IDS; same to same. No. 117, Jan. 24,

1894, For. Rel. 1894, 4('.0.

G. Damages for Wanton or TTnlawful Acts.

§ 1087.

"According to the laws and usages of nations, a state is not obliged

to make compensation for damages done to its citizens by an enemy,

or wantonly or unauthorized by its own troops."

Report of Mr. Hamilton, Sec. of Treas., Nov. 19, 1792; Am. State Papers,

Class IX. Aol. i. of claims; adoi)te(l in report of March 20, 1874, on

war claims. House Kcp. 2(i2, 4."kl Cong. 1st sess. 32.

The correspondence with Great Britain as to the bombardment of the

fortress of Omoa. Honduras, by the British ship of war Siobc, on

.Vug. 19 and 20, 1873. is given in (!7 Brit, and For. State Papers, 955.

•• If a nation, during a war, conducts itself contrary' to the law

of nations, and no notice is taken of such conduct in the treaty of

j)eace, it is thereby so far considered lawful, as never afterward to be

revivied. or to be a subject of complaint."

Ware r. Hjlton. 3 Dall. IfM). 2.30.

"We do not, at the present day, often hear, when a town is carried

by as.^ault, that the garrison is j)ut to the sword in cold blood, on the

plea that they have no right to ([uarter. Such tilings are no longer

a|)i»roved or coinitenanced by civilized nations. But we sometimes

hear of a cai)tured town being sacked, and the houses of the inhabi-

tants being ])lundered. on the plea that it was im|)ossible for the gen-

ei'al to I'estrain his soldiery in the confusion and excitement of storm-

ing the place: and under that softer name of j)lunder it has sometimes
been attem|)ted to veil 'all crimes which man. in his worst excesses,

can connnit : horrors so atrocious that their very atrocity preserves

them from our full execration, because it makes it impossible to
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describe them.' It is true that soldioin somotinios ooniniit oxcossos

which their officers can not ])revent ; hut. in <;eneral, a connuandinj^

officer is responsibU> for the acts of those uncU'r his oi-cU'rs. Unless he

can conti'ol liis sohliers. he is unfit to connnand them. The most

titi-ocious crimes in war. however, aiv usually committed by militia

and \()liniteers suddenly raised from the ])oj)ulation of lar<re cities,

and sent into the field before the <^eneral has time or oppoi-tiuiity to

reduce them to order and discijiline. In such cases the responsibility

of their crimes rests u|)on the state which employs them, rather than

U])on the <2:eneral who is. j)erhaps. unwillin_i>ly. ol)li<2:ed to use tliem."

Ilallock's IiiU'riiatioiml Law ami Laws of War (Sail Francisco, 18G1,

§ 21*. p. 442), citiiif; Koiifs Coiuincntarics, Vattcl's Droit de (lens,

and other authorities.

Cited with aitproval in .Mr. Ha.vard. Sec. of State, to .Mr. llnll. infra, i». !»20.

"As civilization has advanced durinof the last centuries, so has like-

wise steadily advanced, especially in war on land, the distinction be-

tween the private individual belong:ing to a hostile country and the

hostile country itself, with its men in arms;" and that "the principle

has been more and more acknowledfjed that the unarmed citizen is to

be spared in person, property, and honor as nnich as the exigencies of

war will admit."

Instructions for the Government of Annies of the United States in the

Field, sec. 1, par. 22.

A belligerent is responsible to neutrals for capricious and Avanton

injury inflicted on their persons or property.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Da.vton, Mar. l.*5. 18(5.'?. MS. Inst. France,

XVI. .'U.") ; Mr. Frelinjrhu.vsen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan. June 7,

3883, mill, to ("iiile. .Tune 7. 1883, For. Hel. 188:'.. 1U7.

A claim was made on behalf of certain Italian subjects for indem-

nity on account of losses suffered at the cai)ture and pillaging of

Bairdad. Mexico, on the morning of Januarv 15. 18()(). The town when

captured Avas held by the French. It was taken by a force under the

inmiediate connnand of II. Clay Crawford, a citizen of the Tnited

States, who was acting under (leneral Escobedo. general in chief of

the Mexican Kei)ul)lican forces in the north. The attacking force em-

braced a numl)er of negro soldiers, belonging to the United States

Army, who were inveigled from lirownsville, Texas, to take part in

the affair. Thes<' soldiers were absent from their connnand without

leave and were afterwards subjected to discipline and punishment for

their absence. No officer of the United States, military or civil, was

in anv way connected or identified with the transaction. It was

therefore held that the United States was not liable for what took
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place, aiul this jxjsition was afterwards sustained hv the mixed cdm-

iiiissiou under the treaty between the I'nited States and Mexiet) of

July 4, 1S(>S.

.Mr. Fisli. St'f. of State, to Coiiiit Corti. It.iliaii niin.. I)(^. 0. 1872. MS.
.\(>t»>s to Italy. VII. l."rf»: .Mo«ire. Int. ArlMtratioiis. IV. 4(12!).

Citizens of tlu' I'nited States have a ri<rht to eng^a<j:e in the military

srr\ ice of f()rei<rn powers, Christian or non-Christian, and in such

cases, while the (iovernment of the I'nited States will not take cogni-

zance of their death in battle, it "will exj)ect that no muisiial or in-

human punishment Ik' inflicted upon any of its citizens who may be

taken prisoners, but that they shall be treated accordin<j to the ac-

cepted rules of civilized warfare."

Mr. I-'ish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Williaiiis, iiiin. to Cliiiia. .Hily 2!>. 1S74. For.

K.'l. 1ST4. :'.<Mi.

On Jainutry 7. Iss."*, Mr. Dawson. American consid at Barranquilla,

Colombia. rei)orted that the coinitry was in a state of revolution; that

\ arious river steamers, includin*; one owned by citizens of the United

States, had been seized by the insurgents, and that the (lOvernment

authorities had also seized a river steamer similarly owned for the

puri)ose of transportin<j: troops. Mr. Frelinghuysen, in acknowledg-

ing the receipt of this report, said that *' while the question of account-

ability for the sjjoliation of insin-gents may remain open, yet there

can be no doul)t as to the responsibility of the (lovermnent dc jure for

all spoliations it may resort to for its own })rotection."

Mr. Fri'Iiiijrluiysfii. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, iiiiii. to Coloinbia, No.

22. Feb. 2.",, ISS."). For. Uel. 1885, 2U7.

'• It is not disputed that a neutral i)erson domiciled in a belligerent

country can not claim from the opposing iK'lligerent redress for injiny

inflicted by the latter in due course of war. The present case, how-

ever, is taken out of this rule by evidence herewith forwarded,

showing that the injuries in (juestion were not inflicted in due course

(»f war. I>ut w('!-e in \iolation of the rides of civilized warfare. For

sucii violations of intenuitional duty the sovereign of the injured

neutral has a right to call for redress."

.Mr. I'.Mv.inl. See. of State, to .Mr. Hall. .May 27. ISSf., .MS. Inst. Cent. Am.
XVI 11. f.l.-,.

The Miem()riali>t claimed compensation for a ([uantity of cotton

and otlier articles of j)ersonal i)roj)erty valued at $+,()()(), which were

shown to have l)een de.-troyed by fire set by I'nitecl States soldiers.

There wa> ex idrn<-e tending to show that the i)roi)erty in (juestion

was at the tnue of it- dotruction situated in the theater of war, in
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a portion of the country marched over and ravaged by the forces

l)oth of tlie Tnited States and of the Confederacy; and on this ground
it was argued on the part of the United States that the chiini was not

within the treaty between the United States and France of January
IT). ISSO. bt'cause the acts comphiined of were not committed within
" \\h' territorial jurisdiction" of the United States. This (juestion

was disposed of by agreement between the two (Jovernments. Apart
from the (juestion of jurisdiction, it was conteniUnl on the part of

the United States that that (iovernment was not liabk' for U)sses

" arising from dei)re(hitions connnitled in ])hu'es where the armies

were present, whether such depre(hitions were by the sohliery or by

camp-foHowers. inasnuicii as the acts were not only without author-

ity, either civil or military, but were in violation of the rules, and
articles of war. and of the orders of the military conunanders."*

I'pon the merits of the case the Commission made an award in favor

of Chouri-eau of the sum of $1)70.

.Joseph ("liuurroau r. riiited States, French and Ainorican Chums Com-
luission. (•oiiveiitioii of .Ian. !."». ISSO. lioutwcll's Report, l.'U. 14U.

In the case of Edward C. I)u Bois /'. The Kepublic of Chile, No. 2,

before the United States and Chilean claim commission under the

treaty of August 7, 185)2. it was held l)y the connnissions. the Chilean

conunissioner dissenting on the groinids that the property in ques-

tion was the proj)erty of the (iovernment of Peru and not of the

claimant, that "" the (iovernment of Chile should be held responsible

for the wanton and ininecessary destruction of claimant's property at

Chimbote by General Lynch, in connnand of the Chilean forces."

Judgment was rendered for the claimant to the amount of $155,232

U. S. gold.

Heiiort of the A^eiit and Counsel of the United States, .32.

Andrew Moss, a citizen of the United States, made a claim for the

burning by Chilean forces of certain houses belonging to him in Mira-

flores. Peru, in January, 1881. It was alleged that the place was

burned by the Chilean forces, want(mly, after a battle near the town,

in which they were victorious. The town itself was unfortified and

undefended, there being in it neither Peruvian troops nor any fight-

ing. An award was made in favor of the claimant for $(>.()()().

Andrew Moss r. Cliile, No. L'.l, United States and Chilean Claims Com-

ndssion. r.Hil.

Se<' Mr. Rlaine, S«'e. of State, to Mv. Christianc.v. Xo. 1."..''.. .June IM, ISSL

.MS. Inst. I'eru. XVI. .".ol.

The coninussion disallowed a claim for the loss of propert.v h.v the

burning of Chorillos hy the Chilean forces, the burning result im,'

from the takinp of the place hy storm. (I'eter Baci^'aluI)i c. Chile,

Xo. 42, United States and Chilean Claims Commission, I'Jdl.)
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" 5. As war hotwocii Spain and the insur*i^onts existed in a material

WMise, altlioii^li not a state of \var in the international sense, Spain Avas

entitled to adojjt such war measures for the recovery of her authority

as are sanctioned by the rules and nsap's of international warfare.

If. howevt'r. it he alleged and j)rove(l in any particular case that the

acts of the S|)anish authoi-ities or soldiers were contrary to such rules

and usages Spain will he held liable in that casi'.

•• (>. It is the opinion of the Conunission that the treaty of 1705 and

the |)rotocol of 1NT7 were in full force and effect during the insurrec-

tion in Cuba, and they will be applied in deciding cases properly fall-

ing within their provisions."

StalciiH'iif l).v the presidtMit of the Spaiiisli Treaty (Maims C'oininission,

.Mr. William K. Cliaiuller. Nov. 24, 1!M)2. concurred in by Commis-

sioners IH«'kenin jmkI Wood. (S. Doc. 2"). aS Conjr. 2 sess.)

Commi.ssioiicrs .M.iury and ('liami)ers dissented as to panisrapli r», for

the reason liiat even though it was corn'ct as an abstract i»roiK)sition,

it teiidcMl to (pialify the liability of the I'nittHl States under Art. VII.

of the treaty of p(>a<-e with Spain of Dec. 10. 180«. (S. Doc. 2"). r>8

('on?;. 2 sess. 10. 12.)

The fore^oin^ iiropositions were repoate<l. under the nunibers ." and 0. in a

statement issued by the conunission on April 2.S, ltX)3. (Id. 0, 7.)

7. Ql'ESTION OK Reconcentration.

§ 10:i8.

" 0. As this Commission has been directed by Congress to ascertain

and apply the jiriuciples of international law in the adjudication of

claims of neutral foreigners for injuries to their persons and property

caused by a i)arent state while engaged in subduing by war an insur-

rection which had passed beyond its control, it can not fail, in deter-

mining what are and what are not legitimate war measures, to impose

ui)()n the parent state such limitations as the consensus of nations at

the i)resent day recognizes as restricting the exercise of the right to

renu)ve all the iidud)itants of a designated territory and concentrate

them in towns and military camps and to connnit to decay and ruin

the abandoned real and personal i)roperty or destroy such property

and devastate such region.

'• 7. Adopting theiiefore a wide and liberal interpretation of the

j)rinciple that the destruction of property in war where no military

end i^ served is illegitimate, and that there nnist be cases, in which

devastation is not jjermitted, it should be said that whenever recon-

centi'ation, destruction, or devastation is resorted to as a means of

suppressing an insurrection beyond conti-ol the parent state is bound

to give the j)r()])erty of neutral foreigners such reasonable i)rotection

as the particular circumstances of each case will permit. It must

ab.stain from any unnecessary and wanton dcbtructiou of their prop-
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erty by its responsible military ofiicers. AVIumi sueh neutral foreign-

ers are included in the removal or concentration of inhabitants, the

Government so removin*:; or concentratinj; them must pi-ovide for

them food and shelter, <T^uard them from sickness and death, and pro-

tect them from cruelty and hardship to the extent which the military

exigency will permit. And finally, as to both proj)erty and persons,

it nuiy be stated that the parent state is bound to prevent any dis-

crimination in the execution of concentration and devastation orders

against any class of neutral foreigners in favor of any other class or

in favor of its own citizens.

•• s. Subject to the foregoing limitations and restrictions, it is un-

doul)tedly the general ride of international law that concentration

and devastation are legit inuite war measures. To that i-ide aliens as

well as subjects must submit and sutler the foi-tunes of war. The
proj)erty of alien residents, like that of natives of the country, when
' in the track of war," is subject to war's casualties, and whatever in

front of the advancing forces either impedes them or might give them
aid when ai)pr()priated, or if left umnolested in their rear migiit

afl'ord aid and comfort to the enemy, may be taken or destroyed by

the armies of either of the belligerents; and no lial)ility whatever is

understood to attach to the (iovernment of the country whose flag

that army bears and whose battles it may be fighting.

" If in any particular case before this Connnission it is averred and

jiroved that Spain has not fulfilled her obligations as al)ove defined

she will be held liable in that case.

" 0. It is the opinion of the Connnission that the treaty of 1705 and

the protocol of 1877 were in full force and efl'ect during the insurn^c-

tion in Cul)a, and they will be applied in deciding cases properly fall-

ing within their provisions.

*' 10. As to the first clause of Article VII. of the said treaty, wherein

it is agreed that the subjects and citizens of each nation, their vessels,

or effects shall not be liable to any embargo or detention on the part

of the other for any military expedition or other i)ui)lic or private

j)urj)ose whatever, the (\)nunissi()n holds that whether or not the

clause was originally intended to embrace i-eal estate and personal

j)roperty on land as well as vessels and their cargoes, the same has

been so construed by the United States, and this construction has Iuhmi

concurred in by Spain: and therefore the Connnission will adhere to

such construction in making its decisions.

" 11. But neither this jiarticular clause nor any other jirovision of

the treaty of nOa will be so applied as to render either nation, while

endeavoring to suppress an insurrection which has gone beyond its

control, liable for damages done to the persons or property of the

citizens of the other nation when found in the track of war or for
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dania«r('s result in<r from inilitarv niovoinonts unless the same were

unnecessarily and wantonly inflicted."

Slntrnu'iit of the Spanisli Tn'.ily I'laiiiis ('()iiuuissi«»ii. April 28, 1903, S.

1 ><)<•. iir», ."i.s Colli:. - s«'ss. (i.

rarn^inipli !» was concurnMl hi by all the Comniissionors.

Coiniiiissioiu'r Maiu\v disstMited from paranra|»hs (> and 7 as misleading,

Ix'iiii: (if (ipinion (hat tlu' treaty ht'twtHMi the I'nitwl States and
Spain of IT'.*.", imposed dntirs niort' onorons tlian tliose imposinl by

intcniational law, and that the qnestion which the C<nnniission

should considi'r was the measure of diligence due from Spain under

thos(> stipulations. He also dissented from paragraph 8, holding

that the ('ommission was bound by the judgment of the j)olitical

department of the (Jovernment of the United States on General

Weyler's concentration policy, and that all the cases involving that

subje«-t that had come before the ('ommission on demurrer s«vmed

to come within the embargo clau.se of Art. VII. of the treaty of t70r>.

He concurred in paragraph 10. He dissented from 11, as being <mly

a (iualiH<-:ition of lu. ( S. Doc. 2."», r>8 Cong. 2 sess. 8.)

Commissioner Chambers dissente<l from paragraphs 0, 7. S. and 11. He
maintainetl that the stipulations of the treaty of 17!).") "should be so

applied as to hold Siiain liable, while suppressing the insurrection,

for damages done to jiersons and property of American citizens,

unless it be shown tliat in the employment of military force the

acts which resulted in damages were necessary and justifiable ac-

cording to the rules of civilized warfare;" that, as the (Government

of the I'liited States had decidtnl that the reconcentration in Cuba
was not civiliz(Hl warfare, the Commission was liound so to hold;

and that, under the treaty of 17I)r>. Spain should be held liable for

the injuries and destruction that occurred in the depopulated and
devastatetl regions during the continuance of the reconcentration.

(S. I)o<-. 2.">, r>8 Cong. 2 sess. 11.)

As to the iH^sition of the I'nitetl States on the reconcentration in Cuba,

see supra, S§ iX»8, 900.

8. t^UKSTIO.N OK COMeKNSATION FOB CaBLE CUTTING.

ij 1039.

During the war between the United States and Spain, neutral

suhmarine cables were on several occasions cut by the United States

forces in Cul)a and the Philij)pines, in order to prevent the enemy
from usin<r them. (Maims for damajres were submitted by or on

behalf of the companies whose cai)les had been cut, namely, the

Eastern Extension Tel(>^ra|)h Company, the Cuba Submarine Tele-

<ri-ai)h Comi)any. and the Erench Trans-Atlantic Cables Comj)any.

'I'he position taken by the United States with reference to these

claim- was that, as a pMieral proj)osition and as a matter of law,

neutral telcLn-aphic cables were e.\|)ose(l to the same vicissitudes in

time of wai' a- other neuti-al |))'o|)erty: that this view found conven-

tional confirmation in .Vrticle XV. of the treaty of Paris of March 14,
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1884. for tlio ])rotection of submarine cables, wliicli stipulated that

the convention should not be understood to aifect the liberty of action

of belligerents, but that it was preferable to consider the claims from
the point of view of equity; wherefore the President sul)mitted them
to Con<iress with a reconnnendation that, as a matter of equity, they

be favorably consideivd to the extent of the actual (lama<2:e suffered.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of Stnto, to Mr. ('iunl)on. French ainbnss.. No. 28.S. .March

i:^. UXtU. MS. Notes to French Lej;. XI. 21. See. infra, s llKi.

As to the cases of cable cutthi};. see President McKinley, annual message,

Dec. 5, 1808.

See nies.sajie of .Tan. 2,'?. HHK), submitting to Congress tlie claim of the

Cuba Submarine Telegraph Co. for £8.174 17.s. Dd. and recommending
its payment " as an act of equity aTid comity." ( S. Doc. 102. 50

Cong. 1 sess.

)

See message of .Tan. Ki. 1!¥KX submitting the claim of the Eastern Exten-

sion Company for £012 5s. Ch\. in similar terms. (S... Doc. 78, 50

Cong. 1 sess.)

For favorable report on the Cuban claim, see II. Kept. 221, .50 Cong. 1 sess.

Property of a neutral, permanently situated Avithin the territory

of an enemy, is, from its situation, liable to damao:e from the lawful

ojierations of war, and no compensation is due for such damage.

There is no ^-ound to support the claim for indemnity of the Brit-

ish Eastern P^xtension Australasia and China Teletrraph Company
for cutting the cable at Manila during the war with Spain.

Syllalms, (Jriggs. At. Gen.. Feb. 1, 1800. Op. 815.

In the course of his opinion the Attorney-General said: "The obvious

difference between a cutting within and a cutting without the terri-

torial waters . . . goes to the fimndation of the rule aiUhorizing

the destruction of pro]>erty because it is within the territory."

See. also, ojtinion of Griggs. Attorney-CJeneral. Dec. 0. 1800. advising that

there could be no objection to submitting all the claims to Congress

(22 Op. 0.54).

Hy the act of Ajiril 0, lOOt), the Secretary of the Treasury was

directed to ])ay to the French Trans-Atlantic Cable Company the

sum of $7T.71'2 *' for expenses incurred in repairing said com|)any's

cables and j^rojierty damaged by the United States military forces

in 1S!)S. during the wai- between tiie United States and Si)ain."

On Ai)ril 1:5. 1!)0C), Pivsident Roosevelt transmitted to the Senate

and IIous(> of Representatives a report of Mr. Root. Secretary of

State, with refeivncc to the claim of the Cuba Submarine Telegrai)h

Com])any. and said: "T renew the recouuncndation which T made

to the Congress on December 11, V.HY.l. that as an act of e<iuity and

comitv, provisions be made for the i-(Mml)ursement to the company

of the actual exi)enses incurred by it in the repair of its ]ine< and

propertv."

Mr. Root, in his i-eport, dated Api-il 11. 1!)0<), stated thai the chiiin

was before the HOth and r)Sth Congresses, but that, " while it reivived
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tho favorahlo consideration of tlic connnittee of the one or the other

House, no conchisive action was taken on it." The chiini, he observed,

was simihir to that of the Eastern Extension Company, in which the

Attorney-Cieneral had hehl that there was no le<i:al <j:round of liability;

but he recommended •' that the j)ai)ers be submitted to Congress for

that body's consideration whether as an act of equity and comity,

reimbursement to the company of its actual expenses incurred in the

re})air of the cables may not be provided for."

.Message of .Vpril V\. llKMi. S. Doc. :i2r>. .">«.) ('onR. 1 sess.

XI. /iO.)/ /{. 1 1{I).]JE\TS.

1. (JRKYTOWN.

§ 1040.

As to tlie iKunhardment of (Jreytown. see fiu'tlier infra. § 11(>8.

" Sundry Erench subjects, residents of Grevtown, in the prosecu-

tion of trade, were damagfed in their property by the
Claims of French

.^^.^^ ^,,j ^j^^, y^^^^ ^^^ ^^j.^^, [Julvl, 1854, of the Cyane,
Subjects. .1.1 ^ ^

of the Eederal Xavy. afjainst that town, ni conse-

quence of a difference which has arisen between the Government of

the United Staters and the local authorities of the place. Uncon-

nected with the causes which broujrht about that act, they still abstain

from raising the question of its e.xjxHliency. and are satisfied, throunrh

my mediation and with the aj)proval of the Emperor's Government,

to apply to the (Jovernment of the United States and solicit, from its

senseof equity, an indemnity for the losses inflicted upon them by

the act of the Ci/o/k , which they could not avoid, as that vessel having

ajjpeared at Grevtown on the 11th, laid down its ultimatum on the

12th, and destroyed the town on the 18th of the month. It was,

therefore, physically impossible for the foieign traders to protect

the <r()o<ls which they held in their dwellings or stores fj-om the bom-'

bardment and conflagration of the town.
•• >ry reason foi- not transmitting now the vouchers with which

the Erench merchants of (ireytown had backed the claims committed

to me, nnist be an earnest to you of the care taken by the (lovern-

ment of the Em|;<'i()i" that the amount of those claims shall be strictly

confined to the amount of losses actually sustained. After thos<»

documents had ln'cn sent to me, I transmitted them to the Government
of the Empeior, and. upon his ordei" to that effect, the steamer

A'/ir/u/i was des|)atched to (Jreytown, with directions to the com-

mandei- to institute an inquiry into the nature and the amount of losses

incurr<Ml on th<' i:)th of May l-fuly] by the Ei'ench subjects. This

investigation was made on the spot and on data supplied at once
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by the parties complainant, by the other residents of the town, and
by the foreign consuls. I can not, therefore, for the present, submit

to you, sir, the documents which vouch for the claims of the

French traders of (ireytown, and which are now in the hands of the

minister of foreign affairs. I confine myself to asking, with them
and for them, that the equitable sense of the (Jovernment of the

United States shall recognize their right to an indemnity, on its part,

for the losses which they have borne, through the act of a vessel of

the Federal Xavy, remarking, at the same time, that the ground of

an indemnity being once admitted, the investigations Avhich have l>een

respectively made by the consul of the United States and the other

consuls, and by the commander of the Acheron^ will sui)ply an ade-

quate basis for an accurate estimate of the damage to bo repaired.

" I would beg of you, sir, to consider my letter in the twofold

light of a petition and reclamation, as I do not consider myself at

liberty to utter an opinion as to a fact brought about by a difference

originating between two sovereign states. Neither do I deem it

necessary to vindicate the universally admitted right of neutrals,

exposed to acts of war, to be respected by belligerents; especially

before you,sir, who, in your note of the 28th of July, with which you

honored me, and which, in F'rance as well as the United States, was

received with the most serious consideration, have written these

words: ' It is a generally received rule of modern warfare, so far at

least as operations upon land are concerned, that the persons and

effects of noncombatants are to be respected.' Xow if the property

of the noncombatant enemy is entitled to protection, a fortiori must

it Ix^ so with the property of foreigners, the subjects of a friendly

power. I'esiding for purposes of trade in a town the destruction of

which may be said to have preceded its siege."

Count Sarti^os. Freiu-h inii;.. to Mr. Marcy, Set-, of State, Jan. 13, 1857.

S. Ex. Doc. 11. :\T} (\m^. 1 st'ss. 'l.

"The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has

laid before the President the petition or reclamation
Mr. Marcy'8 note to

,,f persons styling themselves French subjects, re.si-

Count Sartiges.
^^^^^^^^ .^^ (Ireytown. presented through the 'medium

of the Count de Sartiges, the envoy extraordinary and minister pleni-

potentiary of the Enq)eror of the French, by the approval of his

( lovernment.
" Upon full consideration of the subject embraced in the note of

the Count de Sartiges, the President has not been able to find any

grounds of right, or even equity, upon which such a reclamation can

l)e sustained. The losses for which indeuniity is sought rc-iihcMl

from the bombardment of (ireytown. on the KUii of Afay |Jiily|.

1854, by the United States sloop of war Cyanc. The apjjcal i.- not
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made in the name of the French (iovernment, yet by its approval

the French minister has presented the east; to the notice of this

(lovermnent. On this acconnt it has received the most respectful

consideration : l)ut sucli consideration could not be given to it without

bringing into view (juestions of international law. which can only

Im? appropriately discussed on a direct issue between independent

powers.
" The claim to indemnity in this case is not placed distinctly on the

ground of right, nor is the justice or })ropriety of the conduct of the

United States towards the community at Greytow^n called in question.

" Should this point be raised by any party having a right to bring

it into discussion, there would be no difficulty in justifying the bom-

bardment on well-settled principles of international law, and by

memorable examples in the conduct of the most enlightened nations.

" The President, in his annual message to Congress of the 4th of

December, 1854, presented his views on that subject, and a reference

to that document will render it unnecessary to reproduce them in a

reply to the note of Count de Sartiges.

" In disposing of the present application, the United States are

not called on to vindicate their course towards those who were mem-
bers of the community Greytown ; for the provocation and the pro-

priety of the chastisement, so far as that community is concerned,

are not to Ix^ brought into discussion : but the manner of inflicting

the punishment and the constxpiences in regard to foreign residents,

are suppostnl to furnish grounds for an equitable claim upon this

Government for their losses on that occasion.

'• It is presumed that there will be no attempt to maintain that

individual mernherH of an organized political body, in a case like

this, can be allowed to separate themselves from the collective com-

munity, and claim rights and immunities which do not belong to

the whole association. It would be preposterous to hold tiiat the

associated body deserved the punishment inflicted upon it, and th^"

individuals composing it are entitled to indemnity for their suffer-

ings. If there were persons in Greytown when it was bombarded
who die] not belong to the political organization there established,

and who suffered in consecjuence of that bombardment, they can

oidy resort for indenniity. if entitled to it, to that conununity. It

was to that conununity they committed their persons and proj^erty,

and by receiving them within its jurisdiction it assumed the obliga-

li()n of protecting them. Nothing can be more clearly established

than the j)rin(ij)le that a foreigner domiciled in a country can only

look to that country for the ])rotection he is entitled to receive while

within it> territory, and that if he sustains injury for the want of

that protection, the country of his domicil must iiidenmify him. It
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is scarcely necessary to refer to cases to establish this position; a

few, however, will he alluded to for that purpose.
" 111 ISo'i a liritish subject, by the name of Matiier, was maltreated

at Florence by an ofKcer belonginjif to an Austrian jrarrison stationed

at that place. The British (iovernment sou^rht satisfaction fi-um the

<rovernment of Tuscany, which resisted the demand, and denied its

liability, ui)on the ground that tlu> injury was inflicted by an Austrian

officer, and that Austria was therefore the party which committed the

outra<;e. and ought to make the recjuired satisfaction.

" (xreat Britain rej)lied that the obli<iation to indemnify rested on

the <rovernment of the country wherein the wron*; was done, and that

she could not ri<2:htfully resort to Austria for redress, without assum-

ing that Tuscany was a dependency of the Austrian Empire.
" Though Tuscany was most reluctantly forced to tolerate an Aus-

trian garrison at Florence, over which it could exercise no control, yet

it ultimately recognized its liability for the outrage within its terri-

tory, and made the satisfaction demanded by the British Government.
'* The (]uestions Avhich arose out of the bombardment of Antwerp

in 1880, are still more clearly illustrative of the principle under con-

sideration. AVhile Antwerj) was under the Dutch (Jovernment, for-

eign merchants brought their merchandise to that ])lace with the

intention of reshipping it. They were required to deposit it in a

(rovernment warehouse v.hich was under the charge of Dutch otK-

cials. Civil commotions soon after arose, and in defending the city

against the insurgents the warehouse and the merchandise in it were

destroyed by the Dutch troops. This political struggle ended by sev-

ering Antwerp from the Kingdom of the Netherlands, and it became

thereafter a part of Belgium. The goNcrnments of the resj)ective

merchants whose ])roperty was destroyed by the l)oml)ardment claimed

indemnity for these losses from the Kingdom of Belgium. The

ground of the claim Avas. that the injury was inflicted on a territory

which, at the time the reclamation was made, had become a i)art of

Belgium; but Belgium attempted to evade it by alleging that the

Dutch (lovernment received the i)ro])erty. had it in possession, and

destroyed it; and from Holland, and not from Belgium, indemnity

must be sought. The ([uestion as to the lial)ility of the respective

Governments for the neutral ])roperty thus destroyed was much dis-

cussed. The fact that the Dutch authorities received the property,

deposited it in a Government warehouse, and (Jcxffojicd it, was not

disj)uted.

" U|)on this question the British minister of foreign affairs de-

manded the oj)inion of the attorn<'y-general of Kngland, who decided

'that the Dutch (Jovernment was not liable for. the disasters occa-

sioned by the bombardment." This conclusion was adopt<'d by all the

powers whose citizens had ])roperty destroyed at Antwerp. The

H. Doc. 551—vol G 59
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inini^tors of Franco. Clroat Britain. Prussia, and tho United States,

under instruetions from their respective (Jovernnients, made a joint

application to tlie (lovernnient of Hel^iuni for indenmitv, and placed

its liability solely upon the «rround that the ohliiration to indemnify

for such losses rested upon the country within which the injury was

infiictcil.

" AN'hile Murat was temporarily at the head of the (Jovernment of

the Two Sicilies in ISOT, American ships and their cargoes were

wron<rfulIy seized and condemned at Naples. After the restoration

of the former <rovi'rnuient. which had heen temporarily overthrown,

the Tnited States ilcmanded com])ensation from it for these ships and

car<roes. As the injuiy was done under the authority of Murat, who
received the avails of the ille<ral confiscations, the Neapolitan Gov-

ernment at lirst denied its liability, and alle<re(l that reparation must

be sou<i:ht froui the wron«jd<H'rs, and not froui the then Government

of the Two Sicilies, which was susj)ended when the injury was perpe-

trated by the intrusive <rovernment of Murat. The United States did

not for a moment listen to this evasive objection to their demand, but

maintain«'d that, as the injury was done within the territory of the

Kin<rdom of the two Sicilies, the duty of aifording indemnity was

devolved npon the existing government, and that it alone was respon-

sible for the injury.

" In the very mcmoral)lc bombardment of Copenhagen by the

British in 1807. enormous losses were umloubtedly sustained by the

citizens of other nations residing in that city. If it were possii)le to

conceive a case where foreign assailants would be bound to com-

pensate the merchants of neutral j)owers for losses sustained in the

count IV of their domicil, that of Copenhagen was such a case.

There was no previous declaration of war against Denmark—no

groinid for the hostile attack uj)on the capital of that country: this

is admitted by an eminent British historian, who would fain find an

excuse for the conduct of his (Jovernment.

•'Tile undersigne(|. after diligent search, has not been able to dis-

cover a single case of reclamation made upon (ireat Britain for the

losses sustained on that occasion by foreign merchants or domiciled

tiadtrs at Copenhagen. \\'ere there any j)i-incii)le of international

law which would involve (ii-eat Bj'itain in a res])onsibility for

such injui-ies. numei-ous claims would have been urged u])on lu'r, but

it d(»e- not a|)|)ear that indenniity. in any instance, was ever sought

from her. or tiiat any appeal was ever made to her sense of equity by
tjie foreiL'^n ^utl'erei-s or their governments to rejiair the losses result-

ing from that bombardment.
"

'I'hei'e can be no question that a vast amount of proj)erty of for-

eign residents ha- been destroyed in the recent l)omi)ardment of

Canton by the British forces, but it is believed that no principle
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will be found to .sustain a claim upon the Hritish (lovcrnincnt for

indenniity. \

" If the foreign merohants who hav(> suti'ercd by tiiis attack upon

Canton shall be iiuleinnified bv (Jreat Britain it will furnish a prece-

dent, the first that can i)e found, to countenance the appeal to this

(lovernnient made in l)ehalf of those who represent themselves to

have been forei<>:n traders at (Irevtown when it was l)oml)ar(led.

" The cases referred to fully warrant the conclusion of the Presi-

dent on the question raised by the aj)plication of the French traders

presented thr()u<rh the Count de Sarti^es. The fact that they incon-

siderately placed their i)roperty in the custody of those who did not

])rotect it, and are unable to renunierate them for its loss, furnishes

no pretence for resortin*; to any other j)ower for indenniity.

" The })rincii)le which seems to l)e invoked to sustain the reclama-

tions in this case, if it were ever adopted as a rule of international

law, would be most dang:erous to the tranquility of the world. A
very brief illustration of its eft'ects will justify this conclusion. If

it exists as a rule of international law it is most strikingly applicable

to the cases which have been referred to, i)articularly to the destruc-

tion of the i)roperty of neutrals at CopenhairtMi and Canton.
'• Under such a rule all nations whose subjects or citizens sustained

losses by the bombardment of these cities could apply for redress to

the power which they might regard as the oU'endiug party, and as

a necessary consequence they would have the right, and be bound

by the obligations of duty towards their subjects, to discuss and pass

judgment upon the conduct of the belligerents, in order to determine

the question of responsibility.

•• The ])arty which, upon such an incpiisitorial investigation, should

be found most in the wrong, would be recjuired to indemnify the suf-

ferers. Claims depending upon such an issue would never be ad-

mitted, nor could thev be enforced without a resoi-t to hostilities.

""A principle that would tolerate such an incpiisition into the

conduct of belligerents by j)owers not parties in the original contro-

versy could not fail to be a fruitful source of intei'uational com|)lica-

tions.

" The undersigned has thus far considered the case as it would

>tand if the claimants were what they repi'esent themselves to !>;',

merely foreign residents of (Jrevtowu, and if (irevtown was then, in

fact, what the note of the Count de Sartiges assumes it to have Immmi,

a sovereign state. He sjx'aks of the dilliculty between that i)lace and

the Cnited States as ' a ditl'erence originating between two sovereign

states.'

"Taking this view of the establishment at (ii-eytown, though ii i-

not one in which the (Jovernment of the Cnited States is inclined to

concur, it will be proper to consider the relation and connection
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Avhich the appliciints had with it in the character of a sovereign

state. If it shouhl he made to appear that they were ^'onstituents of

the (Jreytowu connuunity, and not f()rei<rn resident traders, it will be

inipossii)le to find any foundation for their claims against the United

States. It is admitted that the peo[)le at (ireytown assumed to be

an independent state; they had a constitution and a government,

with executive, legislative, and judicial departments, and this ])olit-

ical organization was in practical operation when Greytown was

bombarded; actual residence conferred the right of suffrage. Those

who took any part in organizing that government, or who subse-

<juently held office under it, or exercised the right of suffrage, can not

1h' allowed to deny its existence as a responsible government or object

to being dealt with as members of that political society. Their for-

mer citizenship was merged in that which they acquired by this

new i)()litical association, and while this association lasted, and they

remained in it, they could not be citizens or subjects of any other state.

They owed allegiance to the government of (ireytown, and not to any

other country, and the duty of protecting them devolved upon that

government alone; they could rightfully look to no other power for

security or indenniity, nor could they reasonably expect that any

other would voluntarily interpose in their behalf if their proper

guardians failed in duty to them.
" Their relation to the country of their birth while at Greytown,

under these ciicumstances, can not be distinguished from that which

a resident of foreign birth bears to this country, who has become a

regularly naturalized citizen of the United States. Having become

such a citizen, the duty of protection, if he n?eds and deserves it,

belongs to this country and not to that of his nativity.

•• The names of the persons who nuike reclamation for losses at

(ireytown, in the assumed character of French subjects resident there,

are not given in the note of the Count de Sartiges, but they have been

obtained from other sources, and their political relation to what they'

i-egard<'d and still regard as the govermnent of (ireytown is well

ascertained. Almost every one of them was a member of the political

organization established at that j)lace; they enjoyed the franchises

of citizens; had the right of voting at elections ;!ud exercised it; and

several of them held high and resjxjnsiblc offices rnider that govern-

ment. No persons could be found there who had taken a more active

|)art ill |)ublic affairs, or were more dii'ectly resj)onsible for the con-

duct of that ])()litical conununity towards the United States, than

most of those wjio now seek reclamation in the character of French
subjects. TJK'y ci'rtaiidy can not expect to be indemnified by this

Government for the losses residting from the just chastisement

brought upon thenis<'lv('s by the conduct of the community of which

thev were members: nor is it believed that thev can enlist in their
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l)elialf tha Rj'mpath}^ of the conntrv of thoir birth, Iw attempting to

renouiifo tlicir actual citizensliip, aiul recover that which they had
cast otf on becoming constituents of the (Ireytown government.

'• It is confidently believed that when the actual relation of these

claimants to the political community of (Jreytown is fully disclosed

to the French (lovermnent, it will not consider them entitled even to

its friendly interposition.

"* If it should be found, on further examination, that there were a

few persons (and, if any, the number nuist be very small) who could

be fairly regarded as domiciled French subjects in (Jreytown at the

time of the l)ombardment, and who sustained losses by that act, it

is very clearly established by the views herein presented that they

can have no claim against the United States. They deliberately

j)laced themselves and their property under the i)rotection of the

community of (Jreytown. By receiving and subjecting them to its

jurisdiction, that community assumed the duty of protection; and if

the conduct of their chosen })rotect()rs towards a foreign power has

involved them in losses, to these protectors and to them only can they

look for redress. The practice of nations has settled this doctrine,

and a different rule would rv'quire, in prosecuting hostilities in an

enemy's country, a discrimination between citizens and domiciled

foreigners, which could never be made, and in the practice of nations

has never been attempted.

" The undersigned is not aware that the principle that foreigners

domiciled in a belligerent country nnist share with the citizens of

that country in the fortunes of the war has ever been seriously con-

troverted or dejiarted from in practice.

" No power assailing an enemy's country is required to discriminate

between the sul)jects of that country and foreigners domiciled therein,

nor can the latter, with any better right than tiie former, claim indeui-

nity in any case, except from the country under Avhose jurisdiction

they have placed themselves.
'• It is possible that applicants to this (lovernment for indemnity

on account of losses occasioned by the boml)aixlment nuiy atte!ui)t to

avoid the conclusiveness of the objections herein presented i)V consid-

ering (ireytown as a mere nunHcii)ality under the sovereignty of

a tribe of Indians, called the Mosquitoes. Nothing favorable to the

pi-etensions of the claimants would be gained by such an hypoth(>sis.

If it l)e assmned that this tribe had sovereign authority over a terri-

torv. including (Ireytown, the argument which has l)een presented to

show that the United State-; are not i-esjxMisible for the proi)erty de-

stroyed by the bombardment will lose none of its force or applicability

by the transfer of the sovereignty of that place to the Mosquito(>s.

"Those who were a part of. or i)articipated in. the nninicipal <rov-

ernment of Grevtown can hardly be allowed to atisume the character
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of foroipni residents: and if they, or others, could invest themselves

with that character, their condition as claimants ag:ainst the United

States would not 1h> improved. They were under the protection of

the soverei<rn powci- of the country, and if that power appertained

to the tribe of Mosquito Indians and not to the association at Grey-

town, as hefoi-e assumed, they could only look to the Mosquitoes for

the redress of "svron<;s from which the <;overnment of the country

wherein they vohmtarily jilaced themselves was bound to shield them.

International law opens to them no other source of reclamation.

Tlie ol)li<ralion to protect, and. in the event of a failure, to indem-

nify, would devolve upon (Jrevtown in one case, and upon the Mos-

quito Indians in the other.

" Rej^arding the Mosquitoes as possessing the sovereignty over

(ireytown. it was for them to complain of the proceedings of the

United States towards the people at that place, and to make reclama-

tion, if any was due. for injuries to foreigners whom they had

received within their jurisdiction, and whom they were consequentlj^

under obligation to ju'otect.

'' The Moscpiitoes seem to be well satisfied with the treatment

received by Greytown from the United States, for they have not com-

plained of it. nor asked for any indeuuiity for either their citizens

or foreign residents who sustained losses by the bombardment. If

the sovereign power of a country acquiesces in and apparently

aj)proves of the chastisement by a foreign power of those mider its

l>r()tection. it certainly will not be concluded that the sufferers by that

chastisement ai*e entitled to indemnity from that foreign power for

losses thereby sustained.

'•The strength of the i)ositions herein taken are not impaired by

tJie fact that in some cases the claimants might be turned over for

redress to a feeble power. It should be recollected that in this

instance it was to such a i)()wer. without anything in its character

or c<)nij)osition to justify confidence, that the applicants committed'

their projx'.rty. and they can not reasonably ask to have a well-settled

piincii)le of int<'rnational law changed in order to meet the exigency

of their case.

*• The undersigned has discussed the case upon the basis on which

the ap])licants have ])laced it. They have assumed that (Jreytown

was a sovereign state at the time it was bombarded, and that they

were there as foreign merchants engaged in trade. It is not pre-

sinned that they will shift their position, and adopt that which the

United States have heretofore taken and still maintain in regard to

the charactei' of (irevtown. Though the j)eople at that place had
adopted the form and arrangements of a political organization, their

character and conduct did not. in the opinion of this Government,

entitle them ' to stand before the world in the attitude of an organ-
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ized political society.' During the i)erio(l of their association thev

had earned for themselves no better character than that "of a

niaraudin<): estal)lishnient. too dangerous to be disregarded and too

guilty to pass unpunished.'

" If the subjects or citizens of foreign states chose to become

dwellers among such an assemblage, and entrust their j)roperty to

such a custody, they can have no just cause to comi)lain. nor }y;cnH\

groinids for the redress of injuries resulting from the punishment

indicted upon the otl'ending comnuniity. In this asi)ect of the case,

the situation of these foreigners would not l)e unlike that of a j)erson

who should indiscreetly i)lace his property on board of a piratical

ship. If that ship were captured and the i)roi)erty destroyed or lost,

the owner could have no j)retence of claim against the captors. It

was his fault that he inconsiderately exposed it to such a contingency.
'• Hiough an issue is not made in respect to the right of the United

States to inflict the i)unishment they did upon the jx'ople of Grey-

town, it is assumed that there was a harshness in the proceeding

which connnends the present application to the equitable considera-

tion of this (lovernment. This view is not only not sustained, but

is directly opposed by the facts of the case.

" Before the arrival of the Ci/a/ic in the harl)or of San Juan notice

had been given to the whole poj)ulation at (irevtown, by the United

States commercial agent, that this Government claimed satisfaction

of that couuuunity for injuries and insults, and that if it was with-

held a United States vessel of war would be sent to inflict |)roper

chastisement; but no stei)s were taken to avert it. After the Cijaitc

arrived the demand for satisfaction was repeated, and a formal

I)roclamation issued by the conunander of that ship, stating that if

nothing was done by way of rendering satisfaction within a specified

pei-iod. the |)lace would be bombarded. It is true that only twenty-

foui- houi's were allowed by the j)roclanuit ion to com|)ly with that

denuind. It. however, should be recollected that the United States

commercial agent had made a similar ])revi()us demand, which had

been treated with open (•ontem])t. and ' further violence to .Vmerican

citizens and theii' j)ro])erty publicly threatened." At the same tinie

the ])roclamatiou was published, 'foreigners generally and those

fa\()i-able to the UnitiMl States wei'e notified that a steamer would Ih>

in readiness on the norning of the day of the bombardment to carry

such as were disposed to a place of safety." Not only was this pi-otl'er

of means foi* secui-ity declined by those who now claim to have been

foreign traders thei'e. l)ut they nuule no appi^nl to the commander of

the Ciiduc for his favorable consideration of their case, nor for that

discrimination between themselves and the other dwellers at (ncv-

town which they now wish to have made. Had then" been jii-t

grounds for such discrimination, it is fair to presume they woidd
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havo askod for it, and that, if practicable, it would have boon granted.

As they did not chiini it when it might liavo been avaihible they can

not, with good grace, (k) so now, to sustain extravagant demands for

their losses. They then chose to share the common fate which

awaited the guihy counnunity in which they lived, and the under-

signed has not been r.bk' to discover any principle of international

law, or rule of equity, which ])laces them in any l)etter condition in

regard to ledress from the United States than that of all other resi-

dents of (Jrevtown.
'' The French (lovernment having consented that its much re-

spected (lii)lomatic representative here should be the medium of

preferiing the claims referred to, the undersigned has, pursuant to

the wishes of the President, given the application a more deliberate

consideration on that account than would otherwise seem to be due

to it, and has shown in a satisfactory manner, as he l^clieves, that

neither u])on the ground <^f right nor justice, nor by any considera-

tions addressed to its sense of equity, is this Government obliged or

re<iuired to make comj)ensation for the losses occasioned by the bom-
bardment of (ireytown.'"

Mr. .M.iny. Sec. of State, to Count .Sartiges. French niin., Feb. 20, 1857,

MS. Notes to French Lcr. VI. .'^01
; S. E.\. Doc. n. 3.") Cong. 1 sess, 3.

Sco. also. Mr. Many. Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina. Costa Uican niin., Oct.

20, 1S.".4, .MS. Notes to Cent. Am. I. r,7.

See. as to the bombardment of Gre.vtown. S. E.\. Doc. tS. '.V.i Cong. 1 sess.

;

S. Ex. Doc. S.J. .33 Cong. 1 sess. ; S. Ke]>t. 4<U. 44 Cong. 1 sess'.. on
Perrin's case.

Sw. also, infra. § 11 (VS.

'• I have examined the claim which you commended to the attention

of this I)e|)ai"tment of Mr. Troutnum Perrin, for damages sustained

in the bombardment of (Jrevtown in 18r)4. by Com. Ilollins. It

would be a sufHcient answer that Mr. Perrin at the time the injuries

were sustained was a French sui)ject, and that his Government has'

ac(|uiesced in the refusal of the Uuited States io grant any indemnity

for the losses of French subjects on that occasion. The British Gov-
ernment, uj)on the advice of the law officers of the Crown, declared

to Parliament its inability to prosecute similar claims. In 1857,

Lord Palmerstou ajiplied the decision in the case of Qreytown as a

precedent for refusing compensation to Pritish merchants whose
pro|)eity in a Russian port had been destroyed by a British squadron

during the Crimean war. (See note in Lawrence's \Mioaton, last ed.,

page \7'-\: Dana's Wheaton, p. 14.").) The Governments of Austria

and Russia have aj)plied the doctrine involved in the Greytown case

to the claims of British subjects injured by Indligerent operations in

Italy in ls41> and IS.-iO. (See note page 40. vol. 2. Vattel. Guillamin

& Co.'s ed. 18G3.) We have applied the same i^rinciple in declining
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to make reclamations for citizens of the United States, whose projv

erty was destroyed in the bombanhnent of Vali)araiso l)y a Spanish

fleet, and in resistin*): the claims of subjects of neutral powers, which

sustained injury from our military operations in the Southern States

during the re<'ent rebellion. It will i)robably be found a sufiicient

answer to the reclamation of many of our citizens who have sus-

tainetl losses from bellifjerent operations, on both sides, during the

recent occupation of Mexico by French troops. The principle

affirmed is that one who takes up a residence in a foreign place and

then sufi'ers an injury to his property by reason of belligerent acts

connnitted against that place by another foreign nation must abide

the chances of the country in which he chose to reside, and his (mly

claim, if any. is a personal one. against the government of that coun-

try, in which his oAvn sovereign will not interest himself. The only

discrimination suggested in Mr. Perrin's case is on account of the

very temporary nature of his sojourn at (Jreytown. I think this can

not affect the i:)rinci])le, which is too valuable in the present circum-

stances of this country to allow us to Avaive or impair it. By no

allowed construction of the laws could this claim be paid out of any

fund under the control of the Department, and the considerations I

have stated forbid its reconnnendation to Congress."

Mr. Sewartl. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sumner, V. S. Senate. Fob. 2r>, 18G8,

TS MS. Doni. Let. 144.

" The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the

honor to acknoAvledge the receipt of the note of Baron (lerolt, envoy

extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the North (Jerman

T'nion, of the l7th ultimo, relative to the claim of George Philip

Bescher foi- the destruction of his projierty at Greytown. Nicaragua,

by an armed force from the United States sloop of war Cyanc, Cap-

tain Hollins, on the i;')th of July, 1854.

"This claim is advanced on the ground that before the bombard-

ment by the Cyanc woi'M^i' was expressly given by Mr. J. W. Fabens,

the commercial agent of the United States at Greytown. that the

house and property of the firm of AViedmann and Bescher, which,

as is alleged, were covered by the flag of the Ilanseatic consulate,

would l)e respected in e\-ery way.
•' In re])ly the undersigned has the honor to state that, after the

most diligent search, no proof of any such notice has i);'en foinid.

The official reports of Mr. Fabens to this Department and of Cap-

tain llollins to that of the Navy are silent upon the subject. The

disjiatches of both these officers in regard to the bombardment and

its attendant circumstances are full and exi)licit, and it is improI);il>lc

that they woidd have omitted to mention so important a fact as the

pledge referred to, if any such pledge had been given.
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'* Tlic only ]iorson intMitionod by Captain TTollins whose property

was (lir(H't(>(l to he ex»'ni|)to(l from (lestniction was that of one De
Harwell, a I*'renchnian, as the cajjtain had learned that he had pro-

tested and held himself aloof, as far as possible, aji^ainst any eoopera-

tion with the townspeople or pretended authorities of San Juan.
•• 'I'he undcrsiirncd has also revert(>d to the eorrespondenee between

(leneral (^iss and Mr. Sehleeden, to which Baron (iei'olt refers, but

hv has not found therein any warrant for the baron's statement that

it apj)eared therefrom that the investigation of the matter had not

bcMMi (om])leted.

•" T\u' undersi<2:ned can not aeknowled<i:e any substantial difference

between the claim of Mr. Heseher and those of the French subjects

advci'tcd to by Mr. Marcy in his note to Mr. de Sartiges of the 26th

of Febi-uary. 1857. A minister of the Ignited States on his return

home had been assaulted, and insulted, and property of citizens of

the United States had been robbed at (Jreytown. The Cyane was

sent thither to (h'uiand I'edress for these injuries. This re(h*ess not

having been jriven, the town was destroyed, ])artly by bombardment,

an<l the destruction was completed by a force of marines landed for

the i)urpose.

•• How much soever this (iovernment may re<j:ret that unoffending

neutrals should have suffered under these circumstances, they must

look foi" redress, if anywhere, to the conununity where they chose to

taki' up their abode and whose conduct occasioned the measure which

led to their losses.

' Under these circumstances, the nndersi<rncd would prefer to de-

cline any special neirotiation with reference to the case of Mr.

liescher."

Mr. Fish, Sec of Stiite. to P.aroii Cerolt. Prussiiiii iiiiii., April 1."), 1S70,

.MS. Notes to I'mss. Ley. VIII. ISS.

See. :ils(). Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Luttrell. April 2S. ISTC. 11.'? MS.

Doiii. L<'t. 1!>T. ...

"When the (Jreytown bombardment was under discussion in tlie

House of Connnons on June ID, 1857, Lord Palmerston, then first

minist<'r, said: "It is undoubtedly a princij)le of international law,

that when one <i:overnment deems it right to exercise acts of hostility

against the territory of another i)ower, the sul)jects and citizens of

third j)()wers who may happen to be resident in the i)lace attacked,

have no claim whatever ui)on the government which, in the exercise

of its national rights, connnits these acts of hostility. For instance, it

was deemed necessary for us to destroy the town of Sebastopol. There

may have been in that town Germans, Italians, Portuguese, and

American>. Hut none of these parties had any groimd upon which

to claim from the British and French Governments compensation for
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losses sustained in consequence of those liostilities. Those who £ro nnd

settle in a foreijjn country must ai)i(le the chances which may hefall

that country, and it' they have any claim, it nuist be upon the <roveru-

ment of the counti-y in which they reside: hut they certaiidy cau have

no claim whatever upon the <rovenuuent which thiidvs ri«i:ht to com-

mit acts of hostility apiinst that state. Therefoi'e. we were advised,

and I think ri<riitly. that Britisli subjects in (ii-cytown had no ground
upon which they could call u])on the (lovernment of tins country to

demand from the (iovernment of the I'nited States comjxMisation for

the injuries which they sufi'ered in the attack uj)on that town. We
nuiy think that the attack was not justified by the cause which was
assi<>:ned. But. as an indej)endent state, we have no ri<;ht to jud<^e

the motives which actuated another state in asserting their rights and

vindicating wrongs which they sujjposed its citizens or subjects had

sustained, and there was nothing in the reiaticjns between (Jreat

Britain and (ii-eytown wliich gave us a right exceptional to the appli-

cation of that general rule of international hiw. . . . (iovern-

ment is there (in (irevtown) administered by a self-elected, self-

constituted municipality of Americans. English. French, Spaniards,

and (iermans. They are acting upon their own res])onsibility, and

they, and not England, must be res})onsil)le for tlie conse(|uences of

everything they may do. 1 l)elieve the real state of the case was that

theiv was a disi)ute between two rival American transit companies, the

one jiatronized by the self-constituted government of (irevtown, the

other i)rotected by the (iovernment of the Tnited States: and that out

of the rivalshij) and (piarrels of those two comi)anies arose the transac-

tion to which the noble lord has adverted, rndoubtedly conununica-

tions have passed between the British and American (iovernments

with a view to ascertain what the intentions of the American (iov-

ernment were: but we found that they ivsted upon the rule of inter-

national law to which T have referred, and the i-ight which the law of

nations gave them to take measures which they, in theii- own judg-

ment, deemed necessary. The Ameri<-au (iovernment have deter-

mined not to give comiKMisation to any i)arties. . . . Iler

Majestv's (iovernment. therefore, acting undei- the advice of thos<'

who are most coniix'tent to give an ojjinion upon the subject, and

deeming the advice in accordance with international pi-actice. have

foregone demanding any comjx'nsation of the I'nited States foi- those

subjects of (ireat Britain who have been so unfoi-tunate as to have

been injured by the bombardment of (ii-eytown.
'

II.Misanl's Tarl. IM>ates, :U\ series ("XLVI. Jl: iiiiucurMtely iiuoted in

Lawrence's Wlioaton (ISC.:!) 174.

On a subsecjuent occasion, July 7. \^'u. a member of i1h> IIoh-c

inquired -whether it is the intention of Her Majesty's (iovernment to
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introducp any moasuro onal)lin<; (horn to pjrant compensation to British

nuTchnnts wlioso property at Uloahor*;. in the (iulf of Hothnia, was
destroyetl on the *2n(l of »hine, 1S.")4. by the boats of a scjuadron under

the eonunand of Athniral Phnnridge/'

I^ord Pahnerston said "that the proeeedinofs in this matter nnist be

re<rnlated by the principh' which he had stated to l)e an international

principle when a question arose some time ago as to the losses sus-

tained by British subjects at (ireytown. lie then stated the principle

of international law to be that i)ersons who were domiciled in a

foreign country nnist abide by the fate of that country in peace and
war, and that therefore no demand could i)ro|)erly be made upon the

American (lovernment for losses sustained by British subjects in

(Ireytown in cons^Miuence of hostilities which took place between the

I'nited States and (Jranada. The same ])rinciple aj)plied to the case

to which the honorable gentleman now referred. There were certain

British subjects, and probably the subjects of other states, who were

domiciled or had j)roi)erty in the Russian territory. Those })ersons

nnist take the chanc;' of the protection of the Russian Empire, and if

by any circumstance the place where their property was situated

became the scene of hostile ()i)erations no claim could possibly be set

up by those persons, whatever country they might belong to, against

the government whose forces carried on the hostilities by which they

had been nuule to suffer."

Ilaiisjird's Pari. Dchatos. .'id. sorios, CXLVl. \04~t; inacturately iiuottnl in

Lawrence's Wlioaton (1S(;;!). ITH.

2. Vau'auaiso.

? 1041.

S(H\ also, infra. § 1170.

" The general principle of public law, sanctioned by the exprcf^s

assent of the principal nations of Europe, and which this (lovern-

ment has asserted on numy occasions, from the bombardment of

(ireytown down to its latest operations in the suppression of the

recent rebellion, is that the citizens of foreign states who reside

within the arena of war. have no right to denu\nd compensation from

either of the lK'lliger<'nts for the losses or injuries they sustain.

'• This rule has doubtless some limitation. It is not to be construed

as proclaiming innnunity to a belligerent for every outrage which

may Im* pei"j)eti'ate<l by those in his sei'vice, simply because they oc-

cuired (luring the time and upon the theater in which hostilities were

proseciitecl. The injury, it nuiy Ik* conceded, must result from such

military or naval measur<»s as by the code of civilized warfare and

the modern i)ractice of nations are recognized as legitimate. There
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ap|>ears to \xi nothing in the circumstances of the bombardment of

Valparaiso, so far as is known to us, which shoukl take it out of this

category. It was an act of what may be deemed extreme severity.

With the question how far it was justiHal)le, as between the belliger-

ents, we can have nothing to do. The most that a neutral power can

ask in behalf of its citizens or other non-combatants who may l)e

exposed to injury from an operation which, like the bombardment of

a town, Avhen once lx?gun, must necessarily be indiscriminating in its

effects, is to require that a reasonable time should be granted to them
to withdraw their persons and property from the i)eril. The grant-

ing of even this can hardly be a matter of obligation if it would
defeat or endanger the main object of the attack.

" In the case in question, as it seems to me, from such information

as we have, not only was reasonable notice given by the Spanish

admiral to foreign residents and non-combatants to withdraw their

persons and property from exi)osure, but pains appear to have been

taken to confine the fire of his fleet to the Government buildings and

public })roperty of Chili.

'• I am induced to think, therefore, that Americans domiciled in

Valparaiso have no ground for invoking the intervention of the Gov-

ernment to require of either Spain or Chili indemnity for their dam-

ages incurred in the bombardment of Valparaiso."'

Mr. Seward, Set-, of State, to Mr. Stanbery, At. Gen., Aug. 24, 18GG, 74

MS. Dom. Let 04.

'• The question presented for my opinion is. Whether a case is made
for the intervention of the L'nited States on behalf of these citizens

for indemnity against Spain or Chile? I do not see any gi'ound

upon which such intervention is allowable in respect to either of those

(iovernnients. The bombardment was in the prosecution of an ex-

isting war between Spain and Chile. Although, under the circum-

stances, it was a measure of extreme severity, yet it can not be said to

have been contrary to the laws of war, nor was it unattended with

the preliminary warning to non-combatants usual in such cases. It

does not appear that in carrying on the bombardment any discrimi-

nation was made against resident foreigners or their i)r()perty. On
the contrary, there was at least an attempt to confine the damage to

{)iiblic property. Then, as to the Chilean authorities, it does not

aj)pear that they did or omitted any act for which our citizens tliere

domiciled have a right to comijlain. or that the uieasure of protec-

tion they were bound by public law to extend to tiiose citizens and

their property was withheld. No defence was made against the

bombardment, for that would have been fruitless, and would have ag-

gravated the damage, as Valpariso was not then fortified, and no
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tliscriininntion was inado by those authorities between their own citi-

zens and f()i-ei<;ners tiiere domiciled. All shared alike in the connnon

disaster. The rule of international law is well established, that a

foreipier who resides in the country of a belligerent can claim no

iiid'Mnnity for losses of property occasioned by acts of war like the

one in (luestioii."

St!iiil)«>r.v, .\t. (Jen.. ISdC. 12 Op. 21. in response to a re<iuost of Mr. Seward,

Sfc. of State, for an oi)inion on the cliiinis of Wlieel\vrij?lit & Co.. and
I^irinji & Co., "American connncrcial lionses . . . domiciled for

eonniu'rciiil j)nri»osi's at Valparaiso," for losses of mcrchandist' in tho

eontla.irration caused by the bouibardnient of the city by the Spanish

tlet^t.

A tribunal of arbitration in Chile i:>ublished certain rules of deci-

sion, among which was the following: " Bombardment is permissible

as long as there is resistance of a rifle."' The Department of State

declared this rule to be '' susceptible of various interpretations, ac-

cording to the circumstances to which it is sought to be apjilied, and

altogether too vague in its terms to admit of discussion."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck, min. to I'eru, Xo. a;}, Oct. 27,

1885, For. Bel. lS8."i. (.2.->.

3. (JOODS I.N I'lUI.H W.\UKU0USE.

(1) A.MWKue, IKiO.

S 1042.

In 1S80, during the revolt of the Belgian provinces against the

authority of the King of the Netherlands, the city of Antwerp was

bombarded by the Dutch forc.-es. This act was excused by the Gov-

eniinent on the gi'ound of a breach by the insurgents of a suspension

of hostilities which had been agreed upon for the j)rotecti()n of the

city. During the bombai'dment the j)ublic warehouse was destroyed

in which were stored the goods of various foreigners. Some years

later, after the Kingdom of Belgium was established, claims were

|)ut forward by the (Jovernments of Austria. Brazil. France. (Jreat

Biitain. Prussia, and the United States for indemnity for such of

th<'ir citizens or subjects as had sufl'ered loss by the ti'ansaction.

President .lackson. in his amuial message of l)eceml)er 5, 188(), said:

"The claims of American citizens for losses sustained at the bom-

i)ardment of Antwerp have been j)resente(l to the (loverriuients of

Holland and Belgium and will be pressed, in due season, to settle-

ment." "

" .M<>ssaKes and Papers of the I'residents. vol. :'>, j). 2;?7.
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" In the years 1829 and 1830, while the present Kinj^doin of the

Netherhmds and Belgium were under one government, merchandise

to a large amount, belonging to merchants of the United >tates, was
shipped from this country to Antwerp, which, being intendetl for

reexportation, was, conformably to the law of the country, deposited

in the entrepot or public storehouse appointed for the rece[)tion of

goods of that description. The revolution having broken out in

August, 1830, in October of that year the city, being then in the

occupation of the Belgians, was, in consequence of the alleged viola-

tion of an armistice which had been entered into by the nnniicipal

niithorilles, bombarded by the I>utch f(>rces under (leneral Chasse,

who had possession of the citadel in the vicinity, and the entrepot,

with the merchandise it contained, including that belonging to the

citizens of the United States, was destroyed. TTad the contest, in the

course of which this bombardment took place, terminated favorably

to the Netherlands, no doubt is entertained that the United States

Avould have had a just claim upon the (rovernment of that country

to the indemnification of their citizens for the loss which they had

sustained. The fact that the conflict had a different termination

can not impair the right of this (iovernment or its citizens to indem-

nification : but from which of the two countries, or in what proportion

fi'om both, the satisfaction is to come it would have been most grati-

fying to the President to have had determined by themselves. lie

has accordingly for a long time f()rl)orne. notwithstanding the im-

portunity of the sufferers, to urge their claims which appeared to

him so just, in the hope that some nuitual and voluntary arrange-

ment for their liquidation would have been made ere this lu'tween

the (irovernments of Belgium and the Netherlands. Actuated by

the same feeling, he might have been induced still longer to delay

ihe application which he now thinks it his duty to make to his Xeth-

crlands' Majesty, had not the subject been reconunended to his early

attention by the House of Kepresentatives at its recent session,

^'ou will address a note to the minister of foreign affairs expressing

the Presi(l(Mit*s views, as they have been comnuinicaled to you in this

despatch. The justice of the claim ])refei're(I in behalf of oui- citi-

zens on this occasion is so obvious, that the President anticipates its

readv acknowledgment by Ilis Majesty's (lovei'nment : and cherishes

the confident expectations, that some ai-rangemenl will be speedily

consummated by which the losses of the iiuiocent sufferers may be

fully repaired."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davc/.Mc cliar^'r- (riiffaires to the

Xetherhmds. Sopt. lU. IS-'JC. MS. Iiist. Xcthcrl.iiuls. XIV. LH.

" It is not intciulcd that yon sliould cuter ;it present into any aru'nnient

npoM tlie (piestion. l)nt tliat you sliould simply Jiresent tlie snlijrrt ;is

it is stated in tliat disp.-ifch |s>ipr:i|. A connnunicatinii of the s:ini(>
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iiii|'"it li.is Im'.mi iiiiid." to tlu> Ut'l;:i:iii (Jovornmont. throiiRh Raron

r..lir. If .VII ciui pri'v.iil ni«'ii "n' ( JovcrmiuMit of the Netherlands

ii. :i. kn..\\l.-<li:.' th.' \:ilitlity of the claim, l>y promlsiiij; to use its

iiillufiire with r..-lLriiiiu t.> inocmc its liiiuidatiou, an ohject which

\ou iii:iy i.n>li:il>iy a<-.-..iiiplisli. you will have >,':iiiitHl a i)oint which is

i..ii^i.l.ir,l .1' M.me iiiii'ortaiici'. I'liless an arrangement satlsfac-

tniy to tin- riiitfd States, should in the meantime have been made,

lor -f.iirinir redress to the sutYertMs. the char.sxe d'affaires who may

he MpiMiinted to represent this (Jovennnent at Brussels will be

diro<tiil to press the matter there; and if it should l>e thought ex-

iMilieiit to ur;re the claim at the same time upon the Netherlands,

you will then receive siicli fiu'ther instructions as may be deemed

n-<|uisitc." (Mr. Forsyth. Sec. of State, to Mr. Davezac, Sept. 10,

iv'.f.. MS. lust. .Netherlands. X 1 \'. 2<i.)

"Tin- cj.iinis of .\iiiericau citizens for losses sustained at the l)ombard-

ineut of .Vuiwerji have been i)resented to the (Jovernments of Holland

aud r.c!;rium. and will be jtressiHl, in due season, to settlement."

( Tresideut .Jackson, ainnial message, Dec. 5, 183(3, ilicbardsou's Mes-

sages, m. l!:'.T.)

*'
I am tlirccted l»y the President to call your attention in a special

niaiiiiei- to the (|iiesti()ii of the claims of our citizens to indemnifica-

liun for l()>se< incurred l)y the destruction of the entrepot at Antwerp
diiriiiir the homhardment of that city by the Dutch in the month of

()ctolK'r, 1^:'.(». which yon will re<rard as one of the first and most

interest in<r objects of your mission. Yon will therefore make your-

H'lf thoroiiL'hly ac«iiiainted with the nature of these claims, and of

the irrounds upon which the United States are entitled to indemnity.
'• The >ul)ject was hroiioht to the notice of the Bel^jian government

by -Mr. L«'<:are in a note atldres.^ed to the minister of forei<;n affairs

on ilie -JTlh of I'^ebruary. is:)ri. in wliich. without ])ressing ui)on that

government an immediate discussion of the subject he protested

airain-t a report, wjiich had been nuide by a committee of the Chamber
of Ke|ire<entati\e-. uj)on the subject of indemnity for the lo.sses sus-

tained on the occa-ion alluded to. beinir interpreted in any manner as?

(•oiii])r(,iiii-iiio (lie rio-hts of the orovernment or citizens of the Unite^^
>tate~. ami ie-ei\ ino- t(, this (Jovennnent the liberty of adopting at

any fuiiire lime wliMl<'ver measures it might deem necessar}' for the

'nfoi-.eiiieiii of tli(we right-, ^'ou will no doubt find a copy of this

""'' >i|.oii (he i-ecoi-d- of the legation. This (|uestion having been
tc, .iiMinetided I., the attention of the l*r<'sident by a resolution of the
Ib.ii-e nf i;.],ie~eiitati\(-. in the H's-ion of iS.'i.VlS:^), a note was
:i'!.lr.-^ed to |',;ii-oii iJeJir. the charge d'affaires of Belgium in this

"'iini\. ..i: ijie .-.ih uf Sepi<'mlM'r. ls:',(;, with a refpiest that he would
'•'.• '

l"t"!v 1,1- on\.iniiieiit. expres-ing the views of the President
in regal

!
I., i!,e-,. . Liim-. nnd -tating that the subject would be spe-

euilly jriveii ii. ,l,;uo.' t.. th.- repivH-ntative alxuil to be appointed
from this c.nnti \ m tl.e r.,l;ri;,„ ,.,,|,,.t. ^v copy of this note to Baron
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Behr is herewith transmitted. This matter has also been brought

before the government of the Netherlands by Mr. Davezac in pur-

suance of instructions given to him by this Department, of which a

copy is enclosed, but at the last dates no answer has been received to

the note which he addressed to the minister of foreign affairs of that

country. In neither instance was application made until ample time

had been allowed those governments to make some voluntary and

mutual arrangement (which would have been most gratifying to the

President) for the liquidation of claims so just. Policy as well as

justice prescribes to Belgium the course she ought to pursue, and the

forlx'arance of the United States in pressing these claims, notwith-

standing their urgency, and the sufferings of our citizens interested,

furnishes a powerful reason for their speedy settlement by the Bel-

gian Government, and imposes additional obligation upon the Presi-

dent, who greatly regrets the circumstances which have heretofore

occasioned such unexpected delay, to adopt the most prompt and effi-

cient measures for their satisfactory adjustment. It is the Presi-

dent's wish therefore that you should ascertain whether any measures

have been taken by Belgium towards the accomplishment of an

object deemed b}^ him of the greatest consequence in the preservation

and promotion of those feelings of amity which subsist between the

two nations, and to urge ui)on that government such speedy action on

the subject as the equity of the claims, and the length of time which

has elapsed since the injuries were sustained clearly demand.''

Mr. Forsytli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Maxcy, charge d'afifaires to Belgium,

June IL', 1837, MS. Inst. Belgium, I. 24.

See, also, Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bronson, M. C, March 29,

18;J8. 2!) MS. Dom. Let. 389; Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Messrs.

Donnell & Sons, Feb. 24, 1840, 30 MS. Dom. Let. 487.

"' Your correspondence with the Belgian Government on the subject

of the claims of our citizens for indenmification for the loss of prop-

erty by the destruction of the entrepot at Antwerp, which has been

conilucted in accordance with the instructions of your government,

has not l)een viewetl with unconcern, and when taken in connection

with the rejection of two successive treaties, both of which were sought

by Belgium, demands grave consideration. The whole .subject has

been called for in Congress by two resolutions, copies of which are

transmitted for your information.
•• There is no (loui)t that the duty or obligation of indemnity, what-

ever it is, for the losses at Antwerp, falls upon Belgium. The Bel-

gians, as a civilized people, must be considered at all times under some

form of civil government, and however often they may see fit to

change thi>- form, these changes cannot affect their just responsibility

to any foreign state, its citizens or subjects. Succeeding governments

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 GO
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iuMv>-:irily tiik.' upon tht'iuselvcs. so far at least as foreign nations

an- loiKvrned. the oldijratioiis of tlie «rovernineuts which preceded

llifiii, wlu'thn- iIk.m- ol.l illations wcvv created hy treaty or by the gen-

eral |>rincii)les of iiati(.iial law. It is on this ground that the

n-.-tored govcrniiiciit^ of Kiirope have made indenniities to foreign

.-tatcs for c.\<T>M'> coiiiiiiitted on the projH'rty of citizens or subjects

of these >tatc> l>y the revolutionary governments. The treaties of

iiiileiiinitv entered into and carried into ell'ect by the United States

(.n one side and France. Spain, and the Two Sicilies, respectively, on

the other, are all founded on this universally received idea. The sub-

jeet> of foreign >tates in this respect are on a different footing from

dome-tic -ubjt>ets. It rests in the discretion of each government to

deeide how far it will indenmify its own citizens for wrongs and

injurie- inllicted by i-evolutions. taking into its consideration both the

::eneral principles applicable to such cases, and its own ability,

liut national oi)ligations are perpetual until discharged, and demand
at all time-- a full and adecpiate compensation.

•• The Belgians saw lit to change their govermnent which, so far as

foreign nations are concerned, they had a right to do. But in doing

this they -hook off no national responsibility. The moment the

authority of the King of the Netherlands ceased over the Belgians,

that moment every one of his obligations towards foreign nations,

M) far as that part of his Kingdom was concerned, devolved on the

new go\ermiient that succeeded him.

•'The .Vmei'iean property in the entrepr:t at Antwerp was in the

custody of the ( lo\"ermnent. Its owners under the circumstances had
no eontrol over it. A connnotion broke out. which shortly ended in

th<' >e\-eranee of Belgiinn from the Kingdom of the Xetherlands.

The i)en of history will hardly recoi-d the transactions of this out-

bi-eak as the rise, pi-ogress and tei'ininat ion of i civil war. Before it

had i-eaelietl that i)oint. the end of the rising was acc()m})lished. and
the division of tlu' eountrie- decided. Suppose the suppression of th©,

ri-ing had been as sudden as its triumj)!!. would any one in such
ea-f -ay that o|)en and llagrant war. a regular controversy between
ho-tile and e-tal)li-lied governments, had existed in the Netherlands?
('•rtaiidy no one would have thought of opposing such an argument
to the i-e-pon-ibiiity of the actual goNcrnment.

•• In your .•.)n-i-|)ond<'iice yon have uiged the claim, even supposing
thriv \\:i- :in existing <-\\\\ war. by arginnents not y<'t answered. But
if th.-v -hoidd be. ()!• could l)e. an-wcred. it still remains to be shown
il.iii tlf popular ri-ing which -epai-ated Bxdgium from the Nether-
ii! d- . \. I- ;i^-umed thi- -cttl,.,] chju-actei- of civil war. On the con-
trail .

ih. line \ie\v of the trail-action is. as it aj)i)ears to this gov-
ermnent. i!i It iJK' lielgian p.(.ple by the force of numbers, and the
power of unaii.niiiy. .hanged their government without war, without
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more violence than attends otiier movements which have often

occunvd, and which whether snccessful or nnsuccessful have never

been hekl to create a state of flagrant public hostilities."

Mr. W(>l)stor. Soc. of State, to Mr. Maxcy. charge d'affaires to Belgium,

Feb. 20, 1842. MS. Inst. Belgium. I. 34.

Similar elaiins were put forward by the Governments of Austria, Brazil,

France, (Jreat Britain, and Prussia.

The Belgian Government denied its liability on the ground (1) that the

injury was due to an unavoidable incident of war, (2) that as the

act was committed by the Dutch forces the Dutch (Jovernment was

alone responsible for it. and ("V) that if any indenmity should be

made to the citizens or subjects of the states in <iuestion. " a dis-

tinction w(mld l)e made between natives and foreigners, which would

be contrary to international law."

These contentions were not accepted by the foreign governments, and, in

respect of the last. Lord Palmerston said

:

" With reference to the last argument advanced by the Belgian Govern-

ment, Tier Majesty's Government have to observe, that it is for the

Belgian Government alone to decide whether it shall or shall not

indemnify its own subjects for losses sustained by them on this or

any other occasion. But whatever may l)e the decision of the

Belgian (iovernment on that iK)int. the Government of Her Majesty

can not admit such decision as an argument for a denial of justice

to British subjects ; and as bearing upon this matter it must not be

foi-gotten that whatever losses Belgian subjects may have sustained

in the course of the contest which led to the independence of Bel-

gium, the successful issue of that contest was in itself to. those

Belgian subjects sonu> compensation for the losses so sustained; but

foreigners who had no interest in the struggle, can not find in its

issue compensation for losses sustained during its continuance ; and

it would be especially unjust if the subjects of those powers, who
by their timely and effectual interference, enabled the Belgian people

to attain that independence, with a far smaller amount of loss of

life and i>roi)erty than would have been incurred if the Belgians had

been left to their own means, should remain without compensation

for loss«'S occasioned by wanton acts of violence which were com-

mitted by the Belgians themselves, and which had no tendency what-

ever to accomi»lish the independence of the country." (.30 Brit. &
For. State Papers, 2:y.\.)

With reference to Lord Palmerston's use of the phrase "wanton acts of

violence." it should be observed that the Dutch Government excused

its boml)ardment of the city on the ground of a breach by the insur-

g(Mits of a suspension of hostilities which had been agreed on for

the protection of the city.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

l'2th instant. in(iuiring whether the (iovernment of the United States

will have any agency in collecting the amount due under the recent

act of indemnity for property destroyed during the Belgian revolu-

tion of 1830, or whether each clainumt must prosecute his own claim.
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• TIm" terms of tlu' law jM-ovidiiio; iiulomnity have not prescribed

aiiv Mich airt'iic.v. \>u\ th<" 1 K'partnuMit is always prepared, upon ap-

plication from the i)artics iiiterestech to transmit documents rehiting

to Mich chiims to the ivprcscntat i\c of the United States at Brussels,

with a n'(|iic-t that he woiihl intt'ri)os(> his exertions in their behalf.

As it i> uiHlci>to(.(l that your apMit will proceed to Belgium on your

ai'coiiiit. I now cnclo-t' at your recpiest the documents you ask for,

wjiich have Ih'ch on hie in this Department."

Mr. \\cl)sler. Sim. of State, to Messrs. Doiinell & Sons, Auj;. ir>. 1842, ',V2

.MS. Dom. Let. »(•:!.

Sec. .ilso. Mr. I,e-r;ire. Se<-. (.f Stat.', to Mr. Tolert, May 11, 1848, Xi MS.

Doiii. Let. 171; Mr. Callioun. See. of State, to Mr. Ililliurd, June 7,

lS^t4. MS. Inst, r.el^'inin. L 4S.

J. Mkssi.na. .\.M) Ki.skwiikke.

j< i04;i.

During the revolution which, following the establishment of a

j)rovisional government at Palermo, broke out at Messina on January

I'll, is Is. against the (Jovernment of the King of Naples, the revolu-

tionists carried by storm the Fort Heal Basso, confining the royal

troops to the citadel of I'\)it Salvador. A\4iile the Neapolitan forces

weif thns >hiit lip they lired from time to time in various directions,

aiKJ -ome of their shots set lire to the Porto r'raiico. in which there

Were goo<l> l)elonging to liritish merchants. In a note to Prince

Cariati. Neai)olitan minister foi- foreign atl'airs, March J>, 1S4S. Lord
Na|)ier. Uriti^h minister at Xai)les. called attention to this incident,

and. alleging that the Porto Franco was " intentionally and wan-
tonly >.'t (.11 lire by a bombarduKMit directed ujx)!! it by the citadel

in the absence of all provocation or necessity which could ju.stify

such a measure." reserved '• the right to demand com])ensation for

all l<»,^es and j)rejudice in theii- j)ersoiis and pr()i)erty which Britisji

-iiltjects may have inciin-ed thereby." Prince Cariati replied. ]March

II. I^|s. and. while (piest ioning the allegation that the warehouse
was >et on lii-e •• wantonly oi- inconsiderately." assured his lordship
" that, when the fact^ >hall have been ascertained, the King's Govern-
nieiit. animated by sentiments of fairness and good will towards the

-iibjrct- of I Iff Ibitannic Majesty, will act according to the strictest

jii-tice. and doe> not doubt that from the relations of friendship and
go.Ml will which e.\i>t between the two ( ioverniuents. every question
A\ill !>.• -cttled to the mutual satisfaction of both parties.''

I" I'rii ;nii| I'ur. Si;ilc l';i|.ci-s. 77.V7T7.

"An lioii. iiieinbcr a-ked nie a (|ii(>stioi^ yesterday with respect
to our claim.- nn Naple>. and it so happens that there has arrived,
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within a day or two, a despatch giving an account of the state of those

clainis. We have made a request to the Court of Naples to have an

indemnity for certain British residents at Messina, whose goods were

destroyed in tlie bombardment of that phice. The Neapolitan min-

ister of foreign a flairs said, he was quite willing to agree to the prin-

ciple which had been laid down, I suppose by the Queen's advocate,

he says by the (^rown lawyers of Great Britain, namely, ' that com-

pensation should be awarded for the loss of such property as was

destroyed without sufficient necessity, whether wantonly, designedly,

or by i)ilhige.' But it so happened that there were other representa-

tives besides that of England at the conference. There were the min-

isters of Prussia, France, and Austria. What do they say ? ' The
ministers of France and of Prussia said, that they could not adopt

this principle without reservation. They said that the property of

foreigners jjlaced in the warehouses of a free port had always been

considered to be under the guarantee of the government to whose pro-

tection it was confided; and the compensiition granted by the Bel-

gian and Bavarian (iovernments for the destruction of property

lodged in free ports at Antwerp and on the Rhine proved clearly that

such a principle was generally recognized by European i)owerK' It

appears, then, that the principle we proceeded upon was not only not

extravagant, was not only not pushed beyond the usual law of nations,

but within its range. And ' Count Walewski also cited a case which

occurred in Paris during the insurrection of ihe "i'^rd of June, 1848,

when indemnity was claimed by the Neapolitan, and conceded by the

French (lovernment for losses suffered by a Neapolitan subject upon

that occasion.' It thus appears when a claim was made for losses suf-

fered at Paris, that the French (lOvernment, as a government that

knows the law of nations and willing to do justice to foreigners, con-

ceded that claim.''

speech of Ivord .Tolin Russell, House of Commons. .Tune 2.~>, 18.50, Han-
sard. Parlliimentary Debates, OXII. 700-702.

XII. .tr'7'.S' OF IXSIRGEXTS.

1. Ol'IMO.NS OK ri'UMCISTS.

§ 1044.

"Are or are not governments responsible for losses and injuries

ex])erience(l by foreigners in times of internal disturbances or of

civil war^ This (juestion has been a long time discus.sed and is

finally resolved in the negative. . . .

•^ To admit in this case the responsibility of governments, that is

to say. the principle of indemnity, would be to create an exorbitant

and pernicious privilege, essentially favorable to strong states and
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ii.jiiriou> to fooMor iintion>. nnd to o^inhli^^li an nnjustifiablo inequal-

itv Im>i\v«'.'ii national and forcMiriuTs. On tiie other hand, in sanction-

Miir the doctrin." which we (•<)nil)at. we shonhl (U). although indirectly,

a tl«'«'|) injnrv to on«' of the constituent (dements of the independence

of nation-, that (.f the territorial jui-i-^diction ; just here, indeed, is

the real Ixarini:. the true si<j:niticance of the recourse so frequently

taken to the ili|)h»in:'t ic chaiuiei for the purpose of resolvino; (piestions

who-.' nature and the ( ircunistances in which they are prodticed place

I hem within the e.xchi^ive domain of the ordinary tribunals."

Clllv... IHnil Int. ill. S f-'MI.

Pra.lier-Fodere states that the Spanish-American repnblics all

have atlopted th»' |)rinciple that (huna<res caused by factions «:ive no

^.Moiind for any indenniity whatever in favor of foreigners, the ^ov-

ei-nmeiit> (d' the two j)arties not bein<r obli<red to accord to foreigners

a larL'er mea>ui-e of protection than is <riven l)y their laws to citizens,

eitlier as to tiieii- persons or their ofoods. He states that the same

prin<-iple ha- l>een introthiced into theii' conventional law. and cites

artiele ;')(• of the treaty between W'vw and the Ar<rentine Republic

of March '.>. IsTb that, "as a coiise(|uence of the established j)rinciplc

of cqiiabty. in virtue id' which the citizens of eac-h of the hi<^h con-

ii-a<-tinir parties >hall enjoy in the territory of the other the same

ri;:ht> a> national>. . . . the dama<res caused by factions or by

individual, and in general by accidents of any nature whatsoever,

will not iri\c li-e to any riirht of special indemnity, the soverinnents

of the two icpuidics being obliired to accord to each others' nationals,

only the -ame protection of person and ])ro|)erty as is accorded by
the law- to their own citizen^." The same |)i-ovisi()n. says Pradier-

[•'oileie. i- f(»und in article -Js of the treaty between Colombia and

Peru of l*"cbi-uary in. Is?**: but it is added that di|)lomatic interven-

tion may take place wjicn the protection due to foreigners shall not^

lia\c Im-cii given, cither becauH- their claims ha\e not been examined.

«ii- becau-c thi'v Were I'ejccted with manifest injustice: and ix'sides

tliai. «li|>I<iiiiai ic inteiN cut ion -hall be admissible oidv when all legal

reme<rM- -iiall have faile.j. lie -tates that article 10 of the treaty

JM-tweeii peril and i>oli\ia (»f Noxcmbci' ."). ls(;;'), sti|)ulates that the

eiii/en- of the idii I la it i 1 ig partie- -hall not claim indemnities "for
«a-iial a.ci.jcni- occurring without the fault of the constituted author-
ities." ( 'out inning. I'ladiei-- I-'ocleiv -avs:

"A- i'< -tate- in I-jiiope. they jiave always invarialdy repelled in >

•" 'i"-'"; '•.!'- th,. principle of indemnity and diplomatic interven-

tion. ahli'Mioji ii,, V have -ought to impose it on the i-epublics of South
Ameri«-a uien ihey c.nild do -(,. DiHei-eiit states iiave. it is true,

at times M-emed i.. udmit the -y-tem of jM'cuniary aids in favor of

the victims of internal iroiil.le- ;ind of civil wars, but in taking this
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f-tep thoy liavo oronerally doclared that they intended to perform an

act of spontaneous liberality and not to place themselves under any

obliaation. and that the sums given by them were accorded only on

the oround of personal assistance, on the ground of misfortune and

not of the right of the person, and not on the ground of indenniity.

* If the state is not subject to any legal obligation,' it is declared in

the preamble of the French decree of December 24, 1851, ' it is con-

formable to the rules of equity and of sound policy to repair unmer-

ited misfortunes and efface, as far as possible, the reminders of our

civil discords."

' 1\) sum up. the generally admitted rule, according to which in

principle states need not indemnify foreigners for losses suffered

during a civil war. rests on the following very serious conditions:

Foreigners who settle in a country to carry on their business, submit

themselves by that act to the same laws and to the same tribunals as

citizens of the country, and the government can not be held responsi-

I)le towards them for the consequences of an outbreak oi' of a civil

war, without making such responsibility an unjustifiable inequality

between foreigners and nationals. Every sovereign state has the

right indeed to compel resj)ect for the order established in its terri-

toi'V, even by the employment of arms, and it does not rest, in respect

of (hunages which result from resorting to force, under obligations

more extensive as to foreigners than as to its own nationals. To
demand this would be to do injury to the territorial jurisdiction of

a sovereign state; it would introduce into international relations a

privilege faA()ral)le to strong states, injurious to weak states.

• These considerations apply, however, only to stales which are

cai)able of fulfilling their international obligations. When, on the

contrai'v, the state which is engaged in civil wai* no longer offers a

guarantee of power ca})able of making itself obeyed, when the cir-

cumstances of the contest and the loosening of passions render

impossible the pei-formance of the duty of protection towards for-

eigners, wlien the iattei- are menaced with becoming the victims of

the violence of an excited i)()j)ulace, respect for the right of sover-

eignty and jurisdiction ought not to })revent foreign states from

caring foi' the safety of theii* citizens. 'The state whose subjects

inhabit the territory wheiv civil war prevails is under an ol)ligation

to pi-otect its citizens abroad, and the dangei-s to which they are

exposed in consecjuence of revolution and of civil war increase those

obligations instead of diminishing them. So long as it may hope for

and obtain from the state which is involved in civil Avar or in revolu-

tion an eflicacious ])rotection, it contents itself with diplomatic

measures; when those measures become insufficient it takes such meas-

ures as may be necessary itself to protect its nationals: it masses

troops on the frontier and sends its fleets to cruise along the coasts, in
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onlor lo jMinish iiifnirtions of [ho law of nations or to gather up its

suhjtH-ts in cax' of nocd. The stati' which is involved in civil war is

hoiiMtl to |>«'rinit tills |)r(»(«'(tion and cannot see in it an act of war, if

it i> inca|)altlc of dixhai «rin.ir itself the duties of protection towards

fori'ijrn >Ml>jcrt>."

I'ni.li. r l'««<l.i<-. 'Ir.iitr df iMoii Iiitciiiiitioiial I'ublic. I. 343, § 205; eitiiii^

Ciilvo; .111(1 Fiiuck-Mn'iiliiiio .mihI AllxM't Sorcl. Pn'cis du Droit ties

iivus i IsTTi. I. ciiii. fJ. II. •-'•JS.

As to tilt' iiitrrvciilioii ot" tlu' Ki-«'ii(li adinirjil, Haudiii. ii» the iiisun-eftion

at Naph's in May. 1.S4.S. to iimtcct his ((nintf.viiien fniin the deprtnla-

tioiis (if Ih«' la/./ai-uiii. set- Ilaiis.ird. I'arl. Debates, ('XII. 308, 7(X).

••
\a'{ us >ui)|)osc that a country is a<ritated l)y revolution and hy

civil wai-. and that the <roverninent, in order to repress the disorder,

employs llie means of re])ression re(iuisite to safe<riiard the interests

of the >tat»' and which are not ahsolutely forbidden by international

law. If l>y this act foreigners suti'er an injury, the <rovernment can-

not U- declared responsible, nor be held to make indemnity for the

dama<res siitfer<'d by tiiem. If a ejoverinuent ne<>:lected to do every-

ihin<r n«'cessary to protect the pioperty and <roods of f()rei<2:ners, and if

it did not eiiileavor to re|)ress the violence and oti'ences of its citizens,

it would be bound to answer for the consequences of its culf»able

iie»rli;r«'iic<': but if the injury resulted from force mnjeiire^ there

wdidd e\i>t no le<ral re>])oiisibility. The action of a ofovernment

<oidd not 1m' paialy/.e(l by the necessity of j)rotectino: the rights of

fon-igiu'rs."

Flore. iM-oil Int. I'ulilif. r.iris ( 1S.S.".). (
'. Aiitoiiie's ti'.-iiislation. I. § C"u

" ^^'hen a government is tenii)orarily iniable to control the acts of

private person- within its dominions owing to insurrection or civil

eommotioii it i> not res|)onsil)le for injury which nuiy be received

l»y foreign subjects in their jierson or property in the course of the
'''

-t niggle, either through the measures which it may be obliged to

tal<e for the recoxeiy of its aiitlioi-ity, or through acts done by the

part of the po|)ulatioii which has broken l()os<' from control. When
-iiaiiger- enter n -late they nni^-t be prepared for the risks of intes-

tiiio war. becan-e the occinieiice i< one oxer which from the nature
of the ca-e the goveriimeiil call have no control: and they cannot
demand eompeii-al ion for los-es or injiifies received, both because,

uiil." it ran br -hown that a -late i- not reasonably well ordered,
I! i~ not Ix.iind to do moi-e for foreigners than for its own sui)jects,

•" '' '" Lr"\<iiinp'nt eoin|.en>ate- it> >iil)jects for losses or injuries
siitfere.i III ih. conr-e of civil commotions, and because the highest
interests <.f ilic -late are too (lee|)ly involved in the avoidance of
Mich conunotion- to allow ihe Mii)i)usiiion to be entertamed that they
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have been caused by carelessness on its part which would affect it

with responsibility towards a foreign state."

Hall. Int. r.aw (.">th ed.), •222-22:i, citinj,' Bluntschli. § ;'.80 hi.s ; Calv<;.

SS 292-29.").

'* 2. Foreign subjects living or possessing property in the country

rent by civil war nuiy no longer complain to their governments of the

injuries which their interests may have undergone by reason of the

acts of the forces in the field. They can not do so at least as long as

those forces keep themselves within the limits set by the usage of war.

Up to the recognition, the depredations committed by the rebels to the

detriment of foreign subjects, resident or transient, may be made the

object of reclamations ngainst the legitimate government, and the

latter will find its responsibility engaged if it does not show that it

has done everything possible to prevent them."

IMllet. Les Loi.s actuclles de la (iiierre (I'aris. 1901). 29.

'' 1. Independently of cases where indemnity may be due to for-

eigners in virtue of the general laws of the country, foreigners have

a right to indeuniity when they are injured in their person or prop-

erty in the course of a riot, an insurrection, or a civil war; (a) when
the act through which they have suffered is directed against for-

eigners as such, in general, or against them as subject to the jurisdic-

tion of any given state; or (h) when the act from which they have

suffered consists in the closing of a port without previous notification

at a seasonable time, or the retention of foreign vessels in a port;

or (c) when the damage results from an act contrary to law com-

mitted by an agent of the authority : or (<-/) when the obligation to

make indemnity is established, in virtue of the general principles of

the laws of war.
'• '2. The obligation is likewise established Avhen the damage has

been connnitted (Xo. 1 (a) and (d)) on the territory of an insurrec-

tionary government, either by said government or by one of its func-

tionaries. Nevertlieless, demands for indemnity nuiy in certain cases

be set aside when they are based on acts which have occurred after

the state to which the injured party belongs has recognized the in.sur-

rectionary govennnent as a belligerent power, and when the injured

party has continued to maintain his domicile or habitation in the terri-

tory of the insurrectionaiy government. So long as this latter is con-

sidered by the government of the injured party as a belligerent power,

claims contemplated in line 1 of article 2 may be addressed oidy to

the insurrectionary government, not to the legitimate government.
••

'.\. The obligation to nuike indemnity ceases when the injured par-

ties are themselves the cause of the events which have occasioned the

injury. There is especially no obligation to indeuuiify those Avho have
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ciitcnMl th(> (•(.uiitrv in rontraviMition of a decree of expulsion, or

tlioM' \vli(. <in into a country or seek to eii<ra«re in trade or commerce,

knowini:. <'r who should have known that disturbances have broken

ft.rth therein, any more than those Avho establish themselves or

sojourn in a Ian. I ollerin<r no security by reason of the presence of

sivaL'c (rilM'> thci'cin. iniless the <rovernnient of said country has

^'ivcn the iininijirants assui'ances of a special character.

••
\. 'I'he <rovernnient of a federal state composed of several small

-tater- i-e|)ieM'nted by it fi'oni an international point of view, can not

invoke, in (»rder to escape the responsibility incumbent on it, the fact

that the constitution of the federal state ccmfers upon it no control

over the x'veral states, or the ri<>:ht to exact of them the satisfaction

of their own oi)li<rations.

" .T. The stipulations mutually exemptinfj states from the duty of

e\tendin<r their diplomatic i)rotection must not include cases of a

denial of justice, or of evident violation of justice or of the jus

t/t iit'imii.'

" HKCOMAIENDATIOXS.

•• The Institute of International Law recommends that states refrain

from inst'rtin^ in treaties clauses of reciprocal irresponsibility. It

thiid<s that such clauses are wron<r in excusing states from the per-

formance of their duty to protect their nationals abroad and their

duty to protect forei<rners within their own territory.

'• It thiid\s tiiat states which, by reason of extraordinary circum-

stances, do not feel ai)le to insure in a sufficiently effective manner the

proti'ction of forei<rners on their territory, can escape the conse-

<|u«'nces of such a state of things only by temporarily denying to

foreigners access to their territory. .

** Recoui>e to international commissions of iiujuiry and interna-

tional tribunals i^. in general, recommeiuled for all differences which

may arin- be<au>e of damages suH'ered by foreigners in the course of

a riot, an in-ni-i-ect ion. or a civil war.''

|<'\t i.r :i rcsolntidii on tlie responsibility of states for damages suffered

l>y forci^rncrs during riots, insurrections, or civil war. adopted by the

Institute of Inn-rnational Law at '^ »e session of Sept. 10. t9(K). ( Vn-

nuiiire (If rin>titiU de Droit Int:- latioiial, XVIIL 25:5-25(5.)

2. I)KM.\I.S ol LlAIllI.ITY.

;< 104 n.

.\ ' hiiiii wa- made again>t the (Jovermnent of Brazil on account of

the deteiiiiMi; df the .\iiierican brig Toiicdi, at Porto Alegre, Brazil,

in \s\S\\, "It he
I

(he nia-tei| was detained by the insurgents at

P(.rti» .Megre. as he \v;i> ,|ii]y a|)|)ri>e(l before he left Rio (Jrande that

that place was in their power, it i> considered that the Imperial Gov-
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ernmeiit can not be hold acoonntable so lon^ as the insurgent doniina-

tion lasted."

yiv. Forsyth. Sec of State, to Mr. Hunter, charge d'affaires to Brazil. No.

4."., March i:?, 1S8!), MS. Inst. Brazil. XV. 57.

For a further and fuller statement of this case, see Moore, Int. Arl)itra-

tions. V. 4(n."'>—1(>17.

In 1857 the United States demanded of the Mexican Government

an exphmation of the firing into the American schooner Major Bar-

hour by the Mexican war steamer IJemocrata, on October 12, 1856, in

the harbor of Coatzacoalcos. The Mexican Government stated that

the Democrata was at the time when the aggression occurred in a con-

dition of revolt against the aiithorities of the Republic, and that the

shots fired Avere evidently intended for the Mexican man-of-war

Ilhlalf/o, which was lying near the Mexican schooner, and that, at the

first intimation of the revolt of the Democrata, the Government issued

a circular to the diplomatic corps disavowing any responsibility for

any acts the vessel might commit while in a state of mutiny. The
United States stated that it was entirely satisfied with these explana-

tions.

Mr. Appleton, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Benjamin, M. C, .Tune l.'i, IS.")!, 47

MS. Dom. Let. 141.

A claim was presented to the Government of Spain for losses sus-

tained by a citizen of the United States at Puerto Plata during an

insurrection against the Spanish Government in Santo Domingo in

18()3. The Spanish (Tovernment replied that every possible measure

had been taken for the protection of foreigners in Santo Domingo,

but that the Si)anish troops were obliged by the insurgents to abandon

Puerto Plata, and that Spain, under the circumstances, was not liable

for losses caused by the insurgents. The Department of State seems

t(> have accjuiesced in this decision, and, after a lapse of thirty years,

declined to reopen the case.

Mr. Hocldiill. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. LitliKow, Sept. IS, 1890, 212 MS.
Dom. Let. 540.

'• The declaration contained in the law passed by the last Congress

that ' the nation is not liable for the damages and injuries sustained

by foivigners in time, or on account of war, but in such case they shall

ha\e the same rights and remedies as natives,' has not, as was easily

to l)e foreseen, received the ac(|uiescence of the European governments

nor of that of the United States of America, which, far from adhering

to it. have protested against the law, declaring that in all cases that

may arise they will insist on all their rights. The jirinciple, however

justifiable it nuiy be, not receiving the consent of the civili/ed powers

in a condition to give to their protests the sanction of force, and
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a(l«)ptin<r opposite ])riii(ipl»'s. the nation has to submit to the conse-

(|nfnct'> of that -anction.

•• H<-i(lt-. to cnaljh' ii> to insist on tho doolaration of this law, it

wdiild lie nt'cosai-v fof u-< to <rivt' entire ivality to the hypothesis, that

when a people a>ks to l»e inserilu'd on tlie list of nations it is because

it ha- complete (a|)a(ity to orpinize its j)iil)lie a(hninistration, and

aln.ve all that of justice, in such a manner as to ^ive the greatest

-.•Clint \ |)o--il»le to the j)roperty ami persons of tliose who may come

within it- jurisdiction: Iwcause it cannot be })retemU>d that forei<j:n-

er> will come to participate in the insecurily and vioknces so frequent

in the ferocious ci\ il wars endemic in our present social state. A con-

trary course will draw after it better conseciuences, instead of reduc-

iuir the forei<rner to the insecure and humiliating condition of those

who live at the mercy of the first revolutionist who may present him-

s«'If. as still is the case with natives. It is more becoming us to learn

from the seruj>idous resjx'ct we owe to the person ami ])roperty of the

stranger, according to the general notions of public right, the respect

i\\\r to our fellow -citizens, and thus give to our society the respectable

character to which it aspires."

Mt'ss.iiTf iif I'rcsitleiit Murillo t<> tlie <'(>i<)iiil)ian Congress, February 1,

ISf.i;. Hip. ('(ir. iscc. III. .-,11.

Stf. .MS to a law i:f Kcnadtir ef ISSS, sn]ira. § 1.

••
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the .^th ultimo,

making claim against the (Jovernment of China, for pr()j)erty de-

stroyed in the year iscj by rebels against its authority. It is a well-

<'>tai)li>hed principle of international law maintained by this (lovern-

meiit in the consideration of claims of its citizens against foreign

state- and of foreigners against the United States, that no govern-

ment • •an be held responsible for the acts of rebellious bodies of men,
commiiteed in violation of its authority, where it is itself guilty of

no breach of good faith or of no negligence in suppressing insurrec-

tion. K\en were your claim a just one. the fund to which you refer

i- not applicaitle to its payment, and. having been paid into tlie Treas-

ury, a ('ongre--ional appro|)riat ion is re(|uire(l to withdraw any por-

tion <d' it."

Mr S.uar.l, S.-.-. ..f St.it. . 1.. Mr. Siiiitli. .lul.v 0. ISCS. 71) MS. Doin. Let. 09.

Mr. Cliarle- Francis .\dam>. in a conversation with Earl Russell,

ill wl.irli th.' -iibj.'ct of (Jreat l>ritain"s recognition of the i)elliger-

• ii. \ ,,t' til.- Confederate State> was discussed, remarked that, "at any
I ale. 1 1,. IV ua- on,. com|)en-at ion. the act had released the Govern-
"lenl ot i1m- liiiicd State- from res|)onsibility for any misdeeds of
the reU'l- tow.irJ- (ir. at I'nitain."

Mr. A.l.inis. mni t,, Kn-hu,,!. t.. .Mr. Seward. Sec. of State. ,7une 14, 18G1,
Dijt. ("or. 1m;i. ST. S'.t.
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On the night of October 28, 1862, the American ship AUeghanian,

bound from Baltimore to Ix)ndon, was set on fire and sunk in Chesa-

peake Bay by a party of men belonging to the Confederate navy.

The cargo of the ship consisted of guano belonging to tl*e Peruvian

Government, which presented to the United States a claim for its

value. In a note of January 9, 1863, Mr. Seward denied the liability

of the United States. The United States had, he said, employed all

the dilir^ence and energy which the Government could exercise for the

purpose of suppressing the insurrection. " This Government," said

Mr. Seward, " was in no wise informed or cognizant of the crime

before its connnission, although it was extraordinarily vigilant and

active in military and naval operations on the waters and shores of

the Chesapeake," and " its agents hastened to arrest and defeat the

criminal enterprise as soon as it came to their knowledge. .

This Government now disavows and condemns the transaction, and

it is persistently engaged in the effort to arrest and inflict upon the

depredators the ample punishment which the laws of the land award

against those who commit piracy either upon the open seas or in the

waters of the United States."

Mr. Seward, Ser. <jf State, to Mr. Barreda, Peruvian niin., Jan. 9, 1803,

Moore, Int. Arbitration, II. 1022.

The guano in question was subseciuently recovered in a damaged condi-

tion. Sales were made of it amounting to upwards of $2.j.0f»0, of

wliicli tlie I'eruvian Government received one-half, the rest going to

the salvors. (Mt)ore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1024.)

" France, by recognizing the insurgents as belligerents, may be

expected to have accepted all the responsibility of that measure, and

to be content to regard her subjects domiciled in belligerent territory

as identified with l)elligerents themselves. There can be no question

as to the api)licability of this rule to domiciled merchants, and the

reasons for its applicability to that class seem to be sufficient for it to

embrace all alieus who reside in an enemy's country for the purpose

of carrying on business of any kind."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, min. to France, Jan. 12, 1864,

Dip. ("or. IStU. III. 17.

P^xception was taken by the Prussian Government to a draft of a

claims convejition which restricted the admission of losses and dam-
ages to those caused by persons ;n the service of the United States

and excluded those inflicted by the Confederate authorities. Mr.
Seward re|)lied that the United States regarded as too well estab-

lished to admit of discussion the rule which limited the responsibility

of the (iovcrmneut to cases in which it had "either committed a tor-

tious act." or had "by its accpiiescence or approval sanctioned or

adopted it," or had " inexcusably neglected proper and available

measures to prevent it." Mr, Seward affirmed that a government was
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iK.i liaMt' foi- injurii>> foniiiiincd Ity iiisur^^onls. provided it adopted

•• .•xpr.linit :iiid :i\:iilal)lt' mi'a>iii-('s to suppress the relK'llioii." Xo

iialioii. Iif dt'clarrd. could |K'ruian('n( 1 v exist if it were to consent to

-urii an cidar^^'uiciit of its i-('s|)oiisil>ilities as the Prussian (lovernnient

-(H'Mied di>|)(»»'tl to exact. " Law-al)idin<r neutrals."' said Mr. Seward,
•• ulictlicr domiciled in tlu" country which becomes a theater of civil

war. or re-i.liii:r altjoad. have under the law of nations, when not

modilietl l.\ ti-eaty. exactly the same claims for indenniity against the

i^tixcnimcnt conceiiicd. as citizens of that country have, and no other

or irrcater ri-ihts to indemnity. It is enough that the <2:()vernnient

hone-tly. tlili^M-ntly. aiul eneriictically puts foi-th proper eiTorts for

the >u|)pi-essioii of the iusur<r«'nt t'nemy. and in that way <;ives the

l>e-i |>rotcctioii it can a (ford to the lives and j)roperty which are

threatenetj l»y it.

"The uMdersi<rn«'d does not projiose to follow the baron at lar^e in

his in(|uiiie> concernin<r the action of the (loverninent of the late

'I"wo Sicilies, and of Havaria. in cases which the baron represents to

1k' parallel with the present. It is apparent that no one, or several

-tates. either by exaction of unjust claims, oi- by submission to them,

can c>tabli>h princi|)les of law a<rainst othei- in(lej)en(lent nations.

"The mi<lei"si<rned would find no ditticulty in I'eferring the Prussian

( rovernment to innnei'ous cases in which the leadin<2: powers of

Kuro|M'. -uch a> (iicat I>i-itain. Austria, and Kussia. have accepted

and adopte<| the priucij)ies upon which the I'nited States now stand.

The uuder-iiriictj. howcNcr. does not think it would be comi)atil)le

wiili the national indepen<leuce and soverei<j:nty of the United States

to admit that theii- position is. or can be a subject of debate.

"The baron refer- to t i-ansact ions which have heretofore occurred

iK'tween the I'nited States and Mexico, and the South American
repui>lic-.

'The undei--i;ri„.,| i^ i,,,t ii(»w to \ indicate ail or even any of the

proeeedin;;- of the I'nited States in re<rai"d to those re|)ublics

ihi-oni.dioui their bijef luit vrvy eventful history. It is i)roi)er, how-
e\er. lo -Mv. that in llio-e pi'oce<Mlin,<rs the Tnited States have held
ill'' i:o\. innieiii in each of those republics responsible only for the

injuiie- .oniinitteij. oi- inexcusably allowed by itself, oi" by some pro-

'•<dint: L'oM-rnnient. which for the time was in actual possession and
r\.r<i-e. wjiether leirally or not. of the sui)reme powci- of the state.

The iind.'r-i^rned nni-t exj. licit ly deny that th(> late rebels against
ill' I nii.d Siat<- .'itlK r were advanced to or sufTei'cd by the |)eoj)le

•I In- I hil.d Slate- to a--uine -oveieignty hei-e oi' that they ever in

1
' '' ''••Mill,- ;i irovetnnieiii. or- political authority, or power over,

or uiii,,! tli. I. iiii,„y of the I'nited States. 1'hey were for a short
peri«»d ti-e;i-'>!;;il.|.' in-nr^ent- and nothing more.**

.Mr. .<ew:ir.l, s.. ,,i si.iir. 1., 1!:m-..ii c-rolt. I'russiiiu iiiin., Jan. 9, 1866,
.MS. N(.tes f. rni--i;iii I.i--. \II. ll'.o.
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John II. Hanna, a Britiwh subject, having claimed from the United

States the vahie of a number of bales of cotton destroyed by the Con-

federate military authorities j)rior to 1868, the mixed connnission,

under Article XI. of the treaty of AVashington of May 8, 1871, held

that the United States could " not be held liable for injuries caused

by the acts of rebels over whom they could exercise no control, and

which acts they had no power to prevent."

Mooiv. Int. Arbitrjitions. III. -J'.tS-J, liitS.").

'* I acknowledge the receipt of your despatch (No. 127) of May 16,

1871, with enclosures relating to injuries inflicted upon George Wald-

mann by the orders of a military officer in rebellion against the (lov-

ernment of Bolivia. Mr. Waldmann asks the interposition of this

(iovernment to obtain remuneration from that of Bolivia. It must be

anticipated that the Bolivian Government Avould receive such an appl'i-

cation in the same manner as we would receive an application from

a foreign i)ower whose subject, Avhile residing in the United States,

had been injured by troops acting under the orders of one of the

chiefs of the late rebellion. It would of course be repelled; and

what we would not ourselves allow, we can not ask from another gov-

ernment in a pai'allel cause. There is even less reason for favoring

Mr. Waldmann's reclamation than would exist in the case of a for-

eigner suffering injury from our rebels. The latter in coming to

the United States had a right to expect the continuance of internal

])ea('e and good order. The American citizen who seeks his fortune

in Bolivia is boiuul to know that its history warrants no such antici-

pation, lie nuist be supposed to have balanced the advantages and

the hazards of a course, which this Government did not advise or

encourage.''

Mr. Davis. Actinj; Sec. of State, to Mr. Markbreit, luin. to Bolivia, No.

T).-,. .July 7. 1871. MS. Inst. Bolivia. I. 145.

By the agreement l)etAveen the United States and Spain of Febru-

ary 11-12, 1871, it was agreed to submit to arbitration all claims of

citizens of the United States against the Government of Spain for

wrongs and injuries committed against their persons and property
•' by the authorities of Spain in the island of Cuba or within the

maritime jurisdiction thereof," since the commencement of the then

existing insurrection. In the case of Wilson r. Spain, the advocate

for the Spanish (iovernment demurred on the ground that the memo-
rial alleged '' no case of wrong or injury by the authorities of Spain,"

but oidy pretended and alleged "* wrongs and injuries by the bodies of

insurgents in arms against the authorities of Spain and endeavoring

to overthrow the government thereof in the Island of Cuba." The
demurrer was sustained, and the claims dismissed.
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Mnnro. Int. Arl.iinili-uis. III. -J'.tSl iMlSi;.

•As it ,i|i|'<':iis iiciii voiir Iriici- lli.it tli(> Kricvniu'e was coniniitted by the

iii-uii.'<'iits
I
ill (lib;!

I
in INT.".. it tloos not seem probable that the

S|>:ini-li CiMMiiiiifiii is li.ihle, and. as that insurrection is regarded

:is li:i\iiiLr railed, there would seem to be no resi)()nsible government

wlii.li \\..iilil \n- liahlc." (.Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hush, May

IS. I^'.i'.i. L'.".! MS. I>()iii. Let. 171.)

••.Milioiioli. a- a ireiieral rule, iroveriiinents, our own aniono: thoin,

,1,1 II, )t liiild tlienix'lve^ afcountahle Tor acts of iiisur<;(Mits,"' yet, whore

ail .Vuierican riti/cu. wlio liad siiU'ered l)y the acts of "msuri^eiits in

Ilavli. -laic.l that lii> partner, a Ilaytian citizen, was to he remuner-

.iietl i\>v hi- l()--e>. the American minister at I'ort an Prince was

Mi-tnni<-il to ii->,« his o()(»(l odices to obtain for the American citizen

.1 -hare of the iiichMunity.

.Mr. i:\arts. Sec of State, to .Mr. Lan.gston. min. to llayti, No. ti2. March
Jl. 1ST'.'. MS. Insl. llayti. 11. 1S.S.

]\\ .\rtich' II. of a decree of Aufrust 1!), ISS,"). tlio Colombian Gov-

ernment dei lait'd that chiims auainst the Kopublic ojrowine: out of

-iili-idie-. forci'd h)an>. »'.\propiiations. or h)sses caused in the rebel-

lion, piefeiied by foreiirners who had not lost their neutrality, should

l»e decided liy international mi.\e(l commissions, constituted in accord-

ance w ith -pecial ao-ri>ement.- entered into with the various lej^ations,

and that, in ca-e any interested nation should not desire to cntei" into

-U'-h an ai;reement. it- claim -hoidd be submitted to the decision of

the judicial authoritie-. in the u-ual way. On iM'bruary IT. 18S(),

however, rre-idcnt Nufie/ i--ued a decree which seemed to look to the

-ubmi— ion of all claims to the ("olonibian authorities, and a resolti-

tion \\a- adopted l>y the national council of deleofates to the etiect

that the e\ecuti\c |io\\('r -hould reject all claims for damai^es by acts

of icbel-. 'Ihe minister of the I'nited States at Hojifota i)rotested

ai:ain-t thi- ilecree. and on Ai>ril -if*, isst;. Mr. liavard. as Secretary

< f .*^tate. ap|)ro\ed his action. In a rej)ort of Mr. Ilayard to the

I're-ideiii. oil j-'ibniary !'.». Iss7. in iclation to claims of citizens of

i!ie 1 iiited Slate- ^rrowiijo^ out of the burnino- of Colon by insurj;ents

Oil .March :;i. Iss;,. y\y lanyard -tated that neirotiations with Coloin-

'•i:i b'l' il -tabli-hment of a mi.xed commission had be<run, and
a'bcited to ("olonibiaV ackiiowled«rnient in the case of the Panama
riot of I^.M.. of -pecial liability to the Fnited States arisiii<r out of

her pi-i\i!eM-e :ind oliliiratioii in connection with Art, XXXV. of the

"••'' "f 1^1''. to pre-er\c peace and "rood oi'der alon<^ the transit

! .,rl.'.

' ' '" !• |"Ti ..r .Mr. l:;,y;inl t.. Hie President. Feb. 1!>, 1SS7, see II. Ex,
I '• • 1^::. I'.' •'.ii_'. •_• -.—

. : s. 1 >..,-. -jcl :>1 Cong. 1 sess, nj>-120.
S.H.. :il-... s. i:.\. 1>,M-. •_'.;!. .-,7 Colli:. 1 ses.s. lS-,">n, T'i, 80-81, 88-89,
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For an allegation of claimants that the president of the state of Panama
about the middle of March, 1885, withdrew all Government military

forces from Colon, together with the entire police force, thus inviting

the lawless and evil-inclined people to commit the depredations com-

plained of, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, min. to

Colombia. Sept. 3, 1885, S. Doc. 2<>4, 57 Cong. 1 sess. 44.

For the te.xt of the decree of .Vugust 10, 1885, see For. Rel. 1885, 281

;

S. Doc. 2(!4, 57 Cong. 1 se.ss. 72.

See more fully, as to the insurrection of 1884-85, supra, § .344.

As to a de<Tee of the Colombian Government denouncing as rebellion the

purchase of stolen property from revolutionists, and requiring the

purchasers as a penalty to pay the entire value to the lawful owners

of the property, see Mr. Ilay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hart. min. to

Colombia. Xo. 337, Jan. 19, 1901, MS. Inst. Colombia, XIX, 130.

"As a general rule of international law, a government is not responsible

for the conse(iuence of acts of rebellion against its authority, and no

special'case of exception can be determined in advance of the estab-

lishment of some competent governmental authority in Colombia."

(Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Busche, Clark & Lynde, April 9,

1885, S. Doc. 2(J4, 57 Cong. 1 seess. 10 ; to Mr. Isaacs, April 10, 1885,

ibid.; to Mr. Robinson. April 10, 1885, id. 11.)

The liritish minister at Bogota, in a letter to a British merchant at that

place, August 25, 1887, stated that his Government, after consulting

the law officers of the Crown, had decided that there was not " suffi-

cient ground for contending that the destruction of Colon was so

directly due to any default on the part of the Colombian Govern-

ment as to justify a demand for comi>ensation on behalf of those

British subjects who, lil\e yourself, have unfortunately incurred

losses through the fire." (S. Doc. 2G4, 57 Cong. 1 sess. 16.3.)

AMiartoii. ill an editorial comment, states that " a sovereign is not

ordinarily resjionsible to alien residents for injuries they receive on

his territory from belligerent action, or from insurgents whom he

could not control, or whom the claimant government had recognized

as belligerents.

"

Wliarton. Int. Law Digest. II. 576. §22.3.

" WhetlH'r a nation is responsible for spoliations by insurgent authorities

which for a time obtain possession of part of its territory depends
upon the (piestion how far such authorities were, in international

law, capal)le of binding the nation by their acts." (Wharton, Int.

Law Digest, II. ."»77, §223. citing Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, Report
.Mar. .30. 1861. MS. Report Book, Dept. of State.)

•• I liave received your letters of July 9, 1887, and the 3d instant,

urging ui)on this Department the renewed presentation of the claim

of 1). (1. Xegrete to the (Government of Spain.
" When |)resenting the case to the Spanish Government, my object

was to obtain information of its position as to the claim, I stated for

this ])urpose the claim and its nature, but I reserved the final ques-

tion of my duty as to pressing it until I should be made cognizant

H. Doc. 551—vol (J Gl
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tif thr fa<-t> on l)oth sides. I now lind that the Spanish Goverimieiit

denie- its lialiilit.v. and. aside from the teohnieal bar of failure to

hiv the ea>e in due time hefore the C'onnnission, presents the important

«|iu'>tion of the eonditions under which a «i:overnment is liable to in-

denmifv foiei«:ner> for h)sses arisin<>: from insurrections within its bor-

<ler-. The attention of this I)ei)artment has been frequently turned

to thi- <|ue>tion, which is to be determined by principles of interna-

tional law applicable eipiaily to cases in which the United States

( idvernment i- the claimant for injuries thus suffered by its citizens,

an*l to cases in which it is proceeded apunst by other (lovernments

for similar injuries to foivi<rners within its borders. The ])rinciples

which have been acce|)ted by this Department, I now j)roceed to state.

"The measure of dili<rence to be exercised by a government in the

repression of disorder is not that of an insurer, but such as prudent

•roNcrnments ai-e. under the circumstances of the case, accustomed to

exercise. To a<lo])t the rule as stated in the (\)(le of Justinian, and

as imj)oiied from the codi' into all modern jurisj)rudence, and ac-

cepted, therefore. l)y S|)ain. as well as by the United States, the law

i"e<|uiiTs '(HJii/riit'Kuii (iiKilciii (IIH</<iis ixifcffdinUids si/is rehvs (idhl-

hrrr sold :' renieml)erin<r that '/xifcrf/i/iii/id.s,'' in the sense in which

it i-- hei-e used. rei)resents one whose relations to his family under the

old law sei-ved to illusti'ate the relations of the <>;()vernnient to the

>tate. The deci>i\(' word in this rule is KsoJcf.^ It appeals to cii,sforn.

The maxim i>. that the dili<i:ence j^ood governments are acciffifomcd to

•xercise undei- the <'ircumstances nnist l)e exercised in each case; and
every government is liable to foreign ])owers for injuries to them or

their •~ul)ject> fi-om lack of such customary diligence in the preserva-

tion of order.

"• What th<Mi is the custom which thus becomes the guide? Ke-
cetitly. in con-idering a claim against the United States not dissimilar

to that you now a>l< to hav(> |)ressed against Si)ain. I have had to

^how how custom depends on conditions: so that the degree of dili-'

geiKT <-u-tomary and reaM)nable in a newly and sparsely settled

legidii of rountry where the police force is weak and scattered, where
armed force- cannot be maintained and where custom throws on the

UKJividual. in a large degi-ee. not merely the ])reservation of order
but the vindication of -upposed rights, is very different from the
degree of diligence (ii-touiai-y in a centei- of poi)ulation under a

Aell-orL'ani/i'd police. ;ind in which armed foi-ces could be promptly
-"""" I ill -iippoii of the law. 'I'here are eras of revolt against
'"h-!' im Lrovernment coidd piotect itself except by maintaining a
>taii'li!iL' :iMn\ \vlii<-li would not oidy be a menace to free institutions
but w(.i;M iinpo-e oi, the conninniity burdens which in themselves
might Ih' the call-,, of revolt- far more serious than those it was
intended to pre\e,,i. <urh a period nuirked the beginning of the
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late civil war in the United States, when this Government found

itself without the means of innnediately suppressing the insurrection

in which the property and persons of foreigners as well as of citi-

zens were involved. When foreign governments complained of the

injuries their subjects had thus sustained, they were informed 'this

insurrection is one of those calamities against which no prudent gov-

ernment could guard, except by measures more detrimental than the

evil they are intended to remedy.' And we further said, ' It is the

duty of foreigners to withdraw from such risks and if they do not,

or if they voluntarily expose themselves to such risk, they must take

the consequences.' Such was the position taken by this Government

during the late civil war: it Avas assumed by me, so far as concerns

\oluntary self-exposure by foreigners to the risks of an unsettled

community, in my correspondence with the Chinese minister at this

capital in reference to the injuries inflicted on Chinese subjects in

Wyoming and Wasliington Territories by mob violence. Mr. Fish,

in his instructions to Mr. Foster of August 15, 1873, when discussing

our claims against Mexico for injuries there sustained by American

citizens from insurrectionary violence, said the rule sustaining such

claims ' should not always apply to persons domiciled in a country,

and rarely to such as may visit a region notoriously in a state of civil

war." It was on this ground that Mr. Seward on Jan. 9, 1863, held

that the United States Government was not liable for loss to Peru-

vian citizens caused by the destruction of their property on board a

ship in the Chesapeake Bay, in 1862, such destruction being caused

by a sudden attack of insurgents which could not by customary and

due diligence have been averted by the Government of the United

States.

" The standard of liability thus set up by the United States, in re-

sponse to claims from abroad, it can not refuse to accept when claims

are made by it on foreign states. The power of Spain promptly

to rej)ress insurrections in Cuba can not justly be assumed to be

greater than that of the United States to repress the insurrection

which culminated in the late civil war. The ability and duty of

Spain to have at all times a military force at hand in Cuba so large

as to enal)le it to protect property wheresoever attacked by insur-

gents, can not be assumed to be greater than that of the United

States, in 1885. to have a military force stationed throughout its

territories and on its western coast sufficient to protect Chinese labor-

ers and miners at every remote point to which they might choose to

resort. If the absence, from such scenes of unexpected disorder, of

an adequate military forc(> did not render tlie United States liable

for injury to those foreigners, neither can the absence of an adequate

military force, at the time of the destruction of Mr. Negrete's prop-

erty in Cuba, of itself suffice to render Spain liable. The mere
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fad that ail iii>iiiTo<ti<)ii (xriirivd is not proof of negligence, and

irulrotl. the fact that an insnrrection maintains itself for any coii-

-iih-ral'h' ]cii::tli of time is jiriiini fac'ic proof of /v'.s major which

throw.- upon the parly alleging particular negligence the burden of

proving it. Nor can the l)ei)artinent refuse to api)ly to citizens of

the I'liitcd Stale- visiting foreign lands where insurrections for the

I line prcvaih or the h)cal government is i)owerless to sujipres-s sudden

tiiniull-. the rule that it api)lied to foreigners who visited portions

of our territory where insurrections for the time prevailed, or when

the h)cal government was without the power to repress sudden

tumult"-. Spain can not be held to a greater degree of liability to for-

eiirnei- for h)>s(>> incurred by reason of lawlessness in Cuba, than is

the Tnited States for simihir disorders within its jurisdiction; nor

<an the I'nited States claim for its citizens resorting voluntarily in

foi-eign lands, immunities which it will not concede when claimed

again-l it>elf. We hold that foreigners who resort to localities which

an- the -cenes of lawless disorder in this country do so at their own
ri>k. and must ap|)ly the same rule to our own citizens in foreign

lands.

"It i> a mattei- of notoriety that when Mr. Xegrete visited Cuba,

and there purcha>ed an estate, that island was in a state of insurrec-

tion. I ha\(' no information as to the price he paid for the property

nor from whom he bougiit it. nor the conditions of the sale; nor what
influen<-e the existence of the insurrection had upon the price. It is,

iiowe\ci-. notoi'ious that estates in the district e.xposed to insurrection

weic from that caus<' and naturally greatly depreciated in vahie.

So far as the information before me goes. Mr. Xegrete volinitarily

iiHUired the ii-k> incidental to his |)urchase and naturally contem-

|)late»l by him and all others w ho make investments in countries in an

in-un-eciionary state and thei-efore has no I'ight to call on this (iov-

eriiuieiit to ilemand fi-om Sj)ain indenmity for his losses so incurred."

Mr. I'.j\;ir.l. Sr.-. ,,f Sl.it.'. to .Mf. Stit|ilieii. .Ian. (J, 1S88. \m MS. Dom'.'

I.<t. .".ni».

• riii< I ><|.:irliiifiii. in its iiistnictions to our ministers at those courts
uiii.ii r.MOL'iiizcd ilic Snntlicrn insnrjrent.s ms iH'llij^erents, has niain-

l:iin..i tli.it tli.Ki- nations, .-iltcr sucli recojinitioii. must be content to

have tli.ir siil.Jf.ts who wcri' doniiciled as merchants in l»elli.i?erent

t.-rritniy consiilercd .is i.clli^rt'renls. and the same argument would
<iiil>r:i< <• .ill alii lis icsidini: in tlic enemy's country for lmsiiie.«;s pur-

I".-.-. ..I- n|M-.-s.iit.-d l.y .i-.-Mts tliere." (Mr. Ha.vard. Sec. of State,

t'. Mr. .Mnniaira. S|i.iiiisli miii.. .Inne LVS. l.KSt;. F<,r. \w\. 1887, 1007.)

•' "'"•"'.^ •''• l^-'l- 'he Chilean minister at Washington informed
''"• i'' pniiiHiit of Stale thai a division of the Chilean navy had
revolted, aii.l a-l-lid: "^ly (iovor ,Mit has declared the revolted
M|uadron ouilau-d. and in-iriici- me to inform vou that it is not
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answoral)]e for the acts of tho rebels in regard to foreigners or

citizens."

In acknowledging the receipt of this note, the Department of State

said: " It is proper that this (Government should reserve the right to

consider upon the facts and the law any case that may arise involving

the declaration which you communicate."

Sonor Lazcano, Chilean luin., to Mr. B-laine, Sec. of State, Jan. 10, 1891,

For. Kol. ISOl, .'}i:i; Mr. Blaine, See. of State, to Senor Lazcano,

Cliilean niin., Jan. 20, 1801, ibid.

Tevfik Pasha, minister of foreign aifairs, in a note to Mr. Terrell,

P\^l)ruarv 24, ISDC), maintained that in the disturbances at Harpoot

and Marash '* the local authorities and imperial troops '' made every

effort for the protection of the property and lives of Americans, who
had made acknowledgment of the measures taken for their safety,

and that Turkey consequently was not obliged to indemnify them for

their losses. Pie denied that any pillage was committed in the houses

of the American missionaries. He also advanced that a goverimient

is not responsible for damage necessarily done in defending itself

against an insurrection.

The United States replied that this doctrine of irresponsibility

went much l)eyond "" the very generally stated principle of interna-

tional law that a government is not liable for damage to local inter-

ests of foreigners by the acts of uncontrollable insurgents," and
'• would appear to expand that doctrine to include irresponsibility

for acts of the Government in repressing insurrection;" and that,

in either case, it wholly ignored '' the responsibility of Turkey for

s):)oliations and injuries committed by its authorities or agents

themselves upon the persons and proj^erty of American citizens," of

which sj)oliations and injuries there was declared to be abundant

proof. The Turkish answer was therefore pronounced to be "entirely

inadmissible.

Referring, on another occasion, to affidavits from Harpoot estab-

lishing the complicity of tho Turkish soldiers in the burning and

plundering of the American college in that city, the United States

said :
'" That the premises of American citizens were inadequately

guarded, fired upon by Turkish shot and shell, pillaged by Turkish

soldiery, and left for hours to the unchecked ravages of fire, seems

to be fully established, and in the face of such evidence the plea

advanced in Mavroyeni Bey's [Turkish minister at Washington]

note on behalf of the Ottoman Porte is utterly untenable, to say noth-

ing of the almost conclusive proof of collusion between the garrison

and the attacking Kurds, Xo room is discernible for the application

of the limited and jealously qualified rule of international law rela-

tive to the irresponsibility of a government for the acts of uncon-
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trolliihlo iiisur<ro!its. Tho lu'frlifroiico of tho authorities and the acts

of (hi'ir own airt'iits are here in (iiiestion. not the deeds of the Kurds,

nor >till U'>s of tlic >u|)|)osed Armenian rebels on whom the Porte

>et'm> to M'ck to throw tlie resi^onsihility of these burnings and pillag-

injr-."

Mr. ()lii.-y. St'c. of State, to Mr. Terrell, inin. to Turkey, Oct. 17 and Oct.

L's. is<.m;. For. Hei. is!m;. s'.c'. sun.

S.I', also. For. Hel. ISiH;. S.S(l. .SS.".. S.St>, SOS.

A eitizen of the Tnited States, who, at the l)eginning of the Bra-

zilian insurrection in Sej)teml)er. 181)8, was carrying on business on

an i>lan<l in the harbor of Kio de Janeiro, sought to make a claim

against the (ioveriunent of Brazil for the destruction of some of

his j)roj)erty. including certain lighters and small boats, and the

breaking up of his business. It ai)peared that his place of business

was directly in range of much of the firing between the opposing

forces and was several times alternately occupied by the Government

and the insurgents. He made no attempt to show what part of the

damage was cau.sed by the (lovernment and what by the insurgents,

i)ut souirht to make a claim for the entire danuige caused by the revo-

lution. The Department of State said: "It is a principle of public

law t<«) well settled to re<iuire the citation of authorities that a sov-

ereign is not i-es|)onsible for injuries done to alien residents by insur-

gents whom he can not control. There is no allegation that the Bra-

zilian (lovei-nment was al)le to ])revent the acts of the insurgents in

this cas«'. The I)e|)ai-tment cannot tlicrefore jjresent a claim for

damages done by them."

Mr. Olnoy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tiioinpson. iniii. to Rrnzil. No. '^in. Jan.

I'tt. 1s;h;. .MS. Inst. Hrazil. XVIII. 171.

Se.' Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Sir .M. Herbert. Hritish anihass.. personal,

.Ian. 1!7. 1!hi.'',. For. Hel. I'.Ki.'?, 4S2.

"Your disj)atch. No. -JalT. of the 10th instant, has been received.

^'oll th(i-ewith forward copy of a letter received by you from three

Cuban landowners. American citizens, and residents of Sancti Sjji-

ritu-. making in(|uiries concerning the protection of their property
from -eiziire or destruction by insurgents. In particular the writers
tate iliat they have learned that the insurgents have forbidden tho

leiiioval of cattle from the farms, and ask if they have the right to

apidy to the Spaiii-h authoritio for the j^i-otection of their property,
m r., II, hiding their cattle to the nearest market, and. in case of refusal,

' i.'l' r V'hiii •ircinii-iance- and in what form they can make protest
ior il.iiii.i^j.-.

"It i> ;i L''in!Mlly accepted |)!-iiiciple of international law that a
M»vereign g«.\. iniiicni i- not ordinarily responsible to alien residents
for injuries that they may receive within its territories from insur-
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gents whose conduct it can not control. Within the limits of usual

effective control law-abiding residents have a right to he protected in

the ordinary all'airs of life and intercourse, subject, of course, to mili-

tary necessities, should their property be situated within the zone of

active operations. The Spanish authorities are rej^orted to be using

strenuous endeavors to prevent the class of spoliations which the

writers apprehend, and notification of any particular apprehended

danger from the insurgents would probably be followed by the adop-

tion of sj)ecial safeguards by the authorities. In the event, however,

of injury, a claim would necessarily have to be founded upon aver-

ment and reasonable ])r<)of that the responsible officers of the Spanish

tiovernment, being in a i)()sition to prevent such injury, have failed

to use due diligence to do so.

•* It is impossible to give more precise instructions upon the hypo-

thetical (;ase presented. Should injury be actually suffered, and the

facts l)e fully represented, this Department would be in a position to

determine its duty, if anything, in the premises.''

Mr. T'lil. A<'t. Sec, of State, to Mr. Si)ringer. T'nited States vioe-oonsul-

j,'eiieriil at Ilavana, July 1. 1895, For. Kel. 189.5. II. 121().

"• The general position is that the responsibility of an established

government for acts committed by rioters or insurgents dej^ends upon

the failure of the constituted authorities to exercise due diligence for

j:)rotection of alien property Avhen in a position to protect it and the

innninence of danger is known."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Laiinian & Kemp, .Tan. 1.1, 1890, 207

MS. I>oiu. Let. 14(>.

"This I)ei)artnient cannot, of course, assume any degree of constructive

resi)onsiI)ility which might he imputed to this fiovernment l)y direct-

ing tliat any American i)r<)perty in Cuhu he phiced under the protec-

tion of tlie local consul, hut timely notice of the existence and value

of such property and of ai)prehended injury thereto may he furnished

to the consul, who would he expected to make the necessary repre-

sentation to the local authorities in support of the request of the

piirties for protection." (Ihid.

)

It having been represented that General Bosch, commanding the

Spanish forces at Manzanillo, Cuba, had willfully withdrawn all

protection from an American plantation, and that in the matter of

protection he discriminated against American-owned property, the

Spanish (lovernment rei)lied: "The Government of His Majesty,

ever faithful to the strictest ])rinciples of justice, has given definite

instructions, with which the governor and captain-general of Cuba
complies, so that, witli the exigencies of the military operations, the

properties of nationals and foreigners may be alike protected, witliout

distinction of nationalities. In conformity with this uniform line of
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conduct. I can assure your oxcolloncv that the properties of American

titiz«'ns in Cuba sliall l)c «ruar(lc(l in the same manner as the properties

of other Sj)anianls and t'orei<rners. without difference of any kind,

which wouM not answer certainly to the cordial relations which unite

i»oth countries and (lovernnients. At the same time that information

upon the >ul)ject of this note is asked, the strict orders given by His

^iaje>tvV (iovermnent in regard to the defense and custody of private

])ropci-tics will l)e renewed."

l>iikf t'f 'I'ftu.in. mill, of state, lo Mr. Taylor, min. to Spain, Sept. 8, 189G,

For. Kel. ISlMi. 70:5.

"To illustrate these conditions, the insurgent chiefs assert the

military ])ower to comj^el peaceable citizens of the United States

within their reach to desist from planting or grinding cane, under

the (h'creed penalty of death and of destruction of their crops and

mills: hut the measure is one of sheer force, without justification

under public law. The wrongs so committed against the citizens of

a foreign state ai'e without an international forum of redress to which

the (iov«'nmient of the Tnited States may have recourse as regards

its relation to the ])ei|)etrators. The acts are those of anarchy, and in

<lefault of the re>|)onsii)ilit ies of dc facto statehood in the case, there

n-mains only the tei-ritorial accountability of the titular sovereign

within the limits of its comi)etenc\' to repress the wrongs complained

of."

IN'lM.rt of Mr. Olney. See. of State, to the President. Dee. 7. 18fK>, For.

\W\. IMh;. ixxxii.

Se«'. .ilso. id. l\x\v.

It having been rejiorted that the Cuban insurgents liad threatened

with th'>tructi(tn the works of the Juragua Iron Company. Limited,

an .Vmerican concei'n. unless the com|)any should pay within a certain

lime an indemnity of Sl.OOO.OOO and dues amoimting to $3,0(K)

:< nionth on ore e.\|)oi-(ed, the (Jovernment of the Ignited States

!e.|iie-ted the .Spanish (lovernuient to "give immediate and comi)lete

protect i(.n to the company's pi-o|)erty against any attempt on the part
of the iii>uigent> to caii-y out the above-mentioned threat." The
Spani>h (iovernm<'nt replied that the matter had been referred to the
mini-ier of uhramar. the minister of state " jxiinting out to him the
advisability of instructing the authorities of the islund ofCnba to

\vat< h a> carefully a> |)o-<ii>le over the jiroj^erty of said company.''

NJr. n|ii,-y. .s.-.-. of St.it.'. to .Mr. 'I'liylor. min. to Spain, Dec. ir>, 1890, For.
i:.l IVh;. 7n»: inil<e ..t 'ietiiMii. min. of state, to Mr. Taylor. Jan. 11.

l^''T. I'..i-. ijrl. 1.s;m;, 7(^t.

February 1^. l-!'7. ^fr. Taylor, minister of the United States at

Madrid, acting mi.ler iiiMniction.- of his (Jovernment, re(piested pro-
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tection for the railway property of the Poniipo Mining and Transpor-

tation Company, in Cuba, against threats of the insurgent chief

Cebero to destroy it.

The Duke of Tetuan, minister of state, replied, March 5, 1897, that

he had communicated the request to his colleague, the minister of

war, who would " promptly issue the necessary orders for the due

protection of the line in question from any harm from the part of

the insurgents," and that he had no doubt that the measures taken

by the Spanish military authorities, in concert with those which the

American Government would " surely take against the agents of

the rebel chief in the United States," would succeed in frustrating

his hostile design against the property of the Ameriqan company.

In a subsequent note of March 20, 1897, the Duke of Tetuan stated

that the company had been protected since the beginning of the insur-

rection, and that the manager of the company had expressed regret

that any complaint had been made.

For. Rel. 1S07, .120-.522.

In a note to the Spanish minister at Washington, Jul}' G, 1897, Mr.

Sherman, Secretary of State, referred to a communication received

from the consul-general of the United States at Havana, relating

to the sugar estate Victoria, by which it appeared that protection

had been withdrawn from that estate because the stoppage of opera-

tions during the i)ast two crops had left it without the means to

l^ay the guard necessary to its protection. In this relation Mr. Sher-

man referred to "an additional and special feature of hardship"

imjjosed l)v a ** constructive decision " of the captain-general of the

island. The l)and() in regard to the maintenance of protective

guards at the cost of the property aj^plied in terms only to such

estates as might resume the production of sugar, and therefore might

require an additional giuird for the ])rotection of the mills and the

laborers. It seemed, however, to have been api)lied to the Victoria

estate, which had not resumed the production of sugar, because cer-

tain tenant farmers on the estate had cut and sold cane to another

mill, presiunably authorized to grind. Such an application of the

bando was declared by Mr. Sherman to be obviously unjust. "" This

(iovernnient," said Mr. Sherman, ''can not admit that the respon-

sibility of Spain for the protection of American jn-operty within the

sphere of Spanish control is to be measured by any other test than

(hilt of actual al)ility so to protect it. To be able to protect and yet to

refuse protection upon a self-formulated pretext can not. in the view

of this (iovernment, exemj)t that of Spain from its just liabilities in

the i)remises should injury to American rights result from the

removal of protection."*
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Mr. SluTiiiiUi. See. of Stato. ti> Mr. I)ni>uy do Lome, Spanish min., July 0.

ISitT. For. IJ«'l. 1S;»7. .'.HI.

Ill :i iiotf to .Mr. lUiimy do Loiiu- of July !.".>. 1S'.»T. Mr. Adoo, Acting Secre-

tary, staiod tlijit the tr«M»ps whicli had i>rot»'<'ted tlie Victoria estate

wore witiidrawu by order of the military couuuauder at Sagua on the

!)th of .Iidy. t'oiitinuiiit.'. .Mr. Adit' said: "Inasmuch as the terms

of Ccner.ii Weyler's liando. under which the i)rotection is withdrawn.

re<|uirc that the t'slate. if left without a garrison, shall be aban-

doiieil hy all persons residing or being thereon, the effect of this

dcierniliiation of tlu' authorities is not only to deprive the property

of «iti/e:is of the I'nited States of the protection due to them, but it

amounts to the condemnation of this valuiibl(> ju-operty to abandon-

ment, dilapidation and i)ossible destruction, against which this (»ov-

ermnent is constrained to lemonstratis not merely in the present case,

btit in all others where the same state of facts may be ascertainetl

to exist." (For. Kel. ISPT. ."ilO.)

Ill a note to tlie Spani.^h minister at Washing^ton, August 11, 1807,

Mr. Sherman, Secretary of State, referred to the case of the sugar

estate caUed Natalia, near the town of Cahibazas. The estate, whicli

was owned hy three American citizens, was said to have l)een com-

l)letely abandoned hy military order early in 189T, and since that

lime to have fallen a \)ve\ to the Spanish soldiers, principally the

local iruerrillas of Calahazas. Although complaint had been made,

iln' soldiers had been in no way restrained, 4)ut had contimied to

ilopoil and imjjress the property on the estate, carrying off every-

thing that was j^ortable and even demolishing certain structures.

It wa> al.-o alleged that a Sj)anish battalion had been temporarily

([iiartered on the estate, not as a guard, but because* the place was con-

venient for t'ncain|)ment. It was also asserted that this would result

in the comj)lete destruction of the pro])erty by the insurgents when
the .Spanish force should have been withdrawn. On the strength of

ihe>e allegations, Mr. Sherman said: "It appears therefore from
thi-^ <-ompIaint that it is not a (piesticm of expropriation for organized

military operations for which the treaty of 1795 provides, but of

wanton de|)redation and i)illage of jjrivate property by the soldiery,

in violation not only of the treaty rights of an American citizen, but
of the ordinary rnlc^ of war. This seems to call for a searching

iii(|uiry on the part of your ( Jovermuent, i^tmishment of the offenders

if discovered, stringent orders to |)revent the recurrence of such acts

of -poliation. and full compensation to the injured i)arty."

Mr. Shcrniaii. Sec. ,,f State, to Mr. Dniiuy de Lonu-. Si)anish min., Aug. 11,

is;i7. For. H.-l. is;t7. .VJo.

I'.y All. \I1. ,,f the treaty of j)eace between the T"!^nited States and
Spain. H-i,.-l at Pari^. Dec. 10. isiis. the contracting parties "mutu-
ally relin«pii-li all claims for indeiiinity. nati<mal and individual, of
every kind. (»f eiiher ( i<«vcnmieiit, or of its citizens or subjects, against
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the other Government, that may have arisen since the beginning of the

late insurrection in Cuba and prior to the exchange of ratifications

of the present treaty, inchiding all claims for indemnity for the

cost of the war,'- the United States on its part engaging to '' adjudi-

cate and settle the claims of its citizens against Spain relinquished in

this article."

By the act of March 2, 1901, Congress provided for the appoint-

ment of five commissioners, who were to " adjudicate said claims

according to the merits of the several cases, the principles of equity

and of international law."

In the discussions before the commission, certain treaty stipula-

tions were constantly invoked.

By Art. VI. of the treaty between the United States and Spain,

of 1705. it was stipulated that each party should "endeavor, by all

means in their power, to protect and defend all vessels and other

effects belonging to the citizens or subjects of the other, which shall

be within the extent of their jurisdiction by sea or by land, and shall

use all their efforts to recover, and cause to be restored to the right

owners, their vessels and effects which may have been taken from

them within the extent of their said jurisdiction, whether they are at

war or not with the Power whose subjects have taken possession of

the said effects."

By Art. VII. of the same treaty it was "' agreed that the subjects

or citizens of each of the contracting parties, their vessels or effects,

shall not be liable to any embargo or detention on the part of the

other, for any military expedition or other public or private purpose

whatever."

In addition to these there was the protocol of 1877, in relation to

judicial procedure. The Commission announced, after hearing argu-

ment, the following general conclusions:

" 1. Under Article VII. of the treaty of Paris the United States

assumed the payment of all claims of her own citizens for which

Spain would have been liable according to the principles of interna-

tional law. It follows, therefore, that the sole question before this

Connnission is that of the i)rimarv liability of Spain, which is not in

any way enlarged by the agreement of the United States to adjudicate

and pay such claims.

" 2. Although the late insurrection in Cuba assumed great magni-

tude and lasted for more than three years, yet belligerent rights were

never granted to the insurgents by Spain or the United States so as

to create a state of war in the international sense which exempted

the parent government from liability to foreigners for the acts of the

insurgents.

'• 8. But where an armed insurrection has gone beyond the control

of the i)arent government, the general rule is that such government is

not responsible for damages done to foreigners by the insurgents. If,
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iM.wfvcr, it 1k> allo«roil and ])rovi'd in any particular case before this

('(»nimi»ion tliat tlu- Spanish authorities by the exercise of due dili-

irt'iicc niiirht have prevented the (huna^jes done, Spain will be held

lial»U' in tliat case.

"4. This Coniniission will take judicial notice that the insurrection

in ("iiba which rcsuhed in intervention by the United States and in

war iM'twerii S|)ain and the United States passed, from the first, be-

\oiid the control of Spain and so continued until such intervention

and war took i)lace."

St.itfiiifiit (tf tlu' invsidoiit <»f the Si)iinish Treaty Claims Commission,

.Mr. Williain K. Chandler. Nov. 24. 1!K)2, concurred in hy Commis-

sioners l)iei<eina and Wood. S. Doe. 2."!. 58 Cong. 2 sess.

Connnissioners .Mam-y iind Chanihers dissented as to paragraphs 1, 2,

.ind 1. (S. Doc. 2.'.. .".S Cong. 2 sess. 10. 12.)

'I'hc proiK)siti()ns were repeated hy the Commission in a statement o^

.Vjiril 2S. 1!M»:{, witliout change of form, except that the second sen-

tence of i»roposition .'5 was tr:insposed to the foot of proposition 4;

and iill tlie propositions were reattirnied on Deceniher 5, 1903.

The \'eiu>zuelan (Joveriunent is not liable under international law

t(t |)ay dania<res for the acts of unsuccessful revolutionists whom it

could not by the exercise of due diliii^ence control.

Kiilstdii. nMi]iire. case of Sanil>iaggio. Italian-Venezuelan Mixed Commis-
sion, jirotoco! of I'cliruary i:^>. l'.M):{, Kalston's Report, 0(>G ; case of

(Jn.istini. id. I'M). 747; and otlii'r cases, id. 7");',. 7(5!). SIO, SUJ.

Tliis ruling was followed hy l)ullit4d, umpire, case of Van Dissel & Co.,

«;<'rnian-\'cnczuelan Mixed Connnission, protocol of Fehruary 13, 1903,

Kalston's I{ci)oi-t. rA\~t. .">7.''>
: also, hy IMundey, umpire, case of Aroa

Mines < "o. (Limited). I'.ritish-Venezuelan Mixed Commi.ssion. protocol

of I'ehru.iry i:>. I'.hi:;, Kalston's Keport, .344. 3.")0 ; and case of Ilen-

ri<|ue'/,. .Nctiicrlands-N'cneznelan Mixed Commission, jirotocol of Feb.

2S. p.Mi:',. Kalston's Ke|>ort. S9»! ; and also in another case. id. 1K>3.

It was also h(4d hy the .\nierican-Venezu«4an Mixed Connnission, under
tile protocol of I'd). 17, 1!M).*5. in Jarvis" case, in an opinion delivered

hy liainhriiige. the .\nierican connnissioner. that the Venezuelan (Jov-

enniii'Ml cnulil not Ik- held liiililc for the i)ayment of honds issued by
nnsu'icssfnl rcvohuionists in payment of services rendered them.

( Kalston's K<-iH)i-t, 11."..
i

.'.. .VSSKKIIONS Ol LiMMIITV: (JkAXTS OK Co.M PKNSATION.

^ 104(;.

Tli<- mere •• iev<»hitionary state" of a part of Mexico can not be
a'., i-i.d l.y the (nited States as a defense to a claim on Mexico for

inJMii.-^ iiiHictcd on citizens of the United States in Mexico in viola-

tion of treat} <ii<_ra(r,.iii(.i,ts.

.Mr. McLan.'. s.
. . (,f state, to .Mr. Butler, min. to Mexico. .Tune 20, 1834,

-MS. Inst. .M.x XV. 27: Wharton. Int. Law Digest II. 57(5, § 223.
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" Unfortunately, many of the nations of this hemisphere are still self-

tormented hy domestic dissensions. Revolution succeeds revolution

;

injuries are committed upon foreigners engaged in lawful pursuits.

Much time elapses before a government sufficiently stable is erected

to ju.stify expectation of redress. Ministers are sent and received,

and before* the discussions of past injuries are fairly begun fresh

troubles arise ; but too frequently new injuries are added to the old,

to be discussed together with the existing government after it has

proved its abilitj^ to sustain the assaults made upon it, or with its

successor, if overthrown. If this unhappy condition of things con-

tinue much longer, other nations will be under the painful necessity

of deciding whether justice to their suffering citizens does not re-

quire a prompt redress of injuries by their own power, without wait-

ing for the establishment of a government competent and enduring

enough to discuss and to make satisfaction for them." (President

Jackson, annual message, Dec. 7, 1835, llichardsou's Messages,

III. 147, 151.)

For claims for damages for injuries inflicted by insurgents, which have

been decided by claims conunissions, see the cases of Captain George

Hughes V. Mexico, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, III. 2072; Daniel N.

Pope V. Mexico, id. III. 2972-2073; Dr. Charles Easton v. Peru, id II.

1629; Miller v. Mexico, id. III. 2974; Eigendorff v. Mexico, id. III.

2074; Cummings v. Mexico, id. III. 2070; Crothers v. Mexico, id. III.

2977; Vesseron i: Mexico, id. III. 2975; Walsh D. Mexico, id. III. 2978;

Silva r. Mexico, id. 2970; Wilson v. Spain, id. III. 2081; John H.

Ilan'na r. United States, id. III. 2982-2990; Case of the Montijo. id.

II. 1421 et seq. ; Lovett r. Chile, id. III. 2990; Venezuela Steam
Transportation Co. r. Venezuela, id. II. 1G93 et seq.

" I have the honor to inform you that by a decree of this govern-

ment, dated the 'iTth ultimo, the payment is ordered of the claims for

damages caused by the sacking of Callao in November, 1865, by the

revolutionary forces of Colonel Prado. The awards have been made
by a mixed connnission appointed by the diplomatic corps resident in

Ijima, and the minister for foreign affairs of Peru.
"" Two citizens of the United States are among the claimants and

Avill be paid directly by this government. Xo expenses have been

incurred by this legation in the prosecution of the claims."

Mr. I'.rciit. charge at Lima, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, No. 252, March 14,

1S71. MS. Desj). from Peru.

In April, 1871, the American steamer Movtijo was seized by revo-

lutionists in Colombia. On the 21st of the following June Mr. Fish

instructed the American minister at Bogota to apply for reparation

in the case. The seizure was, he said, a piratical act for which it

was expected that the authors would be held to be judicially account-

able, and in this relation he specially referred to Article VIII. of the

tnnity between the United States and New Granada of December 12,

1846. which provided that vessels belonging to citizens of the contract-

ing parties should not be liable to seizure for any military expedition
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or f(tr aiiv otluM- piirposo without the allowance of compensation.

When siuh an act. tluMvfoiv, was connnitted in the waters of Colom-

bia by unauthorized i)ersons. the obli«j:ation of that Government to

make aiucn.ls mi«r!it, said Mr. Fish, be regarded as unquestionable.

The casi' was subMHiuently referred to arbitration', and an award was

made in favor of the dainumts. In the course of his decision the

um|)in' >aid: " It was, in tiie opinion of the undersigned, the clear

<hity of tht- President of Pananui. acting as the constitutional agent

of the (Jovernment of the Union, to recover the Montijo from the

revolutionists and return her to her owner. It is true that he had

not th«' means of doing so, there being at hand no naval or military

foi-ce of Colombia sufticient for such a purpose; but this absence of

power does not nMuove the obligation."

M.M»r.«. Int. Arbitrations. II. 1421. 1444; For. Kol. 1871, 230; For. Rel.

IST'J, 14r,.

In tliis CMS*' an amnesty was jrrantod to the offenders by the President of

tlic State of Tanania ; but. while tliis eircuuistaiiee was much insisted

uiMHi in the ars;ument before the arbitrators as a ground of liability,

it was not the ground ui)on whieh the United States directed that

the <-laim be presented to the Colond)iau Government. The umpire

referriHl to the anmesty in his decision, hut statetl that the other

ground, as above <iuoted, was a " stronger reason " for holding Colom-

bia liable.

In the case of Messrs. I'lrich and Langstroth, who claimed com-

pensation from Mexico for forced loans exacted from them by insur-

gents at Monterey, Mr. Fish said: "There is no doubt of the account-

j'.bility of the Mexican (Jovernment pursuant to public law. If a

country re<-eives strangers within its limits, it thereby incurs a

liability to |)rotect them from violence, not only on the part of its own
authoritio, l)ut ordinarily also from violence on the part of insur-

gents. Tliis hitter ground of liability may be regarded as continu-

ing at least until the government of a neutral country, whose citizens,

may be aggrieved in the course of the hostilities, shall recognize the

in-ui-gent> as entitled to Ix'ljigerent rights. There was no such recog-

nition by this (Jovernment at the time when the clainuints adverted

to >ii>laine(| the injuries of which they complain. This, however,

though the general rule, is subject to obvious exceptions. Perhaps
the rule should not always ap])ly to jM-rsons domiciled in a country,

and rarely to such as may visit a region notoriously in a state of civil

war. or even to >iicli pai't of a country as may virtmilly be dominated
I'v -.kvaL'f tribe-. The rule of the law of nations is that the govern-
ii:' li' uliirh ivfii<e> to i-e|)air the damage conmiitted by its citizens

or >ul>j'' I-. to piiiiivh the guilty parties, or to give them up for that
purpose', may lie i< Mraided as virtually a sharer in the injury and as

re>ponsible then for."
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Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, luin. to Mexico, No. 21, Aug. 15,

1873, MS. Inst. Mexico, XIX. 18.

Mr. Fish added that it was not, however, necessarj- to rely on public law

only for reparation in the case, since it might, as he argued, be

claimed under articles 8 and 14 of the treaty of 1831. (Ibid.)

" Your despatch No. 72, of the 23d ultimo, has been received.

'' The ehiborate note of Mr. Lafragua to you of the 18th ultimo,

Avliich accompanied it, in answer to your application for amends to

^lessrs. Ulrich and Langstroth, for -svhat are called loans which

were forced from them by Mexican insurgent authorities in Niieva

Leon, has been read with the attention due to the pains which must

have been taken to prepare that paper and with the interest which

could not fail to be excited by the elevation of its sentiments and the

clearness of its expression.

" It has not, however, by its reasoning convinced me that the

^Mexican Government should be exempt from accountability for those

acts. This exemption is claimed, in the first place, because that gov-

ernment did its best towards protecting the inhabitants in the dis-

affected region generally from the violence of the insurgents, and
therefore should be absolved from accountability for any particular

acts of theirs against individuals.

" If it be allowed that the efforts of that government on the occa-

sion adverted to were exemplary, leaving nothing to be desired, an

admission warranted indeed by its ultimate triumph, the assump-

tion that victory exonerated it from any obligations which it had
])reviously incurred in the insurgent region, can not be acquiesced in.

•' It may, in general, be true that when foreigners take up their

abode in a country, they must expect to share the fortune of the

other inhabitants and can not expect a preference over them. A\liile,

however, a government may construe, according to its pleasure, its

obligation to i)rotect its own citizens from injury, foreign govern-

ments have a right and it is their duty to judge whether their citi-

zens have received the protection due to them pursuant to public

law and treaties. It may be the abstract right of a government to

exclude foreigners entirely from its territories. This right, however,

has rarely been exercised in modern times. Whenever it is waived,

this step imparts to the government, to whom the foreigners may
owe their allegiance, the right of seeing that the duty of the other

goAcrnment towards them is fulfilled. An acknowledgment of this

right is not, under the circumstances, as Mr. Lafragua seems to sup-

pose, tantamount to making unjust and invidious discriminations in

favor of foreigners and against citizens. It can not be acknowledged,

as Mr. Lafragua maintains, that diplomatic interference in such cases

necessarily annihilates or trenches upon the peculiar functions of the

judiciary of a country. In cases of a denial of justice the right of
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iiitn-v.-mion tlii-oiiirli tli»' diplomatit- cIkuhu'I. is allowed, and justice

iiiav a- iim«li !«' il<-iii»MJ wluMi. a> in this case, it would be absurd to

attt'iiipt l«> x'fk it by judicial process, as if it were denied after

liaviii<^ bi't'ii ><• >(>ii<;iit.

"A- the i)riii(i|)l<' for which I contend is deemed to be of univer-

sal application, ihc remarks of Mr. Lafra<rua towards showing the

>n|M'i-ior advaiitap'- which stn)n«r nations would derive from its

i-c((i;rnit ion arc not deemed <.rermane.

••The po->iliirny that the i)i-ivile«>:e wouhl be abused by an exag-

^'eiation of the lo» sustained by the aggrieved party, can not be

admitted a> even a plausible ai-gument against it. The right of the

aciountable goxcrnment to scrutinize the loss claimed to have been

expeiienced and to re(|uire all legal reasonable proof of its amount, is

une(|ui\ocally acknowledged.
•* The reference which .Mr. Lafragua makes to the lato civil war in

lhi> country. ap|)arently for the i)ur|)ose of implying. that that, with

re>pect to this government, was the same as the insurrection in

Nue\a Leon was in i-esj)ect to the (io\'ernment of Mexico, is not con-

ceived to strengthen his case. It is true that this government has

not coHfessi'd its liability for the injui'ies to foreigners by i)ersons

claiming authority in the South during the rebellion. The reason

for this disa\()wal is belie\-e(l to be as strong as that for the accoinit-

abilitv of Mexico in the other case. Belligerent rights had tacitly

at lea^t iM'cn gi-anted to the insurgents not only by this government

biu b\ those of the princii)al Kuropean nations. This is a conces-

sion which may be allowed to carry with it an acknowledgment that

the party, in wlio-e favor it may be made, is both comj)etent and

willing to do justi<e to the citi/.ens or subjects of the grantor, and

indeed may i>\' it-elf l)e allowed to exempt the other party from such

accountability. This Department is not aware that the Mexican
(io\ermnent e\ei- acknow ledg(>(| the belligerent rights of the insur-

gent- in New Leon. It is Ix'liexcd to be certain that they were nevei;,

acknow ledgeil by any foi"eign government.

".Mi-. Lafragua pi-oceeds to assert that if foreigners are to be

indenuiilied foi- lo—es su>tained dui-ing a rebellion, the obligation

to indeiiniify citi/.en> of tJie country would be ecpially strong. In
regai-il to thi~. howcscr. every government must be its best and only

iiidL'e and I w ill not pic-uuie to oM'er an oj)ini()n upon the subject.

"AltlKHigh the ij-eaty of Is:;i technically recpiires citizens of the

I niied State- to -ceic i-edr('-> for injuries in Mexico through the

' 01III-. tlii- -tipulation i- believed to l)e ap|)licable to injuries received

i'^ ' 'Mc III |..:ic.'. and not to such as may have been inflicted during
such aii Mi-iiiirciiou as occuiM-ed in Nueva Leon. In regard to the

Mexican law .>f |

^ :;•_'. which Mr. Lafragua cpiotes. it may be remarked
that, in holding in -ui gent- accountable for damages, it acknowledges
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a just principle, but, if such damages are not obtained or may not Ixi

obtainable by a foreigner who may sustain them, it is conceived to

be the duty of the government which has expressly and impliedly

engaged to protect him to assume the responsibility.

" Issue may be taken in respect to the assertion of Mr. Lafragua

that the irresponsibility of^i government for the acts of insurgents

is acknowledged both in Europe and in the United States. In sup-

port of his assertion, he refers to Calvo's work on international law,

which, though generally remarkable for both clearness and fulness,

requires scrutiny upon a point which, as a Spanish American, he may
be regarded as deeply interested in maintaining.

" The passage from Lord Stanley's speech on the Pacifico case,

which Calvo quotes, does not appear to give the support to the posi-

tion of Mr. Lafragmi which he seems to suppose. His Lordship says

he does not believe that governments are obliged to the full extent

of the term to indemnify foreigners who may have suffered damage
by superior force.. This government coincides in opinion Avith his

lordship. There are cases in which there may be no accountability

on the part of the government. The loans exacted from Mr. Ulrich

and Mr. Langstroth are not, however, regarded as a case of that

character. The position taken by Austria and Russia in respect to

the damages sustained by British subjects from the effects of the

insurrection in Tuscany in 1848, and particularly at Leghorn, to

which Calvo refers, are not believed to strengthen the position of Mr.

Lafragua. It is true that Calvo in this instance does not state the

case with sufficient fulness to enable it to be easily understood. If,

however, from an expression in the paper of Count Nesselrode, which

is referred to, it may be inferred that the damages were sustained

in the recovery by the Tuscan government ])v force of arms, of its

possession of I^'ghorn, such a case also is entirely different from the

exaction of tlie forced loans in the one under consideration.

" Mr. Lafragua's reference to the case of the Spanish consul and

his fellow subjects at New Orleans in 1851 is equally unfortunate.

It is true that Mr. Wel)ster, in his note to Mr. C«lderon, while

acknowledging the accountability of this (lovernment for the injury

to the consul, denies it for those two individual Spaniards. This

undoubtedly was the correct position in that case. There was no

i-('b('llion or even insurrection at New Orleans. The injuries com-

mitted there were acts of a mob too powerful for the time being

for the police to restrain. Calvo, however, is signally mistaken that

the Si)anish consul only was indenmiHed for his losses. The other

Spanish sul)jects also were fully indenniified, though the obligation

of this (iovernment to take that course was not acknowIe<lged.

The appro|)riation for the purpose was made i)V the act of Coiigress

apiH'oved JUst August, 1852. Laws, vol. 10, p. 89.

II. Doc. 551—vol 02
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•• The rt'foiviico wliicli ^h\ L!vfi'n<iiin makes to the negotiation of

tlu" ticatv <if l^f'S hctwccn the I'liited States and Mexico, or even to

the |>r(>(»'»'(liii^'> of the comiui^sion under that treaty, is not regarded

as pertinent to the occasion. The Department is not disposed to

(piotion the correctness of the reports of Mr. Romero to his govern-

ment. There is no i>H-ord here, liowever, of the conversation between

.Mi-. Seward and that ircntU'inan. to which reference is made, and,

if there were. >iich a record would not merit consideration as an

infallilth' interpreter of the meaning of that instrument. This must

sj)e;d< for itx'lf. and l)e construed by the commissioners and arbiter

appointed for that |)urpose.

•• It may be i-ejH'ated that this government has not acknowledged

its accoinitaI)inty for injuries to foreigners by insurgents during the

late civil war in this country. In this it is regarded as justified by

the niagnituiK' (d" that contUct and especially by the fact that the

foi-eignei-s who were so injured are citizens or subjects of countries

wlio acknowledged the insurgents as belligerents.

•• It is belie\-ed, however, for the reasons assigned, that the Mexi-

can ( iov«'rnuient is morally and legally bound to restore the sums
e.\toi-tt'(l fioui Messrs. I'lricli and Langstroth, and you will inform

the minister for foreign all'airs that this opinion is still entertained

here and you nuiy leaNc w itli him a copy of this paper."

Mr. Fish. Sec of st;ite. 1u .Mr. Foster, iiiiii. ta Mexico, No. 54, Dec. 16,

IM::. .MS. lust. .Me.xico. XIX. 4S.

'Ilie |Misiii(iiis lici-eiii t;ikeii were rcMlIiriiied in a siil>sequent instruction, in

wliicli. liDwevcr. s|»c(ial eiiipliasis was laid on Art. 8 of tlie treaty

of l,s.;i. wliicli stiipulated lliat the elTects of tlie citizens of tlie con-

tr.ietin;,' iiarlies sliould not Lu- liahle to detention for any i»ul)lic or

private |niri>o.>;(' wiiatevei-, witlxuit corresponding compensation. It

was coiiteiided tliat tills rendered .Me.xico lial>Ie for tlie rei)ayinent of

til.' r-Mv.MJ lonii. (.Ml'. Cadwai.idei'. Aetinj; Sec. of State, to Mr.
Fusi.r. .Nil. lU. Sept. liJ. isTI. MS. Inst. Mex. XIX. 121.) See. luny-

e\fr. sui.r:i. S U>:".<;. wiiere a diltereiit view is taken by Mr. Evarts, as

Sr.r.i:My nf St.ilc. .as to ilif iuterpretation of the treaty of 18:31 so

far ,1- iciiiiriiis forced loans.

Sci'. >upra. S U\:',.

-Mr. I-'i~h wa- correct in his -ui'mi>e as to the facts in the ca.se of
Tu-caiiy and of the claim- glowing oni ,,f {\n^ taking of Ix'ghorn.
Cabo. in hi- work <ni intei iiat ioiial law. <ays: "Are govermnents
i'-p.,ii-il.lc foi- lo-M- and iiijiiiie^ >utbTed by foreigners in times of
''"""-'" ii'.ul.le (ir ei\ ij \\.u( 'I'lii^ (|uestion has long been discussed
:ind tiiially ivM.|\cd in tin- neo;ative.'" In this relation, he cites the
«»|>iii!"ii <'t" I'.ii-.n (iro-. when on a special mission to (Jreece in 1S49;
a .-tatem. hi ..f Lord Stanley, in the IIou>e (,f Lords, to the effect that
all that go\ci i,i,M iii^ can be expeeied to do - is to protect, by all the
means in their pn\\( r. il,,- nationals and foreigners residing on their
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territory against acts of spoliation or of violence ;
" a passage from

Rutherforth's Institutes, and two editorial utterances of the London
newspapers, the Morning Post and the News, in 18G2. He subse-

quently refers to the claims of British subjects arising out of the
" political disturbances " in Tuscany and in the Kingdom of Naples

in 1849, and in this relation quotes the notes of Prince Schwartzen-

berg, of April 14, 1850, and Count Xesselrode, of May 2, 1850.

Calvo states that the Austrian and Russian notes " brought an end
to the claims of England, who renounced her reclamations." These

statements do not appear to be well founded. The English claims

against Naples grew out of the bombardment of Messina, in Sicily,

by the King of the Two Sicilies, whose «eat of government was at

Naples. The troubles in Sicily grew out of the refusal of the King
to grant reforms. Early in January, 1848, a proclamation was issued

at Palermo calling the people to arms, and by January 15 the author-

ity of the titular government was overthrown and a provisional gov-

ernment Avas established at Palermo. A revolt broke out at Messina

January 29. The revolutionists seized the fort Real Basso, and on

April 13, 1848, the Sicilian chamber met under the presidency of the

Marquis of Torrearsa, declared the downfall of the Bourbon dynasty,

and proclaimed a constitutional monarchy. On May 12 an armistice

was concluded between the belligerent parties, which lasted till the

following August, when, the Sicilians refusing to accept any terms,

the King of Naples sent an expedition of 14,000 men with two frigates

and twenty steamers against Messina. On the arrival of the expedi-

tion the city was summoned to surrender, and, on its refusing to do so,

was bombarded, and at the end of four days was forced to capitulate.

The war continued, and in the following March the King again

offered terms to the government at Palermo, if it would lay down its

arms and restore the united kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Through

the interj)osition of the British and French admirals another armis-

tice was concluded. This armistice was terminated on March 28,

ls49, the Palermo government having rejected the proU'ered terms.

The chiinis i)ut forward by (ireat Britain were for acts of war of

the recognized government of Naples, In a speech made in the

House of Connnons, June 25, 1850, nearly two months after the

Austrian and Russian notes. Lord John Russell stated that a dis-

piitcli had just been received on the subject of the British claims, and

that the Neapolitan minister of foreign ail'airs had stated that he was

willing to agree that compensation should be awarded for the loss

of such i)roperty as was destroyed without sufficient necessity, whether

wantoidy. designedly, or by pillage. As to the claims arising in

Tuscany, it ai)i)('ars that early in 1849 a demand was made in that

country for a constitution, the movement being sympathetic with

that ut Rome, where, early in February, a republic was proclaimed.
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Tin- (irand Diiko of Tii^rnny nlmiulonod his dominions, and a repub-

lic wa> |)r<K-liniiitMl. lirst iit FIoicikv and then at Lej^horn. On Feb-

ruary; •_'". isl!'. Sir (i. Ilaiiiiltoii, Hritisii luinistcr at Florence, wrote:
'•

'I'licrc is now no o|)|)(»sition to the provisional <;overnnient." It

\va- trratrd with l>y tlu' \h\kv of Savoy as a de facto government.

Tlic (irand Dnkc had. liowcvci-. placed himself in the hands of Aus-

tria, and on May \. isp.i, the Austrian forces crossed the frontier.

( )ii the Nth of May they took Leghorn by assault. When Great

Hiitain >iil>-e«|uently presented claims to the (Jrand Duke, he turned

to Au>tria. who had connnitted the acts of war complained of, and

al-o invoke«l the services of Russia, Austria's ally in the suppression

of the IIun<rarian insurrection, as aihitrator. Lord Palmerston, in

a >peech in the House of Conunons on June 1, 1850, referred to the

statements made in the Austrian and Russian notes as being '"an

ar^rmni'iit. and nothin<r more." Calvo also states that the Spanish

(lovermnent was '•fully satisfied" with the "restricted reparation"

accorded by the Fnited States to the Spanish consul in the case of

the New Oileans riot of is.")!. ()verl()okin<j the fact that indemnity

was aI>o paid to the j)rivate subjects of Spain as an act of grace.

(•:ilv... !>n.it Inleni.ilioii.il Ctli cd.). III. 14-J. sees. 128O-1202; 40 Rr. &
I'or. State I'lipcis. 7T.VTT7 : IIiiiis:n-d, I'arliaiuontary Debates. CXI.

717. 71'.i. ('.\!!. 7<K> 7<>-J.

'"Another gromid of objection to the complaint in this case is that

tlie w i-on;rs were committed by persons in revolt against the Me.xican

(iovermneiit. The inade(|iiacy of this excuse has been repeatedly

sJKtwn. and especially in the cases of Messrs. Ulrich and Langstroth.

If the authority of that govermnent is foi- a time usurped by others,

that government mii-t be held accoinitable for the acts of the usurp-

er-, iinle-s the revolt >hall attain >uch |)rop()rtions and be so long
coutiniied a- to warrant a recognition of the ])arties as belligerents,

Such was the ca-e during the temporary usurpation of the Emi^eror
Maxiiiiiliaii in that country. His goveinment was not recognized
by thi-. and thounrl, peison-. l>earing his commission in many in-

stance> iiillicted injury on <-iti/.ens of the I'nited States, application
wa- neither maih- to him for re(b-ess nor has (he existing Government
of .Mexico been held account ai)le.

•• .Mr. Lafrauua acknowledg<"> that the rebels who made the attack
on ih.- l'.ato|.ila- mine weic pardoned, but says that the pardon con-
tain. -,1 a reservation in favor of the claims of those whom they may
'' '^" i'liniv.I. j',y this he at lea-t intimates that, if the aggrieved
wi^l, f,,r |.], nation, they mn-t -eek it through the Mexican courts.
.*^uc|i a c.i.i -.

. liMWexer. under the circumstances, can only be regarded
as a virtual rrj.M.liai ion of the proniis.. ,,f protection to citizens of the
I'nited Slates sliiniiatcd m the treat v of Ibol."
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Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, niln. to Mexico, No. 241. July 15,

1875, MS. Inst. Me.xico, XIX. 210. The ^^lexican Government deiiied

its liability, and no definite conclusion was reached.

The Colombian Congress recognized the responsibility of the gen-

eral government for the seiznre and occupation of the Magdalena

steamers by insurgents during the revolution on the coast in July

and August, 1875, and voted an appropriation of $100,000 as indem-

nity to the owners. The steamers were owned by an international

company, composed of American, Colombian, English, and German
citizens. The company was represented by one of its agents, and no

dij^lomatic action was taken in the matter by any of the foreign

representatives.

Mr. Scruggs, niin. to Colonil)ia. to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, No. lUG, May
18, 187(5, MS. Desp. from Colombia.

" The Venezuelan Government is not understood to have granted

belligerent rights to the insurgents who seized Mr. Hancox's steamers

I

i. e., the steamers of the Venezuela Steam Transportation Company,
an American corporation, of which Mr. Hancox was president], and,

as no such rights were recognized by this Government, Venezuela

must be held accountable for the seizure and forcible employment of

these vessels by any i)ersons within her jurisdiction, whether on

behalf of insurgents or of the existing government."

Mr. Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pile, min. to Venezuela, No. 70,

July 28, 1878, United States and Venezuelan Claims Commission

(1805), 458.

See Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pile, No. 03, INIay 29, 1873, supra,

§ 013.

For a full history of this case of the seizure of the vessels of the Vene-

zuela Steam Transportation Company, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations,

II. 1003.

See. also. S. Ex. Doc. 28, 42 Cong. 2 sess. ; S. Ex. Doc. 1.30, 50 Cong. 1

sess. ; S. Ex. Doc. 14:5, .50 C\)ng. 1 sess. ; S. Misc. Doc. ir>8, 50 Cong.

1 sess.

Mr. Evarts, in a report from the Committee of Foreign Kelaticms of the

Senate. Aug. 1. 1888, said: " It is evident that the contending parties,

factions, and forces in Venezuela, preceding and at the time of the

events affe<-ting all these vessels, were none of tliem legitimate in

the sense of the constitution of Venezuela, but all were struggling

with varying success for the practical jtossession of the government
of the country, with little, if any, regard to its written constitution,

and there seems to be just as good ground for taking the oi-ganiza-

tion of the party of the ' Blues,' so called, as the legitimate govern-

ment at that time, as the forces and managers of the party of the
* Yellows.' Under these circumstances it appears to the committee
tliat the fact that tlie steamer Hero was seized by parties claimed to

be in relu'llion by the party witli whom diplomatic conununication
was from time to time Icept ui» by the rei)resentatives of the Unite<l

States, furnishes no reason, if any such Las ever been set up by
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V»>no7.iiol:iii autlioritios, why llio present iKovernnient of that country

sli.i\iM not Ik' responsilile for it and the dnniafres consequent thereon."

( S. IJi'porl 1!MU. .">(» Con;;. 1 sess. ; Moore. Int. Arl)itrations, II. 1700;

s.'<'. also. II. Report ."hSNO. .".O Conj:. 2 sess.)

r.y a joint n'soMilion of Conjrress in June, 1S!KX the I'resident was

anthori/.ftl to taiic sncli nieasiu-es as in his judjrnient niiKht be neces-

sary promptly to obtain indenniity from Venezuela. A treaty of

arbitr.iti(Hi was fonclndetl January V.). lSi)2, luuler which an award

was ma<lo in favor of the I'nited States of upwards of $140,000.

(.>bM»re. Int. .Vrbitrations. II. KiiKi et see].)

Ill a note (if .Miti'ch '27, ISSH, Seizor KafaM Soijas, then Venezuelan

iiiiiii>ter of i'orei<rii all'airs. maintained that the claim for mclemnity

wa> iiH-ompatihle with tlie j)ositi<)n maintained by the United States

ill the (as<'s of (lie X(nv Ofleans riot of IS.")! and the bombardmeni of

(ifeytowii. ill wliicli. as he affirmed, the United States maintained that

it was •• not res|)<)nsible for dama<>'es caused by reyolutions." A
.-iiiiihir |)riiicij)le had. he .said, ac(iuired eyen greater force from the

(•iiilMxliiiieiit in the XlVth amendment to the Constitution of the

I'liittMl States of (lie jiroyision ao;ainst the payment of the debts of

the Confederate States, 'i'lie French minister of foreign affairs, in

explaining' to (he Chambers (he claims conyention between the United

S(a(es and France of January IT), ISSO, had, said Set'ior Seijas, stated

(ha( (lie French (iovermnent would haye desired a proyision for the

paymciU (d" losses caused by (he acts of the Confederates, but that

(he re.~olii(e a((i(ude maintained by the United States, intrenched

iM'hind i(s own jiirisi)rudence, had checked the eifort to obtain such

an in(lemni(y.

Kcplyin^' (<> (hes(> rei)resentations. Mr. Frelinofhuysen, April 18,

l^^l. de-<-i-ibed (he New Orleans rio( as " (he s])asm()dic ebullitions of

a mob made up chieMy of citizens and residents of Spanish birth,''

and advei(ed to (he fac( (ha( (he losses Ayere all adjusted and paid
wiiliiii two years. He also jjointed out that the jjrinciple nutintained
'•.V til'' Cnited States in (he (Jrey(()wn case was that the responsi-
bdi(y for ac(> of war rested on (he territorial soyereiojn, rather than
(.11 (hep..weriiiakin<r\varii|)on i(. Mr. Frelin<rhuysen further referred
(o thr action i>\' tjie Inited States af(er the close of the ciyil war
III < TcatiiiL' tlie Soiitlierii Claims Commission, which sat for fiye years
an.

I
awarded many millions of dollars, and to the treaties with Great

r.ritaiii in IsTl and France in Isso for the adjustment of claims.
Ill all thc-c instance- (he only coii(li(i()n e.\ac(ed \yas that the claim-
ant diniild not have been disloyal (o (li(> United States. As to the
<'"|-iitiiti.iiial and iniinici|)al le«risla(ion of the United States, to
\\hi.li S.n,,i- Scija- had adver(e(l. i( was, said Mr. Frelinghuysen,
"aimed ai two .Ja^H'^ of possible demands," "first, i)ayment for
emancipated ^la\c^." and -second, debts contracted by the .so-called
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Confederate government abroad for ships, materials of war, and

money to forward and facilitate the purposes of the rebellion."

Senor Seijas to Mr. Baker, March 27, 1883, S. Ex." Doc. 143, 50 Cong. 1

sess. G2; Mr. Frelinghuyseu to Mr. Baker, No. 292, April 18, 1884, id.

81, 83-85.

In an instruction to the American minister at Caracas, in relation

to the claim of the Venezuela Steam Transportation Company, Mr.

Frelinghuyseu stated, as the " few and simple " facts of the case, that

the claimant company in 18G9 obtained a concession for the naviga-

tion of the Orinoco; that four steamers, thus /' invited," were con-

structed and sent to Venezuela ; that " an insurrection against the

Government was then in progress," carried on by a faction called the

" Blues; " that the insurgents " seized, by force of arms, three of the

vessels and used them against the established Government ;
" that

the fourth " was seized by the governor of the State of Guayana and

used in the service of the established Government; " that '' tAvo of the

vessels were recovered by Captain Potter, commander of the United

States man-of-war Shawnivt, General Sandoval making the surren-

der or delivery to Captain Potter; " that " the other tAvo were never

recovered; " that, soon afterwards, " and when peace had been so far

restored in that country as to secure to the regular Government sub-

stantial ascendency, that Government summarily took away from the

trans])ortation company the concession for the navigation of the

Orinoco," and gave it to a Venezuelan, to the exclusion of the vessels

of the company; and that "the damages and losses to the company
consequent upon these illegal and wrongful acts and breaches of good

faith constitute the grounds of their claim." This claim Mr. Freling-

huyseu pressed upon the Venezuelan Government.

Mr. Freliiighuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Venezuela, No.

202, April 18, 1884, S. Ex. Doc. 143, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 81.

Wharton cites this instruction as authority for the proposition : "A
government is liahle internationally for injury inflicted on aliens

through its negligence in permitting insurgents to destroy the prop-

erty' of such aliens and by its subsequent implied ratification of the

conduct of such insurgents, there being no redress offered in the

courts of such government." (Whartou, lut. Law Digest, II. 581,

§22.3.)

Mr. Bayard, referring to Mr. Frelinghuysen's instruction of April

IS, 1SS4, supra," as setting forth fully and clearly the facts as they are

here recognized, as well as the position of this Government in the

])remises," said :
" Under the circumstances of this case, I can do no

l(>ss than instruct you to infoi-m the Government of Venezuela that the

Government of the United States regards with great dissatisfaction
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tlu- ((.ntiiniod delay of the fonuor Oovernmoiit in the payment of a

(h'l)t for which W'iu'ziiohi is bound by the principles of international

law. 'I'his (U'bt is not based on a contract, but on a wrong done in

part, and in part permitted by the Government of Venezuela, to the

property of citi/.eiis of the Tnited States invested in Venezuela on its

invitation. For the wrong ^^o done the Government of Venezuela is

clearly and uniiiistakal)ly responsible, and the Government of the

I'nited States niust insist iii)on redress.''

Mr. I'.;i.v:inl. Sih-. of State, to Mr. Balior, iiiiii. to Venezuela, No 70, May
11'. issr». S. Kx. Doe. 14:'., fUt Cong. 1 .sess. 93.

The Khedive of Egyi^t. by a decree of November 4, 1882, announced

his purpo-e to apj)oint a special commission to pass upon the claims

growing out of the insurrection which began <m June 10th in that

year. Of this insurrection the bombardment of Alexandria by a

British lleet was one of the incidents; and it gave rise to numerous

claims of foreigners for the loss or destruction of property.

By a kiiedival dvcroo of Jamiary 18, 1883, provision was made for

the ai)i)ointment of an international commission for the purpose of

deciding definitively ujion the claims growing out of the insurrection.

The second article of this decree excluded indemnity for indirect dam-

ages, and for losses of money, jewels, plate, works of art or of antiq-

uity, notes or ol)Iigations, rents or crops; but the commission was

jK-rmitted to allow indemnity for the loss of jewels, plate, and works

of ai-t or of anticiuity if in a store for sale or let out to third persons;

pro\ ided that the existence of the things lost should, save in excep-

tional cases to l>e determined by the commission, be proved by books

of account or wi-itten documents having a certain date.

It was j)rovided that the owners of crops which were threshed out

or in the barn, and which were directly taken or destroyed by the

i-ei)e|s. might i)e indemnified.

The I'nited States objected to that part of article 2 of the decree

which, with the exce|)tions si)ecified, excluded claims on the groimd
of the iiatiii'e of the |)roperty destroyed; but, as it was represented

that thr- motive of the clause was to exclude fraudulent claims, and
(hat the objection woidd be an obstacle to the immediate organiza-

tion of the couMui-sion. the rnite(l States decided to accept the decree,

it-.'i\ing. however, the right to present, diplomatically, claims fall-

in;: in the e\<lude<l category, should it afterwards be deemed exj^e-

<h<'Iit to <lo >o.

I'.r ii„. t.-xt of tlie (lo<ree of Xovomher 4. 1.SS2, see 73 Br. & For. State

I'M"!-. -"•••: :iim1 for the de.ree of .Ian. l.'i. l,S.s:i. 74 id. 1(K)1.

I'l.r lii. I Miirs|Miii.leiwe of the I'nited States in relation to the decree
of .I.in i:;. ls.s:'.. s.-o Mr. FreiiiiKJniysen. See. of State, to Mr. Pom-
eroy. X..v. lo. is,s-j. ;,,„i i»,.,. ._>S. l,s,Si>. MS. Inst. Ejr.vpt, XVI. 280,
21tl. enclusin- < epics ..f the following corresiK>udence with the British
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minister at Washington : Mr. West to Mr. Frelinghnysen, Nov. 2.5.

1882; Mr. Frelinghnysen to Mr. West, Dee. 1, 1882 (afterwards

withdrawn); mem. of Mr. West, Dee. ;i, 1882; Mr. Frelinghnysen

to Mr. West, Dec. 4, 1882, MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XIX. 147 ; Mr. West
to Mr. Frelinghnysen, Dec. 21, 1882 ; Mr. Frelinghnysen to Mr. West,

Dec. 23, 1882.

See, also, Mr. Frelinghnysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ponieroy, March 2,

188,3, MS. Inst. Egyi)t. XVI. 300; Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Garland. At. Gen., March 21, 1885, 154 MS. Dom. Let. 544 (as to the

claim of Jndge Barringer).

June 11, 1885, the prefect of Areqiiipa, Colonel San Roman, then

connnanding the Cacerist forces in that section, which were acting

in opposition to the government at Lima recognized by the foreign

powers," made a requisition on Mr. Victor H. MacCord, the general

manager of the southern railroads, for a locomotive and train of cars

to ctmvey troops to a point on the Mollendo division of'^the railroad,

placing the train under the command of Sergeant-Ma j or Valdez.

While the train was in charge of that officer^the engineer detached the

locomotive and ran oft' with it to Mollendo, which was then in the

possession of the Iglesias forces. Although JVIacCord was in no way
responsible for this occurrence, it having been the result of the treach-

ery of the engineer and the carelessness of the guard, he was thrown

into prison, and was threatened by the prefect that if the Iglesias

forces made use of the locomotive he would be shot. A short while

afterwards he was taken out of prison, placed before a file of soldiers,

and asked whether he wished to say anything, as he was^about to be

shot. After a conference among the officers he was, however, taken

back to prison and ordered to pay a fine of 10,000 soles. Declining to

do this, he was deprived of food and drink and left standing in a

damp cell, all the furniture, and even a stone on which he had been

sitting, l)eing. removed. Finally, some of the commercial houses in

the city liaving raised the funds necessary to pay the fine, he w^as

released. He iuunediately made a protest, June 1(5, 1885, before the

acting British vice-consul at Arequipa, against the arbitrary and

abusive treatment to which he had been subjected. In this protest

he res(M've(l the i"ight to maice a claim before the higher authorities

and the ti'ibunals of justice of the country, and if necessary to resort

to diplomatic intervention. The pa])ers were not submitted to the

American legation at Lima till May, 1888, owing to the fact that the

Peruvian (Jovernment had seized the railroads of which MacCord was

numager, for which reason his employers deemed it prudent to avoid

any issue with the government concerning his personal maltreatment,

r It api)ears that at the time of the outrage MacCord was a consular

agent under an appointment made by- Mr. Partridge, United States

» Supra,. § 54, pp. 158-159.
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iiiiiii>tor to IVru. Fohruarv 10. 188.*^. and that ho was recognized as

such at AiH'iiiiipa. Fchriiai y '20, 188;l lie was subsequently ai^pointed

l'nitt'«l States consular a<reiit at Mollendo.

The Department of State, on receiving the papers from the lega-

tion at Lima, directed the American minister '"to present the case to

(he Peruvian (iovciiiment. recpiesting an explanation." In these

iiotniclioiis iH» reference was made to the claimant's having been

consular agent at Areciuipa."

When the case was i)resented. the Peruvian (lovernment took the

ground (1) that, as the acts complained of were committed by "a
chief in arms against the govei-nment then recognized as legitimate by

all nations." responsibility therefor, if any existed, did not rest upon

the P«'ruvian nation, and {'2) that responsibility could attach to the

authors of the acts only after proof was duly made before the national

tribunals and as the result of their judgment.''

The American minister, Mr. Buck, in his reply, stated at the outset

that there was " no ade(|uate judicial remedy in Peru for a claimant,

since such local law bars recourse against the (lOvernment through

the courts." lie also referi'ed to the treaty between the United

States and Peru of 1870, which declared that the contracting parties

should gi\-e •• full and perfect protection to the persons and property

of the citizens of each othei", of all classes;"" that such citizens should
*• not Im' lialde to imprisonment without formal connnitment under a

wari-ant signed by a legal authority, except in Q'A'aQ'<a fidgrantis delictif
that they should in all cases be brought before a legal authority for

examination within twenty-four hours after arrest, and if not so ex-

amine<l should be forthwith discharged; and also that they should

not JM'called on " foi-any forced loan or extraordinary contribution for

any military expt'dition, or for any public purjwse whatever,'" nor be

iiabh" to any embai-go. or to 1k' detained Avith their goods or effects with-

out iK'ing allowed a full and suflicient indenuiification which should be

agreed on and paid in advance. Mr. Buck adverted to the claim made
by Peru again-t the Fnited States in the case of the ship AUe</h(nii<in,

foi- the de-t ruction of proi)erty on board by Confederate forces in

the Che-apeake P,ay in isCrJ, although the Confderates had then been

trenerally recognized as belligei-ents. Tie also referred to the ])ay-

nient by the Tnitt'd States of claims for losses by the New Orleans
ri(.t- in Is.M : to the letters of Mr. McLane. Secretary of State, June
L'M. Is.-. I. and the instructions of Mr. Fish to Mr. Foster of August IT),

1^7:.. and December K'), l.s7:'>. But, said Mr. Buck, whatever opinions
niiL'ht be held (,n the general (piestion, there were special circum-

".Mr. Kiv.s. Act. Ser. (,f Slate, te .Mr. I'.uck. iiiin. to Peru. June 2.% 1888, For.
Uel. IKSS. II. i:;.;'.i.

''.Mr. .MzarnoiM. I'.iin i.ni min. of for. re)., to Mr. IJuck, United States uiin.,

-Vug. 28, 1SS8, For. icci. isss, n. wrrj..
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stances in the case that appealed with irresistible force to equitable

consideration. By the act of December 2, 1885, signed by Generals

Caceres and Iglesias, the contending governments were by mutual

agreement merged into the provisional government then established,

of which the existing government was the successor. The present

constitutional government, therefore, existed by consent of the people

of Peru, as the duly elected successor of the Iglesias and Caceres

government, and should therefore be responsible for the acts of the

officials of both. In June, 1885, neither the Caceres government nor

the Iglesias government exercised supreme control over all the na-

tional territory; but on June 3, 188G, as the result of the arrangement

of December, 1885, General Caceres, to whose government Colonel

Roman belonged, was installed as the constitutional president of the

Republic. This was done after due ascertainment of the popular will

and by the proclamation of the Peruvian Congress, assembled in ful-

fillment of the arrangement of December, 1885.

Mr. Buck, luiii. to I'eru. to Mr. Alzaniorn, niin. of for. rel., Sei)t. ,'?. 1888,

For. Rol. 1888. II. 1.372.

" Your note of the 3d ultimo to Mr. Alzamora is generally ap-

proved, but, for your guidance in the future, it is proper that the

Department should state some qualifications of tlie doctrines you have

announced on the subject of the liability of a government for the

acts of insurgents whom it could not control, and for the violence of

mol)s.

" In respect to the latter, it is the doctrine of this Department that

a government can not be held to a strict accountability for losses

inflicted l)v such violence. This subject has recently been discussed in

the correspondence between this Government and that of China, in

relation to the outrages inflicted upon Chinese subjects at Rock

Si)rings and other places in the United States by bands of lawless

men. While the United States have paid a considerable sum towards

the relief of the unfortunate victims of these outrages, yet this has

been done as an act of generosity and friendship, and not in pur-

suance of an acknowledged liability. The po.sition of the Govern-

ment was the same in reference to the attacks on the Spanish con-

sulate in New Orleans, in 1850, to which you advert in your note to

Mr. Alzamora as affording an acknowledgment of the liability of a

government for acts of mob violence towards foreigners. A full

discussion of that incident will be found in the note of Mr. Bayard

to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju, of the 18th of February, 188G, published in

Foreign Relations for that year.

" In regard to the question of the liabilit}'^ of a government for the

acts of insurgents whom it could not control, it may l)e admitted that

there is some contrariety in the opinions the Department has hereto-

fore expressed. But, while you cite to Mr. Alzamora the contention
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of his CiovornnuMit in ropird to the liability of the United States for

tlu' (U'stnu'tioii of a Peruvian ship by insurgents in the Chesapeake

Uiiw in 1S()'J, it must also be remembered that the position the United

Statt's took on that subject was that sueh destruction having been

cth'ctcd by a sudden attack of insurgents which could not, by due

diligence, have been averted, the (lovernment of the United States

was not bound to make indemnity.

"On the whoh'. the Department lias to commend the industry and

<are exhibited in tlie i)reparation of your note."

Mr. Hives. Act. Se<-. of St:ite. to Mr. Buck. luin. to I'eni, Oct. 8. 1888,

For. Kel. ISSS. II. 1:577.

I'nr the tiise of the Alhi/lnniiati, see Moore. Int. Arbitrations, II.

1<;l.'1-H'.L'4. 'I'liis case, as was stated in the note of Mr. Ruck to Mr.

Al/.aniora. sui>ra. rehited to the (h'strnction of Peruvian ])rnpprt.y on

l»oanl of ji sliiji, and not to the destruction of a reruvian ship. The
Alht/hiinian was an .Xnii'rican vessel and had on board at the time

of lier destniction jruano belon^iiny t<) tlie Peruvian (Jovernnient.

Tile claim was afterwards presented bj^ the (lovernment of Peru

to tlie ini.ved <-oniniission bwtween the two countries under the con-

vention of .Fanuary lli. 18(!.'i, and was dismissed on the ground that,

as it was a claim of the (Jovernment of I'eru and not of a "citizen "

of that,icountr.v. it was not embraced by the terms of the convention.

It appears tiiat after the sinkiiifj of the ship tlie gnano was recovered

ill a <ianiaj:«'d condition and was sold at P>altiniore for .$25,962.40, of

wiiicli tlie Peruvian (iovernnient receive*] one-half, the re.st going to

the salvors.

ThelN'ruvian Government, in replying to Mr. Buck's note of the

iid of Sej)temb<'r. assumed a jiew ground. Declaring that it insisted

u|>on the |)riiici|)le that it was ''not responsible for revolutionary acts

nor for the damages occasioned as the inevitable effect of operations of

war. even if (hme by its own forces" it excused "the fine imposed
by tlie Pi'efect San Koniair'' as one "emanating from legitimate

authority." and in this rehition contended that the fine was imposed,

not upon MacCord personally, but uj)on the railroad company, which
wa> alleged to have acted in accord with the enemies of the prefect,

and intimated that MacCord was himself a ])arty to the escape of

the locomotive."

To thi- note Mr. liuck replied November U, 1888, maintaining Mr.
.MacCord's entire innocence and the responsibility of the Peruvian
(Jovernment:'' and here the discussion was rested till 18i)l, when
Mr. IIick>. Mr. P)UckV successor at Lima, was instructed to call the

mailer to the attention of the foreign ollice and re(piest an answer.''

"Mr. .\l/.iin..r.i. niin. of for. rel.. to Mr. P.uck, I'nited States niin.. Nov. (>,

ISSS, s. Kx. 1».M. t. .-,:•. Cong. :', ses.s. S.',.

ft S. K.\. I><M-. I. ."..'. Cuiig. j:; sess. 24.

'•.Mr. Hlaiiie. S.-. ..f State, to Mr. Hicks, niin. to Peru, Nov. 0, 1801, S. Ex.
I)oc. 18, 53 Coug. y scss. 5. See, also, S. Kx. Doc. 4, 53 Cong. 3 sess, 27. See S.
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June 27, 1890, Mr. Olney, Secretary of State, instructed Mr. Mc-
Kenzie, then United States minister at Lima, to press the case upon
the Peruvian Government. After reviewing the facts, and reciting

the treaty stipulations quoted in Mr. Buck's note tj Mr. Alzamora of

Sept. 3, 1888, Mr. Olney said :
" Upon the first presentation of the

claim Peru denied all liability on the ground that the injuries were
done by persons in insurrection against the Government, which was
at the time recognized as legitimate by the United States. That
position has, however, been completely abandoned. The acts of

Colonel San Ramon have been recognized as emanating from legiti-

mate authority. In fact, he was continued in charge of the prefec-

ture of Arequipa by the Government, which followed the agreement of

December 2, 1885, between Generals Caceres and Iglesias, and his

official conduct in that capacity was commended." Mr. Olney pro-

nounced " utterly untenable," upon the evidence in the case, the charge

that the railroad had given aid to the Iglesias party, as well as the

intinuition that MacCord had connived at the escape of the locomo-

tive, and declared that, even had the fine been legally imposed on the

company, '* Mr. MacCord could not, with any show of justice or pro-

priety, have been imprisoned and subjected to unusual harshness and

threatened with death, for the company's failure to pay it." " Even
had the country been under martial law, MacCord would have been

entitled," said Mr. Olney, in conclusion, " to at least a regular trial

by court-martial. Without trial, with no evidence of criminality

adduced against him, in defiance of natural justice, of international

law, and treaty obligation, this American citizen was cast into prison,

subjected to unusual harshness, and threatened with death, in order

to extort from him the payment of a fine illegally assessed against

the railroad (oni})any, which, even had it been rightfully imposed,

MacCord was under no obligation to pay. The liability of Peru to

make to ]Mr. MacCord a proper indenmity for this treatment is too'well

established by the facts and too well settled upon principles of inter-

national law to admit of further controversy or discussion. The^only

(juestion which this Ciovernment can regard as an open one is that of

the amount of indenmity and the time and mode of payment. Upon
this this Department would be glad to have an expression from the

Peruvian (lovernment." "

^[r. McKenzie was subsequently advised that the amount of Mac-

]{ei»t. !fJ7. .">.*', ('(Hit;. .'? st'ss., Feb. 14, 189"), subiiiittiiiK a resolution requesting that

the investiKiition of the chiim be continuetl ; and S. Mis. Doc. 107, 53 Cong. 3

sess., containing the text of tlie resolution.

1 Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. McKenzie, niin. to Peru, June 27, 189G, S.

Doc. 7. r).") Cong. 1 sess. 4-7. See, also, S. Kept. 1001, .^>4 Cong. 1 sess.; and, for

a statement of MaeCord's attorney, and certain other pai)ers, S. Doc. (M, 54

Cong. 1 sess.
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Cord's claim was $:)0.000;" and ho was also instructed to urge a

M'ttlcnuMit.'' The IVnivian (lovcrnment, after twice requesting an

opportuiiitA to study tlic caso, stated that the department of justice

ha<l -ordoivd (lie iiiimcdiato initiation in Arequipa of the corre^

spondiiig judicial smnmarv regarding the occurrences of 1885," and

tliat, as M)on as the -judicial proceedings,'' which were, "indispen-

s:d>l»' for the due repression of acts denounced as punishable and for

the exact knowledge of the same'' by the foreign office, were ended,

a decision would be made in regard to the demands of the United

States.' Mr. Olney replied that, as the case had been pending for

many years, and both the facts and the law relating to it were thor-

oughly understood by l)()th (iovernments, there was no occasion or

excuse for further delay on the part of Peru in settling the claim.

Mr. McKenzie was therefore instructed to say that the United States

was •* una!)le to i)erceive any further cause for holding this case under

consideration." The claim, it was added, was, in the judgment of

the Tnited States, "clearly made out and should be paid," and any

further delay could but have the "a})pearance of a desire to evade or

postpone the jx-rformance of an undeniable obligation." "^

By a protocol, signed at A^'ashington, May 17, 1898, it was agreed

to refer to the Kt. Hon. Sir Samuel Henry Strong, P. C., chief jus-

tice of the supreme court of the Dominicm of Canada, *'tlie question

of the amount" of the indenuiity to be i)aid to the United States on

account of the claim. Ilis award fixed the indemnit}' at $40,000.

S«f rn'si<lciit McKiiilcy. aiimiiil nu'ssuKc, Dec. 5, IS'JS, For. Hel. ISOS,

l.XXX.

Jidy -20, iss,"), a force of sixteen armed and uniformed men, belong-

ing to the party of (Jeneral Caceres, proceeded to the farm of J. II.

llayball. a citi/en of the Cnited States, residing in Peru, and seizing

him tlcmanded of him twenty horses, the same number of rifles, anct.^

a large amount of aunnunition. lie did not possess the rifles or

auMMunitiou, and. standing on his rights as an American citizen and
A rican con>-ulir agent at Chimbote, refused to give up his horses.

\\\< animals to the number of eighty wei-e then seized; his store was
pillaged, and hi> orchai'd laid waste, and he was forced to provide

for his ca|)tor> during the night. Of his animals all but twenty-eight
were -iibMM|uciilly returned to him, but on the 4th of the following
month eiirlit more hoi->es were taken from him in a similar manner.

" S. It.M-. 7. ."..". Con;:. I scss. i:',.

'• S. l>o< . 7. ."..". Coim. 1 sess. IC.

'• It. l;iv.i .\i:ii.rn. iniii. of for. rcl.. to Mr. Neill. charge, Dec. 2H, IStx;, S. Doc.
7. .'V> Con^:. 1 sc'^-<. I'.t.

''.Mr. (Hiie.v. S. . .
of state, to .Mr. .\eiU, cliiirKe, Dec. '2S, 181)0, S. Doc. 7, 55

(
'< 'iijc. 1 .ses.><. ITJ.
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Mr. Hayball went to Chimbote to complain to the commander of the

whole force. Iledress was promised him, but the promise was not

fulfilled. He was also made to pay his land tax for the year then

current, and was afterwards made to pay it over again by the repre-

sentative of the other party. Mr. Hayball submitted his case to the

Department of State, which instructed the American minister at

Lima to demand " a suitable redress, both for the insult to this

Government in the person of its consular agent, and for the personal

injuries to the claimant." In 11)01 the Government of Peru paid to

the United States the sum of 8,000 soles in settlement of the claim,

with a declaration that the payment of the money was to be con-

sidered as a proof of good will and was not to be considered as a

precedent.

For. Kel. 1901, 427-430.

The Venezuelan Government is liable, under her admission in the

protocol, for all claims for injuries to or wrongful seizures of prop-

erty by revolutionists resulting from the recent civil war.

Duffiold, umpire, Gerruau-Venezuelau mixed commission, protocol of Feb-

ruary 13, 1903, case of Kummerow aud other cases, lialstoii's Report,

520, 549-559, 502, 574.

Followed by Gutierrez-Otei-o, umpire, Spanish-Venezuelan mixed commis-

sion, protocol of April 2, 1903, case of Padron and other cases, Ral-

ston's Report, 923, 931.

Filtz, umpire, French-Venezuelan mixed connuission, i)rotocol of Feb. 27,

1903, held, in the case of Acquatella, Bianchi, et al., without assign-

ment of reasons, that the Venezuelan Government was liable for the

acts of revolutionists. (Ralston's Report, 487.)

It was held, however, by Duffield, as umpire of the German-Venezuelan

mixed commission, in the case of Van Dissel & Co., that damages

were not allowable under international law for the acts of revolu-

tionists, and he so ruled in a case not arising in the particular civil

war, as to which the Venezuelan Government luul in his opinion

admitted its liability by the terms of the protocol. (Ralston's

Rei»ort, 5(;5, 573.)

4. Indemnity fob Acts oi^ Successful Revolutionists.

§ 1047.

It was assumed that the course of the Diaz administration in

refusing to recognize claims based on forced loans, notwithstanding

that tlie illegality of such loans had been declared by the supreme

court of Me.xico, would " not be applied to such loans enacted by the

officers of Diaz, prior to his elevation to the presidency and for the

purpose of that advancement.'"' This assumption Avas made because

it was sujjposed that the obje(;tion usually urged that the regular

Government was not accountable for acts of insurgents would not
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" Im' |)U'iulo<l ill this case, as tho insurtront has become the regular

crovci-imu'iit."" The l('«rati()ii was therefore directed to urge a recog-

nition and |)aynient of ihr chiiin.

Mr. KvMits, Sec. of St:itt>. to Mr. I-'ostiT, uiin. to Mexico, No. G15, April 4,

1S7!». MS. lust. .Mexico. XIX. Tm*).

In is^l. a «|nantity of irnano at ^follendo, rem, belonging to an

American lirni, was seized by the (lovernnient of General Caceres,

which was then established in the city of Arequipa. An applica-

tion was at the time made for relief to the Govennnent at Lima, but,

as Mollendo was then in the power of (General Caceres, that Govern-

ment was unai)le to take any steps towards protecting the guano, and

eventually the whole of it was disposed of by the forces of General

Caceres for the l)enefit of his government. At that time, General

Caceres was the head of one of the contending governments in Peru,

none of which was recognized as exercising supreme control over the

whole of the national territory. Subsequently, however. General

Caceres was installed and recognized as ccmstitutional president of

(he I{e|)ublic. On thes(> facts, the American legation at Lima was

instiMicted to insist upon an indenmity for the loss of the guano. It

wa> not intended, said the Department of State, to question the

])rincii)l<' that a sovereign is not ordinarily responsible for the acts

of insurgents wlutm he could not control, but the present case rested

on entirely ditl'erent grounds. "The guano which was seized was
a|)|iro|)i-iate(l to sustain a cause which has become national by the

voluntary action of tlie i)eo])le of Peru, its chief representative being

at the i)i-cM'nt time the duly elected and installed constitutional

executive of the Ivej)ul)lic.*'

.Mr. It.i.viinl. Sec. of StMto. to Mr. Buck, iiiiii. to Peru, No. 84, Aug. 1.'5, 1880,

.MS. Inst. IVru. XVll. L'l'S.

TIm* .Viiicriciui minister witlilield tiie prosontation of tlie case in .•nrord-

nncc Willi tlu' wishes of the clainiinits while they were eiidejivorinic

to elTect M priviite settlement, and liis action was api)roved, with an
insinKiion not to tai<e fnrtlier action till he should have been spe-

.iti.ally 'iiistni.led so to do. (Mr. Ilayard to Mr, Buck, No. 100,

o.t. IS. l.vsc. MS. Inst. rern. XVll. L'4!».)

.\s to IIm- re<o:.'nilioii ..f tlie Caceres p)verinnent, see supra, § 54.

.Fune s. is!i:>,. Mr. (Jresham. Secretary of State, enclosed to Mr.
^nnng. mini-ter to llon<hiras. (he memorial of Mrs. Oteri, a citizen of
(he I'nited Sta(e^. |)refcrringa claim against the (lovernment of Ilon-

dnra- in <-onnec(ion wi(h her steamer, the ./rw/>/j Otcn, Jr. She
claiiiMMl ( 1 I

s_'-j.ss<i.<i.-, f,„- I,,.M's resulting from the detention of the
steamer .lunnLr the fruit season hy Honduran insurgents under com-
mand of Co1..im1 Nnila. at (he |)ort (.f Ceii)a, and (2) $U),9r)4.:50 for

<lamage.- resulting from the subsequent denial to the steamer of en-
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trance into Ilondiiran ports. All the acts complained of took place

in July, 1H{)'2. As appears by decree of September 5, 1899, the Hon-
duran (lovernment settled the claim for $2,500 in gold. The decree

recited that it was a fact capable of proof that Colonel Nulla detained

the steamer and used it in his expedition to Trujillo with the consent

of the ca])tain and other officers, and that it consequently was only

natural that the authorities of the titular government should after-

wards exclude the steamer from entering the ports of the country.

The decree, however, further declared that, as the new government of

the country arose out of the revolutionary movement begun by Col.

Xuila at Ceiba, it was possible to treat the matter " from a benevo-

lent standpoint," and that the sum in question was paid " not as an

indemnity for damages, but as payment for services lent by the

steamer.-'

For. Kel. 1899. .352-354.

In December, 189-1, the commander of a revolutionary force in Peru

demanded of William Fowks, an American citizen engaged in busi-

ness at Tumbez, the sum of 400 soles for the use of the insurgent

f(jrces. The money was refused, and the insurgent commander then

cast Mr. Fowks into prison and kept him there without food, water,

or bed for twenty-four hours, when he yielded. Fearing further

exactions Mr. Fowks, after his release, left Peru. In 189G he pre-

sented to the Department of State a claim against Peru for the 400

soles extorted from him and for indemnity for his imprisonment and

sufferings and consequent losses. It appeared that during the revo-

lution Tumbez was held by the regular government forces, but was

abandoned by them on the approach of the insurgent forces. The
revohition, which lasted about six months, was successful, and
resuUed in the establishment of the government whose cause it

asserted. From the date of Fowks's imprisonment till the inaugu-

ration of the provisional government the revolutionary forces occupied

Tuml)ez, though the rest of the department in which it is situated

was in the hands of the government forces. The connnander of the

insurgent forces, which occupied Tumbez and imprisoned Fowks, was

Colonel Seminario. a nephew of the person who became second vice-

l)resident of Peru and a member of the Peruvian Congress. The
insurgents at the time when Fowks was imprisoned had not been

recognized by the United States. By Article XV. of the treaty be-

tween the Ignited States and Peru of 1887, which was in force at the

lime of the occurrence in question, the contracting parties engaged
" to give full and perfect protection to the persons and property of

the citizens of each<)ther ... who may be dwelling or transient

in the territories subject to their respective jurisdiction." The same

H. Doc. 551—vol G3
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ai-ticli' also ])r()vi(lo(l that tlic citizens of the one coimtry should not

1h' lialilc within the territory of the other to imprisonment without

formal commitment uiuU'r a leizal warrant, except in cases -flayrantis

(hlii ti, and that when detained in prison they should be treated with

hmnaniiy and without mmecessary severity. By Article II. of the

same treat V it was fiirthei- stipulated that they should not be called

on foi- anv forced loan or extraordinary contribution for any mili-

tary e.\|»e<rnion without bein^ indemnified in advance. "For the

treatment to which Mr. Fowks was subjected, in violation of express

|)royisions of (ivaty and of the principles of international law, the

Peruvian (Jovernment is," said the Department of State, "respon-

sible." The Department referi'ed to the correspondence in the Mac-

Cord case, and demanded for Mr. Fowks reimbursement of the

money extorted from him, with interest at the rate of six per cent

per amnnn, and an indemnity for his imi)risonment and ill treatment,

for which $.').()()() ^yas su<rfroste(l as a reasonable amount. The Depart-

ment held that a claim which Mr. Fowks sought to make for reim-

bursement of hiujself and his partners for the alleged enforced

abandonment of their business in Tumbez was not valid. In 1901

tile Peruvian (lovernment. " without entering into any discussion as

to th(> bas<>s of said claim, or perfoi'ining any act which might serv^e

to t'stablish a precedent either for or against analogous cases,"

ol!"ei-ed to i)ay the sum of ;i,00() soles silver in full settlement of the

claim, embi-acing the forced loan ami damages for imprisonment.

This oll'ei- was accepted and the claim thus adjusted.

Mr. lla.v. Sec. of State. t(. .Mr. Dudley. luin. to Peru, Nov. 21. 1808, For.

Hel. I'.Mil, 4:;(»; .Mr. Dudley to Mr. Hay, No. 466, April 8, 1901, id.

kWl -VM.

As the revolution in \'eney,uela of lS<)i), led by General Cipriano

Castro, proved to be successful, its acts, under a well-establisl>ed

principle of international law, are to be regarded as the acts of a

de facto iroM'rnmeiit.

I'.itiiihridp', coiiiiuissinner. delivering the opinion of the eoinmis.sion in

Di.\"s Case, tiiited States & Nenezuelan Mixed Commission, protocol

..f I <•!.. IT. r.to:;. Kalstons Uei.ort. 7. S. eitinj,' Shrigley r. Chile, United
States \ ciiilean .Mi.\«'d C(»iiimission, 181)2. Moore, Int. Arbitrations,
!\'. .'IT 12. iiiis view was allirnieil by Mr. Harge, umpire of the com-
iiiissinii. ill lleiiy"s Case, Kaistoii's Report, 22.

It was also followed by IMuiiiley. umpire, ease of the Bolivar Railway
Co.. r.ritisb Venezuelan .Mixed Commission, protoc-ol of Feb. i:{, V.M\,

It.ilstoiis Uei.ort. :;ss. where it is stated that the responsibility dates
fioiii the time the revolution besran : and in tlie case of the Puerto
< abello A; Valencia Railway Co.. Ralston's Re|X)rt, 4.'>.5, 4.W.

Al.so. i.v c.iytaiide .\yal:i. uiiii)ire. in the cases of Bovallins and Iledlund,
S\v..ii^li \. ii..y.iielaii Commission, iirotocol of March 10, 1903, Kal-
stou's Rcpuri, 'JjL',
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5. Paymj:nt of Duties to Insurgents.

§ 1048.

See, also, supra, §§21, !)8n.

In reply to an inquiry made by the British minister on the 31st of

December, 18G0, as to what position the United States proposed to

taive with regard to the action of the authorities of South Carolina

in assuming to regulate foreign commerce and exact duties on im-

ports at Charleston, the Department of State said that the payment

of duties to a person who Avas not an officer of the United States and

authorized by its laws to receive them would be a mispayment, and

that the clearance which might be obtained contrary to those laws

could not be regarded as valid by the Federal authorities, but that

the question whether the state of things existing at Charleston would

or would not Ix' regai'ded as a sufficient reason for not exacting the

penalties which might be incurred bv British subjects was a question

which nuist be reserved till it arose practically. Each case, said the

Department, would no doubt have its own peculiarities, and no

general assurance could be given concerning the intentions of the

President. "Any uncertainty on such a subject is in itself," said the

Department, " an evil which ought to be removed if it could be. But
the reliance which your lordship can not but feel on the justice of

this Government will no doubt quiet all ajDprehension of ultimate

wrong to British subjects, if such wrong can possibly be avoided."

Mr. Black, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, British miii., Jau. 10, 18(51, MS.
Notes to Great Britain, VIII. 383.

It may I»e superfluous to say that no claim for the repayment of duties

thus exacted was ever made hy the United States.

" If customs duties are demanded of merchants by the insurgents,

and they should be compelled to pay them, this should be done under

protest. The Colombian Government must understand that in no

instance of such compul.sory payment will this Government acquiesce

in another j)ayment of the same duties to the regular authorities."

Mr. Hunter, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, min. to Colombia, Sept. 11,

1S7.">, MS. Inst. Colombia, XVII. 2.

'" I have the honor to call your attention,to the inclosed copy of a

decree of the President of the United States of Colombia, which I am
informed by our consul at Barranquilla. under date of the 24th April,

was ])iiblished in the Official Gazette of the 12th February last, and is

dated the 10th of the same month.
" By Article I. of this decree the payment of custom-house dues in

any place incidentally occupied by rebel forces not only does not
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oxnupl tlio ro>;portivo imiwrtors of llio goods which have already paid

ihilio ((• tli«' iiisur<r('n(s iVoin thcii' ohliofatioiis to the national treas-

iirv. l>iit will 1k' a rear-on for addintr to such ()l)li<jations 50 per cent of

the amount of duties illcpilly paid, if iinniediate payment is refused,

and the collcclors are further instructed to proceed immediately to a

collection of >ucli du«'s. as also of the extra 50 per cent in case of

delav. and are reciuired to make a report to the treasurer of all such

iiii|)t>rlci> as lia\»' i)aid duties to the rebels.

'• Our consid at Rarranfjuilla informs me that on the 17th April the

foi-eipi coii>uls in Hai-raiKiuilla pi-otested collectively to the military

coiinnantler of the city a<rainst the decree in question. The reply of

the «reneral is herewith inclosed. It does not appear from the con-

sul's dispatch w hether this decree has been enforced and the duty been

actually collected, but it is probable that now that the rebellion is

partially overcome all means of raising revenue have been adopted,

and I desiri', in anticipation of the protests of our merchants, to

express the views of this (Jovernment on the subject.

" The ([uestion as to how far a government is responsible to its citi-

zens and foreigners within its borders for losses occasioned by insur-

gents may perhaps be oj)en to argument, but there can be no question

that no government has the right to inflict a punishment (for this

double tax. with su|)ei"added i)enalty, amounts to a punishment) on

neutral and |)<'acefid mei-chants who have l)een compelled by military

force to contribute against their will to the revolutionary funds or

su|)plies. as if such merchants were voluntarily aiding and abetting

the rebellion.

•'A go\ermuent is bound to use all j^roper measures to protect the

denizens within its borders from revolutionary acts, and in case it

fail- to insure such ])rotecti()n. it can not with any justice hold the

citizen^ of foreign nations responsible for its own weakness and fail-

ure to protect them. l)y imposing on them a penalty or fine for the*

very occurrences which the government itself Avas bound to avert.

Such a coiii-e (tf action as is authorized by the decree of the 10th

Fel»ruary would be especially objectionable as l)eing a retroactive

revenue uiea-ure at ports admitted to have been beyond the control of
the ( Joverniueiit at the time the rebel dues were paid. Should an
all<inpt be made to justify it on the ground of being in effect a fine

("V illicit trading w ith ports assumed to l)e embargoed, as mentioned
in th. President of Colombia's decree of the 5)th April, I must again
n-c the Mi-funient- in my note of the -Jlth ultimo to those decrees, and
'•""'' 'I'l 'ti;it a blockade must be eflicient to be recognized, and that
execiiti\. hHa-iin- I'elative to ports over which the Government has
no control can only be c()n>i<lered as nugatorv."'

Mr. Hayanl. Sc
. ,,r St:ite. f., Mr. I'.ecerra. ('()loiiil)iaii luin.. Jun9 1, 1885,

For. I{«'1. iss.-,. jr,<.(.
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A remonstrance against the decree of Feb. 10 was also maile by Mr.

Scruggs, Unitetl States minister at Bogota. The Coloml)lan minister

of foreign affairs, adverting to tlie circumstance that no American

names were on the list of i)ersons fined under the decree, intimated

that it never was intended to be enforced against neutral foreigners,

and he afterwards stated that it would be revoked. (For. Rel. 1885,

221-222, 229-230.)

The reply of the Colon)I)ian general, Senor Acevedo, of April 20, 188.5, to

the consul's protest of the 17th of the same month, intimated that

payment under com]»ulsion would be consideretl as an excuse. (For.

Rel. 188.">, 272.)

Dec. .*>, 1885, Mr. Becerra. the Colombian minister at Washington,

informed the Department of State " that the Colombian Government

by a decree issued ad hoc has declared that only the importers who
freely and voluntarily paid the Imposts levied on their imports to

the rebels who succeeded in getting iwssession of some of the said

ports of entry, are obliged to make the payment over again, together

with a penalty ; bona fide importers, who were compelled to pay

under duress, are in consequence free from all responsibility." (For.

Rel. 188.-). 280.)

The Department of State, replying to this note, said :
" The present decree

limits the above liability, restricting it to cases where the importers

freely and voluntarily paid duties to the reljels.

"Referring to the terms of my note of Jinie 1, respecting the first de-

cree, the Government of the United States assumes, in respect of this

supplementary decree, that no unreasonable proof will be required of

the involuntary character of the payments to the insurgent agents.

It is well known that in times of armed insurrection, when forced

loans and arbitrary extortion are resorted to, the usual forms of

protest are not permitted, and the parties levied upon are almost in-

variably constrained to submit, rather than run the danger of incur-

ring by a show of resistance doul)le burdens and greater loss.

" Even under the normal operation of Colombian laws a protest against

such levies may entail a penalty. This was the ca.se with the deci'ee

against which my note of June 1 last remonstrated, for it assumed to

add .-)0 ])er ceTit in the case of those merchants who should refuse

payment to the agents of the constitutional Government of duties

already paid by them to the insurgents when in sole control.

" In the disorganized and unprotected condition of society at the Colom-
bian ports in question during the period referred to. it would be in-

deed suri)rising to learn tliat any American importer there had been

permitted to make or file formal protest against the payment of cus-

toms duties to the rel>el authorities. Under such circumstances the

rational and ne<-essary presumption is that they yielded to ri.s major
and paid under duress, unless the contrary be distinctly shown.

"We trust that the manifest justice and reasonableness of this will be

l>orne in mind, in executing the Colombian decree now announceil by
you, which, regardless of all rational presumption, seems to throw
upon the sufferers the burden of proof that positive coercion was
resorted to against them." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.
Becerra. Colombian min., Dec. 11, 1885, For. Rel. 1885, 281.)

The titular government has no right to collect taxes on jjroperty

which have already been paid to a revolutionary government which
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had iraiiuMl .•onlrol over the portion of the national territory wherein

tlu' pn.ptTty i> located, and taxes so collocted must be returned.

nuiiilcy. uiMpire. ease of llie Santa Clara Estates Company. British-

VeiieziH'lau mixed eomniission. protocol of Feb. 1.'^, 1903, Ralston's

IJrport. 'VM.

S(H'. also. oi)inion of Kalston, umpire, ease of Giiastini, Italian-Venezuelan

mixed commission, protocol of Feb. U, 1903, Ralston's Report, 730.

xni. \i:iTh'AL HianTs and nuTiEff.

1. Violation ok Neutral KuiHTS.

§ 1049.

In numerous cases dama<ros have been obtained from bellitjerents

for spoHations, in viohition of the rights of neutrals.

" T have it in char^re from the President to assure the merchants of

the Tnited States concerned in foreign commerce or navigation, that
,

(hie attention will be paid to any injuries they may suffer on the high

seas or in foreign countries, contrary to the law of nations or to ex-

isting treaties, and that on the forwarding hither of well-authenti-

cat<'(l evidence of the same, proper proceedings will be adopted for

their relief."

Mr. .IctTerson. See. of State, to Messrs. Duke & Co., Aug. 21, 1793, 4 Jef-

ferson's \\'orl\s, .">!.

It is estimated that under Art. VIT. of the Jay treaty, citizens of

the Tnited States recovered $11.()."»0.()00 from the British Government
on account of violations of the rights of neutral American connnerce.

.M.M.rc. Int. .Vil.itrations. I. .'U4.

Tnder the claims convention with France of April 1^0, 1803, in-

demnity for Flench spoliations was made to a large amount; while,

under the convention of July 4, 1831, indemnity was obtained for

later spoliations to the amount of 2r>.()()().()()() francs.

.Moon-. Int. Arbitrations. V. 44:M. 41t;0; as to tlie Spanisb indeinnitie.s of

ISI!) and lS.-'.4. see id. 44!m;, 4 .",;{:',
; as to tlic Danisli indemidt.v of 18:W,

se«> id. 4.>j;i; as to tlie Ncajiolitan indcmnit.v of 1832, see id. 4575.

2. I'aIMKK to rKUKOKM .NkCTKAL DUTIES.

i^ 10.")0.

I'.y Art. VII. of the treaty with Great Britain of Nov. 19, 1794,
comiuonl.v < all,,! tlic - Jay treaty."' the Fnited States set the example
of undertaking io mak.- pecuniary indemnity for the failure to per-
form the duties of nnuralily. by agreeing to refer to a mixed commis-
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sion the claims of British subjects for " loss and damage b}' reason

of the capture of their vessels and merchandise, taken within the

limits and jurisdiction of the States and brought into the ports of the

same, or taken by vessels originally armed in portg of the said

States." Under this stijDulation awards were made against the

United States to the amount of $143,428.14.

The example thus set was followed at Geneva, in the proceedings of

the tribunal of arbitration under the treaty of May 8, 1871, which

a'warded to the United States the sum of $15,500,000 on account of

the depredations of the Alahama and certain other Confederate

cruisers fitted out in British jurisdiction. The United States de-

manded compensation for the following classes of losses and expendi-

tures, so far as they grew out of the acts of the cruisers, viz: 1. " Di-

rect losses growing out of the destruction of vessels and their cargoes."

2. " The national expenditures in the pursuit of those cruizers." 3.

" The loss in the transfer of the American Commercial Marine to the

British flag." 4. " The enhanced payments of insurance.'' 5. '' The
prolongation of the war, and the addition of a large sum to the cost

of the war and the suppression of the rebellion." It w^as denied by

Clreat Britain that a submission of all the claims to arbitration car-

ried with it the right of the arbitrators to take into consideration all

the elements of loss, and it was insisted that the tribunal had no

right, under the terms of the treaty, to take classes three, four, and
five into consideration in its estimate of damages. The United States

denied this proposition, and contended that the tribunal was invested

with power to decide the question of the extent of its jurisdiction.

The tribunal, without deciding that question, held that " these claims

do not constitute, upon the principles of international law applicable

to such cases, good foundation for an award of compensation or com-

putation of damages between nations, and should, upon such prin-

ciples, be wholly excluded from the consideration of the Tribunal, in

making its award, even if there were no disagreemejit between the two

Ciovernments as to the competency of the Tribunal to decide thereon."

And in regard to the second of the above items of loss, the Tribunal,

in its award, decided thus: '• "\Miereas, so far as relates to the par-

ticulars of the indemnity claimed by the United States, the costs of

pursuit of the Confederate cruizers are not, in the judgment of the

Tribunal, properly distinguishable from the general expenses of the

war, carried on by the United States: The Tribunal is therefore of

oj)inion, by a majority of three to two voices, that there is no ground

for awarding to the United States any sum by way of indemnity

under this head."

Moore. Int. Arbitrations. T. .''.I;". ?A'.\\ .7. C. W. Davis. Notes. Treaty Vol.

{177r.-18S7), i:«4: Mooro. AnuM-ican Dii)lon)acy. 49. m.
For tlu' (jJeneva award, see infra, § 13^30.
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It is luMiiitaiiH'il l>.v Sir W. lliMcourt (Ilistoricus. 101. 102) that whon

iiciitnil ritrlits iiav*' Iircii liivadod )>.v oiio iK'Hij^ci-fut to tlu' injury of

anollitr. Ilii- iattt-r. ••who. thoUL'li lio may liavo sustained injury, has

sutT<M<-(l tiic violation of no rijiht. has no dofiiiite or .hnvful ehiiin

ti|i(in III.- n< Mitral lor reparation. IIo may in-jie ui)on the neutral, hy

way nf rcmoiistr.incr. tlio dtity of obtaining redress for him at tlie

hands of the olTender : this, liowever. is oidy a duty of imperfect ohli-

;:ation. lie can not demand at the hands of the neutral, as of ri^ht.

.-..iiiix iis.ition for tlu> injury he may have sust.iined. nor can he impose

n|MMi the neutral the duty (tf ohtainini: for him any remedy heyoutl

lli;it whiih may lie had over persons or thiiii^s which may he infra

inn sill ill. and c-oiise<in<'iitly within th(> neutral jurisdiction." To this

en<Ht is cited The .\mie. .". Wheat. 4:\~<
; Story. .1.; 1 Kent Com. 110,

ll'.i. I'Jl. r.ut .Tudi.'e Holmes (in his note to 1 Kent Com. 117) says:
•• 'I'he text iliM's not seem to hear out the conclusion just stated. In the

w<'ll-known <as«' of the (Iciirrat Annstroiu/, the I'nited States made a

claim a^'ainst rortuiral for not i)reventing the destruction of a United

States privateer hy Hritish vessels, when lying in a I'ortuguese

harlM»r. during the war of ISIL*. The case was suhmitted to Louis

.\apol«H»n. then rresideiit of the French Kepuhlie, who held that

I'ortngal was excused, even admitting the principle that a neutral

might he liahle under such circum.stances, hy the alleged facts that

the garrison was feehle. and that the American connnander had not

ajipliiHl in jiroper time to tiie local olHcers for protection, hut had

resisted the .ittack with arms, thus himself violating the neutrality

iif the terriliny. Wheaton. Lawrence's note, 217; Wheaton, Dana's

note. •Jos. In 1 ristoye et l>uvertly, Traite des Prises Maritimes,

loT. .1 cnntrary doctrin*' to that of Ilistoricus is laid down."

(Ml geiicr.il principles, as is .ihove slkown. a neutral may, by failure to

perfurm the duties of neutrality, make iiimself liable to a belligerent

whu sulTers from such failure.

Ill 177'.» (":i|)taiii Landais. of the Aninri<<\ of the squadron under

.Foliii Paul J()iie>. captured three British vessels and carried them

into liei-nrcii. Norway, then under the Danish crown. On demand of

the Hriti>li iiiiiiist<'r thev were seized by the Danish Government and

re-t(»red to their ow iK'rs on the iri'ound thiit, as Denmark had not

ackniiwlcdi:c(j the indc])eiidence of the I'nited States, the prizes

cuuld not li<- coii>idere(l lawful. In a note to M. Bernstorf. Danish

iiiini-ier of fiticiirn allairs. Deceinher -J'i. 1771). Franklin asked that

the (.rder of ic~toiat ion he repealed, or that, if it had been executed,

the value of the prize-, which was estimated at t.lO.OOO, should be

paid by DeiiiuarU to the rnite<l States. M. Bernstorf a*iswered

c\a~i\ely. ihouoh in >ub<tan<e he pleaded duress as an e.xcuse for the

Older, wjiich had i»een carried into eU'ect. The United States con-

linncd to |iie--. the claiiu foi- indeiunity, but without success. By
ihc ;irt of Manh •Js. IMM". (C. Stat. f.l). Uon^n^ess ai)propriated $4,000

to '» pai.l to Landai- as prize money on account of the caj)tures.

The >etil. hiciii of claiiu> a<:aiii-t Denmark, made by the convention

of .March •-'-. l--:'.<t. wa- con-trued by the rnited States as not em-
bracin*: the claim on ac.ount of the lierL'en prizes. By the act of
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March 21, 1848 (9 Stat. 214), Congress authorized the Secretary of

the Treasury to pay the legal representatives of Jones and of the

officers, seamen, and marines their just proportions of the value of

the prizes, after deducting from Landais's share what he had received

under the act of 1806.

Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 4572.

Lnwrenee's Wheaton (.Id.etl.), note 10, p. 41; House Report, 3S0, 25

Cons. 2 sess. ; II. Ex. Doe. 2(>4, 28 Cong. 1 sess.

In May, 1814, Mr. W. G. Miller, agent of the United States at

Buenos Aj'res, made to that Government an unsuccessful application

for indemnity for the capture within its waters in 1812 of the ship

Ilope^ Obed Chase, master, by the British frigate Nevens. The appli-

cation was renewed in November, 1827, by Mr. Forbes, charge d'af-

faires of the United States at Buenos Ayres, under instructions of

December 21, 182G. The minister of foreign relations promised to

take the case into consideration. Mr. Forbes's attention was again

called to the matter on April 29, 1830. On June 30, 1840, Mr. For-

syth, as Secretary of State, brought the case to the attention of Gen-

eral Alvear, minister of Buenos Ayres at Washington. Mr. Forsyth,

who seems to have been under the imjDression that the claim had not

previously been presented, said he presumed that the proposition

would not be contested that it was the duty of the Buenos Ayres

Government for the time being, as a neutral power, " to have pre-

vented the capture referred to, and that, by failing so to do, it became

accountable to the suffering parties." General Alvear apparently

did not reply to Mr. Forsyth's note, and on December 28, 1841, Mr.

Weljster stated that a further communication would be made to him.

The claim seems eventually to have been allowed to lapse.

Mr. Brent, Acting See. of State, to Mr. Verplanelv, M. C, April 20, 1830,

2.3 MS. Dom Let. 331; Mr. Brent, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Forbes, cliarge d'affaires to Buenos Ayres, No. 12, April 20, 1830,

MS. Inst. y. States Ministers, XIV. 70: Mr. Forsyth, See. of State,

to General Alvear, June 30, 1840. MS. Notes to Argentine Leg. VI. 7

;

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. McKeon, M. C, Dec. 28, 1841, 32

MS. Dom. Let. 134.

The destruction of the American armed brig General Armstrong

by a British man-of-war, in the harbor of Fayal, in 1814, gave rise to

a long-continued correspondence, which resulted, in 1851, in an

agreement to refer the claims growing out of it to " the arbitrament

of a sovereign, potentate, or chief of some nation in amity with both

the high contracting parties." The President of the French Republic

(afterwards Napoleon III.) was selected as the arbiter. His decision

was adverse to the United States. Congress afterwards made an

appropriation for the relief of the claimants.

Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1071.
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XIV. DKFEXSES.

1. Takt I'aymknt.

§ 1051.

Surli paymont, when on arroimt, only bar.*^ pro tanto, but the ac-

ooijtancc by clainiaiits from the Govornment of a sum smaller than

that claimed in full of thoir donuuul. without protest or objection, is

a valid and bindi!i<r compromise of the demand, and a bar to a suit

therefor ajjainst the (lovernment.

I'nited States r. Child, 12 Wall. '2:\2; Unltod States v. Justice, 14 id. 535.

-. IjImitation and Prescription.

§ 1052.

'• Tt appears from the correspondence of Mr. Livingston with the

minister for foreign affairs, that the recognition of the claims of our

citizens was at first objected to on the ground that a certain ' Law of

l*iiblic Credit ' of Ecuador required all claims against that Republic

to b«' |)resented jjrior to the ISth of May, 1848. This objection, how^-

ever. seems to have been subsequently waived; but as Mr. Livingston

intimates that it may hereafter be renewed, it is proper that you

should 1h» api)rize(l of the views of the Department upon the subject.

'• This (lOveiMiment can never allow any claims of our citizens

which it may think projx'r to ))resent to another government, to be

rejected on account of a uuniicipal law of the foreign government
like that in (piestion.

" The claims of our citizens against the Government of Ecuador
are based uj)on acts conunitted by authorities of the late Republic

of ('()loiul)ia, contrary to the law of nations. \o law' of the Republic

of Ecuador can sevei- or weakiMi ol)ligations to redress injuries thus

inflicted. It is essential to the dignity of a state that it should con-

sult its own convenience in j)referring complaints of this character.

This by no means implies a n<*cessity for trenching upon the just

j)ren)<:atories [prerogatives] of the debtor government. On the con-

trary, the delay may and often does spring principally from a regard
to the cir<-umstanc<'s of the debtor govei'ument itself. This has been

euq)hatically our own cas<' with reference to Ecuador. That country,
ever -ince the dissolution of the Colouilnan Confederacy, had had so

litijf -lability in its government and had been so constantly the scene
of -.iniriiinary and iini)overishing civil wars, tluit we felt reluctant

ev. I, ;•. mention our demands. As soon, however, as those tokens of

adversity tlniv hecame mitigated enough to warrant the steps, we
dispatched a < liaiL'''' d'aHaires thither chiefly for the purpose of prose-

cuting the claims. Consequently, the reference of that Government
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to the law adverted to as a bar to them can be viewed in no other

light than as an ungenerous requital and in fact be construed as a

notice to our representative that he had arrived too late. An acqui-

escence by us in the position assumed, would subject us to the imputa-

tion of sacrificing the rights of our injured citizens to a mistaken

forbearance towards their aggressors. If, therefore, the law referred

to should again be mentioned as an impediment to the adjustment of

the claims, you will in a firm, decided yet respectful manner declare

that it can never be acknowledged as such by this Government."

Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Van Alen, min. to Ecuador, No. 1,

July 10, 1849, MS. Inst. Ecuador, I. 12.

Even admitting that a government may fix a limitation of time for

the presentation of international claims, this would afford no justifi-

cation for fixing a time unreasonably brief, and the tacit consent of

a claimant government to such a measure can not be deduced from the

fact that it did not expressly object to it.

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dudley, min. to Peru, No. 190, March 28,

1899, MS. Inst. Peru, XVIII. 159.

There is no statute of limitation as to international claims, nor is

there any presumption of payment or settlement from the lapse of

twenty years. Governments are presumed to be always ready to do

justice, and whether a claim be a day or a century old, so that it is

well founded, every principle of natural equity, of sound morals, re-

quires it to be paid.

Mr. Cralh'N Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Crump, Oct. 30, 1844, MS. Inst. Chile,

XV. r,n

" It was the wish of this Government that the private property of

both Mexicans and foreigners in Mexico should be unharmed by the

forces of the TTnited States in that country or should not be taken

for their use without a just compensation. This intention was ex-

emplified in numerous instances of redress when injuries were com-

mitted by volunteers and others. Probably it would also have been

fulfilled in the case which Baron Gerolt has been instructed to pre-

sent, if the complainant had not neglected to appear at the time and

place appointed for the investigation. This Government has a

right to consider this as a waiver of the cause of complaint, which

could scarcely at this late period be examined with any prospect of

reaching the whole truth in regard to it."

Mr. Murcy. Sec. of State, to Baron Gerolt, Prussian min., June l.'i, 1854,

MS. Notes to Prussian Lejj. VII. 1.5.

Sec Air. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Amadore, March 10, 1881. l.*?n MS.

Dom. Let. 472.
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"
I i-ccoinnKMul tliat soino siiitahlo i)rovision ho made,, by the creation

(if a special court or hy conferring the necessary jurisdiction upon

some appropi-iatc (ril)unal. for the consi(UM'ation and determination

of the (laims of aUens a<rainst the (iovernment of the United States

wliich have aiisen within some reasonable limitation of time, or

which mav hereafter arise. excliidin<i: all claims barred by treaty

l)rovi>ions or otherwise. It has been found impossible to fjfive proper

consideration to these claims by the Executive Departments of the

(iovernment. Such a tribunal would afford an o])portunity to aliens

other than British subjects to j)resent their claims on account of acts

committed airain>t their persons or property during the rebellion, as

also to those subjects of (Jreat Britain whose* claims, having arisen

sub-e(nient to the 0th day of .Vpril. ISC)."), could not be presented to

the late commission oriranized pursuant to the provisions of the

Treaty of Washington."

rr('si(l<Mit (Jrant. anini:il iiiessngo, Doe. 7, IST."). For. Rol. 1875. I. xiir.

'* When claimants on whom ostensibly rests the charge of aiding an

insurrection against the Ignited States decline to press their claim

befoi'o a tribunal before which, when the evidence was on all sides

attainable, the cliarge could have been judicially disposed of, and then

wait twenty years before bringing the claim before this Department,

which. l)y reason of its organization, has no means of taking testi-

mony as to disj)uted facts, and which, even if it could, would at this

late date find these facts obscured by the lapse of time, then such

claimants can not, under that common system of ethical jurisprudence

which is acknowledged by Sj)ain as well as by ourselves, be admitted

to a hearing unless they produce a strong array of testimony to dis-

prove their culpability, but also give satisfactory explanation for their

delay in presenting their case. The same i)resum])tion may be almost

as stiongly drawn fiom the delay in making apj^lication to this De-
part ment foi- I'edress. 'Time,' said a great modern jurist, following

therein a >till gi'eatei- ancient moralist. * while he carries in one hand
a scytln' by which he mows down vouchers, by which unjust claims

can be dispi-oved. carries in the other hand an hour-glass, which
determines the i)eii()(| after which, for the sake of peace, and in con-

foirnity with sound j)<)litical i)hilosoj)hy, no claims whatever are

p<'rMiitt«'d to ))(• pi-esse»|/

"The rule is sound in morals as well as in laAV, and applies with
jM'culiar force to claims infected with taints which the claimants
nfii-e to -ubmit to judicial examination when the facts are attain-

al.lr."

Mr. I'.M.vMnl. Se.-. of state, to Mr. Mtiruafia. Si)aii. niiii.. Dee. .S, ISSfJ, For.
Hfl. IssT, Kil.-, l((L>L'.
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" When by treaty or diplomatic arrangement a tribunal is consti-

tuted for the settlement of international claims, a party Avho neg-

lects to present his case to the tribunal, before which it is cognizable,

and delay's subsequent action until the evidence on both sides must

necessarily have more or less passed out of reach, will be required

to present, by affidavits, a \ev\ strong and ])lain case accounting for

such delay and laches, in order to induce the Department to inter-

pose."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to INIr. Sutplieii, Jan. 0. 1888, 1(50 MS. Doin.

Let. 509.

It may be. observed that treaties or diplomatic arrangements by which

tribunals are constituted for the settlement of international claims

usually contain a stii>ulation by which all claims not presented to

such tribunals are expressly barred.

Delay in the presentation of a claim to the Department of State

till lapse of time and change of circumstances have rendered it

im2)ossible to establish all the facts in the case with the certainty

that contemporaneous investigations alone can afford, is a good

ground for refusing to present the claim to the foreign government

against which it is asserted.

Mr. r.ayar<l. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Morris and Fillette, July 28, 1888,

109 ilS. Dom. Let. 203.

" While international proceedings for redress are not bound by the

letter of specific statutes of limitations, they are subject to the same

presumptions, as to payment or abandonment, as those on which

statutes of limitation are based. A government can not any more

rightfully press against a foreign government a stale claim which

the jTarty holding declined to press when the evidence was fresh than

it can permit such claims to be the subject of perpetual litigation

among its own citizens,

'• It must be renieml)ere(l that statutes of limitations are simply

formal expressions of a great principle of peace which is at the

foundation not only of our own common law, but of all other systems

of civilized jurisprudence. It is good for society that there should

come a period when litigation to assert alleged rights should cease;

and this })rinciple. which thus limits litigation when wrongs are old

and evidence faded, is as essential to^he administration of justice as

is the j)rinciple that sustains litigation when wrongs are recent and

evidence fresh. ' Rules for the application of such limitations,' said

:\rr. Justice Swayne in AVood r. Carpenter. 101 IT. S.. 139, 'are vital

to the welfare of society and are favored in the law. They are found

and ai)proved in all systems of enlightened jurisprudence. They
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proiiiot*' ivposo by <]:ivin<T: security ami stability to human affairs. An
ini|>(»rtaiit public policy lies at their foundation. They stimulate to

activity and i)unish ne<rH«!:ence. While time is c(mstantly destroying

llu' evidence of rights, they supply its place by a presumption Avhich

renders proof unnecessary. Mere delay, extending to the limit pre-

M'ril>ed. is itself a conchisive bar. The bane and antidote go to-

gi'ther."

•• In the Knglish connuon law, long before statutes of limitation

took formal sliajje. this principle of peace was applied in the rulmgs

that indebtedness, which has existed for so long a period as to enable

its paynuMit or its extinguishment to be logically inferred, is to be

presumed to have been paid, ^^'hat this period is varies, so it has

always been held at connnon law, with extraneous conditions. In

newly-settled couuuunities, or in connnunities in Avliich men come and

go on c()m])ai'atively brief business errands, the period in which a

del)t is pi-esumed to be still alive is much shorter than it would be in

a conununity of persons of continuous residence, of settled business

habits, and with facilities Avhich enable the vouchers of the ])ast to be

carefully guarded, and witnesses of past transactions to be, within

the ordinary limits of life, a[>j)ealed to. When the questi(m is one

of di})lonuitic negotiation, then the circumstances of the nations

interested, as well as of individual clainuints, is to be taken into con-

sideration: the fact of intermediate war, for instance, when it does

not extinguish a claim, operates to excuse delay iii pressing it. But,

in all cases, when the rule to be applied is not one of statute, but of

conuuon or pul)lic law, then the (juestion of the presumption of the

I'tfect on indebtedness of laj)se of time is one to be settled by taking

into consideration not merely the general principle of peace above

stat«'(l. but all the conditions which would divert the application of

that pi-inci|)le to the i)articular case.''
I ...

Note uf Dr. KniiKis Wli.irtuii, Wharton's Int. Law Digest, § 2[V.) (Ap-

lu'iidix I, III. '.»7l.'.

••(ireat lapse of time is known to produce certain inevitable

n'>ult>, among which are the desti-uction or the obscuration of evi-

dence. l»y which the ('(piality of the parties is disturbed or destroyed,

and. as a c()nse<|uence, lenders the accomplishment of exact or even

approximate justice impossible. 7'h/ie itaclf is an unwiit'tcn statute,

i<i n pns,
. Courts of e(|uity coustantly act upon this principle, Avhicii

belongs to no code or system of nuuiicij)al judicature, but is as wide
iMhi )niivei--al in its operation as the range of human controversy.

A stale < laiin does not Ix'come any the less so because it happens
to Im' an iiiteinational one. and this tribunal in dealing with it

can not escape the obligation of an universally recognized principle,
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simply because there happens to be no code of positive rules by which
its action is to be governed."

Fiudlay, coiimiissioner, delivering the opinion of the commission in tlie

case of Ann Eulogia Garcia Cadiz v. Venezuela, No. 47, United States

and iVenezuelan Commission, convention of Dec. 5, 1885, Moore, Int.

Arbitrations, IV. 4190, 4203.

See, also, to the same effect, the able and exhaustive opinion of Little,

commissioner, speaking for the same commission, in the case of John
H. Williams v. Venezuela, No. 3(j, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. 4181.

3. Effect of War.

§ 1053.

" It was, among other causes, for the aggressions upon our com-

merce under the orders in council, that the United States made war
upon Great Britain; and, having negotiated a peace without stipu-

lation for indemnity in that particular, her case is widely distin-

guishable from that of France. If we were now to jjrefer a claim

against France for the many millions of which the citizens of the

United Statas were despoiled by her previous to the year 1800, and

for which no provision was made by the treaty of that year, there

might be some analogy in the cases, and, consequently, more force in

the argument."

Mr. Van Kuren, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rives, minister to France, July 20,

1S2!>, II. Ex. Doc. 147. 22 Cong. 2 sess. IS, 22.

See, as to the limited war with Fyance of 1798, Mr. Gallatin to Mr.

Monroe, Oct. 14. ISKJ, 2 Gallatin's Writings, 14.

" Mr. Gallatin having been applied to in 1827, to advocate a claim

for indenmity of an American citizen on the British Government

arising out of the capture and condemnation of vessels and cargoes

in 1809, and consequently prior to the war of 1812, wrote to the Sec-

retary of State :
* You will perceive by the inclosed copy of the

Treasury answer that this is one of the numerous cases of vessels con-

demned by the British courts either under illegal decrees or imder

false pretenses, and for which no indemnity was obtained by the

treaty of peace. You may rememlKU* that at Ghent we made a kind

of protocol for the purpose of preserving the rights of the United

States and of their citizens, notwithstanding that omission. The
claim may at any time be made, though certainly not with any expec-

tation that it will be entertained by Great Britain. I am not aware

that this has ever been done. However desirous to be useful to our

citizens. I would not venture on a step of this kind before the subject

had been fullv examined and the President had decided thereon.'

(Mr. Gallatin'to Mr. Clay, April 3, 1827, MS.)"

Lawrence's Wheaton (18G3), 878.
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Witli ivforoiioo to a flaim ajrninst Great Britain for a tract of land

in the Province of QucIk'c, the claim being based on certain trans-

;uli()iis wliiclj took place between the years 1784 and 180G, the Depart-

ment of State, after hol(Hn<r that diplomatic intervention was not

a(hnissil)Ie on \\w meiits, declined to reconsider the subject, not only

l»ecanse of the decision pi'evionsly made, but also because any diplo-

matic intervention was "rendered inadmissible'' by -the treaty of

(iheiit. •• Wiiile it is true," said the Department, "that that treaty

contains no stipulation ex])ressly barrin<>: claims that arose prior to

its >ijrnature, it is equally true, as a principle of law, that a failure

to insert in it a stii)uiation preserving such claims had the effect of

rendering them inadmissible as subjects of further diplomatic* action.

Snch has l)een tlie position uniforndy maintained not only by this

Depai-tment. but also by the treaty-making power itself. By the con-

vention between the United States and (Jreat Britain, concluded on

Fel)ruary s, l.s,"):^. for the general settlement of the claims of the

citizens or subjects of the one country against the Government of

the other, the jurisdiction of the connnission organized thereunder

was expi-essly limited to claims arising out of transactions of a date

snbseciuent to December 24, LS14. This provision merely recognized

the ])iincipie. wliich has been rei)eatedl3' applied by this Government,

that chiiins growing out of transactions that occurred during or prior

to the wai- of 1S12 were barred by the failure to revive and perpetu-

ate tiiem by the treaty of peace."

.Mr. l):iy. Sec. of Stnte, te .Mr. Grout, July 4, 1S08. 230 MS. Doni. Let. 100.

•• Tt is well known that tlie only indemnity which it is in the power
of .Mexico to malie in satisfaction of the just and long-deferred claims

of oni- citizens against hei', . . . is a cession to the United States

of a jxtrtion of hei' territory. ... A state of war abrogates

treaties previously existing Ix'tween the belligerents, and a treaty of
*'

|)eace puts an end to all chiims for indenmity for tortious acts com-
mitted under the authority of one govermuent against the citizens

or >Ml>jects of another, unh'ss they are provided for in its stipvdati<ms.

.V treaty of peace which would terminate the existing war, without

providing for indenmity. wouhl enable Mexico ... to relieve

her>elf fi-om her just liabilities."

I'rrsidciit folk, aiinu.il iiiossajre, Dec. 7. 1S47, S. Ex. Doc. 3, .30 CoiiR. I

scss. 7.

The siMtciiieiits coiitiiiiied in this p.issMKc are not, if considered as a gen-

• •r:il cnnnciation of doctrine, to i»e received in an absolnte sense,

jiltlion;:!! they were cornH-t as st:itements of the law touching the

chiiiiis Mirainst .Mexico. Wlien the war between the Tnited States

and .Mexico l.e>r;in. ;i convention between the two countries, eon-

chide»l in l.s;!'.». for the iidjnstnicnt of claims, remained in part unexe-
cuted

; uud the claims of eitizcus of the UuiteU States for " grievous
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wrongs perpetrated by Mexico " were recited by President Polk in

his special message of May 11, 1846, as one of tlie causes that jus-

tified and required the adoption by Congress of measures for carrying

on war. (S. Doc. 337, 20 Cong. 1 sess. 5.)

It is generally laid down by publicists that claims which form the

ground or cause of war perish with it unless they are provided for

in the treaty of peace. The treaty of Ghent has been held to have

put an end to previous claims against Great Britain for spoliations

on American commerce under the orders in council ; but these claims

formed one of the causes of the war of 1812, and the British pleni-

potentiaries at Ghent refused to entertain them.

" The mere fact of war can never extinguish any claim. If, indeed,

claims for indemnity be the professed ground of war, and peace be

afterwards concluded without obtaining any acknowledgment of the

right, such a peace may be construed to be a relinquishment of the

right, on the ground that the question has been put to the arbitrament

of the sword, and decided."

Mr. Webster, speech on the French Spoliation Claims, Jan. 12, 1835,

Webster's Works, IV. 162.

By Silas Wright and others, who opposed the payment of the French

sjMjliation claims, it was maintained that there was a state of war
between the United States and France in 1798 which had put an end

to the claims, but without regard to the view that was taken as to

whether there existed in 1798 an actual state of war, it was on all

sides admitted that the hostilities related to the claims which were

under discussion.

" Prirate rights, the prosecution of which is interrupted by war,

are revived by peace, although nothing may be said upon the subject;

for a peace is a return to a normal state of things, and private rights

depend not so much on concessions, like public ones, as on common
views of justice. And here we include not only claims of private

])ersons, in the two countries, upon one another, but also claims of

individuals on the government of the foreign country, and claims

—

private and not political—of each government upon the other exist-

ing before the war. The effect of a treaty on all grounds of com-

plaint for which the war was undertaken is to abandon them."

Woolspy, Int. Law (1901), §§ 160, 161.

The preponderant view of the authorities alxive cited is that the ques-

tion, whether claims arising prior to a war are put an end to by the

conclusion of a treaty of peace which is silent in regard to them,

depends ui>on the relation of the claims to the war and its causes.

Hall, referring to the effects of a treaty of peace, says that " it

puts an end to all jiretensions, and draws a veil over all quarrels, out

of which the war has arisen. It has set up a new order of things,

which forms a fresh starting-point, and behind which neither state

H. Doc. 551—vol 6 64
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may look, ^^'ar ronsoiiut'iitly can not be renewed upon the same

tfrounds."

Halleck says that "a treaty of peace (k)es not extinguish claims

unconnected witli the causes of wnv."

Hluntscidi declares that "• all the former differences are blotted out

bv the conclusion of peace, and all the former offences are forgotten.

A new war can be provoked only by new causes."

ll.ill. Int. Law. nil cd.. .".s:{; Ilallcck. Int. Law. ed. 1801, H't'A, citing Gro-

lius. Wlicatoii. K«'iit. and Wildiiian ; Rluntschli. Le Droit Int. Codi-

lit'. Paris (kI. INTO, by Lardy, art. 714.

The declaration of lUiintschli above (juotod has been cited as authority

for the jiroiMisition that a treaty of peace puts an end to all claims

antedating; the war. even though they hud no connection with its

catise. but it is doubtful whotlior it should be so construed.

"The treaty of peace does not extinguish claims founded upon

del)ts contracted or injuries inflicted previously to the war, and un-

comiected with its causes, uidess there be an express stipulation to that

effect."

Wlieaton. LawriMice's edition (ISd."!). ST7.

This is an e.\act reproduction of the lanjruaj^e of Vattel, Book IV.. chap. 11,

S '22.

Wharton, in his International Law Digest. II. (»73, § 240, says: "The
effect ()f a war. followed by a treaty of i)eace. is to extinsui^h such

claims by the citizens of one of the belligerents against the jrovern-

meiit of the other, as are not ])rovided for by the treaty of i>eace."

He pives no authority for this statement, except a reference to § 3."?7

of his work, which relates to a different subject. Immediately after

the statement above (pioted. he says: "War and subsequent peace

extinguish prior treaty obligations not relating to sovereignty," a

j)roposition that certaiidy can not be maintained. Such a rule

would place in the category of treaties abrogated by war the class

which has above all other been conceded not to lie affected by war.

namely, treaties securing rights of private property. (See, supn^
S 77It.

)

4. QCKSTION OK ('I.A!.MANT"s CU.VRACTER OR CONDUCT.

ij 1054.

Hy .\rticlo IX. of the treaty between the United States and Spain
of February -J-J. 1S1!>. the contracting i)arties nnitiutlly renoimced all

claims for damago or injuries sutl'ered prior to the signature of the

treaty. Hy .Vrticle XI. the Tnited States undertook to make satis-

faction to its own citizens to an amount not exceeding ^.'i.OOO.OOO, and
a rcMiiiiii^-ion wa- ap|)oinle(| to carry this stipulation into effect.

Among the claim- submitted to this commission was that of Richard
W. Meade for nearly half a million dollars for compensation for sup-
plies furnis^hed to the Spanish Govcrmnent and for damages for un-
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lawful arrest and imprisonment. The commissioners were at first

inclined to reject ISIr. INIeade's claim altogether, on the ground that,

as the largest part of it was for supplies furnished to the Spanish

Government to enable it to carry on the war with Napoleon, it was
inadmissible because of its contractual and unneutral origin. But,

before rejecting the claim, they decided to address an inquiry on the

subject to John Quincy Adams, who was then Secretary of State and
who had negotiated the treaty on the part of the United States. Ac-

cordingly, in a letter of jMarch 5, 1822, they stated that they had before

them several claims for indenmity growing out of the breach of con-

tracts by which citizens of the United States had stipulated to per-

form for Spain acts which, as citizens of a neutral state, they could

not perform without transgressing the acknowledged belligerent

rights of other nations with which Spain was engaged in open war,

and which would have subjected them to the just application of the

laws of war " and justified, nay, probably required,'' the United

States to abandon them to the " fate of war, without making any

reclamation *' in their behalf. The conniiissioners said that they

felt inclined to reject all such claims, and that nothing would operate

to change their opinion exce})t a clear communication that such a

construction would violate the intention of the high contracting

parties. ]Mr. Adams, on March 9, 1822, replied that it was not under-

stood or intended l)y the United States, nor, as he believed, by Spain,

that claims arising from contract should be excluded from the bene-

fit of the treaty, and that " no very subtle or punctilious scrutiny "

had l)een made of the '* absolute obligation " of the United States to

interpose in behalf of the claimants. It was, said Mr. Adams, the

need of the claimant and not the legal classification of his claim for

Avhich the assistance of the Government had been solicited, and the

(piestion whether among the contracts provided for there were some

upon which the United States, but for the treaty, must have eventu-

ally abandoned the claimants to the fate of war, was never a subject

of incpiiry. " Those claims, it is presumed, were," said Mr. Adams,
" not the less valid against Spain, nor were their prospects of real

satisfaction by Spain in any other manner believed to be different

from the rest."

Moor*-. Int. Arbitrations. V. 4502-4505.

Objection having been made to the payment of an indemnity to a

citizen of the United States, Avho had been wrongfully arrested in

Venezuela, on the groimd that he was not a person of [)ure moral

character, as was shown by his sui)se(iuent arrest in the United States,

the Department of State replied that, apart from the fact that the

charge made in the TTnited States was dismissed by the examining

magistrate, which implied that it lacked foundation, it could not be
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julinitlod thiit tlio iiicidoiit coultl lu' allowi'd to aflfet't the consideration

of w liat was due lo tlu' claiiiiaiit hy reason of the injury which he had

pi'cvioiislv siitl'ercd in \'eiieziKda.

Mr. I"n'rm,:.'liu.vscii. Sec of Stale, to Mr. llaker, iniil. to Venezuela, No.

.•'.IS. July s. 1SS4. -MS. Inst. X'cnc/.ut'la. III. 382.

In lh(> cax' of Iiefiiai'd Cainphell, a citizen of the United States,

\\\\i) made a claim a<rainst Ilayti. on account of bein^ l)eaten by

llavtian soldiei's and thrown into the .sea because he refused to serve

in tlie Ilaytian navy, the Ilaytian (loveninient denied liability on

the irronnd that tlieic was evidence tendin<r to show that Campbell

Unew when he left New "^'oi-k that he was to serve the instir^ent jrov-

ernment which, at the time of denial of lial)ility. had l)t'come the estab-

lislu'd <r()vei-mnent. With refeirnce to the contention of the Ilaytian

(loveniment. the Depailment of State said: " P^ven if it is admitted

as a fact that CampiH-U knew that he was expected to serve in the

insni<rent na\y. and when he ai'i'ived at Cape Haytien refused to do

so, this does not reli(>ve the Ilaytian (lovernment from liability for

the brutal treatment which he is shown to have received at the hands

of the Ilaytian soldiers."

Mr. (Hiiey. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sniytho, niin. to Ilaytl. No. 142, April 2,

IWM). MS. lust llayti. III. 500.

XV. f'OWIJR TO SHTTLE.

1. (JOVEKNMKNTAL CONTROL.

ij loruK

Aninnfr the rases submitted to the commissioners under the treaty

betw»'en the I'nited .States and .S|)ain of February 22, 1815)., was the

celebrated claim of Richard AV. Meade a«rainst Spain for $401,153.33,

which was demanded chiefly as comj)ensation for supplies furnished

t(» the .Sj)anish ( ioverinnent. but partly as damages for unlawful
strrest and imprisonment. Mr. Meade secured the diplomatic inter-

po>iti(»n of the I'nited .States in respect of his claim, but. pending
the negotiation of the treaty, lu' informed the .Secretary of State

tliat it ha<l U'cn intimated that, if he wotdd advance a further sum
of money to the .Spanish (iovernment. he might obtain a grant of

land in Florida siilTicient to cover all his demands. The Secretary

of State informed him that if the cession of the Floridas was made,
;ill grants after a certain time would be declared to be null and void.

Mi-. .Meadi' then, on .lainiary 17. isjl). (ih-d his claims with the De-
partment nf .State. Previously, however, he had sought from the

King of .Spain the a|)|)oint ment of a coimnission to examine and
liquidate his claims, and on May 7, 1810, such a conwnission was
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appointed. This commission, after examining the original docu-

ments which Meade had submitted, rendered. May 10, 1820, an award

in his favor for $37o,8T9.8;i, which inchided his unli(]ui(hited con-

tract claims, with interest to the date of liquidation, and a gross sum
as damages for his arrest and imprisonment. The ratification of the

treaty of February 2'2, 1819, was delayed for two years. This delay

necessitated the resubmission of the treaty to the Senate, in order

that the period for the exchange of ratifications might be extended,

and Meade, availing himself of the opportunity, sought to have the

treaty amended so that it might not include his claim. The treaty

was not amended, and, Avhen the conmiissioners were appointed to

carry Article XI. into effect, Meade presented a memorial in which

he asked that his claim might be treated as liquidated, and that an

award might be nuide for the amount allowed by the Spanish com-

mission. The connnissioners declined to grant this request, holding

that they were bound by the treaty, as well as by the act of Congress

passed to carry it into effect, to ascertain the " validity and amount
of claims." They therefore decided that the original documents must

be produced before them. Meade had already written to the Spanish

minister at Washington in regard to obtaining the documents, but

had received an unfavorable response. May 18, 1823, however, Mr.

Xelson, newly appointed minister of the United States to Spain, was

instructed to apply for the papers, but, owing to the blockade of

Cadiz by a French squadron, his arrival at his post was delayed, and

he was unable to aj^ply to the Spanish Government till December 19,

1823. The Spanish Government jH-omised to comply with the re-

quest, but stated that there would be delay in furnishing the docu-

ments, owing to the great quantity of them and to the confusion then

existing in the public offices. This reply Avas received in Washing-

ton only a few days before the expiration of the commission, and on

May 29, 1824, Meade's claim was rejected for want of sufficient evi-

dence to establish its validity. Efforts were subsequently made by

Meade and his heirs to obtain conij)ensation from the United States,

and the claim, after having been made the subject of many Congres-

sional reports, was referred to the Court of Claims by a joint resolu-

tion of Congress of July 25, 18()C), ''for adjudication thereof, pur-

suant to the authority conferred upon said court by any existing law

to exauiine and decide claims against the Uiuted States, referred to

•t by C\)ngress." The Court of Claims held, Xott, J., dissenting,

that it had no power under tlie existing laws defining its jurisdiction

to reopen the case. This judgment was affirmed by the Supreme
Court.

.Mf'iulo r. T'nited States, 2 Nott & Huntington. 224; Meade r. Fnited

States, 9 Wall, rm ; Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 4502-4r)0*].
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Hoi-iioo l?inn«\v. in an opinion of Dot-enibor 28, 1821, said: " If the United

Stall's liavt' cxtinj^uisluHl Mr. Moadc's claims upon Spain by virtue

of tlicir own sovcn'ijrn power, call it tlio exorcise of eminent domain,

or the takin;; of i)rivate proiK'rty for public use, or by any other

name, the conclusion is not to be resisted that they owe him a just

siitisfdction. that they are bound to repair his daiiiages, to make

f/oixl his losses, to make him restitution, to indenniify him, or make

liim whole. It would he in violation of the spirit as well as the letter

of the I'ulc to impose ui)()n liim anythiuK less than indemnity and

satisfaction; to re(|uire him to iiarticii)ate with others in the divi-

sion of an inadeciuate siun. and to .ii'ply t<> his case a scale that may
be well enouj.'h trraduated for claims which, under all circumstances,

are subject to nati(»nal control, but is a wholly luitit measure of

claims surrendered by virtue of eminent domain, and by that surren-

d«'r lu'come a puhlie debt:' (Am. State Pai)ers, For. Rel. VI. 793.)

" No airaii«ement was made, under the treaty of peace with Spain [of

18!tS| or otherwise, for the presentation of the claim to the Spanish

(Jftvcrnment. Under all the circumstances, the Department is not

prepared to take any further action with reference to the claim."

(.Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Chandler. June 2(5, 1000, 24(5 MS.

I>om. L<"t. 112.)

See Mr. A<lams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, min. to Spain. Ajiril 28, 1823,

Am. St.ite Palters. For. Kel. V. 417.

Til the case of Aloxandof MoLeod, wlio was arrested in New York
on cliarofes of imirder and arson in connection with the destruction

of the steamer ('(irolhie, and whose release Avas afterwards* demanded
by tl)e British (lovernment. the comphiinant, after his discharge,

and after his case had l)een disposed of in the diplomatic correspond-

ence JK'tween Mr. AVehster and Lord Ashbiirton in 1842, sou|?ht to

prosecute a claim a«raiust the United States before the mixed com-

mission in Ivondon under the treaty of 1853. The umpire dismissed

tin- claim on tlu^ <rr()und that the entire matter had been ended as a

sul)j»'ct of int<'rnational discussion by the correspondence of 1842.

Moore. Int. Arbitrations. III. 2424. 242.").

For the case of the Caroline, see supra, § 217.

The case of McLeod is cited by Commissi(mer Maury, of the Sl^anish

'I'reaty Claims Conunission. under the act of Congress of March 2,

liHM. in a separate oi>inion concnri'inK in the decision of the Coni-

missioii dismissing the claims of individual seamen growing out of

the destruction of the I'nited States battle ship Maine at Iliivana.

February 1.".. isos. Mr. M:mry maintaimnl that Art. VII of the

treaty of p.-;i<e between the I'niti'd States and Spain of Dec. 10, 1808,

bad tile elTect of jMitting an end to all such claims in the character
of international demands, lie cit<'d S. Rep. 880. ."> Cong. 2 sess.

vii.: S. r)oc. (;2. .V. Cong. .'! s.-ss.. j.f. 1. p. 200. 2r.O ; Grotius. bk. :?.

<Ii. 20. sec. 17: I'.nrl.iuiaqni. vol. 2. cli. 14. sec. 7; Hall, Int. Law,
Mil ed. .-,s;{; Whe.Uon. pt. 4. cli. 4. sec. :{ ; H:illeck. vol. 1, ch. 0, sec. 10,

."•.r.l London ed. ; V;ittel. bk. 4. ch. 2. sec. 10; Bluntschli. sees. 708-710

;

Calvo. Droit Int. t. :'.. sec. l.",0; t. ."., sees. .Sl-.'i7, p. 370; Eyston v.

Studd, I'lowd, 4<>>; Inited States v. Kirby, 7 Wall. 482, 480, 487;
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Hilton r. Guyot. 159 U. S. li;i, Vili; Martens, Causes Celebres, vol.

I, p. 47; Moore, Int. Arbitrations, vol. .•?. pp. 2424, 2425; Webster's

Works, vol. (!, pp. 271-.30.3 ; Wharton, Int. Law Digest, vol. 3, sec. 315 b ;

II. Ex. Doc. 418, 85 Tong. 2 sess. ; S. Doc. 04, IC, Coiik. 1 sess. ; Gray
V. United States. .21 Ct. CI. .394; Williams i: Heard, 140 IT. S. 529;

P.urnand r. Kodocanaclii. L. R. 7 App. Cas. 333.

" Mr. Carvallo a])pears to think that the Government of the ITnited

States, having made this claim a public; question between itself and
the Government of Chile, ought not to be influenced by the opinions

and wishes of the claimants, as to the course to be pursued in settling

it. But while the Government of the ITnited States no doubt ought to

reserve, and certainly will reserve to itself the right of pursuing such

a cou: se as a wise regard to the public interests re([uires. yet having

originally taken up the subject at the instance of the claimants, and

for their benefit, it would be altogether inex})edient to pursue it, with-

out the atteni])t at least to obtain their consent beforehand to the

measures adopted. A contrary course would be imprudent in itself,

and might lay the foundations for an onerous demand ujjon Congress.

The high character and unquestioned probity of the principal claim-

ant nuikes this course, which would always be that of prudence, almost

incumbent on this Department upon the present occasion,''

Mr. Everett, Sec. of State, to Mr. Carvallo. Feb. 23, 1853, MS. Notes to

Chile, VI. r.5.

" There is an important misapprehension in Mr. Carvallo's note

which it is necessary to correct. The undersigned has never said that

it Avas * indispensable to obtain the consent of the claimants in order

to make a convention; ' but that it was inexpedient to take an impor-

tant step without attempting at least to obtain their consent; and this

remark was (lualified by saying that the Government of the United

States reserved to themselves the right of pursuing such a course as

was required by a wise regard to the puldic interests."

Mr. Everett. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Carvallo, Mar. 3, 1853, MS. Notes to

Chile. VI. 75.

"Where a grossly inadequate sum is offered by a foreign govern-

ment in j^ayment of a claim admitted by it to be due to a citizen of

the United States, the government of the United States may fix a

sum Avhose i)ayment it demands as an ultimatum.

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Osborne, Oct. 18, 1883. MS. Inst.

Arjr. Kei'- >^VI- -•*^"- i^*'*' further, same to same. April 21, 1884, id.

313.

" The claims presented to the French commission are not private

claims but governmental claims, growing out of injuries to private
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citizens or tlu'ir property, inflicted by the government against which

(hey are j)reseiite(l. As U'tween the United States and the citizen, the

claim mav in some >ense l>e regarded as private, hut when the claim is

taken uj) and |)ressed diph)matically. it is as against the foreign gov-

ernment a national claim.

"Over such claims the ])rosecutiwg government has full control; it

mav. as a matter of pure right, refuse to present them at all; it may
surrender them or comj)romise them without consulting the claimant.

Several instances wherein this has been done will occur to you, notably

the case of the so-called * French spoliation claims.' The rights of

the citizt'n for dii)lomatic redress are as against his own, not the for-

eign government. For the claims within its jurisdiction the commis-

sion stands in the place of the dij)lomatic departments of the two

countries, and the respective agents and counsel represent, not the

claimants, but their respective governments, and it is of the utmost

importance to frankjiess, fair and upright dealing between the two

nations, that the agents and counsel should not in any manner be

interested in the cases which they present or defend. The commis-

sion is not a judicial tribunal adjudging j^rivate rights, but an inter-

national tribunal adjudging national rights."

Mr. Frt'liii^'lniysen. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Mullan & King. Feb. 11, 1884,

Hit .MS. l>oiii. Let. (;.-).•{.

In the case of the steamer Ilaytian Kepnhlir\ whose release was de-

manded and obtained by the United States from the Haytian authori-

tius in Di'cemlHM", 1S8S, a claim was made by the United States in be-

half of the owners for an indemnity. In May, 1892, the Haytian
(iovernment conveyed directly to the owners aii offer of settlement o\\

condition that the United States .should have nothing to do with it.

The offei- was acce|)ted i)y the owners, and the minister of the United
States at Port au I'rince was kept in ignorance of what was donei.

while a j)retens<' of diplomatic negotiations was kept up by the

Haytian foreign oflice. When the facts Iwcame known, the American
minister was instructed to inform the Haytian G'nernment that the

United States had heard of its proceedings with ])ainful surprises and
considered them highly discourteous and derogatory to the friendly

relations of the two (iovennnents. As the settlement accepted by
the owners had not be<'n carried out, the American minister was
authorized to u.s«' his '* unofficial good offices" in their behalf, but to

take no furtlu'r official action in the matter tudess so directed by the

I)ei)artment of State.

Mr. Foster. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Durham, min. to Hayti, No. 07, Aug. 4,

isii.",. MS. lust. Hayti. IIL L'T'-'.

It was ln'l(l to !>• coiiiparatively uiiiinportant, as affecting the foregoing

iustruc-tiuu. wiietUer tlie suggestion of a private settlement originated
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with the Haytian Government or with the owners of the vessel.

(Mr. Foster to Mr. Durham, No. 70, Aug. 12, 1892, MS. Inst. Hayti.

III. 277.)

As to the case of the Haytian RcpuhUc, see S. Ex. Doe. 09, 50 Cong. 2

sess., and partiouhirly pp. 171, 198, 241, et seq.

Nov. 29, 1886. Mr. Moret, Spanish minister of foreign affairs,

informed Mr. Curry, the American minister at Madrid, that the

council of ministers had decided to settle the claim of Antonio

Maximo Mora, a naturalized citizen of the United States of Cuban
origin, against the Government of Spain, growing out of the embargo
of his property in Cuba, by paying the sum of $1,500,000. This sum,

said Mr. Moret, was to be paid by a charge on the Cuban budget, and
the minister of ultramar would include it in the budget of 1887-88

;

but, as the colonial budget was not in a condition to support such a

sum at one time, the government had reserved the determination of

the most practicable mode of payment, of which due information

would be given.

Mr. Currj'. Dec. 7, 1886, under instructions of his government,

accepted this offer.

The Cuban budget of 1887-88 contained a provision for the payment
of the claim, but, when the sittings of the Cortes were suspended

in July, 1887, the budget had not been passed. In the following

December, the appropriations of the preceding year were renewed,

and the budget of 1887-88 was left without action; and when, in

April, 1888, the colonial budget for 1888-89 was submitted to the

Cortes, the provision for the payment of the claim was omitted.

April 24, 1888, Mr. Curry asked for the reason for this omission.

Mr. Moret, ISIay 12, 1888, replied that, in view of the debate which

took place in the Chamber of Deputies in the preceding December

and January, the government was convinced that the chamber would

not vot<^ the money unless the '* totality " of American claims was

settled, including those of Spain against the United States. The
government, said Mr. Moret, did not assume to alter what had been

agreed on, but must consider the moment which might be opportune

to put the matter before the Cortes.

Mr. Kives, Acting Secretary of State, referring to this corre-

spondence, June 23, 1888, declared that the Department of State noted

with satisfaction " that its confidence that the Spanish Government

would not repudiate the arrangement which was deliberately con-

cluded in its name and by its authority has not been misplaced."

In consequence of the opposition manifested in the Cortes to the

settlement which had been made, Mr. Moret was transferred to the

ministiv of the interior, and was succeeded in the ministry of foreign

affairs by the Marquis de la Vega de Armijo.
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In a note of Auir. T. 1S88, the JViarquis de la Vega de Armijo stated

tliat his (JoviTimuMit intended to satisfy, as far as lay in its power,

the (Jovenunent of the Tnited States, and expressed confidence that

the Cortes wouhl vote the money if the payment of the Mora claim
•' coinciiK'd " w ith the payment of the clahns of Spain. This seemed

to he the programme of the Cortes, for a resolution introduced by

Scfior Last res. in Fehruary, 1888, repudiating the Mora settlement,

was defeated hy a vote of 170 to 47.

Mr. Hayard. Secretary of State, Sept. 17, 1888, declared that "so

far as tlie minister's note declares the inviolability of the settlement

arrived at in the Mora case, and its removal from the sphere of dis-

cussion, it is satisfactory to this (lovernment, and fulfills the expec-

tations that had been confidently entertained in regard to the observ-

ance by the Spanisli (Jovernment of the agreement heretofore con-

chided." Mr. Bayard was not indisposed to include the "payment"
of the Mora claim with the "settlement" of other claims, if tliiis

could be done witliin a reasonable time; Init he declared that the " sum
agreed to be paid " in the Mora case might " fairly be treated as a

debt due and withhehl by Spain from the United States, upon which

interest should justly l)e computed from the time the agreement was
conchided."

Again, on Dec. 18, 1888, Mr. Bayard declared that the claim had
l)een " conclusively adjusted for a specific sum and only awaits pay-

ment l)v tlie Sjianish (lovernment."

Mr. Blaine, Secretary of State, May 20, 1889, adopted Mr. Curry's

language, that by the settlement " the Mora case was raised from the

debatabh' and negotial)le ground it had previously occupied to

the height of an international compact, binding upon both Govern-

ments." In the same ])aper ^fr. Blaine said " that by the most foiinal

and sacred of international compacts the faith and honor of the

Spanish (loverument have been directly pledged to its actual payment
at a particular time, in a declared numner, and in a specified amount." ''

The President, said Mr. Blaine, was " unwilling to allow the execution

of tlie absolute settlement of the Mora case to be nuide dej^endent

n|)on the furtlier settlement of other claims."

Mr. Foster, Secretary of State, Dec. 20, 1802, writing to Mr.

Snowden, American minister at Madrid, referred to a joint resolu-

tion introduced in tiie Senate l)y Mr. Dolph, and said that, unless

something definite was done, "there was great ])robability that the

joint resolution wouhl be jjassed, or some action taken by C\)ngress

looking to tlu» enforcement of the Mora claim."

Again. Fel). 2, 18l)H. Mr. Foster, writing to Mr. Snowden WMth

regard to a remark made l)v the latter to the Spanish minister of for-

eign affairs as to the possible conchision of a "convention for the

adjustment of the Mora and such other claims as Spanish subjects
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may have against our Government," said :
" The Mora claim has

been regarded by this Government as already a liquidated and ad-

justed claim, only awaiting an appropriation by the Spanish Cortes

for its final j^Jiynient. It should not. therefore, be placed in the cate-

gory of unadjusted claims."

Mr. Gresham, Secretary of State, writing to Mr. Taylor, Mr. Snow-
den's successor at Madrid, July 14, 1893, said: "Of course, this

Government, as above stated, could not recognize parliamentary

vlifficulties in the way of securing an appropriation for the Mora
claim, as in any way relieving Spain from her distinct and uncon-

ditional obligation to pay that claim." Mr. Gresham also referred

lo a resolution, introduced at the last session of Congress, authorizing

i nd requesting the President "to take such measures as in his judg-

ment may l)e necessary to consununate the aforesaid agreement by the

collection of the amount agreed upon with interest from the time the

said amount should have been paid under the aforesaid agreement."

Mr. (iresham observed that, unless the Spanish Government speedily

changed its attitude. " a similar resolution, perhaps one more per-

emptory," would be introduced, with a strong probability of its pas-

sage, at the next session. '* The Spanish Government," declared Mr.

Gresham, "agreed to indemnify the United States for the flagrant

wrong done to Mr. Mora, by the unconditional payment of a sum of

money. The justice of the demand could not fairly be questioned,

and now nothing short of full and prompt payment will be acceptable

to this (iovernment."'

In a telegram to Mr. Taylor, Dec. 21, 1893, Mr. Gresham declared

that " the claim stood on an unconditional promise of payment."

Mr. Taylor, in an interview with Mr. Moret, who had again be-

come minister of state, Dec. 29, 1894, presented the following as the
'• conclusions " of his Government, which he said he believed to be
'• irrevocable

:"

1. That, when the proposition of settlement was accepted, "an
International convention was completed which precludes the discus-

sion of all questions except that of payment.
" 2. That the unconditional promise to pay carried with it the obli-

gation to ])ay in a reasonable time, which had long ago expired, seven

years have now elapsed since such unconditional promise had been

made.
•• 3. That my Government will not consent ' that payment shall de-

j)end upon the willingness of the Cortes to make the appropriation.'

"4. That it will not consent 'that payment shall await the final

adjustment of claims asserted by Spain against us.'
"

Mr. (iresham, Feb. 14, 1894, said: "This presentation of the con-

clusions of this Government is approved."
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Ft'l». :.'«'., ISiM. ^fr. Moret ioi)li(Ml. in an elaborate memorandum,

to Mr. (iivsliaiM's K'Jtcr of July 14, LS«);i to Mr. Taylor, a copy of

whicli Mr. Tavlor had left with him. In this memorandum Mr.

MoiTt drnit'd tiiat there was ever any ille^^al eimfiscation of property

in the case, or any otlense a<rainst an American citizen, or any fla-

grant injnstice of any kind. The jndijments ajjainst Mora were legal.

The (|nestion was not "one of those nnittei's of strict justice which

n'<|niie innnediate r('i)aration." This Avas so, even though "the only

prartical and pro|)er thing that remains refers to the carrying out

of \Uv agreement of isst;." It was also an error to say that the

S|)anish (Joveinnient profited hy the proceeds of the Mora property.

Moreovi'r. tlu' agreement to pay the claim was conditional, not uncon-

ditional. The matter was to be concluded by means of a bill in the

legislatnre. And the C'ortez woidd no doul)t provide for the pay-

ment of tiie claim, if the payment should "coincide" with the pay-

ment of the claims of Spain.

Mr. (iresham, on n'ceiving this memorandum, telegraphed to Mr.

Taylor that the agreement was " nnconditional." that all departments

of the S|)anish (Jovernment were l)()nnd by it. and that no one depart-

ment conid nnllifv it.

Further dis<-nssing the subject, in a dispatch to Mr, Taylor, June

r>. ls;>4. Mr. (Jresliam declared that the question "whether, however,

the Spanish (iovernnient did or did not " receive the income from

.Mora's estates, was " immaterial to the rights of this Government or

th«' obligations of S|)ain.**

Delay in the j)aynient of the money continued; and at length by

a joint resolution (»f Congress, a])])roved March 2, 1895, the Presi-

dent was i-e<|ui'sted " to insist upon the iiayment of the sum agreed

upon between the go\'ei-ninents of vSpain and the ITnited States in

rK|uidalion of the claim of Antonio Maximo Mora against the Gov-

ei-iMuent of Spain, with interest fi'oin the time when the said amount
-hould have been paid under the agreement."

lu-t iiiclion^ in a<cordance with the resolution were sent to the

-Vnierican legation in .Madrid, and rej)resentations in a similar sense

weie made to the S|)anish minister at Washington, urging an innne-

diate |»ayinent on account and an arrangement for the early payment
of the remainder, shouhl S|)ain be unable to pay the full amount at

once. 'I"he insurrection in Cuba had now become flagrant. On July
-'". l^^'-'.^, the S|»ani-Ii ministei'at Washington handed to the Secretary

of State ilu' text of a resolution of the council, approved by the Queen
Ki r'lit. -taliiig that, " in view of the facts shown of record and of

f' conclu--ii.li- forMnulat<'d by the ministers on the subcommittee of

•Terence." ii had I n di'cided to notify the United States that Spain,
" in fulfillment of the engagement contracted by the notes exchanged
(»n the 2!>th of November and 7th of December, 1886," was prepared
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to proceed to the payment of a million and a half of pesos in three

instalments, the form and date of payment to be determined by

agreement. August 10, 1895, an agreement, signed by Mr. Olney,

Secretary of State, Mr. Dupuy de Lome, the Spanish minister, and

two representatives of the claimant, and other persons interested in

the claim, was concluded at Boston, for the payment, on or before

Sept. 15, of a million and a half Spanish gold pesos, " in full dis-

charge and satisfaction hot only of the principal sum agreed to be

paid in liquidation of the Mora claim, so called, but of any and every

amount that might be claimed to be due as interest on said principal

sum." This sum, amounting to $1,449,000 American gold, was duly

paid by a draft on London for £295,412 16s. lid.

Senor Moret to Mr. Curry, Nov. 29, 1886, For. Rel. 1894, App. I. 368;

Mr. Curry to Mr. Moret, Dec. 7, 1886, id. 368; Messrs. Shlpman,

Barlow, et al., to Mr. Bayard, March 7, 1888, id. 369; Mr. Curry to

Mr. Bayard, No. 315, April 25, 1888, id. 370; Mr. Moret to Mr. Curry,

May 12, 1888, id. 372 : Mr. Rives to Mr. Curry, No. 305, June 23, 1888,

id. 373 ; Mr. Curry to the Marquis de la Vega, June 30, 1888, id. 375

;

Marquis de la Vega to Mr. Curry, Aug. 7, 1888, id. 376 ; Mr. Bayard to

Mr. Strobel, No. 323, Sept. 17, 1888, id. 377 ; Mr. Bayard to Mr. Bel-

mont, min. to Spain, No. 4, Dec. 18, 1888, id. 378; Mr. Blaine to Mr.

Palmer, No. 3, :May 20, 1889, id. 388 ; Mr. Foster to Mr. Snowden, No.

53, Dec. 20, 1892, id. 412 ; same to same, No. 95, Feb. 2, 1893, id. 416

;

Mr. Gresham to Mr. Taylor, No. 16, July 14, 1893, id. 419; same to

same, telegram, Dec. 21, 1893, id. 427 ; Mr. Taylor to Mr. Gresham,

No. 94, Dec. 30, 1893, id. 429, 430, 431 ; Mr. Gresham to Mr. Taylor,

No. 95, Feb. 14, 1894, id. 434; Memorandum of Senor Moret, Feb. 26,

1894, id. 439; Mr. Gresham to Mr. Taylor, tel., March 20, 1894, id.

443 ; Mr. Gresham to Mr. Taylor, No. 134, June 5, 1894, id. 446 ; joint

res. of March 2, 1895, For. Rel. 1895, II. 1163; Mr. Uhl, Acting See.

of State, to :Mr. Taylor, No. 341, June 6, 1895, id. 1162 ; Mr. Olney to

Mr. Taylor, tel., June 11, 1895, id. 1163; Mr. Olney to Senor Dupuy
de Lome, No. 11, June 24, 1895. id. 1167; agreement of Aug. 10, 1895,

Id. 1171 ; acknowledgment of settlement of claim, Sept. 14, 1895, id.

1176.

" I l)eg to acknowledge yours of the 5th instant, relative to the case

of Frazer vs. Dexter, pending in the Supreme Court District of

Columbia.
•' The claim has been loosely spoken of in diplomatic correspond-

ence and otherwise, as the claim of Antonio Maximo Mora against

the Government of Spain. Nevertheless, that description of the claim

is to be regarded rather as identifying it than as showing its true

legal character. It was in fact the claim of the United States against

Si)ani, prosecuted as such and paid as such. The money was paid

by draft in favor of the Secretary of State of the United States,

and the proceeds are now deposited in the subtreasury of the

United States to the order of the Secretary. During the course of
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the negotiations, which ended in the final settlement of the claim,

I had frequent consultations with the i)arties in interest. I consulted

with them not because I was oblifjed to, but because I desired that

any settlement made should l)e satisfactory to them. In several

letters to me on the subject, the counsel of Mora and his assignees

admitted ujore than once that, while they appreciated the privilege

of being conferred with as to the terms of settlement, all the right

and all the discretion in the matter were vested in the (lovernment

of the United States. The only action of Congress on the subject,

that I am aware of, is the joint resolution of March 2, 1895, 28 Stats,

at Large. *.)75.""'

Mr. Oliu'.v. Sec. of State, to the Attorney-General, Oet. 7, 1895, 205 MS.

Doiii. Let. 212.

XV. XATIONAL NEGLECT OR tiALE OF CLAIM.

§ 105().

"• Should the Government of the United States, either by its neg-

lect in ])ressing a claim against a foreign government or by extin-

guishing it as an ecjuivalent for concessions from such government,

impair the claimant's rights, it is bound to duly compensate such

claimant."'

Wharton, Int. Law Digest, §220, II. .^)(i().

The controversies between the United States and France, arising

from the wars growing out of the French revolution, have elsewhere

iM'en narrated. (Sui)ra. i^ 821.) These controversies, as has been

stHMi. gave rise to many claims against P^rance on account of acts of

spoliation committed against American citizens and their connnerce.

By the act of July 7. 1798. Congress, on the ground of wrongful acts

by France, declared that the (Jovernment of the United States was

exonerated from the stipulations of the ti'caties l)etween the two

countries, which were not to be regarded in the future as legally

ol)ligatorv on the (lOvernment or citizens of the United States. The
treaties thus declared to be at an end included the treat}' of alliance

and the treaty of connnerce of 1778. to which the controversies be-

tween the two countries had chiefly related. In 1800, when the two

governments came to negotiate foi- the restoration of amicable rela-

tions. France declined to admit that the treaties of 1778 could be

considered as having l)een terminated by the act of the United States

alone. France, said the j)lenipotentiaries of that government, would
eitiier recognize the treaties as being in full force, and in that case

would agree to make indemnity for any infractions of them, or would
recognize the condition of things which had existed from 1798 to

1800 as constituting a state of war, and in that case would make a

treaty of peace and decline to grant indemnities, since the rights of
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war acknowledged '' no obligation to repair its ravages." As the

American plenipotentiaries were not authorized either to recognize

the treaties of 1778 or to abandon the claims, an agreement on this

basis was impossible, and it became necessary either to postpone the

subject or to abandon the negotiations. The American plenipoten-

tiaries assumed the responsibility of the former alternative, and on

September 30, 1800, signed a convention. By Article II. of this con-

vention it Avas declared that, as the plenipotentiaries of the contract-

ing parties had been unable to agree either upon the question of the

treaties or '''upon the indemnities mutually due or claimed," the two

governments Avould negotiate on those subjects " at a convenient

time." and that until they had come to an agreement the treaties

should '' have no operation." The Senate of the United States ap-

proved the convention, with the proviso that Article II. should be
'' expunged " and the duration of the convention limited to eight

years. The convention as thus amended was returned to Paris for

exchange of ratifications. Bonaparte, as First Consul, inserted in his

act of ratification the proviso that, by striking out Article II., " the

two states renounced the respective pretensions, which are the object

of the said article." The ratifications were exchanged at Paris on

July 31, 1801. When the convention was received in the United

States, the President, in view of the form of the French ratification,

deemed it prudent to submit it again to the Senate, although he did

not regard "" the declaratory clause as more than a legitimate infer-

ence from the rejection by the Senate of the second article." The
Senate, on December 19, resolved that it considered the convention
*• as fully ratified," and returned it to the President for promulga-

tion. It was proclaimed on the 21st of December.

The convention of 1800, after providing for the restoration of cer-

tain captured property, stipulated (Article V.) that debts contracted

by one of the two nations with individuals of the other should be

paid, but that this clause should not extend to indemnities claimed

on account of captures or confiscations. By the convention of April

30, 1803, concluded in connection with the Louisiana purchase, it was

provided that these debts with interest at six per cent should be paid

to an amount not exceeding 20,000,000 francs The claims which were

excluded from payment became known as the " French Spoliation

Claims." Ifr was maintained by the claimants that the condition of

tilings existing between the United States and France from 1798 to

1800 did not constitute a state of war; that the claims against France

for spoliations consequently remained in full force, except so far as

they had been relinquished by the United States; that the United

States had in fact relinquished them in the consideration of a release

by France from the obligations of the treaties of 1778; and that the

United States, having sold the claims for a valuable consideration.
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had itself become liable for their payment. A bill passed by Con-

gress for the relief of the claimants was vetoed by President Polk on

August 8, 1846. A similar measure was vetoed by President Pierce

on February 17, 1855. At length, by an act approved January 20,

1885 (23 Stat., '283), the claims were referred to the Court of Claims,

which was authorized to report such conclusions of fact and law as

in its judgment might affect the liability of the United States. This

resulted in the filing of petitions embracing nearly 3,000 vessels and
involving between 5,000 and 6.000 cases. Under the act of 1885 the

Secretary of State sent abroad special agents, who by their researches

obtained a mass of documents and information of much historical

interest as well as of great value in determining the merits of the

individual cases.

Davis. Notes. Treaty Volume (1776-1887), 1300-1309; Moore, Int. Arbi-

trations, V. 4425-4437.

As to French spoliations after 1803, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 4447

ef seq.

As to Spanish spoliations, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 4487, 4533.

As to Danish siwliations, see id. 4549; as to Neapolitan, id. 4575. '

" The argument by which it is maintained that they [the French

spoliation claims] should be paid by the United States may be briefly

stated thus: (a.) The claims were valid claims against France, because

they are founded upon torts committed in violation of the canons of

international law, in a time of peace, (b) The United States relin-

quished these claims to France upon condition that France should

surrender to them its national claims against them for alleged infrac-

tions of the treaties of 1778 and 1788, and should consent to the abro-

gation of thase treaties, (c) Therefore, the United States, having

appropriated to itself a benefit resulting from the losses of its citizens,

should make compensation to the sufferers.

"The argument of the other side may be stated thus: (a.) They
were the cause of a. war between France and the United States, by

which they were expunged in the course of the operation of the

ordinary rules of international law ; but even admitting the contrary^

those claims which were not recognized by the treaty of 1803 could

not have been enforced against France without violating established

canons of international law. (7>.) No bargain was made with France

respecting the guarantee, (r.) Therefore, the conclusion which is

drawn from *hat alleged fact is incorrect.

"The points in dispute, therefore, relate (1) to the fact whether

there was or was not a recognized state of war; (2) whether the

relinquishment of the guarantee in the 11th article of the treaty of

1778 was an element in the conclusion of the treaty of 1800; (3)

whether that agreement of guarantee had an appreciable money
vaJue."
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Davis, Notes, Treaty Vol. (177(>-1787), 1309.

For Mr. Clay's rei)ort of 1820, with accompanying correspondence, see

Am. State Pap. For. Kel. VI. 3.

The Court of Claims, in opinions rendered by Judge John Davis,

on May 17 and May 24, 1820, held that the United States was liable

for the payment of the claims. It was conceded that the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the case of Bass v. Tingy, 4 Dallas

37, had held that the state of things between the United States and

France from 171)8 to 1800 constituted " partial warfare, limited by the

acts of Congress." The Court of Claims observed, however, that

all the measures relied upon as evidence that war existed wer« taken

prior to the instructions given by the United States to its plenipo-

tentiaries to France on October 22, 1799, which did not recognize a

state of war as existing or as having existed; that France herself, as

shown by her various declarations, did not regard the difficulties

between the two countries as amounting to war, and that the opinion

of Congress, as gleaned from the statutes, Avas to the same effect.

The court cited the opinions of Pickering. Madison, Clay, and Chief

Justice Marshall that the claims were valid as against France and

were relinquished by the United States for a valuable consideration.

This view, said the court, was sustained by forty-five reports in

Congress favorable to the claims as against only three adverse reports,

idl of which AAcre made prior to the publication of the correspondence

by Mr. Clay in 1820. The validity of the claims had also, said the

court, " been recognized by Clinton, Edward Livingston, Everett,

AVebster. Cushing, Choate, Sumner, and many other of the most dis-

tinguished statesmen known to American history, and Avhile oppo-

nents have not been wanting, among tjie most eminent of Avhom were

Forsyth, Calhoun, Polk, Pierce, Silas AVright, and Benton, still the

vast weight of authority in the political division of that Government

has been strenuous in favor of the contention made here by the

claimants."

Gray, Adm'r., r. United States. 21 Ct. CI. 340, 368-405.

See. also, Cnshing v. T'nlted States, 22 Ct. CI. 1.

By the act of .Tanuary 2o, 188.j, no provision was made for an appeal to

the Sui)reme Conrt. It has heen held hy the Suprenie (^ourt. in a

case involving the question of who were the " next of Ivin," under

the act of March .3, 181)1, making an appropriation to pay certain

claims, that the payments were directed by Congress by way of

gratuity or grace, and that the next of kin intended were those

living at the date of the act. (Blagge v. Balch, 102 U. S. 439, 16

S. Ct. ^53. reversing l.'>7 Mass. 144, 31 N. E. ICA. See, also,

Jones' Admr. v. Fnited States, 137 U. S. 202.)

No legal liability attaches to the T'nited States for the surrender of a

private claim unless it thereby gains a national advantage. (The

.Tane, 23 Ct. CI. 22(;.)

IT. Doc. 5.51—vol 6 65 •
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As tlu' rdiiKiuisliiiKMit of tlic T'nitcd States was of claiins for depreda-

tions on American coninierce liy French cruisers, it did not embrace

the seizure and confiscation hy the French army in 171)0 of goods in

a liritisli warehouse in tlie neutral city of Legliorn. (Field, Adnir.,

r. United Stales, 27 ft. (M. 224.)

A condenniation by a French triltunal in Santo Domingo, within the

jurisdiction of Spain, was disposed of by tlie treaty between the

United States and Spain of ISIU. (Tlie Hope, 27 Ct. CI. 122.)

3. UitiiiT TO WrninuAw ou Abandon.

S 1057.

A ijovornmont does not. by abaiuloiiin^ the claim of one of its

citizens a<j:ainsl a f()rei<>fn <i"()veninient. necessarily beconse liable

lo make <r()0(l the claim. '* The ar<jinnent of abstract right is

stronjr: but as the justice obtainable from foreign nations is at all

times, and under every state of things, very imperfect, and as the

only alternative in cases of denial of justice is the abandonment of

the chum or war. a nation by abandoning the claim, after exhausting

every specific exjx'dient for obtaining justice, neither partakes of

the injustice <lone nor makes itself responsible to the sufferer; for

war. even if it eventually obtains justice for that sufferer, secures

it by the sufl'erings of thousands of others equally unmerited and

which must ultimately remain unindemnified. And mere inability

to obtain justice can not incur the obligation it is unable to enforce."

• I .1. (y Adams's Memoirs. .".S."..

"The dii)lomatic abandonment of the claims by their own govern-

ment, especially if a<'comi)anied by the characterization contained in

the j)roj)osed preamble, could not fail to i)rove a serious obstacle to

the success of any efforts Avhich the ])arties. whose claims have here-

tofore been presented, might make to secure redress through the»

judicial tribunals, a source from which, under the most favorable

circumstances, the claimants woidd seem to have little to hope for."'

Mr. Fish, Se<-. of State, to Mr. Uogan. Dec. 20, 1875, MS. Inst. Chile, XVI.
171.

'' While this I)ei)artment is at all times read}' to lend the good

offices of its representatives abroad for the presentation of all valid

claims foinided on justice and e(|uity of its citizens upon foreign

governments in accordance with its established regidations, and also

to assist in the pronu)tion of American interest.s in all proper cases

and by thos<> methods known and ajij^roved internationally, yet it

is not unmindful of the concuri-enl obligation imj^osed by our pro-

fessions of amity and comity with other nati(ms, as well as by the in-

junctions of our own self-respect, upon Avhich we invite those nations

confidently to rely, which shoidd secure such previous scrutiny and
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examination of the law and facts upon which such claims are based

by their proponents as shall, piiina facie ^ assure both parties of their

justice. . . .

" To discriminate against speculative and unjust claims by our

citizens upon foreign governments and in favor of those founded

in justice and equity, will cause our recommendations to have that

weight which we desire, and create confidence in our international

action."

Mr. Bayard, Bee. of State, to ^Ir. Jarvis, niin. to Brazil, No. 40, Sept. (i,

188G, -42, withdrawing the claim of James C. Jewett against the Gov-

ernment of Brazil.

" In view of the previous exercise of the Department's good offices on

your behalf in this matter, and the apparent failure to establish

the allegations of claim then made, it is not tliought that your case

is a proper subject for further diplomatic action." (Mr. Wharton,

Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jewett, June 28, 1889, 173 MS. Dom.
Let. 474.)

" Essential as it is that the intercourse between nations should be

marked by the highest honor as well as honesty, the moment that the

government of the United States discovers that a claim it makes on a

foreign government can not l)e honorably and honestly pressed, that

moment, no matter what nuiy be the period of the procedure, that

claim should l)e dropped."

Report of ^Ir. Bayard. See. of State, to the President, on the case of A. H.

I.azare. Jan. 20. 1887. For. Kel. 1887, 620. See. also, Moore, Int.

Arbitrations, II. 1794-18fM); S. Ex. Doc. 64. 49 Cong. 2 sess.

It is part of the sovereign right of a government if, at any time

before the consununation of a transaction relating to the claim of a

citizen against a foreign government, it becomes satisfied of the fals-

ity or injustice of the claim, to abandon all further action on behalf

of the claimant.

United States v. La Abra Silver Min. Co., 29 Ct. CI. 432.

XVI. DAMAGES.

1. Measure of Damages.

§ 1058.

The prol)able or possible profits of an unfinished voyage afford no

rule to estimate the damages in a case of marine trespass.

The .Vmiable Nancy, 3 Wheat 546 ; La Amistad de Ruse, r» id. .38,">.

The prime cost or value of the property lost, and, in case of injury,

the diminution in value by reason of the injury, with interest thereon,

affords the true measure of damages in such a case.

The Amiable Nancy, 3 Wheat. 546.
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The lial)ility of Frjiiioo. in a French spoliation case, is limited to

the value of tlie property at the time of the illegal seizure or condem-

nation, and can not be augmented by subsequent transactions between

owners and insurers.

Tho Jolni Kasoii (l!K)i:), t57 Ct. CI. 443.

A j)arty whose house was destroyed in Florida, so as to give him a

claim for its loss, can not receive, in addition, indemnify for extraor-

dinary expenses incurred by him in taking up his residence in another

place.

Cnsliiiii:. At. (Jon. 1854, G Op. 530.

By the (Jeneva tribunal the distinction between immediate and re-

mote (or conse(iuential) damages was maintained; the latter being

held not to l)e i)roi)erly chargeable.

See supra, § 1U50.

A British vessel, Avrecked on the Chinese coast, Avas purchased by

an American citizen. The day before the purchase, however, '" the

vessel had been gutted by Chinese marauders, who, it is alleged, had

access to the vessel through the neglect of the Chinese Government.

Now, supposing that such neglect imposed on the Chinese Government

a liability to make good to the owners of the vessel the losses thereby

sustained by them, which, however, we have no reason on the facts to

assume, yet we nnist recollect that the petitioner bought the vessel as

she was at the time of purchase and can only claim for damages sub-

sequently accruing.''

.Mr. Bayard. Soc. of State, to Mr. Denhy. niiii. to China. No. 42. Feb. 5.

ISSC. MS. In.st. Cliina. IV. 118.

On this and otlier grounds, it was held tJiat there was no claim ajiainst

the Chinese Government on the part of the American purchaser/*-

(Ibid.)

2. Interest.

§ 1059.

The rule of the common law that interest is not payable on claims

against the (iovernment. unless exi)ress provision be made for such

l)ayment, has been followed in the United States. This is, however,

merely a rule of nninicii)al law enforced by the Government against

its citizens or subjects, and is not obligatory as between government
and government.

As to the practice of international eonimissions in the allowance of inter-

est, see Moore. Int. Arbitrations. I. 287, 339, 374; II. 1317, 1445;

IV. 3545, 3734, 4323, 4324. 4327 ; V. 4013.
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" Interest, according to the usage of nations, is a necessary part of

a just national indemnification."

Davis, Notes, Treaty Vol. (177<>-1887), citing Wirt, At. Gen., 1 Op. 28;

Crittenden, At. Gen., 5 Op. 850 ; Geneva Award, 4 Papers relating to

the Treaty of Wasliington, 5,3.

By the fifth article of the convention of 1818, certain differences

were referred to the Emperor of Russia, who awarded " That the

United States of America are entitled to a just indemnification, from

Great Britain, for all private property carried away by the British

forces; and as the question regards slaves more especially, for all

such slaves as were carried away by the British forces, from the

places and territories of which the restitution was stipulated by the

treaty, in quitting the said places and territories." A convention

was subsequently formed at St. Petersburg })etween the United

States and Great Britain, July 12, 1822, " for the purpose of carrying

into effect this award of His Imperial Majesty." A question arose

as to the payment of interest on the indemnity awarded, and Great

Britain appealed to the terms of the convention of 1822 as relieving

her from such payment. It was held that " just indemnification "

involved not merely the return of the value of the specific property,

but compensation in the nature of damages for the wrongful deten-

tion of it; but since this, if not impracticable, would be a work of

great labor and time, interest, according to the usage of nations,

was a necessary part of the indemnification. It was further held

that in case of conflict between the aAvard and the terms of the con-

vention of 1822, the latter should give way to the former.

Moore. Int. Arbitrations. I. aci ; Wirt. At. Gen., 1S2C., 2 Op. 28.

When a fund awarded to a claimant is invested by the Department

in United States securities, on which interest has accrued between in-

vestment and payment, such interest is not payable to the claimant.

Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to Messr.s. f^)udert Brothers, Oct. 7, 1885, 157

MS. Doni. Let. 80<), affirming Mr. Frelinghnysen's rnling in letter to

same ]»ersons of Feb. 2t5, 1885.

'• Under section ^OHO of tlie Revised Statutes, all funds held in trust

by the Fuited States and the annual interest accruing thereon, when
not otherwise re(iuii'ed by treaty, are to be invested in stocks of the

United States Ix'aring a rate of interest not less than five per centum

per annum. Thei-e being now no j^rocurable stocks paying so high a

rate of interest, the letter of the statute is at present inapplicable, but

its sjurit is subserved by continuing to make investments of this nature

in current stocks bearing the highest interest now paid. The statute,

however, makes no provision for the disposal of such accretions. It
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iH'inn: contrary to the freneral rule of this Government to allow interest

on claims. I recommend the repeal of the provision in question, and

the disposition, under a uniform rule, of the present accumulations

from investment of liMist funds."

IM-fsiiUMit Ch-voJiind. aimual nu'ssajjo. Dt'c. S. 188."), For. Rel. 1885, xiv.

S<>t' Mr. Hayanl. Sec. ui' State, to Messrs. Coutlt'rt Brothers, Oct. 10, 1885,

ir.T MS. Doni. L«'t. .".Tr..

By article i> of tlie agreement between the United States and Spain,

of February 11'. isTl. for the arbitration of claims, it was stipulated

that the expenses of the arbitration woidd be "defrayed by a percentage

to be added to the amoimt awarded." In distributing the moneys

recei\'ed from Si)ain on the awards as they were rendered, the Secre-

tary of State, pending the Hnal act of the Connnission in adding a

l)ercentage to the total amount of its aAvards, retained 5 per cent of

(he mon(>ys so received. The reason for this was stated in a circular

letter of the Secivtary of State to the claimants, which said: ''Five

per centmn of the amount due in each case will be reserved for the

present, to meet the exjx'uscs of the connnission, until a payment to

cover such expenses shall have been made by Spain in conformity wnth

the ])rovisi()n in that regard of said agreement of February 12th,

1S71." In another letter, addressed to the plaintiff in the present case,

the Secretary of State said: "It is hoped that no great delay will

occm- in receiving the ])ayment from Sj)ain. which will liberate this

i-eserve for ex|)enses. and the Department will expect to keep this

reserve invested in interest-bearing securities of the United States, to

cover the delay in its distril)iition to the claimants." Subsequently

the reserve was j)ai(l over by another Secretary of State to tlie claim-

ants withoiU interest. Held, that a writ of mandamus would not lie

to comjH'l the payment of the interest; that, as the money was with-

held from the claimants by the United States, the case fell within tlje

ride that the United States does not pay interest (m claims against it,

excej)t in i)ursuaiice of statutory authority: and that no claini/for

intert'st could be founded "upon the language of any notification or

circular or letter \vhi<h issued froiu the I)ei)artment of State,'' since

"no binding contract for the jjayment of interest was thereby

created."

.Viiuarica r. I'.ayanl (ISSS). 1J7 \\ s. L*.")l. Si'o .\ngarica r. liayanl, 4

Mackey. :!ln.

XVII. /' 1 V1//;V7'.

g lOC.O.

" T am under the impression that the payment by diplomatic agents,

either din'ctly or through this I)e|)artment, to claimants on foreign

governments of moneys which may be recovered from such govern-
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ments in satisfaction of claims, is, to say the least, irregular, and

imposes responsibility wliere it does not properly belong."

Mr. Clayton. Sec-, of State, to Mr. Shields, May 19, 1849, MS. Inst.

Venezuela, I. 77.

" In revising Wharton's Digest you may care to have the result of my
examination of tlie suhject mentioned in volume 2. p. 701, sec. 245,

which I made yesterday, in pursuance of your kind permission.

" Secretary Clayton not only directed Mr. Shields to remit to the Treas-

ury Department moneys which he might receive from the Venezuelan

Government in satisfaction of private claims to be by that Depart-

ment distributed among those who might be legally entitled to the

same, but he very dearly indicated that this was the only correct

practice, and leaves it to be inferred that it should be followed by

all diplomatic officers in the future.

"The impression created by the extract printed in Dr. Wharton's Digest

is that this i)ractice was inaugurated in 1849 by Mr. Clayton and

continued.

" As a matter of fact Mr. Shields was authorized by instruction of October

l."">. 1849, to pay moneys received and to be received from the Vene-

zuelan Government in a certain case to the assignees of the claim-

ants, who were then in Venezuela, and ^Ir. Shields reports in his

last dispatch, dated January 6th, ISijO, that ' the receipt for this

payment as well as the receipts for payments to the parties inter-

ested of the amounts realized in all the other cases of indemnity

brought to a close during my term of service, are left on file in the

archives of the legation.'

" On February 28th, 18.52. the Department instructed Mr. Steele, who was
Mr. Shields' successor, to remit to the attorney of the claimant Hi

the case of the Con.staHcia any money which he might receive from

the Venezuelan (Jovernment on account of the claim in that case.

Throughout the correspondence, during Mr. Webster's and Mr. Cass's

administrations (and also Mr. Marcy's), it is made clear that the

practice of paying by diplomatic agents directly to claimants on

foreign governments of moneys recovered from such governments in

satisfaction of claims was approved.
" I have not learned when this practice was changetl by the Department.

Itut I am satisfied that Mr. Clayton's ])lan of having the proceetls of

foreign claims forwarded to the Treasury Department, as set forth

in his instructions to Mr. Shields, was never insl.sted upon; indeed,

it was wliolly impracticable. Having been received at the Treasury,

such moneys could not have been distributed to the parties in interest

without an apin-opriation by Congress." (Letter of E. I. Kenick,

sometime chief clerk of the Department of State, to Mr. Moore,

Assist. Sec. of State. May 27. 1898. MS.)

A minister who collects from a foreign government, under instruc-

tions from his government, a sum due a citizen of the United States,

IS not entitled to make any charge for expe^ises of collection, even

tliough he act at the time under a power of attorney from the

claimant.

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Peden, Apr. 10, ISoG, MS. Inst. Arg.

Kep. XV. 91.
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•• T have rercivcd your \o. 149, of the 5th instant, from which it

ai)i)ears that the National Bank of Ilayti refuses to pay the second

instalhiu'iit. aniountin^^ to $7,375, of the indenniity awarded to

Richard Allen, an American citizen, alleofin^r that the same has been

attached by a ^fr. Devot.

" If the order upon the bank to which you refer was in terms pay-

able to the diplomatic representative of tlie United States, it was

nt)t attachable, and the action of Haytian court violates diplomatic

privilet^^e.

" If the money was deposited in the bank in such way as to become

lawfully attachable, the (iovernment of Hayti simply fails to fulfill

its obli<;ation to pay the money to the Government of the United

States.

"While we do not expect the ITaytian Government to apply arbi-

trary constraint to her courts, yet if, instead of delivering the money

directly to the legation, she has placed it for the time being in such a

position that the courts may lawfully take cognizance thereof, her

liability remains the same, and she is absolutely bound to make good

the payment to our legation under any circumstances, since the debt

of Ilayti is one to the United States as a Government and not to the

claimant as an individual.

'• You will api)rise the minister for foreign affairs of these views

and expiTss the I)ei)artment's contideiice that the amount now due

and payable on account of Mr. Allen's indemnity may be imme-

diately turned over to you."

Mr. Oliu'.v. Sec. of State, to Mr. Terrcs. cliargt', June 21, 1895, For. Rel.

isai, II. Slti.

The foreKoiufj; views were duly presented to the Haytian Goveraiuent;

hut, on June l.">. iircviously to their reception at Port au Prince, " an

i.rranKenienl was made hetween Messrs. Devot and Allen hy which

tii«' former agreed to raise the attachment." and the money "was
duly turned over to this lej^ation hy the National Hank of Haiti."

^

(Mr. Terres. ciiarKe, to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State. July 1). ISi);".. For.

Kel. IS'.t.-.. 11. .SIC.)

Mr. Adee. .\(t. Sec. of State, to Mr. Terres, charfi»\ Aug. 2. 1895, said:

"Your <-ommuMi( ation to tlie Haytian secretary of foreisjn affairs of

tlie views of this (iovernment . . . was . . . timely, and
will douittless tend t<t a hetter understanding of the suhject in the

future." (For. Kel. 1S!I5. II. SIT.)

As Henry de la Francia, the original claimant, was dead at the

time of the pa^^age of the supplementary act of 1848 (0 Stat. 730),

authorizing the Secretary of State to settle his claim for advances,

etc.. and a> the claim was assets belonging to his estate, the avails of

whicji were to l)e accounted for as such, it was advised that the

amount a\var(lc<| shoidd be j)aid only to an administrator dtdy ap-

pointed and authorized to receipt for the estate. As, however, it
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appeared that a competent court had decided Joseph de la Francia

to be the sole distributee entitled to the amount from the adminis-

trators, the Secretary was advised to take a receipt from him or his

attorne}^ also. It was also lield that under a power of attorney exe-

cuted by Joseph de la Francia to James Bowie, the latter had author-

ity to substitute Isaac Thomas in his stead ; but that Thomas could

not legally substitute William Cost Johnson in his stead.

Johnson. At. Gen., 1849, 5 Op. 135, 137.

It was further held that the receipt and acquittance in blank, purporting

to have been signed by Isaac Thomas, if authentic, gives authority

so to fill it up as to make it a full discharge and acquittance of all

title to the sum awarded to said Joseph de la Francia by the Secre-

tary of State. (Ibid.)

Where money is due from the Government to the heirs of one de-

ceased, and there is a dispute as to the legal descent, such dispute

should be decided by the court rather than by the executive officers.

Crittenden, At. Gen., 1853, 5 Op. 670.

The provision in the statutes of the United States (10 Stat. 170),

declaring that " all transfers and assignments hereafter made of any
claim upon the United States. . . . shall be absolutely null and
void," does not apply to a claim against the Chinese indemnity fund

under the control of the Department of State.

Hubbell r. United States, 15 Ct. CI. 546.

The Government can not be held liable as a trustee for money
received from a foreign power, in pursuance of a treaty for the

satisfaction of claims of American citizens, unless the trust be de-

clared by treaty or statute.

Great Western Ins. Co. r. United States, 19 Ct. CI. 206.

By a clause in the diplomatic a»d consular appropriation act of

February 20, 1890 (29 Stat. 32), "all moneys received by the Sec-

retary of State from foreign governments and other sources, in

trust for citizens of the United States or others, shall be deposited

and covered into the Treasury." The Secretary of State is also to

determine the amounts due to claimants from each of said trust

funds, and to certify the same to the Secretary of the Treasury, who
>hall, upon the presentation of the certificate of the Secretary of

."^tate, pay the amount so found to be due. The Secretary of State

has hekl that this statutory provision makes the funds in question

trust funds, wliich he is in law lx)und to distribute to claimants ac-

cording to their legal or equitable rights, as shown at the time of

distribution.
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Mr. Hot'khill. Assist. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Shands. Oct. 20, 1890. 213 MS.

Doin. Let. :«»S.

As to the e.\«'uii»ti()n of tlie Secretary of State from the control of the

courts ill tile e.xercise of his discretion respecting funds received on

international claims, see Frelinghny.sen i: Key, 110 U. S. OJi ; La

Ahra r. liiittHl States, 175 V. S. 423, 458.

Sw. also. Hoar, At. Gen. (1800). 13 Op. 19.

With reforoneo to tho ease of Annie W. Frazer r. James E. Dexter

et al,. No. 1()7T4, equity, then pending in tlie supreme court of the

District of Cohnnbia. Mr, Ohiey, in a letter to the Attorney-General,

e.\pres.sed the opinion that the case should be dismissed, so far as the

Secretary of State and the United States were concerned. " My
view." said Mr. Olney, '* is that it can be dismissed, because the Mora
money is held by the United States as sovereign and not as trustee

or stakeholder for any person or persons; that the suit, though

formally against the Secretary of State, is really against the United

States, and that the disposition to be made of the money is a political

question, to i)e decided by the political department of the (lovernment

and not by the judicial. At all events the judicial department can

have no cognizance of that question until the political department

shall have decisively acted. In support of this view, permit me to

call your attention to the case of the United States r. The La Abra
Mining Company et al., reported in the *2J)th volinne of the Court of

Claims. ])age 432. On page 455) you will find a citation by the counsel

of the United States of some pertinent cases decided by the Supreme
(\)urt of the United States."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to the Attorney-General, Oct. 2, 1895, 205 MS.
I)om. Let. 14.5.

XVIIL \0\PECr\IARY REDRESS.

1. Cession ok Territorv. <i.

§ lOfil.

As a rule cessions of territory, by way of indemnity, have been

made at the close of a war as part of the arrangement by which peace

was secured. Such was the case with cessions of territory made
by Me.xico to the United States in 1848 and by Spain to the United
States in 181)8. •'An e.xample of the cession of territory in time of

peace by way of satisfaction of claims may be found in the territorial

.transfers made to the United States by Spain in 1819, under the so-

called Florida treaty.
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2. Apology.

§ 1062.
•

In the case of the outrage by the Leopard on the Chesapeake^ Presi-

dent Jefferson, as has been seen, issued a proclamation excluding

British ships of war from the ports of the United States, and forbid-

ding persons to visit tliem from the shore. As this made it necessary

for them to resort to Halifax for water, provisions, and other con-

veniences, the British Government treated it as a grievance and

refused to negotiate as to reparation until the proclamation was

withdrawn. Mr. Rose, special envoy sent by Great Britain to the

United States in 1807, argued that '* if, when a wrong is committed,

retaliation is immediately resorted to by the injured party, the door

to pacific adjustment is closed, and the means of conciliation are pre-

cluded." Mr. Madison subsequently agreed that if reparation should

be " tendered spontaneously "' by Great Britain, the President would,

on receipt of this act of reparation, revoke the proclamation. The
negotiations were continued in 1809 by Mr. F. J. Jackson, the new
British minister in the United States, but, owing to Mr. Jackson's

conduct. ]Mr. Madison asked for his recall and afterwards dismissed

him. Mr. Foster. ^Ir. Jackson's successor, on November 1, 1811,

informed Mr. Monroe (1) that he was instructed "to repeat to the

American Government the prompt disavowal by His Majesty (and

recited in Mr. Erskine's note of April 17, 1809, to Mr. Smith) on

being apprized of the unauthorized act of the officer in command of

his naval forces on the coast of America, whose recall from a highly

important and honorable command immediately ensued, as a mark
of His Majesty's disapprobation;" (2) that he was "authorized to

offer, in addition to that disavowal on the part of His Royal High-

ness, the innnediate restoration, as far as circumstances will admit,

of the uien who, in consequence of Admiral Berkeley's orders, were

forcibly taken out of the Chesapeak-e to the vessel from which they

were taken; or, if that ship should Ix; no longer in commission, to

such seaport of the United States as the American Government may
name for the purpose;" and (-i) that he was "also authorized to

otl'cr to the American (lovernment a suitable pecuniary provision for

the sufferers in consequence of the attack upon the Chesapeake^ includ-

ing the families of those seamen who unfortunately fell in action,

and the woundetl survivors.'' Mr. Monroe, replying to Mr. Foster,

on the 12th of November, said: " It is much to l)e regretted that the

i-cparation due for such an aggression as that committed on the United

States' frigate the CJwsapeake should have been so long delayed; nor

could the translation of the offending officer from one command to

another be regarded as constituting a part of a reparation otherwise
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satisfactory. ('()nsi(l«'iin<r. liowovcr, the existing circumstances of

the case, and the early and amicable attention paid to it by His Royal

Ilij^rhness the Prince Reo^ent the President accedes to the proposition

contained in your letter, and, in so doin<r, your (lovernment will, I am
persuaded, see a \)\oo\' of the conciliatory disposition by which the

President has lu'cn actuated. The otti<<<'r connnanding the Chesa-

/X7//.V , now lvin<r in the harhoi- of Boston, will 1k^ instructed to receive

the men who ai-e to l»e restored to that ship."

S^H' -Mr. Uos.'. Brit, niiii.. to Mr. Miidisoii. Sec. of State. March 17, 1808,

Am. StJite rai***'"^. I*'»»''- I^el. III. JIS ; Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to

.Mr. IMiikiiey. Ai)ril 4. l,S«i8. id. 'J2l ; Mr. Foster to Mr. Monroe, Nov. 1,

1811. id. 4!);); Mr. Monroe to Mr. Foster, Nov. 12, 1811, id. 500.

For a fuller statement of the case of the Chcsai)cake and the Leopard, see

supra S .-^18.

In Xovemher, IS.M, the city authorities of (Jreytown made a de-

mand u|)on the caj)tain of the steamer PromethcKs, then in the

service of the American Atlantic c^ Pacific Ship Canal Company, an

American corporation, for $l"i;5 in payment of port charges. As the

jurisdicti(»n of the authorities was disputed hy the comi)any, the cap-

lain declined to comi)ly with the demand, and a })olice officer was sent

on hoard the vessel and levied an attachment u])on her. The captain,

liowever. refused to obey the writ, and was about to leave the harbor

when the conmiandei' of the British man-of-wai" /i.rptrss fired one or

two blank carti'idges, and then a I'ound shot across the steamer's bows

and another across her stern. Tt was stated that one of the shots

j)assed very near to j)ersons on the steamer. The Prometheus then

returned to her anchorage, and the chaiges were j)aid. Tt appeared

that the conunander of the h'j-j/rcss acted on the requisition of the

British consul. When a report of the incident was received at Wash-
ington, Mr. AN'ebster, who was then Secretary of State, on December
.'>. iHiM. instruct<'d Mr. Abbott Lawrence, American minister in Lon- •>

don, to lay the facts JK'fore the British (lOvernment, and to say that

il the firing was done by authority of that govermnent it was a vio-

lation of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty, which ])recluded either govern-

ment fi-om exercising dominion over the Mos(piito coast. Nor could

the Cnited States, said Mr. A\'ei)ster, consent to the collection of port

charges at (ireytowii by British men-of-war. Mr. Webster added
that the occiiii-ence had creat»'(l e<pial surpri.se and regret, and had
caused the l*resident to give immediate orders for the dispatch of an

armed vessel to (Jreytown, On January 10, 18r)2, Ixml (Jranville,

replying to Mr. Lawrence's representations, entirely di.savowed the

act of \iolence committi'd by the commander of the /{./-press, and said:
" Lndi'r these circiunstances Her Majesty's (lovernment have no hesi-

tation in offering an amjjle a|)ology for that which they consider to

have been an infraction of treaty engagements; and Her Majesty's
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Goveriiiiient do so without loss of time, and immediately upon the

receipt of the official intelligence . . . , inasmuch as, in their opin-

ion, it would be unworthy of the government of a great nation to

hesitate about making due reparation, when the acts of their subor-

dinate authorities had been such as not to admit of justification."

S. Ex. Docs. « and 30, 32 Cong. 1 sess. ; 41 Br. & For. State Papers,

757, 7(>7.

As to the case of the Trent, see infra, § 12G5.

3. Salute to the Flag.

§ 1063.

In the case of the Virginias, the reparation demanded by the

I'^uited States embraced a salute to the flag. Such a salute was con-

ceded by Spain, in case it should be found that the Virginias was at

the time of her seizure entitled to fly the flag of the United States.

Subsequently, on its having been found by the Attorney-General of

the United States that the papers of the Virginins were obtained on

a false affidavit of the United States ownership, the demand for the

salute was dropped.

For the case of the Virginius, see supra, § 309.

As to the salute of the flag in the case of the French consul at San Fran-

cisco, see supra. § 714

As to the salute to the Brazilian flag in the case of the seizure of the

Confederate cruiser Florida hy an American man-of-war in Brazilian

waters, see infra, § 1334.

In the case of the attack hy a moh on the Spanish consulate at New
Orleans, an incident connected with the Lopez expedition, the United

States eugaged to salute the flag of Spain when her new Spanish

consul was brought to New Orleans. (Supra, § 704.)

o
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